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THE LEO BAECK MEMORIAL LECTURE 1

The Leo Baeck Institute was founded by representative organizations of

Jews from Germany for the purpose of collecting material on and spon-

soring research into the history of the Jewish community in Germany and

in other German-speaking countries from the Emancipation to its disper-

sion. The Institute is named in honor of the man who was the last repre-

sentative figure of German Jewry in Germany during the Nazi period.
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(S) 1958 by Leo Baeck Institute, Inc

CO Baeck, the man, was many things— rabbi,

teacher, scholar, author, a leader of his people and a

great voice of humanity. He considered himself, first

and foremost, a rabbi. And being a rabbi was to him

not a profession (in the present-day sense of the word),

a job though concededly an elevated and very meri-

torious job that one picks, but a vocation, a true vocatio,

a call which one answers. He used bitter words once

when someone coupled the decision to become a rabbi

with the word "Berufswahl/' choosing a career, Leo

Baeck, the son of a rabbi, studied at the Jiidisch-

Theologisches Seminar in Breslau and the Hochschule

fiir die Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin. In 1897

he received his rabbinical diploma from the Hochschule

and served then as rabbi for ten years in the Silesian city



of Oppeln, another five years in Duesseldorf and since

1912 in Berlin.

It wai sometimes said— before 1933— that Baeck

was not a successful rabbi. The fast-talking critics wanted

to say that he was not a popular rabbi. Indeed, he was

not. He was never an organization man, never a speaker

for the masses, never one driven to make the maximum

of personal appearances. Nor did he deliver sermons

full of thunder and lightning. He did not scold; neither

did he prescribe easy panaceas for spiritual happiness.

He was no jovial congregational backslapper always

ready with the right word and the right joke— or the

right admonition. His rabbinical bag did not contain a

well-assorted collection of Jewish tales labelled for vari-

ous occasions. On the contrary, Leo Baeck made heavy

intellectual demands upon his congregation. For he was

a scholar— a theologian and philosopher— and his

character and his achievements can be understood only

if one knows that in all his activities he was a thinker,

foremost and first.

A member of the Board of Trustees of the Jewish

Community of Berlin on one occasion spoke of his

sermons as of "Baeck's private conversations with God."

The bon mot was intended as a devastating critique, yet

no well-meaning description could have fitted better.

When Leo Baeck preached he did not talk down to an

audience. Choosing each word carefully, building each

sentence for measure and rhythm, speaking somewhat

monotonously in a strangely vibrating high-pitched

voice, now and then underlining a phrase with a move-

ment of his sensitive hands, more often revealing the

importance of a thought by an increased sharpness of

his eyes, it appeared that he expected the response to

his words not from his listeners but from somewhere

beyond.

Baeck's sermons— whether paraphrases of the Mid-

rash, interpretations of a Biblical quotation, or free-

styled modern essays— always carried a signet of pri-

vacy. A pious scholar was asking questions of the Bible,

a learned man was discoursing with history and litera-

ture. He talked with them— not about them. Yet his

sermons despite their perfect form were strangely incon-

clusive. They reflected a man in search of truth. Don't

forget, he told his students, that the preacher is in a

singular position, indeed an almost untenable one for a

human being. His audience cannot question him. His

audience cannot contradict him. He always has the

last word. Because he was aware of this unjustified

privilege Leo Baeck refrained from pontificating. His

sermons were indications of a way, never dogmatic state-

ments; nothing with him was spoken with finality; all

was prolegomena rather than a system.

When Dr. Baeck gave up his post in Duesseldorf and

accepted the call to Berlin, it was with the stipulation

that he need not teach religious school. The fact is

that Dr. Baeck felt ill at ease instructing youngsters.

Children expect simple and conclusive answers even to

complicated questions; they insist on exact summaries

of complex situations. Baeck's intellectual conscience—
the conscience of a scholar— forbade such oversimplifi-

cation, any neat black and white packaging of ideas.

In Berlin, Dr. Baeck taught at the Hochschule fur

die Wissenschaft des Judentums, the seminary for the

training of liberal rabbis and modern Jewish scholars.

It was a small school compared to the average American

college and even to similar Jewish institutions in this

country. But the eminence of its teachers made it a

world center of Jewish learning and Leo Baeck was one

member of its small faculty. There, early in the morn-

ing, he taught classes in Midrash and homiletics, and

the way he taught was not too different from the way

he preached. One of his lectures stands out in my



memory together with a great lecture by another of my

teachers, a professor at the University of Berlin.

The time was October, 1922. Berlin was a drab,

unhappy city flooded with inflation money of which

most of the students had none. The future held little

hope for young people, but against that grim back-

ground those two lectures shine brilliantly for all the

glory that scholarship can have.

The irst lecture was given by Ernst Troeltsch, the

great Protestant theologian, not long before his untimely

death. Troeltsch, philosopher and sociologist, author

of "The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches,"

a fundamental work to this day, was then giving a course

on "Philosophy of Culture." One morning, carried

away by one of his own chance remarks— his lectures

always abounded with them, struck so to speak, hot off

the anvil of his soaring mind— Troeltsch strayed from

his subject. He began to speak about Thomas Hobbes,

the English 17th century philosopher and went on talk-

ing about him till the end of the lecture. Watching

Troeltsch lecturing was like watching a sculptor at work.

Like an artist laboring with his chisel on a block of

marble, he was chopping, hewing, cutting out of his raw

material an image of Hobbes, the man and his time. A

Niagara of thoughts poured and tumbled; there were

men catching ideas and ideas catching men; there were

flashbacks and cross-thoughts, dark comers and un-

finished edges, lightning-like intimations and overlong

excursions— and then suddenly there stood Thomas

Hobbes, the man Troeltsch had set out to describe—
alive, vital, like a statue sculptured by Rodin or Jacob

£p8tcm«

Baeck's lecture was something different. He was en-

gaged in the analysis of a Midrash, a Jewish sermon

from the Talmudic period. Systematically, coolly and

dispassionately he dissected it, showed its polemical

character and established that it was the answer to a

sermon given by a member of the new Christian sect.

To prove that there was an intermediary between God

and World that preacher had interpreted the first

sentence of the Bible, Be-reshith bara Elohim eth-ha-

shamayim we-eth ha-arets, to mean that God created

Heaven and Earth with a first principle, through the

Logos (instead of accepting the traditional Jewish in-

terpretation. In the beginning God created Heaven and

Earth). And as the lecture progressed the men who

had preached the opposite sermons receded and so did

the time in which they lived and the circumstances

which shaped their special ways and the conflict became

an eternal conflict between two great ideas on which

two great religions were built: Judaism believing in the

immediate confrontation of Man and God; Christianity,

believing that Man needs an intermediary to bridge

the gap between him and God. Both Troeltsch and

Baeck were historians of ideas, but while the former was

attracted by the drama of men struggling for expression,

the stream of history in which ideas appear, live and

drown, the latter set his sight on the ideas which remain

changeless in the ever-changing procession of men.

Baeck did not lack what Grimm had defined as the

first requisite for a scholar, the reverence for the in-

significant. His doctoral thesis, Spinoza's erste Einivir-

kungen auf Deutschland, published in 1895, shows his

ability to research a wide field and find the important

detail in a mass of trivia. His early reviews as well as

many of his later essays stem from intensive philological

groundwork. It was a book— Adolf von Hamack's

Das Wesen des Christentums which appeared in 1900—
which turned him to loftier heights. Baeck reviewed

it and no one can read that intensive, thorough and

earnest review without being aware how greatly it in-

fluenced him. In 1905 Baeck published Das Wesen des



Judentums, The Essence of Judaism, whose title only

alludes to the book that inspired it. Baeck's volume was

neither apology nor defense, but a systematic work in

its own right. It has gone through many editions and

many changes. The most recent edition is quite different

from the first. In a way it is the only book Baeck ever

wrote. His many essays and smaller works were, with

the exception of the vnriungs of his last years, all fore-

and after-studies to the opus magnum into which they

fed their findings and feelings.

One idea forms the cornerstone of the book. The

Jewish God is a commanding God. Das Gebot, the

ethical commandment, the "Thou shah" and the "Thou

shall not" are the Jew's only order. God gives command-

ments, not advice. Judaism was the first religion to

establish this great either-or. Since the belief in the

One God means that there is no other commandment

but His commandment, Jewish religion is able to de-

mand from man the complete moral decision. All ex-

perience demands aaion; and for Judaism experience

can become religious experience only through the deed.

Faith and humility alone create merely a religious mood

full of danger. Jewish religion embraces both faith and

action. In man's life there appears a creative ethical

power which liberates his existence from its limits. The

categorical nature of the ethical demand is never in

doubt. The good represents the unconditional, that

which is valid and unequivocally clear at all places and

times. There are no multiple criteria for ethics. There

is no dualism of commandment which sets up different

criteria for ethics and for politics in order to provide

the state with a plausible excuse should its justice lag

behind the justice demanded of its individual members.

These are Baeck's philosophical formulations of the

fundamental principles of Judaism. They prove easily

the strength of Kant's and the Neo-Kantians* influence

on Baeck, an influence that never vanished. Do they

sound too much like a philosopher's study-grown theory,

impressive thought but thought removed from the reali-

ties of life? Read them together with the prayer which

Leo Baeck composed in 1935 after the announcement

of the Nuremberg laws, and which was sent to all Jewish

congregations to be read from the pulpit. "With the

same fervor with which we have confessed our sins, the

sins of the individual and the sins of the community,

we express our contempt for the lies with which we were

accused and we solemnly say that the calumnies which

were raised against our religion and its teachings do not

touch our dignity. High do we hold the shield of our

venerable religion against all vituperations. We shall

answer all attempts to injure us by continuing to walk

in the ways of Judaism and to fulfill its commandments."

In one philosopher's life at least there was no breach

between teaching and doing. Long before Hitler's com-

ing Baeck taught that there is no sentimentality, but

only protest and serious demand for action in the

messianic message which challenges the Jew. "Since it

is a message of commandment, it brings suffering as

well as consolation." Since it is no mere dreaming about

the future it demands the new man who is in earnest

with himself and upholds the cause— even if only a

remnant remains. The few who live for the sake of

mankind contradict the many. Commandment is always

a total protest because it is not only concerned with the

alleviation of the needs of the hour but also demands

the days to come.

In his book, Der A tern Indiens which appeared in

1955, the German writer Hans-Hasso von Veltheim-

Ostrau reports a meeting with Gandhi after the German

pogroms of November, 1938. Von Veltheim, a friend of

Baeck, asked the Indian leader for such advice— he says



in his book "detailed instructions"— as Gandhi, experi-

enced in persecution, might have for Baeck, the official

leader of the German Jews. Gandhi's recommendation

was the same he had given to Louis Fischer, the Ameri-

can writer, Martin Buber, the Jewish philosopher, and

to others. He advised the Jews of Germany to commit

collective suicide. Their sacrificial death would shake

the conscience of the world. Baeck received this message

only years later. In a letter to a Christian friend, dated

March 10, 1955, he writes: "Gandhi's message has, for

obvious reasons, reached me only a few years ago. . . .

It is characteristic of two entirely different worlds. I

was deeply moved when I received it." He was deeply

moved, but it was not advice a Jew could take. It was a

message from another world. God's commandment to

the Jew docs not know surrender. Gebot is not "kom-

mando" (a Baeckian phrase). As Baeck put it in another

letter, written in 1949, to the same Christian friend in

Germany commenting on a book by Frank Thiess and

denouncing the concept of a coUeaive soul: "The in-

dividual cannot shove off its responsibility or guilt upon

a collective. . . . The word of the Bible says, 'You are

the man.***

It is fascinating over the years to watch how in Baeck's

theological thought, through the subsequent versions

of his book, The Essence of Judaism, and his smaller

writings, another basic concept, das Geheimnis, the

Mystery, appears besides that of the Commandment.

"The commandment, too, has its mystery.** Its mystery

is in its origin, the remote God in his exaltedness. Crea-

tion is mystery, the unfathomable God revealing him-

self in the world. And the existence of both— the

commandment, clear, intelligible and accessible, and the

mystery from where what is human flows— becomes the

great paradox of Jewish being. From this wonderful

intermingling of mystery and certainty as it lives in

Jewish prayer stems the Jew's creative tension. Is Baeck

tending toward mysticism?

Baeck was not a man given to personal confessions.

There was nothing casual in his personality and there

is nothing obviously and openly personal in his writings.

The style reveals the man. I do not remember that any-

where in his work he uses the personal pronoun I. Not

once, I think, will you find in his books or essays a

personal experience used to illustrate a fact or explain

the growth of a truth. He spoke and wrote with the

authority of the truth he wanted to express and he kept

silent when he felt he did not have the authority or the

truth. This objectivity even shows in his letters. They,

too, reveal an extreme reluctance to introduce himself,

to present his personal reactions, likes or dislikes.

His books, with the exception of his dissertation, have

no footnotes. "Footnotes," a writer once said, who liked

them and whose books flow over with them, "are my

favorite shreds of thought which I have not time to

develop, my unfinished works, the germs of books I

may write one day.** Baeck disliked half-ready books.

There was nothing unfinished in his. They were as

complete, as dimensional as a piece of art. He possessed

an incisiveness of thought that seemed removed from

the labor and pain of thinking. He was a master of the

word, but the word did not seduce him. He used it

carefully, cautiously, as a surgeon uses an instrument.

He developed an artful, unmistakably personal style.

Rather than state that an idea was "great" and "unique,**

he put it, using the indefinite article, "Ein Grosses and

Einzigartiges erscheint in dieser Idee"— "a great and a

unique appears in this idea." Where others might say,

"This writer understands remarkably well," he would

prefer, "£m Verstehen von grosser Tiefe ist diesem Autor

eigen"— "An understanding of great depth is peculiar

to this author." As students we delighted in parodying



his style which in his lectures was marked even more

than in his books. Today I cannot lielp thinking that

an essential quality of Baeck's thought-process is reflected

in his tendency to hypostatize adjectives, participles and

verbs into nouns. A noun is better defined, more sub-

stantial, closer, if I may venture that far, to a Platonic

idea than the fluid, moving adjective, verb or participle.

The style is the man. No, Leo Baeck did not become

a mystic, though in later years his theology acknowledged

more strongly the existence of the hidden and unfathom-

able secret. The mystic's language is confession, his style

exultation and sentiment, his message that of the indi-

vidual lifted out from the reality of the world or his

group. The mystic is a romantic. His essential being

is a continuous state of longing. He desires, vaguely and

wildly, and luxuriates in the knowledge of his desire.

His tension arises from the mercurial variance of his

feelings— elation turns into gloom, despair gives way

to hope. And the mystic is sentimental. Reality to him

dissolves into mood. All and nothing become one. an

amorphous Nirvana of visions flowing each into the

other— and in which he loses himself, no longer able

to distinguish between dream and reality, between the

yearning and the fulfillment.

It was against such romantic religion of the indi-

vidual that Baeck, in 1922 for the Festschrift on the

occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Hochschule fur

die Wissenscliaft des Judentums, wrote a passionate

essay— a brilliant scholarly attack of fifty pages that has

no equal in his other writings, and must serve as a touch-

stone to an understanding of the man and his idea of

religion. In this scathing denunciation in which words

pound like hammer blows— quite unlike anything else

Baeck wrote— the decision is made and the line drawn

once for all: God may be an impenetrable mystery and

our only response to Him reverent humility, but His

word and demand are clear. "The primary quality of

Judaism is action . . . the more we do good the more

readily do we believe in the divine from which stems

the good. Through moral action man becomes truly

humble. In this way, then, does faith become a com-

mandment: believe thou ever more profoundly in God

by ever doing more good! Like knowledge, in which

the more we learn the more do we realize how much we

do not know, so in morality the more good we do the

more urgently obvious does it become to us how much

good there is still to be done and how far we lag behind

the command of God. The service of God is unending:

'the day is short and the task is great.'"

In 1933 Leo Baeck was made president of the Reichs-

vertretung der Juden in Deutschland. He thus became

the official leader of German Jewry. His intellectual

stature, at that time, had been acknowledged in both the

Jewish and non-Jewish world. Literary circles knew him

as a moulder of modern thought. His immersion in the

cultures of the world was as profound as his knowledge

of Judaism, for, as he intensely believed, "One cannot

live in Judaism without feeling the breath of world

history." His attitude and approach in studying them

was marked by the same reverence he held for his own

faith. When he discussed them, it was against the same

high norms he had set for the Jewish teacher: a man

inwardly free, of an honorable character, speaking with

thorough knowledge and clear understanding, who

avoids both the traditional and the popular phrase, who

never resorts to rhetoric to stimulate a spurious emotion.

In Baeck nothing was secondhand. He always drew

from the original sources— German, Hebrew, Latin,

Greek, French, English, Italian.

It is to the highest honor of German Jewry that in

its hour of greatest danger it chose a philosopher and



man of Gcxi, not an administrator or politician to be its

leader and spokesman. There were some who doubted

the wisdom of the choice. Was not Dr. Baeck a soft man,

a man who could not say No, a kind soul friendly to

everyone, all the time and in all circumstances, a typical

absent-minded professor, a weltfremder philosopher?

Yes, in a way he was. He would still generously praise

a minor effort by a sincere person as he would praise

a C student's C effort. But on the other hand as he had

censored, severely and with great concern, an A student's

negligent B so he would not pass by failure in duty

where it counted. In such cases he would sometimes

quote a favorite Latin adage: corruptio optimi pessima,

— "the corruption of the best is worst."

One of his students at the Hebrew Union College in

Cincinnati, where Baeck taught as a visiting professor,

tells this story. Upon entering the lobby of the students'

building he noticed Baeck just about to leave through

another door at the far end of the lobby. Baeck stopped

and held the door open. Suddenly, and in confusion,

the student realized that even at that distance, Baeck

was holding the door for him. He rushed across

the lobby to the door; before he could utter a word, he

heard Baeck's, "Thanks, many thanks." Similar incidents

are familiar to everyone who worked with Baeck. They

should not be forgotten. A foible portrays a man no less

than his forte.

Basically Baeck was a realist who knew the world. Ter-

ence's Homo sum, humani nil a me alienum puto could

have been said about him; nothing human was alien to

him. Indeed, he knew astoundingly much about the

world, its people and their affairs. I remember my last

meeting with him, one Friday night in the Cincinnati

home of a mutual friend. Baeck wanted to know about

the operation of newspapers and magazines in this coun-

try and even as one tried to answer, one became suddenly

aware from his questions that his knowledge of such

matters with which few are acquainted, and with which

one did not expect him to be acquainted, was consid-

erable and detailed.

Whatever element there was in him of scholarly aloof-

ness and noncommittal genteelness he had, probably,

built around himself as a protective shell. Faced with a

serious task he shed it.

At the Reichsvertretung in Berlin they sometimes

called him "the Cardinal." There did emanate from him

a power of representation which reminded one of a

prince of the church— benevolently wise and aristo-

cratically worldly, never stooping in speech or manner

to the purely political. The authority with which Baeck

spoke and acted was not a powerful church, but das

Gehot, the Commandment about which his thinking

had turned for a lifetime. There was no doubt in him

about right and wrong and there was during the Hitler

years no doubt in his soul about the final outcome of

the struggle between brutality and humanity. For him,

in a pagan world the ethical idea of Judaism had become

again what it was in the beginning of Jewish religion—
a revolutionary idea, unconditionally new and uncon-

ditionally in opposition to the present. This belief

carried him through the years of Nazi persecution. From

it stemmed the ethical resistance— so radically different

from Gandhi's passive resistance— which characterized

his leadership.

A philosopher achieves his loftiest fulfillment when

history provides him with the opportunity to preach

his idea— unfalteringly— in the face of death. Socrates

died, Baeck survived. The difference is not essential, a

mere matter of accident. The high hour of their test

occurred when they continued to teach in circumstances

of starkest adversity: Socrates in jail conversing with his



friends, Baeck lecturing on Plato and Maimonides to

700 fellow-Jews secretly gathered in a darked-out barrack

in the concentration camp of Theresienstadt.

His greatness was not created by persecution and his

legacy is independent of the suffering he shared with

millions of other Jews. How then shall we remember

him? In one of his essays, Baeck tells of the Jewish

preacher whose soul receives its office only through the

commandment which speaks not of pleasing, but of

teaching. To fulfill this task, he writes, is not easy.

"All of us are doubtless subject to moments of half-heart-

edness when we listen to the counsel of inertia and selfish-

ness, and when everything perhaps sounds indifferently

alike. But then let each and everyone recall Virgil's

admonition to Dante in the Divine Comedy, when the

Italian poet in his weariness wants to listen to the advice

of worldly people: Vien' dietro a me, e lascia dir le

genti— *Come to the heights with me, and let men

talk.'"

Let us, friends, remember Leo Baeck as a teacher

who elevated us because he walked on the heights

where men talk.
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One year ago, Dr. Fritz Bamberger spoke to

you on the remarkable man in whose honor

and memory this Institute is named. As a rab-

bi, as a scholar, as a leader of his community and as a

GermanJew, Leo Baeck was a man of rare wisdom and of

highest moral integrity. Heinrich Heine whom I wish to

discuss briefly today had neither great wisdom nor high

moral integrity. Yet he was undoubtejily the greatest Ger-

man poet ofJewish descent and left indelible traces on Ger-

man culture. Thus, he, too, bears witness to the fertility of

the brief German-Jewish symbiosis, to the exploration of

which this Institute is dedicated. In the hour ahead of us

it will not be so much Heine the poet as Heine the man

whose interpretationwe shall attempt. There has grown up,

not without Heine's own doing, a widely accepted myth of

Heine as a cosmopolitan democrat, as a fighter for the cause

of the people ofwhom there were many in the Europe of

the 1830's and 1840*8. In my discourse I wish to show that

though there was some truth to this myth — no myth can

persevere without some factual element — the man Heine

was essentially different from the mythical figure, more

complex and at the same time more alive than a good

democrat could have been.

L

When as a young man of thirty Heinrich Heine travel-

led through Italy, and passed the battlefield of Marengo,

the coachman pointed out the name of the place, and

Heine's heart leaped with joy. At the hight of Metter-



nidi's regime, the memory of Napoleon's victory over the

Aiistrians vividly brought to the traveller's mind the

struggle between resurgent liberty and conservative

tranquillity. This struggle then proceeded with renewed

vigor all over Europe in the hearts of young men who

fdt inspired by Napoleon and by Byron. With all its

confused issues the struggle appeared to them as the

liilfihncnt of thdr lives and ambitions. Heine's own

reflections at the batdefidd of Marengo bear witness to

this confusion in minds and souls. At the very eve of an

age when nationalist passions began to sweep all over

Europe, Heine misread the signs of the times to such an

extent as to see not nationalities in conflict with each

other in Europe but only international political pardes —

one fighting for, the other against, human emancipation.

He was convinced that foolish national prejudices were

daily dwindling away and that all national vanities and

hatreds were disappearing under the levelling trends of a

conunon European dvilization. At the moment Heine

had no greater wish than to be engaged for life in that

struggle for emancipadon. "I really do not know", he

wrote, 'Vhether I deserve that one day my cofHn should

be adorned with a wreath of laurel. Poetry, however

much I have loved it, has always been only a sacred

plaything for me, or consecrated means to heavenly ends.

I have never attached great importance to being a poet

laureate. I am very litde concerned whether people

praise or blame my songs. But you must lay a sword on

my cofi&n, for I was a worthy soldier in the war for the

liberation ofmankind."

This image as a knight in the service of liberty which

Mdne drew ofhimsdfhas helped to create the myth ofhim

as a democrat and friend of the people. Matthew Arnold's

essay on Heine has gready contributed to popularizing

this view which however was hardly shared by Heine's

contemporaries, among whom were many who could

truthfully have claimed to be worthy soldiers in this war.

Some of them were the famous Mazzini and Garibaldi,

Blanqui and Michdet, Boeme and Herwegh, and they

were followed by hundreds of lesser known ItaUans and

Frenchmen, Poles and Germans. Heine was not among

them. Heine's strength as an artist and his weakness as a

character prevented him from sharing the intellectual and

moral simplicity of the many soldiers among his contem-

poraries who fought valiantly for what they conceived to

be the liberation of mankind. They were dedicated men—
he was an artist. Perhaps they were his betters, but he

was undoubtedly the greater. Tluy will hardly be re-

membered except by students of history, whereas hi

will continue to be read as a living force, and the study

of his art and character will go on to excite critics and

biographers. By nature and intention he was too complex

a personality to be able to serve any cause but his own.

He had no party line and not even a consistent personal

line. He contradicted himself according to the need of

the situation, the mood of the hour, often for the mere

playful pleasure of mask and pretense. The lucidity of his

intelligence and his hedonist self-indulgence made it

impossible for him to share the deep convictions of a

Ludwig Boerne or a Georg Buechner. In spite of his

lucidity he inclined — as individuals and groups often do—

to identify his personal cause and interest with that of

human liberty.

Heine's greatness as a writer stems from a unique

blend of highly sensitive poet and romantic dreamer with

an unsurpassable sharp wit in his analysis of men and

trends. This blend was his weakness too. It was and is

responsible for many lines and statements which unex-

pectedly and painfully shock the reader. "When such

strings jar, what hope of harmony?" Shakespeare asked.

Yet among the bewildering dissonances of Heine's life

and work there persisted throughout a two-fold loyalty,

often overlooked; his dedication as a poet and his faithful

love of his fatherland. For these causes the man Heine

Hved, not as a soldier — yet with every fibre of his heart.

Rightfully he asked to have engraved on his tombstone

the words, "Here lies a German poet." The accent falls

with equal weight on both words, German and poet.

Heine's rank as a great poet and as a German patriot

has often been contested. Sometimes, these attacks

against him as a poet and as a patriot have been linked
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together. German nationalists have denied Heine's art

and patriotism because he was too lightheartedly witty

or too Jewish for them. Was he not a cosmopolitan exile

fightingm the service of the international party ofliberty?

This view ofHeine being above all a soldier ofdemocracy

and fundamentally Jewish has been brought up again

and again, sometimes by his enemies and sometimes by

his Mends. Ubcrals and Jews could easUy extol his demo-

cracy and his Jcwishness as two aspects of the same

straggle for individual dignity and human equaUty.

"What IS the great task ofour time?" Heine himself asked

on the battlefield of Marengo. "It is emancipation. Not

only that of the Irish, the Greeks, the Jews of Frankfort,

the Negroes in the West Indies and similar oppressed

peoples, but the emancipation of the whole world,

especially of Europe, which has grown to maturity and

which tears itself away from the iron leash of the privi-

leged, the aristocracy." Heine was a subject of a country

which granted emancipation to the Jews only thirteen

years after his death and where the privileges of the aris-

tocracy persisted for half a century longer. Thus self-

interest dictated to Heine to be a soldier in the cause of

emancipation. But his heart was rarely in it.

Heine was bom and brought up in the Jewish faith.

The political and social conditions in Germany during

his lifetime forced him to remain conscious of his Jewish

descent long after he abandoned the faith. His attitude

towards Jews and Judaism was as ambivalent and

ambiguous as his attitude towards democracy and otiier

popular causes. As a young man he had a short period of

pride in his Jewishness as he lived tiirough a similar

period of priding himself in being a soldier in tiie cause

of democracy. But in his mature years he could never

bring himself to accept his Jewishness as an obvious part

of his being or to learn how to live with it. It appeared to

him as a misfortune, worse than poverty or physical

suffering,

Das tausendjaehrige Familienuebel,

Die aus dem Niltal mitgeschleppte Plage,

Der altaegyptisch ungesunde Glauben.

The misfortune caught up with him while he was rotting

on his mattress tomb.

In April 1849, he confessed that he was no longer a

pleasiire-loving rather corpulent Hellene, but only a poor

deadly sick Jew, an emaciated picture of misery, an

unhappy man. But the miracle was not Heine's much

discussed conversion to God who sometimes appeared to

him in a Jewish but equally often in a Protestant or Ca-

tholic vein. The miracle was that a helpless paralytic

raked with agonizing pain for over eight years heroically

preserved his serene wit. His poetic genius did not

weaken nor falter. He never allowed hopeless apathy to

gain possession of his mind. As poet, as charmer and as

lover he retained his passionate imagination and his

creative power. No believer ever has spoken so irre-

verendy of God, whilst being with him on such an

intimate footing as the dying Heine. The well known

poem "Disputation" between a Rabbi and a Franciscan

Friar before Donna Blanca is full of blasphemies and

abuse. Heine's Mephistophelic nature asserts itself in

Donna Blanca's judgment that she has no idea who of the

two disputants is right but that both are equally obnox-

ious. Professor Buder probably approaches the truth

when she says that if religion did not console Heine it

always exhilarated him gready. His dazzling vitality

and his genuine high spirits again and again surprised

those who came to mourn the suffering poet in his airless

and cheeriess sickroom. His love for the Greek Gods

survived to the end. When "The Gods in Exile" appeared

in 1853, the work was hailed as his master piece in prose.

Nowhere in European literature have the ancient Gods

come so alive in their downfall and degradation as

through the deep love and compassion bestowed upon

diem by a suffering Jew. The Greek Gods no longer

represented measured loveliness but the ecstasy of life,

and more and more Dionysus emerged among them as

the leading figure. No wonder that Nietzsche loved

Heine. Goethe and his generation of classical humanists

had reverendy imitated the Greeks. Heine, and Nietzsche

after him, brought them to life as modem forces.
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II.

EvcQ more than Nietzsche in his mountain solitude,

Heine in his mattress tomb was the singer of exuberant

Hfe defying stark tragedy. He had not the purity and

strength of Nietzsche's personal conduct; all the greater,

among his human-all-too-human failings, was his accom-

plishment It determines his place as a milestone in the

development of German literature. In Heine modernity

triumf^ed over classicism and romanticism, quietism and

provincialism. In this respect Heine's prose was as impor-

tant as his poetry in artistic value and lasting influence.

No German poetry or prose had been written before him

that was as aHve, immediate and modem as his. Professor

Butler said of his first poems that their "technical achieve-

ment lies in the skill with which he made magic with plain

speech, so simple and direct that his vocabulary has all the

soul and savor ofordinary life miraculously melting into

music". He was the first poet to be truly modern, to deny

implicidy the existence of"unpoetical" themes and words.

His mastery grew with time and reached its zenith in his last

years. His poetical imagination infused his prose with a

luciditywhich radiates through his morally most reprehen-

sible statements and makes controversies of the past under-

standable and interesting even to the readers oftoday. The

French critic Barbey d'Aurfcvilly, a writer often as aggres-

sive as Heine but ardently reactionary in his political

convictions, a royalist and an uncompromising Catholic,

said ofHeine whom he admired: "He is always a poet. He

is m poet in poetry and in prose. He is a poet everywhere,

even in the most erroneous ideas which he sometimes has,

this man of his time! He was a poet (I myselfsaw it once)

and he could not help being one, even when he spoke of a

piece of cheese... Whether he praises or defames men or

causes, whether he is mistaken or whether he is right,

Hdne is as natural a poet as others breathe."

With Heine German poetry and prose came closer to

Hfe than they had ever been before. In that sense he was a

true Uberator at a time when Young Germany longed to

break through the confinements oftradition to the freedom

and fiillness of Hfe. Other German writers of the period

•
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- with the exception of Georg Buechner who died too

young and remained too unknown to set a model — only

cried out for modernity. Heine achieved it. "Life is Hfe's

greatest and highest purpose," Ludwig Wienbarg,Young

Germany's spokesman, proclaimed in 1834. "Above our

ashes a new European Hellenism will arise." In the same

year Charlotte StiegHtz, the young wife of a mediocre and

ambitious writer, committed suicide in the vain hope that

a great griefwould mature her husband both as a man and

a poet. Shordy before her death she wrote to him: "Today

we must have world-hearts (Weltherzjm) . That is the

heavenly character of our age: that is the young genera-

tion; therein Hes the courage to Hve. Join the young gener-

ation, and you will find the right subject matter for your

work in their world-wide and world-open interests. You

do not have to say much about the new age and about

Hberty; your entire work will breathe the spirit ofliberty."

This, however, poor StiegHtz was unable to do: Heine did

it. From many German quarters came the caU for a "new

Hterature" quickened by zest for Hfe and responsive to all

demands of the time. Gustav Schlesier exhorted his fel-

low-writers to be "modern", to Hve in their own age.

"You must show your 'heart's blood' (Herzblut), he

wrote, "and fit the character of the present. You must

tear open your breast.The writer oftoday must be modern,

specificaUy modem. German Hterature must follow the

road which George Sand has shown for aU European Hter-

ature." When a few years later Herwegh caHed the col-

lection of his poems Gedichte eines Lebendigen, it was less the

quaHty of his poetry than the tide of die volume which

over night made the author famous throughout Germany.

As we mentioned above, Heine in his last years antici-

pated Nietzsche's ecstatic cult of Hfe. No German thought

more highly of Heine as a poet than Nietzsche did. "Ger-

many has produced only one poet besides Goethe: that is

Heinrich Heine," Nietzsche wrote in an aphorism in the

i88o's. In his last book Ecce Homo he emphatically resumed

his praise of Heine. "He gave me the highest conception

of the lyric poet. In vain I seek in other realms of the mil-

lenium for equaUy sweet and passionate music. He pos-

sessed tiiat divine maHce without which I cannot imagine
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perfectioii. And how he handles the German language.

One day it will be said that Heine and I have been by far

the foremost artists of the German language." In his

distaste for the "mere German" Nietzsche overstated

Heine's rank as a poet. Yet, Nietzsche's own prose and the

vigor of German literary life after 1890 would have been

unthinkable without Heine. In his poetry and in his prose

Heine inaugurated a new epoch of German literature.

Through him it became truly European and truly modern.

Of the half century between Goethe's death and the Ger-

man cultural resurgence after 1890, Nietzsche rightly

wrote in a letter that "Wagner is and remains a capital

fact in the history ofthe European mind and ofthe modem

soul: just as Heine was such a fact. Wagner and Heine

arc the last great men whom Germany has bestowed on

Europe." What a difference between the two: Wagner's

style and thought were turgid and his passions sultry; he

had none of Heine's mocking lightness and severe self-

analysis. Yet the two men were similar, in that both

thought themselves often as soldiers in a popular cause and

yet were above all aristocratic artists of unsurpassed vita-

Ety and egocentricity, striking out for new forms and

expression.

Nowhere was Wagner's turgidity so obvious as in his

German nationalism. Nowhere did Heine preserve as

balanced a lucidity as in his dedicated German patriotism.

The contrast between the two men did hardly stem from

their difference in age. Wagner was bom in 181 3, the

year of the War of Liberation against Napoleon. The

events of 1848/49 were as decisive in his personal life as

they were in nineteenth century German history. Wag-

ner became one of the leading revolutionary agitators in

Dresden. Though he did not personally man the barri-

cades, he incited others to do so. He welcomed the revo-

lution as a whirlwind of passion which carried the promise

of Utopian greatness for the German folk. Heine was six-

teen years older than Wagner. He grew up when his

native Rhineland was under French administration which

brought to the inhabitants - Christians and Jews alike -

the first experience of human and social emancipation.

The revolution of 1848, however, meant little to Heine. He
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had always distmsted barricades and the enthusiasm ofthe

people manning them. He paid hardly any attention to the

revolution. The last time he ventured out before being

confined to his bed - it was in May 1848 - he dragged

himself to the Louvre where he lay for a long time at the

feet of the goddess of beauty, Our dear Lady of Milo. On

April 12, 1848 when all European liberals celebrated the

Spring of the Peoples", he wrote to Alfred Meissner:

You can easily understand my feelings when I saw the

revolution taking place before my very eyes. You know

that I was not a republican, and you will not be surprised

that I did not become one. The world's present doings and

hopes are foreign to my heart. Gladly would I flee

the frightening turmoil of public life and seek refuge in the

immortal springtime of poetry, ifonly I could walk better

and were not so sick." He no longer claimed to be a wor-

thy soldier in the struggle for the liberation of mankind.

He was proud of being a poet. In his Confessions in 1853

he wrote: "It is a great thing to be a poet, and above all to

be a great lyrical poet in Germany, which in the two

fields of philosophy and song has surpassed all other

>f
nations.

The spectacle ofthe revolution impaired him physically

and morally so gravely that he thought of leaving revolu-

tionary France, where liberty had triumphed, for tran-

quil Germany, either with or without his French wife.

"My wife is behaving very well", he wrote to his mother

in his typical satyrical vein. "If she were not behaving

well, I would now give her liberty like all kings now give

liberty to their people; she would then see what comes of

liberty. You have no idea of the misery now prevailing

here. The whole world is going to be free and bankrupt."

But soon he abandoned any thought ofleaving Paris with-

out his wife. She was indispensable to him. His staying in

France did not increase his sympathy for French demo-

cracy or republican liberty. He pinned all his hopes on

Louis Napoleon the authority ofwhose name he expected

to counteract the great evil of republican liberty. "Like

Louis Philippe", Heine wrote, "Louis Bonaparte is a

miracle which fate has bestowed on the French."
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Heme fell an even deeper distrust of republican demo-

cracy in Germany. When the democratic revolution of

1848 swept Germany, he dreaded the elemental popular

forces behind the revolution, the very forces which aroused

Wagner's enthusiasm. "The news which I received from

my country," he wrote to a French friend in August,

"increase my anxiety... Our enemies have gotten the

upper hand in Germany. The so-called national parties,

the fanatics of Germanism, are strutting about in their

overbearing conceit, as ridiculous as they are coarse.

Their boastful rantings are incredible. They dream that

their turn at playing the leading role in worid history has

arrived and that they will gather all the lost German tribes

from East and West to the fold of German nationalism."

Heine was, to quote William Rose's study on Heine's

political attitude, full of pride m being a German and he

cherished an imprecise idea ofa universal brotherhood in

which Germany would lead the world; therefore he was

even more apprehensive of the destructive potentialities of

the Germans than of those of the French and other peo-

pics.

Heine who is so often regarded as a liberal or even a

radical shared with his younger arch conservative Swiss

contemporary Jacob Burckhardt an extreme distaste for

democratic republicanism and nationalism. Both were

convinced that the triumph of the people would destroy

cultural values. Both saw demons lurking in the lower

orders of society, above all in the great cities, ready to

break out and submerge the achievements of civilization.

Heine lived for more than a quarter of a century in Paris.

Yet the great mysterious city left hardly any trace in

Heine's poems although it was then the unchallenged hub

of the civilized world, which inspired the modernity of

Baudelaire's poetry.

Heine's dircTprcdiction of what would happen if the

German demagogues - he used the same term as Metter-

nich did and both men were moved by similar apprehen-

sions — succeeded in arousing the German masses is well

known and was often quoted after the German masses

succumbed to Hitler. Heine feared that demagogues might
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appeal to the masses with the dark magic invocations of

the Middle Ages and that those invocations, a mixture of

ancient superstitions and of demoniac forces, would be

stronger than all arguments of reason.

Heine spoke only the truth when he wrote to Heinrich

Laube on November 23, 1835: "I stayed away from all

the agitations ofJacobinism." When in 183 1 he came to

Paris, a deep gulf separated him from his German fellow-

exiles. They were republicans and democrats. He was a

convincend monarchist. He warned against the revolu-

tionaries "who in their logical frenzy seek to eradicate by

their arguments from the depth of our hearts all the reve-

rence which is ordained by the ancient sacrament of

monarchy". From the beginning he opposed the repub-

lican movement in France. "A royalist by innate incli-

nation, I am becoming one by conviction in France." As

an artist he disliked the bourgeoisie and feared the prole-

tariat. "Though Communism," he wrote onJuly 20, 1842,

"at present is yearning away its life in forgotten garrets on

wretched straw pallets, it is still the gloomy hero to whom

a great iftransitory part is assigned in the modern tragedy,

and which only awaits its cue to enter the stage." The vic-

tory of communism, he was convinced, will threaten "our

whole modern civilization, the laborious achievements of

so many centuries, the fruit of the noblest efforts of our

predecessors".

As a poet Heine felt "a mysterious horror" at the

thought that the great crude mass which some called the

People and others called the Mob, would establish its

rule. "We would willingly sacrifice ourselves for the peo-

ple", he wrote, not entirely truthfully as far as he himself

was concerned, "for self-sacrifice is among our most refined

pleasures, but the pure and sensitive nature of the poet

shrinks from any close personal association with the

people, and even more are we horrified at the thought of

its caresses from which God preserve us." Some manu-

script notes found among his papers, expressed the same

fear that democracy was incompatible with art. "Demo-

cratic hatred of poetry," one note reads: "Parnassus is to

be leveled, macadamized, and where once an idle poet
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climbed and listened to the nightingales, soon there wiU

be a flat highway, a railroad where the locomotive roars

and rushes past the busy crowd." But Heine disliked the

middle class as much as he distrusted the masses. In his

•Letters on the French Stage* he complained that tragedy

was unthinkable without the heroic faith which the bour-

geoisie had destroyed by overthrowing the aristocracy. A

society with a free press and parliamentary institutions

could not develop great personalities indispensable to

great art. "I do not even wish to mention that the repub-

licans m France use the freedom of the press to debase all

conspicuous greatness by sneer and slander." It meant the

caid of the poetic universe when the world was guided by

the calculating mind of the middle class instead ofby "the

man of genius, by beauty, by love and by strength". In

words like these Heine sounded like the typical romantic

German poet he was.

III.

Heine looked upon the world through the eyes ofa Ger-

man poet "I know that I am one of the most German

animals that exist," he wrote to a friend in 1824. "At

lieart I love cverydiing German more than anything else

in the world. It fills me with pride and joy, and my breast

is a registry of German feelings, just as my books arc

archives of German songs." By historical coincidence

Heine as a Rhinelander became a subject of the King of

Prussia in 1814. He fdt as little a Prussian as his fellow-

Rhinelanders did, yet he felt much more a patriotic Ger-

man than they after 1814. In his German History in the

Mmtmik Centmy Treitschke stressed the hostility with

wUch the Rhinelandera received the Prussian administra-

tion. They were then entirely unfamiliar with the German

world cast of Frankfort and were firmly convinced of

their superiority over "the foreign intruders," meaning

thereby the Prussians. "They remembered only the bles-

sings of the French administration," Treitschke wrote.

"They raved about the glorious ideas of 1789, they pre-

ferred to read French or Belgian newspapers and were

convinced that the sun would rise over Europe in the

West." After 1830 the Rhinelanders looked with love and

envy to France and Belgium, where the liberal cause had
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triumphed. They were determined to keep the Napoleonic

laws, and the Prussian government, "intimidated by the

obstinate defiance of Rhenish particularism", to quote

Treitschke again, had to yield, and the Napoleonic laws

remained in force.

Heine felt himself a Rhinelander, but he was too much

of a German not to feel grateful to Prussia for Germani-

zing the newly acquired province, as he wrote on Febru-

ary 13, 1B38. The measures which the Prussian govern-

ment took against the Rhenish Catholics appeared to him

as being "much too mild". He was worried lest the Rhine-

land might be lost to Germany in critical times if Prussia

did not make use of the present tranquil period to proceed

with due severity. "What do the pious Catholics in

Munich care", Heine wrote, "whether the people on the

Rhine talk German or French; to them it is sufficient that

the Mass be sung there in Latin." Heine cared very much

that the people in the Rhineland should speak German.

It was not enthusiasm for liberty which brought Heine

to Paris in 183 1. He went there because he could find no

position in Germany. "If I cannot find one," he wrote on

January 4, 1B31 to Vamhagen von Ense, "then I shall

go to Paris, where I unfortunately have to play a role in

which all my artistic and poetic capacities will be destroy-

ed." Heine was strangely convinced that he could be

creative only in Germany. After his return from ajourney

to Germany he wrote his publisher on December 29, 1843:

"I have written many verses on my trip. They come with

great ease when I breathe German air." Although he was

received with greatest warmth and friendliness by the

French, he never ceased to feel an exile in France. In his

later years Goethe regarded French language and civili-

zation as the most refined in Europe. Nietzsche preferred

French to German and Rilke spent his last years writing

French poetry. Nietzsche and Rilke lived voluntarily and

gladly in "exile". Such an "unpatriotic" attitude was un-

thinkable to Heine. "He felt exiled in spirit where German

was not spoken," Hugo Bieber wrote. "Thb feeling over-

whelmed him in England and in Italy, and it did not

leave him even in France. For a long while he was con-
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vinced tliat German philosophy was superior to the

thought of all other peoples and that it alone adequately

comprehended the development of world history and the

ipirit of the age. On this point Heine changed his mind in

the last years of his life. But to the end he insisted that the

poetry of no other people aUained the artistic heights of

German song and that German song alone was true

poetry," During the quarter of a century in which he

lived in France, the French language as a poetic medium

and French cultural life failed to affect him.

Upon his arrival in France he did not visit the glorious

monuments of French history or letters. He went imme-

diately to the Royal Library and asked to see the famous

Manesse manuscript of the German Minnesinger which

the French had carried away firom Heidelberg in the

seventeenth century. "For years", Heine wrote, "I have

longed to see with my own eyes these precious pages which

have preserved for us, among odiers, the poems ofWalther

von der Vogclweide, the greatest German lyric poet."

Nine years later, in 1840, Heine complained that only

those who lived in exile knew what one's love for the

fotherland is, "love of one's fatherland with all its sweet

terrors and its wistful woes". But among all those exiled,

Heine cried, none was unhappier than the poet "Happy

arc thoic who quietly rot in the jaib of their fatherland . .

.

for those jails arc a home with iron bars, and German air

blows through them, and the jailer speaks German, unless

he is entirely mute... Perhaps you know what bodily

exile means, but only aGerman poet can imagine spiritual

exile, - a poet forced, to speak and write in French all

day and even during the night to sigh in French at the

hmm of his bdovcd. My tiioughts, too, are exiled into a

foreign language."

Heine hoped and worked for peace between France and

Germany and for a political rapprochement between the

two countries which he regarded as the core of European

civilization. Like so many Frenchmen and Germans of

that period he saw France and Germany united against

Britain. Heine's hostility to the English gained him the

short-lived sympathy ofsome German nationalists during
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the war of 19 14. In his edition of Heine's letters Friedrich

Hirth remarked in 19 16 that Heine's "excellent portrayal

of the English and their brutal political methods gained

him appreciation and recognition in circles that had for-

merly been indifferent to him". The wide-spread conti-

nental prejudices about England, which Nietzsche and

Rilke shared, were brilliantiy expressed by Heine in an

article which he wrote on July 29, 18 14 against Guizot

who as French ambassador to London had failed to under-

stand British "perfidy". Heine thought the English people

were profoundly corrupted by a long domestic peace —

for the wars which they fought abroad they fought through

mercenaries —, by excessive wealth and misery, by the

corruption inherent in a representative constitution, by

their mercenary spirit and their religious hypocrisy. If

Napoleon had possessed a navy, he would easily have

invaded England and met there with no great resistance,

"for he would have destroyed the privileges ofthe Norman

nobility obtained by conquest, defended the property of

the conunoners, and united British freedom with French

equality".

In his essay on Shakespeare's female characters Heine

mentioned a Christian acquaintance of his in Hamburg

who could never accept the fact that Jesus was bom
"among as repubive a people" as the Jews. Heine felt

equally about the fact that Shakespeare belonged to "the

most loathsome people which God created in his wrath".

His dislike of the English extended also to the Americans.

In Helgoland on July i, 1830 Heine rejected not only the

thought of going to "infernal England, where I would not

even wish to hang in effigy, much less live in person," but

also of going to America, "that monstrous prison of free-

dom where the invisible chains would oppress me even

more heavily than the visible ones do at home, and where

the most repulsive of tyrants, the populace, holds vulgar

sway". Heine's typically German approach to the con-

cept of liberty received an almost grotesque expression in

his Travel Pictures where he compared liberty in England

with that which he believed existed in Russia. "In Eng-

land liberty sprang from historical precedents, in Russia

from principles. Like the precedents themselves, the intel-



lectual results bear the stamp of the Middle Ages; the

whole d" England is frozen in medieval institutions which

are incapable of rejuvenation and behind which the

aristocracy is entrenched to await the stroke of death. On

the other hand, the principles from which Russian liberty

is daily emerging, are the Uberal ideas of the present age;

the Russian government is permeated with these ideas,

its unrestricted abwlutism is rather a dictatorship for the

direct introduction of these ideas . . . Russia is a democratic

state, and I would even call it a Christian state if I might

employ this much abused term in its most delectable and

cosmopolitan sense, for the Russians are exempt by the

very extent of their empire from the narrow-mindedness

of a pagan nationalism."

Heine shared these prejudices against England with

most Frenchmen and Germans of his time. But he shared

ftdly also the prejudices of the average German against

French immorality and frivolity as contrasted with Ger-

man virtue. In his Letters on the French Stage there are pas-

sages which could have been written by Richard Wagner,

though with infinitely less wit and in far inferior language.

Heine insisted he could not enjoy French comedy because

he had a German soul and heart, ''traegt ein deutsches Ge-

mmt tn dir BrmC\ Turning from the inherent weaknesses

of French art to a more general reflection Heine called it

"the secret curse ofexile, that we never really feel at home

in the foreign land. With our own way of thinking and

feeling which we have brought with us from our homeland,

wc always remain isolated among a people, which feels

and thinks quite differendy. We are perpetuaUy hurt by

moral, or rather immoral sights, to which the native has

long become accustomed, which through habit he notices

as little as he does the natural sights of his land . . .
Ah, the

moral and intellectual climate in a foreign land is for us

as inhospitable as the physical climate; nay, it is easier to

accept the latter; for only the body suffers from it, not the

soul*'.

Heine's distrust of the common people and his views on

France made him at first struggle violendy against the

strongest passion of his life, his love for Matilda. She was a

scantily educated girl from the lower classes who could

neither understand nor appreciate him as a German poet

but who was singularly devoted to him for more than two

decades, cheerfully nursing the paralytic, and remaining

faithful to him after his death. "For eight years", Heine

wrote to his brother in April 1843, "I have loved her with

a tenderness and passion which borders on the fabulous."

Eight years later in 1851 he wrote to his mother and his

sister: "Without her, life would have no interest at all for

me; she has helped me bear the painfrd burden which I

would certainly cast off if I were alone." Yet Ignaz Ku-

randa, a well-known Hberal German publicist of Jewish

descent who visited Heine in Paris in 1840, voiced not

only his own but Heine's prejudice reporting that Heine

was married "to the often mentioned Matilda, a pleasant

stoutish French woman. But a German poet needs a Ger-

man wife; what German women are, one learns to under-

stand only in Paris. The concept of family life as we know

it in Germany cannot be translated at all into French".

For a man with such deep loyalty to Germany as Heine

had, it is understandable that he never cared to become a

French citizen. He lived in Paris for a quarter of a cen-

tury during which time he visited Germany only twice.

High French personaUties urged him to become naturaliz-

ed, promising him in return anything his heart desired.

"It was the foolish pride of the German poet," he wrote in

retrospect two years before his death, "which kept me

from becoming a Frenchman even pro forma. It was an

idealistic whim from which I could not free myself. .
.
I

could never free myself from a certain dread that I should

do anything which might seem, even only halfway, to be

breaking loose from my native land ... It would be a hor-

rible and mad thought for me to have to say that I am a

German poet and also a naturalized Frenchman . . .
When

I study that so-called poisie lyrique of the French, then I

recognize the grandeur and glory of German poetry and

then I dare imagine that I may boast ofhaving gained my

laurels in this field."

Heinrich Heine was not a good democrat and not a

good Jew. He was dedicated to neither of these causes. He

23
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was a great poet and a devoted German patriot. No other

German patriot has suffered similar heartbreak for having

to live in exile in wonderful Paris where he was received

with open arms and supported by a government grant.

Heine is one of the many Germans of Jewish descent

- and their number was astonishingly great in spite of the

fact that liberalism and emancipation never gained a firm

hold in Germany - who added to the store of German

thought and art, who enriched the German language and

who through these media contributed decisively to the

spiritual patrimony ofmodem mankind.

But in the last analysis it would be restrictive to stress

Heine as the poet or the German. He was above all a

human being intensely alive and in love with all the

facets of life to the very last day of his agony in the mat-

tress tomb. Goethe, a man of much greater wisdom and

much higher creative rank than Heine, had an even greater

vitality; but Goethe was a favorite of the gods, a

Gmikrliibling, endowed by nature with all of its gifts. He

had never to suffer as Heine did fit)m what Heine himself

called the triple sorrow, the three-fold heavy burden —

crippling disease, oppressive poverty, and Jewishness.

Heine remained faitiifiil to life with a courageous wit and

a Dionysian exuberance under the most trying drcum-

itances. In his life he outgrew the limitations of the man

and the artist He never could have defined himself and

reality in the way in which Rilke, the typical artist, wrote

to Lou Andreas-Salom6 on August 8, 1903: "There is

much more reality in a poem which I succeed in writing

than ua any relationship or affection which I feel. I wish I

could find the strength to base my life entirely on this

truth." Heine found reality in Uie fuUness of life, lofty and

ignoble, in personal relationships, in affections and ani-

misiiics. He was supremely real himself Therefore he

escapes any clear and narrow characterisation or defini-

tion, whether in a weighty book or in the very brief com-

pass of a lecture. His complex personality will always al-

low manyand contradictory appreciations andjudgments.

Thetcin lies the perennial attraction of the study of his

life, work and thought which never fails to cast a spell

over his readers or his interpreters.
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Leo Baeck's essay *'Theologie und Geschichte" i
) appeared

in the midst of a debate, in fact, may have been the direct

answer to a repeated request for a theology which was

made by young rabbis in meetings of the Central Rabbinical

Association and which — at the beginning of the thirties —

led to the publication of a shortlived theological periodical.

The debate took place on different levels. There was the

tug of war between the spokesmen of Liberal Judaism and

those who shared in the national aspirations and were

stirred by their beginning realization. In philosophical

discussions, so characteristic of the educated and half-educa-

ted in Germany, modern philosophical concepts were ap-

plied to the body of Jewish teachings; in this endeavour

adherents of orthodoxy vied with their liberal opponents.

Contemporary Christian movements brought fresh sugges-

tions into the discussion. One of them was Religious So-

cialism of which Baeck in his realistic appraisal of German

Christianity took little note. There was, above all, the criti-

cal review of what had happened to Jewish faith since the

beginning of Emancipation when, to use a term of Abra-

ham Geiger, "collective religious consciousness" had become

lost. Max Wiener's 'Juedische Religion im Zeitalter der

Etnanzipation" 2) was the mature presentation of this

analysis. It appeared on the eve of doom.

To one trying to recapture the mood of the time it appears

that the quest for a "new" theology anticipated a situation

') Ixo Baeck, Aus drei Jahrtaiisenden 1958, p. 28

«) Max Wiener, Juedische Religion im Zeitalter der Emanzipation
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in which ihe Jews would soon be thrown back upon their

own spiritual resources. In a way it was an attempt to put

their house in order before the breaking of the storm.

Leo Baeck realized the part Zionism played in the dis-

cussion. "From its inception there operate in Zionist think-

ing, besides political, secular ideas, philosophical concepts

and theological thoughts." It also did not escape him that

theology, the search for it, served as a would-be religion

for those no longer rooted in a living religious tradition.

As he saw it, however, the main impetus for the new

intemt in theology came from Protestantism, - specifi-

cally from its endeavour to overcome historicism. Thus

he restates for theology Julius Guttmann's observation on

Jewish philosophy — that it was imported from without.

The refutation of historicism was indeed one of the main

themes of Protestant theology. Ideas and norms, if explain-

ed merely as a result of historical processes, lose their

character. Religious experience, the pathways of religion,

must relate to entities and values that remain above history

and above evolution, "for evolution always means relati-

vism. History must be predicated upon revelation instead

of revelation being made subject to history."

In his brief essay Baeck sums up the arguments advanced

by Troeltsch and those of the dialectic theology which,

at its core, presents a radical protest against historicism.

Upon the Jewish world too ^'Hisiotisierung* and in its

wake secularization had made deep inroads; here too the

need existed to counter its influence. While thus in agree-

ment with Troeltsch's position Baeck insisted, as he had to,

on the difference between Christian and Jewish concepts.

Revelation means different things to the Jew and to the

Christian and for so basic an institution as the Church

there is no counterpart in Judaism. For his portrait of

Judaism as an individual entity with a universal meaning

Baeck reaches into his principal work "The Essence of

Judaism." There he described antiquity as the world of

the "accomplished", of the idea complete in itself, of the

ideal separate from man and offering itself only to his

contemplation and worshipful admiration. There he portray-

ed the Church as the heir of antiquity, as the blending

ito

of Logos and Mysterium, of Eidos and Sacrament. For

Judaism, however, history is the process of the One and

Infinite breaking into the earthly and finite, and of the

tensions engendered by it. These tensions can be grasped

only by means of the paradox: Remoteness and belonging,

transcendence and covenant (a concept, incidentally, which

as polarity has a long history in Jewish thought). Every

generation gives its own expression to the restless conflict

between the created and the transcendent. The reflection

upon the sum total of the creative responses to the never

ceasing challenge is Jewish Theology. It is according to

Baeck, a theology, not of a church, but of the teacher,

rather of a succession of teachers. Only he who is informed

and moved by this kind of original conflict is a legitimate

teacher, and only if history is seen in the light of this

challenge, is historicism conquered.

Several methods have been tried to arrive at a theology

or whatever corresponds to it in the Jewish realm — since

Baeck was wary of the very term "theology." One consists

of the assembling of biblical and rabbinic teachings, reli-

gious and ethical, which, lacking the force of dogmas, have

nevertheless a normative character. Another type of theo-

logy which correctly should be called philosophy of Ju-

daism, assesses the relations of God, man and world.

Although it may be supported by historical illustrations

which do not have to be confined to the biblical and tal-

mudic period, it is a metahistorical theology. Baeck's con-

cept, however, is that of a theology which is unending.

In his portrait of Judaism with its abstract poetry and

religious earnestness every generation is confronted with

the full dimension of history.

"Das Game der Lehre ist hier erst in jener Bewegung

der Lehre und damit in der Gesamtheit der Lehren, in

Hirer Reihe his zum Letzten, in dieser Tradition bis zur

Gegenwart immer gegeben ... in diesem Sinne duerfte ge-

sagt werden, dass die inhaltliche Erstreckung des Judentums

zugleich seine Geschichte und seine Geschichte zugleich seine

Lehre seir

Walter Bodenstein in his book "Neige des Historismus'* 3)

8) Waller Bodenstein. Neige des Historismus - Ernst Troeltsch's Ent-

wicklungsgang 1959.



subjects the writings of Ernst Troeltsch to a searching

analysis. He asks whether Troeltsch succeeded in his endea-

vour to open the history of the church to unrestricted

historical criticism and yet to arrive at a truth, at norms

that govern history and remain above it. Examining the

various solutions offered by Troeltsch in succession, Boden-

stein comes to the conclusion that Troeltsch failed, how-

ever great and novel his contributions were to the history

of European civilization and of the social movements of the

Church. He calls his failure tragic because Troeltsch wres-

tled with this problem all his life. It seems that history once

admitted has a way of drawing the doctrines of institu-

tions and even their sublime ideas into its swift current.

It is then true of history and not only of nature: tamen

usque recurret.

We shall not deal with the reason which Bodenstein gives

for what he calls Troeltsch's failure, whether indeed an

adequate understanding of Luther on the part of Troeltsch

would have prevented it. Rather our question is whether

Baeck succeeded where Troeltsch failed, whether Baeck's

„theology" offers enough of a safeguard against Historicism.

Tlic answer is that once history is reduced to and identi-

fied with tradition, the issue of historicism loses its urgen-

cy if it arises at all.

II

In Baeck's interpretations of the Midrash, of the Pharisees,

of Greek-Jewish relations and in his occasional excursions

into the medieval times references to other scholars rarely

appear. There is no indication that contemporary research

in the field of history influenced him. He turned against

apologetic, narrow political writing of history, and from

this general criucism only Graeu is exempted. While this

is not the place for a detailed description and evaluation

of modem Jewish historiography some of its aspects and

tendencies should at least be mentioned.

First there are the proportions which historical research has

assumed, the enormous increase in references to sources,

Jewish and non Jewish, that have a bearing upon the

history of the Jews, the inclusion of peripheral movements

which not so long ago were still outside of the interest and

scope of the Jewish historian. In fairness, however, it should

be stated that this Kibbuz Galuyoth started at the incept-

ion of Wissenschaft des Judentums. There already, despite

grievous omissions a kind of "law of return" began to

operate. One may say that this is bound up with the

nature of scholarly research. If so, the expansion of Jewish

history gained momentum ever since the re-creation of

Jewish life in Israel — in a manner that is reminiscent of the

influence exerted by Romanticism.

A new phenomenon is the establishment by G. Scholem

and his school of Jewish mysticism as a discipline. Mystic

concepts, irrespective of the a-historic or anti-historic atti-

tude of the mystic, are recognized as powerful motifs in

the migratory movements of the Jews, in their reactions to

events in the surrounding world. The insights thus gained

are bound to have an effect upon history writing and upon

theology as well. 4)

Among the victims of modern historical research are the

earlier attempts at periodization of Jewish history. Events

heretofore regarded as turning points, as for instance the

escape of Yohanan ben Sakkai from the besieged city of

Jerusalem, even the destruction of the temple lose some

of their decisive character. New "beginnings" of historical

periods have been established, new tyj^es of Jewish leader-

ship and piety discovered. The sharp divisions and the

rigid timetable had to be revised or are still being in the

process of being revised in the light of circumspective and

learned research. Whether we deal with hellenistic philoso-

phical schools, with liturgical poetry, mysticism or, to cite

an example closer to our time, Haskalah — in every one

of these areas and in others as well their origins had to be

moved back. Furthermore, with proper regard for politi-

cal, social and economic conditions that prevail at any

given period and without prejudice to the original and

creative contributions that distinguishes one era from the

other, the tendency of modem Historiography is to de-

monstrate the "carry over", to link the later stages to the

*) The disenchantment with social ethics which at one time held the

center of the theological stage has several reasons, but the emphasis on
Mysticism seems to me to be one of them.



earlier ones. The emphasis then is on continuity — a

continuity that must be more than a statement about the

identity of a people in history.

The awareness of it is manifest already in the Bible, in the

"historical" reviews and travelogues of Deuteronomy, Pro-

phets and Psalms, in the repeated exhortation to consider

"the entire road which God made you travel." Awareness

of a continuity is not history 5) nor does it make the

Jews a people of historians. Still, whenever one undertakes

to probe into the inner state of mind of the people in its

wanderings, 6) to describe the "entire road" — and that

includes the uninspired moments and the secular tenden-

cies and movements as well — one is bound to meet with

spiritual motifs and religious terms some of which spring

from the earliest times. Thus I understand Karl Loewith's

obser\'ation: "There is only one very particular history —

that of the Jews — which as a political history can be

interpreted strictly religiously " and "a Jewish theology

of secular history is indeed a possibility and even a necessi-

ty." 7) As soon, however, as we ask "continuity of what?"

we seem to be back at the old dilenmia how to arrive at

norms and concepts that govern the history of our people

without being exposed to the erosions of history. Many

such constants have been offered: Halacha and pious learn-

ing, the observance of the mitsvoth, the institutions of

the community, the synagogue and last, but not least,

Antisemitism. Often the quest for a theology has then

been sidetracked by the question of what enabled the Jews

to survive? No set of cardinal principles has remained

uncontested. Moreover, the very legitimacy of such an

undertaking has been disputed by those who maintain

that Judaism lacks dogmas. »)

•) The uiihistorical identifications in Jewish lore of persons, separa-

ted from one another by centuries are also based on a kind of aware-

ness of continuity.

•) Y. Baer in his foreword to A. M. Haberman's Gezeroth Ashkenaz
Ve Zmrfat. Jerusalem 1946.

1) Karl Loewith, Meaning in History, Chicago 1958, p. 194, 196.

«) Among them L. Baeck. "When finality dies its death is final" in

"The Pharisees, New York 1947 p. 144. The most penetrating contri-

bution to this problem was made in Julius Guitmann's article: "Die
Normierung des CMlauhensinhalts im Judentum" (Monatschrift fur

Gtschkhte und Wissenschaft des Judentums. 1927 p. 241.)

10

But even if we succeeded in enumerating the leading prin-

ciples of Judaism such as the oneness of God, the author-

ity of the Torah, the belief in the coming of Messiah —
we still would fall short of describing Jewish thought and

the relationship between belief and history. Other con-

cepts would have to be added in order to make the specific

Jewish character in history intelligible. Such concepts F.

Baer finds for the pretannaitic and early tannaitic times

in martyrdom, asceticism and practical piety. He attaches

to them an importance equal if not superior to the prohi-

bition of idolatry and to other sublime norms of Judaism.

They constitute the new foundations of community life

and their influence is still noticeable among the Chasside

Ashkenaz. »)

m
The Jews appear on the scene of history with an aware-

ness of a twofold loneliness. Man is a stranger and sojour-

ner on earth. As a people they are set apart from all other

peoples. They have only one address. They are bound to

God through a covenant, confirmed and reaffirmed. Neither

their solitariness in the universe nor their separateness from

the peoples leads to withdrawal but to a rather passionate

affirmation of life. We are masters of the earth and,

although this concept appears much later, God's partners

in the completion of creation. Having only one address,

we turn to God even if we turn against him. The protest

of the pious against God and his dispensation of justice

is carried forward by the suffering individual and by

the suffering people as well. Such protest that at times

leads to the very brink of collapse, the collapse of the

moral and religious order of the existence of man and

world, assumes various forms. Though its creative expres-

sions are limited to only a few periods in Jewish history,

they should not be regarded as peripheral but as indige-

nous to our people. At times this protest appears as a

means of sublimation similar in its motivation and effect

to English revivalism. This religious theme finds it way

») Yitzchak F. Baer, Yisrael Ba-amim Jerusalem 1955. Against the

spiritualization and Romantization of history turns Jacob Fleischman

in his article "Deayoth Haobyektiviuth b'cheker "Hahistoria" (Jubilee

volume dedicated to Martin Buber Jerusalem 1958, p. 108)
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even into the era of secularism, into the poetic expressions

of persons who are already removed from the religious

way of life but remain close to their people.

Covenant, chosenness, remnant and return - all have a

meaning of their own and yet are related to one another.

The key to the understanding of their relationship is

already given in the farewell address of Moses: "God did

not become attached to you, did not choose you because

you were more in number than any people — for you

were the fewest of all peoples" (Deuteronomy 7, 7). Into

this sentence there is packed an adverse and far-reaching

experience: The blessing that the people would become

numerous as the stars of heaven did not come true. Neither

did the Jewish people become extinct like so many of the

roaming and fading tribes of the Near East and of Hebrew

tribes as well. Moreover, there existed as in the case of

Levi the reassuring experience that a tribe weakened and

decimated could take a new lease on life. As Levi becomes

a servant of the sanctuary, so the entire people receives

the charge to become a priestly people. One could say it

in this way: Deficiency in quantity is being transformed

into distinction in quality. Chosenness is the chosenness

of the remnant elevated by a task and charge.

Bound up with the idea of the remnant are two concepts.

One is that the root remains vigorous and healthy. It is

capable of rejuvenation, without receiving help from with-

out, without branches of other species being grafted on

the tree, lo) The other concept is that of return which is

possible for the remnant as well as for the individual at

any moment.

Needless to say that the ideas just mentioned do not ex-

press in any way the wealth of Jewish experience and

religious expression. Nor can they serve as principles of a

theology. They do, however, present a kind of preamble

both to Jewish history and faith.

!•) Which may be an additional reason for the absence of the insti-

tute of adoption in Jewish law as it also explains why Paul introduced

the term of adoption.

Covenant, chosenness, the notions of remnants and return,

remain valid for the whole length of our history. They

form a close association and they meet the requirement

according to which we should look for our "articles of

faith" to the early stages of our history in the biblical

time and not to its subsequent chapters, however vital

their contributions were to the establishment of norms

and authority in the life of the Jew and of the Jewish

community. With these provisions, these "Kle Gola", Israel

went on its journey, deriving from them that inner assu-

rance which no power on earth could either grant or des-

troy. When the Jewish people travelled, the Shechinah

travelled with it, so did these early beliefs. To them I

would apply the only name for theology which Leo Baeck

found admissible: "Theologia Viatorum", the theology of

travellers, n ) only that this theology was already formed

before the journey began.

«») Hase, Hutterus Redivivus, Leipzig 1848. § 11
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The disaster which befell the Jews of Germany

under the Nazi regime was not only a disaster

of the kind which Jews have suffered through-

out their history. It was a tragedy in a triple sense. For,

first of all, all previous persecudons and all previous deci-

mations suffered byJews were indmately connected with

the Jewish religion. That is to say, Jews were persecuted

because they embraced a religion different firom that of

the persecutors, and out of this connection between perse-

cution and religion persecution itselfreceived its meaning

and, in a sense, its justification.

I cannot do better, not only in viewofthe auspices under

which this lecture is held but also in view of the subject

matter itself, than to quote fi*om an article which Leo

Baeck wrote in September, 1930 in which he made this

point: "The migrations which characterize the history of

the Jews have been virtually always migrations for the

sake of faith. TheJew could have stayed ifhe had depart-

ed fi^m his religion, but he departed because he was de-

termined to stay with his religion." To the persecutions of

recent times this statement does not apply. For not only

were those persecutions not justified in terms of religion,

but the abandonment of their religion would not have

saved, and in the few cases in which it actually occurred
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did not save, the Jews. In other words, for the first time,

persecution of the Jews, seeking their total destruction,

was based upon something different firom religion, and so

persecution became inescapable and it lost its meaning in

the eyes of its victims.

The second tragic aspect ofthe disaster which has befall-

en GermanJewry has to do with the political philosophy

which the main bulk of German Jewry embraced, and

with the political institutions which were intended to pro-

tect the rif^ts of the Jews vis-^-vis their enemies, that is,

the philosophy and the institutions of liberalism. For it is

obvious that the emancipation oftheJews in the nineteenth

century, especially as the result ofthe French Revolution,

is intimately connected with the rise ofliberalism. libera-

lism assumes that all men are created equal and that all

men have certain inalienable rights, regardless of their

natural and social diversities upon which the feudal system

of society and government based social and political dis-

tinctions. In consequence, the new liberal age would treat

all men as equals within the limits ofequal situations.

The liberation of the Jew was a by-product, and in a

sense an inevitable by-product, of the rise of liberalism,

and the rights ofJews in the Western world stand and fall

with the belief in, and the practice of, liberal principles.

For, once you assume that men are not endowed with

inalienable rights which require that with regard to their

social and political positions they be treated as equals, you

have already left behind the basic principle upon which

the rights ofJews depend. Ifyou can assume that any part-

icular minority, however defined, docs not have a claim

on the enjoyment of equal rights, you have already de-

stroyed the very moral and philosophical basis upon which

the rights ofJews depend as well.

However, it so happens that the philosophy and the in-

stitutions of liberalism are not the expression of eternal

verities. That philosophy and those institutions arose under

certain historic conditions and, hence, were bound to

\i\
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disappear under different historic conditions. It is not by
accident that the rise of liberal philosophy and of liberal

institutions is intimately connected with the rise of the

middle classes. The liberal philosophy is the philosophy

par ixcelUnce which expresses the interests of the middle

classes, and the liberal institutions are the bulwarks safe-

guarding their position in society.

It is not by accident either that, at least in Germany,

the great bulk of the Jews belonged to the middle clasises.

Many ofthem were at the same time eminent and typical^

representatives ofthe middle classes and ofGermanJewry^
When the middle classes suffered political and economic

defeat in the aftermath ofthe FirstWorldWarand econom-
ically became in a large measiur proletarized in conse-

quence of a succession of economic crises, the position of

theJews radically changed. Here we are at the beginning

of the development ofNazism.

For this change, GermanJewry was not prepared. Three

factors account in the main for this lack of preparedness.

First of all, German Jewry, being predominantiy middle

class in social composition and liberal in political and phi-

losophic outiook, shared to the full the optimistic mood of

the liberal middle classes. The world, as it existed before

the First World War, was perhaps not the best of all pos-

sible worlds, but it was certainly a good world for the

middle classes, and it was bound to get better and better

as time went on. GermanJewry appeared to have a parti-

cular reason for partaking in this general optimism; for it

had progressed farther and faster and againstmuch greater

odds than the general middle-class population. Within less

than a century, a tiny minority, despised, disenfranchised,

and confined to the ghetto, had made a creative contri-

bution of the first order to the intellectual, moral, and

economic life of Europe, and this in the face ofcontinuing

disabilities and discrimination. Why should it not look to

the future with optimistic anticipation? When before the

First World War a rabbi raised the question of the pos-

••?'?g!55a'-dSe3^^S«:r-^i;..
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siblc destruction of German Jewry, the president of the

Jewish community of Berlin could say at a banquet of the

**Verband der deutschen JuderC'i

"And when in this hour I raise the same qtfestion: Is

German Jewry going to perish? I do not hesitate for a

moment as a layman to answer that question unquali-

fiedly in the negative. I answer this question with a

triple forceful no when I allow my gaze to wander over

these rows oftables and find with admiration,joy, pride,

and satisfaction that hundreds of men in the most res-

pected and prominent professional aiid Social positions,

luminaries of scholarship, leading artists, tycoons of

commerce, pathfinders of industry, pioneers of techno-

logy, are here united as the authentic representatives of

the GermanJews and their interests."

In the second place, fi-om this general optimistic outiook

grew the assumption that the emancipation of German

Jewry through the application of liberal principles was

tantamount to the permanent solution of the Jewish pro-

blem in Germany. German Jews were Germans who hap-

pened to have a different religion from the majority of

their fellow Germans; they were ''Deutsche Staatsburger Ju-

dischen Glaubens'\ What was still missing in that solution of

theJewish problem in the form ofdisabilities and discrimi-

nation was regarded as nothing more than minor deficien-

cies to be remedied by the application ofliberal principles

to situations which still resisted them. The persistence of

such situations was attributed to "prejudice", a preliberal

and, hence, backward and unenlightened state of mind,

bound to be erased by the continuing progress ofmankind.

Finally, the very success of Jewish emancipation and

assimilation, however temporary it should prove to be,

created within German Jewry a psychological predisposi-

tion against contemplating any alternative to the favorable

and seemingly promising situation which German Jews

enjoyed. The very conception ofGermanJews as Germans

ofa minority religion and oftheJewish religion as one reli-
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gion among many made it impossible for German Jewry

to recognize the precariousness of their position and the

possibility of a catastrophic separation from Germany. If

they were just Germans like any other Germans and if

Judaism was just a religion like any other religion, why

should a Gentile German, except a small minority ofpre-

judiced bigots, treat them as anything else? Yet these

assumptions, upon which the very existence of German

Jewry rested, were denied by the antisemites and by the

great mass of the German people when the Nazis came

to power.

The rise of Nazism to power is obviously connected

with the economic, social, and moral decline of the Ger-

man middle classes. It is no exaggeration to say that the

main body ofthe supporters ofNazism was recruited from

the proletarized middle classes and that the very impetus

which moved Nazism forward was the result of an inner

contradiction within these proletarized middle classes.

According to Marx, the members of these proletarized

middle classes should have all become Marxist socialists,

that is to say, their political philosophy should have corres-

ponded to their actual economic position. But the exact

opposite occurred. This is one of the great disavowals of

Marxist philosophy. A proletarized middle class revolts

in its own consciousness against that proletarization and

as a movement of protest creates and supports and brings

to victory a fascist movement.

In this situation, theJews remain as the only important,

conspicuous, and seemingly potent fraction of the middle

classes. They retain their economic position and cling to

their political rights. And so for the proletarized middle

classes with a fascist psychology and a fascist philosophy,

the Jews became the main enemy, a reminder of what

they once were and of what they might have been but

could no longer be.



The third and most important element in the tragedy

of German-Jewisch liberalism is the fact that the rise of

theJews in Germany and in Western and Central Europe

in general goes hand in hand with^the rise ofnationalism.

For nationalism is in a sense the application of the liberal

principles to the collectivities which we call nations. As

the individual, according to liberal philosophy, is assumed

to have inalienable rights and the right to determine for

himselfby what kind ofgovernment he shall be governed,

so the nation, composed as it is ofindividuals, is assumed to

be endowed with the right to determine for itself what

kind of government it should have. "One nation in one

state" is the postulate of nineteenth-century nationalism.

Thus the nationalism oftheJewish middle classes is a mere

reflection of the common origin of both nationalism and

HberaUsm from the same source: the postulates offreedom

and equality, the right ofself-determination for individuals

as well as for the collectivities called nations.

It is at this point that a great change took place which

was not recognized byJewry at large, nor was it recogniz-

ed by most other contemporary observers. That is the

fact that the nature of nationalism radically changed in

the course of the twentieth century. Twentieth-century

nationalism is fundamentally different from nineteenth-

century nationalism. Twentieth-century nationalism is

fundamentally illiberal. It is essentially a political religion.

Nineteenth-century liberal nationalism believed that con-

flict among nations would disappear once the national

question was solved according to the principles of libera-

lism guarenteeing self-determination to all nations and

protection to all national minorities. Once all nations had
chosen their own state, once national minorities had been

protected in their rights, nations had really no longer

anything to fight about. This was the philosophy under-

lying Woodrow Wilson's foreign policy. The prindple of

national self-determination was taken to be the remedy
for all the political ills from which nations suffer. This was

an equahtarian conception of nationalism applying the
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principle ofliberal equalitarianism to the relations among

nations. One can paraphrase Ranke's famous statement

that all epochs of history are equally close to God by

saying, in the true sj^t of the liberal nationalism of the

nineteenth century, that aU nations are equally dose to

God, that there is no master nation, that no nation is su-

perior to another nation, and that no nation has the right

or the mission to subject other nations to its rule.

The nationalism of the twentieth century — and this is

as true of fascist and Nazi nationalism as it is of Marxist

nationalism-believes in the concept of a chosen nation.

That is to say, there is one nation which stands out among

all other nations and which has the sacred mission of

bringing salvation to the other nations of the world. This

nationalism is in truth a nationalistic universalism which

seeks to transform all other nations in the image of the

one chosen nation. It makes for our piuposes no difference

whether you define that one chosen nation in terms of the

master race or the fatherland of socialism. In both cases,

the claim of one nation to superiority replaces the accept-

ance ofall nations in the spirit ofequality. Once the claim

to superiority has been established, it becomes not only a

right but a duty, a sacred mission, for the master race or

the fatherland of socialism to bring salvation to the rest of

the world, ifnecessary by fire and sword.

*

It is the fate of theJews, and this is as true of theJews of

the Soviet Union as it was of those of Nazi Germany, that

they constitute, as it were, an implicit denial ofcompetition

to this claim of the master nation. For the Jews, however

identified they are with the nations of which they are

members, somehow have ties, however defined, which

transcend the boundaries of the nations of which they are

members. And whether you define these ties in terms of

religion or in any other term, if it is not obvious to Jews, it

is obvious to the Gentiles that somehow the Jews owe

allegiance to a God which transcends national boundaries.

II
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This Jewish situation can be interpreted in religious

terms and explained through the concept of the Chosen

People. This concept shows clearly the competitive aspect

of the relationship between the remnants of the Jewish

.

people, on the one hand, and the master nations, on the

other. Between them an inevitable, existential conflict

exists; for the claim of a master nation to supremacy is

incompatible with the Jewish claim to a special relation-

ship to God.

The Jews, by their very existence, deny the validity of

the master nation's claim. The German Jews performed,

however, for the Nazi regime another peculiar function

which they did not perform anywhere else. That function,

too, resulted from the lack of their complete identification

with Germany's claims to superiority. The impossibility

of complete Jewish identification could be used by Nazi

antisemitism for the purpose of reintegrating German
society through the exploitation of the peculiar position

oftheJewish mincHity.

In order to explain this particular function which the

Jews performed for German antisemitism, one has to con-

sider the social and philosophical situation fix)m which

Nazism arose. Nazism arose essentially, as did Italian

Fascism as well, as a reaction to Marxism. Marxism is the

most elaborate, most sophisticated of the great modern

political religions. All political religions stand and fall

with the experimental proof of their truth. In contrast,

other worldly religions are based on faith. Nobody has

come back fix>m the other world and told us whether the

Biblical description of Heaven corresponds to reality.

But a political religion, which pretends to bring salvation

to men in this world and which, like Marxism, pretends

that salvation is just around the comer, stands and falls

with the experimental proof of the correctness of its pro-

phecies. It is of decisive significance for the development

of Nazism that Marxism suffered, at the beginning and

end of the First World War, two great denials. That is to

I

say, two of the fundamental prophecies of Marxism were

denied by experience.

One denial occurred at the beginning of August, 19 14.

According to Mar^m, the proletarian has no fatherland.

The international solidarity ofthe proletariat has replaced

national allegiance, and so it was unthinkable in Marxist

terms that any proletarian would fight for his country.

And it was generally expected in the summer of 19 14

that, if for no other reason, war would be impossible be-

cause no proletarian would fight for his country. We
know that the exact opposite happened and that the

overwhelming majority of the proletarians of all belliger-

ent nations fought for their respective countries. Yet this

strength 0^ national loyalty, shattering one of the comer-

stones of Marxist philosophy, came as a great shock to a

small minority of activist Marxists, who in consequence

became either Communists or Fascists. One needs only

to glance at the history of Mussolini, who was a militant

Marxist in those days, in order to see how profound was

the shock of this great denial of the tmth of Marxism.

The second great denial occurred at the end of the First

World War when the world revolution which Marxism

had promised did not take place. Instead there was anar-

chy, weakness in government, and indicisiveness and seek-

ing after parochial advantages among the Marxist prole-

tariat. The Marxists were neither capable ofgoverning ef-

fectively nor of making a successful revolution. This was

the second denial of a basis tenet of Marxism. The disillu-

sionment which arose from it gave Fascism in Italy and

Nazism in Germany their chance. It is not by accident that

both Fascism and Nazism referred to themselves as "wor-

ker's movements" and that the Nazis in particular added

"socialist". In this connection between the defeat of Marx-

ism by experience and the Nazi claim to be able to suc-

ceed where Marxism had failed, that is, to make a revolu-

tion and to govern effectively, we find one ofthe origins of

Nazism.

13
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Nazism, faced with the disintegration of society into

warring classes and with economic crises and their moral

and economic devastation, had to find a principle upon
which it could reintegrate German society. It found this

principle in the conception of the master race. In order to

make this principle effective, it had to have a counter-foil

to the master race, a group which, by dint of its very exist-

ence, was a denial of that concept, and it found that

group in the Jews. So it came about that the continuing

existence of the Jews either in Germany or elsewhere was

a necessity for the continued regeneration of Germany
on the basis of the Nazi principle of integration.

This principle was effective because the members of the

master race could prove to themselves every day that they

were actually superior to their chosen opposition, theJews,

byhumiliating and abusing them. Furthermore, they could
experience that superiority at no risk whatsoever. Thus
every Aryan, even the lowliest one, could feel himself as

an aristocrat compared with a Jew. Nazi philosophers

could prove, to their own satisfaction at least, that the

Aryans were superior to the Slavs and to the Negroes and

to all the other so-caUed lower races. But this superiority

could only be experienced intellectually. By contrast, the

man in the street, by experiencing his superiority vis-k-vis

a Jew by actual deeds, could prove to himself as a matter

of fact that he was actually superior.

In this relationship between the Nazi and the Jew,
terror is an intrinsic element and plays an indispensable

role. It is not only, nor primarily, the result of the sadistic

instincts ofcertain individuals or of excesses due to a part-

icularly difficult situation.lt is organically connected with

the very nature of Nazism as a social system.

It is the peculiar characteristic of this terror that it does

not make any difference whether the one who is hit by the

terror is guilty in terms ofthe prevailing standards ofright

and wrong. Anybody can be hit by it. Anybody can be-

come his victim, anyone, defined as a non-Aryan, rcgard-
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less of his religion, regardless of his conviction. The very

fact that he is there, susceptible to be terrorized, makes

him a prospective victim of the terror. The religious faith

of German Jewry was irrelevant to this situation. This

strange use of a minority for the hostile purposes of the

nation among which it lived and ofwhich it thought itself

to be a part, is a reflection not only upon the character of

Nazism, but also upon the character and the needs of

modem Jewry. For if a Jew is persecuted and killed, not

because he professes a different religion or belongs to a

different class, but simply because he is a Jew and by his

very existence denies the universailistic^ aims and philo-

sophies of the country in which he lives, then he needs a

justification of his own which gives meaning to his exist-

ence and to his suffering.

This is a problem obviously not for the Gentiles but for

the Jews. This is a problem with which, to the best ofmy
knowledge, Jewry has not been confronted before. For the

optimistic outlook of the nineteenth and the beginning of

the twentieth centuries anticipated that with the abate-

ment of religious fanaticism and the concomitant religious

tolerance there would be no longer any reason for any-

body, in the long run at least, to despise and maltreat and

persecute and kill Jews. But it so happens that in an age

which is essentially a secular age and in which people do

no longer persecute and kill each other for the sake of reli-

gion, they still persecute and kill each other for other, prim-

arily political reasons.

This persistence of antisemitism poses a problem not

only in terms of the survival ofJewry, but also and more

particularly of giving meaning to Jewish existence. For

while it is tolerable, and it may even be ennobling, to

suffer and die for a cause which one has voluntarily em-

braced, it is degrading to suffer for a purpose which is not

one's own, especially if it is for the purpose of providing a

continuous scapegoat for a society by which one has

been rejected. Thus Jewry must find a new meaning — it

15
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is perhaps a very old meaning — in order not only to gua-

rantee its survival, but ako in critical situations which

it may face again to find a meaning which will sustain it

and which will give dignity to its suffering.

There is then, as in all true tragedy, a positive element

in the tragedy of German-Jewish liberalism. German
Jewry took what was an ephemeral historic configm-ation,

that is, its emancipation and assimilation, as a permanent

possession which was liable to be increased in the future

but not to be diminished, let alone destroyed. For it did

not see the intimate and organic connection between its

emancipation and assimilation, on the one hand, and the

ascendancy ofa liberal middle class on the other hand. Nor
did it see that its very existence as a separate community,
regardless of its religious commitment, was tolerable to the

Gentile majority only during the ascendancy of liberal

nationalism. Nazism destroyed these illusions and, through

its very excesses, laid bare the truth of the Jewish condi-

tion. Bydoing so, it paved theway for restoring to theJewish

existence its meaning and cosmic significance. This is, as

it were, the redeeming clement in the tragedy ofGerman-
Jewish liberalism.
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Both Jewish and world scholarship have long

recognized that Jewish history, particularly

during the two and a half millenia of the Dis-

persion, cannot be fully understood without the back-

ground of the various civilizations under which Jews

happened to live. By giving his ten-volume Jewish history

the telling tide, Weltgeschichte des judischen Volkes, Simon

M. Dubnow announced that he wished to treat his sub-

ject within the framework of world history. In practice,

however, he did not advance in this respect much beyond

his predecessors, including Graetz. This older treatment

of Jewish history which may, perhaps uncharitably, be

designated "the isolationist approach to Jewish history'*

still had a modicum of justification at the time when

Graetz and the other nineteenth-century historians were

chiefly interested in the intellectual history of the Jewish

people. Although here, too, any keen student of thought

and literature realized that there were deep interrelations

between certain ideas advanced by Jewish and non-

Jewish thinkers and that linguistic media and literary

formulations depended, to a very large extent, on envir-

onmental factors. Certainly, no one, even in Graetz's

time, ventured to analyze medieval Jewish religious philo-

sophy without reference to the Arab schools of religious

thought. With the development of Near-Eastern archae-



ology no one could venture to discuss even biblical doc-

trines and literary forms without reference to Babylonian,

Canaanite or Egyptian culture. Yet even the Babylonian

Talmud has until now been treated as if Babylonian

Jewry under the Parthian and Sassanian empires had
lived in total isolation from its neighbors. Similarly,

medieval and early modern Jewish history both in the

East and the West have been treated as ifthe environment

only occasionally encroached on Jewish life with some
specific "influences," while Jewish "contributions to

civilization" were limited to some specialized fields of

philosophic and scientific "transmission."

Of course, modern life has taught tlie Jews a lesson to

the contrary. Certainly, in the Emancipation era Jewish

history has become an integral part of the history of the

countries in which Jews happened to live, since the

Jewish people itself had become integrated into the fabric

of the national lives of the host peoples. But even before

these integrative processes could achieve full amalgama-
tion ofJewish and world currents it became manifest that,

throughout history, there was a profound interrelation

between the Jewish and the general strains of evolution.

More and more have twentieth-century scholars, dealing

with individual countries (for instance, Yitzhak Fritz

Baer in his treatment of the Jews of Spain), come to the

realization that only a fuller understanding of the inter-

play ofJewish and general societal factors could pave the

way for a better understanding of many vital historic

developments. Much more, however, is yet to be done
before a deeper penetration into this interplay of forces

will shed new light on the history of both.

In some respects, these world dimensions of the Jewish

people's career on earth have been adumbrated already

at its cradle. According to the biblical tradition. Patriarch

Abraham was bom and bred in Ur of Chaldaea but,

having discovered his new religion, he emigrated to the

land of Canaan. From there he proceeded to Egypt and

returned to Canaan. The historicity of this great figure,

long doubted by extreme biblical critics, is now almost

generally accepted by scholars. Certainly, after the ex-

cavations of Ur had brought to light many testimonies of

an intensive moon worship in that ancient Babylonian

city, the biblical names of Abraham's family, beginning

with his father, Terah(reminiscentof^^ra/i,>'flr^flA=moon),

his own original name Abram (High Father), often used

for the moon deity, his wife's name, Sarah (a frequent

appellative of Astarte), his relative Laban (related to

lebanah - moon), all having some bearing on the moon and

its worship, had become much more revealing. An Old

Testament writer, imaginatively describing the lifetime of

the great patriarch centuries after the event, could not

possibly have been so familiar with Abraham's religious

background as to invent these names. In any case, accord-

ing to the bibhcal narrative, Abraham had, in his own

career and thought, combined the fruits of the leading

three civilizations of his time, those of the Fertile Crescent,

Egypt and Canaan. Even Palestine and northern Syria

which, however politically divided, were united by their

common Canaanite speech and religion, had behind them

by the time of Abraham, as we now increasingly realize,

a history of civilized life of a millennium or two, or as

long as that of most European countries today. The

patriarch thus set in motion an historic evolution which,

ultimately, led to the formation of a people and a reli-

gious group whose world historical functions were far to

transcend its numerical strength.

True, in recent times, the term "international Jew" has

become a fighting word for German and other antisemites.

On the other hand, the designation of Weltvolk was long

used by European Jewish socialists of the Bund variety to

buttress their particular brand of anti-Zionist diaspora

nationalism. Yet even these biased misapplications could



not controvert the basic historic truth that, by the mere

fact of its interritorial dispersion, the Jewish people has

always had a direct stake in international developments,

Willy-niUy it also often developed in the various coun-

tries of its settlement certain basic attitudes to national

affairs which may have proved irksome not only to the

local one-hundrel percent nationalists. b«, .ore'rccent-

ly. also to the professedly internationaUy minded com-

munist assailants of Jewish "cosmopolitanism." More-

over, whatever one's personal leanings in these contro-

versial matters may be, the historic fact of deep Jewish

involvement in many world-wide trends and movements

can hardly be denied. It is, indeed, from the vantage

point of such world movements that Jewish history must

be reexamined.

One aspect ofJewish history which seems particularly

pertinent in our days is the Jewish people's more or less

constant life in divided worlds. To some extent this factor

operated already during the First Commonwealth when

ancient Israel, whether tribally divided or united under

one or two kingdoms, lived in a period of unceasing

tension between the two great empires of the Euphrates

and the Nile Valleys. In fact, it was fortunate for both

Jewish and mankind's Ixistory that between 1200 and

900 B, C. E, world history took, so to say, time out in that

region, because the conflict between Egypt and Assyria-

Babylonia had become quiescent. Although Egypt stiU

nominally claimed overiordship over Palestine, it did not

prevent ancient Israel from taking during those crucial

three centuries deep roots in the country and from lay-

ing there firm foundations for its own nsUgion and culture.

With the resumption of these imperial struggles in the

ninth century, to be sure, Israel was again drawn into

the vortex of world politics, but by that time its national

life and drought had become so well grounded that it

could maintain itself even in the face of recurrent catas-

trophes. Subsequently the entire people was united for

IS

a relatively short time within the vast Persian empire but,

soon after Alexander, the Jews again began living be-

tween such rivaling empires as Egypt and Syria, later

Rome and Parthia or Persia, and, finally, between

Christendom and Islam.

Jewish intellectual leaders were not oblivious of both

the challenges and the opportunities arising for their

people from such permanent divisions. Wliile in many
ways complicating Jewish communal exchanges — there

was a time when Parthia actually prohibited pilgrimages

to Roman Palestine, a prohibition which some pious

pilgrims succeeded in evading — such divisions also guar-

anteed the survival of at least some segments of Jewry

when either general upheavals or specific outbursts of

religious intolerance endangered it under one civilization.

The author of Seder Eliyahu Kabbah used the form of an

ancient rabbinic homily for his astute observation that

God had purposely divided the world "in order to pre-

serve Israel". Whether this statement was made in the

third or in the ninth century (scholars are still divided on

the date of that famous midrash), it well reflected the

existing reality that the general insecurity of Jewish life

was, in part, remedied by the lack of simultaneity in the

hostile actions of overwhelmingly powerful neighbors.

Needless to say, such a position between two worlds

often was very uncomfortable, indeed dangerous. During

wars between world powers many Jews located at the

frontiers suffered severely. More, if ever the people tried

to play one power against the other, particularly in the

political and miUtary spheres, it came to grief. Its upris-

ing, for example, against Trajan, in 115- 17, held out

more promise than the other Jewish revolts against Rome
precisely because the Roman armies were then engaged

in a sharp struggle with Partliia. The leaders of Egyptian,

Cypriot and other "rebellious" Jewish armies could

cherish thehope that, by cutting the lifeline betweenRome
and Mesopotamia, they might help the Parthians to
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iettroy the Roman legions and thus open the way for the

liberation of the entire Near East from the Roman yoke.

They miscalculated and, as a result, Cypriot Jewry was

totally eliminated from the island for centuries, while

that of Egypt was so disastrously weakened that, until the

Arab conquest, it never recovered even a shred of its

former glory. Similarly, the last sustained effort of

Palestinian Jewry to shake off Byzantine domination by

helping the Persian armies to conquer and administer the

Holy Land five centuries after Trajan, ended with an

equally profound reversal when the victorious Emperor

Hcraclius reentered Jerusalem in 628. Here the effects

might have been more enduringly catastrophic, inasmuch

as four years later the emperor, for reasons which have not

yet been fully clarified, decided to suppress Judaism in

the whole length and breadth of his empire. Allegedly un-

der his direct inspiration, but probably not without the

contributory impact of the news arriving from the Near-

Eastern area of conflict, Jewish settlements were almost

totally wiped out by the decrees of Visigothic, Gallic,

and Langobard kings. That this first large-scale outlawry

ofJudaism, covering practically all Mediterranean lands,

did not quite cut short the historic career of the Jewish

people in those areas, was mainly owing to the sudden

emergence of a third force, the expansion of Islam.

Even where Jews as such were not poitically or mili-

tarily involved, the subsequent struggles between Islam

and Christendom frequendy raised the specter of their

annihilation. To begin with, there was no end of rumors

about Jewish disloyalty. When the Moors invaded Spain

in 712 they, indeed, found allies among the Jews decim-

ated under the last Visigothic kings. Such a fifth column

was perfectly natural in a world which placed religious

allegiance and even class interests far above patriotic

loyalty to a state. But suspicions were rampant even where

they had no basis in fact. For example, according to con-

temporary chroniclers,Jews opened the gates of Bordeaux
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to Moorish conquerors. The only difficulty with this story

is the that Moors never entered Bordeaux. No less absurd

were the later rumors spreading throughout Germany

that Jews tried to help the terrifying Mongolian invaders

of 1 24 1 with camouflaged shipments of arms. The era of

Crusades flooded the western world with such a wave of

religious fanaticism, combined with self-sacrificial devo-

tion to one's ideals, that the Jews in both parts of the

world were bound to suffer. The story of the Christian

Crusaders' massacres of Jews has long been known. But

the reaction of the Muslim side was no less explosive. If

in the entire history of Islam we hear of only one radical

suppression of Judaism as well as Christianity, namely

that proclaimed by the Almohade kings of Morocco and

Spain in the twelfth century, the very rise ofthat extrem-

ist sect was largely conditioned by Islam's counter-

action to the western Crusading challenge.

At the same time these world divisions also created

new opportunities for the Jewish people. In an earlier

paper I have tried to show that Yehudah Halevi's re-

markable nationaHstic reformulation ofJudaism in both

his philosophic and poetic works can be understood only

as "an answer to an historic challenge," namely to the

challenge of the Crusades. More permanently, the world

division after the rise of Islam opened to Jews the oppor-

tunity of serving as the great mediators between East

and West. They alone happened to be a tolerated reli-

gious minority under western Christendom. Their ubi-

quity, interterritorial solidarity, the availability to them

of a common language, Hebrew, and of a common law

and institutions derived from the Talmud — all that made

them the natural intermediaries in world trade, in which

by the ninth century they had largely displaced the

Syriac Christians. They also could help bridge the

intellectual gap by first acquainting the newly nascent

Arab world with the fruits of ancient science and philo-

sophy and, subsequentiy, on a much larger scale, by



assisting in thic transmission of that combined heritage of

lie Gracco-Roman, Indo-Persian, and Islamic civili-

zations to the upsurging western nations. Moreover, by

their very persistence in the adherence to their ideals

and ways of life, they set the example of dissent from the

established verities which could serve as a source of in-

spiration for any disaffected group. Not surprisingly,

almost every heretical movement in the West was blamed

by its opponents on the Jews and their Scriptures.

New adjustments were needed when the western world

was again divided between Christendom and a rejuve-

nated Islam under the aegis of the Ottoman Empire. Not

by coincidence didJoseph ha-Kohen, the Jewish historian

of the mid-sixteenth century, attempt to rewrite the

history of the world in terms of the perennial conflict

between East and West, or what he called the "Prankish"

and the "Ottoman" kings. Once again Jews were present

in both parts of the world, sharing in their glories and

defeats alike. The inherent dangers ofsuch a division were

magnified, at least for the short run, by the inner divisions

within Christendom itself as a result of the Reformation,

Catholic Restoration and the sanguinary Wars of Reli-

gion. At first Bohemian Jewry was sharply assailed be-

cause of its allegedly pro-Hussite position. Soon there-

after the very survival of all Central-European Jewry

was threatened by Martin Luther's volU face from a

fairly sympathetic to a rabidly hostile attitude. Yet

during the great wars, when Catholics and Protestants

sought to destroy one another, both parties sometimes

spared the Jews as the much-needed neutralist third force.

Viewed from all these and many other angles, Jewish

history from ancient times to the Emancipation era

assumes new significance as a factor in world history at

large.

Nor is the task over today. Once again, the Jewish

people finds itself on the brink of a deep clash between a

new East and a new West, and is right in the middle of

that world vortex. The largest and the second-largest

agglomerations ofJews at this moment are located in the

United States and the Soviet Union, the two protagonists

in that world drama. Without venturing into the realm

ofprophecy, one may nevertheless, on the basis ofthis long

historic record, expect that this particular position in both

worlds, however exposed and perilous to the Jewish

people, is also fraught with challenges which may indeed

stimulate it to perform once again some major pioneering

fimctions in behalf of human civilization.

II

Pioneering has indeed been a major keynote of all

Jewish history. It was natural for a permanent minority

entering any new area to find that all normal positions in

the economy and social structure of that area had already

been occupied. Simply to make a living, it was absolutely

necessary for these new arrivals to find new openings by

exploiting certain theretofore undetected possibilities and

widening so to say the crevices in the body politic of the

host nations into regular fields of endeavor. Socially, too,

they had to expand into uncharted areas and to create

new niches for themselves. Facing these challenges, a

generally gifted people which, through its great emphasis

on education and learning, was constantly sharpening its

mental abilities, succeeded in opening up for itself new,

unprecedented avenues.

It is not generally known that even in antiquity Jews

belonged to the pioneering nations. I need not expatiate

on their towering new discoveries in the fields of religion

and ethics. But less is known about their economic con-

tributions. The cryptic references in the Bible give us but

a bare inkling of what Israel's conquest of the Edomite

lands in the Negev and its access to the Red Sea in Elath

has meant to human civilization. However short-lived,

this experiment of navigating the Red Sea and the Indian

Ocean opened up to the Israelites and their Phoenician

allies the old civilizations of southern Arabia, East Africa

f
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and, probably, also of the Indian subcontinent and the

East Indies, bringing them for the first time into direct

contact with the Mediterranean world. More enduring

was tbe Jewish impact on the various countries of the

dispersion after the fall of Samaria and Jerusalem. It

appears that Jewish exiles made a major contribution to

Babylonian banking at a time when the neo-BabyIonian

civilization was generally taking on manv semicapitalistic

hues. Later on, it was they who seem to have brought the

olive tree into the Euphrates Valley and thus helped

introduce there a new type of oil production to replace

the inferior sesame oil. We must bear in mind that in

antiquity oil performed the combined functions of an

important foodstuff, drug, cosmetic, and lighting fuel. Nor

did the Jews carry coal to Newcastle when they intro-

duced a new type of viticulture into the ancient Nile

Valcy. From Josephus and other sources we learn that

some of the Palestinian fruits were considered delicacies

at the imperial tables of Rome, although these had at

their disposal the best produce of the whole Mediterra-

nean woVid. The balsam ofGilead, we are told, was so

precious in the eyes of the Romans that not only did they

pay for its weight in gold but, during the great Roman-

Jewish war of 66-70, their soldiers tried to salvage every

bush. The Jewish army, on the other hand, pursuing a

sort of "scorched earth" policy attempted to destroy these

bushes rather than surrender them to the enemy, and,

according to Pliny, "there have been pitched ba«les in

defense of a shrub."

Nor it is widely known that, before the days ofMoham-
med, arid and unproductive southern Arabia had been

turned into a flourishing agricultural area under the

domination of Jewish tribesmen. But once the new

"Messenj^er'* succeeded in destroying most of these north-

Arabian communities and in turning the entire area into

the homeland of an ever vaster Islamic empire, the

agricultural production began declining sharply. Al-

though supported by a never ending wave of pilgrims,

revered as the cradle of Islam and sanctified by the two

holy cities of Mecca and Medina, that part of the Penin-

sula, in fact all of it, reverted to its natural aridity, from

whose backwardness it has begun to recover only during

the last decades of oil exploitation.

Such pioneering efforts continued in many other coun-

tries. To mention only a few more facets of agricultural

production, it has been stated that southern Russia had

rice cultivation exclusively during the period ofKhazar

domination. Only after a lapse of a millennium was rice

produced there during the last generations. The stimu-

lation of silk production through the planting ofmulberry

trees and the spread of silk weaving in Sicily and else-

where, the introduction into that island of the cultivation

of henna and indigo by North-AfricanJews settled there

by the Hohenstaufen emperor, Frederick II, and the

contracting for the cultivation of the kermes bush in

southern France to supply a much-needed raw material

for dyeing are other well-known instances of the impact

of Jewish "know-how" on European agriculture and

industry during the early stages of their emergence from

the backwardness of the "dark ages". In Germany's under-

developed areasJews contributed mightily to the upbuild-

ing of the nascent urban centers in their progression from

the Rhinelands to the Elbe, the Oder and the Vistula.

This story of pioneering has continued in many areas

down to the present day. Without subscribing to Werner

Sombart's much-discussed exaggerations, one must never-

theless admit that theJews played in the rise and evolution

of modern capitalism in central Europe and elsewhere a

role wholly disproportionate to their numerical strength.

Nor may we discount the impact of these economic con-

tributions on the political life of the modern nations.

Again Sombart may have gone too far in stating that the

prince and the Jew went hand in hand in building up

the modern German state. But the significant part played
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by the court Jew in this vital transformation has been

emerging with increasing clarity from the researches of

Schna Stcra-Taublcr and Heinrich Schnec. In more

recent times Jewish financiers were particularly active in

the construction of railroads, in all sorts of real estate

transactions which helped build up the European and

American metropolises and, in the last decades, in the

astounding development of suburban settlements. Jewish

contributions to the labor union movements throughout

the world just as readily transcended the people's numer-

ical ratio in the population. Nor should one neglect in

this context the important contributions made by humble

Jewish peddlers in many lands by both creating new

wants, and thus preparing the ground for mass markets

and mass production, and as factors in the otherwise

rather tenuous lines of communication between the city

and the countryside. The recent Jewish contributions to

the film, radio and television industries, on the one hand,

and the development ofnuclear energy on the other hand,

are too weO known to require further expatiation.

At the same time the people's vital energies were also

turned inward. To make Jewish life in ever-changing

environments bearable, Jews had to pioneer along new

organizational and intellectual lines and to adjust their

own religious and communal structures to the varying

needs of the moment. The very formation of Diaspora

communities enjoying considerable self-determination and

maintaining unbroken continuity through the ages was

an historic feat unparalleled in depth and duration. With

it went the introduction of such new, indeed revolution-

ary, institutions as the synagogue, an informal place of

worship substituting for the ancient temples with their

sacrificial worship. Today when a large part of mankind

worships in churches, mosques and similar institutions,

the revolutionary character of that ancient Jewish inven-

tion is readily obscured. Jews also had to pioneer along

new communal lines whenever their migrations removed

them from sheltered ghetto conditions to countries of

Emancipation, especially wherever separation of state and

Church had weakened the governmental underpinnings

of their communal structure. In a Presidential Address

delivered before the American Jewish Historical Society

in 1954 I had the occasion to cite a number of illustra-

tions of such intensive "American Jewish Communal

Pioneering,'* a process wliich is still continuing today.

Yet many of these innovations, and particularly their

ideological rationales, were clearly paced by similar ear-

lier efforts of European, especially GermanJewry. Pales-

tinian and later Israel Jews have likewise demonstrated

an unprecedented vigor in building their new state,

which is now actually able to serve in many ways as

mentor and example to the other seven hundred million

human beings, or a quarter of all mankind, who have

achieved national independence during the last sixteen

years.

In all these pioneering ventures there was, of course,

a constant interplay ofJewish and world history. On their

migrations from country to country and continent to con-

tinent Jews met recurrent challenges not by any precon-

ceived plans, but rather by their sheer will to survive in

the defiance of the natural forces of either violent anni-

hilation or total absorption by neighbors under more

subtle pressures. To maintain this inner continuity and

yet to be flexible enough to adjust its living conditions

to the ever-changing external conditions was not only

a living testimony to the vitality and perseverance of the

people, but also of the integral nexus between its own

history and that of the nations among whom it Uved.

Ill

At times, however, these external forces assumed

dimensions with which the Jewish people was not able

to cope. Certainly, in periods of greatest tension wide-

spread massacres often wiped out hundreds or thou-
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sands of communities (for instance, during the Black

Death period in Germany), Jews being able to salvage

only a few remnants of communal life in those countries.

Relatively few survived altogether by fleeing to more

hospitable lands. Similarly, when large-scale expulsions

were decreed by hostile governments such as those from

England in 1290, from France in 1394, from Spain in

1492, and many Central-European states and cities

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, there was no

alternative for the staunchly loyal Jews but to tear up

their roots in their centuries-old habitations and to turn

to other countries. In these cases the impact of the world-

historical developments upon the very fundamentals of

Jewish history is quite obvious.

On another occasion I have even proposed a regular

formula to explain these alternating outbursts of intoler-

ance and toleration through the inner evolution of the

host countries. I have suggested that, in addition to the

more or less constant religious antagonisms and some basic

economic rivalries, one must pay close attention to the

growth of nationalism as a major factor in changing Jew-

ish destinies at all times but especially in the medieval

and early modern periods. One may almost speak of an

"historical law" that before the Emancipation era national

states, that is states in wliich the population was nationally

homogeneous, sooner or later turned against their Jewish

"subjects" and sought to eliminate this "aUen" ingredient.

At the other extreme were the multinational states which

actually considered their Jews as a valuable cementing

force helping to maintain their over-all imperial unity. Such

states were usually not only quite tolerant toward their

resident Jews, but also tried to attract new Jewish sett-

lers and endowed them widi many privileges. In between

these two extremes there were intermediate forms such as

what, for lack of a better expression, I called the "part

of nationality states" which shared with the national

states their intolerant tendencies but lacked their power
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and simultaneity of action. Early modern Germany and

Italy are typical examples of such states, each of which

constituted only a portion of the whole German or Italian

nation, but which, whether fully sovereign as in Italy,

or paying more or less nominal allegiance to the emperor,

followed its own needs, desires, even whims, in keeping

or ejecting its Jewries. I need not elaborate here this re-

current phenomenon except for saying that in the Eman-

cipation era the new forms of nationalism in divorcement

from religion tried to achieve substantially the same aim

of national homogeneity by assimilating their Jews

without religious conversion — a process quite unthink-

able during the Middle Ages when religion played a most

integral part in the entire fabric of national poUtics and

culture. Nevertheless even in the latest phase of history

extreme nationalism, which reached its climax in Fascism

and Nazism, unavoidably operated to the detriment of

the Jewish community.

Such outside influences have so deeply affected the

career of the Jewish people that the question could be rais-

ed about the extent to which it could still appear as the

subject, rather than the object, of its history. This query

was heard with particular urgency among German scho-

lars during the Nazi era. Struck by a tempest totally out

of their control, realizing that the catastrophe which had

befallen German Jewry seemed so completely unrelated to

whatthejews themselves haddone or failed to do, one could

draw the ready generalization that Diaspora Jewry has

always been tossed about on the waves of history beyond

its own voUtion. This was, of course, an overstatement.

Certainly, the manifold Jewish pioneering contributions,

of which we have spoken clearly controverted this al-

legedly passive historical role of the Jewish people. On
the contrary, one could contend with equal ease that,

without its inner resources and firm determination to sur-

vive, the people would long ago have been submerged

by the hostile waves swirling about them. Yet no one
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could deny the deep impact of such external factors not

only on the economic and political life of the Jews but

also on their minds. In fact, during that very Hitler era

a great many Jews became more conscious of their Jewish

heritage and more loyal to their own tradition than they

had ever been before, causing — I think, unjustifiedly --

some patriotic Jews to speak with scorn of these "Hitler

Jews" who included also cliildren of mixed marriages and

some relapsed converts. But all of that debate could only

highlight the deeper interrelations between world history

and Jewish history.

As a matter of fact, however, this external impact on the

history of the Jews should not have come as a surprise to

any student of history. More than a century ago Leopold

von Ranke spent a Hfetime of research and writing and

published volume after volume of siiniificant liistoric con-

Lutions. stressing in particular hifdoctrine of the prim-

acy of foreign relations over the domestic affairs in the

history ofevery nation. Subsequent researches have borne

out his thesis. Surely even naturally isolationist America

has learned to its Ihagrin that its'foreign relations, as

exemplified by the hot and cold wars of the twentieth

century, have had a far greater impact on its destinies

than most dramatic internal changes. Today it is easy to

predict that the daily life of most Americans over the next

decade or two may be more deeply affected by actions and

words of Russian and Chinese dictators than bv the very

will and con^ious design of the An^erican Congress and

Executive. In the case ofJews, we must remember, anti-

semitism or philosemitism has always played the role of

the people's foreign relations, parallel to those affecting

states in their relations with one another. Tust as Pearl

Harbor created almost overnight an unprecedented feel-

ing of solidarity among Americans theretofore divided on

almost all international issues, so did any major anti-

Semitic onslaught unite Jews who, in more leisurely

periods, could indulge in a^ enortnou's diversity ofopinion'

or in profound indifference toward the fate of their people.

It was in such a leisurely period that the ironical desig-

nation of antisemitism as an "international benevolent

society for the preservation ofJudaism" could be coined.

Racial antisemitism, in particular, with its implacability

and the shutting off of all avenues of escape indubitably

served as potent force in recementing the unity ofa people

broken asunder under the wheels of the powerful Eman-
cipation movement. On the other hand, the very ability

of Jews to resist such overwhelming hostile forces time

and again reappearing in their history and to maintain

in spite of them, a measure of unbroken continuity in

their communal and cultural life, offers the best testimony

for the survdvalist urge and great creative adaptability of

a vigorous people marching onward through all its historic

trials and tribulations.

IV
Such integral treatment ofJewish history, as a peculiar

segment of, and in constant interrelations with world

history, as postulated here raises, however, many method-

ological problems. Most significant doubtless is the

question ofhow to treat divergent biases appearing in the

sources relating to the same events. This has, in fact, been

one of the stumbling blocks confronting UNESCO's at-

tempt at preparing a Scientific and Cultural History of

Mankind, a project fortunately now nearing completion.

Even in this generally less controversial area the editors

have experienced considerable difficulty in overcoming

the different approaches and interpretations placed on

the same historical developments by different nations.

This disparity is doubly noticeable, of course, in the more

embattled domains of political and economic history.

Scholars have long deplored the fact that, for instance,

the descriptions of the Napoleonic Wars in German and

French textbooks bore so little resemblance to one another.

To some extent the same held true for a long time for the

descriptions of the American Civil War presented by

northern or southern authors. In Jewish history, too, such
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divergences must be expected and an attempt must be

made to bridge them in some dispassionate way.

To cite only a few well-known examples: the Talmud

and Midrash hardly ever mention the name Titus, the

Flavian general, later emperor, without adding to it the

epithethon ha-rashd' (the evildoer). From the Jewish point

ofview he was, ofcourse, the man most responsible for the

Ml ofJcnisalcm and the burning of the Temple, contro-

versial as his personal role in the latter event may have

been even in antiquity. If one reads, on the other hand,

descriptions by Roman authors, Titus appears as an

extremely goodnatured man who allegedly considered any

day wasted, if he was unable to perform on it some very

good deed. Similarly, Emperor Hadrian is roundly

condemned by the rabbis as the man responsible for the

prohibition of public assembUes for Jewish study, and the

oudawry of circumcision, both as part of his general plan

to submerge Judaism in the pagan civilization. Viewed

from the vantage point of Roman policies, this Spanish-

bom emperor cvidendy was but a loyal and far-sighted

Roman patriot who genuinely beheved in the merits of

what we hke to call the "melting pot" ideology. He

limply could not comprehend, why Jews should insist

upon their segregated mode of living and resist that total

integration into the magnificent Graeco-Roman civili-

zation, which he staunchly believed to be a blessing for

both the empire and all its subject peoples. Nor could he

understand why his enlightened administration should

continue to tolerate a "barbaric" custom like the circum-

cision ofinfants as practiced byJews or that of older boys

performed among Arab tribes and Egyptian priests. More-

over, it appears that he and his associates became aware

of some incipient signs of biological decay in Roman

society, which not long thereafter led to widespread birth-

control and an actual decline of the imperial population.

To stem that incipient trend, the empire sharply pro-

hibited castration, Hadrian viewing circumcision as some-
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thing very much akin to this dangerous practice. On
their part, of course, the Jews could not submit to these

imperial decrees. It may still be controversial as to whether

the prohibition of circumcision preceded, or followed, the

outbreak of the Bar Kocheba revolt, but there is no

question that Hadrian's approach to full integration of

Jews and the rabbinic teachings about the fundamentals

of the Jewish faith were utterly irreconcilable and had to

result in bloody confUct. At the same time, it must not be

forgotten that neither Titus nor Hadrian were vulgar

antisemites. As a matter of record, Titus as well as his

father, Vespasian, in the very midst of the Great War,

resisted all attempts of the Antiochian and Alexandrian

citizens to use this Jewish "rebellion" as an excuse for the

curtailment ofJewish rights and the withdrawal of what,

according to Josephus, was Jewish isonomia, or complete

equality of rights. Nor did Hadrian, despite his sharp at-

tacks on Jewish religious autonomy, ever attempt to

restrict Jewish civil and political rights.

In short, in the clash of these two outlooks on Hfe, we

have the makings of a modern tragedy in which unex-

pected concatenations of circumstances lead individuals,

fully justified from their own standpoints, into insoluble

confHcts with one another. The old historiography,

Jewish and non-Jewish, with its recognized preference for

treating history along the lines of the old-type tragedy,

with its heroes and villains, could afford to disregard con-

trary evidence, and also treat theJewish historic evolution

from the viewpoint of the Jewish sources alone. Such one-

sided treatment is simply no longer possible today.

On the other hand, world history may likewise look

differently from the perspective and from data furnished

by Jewish history. Edward I of England, PhiUp Augustus,

Saint Louis and Phihp the Fair of France may loom as

distinguished monarchs who performed major functions

in the unification and reorganization of their respective
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kingdoms. Tlieir personalities and governmental methods

acquire new coloring, however, when placed alongside

their ruthless treatment of their Jewish subjects. In other

cases, Jewish sources and events may merely confirm the

impressions gathered from other records. The three

Fredericks who bore the titles of Roman emperors are a

case in point. The image of the great Frederick I Barba-

rossa, so extolled in German sagas and chronicles, is

certainly not dimmed by the preamble to his privilege

in favor of Regensburg Jewry of 1 182 which read:

It is the duty of Our Imperial Majesty, as well as

a requirement of justice and a demand of reason,

that We rightly preserve his due to everyone ofOur

loyal subjects, not only the adherents of the Chris-

tian faith, but also to those who differ from Our faith

and live in accordance with the rites of their ancestral

traditions. We must provide for their persevering

in their customs and secure peace for their persons

and property. For this reason We announce to all

faithful subjects of the Empire, present and future,

that, deeply concerned with the welfare of all Jews

living in Our Empire who are known to belong to the

imperial Chamber by virtue of a special prerogative

of Our dignity, We concede to Our Regensburg

Jews and confirm with Our imperial authority their

good customs which their ancestors had secured

through the grace and favor of Our predecessors

until Our time.

Similarly, the split personality of Frederick II is fully

reflected also in his treatment ofJews. On the one hand,

this stupor mundi who astounded contemporaries by the

vastness of his leaming and the variety of his intellectual

interests, maintained at his court in Naples a number of

distinguished Jewish scholars and effectively used

Jewish assistance in his attempt to erect in his Italian

possessions **the first modern state in Europe." On the

other hand, he was driven by his conflict with the Papacy,

as I have tried to show in a recent paper, to assert his

overlordship over Jews in so extreme a fashion as to lay

the foundations for the institution of medieval Jewish

"serfdom," a term he was the first to use in official secular

legislation. The weak and oscillating Frederick III, finally,

revealed no less inconsistency in his dealings with Jews.

While his rapacity placed him alongside some of the worst

exploiters of medieval Jewry, he nevertheless staunchly

protected them against some, if not all, of their enemies;

for instance, the burghers of Regensburg. Tliis protective

attitude was to earn for liim the exclamation by a Jew-

baiting contemporary chronicler that "he was popularly

called the kingofJews, rather than the kingofthe Romans."

Such examples, whether in confirmation or in rectification

of historically accepted general facts and views, can

readily be multiplied.

In conclusion, we may perhaps understand tliese new,

more integral, approaches as part of the growing trend

in contemporary historiography to try to comprehend

world-wide historic movements from world-wide, as well

as national perspectives. Similarly, Jewish history will

have to be better understood in terms of its world dimen-

sions and from the combined broader vantage point of

Jewish and world history. That such an approach will

require new, often unprecedented methods and that it

is beset with innumerable technical difficulties goes with-

out saying. One of the greatest handicaps for every

historian is, of course, the fact that "world history" itself

is a combination of many regional, national and local

histories, which often have marked peculiarities of their

own. Any student of Jewish history must, of course, be

cognizant of these important variations as well. But just

as the Jewish people, whenever confronted with unpre-

cedented challenges, was resourceful enough to meet them

in some new pioneering ways, so am I confident that the

historians of that people will also find some creative
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answers to the new challenges facing them, and thus

perhaps help to blaze some new paths for the general

reevaluation ofthe human past.
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The Leo Baeck Institute was founded by representative organizations of Jews

from Germany for the purpose of collecting material on and sponsoring

research into the history of the Jewish community in Germany and in other

German-speaking countries from the Emancipation to its dispersion. The

Institute is named in honour of the man who was the last representative figure

of German Jewry in Germany during the Nazi period.
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The Leo Baeck Institute is a worthy memorial to one o£

the noblest exemplars of the heart and mind of the Jewish

people in the twentieth century. In preserving the memory

of the Ufe and culture of German-speaking Jewry, its insti-

tutions and achievements, the Institute is performing an act

of exemplary piety, which is the hallmark of the civilized

spirit.

There is, however more than reverence for the past that is

being served by this enterprise — it is a vital contribution to

the present and the future of the Jewish people. For German-

speaking Jewry has been the great laboratory of the Jewish

spirit in modern times. It was in Central Europe that the

Jewish tradition and the Jewish community first met the

challenge of the modern world, with all its power, its peril

and its promise. It was in the German Kulturkreis that

there emerged virtually every aspect of the problem of Ju-

daism and the Jewish people in the modern world. Here,

every conceivable solution was proposed and every approach

tried. As all roads were explored, some led to dead-ends,

while others opened into fruitful vistas. With relatively few

exceptions, every significant movement in modern Jewish life

had its origin or found its expression within German-speak-

ing Jewry.

The full impact of the Enlightenment and the Emancipation

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was felt in the

German-Jewish center. Hence it was here that total assimi-

lation, the first, and until Hitler, the "definitive" solution to

the Jewish problem, was attempted. This path was entered

upon by thousands of German Jews, including some of the

most creative and gifted sons and daughters of the Jewish

people.

But this was far from being the only, or even the preferred



path. For tlic vast majority of German Jewry, total assimi-

lation through conversion and intermarriage was ruled out

for a variety of reasons, religious, intellectual, moral and

sentimental Their basic objective became the achievement

of civic equality, economic opportunity, and full political

fights within the framework of the modem national state,

ioggther with the retention of a strong sense of Jewish

identity and a substantial measure of Jewish religious and

cultural self-expression. This double goal has remained the

hall-mark of the modem Jew, in spite of the fact that the

emancipation had not been offered on these terms either

by the French Revolution or by Napoleon when he convened

the French Sanhedrin.

The battle for Jewish emancipation had been launched in

France by Clermont Tonnerre with his ringing call, "To
the Jews as Jews, nothing; to the Jews as men, everything."

However, the French-Jewish community was too small in

numbers and too far removed from the mainsprings of Jewish

tradition to be a significant factor, once the initial impetus

of the French Revolution was spent. It was German Jewry

which fought countless skirmishes and battles, sustained

many defeats and achieved substantial victories in the

struggle for Jewish rights.

In the German-Jewish center, too, all the various reformu-

lations of the Jewish religion in modem times came into

being and found some of their most articulate spokesmen.

Neo-Orthodoxy, represented by Samson Raphael Hirsch,

Reform Judaism, whose spokesmen were Abraham Geiger

and Samuel Holdheim, and the positive-historical school

known in America as Conservative Judaism, represented by

Zechariah Frankel and the Breslau Seminary — all had

their genesis here. Even Hasidism, the last authentic expres-

sion of the folk-spirit of traditional Judaism, which was root-

ed in East European Jewish life, had its echo in Germany in

such a saintly figure as Rabbi Elijah Gutmacher.

Modem Hebrew literature also had its inception in Germany,

in the generation of Moses Mendelssohn and his co-workers,

who wrote the Biur, the first modern Hebrew commentary

on the fiible and issued Hame'assef, the first modern Hebrew

periodical. Zionism did not find easy sailing in nineteenth-

century German Jewry. Yet its pioneers included Moses

Hess, whose Rome and Jerusalem was published in 1862.

He paid the penalty of being a prophetic voice before his

time, by being ignored and all but forgotten. Not much

more fortunate was Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer, the Ortho-

dox rabbi of Thorn, who reinterpreted the traditional faith

in the Messiah in order to justify the establishment of

agricultural settlements in Eretz Yisrael. Finally, the crea-

tor of modern political Zionism, Theodor Herzl, came from

the same cultural milieu, as did Max Nordau and many
others of his co-workers.

The most characteristic intellectual contribution of German

Jews to the treasure-house of the Jewish spirit lies, however,

in die Wissenschaft des Judentums. It is noteworthy that no

satisfactory translation of this term has yet emerged. Neither

"the Science of Judaism" nor "Jewish research," nor

"modern Jewish scholarship" — is capable of transmitting

its full dimensions. Judentiim includes both the content of

the Jewish heritage and its bearers. In other words, it en-

compasses both "Judaism" and "the Jewish community".

As for Wissenschaft, it represents far more than "science"

in its limited English connotation. It includes the disciplined

study and critical investigation of the entire range of Jewish

life, past and present, as embodied in its languages, literature,

law, institutions and history. It is the scientific method

applied to the realm of knowledge.

To be sure, the roots of the Science of Judaism are much

older than nineteenth century German Jewry. There are

adumbrations of scientific method and of the critical spirit in

the pages of the Talmud. Such medieval disciplines as

Hebrew philology. Biblical exegesis and religious philosophy

possessed a substantial measure of scientific validity and

critical insight.

The autlientic forerunners of the Science of Judaism are to

be found in Renaissance Italy, where the Jewish community

and tradition first encountered the challenge and the stimulus

of Western culture. The sixteenth century scholar, Elijah

Levita, whose researches into the Masoretic text of the



Hebrew Bible, embodied in his Masoret Hamasoret, still

possess great value, was the confidant and tutor of cardinals

and princes. A far more original spirit was Azariah da Rossi,

whose classic work Meor Enayim, published in 1573—75,

was the first important work in modem critical Jewish scho-

larship. It was no accident that it was re-issued nearly three

centuries later by Leopold Zunz, the father of the Science

of Judaism. When the nineteenth-century Italian Jewish

scholar, Samuel David Luzzatto, carried on his researches

into Biblical and post-Biblical literature, he was therefore

continuing an authentic Italian-Jewish tradition.

Nonetheless, it remains true that German Jewry was the

source and vital center of the Science of Judaism. Even

when the discipUne was cultivated in Eastern Europe, it bore

the stamp of German culture and philosophic thought, as in

the case of Nachman Krochmal. To this very day, the

greatest practitioners of the Science of Judaism have in

large measure, been German-bom, German speaking and

German trained.

Now die Nazi holocaust has destroyed this great creative

center of the Jewish spirit by the extermination of the six

million sons and daughters of the Jewish people in Europe.

Our generation has been the witness and the participant in

tlie end of the German-Jewish center on the one hand, and

on the other, in the emergence of two new centers for Jewish

life, one on the North American continent and the other in

AUneuland, the State of Israel. Between the catastrophe and

the rebirth there is a causal and not merely a chronological

connection. A new era in Jewish history begins, marked by

a revolutionary transformation of the past and by countless

new challenges and opportunities. At this transition point,

it is eminently in order to consider the status and prospects

of the Science of Judaism and to inquire as to its goals, its

achievements and its weaknesses in the past, in order to

assay its problems and potentialities in the future.

At the end of the eighteenth century, when the modem age

imperiously knocked at the gates of the Ghetto and demand-

ed admittance, its inhabitants were by no means lacking in

intellectual armor. Quite the contrary, the Jewish communi-

S

ties, still living under medieval conditions, possessed a millen-

nial tradition of learning which was deep and intense, reach-

ing back to tlie days of the Bible and the Talmud.

Judaism could boast of an unbroken chain of academies

extending from France and Germany, through Italy and

Spain, back to Babylonia and Palestine. Some of these

Yeshivot had lasted a thousand years, longer than the proud

universities of Oxford and Paris. The Jewish people had

produced a vast and variegated literature, of which the Bible

and the Talmud were the fountain-head and from which

issued countless tributary streams commentaries and lexica,

expositions and summaries, responsa and codes.

It is true that the stream had grown narrower in the later

Middle Ages with the growing restrictions on Jewish life,

but it had never dried up. In fact, the eighteenth century,

which saw Western Jewry rocked to its foundations by the

impact of the Emancipation and the Enlightenment, coin-

cided with the careers of two of the most luminous spirits

produced by traditional Judaism, the Gaon Elijah of Vilna,

the greatest exemplar of rabbinic learning, and Israel Baal

Shem Tov, the founder of Hasidism.

In spite of these signs of vitality, however, Torah, the

traditional lore and learning of Judaism, proved virtually

useless when it first encountered the challenge of the modern

world in the last decades of the eighteenth century and the

first decades of the nineteenth.

When confronted by the ideas, attitudes and methods of

modern science and philosophy, normative Judaism appeared

defenseless and unprepared. For the Jewish tradition had

been virtually isolated from the context of general culture

for centuries, ever since the Golden Age in Spain and its

brief afterglow in medieval Italy and Holland. In no modern

language nor, for that matter, in Hebrew, could an interest-

ed reader find a history of the Jewish people, a satisfactory

biography of great Jewish figures, a survey of Jewish

literature, a study of Jewish law and institutions, an accurate

edition of Jewish classics, or a modern interpretation of

Jewish religious ideas and practices.
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Nor could tlie traditional pursuit of 1 orah serve the second

great need of Western Jewry — the achievement of political,

social and economic rights as full-fledged citizens. 1 his goal,

it was felt, depended on the rehabilitation of Judaism in the

eyes of the world. In the brave new world being born,

it was necessary to reveal the beauty of Shem if he was to be

permitted to live in the tents of Japhet. But in achieving

both these basic objectives of Western Jewry, apologetics

and emancipation, the traditional study ot the Torah seemed

irrelevant and remote.

Ill

As is well known, a group of young German Jewish intellect-

uals who had received a university training, struck out on

a new path. They banded together in 1819 to create die

Gesellschaft fur die Wissenschaft des Judenthums, Their re-

volutionary hope was that the scientific study of Jewish

history, literature and institutions would bolster the wavering

loyalty of the younger Jewish generation to Judaism and

win the respect of the larger community for Judaism and its

values. But the high hopes of Eduard Gans, Moses Moser,

Heinrich Heine and their colleagues, turned to dust and

ashes. Within a few, short years, all the members of the

group, with the towering exception of Leopold Zunz, lost

heart in the enterprise and abandoned Judaism completely.

Liiitpold Wallach has pointed out that the collapse of the

Scxiety and the failure of its hopes were not inherent in the

project. 1) He notes that the movement was championed by

young men, who, for psychological reasons, found little

approval among their elders, and no Maecenases to back

their scientific projects. This brash and revolutionary under-

taking by young men was felt to be an affront to the

principle of seniority, which had been operative in Jewish

life for centuries. Moreover, tlie limitations on Jewish

rights in Germany, which virtually closed the door on
academic careers for these young intellectuals, did not afiect

the economic opportunities of Jewish merchants and manu-
facturers. For the academician, there was no future in being

a Jew; the businessman could manage to survive and even

to prosper.

») See his Liberty and Letters
(London. 1959) pp. 8-9.

- The Thoughts of Leopold Zunz.

Only one member of the group, Leopold Zunz, remained

loyal, in Heine's words, to "the great caprice of his soul."

Virtually single-handed, he founded the Science of Judaism.

The sense of loneliness and isolation under the spell of which

Zunz began his labors, was not dissipated throughout his

long and creative life. It must, however, be confessed that, in

no slight measure, it was due to drawbacks in his own
temperament. Even when the Science he had fathered had

burgeoned into a many-faceted discipline, he felt himself

alone. He could not point to a school of disciples who had

been directly trained by him. Nonetheless, within a century

after the publication of Zunz' pioneering study, Etwas iiber

die Rabbinische Literatur, which appealed in 1818, the Scien-

ce of Judaism had become a far-flung research area

recognized as part of humanistic studies throughout the

world. This was no mean achievement for a lonely pioneer

and a relatively small group of co-workers and followers.

To do justice to tlie novelty and character of this new

branch of learning, we must come to grips with the essential

characteristics of the traditional study of Torah, as well

as of the new learning.

First and foremost, the students of Torah approached their

enterprise in an attitude of total acceptance and wholehearted

reverence. Respect for the ancients, which was always deeply

ingrained in the Semitic mentality, had been carried to ex-

treme lengths in the later Middle Ages. Its attitude to the

past might well be summarized in the Talmudic utterance,

which was indeed frequently quoted by medieval writers:

Im rishonim kemalakhim anu ka'anashim, v'im rishonim

ka'anashim, anu kahamorim; "If earlier generations were

as angels, we are as men, if they were men, we are

donkeys." 2)

Few Jewish scholars after the sixteenth century possessed

any of the capacity for original and critical thinking which

characterized such rabbis as Akiba or Meir in the Tannaitic

era, or the Amoraim Rab or Resh Lakish or such medieval

giants of the spirit as Saadia or Maimonides. The present,

it was firmly believed, could only repeat the past, or at best

add glosses in the margin.

«) B. Shahbat \\2h.
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Second, the Toraii was regarded as uniform in character.

It was not approached as an organic whole in which each

section was related to the other as a child is related to

a youth, or a youth to an adult. Being the Word of God
it was aU of one piece, unaffected by time or space, and all

equal in relevance and value. It was perfectly logical for

the Talmud to conceive of King David and his warriors as

being sages seated in the Sanhedrin. In rabbinic thought, a

second-century Palestinian rabbi of the Mishnah would be

expected to be aware of a question posed by a Babylonian

scholar living four centuries after his time and to have an

answer ready. Maimonides could properly insist that the

genealogy of Esau and his descendants set forth in Genesis,

(chapter 37) was on the same level of inspiration as the

Ten Commandments.

Third, the Torah was self-contained. To be sure, an out-

side world existed; there were foreign governments to

contend with, pagan practices to deal with, and vast numbers

of non-Jews with whom the Jew came into regular contact.

There was also recognition of the cultural achievements of

the non-Jewish world, but they were not regarded as having

any effect either upon the content or the nature of Torah.

"Wisdom among the nations is to be found, but not

Torah.- 3)

In a later day, scientific Jewish scholarship might discover

abundant evidence that the Jewish people had not lived in

isolation either in the Biblical or the Talmudic eras, but on

the contrary, had had direct and intimate contacts with the

Oriental and Greco-Roman worlds. But for medieval Jewry,

enclosed in a physical and spiritual Ghetto, all these memo-

ries of an earlier, more open society had long disappeared.

The Torah was now conceived of a exclusively "Jewish",

with no admixture of foreign influence.

Finally, the Torah, as traditionally studied in Eastern and

Central Europe before the Emancipation era, was virtually

limited to the Talmud, its commentaries and codes. Not

only was philosophy proscribed for the generality, but such

•) C£. Midrash Ekhah Rabbati on Lam. 2: 9,
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medieval pursuits as Biblical study and poetry were neglected

and viewed with suspicion and scorn.

IV

When the Science of Judaism appeared on the horizon, it

seemed to be at the farthest possible remove from the tradi-

tional pursuit of Torah. Its basic hallmark was the critical

approach toward the past and its achievements. It was not

necessarily lacking in respect for the great men and books of

the past, but its approach could well be summarized in the

Hebrew proverb kabbeduni vehasheduni, "Honor me, but

suspect me." It derived its critical canons from the study of

classical philology and modern historiography. Its devotees

were trained to penetrate behind the fragmentary and im-

perfect records of the past, in order to discover, in Hermann
Ranke's words, wie es eigentlich gewesen, "how it actually

was."

A second fundamental feature of the Science of Judaism was

its sense of history, its emphasis on the principle of develop-

ment, its stress upon giowth and change as the universal

concomitant of all human institutions. Long before Darwin

had applied the doctrine of evolution to the biological realm,

it was a commonplace in historical and philological research.

The idea of change and development was central to Hegel's

dialectic of history, which was destined to be put to such

varied uses in Krochmal's philosophy of Jewish history and

in Karl Marx* tlieory of economic determinism. Zunz included

the phrase "historically developed" in the titles of two of

his works. 4) Actually, Ranke's formulation of the goal of

historical research in general, wie es eigentlich gewesen,

could have been better formulated as wie es eigentlich gewor-

den "how it actually became."

Today "historicism" has fallen out of favor in many circles.

In part, this is a reaction to the extremes of the historical

method, which stressed one factor in growth — that of

change — and lost sight of the other — that of continuity.

In this respect the reaction is both welcome and overdue.

<) Cf. Die gottesdienstUchen Vortrdge der Juden historisch entwickelt

(1882) and Der Ritus des synagogalen Gottesdienstes geschichtlich

entwickelt (1850).
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Moreover, there was a substantial degree of over simplifica-

tion in the nineteenh-century conception of history. Devel-

opment was conceived of as unilinear — a straight line going

ever onward and upward. It required a century of research

— and what proved more crucial — a century of tragic ex-

perience to teacti twentieth-century man that history is

better conceived of as a spiral, with depressions as well as

elevations, wid. retreats as well as advances.

In large degree, however, the hostility to "historicism" in

many quarters today reflects the changed spiritual climate of

our generation. The mid-twentieth century, like the first half

of the nineteenth, is an age of transition, but the attitude

toward change is radically different. A century ago, tlie leaders

of thought and action, both in Judaism and in Western

society as a whole, found the sense of history a valuable in-

strument in order to validate the changes in life and thought

that they regarded as necessary. Today, there is a widespread

desire in Western society to halt change and to interpose

a principle of fixity and permanence against the new and

disturbing forces that have been let loose in the world and

which threaten havoc to traditional institutions and values.

Hence the effort is made to minimize or ignore the evidence

for change in the past history of the race, when it cannot

be totally denied. This tendency is particularly marked in

the areas of religion and theology.

Yet, after all due allowance is made for the exaggerations

and errors of the historical approach, it remains true that

the principle of change and development can be ignored only

by doing violence to the truth, thus gravely injuring the

survival and progress of society. Growth, the vital balance

between continuity and change, still remains the universal

law of life.

In addition, the practitioner of the Science of Judaism, in

contradistinction to the traditional Torah student, had a

strong consciousness of the interaction of the Jew and the

world. Scientific research found it easy to cite instances

of this process in the Talmud, which is popularly regarded

as the most "authentic" achievement of the native Jewish

genius. Modem scholarship has revealed the affinities be-
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tween Hillel's Seven Principles of Biblical interpretation

and the canons of Homeric exegesis as practiced in the

Alexandrian schools. The complex relationships between Tal-

mud ic and Roman law have been explored. The impact of

the daily life of the Hellenistic world upon the folk-lore and

the culture of the Jew has become increasingly clear. The
use of Greek terms for such basic Jewish institutions as the

Proshul and the Sanhedrin, as well as hundreds more of

Greek and Latin words in the pages of the Talmud and the

Midrash, offers striking evidence that Rabbinic Judaism

had not been lived in isolation from the Greek and Roman
world.

Everywhere the Science of Judaism sought to explore these

inter-group relationships. It tried to learn what Judaism had
borrowed and in turn, had contributed to general civili-

zation and when and how it had acted as an intermediary

between various cultural entities. One of its most significant

enterprises was the effort to discover what Judaism had

rejected of the thought and culture of the world, as well as

what it had modified and utilized for its own purposes.

Though the term was not known at the time, the Science of

Judaism thus laid bare the path of "creative assimilation",

by means of which the Jewish heritage was enabled both to

preserve its identity and sense of continuity with the past,

and yet maintain its relevance and contact with the world

of which it was a part.

This function of the Science of Judaism has remained

basic throughout its history. Modern Jewish scholarship has

disclosed the complex and fruitful relationship of give-and-

take between the Jewish tradition and world culture which

is written large on virtually every product of the Jewish

spirit, notably the Bible, the Talmud and medieval literature.

Nowhere was this inter-action of Judaism and world culture

traced more significantly than in the study of the great

classics of Jewish religious philosophy.

Finally, the Science of Judaism broadened the boundaries

of Torah far beyond that of the study of the Halachah.

Here it was returning to the Golden Age of Spanish Jewry

and going beyond it. The Bible was restored to a position of

IS



primacy. The study of Hebrew, Aramaic and other Semitic

languages became basic. Ancient history, comparative re-

hgion, comparative law and folk-lore were all laid under

contribution. Archaeology revealed the material sub-stratum

of Jewish culture and brought to light vast treasure-troves

o£ Uterary documents which shed hght on the past, inclu-

ding communities and personalities, whose very existence

was previously not suspected. The systematic presentation

of JeSish law along historical lines proceeded apa«.

Philosophers and scholars studied and interpreted Jewish

religious philosophy through the centuries. They traced its

development from its inception with Philo in Alexandrian

Egypt through Isaac Israeli and Saadia to its later figures,

Gabirol, Halevi, Maimonides and Crescas as well as their

lesser colleagues, until it reached its aftermath in Spinoza.

Jewish biography, virtually non-existent in ancient and me-

dieval times, became an important discipline. The vast and

sprawling confines of multi-lingual Jewish literature, which

seemed to resemble a jungle, were now plotted out and

systematically set forth, as was the history of Jewish reli-

gious institutions. The far-flung communities of the dispersed

house of Israel had developed extensive and varied rituals.

The study of the history and development of the Jewish

liturgy, both in its basic framework in Talmudic times and

its later medieval elaborations, was meticulously explored.

The capstone in the arch of the Science of Judaism was the

emergence of Jewish history as an authentic scientific discip-

line.

As this massive intellectual effort began to bear fruit, the

conviction grew that it would answer the felt needs of the

age. Modem research would contribute richly both to the

interpretation and defense of Judaism for modern men, both

within the Jewish commimity and without. By that token it

would help to buttress the claims of modem Jews to political,

social and economic rights. On the other hand, the tra-

ditional study of Torah seemed totally irrelevant to these

basic enterprises of the age. No wonder it seemed a foregone

conclusion that wherever the light of modem civilization

would penetrate, traditional Torah was doomed. In 1818,
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Zunz expressed the conviction that Hebrew books would be
virtually unavailable in 1918. 5) There is basic truth in the

probably apocryphal tale that when the Russian-Hebrew
poet, Judah Leb Gordon visited the great Jewish biblio-

grapher, Moritz Steinschneider in Berlin, and told him that

he was a Hebrew poet, the aged savant asked him: "Young
man, in what century did you live?"

Had the Science of Judaism possessed no practical im-

plications, but had merely enriched the boundaries of man's
knowledge and understanding of himself through its re-

searches, it would deserve an honored place among the

humanities.

As a matter of fact, however, Judische Wissenschaft laid

claim to much more, insisting that it had exerted a powerful
and beneficient influence on the life of modern Jewry. Ismar
Elbogen summarized the achievements — or at least the claim

to achievement — of modern Jewish scholarship in these

words: "The Science of Judaism did valuable service in

dispelling erroneous notions of the Jews and Judaism among
non-Jews. It aided in bringing about the emancipation of the

Jews; it made Jews proud of themselves and their people; it

improved education, clarified religious views, and played its

part in the secularization of Jewish life." 6) Elsewhere he
maintained that the Science of Judaism had had three im-

portant, popular effects: it had broadened the content and
range of Jewish education to include the Bible, Jewish

history, the Hebrew language and literature; it had served to

stimulate the creation of Jewish nationalism, and it had
contributed to the revival of the Hebrew language. 7)

Of these three claims, the first is largely true. Undoubtedly

the curriculum of the modern Jewish school, which includes

«) Wallach, op cit. p.l8. It should, however, be noted that Zunz
regarded the Science of Judaism, which he created, as a "swan song"
rather than as the announcement of a new dawn. He saw it as the
end rather than as the beginning of Jewish life. Here Zunz based him-
self on Hegel's assumption that the rise of science is always coupled
with the downfall of a people. Op. cit. p. 19.

•) Cf. For example, his A Century of Jewish Life, (Philadelphia, 1944)
p. XXXVII.
7) Cf. his essay "Hokmat Yisrael" in Dehir, (Berlin, 1924) vol. 1,

pp. 1-16.
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a variety of Jewish subjects, owes much to the Science of

Judaism. Elbogen's second contention is more doubtful. To

be sure, Jewish nationalism was able to draw upon the sense

of peoplehood, which is reflected, for example, in Graetz's

History of the Jews, By and large, however, modern Jewish

scholars were not notable in the leadership they gave the

Zionist movement or other forms of Jewish nationalism.

One recalls Herzl's unavailing efforts to win over the ad-

herence of Moritz Giidemann of Vienna to the Zionist cause.

The third contention is also questionable. The revival of the

Hebrew language owed little, if anything, to the Science of

Judaism.

It is, however, inherent in virtually every undertaking, that

it falls short of the vision of its projectors. That the Science

of Judaism achieved less than its protagonists hoped for

is undeniable. Yet it cannot be denied that its accomplish-

ments are of genuine and abiding value.

It has to its credit, original research of the highest caliber in

all the fields of Jewish history, literature and institutions.

At least equally significant is the degree to which its results

have been brought into the mainstream of modern culture.

Rabbinic and medieval texts have been issued in accurate,

critical editions, annotated and often translated. Dictionaries

and encyclopedias in many languages summarize in syste-

matic form the conclusions of modern Jewish scholarship.

Institutions of learning, whose faculties have been staffed by

men of genius and talent, were founded throughout the

Western world. The Jewish Theological Seminary of Breslau

was the first and greatest of these institutions, but Berlin,

Vienna, Budapest, Paris, London, Warsaw, New York, Cin-

cinnati and Jerusalem, all have boasted important centres

of Jewish research. Periodicals dedicated to the Science of

Judaism appeared in virtually every modem tongue, in-

cluding Hebrew. Monographs and books were issued in a

steady stream, which enriched the boundaries of man's know-

ledge.

VI

At the same time, it must be noted that modern Jewish

scholarship suffered from several basic defects which were
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largely inherent in its background. Being a product of the

nineteenth century, it favored the ultra-rationalistic approach

to Judaism. It therefore failed to evaluate properly the role

of the emotional and mystical factors in Jewish experience.

Even Heinrich Graetz's classic work. Die Geschichte der

Juden, is not free from blind spots. It exhibits this bias to

the full in dealing with the Kabbalah, with the various

Messianic movements, and with Hasidism.

Moreover, since the Science of Judaism was concentrated

largely in Germany, its devotees had little sympathy or

understanding for East-European Jewry. By and large, the

millions of Jews in Poland, Russia, and Roumania, blessed

with unquenchable Jewish vitality, lay outside the ken

of the German-Jewish Gelehrte. Men's feelings and actions

are often superior to their intellectual positions or casual

utterances. It would therefore be a mistake to take too

seriously Geiger's words, written to Joseph Derenbourg in a

letter dated November 22, 1840. ".
. . That Jews in Prussia

may have the chance to become pharmacists or lawyers is

much more important to me than the rescue of all the Jews

in Asia and Africa, an undertaking with which I sympathize

as a human being. You may think differently on this

subject, but I ask you to believe me that this is my honest

conviction, intimately interwoven with the entire structure of

my intellectual view of things . .
." 8)

In addition to these drawbacks which inhered in the specific

locale which gave it birth, modern Jewish research suffered

from a third defect, the virtual neglect of the Bible by

modern Jewish scholarship. It seemed as though Jewish

scholars were determined to validate an old rabbinic com-

ment. For the ancient Sages had explained that the Mishnah

or Oral Law had remained unwritten because God had

foreseen that the day would come when the Bible, or Written

Law, would be taken over by non-Jews. 9)

There were various factors that contributed to the neglect of

Biblical studies by modem Jewish scholars. The nineteenth

•) Cited in Max Wiener, Abraham Geiger and Liberal Judaism,

(Philadelphia, 1962) p. 90.

») See, for example, Midrash Shemot Rabbah 47 : 1.
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ceniury saw tlie Higher Criticism of tbe Bible reach its

liighest point of development in the classic formulation of the

Graf-Wellhausen school.There was a measure of exaggeration

in Solomon Schecliter's epigram, "The Higher Criticism is

the higher anti-Semitism." But it would be fatuous to over-

look the personal prejudice of many of the devotees of the

Higher Criticism, which undoubtedly played its part in the

constant effort to reduce the value, the antiquity, and the

originality of the Hebrew Scriptures. Even when anti-

Semitism was not the motive, there was the fundamental

approach of traditional Christianity, which saw the Old

Testament as the inferior forerunner of the New Testament.

For these reasons, it becomes easy to understand the neglect

of Biblical research by modem Jewish scholars. With only

a few exceptions, even those of liberal views found it difficult

to subject the Bible to this type of merciless analysis and

atomizauon. A few Jewish schSars. like the more conser-

vative Christian scholars, attempted to refute one or another

aspect of the Higher Criticism, but they were voices crying in

the wilderness. There were vaHd insights and telling argu-

ments to be found in the works of David Hoffmann and Ben-

no Jacob in Germany, Harold M. Wiener in England and

Umbcrto Cassuto in Italy. However, the structure of Highei

Criticism was too imposing and too extensive to yield to such

isolated efforts. Jewish scholars tended to either accept the

results of the Higher Criticism, as Graetz did in the first

volume of his Geschichte der Juden, or they avoided the

subject altogether. Most of the creative work done by Jewish

scholars in the field of the Bible was peripheral, dealing with

the Masoretic text, the ancient versions, and similar themes.

Even Biblical exegesis, the interpretation of the text, in which

the great medieval commentators, Rashi, Abraham ibn Ezra

and the Kimhis had distinguished themselves, was but little

cultivated by modem scholars. The Hebrew commentary on

Job by Benjamin Szold, an American rabbi of German back-

ground and the father of Henrietta Szold, was a striking

exception. So, too, was the work of the brilliant, but erratic

American Biblical scholar, A. B. Ehrlich, who also had been

trained in Germany. To be sure, practical necessity dictated

the preparation of Bible translations into the various ver-

naculars spoken by modern Jews. By and large, however, they

were re-workings of the standard Christian versions of the

OldTestament, with a few dogmatic mis-translations omitted.

However, if full justice is to be done to the Science of

Judaism, it should also be noted that all these drawbacks

were in large measure finally overcome. The sins both of

commission and of omission committed by die Wissenschaft

des Judentums were corrected during its sunset days in

Germany before World War II and in Israel, Great Britain

and the United States in the post-Nazi period. The study of

the Bible has undergone a renascence in Israel and through-

out the world. The results of Near-East archaeology have

helped to create a new attitude of respect toward the basic

credibility of the Bible and a deeper understanding both of

its relationship to the surrounding environment and its

unique elements. Jewish scholarship in the field of Bible is

today significant and fruitful.

It is noteworthy that Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig,

to name only the best known figures, rediscovered the extra-

ordinarily creative capacities of East-European Jewry at

first hand. They called attention to the deep fountains of

idealism to be found in the congested areas of the Pale of

Settlement in Eastern Eurof)e, before and during the First

World War. Buber brought back some of the rich spiritual

treasures of Hasidism to enrich and deepen the spiritual life

of Western man. Nor was it accidental that Buber and

Rosenzweig collaborated on the production of a creative

Jewish translation of the Scriptures into German for twen-

tieth centur)' German-speaking Jewry.

Today contemporary Jewish scholarship includes research in

such characteristic achievements of East European Jewry as

the Yiddish press, literature and drama, the progressive

Jewish labor movement, and Zionism in all its phases and

schools.

There is poetic justice in the fact that the mystical and

Messianic strands in the Jewish tradition, scorned or ignored

by rationalist scholars in the nineteenth century, have found

their scholarly redeemer in a twentieth century German-
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Jewish scholar. It is Gerhard Scholem, who has restored

them to their place within the variegated pattern of the

Jewish tradition through his brilliant and fruitful researches.

Yet, even after the achievements of the Science of Judaism are

fairly evaluated, and the weaknesses properly discounted,

tlie conclusion is inescapable that the discipline has not ful-

filled the high hopes reposed in it, not merely by its youthful

progenitors in the Gesellschaft fiir die Wissenschaft des

Judenthums, but by its more mature and sober practitioners

in later periods. Perhaps it should not have been expected

tliat it would create a way of life for modem Jews or fill

their Jewish existence with adequate cultural content. But it

did succeed in providing the raw material from which various

schools of Jewish thought, cultural, national and religious,

could draw the stones for building their own edifices for the

human spirit. This, to be sure, is no mean achievement.

VII

Wc are, however, not concerned with erecting a monument to

the past of the Science of Judaism. We are interested in its

possible future. In this connection, it should be noted that

JMdische Wissenschaft has suffered a steady decline in vitality

and creative energy during the century and a half of its

history.

At least three main stages may be discerned in its career.

First came the great pioneers, Zunz, Rappaport, Krochmal,

Frankel, Geiger, who were fired by their vision of its

potentialities for grappling with the crisis of Judaism in their

time.

Then came the great synthesizers, who erected imposing

surveys of large areas of Jewish history and literature. The
most famous and influential was undoubtedly Heinrich

Graetz's History of the Jews, written in German and trans-

lated into many languages. Less influential but nonetheless

significant, was I. H. Weiss' five volume Hebrew work Dor

Dor Vedorshav, a critical and all-inclusive survey of the

history of Biblical and rabbinic law and tradition.

The third stage consisted of gifted scholars who utilized their

refined technical skills to correct errors and fill in details in

the work of their predecessors. As was perhaps inevitable,

their concern with the trees often led them to lose sight of the

forest. Analysis replaced synthesis and the growth of a

technical jargon helped to establish a professional caste,

remote from life and its concerns.

Today, much, though fortunately not all, of the Science of

Judaism consists of writings by professors writing for other

professors. The goal of disinterested Jewish scholarship has

been identified all too often with uninterested — and un-

interesting — Jewish research; objectivity has degenerated

into irrelevance to life.

Obviously, as a science progresses, a technical vocabulary

necessarily develops. A specialized terminology is needed to

help in the organization of the subject matter being studied

and to expedite the communication of ideas. Technical

terms serve as a shorthand code for scliolars. Not too rarely

however, we encounter scholars who strain after a recondite

vocabulary and style as if their purpose were to discourage

having too many readers. It is undeniable that in many

scholarly circles obscurity is prized as a sign of profundity,

while lucidity is scorned as a mark of superficiality. The

scholar who strives to present his subject matter in clear,

attractive and well organized form, both in the academic lec-

ture hall and on the printed page, often finds himself stigma-

tized as lacking in deep and authentic learning.

The situation goes beyond the matter of style — it penetrates

to the very content of research. Obviously every genuine

scholarly achievement must rest on the painstaking collect-

ion of data, which in themselves may be of little consequence.

The great classical scholar, Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, gave

this wise warning to his students: "Do not be disappointed

that when you dig for pearls you may find worms. But do

not make the mistake of imagining that the worms are

pearls." More often than one likes to admit, however, the

collection of data becomes an end in itself. The scholar

studiously refrains from making any significant generaliza-

tions on the basis of the evidence even about the past. He

recoils in even more pronounced distaste from drawing any
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conclusions from his studies that can help illumine and guide

the present.

That these defects are to be found in other brandies of

research and are not limited to Jewish scholarship is scant

comfort. The truth is lost sight of that the ultimate justifi-

cation of all technical learning lies in the degree to which its

results are brought into the mainstream of general culture,

and thus are made to enrich the pattern of civilization and

direct its course.

The two basic motivations of the Science of Judaism which

were at work during its greatest and most fruitful period,

apologetics and emancipation, are of no imf>ortance today.

The activity continues, but the impetus is gone. No wonder

that scientific Jewish research appeals to so few of our most

creative youth, even the most Jewishly educated and com-

mitted among them.

VIII

It is therefore entirely legitimate, indeed necessary, to ask,

has modem Jewish scholarship a significant future, a mea-

ningful role in the life of the Jewish people? I should like

to propose an affirmative answer to this basic question, and

put it in terms of the classic Hegelian dialectic. The traditio-

nal study of Torah is the thesis and the Science of Judaism

the antithesis. What is now required is the synthesis of

both on a new and higher level.

The truth is that there prevails an ambivalent relationship

between traditional Torah and die Wissenschaft des Juden-

turn, a relationship both of opposition and of affinity.

Ostensibly the Science of Judaism arose as a conscious re-

placement, if not as an act of revolt against traditional

Torah. Thus Zunz once stated that "the rabbis are taking

the attitude that they had inaugurated this Science, where-

a, it originated, on the contrary, in the struggle against

them.*' 10) Nonetheless, however vigorously the Science

fought against traditional learning, its greatest i>ractitioners

were all reared "on the knees of Torah" and were never

»®) Cf. Zunz "Meine Schriften" in Jahrbuch fur Judische Geschichte
und Literatur. p. 141.

able to extricate themselves from some of the fundamental

values in the traditional concept of Torah.

To be sure, there were modem Jewish scholars who loudly

proclaimed their total devotion to "scientific objectivity" —
and their complete detachment from the contemporary scene.

They did not suspect the truth Max Scheler taught

that an emotional interest in research, far from impairing

the value of the enterprise, may actually enhance it. 1
1) Yet

in spite of formal protestations to the contrary, modern

Jewish scholars continued to cherish the faith in the eternity

of Israel and in the abiding value of its tradition. This held

true not merely for Samson Raphael Hirsch, for whom the

Torah was immutable, but also for Zechariah Frankel, who
saw the tradition as perpetually vital and self-renewing, and

for Abraham Geiger, who felt it necessary to purify the divine

essence of Judaism from what he regarded as secondary and

lower accretions. Virtually all scholars, even those who had

wandered far from the traditional way of life in their

personal practice, believed that in some sense Netzah Yisrael

lo yeshakker, "the Eternal of Israel does not deceive."

Without this sense of the abiding values to be found in

Jewish experience and deposited in Jewish literature, itwould

have been psychologically impossible for scholars to devote

their lives, often undergoing privation and neglect, to eluci-

dating the tradition and revealing its content.

Finally, the traditional pursuit of the study of Torah repre-

sented a remarkable balance between two ideals, which in

a logical sense might seem to be mutually opposed. Through

the centuries, Jewish teachers and moralists have extolled

the ideal of Torah lishemah, "knowledge for its own sake",

the pursuit of learning without any ulterior motive, even

one as rarefied as the reward of God. However — and this

is fundamental — the ideal of Torah as an end in itself was

never felt to be in contradiction to the ideal of Torath hay-

yim, "the Torah as a gateway to life." Whatever the logi-

cian might argue, Jewish life held fast to both ideals. Under-

standing the world and man's place in it, fairly and unafraid,

went hand in hand with the continual effort to make this

") Max Scheler, Moralia (Bonn, 1923) p. llOff, cited by Wallach,
op. cit. p. 28.
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body of knowledge relevant to life. Thus when the question

was posed before the Rabbis in the Academy at Lydda as

to which was more important, study or action, the conclu-

sion reached was thoroughly characteristic for Judaism:

Gadol Talmud Torah shehatalmud mebi lide ma'aseh,

"Study is greater, because study leads to right action." i-*)

This ideal of learning as the royal road to living, was embo-

died in the careers of the greatest Jewish scholars in every

age: Saadla Gaon, Moses Maimonides, Joseph Karo, Elijah

of Vihia, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, and countless lesser

figures. The student of Torah always felt that it was relevant

to life because no matter how minute the issue before him,

or how recondite the subject of the study, it represented a

fragment of the revelation of the will of God. Answering a

difficulty in the Talmudic commentary of the Maharsha or

solving a difficult passage in Maimonides' Code might seem

far removed from the Revelation on Sinai, but though the

line might not be short, the connection was unmistakable.

These two ideals of Torah lishemah and Torah hayyim may

be restated in secular terms. The first is the lofty goal of

objectivity, the love of truth without fear or favor. The
second represents the principle of relevance to life, serving

the cause of human welfare through the love of truth, the

advancement of righteousness, and the creation of beauty.

The scientist in the laboratory, the scholar in the library,

the student of Torah in the Beth Hamidrash, all bear witness

to the union of these ideals. To be responsive to life without

surrendering the love of truth — this is the mark of learning

at its highest. Where eitlier element is suffered to decline or

to disappear, scholarship is doomed to increasing sterility,

as soon as the momentum of earlier and of more creative

period is exhausted.

This is clearly illustrated in the history of general culture.

The Golden Age of classical studies in Western Europe coin-

cided witli the period of the Renaissance when the redis-

covery of Greek literature served as a liberating influence

from the shackles of the Dark Ages and the intellectual iimi-

tation, of scholasticism. When the process was completed.

1*) See B. Kiddushin 40b and parallels.
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classical studies reverted to the status of an esoteric pur-

suit, engaged in by erudite scholars, whose contributions

were rarely worldshaking.

Another illustration is afforded by the history of Biblical

studies. Western Europe knew two bright periods in Biblical

scholarship. The first came during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries when the study of the Hebrew language

acted as the fulcrum for the Reformation, which gave to the

Book, rather than to the Church, the position of primacy

in the spiritual life of man. The second came in the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries, when Biblical studies served

as the instrument for restructuring the pattern of religious

belief, which had been gravely shaken by modern science and
philosophy.

What is true of the Jewish study of Torah and of the

scientific pursuit of general knowledge applies to the history

of the Science of Judaism, which is derived from both. Mo-
dern Jewish scholarship was most fruitful when it was most

closely wedded to the demands of life. Zunz's first master-

piece. Die Gottesdienstlichen Vortrdge der Juden, published

in 1832, was projected in order to demonstrate that the

sermon had always been a thoroughly Jewish institution and

should therefore not be banned as an innovation in the

modern synagogue. This work, which has been called, widi

some exaggeration, "the most important Jewish work of the

nineteenth century", was a basic exposition of the growth

and development of the Midrash, the Haggadah, and the

prayerbook.

It marked the first effort to create order and meaning in the

vast and hitherto unexplored recesses of Jewish literature.

Five years later, in 1837, Zunz published his Namen der

Juden, which challenged a Prussian decree forbidding Jewish

parents to give so-called "Christian" names to their children.

Zunz demonstrated that Jews had always freely used names

borrowed from the general environment and the Government

retracted most of the restrictive edict.

In 1840 Zechariah Frankel published his Die Eidesleistung

der Juden, which was evoked by his desire to abolish, or at
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least to mitigate, the disgraceful Jews' Oath. His severely

practical purpose did not prevent his work from being a care-

ful study of the Jewish law on testimony and court procedure.

In 1857 Abraham Geiger published his Urschrift und Vber-

setzungen der Bibel, which sought to buttress his conception

of Reform Judaism by tracine the development of the

Jewish inceietadon of the Bible in the Rabbinic period.

Conversely, David Hoffmann defended the thesis that Ortho-

doxJudaism possessed integral unity, by revealing the various

strata of law that entered into the over-all structure of the

Halachah,

In certain quarters today the tendency has developed to

look down upon the achievements of die Wissenschaft des

Judenthums and to ignore its implications, on the ground

that the discipline as a whole draws its impetus from

"ulterior" motives — the desire to facilitate Jewish eman-

dpation by winning respect for Judaism and civil and poli-

tical rights for Jews. Those who adopt this lofty stance

reveal a rather unattractive trait of human nature — the

tendency to bite the hand that feeds us. Few of those

who decry the Emancipation and modernism have rushed

to turn in their citizenship papers or to surrender the

material and cultural advantages of the modern era.

This consideration aside, the truth is that in this respect

modern Jewish research was essentially in the spirit of

traditional Jewish learning, indeed, of all vital scholarship.

In its Golden Age, the Science of Judaism possessed a

strong interest in the contemporary scene, coupled with

a rigorous dedication to the search for truth. Whenever

the first factor unduly affected the second in the work of

a given scholar, other scholars were generally available

— and eager — to make the necessary correction I

The truth - or its closest possible approximation - result-

ed from the inter-action of the researches and the contro-

versies of scholars. For total objectivity was not a goal

in itself, nor was it within the realm of attainment. Like

infinity. Truth remains a flying goal, perpetually eluding

the searcher, who nevertheless do^ catch a glimpse of the

heavenly creature.

An illustration of basic contemporary significance may be

cited: The two great nineteenth century historians, Jost

and Graetz, differed fundamentally in their conceptions of

the nature of Jewish history. Jost was a rationalist, who
sought to draw a clear line of distinction between Jewish

religion and nationality and who envisioned modem Jewry

as a purely religious community. Graetz was basically a

romantic, who underscored the national character of the

Jewish people. Their competition in the marketplace of

ideas was all to the good, because ultimately the truth was

with neither and with bothi Jews are neither a nationality

kekhol hagoyim, "like all the nations" nor a religious

community kekhol hadatot, "like all the religions." World
Jewry constitutes a unique fellowship that cannot be pro-

perly designated by any of the current terms, "race",

"nationality", or "denomination." Only the word "people"

can do justice to the full reality of Jewish existence. But

even when we apply the noun "people" to the Jews, we
still need to define the term, much too ponderously and
yet not precisely enough, as "a religio-cultural-ethnic

group." What is basic is that the Jewish group is a unicum,

with no parallel among other human aggregations. i3)

Jewish destiny has here underscored the contention of Je-

wish tradition, embodied in the affirmation of King David:

"Who is like unto thy people Israel, one people, unique

upon the earth?" i4) and in the apostrophe by the heathen

prophet Balaam, "Behold, a people dwelling apart, not to

be reckoned with the other nationsi" is).

This discussion as to the nature of the Jewish group is no

mere casuistry or exercise in pure semantics. It has direct

consequences for such crucial problems as the relation

of the Israeli Jew to his Diaspora brother on the one hand

and to the Israeli Arab on the other. Equally significant

are its consequences for the status of the Diaspora Jew
and his bond with his Israeli brother and with his fellow-

citizen in his native or adopted land.

»») For a fuller discussion of this basic issue, see R. Cordis, Judaism
for the Modern Age, (New York, 1955) pp. 19-48, 103-125.

»<) Cf. // Samuel 7 : 23.

«5) Cf. Numbers 23 : 9.
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If modern Jewish scholarship is to recapture its pristine

enthusiasm and once again feel the exhilaration of "a watch>

er of the skies, when a new planet swims into his ken",

it can do so only if it absorbs these basic values of Torah,

an attitude of basic acceptance of the value of the Jewish

heritage and a faith in the Jewish future. Above all, it

must join an objective love of truth to a genuine concern

with life and its problems.

The old nineteenth century goals of JUdische Wissenschaft

arc no longer operative today. But there are basic and far-

reaching functions which modem Jewish scholarship, and

it alone, can perform in this post-Emancipation era. The
first and on-going function which it shares with all natural

and human sciences is to provide the basis for a viable

worldview for modem man. It is to the Science of Judaism

that we must look for the raw material out of which a

living conception of the Jewish tradition can be fashioned.

We sometimes imagine that it is a peculiar sign of our

age that men feci a sense of alienation from the roots of

their being. It was a long time ago that Joseph von Eichen-

dorff declared, "We long to go home, but we do not know

where to go." The modem Jew, like all earlier generations,

must rediscover and reaffirm for himself the goals of human

life and rededicate himself to the ideals of wisdom and

beauty, justice and freedom, which alone make peace possi-

ble and life worth living.

These objectives were enunciated with incomparable

sincerity and depth in the great classical traditions of

Hellas and of Israel, and they were carried forward in

their medieval and modern embodiments of philosophy

and of religion. But they cannot be taken over ready-

made from earlier eras. What is valid in these insights and

attitudes must be set forth and interpreted anew, and

applied to our society, with its infinitely greater needs and

capacities. A philosophy of Judaism dealing with perennial

issues must, nevertheless, be relevant to the age or it is

meaningless. It must, therefore, draw upon all the insights

and face all the challenges emanating from the general

SO

culture of the day. At the same time, a Jewish theology

will be authentically Jewish only if it is based on a genuine

knowledge of the manifold sources of the Jewish tradition.

This creative and indispensable task has been undertaken

from widely varying standpoints by such representative

figures of German Jewry as Hermann Cohen, Franz Ro-

senzweig, Leo Baeck and Martin Buber, as well as by
such other thinkers as Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook in

Israel, Mordecai M. Kaplan and Abraham Heschel in Ame-

For this process to be intellectually valid, it must rest

upon the foundation of solid and unimpeachable scholar-

ship. Upon this foundation, all the various schools of Je-

wish religious and philosophic thought denominated as

Orthodoxy, Conservatism, Reform, Reconstructionism, and

Humanism, as well as the variations within each school, will

be able to rear their specific world-views. At the same

time, they will be able to retain the sense of continuity,

the feeling of fellowship, and the conviction that they are

rooted in a common tradition and share in a single brother-

hood. This task of revealing and interpreting the insights

and values of the tradition must be performed anew in

every generation. By that token, it remains a timeless enter-

prise for the human spirit.

There are other functions for Jewish scholarship which

are timely rather than timeless:

The contemporary Jew needs to rethink his relationship

to the free society in this post-Nazi era, when communism
emerges as a major challenge to the democratic West. This

requires an understanding of the historic interaction of the

Jew and the world in all the different eras and societies of

the past and present.

Very recently, David ben Gurion threw the Jewish world

into a turmoil by asking, "Who and what is a Jew?" The
question must be answered, not on a basis of passion or

partisanship, but through as objective a study as possible

of the realities of the Jewish position throughout the

world. This question must be answered properly, not only
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for the sake of the individual Jew, who seeks to establish

his relation to the general community. It is also a pre-

requisite, as we have noted, for finding a solution to the

complex question of the relationship of Israeli and Diaspora

Jewry.

It is becoming increasingly clear each day that the danger

of a division in the House of Israel into two camps with

little true communication between them, is no figment of

the imagination. That Israeli government authorities felt

it necessary to introduce courses in "Jewish consciousness"

into the public schools of Israel and then abandoned them

because of their lack of success, is an indication of the

gravity of the problem. There are more than a few signs

to show how far the sabra in Israel is from sharing a

sense of kinship and a common heritage with the Jews in

the Diaspora. It is fantastic to imagine that periodic fund-

raising campaigns for Israel or even sporadic vacation trips

to the new State by Diaspora Jews, will serve to cement

ties permanently, after brothers become cousins of the

first, second, third, fourth and fifth degrees.

That is not all. Whether we applaud or lament the fact,

it is clear that barring a catastrophe, that would inciden-

tally gravely threaten the State of Israel as well, most of

world Jewry will continue to live outside the confines of

the State. It therefore follows that they will continue to

be possessed of different attitudes and to be confronted by

radically different problems. Here, Jewish scholarship on a

world-wide basis has another vital function to perform.

Being a branch of culture, learning naturally and legiti-

mately reflects the society which gives rise to it. If this

be true, wc may anticipate that Israeli scholarship will

probably tend to emphasize the distinctively Jewish

elements in our past and present. Diaspora scholarship,

on the other hand, has the equally significant task of hel-

ping to trace the historic interaction of the Jewish people

and of its neighbors throughout history. In that creative

tension between particularism and universalism, which runs

as a thread through the entire pattern of Jewish history,

Israeli scholarship will tend to highlight the first, and

Diaspora learning the second.

S2

In all these respects, modern Jewish research can perform

an indispensable function in creating a fruitful and crea-

tive mutuality between Israel and the Diaspora, where

each partner would both give and receive.

The conclusion is clear. Contemporary Jewish scholarship

will discover a true raison d'etre if it does not take refuge

in an ivory tower remote from life, hut concerns itself

with the basic concerns of the twentieth century Jew,

It must help him meet the perils which threaten the sur-

vival of the humayie ideals of Western civilization, which

owe so much to the genius of Israel. It must strengthen the

unity of the Jewish people the world over. It must help

guarantee the survival of Judaism, by endowing the Jewish

heritage with new vitality and relevance to life.

The synthesis here proposed is not limited to one direction.

If it is true that a revitalized Science of Judaism will need

to absorb some basic values from Torah, it is equally true

that Torah will need to absorb some basic values from

the Science of Judaism. Today the Ghetto walls have

fallen everywhere. There will undoubtedly remain tiny

enclaves of voluntary Ghettoes, colorful curiosities from

the past. But any large-scale teaching of Torah to great

numbers of youth and adults either in Israel or in the

Diaspora will be unable to shut out the modern world.

It will need to embody elements of the critical method and

spirit, reckon with the sense of history and take into ac-

count the inter-relationship of the Jew and the world.

I am not suggesting that the traditional study of Torah

and the modern Science of Judaism will merge into a single

discipline. They do need, however, to draw closer together

and learn from one another for their mutual benefit and

enrichment.

All groups in the Jewish people, from the ultra-Orthodox

to the extreme free-thinkers, share a common heritage

in a three-thousand-year-old Torah which they each inter-

pret by their own lights. But they also share a younger

legacy, only a century and a half old, which is also of

genuine value, the Science of Judaism, which all must cul-
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tivate aod the results of which they can all utilize as the

basis of their individual world-views.

If our civilization survives at all, it wiU be as a free and

open society in which isolation will be impossible. A vital,

modem Jewish scholarship is uniquely equipped to help

break down the barriers between Judaism and humanity,

both in the spirit of the Jew and in the life of the world.

For with due apologies to the Latin writer, Terence, the

Jew of today and tomorrow must emblazon upon his escut-

cheon the motto, Judaeus sum et nihil humani atque Judai-

d a me alienum esse puto — *1 am a Jew and nothing

human or Jewish it alien to me."
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The historian's judgment about the civilization of the past

is permeated with a bias of which he is only infrequently

conscious. Unless he is thoroughly aware of the nature of

that bias, he transmits it to his readers who may be entirely

ignorant of its source.

Altogether apart from any personal prejudices he may bear,

the historian's relationship to his source materials influences

his view of the subject he treats; he cannot see all the evi-

dence, but only the evidence which survives. Furthermore,

his knowledge of how the story all came out subtly conditions

his understanding. He knows the results and reads them back

into his assessment of the events which led to them. He

therefore tends to identify a "great" civilization by its ma-

terial success, by its capacity to make conquests or at least

to endure. And since his information is limited by the avail-

able materials, the civilization, the records of which are

destroyed or disappear, has less likelihood of gaining a sym-

pathetic hearing. The conquerors not only win and in doing

so wipe out the memory of those they subdued, they also

established a priority in the attention of the historians.^

Yet these are not necessarily the proper criteria by which

to judge the past. Each civilization had its own standards;

the capacity to spread or even to endure are not the only

qualities of a culture which deserve consideration.

These reflections are touched off by an attempt to describe

') See, in this connection, the perceptive comments of Rebecca West,

Black Lamb and Grey Falcon (New York, 1943), 1089.



the development of the Jews of Central Europe before the

advent of Fascism. The outcome is dear enough. The Nazi

conquerors of the heart of the continent wiped out the

Jews and the civilization of which they had been a part.

That destruction was already in process in the decade of

the 1930's; it was completed during and after the war. Be-

tween the borders of France and those of the Soviet Union
a culture that had existed for a thousand years was abruptly

crushed; only a pitiful handful of its physical monuments,

only shreds of its records remain. By the test of ability to

survive it was a failure.

For those scholars who made survival the sole value, there-

fore, the evidence was decisive. Already in 19S4, the dis-

tinguished historian, L. B. Namier, had decided, "The
nineteenth-century connection with the Germans was a dis-

aster for us. As slaves — even worse, as voluntary captives —
the German Jews built an Arch of Titus for Germany, and
such was iheir attachment of the country that, had the

Germans merely proceeded slowly, they could have still gone

a long way in the moral abasement of the Jews without

losing their services." From this point of view, it was lor-

tunate that the Nazis had cut the threads to Germany. "All

that we Jews can, and should, do in self-respect is to help

them cut these threads." Namier expected that "the Jews
of Western and Central Europe would die out or dwindle

into insignificance," although, of course he could not conceive

of how Hitler would hasten that process.* In the aftermath

of that calamity, the adverse judgment of Central European

Jewry delivered by some historians and journalists in our

own day gained force from the accusation that it had co-

operated in its own destruction.^

But before we close the account we must enter into the

balance some of those other considerations by which a cul-

•) Iniiroduction to Arthur Ruppin, The Jews in the Modem World
(London, 1934) . xxii, xxiii.

*) See, e.g.. Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jems
(Chicago, [1961]); Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem (New York.

[1963]).

ture may be distinguished. To do so will help us better to

understand the bygone world that flourished at the turn of

this century and its contribution to human development.

II

Central Europe between 1870 and 1930 did not have a

political identity; no single state governed it. But the area

nevertheless possessed a marked cultural unity. A line drawn

between Berlin and Vienna with its extremities extended

northward to the Baltic and southward to Zagreb and Trieste

ran through a region which had a distinct and coherent

character of its own.

By every test after 1870 that area experienced remarkable

growth. Its population rose rapidly, sustained by an expand-

ing economic base. Agriculture became steadily more efficient

as it was reorganized along the patterns of large-scale pro-

duction. A good deal of its output was consumed within the

region to meet the needs of a maturing industrial complex

and its network of distributive and financial services. But

the truly phenomenal development was that of the cities,

within which much of the new economic activity centered.

Berlin held only 8,000 inhabitants in 1650; the Hohenzollem

Residenzstadt was still only a little town in 1800; but it had

swelled to accommodate almost 1,000,000 in 1870, 2,000,000

in 1914 and 4,000,000 in 1930. Vienna's increase was almost

as rapid. The Hapsburg city held less than 200,000 persons

in the eighteenth century. Yet on the eve of the First World

War it had grown to about 2,150,000; and despite the dis-

ruption of the empire of which it had been capital, shrank

by less than 10 per cent in the 1920's. Some of the provincial

centers experienced fully as startling an expansion. Prague,

for instance, climbed from 541,000 in 1914 to 848,000 in

1930, Breslau from 512,000 in 1910 to 600,000 in 1925, and

Zagreb from 79,000 in 1914 to 185,000 in 1931.

The economic growth of Middle Europe did not fit the politi-

cal and social terms familiar to the western countries which

had earlier moved in a similar direction. In Germany and



Austria, as in England and France, the bases of the changes

in the productive system were urbanization and industrial-

ization. Yet the transformation in Central Europe was not

accompanied, as it had been in the West, by a corresponding

radical reconstruction of the political and social order. In

both Germany and Austria there were adjustments in the

forms of government between 1868 and 1870; but signifi-

cantly, those left intact — and even consolidated — the posi-

tion of the imperial monarchs, of the entrenched bureaucra-

cies, of the hereditary nobility, of the church and, indeed,

of all established institutions.

It was symptomatic that the nationality problem troubled

both great states; for they both lacked the means of absorbing

the people within their domains on terms more meaningful

than their common subjection to the crowned monarch. And

the reshuffling of sovereignties after 1918 made little differ-

ence in this respect; the population remained divided into

heterogeneous — and often antagonistic — clumps. The bur-

geoning economy and the rigid organization of all other

atpects of life down to 1930 set the conditions within which

the Jews of the region found both opportunity and frustration

in these years.

Ill

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the Jewish popu-

lation of Middle Europe was still small, scattered in the

towns and hamlets that lay between the great centers of the

Rhineland and those of the East. Prague was an instruc-

tive case in point. Its Jewish inhabitants numbered more

than 14,000 when they were expelled in 1745; only 6,000

came back in 1749 and in the century that followed

no more than a thousand were added to their ranks.

A hundred years of reaction cast a deep shadow over these

unhappy folk. While the Enlightenment and the French

Revolution opened the modem world to their coreligionists

in the West, the Jews of Prussia and Austria were still bound

by the restrictive measures of Frederick the Great and Maria

Theresa. When those states spread their boundaries to take
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in the dismembered portions of Poland they brought re-

newed misery rather than relief to the Jews who became their

subjects.

Improvement came only toward the middle of the nine-

teenth century. Civic equality was bestowed upon the Jews
of Prague in 1849, of the rest of the Austrian realms in 1868

and of the North German Confederation in 1869. Although

various disabilities of other sorts persisted, the promise of

full participation in the life of these societies was then at

last visible.

IV

The Jewish population of Middle Europe grew, however,

not through its own increase but through migration. The
incorporation of the Polish provinces added some. A general

flow from the countryside to the cities increased the number.

And the opportunities of the two empires drew westward

a steady stream of fugitives from the still more depressed

Pale of Settlement in the East. Economic expansion provided

a toehold for the newcomers who were able to edge them-

selves in precisely because so much of the area was ruled

by monarchs who governed conglomerate populations and

because the concepts of nationality and citizenship were so

recently and so imprecisely defined.

By mid-century, the Jews of Eastern Europe were ready to

move; their numbers had tripled between 1800 and 1850

and would double again by 1900. Meanwhile their political

and social situation in Russia and Rumania remained dismal;

and everywhere their role in the productive system — even in

Austrian Galicia and German Posen — became hazardous

with the changes in the economic system. The pressure of

mounting population and contracting opportunities pushed

these people out in the thousands, A majority of them made
their way to the remote West, to England and America. But

many found the closer frontier of Middle Europe attractive.

How many, is difficult to say. Since this was mosdy an in-
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ternal migration within the borders of the Austrian and

German empires, we can measure only its reflected effects

in the rising Jewish population of the great cities.

At their peak, Vienna held about 200.000 Jews, Berlin about

150.000, Prague almost 35,000, Breslau, 23,000, Zagreb, 1 1.000

and Trieste, 5,000. These were not descendants of the far

smaller number of Jews who had lived in those cities at the

beginning of the nineteenth century, for the birth rate of

such places actually declined steadily. The rising Jewish pop

ulation, like that of the population in general, was drawn

from the countryside and much of it from the East. Sigmund

Freud's family was representative; its first known traces were

in Lithuania; it then moved to Buczacz in Galicia, whence

one branch drifted to Rumania. Freud's father was bom in

Tysmenitz. his mother in Brody-both places in Galicia.

They had moved to Pribor in Moravia by the time Sigmund

was born, but then went on to Leipzig briefly, before finally

setding in Vienna. This was a typical path of resetdement.

Such people reached for the openings created by the break-

down of the old corporate structure of the towns they entered.

The ancient guilds and licensed occupations were inade-

quate to cope with the expanding population; and traditional

enterprises lacked initiative and the capacity for adjustment.

Most of the other new inhabitants moreover were of peasant

origin, were absorbed as proletarians in the labor force and

were unlikely to supply themselves with the goods and services

they needed. Hence the great opportunities for Jews with

experience of any sort in commerce. They drifted into the

clothing industries, into light manufactining and into re-

tailing. Few ever attained the fortunes associated with the

names of great banking and industrial families. They re-

mained petty tradesmen and artisans looking for opportunity,

always hopefully expecting something to turn up, but rarely

finding security. Freud's father struggled with poverty

throughout his life; Arnold Zweig's, an artisan, enjoyed a

brief period of prosperity and then reverted to labor. More

often than not, that was the common lot.
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Characteristically, the Jews of these cities displayed a burning

eagerness to endow their children with a secular education.

No doubt, of course, their traditional respect for learning

played some part in sustaining the zeal for scholarship. But,

in part also, the specific social conditions of Middle Europe

were responsible for that enthusiasm; it is well to remember

that the Jews who came to America before 1900 showed no

such eagerness for schooling. In Austria and Germany, by

contrast, the university became the object of young people's

ambition because it was the recognized avenue to positions

of security and social esteem. For considerable numbers it

led to the professions; and for some, it even opened a way

into the bureaucracy. And both sets of callings bore greater

prestige there than anywhere else in the western world. Above

all, in this society, Bildung — the possession of defined cul-

tural symbols — carried with it a status that could partially

compensate for the disadvantages of afl&liation with a minority

discriminated against for centuries. Young Jews here avidly

desired the university degree because nothing else — not even

wealth — was as likely to earn them respect.

The distinctive feature of this cultural experience was a

sudden exposure to contact with the West. The mass of Jews

who had theretofore lived in a world apart were precipitously

plunged into the main stream of modern life and challenged

to catch up in a single generation with the forces which

had been transforming western society for two centuries.

And, although their situation was extreme, it was also repre-

sentative. For this was also the task of the whole Central

European society of which they were a part. It is within this

context that we must come to understand the Jewish culture

of this time and this place.

By Jewish culture I do not mean that which remained

separate, enclosed within more or less traditional limits. Im-

portant as that continued to be, it played a minor — and a

diminishing -role after 1870 in this area. I refer rather to

11



the culture of the Jews, to all the types of activity to which
the nineteenth century released them, whether confined within

the group or not

Then and later, that culture met with sharp criticism from

observers who objected to the "abnormal" characteristics of

Middle European Jewry. Professor Namier, for instance, de-

plored the "anomalous position which had made so many of

us into traders or into 'intellectuals' (another kind of Luft-

menschen) , and had kept us out of the more solid, enduring

occupations."* Certainly the Jews were not a representative

cross-section of their society; and the wish to be more normal,

more like the others, echoed through the plaintive self-

criticism of contemporaries as it has of later commentators.

But tfiat very abnormality also had creative consequences

of the ereatest importance for humanity. The fact that Tews

were not here en^ged in the "solid, enduring occupations"

of the peasant or the proletarian but clustered in the less

stable intellectual callings resulted in an extraordinary ex-

plosion of creative energy. The result helped to remake the

modem world into which die Jews had so recently moved.

The contributions of these people to science, scholarship,

art and technology are well known.* It is not my purpose

to count the number of Nobel laureates or to catalogue or

to attempt to measure the impact of the Jews upon the

medicine, mathematics, physics, music, literature, journalism,

drama, philosophy and social studies of this period. To a

remarkable degree, they helped create the new conceptions

of the nature of man, of the ways of knowing and of the

character of the universe that are the heritage of all people

today.

') Namier, loc. cit., xxvi.

•) Sec, e.g., the lists in SiegmuncI Kaznelson. cd., Juden im deutschen
Kulturbereich (Berlin, [1959]); Louis Finkelstein, The Jews (Phila-

delphia, 1949) , II; Arnold Zweig, Bilant der deutschen Judenheit 1933
(Amsterdam, 1934) ; Abraham Myerson and Isaac Goldl>erg, The German
tew (New York, 1933) ; Sigmund Mayer. Die Wiener Juden (Wien, 1917) ;

Arnold Zweig, Juden auf der deutschen Biihne ([Berlin], 1927).
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I would prefer at this point not simply to give you a roster

of distinguished names, impressive as that would be, but

rather to examine the quality of their influence and par-

ticularly to confront the question that is critical for us: what

in the position of Middle European Jews shaped their role

in the great cultural developments of their times? To arrive

at a meaningful answer it is necessary first to look closely

at the nature of their contribution and then to discern what

difference it made that they were the kind of people they

were and lived in the kind of society they did.

The way to achievement was through innovation — not

through elaboration of existing theories or through refine-

ment in existing practice but through sharp breaks with what

was accepted as known and correct. Again and again, the

creative minds of the period, wrestling with some problem

of detail, turned back to the basic assumptions (which did

not seem to be problems because everyone took them for

granted) and said, Nol - it is not the detail that needs ex-

planation or the technique that needs improvement but pre-

cisely that solid axiomatic assumption that needs questioning.

Out of the willingness to re-examine fundamentals came the

capacity for innovation that reordered all knowledge and all

forms of expression in this half century.

What led some men along this bold course? Sigmund Freud,

for instance, observed the procession of disturbed patients

who passed through his chambers. As a neurologist with a

solid grounding in the medicine of his time, he knew the

conventional explanation and the conventional therapy; and,

no doubt, he could have twisted his observations to fit what

was already accepted. When he became aware that men's

thoughts were linked to each other at a level beneath their

consciousness, he could have dismissed "the wandering asso-

ciations as accidental, unconnected, meaningless," as others

did. But "he felt intuitively that there must be some definite

agency, even if not evident, that was guiding and determining

the course of those thoughts." That is, he refused to disregard

his data or to set them aside as irrelevant. "That is the way

IS
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Freud's mind worked," explains his biographer. "When he

got hold of a simple but significant fact, he would feel, and
know, that it was an example of something general or uni-

versal." •

The insistent confidence that an orderly arrangement of the

universe made all phenomena susceptible to rational com-

prehension was characteristic of people whose culture, for

centuries, had stressed the need for interpreting every par-

ticular action and event in the light of the divine purpose

of creation. The sense of divinity was no longer immediate

for those whose outlook was increasingly secular; but the

seme of purpose and meaningfulness remained even for those

who had moved away from traditional modes of thought. It

was evident, for instance, in the process by which Ernest

Cassirer reached back through Hermann Cohen to Kant. It

appeared in the popularity of the evocations of nature sought

in Ludwig Borne, Heinrich Heine and Goethe. Perhaps even

the preoccupation with death, so prominent in the writings

of Arthur Schnitzler, was an inverse effort to find a meaning
to life.

In any case, the underlying adherence to a comprehensible

universe persisted through the whole period. Even much
later, in 1944, Albert Einstein still expressed the faith that

"perfect laws in the world of things" existed "as real objects"

which he tried "to grasp in a wildly speculative way." Such
men, who were not religious in the usual sense, nevertheless

held firmly to a belief which was religious in character and
Jewish in derivation — "that the regulations valid for the

world of existence" were rational.^

That assurance strengthened their willingness to take the

risks of defying authority. Given the hierarchical organiza-

tion of the universities and of the other cultural institutions

of central Europe, it was no small matter to run against the

5 Ernest Jooes, Life and Work of Sigmund Freud (New York. [1953])

.

1, §7, 245.

») Irving Rristol, ••Einstein: The Paition of Pure Reafon," Commentary,
X (1950) . 220. 221.
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prevailing current or to venture the disapproval of one's

seniors. Only a firm faith in the truth could sustain the men
who jeopardized their chances for advancement by espousal

of an unorthodox opinion. Freud, for instance, found it pain-

ful when he realized "that the work of the greatest name in

German neuropathology had no more relation to reality than

some 'Egyptian' dreambook, such as is sold in cheap book-

shops." The experience, he recalled, helped to rid him "of

another shred of the innocent faith in authority" from which

he was not yet free.« If his career suffered as a result, his

work gained; but the first steps toward questioning involved

the danger of a challenge to those in positions of command.

Jews, no doubt, were particularly likely to take those risks

because they were all to some extent still outsiders, alienated

to some degree from the established social order. Even the

well-to-do, like Paul Ehrlich, were not quite accepted, not

quite a part of the world their parents had only recently

entered; and their relative detachment attenuated their re-

spect for the status quo. Men like Ehrlich and Freud were

certainly aware of the importance of the rank of professor

in the Germany and Austria of their days; and they did not

willingly forego the opportunity to grasp for its rewards and
its prestige. But they were also aware that their chances were,

under the best of circumstances, less good than those of the

communicants of other confessions and would not be much
improved by mere conformity, which was in any case more
difficult for them. "Because I was a Jew," said Freud, "I

found myself free from many prejudices which limited others

in the use of their intellect, and, being a Jew, I was prepared

to enter opposition and to renounce agreement with the

'compact majority'."'*

The men who stood somewhat apart, whose heritage and
traditions were somewhat different from those of the ma-

jority also had strategic opportunities for comparisons, fertile

in insight. Jakob Wassermann spoke plaintively of "the tragedy

•) Jones. Freud, I, 2S5.

•) Ibid., U, 162.
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of the Jew" moved by the disconcordant tendencies that

arose from his feelings both of superiority and of stigma.»*>

He did not belong wholly to any community because how-

ever he defined his own identity he was forced to trace it

back to a confluence of two sources which had only recently

been distinct and antagonistic.

Yet that same complexity of antecedents was also immensely

fruitful. However painful the position of the outsider was

in personal life, it offered a unique vantage point for a fresh

examination of every aspect of experience; and its results

became evident in the science, as in the literature and the

art of this period.

VI

To the student of immigration, these characteristics are

familiar. These are the marks of marginality, a trait most

readily recognized in the children of immigrants. The second

generation shares the culture of its parents, yet, outside the

home, moves into a different world in which it must also

make its way. The inability wholly to reconcile the two

generates a sense of ambivalence toward each and leaves the

individual at least partially alienated from both.

The Jews of Middle Europe, after 1870, were marginal in that

sense; and their situation affected the creative personalities

among them. On the one hand they felt the pull of strong

family ties which, however, were subject to constant tension.

The alternating senses of dependence and of rejection ex-

ploded in the frequent emotional outbursts that enliven

their biographies. Many conducted their personal social lives

in a closed circle of Jewish friends, from whom they demanded

loo much and with whom they were doomed to be disap-

pointed. Generally they had some knowledge of Judaism or

were familiar with the Bible, perhaps even knew Hebrew,

although they were rarely Orthodox and were often impa-

tient with, or hostile to, ceremony of any sort. To say that

•y Jakob Wassennaim. Mein Weg ah Deutscher und Jude (Berlin,

Ernst Toller, Stefan Zweig or Franz Kafka "gave scant ex-

pression in their writings to Jewish hopes and strivings" is

misleading." Though their concern did not take traditional

or nationalistic forms, the Jews of Central Europe did not
bury this part of their heritage or wish to do so; indeed,

some like Kafka who moved on the periphery of the group
showed a consistent eagerness to know more about this aspect

of their past, although they were ambivalent in their ac-

ceptance of it.

On the other hand, they felt an analogous ambivalence to-

ward the European culture now open to them. That culture

was immensely attractive, not only because of its association

with the social gains of emancipation but also because of

its rationality, its furtherance of knowledge and its promises
of progress. Tainted with hostility though it was, western
civilization offered the exciting hope of ameliorating the

condition of all humanity, and of Jews as of other men. The
survival of anti-Semitism in its old forms and the appearance
of new and far more dangerous variations could not extin-

guish that hope. Freud complained in 1898 that it was a
misery to live in Vienna, where there was no atmosphere in

which to maintain the hope of achieving anything difficult.

Yet he could not tear himself away though he had ample
opportunity to do so. The truth was, that he belonged in

the city although he was not wholly a part of it, just as he
remained a Jew but not wholly a Jew.

That position was characteristic of his generation. In many
respects the gentile remained a model; even Zionist thinking

was tinged with the aspiration of becoming like unto the

others. YttR play like Professor Bernhardi (1912) and a novel

like Der Weg ins Freie (1907) showed an awareness of the

hostile forces in the environment that stifled any illusions

about the ease of assimilation. And precisely that consci-

ousness of marginality proved a stimulus to creativity.

") Solomon Grayzel, History of the Contemporary Jews from 1900 to

the Present (New York, I960), 91.
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Tlie Jews were not alone to occupy that ambiguous position,

of course. The willingness to innovate, the distrust of au-

thority and some sense of alienation were attributes of almost

all the creative personalities of this period of rapid change.

Few Europeans of any sort could feel thoroughly at home

in the world that rose about them after 1870. The ghettoes

were not the only traditional communities to be unsettled

then; many other people also experienced changes that raised

questions about the permanence of social forms and the

validity of inherited ideas. The Jews were not so much dif-

ferent, as more so. The cultural distance they had traversed

in a generation or two was so great as to exaggerate to an

extreme the strangeness all men felt to some extent.

And paradoxically, precisely because the Jews stood some-

what apart, they could play an important role in Central

European society. They were now intimately and organically

involved in its culture as they never had been before. Earlier

David Gans and Joseph Salomon had exchanged ideas with

Tycho de Brahe, Kepler and Galileo; but they had done so

with no sense of common involvement, almost as emissaries

from foreign countries. Since the beginning of the nineteenth

century, the salons of occasional cultivated Jews had sup

plied the intellectual and social elite with a meeting ground

that was attractive because it was exciting, neutral and rather

exotic. But those contacts were limited and qualified. In

the generations between Solomon Maimon and Heinrich

Heine, the Jews who had sought a place in the culture of

Central Europe had had to sever their ties with the past

entirely through conversion and even then were likely to

discover that there was no room for them.*'

After 1870, there was roomi This rapidly expanding society

accepted increasing numbers of Jews into its professional,

academic and intellectual ranks. I have no wish to exaggerate;

hostility and prejudice certainly remained. But Jews were

able, in increasing numbers, to become students, privatdozen-

»^ Haimah Amidl, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York. [ 1958))

,
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ten and even professors, to conduct orchestras, direct theaters,

edit newspapers and publish books without concealment of

their identity. In doing so they were able to use an array of

cultural institutions of enormous strength and vitality — the

universities, libraries, laboratories, museums, journals and

musical and dramatic establishments then all at the height

of productivity. And while Jews enriched the cultural life

o£ the period, we must not forget how much they depended

on the ability to draw upon the resources of these institutions,

supp>orted by the governments and the society of Middle

Europe.

That was the contribution of the place. For historic reasons,

the two empires (and their constituent states) set a high

value upon culture, learning and the intellect. They were

willing to sustain such activities and to reward their practi-

tioners. Preference went of course to those who fitted, who
accepted the rules, refrained from disturbing the status quo

and conformed to the accepted canons of belief, taste and

thought. But even the rebel who defined convention, who
broke through the rigid regulations, who refused to fit in,

earned recognition if he succeeded on his own terms. Indeed

there was likely to be a rather romantic appreciation of the in-

dividual whose achievements depended upon the assertion of

his own personality.^^

Here, therefore there was room for the Jews — newly arrived,

highly volatile, with their own traditions of learning and

their own emphasis upon achievement. The encounter, for

some six decades, produced a genuine cultural renaissance.

VII

How shall we evaluate this experience? Recently an Ameri-

can historian who confronted this problem concluded: [in

1939] "when it was too late, the Jews of Central Europe

recognized what many of their more prescient intellectuals

had suspected for several decades: the truth of Theodor

") See Carl E. Schorske, "Politics and the Psyche in Fin de Steele

Vienna," American Historical Review, LXVI (1961), 930.
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Herzl's warning — Europe did not, could not, would not, love

them back."i* Hitler, after all, was the product of Freud's

Vienna; the chemical industry that grew out of Fritz Haber's

researches produced the gas that poured into the asphyxiation

chambers. From this point of view, it was a mistake to have

entered the main course of European life as the Jews did

after 1870. It would have been better to seek the security of

withdrawal, if not to Palestine then at least to America.

It is not really profitable to consider the might-have-beens

of the past. But such judgments involve a misreading of

European and of Jewish history. The Nazi holocaust was not

an accident. But neither was it the summation of European
civilization. To judge the whole epoch by its tragic outcome
is as misleading as to pretend that there had been a happy
ending to it all.

The great social and economic changes that disturbed Central

Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century created

potentialities for both good and evil. Beneath the crust of

established order, represented by Emperor, Church, nobility

and bureaucracy, an unstable and restless population groped
for new ways of organizing its life and understanding itself

and the world in which it lived. The resultant perennial

discontent, gullibility, repressed emotions and fears were a
standing threat to anyone upon whom hostility might focus.

But the same society also created the opportunity for cultural

achievements of the highest human value. It was the lot of the

Jews, who entered that society but were not wholly integrated

in it, to have risked that threat and seized that opportunity.

And we shall not have understood either European or Jewish
history in modern times without the awareness that the same
conditions of instability, ferment and change which exposed
a minority to hostility under some circumstances encouraged
its creativity under other circumstances.

") Howard M. Sachar, The Course of Modem Jewish History (Cleve-

land. [1958]), 437.
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lit 1965 k will be 25 years since Walter Benjamin - for as many years a

close friend of mine — took his own life when, on his flight from the

Germans, he had crossed the Pyrenees into Spain with a group of refugees,

and the local official at Port Bou threatened to turn them back and

extradite them to France. He was 48 years old at the time. A life lived

entirely beyond the footlights of the public scene, though linked with it

through his literary activities, passed into complete oblivion, except fior

the few who had received an unforgettable impression from him. During

over twenty years, from the start of the Nazi era in Germany to the

publication of a collection of the majority of his most important writings

in 1955, his name was as thoroughly forgotten as any in the intellectual

world. At best he was the subject of an esoteric whispering campaign which

some of us assiduously promoted. It is due largely to the intense efforts of

Theodor Wiesengrund Adorno that this has changed in the German-

speaking region. Adorno never tired of pointing out Benjamin's towering

stature; moreover, at a time wlien it was by no means easy to fmd a

publisher for a venture of that kind, he succeeded in winning over the

Suhrkamp Verlag for the publication of a two-volume edition of Ben-

jamin's writings (Schriften). In the generation of authors as well as readers

now coming into its own he is greatly respected as the most eminent

literary critic of his time; some of his writings have come out in new

editions, the large volume of selected writings Illuminationen was published

conspicuously and in a substantial edition, and in the course of the

current year we can expect the publication of a fairly comprehensive selec-

tion of his letters - some of them very important - edited by Adorno and

myself. They will present a picture of his life and work.

I first set eyes on Walter Benjamin late in the autumn of 1913 at

a discussion between the Zionist youth, and Jewish members both of

Wynecken's '*Anfang" group and the Free German Student Association,

which he attended as the main spokesman of the latter group. I have

forgotten what he said but I have the most vivid memory of his bearing

as a speaker. This left a lasting impression because of his way of

speaking extempore without so much as a glance at his audience, staring

with a fixed gaze at a remote corner of the ceihng which he harangued

with much intensity, in a style incidentally that was, as far as I re-

meral^er. rea<Jy for print. I noticed the same behaviour on some later



occasions. At the time he was considered the best mind in that circle in

which he was fairly active during the two years before the First World
War, for a while as President of the Free Student Association at Berlin

University. By the time I made his acquaintance — one day in Spring

1915 during my first term, when we were following up a discussion

on a lecture by Kurt Hiller who had treated us to a passionate rationalist

debunking of history — he had completely withdrawn from his former

circle. In the years 1915 to 1923 when, living in almost complete seclusion,

lie followed his studies and took the first steps to launch out beyond them
I was on very close terms with him and spent much of that time, especially

1918 and 1919 in Switzerland, together with him. The problem of Judaism
and its discussion occupied a central place in our relationship in those

years. Between 1916 and 1930 Benjamin considered again and again, on
various occasions and in the most different situations, whetlier he should

not leave Europe and go to Palestine. Actually he never got beyond the

initial efforts and preparations, and this, 1 am convinced, was not by

accident. Late in summer 1923 I went myself to Jerusalem. In the following

years he embarked ~ hesitantly at first, afterwards, especially from about

1930, with growing determination — on the attempt to absorb historical

materialism into his mental system and make it the basis of his literary

production. During that period there were only two occasions, in Paris

and Berlin, when I spent days or even weeks in his company and we had
lively, indeed at times tempestuous discussions about the new turn in his

thinking, which I was unable to approve and considered a denial of his

true philosophic mission. Until his death we conducted a correspondence

which was very intense at times, and his letters belong to my most

cherished possessions. Thus my picture of Walter Benjamin, though

authentic in its way, has always been determined by personal decisions.

In his youth his character was marked by a profound sadness. I remem-
ber a postcard to him from Kurt Hiller who took him to task for his

"unserene cast of mind". I would assume that his profound understanding

of the nature of sorrow and its literary manifestations which dominates so

many of his works is related to this trait. At the same time he had in his

earlier years an element of personal radicalism, even personal ruthlessness,

strangely contrasting with the almost Chinese courtesy that generally

characterised his social intercourse. When I first came to know him he had
with utter harshness and lack of compunction severed nearly all relations

with his friends of the youth movement, because they had ceased to mean
anything to him. In the process he deeply hurt some of his former friends.

In conversation he hardly ever mentioned such matters. That conversa-

tion of his ~ a meeting place of wit and gravity — was of rare intensity.

In it his passionate logic was probing depth after depth, and straining

after ever greater precision of utterance. What thinking really means I

have experienced through his living example. At the same time he had an

effortless command of felicitous metaphors and striking images saturated

with meaning yet always direct and to the point. Faced with unexpected

views he was utterly free of prejudice and sought to illuminate their sense

or their place in a wider context from no less unexpected angles. This

undogmatic manner of thinking contrasted with his pronounced firmness

in judging people.

His most enduring personal passion was the collecting of books. In him
the author and the collector were combined in rare perfection, and this

passion added an admixture of gaiety to his somewhat melancholy nature.

An essay published in his Schriflen — "Unpacking my Library" — beauti-

fully displays that gaiety. We read there the sentence inspired by Jean
Paul: "Of all the methods of acquiring books the one considered most

reputable is to write them", whereas "among the customary means of

acquisition the most genteel for collectors [is] that of borrowing with sub-

sequent non-return". His own library, which I knew quite well, clearly

mirrored his complex character. The great works which meant much to

him were placed in highly baroque patterns next to the most out-of-the-

way writings and oddities, of which — both as an antiquarian and as a

philosopher — he was no less fond. Two sections of this collection have

remained most vividly in my memory: books by mentally deranged authors,

and children's books. The "world systems" of the mentally deranged,

which he had brought together from I do not know what sources, provided

him with material for the most profound philosophical reflections on the

architecture of systems in general and on the nature of the associations

that nourish the thinking and imagination of the mentally sound and

unsound alike.

But the world of the children's book meant more to him. It is one of

Benjamin's most important characteristics that throughout his life he was

attracted with almost magical force by the child's world and ways. This

world was one of the persistent and recurring themes of his cogitations,

and indeed, his writings on this subject belong to his most perfect pieces.

(Only some of them are included in the Schriften). There are the entran-

cing pages on the subject in his volume of aphorisms "One-Way Street"

(Einbahn-Strasse) which include what must be the most beautiful passages

ever written about postage stamps; there are no less outstanding essays

about exhibitions of children's books and related topics, works dedicated

to the as yet undistorted world of the child and its creative imagination,

which the metaphysician describes with reverent wonder and at the same

time seeks conceptually to penetrate. Further passages on this subject occur

very frequently in his other writings. To Benjamin the work of Proust

marks the point where the worlds of the adult and the child are most

perfectly interfused, and accordingly one of the cardinal points of his

philosophical interest. Lastly, this fascination found an outlet in the

records of his own childhood which he wrote down in the early nineteen



thirties under the title *'A Berlin Childhood around 1900". Much of this

af^ared at the time in the "Frankiurter Zeitung" in the form of separate

pieces, hut it was not pubhshed as a complete work, in the form originally

conceived, until after the Second World War. Here poetry and reality

have become one. It has often been asserted that Schelling, the philosopher,

at the height of his creative powers wrote "Nachtwachen" (Night Vigils),

one ol the most important romantic prose works, under the pseudonym
oi "Bonaventura". It is by no means certain whether this is correct. If it

were it would be the most exact parallel to Benjamin's book, written as

it is ia a pn«e that combines crystal limpidity with continual pervasive

movement and appears relaxed as well as thoroughly tough, a prose that

could only have been conceived in the mind of a philosopher turned

story-teller. "Narrative philosophy" was Schelling's ideal. In this book by

Benjamin it has been achieved in an undreamt-of manner. The philc

Mfiher and his outlook is present behind every one of these pieces, but

under the gaze of memory his philosophy is transmuted into poetry.

Though lacking in all the attributes of a German patriot, Benjamin had a

deep affection for Berlin. It was as a Jewish child whose forefathers had

been settled in the regions of Mark Brandenburg, Mecklenburg and West

Prussia that he experienced his native city. In his description the city's

flagstones and its hidden comers which open themselves up before the

child's eye. are transformed back into a provincial island in the heart of

the metropolis. "In my childhood I was a prisoner of the old and the

wem West, the two city quarters my clan inhabited at the time in an

attitude of deijiiice mingled with self-conceit This attitude turned the

two districts into a ghetto upon which the clan looked as its fief". How a

child of that goMen ghetto explores its length and breadth, how he shines

the light of his imagination into all its comers as if were the child's

tmivierse, was brought vividly to life by Benjamin thirty years later in his

recollections.

It was the small things that attracted him most. To create, or discover,

perfection on the small and very smaUest scale was one of his strongest

urges. Audiors like Johann Peter Hebel or the Hebrew writer S. J. Agnon,

who achieved perfection in stories of the smallest compass, enchanted him
time after time. That the greatest is revealed in the smallest, that — as

Aby Warbunr used to say — "The Lord God dwells in the detail": these

JL funda^ntal truths to him in many ways. This inclination lends a

special note to his volume "One-Way Street". For what matters here is not

the aphoristic form but the underlying intention: to present in the briefest

literary utterance something complete in itself. The same trait was mani-

fest in his handwriting which reflected that extreme bent towards

smallness, yet without the slightest sacrifice of definition or accuracy in his

minutely shaped characters. It was his never realised ambition to get a

hundred lines onto an onlinary sheet of notepaper. In August 1927 he

B

dragged me to the Mus^e Cluny in Paris, where, in a collection of Jewish

ritual objects, he showed me with true rapture two grains of wheat on
which a kindred soul had inscribed the complete Shema Israel

II

In the years which have passed since the publication of his Schriften a

good deal has been written about Benjamin, much of it silly or petty. He
had too strong an element of the enigmatic and unfathomable in his

mental make-up not to provoke that sort of thing. And his critics' mis-

understandings would surely have been a source of amusement to him who
even in his brightest hours never abandoned the esoteric thinker's stance.

Ai Adorno said very aptly about him: "What Benjamin said and wrote

sounded as if born of mystery, yet its force derived from cogency". The
peculiar aura of authority emanating from his thought, though never

explicitly invoked, tended to challenge contradiction, while the rejection

of any systematic approach in all his work published after 1922 — a

rejection which he himself proclaimed boldly from the hoardings —
screened the centre of his personality from the view of many.

That centre can be clearly defined: Benjamin was a philosopher. He
was one through all the phases and in all the fields of his activity. On the

face of it he wrote mostly about subjects of literature and art, sometimes

also about topics on the borderline between literature and politics, but

only rarely aboiu matters conventionally considered and accepted as themes

of pure philosophy. Yet in all these domains he derives his impulse always

from the philosopher's experience. Philosophical experience of the world

and its reality — that is how we can sum up the meaning of the term

"metaphysics", and that is certainly the sense in which it is used by

Benjamin. He was a metaphysician; indeed, I would say, a metaphysician

pure and simple. But it was borne in on him that in his generation the

genius of a pure metaphysician could express itself more readily in other

spheres, any other sphere rather than in those traditionally assigned to

metaphysics, and this was precisely one of the experiences that helped to

mould his distinctive individuality and originality. He was attracted more

and more — in a fashion strangely reminiscent of Simmel with whom
otherwise he had little in common — by subjects which would seem to

have little or no bearing on metaphysics. It is a special mark of his

genius that under his gaze every one of these subjects discloses a dignity, a

philosophic aura of its own which he sets out to describe.

His metaphysical genius flowed from the quality of his relevant experien-

ce, its abounding richness pregnant with symbolism. It was this latter aspect

of his experience, I believe, which invests many of his most luminous state-

ments with the character of the occult. Nor is this surprising. Benjamin was

a man to whom occult experiences were not foreign, rarely though — if ever



— they appear in his work in their immediate unprocessed form. (This is

presumably why he was able to recapture the occult character of Proust's

decisive experience with unsurpassed precision). In his personal life, in-

cidentally, this trait found expression in an almost uncanny graphological

gilt oi which I witnessed a good many instances. (Later on he tended to

OMiceal this gift.)

Even where he takes up controversial topics of literary and general

history or politics as his starting point, the metaphysician's eye penetrates

deep below the surface, and reveals In the objects of his discourse fresh

layers bathed in a light of strange radiance. In his earlier works he seems

to describe the configuration of such layers as if writing under dictation,

while later on this immediacy gives way to an increasingly precise under-

Standing of the tension and the dialectic motion astir in his subjects. He
proceeds from the simplest elements, and entirely unexpected vistas open

themselves up to him; the hidden inner life of his subjects is manifest to

him. His discursive thinking commands great trenchancy, as displayed, for

instance, in his paper on the concept of art-criticism among the early

German Romantics. In most of his work, however, this discursive element

of strict conceptual exposition takes second place to a descriptive method

by which he seeks to let his experience speak. It is this descriptive method

which seems so strangely to open his subjects up to him, and which invests

even short papers and essays of his with a character at the same time

fragmentary and final.

To say that Benjamin is a difficult author would be an understatement.

His major works demand an unusual degree of concentration from the

reader. His thought was greatly compressed and inexorable in the often ex-

cessive brevity of exposition. Accordingly, his works — if I may say so — need

to be meditated upon. At the same time they are written in a masterly prose

of rare incandescence. His essay on Goethe's Elective Affinities (Wahlver-

wandtschaften), which moved Hofmannsthal to enthusiasm, combines in a

manner unique in aesthetics the highest elevation of style with the deepest

thought. The same applies to the last section of his book on the TrauerspieL

By contrast many of his smaller and smallest pieces — especially the essays

in Die Literarische Welt, Die Gesellschaft and Frankfurter Zeitung

— are written with a gusto and facility of expression that seems to veil the

profundity of interpretation. As his masterpiece in this genre I would rate

the essay on Gottfried Keller, although others — for instance those on

Johann Peter Hebcl, Paul Scheerbart, Robert Walser, Nikolay Leskov and

Max Kommerell — come close to it. No wonder that the combination

came off, sprang into life spontaneously as it were, where he was able to

pay homage. Among the scholars of his own generation in the field of

German literary history there was but one whom Benjamin recognised

without reservation, "notwithstanding the decisive difference of his own
views [as a Marxist?] from the author's". Yet, this was not a Marxist like

10

Georg Lukacs, or some other "Left" author, but a man from the opposite

camp. It was Max Kommerell, younger by several years, who had broken

free from Stefan George's school and who, later on, by a stroke of irony,

was granted the "venia legendi" in German literature at Frankfurt Univer-

sity which had been denied to Benjamin on his one and only bid for an

academic position. He admired in him the very qualities which he himself

so conspicuously possessed, although he used them very differently: "The

mastery of physiognomic description and the dynamic range of his under-

standing which assessed not only the characters, but also, and above all,

the historical constellations in which they encountered one another".

His metaphysical genius dominates his writings, from the unpublished

"Metaphysics of Youth" which he wrote in 1913 at the age of 21, to the

"Theses on the Philosophy of History" of 1940, his latest extant piece of

writing. It is manifested especially in two spheres which increasingly inter-

penetrate in his work: the philosophy of language and the philosophy of

history. The one bent led to a growing preoccupation with literary critical

analysis, the other similarly to social critical analysis. But throughout it

was always the philosopher speaking, unambiguous, an unmistakable voice.

For about ten years he upheld the concept of the philosophic system as the

form proper to philosophy, after which he himself was groping. Kant

exerted a lasting influence on him, even where — as in the recently pu-

blished "Programme of the Coming Philosophy" — he passionately

challenges the validity of the experience expressed in that philosophy.

He expected that an experience of infinitely greater richness would still

have to be fitted into what was basically Kant's frame of reference, how-

ever great the necessary modifications. But this ideal of the system, re-

flecting the traditional canons of philosophy, was corroded and eventually

destroyed in his mind by a scepticism which stemmed in equal proportions

from his study of neo-Kantian systems and from his own specific ex-

perience. Margarete Susman has referred to an "exodus from philosophy"

said to have occurred in Germany after the First World War and to have

ushered in a completely new mode of thinking. What she meant, to judge

from her examples, was the tendency to turn from idealism to existen-

tialism and theology. Few men can have provided more drastic an illustra-

tion of this exodus than Walter Benjamin who forsook systematic

philosophy to dedicate himself to the task of commenting the great works,

a task which at that time — with his prime interests still belonging to

theology — he considered preliminary to commenting sacred texts. This

goal, though clearly envisaged, he never reached; the provisional, half-way

stage remained the ever-changing and yet enduring field for his producti-

vity, and the form of his philosophy was determined by the method of the

commentary. After the liquidation of the driving force of system, a

dialectic opens out in his commentaries that seeks to record the intrinsic

movement of each object of contemplation at its specific historical locus.

II



True, everything is slill viewed from one common angle of vision here, but

til! fcparate pieces can no longer cohere into a unified system, which in

Mt eyes became increasingly suspect of brutality.

The themes of most d his papers now become those of literary criticism,

different though Benjamin's writings in this field are from the customary

iBgredients of that genre. Only rarely are his analyses and reflections literary

in the conventional sense of being concenied with the structure and value

of an important work. They are almost invariably philosophical probings

of their specific and in particular their historical aura, to use a concept

that often recurs in his writings, seen from many different angles. Each of

Us pieces outlines, as it were, an entire philosophy of its subject. Clearly,

laving set himself the task of interpreting and plumbing the depths of

the great works of literature — in his eyes incidentally greatness did not

ilways cutncide with public fame — the philosopher did not surrender to

the methods of literary history he had come to recognise as more than

dubious, but worked all the time with the inheritance of philosophical

inspiration that never deserted him. He was at his most inspired where

lie felt the appeal o£ a kindred impulse or an inspiration close to his own

—nowhere more so than in the cases of Marcel Proust and Franz Kafka to

wlmsc world he dembod years of intense exploration, of impassioned

reliving and detached rethinking. In such cases there were virtually no

Samu m the overflowing metaphysical richness at his command in rc-

cafJtnring tlie unique historical situation that he sarw reflected in these

wcH-ks, its very imiqucness manifesting complete universality. It is nearly

alwiys this combinaticm of hisiorical<um-philosophical insight with a

wide-awake and highly articulate awareness of artistic values that turns

his essays — and sometimes the shortest among them in particular — into

true masterpieces. What was the anatomy of the imagination of "his"

sothiirs — thntigh in fact he was theirs, possessed rather than self-possessed

— nni how was the main-spring of their imagination connected in each

case with the diaracteristic tension of the historical and social ambience

that determined their production? These were the questions that fascinated

film.

To Benjamin mystics and satirists, humanists and lyricists, scholars and

monomaniacs are equally worthy of philosophical study in depth. As he

proceeds he is liable without warning to switch from the profane til the

theological approach, for he has a precise feel for the outline of theological

bstance even when it seems dissolved altogether in the world of the

ifholly temporal. And e\'en where he thinks that he can successfully avail

biniself of the materialist method he does not close his eyes to what he

has perceived wiih the utmost clarity. For all his renimciation of system

his thought, presented as that of a fragmentarian, yet retains a systematic

tendency. He used to say diat each great work needed its own epistemology

just as k had its own metaphysics. This constructive tendency in his mode

I
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of thinking — constructive even where applied to destructive facts or

phenomena — also conditions his style. Meticulously pointed, shining with

a contemplative lustre that refuses the slightest concession to the fashion-

able expressionist prose of those years, this style is deeply embedded in the

processes of a mind striving after order and cohesion. Benjamin's "texts"

really are what the word says: "woven tissues". Although in his youtli he

was in close personal contact with the rising expressionism which celebrated

its first triumphs in Berlin at that time, he never surrendered to it. In

his best works the German language has achieved a perfection that takes

tlie reader's breath away. It owes this perfection to tlie rare achievement

of blending highest abstraction with sensuous richness and presentation in

the round, and thus bears the hallmark of his notion of metaphysical

cognition. In a wonderful fashion his language, without abandoning depth

©f insight, closely and snugly fits the subject it covers and at the same time

strives in competition with the subject's own language from which it

keeps its accurate distance. I know very few authors of this century whose

writings include a comparable numbers of pages of sheer perfection. The

tension between the language of Benjamin's analyses or interpretations and

the texts on which they are based is often stupendous. The reader — if I

may use a mathematical simile — finds himself between two transfmite

classes reciprocally related, tliough not by a one-one correspondence. The
perfection of language in Goethe's "Elective Affmities" or in Karl Kraus's

polemical pages is matched in Benjanun's treatment of those works by the

new beauty of the interpreter's language, which seems to descend from the

language of a recording angel. Small wonder, then, that Hofmannsthal was

overwhelmed by the long essay on the "Elective Affinities": small wonder,

400, that Kraus, while acknowledging that the essay devoted to him was

"well meant", did not understand a word of it.

In his finest works, philosophy in a converted form, transfigured as it

were and pellucid, recedes into a wonderfully concentrated language of

humanity. In the flow of periods it becomes visible only as an aura.

Benjamin's greatest achievements in this direction are "A Berlin Childhood

around 1900" and his introductions to letters from the century 1783—1883

which he had collected and published under the pseudonym of Detlev Holz

at the end of 1936 during the Hitler era in the volume Deutsche

Mtnschen which, in dedications to friends, he described as "an ark I

built when the fascist deluge began to rise". This volume owed its utter

anonymity — its shining brilliance radiating inwards and never penetrating

to the public — to the grotesque circumstances of its publication by a

forgotten Swiss publisher who soon after went bankrupt. For many years

collectors paid high prices for second-hand copies of the allegedly lost

book until — not untypical of the fate of Benjamin's work in general —

the bulk of the original edition was found stored in the cellar of a Lucerne

lK>oksener, just when the book had been reprinted in Germany in 1962.
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For more than two years Benjamin worked to attain habilitation as a

Dozent (lecturer) in modem German literature at Frankfurt University,

encouraged at first by the Head of the Department, Professor Franz Schultz

who promptly backed out as soon as he received the thesis, covering his

retreat with polite manoeuvres. He and the Head of the Aesthetics Depart-

ment, Professor Hans Cornelius, complained in private that they did not

understand a word of the paper. Yielding to strong pressure, Benjamin

unfortunately agreed to withdraw the thesis which was sure to be rejected.

He had already lost his rapport with the university and with the university

way of organising the pursuit of learning. Having felt obliged to undertake

the attempt, its failure in circumstances bound to arouse bitterness never-

theless moved him to a sigh of relief, clearly expressed in his letters. He
was all too well aware of the kind of game that was being played in the

academic disciplines of philosophy and literary history. Yet, by with-

drawing the paper as a thesis, he lost the opportunity of publishing it with

a foreword that would have placed on record the ignominy of the uni\'er-

sity that turned the thesis down. The foreword he had actually written

and it is still in my possession. Indeed it may be said that this paper —
published in 1928 under the title Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels

(Origin of German Tragic Drama), is one of the most eminent and epoch-

making habilitation theses ever submitted to a philosophical faculty. Its

rejection, which set Benjamin finally on the road of the free-lance writer —
or more aptly of the homme de lettres — compelled to earn his living by

his pen, was a symbol of the state of literary scholarship and the mentality

of the scholars during that Weimar period that has lately been the subject

of so much praise. Even when it was all over, long after the Second World

War, a highly equipped representative of that branch of learning was

capable of dismissing the failure of Benjamin's academic bid with the

nefarious and insolent phrase that "you cannot habilitate GeisV*. It was

in keeping with that state of affairs that the book, when published, en-

countered a profound silence, and that in the years before Hitler not a

single specialised journal deigned to review it.

Admittedly, Benjamin did not make things easy for his readers. He
prefaced his book with a chapter on epistemology in which the guiding

philosophical ideas underlying his interpretation were flaunted as a

warning to the reader rather than explained. The secret motto behind it

-he used to say — was the nursery rhyme's injunction: "Hurtle over root

and stone, ware the boulder, break no bone". This introduction has always

frightened off many readers. It stands forbiddingly in front of the book

- an angel with the flaming sword of abstract reason by the gates of a

paradise of the written word. Benjamin held in reserve the advice to
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potential readers to skip the chapter and return to it at the end, but he

did not make this generally known. Accordingly the experts' silence which

for years enveloped the book like a heavy veil, is to some extent under-

standable.

It is impossible to deal in a few words with this immensely rich book,

the only one incidentally which Benjamin ever completed as such. In his

philosophical exploration and dynamic portrayal of German tragic drama

in the Baroque period his main object was to vindicate the philosophical

reputation of the category that was crucial not only to tragic drama but

to the world of the Baroque altogether: the category of Allegory whose

hidden life nobody has more movingly recaptured than Benjamin in this

work. He was perfectly aware that German tragic drama could not stand

comparison with the accomplished forms of Baroque drama in the hands

of a Calderon or Shakespeare, but the very uncouthness and crudity of con-

struction of the works seemed to him to bring out all the more clearly the

structure and interplay of the motive ideas working in them. What osten-

sibly was intended as a continuation or imitation of classical tragedy with

its roots in the world of mythology is here recognised as its counter-image,

decisively determined by wholly different spiritual patterns. Benjamin

undertook to show how aesthetic ideas are intimately bound up with

theological categories. It was his aim to uncover the inner life, the

dialectic movement in the fundamental concepts of that world of Baroque

allegory, indeed to reconstruct it out of that dialectic. That he did succeed

is perhaps the outcome of the special way in which here the philosophy of

language and the philosophy of history, though dialectically dissociated,

are fused in his metaphysical attitude in a union fed — through channels

at that time still unobstructed — by the most fertile impulses of his thought.

In his later works the materialist method — however subtly and (if I may
say so) heretically he applies it — to some extent intrudes between his

intuition and its conceptual exposition, and to the same extent that union

becomes again problematic. He sought to identify his dialectic — the

dialectic of a metaphysician and theologian — with the materialistic

dialectic, and for doing so paid a high price — too high a price I would

say. About those works which Benjamin conceived under the aegis of

historical materialism a critic has said that at any rate his interpretation

of the doctrine was "so brilliant and self-willed that it escapes the

characteristic boredom usually engendered by the purblind application of

that system to literary history in particular". There is a good reason for

that self-willedness, for the idiosyncratic trait in his materialism. To
Benjamin the approach of historical materialism was a heuristic method

which, he said, had to be checked against its results every time to see how

far it would take you in earnest, but which at least held out some promise

of a way out of the manifest bankruptcy of bourgeois literary scholarship.

From his point of view, then, he was embarking on a large-scale experiment
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when workine with that method which, he hoped, would pfove the best

vehicle for the expre»ion of his dialectic insight.

Now it may be said that in the course of the interminable discussions

which have raged during the past forty years about the nature of historical

materialism and of the Marxian method in general, interpretations so

vastly different were put forward that they might be thought to cover

almost anything. From what Benjamin called the "unsubtle analysis" of

Kautsky and Mehring in Die Nene Zeit the path leads, somewhat tor-

tuously, to modes of reasoning where Marxism itself is again so deeply

embedded in the Hegelian world of thought where its origin lies that the

differences become problematical. It could be argued that this is Ben-

jamin's position; but I do not believe that it is. Indeed the peculiar

self-wilfedness of Benjamin's materialism derives from the discrepancy

iMIween his real mode of thought and the materialist one he has

ottensibly adopted. His insights are in all essentials still those of the

metaphysician who, it is true, has evolved a dialectic of inquiry, yet one

that is worlds apart from the materialist dialeaic. His insights are those of

a theologian marooned in the realm of the profane. But they no longer

appear plainly as such. Benjamin translates them into the language <yf

historical materialism. Sometimes it happens in a flash, and then the

translation turns out well and serves its purpose. At other times the

operation is carried out all-too laboriously and self-consciously. Deep in-

lets of the philosopher of history and of the critic of society, which have

their source in his own entirely metaphysical mode of thinking, are thus

pnescmied in maicfialistic disguise. I have certainly found no evidence that

such insights ever flow from the use of the materialistic method itself,

least of all in the most admirable works of his late period. Herein lies

both the strength and the weakness of those works. Their strength because

tiie undiminished fertility of his intuition is still revealed in the subjects

of his inquiry, and so seems to invest the materialist approach with tre-

mendous depth and inexhaustible riches. Their weakness because his

genius tends to forsake its very essence in that transplantation, and this

brings a shadowy and ambiguous element into some of his works. It is not

iiard to distinguish between the method and the insights accommodated in

it. The critical reader still stands to profit abundantly. Yet it seems to me
that there is undeniably something disjointed in those works as a result of

ihat 'Contradiction.

Yet, whenever his intuition was allowed to flow freely without being

forced into the materialist mould Benjamin was able, even in that late

period, to produce works of compelling force and inviolate beauty un-

marred by the faintest false note. This is demonstrated by some of his

later essays, foremost among them Der Ermhler (The Story-Teller) on the

work of the Russian prose writer Nikolay Leskov — writing of a quality

imexcelled in its own genre - and the great essay on Franz Kafka. In
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contrast there stand two great pieces from the last five years of his life

which embody the most valuable results of his attempt to commit his

thought with utter intensity to the materialist categories and establish the

affinity, or indeed identity, of the two worlds. They are: "The Work of

Art in the Age of its Technical Reproducibility" (Das Kunstwerk im
Zeitalter seiner teclinischen Reproduzierbarkeit) , and "On some Motives

in Baudelaire" (Cber einige Motive bei Baudelaire). The former was for

a long time only available in a French translation which presented

formidable hurdles to understanding, until the German text became

accessible at last in 1955. This essay — on which Andr^ Malraux drew

amply for his philosophy of art — is one of the most important contri-

butions of the last generation of the philosophy of art and can be

confidently expected to remain a potent influence. And yet, even in the

magnificent design of what Benjamin considered the first serious ma-

terialist theory of art, the reader is struck by a glaring discrepancy between

the two parts. The first part offers a metaphysical-philosophical inter-

pretation hinging on the concept of the aura of a work of art — defined

by him as "unique revelation of a distance, however close" — and its loss

in the photo-mechanical process of reproduction. This part is packed with

exciting discoveries and illuminations of problems in the philosophy of

art which he was the first to perceive. It rests on a purely metaphysical

concept. In the contrasting second part, on the other hand, Benjamin

attempted to develop from Marxian categories what I am inclined to

describe as an enchantingly wrong-headed philosophy of the film as the

one true revolutionary form of art. Against the background of Chaplin's

art he analyses the reality and the Utopian potential of the film, with its

promise of infinite happiness. Benjamin pinned the highest historical

hopes on the cinema as the art form proper and congenial to the prole-

tariat on the threshold of its rule. In a long passionate conversation about

this work in 1938 he said in answer to my objections: "The missing

pliilosophic link between the two parts of my essay, about which you

complain, will be supplied more effectively by the Revolution than by me".

I would say his Marxian faith had an element of naivety that was utterly

alien to his thinking. This thinking once more emerges in its full stature

in his paper on one of his favourite authors, Baudelaire. In its most

superb section, where he uses philosophical-historical analysis to deduce

Baudelaire's situation, that inherent contradiction which we have dis-

cussed here is all but completely laid bare.

Even as an historical materialist Benjamin, apart from one exception,

is preoccupied only with so-called "reactionary" authors such as Proust,

Julien Green, Jouhandeau, Gide, Baudelaire, George. The exception is

Brecht who for years held Benjamin spellbound and fascinated. Brecht,

indeed, was the only author in whom he was able to observe the creative

processes of a great poet at close quarters. Also he had much in common
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with Breclit's at first strongly anarchically tinged brand of communism.

Although Brecht did not provide the first impulse, it was undoubtedly his

influence which made Benjamin attempt in earnest to absorb historical

materialism into his thinking and his work or even to fit all his thinking

and work into the frame of historical materialism. Brecht, the tougher of

the two, left a profound imprint on the more sensitive nature of

Benjamin, who had nothing of the athlete in him. That it was in any

way for Benjamin's good is more than 1 would dare to claim. Rather 1 am
inclined to consider Brecht's influence on Benjamin's output in the

thirties baleful, and in some respects disastrous.

From 1927 on Benjamin worked, apart from his published writings, on

a plan for another book in which he intended to fuse and at the same

time test his historical-philosophical and his poetic intuition by tackling a

subject of the highest order. The project underwent many transformations.

It began as an essay "Paris Passages" — passages dating from the middle

of the 19th century, framed with shops and caf^s which became a

ciiaracteristic feature of the city. But the subject kept expanding into an

historical-philosophical work for which he eventally chose the title "Paris

- Capital of the 19th Century" (Paris - Hauptstadt des 19. Jahrhunderts).

The book was never finished, and this may be put down as much to his

precarious material circumstances which did not leave him enough time

either for meditation on his theme or for its final execution, as to his

mental development which led to a point where the project appeared to

him a self-liquidating venture. Here, indeed, the philosophy of history

and the philosophy of language were to have merged with such finality

and cogency that the philosopher's comments became redundant. Even-

tually the ideal form of the work — unatiained, unfinished, and presumably

unfinishable — was conceived as a montage of quotations from the liter-

ature of the period that was to epitomise the Marxian metaphysician's

analysis which, coming full circle, had now returned to its sources. Thus

the work was designed as a lucid counterpart to the profundities of the

book on tragic drama. Impracticable as the idea proved to be in the end,

we owe to Benjamin's unremitting endeavours in those long years a large

number of important drafts and completed manuscripts of varying length

on a variety of themes both in his immediate and in his wider field. Some

of the most important were published at the time in the Zeitschrift fiir

Sozialforschung and some others later from his postluimous papers.

Benjamin's sketches and selected excerpts from his source-material for the

Parisian book were found among these valuable posthumous papers which

— unlike their author — safely survived the troubled war-years in France,

hidden away in the Biblioth^ue Nationale, and have yet much to con-

tribute to a better appreciation of his way of thinking.
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IV

There is a profound difference between the main body of Jewish authors

who have become famous in German literature and one group among
them that is very small though of the highest rank. Those in the former

group — including in the last generation such writers as Arthur Schnitzler,

Jakob Wassermann, Franz Werfel, Stefan Zweig — unquestioningly look

upon themselves as forming part of German culture and tradition, as

belonging to the German people. It was a lurid and tragic illusion.

Berthold Auerbach, one of the first authors of that type, at the end of his

life and at the beginning of Stoecker's antisemitic movement, summed it

up in words which have become famous, though, alas, they were spoken

into the void: "In vain have I lived, in vain have I suffered". Only very

few among the first-rate minds of German-speaking Jewry did not succumb
to that illusion. Freud, Kafka and Benjamin belong to those few. Almost

throughout their productive lives they shunned German phraseology, even

the phrase "we Germans", and they wrote in full awareness of the distance

separating them from their German readers. They are the most distin-

guished among the so-called German-Jewish authors and it is as much their

lives that bear witness to that distance, its pathos and its creative quality

or potentiality as their writings in which things Jewish figure rarely if at

all. They did not fool themselves. They knew that they were German
writers — but not Germans. They never cut loose from that experience

and the clear awareness of being aliens, even exiles, that most other authors

from among the German-Jewish elite laboured with so much earnest ardour

and yet with utter lack of success to evade or repudiate. Closely as they

knew themselves tied to the German language and its intellectual world,

they never succumbed to the illusion of being at home — an illusion, it is

true, against which they were forearmed by specific personal experiences

(though these availed nothing in other cases). I do not know whether

these men would have been at home in the land of Israel. I doubt it very

much. They truly came from foreign parts and knew it.

Benjamin undoubtedly has his quirks. 1 have sometimes been asked

whether his attitude to Judaism was not perhaps one of those quirks to

which he clung with all his obstinacy. But this is not the case. On 25th

May 1925, shortly after the world of Marxian dialectic had first appeared

in his field of vision, he said in a letter that two crucial experiences lay

still ahead of him: contact with Marxist politics (he still thought little of

the theory of Marxism at the time) and with Hebrew. This statement

provides a key to the understanding of Benjamin, for these are precisely

the two experiences that never came his way. It is a deeply and authen-

tically revealing statement in a matter where my own personal experience,

which in any case is scarcely communicable in a convincing way, might be

found inconclusive.
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When we inquire after the Jewish dement in this man and his produc-

tion, it is entirely in character with Walter Benjamin's contrariness and

complexity that the Jewishness of which he was intensely aware as the root

of his being and often also as the ultimate destination of his thought,

should be present only in overtones in the bulk of his work, though

admittedly in very conspicuous places, for instance in the prospectus for

the projected journal Angelus Novus, or in the "Theses on the Philosophy

of History", his last work. But there is much more behind it.

In the years of withdrawn study and preparation during the First World

War and immediately afterwards, the phenomenon of Judaism occupied

him a great deal, and he read sporadically but widely about the subject.

When 1 told him in 1916 diat "Philosophy of History or Reflections on

Tradition" (Philosophic der Geschichte oder uber die Tradition) — a

lifge four-volume work on the Kabbala by Franz Joseph Molitor, a pupil

of Franz von Baader - published sixty to eighty years earlier, was sur-

prisingly still available at the publishers', this was one of the first works

cm Judaism which he acquired. For many years it occupied a place of

honour in his library. In Franz Rosenzweig's "Star of Redemption" (Stem

der Erlosung) — the most original work of Jewish theology of our

generation, of which Benjamin, on the evidence of many of his own

writings, was an avid reader — as well as in the Kabbalist writings he

experienced that profound attachment of genuine Jewish theological

thinking to the medium of language that became so marked a feature of

his own work. In letters and conversations both with Jews and gentiles,

he returned time after time to Jewish issues, and while going out of his

way to emphasise his own factual ignorance, he would yet quite often

approach them with his relentless intensity and delve into problems of

Judaism as a matter that concerned him personally and fundamentally.

Many a letter of his stands as a curious testimony to this interest.

In the autumn of 1916, Benjamin was writing to a correspondent to

whom he usually gave his views on literary subjects. In connection with

some remarks about the writer Rudolf Borchardt — who had tried so

hard to blur his Jewish origin - Benjamin felt impelled to write an

enthusiastic epistle in praise of Judaism. He had just read Achad Haam
and been profoundly impressed by his essay "The Law in the Heart"

(Die Thora im Herzen). Benjamin even said it was not certain whether he

would not himself go to Palestine after the war. His correspondent, also

a Jew, wrote in his reply m December 1916 that he had been amazed by

Benjamin's profession of faith in Judaism and found it altogether in-

explicable unless there was a woman behind it. I can still see Benjamin's

sly winks when he read that letter to me. The correspondent did not know

that Benjamin was actually about to marry the daughter of one of the

well-known pioneer-members of the Zionist movement, Professor Leon

Kellner, the editor of Theodor Herzl's Zionist writings and of his diaries.

Thii young woman naturally encouraged his Jewish awareness, but was

hardly in a position to influence it to any great extent. It is true, on the

other hand, that his approach to the second great subject to which he

meant to dedicate his experience, to revolutionary Marxist policy, was

palpably made under a woman's influence.

Benjamin's "theological thinking" — a marked tendency of his early

years that impressed itself on ail who came into close contact with him

at the time — took its bearings (instinctively, I almost added) from Jewish

concepts. Christian ideas never held any attraction for him. Indeed he had

an undi^uised distaste for the type of neo-Catholicism which, at the time,

was much in vogue among Jewish intellectuals in Germany and France.

Two categories above all, and especially in their Jewish versions, assume

a central place in his writings: on the one hand Revelation, the idea of the

Torah and of sacred texts in general, and on the other hand the Messianic

idea and Redemption. Their significance as regulative ideas governing his

thought cannoc be overrated.

Over and over again one meets in his writings, often indeed in the most

imexpected places, instances of a preoccupation with the problem of

sacred texts, for instance in most of his papers on the philosophy of

language, in the essay "The Translator's Task" (Die Aufgabe des t)ber-

«etrers), in the book on German tragic drama (Trauerspiel), but also in his

i«marks about the verbal imagination of children, when he says that

"sentences formed in play by a child out of words {given in advance] are

more akin to the language of sacred texts than to the colloquial language

of the grown-ups". For many years he considered the confrontation with

the sacred texts of Hebrew tradition as the crucial literary experience of

which he stood in need to really come into his own. I shall never forget

the superb manner in which he declared his commitment to his coming

task as a commentator of Jewish texts in a great discourse — of whidi I

wai a witness — with Dr. Judah Magnes, the Chancellor of the nascent

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, in Paris in August 1927, when he con-

tonplated the idea of preparing himself for a teaching assignment at the

uni\«rsity. Yet, from his pen we have only one example of such a con-

frontation with the Bible. (Benjamin, incidentally, was no great admirer

of Buber's Bible translation but a keen reader of the old translation edited

liy Leopold Zunz whose austerity deeply impressed him). This one instance

is provided by the comments he wrote in 1916 and 1927 about the

statements on the nature of language in the first three chapters of

Genesis — pages of rare concentration and beauty.

It must be emphasised that later on when he had turned to historical

materialism, out of those two categories of Revelation and Redemption

only the latter was preserved expressis verbis, but not the former, closely

though it was bound up with his basic method of commenting on great

and authoritative texts. In the process of transformation of his thought
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the notion of Revelation vanished — or rather, I am inclined to suspect,

remained unsaid, having become truly esoteric knowledge. The proud

emphasis which, to the last, characterises his references to the Utopian

category of religion, to Redemption and the Messianic idea, whereas its

existential (more aptly perhaps: its substantive) category disappears, must
be related to the structure of what I would call his materialist theology.

(I would characterise his latter-day thinking as a materialist theory of

Revelation whose very subject no longer figures in the theory).

I said that for years Benjamin sought to go all the way to Judaism which,

he hoped, would offer scope for the homecoming of his innermost in-

tentions. Around 1930 he abandoned that hope as unrealisable in his life;

yet echoes of fundamental Jewish concepts continued all the time to

reverberate in his writings now stamped with the seal of the Marxian
dialectic. Thus he brings to light the Jewish element in Karl Kraus even

at the stage of ultimate estrangement, when he identifies the "Jewish

certainty" that "the world was the scene for the sanctification of the word"
as the root cause of the contrasting attitudes to language of Karl Kraus and
Stefan George; or he will base his analysis of the world of Franz Kafka on
the categories of tlie Halakhah and Haggadah.

In addition an apocalyptic element of destructiveness is preserved in the

metamorphosis undergone in his writing by the messianic idea which

continues to play a potent part in his thought. The noble and positive

power of destruction — too long (in his view) denied due recognition thanks

to the one-sided, undialectic and dilettantic apotheosis of "creativity" - now
becomes an aspect of redemption, related to the immanence of the world,

acttd out in the history of human labour. A new concept of subversiveness

now appears in his writings frequently and in the most surprising contexts,

and illuminates for him patterns of profound meaning behind the

phenomena he studies. There are few important works of his during that

period where this concept does not play a central part, avowed or hidden,

in inspiring his analysed, as for in^ance in the most characteristic essay

Der Desiruktive Charakter, or in the great essays on Kraus, Proust and
Kafka. He developed an extremely accurate and sensitive feeling for the

subversive elements in the oeuvre of great authors. Even in authors whose

picture of the world exhibits mostly reactionary traits he heard the sub-

terranean rumblings of revolution, and generally he was keenly aware of

what he called "the strange interplay between reactionary theory and

revolutionary practice". The secularisation of Jewish apocalyptic doctrine

is plain for all to sec and nowhere denies its origin. The Talmudic image

of the angels created anew each moment in countless hosts, only to be

destroyed and return into nothingness after having raised their voice

before God unites his earlier with his later writings. It appears at the end

of his announcement of the projected journal Angelus Novus which was

never to materialise. This was in 1922, at the height of his theological
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period. It appears again at the end of his seemingly materialist essay of

1931 on Karl Kraus, which ushers in his later production with a Marxist

bugle call. Yet, those ever new angels — one of them he found in Paul

Klee's painting Angelus Novus which he owned and deeply loved — bear

the features of the angels of judgment as well as destruction. Their

"quickly fading voice" proclaims the anticipation of the apocalypse in

history — and it was this that mattered to him.

Jewish inspiration pure and simple, with no adjustment even to the

terminology of the materialist dialectic, dominates Benjamin's tireless

striving after an understanding of Kafka, whose writings he studied from

the first with passionate involvement. This tendency is manifest above all

in the great essay of 1934 to which Bertolt Brecht responded with the

charge that "it was aiding and abetting Jewish fascism"! It reveals itself

also in his formidable letter of 1938, in which he sketched a new portrait

of Kafka which he intended to execute in a book if a publisher could be

found. The concepts of justice, of the study of scripture and of exegesis are

here consciously introduced and developed as Jewish concepts. "Study" —
we read here — "is the gate of justice. And yet Kafka dare not attach to

study those promises that tradition holds out for the study of the Torah.

His acolytes are beadles, but they have lost the house of prayer; his scholars

are disciples, but they have lost the scripture". Equally far removed from

Max Brod's optimistic interpretation of Kafka and from the existentialist

interpretation which has been the fashion in recent years, Benjamin

perceived the negative inversion to which the Jewish categories are sub-

jected in Kafka's world; there the teaching no longer conveys a positive

message, but offers only an absolutely Utopian — and therefore as yet

undefinable — promise of a post-contemporary world. We are left nothing

but the procedures of a "Law" that can no longer be deciphered. These

procedures became the central feature of Kafka's vision. Benjamin knew

that in Kafka we possess the theologia negativa of a Judaism not a whit less

intense for having lost the Revelation as a positive message.

Benjamin, who was aware of a close affinity with this author — Proust

and Kafka were probably the authors truly familiar to him at the deepest

level — saw in the exegetic passages so often presented by Kafka the

crystallisation of Torah tradition mirrored in itself. The twelve lines on

the interpretation of Don Quixote he considered to be the most perfect

extant piece of Kafka's writing. Benjamin's commentaries on Brecht,

among which the one on the "Legend of the Origin of the Book of

Taoteking on Laotse's Way into the Emigration" is perhaps most out-

standing, represent the ultimate form assumed by the commentary in

Benjamin's hands. He fully realised that he was embarking on a problem-

atic venture when he put this form in the service of interpreting

revolutionary rather than archaic and authoritative texts. Indeed these

commentaries display a rare and pathetic helplessness — disconcerting in a

23
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mind ol Benjamin's sovereign power — that is entirely absent from his

interpretation of other texts. And yet» it is obvious that he had made up

his mind — even if the price was high — not to forgo the explosive force

which he more than any Jewish contemporary had rediscovered in the

mysterious hfe of the coomientary as a decisive religious category.

Among the Jewish categories which he introduced as such and upheld to

the last is the Messianic idea; nothing is wider of the mark than the

notion that he took it over from Ernst Bloch, though the two met on

common Jewish ground. Another is the idea of remembrance. The last

paragraph in Benjamin's work that can be chronologically placed, re-

presenting a confessio in extremis as it were, reads — all the more strikingly

for being part oi a quasi-Marxian text on historical time — like an

apotheosis of Judaism: "To the soothsayers time — time whom they

asked to yield the secrets of her womb, — surely was neither homo-

geneous nor void. Bearing this in mind we may possibly appreciate how
time past is perceived in remembrance: namely, as neither homogeneous

nor void. The Jews, we knoiw, were forbidden to explore the future,

whereas the Torah and prayer teach them rememlwrance, and remembrance

strips the future oi the magic spell that binds those who seek the sooth-

sayer's advice. Nonetheless the future did not become a homogeneous and

void space of time to the Jews. For each single second in it was the small

door through which the Messiah might enter".

The Judaism encompassed in this description was the goal which Walter

Benjamin approached asymptotically throughout his life, without ever

attaining it. Yet it may be stated that his deepest intuition, in the spheres

of cieation and destruction alike, sprang from the very centre of that

Judaism; and this statement about Benjamin, the thinker, loses nothing

oi its dialectic range by the fact that it is also about a hfe often beset by

the dread shadows ol lonelinessv consumed in longing for fellowship,

though it be the apocalyptic fellowship of revolution; by the fact that it

illuminates the stCMry of that binning, pining life with a deep radiance.

Translated by Lux Fmtmuller from the

German text of the lecture given at the

Leo Baeck Institute in New York.
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The Leo Baeck Institute was founded by representative organiza-

tions of Jews from Germany for the purpose of collecting material on

and sponsoring research into the history of the Jewish community in

Germany and in other German-speaking countries from the Emancipa-

tion to its dispersion. The Institute is named in honor of the man who
was the last representative figure of German Jewry in Germany during

the Nazi period.
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PMNTED IN THE UNrTlB STATES OF AMERICA

Although the subject of my paper is temporally—and to

some extent even spatially-far removed from the themes

usually discussed under the auspices of this Institute, it will,

I trust, not be devoid of interest to students of modem

Jewish history and particularly to the broader concerns of

the Leo Baeck Institute. As heirs to a long tradition, Jews

of our own day consciously and unconsciously give expres-

sion to ideas, and reflect patterns of behavior, the roots of

which are enmeshed in the depths of the remote past. No

better or more obvious example is afforded than by modem
Zionism, which through its political, social, and cultural

achievements has set Jewish history on an entirely new

course. Yet Zionism drew much of its substance and mo-

mentum from the traditional Jewish messianic faith, a faith

which has been transmitted through the ages.

In examining some of the roots of pre-modem messianism,

we must inevitably touch on a second subject, which also is

not without interest to us: that is, the Jewish response to

pressure and persecution, to alternatives of life through

compromise, or of death through steadfastness and martyr-

dom. For messianism provided the energy and ideological

substance for Jewish resistance in a world in which the Jews

were always outnumbered and in which they frequently had

to contend with unbridled animosity. In scmtinizing some

of the forms and circumstances in which Jewish ultimate

hope was persistently maintained, we offer some humble



tribute to the name of the man who for our age was the

symbol par excellence of Jewish faith in vindication and of

steadfast hope while in the very bowels of darkness. To Leo
Baeck the Essence of Judaism and This People Israel meant
eternity and ultimate redemption; and to countless of his

people Israel, Leo Baeck spelled a hold on faith, hope,

justification.

While the Jewish hope for *our Messia that is yet to

come- ' is s^ well kno^ as to be a virtual «,mmonplac*.

close examination of the way this hope was expressed will

reveal considerable differences among various Jewish

groups. Like any other cultural phenomenon, this religious

national dream underwent a certain amount of development

and took on many different forms not only in ancient times

but throughout the medieval period as well.

To make but brief reference to the earliest messianic

movements of the Middle Ages, Near Eastern Jewish mes-

sianism found expression in three distinct, and frequently

mutually exclusive, types of behavior. The first may be
categorized as an elitist-rabbinic-quietist millenarism, which

was expressed in the Hebrew apocalyptic tracts that were

compiled in Palestine in the first two centuries of the Mus-

lim conquest.^ Although quite violent in tone, these docu-

ments paradoxically became vehicles of emotional release

for a Jewish ruling class whose interests and program of

Me led them to renounce aU millenarist activity which

might upset the smooth and steady functioning of their

community. Rabbinism in the Near East realistically chan-

neled messianism into commemorative ritual and into vi-

* Christopher Marlowe, The Jew of Malta, Act 11, ed. by R.W. Van
Fossen (Lincoln, Neb., 1964) pp. 52, 1. 305.

* These have been collected, edited, and annotated by J.
Even-Shmuel

in Midreshay Geulah (2nd ed., Jerusalem, 1954),

sionary fantasy.^ At best, the rabbis tolerated the yen of

some Jews to settle in the Holy Land, but the extremely

restricted extent of such settlement betrays the true nature

of the eUtist-rabbinic messianic posture. Israel was to hope

and to be ready for the end, but it was not to anticipate it.

We shall see that while later rabbinic authorities of Europe

played several variations on this theme, their policy and

programs were basically identical with that of the elitist

elements of Palestine and Babylonia.

The second type of messianic expression in the Near East

consisted of popular uprisings under leaders, who, on oc-

casion, combined aggressive military action with extreme

pietism or sectarian innovation.* While the military pro-

grams of each of tliese visionaries were nipped in the bud,

the leaders of these uprisings were able to begin their move-

ments by generating local popular sentiment to white heat,

thereby inducing many to follow them into battle, flee to

the desert, dispose of their possessions and subsequently,

even after defeat, to organize themselves into loyal fellow-

ships that became known as distinct sects. What is revealing

about their respective fates is not that they encountered the

quick and determined opposition of the Muslim govern-

ment, but that the gentile overlords found willing allies in

the rabbinic authorities themselves, who helped eliminate

these dissidents as active threats to the peace and well-being

of the Jewish community.

The third type of messianic expression can be conven-

iently subsumed under the rubric of mature Karaism.

While the extent of the messianic orientation of Ananism

and early Karaism is a matter of considerable scholarly dis-

»Cf. further A.S. Halkin, ed., Zion in Jewish Literature (New York,

1961), pp. 38 ff., 65fF., 83 ff.

* For a convenient collection of the relevant texts, see A.Z. Aescoly,

Jewish Messianic Movements [in Hebrew] (Jerusalem, 1956), pp. 117

ff. Cf. further S.W. Baron, A Social and Religious History of the Jews,

V (2nd ed. Philadelphia, 1952-65), 182, 191 ff.



pote, tlie Palestinocentridsm of later Qumisian Karaism is

not subject to question.* Indeed, it has been recently, and

I beieve plausibly, argued that the renowned mourners of

Zion, far from having been one of the elements which

Karaism drew upon, were actually an outgrowth of the new

schism, which incorporated settlement in the Holy Land,

and/or extreme mourning for its desolation and subjection,

into its ideology as one of the pivots of its anti-Rabbanite

orientation.® Be that as it may, the messianic posture of

Karaism is best understood not as pure messianic activism

but as a compromise between the extreme quietism of the

Rabbanite elite and the explosive activism of fringe groups

in the Iraquian and Persian Jewish community. Daniel al-

Qumisis brand of messianism-settling in Palestine and

hastening the end of time by waiUng and weeping over the

destruction and the Dispersion-was a new form of nomian

quietism, a carefully harnessed pre-millenarism, which grati-

ied and yet controlled the hopes of restive and disafiFected

masses.

These salient types of messianic posture in the Near East

afford us considerable insight into the variety of forms of

Jewish messianism on the Continent of Europe. As is well

known, the two branches of medieval Jewish culture—

namely the Andalusian-Spanish, or Sephardic, and the

Franco-German, or Ashkenazic-trace their cultural parent-

age to Babylonia and Palestine, the early Sephardic drawing

ahnost exclusively on Babylonian books and teachings, the

Ashkenazic deriving much of its heritage from Palestine.

What was true of halakaK philosophy, Hturgy, poetry and

Hebrew style had its counterpart in messianic posture and

expression as well.

» For the latest discussions of the stages in the development of Kara-

ism, cf. M. Zucker. Rav Saadya Gaon's Translation of the Torah [in

Hebrew] New York, 1959), pp. 145 ff.; Baron, op. cit., V, chap. XXVI.

«M. Zucker, "Tegubot li-Tenu'at Abaylay Zion ha-Qarraiyyim ba-

Sifnit ha-Rabbanit," Sefer ha-Yobel k-R. Hanokh Alheck
(
Jerusalem,

1963), pp. 378 ff.
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If we survey the history of messianic activity and specula-

tion in Europe, we are immediately confronted with several

striking differences in the manifestation of this faith be-

tween Andalusian and Spanish Jewry, on the one hand, and
Franco-German or Ashkenazic Jewry on the other. In the

first place, we must note the remarkable phenomenon that

while between c. 1065-1492 there were close to a dozen

messianic pretenders—and I include under that category

men who claimed only to herald the Messiah—in Andalus,

Christian Spain, and North Africa, there is not a single

unequivocal instance of such activity among Franco-Ger-

man Jewry.^ The only apparent exception was a messianic

movement, which Maimonides reported to have taken place

c. 1065 in the city of Linon in Ifranja, or the land of the

Franks.** While most scholars have identified this place as

Lyon, France, I believe there are cogent reasons to locate

the incident in Leon of Christian Spain, which Arab geogra-

phers also called the Land of the Franks, and with which

the Jews of Andalus did have relatively easy and indeed

direct contact.

It may not be inappropriate to mention here that just

shortly before this messianic incident, the descendants of

the Babylonian exilarch, Hezekiah, had moved from Anda-

lus to Christian Spain, while one of them, the renewed

Hiyya al-Daudi, was buried in the land of Leon c. 1150.^

Whether there was any connection between the appearance

of these Davidides in the north and the messianic incident

reported by Maimonides, we, of course, have no way of

^ For surveys of medieval Jewish messianic efforts, see Aescoly, op.

cit., chaps. IV-VI; A.H. Silver, A History of Messianic Speculation in

Israel (Boston, 1959), chaps. III-V.

* Moses Maimonides, Epistle to Yemen, ed. by A.S. Halkin ( New
York, 1952), pp. 102/103; Eng. trans, ibid, (by B. Cohen), p. xx.

^ Abraham ibn Daud, Sefer ha-Qabbalah, ed. and trans, by CD.
Cohen (Philadelphia, 1967), Hebrew text, p. 45 1. 148 and variants;

Eng. trans., VI. 217; idem in Medieval Jewish Chronicles, I, (ed. by

A. Neubauer), 67.



knowing. But the fact that all of our information on this

family comes from Andalusian sources strengthens our feel-

ing that the Linon mentioned in Maimonides' Epistle to

Yemen is to be identified with the Leon of Spain. While

from the point of view of an Andalusian like Maimonides,

the Jews living there were dwelling among Franks, the con-

tiguity of the northern Spanish community to Andalusian

culture makes it highly likely that the incident was fo-

mented by a Jew or Jews very much under the influence of

Judeo-Arabic culture. The incident is probably a case of

Sephardic messianism, not French.

The location of other instances of messianic activity in

Spain is far less equivocal.^** Some forty years after the inci-

dent in linon-Leon (i.e., c. 1105), a certain Ibn Aryeh in

Cordova was designated as the Messiah after astrological

signs were interpreted to point to the year, the place, and

the man. Some fifteen to twenty years after that, a Moroccan

Jew, who had been educated in Lucena under Rabbi Joseph

ibn Megash, stirred up a messianic affair in Fez. The inci-

dent had repercussions in Spain, of which Morocco was

culturally a branch, for the father of Maimonides tried des-

perately to stop people from following his lead. Why there

should have been three such incidents in relatively rapid

succession, I shall try to explain later on.

The rabbinic authorities of Spain rebuffed Abraham

Abulafia, a prophet of Avila, a pretender of Ayllon, and

perhaps one or two other would-be messiahs in the latter

part ci the thirteenth century. Whatever the extent of their

adherents, these messiahs and their followers were all

Spaniards.

Throughout this period, no segment of Ashkenazic Jev^nry

is known to have risen in messianic revolt. Indeed, we may
go even further and say that there is not a single case of a

***Oii the following incidents see Moses Maimonides* op. cU., pp.

100/101 ff.; Eng. titns., pp. xix ff.; Aescoly, op. cU., pp. 194 ff.; Silver,

op. cit.^ pp. 87 ff.
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messianic movement or of a pseudo-messiah known from
Ashkenazic Jewry until the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury, and even that one instance, namely the call of Asher
Laemmlein, is an obscure and short-lived affair, which
shows traces of Sephardic influence on the mind of an
Ashkenazic Jew."
On the other hand, again, the great messianic ferment

after the expulsion from Spain, which was expressed in a
variety of ways-in Abravanels tracts, in the great attempts
of David Reubeni and Solomon Molko, in the millenarian

activity of the kabbalists of Safed, and finally in the first

real mass messianic movement that swept all strata of the

Jewish population off their feet, that of Sabbetai Zevi—
emanated from and found greatest support in the Sephardic
elements of Jewry.^^ To be sure, even the Sephardic mes-
sianic attempts were few and far removed from each other,

but surely it is a matter of no mean interest that whatever
messianic activity occurred in Western Europe almost en-

tirely emanated from one corner of occidental Jewry.
I trust that my remarks will not be misconstrued to mean

that there were never any messianic movements elsewhere.

The surprises held in store for us modems in the arcana of

the Cairo Geniza have been too rich and revolutionary in

their revelations to deny that new instances will not yet

turn up. Indeed, from the Geniza, we have learned of two
messianic incidents in Byzantium, c. 1096, and in Sicily, at

a time which has not yet been definitely determined.^^ b^^

"Cf. Silver, op. cH., pp. 143 ff. For reasons which will be fully

spelled out elsewhere, I have not reckoned either reports about Jew-
ish messianic movements that are not attested by Jews, or obscure
incidents that cannot as yet be dated with certainty.

'- To be sure, a number of Jews of Ashkenazic descent were prom-
inent in the messianic "ferment" in the century and a half following

the Spanish expulsion, but the dominant Jewish temper in the Otto-

man Empire, where this speculation took place, was clearly Sephar-
dic.

" Aescoly, op. ctf., pp. 154 ff.. 286 ff.

9



in the first place, each of these two communities had cul-

tural affinities with the East and Spain respectively. More-

over, they seem to have been isolated incidents of hysteria

that left no impression in Jewish Uterature. The basic clas-

sification we have laid down, that messianic activity in Eu-

rope was essentally of Babylonian-Spanish vintage, still

holds true.

In this connection we must repeat the findings of sober

scholarly analysis that another seeming exception to our

generalization is reflected by the migration of several hun-

dred rabbis from France and Germany to the Holy Land

in 1210 and 1211. That event, however, does not constitute

an exception at all, for the migrants betrayed little, if any,

messianic activity. Certainly they made no move to carry

masses of Jews along with them. The migration, which prob-

ably did not number the hundreds of whom later chroniclers

wrote, seems to have been motivated by general considera-

tions of piety rather than by millenarist anticipations.^*

This is as we should expect, for messianic acts in Europe

no less than in Asia were usually undertaken wdthout rab-

binic sanction. Those rabbis of Spain from whom we do

have opinions, like the Geonim before them, in their charit-

able moments looked on messiahs as sadly deluded men, or

more probably, downright impostors. There is no reason to

believe that in this regard at least, the rabbis of France and

Germany were any different from those of Babylonia, Spain,

"J Prawer, "The Je\%s in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem" [in

Hebrew], Zion, XI (1945-46), 50 ff.; idem, A History of the Latin

Kingdom of JeruMlem, 11 [in Hebrew] (2 vols., Jerusalem, 1963), 387

ff.; idem, "Hobebay Zion bi-May ha-Baynayyim." Maaraho shel

GiM we-Hof ha GoM (Jerusalem, 1965), pp. 129 ff. Certainly the

considerations of piety motivating settlement of the Holy Land were

messianically oriented, but they were "pre-millenarist" in character,

very similar to those motivating the move of Judah ha-Levi; cf. below.

On Ashkenazic realism and coolness to migration to Palestine at that

time, cf, E.E. Urbach, The Tomphists [in Hebrew] (Jerusalem. 1955),

pp. 108 ff., 231.
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and North Africa. In other words, messianic activity in Eu-

rope was, as it had been in the East, a manifestation of

popular revolt against what the millenarists considered "the

establishment." ^*

Although, as far as we can determine, the attitudes of the

Sephardic and Ashkenazic rabbinates to popular messianic

uprisings were basically identical, there were some notable

differences in the way the two Jewish elites gave expression

to the traditional messianic hope. Among the many differ-

ences in the type of Uterary productivity which emanated

from Sephardic and Ashkenazic circles, and these embrace

differences in approach to, and expression of, the Hebrew

language, exegesis, halakic codification, writing in the ver-

nacular, belles-lettres, science, and philosophy, we must also

include the genre of messianic speculation. While in Spain

messianism appears constantly to have been on the agenda

of scholarly exchange and to have evoked a whole string of

messianic tracts, such discussion was extremely limited in

medieval France and Germany and has left only the faintest

traces in Uterature.

By way of documentation, perhaps it is best to begin this

aspect of our survey with Ashkenaz, which until the six-

teenth century produced no original messianic literature

whatever. This startling phenomenon stands out in much
bolder relief if we examine closely the nature of those

hterary traces of early messianic speculation in France and

Germany that have come down to us. Actually, they amount

^® On Maimoiiides' views, cf. Halkin's introduction to Epistle to

Yemen, pp. xxvi ff. On Abulafia's conflict with traditionalists, cf.

Aescoly, op. cit., pp. 198 ff.; G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish

Mysticism (3rd cd.. New York, 1961), pp. 128 ff. On the anti-

"establishmentarian" character of messianism, cf. idem, Sahhethai

Zevi, I (2 vols., Tel-Aviv, 1957), 9 ff.. 74 ff.

11



in sum total to three fragmentary statements and one exe-

getical work. The first cx)nsists of a late tenth-century (906)

query from the sages of the Rhineland to the academy of

the Holy Land concerning the expected date of the mes-

sianic redemption. The inquiry, Professor Marx has sug-

gested, was evoked not by any spontaneous messianic

ferment but by the text of the "Apocalypse of ZerubbabeF

which had by that time gained a quasi-official status and

which seemed to point to a date close at hand.*' In other

words, the logic of a text, not the independent research of

a learned group, stimulated curiosity. No less significant is

the fact that the inquiry seems to have been a brief one

and was appended to a second question concerning the

criteria for disqualifying ritually slaughtered meat. The text

gives not the faintest trace of any real messianic awakening.

The second Ashkenazic literary manifestation of any overt

interest in messianism is Rashi s commentaries to the Book

of Daniel and the Talmud, in which he indicated that the

Messiah was to be expected in 1352 or in 1478.*" However,

Rashi's conclusions, far from betraying an avid expectation

of the messianic redemption, actually lend support to our

contention. Rashi's dates were nothing more than an exe-

gete*s elucidation of texts, which he interpreted with no

i« For the text and bibliography, see Sefer ha-Yhhuh, II, ed. by S.

Assaf and L.A. Mayer (Jerusalem. 1944), pp. 22 no. 30, 113 no. 20;

Aescoly, op. cit., pp. 133 i. Aescoly recounts all the scholarly con-

fectures on the fragment with the exception of the one which, it

seeim** to me, best explains the motivation of the cjuery, namely that

of A. Marx, "Studies in Gaonic History and Literature," !QS, NS,

I (1910^11), 75 IF. Aescoly *s efforts to connect the ciuestion of the

rabbis of the Rhioeland with the "mourners of Zion," described in a

gloss to Benjamin of Tudela's Itinerary, is unconvincing. Whatever the

historical value of that gloss, it does not reflect messianic activity or

ferment, but only messianic faith, which aU Jews shared and which

some expressed a bit more conspicuously than others; cf. Aescoly, pp.

152 tt'.

17
J.

Sarachek, The IJoctrine of the Messiah in Medieval Jewish Lit-

mutufe i New York, 1932 ) , p. 59; Silver, op. cit., p. 68.
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greater emphasis than he had the rest of the vast corpus

of Scripture and the Talmud. He could not very well have

skipped over these particular passages in Daniel and the

Talmud. But there is a far more revealing point about

Rashi's interpretations, which excludes them from the genre

of genuine messianic speculation. If there is one character-

istic that underlies two thousand years of messianic litera-

ture from the Book of Daniel in the second century b.c.e.

to the commentary of Rabbi Meir Leibush Malbim in the

nineteenth century c.e., it is the relative imminence of the

messianic denouement. The function of messianic tracts is to

alert and console the audience in the context of contem-

porary events, not by postponing comfort to the remote

future, which the author's audience could not have the

faintest hope of living to see and enjoy. Far from being

messianically oriented, Rashi's commentary, by postponing

the end some three or four centuries, was the very antithesis

of millenarist excitation.

How quiescent Franco-German Jewry really was may
be seen from the reports of several authors that the Messiah

was expected to come sometime between Tishri of 1084 and

Tishri of 1103, or in the 256th cycle of creation. The date

was derived from a word in Jeremiah 31:6: "For thus saith

the Lord: Sing with gladness for Jacob [ nnait? apy"? lii ], and

shout at the head of the nations; announce ye, praise ye,

and say: 'O Lord, save thy people, the remnant of Israel.*

"

However, this calculation did not make its way into Ashke-

nazic literature until considerablv after it had failed to

materialize. What is more, even this messianic symbol seems

to have come to Ashkenazic circles from the outside, for the

Jews of France and Germany apparently first became aware

of it through the Leqah Toh, in which Rabbi Tobiah ben
Eliezer of Castoria had recorded this date as his own dis-

covery. ^^ Now, Rabbi Tobiah was a Byzantine, not an

^^ Ibid., pp. 58 ff.; A.M. Habermann, ed., Sefer Gezerot Ashkenaz

we-Sarfat (Jerusalem, 1945), pp. 24, 83; Tobiah ben Eliezer,

Leqah Toh, ed. by S. Buber (Vilna, 1880), part 2, p. 20.

13



Ashkenazi. Moreover, as we have already indicated, the

messianic ferment in Salonica and its environs at the time

of the First Crusade, with which this messianic date was

connected, was a local and ephemeral aiair which was con-

fined to visions and miraoilous manifestations that had no

repercussions, and the stimulus for which is to be sought

outside the Jewish community itself. But whatever the case,

the event betrays no sign of having been connected with a

general messianic ferment in the Jewish communities of the

world or of having been inspired by other Jewish messianic

incidents.

A rash of messianic predictions did begin to crop up,

ahnost dramatically, in France and Germany in the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries in the circles of the Tosafists and

German mystical pietists. However, what is revealing about

this wave of speculation is the nature of the predictions and

the extent to which they were communicated. Interestingly

enough, much of the Tosafistic-pietistic messianic specula-

tion is communicated to us second-hand, that is to say not

by the speculators themselves but by reporters who heard

of their statements. Thus, Rabbi Joseph Bekhor Shor cites

the Spaniard Abraham bar Hiyya for his computation, while

Rabbi Isaac ben Judah ha-Levi invokes the authority of

Rabbi Joseph and of the bibUcal commentary known as

Sefer ha-Gan.^^ The derivative character of the messianic

communications of the pietists is even more apparent in a

little messianic excursus inserted into a thirteenth century

commentary on the Ethics of the Fathers by an as yet not

fully identified member of the German pietist school^®

What this little parenthesis aiords us is a report of mes-

sianic computations made by the author's father, a certain

Rabbi Solomon, and the latter's teachers and colleagues.

19 Rabbi Joseph Bekhor Shor, Payrush *al ha-Torah, III
(
Jenisalem.

5719), p. 65; Silver, op. cit,, pp. 85 ff.

80 A. Marx. "Ma'amar 'al Shenat ha-Geulah," Hawfeh k-Hokfnat

IsraekV (1921), 194 ff.
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Most prominent among the latter are the renowned Rabbi

Judah of Paris, Rabbi Samuel he-Hasid and his son Rabbi

Judah he-Hasid, Rabbi Isaac of Dampierre, Rabbi Ezra the

prophet of Montcontour, and Rabbi Troestlin the prophet.

Mention is also made of a certain book of visions or vision-

aries, Sefer ha-Hozim, from which the astrological signs

associated with the advent of the messianic era are cited.^i

Apart from these few instances, and they are decidedly not

evidence of a messianic literature of the kind we encounter

from Spain, there has come down no real messianic literary

genre from France and Germany. To the contrary, the few

fragments that have survived from Ashkenaz testify to

speculation that was conducted esoterically, in the confines

of a very restricted circle. Most important, we have no evi-

dence of any communal reverberations of messianic specu-

lation in France or Germany. The only trace of some wider

echo of these computations is from a letter written in

Arabic, in other words from an oriental or Andalusian area,

to the community of Alexandria. This letter tells of reports

arriving from Marseille and from France generally to Qabes

in Tunis of the arrival of Elijah, expected sometime after

1225/6, and of the coming of the Messiah in 1232/33.

Among those reported to have verified the prophecies,

which the late Professor Assaf conjectured were uttered by

Rabbi Ezra of Montcontour, was the renowned Rabbi Elea-

zar Rokeah^^ ^t best, then, we have in this letter the echo

of an isolated incident. Nevertheless, careful analysis of some

of the circumstances surrounding these prophecies of the

Franco-German pietists will once again serve to place the

nature of the far different Spanish messianic activity in

bolder relief.

The most saHent characteristic of the messianic predic-

-I On the eschatological interests of that circle, cf. Scholem, Major

Trends, pp. 88 if.

22 Aescoly, op. cit., p. 188; S. Assaf, Meqorot u-Mehqarim (Jerusalem,

1946), pp. 146 ff.
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tions of the Franco-German rabbis is the prophetic char-

acter of the informants and of their information. Thus, two

of the pietists mentioned in the Httle German appendix,

Rabbi Ezra and Rabbi Troestlin, are specifically called

prophets.^3 Rabbi Ezra of Montcontom" was reported to

have ascended to Heaven and determined the date of the

end by consulting with Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi.

Rabbi Samuel and Rabbi Judah, the pietists, and Rabbi

Meir ben Banik of Rothenberg ascertained the date of the

end through information imparted in dreams.^* It hardly

needs belaboring that such messianic calculation as well as

the title of prophet were distinctly alien to the Sephardic

rabbinic temper. Indeed, the only upper-class Spaniard who
was openly recognized as a prophet, Rabbi Sheshet Ben-

veniste of Barcelona, was a product of the French academy

of Narbonne.-* One need but recall the reception that

Abraham Abulafia reports he received and Rabbi Solomon

Ibn Adret*s fulminations against would-be prophets to ap-

preciate the vast difference between the Sephardic and

Aahkenazic ways of eschatological speculation.

To be sure, there are points in common in the detailed

explanation of messianic dates of the Sephardim and Ashke-

nazim. Both groups, for example, worked with gematriaoi

(cryptographs) and with symmetrical periodizations of

Jewish history. However, here again there is a thin, but

*« A.J. Heschel, " *A! Ruah ha-Qodesh bi-May ha-Baynayyim," Alex-

ander Man Jubilee Volume (New York, 1950), Hebrew vol., p. 184;

and cf. Scholem, Mapr Trends, p. 85.

-* Marx, op. cil., pp. 195 ff.; Heschel, op. cit., p. 184; and cf. L.

Zunz, Gemmmelte Schriften, III (3 vols., Berlin, 1875-76), 227.

Oo knowledge acquired L dreams in Ashkenazic ™bbinic circles, cf.

Heschel, op. cU., pp. 195 E; R. J. Z. Werblowsky, Joseph Karo (Ox-

ford, 1962), pp. 42 ff. On an inquiry on the date of the Messiah in

a dream, cf. ^id., p. 43, n. 1.

25 Heschel, op. cit., pp. 185 ff. Significantly, Sephardim occasionally

used the term "prophet" to designate a poet; cf. D. YelUn, Torat ha-

Shirafi ha^Sefaradit (Jerusalem, 1940). p. 3, n. 1.
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quite palpable, line that divides them. Whereas in Sephar-

dic calculations the gematriaot play an ancillary role, and

are usually invoked as vital only for points in the remote

past, in Franco-German calculations the gematriaot are cen-

tral to the calculation and as often as not point to the

futin-e, to the denouement of history. For example, the

Sephardim frequently cited the Talmudic mnemonics of

n^ana ^DTI^IJI ,y"nr\ but these were always invoked as

classically attested dates or hints, and only as part of a

much wider exposition on messianic calculation.^*

In the case of the Ashkenazic computations, the gema-

triaot are often quite novel and point to the exact date of

the end of the present stage of history: for example,

nnaiT apy'? i^n ("Sing with gladness for Jacob"—Jeremiah

31:6), as pointing to the 256th cycle of creation (1084-1103);

or DHKl ns nn ("My beloved is white and ruddy"—Song of

Songs 5:10), as referring to the year 1238 c.e.; or "TTiDK inon

CI will keep . . . hidden'-Deuteronomy 31:18), as

being equal to 1235 years in Daniel 12:12; and so on.^^

«»Cf. Abraham b. Hiyya, Megillat ha-MegaUeh, ed. by A. Poznan-

ski (BerUn, 1924), pp. 36 ff.; Maimonides, Epistle to Yemen, pp.

82/83; and cf. G. D. Cohen, "The Story of the Four Captives," Pro-

ceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, XXIX ( 1960-

61), 102 n. 146, 104 nn. 148, 150. For an Andalusian view of

gematriaot, cf. Abraham ibn Ezra to Gen. 14: 14. That Ibn Ezra's

skepticism was not pecuhar to him may be seen from Nahmanides'

impassioned defense of gematriaot in his treatise on redemption;

Kitbaij Ramhan, I, ed. by D. Chavel (2 vols., Jerusalem, 1963), 262.

The freest use of gematria by a Sephardic Jew known to me is in the

third chapter of Abraham b. Hiyya's op. cit.; cf. pp. 67, 79 ff.

However, even he uses gematriaot only as supporting evidence and

not as the sources of his findings. Moreover, as a Jew of Barcelona,

Abraham b. Hiyya may well have been inspired in this regard by

northern scholars, who were closer to the Ashkenazic spheres of in-

fluence and to the emphasis on the power of letters propounded in

S^er Yesira, which strongly influenced Ashkenazic circles.

^"^ Cf. Silver, op. cit., pp. 59 ff., 85 ff. On the importance attached to

gematriaot in Ashkenazic circles, cf. Encyclopaedia Judaica, VII, 178;

Scholem, Major Trends, p. 100.
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Now the modem student, to whom gematria-style think-

ing is so basically alien, may easily be tempted to lump

Spanish and Franco-Geirman gematriaot into one medieval

bag. But in reahty, there is a chasm dividing them. As

traditional Jews, the Spaniards invoked gematriaot that

had been formulated by their rabbinic forebears. However,

the German mystics took the ancient gematriaot as a hint

that all of classical Jewish hterature-the Bible as well as

the liturgy—was worded in accordance with the principles

of gematria. Accordingly, they were forever coming up with

new gematriaot, thus extending to messianic calculation the

methods they employed in their litm-gical devotions.

To a certain extent, it is true, the new tendencies in

Ashkenazic messianic calculation may also be discerned in

thirteenth-century Spanish kabbalistic circles, notably in the

writings of Nahimanides and especially in the works of

Abraham Abulafia and the Zohar. These Spanish circles are

notorious for the new techniques of substitutions of letters

and words of equal numerical values which they employed

for mystical theosophy and messianic calculation.^* How-

ever, it is hardly an accident that the first Sephardim to

employ these characteristically Ashkenazic techniques were

those dwelling in Christian Spain at the very time when

the influence of Ashkenazic literature and orientations had

made significant inroads into Spain. The men of Spain who

indulged in these typically Franco-German interpretations

of texts were people who had been subjected to much in-

fluence from areas beyond the Pyrenees and who attempted

to integrate the wisdom of Ashkenaz with the legacy of

Andalus. These were the very times and the very same areas

In which the controversy over the works of Maimonides was

inflaming Jewish passions as a consequence of the Ashke-

nazic challenge from Provence and France. Ashkenazic

fundamentalism had gained ground in many respectable

areas in Spain, and even some fine Sephardim had more or

less absorbed the northern temper.

MCf. ibid., pp. 127, 135; Aescoly. op. cit, pp. 196 fF. Cf. also n. 26.
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But the new cross-influences were by no means unilateral,

for the men, academies, and literature of Spain had a deep

impact on Ashkenazic leadership. Whatever the source of

Provengal and Franco-German mysticism, it is significant

that this speculation north of the Pyrenees was undertaken

largely by men who had either studied in Spain or had

access to Sephardic literature and especially to the works of

Saadiah and Maimonides. I am not suggesting that Franco-

German pietism drew its inspiration from Spain; what I do

contend is that these circles did have access to Andalusian

hterature and reflected the effects of some of its seminal

ideas. And among the Sephardic preoccupations which

could easily have excited the pietists of Ashkenaz and stimu-

lated them to further speculation was the authentically

Jewish concern with the date of the messianic redemption.

In other words, even the brief messianic ferment among the

pietists of Ashkenaz probably drew much of its inspiration

from Sepharad. How crucial the influence of the Andalusian

Maimonides was on the messianic computations of the

Ashkenazim may be seen from the way the French pietists

cited legends about Maimonides and Arabs in support of

their calculations.^* Maimonides' Epistle to Yemen came to

Provence no later than 1215, and though the work was not

translated into Hebrew until at least a decade later,^** it

may well be that its messianic calculation had made its way

northward even before Ibn Tibbon released a Hebrew ver-

sion. In short, France and Germany had little by way of

an indigenous tradition of messianic speculation, and this

tradition, to the extent that it did exist, had few literary or

public reverberations.

By way of contrast, Andalus had a long, continuous, and,

what is most important, public tradition of messianic cal-

culation. Beginning with Abraham bar Hiyya's Megillat

ha-Megalleh down to Isaac AbravaneFs Mashmia Yeshuah,

Maaijenay ha-Yeshu'oh, and YesMat Meshiho, the date of

2» Marx, op. cit., p. 195.

3" Halkin's introduction to Epistle to Yemen, p. xxxii.
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til© Messiah was forever being discussed publicly and with

an originality of approach in each new work that puts this

whole body of literature on an entirely different plane from

the fragments deriving from Franco-German circles. Circa

1125, Abraham bar IJiyya calculated the advent of the

messianic age from several points of view: from the account

of creation in Genesis, from the Torah as a whole, from

astrological signs, and from an exegetical analysis of Daniel

In other words, he used what a medieval man recognized

as strictly empirical data. Now, although Abraham bar

Hiyya's tract is the first full-scale discussion in Spain of the

date of the Messiah, there is ample evidence that his was

not the first public conjecture on the messianic end in the

rabbinic circles of Andalus. Abraham ibn Ezra reports that

Solomon ibn Gabirol early in the eleventh century had also

invoked astrological data to predict the end, while not

much earher Samuel ibn Nagrela had infuriated the Mus-

lim Ibn Hazm by contending that he was himself a fulfill-

ment of the messianic promise "until Shiloh come." If we

recall that not much earlier (c. 950) Hisdai ibn Shaprut

was said to have written to Joseph, King of the Khazars, and

to have inquired, among other things, whether the Khazar

monarch had any trustworthy information on the date of

the messianic end, we begin to realize that Abraham bar

Uiyya*s work was perhaps the first systematic treatise and

the climax of several generations of speculation, but by no

means the inauguration of a totally new genre.

Indeed, five of Abraham bar Hiyya's contemporaries,

some of them far removed from one another, testify to the

extent of the ehtist but open discussion in Andalus of the

probable date of the fulfilhnent of the messianic promise.

Judah ben Barzillay of Barcelona, though he was opposed

to astrological calculation, rea£5rmed the tenability of other

methods of calculation based on older rabbinic schemes of

discerning the fulfillment of history.'^ At approximately the

31 Jwdah ben Barzillay, Comtnentar zum Sepher Jezim, ed. by J.
Hal-

berstamm (Berlin. 1885). pp. 237 ff.
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same time Judah ha-Levi expressed in poetry the general

grief that the Messiah had not come at the date popularly

believed to be the time of the end (1069), and then pro-

ceeded to recount his own vision of the imminent fulfillment

of another classically attested rabbinic promise.^^ \ Jewish

prophecy of the age, predicting on astrological grounds the

beginning of the messianic era for 1186-87, made its way

into Christian circles and has been preserved in Latin.^^

At about the same time, Maimon the Dayyan imparted to

his children a tradition which he had received from his

father—that the messianic age would be initiated with the

reinstitution of prophecy around 1210 or 1216. Although his

son Moses Maimonides, in his renowned Epistle to Yemen,

protested vigorously against public speculation on the date

of the end and obliquely criticized others for doing so, he

himself proceeded in good Andalusian fashion to report and

explain the tradition he had received from his father.^*

Shortly after Maimonides had written his Epistle, Abraham

ibn Daud of Toledo wrote a series of works in each of

which he vigorously reaflBrmed the traditional messianic

faith. My own investigation into Ibn Baud's work has led

me to the conclusion that his historiography was in reality a

thinly disguised trilogy, the real purpose of which was to

reassure the learned classes that the messianic age would

soon be inaugurated by great upheavals in Spain in 1188-89.

In other words, far from being objective historiography, Ibn

Daud's works deserve to be reckoned among the Sephardic

works dealing at least in part with eschatology.^^

Before going any further with examples of Spanish litera-

ture in this vein, it would be well to pause and recapitulate

32 Silver, op. cit., pp. 67 ff.; Cohen, op. cit., p. 104, n. 150.

33 Y. Baer, "Eine jiidische Messiasprophetie auf das Jahr 1186 und

der dritte Kreuzzug," MGWJ, LXX (1926), 113 ff.; idem, A History

of the Jews in Christian Spain (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1961-66) I, 66.

34 Moses Maimonides, Epistle to Yemen, pp. 58 ff., 80 ff.

s'^Cf. the Analysis in my ed. of Sefer ha-Qahhalah, chaps. III-V,

where this interpretation is documented in detail.
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some of the features of this learned Sephardie messianology.

Apart from the fact that this speculatioo was conducted

quite out in the open with little practical regard for the

rabbinic injunction against messianic speculation, the con-

jectured dates are reported to us at first hand—that is, by

the speculators themselves. What is more, without indulging

in apocalyptic fantasy, the Sephardim created or revived

eschatology as a Jewish Hterary genre. Far more impor-

tant, Spanish calculations were derived not by mystical

techniques but by means of rationalist exegesis either of

Scripture or of rabbinic traditions. This point must be

underscored, for just as Franco-German speculation consti-

tuted an extension of the literary canons of German pietism

to messianology, so, too, the Spanish calculations were made

in consonance with the general Weltanschauung of the

Andalusian elite.

It is noteworthy that every one of the names I have men-

tioned in connection with Sephardie messianic calculation

is known to us as a protagonist of the distinctly Andalusian

Jewish way of life, and is associated with the golden age of

Spanish Jewish creativity. RationaUsm, science, philosophy,

and Hebrew classicism were the hallmarks of this group.

Superstition and non-rational exegesis were anathema to

them all. Indeed, much of their intellectual energy was

expended in reinterpreting into rational categories what

they regarded as the embarrassing legacy of miracles, an-

thropomorphisms, and trivial stories of their classical litera-

ture. Hence, they would have little truck with apocalyptic

fantasy. Accordingly, it is not surprising to discern in their

writings an effort to calculate the end by the movements

of the stars or by rhythmic periodizations of history. Having

been trained in philosophy, they regarded the universe and

human history as mechanisms or organisms, the functioning

of which had been committed by the Creator to inunutable

laws. Built into these mechanisms as part of the law of

their operation they postulated laws of time which would—

22

in the fullness of time—catapult the elect segment of the

cosmos—indeed, the world at large—into a happier and

more harmonious course. Since it was all a question of a

particular manifestation of the laws of nature, fixed by God,

to be sure, but capable of rational analysis nonetheless, if

one could but permeate the complex secrets of the essen-

tial part of the machine or organism, one could determine

when its course would change.

Accordingly, in the view of the Sephardim, the key to

the secret of the destiny of Israel lay not in ecstatic ascents

to Heaven for revelations by angelic powers, who would

inform men whether the Almighty had decided that the

Jews had had enough; rather, it lay in a study and proper

understanding of God's books of laws—the Bible and the

Talmud—and of their prerequisites, logic, mathematics,

physics, astronomy, metaphysics, and history. Sephardie

messianology was harmoniously blended with philosophy

and a rationalist approach to life.

While eschatology obviously bespeaks an intense yearn-

ing for national redemption and rebirth—and the predomi-

nance of this longing in Andalusian Hebrew poetry is too

well known to be belabored here—the two, the prayer for

redemption and messianic speculation, were by no means

synonymous. Jews have prayed for the sound of the horn

of redemption since ancient times, but relatively few gave

way to the temptation to permeate the heavenly veil con-

cealing the secret of the time appointed for the end. Indeed,

there were strong religious injunctions inhibiting the Jews

against giving vent to their impatience or against revealing

what they believed to be the appointed time. The open

speculation of the philosophers of Spain, however well in-

tentioned and however well precedented by earlier genera-

tions, was not likely to appeal to meticulous adherents of

classical rabbinic teachings. Even Maimonides had qualms

about divulging the tradition he had inherited on this score.

And if a philosopher felt squeamish about such speculation,
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how much more so would a penitent like Judah ha-Levi

have felt about men who enter areas strictly forbidden to

them! **

Viewed from this perspective, Judah ha-Levi*s apparently

messianic act of leaving Spain for Palestine was not a logical

conclusion of Andalusian messianism but a total rejection

of it. His decision, it will be recalled, was taken only after

the rationalist system in which he had been reared had, in

his estimation, broken down. The rabbi in ha-Levi's Kuzari

and Judah ha-Levi in his later poems rejected, bag and

baggage, the whole mechanistic view of the universe which

had become the regnant view of life in the circles of the

Spanish-Jewish upper classes. It is no coincidence that the

very work of medieval Jewish philosophy that reaflRrmed in

unequivocal terms the traditional forms of Jewish faith-

the superiority of Israel, the uniqueness of the Holy Land,

the mystery of prophecy-offered no solace in the form of

a messianic prediction. The Kuzari suggested no date for

the Messiah, for such speculation had become alien to a

man who had reappropriated Talmudic faith in God's Provi-

dence. The Ahnighty would act in His good time; man*

s

task was but to try to earn His mercy. Judah ha-Levi*s de-

parture for Palestine was an act in that direction and noth-

ing more. Far from attempting to anticipate the Messiah,

ha-Levi*s move was a rejection of the Sephardic culture of

his day; it was a Franco-German-type act of piety that com-

mitted all into the hands of a free and inscrutable God.

One of the factors that doubtless helped ha-Levi ration-

alize his latter-day negative evaluation of Andalusian Jew-

ish culture was the wide ciurency which a second type of

Sephardic messianic speculation, totally at variance with

the predominant Sephardic eschatological schools, had

gained in his environment. Grounding its views in a scien-

'"Judali ha-Levi's famous suggestion of a date for the fall of the

Miisliin Empire, which ha-Levi credited to a dream, could easily be

dismissed by his contemporaries as poetic fancy; cf. Judah ha-Levi,

Diwan (ed. Brody), 11, 302.
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tific study of Scripture, this school of exegesis denied whole

blocs of bibUcal messianic lore as valid sources of hope or

prediction for the future. The three names associated with

this type of exegesis are Moses ha-Kohen ibn Gikatilla and

Judah ibn Bala am, of the eleventh century, and Hayyim

Gahpapa of the fourteenth. From Nahmanides and Abrava-

neFs reports, it would seem that a fourth name is to be

added to this list, namely that of Abraham ibn Ezra of the

twelfth century. In reality, they were by no means the only

skeptics of Spain.

The view shared by all these exegetes was that the mes-

sianic phophecies in the Bible could not be interpreted

eschatologically. Rather, these visions were to be understood

as exhortations and predictions that the prophets had in-

tended for immediate fulfillment. Indeed, study of history

convinced these rationalists that these prophecies had been

fulfilled in the days of Hezekiah and especially in the early

days of the Second Temple. Whether the prophecies were

ad hoc predictions or merely sermons ex eventu, they could

not serve as sources of hope to the Jews of the Middle Ages,

for their capital had run out long since. These men, it should

be emphasized, did not deny the validity of the messianic

dogma; they affirmed it as a rabbinic tradition only, not as

a legacy of Scripture. However, there can be little doubt

that many in Spain regarded the messianic reaffirmation of

these exegetes as mere lip service, as formal concessions to

the requirements of official piety. With the undermining of

the Scriptural foundations for faith in the messianic re-

demption, to many a thinking person the messianic dogma

seemed to rest on thin air.

To Judah ha-Levi the skepticism engendered by this

school of thought was only one or two steps removed from

the rationalism that saw in Scriptiu-e the clues to the mathe-

matics of the Divine economy. Nor was he v^ong, for, in

its own way, the more tradition-oriented rationalism had

also conceded its embarrassment with some of the graphic

promises of miraculous upheaval and had thereby added
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fuel to the fire of doubt and even despair. The outstanding

literary expression to the watered-down traditionalist view,

the writings of Moses Maimonides, appeared long after

ha-Levi s death, but the views Maimonides expressed on the

subject were well known in Spain much earlier. Far from
innovating in this respect, Maimonides' attenuation of cer-

tain traditional messianic hopes betrays how widespread the

skepticism had become, had indeed permeated even the

highest rabbinic drcles.^^ Thus, whether Maimonides had
really meant originally to eliminate the doctrine of the

resurrection—one of the cardinal promises vouchsafed for

the messianic era—from his creed of Judaism, and substitute

for it the more philosophically fashionable doctrine of im-

mortality, is a matter on which latter-day Maimunists and
anti-Maimunists are still divided. What is beyond question

is that Maimonides and many of his disciples considered

the promises of resurrection and even of the messianic de-

liverance far less important than the more rationally accept-

able assurance of immortality. Moreover, in his Guide of

the Perplexed, Maimonides made it very clear that he con-

sidered many of the miraculous portents foretold by the

prophets for the messianic age mere figures of speech that

had not been meant literally. From this last position he
never retreated, and even in his legal magnum opus, he

indicated that he was not committed to behef in their

literal fulfillment.'®

'^ In support of his views Maimonides refers to Ibn Bala'am and Ibn

Gikatilla approvingly; cL "Maimonides' Treatise on Resurrection,"

ed. by
J.

Finkel, PAAJR, IX (1938-39), Hebrew section, p. 21, par.

'•Cf. Maimonides. Guide of the Perplexed, II, 29, trans, by S. Pines

(Chicago, 1963). 337 ff.; idem, hfishneh Torah, Melakhim, 12.1 ff.;

cf, also
J.

Levinger, Maimonides' Techni(fues of Codification [in

Hebrew] (Jerusalem, 1965), p. 163. On the curious silence of

Joseph ibn Aqnin on messianic dogmas, see A.S. Halkin, "Li-

Demuto shel R. Joseph b. Judah ibn Aqnin," Harry Austryn Wolfson
Jubilee Volume (Jerusalem, 1965), Hebrew vol., p. 111.

Maimonides, of course, was in the first instance the great

spokesman of an intelligentsia that was bent on restructur-

ing all of Jewish education and indeed even community life

on rationalist principles. While the Maimunist controversy

in the thirteenth century was soon focused on the question

of allegorical interpretations of the ritual commandments

and the study of philosophy as the source of all evil within

the Jewish community, it should not be forgotten that the

first signs of protest against the Guide were evinced by

Arabically cultured Jews who were astounded at the flip-

pancy with which Maimonides had treated the promise of

resurrection.*** And the promise of resurrection, be it not

overlooked, is the central rabbinic motif in its representation

of the messianic promise. These protesters sensed, quite

rightly, that an authoritative rabbinic license to gloss over

the resurrection struck at the root and the heart of the

Jewish messianic faith.

While Maimonides* orthodoxy was vindicated, the con-

tinued extreme skepticism in the camp of the Andalusian

intelligentsia on the meaning of messianic doctrines gave

renewed stimulus to the traditionalists to add to the corpus

of Spanish eschatological hterature. In the thirteenth cen-

tiuy, Moses Nahmanides defended the integrity of the tra-

ditional messianic faith not only in his commentary on the

Pentateuch, but in a special treatise on the messianic re-

demption, as well as in his Hebrew summary of the disputa-

tion of Barcelona in 1263. While recapitulating many of the

older arguments, Nahmanides* treatise on redemption re-

flects the newer emphasis of the rabbinic circles of which

he was a member, on gematriaot, thereby providing a bridge

between the Franco-German computations and the indige-

nously Andalusian hterary genre. In the middle of the

fourteenth century, when Abner of Burgos shook the Jewish

39 Cf. "Maimonides' Treatise on Resurrection," pp. 10 ff.; Meir ben

Todros ha-Levi Abulafia, Kitah al-Rasail, ed. by
J.

Brill (Paris, 1871),

p. 1.
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community of Spain by his apostasy, and then proceeded to

rationalize his defection by eschatological arguments, his

Porphyrian-like exegesis of Daniel evoked a vigorous de-

nimdation coupled with a defense of traditional messianism

on exegetical founds by Rabbi Joseph Shalom." That the

eschatological debate, provoked by continued skepticism in

upper-class circles, remained alive, may be seen in the

vigorous reaffirmation of Hasdai Crescas. the equivocal

acceptance of Joseph Albo, and the compendious recapitu-

lations of the whole question by Dov Isaac Abravanel Thus,

a se«,nd source of Ipanish esWology was a widespread

skepticism over messianic articles of faith, of which we have

no evidence from Ashkenazic circles, and which prompted

Sephardic traditionalists to speculate on the end of history

in much the same way that rationalist Andalusians had
done much earlier.

Having seen that underneath the consistent rabbinic oppo-

sition to messianic movements there was a vast difference

between the rabbis of the Sephardim and of the Ashkenazim

in their treatment of the traditional messianic dogma, the

question that commands our attention is whether there is

any discernible relationship between eUtist expression and
the behavior of the laity. Given the rabbinic renunciation

of any precipitous messianic behavior, is it nevertheless pos-

sible to correlate Spanish intellectual expression with the

messianic behavior of occasionally rebellious Spanish laity

and the French rabbinic posture with the behavior of

French-Jewish masses?

It will be noted that in posing the question this way, we
have quite deliberately sought to account for particular

messianic postures in the psyche of the Jews themselves

rather than in any external or objective set of circumstances.

*J. ioseothal, "Froin 'Sefer AHooso*" [in Hebrew], Studies and
Esmys in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman (Leiden. 1963), pp. 621 S.
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For, if there is any one conclusion that the data force upon

us, it is that, contrary to the popular impression, there is no

discernible connection between persecution and messianic

movements. Jewish messianic movements were not "the re-

ligion of the oppressed." ^^ The Crusades, the Almohade

invasion, the expulsions from England and France, the

blood libels, the Pastoureaux onslaughts, and the persecu-

tions at the time of the Black Death, indeed, even the expul-

sion from Spain and the Chmelnitzki massacres did not

generate a single messianic movement. Conversely, all the

messianic efforts made in Iraq and Persia, and above all in

Spain and North Africa, were undertaken in areas and

periods of relative stability. Active messianism or quies-

cence must have derived from sources other than political

or economic. If Franco-German Jewry produced neither a

messianic pretender nor a messianic literature, it must be

because quiescence and passivity had somehow so perme-

ated the whole mentality of that community as virtually to

ehminate such aggressive behavior. Doubtless fear of failure

and reprisal played a major role; but hysteria is often strong

enough to overcome realistic considerations and we must,

accordingly, seek other explanations.

Perhaps the explanations I shall suggest will be a bit

more cogent if we revert to the contrast afforded by the

data from Spain. Intellectual activism in the form of open

speculation on the date of the end by the intellectual elite

was paralleled by occasional unbridled eruptions of Jews

who could not wait. Activism of two kinds, literary and

physical, seems to have permeated Spain much more than

France and Germany. But it was a peculiar form of activism,

quite unlike the military-sectarian ventiu-es known from

Babylonia. In Spain this activism consisted in reading the

signs of the times independently of rabbinic authorities and

then proceeding to announce miraculous portents and the

advent of the redemption. It was, paradoxically enough,

Spanish traditionalist rationalism carried to its logical end

" See the observations of G. Scholem, Sabbethai Zevi, I, 1 flF.
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by tbe acting out of what Spanish rabbis had merely con-

templated. Put differently, it was the translation of the

theory of the elite into acts of popular piety. The announce-

men^of a nnracle or portent co'Jd induVcredulous groups

of ingenuous believers to divest themselves of their wealth

and assemble in readiness for the great deliverance. Con-

versely, the intellectual quietism of the rabbis of Ashkenaz,

motivated in the first instance by religious injunctions

against calculating the date of the Messiah, doubtless per-

co'lated outwardL downward to the laity and lower striata

of society and inhibited them from attempting to alter their

destiny.

However, in reality, this explanation only pushes the

problem back a step. The fact is that the rabbis of Spain,

no less than those of France and Germany, advocated po-

litical quietism, and both groups of leaders grounded their

stance in very much the same classical rabbinic sources.

Given the basic uniformity of the classical rabbinic tradition

in Spain and France and Germany, what in Jewish culture

orien'ted the one group to intellecLl or physical activism

and the other to a basic passivity? In the first instance, it

seems to me, we must go back to the particular cultural

roots of each of the two branches. Ever since the downfall

of Bar Kokhba, Palestinian Jewry had politically been fairly

quiescent. Its leadership reliaS deep'emotio.^ of hostilit^:

and hope in prayer, poetry, and apocalyptic literature. But

as custodians of the Pax Romana in Palestine, the patri-

archate and the rabbinate taught submissiveness and ac-

ceptance of the Divine decree until the Almighty should

intervene in history and restore His people. This basic atti-

tude of submission permeated even the ostensibly explosive

literature of Palestinian mysticism and apocalypticism. As

in the case of Daniel of 1. so, too. in'later'Spocalyptic

literature, while the visionary is reassured of Divine venge-

ance against the Gentiles, he is no less emphatically en-

joined to wait for the deliverance of God. In the meantime,

he may take comfort in violent and bloody fantasies that
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will one day become a reality. In other words, far from

inciting to riot, apocalyptic literature actually tranquilized

and served as a release, a channel by means of which excess

emotions were syphoned off. So it was in the case of the

Dead Sea sect and the early Christians; so it was in Roman

and medieval Palestine.

This attitude and posture were doubtless conveyed to all

parts of the Diaspora over which the academies of the Holy

Land exercised influence. It is not surprising, therefore, that

when in 960 the elders of the Rhineland sent their two in-

quiries to the Holy Land-on the date of the Messiah and

the laws of terefot-they were roundly rebuffed on the first

question: "You are unworthy of a reply concerning the

advent of the Messiah. Do you not trust the words of the

sages and the signs which they provided? These have not

yet been fulfilled." The mere question was an affront, a

violation of religious propriety.

How much the Franco-German spirit owed to its Pales-

tinian progenitor is also reflected in some of the forms

surrounding Ashkenazic messianic speculation. Like its Pal-

estinian apocalyptic models, which circulated in France

and Germany as early as the tenth century, Ashkenazic cal-

culation depended largely on information gleaned in the

course of mystical ascents to the heavens, where a prophet

or angel disclosed the secret.

The quietism of the Palestinian-Ashkenazic branch was

given its endorsement by the tenth-century Italian para-

phrase of Josephus in Hebrew, Sefer Yosifon. The major

burden of the work was to demonstrate that the Zealots,

the lawless ones of Israel who had tried to defy the Divine

decree which had installed the fourth empire as mistress of

the world, had brought incalculable misery and suffering on

their people. Conversely, the righteous of old willingly ac-

cepted their fate of martyrdom, confident in the fulfillment

of the promises of the great illumination and the resurrec-

tion which were vouchsafed for them. What Josephus had

failed to convey to his people in Aramaic and Greek, a
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pseudepigrapher now avidly embraced in Hebrew, and his

authority as an authentic interpreter of Jewish history was

widely acknowledged.*^

Spain, on the other hand, modeled itself largely on Baby-

lonian paradigms. From Baghdad it had received not only

Gaonic responsa, a translation of and commentaries on the

Bible in Arabic and legal codes, but also the guidelines for

a Jewish philosophy, and to a large extent the foundations

of their own Weltanschauung and paideia. Like the Baby-

lonians in Babylonia, the Sephardim in Andalus became

extremely nativist, proud of their genealogy, sensitive to the

challenges of Arabic poetry, science, and philosophy, and

speculative on the secrets of the universe and of Jewish

Mstory. And as in Babylonia, the Jews of Spain witnessed

two types of political postiure: elitist cooperation with the

government, and dissident revolt on the part of disaffected

groups. Hence, even though Abraham ibn Daud gave his

full approbation to the political stance of Yosifon, his en-

dorsement could not dissipate the basic restlessness in the

Sephardic temper. Indeed, the very same Ibn Daud had

preached quietism out of one side of his mouth and the-

orized on Ae end of history out of the other.

However, there were other factors as well. To a certain

extent, the pohtical successes of Jews in Spain must have

whetted the appetites of the elite for even further conquests.

The rise of Jews to heights of power unknovm since ancient

times was accompanied by a neo-classicism that revived

biblical Hebrew and biblical imagery in "secular" as well

as rehgious poetry. It was a Jewish vizier of Granada who
defiantly proclaimed: *1 am the David of my generation." *^

**Y. Baer, "Sefer Yosifon ha-'Ibri," Sefer Dimbutg
(
Jenisalem,

1949), pp. 178 ff.

** Samuel ibn Nagrela, Ditmn^ ed. by DS. Sass(M)n (Oxford, 1934),

p. 41, line 38 (= ed. A.M. Habermann and S. Abramson, I, part 1, p.

37); J.
Schiraiann, Ha-Shirah ha-Ibnt bi-Sefarad u-bi-Prmence, I,

111. For the ascent to the heights of the moon, cf. ibid., p. 83 (ed.

Habermann, I, part 3, p. 5).
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To a potential David, relative deprivation is much more

irritating than absolute deprivation. To a would-be king, as

the same Ibn Nagrela confessed, nothing short of conquest

of the heavens and the heights of the moon would satisfy.

The eUte of Spain were restive and eager; and lesser pre-

tenders caught the bug and from time to time announced

their messiahship.

Moreover, political success underscored the new confi-

dence in the powers of human understanding that was bom

of the scientific and philosophic studies cultivated in Spain.

While the elite would forever be prudent and judicious, the

more deprived and the less stable would lose their inhibi-

tions and jump to messianic action.

But in the final analysis the two different messianic pos-

tures of medieval European Jewry betray two different ap-

proaches to the same religious faith. Quiescence, passive

resistance, is symptomatic of absolute faith in the total

transcendence of God, in His unbounded liberty and power,

and of perfect certainty that the Divine promise will be

fulfilled. It was no coincidence that Ashkenazic Jewry was

always basically fundamentalist, unabashed by anthropo-

morphism or outlandish legends. Who was man to sit in

judgment on God or His word?

Activism of the Andalusian type, on the other hand, ema-

nated from a society, which, although formally proclaiming

its faith in the classical God of Israel, had in reality appro-

priated much of the Hellenic scientific spirit; it was largely

fatalist-predestinarian and committed to a belief in the

inexorable law of nature and, we may add, of history. When

the Hme came for the end to unfold, if indeed it ever would,

nothing could stop it.

This difference in underlying faith, of which the form of

messianism is but one significant symptom, is far more

important than what appears on the surface, for I believe



that it provides a due to understanding the Jewish posture

in the face of pressure and dire persecution. While, as I

have ahready affirmed, there is no demonstrable connection

in Jewish history between periods of extreme persecution

and messianic uprisings, the record of history does entitle

US to establish a close connection between a particular type

of faith generally, and of messianic faith in particular, and

the Jewish response to the challenging alternative of con-

version or death. That is because messianism is the sub-

stance on which all Jewish tenacity was predicated. God's

elect would be vindicated, and on the basis of that promise

alone Jews would endure not only persecution but intermi-

nable ahenation and humiliation. It is a reasonable assump-

tion, then, that the form of a Jew's ideology of resistance

will be reflected in the nature of his response to physical

threats.

During the Middle Ages, there were four instances of

which we have some rather full accounts in which scores

of Jewish communities and thousands of Jews were con-

fronted by the alternative of apostasy or death, two of them
affecting Ashkenazic Jewry and two of them Sephardic. I

make reference, of course, to the First Crusade of 1096, to

the Almohade persecutions in North Africa and Spain be-

ginning in 1147, to the riots of 1391 in Spain and the perse-

cutions that followed, and to the Cossack uprisings in

Poland and Russia in 1648 and after. Now in each of these

instances, many Jews were killed outright; some fought

back; some preferred martyrdom to apostasy; some con-

verted as a means of saving their lives. Of the latter, some
attempted to return to Judaism; others had found the final

solution to their Jewish problem and remained Christians

or Muslims. However, if no one description will suffice to

describe the behavior of all the Jews involved in any one

of these upheavals, it is nevertheless fair to say that in each

of these instances there was a dominant behavioral pattern,

one that was so pronounced as to make an indelible impres-

sion on eye-witnesses and chroniclers.
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In each of the two cases involving Ashkenazic Jewry,

those of 1096 and 1648 and after, the outstanding feature

of the Jewish response was kiddush /la-s/iem-martyrdom.

In both of the persecutions endured by Sephardim, although

kiddush ha'Shem was by no means lacking, the dominant

behavioral pattern, the one that left the greatest impression

on witnesses and future generations, was apostasy and

marranism.

There were, of course, basic differences between each of

the two experiences affecting Ashkenazic Jewry, even with

respect to the martyrdom accepted by the Jews involved.

In the later Chmelnitzki onslaught, it would seem that far

fewer Jews had any choice in the matter than in the other

three cases. The Cossacks often seemed to have been bent

on outright murder, rapine, and pillage. But even in those

cases where Jews were in a position to choose between

alternatives, they elected to die fighting or to die passively

at the hands of their attackers."^^ That had not been quite

the case in 1096. Then, while many Jews died fighting or

even passively, many of them took an active hand in their

martyrdom by committing a kind of ritual suicide. The

ritual slaughter-knife was used, a blessing was pronounced,

and blood of the human sacrifice was even smeared on the

pillar of the ark in the synagogue.*' Martyrdom was not

mere sanctification of the Name through faith; it was an

atonement sacrifice, an aqedah. That is important to bear

in mind, for the commemorative chronicles, dirges, and

penitential prayers that subsequendy emerged from Ash-

** While there were, of course, instances of suicide even in the

Chmelnitzki onslaughts, the contrast with the widespread and or-

ganized suicides of 1096 is quite evident. F'or sources on the events

of 1648, see Gezeros Tah [in Yiddish] (Vilna, 1938); M. Hendel,

Gezerot Tah-Tat (Jerusalem, 1950); S. Bemfeld, Sefer ha-Dema'ot,

III, 109 ff.,' H.J. Gurland, Le-Qorot ha-Gezerot 'al Israel (Odessa,

1892).
<5 See the account of Solomon ben Simeon in Habermann, Sefer

Gezerot Ashkeruiz we-Sarfat, pp. 24 flF. For the sprinkling of the ark,

cf. p. 37.
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Icenaz frequently construed martyrdom as an aqedah sacri-

fice, as the highest act of worship, the martyr being referred

to as M-Qadosh, the saint.*« Hence, despite the different

circumstances surrounding the voluntary death of thou-

sands of Jews in the two great massacres of Ashkenazic

Jewry, the ideal of service to God through martyrdom, in

whatever form, had become for Ashkenazic Jewry the only

legitimate choice in times of persecution. This is not to say

that Ashkenazim did not sympathize with those who could

not stand up to the ultimate test. What it does mean is that,

under such circumstances, death on behalf of God was the

only admissible solution in theory. Consequently, every

martyr, wilhng m unwilling, would attain the rank of the

saint, of the one who had wilMngly, indeed gladly, offered

up his life as a sacrifice.

Now the obvious feature of voluntary martyrdom is its

stance of profound trust, its unflagging certainty of vindi-

cation and ultimate triumph. In Jewish literature, the souls

of the righteous were described as stored under the Throne
ol Glory, accepted into the great light vouchsafed for the

world to come, and held in readiness for the resurrection

and redemption.*^ Quiescence, passivity, resignation were
possible for thousands of Ashkenazic Jews, for to them the

age of the Messiah was not merely a concept, a vision of

*•* See the classic study of S. Spiegel, "The Legend of Isaac's Slaying

and Resurrection" [in Hebrew], Alexander Marx Jubilee Volume,
Hebrew vol., pp. 471 ff. and especially pp. 477 ff., 534 flF., where
the connection of the aqedah with sacrifice and resurrection is

documented; cf. also idem, "Paynir me-Aggadot ha-Aqedah,'* The
Abraham Weiss Jubilee Volume (New York, 1964), pp. 553 ff.; H.J.
Zimmels, Ashkenazim and Sephardim (London, 1958), pp. 263 ff.

^^ On the rewards vouchsafed the martyrs, cf., in addition to the works

listed in n. 46, Y. Baer's paper referred to in n. 42; idem, "Geserot

Tatnaw," Sefer Assaf (Jerusalem, 1953), pp. 126 ff. For the sources of

these expressions cf. V. Aptowitzer, "Bet ha-Miqdash shel ma'alah 'al

Pi ha-Aggadah,*' Tarbiz, II (1930-31), 264, n. 8; S. Lieberman, "The
Martyrs of Caesarea," Annuaire de tlmtitut de PhUohgie et d'His-

toire Orientaks et Slaves, VII ( 1939-44), 443 ff.
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bhss, or primarily an age when the Holy Spirit would be

restored to Israel. The day of messianic redemption was the

one when "eye to eye they would see the Lord restoring

Zion" (Isaiah 52:8), that is, themselves, their loved ones,

their people, their Temple, their king, their home. Quies-

cence and martyrdom sprang from a classical faith untrou-

bled by rationalist doubts or scholastic distinctions between

the intentions of the heart and the utterances of the lips.

That this was the case may be seen by a closer examina-

tion of the circumstances under which Ashkenazim pre-

ferred to undergo martyrdom. At the time of the First

Crusade, many of the leadership and learned preferred

suicide to death at the hands of their tormentors, despite

the formal prohibition in Judaism against suicide; for they

construed the Talmudic injunctions against suicide in the

context of Talmudic literature as a whole. Now, while rab-

binic law formally prohibits suicide, there are a consider-

able number of cases in the Talmud recording suicide as a

religiously praiseworthy act not only to avoid apostasy or

forced immorality, but even as a form of voluntary atone-

ment. The penitent, in popular views, could justifiably

impose the death penalty on himself as a form of expiation.^^

To many, the willingness of Isaac to be sacrificed by his

father Abraham, in proof of which there was an amplitude

^«On the meritoriousness of martyr-suicide in earlier literature, cf.

Mishnah of R. Eliezer (ed. Enelow), p. 169; H. Fischel, "Martyr

and Prophet," JQR. NS. XXVII (1946-47), 275; Cohen, The Story of

the Four Captives, pp. 59, 74. On meritorious suicides of remorse

and repentance, cf. Bereshit Rahba 65:22 (ed. Theodor-Albeck ) , pp.

742 ff.; B.A.Z. 18a (the latter is told of a Gentile executioner). I

hope to deal with the subject at greater length in another paper. On

the sentiment in Ashkenaz, cf. J.
Katz, Exchisiveness and Tolerance

(Oxford, 1961), pp. 90 ff.; N. Guedemann, Geschichte des Erziehungs-

wesens und der Cultur der Juden, I (Vienna, 1880), 150, n. 5. The

sacrificial and expiatory quality of physical suffering, especially of

death, although quite evident in rabbinic literature, is given re-

newed emphasis by the German pietists; cf. Eleazar of Worms,

Rokeah (Jerusalem, 1960), p. 3.
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of rabbinic legend, was construed as a fonn of voluntary

religious martyrdom.***

Please do not misunderstand me as arguing the halakic

rectitude of their acts. That is a matter for jurists to decide,

though I may add that I have support for my understanding

of their behavior in the juridic defenses of these acts by

outstanding halakists of the Middle Ages."**^ What I am try-

ing to do is to understand their religious temper. The
Ashkenazim were not at all emotionally passive in their

martyrdom. To the extent that their reMgious sentiments

would allow the chroniclers and poets to admit, many of

the martyrs and their contemporaries expressed great resent-

ment over the fate that God had meted out to them. While

some piously rehashed the ancient platitudes of Job's friends

that it was because of their sins that they were suffering,

others protested that it was not because of their short-

comings that they were dying but because of their perfec-

tion. As a generation unmatched in piety since the days of

Babbi Aldba and the ten martyrs, they had been elected to

serve as the sacrifice of atonement for all others.®*

It may well be that the Christian environment had stimu-

lated them to think along these particular rabbinic lines

rather than along others, which I will suggest influenced

many Sephardim. But the crucifixion motif as a vicarious

atonement had ample parallels in authentically Jewish

sources to allow them to construe their choice as a totally

Jewish one.®2 i^ ^ word, they treated aggadah and halakah

as a unit and behaved accordingly.

*» Cf. n. 46.

^Menahem ben Solomon ha-Meiri, Magen Abot (Jerusalem and New
York, 1958), p. 89; cf. also Zimmels, op. dt, p. 263, n. 4; cf. also

n. 55.

^^Cf. Solomon ben Simeon, op. cU. (ed, Habermann), passim and
especially pp. 25, 27, 46.

*2 Cf. G.F. Moore, Judaism, I, 546 flP.; S. Schechtcr, Some Aspects of

Rabbinic Theology, pp. 310 ff. On the souls of the righteous-who
have already died-as the materials of sacrifice in the heavenly

Temple, cf. Aptowitzer, op. dt., pp. 257 ff.

In the case of the dominant Sephardic responses to perse-

cution through marranism and even unqualified apostasy,

the situation is far more complex. Many doubtless elected to

live out of sheer instinct. But why assume that Ashkenazic

instincts are weaker than Sephardic ones? Obviously other

factors came into play, and it is these that interest us in the

present context.

In his famed Treatise on the Sanctification of the Name,

Maimonides informs us that some Jews, although they had

the opportunity to escape to safer pastures, elected to re-

main under Almohade rule as marranos, for they were sure

the Messiah would soon be at hand in any case.^^ This is

a most revealing statement, for the same messianic faith

that prompted Ashkenazim to elect death at their own
hands prompted some Sephardim—of whom the North Afri-

cans were a part—to try to have their cake and eat it too.

What better evidence do we need of the messianic predes-

tinarianism that had circulated in Sephardic circles? Nor

can this be dismissed as the quirk of a few Jewish crackpots,

for Maimonides regarded the notion as suflBciently serious

to treat it as a problem. The fact of the matter is that this

point of view became one of the dominant characteristics

of marranist thinking in the second great period of persecu-

tion confronting Sephardic Jewry, that is, in the persecu-

tions of 1391 and after. What Professor Baer has regarded

as evidence of a messianic movement on the part of many

marranos shortly before the expulsion from Spain, will, upon

more dispassionate examination, be seen to be not so much

a movement as expressions of hysterical guilt, of hope and

of reaffirmation of faith in the inevitability of the imminent

messianic deliverance.^* In other words, whereas Ashkenazic

53 Moses Maimonides, "Iggeret ha-Shemad," Hemdah Genuzah, ed.

by Z.H. Edebnann (Konigsberg, 1856), p. 12 a-b; =Rambam La am
(Mosad ha-Rav Kuk), XX, 66.

"Y. Baer, "Ha-Tenu'ah ha Meshiljit bi Sefarad bi-Tequfat ha-

Ceaish," Zion, V ( 1932-33), 61 ff. Cf. also Aescoly, op. cit, p. 295.

Needless to say, inquisitors would inflate such local manifestations

into major movements.
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political quiescence could generate mass emotional reli-

gious activism in the fonn of martyrdom, the open specula-

tion and even occasional active outbursts of the Sephardic

milieu would, in times of severe stress, produce extreme

relieious passivity.

ifthe^ Ae marranos of the Al^ohade period, we
are beset by a lack of copious source materials. There are

only two circuimtances that do appear worthy of mention

in L present context. While M^onides ,iequivocaIly

recognized the martyrs of the Ahnohade perse^tions ^
saalces in sancSon of the Name, he nevertheless

urged Jews to avoid martyrdom if they could. He, of course,

ju^fied his directive on strictly halaldc grounds. But

londer if it is not more than a ci.incidence Lt a represen-

tative of those circles of Judaism that had reservations at

least on the primacy of the resurrection in the messianic

fulfillment should be more reluctant to put his stamp of

approval oo wholesale martyrdom? As is widely known,

ell after all the apparent h'alakic differences o^ martyr-

dom between Maimonides and the Franco-German codifiers

have been leveled and harmonized, there exists a hard core

of dispute between them which cannot be resolved and of

which many Jewish jurists have taken note. That is the

question of the option open to a person to undergo martyr-

dom in certain situations when the law does not prescribe it.

Maimonides in his Mishneh Torch absolutely forbade it,

while the Franco-Germans proclaimed almost to a man that

it is a matter for the individual himself to decide.*^ Al-

though what was formally at issue was the interpretation

of classical texts, I cannot help but feel that in borderline

cases the spokesman of each Uch of Judaism read the

texts in accordance with the overall pattern of his thinking.

» For a m discussion and references to earlier literature, see M.
Krakovsky, Aboditt ha-Melek (Vilna, 1931), f. 6a and seq. to Mai-

monides Mishneh TomK Yesoday ha-Torah. 5. 1,2,4; cf. also Jacob

ben Asher, Tur, Yoreh Deah. par. 157 and Joseph Caro's notes thereto.
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The hesitancy that attended such reservations on the ulti-

mate reward and on the right of a man to decide his own
destiny through martyrdom doubtless percolated down to

the laity and influenced their behavior. Add to this the

widespread skepticism of the extreme type that we dis-

cussed earlier and you have the seedbed on which mar-
ranism could sprout and ultimately become a phenomenon
of major proportions.

If that is a matter of conjecture in the case of the Almo-
hade persecutions, in the case of the riots of 1391, and the

environment of the fifteenth century, the pattern is much
clearer. Indeed, a whole complex of Jewish factors was
available to rationalize sympathy for the "forced converts."

Whatever rationalizations were invoked after the fact, Baer

has argued convincingly that the deep religious skepticism

that had spread in the economically higher classes of

Sephardic Jewish society was one of the chief factors in

bringing about wholesale Spanish apostasy. Christian po-

lemicists and missionaries made capital of the widespread

doubts in the messianic fulfillment that had become part of

many a Jewish man's spiritual baggage. Despair of the mes-

sianic promise to Israel was doubtless a major factor in

swaying many to make the decision they did between 1391

and 1492.5*

Coupled with skepticism there was yet another product

of the Andalusian golden age that colored the Spanish tem-

per. That was the postiu-e of the Arab-type philosopher, the

conclusion that true salvation was being held in store for

the worthy individual rather than for the group as a whole.

Secondly, what counted ultimately was not what one did

so much as what one believed. If one's heart remained

steadfast, then formal defection was of secondary impor-

tance. Add to this the ever-growing conviction in respect-

able Jewish circles that Christianity was not really an

56 Y. Baer, History of the Jews in Christian Spain, II, 253 fF. 273 ff.
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idolatry*^ and you have fertile soil for the rationalization of

those marranos who remained secretly loyal, and above all

for the indubitable and widespread rabbinic sympathy for

them. They knew that the Messiah must come and soon,

and they were sure that those who could justify their inner-

most intentions would also be redeemed. Spanish activism

coupled with Spanish sophistication and skepticism helped

to produce the characteristic Sephardic response to the

Messiah and His challengers.

To sum up, two traditions, two distinct medieval ap-

proaches to the Messiah gained strong footholds in medieval

society. Although the times and circumstances that gener-

ated them changed radically, the traces of these two ap-

proaches, and variations on them, have remained down to

modem times.

" Katz, op. cU., pp. 115 i.
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Leo Baeck died ten years ago; Martin Buber left us in 1965.

And whenever the two are mentioned, a third name comes

to mind: Franz Rosenzweig, who would have reached the

age of eighty this December. There are still other men who
typified — and still typify — the best in German Jewry's con-

tribution to Jewish thought. But these three may be regarded

as its authentic — if you will, symbolic — representatives.

I propose to review not their teachings in general, nor their

general contribution to modern thinking, but to focus on

one single theme on which all three expressed themselves: the

theme of the book of Job. This book occupied the minds also

of other Jews of this century: there is Margarete Susman's

book on Job,i the Job tetralogy of Karl Wolfskehl,^ and the

extensive Job commentary by H. Torczyner.^

In concentrating on Baeck's, Buber's, and Rosenzweig's read-

ing of Job, we shall, I hope, discover that their respective Job
interpretations mirror their attitudes to man, Israel, and the

world.
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Before we start let us, however concisely, recall the outline

of the book of Job. It opens with a prose folk tale of the man
who through all adversity remains faithful to his God. "The
Lord gave, the Lord has taken away, blessed be the name of

the Lord" (Job 1:21). In the poetic dialogue that follows

a different Job appears: a rebel against the injustice rampant

in the affairs of the world, against the reign of evil, against

a God Who has turned man into a target of his hostility, a

God Who exists, though he refuses to answer the creature's



outcry. Three friends, later a fourth, Elihu, rise to the defense

of the God of tradition Who exercises just providence and

purifies man by suffering.

Yet, in the end, God does answer Job "out of the whirlwind**

(chapters 38 to 41) . But instead of answering Job's question,

"Why?", He recounts the glory and majesty of the created

universe, asking Job: "Knowest thou" anything, "canst thou"

do anything? Man's claim to knowledge, his expecution of

mercy, his appeal to justice are pointedly repudiated. All Job

can do is humbly to submit to the Power that does not share

its secret with man. A prose epilogue concludes the folk tale

of the beginning. Job, whose piety was only being tested, is

restored to his former happiness. Most probably, the author

of the dialogue used an older folk tale of Job as background

for his poem.

What emanates from the speeches of the Lord with which

the poem of Job culminates is an overwhelming neutrality

of the universe, in which man is an insignificant entity. This

fact is conveyed to man in a revelation in which God, though

speaking to man, maintains an aura of impersonality. It is

the offended, angry God of the Adam story, the God Who
reads the edict of expulsion from paradise as a consequence

of man's eating from the Tree of Knowledge. Knowledge is

the prerogative of the divine power, accessible to man only

for the price of suffering and, ultimately, of death.

Let us turn to the three men we propose to consider.

To Leo Baeck the teaching of Israel revolves around two

central points: the experience of mystery and the acceptance

of the divine commandment.

Mystery, as Baeck sees it, is the realm that surrounds the

clarity and explicitness in which we live. We exist here on

earth. "It is our home, and its circumference includes us.

Upon it, we are born, generation after generation; and upon

it, we die, grave after grave It carries us and reaches out

to us." But the fact that man is a thinking being is to Baeck

not merely a further step in the natural development of the

species man, but "a miracle." Spirit is nothing less than that.

Spiritual life implies that "the created human becomes cre-

ative, fashioning within the fashioned." "Comparing and

measuring, investigating and counting ... he determines pas-

sage and duration." Man conceives in the universe the rule

of the law, which Baeck terms "the constantly returning

sanction of the enduring."*

Though, ostensibly, the thinking spirit points to clarity,

certainty, and definiteness, something unfathomable encom-

passes all. Beyond space and time, which thinking man makes

his tools, there is revealed to man something mind cannot

fathom, but only reverence can approach, "that reverence

without which love does not live and faithfulness does not

endure." The revelation is expressed in the Biblical words:

"I am that I am, thy God."

Furthermore, man's awareness of a totality ("in which the

particular receives meaning") , of a deeper harmony, of a

comprehensive unity of existence, is to Baeck not an exten-

sion of man's ability to think, but also a mystery, in which

"earthly man has lifted himself above earth."^

Equally, the realm of ethics is taken by Baeck out of the

context of man's social or organizational, rational ordering

of life. To him, "the moral is the great contradiction of every-

thing which earthly existence seems to indicate." Man's "na-

tural" attitude is self-seeking; fellowman is "the subjugated

or excluded one, or he is the enemy." Man's conception of

selflessness as the attitude of the true self, of the "I" as emanat-

ing from the "thou" — this understanding of man is a miracu-

lous discovery. Through the immutable ethical commandment
"the created man can become . . . free inwardly." "The miracle

of morality makes him truly man."^

It is the commandment, the "thou shalt . . . with its roots in

mystery," that frees man from being directed solely by "the
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namral." The commandment allows man to be "a figure of

freedom/' Total comprehension of the factors of command-

ment and mystery, of the natm-al and the divine, is to Baeck

the enduring task of JudaismJ

Maintaining this view of God and man, how does Baeck read

the book of Job, that book which silences man's claim to

knowledge, and in the end, lets man confess that he cannot

know, and cannot do? Can Baeck incorporate this book into

Ms view of life and of Judaism?

He can't. In his This People Israel he considers the book of

Job together with Koheleth, Ecclesiastes. Despite their differ-

ences, "both are books of hokhmah," documents of the Bibli-

cal doctrine of wisdom. Job is "a volcanic book," the other

"a book of coolness." In Job "the questions boil and bum, . .

.

the other one sorts and stacks questions." In Job, "man's suf-

ferings urge and force themselves and rise before us, . . . in the

other a man philosophizes about the world and God." The

book of Job "forces its way down to the deepest human pain

and agony," the other examines dispassionately the concerns,

the worries, which do, after all, exist.*

Both nevertheless conclude with the motif of hokhmah, Eccle-

siastes, as we know, addresses these final words to man: "the

end of matter ... is: fear God and keep His commandments;

for this is the whole man" (Eccles. 12:13). This, adds Baeck, is

the expression of hokhmah, a term which embraces "what the

contemplation of another people called humaneness, human-

ity." Hokhmah "is that which testifies to the permanence of

creation, to the permanence of revelation.""*

Turning to the book of Job, Baeck notes that its hero is

"always ready to confess that God is God, and that man is

man, but he will never deny the way of his life," that is, accept

the view that his affliction is a punishment for sins. But after

the problems and needs of Job's life have been dealt with,

the book moves on to that "which the world eternally needs,

and which yet remains within God's mystery." Out of the

mystery which surrounds man in the world Job receives an

6

answer "addressed to the world and to man who asks." The

contents of the answer is — hokhmah. Chapter 28, the hymn

on wisdom, Baeck reads as the answer. Here the question is

asked: "Whence then cometh wisdom?" It is stated that "no

mortal knoweth the pathway to it," it is not found in the

deep, in Destruction and Death; "it is hid from the eyes of

the living." Only "God knoweth the place thereof." In the

mystery of creation "did He see it ... He established it . .

."

But as for man: "Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom;

and to depart from evil is understanding."

This is the answer. Wisdom is a divine faculty; man's part in

it— a central part — consists in the commandment: Fear the

Lord; depart from evil. In this answer "the life of Job finds

its self-justification," says Baeck.^**

Baeck does note that this chapter 28 "stands in the center

of the book." He does not mention the manner in which the

book continues and on what note its poetic part concludes.

For whatever the history of our text's composition, the book

in the form in which it became part of the Bible, moves on

to the mighty speeches of the Lord in which the picture of

the created world is unfolded in all its glory and majesty.

In contradistinction, however, to Genesis chapters one and

two, where man becomes the crown of creation, the master

of this earth, here, in Job, God appears as the sole lord and

master of a gigantic universe. Stars, light and darkness, wind,

rain and hail, the lion and the raven, the horse and the hawk,

the hippopotamus and the crocodile — all are there; but man

is left out, his existence is not noticed, although, to be sure,

the Lord's speeches are addressed to him. In words of thun-

der man is informed of his insignificance in the totality of

things. This verdict Job humbly accepts.

But Leo Baeck does not. His man partakes both in the mystery

and in the commandment, and through the latter the crea-

ture becomes the creator. Viewing life under the aspects of

"thou shalt" and "thou shalt not," man enters into a covenant

with God, a covenant defined by Baeck as "the continually

active order of creation and revelation."^^



How could Baeck accept an answer to man and to the world

in wMdi creation is the factor which separates God and man,

and revelation the testimony of that separation? Thus, in the

manner of the midrashic masters of old — of whom Baeck was

a modem incarnation — he accentuates that which appears to

him eternally valid in the text while leaving the rest unquoted.

Thus it is hokhmah in chapter 28, with its appeal to human

action, and not the Lord's speeches in chapters 38 seq. with

their devastating critique of human presumption, that Baeck

must consider to be the high point in this book. Man must

not be allowed to be silenced by the Creator. The covenant

and its implied commandment to man - issues of hokhmah

— are the ones that truly matter and that must echo from the

pages of the book of Job.

It is of interest to note Baeck's use of the book of Job in

his earlier work. The Essence of Judaism. Here he quotes Job's

pious dictum: "Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and

shall we not receive evil?" (Job 2:10) ,*« and Job 31:13-15 on

the human right of the slave;^« refers to two passages from

the Elihu speeches (Job 36:15 and 37:19) ;»* and twice cites

the conclusion of the hokhmah chapter (Job 28:28) ," stress-

ing the fear of the Lord as wisdom and departing from evil

as understanding. But here too there is no reference to chap-

ters 38 seq., the Lord's stem answer from the whirlwind.

The young Baeck's opinion on the world-view of these

speeches, disclosed indirectly by their omission in The Es-

sence of Judaism, is profoundly strengthened in the older

Baeck's This People Israel, where Job 28, the chapter on

hokhmah, is interpreted as the core of the book and the true

answer to Job.

Not only the years of the maturing process of study and

reflection intervene between Baeck's two works, but also the

period of sharing with fellow Jews and fellow humans the

agony of persecution and the bmtal experience of the There-

sienstadt camp — the place where much of This People Israel

was written. Under the circumstances one could have ac-
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cepted as reality the depersonalization and dehumanization

of man, diabolically planned by the agents of doom; could

have agreed with Job that unredeemed evil exists, that God

is no longer concerned with his creation, and that man does

not count. Leo Baeck, however, became a symbolic repre-

sentative of those whose faith is stronger than evil, and whose

love stronger than death. His interpretation of Job in This

People Israel is a suffering servant's affirmation of this faith

and a confirmation of the young reflecting servant's jottings

in The Essence of Judaism,

The treatment of evil and suffering in the book of Job has

been compared with the composition on the same theme in

Psalm 73. There the questioner and doubter, tormented by

the sad state of world and society, finally achieves certainty

in the realization that his "life is bound up with something

eternal...:^® "Whom have I in heaven but Thee? And be-

side Thee I desire none upon earth" (Ps. 73:25) .
His ul-

timate experience is the presence of God in his life: "The

nearness of God is my good" (Ps. 73:28) . In this relationship

anguished man finds his rest. In contrast to the poem of Job,

which leaves us with a strange feeling of impersonality and

remoteness of the divine address to man. Psalm 73 ends on a

note of complete trust in the human address to God. Baeck

quotes this psalm three times in The Essence of Judaism,^^

and it permeates This People Israel from beginning to end.

The book of Job, on the other hand, required the art of a cir-

cumspect exegete and his assiduous though respectful critique.

Ill

Martin Buber, the propounder of the I-Thou relationship,

the dialogical communion, and the way of response, accorded

much attention to the book of Job. In his translation of the

Bible Job is treated with special consideration; in his The

Prophetic Faith^^ Job is carefully analyzed; in a lecture

given in New York in 1951 he refers to the Job drama.

His discourse on Job in The Prophetic Faith is one of the

most subtle and intriguing of his essays on Biblical themes.



How does he read the book which, he believes, was written

at the beginning of the Babylonian Exile, thus preceding

Deutero-Isaiah and Psalm 73?

As an initial premise, Buber agrees with J. Hempel " that

Job's outcries against evil and injustice are based not on the

experience of a single person; in reading Job "we think less

of the sufiEerings of an individual than of the exile of a

people"; the book is "the fruit of supra-personal sufferings."

Bdiind the "I" of the book "stands die 1* of Israel." "

The body of the Job book shows us, Buber says, the succeed-

ing vi«»s o£ God's relationship to man's sufferings presented

in the book. The prose folk tale speaks of a God, "a small

mythological idol," who lets Satan test the faith of an in-

nocent man. Job, a motive "not befitting the deity," though

•"man proves true as man." This is followed by the view of

God held by Job's friends. They represent "the dogmatic

view of the cause and effect in the divine system of requital:

Job's sufferings testify to his guilt." Their God is not a God
of living faith but a deity of formalized "religion," which

offers man "a reasonable and rational God." Job's knowledge

oi reality protests against such calculated theology.^

I
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Job in his answers to the friends is understood by Buber as

a man of faith. He experiences evil. God, the living one,

has "withdrawn Job's right" (cf. 27:2) , "searches after his

iniquity" (10:6) , "snatches at him stormily" (9:17) ; He does

not apparently distinguish between the just and the unjust;

both "the honest and the wicked He exterminates" (9:22)

.

Yet "Tob's faith in justice is not broken down He be-

lieves in God in spite of believing in justice." He "knows that

God is not a Satan grown into omnipotence." He experi-

ences Him through suffering and contradiction, but "even in

this way he does experience God."**

Buber does not see in Job the rebel against a God who is

the author of evil, the Creator who has abandoned his crea-

tion. The God Buber's Job experiences is a God who "hides

10
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His face" (Job 13:24), a Biblical term used by Buber also

in other connections to explain periods of absurdity in hu-

man or historical existence, the dark hours of life which

seem bereft of meaning. Such periods are but inexplicable

suspensions of God's conduct of affairs, intrusions of silence

in the unending dialogue between God and world. Job does

not, in Buber's view, implore the deity to rebut the charge

of universal injustice, but only to respond, to answer. He
"struggles against the remoteness of God," against His silence;

he asks only to experience His presence, which would tran-

scend "the absurd duality of a truth known to man" (namely,

that God is just) and "a reality sent of God" (namely, the

rule of injustice) . It is "diis hiding, the eclipse of divine

light" that is the source of Job's despair. "When shall we

be allowed to see Him again?" 23

In the end, God does answer. Along with others, Buber

considers the text of chapters 38 to 41 (and other sections

of the book) to be a late revision, reworked to so great an

extent that the original text cannot be restored. He believes,

nevertheless, that notwithstanding difficulties it is possible to

proffer a decisive interpretation of God's speeches. He takes

pains to explain that these speeches of the Lord transcend

mere demonstration of the mysterious character of His rule

in nature. They are more than a declaration to Job that he

cannot know the workings of the universe.

What, then, is the focal point of the speeches? They assert

the presence of justice, not justice as it is understood by

man but a justice that is "manifest in creation." The creation

of the world (retold in these chapters) "is justice, a dis-

tributing, giving justice." Furthermore: "The creation itself

already means communication between Creator and crea-

ture." What matters to Buber essentially is that Job hears

"the voice of Him Who answers/* that "God draws near to

man," that "the absolute power is for human personality's

sake become personality." To the sufferer, God "offers Him-

self as an answer." The decisive thing is the "self-limitation

of God to a person, answering a person."**

II



A lofty picture indeed, reminiscent of the great medieval

attempts to rescue Job from his tragic knowledge, from his

loneliness, from the depths of his despair. The text, however,

presents the pre-"conversion" Job as a true rebel, a man who

sees in God his antagonist, his enemy even. Buber underplays

Job's rebellion, man's uprising against a cruel, violent world

and its maker. He speaks merely of Job's questioning, pro-

testing;** if rebellion it be, it is but the act of a "faithful

rebel." who "in all his revolt was God's witness on eardi,

as God was his (Job's) witness in heaven." *« Even in the

extremity of suffering. Job exemplifies the man who remains

loyal to the covenant. His estrangement from God is dius

reduced to a minimum, an interpretation hardly justified

by the text. By the same token, Buber reads God's answer to

Job as implying a more intimate, more direct, more personal

relationship than the text intends it to be.

In the text. Job wishes to face his accuser, hopes to prove

his innocence. God does appear. But far from "drawing near

to man" and "offering Himself as an answer," as Buber says,

God in this revelation remains strangely remote. Instead of

answering Job's charges. He addresses certain questions to

him: "Hast thou commanded the morning?" "Knowest thou

the ordinances of the heavens?" "Hast thou given the horse

his strength?" "Will the wild-ox be willing to serve thee?"

Such questions are not designed to inform Job of "a divine

justice, manifest in creation," as Buber states, but rather to

repudiate Job's arrogant demand for special attention, his

claim to the possession of knowledge.

In contradistinction to the creation story in Genesis, where

man is central, the creation story in the Lord's speeches,

though addressed to man, omits reference to man, save to

point to his insignificance. Thus, in the end. Job cannot

help admitting that the sole knowledge he has is that of God's

mastery in the universe; now he no longer asserts anything,

no longer avows, no longer declares, but humbly asks to be

granted knowledge of that which he may know. His newly

acquired knowledge of God contains an element of remote-
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ness; here no conventional rapport is possible, no recipro-

city, only humble acknowledgment and silence. With this

knowledge, Job, it seems to me, stands alone in the Biblical

world and not, as Buber notes, in a succession of servants ot

the Lord, a succession that leads to the suffering servant in

Deutero-Isaiah.*^

Buber follows his analysis of the book of Job by an inter-

pretation of Psalm 73, that eloquent affirmation of God's

nearness to anguished man. He believes in fact, that the

author of this psalm was influenced by the writer of Job.

But here, in Psalm 73, the complex thought structure of the

thinker Job is replaced by "a simple certainty and com-

posure ... the simple 'yea' of the man of prayer." Here the

relationship between the "I" and the "Thou" is immediate.^s

The psalmist "does not turn his eyes away from the suffer-

ings of earth," but "experiences the nearness of God . . . and

this is enough."29 Even death is turned into a divine mystery.

"God does not remove His presence from His men even in

death." 30 It is possible for Buber to follow Psalm 73 as it

stands up to its climax of the nearness of God in life and

in death. No exegetical skill was needed for its comprehen-

sion. The author of / and Thou found in it a Biblical veri-

fication of his own central views. In his discourse on Job

he thought it right to be guided by the insights of the

psalmist. If Job was indeed the master and the psalmist the

disciple, the latter helped the interpreter to understand the

former, so that Job, too, could be read in the light of the

I and Thou relationship and as a document of mature,

Biblical, nondogmatic, faith.

However, after this has been said we have to admit that it

is not with the book of Job and its actual meaning that

Buber wrestles, but with the problem of evil and divine

remoteness posed by it. Evil, in Buber's view is aimlessness,

lack of direction, lack of decision — in man; it is man's stub-

bom loneliness, his unrelatedness. Once he has established

direction towards his fellowman, his community, and thus

has turned to God, once he has responded to the call of
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creature and Creator, he will no longer encounter evil in

the world outside him. Evil "can exist in the outer world

only because it exists within us." «* It exists not "when I meet

my fellowman; I experience it when I meet myself." ^^ Thus
Bubcr overcame the last vestiges of Gnostic dualism, which

posits the reality of evil, a dualism that has been the lure

knd the comfort of man, both ancient and modern, and of

which Buber was fully aware.

His all-embracing faith in creation as an ever renewed act

of a benign Creator who turns to man, summons man, and

to whom man responds, enabled him to approach the most

painful Jewish question of our age: "How is Jewish life, life

with God, possible after Auschwitz? . . . The estrangement has

become too cruel, the hiddenness too deep . . . Can one still,

as an individual and as a people, enter into a dialogic re-

lationsihp with Him? . . . Dare we recommend to the survivor

of Auschwitz, the Job of the gas chambers: *Call to Him for

He is good, for His mercy endureth forever*?" ^'

Buber looks to Job for an answer; the Job, to be sure, as he

interpreted him. Job's God is a "cruel" God (Job 30:21),

who has "removed his right" from man (27:2) . And yet. Job

receives an answer. The divine reply does not, however, con-

cern itself with Job's charge. "The true answer ... is God's

appearance only, only this Aat distance turns into nearness

. . . Nothing has happened but that man again hears God's

address. The mystery has remained unsolved, but it has

become man's." ®*

And how is it with us? asks Buber. Can we still recognize

in Job our guide through the valley of darkness, or do we

follow the tragic hero of the Greeks who "stands overcome

before faceless fate?" Buber considers us strong enough, Jew-

ish enough, to follow Job. Struggling "for the redemption

of earthly being, we appeal to the help of our Lord, Who is

again and still a hiding one. In such a state we await His

voice." And when the voice is heard, "we shall recognize
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again our cruel and merciful Lord."^** He will proclaim

not the insignificance of man — the literal meaning of Job

38 seq. — but God's presence, which is in itself the presence

of grace.

Thus does Buber, speaking with utmost care and delibera-

tion, express the possibility of faith in our time. On his

tombstone in Jerusalem are engraved the words: "I am con-

tinually with Thee" (Psalm 73:23)

.

IV

Franz Rosenzweig defined reality as an eternal interrelation-

ship between the three elements, God, world, and man, and

termed the ever-recurring actions of one element upon the

other: Creation, Revelation, and Redemption.

Creation is the first, silent, contact between God and world;

paganism plays its part in intellectual history within the

sphere of creation. The Greek tragic hero is silent; he suffers

in silence; he does not raise the Joban question about guilt

and fate; alone with his self, and in silence, he approaches

his doom.^^

In revelation God makes known his love for man. In this

love originates man's ability to love, to respond, to be a per-

son, and to concern himself with the other and with the

world, to enter a process which culminates in redemption.

In different ways, both authentic, Judaism and Christianity

partake in the acts of revelation and redemption. Compared

with Buber's Biblical humanism, Rosenzweig searches for

the theological background of the humanity of man. Com-

pared with Baeck's concept of tension between mystery and

commandment, he defines the Jew as living in an ever-re-

newed anticipation of redemption.

Rosenzweig read the book of Job and gave it much thought,

although he did not give it a scholar's attention and died

before the Buber-Rosenzweig translation of the Bible reached



this work. There are three basic references to Job in Der

Stem der Erlosung, one important reference in his Jehuda

Halevi, and one revealing passage on Job in a letter to Buber.

He approaches the book from the point of view of its folk

tale introduction and its folk tale ending. There he found

the key to the Job drama as a whole. We have already noted

his allusion to the silent hero of the Greek tragedy versus

the speaking, reacting, responding Job. More significant is

the observation that the highest testimony of the miracle

posited by faith, and of faith itself, is the testimony of the

martyr, as, Rosenzweig adds, "Satan in the book of Job well

knew." 2^ Here Job appears as the symbol of the man whose

suffering is essential for the proof of the genuineness of his

faith. That the Job of the poetic dialogue viewed suffering

(and evil) as indicative of God's faithlessness is of no con-

cern to Rosenzweig. His focus is on the prose introduction.

Of even greater importance is his discussion of the motif of

man being tested by God. Job — again the Job of the prose

folk tale — is being put to a test. Only the test will demon-

strate who is a free man in his relationship to God and,

contrariwise, whose belief is based on the actual evidence

of divine providence. "Man must know that at times he is

being tested for the sake of his freedom." 2* With his charm-

ing, disanning irony Rosenzweig remarks that if the remote

river Sambatyon (which, according to legend, is so pious

that it rests on the Sabbath) rather than the Main would

flow through Frankfurt, then all of Frankfurt Jewry would

be strict Sabbath observers. But God does not do such things.

He dreads the thought that then, "the most unfree, the timid,

and the fearful would be the most pious. But, evidently, God
wants only the free to be His."'» Consequently, He must not

only conceal his actions, but mislead man about them. "He
must make it difficult, yea, impossible to understand them,

so as to give man the opportunity truly to believe, that is,

to ground his faith and trust in freedom," rather than follow

the "immortal advice of Job's wife: 'Curse God and die!'

"

"Man's freedom may well be limited in all other respects;

toward God his freedom is without limits."*** This is the

foundation upon which the God-man relationship in revela-

tion, and the man-world relationship in redemption, is built.

The book of Job pointed the way, but, again, not the rebel-

lious dialogue with its tension between Creator and creature,

but only the prose folk tale.

In 1923 Rosenzweig asked Buber to lecture on Job in the

Frankfurt Lehrhaus. In this connection he remarked that he

had been reading Job "as a Biblical illustration of (Buber's)

/ and Thou," considering Job 42:7-9 " as the key to the

whole." " In that passage God repudiates the dogmatic, logi-

cal friends of Job and elects His "servant Job" who has

"spoken of Me the thing that is right." Job the man of faith

and prayer, was close to Rosenzweig's concept of life, just as

Job the accuser, the blasphemer, the rebel against the silent,

hostile, God, was foreign to him.

One of the questions asked of Job in the Lord's speeches is:

"By what way is the light parted?" (Job 38:24) . Like the

others, this question, too, is intended to evoke in man the

answer: "I do not know." Rosenzweig detects a reference to

this phrase in a Judah ha-Levi poem for the Feast of Revela-

tion where it is stated: "The way the light is parted He has

made to be my way." Rosenzweig notes that it is the shatter-

ing divine question rather than the shattering reply, "I do

not know," to which Judah ha-Levi, responded in a daring

yet humble and trusting answer, turning the mystery of crea-

tion into the commandment of revelation: the enigmatic way

of primordial light becomes the way of man. The remote

God of creation becomes m Rosenzweig's view the near, lov-

ing, commanding God of revelation.^^

It is not surprising that Rosenzweig's favorite psalm was

Psalm 73, the same poem that we found central in the thought

of both Baeck and Buber. Here, the questioning doubts of

the skeptic are overcome by the certainty of faith. "Never-

theless (i.e., despite the seeming disorder in our world) I

am continually with Thee" (Psalm 73:23) . At Rosenzweig's

burial this psalm was recited by Buber. His gravestone carries
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this inscription, years later chosen by Buber for his own
memorial: Va-ani tamid immakh, "I am continually with

All three thinkers, Baeck, Buber, and Rosenzweig, experi-

enced the fate of Job in our own times: Rosenzweig in the

eight years of progressive paralysis which attacked the young

man of thirty-six; Baeck in the years endured in a concen-

tration camp together with his brothers and sisters; Buber,

preceptor of Jewry in the Hitler years, as witness of the catas-

trophe that befell European Jewry, whose spiritual image he

had helped to mold in the pre-Nazi decades.

All of them could have turned to the dark chapters of Job's

rebellion and to the motif of tragic remoteness in the Lord's

speeches as Biblical confirmation of the evil they themselves

had experienced, each in his own way. They did not do so.

Instead, deviating from its intended meaning, they turned

the book of Job into a testimony of man's faith, of his re-

sponse to the summons of creation, of hi, enduring, though

at times interrupted, dialogue with the divine. In so doing,

they affirmed their own faith. The sophistication of the book

of Job challenged their minds; the utter simplicity of Psalm

73 captured their innermost being.

And if we ask what die young generation, our sons and

daughters, and, in turn, their children, can learn from these

spokesmen of German Jewry, which is no more, the answer

is: not necessarily their exegesis or their mode of thinking,

but their devotion to the task at hand, their hope for man
and his future, their faith in the "thou shah" and "thou

shalt not," their affirmation of the reality of the divine in

human life - fundamental notions derived by them from

the sources of classical Judaism. Through Buber, Rosenzweig,

and Baeck and through their disciples these sources may
speak again to those who will come after us and help shape

their lives as human beings and as members of the fellowship

of Israel.
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PUNTED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

By "modern German literature" I mean those creations whose

themes and forms have set the course which writing has taken

since the turn of the century. (Let me add immediately that

I do not wish to imply that theme and form exist indepen-

dent of one another; on the contrary, they are the indissolu-

ble co-ordinates of a single system.) As for "Jewish Prague,"

in this phrase I would bring together not only diose men

of Jewish ancestry born in Prague, but also those who came

to live there for periods sufficiently extensive to have marked

them for life. My undertaking would appear to be bounded

in time by the destruction of Prague Jewry at the violent

hands of German National Socialism. But quite active ele-

ments of Prague's German-Jewish literary scene are opera-

tive even today in various parts of the world, and I do not

simply refer to elderly left-overs from Prague's literary golden

age, but to younger writers, like Hans Guenther Adler in

London, or Franz Wurm in Zurich, men who by no means

deny Prague as their intellectual origin. Thus it is also in

the present generation, and not merely in its past, or in

those participants once active on its stage who still happen

to be alive, in which Jewish Prague stands out among Ger-

man literature's intellectual presences.

The writers about whom we shall be speaking have not been

selected from the broad fields of scientific writing in all

its disciplines; it seemed of greater importance to me to

choose those writers whose creative expressions have in-

creased the range of German style and poetry, whose works,

in short, we are used to call somewhat conventionally

"schone Literatur," a phrase which I will allow only on the



cx>nditioii that, in the manner of Socrates, "the good" neces-

sarily accompanies "the beautiful." In such a case it is ad-

mittedly diflScult enough to rule out the significant contribu-

tions to history, or to philosophy, to criticism and the natu-

ral sciences; for it is notorious that such citizens of Prague

as Felix Weltsch, Erich von Kahler, Max Wertheimer, Hans
Kohn, Friedrich Thieberger, Willy Haas, Paul Nettl or

Robert Weltsch and Hugo Bergmann, to mention only a

few, did not excel just in their scientific spheres proper, but

rather that the creative development of the language too

owed them a great deal. Yet their services and principles

must remain outside the focus of our study.

Let us set ourselves the problem of answering the following

question: What part have Prague's Jewish writers and poets

played in furthering the development of the German poetic

ethos and its literary expression?

Significantly, the increasing fame of writers with Prague

backgrounds has brought into fashion a tendency to dispute

and denigrate their German. Nor have the numerous pro-

fessors and critics drawn the line at Prague's Jewish citizens.

They have attacked Christians as well — Rilke, for instance.

This kind of campaign dates back to the days of Karl Kraus,

but in his case we are in a position to know that many of

his attacks are grounded in personal animosity, and may be

discounted accordingly. But Kraus was not alone. Somewhat

later Bert Brecht unbosomed himself of an almost hysterical

aversion to authors from Prague and for Prague itself.

(Brecht grew up in Augsburg.) I really have no idea what

legitimates Brecht's calling Prague, and I quote, "a bad en-

vironment filled with journalists and pompous literati." He
goes on to mention, in this connection, "that good-for-noth-

ing Kafka, a sorry, unhappy creature, a shimmering bubble

on the surface of the cesspool which passes for culture in

Prague — and nothing more," end of quote. We ask ourselves

and not without some concern just where Brecht acquired

the experience on which such a diagnosis rests, even though

we concede him, in consideration of the respect his poetic

stature enjoys, the right to a certain "anger of free speech",

however unjustified.

But even in 1967, on the theme of Rainer Maria Rilke, in

one of the most respected German almanacs, the first essay

evinced a wondrous odium philologicum for Prague Ger-

man, equal to that which prevailed during the Berlin Kafka

seminar of 1966, where, however, the majority of the parti-

cipants were far too young to know or to grasp the Austrian

Prague or the Czech Prague of the old days. They imagined

the life of Germans there, and in particular of German-

speaking Jews, as a sort of Ghetto existence encapsulated in

a Czech environment. (Many actually used the word "ghetto"

in a consciously pejorative sense!) But the truth of the mat-

ter is quite different. The Germans of Prague, fed by the

energies of every branch of the arts and sciences, literature

and the theater in particular, not only cast an unobscured

light over neighboring Germany, they lighted no small part

of the worldl Nonetheless, certain critics, who believe they

cannot err, disparage the German spoken in Prague, as —
and I quote ~ "Kitchen-Bohemian," "a dialect of the Dias-

pora," and "Jew-German."

The use of such expressions can only astonish a German

writer like myself who happens to be from Prague. It should

alarm anyone who has ever considered how deep the jargon

of the Nazi-German intellectual catastrophe has taken root,

even in those members of the rising generation who believe

themselves in opposition. Now, one of the sworn witnesses

for the German language, Jakob Grimm, ascertained long ago

that poetry and justice (and we can substitute "language"

for "poetry" here) have a common source; thus wherever

justice has been crushed, there, for many generations, lan-

guage and the intellect will appear in stunted forms.

The German spoken in Prague (and not only by Jewish

authors) may not be free of accent, but no German writer

should reproach another with this, of all things. Goethe

wouldn't have — he spoke the Frankfort dialect, and occa-
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sionally wrote it too. Nor Schiller either, who, we are told,

spoke Swabian all day long. Not Hebel, whose head was so

full of his Alemannic that it ran into his pen - to our joy!

Nor should a German — I am thinking of Wolfskehl - who

spoke the dialect of Darmstadt, nor any author who was a

true Berliner, or a Baltic German, or from Switzerland, or

Vienna. All of them had their inevitable accents, and stiU

do. But over and above this, many of the greatest of them

spoke the dialect they grew up with wherever they were

bom. We Prague Germans, on the other hand, day in, day

out, spoke the same pure German which we wrote, and still

write. In our case there was no mysterious re-shaping when

we stopped talking and started writing. (Here I must re-

nounce any investigation of the psychological, ideological,

and perhaps even sociological discrepancies, although worthy

our attention, which might arise between writer and audi-

ence due to this primary discrepancy between the language

of everyday life and the language of literature - even though

such an investigation might very well offer precious sugges-

tions for an understanding of the dilemma of German in-

tellectualism.) For a German writer living in Prague, at any

rate, this dilemma simply did not exist. His written and

spoken German is authenticated at least as far back as the

14th century, when the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles IV,

had his great chancellor. Johannes von Neumarkt, establish

the German of the Prague Imperial Chancery as the official

language of the whole realm. This later evolved into the

German into which Luther translated the Bible intended for

use throughout Germany. Prague's Germans and German

Jews were the protectors and promoters of a language which

may be called classical. That in the development of an accent

the magnetic field of the environing Czech language was

operative, even as the Hebraic dynamo ("Yiddish," however,

by no means!) in the case of speakers of Jewish origin,

would not be extraordinary, and therein the Prague Ger-

mans differ not at all from the Germans of other centers.

But apart from this accent, the coinage of "ungerman" words

and expressions is rather less frequent there than in other

places where Germany borders upon other nations.

In spite of this, the above-mentioned almanac contains dis-

approving locutions such as — and I quote — "the literary

hot-house climate of Prague and the German language's

flimsy foundations there." All the same, in the first third of

the twentieth century, before the German people let Hitler

overp>ower them, Prague with its 40,000 Germans, very many

of whom were Jewish, had produced three German writers

of international prominence. Rilke, Kafka, Werfel — and

those are only the world-famous names. At the same time

there were 90 million German speaking inhabitants of Ger-

many, Austria, Switzerland and other parts of the world.

Let us count as Prague's particular privilege that the con-

tribution to the glory of German literature occurred not only

quantitatively but astonishes as well by the quality of these

poets.

II

Much has been published individually about Prague's Ger-

man-Jewish writers. The Kafka literature, in particular, runs

to hundreds of books and essays in almost every language.

In the Festschrift for Robert Weltsch which appeared in

1961 Hans Tramer sketches a most animated picture of

Prague's intellectual diversity, and the city's vehement in-

tellectual dynamism appears in Willy Haas's memoirs. The

Literary World. And last year, in his book The Prague

Circle, Max Brod, while describing the activity of his own

generation, and of the succeeding concentric "circles" of

productive writers and poets, critically surveyed their fields

of thought. But do not expect me to enumerate all Prague's

Jewish writers of the "liberal era," (Friedrich Adler, Hugo

Salus, Heinrich Teweles or Fritz Mauthner, to name a few) ,*

or those more recent who attained a more or less justified

literary celebrity. What we shall be concerned with is the

ethical-stylistic specific gravities of the three most represent-

ative poets united by their birth-place PRAGUE and marked

by it: Franz Kafka, Max Brod and Franz Werfel. For in my
time so many German-Jewish authors made this city their

•who belonged ideologically to the 19th century but lived into our time



liome and worked there so assiduously that a complete cita-

tioii of the names of even the more renowned might sound

almost immodest But let me call to your attention only the

novelists Ernst Weiss, Oskar Baum, Ludwig Winder, Egon

Erwin Kisch, Hermann Ungar, and Hermann Grab, or the

dramatists Paul Kornfeld and Melchior Vischer, or the poets

Rudolf Fuchs and Franz Janowitz — not to mention the in-

comparable Paul Adlerl Now some of them were actually

bom elsewhere in Bohemia than Prague, yet each had a

heart which beat in time with that city's rhythm, and thus

they can be conveniently counted among Prague's citizens.

Even Gustav Meyrink is most often found listed as a Prager,

although bom in Vienna.

Try to imagine a city which was not simply a national capi-

tal with a national language, but a very metropolis indeed,

thanks to its being bilingual, to its variety of creeds and

classes, and thanks to its often having played a decisive part

over the centuries in the determination of the fate of Europe.

Thus you will be in a position to appreciate the tremendous

intellectual dynamo which led there to the uninterrupted

maintenance of a sort of electrical high-tension, not to say

to repeated "short-circuits and explosions!" Now Prague was

neither "easy-going," as people used to claim Vienna was,

nor "sassy," like Berlin. Prague was serious and combative,

for ages the point of departure for conflicts of religion or

of conscience, for rebellions against overpowering authorities

such as Emperor and Pope. Knowledge of Prague's character

formed the ethos of its authors, whether German or Czech

Christian or Jew. Who can speak here of a "Ghetto?" And

the specific singularity of Prague's German-Jewish citizens

manifested itself at the time of the first world war in this,

that among their poets and writers not one published so

much as a syllable in favor of the war and violence. In this

they were isolated from that general enthusiasm which the

war fanned in what was termed "better German literature"

outside of Bohemia. (See among other publications the Insel

Verlag's War Almanack, 1915.) Even though my topic is

Prague's German-Jewish authors, I cannot help thinking of

Rilke as soon as the subject of modern German literature

is broached. It is as impossible to talk Prague out of Rilke

as Rilke out of Praguel He elicited new lyrical sonorities

and cadences from the German language. Perhaps it was his

Prague and Bohemian background which created the neces-

sary linguistic and spiritual awareness. He remained faithful

to it no matter how little exterior show he might have

allowed it in a life sj^ent for the most part under foreign

skies, in the company of princesses, or artistically framed k

la Worpswede. For he wrote

/ am touched so deeply

By songs of Bohemian folk

When the tunes sneak

Into my heart, they weigh it down . . .

("Bohemian" here stands for the Czech people of the Bo-

hemian country)

Whatever it is which makes a poet's heart heavy becomes the

innermost concern and direction of his verse. And in the last

quatrain of his almost epigrammatic little poem Rilke

admits that the sound of this "Bohemian" - that is to say

Czech - folksong will accompany him into distant lands. He

confesses his attachment to a longing, and I will not let the

reproach of "Sentimentalist!" deter me (since I hold senti-

ment for a virtue as long as it is genuine) from claiming

for longing the largest part in the moulding of a poet.

Like Werfel, Rilke felt a nostalgia for "what lasts," for what-

ever it is that everlastingly creates a true home; because, as

Prague Germans, both possessed such a home - and also felt

the want of one. And for both of them "what lasts" comes

unalloyed from the people, wrapped in a nostalgia colored

with self-reproach. Listen to the way Werfel, as from a great

distance, picks up Rilke's folksong motif:

As long as on Slovakian flowers

The Tatra wind gentleness showers,

So long will girls work with glee

Flowers into their embroidery.



As long as the axe still resounds

At dawn on sylvan Bavarian grounds.

So long will the lonely one cut

God and holy saints in his hut.

As long as the sea scans all ships

Of its men on Ligurian trips.

So long will it watch on its strands

The women's bobbin lacing hands.

You people of the earth, I am moved
By the "lasting' you accomplished and proved.

I, myself, without clan without land

Now rest my forehead in my hand.

(Translation by Walter Sorell)

WerfeFs nostalgia is even more precipitous than Rilke's. It

arises out of that isolation which is the poet's fundamental

condition. To the poet "on this earth all of us are strangers,"

in as much as one does not live a life anchored in Nature.

For it is Nature herself from which community springs, and
each community in its turn tends backward in all its purest

emotions toward its source. Even were we to interpret Wer-
fel's poem as an intuition of his exile, or as the anguish of

a Jew estranged from his faith, this poem would still say

a great deal more than a purely personal confession. In

Kafka's first book, Meditation, which appeared a quarter of

a century before Werfel's poem, this isolation is already felt

as an integral part of the thinker's nature. There we find

a piece entitled "The Misfortune of being a bachelor" end-

ing with this cadence: "So it will be; only that in reality

as well, and later, one will stand there with one's own body

and with a real hand, and thus a forehead too, so that one's

hand will have something to strike against." Here it is again,

just as in Werfel's poem, the image of the forehead, and of

the hand; severity and self-accusation. Yet we must not take

this bachelor for a merely autobiographical reflection, nor

in the everyday sense of a man who hasn't made up his

mind to marry. In this triviality Kafka metaphorically repre-

sents intellectual isolation.

10

Language and ethos formed an indivisible unity to Wer-

fel. To renew the German language in its very ethos was

his dearest wish. Language was always his one true beloved

and companion. With her he created works, filling them

with life. And this applies equally to Kafka, whatever we
may make of him thematically, psychologically, socially, re-

ligiously—or on any other level. Language was, in truth,

his great passion, as it is still Max Brod's, whether we
consider him as a novelist, poet, dramatist, philosopher,

critic, or simply as one who would "attain to the heights of

feeling." How is one, in the most far-reaching of all meta-

physical media, one which keeps independent of the laws

which restrict matter, to present paradigmatically and con-

vincingly what is most serious and fundamental to man-
kind? Werfel's poem about "The Lasting" may be enlarged

by one further paraphrase, to wit, that language itself, by

which, with which, and in which the poet lives, must be

considered just as much a gigantic natural phenomenon as

mountains, forest and sea. Thus the poet could have

continued

As long as the language persists

A poet will always exist.

For language is no mere by-product of human existence, it

is one of the primary raw-materials, without which the

seamstress, woodsman, fisherman and lace-maker could not

live. It supplies that natural energy from which poets illumi-

nate "what lasts," just as Holderlin had already proclaimed

in almost the same words: "Whatever lasts though, poets

have brought about."

m
At present Franz Werfel no longer enjoys that position in

the first ranks of well-publicized international literary fig-

ures which his high-flying fame so switfly acquired in his

youth and which the momentum of his creative persistence

assured him throughout his life. But fame is seldom static.

Fame moves most often in waves, and rather than being

perpetuated by continuity, repetition achieves this. And it
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is not in his plays or much translated novels that Werfel

has left us "what lasts." This we will find only in the almost

untranslatable portion of his oeuvre, namely his verse, many

of which will for ever be reckoned among the treasures of

German poetry. It matters little how many of his poems we

allow. For even the poet who incorporates a single poem,

or only a very few, into a literature's treasury, is a great

As WerfeFs first poems appeared, German poetry had three

centers of gravity in the works of George. Hofmannsthal

and Rilke. They seemed as inalienable and inviolable as

the very stars. George's poems with their chiseled splendor,

their grouping of belated flowers in parks pronounced dead

-but nonetheless well cared for -their wreath-entwinmg

magnificence and muffled sorrow thrilled, thanks to an im>

ponderable symbolism and a musicality unheard m German

since the days of Holderlin. In Hofmannsthal's works chords

of social significance were unmistakably struck. Existence no

longer pursues its course in the individual alone. Below

deck, beside the heavy rudder some must live and some must

die, while others find chairs readied for diem in which they

feel at home with easy heads and easy hands. But even they

are unable to escape a shadow from the deeps, and remain

tied to the heaviness and inescapable continuity of immeas-

urable generations, and the life of the individual in all its

complexities possesses something besides the aesiheticism of

slender flame or narrow lyre. But here too the poet with

formal elevation applies his precisely measured standard to

la condition humaine, and as he embellishes it, shows it to

be something willed of God.

"Many doubdess have to perish down there . . ." Do they

really "have to?" And why "doubdess?" This "doubtless"

(Jreilich) was not merely shoved in to fill out the rhythm . .

.

A poet of Hofmannsthal's stature simply does not do that.

It means what it says, to wit: Things cannot, ought not, be

otherwise, however regrettable diey may seem. But here we

would like to recall a line from Goethe: "Must whatever

is remain so?"
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Now Rilke prescribed in symbols for each of life's encoun-

ters, and I use the word "encounters" advisedly, for Rilke

sees life as a whole, as one great fabric, a priori and from

on high. Feel your own inclusion in space and imagel Recog-

nize die bell in you, become die winel Seek out and attain

the strength of metamorphosis and thus secure the true

sense of the meeting of the senses in yourself . .

.

To the quiet earth say,

'*rm running.**

To the speedy water speak:

'7 am/*

In you the static and die dynamic unite to form man's

subtle essence. In Rilke's verses the tragic cothurnus still

echoes and die shrill demand for masks. The face of Eros

beams in an unearthly manner. Among shadows he raises

his lyre, orphically.

In those awe-inspiring realms and in the neighborhood of

Baudelaire, Verlaine and Mallarm^, Germany's high-pnests

had setUed, when Franz Werfel appeared abrupdy with

poems which ignored the contemporary lyric foundations,

and took their diemes from somediing completely new and

at die same time as ancient as mankind; everyday life, in

odier words, with all the burlesque clamor of its petty trage-

dies. Repeatedly, the most ancient turns out to be the abso-

lutely new. The poems of the masters, George, Rilke, Hof-

mannsthal, had attained their formal perfection before that

mat dneshold which was die first world war: Werfel's first

volume of poems, Der Weltfreund (The World's Friend)

,

1911, was written out of an intuidon of what opened out be-

yond, and out of a desire for friendship and die revelation of

our common consanguinity as children of God, an idea which

can only become believable when the human image is shorn

of embellishments. It is only thus that we can give the lie

to human and racial hatreds. Werfel's later work fits pre-

cisely into die time between die beginning of the first world

war and the end of the second, a time during which human-

ity has been persistently disavowed, a time which for many

reasons we can not yet consider at its end. Werfel, however,

13



remained true to the principles with which he began. The
world was indeed full of pathos, but that pathos comprises

the non-pathetic phenomena as well: the old lady who walks

like a round tower through the autumnal park, the maid

who dropped a tray; tragedies of the slightest possible cause,

which terrorize, nonetheless, our days and lives; the mute

heroism of stepchildren here and everywhere. To all these

our poet feels totally ccunmitted.

And my only wish, oh man, is to relate to you . .

.

Whether Negro or acrobat, whether your girVs song

resounds in the court

.

.

.

/ have lived through everything, I dwelled in the

forest, worked in the railroad station.

Sat hunched over office accounts, and waited on

impatient patrons.

As a stoker I've faced the furnace, my eyes blinded

from the flames.

And as a coolie Vve eaten garbage and left-overs.

So I belong to you and to all ,.,

That sounds quite different from Rilke's circling round God,

"the primeval tower" —

And Fve circled many thousands of years

And I still cannot say:

Am I a falcon, am I a storm.

Or am I a mighty songf

Or compare George's

And from the moss-crowned boulders of the island

The swan deserts the waterfalls at play.

And places in the fingers of the child.

The fine and flattering ones, his supple neck.

And different from HofmannsthaFs

Allow the heir to squander

On peacock, eagle, lamb.

That oil which flowed downward

From the dead old lady's hands.

\

I

In Werfel the dialogue between father and son drones on

realistically:

And the son just waits for the old man to die.

And the graybeard despises me rejoicing: "Heir!"

So loud the abyss rings.

And already in our wild hands jingles —
Scarcely to be parried still — that weapon's

Infernal violence.

Yet this tremendous struggle between father and son is only

the paraphrase of "a boundless love," for

. . . there are still other evenings granted

At the table in exalted peace

Where confusion pauses.

Where compelled by mutual agitation

Our tears well up and down.

Only at the age of twenty-one can a genius announce with

such certitude that he has "lived through everything" and

only such a one are we likely to believe; for, were we to

object, then we would be virtually denying that command-

ment which runs: "First try your hand at every destiny and

understand them alll" Goethe's "Remember to live!" has

turned into "Remember to lovel" As Goethe at twenty-eight

began the first version of Wilhelm Meister, he too had un-

mistakably "tried his hand at every destiny."

Were one to insist that the German drama or the German

novel could get along quite well without Werfel, it is none-

theless true that in the realm of the modern German lyric

he is indispensable, for he has added peaks from which

wholly unexf)ected prospects become possible, into the meta-

phorical realm of Everyday Life, into "the commonplace,"

which is to say, "what we have in common;" hence, what

unites us all. And it is worth pointing out that Werfel's

imagery which so incomparably enriches the treasure-house

of German poetry almost without exception derives from

Nature, with which Werfel was in a much more intimate
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contact than is commonly supposed. His frosty wind "hurls

swords," his ocean liner "roars awfully as a stag in rut," a

boat "loaded nocturnally with endless words" slips by, some-

thing "with dragonfly's weight" nonetheless depresses his

spirits, as one neglected he stands "in forehead-deep thistels

of resignation." A poet totally dedicated to music, he de-

lineates his rhythms by phonetic means, in imitation of the

inartistic acoustical meters of reality, and thus involuntarily

lends something of classical antiquity to his repetitions and

anaphoras while, similar to Goethe's, his rhymes sound

punch-like: '^

Weisst du, weisst du den Abendgang,

Wo noch dein Wesen glitt und sprang?

Wer fuhlte einst im Elternhaus,

Wet dkh in Ewigkeit vorausf

("Do you recall, do you recall the evening stroll/on which

you glided still and sprang?/Who felt once in parental

house,/who felt you everlastingly?") There is no prose work

by Werfel in which genius will fail to reveal itself again

somewhere, and a lyrical genius above all. But I can point

to a living example of the way in which his prose went

straight to the heart; and, in this case, to the heart of an

entire people. The anecdote I am about to tell occured a

decade after Werfel's death. I walked into an Armenian rug

merchant's shop in Manhattan and while I examined car-

pets listened to the owner describe the martyrdom of her

people, and how as a child she escaped by the skin of her

teeth from a Turkish massacre which claimed her entire

family. In the silence after her moving account I asked, "Do

you know The Forty Days of Musa DaghV At that the

woman rose from her arm-chair and clasped her hands:

"Yes. Mr. Franz Werfel. We pray for him every Sunday in

church." I know of no other German poet who is remem-

bered in the prayers of another people. This may not be

considered as falling precisely into the category of Enrich-

ment of German literature, yet it surely belongs in any con-

sideration of the far-reaching influence of that literature,

and certainly to what lasts in Werfel's work.
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While Rilke, after the manner of Holbein, can still en-

velop Death in the empty epithet "great," and allow him

to "cry in us when we believe we are in the midst of life;"

Werfel can parody the reality of Death with a far more

direct, but at the same time much more circumstantial

metaphor:

Perhaps Death sits at the keyboard like a preoccupied

tuner;

And while my busy life swells and rejoices,

I sense him at ease in the next adjoining room

Where, invisible, he reads the rustling evening paper.

Death does not cry within Werfel, although tears, Schiller's

"eternal verification of mankind," and fiebile dolcezza, are

never foreign to his work. But how and where he recognizes

Death his last poem demonstrates:

At those small old-fashioned railway stations

Which my train has long since passed through

I just fancy busy swarms of persons

Listening for the "All aboard!"

And I am almost tempted to look

Down on those who crowd the platform,

Since I'm a man who's journeyed

Far in the shake-down of this life.

For I know the bridges and the tunnels.

Know the seas and lakes and cliffs and cities

My eye and ear by knowledge dazzled

Unknown to those who stand and wait.

But they too in time's train will be seated.

Will scan through window, dull, sparks* scatter

And tragedy will flash its signals

Long after I have reached the end.

This man who had experienced so much died relatively

young. He really had no need of growing old. No one could

even imagine Franz Werfel as "a graybeardl" And by means
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of his death he would seem to have meant to anticipate this

threatened incongruity.

IV

It is said of Franz Kafka's personal friends (only a few of

whom are still living) that we form a sort of conspiracy

which jealously guards the shrine of Kafkas work. To a

certain extent this presumption is justified; although the

"conspiracy" has accomplished little—the misinterpretations

of Kafka's works and opinions run into die hundreds. The
possibility of various interpretations guarantees the uni-

versality of a writer who cannot be explained fully from a

single point of view. But we, the "conspirators," refuse to

take Kafka for a negative, or even "nihilistic,' symptom; we
do not interpret his work as socialistic either, nor by any

means from a political angle, even in passages which happen

to present the sadistic consequences of a total bureaucracy

which only raged in all its inhuman excess after Kafka's

death. Naturally the true poet is always a seer who antici-

pates what ccMnes or threatens to come. But that alone can-

not make him an artist — it is not even the decisive ingre-

dient. Rather we recognize in Kafka the poet of a religious

longing whose ethos is not found in the endless hedging of

one action with another, nor in incalculable futilities,

nor in desperation which seems to lack an outlet, nor in

all those tragically grotesque unreachable realms which he

holds his mirror up to. Kafka's ethos is to be found in this

very simple sentence:

'*Although redemption might never come, yet

ai every moment I intend to be worthy of it/*

This germinal phrase manifests a messianic faith which

Job, that book of the Old Testament most pregnant with

the future, stood godfather to. No one can say for certain

whether redemption will ever come. But a man ought to

behave as though it might break upon him at any moment.

In this attitude redemption itself is implicit. Kafka began

to study Hebrew with my brother-in-law Friedrich Thie-

berger, and later studied it with the Chassid Mordechai
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Langer, not simply for the language, but because he wanted

to approach the Jewish ethos face to face, not in foreign

disguises.

Walt Whitman (whom Kafka and his circle admired deep-

ly) wrote, "The attitude of great poets is to cherish the

slaves and to horrify the despots." The duty of a great

poet is to cause mankind to feel insecure in the philistine

citadels of its existence, in the arrangements thanks to which

it can overlook its part in the general guilt of the deper-

sonalizing bureaucratic and technological conspiracy. And
Kafka has been successful in accomplishing this on many
fronts. But his international reputation rests on translations,

rather than upon the energy he generates in his own lan-

guage, and not even uf>on the indigenous imagery of his

imagination, for the associations which these images natu-

rally call up in languages into which he has been translated

cannot but differ from those which he felt himself in writ-

ing. But we are concerned here with Kafka's place as a

German writer.

We have Kafka to thank for the almost total conversion

of German prose into metaphor. No one else had so far

achieved anything close to loading almost every word with

metaphorical emphasis — even auxiliary words — and the il-

lumination of his meaning proceeds not simply from the

outside but from within as well, so that every statement

represents at the very least two worlds. In terse aphorisms

of incomparable rhythmic flow Kafka often reveals the

secret that every event contains a parable. Even in conver-

sation with him one felt that every word he spoke also

stretched to the very center of the earth where the dynamic

mystery of life resides. How he attained this remains in-

explicable as the smile in a portrait by Leonardo, or the

captivation generated by certain of Mozart's phrases. Kafka's

language is anything but complicated. It is clean and pre-

cise. Linguistically there could hardly be anything simpler

than the "meditation" entitled "The Next Village," or that

little piece ot prose called "On the Gallery," or the aphor-

ism about the leopard or the parable about the doorkeeper
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before the Law and his dialogue with the man from the

country. The statement creates no difficulties, but its over-

tones do. Not one superfluous sentence is allowed, every

word stands in a close relation to the writer's primary in-

tention; the language cannot be separated from the ethos.

For this situation I would suggest the following formula:

"The unity of the separated." Kafka himself once defined

poetic metaphor to me as the living proof that seemingly

separated phenomena are still linked to each other although

none has suspected that up to now. Here the ethos of lan-

guage melts into the language of ethos, as much in indi-

vidual sentences as in the totality of the tale or novel. Unity

of the separated . . . This illuminates works like "The Meta-

morphosis" The Trial, America, The Castle, ''The Sen-

tence," as well as Kafka's shortest utterances. Everywhere

the author's insight into his own nature becomes the reader's

own, and an insight of general application as well. I believe

I can say that Kafka balances the labyrinths of existence

with the metaphors of his language, and thereby explodes

the Philistine platitudes of the epoch and its literary toadies

much more effectively than the naturalists ever did. They

worked their fingers to the bone depicting the merely ex-

ternal, the social draw-backs. The discrepancy between essen-

tial misery is doubtless so immense that its very nature

requires paradox and parody in order that this contradic-

tion be harmonized in the deepest sense. But it is only

by pure good fortune that such an aim is achieved, and such

achievement is exceptional. Completion in such circum-

stances surpasses human capabilities by far! Thus the great-

est works must remain, as in the case of a Leonardo or a

Michelangelo, unfinished. And those as well, which are

given out as finished, are often only superficially so; as for

instance Goethe's Iphigenia, of which he wrote: "A work

like this cannot ever be completed; it can at best be declared

such, when, after taking time and circumstances into con-

sideration, we are convinced that we have done as much as

possible." Now let us attempt to determine what "as much

as possible" means here. "This is not the manner in which

great works of art are created," Flaubert remarked on termi-
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nating the draft of one of his masterpieces. In The Pre-

tenders Ibsen asks himself "Are you always so certain that

you are a bard?" And many years before the Westostlicher

Diwan, the "Elegy"" and the Second Part of "Faust," Goethe

asked himself "Is so much as a breath of poetic inspiration

left in me?" Kafka could not make up his mind abruptly to

declare completed any work which according to his lights

only appeared to approach the unattainable by paltry inches.

Max Brod had to decide this for him.

Kafka did not produce secondary literature, never wrote

"about" others. All his statements whether aphoristic flares,

or the longer, or outright long, parables cast as novels could

be placed under the sign of Heraclitus' insight:

6 6vaE„ o5 to [iavT8i6v ioTi t6 ^v AeX<j>oic;,

oOte \iyEi oi5t£ KpuiiTEi, dXXoc OT]^aiveu

"The god who governs in oracular Delphi neither reveals

nor conceals, but hints." We must make do with that.

Significantly enough it is among young people as ever that

Kafka's work still makes the strongest impression. If he

were alive today he would be over eighty, and yet there is

something eternally youthful about him, as there is about

Werfel. Of both of them we can quote lines from Goethe's

Achilleis:

Whoever in youth leaves earth

Will enjoy eternal youth in Persephoneia's realm.

But youth here does not mean folksongs, hopping up and

down in a discotheque, or necking. Youth means the full

appreciation of the mortal weight of existence. Later the

eternally bourgeois arrives, which, with the assistance of

various tricks and tired jokes, attempts nothing more than a

solution of that miserable problem of how to keep up with

the other Joneses without losing touch with them. Older

people live of slogans which too have aged, of superannu-

ated style and threadbare expressions. If youth were to quote

grandfatherly truths and attempt to live accordingly, it
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would be ridiculous, off-base. But these truths must have

existed somehow. The young should be able to challenge

their predecessors' enunciation of these truths, for the pro-

test of the young demands solid resistance, if it isn't to waste

itself against a vacuum. Thus Kafka never posted the letter

to his father but let it repeat in the most varied guises

throughout his work, as indeed an entelechy gathers all

Kafka's creations into a unity, in such a way that The Castle

is nothing other than the parable of the doorkeeper from

The Trial, but carried to immeasurably farreaching spaces.

Youthful too is Kafka's passionate absorption in all his

literary projects; his devotion to the language as such (he

says quite literally "writing is a form of prayer,") his deep

satisfaction at a single completed page; indeed at a success-

ful sentence. He simply is great prc^e and probably the most

significant of our epoch, and when Max Brod and I de-

livered the memorial addresses in Prague after Kafka's death

in 1924, we proclaimed the worldwide range of this prose.

Youthful too seems to me his bachelorship. But he bore this

like Sisyphus condemned to bear his tremendous stone, an

image of apparent stiff-necked frustration; yet through it,

all the same, the hoped for redemption beckons; an expendi-

ture of energy which no petit-bourgeois nuptial bed must be

allowed to exhaust, although it be the symbol of Flaubert's

life "dans le wai;" and yet again, however much one might

long for this life, it cannot but barricade the poet's "Descent

to fhe Modiers," whom ~ as in "Faust" - onronly reaches

after Gretchen has been renounced. "Sisyphus was a bache-

lor," Kafka once remarked, and almost every one of his

heroes is — there are few heroines in Kafka. This basic

theme, along with many others, Heinz Politzer has explored

at significant length in his book Franz Kafka, the Artist.

As Vergil guided Dante so Kafka does his reader through

the Inferno of a radical but by no means total despair. Now
what is this remnant which prevents despair from becoming

total but Kafka's "remaining under all conditions worthy

of redemption?" And with that ideal this life can be lived,

indeed, only with it does life make sense, becomes something
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worth living, as something truly human. And if anyone

should object that this "remainder" is a mere left-over, then

he has understood neither Job nor Koheleth, nor the Evan-

gelists, nor any of the great seers of either hemisphere. It

will be counted as an advantage of German that Kafka

worked as one of the principal architects of the German
language.

V

The name Max Brod does not simply designate another

"man of letters." It indicates a veritable literary cosmos in

which lyric poetry and narrative prose, dramatic works and

stage-craft, criticism and philosophy, literary historiography

and musicology, politics and ethics are combined. Brod, a

poeta doctus, is one of the few universal men of our epoch,

creative in word and phrase, and in the discovery of essen-

tial values and personalities. He encouraged Kafka to write,

and unsealed his work. He accompanied his friend through

every crisis to the very end, and his works, literary remains

and memory, he still accompanies. We have Brod to thank

for the chance to experience the epoch-making works of the

Czech composer Leos Janacek. With selfless devotion he has

set many literary talents on their proper courses. Among
Prague's writers he was the most energetic Jewish intellect;

a practical politician in Masaryk's new state, he championed

the ideals of Zionism, and an independent Jewish people.

As a philosopher he sought like a treasure-hunter for the

unity of the religious and secular ethos, whether in his early

Paganism, Christianity and Judaism, or in his monumental

investigation of Here and Beyond, the first volume of which

deals with the crisis in the soul and the notion of "world"

which modern science forces upon us, while the second deals

with the problem of immortality of the soul, the Justice of

God, and the new methods of politics. The work reaches its

impressive climax in Novalis' cosmic, messianic statement:

"Love is the ultimate purpose of history, the Amen of the

Universe."

Now whether this insight was drawn from the deep wells of

the Torah or the Evangelists requires less and less discus-
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sion as time runs on, and is truly less and less capable o£ a

trenchant distinction. Of importance is only that this love

has been called down from the so to speak weightless space

of Cartesian existence to a recreated incarnation and to

another mythical renewal of essential existence. AMO»
ERGO SUM.

Max Brod was the central source of inspiration for all his

friends in Prague, both contemporaries and younger writers,

Jewish or not, and not only German-speaking, Czech as well.

He radiated something Voltaire-ian, something of the Ency-

clop^distes. You might define it as knowledge saturated with

scepticism; yet upon the golden background of a gigantic

affirmation of life, and his belief in the possibility, nay, the

reality of miracles, which others rush past with annoyance

or avidly trivialize just to be rid of . Miracles, admittedly,

are a nuisance to narrow-minded heads. Kafka once observed,

"There are only miracles.** But let us not fail to add that

miracles are an irritation to the Philistine. Brod believes

without reservation in the here-and-now miracle of life and

thus finds many things good which others cannot find a

place for. Their dissatisfied rejection can often enough be

traced to nothing other than an inability to enjoy; many
grapes must seem sour to adulterated palates which would

curdle sweetness itself.

Brod seems to me a character out of the Old Testament,

one who does not consider its lesson expired, a mere page

of history; for him it is living, it applies, but not on the

strength of rational argument; no, simply because belief

nourishes his knowledge. Thus he is convinced of Israel

being the chosen people, but not out of arrogance; it is

Just that he believes God burdened Israel with extra duties

and responsibilities, which this people must perform, not

only for themselves, but for the whole world. Revelation

is not a labor-saving device. Grace is a call to humility. All

of Brod's novels, from Tycho Brake's Road to God through

GalUlei in Prison, along with all the prose, both narrative

and theoretical, which surround his major books, can be
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subsumed conveniently under the ethical rubric "The Strug-

gle for Truth." If one were to ask with Pilate what truth is,

we would answer that truth does not exist in itself, but only

as attained in the unremitting struggle of Jacob and the

Angel. But the half a hundred works which Brod has pub-

lished do not aim at self-liberation, rather they are steady

spiritual service celebrated within the realm of German

language and literature.

Although Prague's and Bohemia's magic have never lost

their hold over him, no matter whether of earlier periods

or his own, just as in the cases of Rilke, Kafka and Werfel,

still his works fall with even more easily perceptible clarity

under the sign of the ambiguities inherent in the Bohemian-

Austrian overlap, its cross-fertilizations, the surge through

each other of two ethnological systems, the dissolution and

subsequent strengthening of boundaries, whether it be a

question of fulfilling religious imperatives or ridding oneself

of superseded insights, of the uncontrollable nature of the

passions, which capriciously rear up against all that is en-

joined us, or of destiny's inevitable drop and incline. Out

of this particular variety of stimuli Brod created and goes

on creating. And this so to speak spherical omnipotence

causes the critic to bow to the humanistic educational sys-

tem of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, for Brod, too, owes

the genius of this system much of his creativity. From his

earliest prose (Schloss Nornepygge, 1908) it reveals itself in

all he writes, no matter what locale or abstractions, present

or past, it happens to wear. From his years of apprentice-

ship right into his prime, the national, social, and psycholo-

gical problems of K. u. K. Austria (and this Austria luxuri-

ated in them) offered themselves to him, and with them

the Mediterranean, Italianizing influences, which even in

our home-town, Prague, did much to embrace and to em-

bellish the sharp defiance of the Czechs. And just as Prague

geographically lies halfway between Vienna and Berlin, and

as Bohemia in Goethe's words, "formed a continent in the

center of the Continent," so in the world of letters Prague

acted as a sort of balance-tongue upon which two oscillat-
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ing extremes trembled in an equilibrium which Brod him-

self seemed to insure. This was clear to all of us, not just to

his closest friends, such as Franz Kafka or Felix Weltsch,

his philosophical co-worker, or to Oskar Baum who gazed

into the depths with the metaphysical illumination of a

Tiresias, although such depths remained closed to our sight,

as witness for instance Baum's remarks about Kafka — Brod
has included them in his book The Prague Circle and they

belong among the most profound insights into Kafka's

nature*

To be creative as service, this highest possible notion of

selflessness, is the model which Brod offers us, this "laborer

in the vineyard of the Lord." And it almost seems to me
that without meaning to he has drawn his own portrait in

Ms Johannes Reuchlin, in this model of selfless research

and service in the interest of further insight into the ori-

ginal Hebrew revelation for readers of German. And thus

one is tempted to choose as motto for Max Brod's life work
and person this biblical quotation: "An example I have
given you.*'

Translated by Michael Lebeck from the

German text of the lecture given at

the Leo Baeck Institute in New York.
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\\ hen I was invited to give this Leo Baeck Memorial Lec-

ture and to devote it to the memory of Max Brod, it occurred to

me that this is not the first time that the two names, Leo Baeck

and Max Brod, were bracketed together. In 1923, Franz Rosen-

zweig published an essay in Martin Buber's monthly Der Jude,

under the title Apologetisches Denken; it was a combined

review of Brod's Heidentum, Christentum, Judentum and of

the second edition of Baeck's Wesen des Judentums. Both

books were praised by Rosenzweig, but in both cases he had

some reservations. He felt that the authors had succumbed to

the temptation of idealizing their own side while judging the

other, notably Christianity, "more according to its school-

masters and professors of theology than by virtue of the real

lives of Saints and Knights."

What is surprising at first sight is the coupling of the two

men, Baeck and Brod, who, in our own estimation, belong

to very different categories of thinkers. Brod was neither a

rabbi, nor a theologian, nor a Jewish scholar. He was primarily

a poet and a writer of novels, a very worldly man to whom
eroticism mattered very much, yet at the same time a man

passionately involved in philosophical problems, looking for

an orientation in a confused existential situation where the

old values were disintegrating. To the book Brod had given

the sub-title "A Book of Confessions," ein Bekenntnisbuch.

He had tried to set forth in a coherent treatise the thoughts

which had haunted him for many years and which had been

intensified by the war. When Rosenzweig aptly calls Brod's

account den Lebensweg einer Erkenntnis he anticipated what

in fact is the nature and style of all of Brod's philosophical

books.



Der Lebensweg einer Erkenntnis, the meaning of this un-

translatable phrase— perhaps to be rendered as "the maturing

of an insight/' amounts to something similar to what Leon-

ard Woolf, the old Fabian socialist, husband of Virginia

Woolf, a precise contemporary of Max Brod, and a Jewish

intellectual of quite different background, wanted to in-

dicate when he gave to the last volume of his autobiography,

published posthumously last month, the name "The Journey

not the Arrival matters." Brod's books are always reflecting

the journeys of his mind

Max Brod died in Tel Aviv in December 1968, almost one

year ago. He was one of the last great figures of the literary

and intellectual circle of pre-World War I Prague, which ac-

quired world-wide fame through the towering figure of Franz

Kafka. Everyone knows that Brod was the most intimate

friend of Kafka, that he advised him in literary matters and

became his literary executor. The third man in this trium-

virate of dose friends was Felix Weltsch with whom Brod

collaborated in several philosophical works.

This is not the place to eulogize, but it must be said that

Brod was a faithful and unselfish friend, and after he set

foot in the literary world of those days he was always eager

to help odiers and to promote talents. He was a man of

warmhearted kindness and humanity, always longing for the

good.

In this lecture I do not regard it as my task, to produce either

a biographical sketch or a critical study of his immense liter-

ary output It is not a chapter of literary history I am con-

cerned with but an attempt at reconstructing a particular

phase in the development of Jewish consciousness in a West-

em-educated* largely assimilated milieu.

WitMn the domain of the Leo Baeck Institute, i.e. within

a general survey of Jewish history in German-speaking coun-

tries, during a period which saw the profound and manifold

transformations of Jewish life and of the Jewish mind since

the days of the enlightenment that created the modem Jew,

there is a certain juncture where Max Brod can be taken

as a characteristic — and at the same time typical — case. A
highly sophisticated and versatile Jewish intellectual, he

moved from an almost exclusive and deliberate preoccupa-

tion with aesthetic aspects to complete identification with the

Jewish people. This alone was not unusual in the period of

rising Jewish nationalism, vehement antisemitism, and the

Zionist "Copernican Revolution" in interpreting Jewish his-

tory. But Brod was not content with a merely political atti-

tude; he devoted his life and an immense effort to recover

for himself and others the substance of Judaism and the

Jewish faith, as it appears to one of the post-assimilation gen-

eration who had not had any personal ties with Jewish

tradition. He became the spokesman of a perplexed genera-

tion, and he left us a literary legacy intended to re-create a

valid Jewish ethics for our time. Not that he abandoned his

literary ambitions. But his life proceeded on two tracks —
Zweigeleisigkeit is one of his key-words, in this case novel-

writing and Jewish engagement.

I have to confess that my relation to Brod as a writer of

fiction is ambivalent. But I am not a literary critic. Among
his novels there are some of remarkable merit but also some

which appear to me second rate or downright flops. He him-

self was very sensitive to criticism and sometimes it appeared

as though his main ambition was to be accepted as an accom-

plished writer. There is no use in laboring this point. It

would be dishonest and in my view a disservice to a dear

friend's memory to be hypocritical in this respect.

Brod's significance for us, I feel, does not lie in his novels

as works of art but in the ideas reflected in some of them;

in his unrelenting will to come to grips with the problems

not only of Man in a metaphysical sense, but also of society,

of politics, of the real world as a whole in which man is set

His quest for truth, his searching for the absolute, is expressed

not only in his philosophical writings but is also the counter-

point of his novels. The ideas which struggled in Brod's own
mind are projected on the fictional characters; they are, so

to say, embodied in the heroes of the stories. The same con-



flicts and doubts and die main encounter of basic human
patterns recur in various disguises many times. It is evident

that they are the perpetual concern of the writer. And the

Jewish problem is omnipresent.

This is, I think, the point where a figure like Max Brod fits

into the scope of the Leo Baeck Institute; through him we

obtain an insight into the mentality of Jewish intellectuals

in Central Europe at the beginning of the century. These

men were at home in the mainstream of European thought,

concerned with art and music, and worried about human and

moral problems in an hour of crisis when enlightenment had

destroyed the former basis of faith.

I want to confine myself to three subjects: (1) Where did

Max Brod come from, what was his background; (2) How
did the Jewish problem present itself to that generation, and

how did it become a factor in his life; (3) Brod's reaction to

this challenge and his venture to re-define Judaism in his

own way.

Max Brod was perhaps the most prominent and productive,

also the most vocal and articulate interpreter of the intel-

lectual and spiritual resdessness in the special circumstances

of old Prague. This refers not only to what in a book of

memoirs he called Der Prager Kreis. The bewilderment and

the feeling that new answers were needed was more wide-

spread than this circle of writers would indicate, although

the urge took various, even contradictory forms, and grad-

ually the writers themselves were swept away by the wave of

new ideas.

In the heyday of complacent bourgeois life Jewish youth

was completely removed from Jewish learning or knowledge.

They had been educated in general schools, mostly in the

high school based on classical culture (Gymnasium) which

was the normal preparation for higher culture (Bildung) and

for professional life. That Jewish boys in a predominantly

Czech city went to German-language schools seemed quite

natural, it was a continuing tradition. Only later did they

become aware that a problem was involved. The nationality

question and the clash of nationalities were a natural part of

daily life. This issue of nationality, unknown elsewhere, as-

sumed an increasing urgency.

The bourgeois Jews in Prague were a closed society which in

quiet times did not much care about such things. They had

their own prosperous quasi-ghetto life, with their Deutsches

Casino and Deutsches Theater, with its intense cultural at-

mosphere of which they were rightly proud. Almost auto-

matically the sons of these Jewish families joined the Lese-

und Redehalle deutscher Studenten, a students' organization

which provided many facilities, lectures, libraries, social life,

and at the same time played a political role as a German

outpost in the Czech sea. It had to excel in German militancy,

if only in order to prove its true German character which

was denied by the voelkisch German fraternities whose mem-

bers came largely from Deutsch-Boehmen, the region later

called Sudetenland. These nationalist groups were strongly

antisemitic; they refused to give Jewish students "satisfac-

tion" in duels (which, ridiculous as it may seem today, was

at that time considered very important, a question of per-

sonal honor) . Their top organization Germania disputed the

right of Jews to call themselves Germans. Imagine the dilem-

ma in which a young Jew was put when he started a career

as a German writer.

It was a time when Jewish writers even in mononational

Germany had become aware of some anomaly in their posi-

tion, a thought to which Moritz Goldstein had given expres-

sion in a famous article in 1912. Brod discussed this problem

later in his essay "Der juedische Schriftsteller deutscher

Zunge" — The Jewish writer in German language. He in-

vented the formula of Distanzliebe, love from a distance,

to describe a f)osition between complete identification and

conscious separation. A Jewish nationalist who himself has

had the thrilling experience of belonging, he argued, will have



more respect and understanding for the irrational mysterious

features of other peoples' tradition which are stored-up in the

language. This would reduce the tension. Needless to add that

this conciliatory approach did not always stand up under the

trials and contingencies of political life.

When Brod and his friends became members of the Lesehalle,

they did not care very much about their Jewishness. Anyhow,

most of their colleagues there were also Jews. Only later did

this matter become gradually controversial. The conflict was

provoked mainly by the fact that a group of Jewish students,

most of whom were also coming from the virulent antisemitic

atmosphere of Deutsch-Boehmen, had opted for Jewish na-

tionalism. Only a few natives of Prague joined the Zionist stu-

dents' federation, but among them was one outstanding man,

Hugo Bergmann,^ who played a decisive part in Brod's Jewish

development

Thus, one could no longer ignore these controversies. Look-

ing back later, Brod thought that his own polemical skill was

a result of the Prague atmosphere. He tells us that he was

by nature averse to all quarreling, especially in literary and

artistic matters; nevertheless during his life he became in-

volved in many wrangles, sometimes quite rough ones, and

this he explains as follows:

•'In Prague people polemized not only individually,

but three peoples polemized against each other . . . the

Czechs who were the majority, the Germans as minor-

ity, and within the German camp the Jewish minority.

Judaism, in the preceding period regarded as purely

religious denomination, began to emerge gradually to

the status of a nation. The problem of two languages

confronted everyone with decisions from which the in-

habitants of monolingual countries are saved."*

To be of German nationality in Austrian Bohemia was some-

1 Hugo Bergmann, bom 1885, now lives in Jerusalem. He was the first

director of the National and University Library (1920-1935) and the

first rector of the Hebrew University (1945/47), where he had been

professor of philosophy from 1935 until his retirement.

* Jugend im Nebel, p. 97.
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thing different from what in Western countries is called a

"national" of a country. In Bohemia the word national did

not indicate citizenship nor simple patriotism. It meant ad-

herence and loyalty to a particular ethical and linguistic

group in a multi-national society. From the point of view of

the state as a whole, nationality in these circumstances meant

particularism, also rivalry and hostility to others. In areas

of mixed populations such as Bohemia and especially Prague

the declaration of one's nationality had a militant flavor, it

was tantamount to taking sides in the great dispute dom-

inating political life. Generally, this declaration was more or

less dependent on the language used in one's family, and, of

course, this caused no difficulty to the great majority of

Czechs and Germans in Bohemia. It was different for the

Jews. They were not fully accepted by the group whose lan-

guage they spoke. Therefore many Jews exaggerated their

affirmation of national loyalty. Most middle class Jews, living

in Czech surroundings, spoke German and were educated in

German language schools, from the time of Kaiser Joseph II at

the end of the eighteenth century, who combined with his

legislation for improving the position of the Jews (Toleranz-

patent of 1782) a tendency to use them for purposes of Ger-

manisation and centralisation. If he really wished that, he

succeeded to a great extent. A hundred years after Joseph,

when strong nationalism had transformed the various peo-

ples of the realm, the Germans were still a militant group

intent on the suppression of other nationalities, and at the

same time extremely antisemitic. This could not be changed

by loud Jewish declarations of loyalty nor by boasting of

Jewish achievements and their patriotic value. Some Jews

went so far as to join the pan-German movement until they

were expelled. Like the volkisch Germans they adored Bis-

marck who had defeated their own country. Two prominent

cases in point may be mentioned here. Victor Adler, later

the famous leader of the Austrian Social-Democratic Party,

joined a pan-German nationalist group in 1871. Fritz Mauth-

ner, bom 1849 in the Czech townlet of Horzice and studying

in Prague, called Bismarck magister Germaniae, his own

mentor in national affairs.



Against this background we have to understand Brod's dilem-

ma in his essay mentioned above, Der judische Schriftsteller

deutscher Zunge. He had after long inner struggles attained

Jewish consciousness, and the essay (1918) was characteristic

for the interpretation of Jewish nationalism in this situation.

Subjective national consciousness was decisive for one's own

national classification. But the importance of language should

not be underrated. The Jewish writer, more perhaps than

anybody else, belonged to two worlds. For a writer language

was not a technical instrument. It was permeated with the

age-old emotional experience of the nation from which it

had grown, and moulded by innumerable associations from

history and literature. This had to be duly appreciated. Brod's

attitude is an example of that liberal and human nationalism

which was considered the only possible approach for a cul-

tured Jew in his relationship to other nations.

Jlow Brod suddenly discovered the relevance of Jewishness,

he has explained in his autobiography. The decisive event

were Buber's three lectures on Judaism in 1909 (actually,

only the first of them was given in January, 1909) . They were

organized by the student's association Bar Kochba of which

Brod remarks that his relationship to it was that of "guest

and opponent" The spiritual leader of Bar Kochba, Hugo
Bergmann, who had been Kafka's classmate and Brod's part-

ner in philosophical discussions but had never mentioned

Jewish matters to him before, later became instrumental in

supplying him with information. This was the beginning of

Brod's Jewish commitment, and the years between 1909 and

1914 were Brod's Lehrjahre in this respect. Eventually, I think

it was after the war, Brod himself was elected an Honorary

Member (Alter Herr) of Bar Kochba, and so he ceased to be

a "guest and opponent." Already in 1913, Brod had printed

his article on the Jewish writer in German language in the

collection of essays which was published by Bar Kachba under

the editorship of Hans Kohn, "Vom Judentum/*
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Many things Brod and others said and wrote at that time,

taken from the arsenal of political discussion, appear some-

what dated in historical perspective. In order to make dear

the remoteness of these things from the mental climate of

the present generation, I have to remind myself that sixty

years have passed since 1909, the year of Buber's first lecture in

Prague. What would such a difference of time have mattered

to us then? 1909 was sixty years away from 1849, and the

1848 revolution was for us youngsters nothing but a legend.

Somehow, its myth lived on in the Lese- und Redehalle

deutscher Studenten of which Brod and his friends were

members. They wore a black-red-gold ribbon as a symbol of

that revolution which had fought not only for liberalism,

but also for German unity. After 1871, this symbol was in

fact somewhat obsolete. Between 1848 and the years around

1909 the world had changed, but there were incomparably

fewer changes, also from the technical point of view, than in

the next sixty years, 1909 to 1969, which include two world

wars, the fall of three empires, the Russian and Chinese

revolutions, the Reich of Hitler, independence for colonial

territories, air travel and atomic energy, and in the Jewish

orbit the extermination of European Jewry which had been

both the standard bearer and the object of Zionism, and,

finally, the establishment of a Jewish state after the tragic dis-

appearance of that Jewry for whose rescue it had been con-

ceived.

So it seems only natural to me that the generation of 1969

looks with a slight bewilderment at the manner by which

political and also Jewish problems presented themselves at

the time when Der Prager Kreis came into existence. On the

other hand, there are also some parallels to what we notice

today — mutatis mutandis, of course — such as the revolt

against the establishment and the discontent of youth with the

manner in which their fathers managed their affairs as well as

the revolt against the ills of capitalism, the mechanization of

life, against war; and the indulgence in idealized Utopian de-

mands — a revolt, in short which seems to be an always re-

curring privilege of youth. In a paradoxical way, looking at

what is called the New Left today, we may say that in the

11



Jewish orbit Zionism at that time was just as revolutionary

as anti-Zionism seems today. Because the Jewish Establish-

ment then was anti-Zionist as today it is pro-Zionist, or pro-

Israel.

As an episode in Jewish history, the Prager Kreis appears not

much different from the way we see today the Kulhirverein

of 1820. Actually, these two small circles which hold their

place in Jewish ideological and intellectual history have some-

thing in common, both with regard to the type of membership

and the scope of their interests. From the Jewish point of view

the Prager Kreis was perhaps more centripetal while in the

Kulturverein (apart from Zunz) the centrifugal tendencies

prevailed.

Had he been bom a hundred years earlier, Brod might have

become a rabbi; in any case, he would have been brought up

with a thorough Jewish education. As it was, his generation

did not get any Jewish instruction of value. It was the heyday

of liberalism when agnosticism in a more or less outspoken

form had become the prevalent fashion. Did not Judaism

present itself in obsolete religious practices and rituals which

practically nobody observed? The prevalent relationship to

it, even among the older generation, was a bene\olent kind

of humor. The atmosphere in Prague abounded with jokes

of this kind. How Jewish instruction, in Jewish schools and

later in the Religionsunterricht at public schools and at the

Gymnasium had degenerated to an abysmal low in Bohemia

as early as the mid-nineteenth century, we know from litera-

ture, especially from memoirs; as for example, the description

by Fritz Mauthner in his book Prager Jugendjahre.^ This

shows the situation about twenty years before Max Brod's

birth. It mirrors the extent of unconscious self-degradation to

which the encounter with the outside world had led most

Jews. The remnants of the past were an embarrassment with

which one did not know how to cope. An impressive and

« Written 1918, le-imied 1969 by S. Fischer, Frankfurt/Main.

famous document to the same effect is, of course, Kafka's

Letter to his Father with its devastating criticism of the

manner in which Judaism was presented to this generation.

At the end of the century, Judaism would, in this circle,

have been almost forgotten, had not antisemitism raised its

head. Liberalism was in decline. In the Jewish bourgeoisie

it had been reduced to an almost meaningless smug rhetoric,

words like humanity and progress had become hollow cliches.

The young generation was aware of that as is shown in an

aphorism by Kurt Hiller printed in 1912: "Liberalism sans

phrase — contradictio in adjectoV* A strong reaction against

rationalism had set in, the so-called Lehensphilosophie flour-

ished, there was a revival of romantic and mystic literature,

and also of oriental religious wisdom; all of this made its

impact on the adolescents of the first decade of the century.

Let me mention only the discovery of Kierkegaard because

he exerted a strong influence on Max Brod, Kafka, and the

whole circle. That was almost fifty years before Kierkegaard

became more widely known in the Anglo-Saxon world.^ This

search for new values was, of course, by no means a purely

Jewish phenomenon. It had caught hold of a large section of

youth, especially in Germany and Central Europe, it was at

the root of the youth movement with its romantic desire to

be nearer to the mysterious forces of nature and to regain

the immediacy of life. But the stress on imponderables and

on irrational factors, or long-forgotten heritage, had also the

effect of making alienated Jews conscious of their Jewishness.

All this ferment, in a perhaps curious way, contributed in-

directly to a new meaning of Jewishness for the group men-

tioned before, to which Brod originally had had an ambivalent

relationship. A romantic view of Zionism was sustained by

these influences of an outside world.

* As Times Literary Supplement confirmed on March 20, 1969.
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Brod had started his literary career as a believer in the su-

premacy of life, and his first novels were quasi-glorifications

of what he called indifferentism. This must be understood

not only as a reaction to the atmosphere in which he lived,

but also as a trend of literature in its pre-expressionist stage.

The decade 1900-1910 has often been called the age of deca-

dence, and this applied especially to the situation in Austria

where the decline of the Empire with all its sublime culture

was instinctively sensed, although nobody at that time foresaw

that the collapse was actually so near and would take the

form of a military and political catastrophe. Vienna as a center

of literature and music is in this respect even more charac-

teristic than Prague. It sufl&ces to mention names like Hof-

mannsthal, Sdmitzler, Beer-Hofmann. Gustav Mahler, Sig-

mund Freud, Karl Kraus, all of them Jews, all typical of

Viennese culture, though many of them came from Bohemian

lands. Hofmannsthal and Rilke spread a dream-like nostalgia,

weariness, reverberating from their verses. It is significant

that dreams played such a big role in literature and thought

— not only with Freud and his school; Hofmannsthal varied

Shakespeare's line "We are such stuff as dreams are made of";

"Dream and Life" were interwoven in Schnitzler's stories,

and Beer-Hofmann wrote Ya'acob's Dream. It was a sort of

refined aestheticism, breathing resignation. The only worth-

while thing seemed the enjoyment of the sweetness of life,

self<ontained individualism, that was indifferent to ethical

problems and to practical action — if only because of the

feeling that man is anyhow unable to change the course of

events. The cult of indifference which Brod's early novels

and short stories express also explains why the young Brod

was indifferent to the Jewish problem and why he dissociated

himself from the Bar Kochba. Ethical or political zeal seemed

futile to Mm. Zionists were not willing to acquiesce in what

they regarded as degeneration, they wanted to change it most

radically. They did not very much appreciate the kind of

literature that Brod and other Jews produced at the time.

A complete new chapter began in Brod's life, when he, as

I said before, discovered the relevance of Jewishness. The

conversion from indifference, or aestheticism, to activism and
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all it implied, remained from this moment the basic motive

in Brod's life and writing. Oddly enough, it produced results

on two quite different levels. It was the impulse of his Zionist

activity and of his insistence on comparatively ephemeral or-

ganizational matters, and at the same time, the source of his

never ceasing speculations about Man's ethical duties. It was

a much more fundamental revolution than could be assessed

in purely literary terms. It was a break with the past, an

embarkation on a journey of discovery of values which lasted

his whole life and is summarized in his two last books of the

nineteen-sixties with the significant titles Das Unzerstoerbare

and Von der Unsterblichkeit^; they are, in Rosenzweig's

words, Der Lebensweg einer Erkenntnis.

Also in the Zionist circle which he formally joined during

the war, Brod was not a mere recipient of a doctrine; in his

mind it was transformed; he amalgated it with his literary

and moral concepts; he gave his own unmistakable stamp to

his Zionist manifestations. True, he never ceased to be a

Literal, Literature was the center of his life and the medium
of his genius. But in his production he was always concerned

with ethical problems, with speculation about the indispensa-

ble role of evil in this earthly world. Should Man combat

evil or turn away and look at heaven? It was the permanent

tension between the contemplative and "activist" type which

fascinated him. A mirror of Brod's own inner struggle in his

early period during the years 1909-1915 is the novel Tycho

BraJie's IVeg zu Gott (1915) , perhaps his best work .

Another result of this transformation was the step from ex-

treme individualism to wholehearted identification with the

community. Individualism and aestheticism had led to a help-

less feeling of isolation. This pain of existential loneliness

had found moving expression already in Beer-Hofmann's

Schlaflied fuer Miriam, perhaps the most beautiful and most

popular poem of this period of the Jewish Renaissance. There

the poet, after the lament of having to "walk alone," awakes

to the feeling of being part of an unending chain of genera-

tions and to the happiness of being embedded in a community.

5 Kohlhammer Verlag, Stuttgart.
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But where was this community, and what did it look like?

Max Brod, like Kafka, had his reservations about the Jewish

people he knew. In Kafka's writings more than in Brod's we

find many proofs of the doubts he had in this respect. In

search of dynamic Jewish peoplehood, they turned their eyes

eastward. The East-European Jews they knew exclusively

from literature such as the Hassidic tales and folksongs, and

admired their strong vitality, their lively tradition and natural

artistic talents. There were only sporadic encounters. Their

attachment to the primitive Yiddish actors (Schmieren-

schauspieler) who visited Prague in 1912 has in the meantime

been much publicized by Kafkalogists. Both men were fas-

cinated by what they regarded as vigor (Urwuechsigkeit) and

genuine folk art.

For Brod the hour of dose contact with Eastern Jews came

during the war, when refugees from Galicia poured into

Prague. Women were in the majority as the men had been

drafted to the army. Brod's teaching at the improvised school

for those refugees filled him with enthusiasm over the intel-

lectual elan and emotional delicacy of those Eastern-Jewish

girls. Now he felt he had gained a real solidarity with the

Jewish people as a whole.

At the same time, the war confirmed the view of the so-called

activist writers that they shared the guilt for the catastrophe

because the intellectuals - die Geistigen - had abstained from

participation in political life. They had cut themselves off

from reality and had been content to build castles in the

clouds. One must not leave in the hand of politicians, mili-

tarists, and bureaucrats those matters on which life and death

of millions depend.*

The call for political activity by men of the spirit was chal-

lenged by Franz Werfel, one of the prominent figures of the

original Prager Kreis. This Brod regarded as a personal insult.

• Lately, a useful short anthology of pronouncements from this circle,

Der Aktwismm 1913-1920, edited by Wolfgang Rothe, was published by

Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag Munich. It contains also a contribution

by Max Brod, written in 191S.

coming as it did from a man he had considered his disciple,

whom he had discovered as a poet and introduced to the public

in the most unselfish manner. Brod was very sensitive in such

matters. In his autobiography published forty years later he

devoted the very first chapters to this controversy, and one

can still perceive how deeply he was hurt. What is important

in our context, is the fact that this episode gave impetus to

Brod's analysis of Judaism. He chose the monthly Der Jude

as a platform for an answer to Werfel's anti-activist essay

Die Christliche Sendung which in 1917 had appeared in the

Neue Rundschau. Werfel had argued that within empirical

society there was no room for spiritual redemption, and there-

fore politics was an unsuitable means towards this goal. He

attacked activist writers who had preached an eudemonical

ideal. Brod was exasperated. Politics of the intellectuals

(Geistige), he replied, never aimed at mere happiness; what

they want is not power or comfort but spirituality (Geistigkeit)

for the masses. Everyone should be in a position to enjoy

full humanity, to lead an "absolute life, open to the infinite,

to God." In Werfel's "Christian Mission" Brod discovered the

despair of the "Golus-Jew" wrestling with his own uprooted

Brod's design was perhaps too exalted, so it seemed even to

many who, in principle, were in favor of political commit-

ment. General spiritualization of life, if this was to be the

aim, was not attainable by political means. Werfel's recom-

mendation of inwardness (Innerlichkeit) and religious con-

templation seemed more to the point. But was it Christian?

To Brod it was Jewish. Buber whose teaching at that time

dominated all Jewish reasoning in this circle, had included

this kind of Christianity in the "absolute history" of the

Jewish people, together with prophets and psalms.

The controversy about religion and politics which went to

the core of the problem went on for over a decade. In 1931,

Werfel published his lecture Realismus und Innerlichkeit.

Soon after that, the advent of Hitler gave a new meaning

both to realism and to inwardness. In the meantime Brod

repeated often his belief that not material well-being, but
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spiritual freedom was the object of political action. The en-

slavement of man, his dehumanization by overmechanized

labor, for the sake of better production of goods, was one of

the strongest grievances of those who worried about the dam-

age done to the soul. In one of his essays in Der Jude, allud-

ing to the so-called Taylor System in industry, Brod expressed

his protest in a characteristic warning, exclaiming: "The qual-

ity of output rises, the quality of humanity falls. Mankind

will have to choose between its two poles, success and spirit."

Here we have in one sentence the antimony which remained

one of his leitmotifs. Yet the protest itself was unrealistic.

OD"

After the disillusionment caused by the War, Utopian dreams

flourished. They took the form not only of postulating a

humane and ethical socialism (something like that proclaimed

in 1968 during the so-called Prague spring) , but also of

starting a new life, based on ideals of human togetherness

(Gemeinschaft), loving cooperation in virgin country. In this

respect a unique chance had come for the new Jewish gen-

eration who could turn its back on discredited old Europe.

Buber had launched the catchword of realization. Young

Zionist pioneers combined in their idealism nationalist, so-

cialist and human elements. Essential to them was the trans-

formation of the individual by changing the way of life of

a tormented generation shocked by what they regarded as

the dehumanization of man in the industrial society and

consequently in war. It was a mixture of Rousseau, Tolstoy,

and A. D. Gordon, the idealization of primitive life and a

mystical belief in the regenerating power of the soil. Brod

had originally doubted the value of a return to peasant life

instead of continuing Jewish achievements in all fields of

intellectual endeavors. Nevertheless, later on this trend be-

came irresistible, at least in theory; perhaps it was Kafka's

influence which brought Brod nearer to it. A small group

of young intellectuals in Prague decided to go to Palestine

as laborers and settlers (later Kvouuah Heftziba). It was

perhaps the only such group originating solely from Western
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Europe. Their aim was a kind of synthesis which combined

productive work and national service with a life full of spir-

itual meaning and struggle for human perfection.

How such ideas were transformed into reality, and how their

problematical character came to light in the exertions of

actual life, was a fascinating experience to which Brod re-

verted in several of his novels. It emerged that also such an

idealistically conceived community became in fact a battle-

field of human contradictions and went through many crises.

The novel Zauberreich der Liehe is the product of Brod's

visit, in 1927, to the Kvoutzah in Palestine mentioned above,

and in a strange, not altogether felicitous manner, he in-

troduced there the ghost of Franz Kafka who had died three

years earlier.

When Brod advocated the desirability of victory of the spirit

over matter, he was in accord with the group of intellectuals

of which I have been speaking. However, spiritualization of

life was a very uncommon definition both of socialism and of

Jewish nationalism. But that was how Brod defined it, not only

to make it proof against the attacks of antinationalists and

internationalists, but also to make it palatable to himself.

The war had brought nationalism and nationalist propaganda

in discredit; on the other hand, it had also promoted the

nationalism of hitherto dependent peoples who now demanded

full sovereignty. President Wilson's crusading proclamation

of the right to self-determination had - perhaps all too con-

fidently — introduced a new stimulus to national aspirations,

on the presumption that newly liberated peoples would be

more moderate than the old imperial powers. This was an

error of judgment, as we all know. But in 1920, the illusion

persisted that two kinds of nationalism existed, one rapacious,

arrogant and oppressive, the other human and tolerant In

the new Czechoslovakia this distinction was especially pop-

ular, as the figure of the leader of the new state, Thomas G.

Masaryk with his outstanding record as a fighter against na-

tionalist forgeries, against superstition, injustice and misman-

agement of law, enjoyed unique prestige. Actually, Brod was

one of the admirers of Masaryk. Whether the idea of self-
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determination was realistic, may be disputed today. Yet, fifty

years after Wilson, it seems generally accepted that political

sovereignty is an unalienable right of all nations, large and

small.

Anyhow, it is not the poUtkal side with which we are con-

cemed here. Numbed by moralist phraseology, we at that

time overlooked the relevance of power in political calcula-

tions. In the fierce discussions of 1920, the controversial issue

was the justification of nationalist Weltanschauung. In his

book Im Kampf um das Judentum (1920) Brod tried to clarify

tMs concept in a polemical form. The Jew is confronted with

a paradox, he said. He has to fight against the principle of

nationalism because he believes in universal brotherhood. At

the same time, he is obliged to take an active part in the

Jewish national movement. He rejects all nationalism, except

the Jewish. "It is the mission of the Tewish national move-

ment and of Zionism to give a nev, meaning to the ward

'Nation,' This is possible because we Jews direct our demands

from the very start to spiritual ends, and we are content

with a minimum guaranty of our existence as a people"

(p. 38) . The Jews, he believed, would be an exception. But

nationalists of other nations, too, have claimed that their

case was an exception.

What actually caused such a deep upheaval in the minds of

these secularized Jews during those years 1909 to 1915, would

be called today the quest for a Jewish identity. The term was

not known, or at least not used, sixty years ago. Then, in

German, it was called the personal Jewish question — di>

persoenliche Judenfrage. Moritz Heimann, a man of letters

who himself stood aloof from Jewish politics and internal

party strife had given it its classical, though of course para-

doxical, formulation: what a Jew driven to a desert island

would in his innermost soul perceive as the Jewish problem,

this alone is it.

True, discussions about the Jewish problem, die Judenfrage,

had been going on for almost a century. Zionist propaganda,

seventy or sixty years ago, was mainly directed at persuading
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the public — Jewish and Gentile — that the Jews, persecuted

in the East and harassed by unrelenting antisemitism in the

West, needed their own country. One used the misleading

formula "The land without people to the people without

land" (misleading, because there was no land without peo-

ple) . This was not a convincing argument for Jewish intel-

lectuals who felt themselves at home in the German literary

world and who, in any case, regarded nationalism as a retro-

grade element, as compared to the ideal of progress of man-

kind as a whole.

This, therefore, had no appeal for men like Brod.

In Judaism as a religion they were still less interested. But

despite their ostensible outward security, there was a strong,

though perhaps originally unconscious, feeling of being out-

siders, living in a spiritual vacuum; perhaps also the special

atmosphere of Prague, often labelled "mystical" or romantic,

strengthened the interest in the past, the relevance of an-

cestry, the pondering upon a person's destiny. To all this the

experience of continuous antisemitic incidents, including in

the literary and academic world, must be added.

How inconspicuous Zionism was at that time within the

whole setting of Jewish middle class life in Prague (and pos-

sibly also elsewhere) can be gauged from the fact, related

by Brod himself, that at the age of 26 he was passionately

interested in philosophical and literary subjects but had never

even heard the name of Theodor Herzl — and this was shortly

after Herzl's death, an event which daily newspapers must

have reported.

VV hen Brod became a Zionist, he was not content to join

a political organization. This formal step was no satisfactory

answer. Politics apart, Zionism apart, what was the meaning

of Jewish identity? What was its impact on the human con-

dition, on the ethical dilemma of modern man? What these
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men had heard of Jewish sources — in German translations,

of course — mostly from Bergmann or under his guidance,

had surprised and thrilled them. It was the discovery of a

new world of which they had known nothing. They had

neglected their own treasures! This self-reproach was voiced

by Brod in several moving poems. The excitement over the

discovery of another Judaism — in contrast to the empirical

Jewish society — led Brod straight to the project to inquire

into its true nature and its all-human message, to make it

palatable to the modem world, as a pillar of wisdom ap-

plicable to the conditions of this contemporary generation

that had been immersed in the culture and thought of all

the highest ranking nations, and indeed regarded themselves

as cosmopolitans, Weltbuerger in Goethe's sense, as univer-

salists. Brod set out on this enterprise with great ardor, and

to this vulcanic explosion we owe the work which is one

of the most interesting documents of the Jewish crisis at that

time. Heidentum, Christentum, Judentum: It is with this work

in mind that we may speak of the "age of Brod" in the con-

text of the transformation of Jewish consciousness. Perhaps

I should repeat that it was a typical central-European man-

ifestation. It was very "German," written in a way that was

probably foreign to the Anglo-Saxon mentality. No wonder

that the irst translation into English is being prepared only

now, fifty years later. It is sponsored by the University of

Alabama, and I should like to use this opportunity to express

my gratitude to the publishers that they placed at my dis-

posal, at the last minute, a copy of some parts of that trans-

lation so that I was able to check my own translation and,

occasionally, to correct it I was informed that the book will

be published in 1970.

This book which was written during the War, far transcends

the preceding preoccupation with Zionism. Even Zionism

sixty years ago ,vas different from what it is today. The con-

troversial questions then were not whether a Jewish army is

entitled to occupy land densely populated by Arabs, or

whether these or other territories (shetahim) should be re-

tained by the State of Israel. Sixty years ago, it all remained

on a purely ideological and abstract plain, about universal-

ism and nationalism, about the ethical obligations of Man
as member of a collective; even if one accepted the actual

division of mankind into nations, the question was whether

one could justifiably add to this chaos another nationality,

hitherto dormant. As a Jew, brought up in the culture of your

surroundings, you were a citizen of two worlds, and the im-

mediate world of your life and language was much nearer

to you in all practical aspects than that of an abstract al-

legiance without actual content. To accept Jewish identity

was a moral and personal decision of the individual, to a

much higher degree than is the case today in the post-Hitler

world, and in the face of Israeli Realpolitik.

The involvement in politics was in itself a new experience

for intellectual Jews, and this gave a new emphasis to the

relation of ethics and politics. This is, of course, an age-old

problem, but in the situation to which we are referring it

had a special flavor as politics in this context did not apply

to a known reality. It was purely a battle of ideas. This made
it a wide and open issue. The proposition was not merely

to examine the validity of nationalism, or the relevance of

Jewish nationalism, or the ethical and even existential mean-

ing of politics; it was the absorption of the Jewish problem

into general human ethics. Whether Judaism could give an

answer to this need was a much wider question, beyond na-

tionalism; and to that question Brod now directed his enquiry.

In contrast to the slogan of Haskala: "Be a Jew in your house

and a Man in the outside world", it was now said "We do

not accept a separation of Jew and Man. Jewishness is life

in its totality". Consequently, as soon as you become conscious

of what was called the Jewish problem, you have also the

key to other problems of life — if not to their solution, but

at least to the right approach. Judaism was to be restored

from its sleeping-beauty-position of an ineffectual profession

of faith (Konfession) to its power as a way of life.

With this norm in mind, Brod undertook to delineate a

Jewish philosophy in a comparative study, exploring the prin-

ciples of the three main religions — not exactly those of the
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tliree rings of Nathan the Wise, but Paganism, Christianity,

Judaism — and their attitude to the world beyond reach

(Jenseits) and this world (Diesseits). That includes Man's

position in the universe, his dependence on the Unknown

we call God, the limitation of Man's power and, conversely,

the scope of actions that are left to his free will. Paganism

is the religion of Diesseits, of human life in this world, and

ignores what is beyond this experience; Christianity is the

religion of the other world (Jenseits). Judaism is, as we shall

see, the religion which takes into account both worlds and

believes in the coincidence of the opposites, of Grace and

Freedom,

Jews cannot accept the Christian thesis of the miracle of

transfiguration, of God becoming Man and taking on himself

Man's suffering. The unending suffering of mankind did not

stop after the historical event in Judaea in which Christians

put their trust. On the other hand, Man is not completely

powerless against the ills of the world. True, he cannot alter

his predicament as a mortal being, he cannot escape death,

he cannot protect himself against catastrophe, nor can he

reach absolute perfection. To state that Judaism is the re-

ligion of Freedom, distinct from Christianity as the religion

of Grace, is only a half-truth. The dependence of Man on

the Grace of God, far from being a deviation from Judaism,

derives from its own teaching. It is amply documented by

fragments from the Hagada, mysticism, from the tales of the

Hassidim, from the Bible itself, and also from the liturgy.

But the idea of God's omnipotence does not mean that Man's

life is meaningless. Against many evils on this earth Man can

and must fight Much suffering in the world is the result of

Man's own acts, of his self-righteousness, his negligence and

his wickedness. Such misery as is caused by poverty, slavery,

war, sodal humiliation, is avoidable. It must not be confused

with the metaphysical limitations of man. As the psalmist

says: The heavens are the heavens of God, but the earth he

has left to Man.

This differentation between avoidable ills and the un-

avoidable abandonment of Man, became the very pillar of
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Brod's philosophy. He called them the noble and the ignoble

misfortune (or misery) . Against the "noble," because un-

avoidable, misfortune there is no human defense. Here Man
is at the mercy of God. But the removal, or reduction of

"ignoble" misfortune, of that misery which is not imminent

part of his very existence but is caused by man himself,

including all social wrongs, is his own responsibility.

In his Baeck Memorial Lecture devoted to Hermann Cohen

last year. Professor Emil Fackenheim, inter alia, pointed out

the difference between the philosophy of Cohen and Heideg-

ger as far as death is concerned. Cohen, he said, "rejects the

general brooding (on death) only because it can result in no

action. On his part, Cohen, unconcerned with death, is very

much concerned with poverty — which, unlike death-in-gen-

eral, makes action imperative."^ In this connection, Facken-

heim quotes a sentence from Die Religion der Vemunft where

Cohen says:

"Death is a metaphysical evil on whose cause or pos-

sible abolition mystics may brood. It is not a theme for

ethics, and hence neither for true religiosity. It is al-

ready different with sickness . . . Poverty becomes the

main representative of human misfortune . .
." (That

is said with allusion to the Prophets.)

I am not sure whether Brod knew Cohen when he conceived

his formula of Edles and Unedles Unglueck. But this is not

a question of priority. It is a most remarkable, if not aston-

ishing, fact that Jewish thinkers of such different character —
and different calibre — when concerned with the essence of

ethics, arrived at such similar results. Moreover, Fackenheim

also mentioned in this respect Ernst Bloch and his work Das

Prinzip der Hoffnung. When we consider Bloch's latest work,

Atheismus im Christentum, the parallel becomes even more

startling. Although as a Marxist, Bloch, in the pre-World-

War-One fashion, regards himself as an atheist, he comes to

the conclusion that the religious, or metaphysical, or trans-

cendental, element is indispensable for the understanding

of the ethical basis of socialism. The reference of all these

7 Hermann Cohen
York. 1969, p. 5.

After Fifty Years, Leo Baeck Lecture 12, LBI New
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thinkers to the Prophets also explains why Cohen, too, and

Max Brod in a still more outspoken way, professed socialism

as their creed. When he became a Zionist, Brod emphasized

the socialist side of Zionism (in his booklet Sozialismus im

Zionismus) . To him, this strengthened the role Zionism had

to play as a general force in combating ignoble misfortune.

This subject of this-worldly task of Man is developed by

Brod in innumerable variations, with reference to old and

new literature, well-chosen and well explained quotations,

often in the form of polemics; there is a great deal of un-

ashamed apologetics in it, especially in the defense of Judaism

against the popular Christian arguments and labels.

The fundamental difference between the Christian and the

Jewish approach is seen by Brod in the attitude to what he

calls Ignoble Misery. The fight against the gigantic multitude

of evil caused by Man himself is the actual drama of human
existence. To face that reality, despite pitfalls and disappoint-

ments, must be considered of much greater moral value than

to withdraw from human entanglement into a monastic cell,

where one can lead the life of a Saint, whereas in a life full

of fight man's hands cannot remain clean. Therefore, the

contraposition of the two types in almost all of Brod's novels.

To quote only one example, from Poor Cicero (Armer Cicero),

written 1955. Antiochus of Askalon, a Greek philosopher,

joined the Essene Community on the shore of the Dead Sea

in order to learn wisdom from them. In Antiochus' meetings

with Cicero the same subject had always been discussed, the

antithesis between the quiet contemplation of the philosopher,

and the intervention of the statesman or soldier in the quarrels

of nations or classes. What could these men in the desert

know of the state, of the great concerns of nations? That

they preached not to withstand evil, did not satisfy Antiochus.

This virtuous life at Ejn Gedi, with all its hard^ips, was it

not too easy after all? Was it not an escape from the real

world? No, not here in the wilderness one has to seek the

Good, not by fleeing from the world, but amidst the noisy

tumult of action the Good must emerge; only then can it
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be acknowledged as perfect and effective. This is, of course,

the same idea which is expressed in the Theophany of Elija

to whom, when he was hiding in the Cave, the Lord said:

What are you doing here, Elija? Not withdrawal into an

isolated pious life was his function, but fighting the evil in

the corrupt and dangerous world. That is also the reason

why Tycho Brahe, who is facing the temptation, is a more

valuable character than the "saint" Kepler who is untouched

by evil forces and finds his way somnambulantly.

Brod is exasperated by the idea that Christianity could be

regarded as the religion of noble misfortune while Judaism

is concerned solely with ignoble misfortune. No, he says,

Judaism has part in both. Logically, the two are contradictory,

yet actually they are indivisible.

Judaism is more in accord with human reality than any other

religion. In one sphere Man is dependent on the help of

God, in the other God is dependent on the help of Man. As

Rabbi Loew, the Maharal, says to Tycho Brahe in Brod's

novel: "How weak is GodI We have to support him. How
miserable is the father whom his children have deserted."

1 he most important test for Man is how to react to the mir-

acle of Grace. This is exemplified in the story of R. Shimon

bar Yohai which occupies a focal position in Brod's concep-

tion. It is condensed in the saying of R. Shimon: "A miracle

has been performed for our sake; therefore I will establish

a useful institution." In this sentence Brod sees a decisive

principle of Judaism. The miracle is the business of God;

the business of Man is steadily to improve life in this world

by creating useful institutions. Ignoble misfortune requires

active intervention, noble misfortune humble waiting. The

two kinds of world in which we are set require also two dif-

ferent attitudes. That is the two-track reality, Zweigeleisigkeit.

Brod also exemplifies it by quoting Goethe: "Das Erforsch-

liche erforschen und das Unerforschliche ruhig verehren" —
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to explore what is explotable, and to revere quietly the un-

explorable. In one realm we have to deal with ignoble

misfortune, in the other with noble misfortune, das Uner-

forschUche, where we depend on Grace. Ostensibly these two

attitudes exclude each other. Actually each of them needs the

other and would be meaningless without the other. (I am
now quoting from the Alabama translation)

:

"Solitariness in a waiting attitude cannot co-exist with
active interference. Nevertheless solitariness and wait-

ing, hoping for Grace, without active interference, is a
self-derision, and activity without waiting humility is

empty noise. But waiting spoils the elan of the deed,

and the deed destroys the fruit of contemplation.

Thus two things exist which exclude each other and
yet cannot be without one another. This is indeed a
mystery, and a visible one at that. This mystery is the
law of life of all living things,'*

It is the incompatibility of the correlated which is found not

only in the two categories mentioned, but in many categories

of opposites. Their coincidence is the decisive miracle of

religious experience. Logos and Eros are opposites, but are

not viable without each other. Neither arid rationalism nor

the unrestrained and uncontrolled forces of vitality can dom-
inate life; both are necessary. This dualism has been Brod's

central idea throughout sixty years in all his works.

Already in 1935, on the occasion of Brod's 50th birthday, his

life-long friend, the philosopher Felix Weltsch, summarized
the essence of Brod's development as follows:

"From the period of un-freedom, of despair over the
inevitability and meaninglessness of all happening in-

cluding the doings of Man, grew the Indifferentism.

This was joy of observation of what was going on; this

leads to the Aestheticism of the next period; this is over-

come by the religion of freedom; from this height it

tumbles, and from the despair emerges the Religion
of Grace in its Jewish version; it is the religion of the
miracle on earth (Diesseitswunder), turned into the
realm of morality; this leads to the variant of moral
Diesseitswunder, i.e. sin as an element of morality.
Now this polarity, the struggle between Eros and Ethos
which runs through this whole development, becomes
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the subject of creative writing: in the theory of double
track (Zweigeleisigkeit), in the doctrine of noble and
ignoble misery, and in the motif of love from a dis-

tance; it finds for itself a new possibility of making the

incompatible compatible."

It would perhaps be dishonest to conclude this discourse

without admitting some doubt about the accuracy of the

distinction between noble and ignoble misfortune — doubts

which, by the way, Brod himself did not always suppress.

Ignoble misery is, after all, caused by men because men are

not perfect and no saints; they succumb to temptation, their

egoism and quest for power is one of the causes, if not the

principal one, of social wrongs and human suffering. Is not

this wickedness of Man part of the "noble" (i.e. unavoidable)

misfortune of being created as a fallible and sinful being?

So the borderline between the two kinds of human misfortune

cannot be precisely drawn. Human activity can remove or

diminish misfortune only in a limited measure. Revolutions

often bring about as much human misery, sometimes even

more than they succeed in abolishing. The realm of Love

cannot be created by political means.

The good deed demands more than politics; it demands

humility. So in his last two books the old man concentrated

all his endeavors on finding comfort in the Indestructible,

das Unzerstoerbare, Man's unique gift to break the law of

causality, when the little light in his innermost being, das

Lichtlein (of Gustav Mahler's Second Symphony), enables

him to do a good deed. That is the great paradox, the bridg-

ing of fundamental contradictions by the free action of Man
which makes his life meaningful in the totality of the universe.

In the last resort, not the "all-destroyer" Nietzsche, but the

humane Hillel is the preferable teacher of Mankind.

That is the summa sapienta, the summit of wisdom, which

Max Brod regarded as the legacy of Judaism. It has to come

to life, time and again, in ever changing variations, in chang-

ing circumstances of the saeculum. In its ultimate purport

the human spirit aspires to the wholeness which is attainable

only by the this-worldly miracle, the coincidence of Grace

and Freedom. Far from being an impotent tool of arbitrary
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or tyrannical rule of an unknown will, Man, with all his

Imitations, is a vehicle of God. In all creation he is the only

being in whose hand it is given to triumph over blind and
cruel causality, in a supreme effort to perform the good deed.

In this, however, he succeeds only in those rare moments
when Grace does not veil its head. Failures are part of his

destiny. As Biod says through the mouth of his Queen Esther

(who idls in her desperate effort to reconcile spirit and
vitality, or reason and irrational passion) : — "It is unfeasible

to be human," "yet nothing else is left to us." Or, as Brod
said in one of the last of his letten - actually the last I had
from him only four weeks before his death: — "Man muss
immer von vom anfangen" "One has always to start again."

It is the wisdom of Rabbi Tarfon in which Max Brod saw
the essence of Judaism and its belief in Man's unending task

in this world, im Diesseits: "It is not expected of thee to com-
plete the work — but thou art not at liberty to shirk it"

SO
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PUNTID IN THE VHUm STATES OP AMERICA

I.

For a Jew of today to commemorate a fiftieth anniversary in

Jewish history is an enterprise fraught with obligation and

danger. We are on one side, the event to be commemorated is

on the other, and between us yawns an abyss without equal

in the annals of history. As we remember, we seek to bridge

the abyss, for to save the past for the present is our obligation.

Yet no less great is the obligation to remember the abyss itself.

And in this double obligation, and the tension between them,

lies the danger. We tremble lest, in an effort to save the Jewish

past for the present, we pretend, if but for a moment, that the

greatest catastrophe in Jewish history never happened. But

we also tremble lest, overwhelmed by the catastrophe, we

allow the Jewish present to be robbed of its past. To renew the

past for present life has always been an essential obligation for

the Jewish historian, philosopher and theologian. Never be-

fore has this task been both so indispensable and so difficult.

The task is especially difficult when the event to be remem-

bered lies in the sphere of German-Jewish history. The enor-

mity of the Nazi holocaust is such as to dwarf all lesser Jewish

tragedies which are part of it. Were it not for this fact the

tragedy of what once was known as German Judaism would,

by itself, have few equals in the annals of history. Nowhere

did Jews believe the promise of the modern world more whole-

heartedly than in Germany. Nowhere else did they make more

thorough-going attempts to reconcile their Jewish heritage

with the culture that surrounded them. Nowhere did such

attempts result in a similar flowering of the spirit. Yet pre-

cisely in that country erupted a groundless and demonic hate

which is without parallel in the darkest place or time any-



where in history. Without doubt the present-day critic, en-

dowed as he is with hindsight, must reach the inexorable

conclusion that the Jewish love which inspired what was once

thought of as the "German-Jewish symbiosis" never did have

any real counterpart in a German love for things Jewish.^ But

dare he dismiss all the products of this love as mere aberra-

tions, remembered with pain and best forgotten? To do so

would be to cut off the Jewish present from the past and,

indeed, to rob it of some of its greatest treasures.

In the case of no other figure in German-Jewish history are

the dilemmas of present commemoration so deep and so pain-

ful as in that of Hermann Cohen, who died fifty years ago.

German history abounds with Jewish personalities - philoso-

phers, poets, artists, scientists — who made invaluable contri-

butions to German culture; none combined as first-rate a

contribution to German culture with as forthright and un-

equivocal a commitment to Judaism as did Hermann Cohen.

German-Jewish history is rich in contributions to Jewish

thought and scholarship; but neither Zunz nor Moses Hess,

neither Geiger nor S. R. Hirsch, neither Buber nor Rosen-

zweig had at the same time a comparable impact, as Germans,

upon German culture. Not even Moses Mendelssohn (who

ushered in the era of German Judaism) came anywhere close

to Hermann Cohen (who stood at its end) , in the degree to

which he lived up to Mendelssohn's own advice of living at

once in both worlds. And such was Cohen's trust in both these

worlds, and in their inherent affinity, that he had no inkling

or premonition that disaster was imminent. There are few

thoughts to alleviate the pain of the present reader who feels

this trust in Cohen's writings. Among these few is that their

author was spared the experience of Nazism, which would have

broken his spirit.

Without doubt a trust so uncritical, in the mind of a pre-

sumably critical philosopher, bespeaks some hidden fault. We
must seek out that fault. At the same time, we must guard

against the danger of magnifying or misunderstanding it. We
are in any case forbidden to judge Jews prior to the Nazi holo-

caust in the light of hindsight knowledge, when we, who are

after the event, are no more able to understand it than those

prior to it could predict it. Moreover, in the case of Hermann
Cohen we shall find that, like in a Greek tragedy, the catas-

trophic events which then seemed impossible, and yet were
so soon to become actual, were totally out of proportion to

the fault.

We owe this insight less to Hermann Cohen than to our-

selves. Such are the momentous events in contemporary Jew-
ish history that an Israeli philosopher can write of Franz

Rosenzweig that he was

perhaps the last Jew to argue that an individual's Jew-
ish existence was dependent first and foremost on per-

sonal decision, and that history was waiting patiently

until each member of this people would discover for

himself the grounds for justifying his decision to remain
a Jew.2

This criticism (which would apply far more justly to Cohen

than to Rosenzweig) rests on deep insights into contemporary

Jewish history. Yet a wide gap exists between these insights

themselves and the criticisms one might derive from them.

Dare we deny the need for a philosophy of Judaism? Dare we

dispense with Cohen and Rosenzweig, who are among its

greatest modern representatives? No less a scholar than Julius

Guttman has credited Hermann Cohen with the renewal of

the philosophy of Judaism in our time.^

But one may give Cohen this credit and still cast him aside.

His is the language of an outworn, abstract idealism; we on

our part, if needing the language of philosophy at all, need a

language of concreteness which speaks to us of human death

and finitude, of the actual world, and of existential decision.

Here too, however, caution and discrimination shall be re-

quired. It is true that Heidegger thinks of death whereas to

Cohen death is not a theme for the moral or the religious

consciousness. But it is also true that Heidegger broods on

death-in-general and shows no philosophical concern for the

murder of children — whereas Cohen rejects the general brood-

ing only because it can result in no action. On his part, Cohen,

unconcerned with death, is very much concerned with poverty



— wMch, unlike death-in-general, makes action imperative*

But of concern with poverty one finds no trace in Heidegger's

writings. One may well ask, then, in this particular instance,

who is the "abstract" idealist, and who the "concrete" existen-

tialist, demanding action and commitment

Questions such as these must be asked by the general philoso-

pher. Additional ones must be asked by the Jewish philos-

opher. In the pre-modem world, Jewish thought achieved

confrontations between Judaism and philosophy. In the mod-

em world its general tendency has been to allow philosophy

to be the judge of Judaism. To allow philosophy this role

seemed inescapable, for modem philosophy, unlike its medi-

eval predecessors, laid claim to both radical autonomy and

total impartiality.

Yet the fact is that this impartiality was rarely extended to

Judaism. Despite its claim to autonomy modern philosophy

has not hesitated to confess a need of religious, and in par-

ticular Christian, inspiration. The possibility that it might

stand in need of Jewish inspiration has been explored only

by two major philosophers, both Jewish in origin. Moreover,

of these two, Ernst Bloch,« who writes during and after the

experience of Nazism, dares no more than couple Judaism with

Christianity, whereas Hermann Cohen, whose writings pre-

cede Nazism, has the moral and intellectual courage to engage

in Jewish criticisms of Christianity.

We must conclude, then, that the present-day Jewish critic of

Cohen's work is right to view with suspicion any tendency on

his part to dissolve existing Judaism into an abstract, philo-

sophically-inspired "religion of reason." But he would risk

eliminating what is alive, along with what is dead, were he

to disregard the possibility that this religion of reason is it-

self, in part if not as a whole, the product of Jewish inspiration.

Seeking out what is alive in Cohen's thought, we do well to

begin with what is most obviously dead. During the eariy
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period of his career as a Marburg professor of philosophy,

Cohen's Judaism had become "mainly a memory of his child-

hood experiences, not a living and lived reality."^^ After 1912,

when he retired from Marburg, began lecturing on Jewish

philosophy at the Berlin Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft des

Judenturns, and — above all — was at work on his great book

on Judaism, the Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des

Judentums, his celebrated return to Judaism was complete.

Yet during that time he was still able to write Deutschtum und

Judentum,'^ a war-time pamphlet which today seems light-years

away.

According to Cohen's pamphlet a unique kinship exists be-

tween "Germanism" and Judaism — one which, already partly

actualized, is destined to ever fuller actualization. On the

one hand, Judaism is one root of Germanism (the other

being Hellenism) , and these two have found a transfigured

form of modern life in Germanism ever since the Reforma-

tion. On the other hand, Judaism, having lost part of its

native essence in the medieval Ghetto, could have regained

that essence in its modem form only through German in-

spiration.

The essence of Germanism is ethical idealism. The Reforma-

tion — which has placed the German spirit into the centre of

world history — is a revolution in behalf of free, inward con-

science (a conscience as much moral as religious) , and it was

only a question of time until this conscience assumed its

proper expression of moral autonomy in German philosophy

and poetry. The core of the many expressions of Germanism,

for Cohen, are Kant and Schiller.

Moral autonomy is universal in validity. It is German, how-

ever, in historical origin and location.

What differentiates the German concept of mankind

from the humanite of the French revolution is its ethi-

cal foundation. The "mankind" of Germanism alone

rests on the grounds of ethics . .
.^



Germanism, therefore, has universal significance for all man-
kind. The future it demands and inspires is universal — peace,

socialism, internationalism — ; its realization requires the ethi-

cal idealism which is the particular product of Germanism.

Germanism, therefore, is, in its unique particularity, "the

teacher of the world."*

Germanism is akin to Judaism: What Germanism has pro-

duced in modem art, poetry and philosophy Judaism has

possessed since ancient days, in the Messianic expectation.

Affirming the uniqueness of the One God from the start.

Judaism had achieved total freedom and universalism in the

Messianic ideal. All three ideals, to be sure, were obscured

if not lost in the medieval Ghetto, when the fear of persecu-

tion "narrowed and darkened" i*> the outlook. "The [Jewish]

Messiah was resurrected . . .", however, "in the German
spirit."*^ To be sure, Moses Mendelssohn (who began to make
"Germanism a life-force for Judaism") ^^ failed to bring about

this resurrection; for he shrank from affirming a universalistic

Messianism and confined Judaism to a narrow, particularistic

law. His hei«. however, inspired as they were^md are by a

German ethical idealism still dormant in Mendelssohn's time,

have been enabled to be "as Germans, Jews, and as Jews,

Germans."^'* Indeed, so intimate is the kinship between Ger-

manism and Judaism now that it may be said that Germany
is the motherland, if not the fatherland, of all modem Jews.

Such, in brief, are the main contentions of Deutschtum und

Judentum. After fifty years, what shall we say of them? First

— and this is in charity as well as justice — the work is a war-

time pamphlet, and it is a melancholy fact that, during the

first world war, the most foolish utterances were sincerely

made by the greatest intellectuals in all the warring countries.

Cohen was less foolish than many others. Freud is said to have

proclaimed that his libido was with Austria. Cohen could

never have made any similar statement. His moral reason, not

his libido, was involved, and this is why even in the midst of

the war he was able to look beyond it And what he saw was

internationalism, socialism and peace.^^
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Second — and this is in justice, for charity is not required —
in publishing this pamphlet Cohen was not guilty of assimi-

lationist cowardice. On the contrary, the publication was an

act of Jewish courage, as was proved when the nationalistic

critics did not praise him for his German patriotism but

rather accused him of Jewish presumptuousness. When at-

tacked, Cohen did not fail to counter-attack. Even though

antisemites and Zionists denied the fact, there was an "iden-

tity of essence" between Germans and German Jews. And if

he, Cohen, were ever forced to recognize that he lived within

"a people and a state" which were incompatible with his

Jewish commitments, then he would refuse to surrender his

Judaism, and feel justified in demanding a home in Palestine.^®

Then why did Cohen, never slow to recognize antisemitism

or to attack it, possess so uncritical a faith in a German

"essence" unsullied by "existence?" And, in seeking out that

essence, what made him so sure of his correct identification?

Cohen knew that Schopenhauer and Nietzsche were not Kant,

Goethe and Schiller, and that Wagner was not Bach, Mozart

or Beethoven.iT Yet it was not Schopenhauer, Nietzsche or

Wagner that constituted his Germanism. He must have known

of Luther, the crass antisemite, and Luther, the grim foe of

the peasants. Yet the essence of his Luther was free conscience

— and socialism 1 18 In the entire strange pamphlet there is

perhaps no stranger passage than the following:

Despite the universal contrary prejudice I venture to

assert that in Germany equal rights for Jews have

deeper roots than anywhere else. Everywhere in the

world Jews may win a higher share of political rights

and government. We German Jews seek this share on
the grounds of participation, inwardly recognized, in

German morality and religiosity. Hence our road to

liberation is harder and more erratic, for it is bound up
with the fluctuations of social feelings; but it has deeper

historical and cultural roots. And our limited Jewish

rights in Germany are of higher value for religious sur-

vival than the apparently absolutely equal rights of

Jews abroad . .
.^^

This passage, so indescribably tragic in retrospect, gives us

our first due to a fatal flaw which permeates Cohen's entire



thought: a strange abstractness, a shadowy sort of idealism

which ascribes to ideas and ideals £ar greater power and re-

sponsibility than they ever can carry. Such abstractness. a

grave fault in any case, becomes altogether fatal when it

assumes a dreamlike quality; when everything is staked on

ideas and ideals — in this case, those of Kant, Goethe and

Schiller — which, so far as any historical efficacy was concerned,

had long vanished into the past.

This dreamlike unrealism affects Cohen*s appraisal of Ger-

man existence. It affects no less his appraisal of Jewish exist-

ence. Cohen recognized the state as a moral necessity. He
recognized it as a political necessity as well. As regards a Jew-

ish state, however, he not only denied its necessity but actually

went so fai as to affirm its impossibility. This was on the

grounds that

it would contradict die Messianic idea and the mission

of Israel that we [Jews] should be permitted to create

a state of our own.^**

It may be thought that a philosophy which permits such way-

ward views can have no solid foundations. This may well be

the view of contemporary philosophers, who do not take phil-

osophical idealism, or any aspect of it, with any kind of

seriousness. More justly could it be the view of contemporary

Jewish philosophers if only because, confronted as they are

with unprecedented threats to Jewish survival, they require

unprecedented resources of realism.

Yet as the contemporary Jewish philosopher looks to all the

contemporary philosophies he finds little to sustain him in

his need. The momentous moral crises of the present age re-

quire momentous moral resources wherewith to meet them.

Yet in one camp of contemporary philosophy — linguistic em-

piricism—one finds little but trivial responses; and in the

other — existentialism — one finds a tendency to exalt the act

of commitment above any content or purpose. It seems not

accidental that any moral strength in either of these philo-

sophical camps appears due to a harking back to earlier, ideal-

istic philosophies, and to Immanuel Kant above all others.

The Jewish philosopher who discovers this fact soon re-dis-

covers another. Ever since Kant produced his moral philos-

ophy the theme "Kant and Judaism" has existed in the minds

of Jewish philosophers. This theme, many-sided and quite

possibly inexhaustible, has nevertheless a central core: the

identity of, and difference between, the categorically com-

manding voice of Kant's moral reason, and the no less cate-

p^orically commanding voice of the God of Judaism. But
Kant's rational autonomy is the core of philosophical mod-
ernity, and the categorically commanding God is the core of

the divine-Jewish covenant; hence the theme "Kant and Juda-
ism" bids fair to remain alive so long as there is both Judaism
and modem philosophy.

In his own time Hermann Cohen was the great renewer

of the Kantian philosophy. He first produced commentaries

whose scholarly value has not diminished with the passage of

time. He then produced his own neo-Kantian system, and this

rescued the German philosophy of his time from arid posi-

tivism and scholasticism. Finally — and this at least for our

purposes was his crucial achievement, for we cannot here enter

into his general philosophy — there was in his mind through-

out an ongoing dialogue between his Kantian and his Jewish

commitments.-^

In this dialogue we will here stress two features. One is fur-

ther and more philosophical evidence of the weakness which

we have already discovered — a dreamlike lack of realism

which is not present in Kant himself and which, by itself, suf-

fices to explain why the eighteenth century master is today

more philosophically alive than his nineteenth and early twen-

tieth century disciple and expositor. The other feature, how-

ever, is a strength, and one which in the end is far more

important. Other Jewish thinkers before and after Hermann
Cohen have confronted Kant with Judaism. Probably of

Cohen alone can it be said that he showed the boldness and

competence to build Jewish commitments into Kantianism

itself.

II
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We must consider the weakness before considering the

strength. Kant makes a well-known distinction between duty

and inclination. The distinction is radical, for duty is not

duty so long as it subserves inclination and is not for duty's

sake. Initially made, this distinction permeates the entire

Kantian moral and religious philosophy. The moral will is

determined by duty: all concern with ends is shot through

with inclination. This will does right for right's sake: it is

not moved by hope o£ reward and fear of punishment even

if God is the author of both. The moral will cannot strive

even for eternal happiness; it can strive only to be worthy of

it. These and other afl&rmations all rest on the altogether basic

faith that the voice of duty is no illusory voice, which com-

mands that which cannot be done. I can do what I ought to

do; the self-determination which is my duty is the essence

of my freedom. Here lies the core of Kant's whole ethical

idealism.

This ethical idealism, however, is coupled, in Kant himself,

with a most remarkable element of critical realism. Kant

maintains that duty can and must conquer inclination when

the two are in conflict; he does not maintain that inclinations

are intrinsically evil, and that their indiscriminate conquest

is either possible or desirable. Kant asserts that the good will

is determined by duty, and not by consequences; he considers

indifference to consequences an existential impossibility. Thus

a marked realism is manifest in his analysis of the human

moral situation; it is manifest no less in his eschatological

expectations. Historically, he looks to a future of perpetual

peace; but his hope is as much grounded in a grim political

necessity which will compel even the worst of men as in an

exalted moral necessity which will compel the best of them.

Religiously, he hopes for eternity; but this hope too has an

element of realism. Thus his summum bonum includes, along

with perfect virtue, realizable only by man, also a deserved

happiness, irreducible to virtue, such as can only be the gift

of God. Hence the Kantian God, though an Idea and an

Ideal, is by no means an Idea and Ideal only. The God-Idea

suffices to inspire moral action. Man being what he is, only

an existing God can warrant an eschatological hope.

But the Kantian philosophy has had the peculiar fate that

whereas, on the one side, empiricists and realists have dis-

missed his moral idealism, on the other side philosophers in-

spired by his moral idealism have rejected the realism with

which, in Kant himself, the idealism is conjoined. Of such

a rejection Fichte is the first great example. Hermann Cohen
is the last.

Consider the following examples from Cohen's Kant Be-

griindung der Ethik.^^ Kant holds the human will, but not

human nature, to be alterable; Cohen affirms the task of "re-

creating man in accordance with the idea of humanity."28

Kant maintains that natural necessity, as well as morality, is

required for human progress;^ Cohen stakes his whole faith

on the "moral education of the human race."^*^ Kant regards

the good will as one end, but not as the sole end; for Cohen

"the good will alone is the final end."2«

Indeed, on this crucial issue he shows his sharpest dissent from

his master. As we have seen, for Kant the summum bonum, or

the highest Good, includes deserved happiness as well as per-

fect virtue, a doctrine which, in Kant, on the one hand pre-

supposes that sensuousness is as unalterable a part of the

human condition as rationality, as well as that, by itself, it

is innocent rather than evil; and which, on the other hand,

leads him to concepts of God and immortality which corres-

pond to man as a human being rather than as an exclusively

rational one. Taking issue with the Kantian concept of the

summum bonum, Cohen alters all the concepts bound up with

it Moral law alone, and nothing else, is the end.^^ Personality

alone is the object of religion and morality; any additional

object — such as happiness — is deleterious to both.^s Indeed,

Cohen goes so far as to reject, in the name of Kant's own
ethics and as being inconsistent with that ethics, his entire

notion of a summum bonum.^^ Kant had inquired into the

practical possibility of the summum bonum, a question which

arises if deserved happiness, as well as moral goodness, is the

end. Cohen does not answer the question, but rather rejects

it, for the possibility of the sole good (i.e., the good will) lies

in the will itself. "Even the [Kantian] question: how is the

IS



liighcst Good practically possible? is deleterious. The question

no longer exists."*®no longer exists."*®

Thus Cohen eliminates every moral concern with happiness.

Others might accept this as a Kantian concession to man's

humanity. Cohen rejects it as a moral impurity. According to

a well-known story, Cohen is said to have complained that

Zionism aimed at normalcy and happiness in behalf of the

Jewish people. Perhaps one may ask whether, had he held

fast to the realistic as well as to the idealistic elements in the

Kantian philosophy, he would have judged any living people,

the Jewish included, by so abstractly idealistic, and indeed

superhuman, a moral standard.

It is only a consequence of these alterations in Kantian doc-

trine that any God, other than the Idea of God, is eliminated.

Kant's own doctrine may not be wholly clear, yet the texts

give ample warrant for our above assertion that Kant's God

is not reducible to his Idea of God. Cohen on his part under-

stands (or corrects) Kant as follows:

God is not author of the moral law; nor the distributor

of happiness, nor He who supplies or completes the ma-

terial conditions of the physical possibility of a final

end understood in terms of happiness . . . According

to the critical method, the Gocl-Idea is inescapable as

Ground of the harmony between natural and moral

teleology, understood as a necessary limiting notion.

If the intelligible Ideas [of natural and moral teleologyl

are already unconditional, then the Idea of God is the

Unconditional of these unconditionals, a maxim of a

higher degree and of enlarged scope.*^

4.

The passage just cited leads us to turn from the weakness in

Cohen's Kantianism to its strength. This lies in the fact, al-

ready referred to, that he builds Jewish moral and religious

conmiitments into Kantianism itself. Perhaps it is not too

much to say that it is through these that he regains die con-

tact with reality which, thus far, seems wholly lost.

14
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At first sight it seems that the cited passage does nothing ex-

cept further emphasize Cohen's weakness, i.e., his lack of

realism. Indeed, its content — the God-Idea — may seem to be

the ultimate philosophical expression of the weakness. We
have thus far found that, unlike Kant himself, Cohen makes

no basic concession to human sensuousness, and hence de-

mands nothing less than the recreation of real men in accord-

ance with the idea of humanity. Now we seem to find that in

trying to live up to this unrealistic and unreal demand men
receive no aid from a real God but merely from the unreal

God idea.

But, as Franz Rosenzweig has warned, Cohen's God-Idea is

not a mere idea.

Quite apart from the fact that for Cohen an Idea is not

a "mere" idea, God Himself is as little a "poetic expres-

sion" of the Idea of God as the fact of the mathematical

cognition of nature is a poetic expression of the logic

of pure cognition. This philosophy avoids strictly any
identification of its concepts with its objects, despite the

fact that it refers with every step to an object.32

What is the object referred to by Cohen's God-Idea? The
Ethik des reinen Willens, Cohen's book in which the God-

Idea first finds full philosophical expression, yields a remark-

able answer. The work sharply repudiates some varieties of

religious experience, notably ancient polytheistic mythology

/which, being dead, no longer constitutes a danger) and pan-

theism (which is very much alive and dangerous) , for these,

identifying as they do what is with what ought to be, are

destructive of genuine morality. At the same time, the work

also welcomes other varieties of religious experience, notably

Platonism (which is a precursor of sorts of Kantianism) and

modern Protestantism (for which, in the interpretation which

he gives it, Cohen has a lifelong feeling of affinity) . The fact

which arrests us, however, and which is altogether without

precedent, is that in this purely philosophical modem work a

specifically and uniquely Jewish religious experience is as-

15



signed an indispensable and indeed foundationa] lole. Cohen
writm*

Prophetic Messianism ... is the most tremendous idea

which ethics must borrow and absorb from a reality

aUen to philosophical methodology.«»

This "tremendous" idea is and remains Jewish even though

Protestantism, as Cohen interprets it, has come to share in it.

How does this "borrowed and absorbed" reality manifest its

presence in the Ethik des reinen Willensf From the aspects of

Cohen's thought which we have thus far considered it may
appear that he cannot but teach an unworldly ethics in which

the will is concerned with nothing other than its own purity,

and in which real men and their real moral concerns are neg-

lected in favor of a shadowy idea of mankind. It comes as a

surprise that nothing is further from the truth. Cohen attacks

any notion that "the earth is ruled by politics while religion

is dcsdned for heaven:"** ediics is to make religion descend

from heaven to earth and to transform polidcs in its own
image. The "pure will" is not inapplicable; rather it finds "the

deepest confirmadon of [its] purity in its applicability."*** And
while there is no moral will without inwardness, a will is

merely thought, not will at all, if it is inwardness alone; true

will requires "externalization" and acdon.** But all action

takes place in the world.

In the context of the Ethik des reinen Willens these doctrines

seem hardly intelligible except for the "borrowed and ab-

sorbed" reality of Jewish Messianism. The gods of pantheism

and polytheism are at home in the world; but they dissolve

wiat ought to be into what is. On His part, a transcendent

metaphysical God dwells beyond the world; but He inspires

philosophers and mystics themselves to rise above the world

in order that they might know Him. There is salvation in

none of these deides. There is salvation only in the God of

the Jewish prophets. These witness to a new God, one, unique,

and other than the world, yet a God who announces to men
what is good in the world. He is a God men will know, not

when they explore His essence, but only when they hear His
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commandments and do His will.*^ And His will must be done

in the world.

What is His will? That each man, created in the divine

image, be an end in himself.** That mankind be one as He

is one. That there be international right and justice, socialism

and peace.**

These are demands which relate to the future. The gods of

myth point to the past. Addressing the moral will (which is

geared to the future) ,*° the prophetic God Himself points

to the future) .*! And since His moral demand is uncom-

promising the future pointed to is Messianic. Here lies the

core of the Jewish "reality borrowed and absorbed" by Cohen's

moral philosophy.

Here too is the secret which enables Cohen to reconcile an

uncompromisingly "idealistic" demand made of the human

will with a no less uncompromising concern with the "real" —
social, economic and political — world. For if one inquires

into the link between ideality and reality — into the ground

which prevents the ideal from becoming a mere shadow and

the real from being brute fact — there is no doubt as to the

answer: it is a moral passion which equals in intensity and

source of inspiration, if not in the source of validation, that

of the Jewish prophets. Only if this strength is seen in Cohen's

thought is his weakness, described earlier, seen in the proper

perspective.

As Cohen "borrows and absorbs" Jewish Messianism in his

philosophical ethics he is forced to ask an all-important ques-

tion. "What actuality is guaranteed for the ethical?" *i Jewish

faith has its own answer to this question. Man must work for

the Messiah, and also wait for him. He can and must do both

because the Messianic future is the joint work of man and

God. And such is the dialectical relation between the two

that the Messiah may come when men have become good

enough to make his coming possible, or wicked enough to

make it necessary. Yet even though human goodness or wicked-

ness be extreme, men still may not calculate the end; this is

a seaet in the keeping of God.
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Radical alterations of this Jewish doctrine are fified upon
Cohen in the process of philosophical "absorption." This is

because a fundamental "gulf" exists between all religion, the

Jewish included, and his own neo-Kantian ethics: "ethics can

tolerate no external ground." ^^ The Reformation has rightly

"deified" freedom. The Kantian ethics which has given philo-

sophic form to this deification has recognized that the moral

will can have nothing external to it, either to command it

or to aid it in its moral performance. The moral will is self-

determined (and, in fact, will-to-self); and the Messianic

future does not require a togetherness of working and wait-

ing: it is "eternal task" only, demanding nothing but "eternal

labor."*8 No help external to "labor" is either possible or

necessary.

What "actuality." then, is "guaranteed" for "the ethical?"

It may well seem that Cohen's philosophical "absorption"

of the Jewish faidi destroys every hope of an affirmative an-

swer. For if man alone must do the work, then surely, to put

it mildly, his record in the past provides little hope for the

future, and no guarantee. A traditional Jewish believer might

justifiably have said, "I must in my moral labor ... be wholly

independent of and unworried by the question of success";**

for he believed that God and man each does his work. Such a

statement, when appearing in the Ethik des Reinen Willens,

may well seem to reflect a total and desperate divorce of

ideality from the real world.

Yet it is precisely in response to this problem that Cohen

arrives at his Idea of God. In my moral labor I miist be in-

dependent of the question of success. I can have this inde-

pendence only because of the Idea of God. The Idea of God,

therefore, is by no means a religious Idea only, extraneous

to ethics. It is indispensably part of Cohen's ethics itself and,

indeed, its "basic principle of truth."**

What is Cohen's Idea of God? Not the existing God of

Judaism, for his philosophical ethics can accept no God who

is the source, external to the moral will, of either given

commandments or (pre-Messianic or Messianic) salvation.

But, as Franz Rosenzweig has stressed, neither is He a "mere"
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— i.e., human — idea. Even a moral Idea is not a merely human

idea, for it has power over the will. The Idea of God, more-

over, is not a moral Idea only but rather the Ultimate Idea

in which what is is linked with what ought to be. The Idea,

therefore, has power over theory as well as practice, over

human cognition as well as over the human will. The God
of Judaism promises perfection on earth. Cohen's God-Idea

guarantees "5e//-perfection ... on earth." "*« The existing God

of Judaism ascts, both in commanding men to prepare the

world for the Messianic Kingdom, and in Himself helping

to bring that kingdom about. Cohen's God-Idea is a necessary

Thought — indeed, the ultimate necessary Thought — which

arises in the philosophical consciousness as, having been forced

to separate what is and what ought to be, it is forced also

to join together what it has set apart. For all one can tell from

the Ethik des reinen Willens, Judaism has dissolved itself into

a rational, philosophical ethics. But in so doing it has done

nothing less than give that ethics a stamp which it could

have received from no other source.

Franz Rosenzweig made a prediction concerning Hermann

Cohen's great posthumous work, the Religion der Vernunft

aus den Qiiellen des Judentums. He wrote of that work that

"it will still be alive when one day his [philosophical] system

will have gone the way of all systems."*'' Fifty years after

Cohen's death it looks as if both parts of Rosenzweig's pre-

diction are justified. It was when, toward the end of his life

and almost as an afterthought, he turned to Judaism in its

own right, that Cohen became what Julius Guttmann has

called the renewer of the philosophy of Judaism, and earned

immortality.*^

Certainly one half of Rosenzweig's prediction seems confirmed.

Not only Cohen's system of ethical idealism, but all philo-

sophical systems have come under severe criticism during the

last fifty years — on the one hand, by Anglo-Saxon philosoph-

ical analysis, and, on the other hand, by Continental, ex-

istentialist protests. Moreover, Cohen's particular system — his
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idealism, his optimism, his progressivist interpretation of his-

tory— might have suffered collapse under the impact of recent

history, even if it had survived during the recent history of

philosophy. Great indeed is the gulf between the present age

and the pre-first-war world. To be sure, present philosophers —
and theologians too— would do well not to dismiss Cohen's

ethical idealism too cavalierly, for many of their themes are

but pale reflections of what is found in Cohen. Even so, only

fragments of Cohen are acceptable. Taken as a whole, Cohen's

system, it appears, has gone the way of all systems.

Still more obviously gone is any notion, offered on whatever

grounds and coming from whatever source, that Judaism be

dissolved into pure universalism. Cohen in any case never

quite adopted that view,« and he explicitly turned away from

it in the last phase of his thought which is yet to be considered.

What concerns us presently is that his philosophical version

of the Messianic faith would no longer be Jewishly acceptable

even if philosophers could still accept it. After the Nazi holo-

cxmt and the rise of the state of Israel — free but embattled

and endangered — the Messianic faith is in any case gravely

problematic, for even the most pious of Jews knows himself

to be commanded to fight for the survival of Jewish particu-

larity in the here and now, even as he waits and works for

universalistic Messianic goals. Quite certain is that the Jew
of today can put far less trust in Cohen's God-Idea than in

the ancient God of Israel. What remains "guaranteed" by the

God-Idea in a world in which Auschwiu is actual? Cohen
asserts that "the perfectibility of development . . . can take

place, must take place," and he dtes as empirical support of

this "must" that biological evolution has not stopped with

the apes, nor historical development with savagery.^o Yet

Auschwitz dwarfs all savagery. For the Jewish philosophy of

today to stay with the God-Idea would be to reduce it to a

necessary thought only, divorced from history and therefore

impotent Such a divorce, however, would be contrary to

Cohen's innermost intentions.

So much for one-half of Rosenzweig's prediction. What of

the other half? This too seems confirmed, and this despite
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the fact that, to judge by the conflict among the interpreters

of the Religion der Vemunft, it is still too soon to appraise

the final significance of this masterpiece of Cohen's old age.

Thus according to one group of interpreters (which includes

Rosenzweig himself) ,^^ Cohen's work breaks through the cir-

cle of idealism, reaches out, beyond the Idea of God, to God,

and thus initiates our own contemporary, post-idealistic phi-

losophy of Judaism. According to the other group,82 however,

it remains within the circle of idealism and merely extends

its scope. What is not doubted by either group is that, whereas

in Cohen's earlier thought aspects of Judaism are taken from

their native context into another, in Cohen's last phase

Judaism remains in its own context even as it is transformed

into a "religion of reason." Moreover, the transformation may

not be purely one-sided. A religion of reason is illustrated by

"the sources of Judaism." At the same time, these "sources"

have a living power wh^'ch may well expand, or alter, the

bounds to which normal "reason" is confined. It is, in any

case, not in doubt that Judaism and philosophy are both

alive in the Religion der Vernunft. And this fact alone would

suffice to give Cohen's work a lasting significance in Jewish

religious philosophy.

Concerning Cohen's earlier thought, Rosenzweig asks whether

"he could ever have seriously believed that his distant image

of God and man in a Messianic mankind exhausted every-

thing that could happen between God and man." ^^ Whether

or not Cohen ever seriously believed this he was in any case

philosophically compelled to assert it. And the question there-

fore arises as to the philosophical grounds which enabled

him to abandon the earlier view in his last period, and thus

to reestablish contact with Judaism in its own right. In the

Religion der Vernunft we find not only Messianic redemption

but also creation and revelation. We come upon not only

moral action but also human prayer and divine forgiveness.

These aspects of what in Judaism "happens between God

and man," Cohen, a pious and knowledgeable Jew in his

youth, had been forced to suspend, reinterpret or abandon

during his Marburg period. How and in what sense was he

able to restore them in the great work of his old age?
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The Religion det Vemunft continues to insist on an "un-

shakable connection" between ethics and religion; it recog-

nizes, however, a "limit" to ethics, at which limit it appears

that religion is "sui generis." ^^ Ethics is confined to the uni-

versal; religion, insofar as it differs from ethics, is concerned

with the individual. More precisely, there is a cleavage be-

tween the universal which I ought to do and be, and the

individal who I am; but whereas before the bar of ethics the

meaning of individuality is exhausted by the universal goal

to which it is directed, in the light of religion individuality

achieves meaning and significance in its own right, i.e., for

what it is, as well as for what it ought to be. Morality demands

the recreation of actual men in the image of the idea of man-

kind. Sympathy loves actual men for what they are. The
God of the prophets looks forward, to the Messianic future.

The God of the psalmist looks downward, to forgive present

men in their sinful misery. In short, what may be called a

reality principle has appeared in Cohen's thought which was

wholly absent in its earlier phase.

One can readily see why it might seem obvious that with

these assertions'cohen Jeaks U^ough the circle of idealism.

A God-Idea may be the source of moral commandment, and

perhaps guarantee, if not Messianic fulfillment, so at least our

necessary belief in it. Surely none except an existing God
can love the sinner, hear prayer and grant forgiveness. The
case, however, is far from being so obvious. For one thing,

G>hen grants that religion is sui generis but denies its inde-

pendence from morality, and indeed for him to do otherwise

would be to produce a crisis in his whole ethical idealism.

For another thing, he is in the Religion der Vemunft still

able to make statements such as the following:

How can one love an Idea? One must answer: how can

one love anything except an Idea? Even in sensuous

love one loves only the idealized person, only the Idea

of the person."

The settlement of the dispute between the Cohen interpreters

depends on the meaning of one crucial concept which appears

only in the last phase of Cohen's thought: that of a God-man
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correlation. Concerning this concept (which in the Religion

der Vemunft appears in the most varied connections) one

thing is clear: the separateness of man and God is affirmed

in their very relation. This separateness, indeed, constitutes

the "ultimate meaning" ^ of correlation. Pantheism dissolves

man into God. Even a monotheism which were ethical only

might do so in the infinite future, if not now. Correlation

keeps God and man apart even as it relates them; thus it

makes possible "the salvation of individuality [which] is the

proper task of religion." ^'^ Whatever else it may mean, then,

the concept of correlation grounds what has already been

referred to as the new reality principle in the last phase of

Cohen's thought.

But precisely how is this reality principle grounded and what

is its significance? Is there an actual, correlative relation

between man and God? Or is that relation a necessary philo-

sophic thought? On weighing the evidence — which here

cannot be reproduced — we must agree with those who deny

that Cohen's Religion der Vemunft breaks the circle of ideal-

ism.''* The Jewish worshipper may stand in a living relation-

ship to the forgiving God. For the philosopher, the loving

God, His acts of forgiveness. His correlation with man which

preserves human individuality, are all necessary Ideas.

God, as member of the correlation, is not a personal

Thou, but Idea, however much what fills . . . this me-

thodically deduced concept in the religious life may
assume personal features.''*

If this is the correct interpretation of Cohen's Religion der

Vemunft, it would certainly follow that the work is not, as

Franz Rosenzweig thought, the first pioneering work in the

development of a post-idealistic philosophy of Judaism.

Martin Buber, in that case, spoke in criticism of Cohen when

he said:

The love of man for God is not the love for the moral

Ideal; it only includes the Ideal. He who loves God only

as moral Ideal may easily despair of the guidance of the

world, which appears to contradict in every hour all
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principles of his moral ideality ... He who loves God
loves the Ideal, and loves more than it. Moreover, he
luiows himself to be loved, not by an Idea or Ideal but
rather by Him who cannot be grasped by Ideality alone
— who is absolute Person.***

Even so, however, Rosenzweig's prediction remains valid. The
Religion der Vemunft remains alive even if what must be

sought by a post.idealistic philosophy of Judaism is not the

God-Idea but, beyond it, the absolute Person. For a post-

idealistic philosophy of Judaism is one thing; a lapse into

philosophical naivete would be another. The circle of idealism

must be broken; its existence can be neither denied nor

ignored. The living God of Judaism does not reduce Himself

to the Idea of God; except for the idea of God, He can neither

withstand philosophical criticism nor, indeed, be comprehen-

sible. The conclusions reached by Hermann Cohen's Religion

der Vemunft are no longer alive in Jewish religious phi-

losophy; the issues with which that work grapples will live on.

6.

This would hardly be the case if the work had been inspired

by abstract philosophical thought alone. Perhaps the most

remarkable fact about this remarkable Jewish thinker is that,

rigorous though Hermann Cohen is as regards self-imposed

intellectual discipline, a genuinely Jewish passion can be felt

again and again underneath. It can be felt even in the writings

of his Marburg period, which touch only marginally upon

Judaism. In the Religion der Vemunft it is unmistakable.

To be sure, even here philosophical thought contains and

controls the religious life which is comprehended and inter-

preted. But perhaps the greatest moments of this great work

occur when containment is strained and control is only barely

possible. With great perception Martin Buber said:

Hermann Cohen is a great example of the philosopher

who is overwhelmed by faith. He objectified the results

of having-been-overwhelmed philosophically, and in-

corporated them into his system of concepts. Nowhere
in his writings does he give direct testimony. Neverthe-

less, the signs are unmistakable.*^
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Baeck's description, while based on theological insight and

psychological intuition, may help us appreciate also the his-

toriographical significance of a specific type of primary and

archival sources dating from the early days of modem anti-

Semitism. It is a type of historical documents shedding light

on the immense impact which the romantic craving for a

total surrender to irrationalism and sentimentalism had on

violent mass-movements such as modem anti-Semitism. A
representative example is a speech made by Karl Heinz

Forster, a young student in Berlin. Forster, one of the leading

agitators of the first anti-Semitic student rallies in the early

1880's, told his enthusiastic and enflamed audience what made

him support the still amorphous and sporadic anti-Semitic

movement: "... I joined the D.V.P. because I felt that only

here, among young, simple, straightforward Oppositionaerc

(non-conformists) , I may find my inner freedom. With all

my might I yearn; I yearn for all that has been maliciously

destroyed by those cold-blooded, barren rationalists, by

shrewd capitalists, by reckless manipulators, by petrified intel-

lectuals, by all those Jewish perverts who live in a prison



whose bars are simply abstract ideas; by those who turned

natural life into an unnatural mechanism, who debased in-

tuition into formal, empty reasoning; who reduced the

healthy human mind to a sick, ailing, decaying formula, good

enough for some scientists or philosophers . . . like Novalis

and our Tumvater Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, my whole being

is but a deep, aching Schwaermerei, a longing for a world of

vitality and magic, a world in which the mystery of love may
engulf me, my soul, my body, my total life . . . what my
German Volk needs is neither the agonizing Jewish moral

conscience, a disease with which the whole Western world is

afflicted, nor the Christian preaching of love, a theory needed

by weaklings and cowards . . . what we really need is not a

Moses or a Jesus, but a Siegfried and a Hermann, we need

more of our genuine 'Germanic heroism*. .
.*'2

Such documents may support the trend in present historiog-

raphy which would have anti-Semitism understood in a more

comprehensive sense; not simply as a particularistic anti-

Judaism, but rather as an anti-Judaism reflecting a universal

crisis of both society and the intellect.3

Moreover, out of many primary sources like the one we
quoted above, the question ariL, whether modern anti-

Semitism was a negation not just of Jews and Judaism, but

also of Christianity; as Salo W. Baron has said: "It is un-

mistakable how the resistance against everything that Judaism

and Christianity stand for has increased since the 70's of the

19th century, and it is no exaggeration to say that this de-

velopment prepared the ground for the Nazi assumption of

power . .
."*

On the other hand, however, history and experience alike

have taught us that not anti-Christianity but rather Christian

theology, Christian education. Christian politics, in fact the

history of Christendom have played a substantial part in the

emergence of anti-Semitism—not to mention additional epi-

sodes in the history of the abuse of power.^

What, then, is the relationship between the religious and anti-

religious roots which gave rise to modern anti-Semitism? It is

this question we wish to deal with in this paper, limiting our-

selves to the historical rather than the purely theological

aspects and only to Germany since the days modem racial

anti-Semitism emerged.

We intend to conclude the lecture with the question whether

this historical analysis may perhaps help us also in acquiring

an additional insight into the rise of irrationalism and preju-

dice in our own days.

Recent historiography has paid much attention to the part

Wilhelm Marr, the man who apparently coined the term

"anti-Semitism" in the 1870's,6 played in the emergence of

that movement. However, it seems that attention should also

be paid to the fact that Marr himself, as well as other fathers

of early political and racial anti-Semitism—for instance H.

Naudh-Nordmann, Eugen Duehring, Adolf Wahrmund,

Friedrich Lange, and Theodor Fritsch—understood anti-Semi-

tism not simply in terms of a rejection of Jews and Judaism,

but also as a critique, and even a negation of Christianity and

religion in general, with special emphasis on Roman Cathol-

icism.''

One of the earliest polemical works against Marr dates from

1862. Called Der Christenspiegel von Anti-Marr, it was

written by Moritz Freystadt, a member of Leipzig's "Society

for Histoiy and Theology" in answer to Marr's Juden-

spiegel. Freystadt interprets Marr's rejection of Judaism as a

rejection of monotheism, based on his anthropological view

of God as a subjective product of our conscious life. Marr's

anti-religious analysis, Freystadt stated, had its roots in the

teachings of Voltaire, Feuerbach and Bruno Bauer.*



with the intensification of anti-Jewish propaganda in the

1870's and 1880's inspired by a racial anti-Semitism, we also

find increasing criticism of Christianity both as a system of

beliefs and as an institution. In one of his popular works

Religioese Streifzuege eines Philosophischen Touristen

(1876), Marr, relying rather freely on the theories pro-

pounded by Voltaire and Feuerbach, observes that from the

atheistic point of view it is evident "that Christianity, in its

dogmas and precepts, is like every religion, a malady of human
consciousness. The philosopher interprets . . . every religion

as a product of man's conscious life and relegates to the sphere

of phantasy the so-called 'revelations' of which all people

boast depending on the state of their culture . .
."'

Drawing heavily on Friedrich Daumer.'o Marr argues that

Judaism and consequently also Christianity are to be under-

stood as a system of belief and superstition which demoralizes

man and corrupts his original normal, healthy nature. Anti-

Semitism, therefore, is a weapon against religion as such,

including Christianity; its chief aim is to save the German
nation and the whole world from Jewish domination and

from the moral depredation of the Jewish "race." Christians

are not yet fully cognizant of the gravity of the problem, and

they deceive themselves when they think that baptism or

conversion can solve the Jewish question. The Jew's aberra-

dons are not religious; they are biological and hence incor-

rigible. The Jewish question, most early racists conclude, is

a racial question. As they see it, Christianity having its roots

in Judaism, is in no position to save the world from the perils

of the Semitic-Jewish race."

We here encounter a primary distinction or, better to say,

antagonism between the doctrines of racial anti-Semitism and

those of the Christian Heilsgeschichie. This racial law re-

jected the traditional notion that the Jews could still hope

for redemption and for the renewed status of election assured

them in the New Testament (Rom. 9-11) on condition that

they acknowledge their error and accept the redeeming truth

of Christianity. Already in the early years of racial anti-

Semitism, in the seventies and eighties of the last century, we

find this inner contradiction between a racial theory which

regards Jews as the ontological embodiment of an ineradicable

evil and the views of the Heilsgeschichie holding this evil

remediable if only the Jews could be persuaded that salva-

tion comes from the Savior who was sent first of all to the

Jews themselves and who atoned for the sins of all mankind.^2

A significant move in resolving this contradiction was made by

the Darwinian racial doctrines of Eugen Duehring and his anti-

Semitic disciples. Whereas Marr had formulated the anti-

religious meaning of modern anti-Semitism in ominous terms

of an inescapable Jewish domination of Europe and especially

of Germany, Duehring adopted a so-called constructive ap-

proach by suggesting an alternative to Judaism in particular

as well as religion and religious culture in general—the

alternative of race. In his writings after 1880, Judaism serves

as the prototype of religion in general, including Christianity.

While the primary aim of this anti-Semitism was for Dueh-

ring the struggle against Jews and Judaism, it was also a

struggle against monotheistic religions and all forces suppress-

ing what he called "the instinct of the free, natural life." In

his anti-religious book, Wert des Lebens (1877) , and es-

pecially in the third edition issued four years later, he points

out that Christianity as a monotheistic religion is opposed

to life and that all religious systems are nothing but pathologi-

cal maladies ".
. . ein Stueck weltgeschichtliche Krankheit

des Geistes." Christianity is thus not interested "in ennobling

man but rather in suppressing his natural instincts" as is evi-

dent, for example, in the "paradoxical Christian doctrine" of

the crucifixion of the flesh.i^ Hence, it is absurd and hopeless

to conduct the struggle against the Jews with Christian theo-

logical concepts borrowed from Judaism. Those Christians

who attach importance to this, only deceive themselves for it

is plain that ".
. . their anti-Semitism lacks the primary truth,

namely, that Christianity itself is Semitism, a truth . . . that

must serve as the terminus a quo for all genuine anti-

Hebraism . .
."1*

As long as Christians fail to disavow their Jewish source and

their own Jewishness, they themselves will be tainted by Juda-



ism's and-natural influence. But since Christianity is inex-

tricably bound to its Jewish origins, and even the New Testa-

ment is nothing but a "racially Jewish tradition" (eine ras-

senjuedische Ueberlieferung), the only hope for struggling

humanity is to throw off once and for all this humiliating yoke

—the religious heritage of Jews and Christians alike.

Liberation from the Jewish-Christian heritage, on the one

hand, and strengthening the Nordic German race, on the

other, cannot be achieved through the process of education

or civilization, but only by means of a racial purity which will

cleanse man of his religious depravities and restore the vital

sources of his instinctive life. Christianity is inadequate for

this struggle since it is itself ineradicably debased by its com-

plicity with Judaism: "Those who would cling to Christian

tradition are in no position to combat Judaism effectively

... An understanding Christian cannot be a serious anti-

Semite . . . The Nordic gods are rooted in nature itself, and

no millenial diversion can eradicate them ... We here see a

vivid phantasy in operation that is incomparably loftier than

the Jewish slave-imagination
—"*5

T his basic thesis, that racial anti-Semitism must also be

directed against Christianity, continued to be elaborated from

the end of the 19th century on by Theodor Fritsch as well as

in a number of journals, among them the Antisemitische

Correspondenz, which in 1888 became the official organ of

the D.A.P. under the name of Deutsch Soziale Blaetter, the

Antisemiten Katechismus later called Handbuch zur Juden-

frage and, in the early years of the present century, the influ-

ential journal Hammer. The general tendency of this move-

ment was directed against Christianity as an ecclesiastical in-

stitution, sometimes chiefly against the Catholic Church which

was suspected of "ultra-montanist" sympathies for a foreign

ecclesiastical power. Christianity was also opposed as a system

of beliefs and practices that tended to debilitate the German
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Aryan race in its struggle for existence. Finally Christianity

was oppossed because of its Jewish origins which corrode the

whole human race by elevating spirit over body, rational

thought over the wisdom of the senses, abstract ideas over

direct and spontaneous experience, and the discursive intel-

lect over the vital emotions.

We find the same line of thought pursued by the followers

of Duehring—as Prof. Paul Foerster for one—as well as in

circles connected with anti-Semitic journals, like Heimdall,

Freideutschland and Staatsbiierger Zeitung. Similar notions

were to be encountered among some of the functionaries

associated with the imperialistic Alldeutscher Verband, such

as Friedrich Lange, the author of the anti-Christian Reines

Deutschland (1893), and numerous writers, historians, orien-

talists, scientists, and students influenced by anthropology,

materialism, and Darwinism. A popular exposition that reveals

the national and Romantic roots of this ideology appeared in

the Hammer (Oct., 1908) , and reads in part as follows:

".
. . What shall we do with a Christ whose kingdom is not

of this world? A Bluecher, a Gneisenau, a Koerner, an Arndt

can always be useful for Germany, but not a Christ. The God
who was called upon at Leuthen, Leipzig and Sedan was not

the God of love, nor the God of Abraham. Christ comforts the

lowly, the weak and the sick. We too are sorry for these poor

folks and try to alleviate their condition; but they are of no

use to us and to our future. They only degrade that which

we deem to be the highest good—the German character.

Strength, health, the joy of life are what we need. The king-

dom of Heaven can be left to the lowly and the wretched, as

long as we possess the earth. Give the Bible to the sick and

lonely, the shut-ins and the scholars who wear their faces on

their backsl . .
."i^

Similarly, the anti-Semitic propagandist Dr. Ernst Wachler

writes in the same journal (Jan. 1911) :
".

. . Away with the

stories and tales, the doctrines and percepts of Jews as well as

Christians! . . . Not only the free-thinkers, but our basic Aryan

instincts demand: the Church with all its trappings must be

done away with . .

."^'^



In the course of this debate the anti-Semitic movement dis-

played a readiness to reconcile itself to the continued existence

of Christianity on condition that it substitute the biological

values of the Aryan race for its Jewish origins, as was recom-

mended by the ideologues who made Jesus a member of the

Aryan race-Julius Langbehn, Max Bewer, Houston Stewart

Chamberlain, Leopold Werner, and later Dietrich Eckart and

the "German Christians" in the days of the Third Reich.i^

At this point, before we proceed to the last phase in this

development, the phase of the Third Reich, a question arises

as to the historical circumstances in which this anti-religious

tendency of modern anti-Semitism emerged. The answer

many historians have offered is that the socio-economic situa-

tion prevalent at the time when political and racial anti-Semi-

tism began, caused this ideological development. According to

Paul Massing, the author of one of the best works on the rise

of political anti-Semitism in the Bismarckian and Wilhelmin-

ian Era, the emergence of political and racial anti-Semitism

resulted directly from the rapid process of industrialization

and urbanization. Massing emphasizes—as do also Eva Reich-

mann and Peter Pultzer-the growth of corporate business

and banking and the increasing part played by technology

and science in socio-economic developments. This process

generated instability and insecurity; boom periods—waves of

prosperity and of energetic financial speculation—were fol-

lowed by times of crisis, like the depressions of 1873, 1877,

1900-1901, and 1907-1908.19

Still, as smooth and convenient as such an explanation may

look, it is doubtful that it can stand the scrutiny of an ob-

jective historical analysis. On the one hand, as Fritz Stern

in his excellent study on "Money, Morals and the Pillars of

Bismarck's Society" has proved, socio-economic factors, in-

cluding the famous Gruenderzeit and the successive waves of

prosperity and depression during the last third of the 19th

century, had a deep influence on both political and intel-

lectual life in the whole German-speaking area.^o Moreover,

historiography has also shown the deep impact of the eco-

nomic situation on the growth of anti-Semitism and Nazism,

especially after the collapse of the Weimar Republic. It was

the rapid decline in industrial production after 1929 that

tremendously swelled the ranks of jobless workers and pro-

fessionals during the early 30's.2i Yet, it seems that more at-

tention should be paid to the fact that these socio-economic

crises, especially in the 1870's, the 1890's, and at the beginning

of this century, are reflected less in the rise of political and

racial anti-Semitism, than in the rapid growth of three other

camps, three of the major political powers in those days: the

Socialists and Social-Democrats on the one hand, and on the

other two clerical power-structures, the two pillars on which

the Kaiserreich rested: the Protestant Conservatives and the

Catholic ZentrumP-

The historical situation which influenced the rise of the early

political and racial anti-Semitic parties was entirely different.

To begin with, except for Berlin, it is most difficult to find

any significant geo-political correlation between those areas

which were directly affected by the contemporary economic

crisis and those areas where political and racial anti-Semitism

gained lasting power, the states of Hesse and Saxony, and

some of the provinces of Greater Prussia. Even more im-

portant for the attainment of a correct historical perspective

on the role of economic crises in the emergence of modem
anti-Semitism is that, by the evidence of some of the political

leaders themselves, it was not the economic crises that brought

about this new political racial and anti-religious anti-Semi-

tism, but completely the reverse, it was precisely the anti-

Christian and anti-religious ideology of racial anti-Semitism

which hampered the first anti-Semitic parties in their efforts

to utilize the economic crisis for their political development.

Leaders like Adolf Stoecker and Max Liebermann von

Sonnenberg realized that Germans were not ready for an

anti-Semitism which negated the religious basis of social,

political, and national life even if it were modernized or

secularized. What still attracted the masses was the classical

traditional life. What still attracted the masses was the clas-
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sical traditional Christian anti-Judaism, however adapted it

may have become to the new economic situation. The history

of Stoecker's movement in the 1880's, and even more so that

of the Conservatives, the Bund der Landwirte, to some ex-

lent the Free Conservatives, and later perhaps also the Wirt-

schafdiche Vereinigung may sustain this evidence quite sub-

stantially,23

Both the anti-Semites and the clerical power-structures—

despite the differences between them—looked for support to

the lower middle classes; to small shopkee{>ers and merchants

who were disadvantaged by the big department stores; to the

old-fashioned craftsmen who could hardly survive the com-

petition from the increasingly industrialized production; to

the growing centers of immigrants from the countryside who
were lured by the urban centers, yet could not become ab-

sorbed by the still limited urban industries; to the frustrated

and disappointed masses of workers and even professionals

who could not find their place in the rapidly changing society

of the years prior to the Third Reich. The anti-Semites and

the clericals were at one also in their systematic use of anti-

Jewish agitation and actual policy for the same purpose, to

suggest to their potential voters a handy, familiar scapegoat.

Yet, there were striking differences between these two kinds of

anti-Jewish ideology and policy. One of the differences was

that the Christian political parties, the Protestant Conserva-

tives in particular, continued to build their cause on tra-

ditional foundations—on the ideal of a Christian state, a state

exclusive to those who had not only inherited the position of

"Chosen People" once held by the Jews, but as Adolf Stocker

claimed, who have now conferred this "Chosenness" on the

Kaiserreich, the rising Christian Nation-State.2*

Contrary to the Conservatives, modern political and racial

anti-Semitism constructed its political program on the basis

of a new anti-Judaism, one, which was rooted in Christian tra-

dition but which also renewed pagan and pre-Christian motifs

and thereby turned against Christianity itself, against Chris-

tian theological as well as socio-political forms. During the

Kaiserreich, as an examination of voting patterns clearly indi-
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cate, the German-speaking world (der deutsche Sprach-

bercich) was not yet ready to take the decisive step towards the

destruction of what was called, since the days of Bismarck,

das praktische ChristentumP That would take another gen-

eration, a postwar generation, an accelerated development of

cultural and political secularization, to say nothing of another

socio-economic crisis at the end of the 1920's. Only then

would the masses, led by intellectuals, by men of learning in

the sciences and the arts, be ready to accept a political and

racial anti-Semitism based on different ontological premises.

It is this new anti-Semitism to which we turn now, this new

anti-Semitism that culminated in the Third Reich.

What was the cognitive structure, as well as the actual

policy, by which modern anti-Semitism in the Third Reich

opposed religion, opposed Judaism as the origin, the proto-

type and the actual embodiment of monotheism, and con-

sequently (although, it goes without saying, in an entirely

different way and with entirely different consequences) op-

posed Christianity as well? It was not simply a negation of

religion. Instead, Nazism appropriated the messianic structure

of monotheism, especially of Christian monotheism, deprived

it of its authentic content, reversed the meaning of the re-

demptive rhythm of Christianity, and went on to exploit that

new pseudo-religion for its own political ends, in a most

effective way.

The immediate foundations of this ideological and political

development were laid quite systematically by Richard

Wagner and his disciples in the Bayreuther Circle, then by

Houston Stewart Chamberlain and later by Dietrich Eckart

and Alfred Rosenberg who each served as a link between

Wagner and Hitler, and in addition, by the teachings of

Paul de Lagarde, Julius Langbehn and the Rembrandtschool,

Wilhelm Stapel, Hans Schomerus, Hans Gunther, Erich and

Mathilde Ludendorff, and finally Ernst Bergmann and

Joachim Hossenfelder.26
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One of the earliest examples of the anti-theological structure of

this ideology is the so-called "exegesis" to Isaiah (40:3-5) , by

the influential agitator and anti-intellectual, Max Bewer. In

one of his speeches at the beginning of this century, a speech

which testifies to the growing influence of Houston Chamber-

lain's "The Foundations of the 19th Century," Bewer stated

that with the emergence of modem anti-Semitism a new era

of "racial prophecy ' (rassische Verkuendigung) had begun.

Until the beginning of the 19th century, said Bewer, the

prophetic promise of Israel's future restoration with the

coming of the Messiah had been adopted and continued by

Christianity. According to Christian tradition (Mat. 3:3.,

Mark 1:8., Luke 3:4-6., John 1:23.) Isaiah's prophecy "Clear

Ye in the Wilderness the Way of the Lord . .
." (40:3-5),

refers to John the Baptist who was believed to have prepared

the way for Jesus the Christ. Now, however, continued Bewer,

the new prophecies of Fichte, Jahn and Wagner revealed that

the eschatological status of Judaism, previously transferred

to Christianity, had been bestowed upon the Aryan race, the

"Superior Race" called the Germanic Volk.27 It was this

ideology that later, with the establishment of the Third Reich,

culminated in ofiicial curricula such as the dictation given

in 1934 to the third grade of an elementary school: "Just as

Jesus redeemed mankind from sin and hell, so did Hitler

rescue the German people from destruction. Jesus and Hitler

were persecuted; but whereas Jesus was crucified. Hitler rose

to be the Chancellor . . . Jesus worked for heaven. Hitler for

the German soil . .
."^s

This pseudo-gospel ultimately came to preach both a new

apocalyptic and simultaneously a redemptive political mes-

sianism. One of the first definitive and effective steps toward

its institutionalization was taken on the eve of the Third

Reich—during the year 1932, when the Deutsche Christen

published their first pseudo-rehgious statements.29 It was only

then that religious, moral and educational authorities began

to realize how overpowering, how magnetic and hypnotic

these pseudo-messianic Verheissungen were in the eyes not

only of the youth, but of a growing number of adults and

presumably mature intellectuals as well.
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One of the first public protests on behalf of Christian life in

the Third Reich—again, as we all know today, too late and
too weak—was made by the Bekenntnissynode der Deutschen

Kirche, in its Botschaft (Part 1, #2, 5), as adopted by the Con-

ference held in Berlin-Dahlem on October 19-20, 1934. The
"Message" stated: ".

. . The National Church that the Reichs-

bishop has in view under the slogan: One State-One People-

One Church, simply means that the Gospel is no longer valid

for the German Evangelical Church, and that the mission of

the Church is delivered to the powers of this world . . . The
introduction of the Fuehrer principle into the Church and
the demand of unconditional obedience based upon this

principle are contrary to the Word of Scripture and bind the

officials of the Church to the Church polity instead of to

Christ."30

A short time later, on March 4-5, 1935, the Bekenntnissynode

der Evangelischen Kirche der altpreussischen Union pub-

lished its protest against the pseudo-religious authority Nazism

had assumed; No. 1 of their declaration stated: ".
. . the first

commandment reads 'I am the Lord thy God. Thou shalt have

no other gods beside me'. . . we obey this commandment alone

. . . The new religion is a revolt against the first command-
ment '31

During the following years the pseudo-religious foundations

of Nazism and of its totalitarian regime continued to be

systematically elaborated. In May, 1936, the Assembly of Die

Geistlichen Mitglieder der Vorlaeufigen Leitung der Evange-

lischen Kirche would address a memorandum to the Fuehrer,

complaining that Nazi policy was not only directed against

the Church as an institution, but was actually designed "to

de-Christianize the German people" (das deutsche Volk zu

entchristlichen). The assembly could quote, among other

things, the words of Reichsorganisationsleiter Dr. Robert

Ley: ".
. . The Party lays total claim to the soul of the German

people . , . and hence we demand the last German, whether

Protestant or Catholic."^^
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A t this point, the last and most cnicial question of our topic

arises. What do these anti-religious and anti-Christian ele-

ments in modern anti-Semitism teach us about the very

nature of anti-Semitism? Since the persecution and annihila-

tion of Jews represented something universalistic, a total

negation of humanism and monotheism and consequently

also a negative attitude to authentic Christianity, are we

to conclude that modern anti-Semitism is an entirely new

phenomenon, or a renewal of pagan pre-Christian anti-

Judaism, but in either case alien to the traditional Christian

attitude toward Jews? Or should political and racial anti-

Semitism be understood as only a continuation, although in a

new absolutist and totalitarian guise, of the historical antago-

nism of Christianity against Judaism?

In recent years, a growing number of historians, theologians

and psychologists have devoted themselves to the study of this

problem. While most scholars agree that both elements,

Christian and anti-Christian, are represented in modern anti-

Semitism, it seems that contemporary scholarship is divided

in regard to the essential character of this interrelationship.

One school emphasizes, as A. Roy Eckardt said: "There can

be little serious doubt that Christendom's traditional anti-

pathy to the Jews is the major historical root of anti-Semitism

in the Western world. Historically speaking, anti-Semitism

derives from 'the conflict of the Church and the Synagogue.'

Here is the Crime of Christendom. Such distinguished and

authoritative historians as James Parkes and Jules Isaac have

chronicled this fact definitely . .
."33 But, then, Eckardt -

correctly it seems to us—also shows additional "extra Chris-

tian,'* or to use Bernhard E. Olsen's remark on Jules Isaac:

"pre-Christian" roots of anti-Semitism. In common with other

scholars, like Franklin H. Littell, Eckardt links a historical

and a theological analysis and concludes that anti-Semitism

also constitutes a Christian protest against the Jewishness of

Jesus and against pure monotheism represented by the Jews;

it is a revolt of residual paganism which has persisted in Chris-

tianity. Quoting Franz Rosenzweig, Eckardt agrees with

Will Herberg that "Whenever the pagan within the Christian
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soul rises in revolt against the yoke of the Cross, he vents his

fury on the Jew."^*

The other school, while also emphasizing, as Hanna Arendt,

Eva Reichmann, and Edward Flannery do, the anti-Christian

elements in racial anti-Semitism, arrives at conclusions only

apparently remote from the above. This approach has been

elaborated from a historical point of view by Salo W. Baron,

from a theological point of view by the late Karl Thieme,

and from a psychoanalytical aspect in Sigmund Freud's con-

troversial theory on the pagan, hence also anti-religious ele-

ments in anti-Semitism. According to Freud, in his last major

work "Moses and Monotheism" anti-Semitism functions,

among other applications, as a catharsis. It gives release to a

repressed paganism, a pre-Christian heritage of the Gentile,

which remained latent, mostly subconsciously, in Christianity.

By negating, hating, ridiculing, fighting, and then also perse-

cuting the Jew, the Christian revenged himself on those he

held to blame for his alienation from his Gentile past, his

original roots in nature. Therefore, by turning against the

Jew, anti-Semitism was also able to attack the Christian con-

querors and baptizers of the past, or the moral authority of

Jesus as the Christ in the Christian's own present. Unable to

meet the high moral standards that Christian theology de-

mands from the Christian, and at the same time unable to

break completely with this authority, the Christian fights

Christ, or even himself, by persecuting the Jew. Psychologists

like Rudolph M. Lowenstein and authors like Maurice

Samuel have also shown that anti-Semitism turned in a para-

doxical, and perhaps twisted way, against Christianity itself,

mainly thanks to a revival of vestigial pagan elements which

remained latent, often more manifest than latent, in the

Church.

Recent historical scholarship too has concluded that modern

anti-Semitism discovered in Judaism, as Hitler told Rausch-

ning, the roots of religion, the roots of moral conscience.

Hence it turned also, although as mentioned before, in an

entirely different way and of course with entirely different

consequences, against the fruit borne by those roots, against
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Clirisdanity. Shmuel Ettinger in his studies on the attitude of

Deism toward Jews and Judaism, and Arthur Hertzberg in

his work on the anti-Jewish aspects of the European—and

especially the French—Enlightenment have marshalled con-

siderable evidence that non-religious rationalism tended to

culminate in anti-religious anti-Semitism. Pre-Christian an-

tiquity and post-Christian Enlightenment both became again

united in a new historical reality.

This very development, the secularization of anti-Semitism,

continued in the 19th century; yet turning against 18th

century rationalism mainly through romanticism, materialism

and later, racism, it achieved its climax in the pseudo-religious

ckiracter of Nazism in the Third Reich, as we mentioned

before, by exalting anti-Semitism unto a comprehensive

negation of all religion.

Against this background we may now suggest an additional

answer to the question about the relationship between Chris-

tianity and modern political and racial anti-Semitism. Unlike

the purely theological approach, the historical discipline

enables us to turn away from the dogmatic aspects of religious

faith, and instead to investigate the dynamic aspects of the

development of faith. From this point of view, the answer to

our question lies less in the static essence of Christianity than

in its changing history.

In history we might find traditions that originated in the

barbarism of the pagan world, turned anti-Christian by that

very paganism, then continued as anti-Jewish attitudes and

policies on the part of the Christian world—and finally cul-

minated dialectically into a destructive force, that was directed

not only against Judaism, but through Judaism against

humanity and hence also against Christianity. One of these

powerful anti-Jewish elements rooted in Christianity—which

after having become secularized became an effective means

used by totalitarianism against the Jews, both as Jews and as

the symbol of non-conformism, as the embodiment of the hu-

man quest for a free existence, for the right to be different—is

the very concept of collective guilt. Its origin is the idea of
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guilt for the Crucifixion of God who took on Flesh (Matt.

27:25; I Thessalonians 2:15)—a guilt which lies as a heavy

yoke on the shoulders of all the Jews till the end of the days.

It was then applied in public life by various Church Synods

in the early Middle Ages and the two Lateran Councils in the

12th and 13th centuries with their succession of repressive

measures and harassments directed against the Jews. It then

culminated under the influence of blood libels (such as

Andreas of Ryn, 1462, and Simon of Trent, 1475) in the Late

Middle Ages and (under such as Tisza-Essler, Korfu, Xanten,

Polna, Konitz) in modern times—down to the days of the

Third Reich.

By using the very pattern of a Collective Guilt the Christian

projected on to the Jew the frailties common to all human

beings. This mechanism enabled the Christian to see his own

weakness reflected in the Jew so that by persecuting the Jew,

moreover by exterminating him, the Christian could oblit-

erate his own image as a sinner, and cleanse his conscience

from the burden of guilt.

These patterns of thought and conduct, these models of

generalization, projection—and prejudice—that originally were

established by Christianity with respect to the Jews-were

finally employed by the Nazi regime also against Humanity,

and consequently against the Church herself, whenever the

racial anti-Semites attacked her ethical Judaic foundation.

Let us conclude with one final remark on the possible impli-

cations of this historical analysis for a further study of some

contemporary Western phenomena, such as social life ob-

scured by prejudice and irrationalism or by outbursts of

hatred and violence.

I do not feel competent to pronounce any value-judgement

on our current scene, nor do 1 feel that the analytic tools

we used in this research, the tools of historiography, are suf-

ficient to penetrate into the mostly inarticulated experience
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of our youth today, into a life of agitation and excitement, of

high expectations and deep disappointments, of delight and
pain, of sincere hopes for a new better world and of escape

from the responsibility for these hopes. I am afraid that any

comparison between different historical situations—as fas-

cinating as it may be-might mislead us in our attempt to

understand our times and to avoid a new disaster.

Even so, perhaps it is not improper to suggest that a study

like the one we have attempted here may sharpen our vision

may make us more alive to the complexities confronting us.35

Romanticism, when exalted ad absurdum, when transformed

into a single-minded absolutist irrationalism, leads, as history

has shown time and again, to atrocities. This kind of romantic

irrationalism has meant a yearning for freedom yet not for,

but rather away from reason; a yearning for freedom from
rational codes of behavior, forms of thought, and ways of life;

it has meant a yearning for the abolition of the need to meet
the scrutiny of reason. Romantic irrationalism has meant
release from any rational and logical restraint, from the re-

strictive norms of responsibility. Romantic irrationalism has

meant an attempted return to raw nature, to primordial pow-
ers, to mythological symbols, to the glory of "Blood and Soul",

to the mystique of ancient forests, to moon-worship and sun-

worship, to the all-embracing soul of the Cosmos.

Romantic irrationalists have dreamed about a fusion of man
and nature, man and cosmos, ultimately about man's total

engulfment by nature and cosmos. They have construed

society as an organism, and seen social life as a plantlike

unfolding of a mystical soul embedded in nature and cosmos.

While actual historical reality does not repeat itself, patterns

of thought and action should perhaps be understood in terms

of recurrent patterns. One of them, as we have seen, is that

in romantic irrationalism thought is converted into emotion,

reason into feeling, rational calculation and planning dis-

placed in favor of adventure and unrestrained impulse. The
theoretical and intellectual framework of concepts and ideas

is destroyed, melted, and moulded into unlimited senti-

mentality into an all-pervasive Mood and Passion.
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P1IN110 IN THK UNriED STTAIXS OF AMERICA

X N 1928, the Ullstein Verlag launched a new afternoon news-

paper, called Tempo. It was a tabloid, racy in tone, visual in

appeal, designed to please the Berliner who ran as he read.

Instantly it acquired a nickname: "Die jiidische Hast"—Jew-

ish haste or, better perhaps, Jewish nervousness. Unfortun-

ately but understandably, we do not know the identity of the

Berlin wit who baptized the newspaper thus. Was it a Jew,

offering an open-eyed, half-derisive, half-affectionate self-

appraisal that it would be humorless to call self-hatred?

Possibly. Whoever it was, the nickname seems to say some-

thing apt about Berlin, about its Jews, and about the two

together.

But what? Berlin and the Jews have long been linked, in the

minds of the informed and the ignorant alike. Long before

Tempo was conceived, when Berlin was still an Imperial and

not yet a republican capital, Theodor Fontane, novelist,

drama critic, local historian and loyal Berliner, saw the Jew-

ish element as a distinctive, indelible, and important part of

the characteristic Berlin style. That style, he wrote, was a

felicitous blend of several ingredients, one of which was the

"Berlin-Jewish spirit" that emerged among the educated

middle strata of the city in the age of the Aufkldrung. It was

a spirit of "negation, criticism, practical jokes (Schabernack)

and—once in a while, a witticism."^ Since Fontane, the idea

of a Berlin-Jewish symbiosis has become an article of faith,

the only dogma that Jews, philo-Semites, and anti-Semites of

all descriptions hold in common. Jews, it is said, making

themselves at home in Berlin, transformed it, and imprinted

upon it something of their rootlessness, their restlessness, their

alienation from soil and tradition, their pervasive disrespect

for authority, their mordant wit. The poet Gottfried Benn,

hardly a sympathetic witness, said of the Jews in Berlin: "The

overflowing plenty of stimuli, of artistic, scientific, commercial

improvisations which placed the Berlin of 1918 to 1933 in the



class of Paris, stemmed for the most part from the talents of

this sector of the population, its international connections, its

sensitive restlessness, and above all its dead-certain—io/jic/zerf

—instinct for quality."2 And in 1938, a Nazi writer named

Tudel Weller put it succinctly: "Berlin is the domain of

the Jews."5

The coupling of Jews with Berlin had at least some basis in

reality. In Germany Jews clustered in cities, and the larger

the city the denser the cluster. In the 1920s, while professing

Jews made up less than 1% of the German population, more

than 4% of all Berliners were professing Jews; and if we add

those men and women of Jewish ancestry who had either

converted to Christianity or left the Jewish community to

become Dissidents, the share of Jews in the Berlin population

would be even larger. For their own part, Germany's Jews

saw Berlin as headquarters: after all one-third of them—
nearly 200,000, and many of these prominent, even famous

-lived there.

These bare numbers tell only part of the story. Berlin's Jews

were more conspicuous than they were numerous. From 1880

on, a rising proportion of Berlin's Jews were foreign bom;
more and more of them were refugees from pogroms in

Russia or misery in Austria-Hungary, Ostjuden, the target of

hostility by gentiles and embarrassed derision by German-
bom Jews. In 1880, fewer than 3,000 of Berlin's fifty thousand

Jews—5.5%-were Ostjuden, By 1900, their number had risen

to eleven thousand out of ninety-two thousand—12.6%; by

1925, they were forty-three thousand out of 172,000, or

25.4%.^ These changing ethnic contours of the Berlin Jewish

population aroused much comment; it was one element in its

high visibility to which I shall retum. But it was not the only

element. In fact, Berlin-born or German-bom Jews were just

as conspicuous as the Ostjuden, for out of all proportion to

their numbers they were concentrated in professions that

brought them to public attention, and gave them a large

clientele. Many of the publishing giants were located in

Berlin and the biggest of these, UUstein and Mosse, were

owned by Jewish families. So were such distinguished pub-

lishing houses as Samuel Fischer's. Many of the journalists

who wrote for their newspapers, many of the editors who

edited their magazines, many of the authors who wrote

their books, were Jews as well. A census of drama critics,

editorial writers, even sports columnists, reveals a high per-

centage of Jews in these journalistic subcultures. Only a few

years ago the Berlin journalist Walther Kiaulehn, not himself

a Jew, entitled an article on the Berlin drama critics quite

simply, "Berlin Criticism was Jewish," and counted two non-

Jews out of thirteen among the important drama reviewers in

the city. In addition, the great Berlin department stores,

Kaufhaus des Westens, Tietz, Wertheim, the targets of so

much petty-bourgeois animosity, were owned by Jews. The

Jews were strongly represented in the "public" professions—

they were doctors, dentists, bankers, lawyers, commercial

travelers. Even poor Jews were public figures, for many of

them were peddlers. Other, literally "style-setting" industries,

were in the same situation: the share of Jews in the men's and

ladies garment industry—Konfektion—w^s notoriously large,

almost overwhelming.

The Jews' prominence in Berlin has a long and respectable

history, going back at least to Moses Mendelssohn. In the

decades of the Berlin salons, early in the nineteenth century,

Jews made their contributions to the life of Berlin in a dis-

tinctive way. Jewish salons, especially those over which

women presided, became favorite centers of good talk, quot-

able wit, original thinking. But these contributions were not

then, nor did they become later, in any special way Jewish.

That Berlin, and certain professions, should be congenial

to Jews is readily explicable, and has often been explained.

Berlin was a world city, hospitable to the stranger; indeed, it

was so welcoming not only because it gave its residents con-

spicuousness, but also because it allowed them to disappear.

For both internal and external reasons, Jews had for cen-

turies trained themselves for the commercial and intellectual

life that found its proper soil in Berlin. Debarred from own-

ing land, kept out of civil service positions, the army and the

universities, reminded of their pariahhood by and persistent

discrimination and periodic persecutions, Jews lived where



and how ihcy could. The stream of Jewish intelligence ran

within banks that others had made for them. Not nature, not

race, not even religion, but history-and history made by non-

jew9—determined the course of Jewish life. It was not an in-

born love of money or of glittering things that brought the

diamond trade to the attention of the Jews: diamonds were

portable, and for marginal men like the Jews, at best tolerated

guests, at worst hounded victims, mobility—quite literally—

was at a premium. Berlin was the city where mobile men

came to rest. Berliners, the familiar cliche had it, are from

Breslau, and many Jews were from Breslau, and beyond. The

heavy impact of Jews on Berlin, then, is undeniable. What

remains in question is whether that impact was "Jewish.'*

But my recital is still incomplete. Everyone understood—

everyone, philo-Semite and anti-Semite alike—that even those

former Jews who had repudiated Judaism by religious con-

version to Cairistianity, or legal disaffiliation from the Jewish

community, were still somehow Jews: it never occurred to

anyone to treat converts like Karl Marx or the conservative

legal theoretician Friedrich Julius Stahl as non-Jews.5 Berlin

was full of Jewish agnostics, Jewish atheists, Jewish Catholics,

and Jewish Lutherans. Indeed, these non-Jewish Jews were, if

anything, more conspicious than those who held, no matter

how tepidly, to their ancient label, for they labored under

the added reproach of cowardice, social climbing, secret

service in a world-wide conspiracy—in a word: self-seeking

mimicry. By the nature of things, these non-Jewish Jews

were among the most prominent figures on the Berlin in-

tellectual landscape: Maximilian Harden and Kurt

Tucholsky were only among the best known of these con-

verts.^ Thus, the presence of the Jew in Berlin was even

more of an emotional than a physical reality.

Jews, God knows, can do without the anti-Semite, and in one

respect it is also true that the anti-Semite can do without

Jews:^ their actual conduct has little bearing on his opinions

of them. Jew-hatred, we know, is normally unrelated to actual

experiences which do little, if anything, to dissolve an iira-

tional conviction, prejudice is not accessible to evidence-

that is what a prejudice is. The misconduct of individual Jews

serves only as welcome confirmation of Jewish iniquity,

"good" Jews can be rationalized away as exceptions or as

exceptionally clever. Of course the very conviction that

Berlin was a Jewish city made a difference to the way the

city was perceived and experienced: it is the nature of men's

mental sets to see that which they seek. All in all, then, in

imagination, in distortion, in reality, the Jew was woven into

the very texture of Berlin, and made part-significant part—

of its style.

1 HESE facts, figures, and fantasies are all thoroughly fa-

miliar. But familiarity is not always a good thing: often it

impedes, with its very forcefulness, objective inquiry into

what may be a myth. What I have outlined is dogma, but it

is dogma in need of some doubts.

To begin with, what of the Berlin spirit itself? The essayist,

the cartoonist, the novelist drawing their quick character

sketches may, indeed must, generalize with impunity. Their

portrait of the "typical" Berliner is one that we all recog-

nize: the Berliner is quick-witted-^c/i/ag/erag-, sentimental

about his lack of sentimentality, a bom deflater of pomposity,

self-importance, empty grandeur. He coins nicknames for

everything, most tellingly for the bombastic—witness his

pitiless characterizations of the Siegesallee and similar sculp-

tural or architectural monstrosities that Emperor William II

inflicted on the Berlin landscape. He is serious about his

humor and proud of it; no other city, I think, produces and

sells so many collections of local humor as Berlin. Surrounded,

especially during the Empire, by Prussian garrisons, deluged

with colorful uniforms and solemn parades, the Berliner takes

the tall, self-conscious, stupid, conceited Junker clothes horse

as an object for his entertainment and target for his wit.

These tin-soldiers are not heroes for the Berliner: his hero

is the anti-hero—a comic figure like Nante, that mythical but

living Eckensteher who finds all effort, except that of making



jokes, too much for Mm. Nante was the happy invention of

the journalist Adolf Glassbrenner around 1840, but his spirit

lingered; as late as 1890 he appeared to Theodor Fontane

as the "panacea" with which Berliners could ward off any

threats of a militarist regime. The Berliner's very language—

so much imitated and so hard to imitate—with its peculiar

grammar and its emphatic, unique pattern of pronunciation,

seems designed for criticism, for good-natured but pointed

irreverence. And in the making of this Berlin style, the Jew

has played his part: Jewish humor, with its peculiar mixture

of self-criticism and self-respect, was wholly incorporated into

Berlin folklore, and Yiddish words, pronounced in impeccably

German fashion—miw, meshugge, nebbich—are wholly at

home in the Berliner's vocabulary.'

We all recognize this portrait, I say, but what validity can it

claim? Is it anything more than the stock Frenchman with

his beret, his thin moustache, his frivolity, and his lecherous-

ness? The question of generalizations bedevils every respon-

sibile historian: he cannot live without them, but he cannot

live with them in any comfort. How does one measure a

spirit? Berlin had its myth-makers, its humorless men, its

fastidious Germanisten who would never dream of uttering

such Jewish-Berlin words as shikse or risches. Perhaps Berlin's

resistance to the Nazis—unsuccessful in the end, but for years

a source of disgust and despair to Goebbels, and a faint echo

of Fontane's hope that Berlin would somehow prove un-

receptive to the military, sword-clattering hero—might be

taken as the anti-authoritarian Berlin spirit in action. Or
was that simply effective party discipline in Berlin's working

class districts, both Communist and Social Democratic, humor

or no humor?'

Even if we accept something we call the Berlin spirit, a

further question remains: what of its Jewish component? The
penetration of Yiddish and Hebrew words, and Jewish jokes,

into Berlin speech is easy to demonstrate but hard to evalu-

ate. After all, does the presence of French words in that same

speech—words like genre and milieu, pronounced like other

loan words, in the German way—tell us much about the place

of French culture in Berlin life? Moreover, much of the Berlin
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spirit was a synthetic product: Berlin was sprinkled with

cabarets, with their irreverent political chansons and their

evocations of the Berliner Schnoddrigkeit: Berlin was head-

quarters for the satirical press and of leading cartoonists like

Heinrich Zille, the Rembrandt of the Berlin proletariat, and

of Walter Trier, gentle satirist and illustrator of famous chil-

dren's books. But was much of this not simply the outpouring

of a commercial dream factory, manufacturing a myth that

could be exploited, as remote from reality as the blue in the

Blue Danube and the gaiety in Strauss's Vienna?

Yet, as Freud has taught us to recognize, fantasies too are

realities of a sort; they mirror men's aspirations even if they

distort their real situations. For novelists, playwrights, actors,

film-makers, journalists, Berlin represented liberation, an es-

cape from deadly provincialism. The Berlin climate, both

intellectual and physical, was enormously bracing to them; it

was demanding and exhilarating at the same time, the nem-

esis of stodginess, an invitation to freedom. Berlin of the

1920s, as Carl Zuckmayer remembered it, was "worth more

than a mass." It ate up talents and rewarded them; it was

like a highly desirable woman—arrogant yet everyone's dream.

"Berlin tasted of the future and that is why we gladly took

the crap and the coldness."^ Indeed even those who hated

Berlin testified to this spirit. In his Rembrandt ah Erzieher,

2l widely read tract first published in 1890 and several times

revised, August Julius Langbehn mixed a doctrinaire's in-

creasingly vicious anti-Semitism with declarations of hatred

for Berlin. Huge metropolitan centers, he wrote, consume but

do not produce culture; it is against the "Berlin spirit—Gef^i"

that the "pure German spirit" must protest and rise up.i®

Indeed, what is explicit in Langbehn—the conjunction of

anti-urbanism and anti-Semitism—is implicit in later writers

who, consciously or not, conflate Berlin and the Jew into a

single emotion-laden image.

The Berlin-Jewish spirit thus emerges as a distinct political

and intellectual force in the great debate between modernism

and tribal (volkisch) primitivism. And it made up part of the

Berliner's self-definition, and may thus claim a certain

reality.



But, once again, what of the share of Jewishness in that

spirit? What is typically "Jewish" anyway? Is it the trading

mentality—the death-grip on credit, the talent for cheating,

the inclination to make usury into a fine art? The portrait of

the Jew as trader was canonized in Werner Sombart's Die

Juden und der Kapilalismtis, But it is irrelevant here: after

all, far too many other national and ethnic groups shared

this concern for profit to make it a distinctively Jewish trait;

one need only read Emperor William II's disquisitions on

Germany's need for a place in the sun to see the trading men-

tality displayed at its most rabid in quarters as C/r-German

as humanly possible.

I submit, then, that the obstacles in the path of determining

the nature of "the characteristic Jewish mentality" are prac-

tically insurmountable. I have no intention of denying the

existence or minimizing the significance of the Jewish pres-

ence in Berlin; denial is a childlike retreat to which all too

many Berlin Jews resorted in dangerous times. I am ques-

tioning what we have too long taken for granted for the sake

not of denial, but of precision. And precision is just what is

lacking in these identifications. Consider the persistent failure

to identify Jews correctly—an abiding trait of anti-Semitic

propaganda. The right-wing Hugenberg press, for example,

celebrated Helene Mayer, the Olympic fencing champion of

1928, as a "typical Aryan girl," when, in fact, she was half

Jewish. Again, the Heidelberg professor Friedrich Gundolf,

Stefan George's closest disciple, a Jew whose family name had

been Gundelfinger, was hailed by the same right-wing press

as a "German genius.''^^ Such anti-Semitic handbooks as

Thcodor Fritsch's Handbuch der Judenfrage of 1937 and

Adolf Bartels' tsutlier Judische Herkunft und Literatunuisseri'

schaft of 1926, listed as Jews the Communist Willi Miinzen-

berg, the Social Democrat Karl Liebknecht, the novelists

Thomas and Heinnch Mann, the playwright Bertolt Brecht,

and many others who were not Jews at all, though some of

them had Jewish wives.i2 Ambitious theoretical attempts to

discover and define the Jewish spirit in literature suffered

shipwreck as well, and in significant ways. In his widely read

and highly regarded Literaiurgeschichte der deutschen
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Stamme und Landschaften which just predates the Nazi dic-

tatorship, Josef Nadler offers as the three most representative

writers of the time Rudolf Borchardt, Hugo von Hofmanns-

thal, and Rainer Maria Rilke. Borchardt, from Konigsberg,

translator of Dante and celebrant of medieval German lan-

guage, is, to Nadler, the typical Ostpreusse: "Borchardt's

inner structure is spiritually East German." Hofmannsthal,

Nadler tells us, is connected through his father's family with

the "Sudeten-region" and through his mother's side with

Italian aristocracy. It is through Hofmannsthal, that "Vienna

awakens to its own proper essence." In contrast, Rilke is the

essence of Prague art, which is "lovely and deep, and dig-

nified German-Jewish literature." Nadler declares himself

unable to believe in the "Corinthian nobility" of which Rilke

liked to boast; "we believe in the drops of Slavic blood, even

if they were few, and we believe in his Jewish mother, of

whom there are reports." Nothing could have been more un-

fortunate. Borchardt was Jewish; Hofmannsthal part-Jewish.

Only Rilke, that typical, quintessential representative of the

Prague-Jewish symbiosis, was wholly and purely "Aryan."'^

Such intellectual disasters raise troublesome questions about

national or ethnic character. Would someone attending

Leopold Jessner's Expressionist production of Schiller's

Wilhelm Tell or Max Reinhardt's extravagant production of

Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream; watching Elizabeth

Bergner do Maria Stuart or Fritz Kortner do Hamlet; listen-

ing to Bruno Walter's interpretation of Beethoven's Ninth

Symphony or Paul Dessau's interpretation of his own com-

positions, to Fritz Kreisler play the violin or Artur Schnabel

play the piano; reading Siegfried Trebitsch's translations of

Shaw or Alfred Wolfenstein's translations of Shelley, suspect

in any way that these artists and writers were Jewish? Was
that influential left-wing journal, Die Weltbiihne, more "Jew-

ish" under its first editor, Siegfried Jacobsohn, than it be-

came under its second editor, Carl von Ossietzky? Was Brecht-

Weill's phenomenally successful Dreigroschenoper Jewish in

its music but not in its libretto? Could one tell in any way,

by reading his satirical sketches and his love-poems to Berlin

that Kurt Tucholsky was a Jew who had gone over to

11



Lutlieranism? Or, for that matter, would Tictz "in the hands"

of gentiles have charged different prices, stocked different

merchandise? The very questions betray the absurdity of the

enterprise. Does Jewishness lead to irresponsibility or ten-

acity, vulgarity or refinement? Max Liebermann began as an

aesthetic radical and ended as an aesthetic conservative: he

remained all his long life an Impressionist, after other paint-

ers (Jews and non-Jews alike) had moved on to Expression-

ism or abstraction. Max Reinhardt, perhaps, had a streak of

cheapness in his magic which those in search of incriminating

dues thought typically Jewish, but that streak is wholly lack-

ing in Otto Brahm, another Jew, who dominated the Berlin

theatre in the 1890s with his pioneering modem productions

of Ibsen and Gerhart Hauptmann. Just as there was no Jew-

ish way to cut furs, there was no Jewish way to paint por-

traits, play Beethoven, produce Ibsen, or fence in the

Olympics.

It is poignant to see stereotyped thinking infect many Jews

as well. There were Berlin Jews who were certain they could

recognize a Jew—all Jews—by a certain look, a certain way of

speaking, by all sorts of subtle, elusive signs. This conviction

contributed to Jewish mistakes about their fellow-men, mis-

takes which were doubtless far less vicious in intent and

unfortunate in consequence than the mistakes of anti-Semites,

but culturally just as symptomatic Just as Nazi manuals listed

as "typical Jews" many who were "pure Aryan", so Jewish

manuals daimed as Jews many who had no right to the

name.** Late in the nineteenth century, Heinrich von

Treitschke had called on his "israelitic fellow-dtizens" to "be-

come Germans, to feel simply and plainly as Germans," with-

out necessarily abandoning "their faith and their ancient

sacred memories which are venerable to us all." This view,

that Jews must behave less "Jewish", was widespread in

Berlin's Jewish circles in the 1920s. In addition to suggesting a

fundamental split among Berlin Jews it suggests an earnest

search for total assimilation or, rather, for the reduction of

"Jcwishne&s" into another kind of "Germanness." This was

not the unmitigated self-hatred of Jews who changed their

names and had their noses straightened; it was the almost
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desperate attempt to assert a German feeling that was gen-

uine enough. Max Liebermann, a Berlin original if there

ever was one, the subject of many delicious stories, was a

German patriot, proud to be a Berliner, and proud to be a

Jew. At the same time, Liebermann worried over the bad

reputation that the misconduct of one Jew might bring on

all Jews. "Every wave of anti-Semitism," his friend, the art

critic Max Osborn reports, "only strengthened within him the

obstinate pride in his ancestry. He was even a strict Jew, cer-

tainly not in a religious sense, but in this: that he watched

jealously and suspiciously to see that no Jew sin against his

race and religion by unworthy conduct and thus burden him-

self with heavy guilt for Jewry as a whole. Sometimes he

would call to his atelier people of whom he had heard some-

thing unfavorable, to give them a piece of his mind . . . He
grew angry when a Jew became all too prominent because he

expected, with good reason, some adverse reaction to follow."

He recalled that he had warned his distant cousin Walther

Rathenau not to accept a cabinet post—though, when Osborn

reminded him that he, Liebermann, had accepted appoint-

ment as president of the Academy of Arts, Liebermann

laughed and pleaded human nature. ^^ With Liebermann, at

least, this kind of caution was tempered by humor.

Others were more solemn than he. The Berlin attorney Adolf

Asch recalled a saying that he had heard from Ludwig

Hollander, executive director of the significantly named
Centralvcrein deutscher Staatsbiirger judischen Glaubens:

"Step-children must be doubly good—Stiefkinder miissen dop-

pelt artig sehi." Acting on this maxim, and incensed by

slanders against Jewish "shirking" in the great World War,

Asch joined other Jewish was veterans to found the Reichs-

bund jiidischer Frontsoldaten in the early 1920s. This organ-

ization collected and disseminated statistics which showed that

the share of German Jews who had died in the war was

12,000 out of 1,200,000—1% of the total, exactly proportional

to the population. He was worried by that "small number

of Jews" who were ostentatious parvenus—Pro^zerw, and

who were profiteering from die early post-war inflation: this

small minority, he recalled, "gave, as usual, a welcome oppor-
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tunity to anti-Semites, to make Jewry as a whole responsible."

And so, in 1922, he became chairman of a new Selbstzucht-

organtsation—B. "self discipline organization"—which tried to

keep Jews out of the limelight. Its activities included issuing

warnings to "coreligionists to guard the dignity customary

before and after the divine services on the High Holidays,

and especially to ask Jewish women to avoid all showy luxury

in dothing and j«velry."'«

No Jew can read Asch's autobiographical fragment without a

pang of guilt and, perhaps, of uncertainty. For like all minori-

ties, Jews too have incorporated at least some of the prejudices

and stereotypes of the dominant majority around them. What

Jew has not cringed at what he regards as ostentatious be-

havior-loud voices, sharp clothing, flashing jewelry, sported

by those who "look Jewish" in a theatre lobby, a restaurant,

a bus? Is it not significant that Treitschke's call to German

Jews to become wholly German formed part of a diatribe

against Eastern European Jews? "The number of Jews in

Western Europe," Treitschke wrote, "is so small that they

cannot exercise a perceptible influence on the national spirit;

but across our Eastern frontiers there pushes, year after year,

froin the inexhaustible Polish cradle, a troop of ambitious,

trouser-selling youths, whose children and children's children

will some day dominate Germany's stock exchanges and news-

papers." What Treitschke wanted to avoid was an "age of

German-Jewish bastardized culture—Mwc/jAw/^Mr/'" a cul-

ture, he thought, that would have a damaging effect on

German spiritual life. Were Liebermann and Asch and other

Berlin Jews, with their anxiety to present a good front, and

avoid untoward publicity, so different from Treitschke?

There can be no doubt: many of Berlin's most influential

Jews wanted Jews in Berlin culture, but not a Berlin-Jewish

culture.

f I' '1

Xhe rather startling convergence between the ideas of a

hard-nosed cultural nationalist like Treitschke and a civilized

Jewish artist like Liebermann suggests an approach to an
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answer to my question-not the answer, but an approach to

an answer. The very idea of a Berlin-Jewish spirit was am-

bivalent at its heart. Some, like Fontane, saw the Berlin-

Jewish spirit as a source of vitality-a good thing; others,

like Langbehn, saw it as a source of contamination-a bad

thing. And in the minds of Jews, fear gave the malign rather

than the benign aspect of the idea the upper hand. Peculiar

though it seems, the most widely accepted portrait of the Jew

in Berlin life was drawn by the most unlikely collaborators;

German Jews and German anti-Semites.^* It was, in large

part, a malicious generalization of an unfair caricature, and

the caricature was drawn from what was perceived to be

the Eastern European immigrant Jew. The drawings in the

Sturmer, depicting a short, paunchy, swarthy lecher, with

improbable black curls, weak eyes, fat lips, and a big hooked

nose was only the most vicious form of this caricature.

That is why the most self-hating among German Jews, like

Rathenau, took such pleasure in blond "Aryan" types to the

exclusion of their own type; such homoeroticism as his

played its part in the making of the caricature.

To be sure, materials for the caricature were abundant, and

grew more abundant after World War I. The Eastern Jews

in Berlin (like their native-bom counterparts, by the way)

lived together in distinct quarters of the city. But they were

also set apart by their trades, their appearance, their speech.

Thousands of Berlin Jews, well educated, impeccably German

in their accent and their convictions, thought themselves

superior to these "uncultivated", "noisy", "greedy" invaders

from the East. Indeed the Berlin Badeker of 1923 with its

customary mixture of snobbishness and gentility, suggests that

the caricature was growing into a commonplace: "The loss of

the Great War," we read there, "has effected vast changes in

the social composition of Berlin. The brilliance of the im-

perial court has disappeared. New classes of society with new

aspirations have risen to commercial power, while the former

calm based on assured prosperty has given way to a resdess

self-indulgence. The large influx of foreigners, mainly from

Eastern Europe is readily noticed, whereas the activities of

the intellectual and professional classes, who now live in com-
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parative retirement, are not immediately apparent to the

passing visitor/***

I am not accusing the Baedeker of using code language.^o

But the impression is inescapable that Baedeker, speaking of

foreigners, means Eastern Jews. So, after all, did everybody

else. So, certainly, did the Berlin Jews hoping that the

Osijuden might go away or, failing that, that Berlin Jews

might maintain their distance, and that Germans would
continue to differentiate between them. In minds like

Trcitschke's, this distinction was an obvious one; with the

rise of racial anti-Semitism, it began to dissolve, and the

attempt to separate one's fate from that the Eastern Jews

proved a desperate miscalculation.

For this self-deluding attempt to escape their destiny as a

people, the Jews of Germany have been given some hard

words since the War. There are angry writings by East

European Jews in which Hitler appears as a kind of divine

scourge to punish those who would forget who they are. As
historians we cannot follow in this path. The story is by no
means simple. Not all attempts at assimilation were as

desperate or as foolish or as despicable as some publicists

have maintained. If Jews influenced German culture, Ger-

many influenced Jewish culture, and the striving for human-
ity that animated Schiller and the writings of some Roman-
tics were of authentic universality. They expressed a longing

shared by Germans and Jews alike. For many Jews the flight

from tradition was not a cowardly evasion but a flight into

humanity—a flight they undertook in the company of many
non-Jews. The German Social Democratic movement asked

not only Jews to leave their faith openly and ostentatiously:

Protestants, too, were called upon to take the same step.

Even the snobber)- of Berlin Jews toward their Eastern breth-

ren, unpalatable though it is, has its explanation. It was, by
and large, the product of fear. Emancipation had been recent;

acculturation uncomfortably quick; intermarriage a con-

spicuous but obviously insufficiently rapid means of dis-

appearing into German culture. Antisemitism, whether gen-
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teel or vicious, was always a reality. The Jew was the only

one, it seemed, for whom conversion was not the road to

acceptance, but a cause for suspicion. A Jew with intellectual

interests depended entirely on the temperament of the pow-

erful: a well-disposed professor like Ranke might recommend

Jewish historians; anti-Semites would not employ them. Per-

iods of effervescence or of sudden economic downturn, like

the years after 1873, brought outbursts of anti-Semitism that

served as renewed reminders just how precarious the position

was—even in cosmopolitan, hospitable Berlin. And to make

things worse, while there was little agreement on the diag-

nosis of this situation, there was no agreement on a prescrip-

tion for it. Some said. Follow your bent; others said. Remain

inconspicuous. Some said. Call yourself a "German citizen

of the Jewish faith", others said. Agitate for a national home-

land. Security, certainty, was nowhere.

It was in this frightening and confusing situation that Eastern

European Jews arrived, in ever-increasing numbers, after the

1880s. And so the Berlin Jews, strangers seeking to be at home,

distanced themselves from the new strangers, and made fun

of their brothers. Beneath the affectionate, often trivial use of

the term "Berlin-Jewish spirit"—the spirit of anti-authori-

tarian irreverence which Berliners of all types could share-

there was this harsher, hostile reality. That reality needs to be

probed and understood, and, through understanding, finally

exorcised. Until we have that understanding, all talk of the

"Berlin-Jewish spirit" must remain imprecise and irre-

sponsible.
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NOTES

1 "Die MSrkcr und das Bcrlincrtum: Ein kulturhistorisches Problem,'*

Gesammelte Werke, Second Series, IX, 295-312. By now this is part of

the Berlin mythology. Hans Ostwald, author of numerous affectionate

anecdotal collections, puts the matter simply: "Ja, die Juden haben

vielleicht einen grosseren Einfluss auf das Berlinertum ausgeiibt als

man ahnt." Der Urbetliner in WHz, Humor and Anekdote (n d.) , 14.

2 "Doppelleben/' Gesammelte Werke, IV (1961) . 7S.

3 Qu. in George L. Mosie, The Crisis of German Ideology (1964) . 25.

4 Compiled from tables in S. Adler-Rudel'i valuable study. Ostjuden in

DeuUchland, 1880-1940 (1959) . 164-5.

5 See Istvan Deak. Weimar Germany's Left-Wing Intellectuals: A Political

History of the Weltbuhne and Its Circle (1968) , 24. And see Deak's

survey, 24-9.

S« How problematic the question of Jewish converts is can be demon-
strated from the career of Franz Werfel. His late writings invite the

widespread impression that Werfel did indeed become a Christian.

I confess that I shared in this impression, but a letter from Werfel's

widow Alma Mahler-Werfel insists that it is false.

Mn. Margaret T. Muehsam of the Leo Baeck Institute, New York,

called my attention to the fact that such letter is held in the Chaim
Bloch Collection of the archives of the LBI. Mrs. Mahler-Werfel

writes that "Franz Werfel war weder Zionist noch Naiionaljude—weder

hat er je den katholischen Glauben angenommen noch sich 'als Jude
katholischen Glaubens' ausgegeben. Er hat weder in Frankreich noch

sonstwo die Taufe erhalten. Er hat als guter Jude gelebt und ist als

guter Jude gestorben."

The letter is dated March 30, 1958 and Mrs. Mahler closes it with her

statement that she would be thankful if the addressee. Rabbi Chaim
Bloch would contribute to the endeavor "dass diese immer wieder

auftauchenden Geruechte, die jeder Grundlage entbehren, endlich

aufhoeren." (that those ever recurring rumors which have no basis

at all, are finally put to rest.)

6 1 say "in one respect," for in another respect—that the anti-Semite

would be happy to eliminate all Jews from the world—the record is far

from clear. It seems, indeed, that the anti-Semite needs the Jew; all

Jews gone, on whom would he project his self-hatred, and practice his

aggression?

7 For an amusing and dependable study of Berlin speech, including its

Jewish component, see Walther Kiaulehn, editor and revisor of Hans
Meyer, Der Richtige Berliner in Wortem und Redensarten (1965)

.

8 The serious historian is bound to become a little impatient with these

generalizations. Thus—to cite only two—Hans Ostwald: "Det is dem
Berliner sein Fall! Witz, Humor und Anekdote. Er ist nicht fiir Tiau-
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rigkeit . . . Der Berliner hat eben nicht nur den beruhmten hellen und

offenen Kopf. Er kann nicht nur Witze machen, Witze, wie sie zwischen

Pankow und Potsdam ublich sind. Er hat auch das, was ihm so oft

bestritten wird, was scheinbar zu seinen grosschniiuzigen, schnoddrigen

Redensarten und zu seiner angeblichen Krakehlsucht nicht stimmt—

er hat auch Humor." Etc. etc. (Der Urberliner, 6) . And more recently,

Wolfgang Schadewaldt, praising this Berlin (but forgetting its Jews,

and its resistance to Hitler) . thinks he can generalize: "Die Helligkeit

des Berliner Geistes, seine Weltoffenheit, Beweglichkeit, ist bekannt

genug. Doch ware mein Lob nicht vollstandig, wenn ich nicht aus

eigenster vielfacher Kenntnis auch dies hier anschlosse, dass der Ber-

liner bei allem praktischen Sinn, allem auf das Konkrete gerichtetem

Realismus auch das hochhiilt, was er Gemiit oder in berlinischer

Lautierung 'Jemiif nennt." "Berliner und die Berliner," in a cycle

of five lectures, Berliner Geist (1963) , 33. Surely all this is not purely

imaginary, "there is something in it," and yet-the indication that

drives serious scholars to offer such sweeping judgments is worth in-

vestigating.

9 Als War's ein Stiick von mir (1966) , 314. I have used this passage be-

fore, in my Weimar Culture: The Outsider as Insider (1968) , 132.

10 See Klaus Miiller-Dyes, "Das literarische Leben, 1850-1933," in Hans

Herzfeld, ed., Berlin und die Provinz Brandenburg im 19. und 20.

Jahrhundert (1968) . 703.

11 For both, see Arnold Paucker, "Der judische Abwehrkampf," in Wer-

ner E. Mosse, ed., Entscheidungsjahr 1932 (1965) , 434-5.

12 See Deak, Weimar Germany's Left-Wing Intellectuals, 28n.

13 Josef Nadler, Literaturgeschichte der deutschen Stdmme und Land-

schaften, IV, Der deutsche Stoat (1814-1914) (1928) , 731, 923, 927, 891.

My attention was drawn to these passages by Eva G. Reichmann, "Dis-

kussionen uber die Judenfrage, 1930-1932," in Entscheidungsjahr 1932,

521-2.

14 See Deak, loc. cit.

15 Max Osbom, Der Bunte Spiegel: Erinnerungen aus dem Kunst-, Kul-

tur-, und Geistesleben der Jahre 1890 bis 1933 (1945) , 70-7.

16 Dr. Adolf Asch, "Die Inflationsjahre 1919-1923," pp. 5-8; typescript pre-

pared by the author in London ca. 1957. In the Leo Baeck Institute,

New York.

17 For this and the earlier passage from Treitschke, see Hans Rosenberg,

Grosse Depression und Bismarckzeit (1967) , 108-9.

18 For some perceptive observations on the problem that Ostjuden pre-

sented to their German brethren, see Eva G. Reichmann, "Der Be-

wusstseinswandel der deutschen Juden," in Werner E. Mosse, ed.,

Deutsches Judentum in Krieg und Revolutionszeit, 1916-1923 (1971) ,

511-612, esp. 523, 538-45, 562-3, 576-7.

19 Karl Baedeker, Berlin and Its Environs (6th edn., 1923) , 50.

20 In 1922, Baedeker estimates, there were 121,000 foreign residents in

Berlin, "many of whom had come from Eastern Europe." We know

from other sources that in 1925 the number of foreign-bom Jews in

Berlin was 43.000, and that, when Baedeker wrote, the figure was

somewhat smaller. Most of the foreigners in Berlin, then, the impres-

sion Baedeker suggests to the contrary, were not Ostjuden.
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miNTEO IN THE UNOID STATES OF AMERICA

HE WEIMAR REPUBLIC was ushcred in by a revolution

brought about by the need to terminate the First World War.

That war had resulted in a catastrophic defeat, the power

structure of the country was paralyzed and the masters of

Imperial Germany offered no resistance. The leaders of the

Socialists provided guidance to the new forces. The "Ver-

nunftrepuhlikanef accepted dieir leadership as inevitable.

There had been no strong resentment within the German

middle class against the domestic policy of the former Reich

and State governments. The German parhament had never

been held in high esteem. The citizens of the states of

Southern Germany felt close to their princes. When pro-

claiming Wuerttemberg a Republic, the revolutionaries

hastened to emphasize that the King had always been ani-

mated by the love of the people in all his actions.

The difficulties which were soon to arise were augmented by

the fact that no one was prepared to cope with the strange

revolution that had developed. Georges Clemenceau is re-

ported to have said that the French Revolution of 1789 had

been written long before the event. Montesquieu, Rousseau,

the Encyclopedists had prepared it intellectually. In 1918

the contrary was true. The Socialists had always considered

a democratic republic ideally suited for a transition from

the old to a new society and for establishing the Socialist

State—the aim of a distant future. Now they had to rule in

a situation strikingly different from that foreseen. With few

exceptions the Socialists, moderate and radical alike, were



agreed that this was the most unauspicious moment for

socialization. Moreover the Social Democrats had been ex-

cluded from all positions and were therefore totally lacking

in governmental and administrative experience and adequate

personnel. Their party consisted almost exclusively of manual

workers with a very thin layer of intellectuals. Wolfgang

Heine, the Socialist Prussian Minister of the Interior in 1919,

criticized because of his personnel policy, retorted that he

could not rule the state solely with trade union officials and

Jewish lawyers.1

In this situation a revolutionary break with the prewar social

order appeared self-defeating. The Socialists, therefore, relied

on the evolutionary process. For the time being they felt it

to be a great achievement that they were able to maintain

the unity of the Reich against formidable odds and to estalv

lish the equality of rights of labor. They also abolished the

electoral and the worst social injustices, but overconscious of

their deficiencies, they omitted to carry out certain other

reforms which they could have achieved. They knew that

they had to master a chaotic situation left as a legacy from

the old regime. Ten million men had to be brought back

from the battlefields in an extremely brief period of time

and provided with jobs; starving people had to be fed. The
Social Democrats therefore looked for allies among other

parties, administrator and the military. The labor move-

ment was split wide open. The right wing became dependent

upon the cooperation of bourgeois elements. The left wing

resorted to senseless riots which could not succeed. The non-

Socialist parties of the left and the center showed willingness

to cooperate with the Socialists. Although a real democratic

movement among the German bourgeoisie had always been

lacking in the past, the requirements of the moment sug-

gested support for a democratic republic. The revolution of

1918, bom in defeat, remained unpopular. But the "Weimar
Coalition" of Social Democrats, Democrats and the Catholic

Center, which dominated the National Assembly, reflected

the determination of large segments of the working class and
the bourgeoisie to join forces, an indispensible condition for

the survival of the Republic. It was an ominous sign that this

Coalition lost the parliamentary majority in the first election

to the Reichstag and never regained it.

THE ENEMIES of the Republic claimed that the revolution

had been made by Jews. Accordingly they called the Weimar
Republic a Judenrepublik, often also das undeutsche

Zwischenreich, assessing it as a phenomenon alien to the

German soul and to German interests, wedged between the

Reich created by Bismarck and the coming "Third Reich."

The state of mind which gave rise to such assessments was

by no means confined to Hitler's followers. A prominent

leader of the Bavarian Catholics condemned the revolution

as the worst crime which could have been committed against

the German people.^

The identification of the concepts "Jew" and "Jewish" with

the revolution and the Republic was no innovation. This

epitheton ornans for things disliked had been found useful

by antisemites long before and during the war. When the

enthusiasm of the first months dwindled and when losses in

human lives and shortages of all kinds increased appallingly,

the antisemitic movement recurred with renewed vigor. The
ministry of War and the political parties from the right to

Gustav Stresemann's National Liberals joined hands in

approving and organizing the shameful census of Jews serv-

ing in the army and of those working in war agencies.

Leaders of the newly founded and rapidly increasing Party

of the Fatherland called the elections of 1912 to the Reichs-

tag a Judenwahl and the Parliament a Judenreichstag,

Jewish and pro-Jewish fighters against antisemitism showed
hardly more historical awareness than did the antisemites;

they tried to absolve the Jews of the charge of having initiated

and taken a leading part in the revolution. The Jews as a

group were indeed anything but revolutionary. They did not

see any reason for rebelling against the German monarchy.

They had risen from scratch to a modest or even higher level

of well-being, occupied important positions in the economy



and in the professions and were provided with titles and

decorations. Businessmen and lawyers do not mount barri-

cades and economically independent people dislike bureau-

cratic establishments whatever ideological button they may

wear. The war did not affect these basic tendencies. Two

weeks before the revolution, in a by-election for a district of

Icrlin with a considerable number of Jewish residents,

Maximilian Kempner, a Jewish industrialist, defeated his

moderate Socialist opponent by a comfortable margin.^

To be sure, the Jews had grievances. They bitterly resented

and fought the discrimination practiced against them. There

were no Jews in the OflBcer and Reserve Officer corps, in the

diplomatic service, in the general state administration, and

in the higher echelons of the judiciary. It was very difficult

for them to attain the rank of a full professor. However,

their discontent did not diminish their loyalty toward Kaiser

und Reich.

There were no Jews in the Navy where the revolution

started and none, or hardly any, among the manual workers

in big industrial centers who carried the revolution forward.

The picture is different, however, when we consider the

leaders who occupied the posts vacated by the former elite.

This fact has been proved abundantly;^ it is not necessary

to repeat the details. Suffice it to recall that two Jews. Hugo

Haasc and Otto Landsberg, were among the six people's

delegates who constituted the Executive. Hugo Preuss, Secre-

tary of the Interior, Eugen Schiffer, a baptised Jew, Secretary

of the Treasury, and Emanuel Wurm, Secretary of the Food

Administration, as well as the Prime Ministers of the three

most populous states and several Ministers in these and other

German states, were Jewish.

The reasons for the appearance of these and others in such

positions, which drew unfavorable comments and criticism,

are not difficult to discover.

i

Contrary to the attitude of the Jews as a group, individual

Jews had joined the Socialist ranks. Deeply hurt by their

rejection they incarnated what Wilhelm Liebknecht, a revo-

lutionary of 1848 and later a leading Socialist, called the

large amount of idealism caused by enslavement: it could,

he said, create rebels and purify the soul.5 Professor Ernst

Simon recently expressed a similar idea; he described how,

when he first encountered Zionism, he became a Zionist, and

added that a first encounter with Socialism could have made
him a Socialist as well.^ Wedded to the secularized religion

of Socialism, to use Robert Weltsch's expression,^ the feelings

of these Jews were aroused against any kind of injustice and

they were inspired by a revolutionary urge for an overall

improvement of the human situation. Their links with the

Jewish religion were loose or nonexistent. Yet, there recurred

in them the universalism of the prophets and their longing

for social justice: relieve the oppressed; secure for all the

observance of the holiday, including the dependents and

servants; do not withhold wages from the workingman; plead

for the widows and orphans, protect the strangers. German
and German-Jewish philosophical thought strengthened

these traditions. Haase was raised in Konigsberg where

Inmianuel Kant had stressed the greatness of the idea, and

acted as a Kantian rather than a Marxist under deeply felt

moral obligations. In the classroom of Hermann Cohen in

Marburg, Kurt Eisner, a gifted newspaper editor and writer

found his own internationalist, socialist and pacifist beliefs

confirmed by the teachings of his friend, the leading scholar

of Neo-Kantianism.B

Thus Jews being themselves subjected to discrimination

played the role, often assumed by persons of a higher class

of helping the underprivileged in their fight for recognition

and betterment. The best known examples of such men are

the Gracchi brothers in ancient Rome, Mirabeau in the

French Revolution and Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in

the nineteenth century. German non-Jews were seldom

inclined to throw in their lot with the radical opposition and
to lose touch with their peers and access to highly valued

jobs and opportunities. Among the 110 Socialists in the



Reichstag of 1912, twelve were of Jewish origin, and eleven

of them had an academic background. Of the 98 others not

more than twelve had a full or in several cases partial uni-

versity education. Of the eight lawyen, six were Jewish.

The acceptance of the new responsibilities by some of the

Jews was self-evident to all. Haase, the leader of the Inde-

pendent Socialists, who had voted against the war credits

since 1915, was an automatic choice for the first of their seats

on the Council of People's Delegates, Paul Hirsch, the floor

leader of the Social Democrats in the Prussian Diet, assumed

the post of Prussian Prime Minister. Ludwig Marum, a

lawyer, who headed the Social Democratic group in the Diet

of Baden, was put in chai^ge of the Ministry of Justice in

JliluCIl.

A second group consisted of persons regarded as experts.

Friedrich Ebcrt, the leader of the Social Democratic Party,

invited Otto Landsberg, a brilliant lawyer and member of

the Reichstag, to act as the third People's Delegate of his

Party; he became Ebert's principal adviser. Five days after

the revolution Professor Hugo PreuB, an authority on con-

stitutional law, reproached the Socialists in a newspaper

ai-ticle for establishing an Ohrigkeitsstaat in reverse instead

of a Volksstaat.9 The article did not put him in jeopardy.

On the contrary, Ebert entrusted him with drafting the new

constitution. Berthold Heymann, the Socialist spokesman on

educational matters in the Diet of Wiirttemberg, became

Minister of Pubhc Education in Stuttgart.

A third group comprised non-Socialists who were asked to

cooperate with the Socialists. Ludwig Haas, a member of

the Reichstag, who was prominent on the Board of the

Central Association of German Citizens of Jewish Faith, was

Minister of the Interior in Baden.

The fourth group consisted of one man only, Kurt Eisner,

then a free-lance writer, a member of the Independent

Socialists. Inspite of his background—he was not only a Jew,

but also a Prussian from Berlin, detestable to every good

8

Bavarian—^he crushed the 800 year-old dynasty of the Wit-

telsbachs without bloodshed, and with a handful of followers,

in a few hours. Eisner took the initiative 36 hours ahead of

his party comrades in Berlin.io This is the only example of

a decisive revolutionary action taken individually by a Jew.

JusT AS VARIED as the reasons of the appearance of Jews in

leading positions were the attitudes adopted by them.

The Social Democrats were swamped with day-to-day diffi-

culties. They had to fight separatist movements, listen to the

complaints of an endless succession of delegates, deal with

tremendous economic hardship and with problems of armis-

tice and peace negotiations. The election of a National

Assembly, which was uppermost in Friedrich Ebert's mind,

appeared to be an absolute necessity in every way. Max
Cohen-Reufi, a Social Democratic member of the Reichstag,

was instrumental in persuading an overwhelming majority

of the Central Council of the Workers' and Soldiers'

Councils to cast their votes in favor of convening a Consti-

tuent Assembly. This was the basic decision in favor of a

democratic system of government and against a Councils

Republic, a Rdterepublik. In his masterful speech Cohen
declared that the cooperation of bourgeois and intellectual

circles had to be secured in order to overcome the almost

unsurmountable odds of the hour."

Haase in Berlin and Eisner in Munich were sincere demo-

crats, but felt that some kind of Council system should be

integrated in the future German institutions. They, too,

appealed to the leading administrative and military person-

nel to stay on their jobs, reluctantly admitting that the

Socialists were incapable of governing Germany without

their cooperation. Both understood that in the crucial weeks

after the revolution the two Socialist parties had to close

ranks. Haase, who enjoyed an unusual authority, was anxious

to maintain the cooperation with Ebert while expressing his

critical views strongly enough to secure the unity of his party



and to induce its radical wing to toe the line; he succeeded

for the decisive two months. Eisner, master of the situation

in Munich, invited the majority Socialists to join the revolu-

tionary government. He kept the first part of the Bavarian

revolution free from violence. But he was also conscious of

the spiritual chasm between himself and the Bavarian middle

class. Deeply convinced that there had to be a revolution of

minds, he appealed to Gustav Landauer, the Jewish anarcho-

socialist, to come to Munich "in order to transform the

soul$,"i2 in the naive belief that the abyss could be bridged

by a man who was much more remote from the common

people than Eisner himself.

liiner's assassination on the day he intended to transfer his

power to the Bavarian National Assembly brought about a

new paralysis in the government machinery. The vacuum

was filled by high-minded literati like Landauer, Erich

Miihsam, a philosophical anarchist, Ernst Toller, the play-

wright, and others totally inexperienced in politics. These

emotional ultraradicals were succeeded by the rational revo-

lutionary Communists under the leadership of Eugen Levin^.

About ten Jews formed part of the approximately fifty lead-

ing persons of the two Councils Republics. Landauer was a

Messianic and universalist figure, devoted to the ideals of

Israel's prophets. Antiauthoritarian, opposed to Capitalism

as well as Marxism, he lived, to quote Martin Buber, as a

prophet of the humanity which is to be and died as its

martyr. No doubt that his attempt to translate theological

Messianism into Messianic politics in Bavaria, overlooking

the German political reality, was bound to lead to disaster.

Unaware of his inability to administer any agency, Landauer

proposed himself for the Ministry of Education. In terms

almost identical with those applied by the venerable Prussian

democrat Johann Jacoby eighty years earlier, he expressed

his conviction "I accept my fate and what I am: my being

German and being Jewish do not harm each other and do

much for each other's sake."i3 After the second Councils

Republic, in which he took no part, was quashed, Landauer

was brutally murdered and Levin^ sentenced to death by a

People's Court in Munich. The impact of two happenings
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unconnected with basic factors of historical development was

calamitous: Without Eisner's change of residence from Berlin

to Bavaria several years before the war the Bavarian revolu-

tion would have followed, not preceded, that of Berlin; if

he had not been assassinated, the Jews active in the Councils

republics would have been remembered only as philosophical

or literary figures. No one would have suspected in 1919 that,

after being subjected to unspeakable defamation, Eisner

would have a street in Munich named in his honor fifty

years after his death.

PreuB and Schiffer were prominent among the non-Socialist

Jews who wielded power during the revolution. Both became

members of the German Democratic Party in November 1918.

Preu6 had given thorough thought to constitutional matters

during the war years and was now fully absorbed by his work

on the draft constitution. The Social Democrats had no

experts on constitutional law and the university professors

had disqualified themselves by the glorification of the Consti-

tution of the Empire and, during the war, by speeches and

writings unworthy of any scholar. Schiffer formed a center

of resistance against attempts at sweeping reforms and Social-

ist aims. This versatile politician served in turn Imperial

Germany, Weimar Germany, and, after the Second World

War, the Government of the Soviet-occupied zone where, at

the age of 86, he was entrusted with the organization of the

judicial services.

Thus, Jews appeared in leading positions mainly because

they constituted a relatively large percentage of the intelli-

gentsia among the leadership of the Social Democratic Party.

Most of the Jews among the non-Socialists who exercized

influence had been members of the Progressive Party, the

political home of the Jews at the time of the Empire.

THE TRANSITION from the revolutionary era to a constitu-

tional system of government required months. Nevertheless

the promulgation of the Constitution of Weimar on August
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11, 1919, was a landmark. The Jews accepted the democratic

and republican system more readily than the majority o!

non-Jews in a similar social and occupational environinent.

The Weimar Constitution expressed in fact certain political

ideas and aspirations cherished by the German Jews.

The power o! the authorities of the Reich was strengthened

at the expense of those of the Lander. The German Jews had

always manifested a desire for greater German unity. In his

correspondance with the historian Christoph Friedrich Dahl-

mann in 1848, Frederic William IV of Prussia complained

about the "Teutschwut der Juden." The salutary impact of

their attitude on the development of German unity was

stressed by Theodor Mommsen. The Bavarian Federalist

Georg Heim referred to PreuB and Landsberg contemptu-

ously as the Zentraljuden von Berlin,"^*

The Jews were moreover satisfied by the strong emphasis on

freedom, especially freedom of religion and its practice. The

Constitution guaranteed freedom of association to all reli-

gious bodies and their official recognition. On this basis the

Preupischer Landesverband judischer Gemeinden (Prussian

Union of Jewish Communities) was established. Similar

associations existed in the other states. In 1931 the Prussian

Government approved the principles on which the intended

legal unification and modernization of the twelve antiquated

laws on the Jewish communities were to be based."

The Act of 1869 guaranteeing admission to official posts

regardless of religious creed had to a large extent, remained

a dead letter under the traditional leadership of the Junker

caste in Imperial Germany. The relevant provisions of the new

constitution were now likely to become a fact of public life.

The beneficial effect of the constitutional provisions and of

dieir application was noticeable in the close relationship

between Deutsch-Israelitischer Gemeindebund as well as the

Prussian Union of Jewish Conmiunities and the German

authorities. The Prussian Diet included subsidies for the

support of overburdened Jewish communities in its budget

to secure religious instruction, a minimum remuneration of

Jewish rabbis and teachers and pensions for widows and
orphans of rabbis. Departing from the principle of separa-

tion of State and Church, the Social Democrats voted for the

subsidies which could be adopted only with their approval

since the parties of the right rejected them. Prime Minister

Otto Braun convinced the Socialists that, since they could
not prevent the adoption of subsidies to the Christian

Churches, the upholding of the principle of separation of

State and Church in the case of the Jews would violate the

more important principles of equality and justice. Basing
himself on the same principles, Karl Severing, Reich Minister

of the Interior, was the first head of a Reich ministry to order
that all Jews in the service of the ministry should be granted
leave of absence on the highest Jewish holidays.i^

While the status of the Jews and of their religious bodies

was thus enhanced, the German Jews suffered serious set-

backs on both counts, as Germans, in general, and as Jews,
in particular.

Intellectually, Germany's defeat was a severe blow to the

leading role played by German Jewry among the Jews of the

world. The loss of Germany's position in world affairs and the

reduction of the impact of the German language in Central-

Eastern Europe and in the United States entailed a percept-

ible curtailment of German-Jewish intellectual leadership.i^

Economically, the Jews were hurt first by the runaway infla-

tion and later by the economic crisis. Hundreds of small

Jewish banking firms were absorbed by big banking corpora-

tions. Structural changes of the national economy, such as

the rapidly growing number of cartels and trusts narrowed
the domain in which Jewish businessmen could do pioneer-

ing work, the source of their prosperity in the era of early

Capitalism. The average income of the Jews compared to

that of the total population declined and the number of
unemployed rose to a figure of about one fourth of the total

gainfully employed Jewish population. Jewish social assist-

ance had to be extended to German Jews; before 1914 Jews
from the East only had to be assisted.^^



Antisemitic propaganda created further difficulties. Threats

were frequent and bodily attacks occured especially in towns

of the Eastern provinces. Foreign-bom Jews were hardest hit

In 1921, thousands of Jews from the East were sent to intern-

ment camps, a shameful action, denounced as '^Kulturschandi^'

by the M09 In Bavaria a mass-expulsion of Eastern Jews

was ordered in 1925.^

To defend their political and social interests most Jews

joined or voted for the German Democratic Party. The

Party, however, did not escape the unfortunate history of

German liberalism; unfortunate, because the German people

of our time were not animated by a sense of individuaUsm,

but relied on military. Church and trade union discipline.

The libcial voters moved first to the moderate, then to the

extreme, right. Gustav Stresemann's People's Party, which

had won the adherence of a small number of Jews, suffered

the same fate. Both parties tried to survive by compromising

with rightist, including antisemitic, forces. However, the two

parties which had enjoyed the allegiance of most Jewish

voters all but disappeared in the last years of Weimar. In

Bavaria Jews often supported the Catholic Bavarian People's

Party despite its antisemitic coloring. The Party appeared to

them a safer center of resistance against the Nazi onslaught

than the impotent parties of the left.21

Weimar culture, as has often been said, was largely shaped

by the German-Jewish intelligentsia.22 However, on the

whole, the general situation of the Jews under the Weimar

Republic, while favorable in some respects, was not as satis-

factory as was assumed at that time and full of dismal fore-

bodings. The disappearance of the liberal parties was the

most disquieting feature. Since the composition of the Sodal

Democratic Party was determined by organized labor, it

could not replace the loss caused by the desertion of that

stratum of society from which the liberals had derived dieir

strength.

The rise of the Jews to dvil and political equality had

originally been due to the conception of the Rechtsstaat, of
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which Eduard Lasker was the ablest spokesman in nineteenth
century Germany. Under the governments of Heinrich
Briining, Franz von Papen, and Kurt von Schleicher the

Jews continued to live in precarious safety with the excep-

tions created by National Socialist terrorism. In June 1932,

the Judische Telegraphen-Agentur carried a news item
underlining Papen's disavowal of any discrimination against

the Jews.23 Debatable as is the question to which historians

in the Federal Republic give different answers as to whether
Weimar democracy was brought to an end in 1930 by the

resignation of the Socialist-led Government or in 1932 by
the dismissal of Bruning, the turn of German-Jewish history

came at neither of these dates; it came on the 30th of January
1933, when Hindenburg appointed Adolf Hitler Chancellor

of the Reich and presided unperturbed over the destruction

of the remainders of the Rechtsstaat,

THE ADMISSION of Jcws to public scrvicc which I shall now
discuss has attracted special attention. Under the monarchy
Jews were eligible to be elected, and were elected in fact, to

German parliaments. The story of the Jews in the parlia-

menury life of Weimar is that of their role in the parties of

the left. The right had always been antisemitic. When politi-

cal antisemitism became rife under the Empire, the liberal

parties were hesitant to nominate Jews as candidates. Most

Jewish members of parliament were therefore to be found in

the Social Democratic group.24 This trend continued in the

Weimar Republic. The People's Party had, at times, a few

baptised Jews among its members of the Reichstag and the

Prussian Diet, f.i. Jacob Riefier, Gabriel RieOer's nephew, a

director of a big banking corporation and later Professor of

Commercial Law in Berlin. He was a vice-president of the

Reichstag until 1928.

The German Democratic Party, left of center, nominated

some Jews such as Ludwig Haas, and Bernhard Falk from

Cologne, for the National Assembly. Gustav Stolper, editor-

in-chief of the economic weekly Deutscher Volkswirt served
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in the Reichstag as a member of the Staatspartei, the new

name of the Democratic Party, from 1930 to 1932, as the last

Jewish liberal in a German parliament Haas became floor

leader of the Democrats in the Reichstag; Falk later held the

same post in the Prussian Diet.25 The German and Prussian

governments gave him due credit for his courageous fight

against Rhenish separatism. Hugo PreuB was not nominated

to the National Assembly and to the Reichstag. The Demo-

crats obviously feared that the Father of the Constitution of

the "Judenrepublik** might damage their electoral chances.

Their apprehension is reflected in a letter written in Febru-

ary 1919 by Hermann Dietrich, later minister of Finance. He

stated that the Jewish question raised serious difficulties for

his party and predicted that Preufi would not continue as

Secretary of the Interior for a long time.2«

The Socialist left was deeply divided. Social Demrocrats,

Independent Socialists as well as Communists, deadly enemies

of Weimar democracy from the left, competed for the votes

of the workers. Since there was no room left for a party

between Weimar and Moscow, which would be radical but

independent of the Soviets, and pacifist without compromis-

ing with the miHtary, the Communists succeeded in destroy-

ing the Independent Socialist Party. During the First World

War the Jewish members of the Social Democratic group had

been attracted by the non-conformist and pacifist attitude of

the new party. While twelve of the 98 non-Jewish members

left the old party, more than half of the Jewish members, six

out of eleven, joined the Independent Socialists.

The participation of Jews in the Sodal Democratic group

continued to hover around ten per cent in the Reichstag

and seven per cent in the Prussian Diet. All were renomi-

nated in the last years of the Republic, including the election

of 193S. Oscar Cohn, however, had abandoned parliamentary

life in 1924 in order to devote himself to Jewish affairs and

especially to the promotion of Zionism.

A few of the Jewish members of Parliament rendered remark-

able services. Paul Hcrtt served as an efficient secretary of
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the Socialist group in the Reichstag. In the Prussian Diet

Ernst Heilmann supplied forceful leadership required to

maintain the Weimar Coalition. He adopted a parliamentary

style different from that of the group in the Reichstag which

often vacillated. In the day-to-day work Hugo Heimann,

Chairman of the Main Committee of the Reichstag, expe-

dited legislation authoritatively and courteously. He was held

in high esteem by members of all parties.27 The most bril-

liant critic of the attitude of the Party was Paul Levi, a

lawyer, a man of refined culture, once the head of the Com-

munist Party after the murder of Karl Liebknecht, Rosa

Luxemburg and Leo Jogiches. Horrified by the victimization

of German workers in senseless putschist movements, he left

the Communist Party and joined eventually the Social Demo-

crats. He was one of the best forensic orators, exposing judges

and prosecutors who abused their functions by protecting

criminals of the right.2»

The sharp decrease of the number of Jews in the Communist

parliamentary group was in contrast to the consistency in the

number of Jewish members in the Social Democratic group.

Of 62 Communists, elected in May 1924, six were Jews, but

no Jew was among the hundred Communists elected to the

Reichstag in November 1932. Many became victims of the

frequent changes of the party line and of purges carried out

in accordance with the shifting needs of Soviet policy. Arthur

Rosenberg, the only Communist scholar in the Reichstag,

left his party in 1927.29 His books on Weimar and on Bol-

shevism have retained their high value. Werner Scholem,

who was expelled from the Party in 1926, was a fierce spokes-

man of the Communists. Heinz Neumann, the last Jewish

Communist in a German parliament, fell into disgrace in

1932. No example is more indicative of the fantastic lives of

some people in our century and reveals the impact of revo-

lutionary, ruthless, adventurous Communism: Son of a well-

to-do Jewish family; won over for Communism at the age of

18; a staunch Stalinist, selected for organizing a rising in

Canton, China, where he showed a blatant recklessness and

disregard for human lives; husband of a Prussian officer's

daughter who had before been married to the son of Martin
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Bubar; author of the Communist Manifesto of 1930 for the

national and social liberation of the German people, indulg-

ing in nationalist language in order to outdo the Nazis; after

1933 in the Soviet Union and four years later a victim of one

of the Stalinist purgcs.5o

The omission of Jews as candidates for parliament and, inci-

dentally, the marked decline of their number in other

positions of leadership testify to the distrust with which

intellectuals were viewed by the bureaucrats who increasingly

dominated the Communist movement. Addressing the Ger-

man Commission of the Communist International Executive

Committee in 1926, Stalin shouted: If the intellectuals want

to dominate our movement, send them to hellJ" In this fight

against the intellectuals anti-Jewish feeling was not absent

and the desire was obvious to refute the Nazi slogan that

Bolshevism was a Jewish conspiracy.'^

Thus, at the end of the Weimar Republic, only the Social

Democrats had Jews among their parliamentary representa-

tives. The Staaispartei was virtually extinct and the Commu-

nists did not put forward Jews as candidates.

w HiLE THE general trend of the participation of Jews in

parhamentary life continued in Weimar Germany, new

ground was broken by their appointments to cabinet and

civil service posts. Seven persons of Jewish descent served as

Reich Ministers. Preufi and Walther Rathenau were mem-

bers of the Jewish Community of Berlin and in party

politics, of the Democratic Party. The three Socialists, Otto

Landsberg, Minister of Justice, Georg Gradnauer, Minister

of the Interior, both during several months only, and Rudolf

Hilferding, twice Minister of Finance, called themselves dissi-

dents. Two belonged to the Protestant faith and tended

towards the right: Schiffer, several times Minister of Finance

and Minister of Justice, who left the Democratic Party in

1925, and Curt Joel, the son of parents who had become

converted to Protestantism, and who was appointed Minister

of Justice in the second cabinet of Briining. With the excep
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tion of two senators (members of Government) in the

City-state of Hamburg, there was no Jewish Minister of a

Land after 1921.

Rathenau and Hilferding had a vision of the future and

were convinced that planning of the national economy had

to be substituted for economic anarchy. Hilferding reinter-

preted die Marxist doctrine in the light of new developments

in the imperialist era, while Rathenau accorded an impor-

tant place to personal initiative also in the society of the

future. Rathenau was at his best as a planner and organizer

of the national economy during the war; Hilferding laid the

foundations for a new strategy of the working class, adapted

to die changed conditions, in its fight for recognition, equal-

ity and betterment.

Rathenau's spiritual qualities and his woridwide relation-

ships appeared to Chancellor Joseph Wirdi as a valuable

complement to the pedestrian attitudes of the rest of his

cabinet. In his negotiations widi statesmen and economists

Rathenau showed brilliance, superior skill and oratorical

gifts. Yet, as head of the Foreign Office he lacked consistency

and firm control of his Ministry. This became evident when

he yielded to the knowledgeable and energetic member of his

staff, Ago von Maltzan, who masterminded the Treaty of

Rapallo with Soviet Russia, with its conspiratorial elements

directed against the West. In the opinion of Leo Baeck,

Rathenau was a man with a mind that was continuously

searching; as to his Jewishness, Baeck believed that he might

eventually have found it.52 But continuous searching is not

a sign of strength in a statesman. Hilferding appeared to die

Social Democrats as die obvious candidate for die Ministry

of Finance. It was not their only error stemming from the

assumption that great theorists even when endowed widi

superior intelligence, are necessarily good statesmen. As a

scholar who had predicted developments in the future with

amazing precision and as a man widiout personal ambition

he was admired by the other cabinet ministers while his

inabiltiy to reach decisions was a serious flaw in the fulfill-

ment of his ministerial funcdons.^J
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Preufi had to abandon important ideas reflected in his first

draft. Nevertheless he has been rightly called the Father of

the Weimar Constitution. He also gave enhghtened guidance
to the Constitutional Committee of the National Assembly
in its deliberations. The description of the Constitution as

un-German, he wrote, emanated eidier from the bad faith of

the antisemites or from total ignorance of the great currents

of German history. Preufi once expressed his grief at being
considered a stranger in his father's house. In 1926, after his

death, Theodor Heufi, later the first President of the Federal

Republic of Germany, wrote of the tragedy of the German
Jew who, while working for the good of his country, meets
with distrust and ill-will.^

Joel served as Staatssekretar under eleven ministers who
followed each other in rapid succession. He virtually domi-
nated the Ministry of Justice already twelve years before he
reached the highest post. His appointment in the fall of 1931

proves how little racist antisemitism had penetrated the

governing circles. The man who called himself "die oldest

dvil servant of the old Prussian coinage still in service"

guided the civil servants who, in 1920, offered resistance to

Wolfgang Kapp, the putschist, and in 1932, rejected Papen's
offer to enter his Cabinet. However, he refused to acknowledge
any reasons other than legal competence for the choice of

personnel. Within his jurisdiction, die Republic was denied
the democratically-minded judges and administrators desper-

ately needed for its survival.^'

The Jews in cabinet posts represented all varieties of ideas,

mediods of work and aims. Two, Rathenau and Hilferding,

were assassinated. One died of natural causes, one was sent

to a concentration camp, two were able to hide, and one was
spared death or misery other dian humiliation because he
had a non-Jewish wife. The enormous demonstrations staged
after Rathenau's assassination proved the strange fronts

erected in the Weimar Republic. The masses of the workers
mourned the faithful servant of the RepubUc, a millionaire,

manager of capitalist enterprises, the Jew who rejected bap-
tism although he suffered all his life from his Jewish heritage.
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His peers, in contrast, defamed him. For Hugo Stinnes, die

industrialist, he was a man with a racially alien soul. On die

day before his assassination, Karl Helfferich, leader of die

German National Party launched a blistering attack, poi-

soned with hatred, against the statesman whose life and work

were inspired by the love of Germany.

As civil servants one or some Jews were active in almost every

ministry of the Reich and Prussia and in regional and local

agencies subordinated to them. Professor Julius Hirsch, a

disdnguished economist, was the first Jew to be assigned the

position of Staatssekretar, second to the minister. In the

troubled first years of the Republic he served in the Reich

Ministry of Economics. Hans Schaffer who entered the same

ministry, was later transferred to the Reich Ministry of

Finance of which he became Staatssekretar in the no less

difficult last years. Hermann Badt, an orthodox Jew and a

Zionist, was the highest ranking Jewish civil servant in the

Prussian administration. There were, however, no Jewish

officials in Bavaria, and in several Laender, for instance in

Wuerttemberg and Saxony, only a few had been appointed.

Since, contrary to the Anglo-Saxon concept, a judicial career

was not so highly considered in Germany, several hundred

Jews were appointed judges in Imperial Germany, but in

Prussia they were promoted in exceptional cases only, while

Bavaria followed a broadminded policy. The appointment of

Nathan Stein as President of the District Court of Mannheim

in Baden was a unique case. In Weimar Germany the situa-

tion was reversed. Prussia's policy was liberal and devoid of

discrimination. In contrast, the Minister of Justice in Bavaria,

who was to become Reich Minister of Jusdce in Hitler's

Government, did not appoint Jewish judges and did not

promote those in office.^^

c ERTAiN CATEGORIES of activities can be singled out in which

Jews made a special contribution to Weimar Germany.
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Preufi was not the only Jew to take a leading part in consti-

tution making. Professor Eduard Rosenthal in Thuringia

and Judge Ernst Ruben in Braunschweig performed a similar

work. Professor Hans Nawiasky, a baptised Jew, influenced

the development of the Bavarian Constitution. Professor

Hans Kelsen was the father of the Austrian Constitution of

1920. The prominence of Jews in formulating constitutional

law was due to the traditional learning and studying of the

Jewish law throughout generations, to the benefit they

derived from the teaching of eminent German scholars; and
to the political orientation of the Jews as members of an
underprivileged group. A significant combination of Jewish,
German, and German-Jewish factors accounted for the suc-

cess of Jews in this field.

In administrative matters Jews were often entrusted with
responsible and confidential work far beyond their official

rank. Herbert Weichmann and Hans Hirschfeld, personal
aids of the Prussian Ministers Braun and Severing respec-

tively, are well-known examples of Jews in this position.

Public relation and press officers, unknown in Imperial Ger-
many, were frequently drawn from the press of the left in

which Jews played an important part. They were thus in a
more favorable position than the old administrators in
furthering a good relationship between the administration
and the press, as Braun stated in his memoirs. He was unper-
turbed by the fact that four Jews were serving in the
Prussian Press Office, including its chief Hans Goslar.37 When
the racist propaganda of the Nazis was in full swing in 1932,

Papen did not shy from appointing a member of the staff of
the Foreign Office, the baptised Jew Heinrich von Kaufmann-
Asser, as head of the Press Office of the Reich.39

The Jewish contribution to labor legislation and its applica-

tion and to the social policy of the Weimar Republic, which
became an example for many states, is noteworthy. Hugo
Sinzheimer, a member of the National Assembly and Pro-
fessor in the Faculty of Law of the University of Frankfurt,
was the leading scholar and an activist in this field. He
devoted a notable book, written in exile in the Netherlands, to
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Jewish classics on German jurisprudence.39 Driven by the

urge for social justice, many Jews applied for judgeships in

the newly established Labor Courts in which rewarding pio-

neering work could be performed. Three Jews who obtained

scholarly fame in their countries of immigration were once

judges of Labor Courts in Germany: Otto Kahn-Freund of

Oxford University, England; Hans Morgenthau of the Uni-

versity of Chicago and of the City College of the City Uni-

versity of New York, and Wolfgang Friedmann of Columbia

University Law School, whose violent death in New York

has been mourned throughout the scholarly world of the

United States.

Jews in public service made an important contribution to

professional, technical and political publications in Weimar

Germany and were conspicuous among the intellectuals who

raised political activities to a higher spiritual level.^o Research

on these matters has so far been restricted to periodicals such

as Weltbuhne, which exercised hardly any influence. Other

publications, solidly grounded in a large scale political and

social environment and therefore more influential, although

less widespread, were i.a. the scholarly Social Democratic

organ Gesellschaft, Justiz, the periodical of the republican

lawyers, Deutscher Volkswirt, leading in the field of eco-

nomics of the liberal school, Das Freie Wort, the weekly in

which topical political problems of the Socialists were dis-

cussed, and Arbeiterwohlfahrt, which covered social policy

and welfare.41 Each of them had a Jewish editor-in-chief.

From 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the contributors were

Jews, driven by the wish to express themselves in public on

the problems with which they were confronted and to con-

vince others of the justness of their cause. They broke down

the barriers between public service and public opinion which

weighed heavily on most administrators and judges of the

traditional school. Scholarly and, in general, literary encour-

aeement of novel endeavors of Weimar Germany and

constructive criticism of deviations from Weimar's original

purposes as well as broadminded interpretation and applica-

tion of labor law and of social legislation constituted a

significant contribution of German Jews to Weimar politics.
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The influence of leading Jewish personalities on politics,

however, was on the whole, inferior to that exercised by Jews
at the time of Bismarck: Eduard Lasker and Ludwig Bam-
hcrg^, outstanding legislators; two baptized Jews, Eduard
¥Oii Simson, President of the Reichstag and later the first

President of the newly established Supreme Court in Leipzig

lor twelve years, and Heinrich von Friedberg, head of the

ailministration of justice in the Reich or in Prussia for

twenty years, not to forget the Rothschilds and Gerson
Bleichroder, the bankers, who«e impact on German politics

was incomparably greater than that of any Jewish director of

a banking corporation at the time of Weimar.

IN CONCLUDING, I should Hkc to submit some observations

about the end of Weimar democracy and the extirpation of
the Jews by Nazi Germany.

In Weimar the first democratic regime was established on
German soil. Under this regime the Jews seemed to have won
their struggle for equality of rights.

German democracy was weak from the beginning. The Ger-
mans had neither a democratic tradition nor any experience
in handling political matters in a democratic way. The
Republic had to carry the burden which resulted from the

loss of a World War. The situation of the Jews was equally
weak. It deteriorated economically. It was politically under-
mined by the virtual disappearance of the liberal parties. It

was threatened by the rise of popular antisemitism which
began during the First World War as soon as Germany's
star was fading. It became apparent that these were parallel

developments and that the fate of the German Jews would
depend upon Germany's political fortunes. In December
1924, the National Socialists had obtained only 3 per cent, in
1928 2.6 per cent, of all votes, but a year after die outbreak
of the economic crisis, they gained seven times as many votes
and the first anti-Jewish riots occurred in Berlin.
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The parallel does not end here. Anti-democratic majorities

in the German parliaments prevented democracy from func-

tioning; it was doomed. It is true that the advent to power

of the National Socialists was only one of the possible devel-

opments. Forces of the right striving for a dictatorship of

another kind were at work. Hitlerism was not predetermined.

But it was strongly suggested by the verdict of the voters. In

the free elections of 1932, more than one third of the voters,

and almost half of the Protestant electorate, cast their ballots

for the National Socialists. Hitler did not destroy German

democracy; the German citizens did. Hitler and his hench-

men, in the death camps and from the desks of their ofl&ces,

annihilated the Jews; the German citizens made it possible.

The question has often been asked by historians whether

National Socialism was an aberration or the end product of

German history. It was neither the one nor the other.

It was not an aberration. Nazism had deep roots in modern

Gennan history. Long before the end of the monarchy the

majority of the students and of the white collar workers, anti-

semitic agitators, the influential leader of the Pan-German

League, and widely read racist writers were travelling the

road to the so-called Third Reich.

National Socialism was not the necessary end product of

German history either. The members of the generation of

my father were impressed by the liberalism of the intelli-

gentsia and of the business community of their time. They

considered German antisemitism surmountable. Russia was

then the focus of antisemitism, France ravaged by the Drey-

fus Affair. A Jew was sentenced for ritual murder under the

Habsburg monarchy and wild antisemitic demonstrations

took place on Hungarian and Czech soil, by far exceeding

similar outbreaks in Germany. Vienna had an antisemitic

majority whereas Adolf Stoecker's assaults on Berlin were

repelled in one election after the other and came to naught.

As German citizens the Jews felt safe. As for the Germans,

until 1914, they kept the political choices and options open.

The prevalence of antisemitism was not a foregone conclusion.
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Two thousand four hundred years ago, Thuqrdides set forth

how the Peleponnesian War brought the brutality inherent

in human nature to the surface and changed the character

and the political conduct of the Athenians. Humane atti-

tudes among the Germans started vanishing already before

the time of William II who typified a serious decline of

German political morality. The First World War brought

about the brutalization of large segments of German society.

Chancellor Wirth spoke of political bestiality. Press organs

commented on the political murders of republican leaders

and on the death of Ebert in the most repugnant terms.

Hitler and the tens of thousands of his mercenaries who
constituted the core of National Socialism emerged from this

abyss. They became the most bestial exponents of the bar-

barity of a new era which has since pervaded many countries

of the world. Most Jews and many non-Jews bred in the

nineteenth century were incapable of understanding how far

antisemitism would go. They were intellectually ill-equipped

to oppose National Socialism adequately. Wilhehn Lieb-

knecht, who could not be suspected of the slightest trace of

antisemitism, once expressed his naive conviction that Jew-

baiting Hermann Ahlwardt and others, if made judges,

would never declare a Jew guilty of a crime for the simple

reason that he was Jewish.-^^ Liebknecht did not live to see

the events of thirty years later.

Catholicism to authoritarian adventures allowed Weimar to

last fourteen years.

German democracy faded away between 1930 and 1932.

Weimar Germany was ofi&cially buried in 1933. The Jews

lost their status of citizens in 1935. Ten years later German

Jewry and the largest part of the other European Jews were

annihilated and with them that Germany which, since 1848,

the German Jews had enthusiastically helped to create and

to maintain. German unity was broken and freedom was

extinguished in about half of the territory that was once

Weimar Germany. It was not the first time in recorded

history that the expulsion and the extermination of the Jews

were but the most spectacular demonstration and terrifying

example of inhumanity, presaging the collapse of govern-

ments and the decay of states and nations in which human

values are disregarded.

Certain German historians have traced the fall of the Wei-

mar Republic to errors committed by German republicans.

A few Jewish writers have held that the appearance of too

many Jews in leading positions precipitated the collapse of

the Republic and the destruction of German Jewry. Time
does not permit us to discuss the soundness of these asser-

tions. They show, however, a lack of historical perspective in

that they single out details and lose sight of the overall

picture. The break-up of two great empires, once pillars of

the European concert of powers, the divisive influence of

new ideologies, racist and communist, and of the powers

behind them, and the disintegration of the international

economy hit weakened Germany hardest. Only the solidity

of the Socialist labor movement and the aversion of political
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T.HE STORY IS TOLD that shortly before Hermann Cohen

died, some of his friends voiced to him their grief at the

prospect of German Jewry losing its most honored spokes-

man; and that thereupon Cohen comforted them with these

words: "Be of good cheer; when I go, Leo Baeck will still

be with you."i This utterance proved to be prophetic to a

degree that Cohen himself could not have foreseen. Like

Elisha of old, Baeck received a "double portion" of his

master's spirit. Upon him fell the mantle of both spiritual

and political leadership in German Jewry's darkest hour,

and he became the symbol of its legacy. Among its religious

leaders and thinkers Leo Baeck stood out as one destined to

show the way. Unlike Cohen, Buber and Rosenzweig, he

did not have to come from the periphery to the center; from

the start he had his very being at the center of Judaism,

rooted as he was in the great tradition of enlightened

rabbinic Judaism. It was with pride in this tradition that he

chose for his epitaph the simple words "mi-geza' rabbanim",

"of rabbinic stock", and throughout his life his all-consum-

ing love was Judaism. The literary work he produced con-

sisted in inexhaustible variations of this one theme. In

paying homage to his memory we reinforce our own alle-

giance to the classical Jewish heritage.



IT BESPEAKS the depth of Baeck's commitinent to Judaism

that he, a liberal rabbi, felt increasingly drawn toward an

area in the Jewish tradition which had suffered almost total

eclipse in the period of emancipation. I am referring to the

Jewish mystical tradition, once a powerful and bold force

in Jewry but in the nineteenth and early twentieth century

hardly known any more to the Jews in the West and treated

with scant respect, to put it mildly, by most Jewish scholars.

Today the situation is markedly changed. Thanks to the un-

biased vision and devoted labors of Gershom Scholem,

Kabbala has gained its rightful place in modern Jewish

Studies. It should be remembered, however, that Leo Baeck

discovered the significance of the mystical element in Judaism

even before Scholem's tremendous achievement compelled a

new appraisal. Baeck's scholarly work lay, above all, in

midrashic literature. His research in the field of Jewish

mysticism commands respect, but his chief merit lies in

Ms effort as a theologian to integrate an awareness of our

mystical tradition— at least of some of its strata— into the

very fabric of modern Jewish thought. It is here that Baeck

the thinker comes into his own, and that his interpretation

of Kabbala is significant in the context of Jewish intellec-

tual history in our time. No other Jewish theologian among
his contemporaries — liberal or orthodox — has a com-

parable achievement to his credit.

Baeck opened himself to the world of Kabbala only after

much initial reluctance. In his Berlin doctoral dissertation2

of 1895 he spoke of the kabbahstic teachings in the seven-

teenth century as a "mental delusion" (Irrwahn) then wide-

spread among the Jews.^ Heinrich Graetz, whose student he

had been during his years in Breslau, had used far more
outspoken epithets in denouncing Kabbala. Baeck's attitude

had hardly changed when ten years later, in 1905, he pub-

lished "The Essence of Judaism**,^ the book that established

his fame. Opposition to all mysticism, including its Jewish

variety, is evident throughout the first edition of the work.

The reason for it has to be seen not merely in the then

common Jewish stance but also in the particular purpose

of the book, the vindication of Judaism before the bar of

reason and ethics. It seemed imperative to present Judaism

as a religion of reason, unencumbered by dogmatism, ex-

clusiveness and, above all, mysticism; features that liberal

Protestant theologians of the time were anxious to eradicate

from Christianity.^ One has to remember that just then,

around the turn of the century, German Protestant theology

was dominated by the school of Albrecht Benjamin Ritschl

which rejected the mystically inclined theology of Schleier-

macher as a relic of Romanticism, and the Hegelian type of

thinking as too metaphysical. It pleaded for a return to

Kant's view of religion as a non-mystical, non-metaphysical,

purely practical, i.e. ethical concern.^' This outlook greatly

appealed to Leo Baeck who had come under the influence

of Hermann Cohen and, it seems, also of a Dutch thinker,

Rauwenhoff, a follower of Kant and Pfleiderer, who had

stressed the moral aspect of religion and had warned against

the danger of mysticism.^

While Baeck was in sympathy with the theological trend of

the period, he abhorred the intellectual anti-semitism that

pervaded Protestant theology in Germany. In Protestant

circles the view had gained ground that Christianity had

nothing in common with either the Old Testament or post-

Biblical Judaism; a doctrine that had its roots in the Soci-

nian denigration of the Old Testament.^ It had achieved

prominence in Schleiermacher's description of Judaism as

"dead," a mere "imperishable mummy," and a "sad legacy."^

Fresh utterance had just been given to it in Adolf Harnack's

celebrated lectures on "The Essence of Christianity" which

presented Pharisaic Judaism in utter gloom. According to

Harnack it was only in Jesus' gospel that morality and

religion had become one.'o Leo Baeck rose to the challenge

in a masterly review-article in which he chided Harnack for

having projected an idealized modern concept of religion

upon the historical Jesus who had been far more in accord

with his native environment than Harnack had chosen to

admit. Harnack the historian had been ousted by Harnack



the apologist." In his book "The Essence of Judaism", which

was his full-scale counterattack, Baeck no longer engaged

in direct polemic but offered a portrayal of historical

Judaism as the religion of ethical monotheism par excellence.

Considering the intellectual climate of the time, one is not

surprised to find that in this presentation of Judaism the

mystical features of the Jewish tradition did not receive

their due.

A few quotations will illustrate the attitude which Baeck

took in the first edition of the book. He says of Judaism

that having received its direction from the "practical, moral

character" of the teachings of the prophets, it "is thereby

withdrawn from all mysticism and esoteric practice."*^ put

differently, it was an important achievement of prophecy

that "it conceived religion purely as religion and kept it

free from all alien matter, from all admixture, be it natural

philosophy, metaphysics or mysticism."*' "Even the most

sublime truth comprises no secret (Geheimnis) and no

mysticism, except for the depth that appertains to all things

Divine and related to the soul."*^ It follows that "within

Judaism no scope is offered for a division between the ini-

tiated and the profane, between believers of the first and

those of the second grade." For a division of this kind pre-

supposes an exclusiveness resulting from certain extra-

ordinary mystical experiences. Esoteric circles were indeed

formed in Buddhism, the Greek mystery cults, Roman
Catholicism, Protestant Pietism and. Baeck added, "also in

certain places within Judaism into which the un-Jewish

entity mysticism (der unjuedische Mysti/ismus) succeeded

in i>enetrating in both ancient and more motiern times.""

This remark is further elaborated in a subsequent passage

that reads: "The longing for the soul's dark mysteries of

the faith, for the divine bliss of ecstasy and solitude stirred

also within Judaism, particularly in times of extreme ang-

uish. The history of Jewish mysticism tells of many attempts

that sought to fulfill this desire." As examples Baeck cites

the fraternities of the Essenes and the "cloistered festive

gatherings" (Feiertagskloester) of the Hasidim.^^

8

HLow DID BAECK explain the intrusion into Judaism of

what he considered an alien, non-Jewish entity? One of his

favorite answers to this question suggests that it was the

harshness of historical reality at certain times in Jewish his-

tory that gave rise to mystical yearnings; that Jewish mysti-

cism was largely a product of deep anxiety; and that it

flourished when people felt the need for escape into the

realms beyond. This theory, which has been rejected by

Scholem,»7 appears throughout Baeck's writings. ^^ Baeck

explained Kabbala also as a natural reaction to excessive

intellectualism at certain periods when either philosophic

or halakhic concerns threatened to stifle the emotional life.

Somewhat similarly Scholem characterized the motivation

that led Moses de Leon to the writing of the Zohar as an

endeavor to "stem the tide of rationalism. "i' This second

line of thought likewise occurs repeatedly in Baeck's

writings.2o

In the first edition of Baeck's book, which shows a definitely

anti-mystical bias, the attempts at explaining Jewish mysti-

cism certainly imply that mysticism is not by itself part and

parcel of the essence of Judaism. In fact, the point is made

that within Judaism mystical movements were but transient

phenomena of relatively short duration. Baeck understood

the essence of Judaism to have remained constant, not to be

subject to transformation. The curve of the essence fluctu-

ated between high and low points but the essence never

changed. In Judaism development meant a process of re-

birth, regeneration, not of mutation or Gestaltwandel.

Baeck's concept of essence therefore involves primarily the

idea of a norm, and only to a lesser degree the notion of

a sum total of historical phenomena. 21 The high points on

the trajectory represent the normative essence. According

to Baeck's early view Jewish mysticism may be said to be

still within the essence of Judaism if by this term we mean

to designate the total curve, although in the strict, norma-

tive sense of the term it is not, since it shows Judaism at its

nadir. We shall see that in a later period Baeck revised this

judgment and allocated to Kabbala its rightful place within



the normative essence of Judaism. What he refused to

acknowledge even then was the "Jewishness" of all forms of

Kabbala, including its more bizarre manifestations. The
normative viewpoint militated against such recognition.

There was a limit to what may be said to belong to Judaism.

It is here that Scholem made a radical break with the very

concept of the "essence of Judaism."

We may note that Baeck reserved his strongest critique for

the Protestant form of mysticism known as Pietism. The "in-

ward feeling" that is so highly valued in Protestant Pietism,

he said, often amounts to nothing but unbridled indulgence

in self-adulation and religious coquetry. With biting sarcasm

he added: "Pharisaism in the unhistorical sense in which this

term has come to be used is something specifically Protest-

ant."22 He repeatedly attacked Schleiermacher who had ex-

tolled the "feeling of absolute dependence" and the sense

of humility as the essence of religion and thereby, in Baeck's

judgment, had made religion conterminous with romanticism

and mysticism. Humility, according to Baeck, was indeed an

indispensable element of religion,^^ but its authentic moti-

vation was trust, not dependence, and it had to be matched

by a man's consciousness of his freedom and responsibility.

Schleiermacher's concept of religion suffered from a serious

law that could be traced to his faulty relationship to the

Old Testament.^-* Baeck, a man of great gentleness, was of

strong fiber. Attack rather than apologetic was his method

of countering the theological anti-semitism in Germany. The
superb documentation of his fighting spirit is his great

essay "Romantic Religion" (1922) which was inspired not

so much by purely theological viewpoints as by his acute

awareness that moral stamina was sadly missing in many
German theologians. In his opinion their ready subservience

to power could be traced to the Romanticism inherent in

Pauline Christianity.^'

A marked change in Baeck's attitude to Jewish mysticism

appears for the first time in an essay of his which bears the

tike "The Parties in Contemporary Judaism in Relation to

their Historical Antecedents."26 By 1911, when this article
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was published, the intellectual outlook in Germany had

somewhat changed. A certain recoil from the rationalism of

the Ritschl school had set in, and mysticism had become a

force. A new trend toward mystical inwardness expressed it-

self in the poetry of Liliencron and Dehmel, in the neo-

Romanticism of Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Maurice Mae-

terlinck, in Stefan George and, above all, in Rainer Maria

Rilke, whose Stundenbtich (1906) reflects the anguished

odyssey of a secular mystic.27 The monistic movement had

given birth to the nature mysticism of Bruno Wille, Julius

Hart and Wilhelm Bolsche. Redemption from individuality,

absorption in the "living All," Entwerdung and Entsinkung

ins Wesenlose were the slogans indicating the direction of the

new mysticism, which found a deep echo in the young Martin

Buber.28 The theologians could not afford to ignore this

tendency, and mysticism became an issue also for the phi-

losophers. Windelband rejected the new trend in his

essay "Mystik unserer Zeit" (1910) .29 An article dealing

with "Mysticism and Protestantism" appeared in the very

same issue of Religion und Geisteskultur^^ in which Baeck's

afore-mentioned essay was published in 191 1.^*

Unlike Buber, Baeck was by no means enamored with the

mystics' effort to transcend individuality by submerging it

in total being. He remained utterly opposed to the mystical

quest for evanescence, Entwerdung, which he considered to

be a flight from moral responsibility. ^2 What did change in

Baeck was his specific view of Jewish mysticism. How did

this change come about? It seems that the emergence of the

new trend had caused him to take a closer look at the mys-

tical tradition in Judaism, and that, much to his surprise,

he found it to differ from all other forms of mysticism.53 He
admitted that Jewish mystics shared with all the rest some

undefined yearning for the immediacy and presence of the

Divine. 54 Yet while everywhere outside Judaism the goal of

the mystical experience was mystical union, the merging of

the human and the Divine, Jewish mysticism bore certain

features that precluded such union. What rendered Jewish

mysticism immune against the quest for union; what set it

apart as a mysticism sui generis was precisely its Jewish, i.e.
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ethical, character. Baeck's essay of 1911 testifies to this new

evaluation of the Jewish mystical tradition.

Having differentiated between Jewish mysticism and what

henceforth he called "mere mysticism," Baeck could now in

all honesty present the Jewish mystical tradition as part and

parcel of historical, authentic Judaism; as one of the three

major trends that compose post-Biblical Jewish religious his-

tory, namely the Talmudic, philosophical and mystical.

"The charateristic note of Judaism," he pointed out in the

essay, "is prominent even in the third of the medieval trends,

i.e. in the mystical one, for it too bears the impress of ethics."

This discovery was a major breakthrough. Once Baeck had

legitimized Jewish mysticism he could acknowledge its signi-

iicance in Jewish history: "The place which mysticism oc-

cupies within Judaism/' he said, "is enormous; its history

extends over more than one millenium. and the variety of

its manifestations is stupendous."^' Baeck clearly sought to

impress his non-Jewish readers with the vast scope given to

mysticism in the Jewish tradition. He remarked that if

Jewish intellectual history was a terra incognita to the world

at large, Jewish mysticism was the least known part of it.^^

The eagerness with which he tried to fill this lacuna in com-

mon knowledge was no doubt prompted by his awareness

that in the new climate of opinion the existence of a strong

mystical component in Judaism was likely to be considered

an asset.

Baeck's PosmvE ASSESSMENT of Kabbala rested on his be-

lief to have discovered the specifically Jewish features that

set it apart from all other forms of mysticism. We men-

tioned briefly that in his view Jewish mysticism was ethically

oriented. What evidence did he adduce in support of this

broad claim? The essay of 1911 provides an answer. It points

out that all trends of Jewish msylicism agree in one respect:

when the Jewish mystic speaks of God he means God's Will.

The powers that operate in the world are "powers of will,
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moral potencies, ethical energies." "The moral order is the

basic law of the world. Hereby this mysticism avoided the

danger ... of the ethical command becoming diluted in its

force, and of piety degenerating into total absorption (wesen-

lose Versenkung in Cyott) and mere sentiment of dependence.

In the prominence given to commandment and duty

mysticism shows here its Jewish character."^^ Baeck

considered the kabbalistic doctrine of the Sefirot as an ex-

pression of ethical monotheism. In a subsequent essay he

amplified this view:^* "Between the earth and God are

worlds, the ten spheres that emanate from his creative Will.

They are the cosmos, worlds of a spiritual and ethical nature,

realities of the good, energies of perfection, spheres of wis-

dom, understanding, justice, love, mercy, greatness, exalted-

ness. They continually mediate between Creator and creature,

in them fullness flows from fullness. Man is able to elevate

himself toward them on the ladder of ascent if he opens

himself to the good, the Divine commandment. Through

pious deeds and devotion he can become part of them and

live in this higher world, close to God, and be himself a

source of power in this realm of creativity. It all depends

on his decision and action. He may ascend or descend. For

below him is the "reverse side" of the universe, and through

sin he goes down to it, to this power of negativity, non-being,

destruction, unreality that is but a "shell" enveloping and

oppressing. Thus here too the old position of the ethical is

maintained." This moralistic interpretation of the Sefirotic

realm and its demonic counterpart is a good example of the

way in which Baeck tried to harmonize Kabbala and nor-

mative Judaism.

He stands on surer ground in a lecture delivered at Berlin

University in 1927. Its subject was "Origin and Beginnings

of Jewish Mysticism," and its main thesis proclaimed:^^ "This

mysticism wants to make the ethical man also into a cosmic

being." We meet this phrase again in a number of reformula-

tions.40 What it intends to convey is the following: Man, a

creature bound to earth by his natural ties and moral duties,

assumes cosmic significance if he lives up to his ethical task.
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The moral act is not a purely human affair. It represents a

creative force that extends into infinity and bears on the fate

of the Divine. Man is raised to a cosmic level. As Baeck

explained it in yet another essayist "The history of the

saddikim, the pious and just, is the true history of the

world. It is the history of God as it were. For without man
who is wholehearted with God and thereby unified in him-

self there is, as it were, no God on earth." Baeck added a

psychological nuance to his formula of the ethical as reach-

ing into the cosmic:^^ Being assigned a circumscribed place

in the here and now, and experiencing the daily round of

strictly defined duties as too narrow a type of existence, the

Jew felt the urge to transcend the earthly and soar into the

cosmic and infinite. Thus from the very confines of the

ethical. Jewish mysticism arose as a yearning for larger hori-

zons. The mystic remained anchored in the commandment.
He did not strive for mystical union, which would have

obliterated the commandment, but he saw the supernal

realms ready to receive the impact of human action. God
remained the personal God. creator of heaven and earth, the

God of justice and love; but man became a cosmic being.

Thus the Jewish note in Kabbala is unmistakable.

Baeck found this "grandiose cosmic optimism" prominently

displayed in the Sefer Bahir,^^ a book since shown to reflect

strong Gnostic influence.** In Baeck's view it presents an

"ethical cosmic system" and thereby expresses the essential

character of Jewish mysticism. He stressed the Jewish element

also in the Sefer Yesira, the other important mystical text

to which he devoted painstaking research.^' From among the

many significant themes in Kabbalistic literature Baeck
singled out that of the Sabbath as of central concern in all

phases of Jewish mysticism.'** In a happy phrase he described

the Sabbath as "the mystical time" or "the mystical day,"

and he suggested that without the specifically mystical quality

of this day the Jew might have lost his sense of the mystery
and his power of spiritual rebirth.'*^ It is clear from these

references — to which many more could be added — that

Baeck had become fully alive to the importance of the mys-
tical tradition in Judaism.

The second, much enlarged edition of The Essence of

Judaism, which appeared in 1922,^^ reflects this new orien-

tation in the many deletions and additions in the text. All

earlier statements about the incompatibility of Judaism and

mysticism are eliminated,'*^ and appreciative references are

introduced. The supremacy of the ethical is said to have re-

tained its validity in the Jewish mystical tradition, and the

Sefirot are described as moral potencies. ^^^ Jewish philosophy

and mysticism are said to be closely related to each other,'!

and the intimate liaison between Jewish mysticism and rab-

binic Haggada is noted. '2 On the other hand, Baeck main-

tained his disapproval of the luxuriant imagery by which

the Jewish mystics had expressed their eschatological notions

about heaven and hell, and the Messianic age.^^ He obvi-

ously excluded these features from the normative essence of

Judaism. However, the revised edition contained far more
than the changes mentioned. The basic structure of the work

had been recast in the light of the new attitude to Jewish

mysticism.

I

1

T HAS BEEN SAID that all effort to understand aims at re-

ducing the many to the one. The one essence that manifests

itself in the many historical forms of Judaism Baeck now
defines in the formula "mystery and commandment" (Ge-

heimnis und Gebot) . Judaism, the ever-recurrent and ever-

self-renewing pattern of the Jew's response to reality, is seen

as the awareness of a polarity and tension between the

mystery, the hidden ground of being, the inscrutable and

wondrous on the one hand, and the clear ethical command,
the categorical imperative on the other. These two aspects

of the ultimate— that which is and that which ought to

be— the Jew experiences not as two distinct and separate

spheres but as entailing each other and, at the same time,

as creating a tension to be overcome and yet not allowed to

vanish. In response to this polarity man has to preserve a

balance. He must neither submerge himself in the mystery

nor become a mere keeper of the law. He must remain con-
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scious of both the mystery and the commandment. For the

commandment proceeds from the ultimate ground of being,

and the mystery issues forth in the unconditional "thou

shalt."'^ Never before had the "mystery" been visualized in

such fruitful polarity to the ethical. Goethe had advised man

to "be content to explore the explorable" and "to revere the

inexplorable in silence." The conflict which he sought to

solve was the one between reason and intuition." The world,

nature, life was to him the great mystery speaking in sym-

bols: "Und drangt nicht alles nach Haupt und Herz dir und

webt in ewigem Geheimnis unsichtbar sichtbar neben dir?"

Baeck was not "content to revere the inexplorable in silence."

Only the union of mystery and commandment created the

whole man.

The twenties of this century were an exceedingly creative

period in Baeck's life. It was then that his most important

essays were written, including those on Jewish mysticism

and others that were delivered as lectures at the Darmstadt

"School of Wisdom" under the chairmanship of Count

Hermann Keyserling, the noted essayist.^<» The three Darm-

stadt lectures presented Baeck's most compelling philosophi-

cal statements bearing on Judaism. The first elaborated the

concept of "Geheimnis und Gebot," and made it evident

that this formula derived from the impact which the dis-

covery of Jewish mysticism had produced on Baeck's think-

ing. In Judaism, he declared, the polarity of mystery and

commandment precluded any opposition between mysticism

and ethics. Jewish ethics was imbued with mysticism, and

vice versa. In medieval Hebrew terminology, he pointed out.

the same word signified both ethical sentiment and mystical

contemplation. He was referring, of course, to the word

kawana ("intention") which denotes devotion, inwardness

as well as mystical contemplation." Baeck obviously assumed

a correlation to obtain between mysticism and the mystery.'*

The second Darmstadt lecture dealt with polarity and ten-

sion.'' It showed the contrast between two fundamentally

disparate types of civilization: The Greek mind was essen-

tially contemplative, fixed upon timeless perfection, whereas

Biblical man experienced the tension between the infinite
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ground of his being and the infinite task to be accomplished

in perfecting the world. The Greek adoration of the com-

pleted, rounded off, perfected, be it an idea or a piece of

art, lives on in Christian Romanticism. The Biblical spirit

manifests itself wherever man wrestles with God and strives

to shape reality in the image of the Divine Will. The future,

Baeck proclaimed, belongs to the Biblical spirit, for that

which is perfect in a static sense belongs to the past, the

'perfect' tense. Such was the impression created by Baeck's

lecture that Count Keyserling, in his concluding remarks,

extolled it in rather startling terms: The lecture, he said,

was possibly the most important event in the whole history

of Judaism since the death of Jesus, for it had for the first

time shown what was truly positive in Judaism, and it had

done this from a rostrum visible to all.^o Keyserling was

obviously no great expert in Jewish history but the sincerity

of his tribute to Baeck cannot be doubted. The third lecture

discussed authentic religiosity as expressed in the capacity

for rebirth.^i

In his Darmstadt lectures Baeck refrained from making dis-

tinct reference to Jewish mystical sources. It may well be

that he imposed this limitation upon himself because

the atmosphere at the "School of Wisdom" was over-

charged with mysticism and even wtih a penchant for the

occult sciences. ^2 Hence, we suggest, he preferred to quote

from the classical documents of Judaism, from Bible and

rabbinic literature. Yet he did feel the need to explain to

the non-Jewish world the character of the Jewish mystical

tradition as he saw it. In 1923 he published in the periodical

Die Tat an essay on "The Significance of Jewish Mysticism

for our time," and in 1928 he discussed the theme "Mysti-

cism within Judaism" in the Suddeutsche Monatshefte.^^ He
stressed the importance of the "active" mysticism of the

Jewish tradition in contrast to current mystical trends that

advocated quietism, moral passivity and sentimental retreat

into oneself. The "old Jewish mysticism," he said, had a

message for our time; it was identical with what Edvard

Lehmann, the Danish historian of religion, had postulated
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as the ideal, desirable *'new mysticism." Baeck, who rarely

quoted modern authors, in this instance referred to Lehmann

and in his name cited one single sentence:^ "God no longer

wants his faithful one to claim identity with Him; He desires

that in his fear of God he remain himself." This phrase,

which Baeck deemed worthy of quotation, can be found in

the context of an allegory told by Lehmann at the end of

his book Mysticism in Paganism and Christianity. The pass-

age from which Baeck took the sentence deserves to be

quoted in full:*'

There is a small oriental poem about a youth who went

to visit his beloved at night and knocked at her door. To
her question who was outside he replied: "It is me." She

did not open her door. So he went out into solitude, and

when he leturned to her door and she asked again who
was outside, he answered: "It is you." Then she let him in.

This is. in short, the history of mysticism, yet not the

whole story, for there is a sequel. A thousand years later

the lonely man came and knocked at the door of Divinity.

When asked who he was, he answered, as he had learned

to say: "It is you." But the door was not opened. So he

went out into the world and labored and served his neigh-

bor. And when he returned and knocked at the door and

was asked who he was, he replied: "It is me." Now the

door opened. For God had changed his mind. He no

longer wants his faithful one to claim identity with Him:

He desires that in his fear of God he remain himself.

With this story we could conclude our lecture. For it high-

lights Baeck's view of Jewish mysticism as a type of its own,

as averse to mystical union and imbued with practical piety

and the fear of God.<* Yet our story too has a sequel. Baeck's

literary activity continued during the fateful thirties that

placed such immense burdens on his shoulders. In addition

to important contributions to other areas of Jewish religious

history*^ he managed to complete his Sefer Yesira studies,<»

and his analysis of the Sefer Bahir was probably also a pro-

duct of those years^. Then followed the aweful caesura of

1941/44. Yet his literary activity did not cease even in the

concentration camp of Theresienstadt, where he stayed from
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194S to 1944. The work that emerged from the darkness of

that period — the two volumes of This People: Jewish

Existence— is a confessio Judaica in which Jewish mysticism

is given far greater prominence than was the case in The
Essence of Judaism, the classical document of the earlier

period of tranquility.

B AECK WAS GREATLY fascinated by the difference in char-

acter between Sefardim and Ashkenazim, particularly so far

as it expressed itself in Sefardic and Ashkenazic mysticism.

In volume II of This People he formulated the difference: ^^

mystery of the Divine is what the Sefardim sought to con-

template. The commandment given to man formed the main

topic of the Ashkenazim. Sefardim and Ashkenazim together

represent the mysticism of this people. They complement

each other like mystery and commandment.^* This picture is

somewhat too neat and tidy, and it does not entirely corre-

spond to historical reality. There was much metaphysical

s[>eculation in the German Hasidim of the Middle Ages, and

there was a great deal of ethical concern in the Mussar books

of the Sefardic mystics. Yet in a basic sense Baeck had the

right intuition. Personally he seems to have been more at-

tracted to the Ashkenazic type of mysticism which he con-

sidered to have been less speculative and more ethically mo-

tivated. He was particularly impressed with eighteenth cen-

tury Hasidism. He characterized it as a mysticism of charis-

matic figures, of profound devotion in prayer and — what is

today a point of debate — of messianic expectation.^^ in his

interpretation of Hasidism Baeck was obviously much influ-

enced by Martin Buber's writings^' but his view of the

particular Ashkenazic quality of both medieval and latter-

day Hasidism was strictly his own.^^

In This People the concept of "essence" is replaced by that

of "existence."^' The Jewish religious tradition appears no

longer as a mere phenomenon in the history of ideas but as

the very expression of this people's uniqueness. Baeck speaks

of 'this philosophy', 'this poetry*, 'this mysticism', 'this reli-
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gion','* the demonstrative pronoun 'this' designating the

unique, singular character of 'this people'. Previously he had

pointed out the uniqueness of ethical monotheism as some-

thing that broke into the world with the revolutionary force

of an entirely new idea and thereby constituted a "revela-

tion." Now he describes the historical appearance of 'this

people' as something unique, as ein Einmaliges. Of all

nations Israel alone sees its own particular origin in the

ground and origin of all being, as having come forth from

the 'beyond* — ein Volk aus der Bahn des Jenseits — as

rooted in the Ultimate. No wonder, Baeck remarked, it is

considered 'rootless' by those whose sole concern is with the

carthly.77 This nation's existence is therefore metaphysical

in nature, and all its significant creations bear witness to

this fact.

Only the Jewish people, Baeck points out, has the peculiar

gift, the special genius for embracing the mystery and the

commandment in one single glance; to experience the meta-

physical as an imperative, as "the commanding mystery" (das

gebieiende Geheimnis) P^ There is poetic creativity at work

in picturing the commandment as emerging from the be-

yond. Bible, Midrash, Talmud and Kabbala speak in terms

of poetry about the commandment, the Law, the covenant.

'This poetry' looks beyond the earthly and limited. It

reaches out into the mystery. It therefore differs from myth,

for myth, according to Baeck's definition, remains bound to

the earthly which it magnifies but never transcends.^^ Yet

this people's power of imagination is imbued with the

ethical, and this "ethical imagination" creates the poetry of

faith, of prayer, of customs and practices.^ More than ever

before Baeck now envisioned the manifold manifestations of

the Jewish spirit as so many expressions of a special poetic

gift that connects heaven and earth.

This meant that mystical imagery had won Baeck's full ap-

proval as a legitimate form of religious language. Thus, the

Biblical "And God saw that it was good" he called "the old

simile in the creation story" (das alte Schopfungsgleichnis)

;

it expressed an idea, he said, that is also conveyed in the
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"late mystical simile" of the "Divine sparks in all living

beings."8J The old Bible and the Lurianic new Kabbala use

different imagery but mean the same thing. The changes of

imagery testify to the creative power by which 'this people'

renews its vision from period to period and thereby renews

itself. The poetic genius of Israel is, one might say, a func-

tion of its existence. 82 Seen from this perspective, Jewish

mysticism is a manifestation of Israel's regenerative power.

A FINAL REMARK. One of the main reasons for the break-

down of Jewish mysticism in the modern age was the power-

ful tendency to deny Jewish uniqueness, the "metaphysical"

difference between the Jew and his neighbor.83 Kabbala had

gone to rather bizarre lengths in asserting this metaphysical

difference and had thereby raised invisible barriers in addi-

tion to the visible walls of the Ghetto. In his endeavor to

tear down those walls, the modern Jew first demolished the

kabbalistic fences. He no longer wished to believe in any

essential otherness of the Jew, Leo Baeck's This People

reverts to the old mystical understanding of Jewish existence.

It reaffirms the uniqueness of the Jewish people in metaphy-

sical terms. He had always seen the Jew as "the great non-

conformist in history, "84 as a visionary of the Messianic goal

destined to hold his own against the entire world, if neces-

sary. This, however, he had visualized merely as a commit-

ment to an idea. In This People he anchored Jewish other-

ness in the very character of Israel as a people "from be-

yond," as "a people of metaphysical existence." His inten-

sive preoccupation with the world of Midrash — his primary

field of research — had no doubt prepared him for his

growing appreciation of Jewish mysticism. The experience

of the holocaust, far from forcing upon him a new theology,

simply reinforced his belief in the unique character of

Israel as "a nation that dwelleth alone." While he was

still in Berlin, at the time of the most horrendous defamation

of Jewish honor known in history and at a moment when
the fiendish plot of genocide was taking shape, he began to

write This People as an impassionate account of the raison
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d'etre of Jewish existence throughout the ages. In the twelfth

century Jehuda Ha-Levi wrote his famous boolc Kuzari and

subtitled it "In Defense of the Despised Religion." That

book is the most moving document of faith in the destiny of

Israel produced in the Middle Ages. Leo Baeck did in our

time what the philosopher-poet did in his. This People

reveals him at the height of Ms power and in close affinity

to Jewish mystical thinking.
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HERE IS SOMETHING in the nature of thought which is

alien to the enormity of the death-camps. There is something

no less incommensurable in the reality of the death-camps

which repudiates the attentions of thought. Thinking and

the death-camps are opposed. The procedures of thought

and the ways of knowing are confounded. It is to think the

unthinkable which is not alone contradictory but hopeless,

for thought entails as much a moral hope (that it may be

triumphant, mastering its object, dissolving the difficulties,

containing and elucidating the conundrum) as it is the

investment of skill and dispassion in a methodic procedure.

The death-camps are a reality which, by their very nature,

obliterate thought and the humane program of thinking. We
are dealing, at the very outset, therefore, with something

unmanageable and obdurate—a reality which exists, which

is historically documented, which has specific beginnings and

ends, located in time, the juncture of confluent influences

which run from the beginnings of historical memory to a

moment of consummating orgy, never to be forgotten, but

difficult to remember, a continuous scourge to memory and

the future of memory and yet something which, whenever

addressed, collapses into tears, passion rage. The death-camps

are unthinkable, but not unfelt. They constitute a trau-

matic event, and like all decisive trauma, they are suppressed

but omnipresent, unrecognized but tyrannic, silted over by

forgetfulness, but never obliterated, rising like a shade in

dreams, allusions, the imagination to plague consciousness

without end.



Nearly thiriy years have passed since the closing of the death-

camps. The first decade after the revelation of the murder of

the Jews (and their no less misfortunate but unsung con-

federates, the Gypsies) was passed in defining the language

ol formal description and formal judgment. It was the time

of the statistical accounting, the development of an accurate

historical language, the numbering of the victims, the defini-

tion ot the grammar ol genocide and the no less wall-eyed,

benumbed dealing of judgment to the accused, the trials, the

executions, culminating in the Eichmann trial of 1961, The

second period saw the rescue of a literature, the beginnings

of the controversies of interpretation, the publication of fic-

tional accounts of the camps and autobiographic documents,

by the quick and the dead, from Chaim Kaplan. Emmanuel

Ringelbaum, Andre Schwarz-Bart, J. P. Steiner, Elie Wiesel.

Katzetnik, Pyotr Rawicz. to mention but several among count-

less others. The task of this literature was neither to astonish

nor to amaze, neither to exalt nor to abase, but to provide a

vivifying witness to the mortal objectivity of the statistics.

It is during the present and third decade, now drawing to a

close, that a new moment in the assimilation of the historical

reality has begun. Another generation, those who knew not.

has grown up—a generation that knows the birth and struggle

of the State of Israel, but knows nothing directly of the

Hitler years and the immediate shock of their ferocity. To
this generation the question of meaning has become critical.

It is the generation that sees upon its flesh the scar without

the wound, the memory without the direct experience. It is

this generation that has the obligation, self-imposed and

self-accepted (however ineluctably) , to discern a meaning

and an instruction from the historical, not only lest the

events recur, but more importantly that, if they do, that they

never recur again in the same way. To achieve this prophy-

lactic sense, this preventive vision, is the task not alone of

energizing memory, hearing the witnesses, attending to their

words and warnings, but is a task of thinking. It is not

enough to deal with the reality of the death-camps viscerally,

with passion and anguish, with guilt for surviving and abash-

ment before the enormity, with rage and anger, sublimated.

as Jewish anger has always been. These are not enough, nor

are they even sufficient. It is simply not adequate to feel this

tremendum. One must live with the tremendum and living

with it requires that it be perceived accurately (to the extent

that accuracy is possible about events as charged as these)

,

clearly (to the extent that looking into the charnel house

can ever be unclouded and precise) and distinctly (to the

extent that it can be confronted as a constellated phenomenon

which both does and does not indict all of Western civilized

history, all of Christianity, all of silent humanity, and most

of all, the history and faith of Israel) . There was a time

when it was understandable that one's reaction to the asking

of the meaning of the tremendum was the fervid wish that

it had none, that it implicated nothing beyond itself, that it

described an historical horror, but that it did not tear apart

the fabric of the larger universe where men create, make art,

think, love, ransoming the human from the mud and muck
of the concrete and particular. That time is past.

W E ARE IN THE third decade. The distance between our

selves and the events of the tremendum has grown. The
survivors persist, most in private communication with their

memories, most silent; others, vigorously, often desperately

trying to bridge the chasm which opened beneath them, then,

thirty years ago, talking to us well and badly, convincingly

and shrilly, patiently and irritably, superior to us and super-

cilious, guarding as they do a body of uncommunicate images

and imaginings, or else vaguely and mystically, floating beyond

us, palpable ghosts and spectres of a world we never knew.

To the side of the survivors have come, however, in recent

years, other aides and interpreters, the thinkers. It is as

someone who is trying to think about the tremendum that I

address you this evening. My observations fall into two

general and primary categories: thinking about the historical

and thinking about the meaning of the historical.

The predicament one faces at the very outset is that the

procedures of traditional historical thought afford us very



little assistance. Historiography is a patient accumulation of

relevant information with a view to describing and inter-

preting events. The Dutch historian, Pieter Geyl, made it

abundantly clear in his ongoing argument with Leopold von

Ranke that history may be value-free, but that historiography

is never. History is not simply telling what happened. The

historian always tells what happened from the historian's

point of view. Geyl. writing of Napoleon while detained in

a privileged concentration camp throughout the war, showed

how European historians of Napoleon and of the Napoleonic

era—Taine, Quinet, Sorel, and others—constructed a Napo-

leon who was true to some facts, but not to all. accurate to

part of die reality, but not to the whole, and in the process

a liberal Napoleon, a reactionary Napoleon, a bourgeois

Napoleon, a middleclass or an elitist Napoleon rose and fell.

The facts were all there, but historians select. When a work

of history refuses to select, when it has no point of view, it

cannot construe history. Instead, it either retires into chronicle

and accumulation, telling all and obfuscating everything.

Historiography must always select and combine, reconstruct

and pattern, establish causalities and coincidences. One judges

the acuteness and probability of truth by the ability of the

historian to contain more of the reality, to reconcile its living

contrariety and dissolve its palpable confusion, rather than

by whether the story it tells is what one has all along believed

or wants to believe. Great historiography renovates familiar

readings of history and however parti pris, whatever its loyal-

ties to one or another ideological movement or doctrinaire

position, the great history declares its patent.

Traditional historiography does not help our dealing with

the tremendum of the genocide of European Jewry precisely

because the reality exceeds its causalities. Nothing before,

not the French revolution, not the unification of Germany,

not the emancipation of the Jews, not the rise of capitalism,

not the teaching of contempt according to Gospels and

Church Fathers, none of these, causalities though they may

be. achieve more than a gloss of the enormity—explicating

this or that figure in the Nazi movement interpreting this

or that current of mob psychology or popular ideology, but

leavi

ery

'ing intact and unexplained the singularity of a machin-

conceived and constructed to destroy a whole people.

If not historiography as a satisfactory tool, are there not

other disciplines of inquiry, the investigation of the psycho-

logical and linguistic conceits of the perpetrators and their

victims which will assist us? Is it not relevant to understand

the modes of deviance which released the psyche and language

of a civilized society from the bonds of morality to the develop-

ment of which its own traditions of kidtur had so profoundly

contributed? What allowed, such a course of inquiry might

investigate, the degeneration of German speech over the

length of a half-century from the rich, imbricated, responsible

pursuit of truth into the garbled, vulgarized German author-

ized and distributed by the Nazi press, Nazi literature, and

official bureaucratic speech.

Such an inquiry would be illuminating, but ultimately inef-

fectual, since the debasement of language and the traducing

of the psyche, dependent as it is upon the organ of speech,

is a process observable in varying degrees in every Western

language. Germany is only a case of more so and earliest, but

there is little doubt that the same has been true in the Soviet

Union and one notes that even the New York Times often

prints news which is not "fit" to be printed. The debasement

of language, the stripping of language of its subtlety and

moral intention is a procedure which began in the West long

before Hitler and continues after he is gone. It will help us

to explain a kind of cauterization of conscience by the use

of metaphor and euphemism to understand that in official

Nazi language the extermination of Jews was precisely that

—

the disinfectant of lice, the burning of garbage, the incinera-

tion of trash, and hence language never had to say exactly

what acts its words commanded: kill, burn, murder that old

Jew, that middle-aged Jew, that child Jew. Language created

its own rhetoric of dissimulation and the conscience which

was no longer required to hear accurately, a result not unique

to Nazi Germany, but, indisputably, an efficient aspect of

its discipline.



T HE POINT IS that whatever we may learn from history,

linguistics, psychopathology, political science or social anthro-

pology about the conditions which preceded and promoted

the death-camps or the behavior of oppressors and victims

w^hich obtained within the death-camps is unavailing. All

analysis holds us within the normative kingdom of reason

and however the palpable irrationality of the events, the

employment of rational analysis is inappropriate. I do not

feci the calm of reason to be obscene as some critics of the

rational inquiry into the tremendum have described it. It is

not obscene for human beings to try to retain their sanity

before an event which boggles sanity. It is a decent and

plausible undertaking. It is simply inappropriate and un-

availing. Probative reason, dispassionate reason have no place

in the consideration of the death-camps, precisely because

reason possesses a moral vector. To reason, that is, to evaluate,

is to employ discernment and discrimination and reasoned

discrimination entails the presence of a moral ambiguity

and its resolution. There is no possibility of regarding the

iremendum as standing within the parsings of moral judg-

ment. It is not simply that the death-camps were absolutely

evil. Such judgments do not help. It is not enough to pro-

nounce them absolutely evil. Absolute evil is a paradigm.

There is little to which we can point in the history of men

and nations which is absolutely evil, although the criterion

of that abstraction has helped moralists to pronounce upon

the relative evils of history.

The relativity of evil in the temporizings of moralists rarely

entails the exposition of the relative good. Relative evils do

not complete themselves by the description of relative goods.

Relative evil is measured in the mind against absolute evil.

Of course, such a logic of moral expedience has an ultimate

reckoning. If it is too commonplace for men to release them-

selves from the paradigm of the absolute, it is ever easier to

excuse transgression—the erosion of moral sensibility (that

human aether in which the conscience breathes) is clogged

and stifled; men rationalize and justify so long and so well

that the time passes quietly, unobserved, when they should

have stopped and shouted "no, not this, not this." But, of

course, it is hard in a shouting and busy world, continuously

assaulted by interests and needs, for any single man to be

heard crying against the flood. In such a time, the recogni-

tion that there are absolute evils abstractly described, and

formulated in commandments whose very authority guaran-

tees transgression, has not prevented us from accumulating

a mountain of small evils which, like the bricks of the Tower
of Babel, might one day reach up and pierce the heavens.

The point of this is to suggest that moral convention, a

pragmatic regimen of norms and regulae of behavior, have

authority only so long as the absolute evil of which they are

exempla remains abstract and unrealized. When the absolute

evil comes to be, the sphere of the moral and immoral ceases

to be efficacious. Can one doubt this in the politics of the

20th century? Until the end of the 18th century the political

theory of Europe centered about philosophies of law, right,

duty, and freedom. It was understood that the relation of

citizen and state was somehow a moral relation, that the

citizen was a person educated to freedoms and informed by

responsibilities. In our time, such language has virtually dis-

appeared from public debate and inquiry. The language of

politics is not that of moral interaction and representation,

but the calibration and weighting of power, influence, need,

control in such fashion as to guarantee for one's own consti-

tuency a larger and measurably greater security both for and

against uncontested aggression. Questions of right and law,

of justice and equity have virtually disappeared as criteria

for social and political action. The consequence of all this

—

the process of the de-moralization of the political—is the

consequent irrelevance of the absolute and the utter, as the

adjectival thunder to the nominally relative. What men once

called murder or barbarism or cruelty or sadism is simply

useless rhetoric. Not one of us can summon these words with

the authority with which John Milton or Voltaire might

have uttered them and few can hear the English rendering

of the Hebrew prophets with little more than a recognition

of their immense eloquence. Words no longer command us,

precisely because they no longer reflect concepts and convic-

tions which directly agitate conscience.



If this analysis is correct, it will be readily understood why

I have come to regard the death camps as a new event, one

severed from connection with the traditional presuppositions

of history, psychology, politics, and morality. Anything which

we might have known before the tremendum is rendered

conditional by its utterness and extremity. At this juncture,

kt me remark, why I have chosen the word tremendum to

identify the death-camps and why, most particularly, I have

not and cannot refer to Auschwitz as the name by which to

summarize and transmit the reality. Auschwitz is only one

among many sites of death. It was not even the largest death-

camp, although it may well have claimed the largest number

of victims. Auschwitz is a particularity, a name, a specific.

Auschwitz is the German name of a Polish name. It is a

name which belongs to them. It is not a name which com-

memorates. It is both specific and other. And, if my perception

is correct, what occurred then, from the time of the concep-

tion of the "Final Solution" until the time that surreal

idealism was interrupted, is the transmutation of chosen

persons into chosen people, of the scandal of Jewish particu-

larity and doggedness into the scandal of Jewish universality.

What might have been until the time of the "Final Solu-

tion," a controversy about the particularism and insularity

of Judaism in contradistinction of the dogma of nationalist

anti-Semites who wanted a Jewry divested of Judaism and

Jewish identity or a theological reform which wanted Jews

rehabilitated by Western humanism and kultur or a Zionism

which wanted Jews tied both to self-determination and

Socialist class-consciousness in the struggle against Jewish

temerity and timorousness, became in the death-camps the

brute factuality of the universal. Not the individual Jew, not

the martyred Jew, not the survived Jew—not a Jew by any

name or fortune—not such a Jew of particularity was chosen.

Jew. simple Jew, nominative universal describing and con-

taining all mankind that bears that racial lineament until

the third generation of ancestry, became chosen and was

universalized. The death-camps ended forever one argument

of history—whether the Jews are a chosen people. They are

chosen, unmistakably, extremely, utterly.

10

T HE UNIQUENESS of the dcath-camps, that which makes

them a novelty in extremis, severed from ail normative con-

nections to historical precedent and causality, imparts to

them a phenomenoiogical simplicity. The death-camps are

a reality quite literally sui generis and insofar as their reality

is concerned, it is not necessary for us to perform phenome-

noiogical surgery, to bracket them, to excise their connections

from the welter of historical conditions, to clarify the stand-

point of perception in order not to confuse their manifestation

with that of any other seemingly comparable phenomenon,

like the social institution of the prison or the army. Simply

defined (and the simpler the better for our purposes) , the

death-camps were constructed to fulfill one purpose: to kill

the greatest number of Jews at the least possible cost in

money and material. To the side of Jews were added Gypsies,

another "degenerative and infectious race," and the work

was undertaken and, by war's end, almost completed. It was

a task pursued with lethal self-sacrifice since, quite clearly,

as many historians have noted, the war effort of the German

army was severely impaired by the preference given to the

transport of Jews. The simplicity of the phenomenon is no

less its enormity. To kill Jews, any and all, defines the reality

and clarifies its uniqueness. In the long history of "the

teaching of contempt", in Jules Isaac's telling epitomization

of the Christian doctrine of the rejection and humiliation of

the Jewish people, the Church never undertook to kill the

Jews. Certainly the Church had the opp)ortunity; it did not

have the intent. As Professor Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi pointed

out recently, the anti-Jewish massacres of medieval times

were "principally the work of the mob and the rabble" and,

as he elaborates elsewhere in the same remarks, were often

interrupted and contained by the appeals of cardinals and

popes, rather than being the outcome of their direct instiga-

tion. This is not to say that Jews and Judaism were beloved

to the Church. It is merely to indicate what should not be

forgotten, that the practice of the Church was as ambiguous

towards the Jews as was its theology. It acknowledged that

Judaism was a religio Ucita, a legally permissible religion,

even though a deluded one; that it worshipped the true
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God. although inadequately; that it was a primary faith,

although one humiliated and superseded. The most telling

observation of Professor Yerushalmi in this context is his

ironic suggestion that had the Church not rejected the Mar-

cionite heresy, that which specifies the distinct and unrelated

dualism of the God of Creation (that of Hebrew scriptures)

and the God of Redemption (the Jesus of the Gospels) , the

Jews might well have been destroyed. Precisely because the

Church did not disdain its origins, did not repudiate the

God of Israel, the Jews survived. Indeed, the novelty of the

deathcamps is further underscored. The medieval tradition

of anti-Semitism was contra Judaeos, against the faith and

the belief of the Jews, and, only by inference, against the

people and the ethnicity that sustained that faith. The older

traditions of anti-Semitism, those that stretch back into

Roman times, the rage of Apion and Manetho, the confu-

sions of Tacitus and others, signify an uncritical perception

of the Jews as a political unit, a religious commonwealth

that refused Rome, not allegiance, but moral capitulation.

The ancient Jews annoyed Rome less because they were

different, than because they regarded that in which they

were different to be superior to Rome. Perhaps there, well

before Christianity, the seed-bed of racial contempt is to be

found, the ultimate historical ground of Sartre's contention

in The Anti-Semite and the Jew that the anti-Semite chooses to

make himself nondescript, to attach himself to the solidarity

of the miserable mob, to make himself mediocre precisely

because he cannot make himself individual. The anti-Semite

takes upon himself the vulnerability of the state, the diffi-

culties of an abstract, national pride and whatever there is,

out there, that offends against the few values that give him

identity, those he calls the menace of the Jew. Of course,

Sartre's analysis is undergirded by historical assmuptions with

which we would take issue, but what seems to me most

profound in his inquiry is the perception of racism as an

instrument of insulating and aggrandizing the empty man,

or. as is more appropriate to the anti-Semitism of figures of

undeniable weight and influence—figures such as Marx,

Bakunin. Kautsky, to name but three revolutionary intel-

lectuals whose anti-Semitism reached grotesque proportions

—

i

their anti-Semitism was a means of interpreting their ressenti-

ment, their unreasonable contempt for the slowness, the

intractability, the stubborn obduracy of the old order which

refused to cave in on schedule.

State instituted racism and racial anti-Semitism is a modem
phenomenon, whose origins may lie in the classical tradition

which knew no efficient distinction between the political

manipulation of religion and the religious validation of the

state. In the Middle Ages, the doctrine of the two powers,

the King and the Bishop, in continuous tension and embatUe-

ment, the King warring to win the loyalty and the blessings

and benefices of the Church, and the Church using the

weapons of popular agitation and excommunication to

manipulate the powers of the King, maintained a healthy

imbalance in which the Jews, servi camerae, bond servants

to both Crown and Cross, were more often maintained as

financial and political intermediaries to their disputes than

cast into the fires of either. All this delicate tension dissolved

with the victory of the secular state, the state which could

conceive and administer and propagate throughout its realm

quickly and efficiently, employing the press, the clergy, the

law, the army, and the civil service as instruments of dis-

seminating policy. If that policy, were racist, the Czars could

with ease send the Black Hundred into the streets; it could

distribute the Protocols of the Elders of Zion; the Army

could condemn Dreyfus and hold the government ransom for

his condemnation; and National Socialism could institute

the program of ultimate anti-Semitism, the death-camps.

WHAT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD is that the irrational phenome-

nom of racism can still be made intelligible—psychologically,

socially, historically. Any Jew reading Graetz's History of

the Jews before 1939 would, I think (seduced, as he might

be by Graetz's eloquence and narrative gifts) , regard his

summation of the many hundreds of pogroms, massacres,

riots which fill his pages as being antiphonic and unremark-

able:—9 Jews were slain, 11 Jews died; 157 Jews were thrown

into the moat and perished; 411 Jews were burned; 31 Jews
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died at the stake; 1 Jew died from his wounds. Indeed, the

familiar litany of Jewish history until the death-camps was

predictable—^whatever the violence, Jews died. The history

of the Jews could be read as the history of Jewish dead from

Ibn Verga's Shevet Jehudah until the beginning of the era

of the death-camps. The fact that the numbers were com-

passable, variant, incidental, rising and falling, great or few,

without apparent pattern or consistency enabled us to regard

Jewish history as a continuous narrative of Jewish lives being

paid for Jewish life. Throughout it all, it could be said that

Jews died al kiddush ha-Shem, in sanctification of the Name

of God, as martyrs to faith, although undoubtedly many

there were who were ignorant Jews, Jews without faith, even

assimilated and unconscious Jews, killed no less as Jews,

ennobled no less as martyrs.

The death-maps changed all that as well. We are given a

fixed number. We deal with a single inconceivable enormity,

one figure of six million, that has neither grown nor varied,

remaining a stationary imponderable. It is no less clear that

the Jews who died cannot be called martyrs. This is not to

say that they are not martyrs; it is only to say that the

theological implication of such a martyrdom is as catastrophic

for one's conception of God as it is trivializing of one's

notion of martyrdom. If the reality is inconceivable, if we

cannot encompass the decision of one people to congregate

and destroy another, attended by the complicity and inatten-

tion of all the rest of mankind, equally inconceivable is any

language of compensation or heroic transfiguration. The

human beings who died are not made more sacred nor more

innocent by being called martyrs; indeed, it is the case that

in martyrizing them we dismiss them, having given them

their histrionic due. The only people who have the right to

call the dead of the camps martyrs are those who believe in

the sanctity of martyrs and are willing themselves to be

martyrs. I know such people and I believe them when they

speak of the martyrs of the camps, but I also know that very

often they separate out from the company of those martyrs

the no less murdered Jews who were non-believing Jews,

Jews without mitzvot, even assimilated Jews, Socialist Jews,

Jews with changed names and non-Jewish identities. It will

not do to call them martyrs, just yet.

I have come to the point in my remarks when the hopeless-

ness of this inquiry seems insurmountable. I have done

everything I can to make the death-camps not only unique,

incomparable, sui generis, but, more to the point, beyond

the deliberations of reason, beyond the discernments of

moral judgment, beyond meaning itself. It is precisely for

this reason that I have used one unexplained term throughout

this lecture, employing it conspicuously, but never defining

it. I have spoken of the death-camps. That is clear. A factual

phenomenological description, a phrase almost neutral in its

factuality. But I have also used the term tremendxim.

It was the case that quite recently I had occasion to reread,

as I do frequently, Rudolf Otto's magisterial essay. The Idea

of the Holy (Das Heilige) . That essay, a late product of

German idealism, an early achievement of phenomenological

analysis, is turned to the investigation of our knowledge of

the holy. The holy is not simply a cognomen for God; it

is not God's other name, a name among many names, stand-

ing alongside Merciful or Judge. The holy is the dimension

of God's presence. The presentness of God is his holiness.

Rudolf Otto, using the Hebrew Bible, with a sovereign

control and a warming love of its nuance and texture, elicits

from that text revelations of the presence of God which are

astonishing. Indeed, astonishment, surprise, amazement are

the very terms by which Otto underscores the shattering

perception of God's nearness. God is near Otto indicates,

God is present Otto evinces, but God is not for those reasons

any the less terrifying and unfathomable. It is for this reason

that Otto describes God in a single phrase as the mysterium

tremendum—the utter mystery, the enormous mystery, indeed,

the terror-mystery, for tremendum has as well not only the

aspect of vastness, but the resonation of terror. The phe-

nomenology of the holy begins with the perception of the

terror-mystery of God and radiates from there, qualified and

moderated and textured by the traditional modes of mercy,

love, justice, until the utter God becomes the Father God of
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Tatenu, until the shattering presence becomes the still, small

voice, until the terror-mystery becomes a God with whom
men can co-inhabit the universe.

T,HE TERROR-MYSTERv of God, the mysttrium tremendum
of divinity has always, in the phenomenology of religion,

been offset and contested by under-divinities, potencies, and
dominions in the universe which loath such ultimacy. The
perception of the demonic coexisted with the perception of

the holy. Indeed, part of the terror-mystery of God is that

his manifestation in whirlwinds and at seas, in fires and in

floods was often perceived at the outset as the work of his

opponent, his demiurge, his particular devil. No wonder that

God, in his magisterium, often appears under the aspect of

his terror. The ferocity of God appears to resemble the

demonic. It is no less the case if one listens, as the text

unfolds its narrative, that what begins in ferocity ends in a

bird with an olive branch and a rainbow. The terror-mystery

of the holy becomes the love-mystery of the Holy and the

terror dissolves into grace.

This is one reading of the aspect of the Holy as mysierium

tremendum. But, let us put the case that we of the modern
age no longer can deal with the Holy, cannot perceive it, do
not. justifiably one would think, authenticate its presence,

but most contrary and fractious, regard ourselves as alone

and autonomous in the universe, unbounded by laws except

as conventions of power, unhedged by moralities except as

consent and convenience dictate, is it not the case that in

such a civilization all that was once permitted to the infinite

power of God and denied to the finite and constrained power
of men is now denied to the forgotten God and given over

to the potency of infinite man? Caution: I am not proposing

in this yet another gloss to the familiar discussion of Faustian

man compacted to the Devil, with all its attendant critique

of technology, machine-culture dehumanization. The argu-

ment here is different. It is the proposal of a counter to the

mysterium tremendum. It is the human tremendum, the
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enormity of an infinitized man, who no longer seems to fear

death or, perhaps more to the point, fears it so totally, denies

death so mightily, that the only patent of his apparent indif-

ference is to build a mountain of corpses to the divinity of

the dead, to placate death by the magic of endless murder.

I call the death-camps the tremendum, for it is the monu-

ment of a meaningless inversion of life, to an orgiastic

celebration of death, to a psycho-sexual and pathological

degeneracy unparalleled and unfathomable to any man
bonded to life. And of the nations and cultures of the West,

is there any so totally committed to life, to the choice of

life and its enlargement as a system of conduct and behavior,

as that of the Jews? The Jew may well be the ideal victim

because his mere persistence, his sheer endurance, his refusal

to die throughout four millenia until the tremendum, was a

celebration of the tenacity of life. Every Jew who has left

Judaism for Christianity has invariably—and the literature

is astonishing in its confirmation of this perception from

Paul of Tarsus to Boris Pasternak—argued that the old Jew

is dead, that Judaism has no more life to speak, no more

novelty to contribute, nothing vital and energetic any longer

to transmit to the species. The Jew is, in such literature,

construed as though dead, whereas not less clearly it is neces-

sary to mortify Judaism in order to rationalize and excuse

its abandonment. The living Jew must become the dead Jew

in order that the non-Jew be saved. The covenant with life

must be severed in order that the divinization of men and

their proof against death be confirmed.

Martin Buber has written in a passage often-cited that there

is no caesura in the history of the Jews, no midpoint, no

intermediation, no gap to be filled by the Holy Spirit, no

descending dove of grace, no yawning time waiting for the

divine incursion. Most specifically, in this teaching, Buber

was addressing the absence of penultimate Messianic mo-

ments. "In our view," Buber wrote, "redemption occurs

forever, and none has yet occurred. Standing, bound and

shackled, in the pillory of mankind, we demonstrate with

the bloody body of our people the unredeemedness of the
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world. For us there is no cause of Jesus; only the cause of

God exists for us." Buber tried to deal with the tremendum
on several occasions, always obliquely, always b'derech agav.

He spoke of our times as the eclipse of God, times when
between men and God a veil had been dropped, a veil of

confusion, obstinacy, or demonism through which the Word
of God could not penetrate. He believed until the end of his

life that God continued to speak, but that no man heard.

Moreover, he continued to believe that God's speech was his

action, and that not hearing that speech was, in effect, to

destroy the efficacy of God. God spoke and created the world.

God spoke and the people covenanted themselves to his

service. Six million died and God's speech was not heard.

Not enough. Moving rhetoric, but unfortunately not theology,

not thinking. It has to be tougher than that. It has to be

more than the eclipse of God. It has to be more than the

death of God. It has to be more even than Nietzsche's mad-
man proclaiming that "we have slain him." Not enough.

And we know that now.

Buber's assertion that there is no caesura in Jewish history

is accurate insofar as it concerns the eschatological vision of

the perfecting and redemption of history, but wrong insofar

as it misses the underside of history, the corrupting caesura,

the abyss rather than the heavens of the historical. For the

Holy, there may be no caesura, but for the unholy, its name
is caesura. The discontinuity of the abyss is precisely what

insures that it is both caesura and tremendum. The abyss

of history is in this view, also a gap in normal time, no less

a gap, no less a decisive gap than would be the messianic

redemption. In the time of the human tremendum, conven-

tional time and intelligible causality is interrupted. In that

time, if not redemption, then the demonic tears the skein

of events apart and man (and perhaps God no less) is com-

pelled to look into the abyss. The Jews, for reasons no longer

curious, have looked into the abyss several times in their long

history. Tradition accounts the destruction of the Temple
and the obliteration of the Jewish settlement in ancient

Palestine as one abyss. There was a caesura. The abyss

opened and the Jews closed the abyss by affirming their
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guilt, denying the abyss and assuming the culpability of the

demonic. Not the "beyond reason", but the "within provi-

dence" became the satisfactory explanation. The expulsion

of the Jews from Spain is accounted another. There was a

caesura. The abyss opened and the Jews closed the abyss

once again not only by reaffirming their guilt, but more by

transforming the event into an end-time of ordinary history

and the beginning-time of mystic gnosis in which a new

heaven was limned and the unseen order became transparent

to mystical understanding. The death-camps of the modern

world is a third. There was another caesura of the demonic.

This time the abyss opened and one third of the Jewish

people fell in.

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE to respond as did the survivors of the

first abyss. We do not hold ourselves guilty. We cannot say,

as an incomparably stupid rabbi is quoted as having said

of the Maalot massacre, that it occurred because the school

in which the 24 children were slain contained 24 unkosher

mezzuzot. That extremity of magical, talismanic thinking is

hopeless and all the degrees of talismanism up to the doc-

trine of "for our sins are we slain" is insupportable. But that

was an old doctrine of providence, simplistic, but not with-

out counterbalance of innumerable Midrashim which saw

quite clearly into the nature of the mystery. The real point

is that for our ancestors, whatever the deficiencies of their

popular doctrine, they lived in the presence of the Mysterium

Tremendum, the Holy God, and knew quite intimately the

shudder and trembling of his immediacy. Nor do we respond,

as did the survivors of the second abyss. The kabbalistic

transfiguration of the Spanish exile and the decimation of

Sephardic Jewry represented an overwhelming and ingenious

reinvestment of the historical process with a new significance,

one which was adept at reading the sign language of events

and determining an arcane and previously impenetrable

language of hope. The third abyss is read, however, neither

with guilt nor with hope.
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To read the event with neither guilt nor with hope is a

pitiless conclusion. It lets the event lie meaningless, unres-

cued, unransomed. The death-camps are meaningless, but

they are also instructive. This is obvious, but I do not wish

to complete my discussion with a recourse to homiletics or

consolations. I could (and I believe it would be fruitful on

another occasion) undertake to apply the analysis of Franz

Rosenzweig to the ahistorical character of life within Torah

in contrast with the holocaustal normality of life after the

death-camps, but I am frankly not ready for the personal

implication of such an inquiry.

For the moment I must allow the brutal summation to

emerge as it must. The death-camps cannot be transcended.

There is no way of obHterating their historicity by over-

leaping them. Quite the contrary. If there is no transcendence

beyond the abyss, the abyss must be inspected further. The
descent deeper into the abyss must tkke place; in a word, the

abyss must be sub-scended, penetrated to its perceivable

depths. The task of the excavation of the demonic is no

metaphor. How can we regard the atomic bomb, or Vietnam,

or the revelations of Solzhenitzyn's Gulag, if not as modali-

ties of the abyss, excavations and elaborations of the human
penchant to self-infinity, to the ultimate hubris which brings

not only Jews, but all men to the borderlands from which

there is no return for any.

It begins with the Jews and it can end with the habitable

world. There is no way of making the genocidal totality of

the death-camps meaningful to the non-lew as such, precisely

because every Jew that has endured to this hour is a survivor

in fact or an accidental survivor at least, whereas for the

non-Jew the genocide of the Jews is an objective phenomenon

which, on the face of it, by its definition, appears to exclude

him. The non-Jew would be slain only by having become a

Jew (as occurred to many) ; otherwise he is able to contem-

plate but not share in either the fate of the victims or the

perpetual unease of the survivors. This is a critical distinc

tion which makes all effort of the Christian or the non-Jewish

secular opponent of racism fail to understand what exactly
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the death-camps mean to the Jews. For the non-Jew the

death-camps are still, so he imagines, a paradigm of human
brutality, at least an epiphenomenon. For the Jew, however,

it is historically real. The Bible commands that every Jew

consider himself as though he went forth in exodus from

Egypt. The grammatical authority of the Haggadah makes

clear that this is no metaphor, whatever our wish to make

Biblical language metaphoric. The authority is clear: I was

really, even if not literally, present in Egypt and really, if

not literally, present at Sinai. God contemplated my virtual

presence, then, thirty odd centuries ago. The fact that history

could not prevision and entail my presence, is irrelevant. No
less the case that the death-camps account my presence really,

even if not literally, hence my obligation to hear the wit-

nesses as though I were a witness, to be with the witness as

though I were a witness. It is mandatory that this real

presence of all Israel in the death-camps, experiencing the

tremendum, enter the liturgy as surely as it entered the

narration of the Exodus. Within us, there is always hope and

despair, and within faith that twin constellation must be

honored, the hope extended by God to man and the despair

returned by man to God—the dialectic most grimly enacted

in our time.

BEYOND ALL THESE considerations, we return again and

again to break our head upon the tremendum of the abyss,

a phenomenon without analogue, discontinuous from all

that has been, new beginning for the human race that knew

not of what it was capable, willing to destroy and to be

destroyed. We must create a new language in which to speak

of this in order to destroy the old language which, in its

decrepitude and decline, made facile and easy the demonic

descent. When the preparations are completed, then the new

beginning of the race which started in that quintessential

perfection of the abyss must be thought (lest it be considered

unthinkable) and redescribed (lest it be considered inde-

scribable) and reconnected to the whole of the past, lest the
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abyss never be closed, and projected into the future, lest the

future imagine it has no share in that past. In that way, first

by separating the tremendum from all things and descending

into the abyss, then by rejoining the tremendum to the whole

experience of mankind as end-point of the abyss and new

beginning of the race, is it possible to link again the death-

camps, the tremendum of the abyss, to the Mysterium

Tremendum of God who is sometimes in love with man and

sometimes loathes him.

&3-
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTE

I have not prepared for this lecture, precisely because the death-camps

do not constitute a normal subject matter which one examines and

prepares. Over the years, since that time in 1945 when the camps were

liberated. I have probably read hundreds of books which dealt with the

reality that was exposed-works of fiction and recit, autobiography and

memoir, as well as historical works, works on the history of Nazi Ger-

many and totalitarian ideology, and finally works of thought which

addressed themselves to understanding the tremendum. As well, in that

time, I have come to know and speak with many survivors, some known

to me as such, some discovered quite by accident, in the midst of easy

conversation about other things, observing the indelible numbers. It is

the case, however, in trying to organize my thinking about the subject

matter of the Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture, that I have returned to a

numlier of works which, it seems to me. are outstanding and important

works with which I agree and from which I have learned, and works

with which I take the most serious issue. These should be listed and

acknowledged. I do not pretend that they constitute an exhaustive list

of my own reading, and certainly not of the literature, but the inter-

ested reader should begin with these:

Arcndt, Hannah—Eichmann in Jerusalem, New York, 1963.

Berkovits, Eliezer-Faith after the Holocaust, New York, 1973.

Buber. Martin-Eclipse of God, New York, 1952.

Frankl. Viktor E.-Man's Search for Meaning: An Introduction to Logo-

therapy (which is the revised edition of his earlier From Death-Camp

to Existentialism), Boston, 1959.

Fackenheim, Emil-Gods Presence in History. New York, 1970.

Heer, Friedrich-God's First Love. New York, 1970.

Maybaum. Ignatz-The Face of God after Auschwitz, Amsterdam, 1965.

Rubenstein. Richard L.-After Auschwitz, Indianapolis, 1966.

Sartre, Jean-Paul, Anti-Semite and Jew, New York, 1948.

Steiner, George-Language and Silence, New York. 1967; In Bluebeards

Castle, New Haven. 1971.

Wiesel. Elie-Night, New York, 1961,

The Leo Baeck Institute Year Books, the Wiener Library Bulletins, and

the Yad Vashem Studies on the European Jewish Catastrophe and Resist-

ance are major sources of documentation and reflection. As well, I have

had the opportunity of reading the transcript of the conference held at

the Cathedral of St. John the Divine during 1974 in which papers by

Irving Greenberg. Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Michael Ryan. Emil Facken-

heim, and several others were of immense and illuminating importance

to me.
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I«R1NTED IN THE UNrTED STATFJS OF AMEllCA

To SPEAK ABOUT Rabbi Leo Baeck involves me in a par-

ticular insecurity, and I must be candid about it. Leo Baeck

was a German, I am an American. Not alone did it come

about that I never personally experienced Naziism or a con-

centration camp, but I was still unborn when Leo Baeck felt

impelled in 1902 and 1903 to write against Adolf von Har-

nack, first in a review and then in his Essence of Judaism.

Moreover, if 1 understand this evening's audience correctly,

it includes some people who were reared in the same intel-

lectual tradition as Leo Baeck's. I am not unaware of that

tradition. But nuances and overtones may escape me, despite

my efforts and my good intentions.

I have no supposition that your interest is in me; I know it

is in Leo Baeck. My reason for occasional personal allusion

is that, like Baeck, I have written on Christianity, probably

more in quantity than any other American Jew. To portray for

you where Leo Baeck stood in relationship to his writings on

Christianity seems to me possibly clearer if I test your patience

by recurrently comparing the American scene of my genera-

tion with the German scene of Leo Baeck's.

Baeck was a legatee of a German philosophical tradition

completely different from the American empiricism in which

I was reared. I have often felt so remote from Rozenzweig

and Buber as to fail to grasp what they have written; feeling

closer to Baeck, I am nevertheless somewhat remote from

him. I think I can adequately set before you the challenges

that Leo Baeck felt; can I also reflect adequately the special

character of his response to them?
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Others before me have written with competency about Leo

Baeck on Christianity: Reinhold Mayer, Christentum und

Judentum in der Schau Leo Baecks, 1961; Arnold Wolf in

Judaism, 1963; Walter Kauffmann in his preface to the 1958

collection of essays published in the book, Judaism and

Christianity; Albert Friedlander in Leo Baeck: Teacher of

Theresienstadt (1968) ; Walter Jacob in Christianity in Jewish

Eyes, 1975; Krister Stendahl in his preface to Baeck's The

Pharisees (1956). Such essays present the main facts and

generally reliable judgments and have not hesitated to say

that here and there Baeck was in part or totally in error on

this or that trivial detail. I see no need to recapitulate such

matters, and do not think that pinpoints of scholarship

should concern us this evening. I have chosen a quite different

task. What I propose to do is to set before you the major

problem which involves a loyal, committed Jew who writes

on Christianity, and, against such a background, to set before

you my view of what Leo Baeck did in his time, in his set-

ting, in the light of his legacy as a German.

THE srruATioN, whether for a Jewish interpreter, or even

a Christian interpreter of Christianity, Ib, to begin with,

the following set of facts: Jesus was a Jew; his immediate

followers were Jews. Literature sacred to Christianity is

unanimous in ascribing Jewish roots to Christianity. The
movement which he spurred, whether directly or indirectly,

left Judaism or else was pushed out of it, A range of Christian

views, some genteel and some coarse, treat of the Jewish

birth of Christianity and of the subsequent separation. In

this literature there are allusions to sporadic Jewish violence

against Christians, followed by periods of amity. Again,

much, but by no means all, of early Christian literature puts

Jesus over and against the Judaism of his age, ascribing to

Jcius a superiority over his fellow Jews, for example, declar-

ing that he taught not as the scribes and the Pharisees, but

as one having a special authority. In a different vein, the

view is expressed elsewhere in the New Testament that in
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the ladder of Jewish revelation, which began with Abraham

and traversed Moses and the prophets, the highest rung was

God's revelation in Christ Jesus. In other words, Christian

documents view Christianity as both the supreme revelation

of God and also the most recent in time. Within this body of

Christian convictions, there is also the figure of Paul, whose

writings are the oldest preserved Christian documents and

from whom came the view (here I am over-brief) that salva-

tion was not attainable through man's effort to observe the

Laws of Moses, but rather through total reliance on and

submission to God. The word faith conveniently hearkens

back to Paul's view, and also to an ensuing Christian asser-

tion that faith, a Christian attribute, is superior to law, a

Jewish attribute. Quite apart from such theological points is

the notice that one must take that many ancient Christian

writings accompany their convictions about the nature of

Christianity with a generous measure of hostility to Jews.

Thus, in the Gospels, the Pharisees in particular are the

targets of aspersions, but it is the Jews, all the Jews, who

are responsible for the death of Jesus.

A Christian is disposed to defend ancient Christianity, a Jew

to defend ancient Judaism. The inevitable issue is whether

the defense of Christianity by a Christian will be fair to,

and responsibly accurate about, Judaism, and whether the

defense of Judaism by a Jew will be fair to, and responsibly

accurate, about Christianity.

Had Judaism perished, or had Jews died out and disappeared,

these matters of Christianity superiority, or Jewish inferior-

ity, would be merely antiquarian; so too would be the issue

of whether New Testament writings are essentially Judean

and Jewish, or, instead, essentially Grecian, and hellenistic.

Jews abided, and they abide. Ancient Jewish aspersion of

Christianity in the Talmud is relatively negligible in quan-

tity; there is no exact Jewish counter-balance to the quantity,

the depth, or the determined focus of the Christian aspersion

of Jews and Judaism. Until recent times—that is, until the

19th century—ongoing Christian aspersions of Judaism and



Jews went largely unanswered by Jews; when Jews answered,
normally they spoke to fellow Jews, not to Christians. But
there has been in the last century and a half a fairly exten-

sive Jewish literature in some response to Christian assertions.

The most frequent theme in such Jewish writings is to

defend the Pharisees from modern Christian denigration,

derived from the Gospels. This is the case because Jewish
scholars have rather broadly concluded that the attacks on
the Pharisees are in reality an attack on all Jews, probably
because our surviving rabbinic Judaism either actually

emerged from Pharisaism or else owes Pharisaism an inesti-

mable debt. But from both the Christian and the Jewish
side, there emerged in German, what might be described as

two related but different levels of assertion. One level was
related to what the facts, or supposed facts, were. But a

second level was the philosophical implications of these

facts, or supposed facts.

A,.DOLF VON HARNACK, whosc Iccturcs in 1902, The Essence

of Christianity, spurred Leo Baeck to first a critical review

and then to his book. The Essence of Judaism, was a Protes-

tant scholar of the highest rank, essentially a church historian,

the legatee of a rich antecedent body of scholarship on
Scripture and related literature. That scholarship was nota-

ble for its thoroughness and its independence from the

legacy of ancient Christian traditions. The scholarship in a

certain sense was disrespectful to the inherited Christian

traditions, for its conclusions were in large measure icono-

clastic. The tacit philosophical premises of this scholarship

were derived from Kant and Hegel; the approach to history

and to the emergence of religions were governed, or even

determined, by Darwinism, especially in regard to the sup-

posedly universal patterns of the growth of reh'gion. German
scholarship had long before Harnack denied Moses the

authorship of the Pentateuch, and had accepted, instead, a

theory of four strata, J, E, D, and P. It had deviated from
Christian traditions about the Gospels, this by promulgating

and accepting the view that Mark was the oldest, rather than

the youngest, of the Gospels, and that Mark, and the hypo-

thetical source Q, supplied the content of the later Gospels,

those by Matthew and Luke. Harnack's legacy included the

views of F. C. Baur that most of the New Testament litera-

ture, particularly the majority of the Epistles of Paul, were

second cenutry pseudepigraphs. It included a broadly held

view that the historical figure of Jesus was obscured and

obstructed by late legends and late theological doctrines

which had been incorporated into the Gospels, products of

the hellenistic world. New Testament historical research had

the obligation so to deal with the Gospels as to make it

possible for the Jesus of history to be isolated and recovered.

Yet the consensus in the German Protestant scholarship

became a matter of collective negations—that Jesus could

not be recovered; it fell short of providing affirmations. If,

then, historical scholarship could not set forth a convinced

and convincing portrait of the Jesus of history according to

the canons of modern research, then perhaps a theological

view of Jesus could nevertheless arise, this in the framework

of broader theological or philosophical views, derived from

Kant and Hegel. Accordingly, for Harnack, neither an

organized church nor elaborate rituals were necessary; it was

sufficient to possess a Jesus who in his simplicity and his

nobility of character was the theological answer for the

religious yearnings of modern man. On the one hand, then,

Harnack was setting Jesus over and against the accumulated

Christian traditions and institutions; on the other hand, his

Jesus was a Jew who was in his essence distinguishable from

the Judaism and Jews of his age and completely at variance

with Judaism. The scholarship was prepared to challenge the

reliability of the portrait of Jesus and early Christianity

found in the Gospels; it tended to accept at face value the

essential reliability of the denigration of Judaism in those

same Gospels.

There can be little doubt that Harnack knew in advance

that Christians, especially Roman Catholics, would assail

him, as they did. I doubt that he gave a moment's thought



to how Jews might react to his opinions, and had he given

it even that little thought, he would scarcely have cared.

That he was a deliberate anti-Semite is not the case for one

cannot associate him with the infamous anti-Semites who

have disfigured German biblical scholarship, such as Bruno

Bauer and Paul de Lagarde, and, later, Nazis such as Ger-

hard Kittel and Johannes Hempel. Even among the relatively

enlightened German scholars there existed a scorn of Jews

and Judaism, as natural to them as their breathing. But we

need to understand that the scholarship was only coinci-

dentally anti-Jewish. It was a scholarship that viewed itself

as the final word in knowledge, the unique attainment of

German science, the triumph of German Theology. When
Schweitzer wrote his account of the scholarship on the lives

of Jesus, he ignored non-German scholarship, and he spoke

with pride of the great attainment of German Theology.

Hamack then was part of a chain, a representative of a

collective mentality. When Baeck took on Hamack, it was

not so much Hamack the man as Hamack the symbol, the

representative of this scholarship, of this Kantian-Hegelian

philosophy, an aspect of which had elevated Christianity to

the ideal religion, and which had made its nineteenth cen-

tury Jesus into the ideal human of all of mankind's history.

Only among us Jews does Baeck—and other Jews^ who re-

plied to Hamack—figure in the currents of the time. It was

the offended Christians, such as the Protestant, Wilhelm

Bousset, and the Catholic, Alfred Loisy, who were noticed.

Baeck's attack was two-fold: first, from the academic side,

that is, respecting the facts, Harnack was inadequately

informed and indeed misinformed. But, beyond that, theo-

logically, Hamack was wrong because, in the light of

philosophy, Judaism was in reality superior to Christianity.

The two motifs, that Christian scholars are deficient and

unfair, and that Judaism is philosophically better than

Christianity, become stated and restated in Baeck's subse-

quent work. It was, so I tliink inevitable that he write about

the Pharisees. Baeck rather curiously abstained from a real
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exposition of the Pharisees and their views, and instead

approach them philosophically, as if the details about them

were of little or not account. One might say that it was

Pharisaism from the standpoint of German philosophy, and

not the actual Pharisees whom Baeck wrote about.

B aeck's academic competency was in the ancient rabbinic

Midrash. Respecting New Testament, one might say that he

knew the content with rather full absorption. His knowledge

of critical New Testament scholarship was only partial. 2 Not

only was it regrettably partial, but one must say that Baeck

was as external to the scholarship of Christians respecting

Christian sacred literature as was the usual Christian to the

Jewish scholarship on Jewish literature. One example I

might cite is his essay, "The Gospels as Documents of Jewish

History." Of the many motifs in the article, two seem domi-

nant. One is the stress on the oral materials antecedent to

the written Gospels. The other is the role in the Gospels of

Scripture—Bible, or more clearly Old Testament, to use a

Christian term, both in unmistakable paraphrase and also

in direct quotation. A concentration on these factors—oral

tradition and the manipulation of the Bible—would lead in-

evitably back from the Dispersion provenance of the Gospels

as products of the Greek world to Aramaic-speaking Judea.

At the time when Baeck wrote the article, these matters had

already become the truisms of main-line Protestant Gospel

scholarship. Indeed, the accumulated German scholarship

had gone beyond more generalities and into a precise and

thorough consideration of details. This particular facet of

Gospel Scholarship is to be summarized in the phrase. Form

Criticism, a discipline adapted to the Gospels from the folk-

tale studies by the Grimm brothers. In Gospel terms it was

an effort, through attention to forms, to trace individual

items back from the written Gospels to the putative antece-

dent oral materials. Baeck appears to have published this

essay in 1938, in Aus Drei Tausend Jahren, the book which



die Nazis seized and destroyed, except for about ten copies.

By 1938 Form Criticism respecting the Gospels was about

two decades old and had become a central concern in Protes-

tant Gospel scholarship. The two main books were Rudolf

Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition, and Martin

Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel. Neither of these men
is mentioned by Baeck.

Indeed, for me Baeck*s essay—not very searching—ends at

precisely die point where he is on the verge of possibly say-

ing something of consequence. Here are his words: The
Gospel "is a Jewish book because—by all means and entirely

because—the pure air of which it is full and whicli it breathes

is diat of die Holy Scriptures; because a Jewish spirit, and

none other, lives in it; because Jewish faith and Jewish hope,

Jewish suffering and Jewish diress. Jewish knowledge a^d

Jewish expectations, and these alone, resound through it

—

a Jewish book in the midst of Jewish books.*'

D'o THESE UNES Strike you, as they do me, as enigmatic?

Are they enigmadc because Baeck, in 1938, was apprehensive

of speaking out openly about Jesus and Judaism? Antecedent

to Baeck there had been some Jews who espoused the tradi-

donal Jewish negativism about Jesus. But most Jewish

icholars, or scholars and writers, had, as it were, reclaimed

Jesus for Judaism. This phenomenon was very widespread;

a French priest, Joseph Bonsirven, in a book, in 1926, The

Jews and Jesus, had addressed himself to the phenomenon,

commendng that it was to him gradfying that Jews were

reclaiming Jesus as their own, but it had to be noted, said

Bonsirven, that they were not moving themselves on to Christ.

Surely in a world where lews were physically safe, in an

open'society. and free to splak out. there is some reasonable

expectation that a Jewish scholar and leader would speak to

his fellow Jews some words of guidance respecting Jews and

Jesus. Why did a man as thoughdul, as scholarly, and as
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fluent as Baeck abstain from such words? I cannot give the

answer, or even hint at it. I can interject the personal note
that, in my own instance, in open and free America, I could
not work in the area without needing to face up to the

inescapable obligation to say something.

Yet, on the other hand, perhaps it was Baeck's perception

that to contend that the Gospels were inherently Jewish was
his belated additional response to von Harnack. The latter

had written that "Jesus Christ's teaching will at once bring
us by steps wliich, if few, will be great, to a height where its

connection ("connexion" in text) with Judaism is seen to

be only a loose one, and most of the threads leading from it

into 'contemporary history' become of no importance at all.'*

Baeck was saying that it was wrong to detach Jesus from
Judaism. He said precious little about connecting him with

Judaism.

I have said that von Harnack had drawn considerable fire

from Christians. Alfred Loisy, a French Roman Catholic

priest, had assailed von Harnack. Loisy's argument, in his

The Gospel and the Church, can be put in this way: Jesus

is known essentially from the Gospels; the Gospels as literary

documents arose from the developing church. The church
had created the Gospels, the church had preserved them.

Had there been no church, the Gospels would not have
survived so as to enable von Harnack to extract his Jesus

from them. In the course of his book, Loisy provided exam-
ples of passages in which the Gospels reflected the later

church, rather than Jesus himself; the indirect implication

was that the Gospel accounts of Jesus were less than fully

historically reliable. In the climate of that time, Loisy found
himself in difficulties with the Church in whose defense he
had written, and as an ultimate consequence he was defrocked.

I recall no mention by Baeck of Loisy, though he had become
a cause celebre. The situation that the Gospels were written

long after, and removed geographically from, the Judean
scene they describe led to scholarly views of almost opposite

nature: on the one hand, one view stressed the circumstance
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of removal in time and distance to the point of dissipating

the Judean setting, and the other view, Baeck's, stressed the

Judean scene as if to ignore the presence in the Gospels of

teflections of distance and later time. Loisy and Baeck, in this

sense, are in essence 180 degrees removed from each other.

THE RELATIVE RETICENCE of Baeck respecting Jesus is not

the case with Paul. As has been noted, he wrote an asscssr-

ment of Paul which differs substantially in tone from a later

assessment which he made.

That early assessment is found in what is among the best

known of Baeck's essays, that entitled "Classical and Roman-

tic Religion." A contrast between two types of religion is

presented as if it is a matter of pure philosophy, as if a set

of opposing philosophical premises and conclusions are in-

volved in classical and romantic religion. The essay owes a

debt to strands in 19th century Protestant scholarship which

emphasized the distinction between the religion of Jesus and

the contribution of Paul, who was deemed to have fashioned

a religion about Jesus. In Baeck's essay, Jesus is, at least by

implication.) within the category of the classical, that is,

Judaism; and Paul is the exemplar par excellence of the

romantic, that is, Christianity. The essay, replete with bril-

liant flashes, with felicitous turns of phrase, is much too long

to review here. To only one selection do I wish to turn, that

which Baeck calls Ethics. Let me quote: "The Pauline dogma

removes the very ground from under man's rights as a moral

subject, as an ethical individual." Again, "The Pauline faith

deprives ethics itself of all basis."

To American eyes these statements are, on initial encounter,

startling. The American scholar, Morton Scott Enslin, in his

book, The Ethics of Paul, published in 1930, had contended

that Paul's ethics was undeviatingly Jewish, exemplified, for

example, in Paul's excoriation in I Cor. 5.1-5 of the church

there for tolerating an ugly instance of incest. In this matter

of ethics, as in many odier scholarly matters, there is no
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finality of judgment. Perhaps Baeck is here right about Paul,

and Enslin wrong. The presuppositions of Baeck clearly

enter in, as exemplified in his essay, "Mystery and Command-

ment."^ In that essay he first sets mystery and commandment

into a contradictory opposition. Mystery has to do with "the

foundation of life," commandment is "the way of life." In

Judaism the two are blended and free from split; "all ethics

has its mysticism and all mysticism its ethics . . . The world

of Judaism is to be found only where faith has its command-

ment, and the commandment its faith. This is why Paul left

Judaism when he preached sola fide (by faith alone) . .
."

A number of objections can be raised, on principle, against

both the general presupposition and specifically its relevancy

to Paul. But, quite apart from such matters is Baeck's identi-

fication of commandment and ethics. When one reads further

in Baeck and sees that he couples Paul with Martin Luther

and German Lutheranism, one suspects that it is Luther and

German Lutheranism Baeck is dealing with, and not Paul

himself. One feels impelled to suggest that Baeck has not

seen Paul's nullification of the Mosaic laws in its proper

context, this in effect a matter of the facts. In proper context,

it can be contended that what Paul was proposing was that

that ethical conduct which was the intent of the laws was not

attainable by observance of those laws. Man, Paul contends,

cannot effectively observe the laws; man is prompted by the

laws towards sins by the mere mention of them in the laws.

Hence, for a man to pitch his personal righteousness on his

observance of the laws is for him to rely on himself, to rely

on man, an error, for it is on God and God's grace alone that

man should rely. For a man to rely on God, and to be per-

meated by the holy spirit, can lead a man to that ethical

conduct which observing the law will not lead him to. More-

over, since the patriarchs lived prior to Moses, Abraham had

achieved righteousness without having the laws, and hence

the Mosaic laws were not a necessity for conforming with

God's will.

However tortuous to Jews these arguments may seem, and

however distant from the ancient rabbis who made the patri-
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archs pre-Mosaic observers of the Mosaic law Paul can be

viewed, the issue of ethics as such seems inappropriate. A
comparison of Paul with Philo of Alexandria yields a num-
ber of similarities on the part of these two Greek Jews since

both were products of environments in which the justifica-

tion for the validity of the Jewish law arose from a vivid

encounter with competing legal systems. In this light, the

issue of ethics as such seems to me at best peripheral, for the

issue is not ethics, but the attainment of virtue. In a tradi-

tion like the Jewish, in which legal ritual fidelity and legal

ethical precept are blended, it does not follow that a preoccu-

pation at a given moment with ethics necessarily precludes

ritual, or that a preoccupation with legal ritual necessarily

precludes ethics. Perhaps it is as just to charge a non-Orthodox

Jew of our lime, who does not obey the traditional 613

commandments, with a disdain for ethics as to make such an

allegation about Paul It seems to me no more correct to

charge Paul with an absence of ethics, any more than, revers-

ing things, it would be just lo allege that a concern on the

part of an ultra-Orthodox Jew for shaineez or maaser sheni

means that he is unconcerned with ethics.

M,OEE GENERALLY, and more to the point, it is my convic-

tion that to compare and contrast classical religion, Judaism,

with romantic religion, that is, Christianity, is to use a pair

of Procrustean beds. As New Testament scholars had dis-

torted Judaism, Baeck seems in turn to have distorted Paul.

The impression seems unmistakable that Baeck, to change

the figure of speech, has stacked the cards. Walter Kaufman
in his preface to the Baeck volume, Christianity and Judaism,

makes the statement in rather bold form that it was a con-

cern of Baeck to contend that Judaism was superior to

Christianity. Though Kaufman says this in words much
plainer than anything I know of that Baeck has written. I

believe that Kaufman is right.

As mentioned. Baeck published, about 1952, a second piece

«i Paul, an essay called "The Faith of Paul." In this later
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essay, Baeck finds such an abundance of Judaism in Paul

that Paul is, as it were, reclaimed for Judaism, however
reluctantly. Krister Stendahl, a Lutheran, Swedish by birth

but long a resident in the United States, dissents from Kauf-

man's formulation. Stendahl, far from expressing a resentment

of Baeck's denigration of Paul, first notes what he feels is a

change between the earlier and the later views on Paul as

only in accent, but not in substance. Moreover, in commenting
on the statement of Walter Kaufman that Baeck considered

Judaism distinctly superior to Christianity, Standalil says

that Baeck does this "as a wise father who sees how his own
children have wandered astray. For to him there is always

enough of Judaism in Christianity so that he can recognize

the church as the child of Judaism." "To me,*' concludes

Stendahl, "this is not arrogance, but love."

Perhaps. And perhaps there are assets in the gracious response

of Stendahl. But, if I may be forgiven an ad hominem.
Stendahl, like many a Scandinavian, has dissented from

German scholarship in general and from the sentimentality

of von Harnack's type of liberalism in particular. I recall

with vividness Stendahl's lecture at Hebrew Union College

in which he contrasted the rugged realism and toughness of

Swedish Gospel scholarship as contrasted with the 19th cen-

tury German liberalism.

No, I believe that Kaufman, not Stendahl, is right. We should

not be misled by the philosophical framework; moreover, in

all that I have read of Baeck, and in my pleasant personal

contacts with him, he was always the gentleman as well as

the scholar. Gentle and genteel he w^as, but he believed

firmly in the superiority of Judaism over Christianity.

I wish that I knew whether Baeck's attitude was, as it were,

spontaneous, self-propelled. I suspect in part that it was

mostly reactive, his response to dieological anti-Semitism, to

those who aspersed Judaism. In very simple terms, Baeck

reacted to the repeated assertion, almost an axiom, diat

Christianity was superior to Judaism by saying, no, Judaism
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is superior to Christianity. For my own part, for what it is

worth, I have written, and here have no hesitation in saying,

that superior and inferior are subjective judgments, without

validity, and do not belong in scholarship. 1 have never gone

beyond the following statement: Judaism is good, Judaism

is mine, and I love it. Yet there are on the written record my
occasional expressions of the irritation 1 have felt on reading

in scholars arrogant or condescending remarks about Juda-

ism, especially when they are factually wrong. Yet I have not

had the same urgent need that it seems to me that Baeck had

to rise in defense of Judaism. Why did he feel that urgent

need, and why have I not?

We may put things in this way, that the Gospels, with their

charge that the Jews were responsible for the death of Jesus,

served ordinary uneducated Christians as a whip with which

to beat Jews. The whip with which 19th century German

scholars beat Judaism was Paul. Paul could thus emerge for

them as the advocate of spiritual freedom, over and against

a Jewish enslavement to trivia. Paul could be made to reflect

the heights of an ideal form of religion, while Judaism

reBccled an arid, sterile legalism. Paul could reflect the

purity of religious consecration, while Judaism was an

abysmal religion of mechanical rewards and punishments.

Paul, of course, was a Jew, but a Jew who managed to

emei|^ out of Jewish tribalism into a great and unique

universalism.

The contrast becomes more pronounced if the character of

Judaism, rather than being portrayed, becomes derided or

travestied or calumniated. The margin of difference between

Paul and Judaism is increased when one sets a noble Paul

over and against an ignoble Judaism, a Judaism devoid of

warmth, or profundity, or possessed of a recognizable affirma-

tive dimension.

It is not comprehensible, against a background in the

scholarship of the denigration of Judaism through Paul, that

Baeck's defense of Judaism was a disparagement of Paul?

Accordingly, Baeck initially denigrated Paul, but later found

a few affirmative things to say. But he said them grudgingly.

YET WE MUST CO a bit further. In the early 1920's, there

appeared two multi-volume works. From Germany there

came the Kommtar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und

Midrasch. This work carries the name of Hermann L. Strack.

His Introduction to Talmud and Midrash is still usable; he

served the interests of Jews in a work refuting the blood-

libel against Jews. Paul Billerbeck was a German pastor.

The gossip among scholars is that Billerbeck did the work,

but Strack was prevailed on to put his name on it. The

commentary proceeds verse by verse following the sequence

of the New Testament. It gives the rabbinic parallel to words,

phrases, and ideas of the New Testament. On principle such

a compendium could have been an inordinately useful tool.

Two dfeects mar it. One is the piling up of materials in a

manner which elsewhere I have described (in my essay,

"Parallelomania") as parallels, quasi-parallels, pseudo-paral-

lels, and irrelevancies. The second defect is the explanatory

material where repeatedly a Gospel phrase and a rabbinic

phrase are discussed for the purpose of demonstrating the

superiority of the view of Jesus over that of the rabbis, even,

where the phrases are virtually identical. Moreover, scholars

completely devoid of a knowledge of Hebrew and Aramaic

have assumed that to read excerpts from rabbinic literature

out of context is equivalent to a mastery of the rabbinic

literature. Strack and Billerbeck, so I wrote, is an inviation

to the imprudent and, one must say, to the impudent.

By contrast, the book Judaism—two volumes with a third

volume of notes—by the American Presbyterian, George Foot

Moore, is a model of profound scholarship, wise understand-

ing, fairness, and honesty. Moore's Judaism is not a defense

of Judaism; it is a defense of truth against misunderstanding

and distortion. The book appeared in 1924. Three years
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earlier, Moore published an essay called "Christian Writers

on Judaism." It is a substantial review of Christian writers

from the second century into Moore's own time. Von Har-

eack does not figure in the book for he did not write

directly on Judaism. The targets of Moore's ascerbic criticism

were three German scholars, Emil Schuerer, the author of

A History of the Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ,

1898-1901. That work has a chapter called "Life under the

Law," which Moore characterized as both wrong and wrong-

headed. A second was Ferdinand Weber, The Theology of

Ancient Judaism, culled from the anthologies which pre-

ceded Strack and Billerbeck, and which Moore dismissed as

the imposition of Lutheran theology onto Jewish materials.

niicther tlie materials fitted or not. The third was Wilhelm
Bousset's The Religion of Judaism in the Age of Jesus; a

second edition altered the German title to The Religion of

Judaism in the Late Hellenistic Age. Moore wrote about

Bousset with acid, charging him not only with incompetence,

tout also with neglecting the rabbinic literature through
f -

ignorance.

No German scholar previous to the defeat of Hitler ever

wrote a book like Moore's Judaism.

Let us speculate. Suppose a Moore had been part of Baeck's

experience, as Moore is part of my own. Would Baeck have

felt impelled to assert the superiority of Judaism, in the

light of a Moore who abstained completely from such words

of comparison? It is out of such speculation that I incline to

view Baeck as a reactor, rather than as self-propelled.

I doubt that Baeck in 1902 foresaw Hitlerism. Yet I do not

doiitot that instinctively he saw the German academic treat-

ment of Judaism not only as a theological issue, but as a

threat to the well-being, indeed, to the safety of Jews. Baeck

was involved in more than theological apologetics and pole-

mics; he was instictively involved in protecting the lives

of Jews.
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THE QUESTION nccds to be asked: was Moore a single

example of the difference between Germany and the United
States? Happily, the answer is no. The number and eminence
of Christian writers in America in the past half-century of

the type of George Foot More is too great for enumeration.
I mention here only Morton Enslin, Frederick C. Grant,

Donald C. Riddle, and Morton Smith.

But, more profoundly, and quite removed from the realm of

biblical scholarship, is that American legacy that can be put
in this way, that all religions are either equally valid, or

equally invalid. This American disposition was denounced
as a heresy by Pope Pius in his Syllabus of Errors in 1864;

that heresy bears two synonymous names, Americanism and
Indifferentism.

Moore, to repeat, did not write to defend Jews or Judaism.

He wrote in order that academic understanding be freed

from obstruction by what is incorrect. I have read in the

past six months a manuscript by an American Methodist,

E. P. Sanders, to be published within the next year. It is on
Paul. Sanders feels impelled, as a prelude to his exposition

of Paul, to document further where scholarship has been
obstructed from proper understanding by bias and partisan-

ship, and he deals with the scholarship on Judaism, since

Moore, primarily German, in the same manner that Moore
dealt with Schuerer, Bousset, and Weber.

Someone like me has not had to face what Baeck had to face,

namely, an establishment scholarship plus philosophical trap-

pings calculated to elicit one's spontaneous defensiveness.

When I have written in protest against what have been

aspersions or denigrations, those whom I have chided are all

Europeans, at least by birth and training, and not Americans.

Before George Foot Moore there was, of course, some pres-

ence of theological anti-Semitism in American writings. Since

Moore it has virtually never appeared in writings by an
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American New Testament scholar. Virtually never means

that it does at times appear. When Professor Edgar Good-

wpeed of the University of Chicago wrote a book on Jesus

which contained slurs on Jews, Professor Franklin Young,

professor at the Episcopal Seminary in Austin, Texas, minced

no words in criticism

The conclusion, to which it is time to come, is that in my

time I had not to contend with a tradition of theological

anti-Semitism in the American New Testament establishment

such as existed in Leo Baeck's Germany.

If what Baeck wrote on Christianity is a bit removed from

a substantial, lasting contribution, I say this widiout any

ffcnigration of the man. In the world of scholarship, theories

come and go, and what dominates in one decade recedes,

sometimes into oblivion, in the next decade. In this light,

the man Leo Baeck is infinitely more important that the

scholar Leo Baeck, for the man fully transcends the array of

eiiays he produced. He saw a duty he felt he needed to

perform; he performed it. He responded to something that

in time and in place was of great urgency. He responded

with dignity, with courage, and with taste.

Was it a lost cause? When I review aspects of recent New

Testament scholarship, or scholarship on Judaism and

Christianity, I see in what comes out of the new Judaica

departments in post-Hitler Germany a set of frames of refer-

ence quite unlike the past. It is my opinion that theological

anti-Semitism does persist in German biblical scholarship,'

but now it is under some assault from younger German

scholars, and from a new breed of German Tanach (Old

Testament) scholars. The cheap, thoughtless denigration of

Jews and Judaism of 19th century German scholarship does

appear, but only sporadically, for now it cannot go unchal-

lenged from within.

Was it a lost cause? Often a man has influence, not arising

from his written or spoken words, but from the impressions

m

he leaves on those who have neither read nor heard him.

Such an influence defies ready documentation. It is com-

prised of self-respect, of nobility of soul, of respecting and
respectable candor. But, disagreeing as I do with Krister

Stendahl's precise words, I nevertheless think that his view

of Baeck paradoxically is near to my own, for I believe that

Baeck was a sage, a man who was both gentle and sturdy,

whose writings were as touching and as beautiful as was his

life. No, it was not a lost cause, for Baeck has left his spiritual

successors. He was a great man, a courageous man, a man
whom I have admired and loved.
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FOOTNOTES

L See Ck)sta Undenkog, Die Jesusfrage im Newxitlkhen Judentum,

19S8, pp. 132-lM.

My impression, gained from reading Leo Baeck, is that lie had

little or no connection with German Bible scholars, previous to

Hitler. His granchildren. Rabbi and Mrs. Stanley Dreyfus, gained a

different impression out of Leo Baeck's oral recollections. Yet the

level of interchange tlial has become routine in America and Canada

bet^'een Christian and Jewish scholars was not found in Germany,

even for a Leo Baeck.

2. In the 1890*s, about a decade before Harnack*s Essence, the great

scholar David Hoffman wrote in lament that there was not a single

academic chair ui Judaism in any German university.

3. In "Mystery and Commandment" (Judaism and Christianity, p. 177)

,

Baeck writes; "a full understanding of Jesus and his gospel is possible

only in the perspective of Jewish thought and feeling and therefore

perhaps only for a Jew."

4. Pages 172-177.

5. Rabbi Dr. Hugo Stransky invited my attention to a view which he

sent to me that appears in Allgemeine Jiidische Wochenschrift, Octo-

ber 10, 1975, by P. Lapide of Charlotte Klein, Theologie und Anti-

judmsmus. Eine Studie zur deutschen theologischen Literatur der

Gegenwart, Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1975. Lapide cites the quotations

from German scholars which Sister Klein assembled in her book, in

documenting the theological anti-Semitism.
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N THE FIELD of historical inquiry, accepted patterns of

thought often interfere with new empirical research. The
conceptual equipment a historian brings to explore unknown
terrain may just be unsuited for the task and serve to distort

rather than delineate the contours of his topic. The proper

understanding of many a new subject has been long delayed

by an instinctive application of well-worn notions that make

it difficult to approach the subject at hand without blinders.

Should those notions about the past also be in error, the

difficulty in studying a new topic is twice compounded. It

may thus take sometimes a generation or two before his-

torians are able to free themselves from the strait jacket of

earlier conceptualizations in order to conduct their research

in terms dictated by the subject itself.

Rarely has a subject appeared to confirm so conclusively a

prevailing perception of the past as in the case of the Nazi

extermination of European Jewry. The isolation, helpless-

ness, and disorientation experienced by Jews caught in the

Nazi maelstrom seem to bear out the contention that in the

diaspora Jews were destined to remain the passive victims

of historical circumstances beyond their control. At the end

of his still overwhelming study of the Final Solution, Raul

Hilberg unhesitatingly invoked "a two-thousand-year-old

experience" to account for the absence of Jewish resistance.^

For the first time in the history of Western civilization the

perpetrators had overcome all administrative and moral
obstacles to a killing operation. For the first time, also, the

Jewish victims- caught in the strait jacket of their history-

plunged themselves physically and psychologically into

catastrophe. The destruction of the Jews was thus no
accident.2



Consequently, the ultimate explanation for a Jewish response

which unwittingly abetted Nazi objectives is to be found in

the nature of Jewish history rather than in the nature of the

Nazi assault. Jewish behavior during the Holocaust becomes

thereby but one instance of a general view of the diaspora

experience.

That Hilberg who is neither a Jewish historian nor a Zionist

should have recourse to this view is perhaps the most con-

vincing evidence as to the extent of its dominance. And
indeed the most cursory historiographical survey will quickly

reveal the diverse quarters and variety of forms in which the

view is to be found. Like most of the regnant conceptualiza-

tions about the Jewish past, this one too has its genesis in

the historical creativity of nineteenth-century Wissenschaft,

Amid the pressure of the emancipation struggle, Jewish advo-

cates and historians divested exilic Judaism of any trace of

political history. What survived the final demise of the

Jewish state was a religious community with a universal

mandate to teach mankind the loftiest known form of ethical

monotheism. The lands of the dispersion, and not Palestine,

now became the only legitimate arena for the conduct of

Jewish life.

W.HEREAS THIS PART of the rcconstTuction of Jewish history

was meant to disarm Christian opponents of emancipation

as well as to shore up Jewish loyalties to Judaism, the con-

tinued emphasis on the unbroken suffering of the exilic

experience was intended to strengthen the claim for equality.

Contemporary Jewish faults were not evidence of innate

depravity but only the scars left by more than a millennium

of Christian oppression. It was this exclusive emphasis on

the twin themes of persecution and martyrdom that reduced

the political history of diaspora Jewry to little more than the

passive endurance of endless violence. The deeply engaged

scholars of the emancipation era had produced a secularized

version of the older religious concept of Galut.3

In the early decades of the twentieth century this perception

of the diaspora experience became central to a number of

seminal if disparate statements about Jewish history. For
example, two men as dissimilar as Max Weber and Franz
Rosenzweig arrived independently and simultaneously at

very similar formulations. Though Weber's empathetic and
value-free sociology summed up the best of the German
academic tradition, it did teeter at the brink of relativism,

and Rosenzweig, who had mastered that tradition at the feet

of Friedrich Meinecke, dared to reject it for a highly subjec-

tive mode of theological thought.^ Toward the end of his

trenchant study of Israelite religion, Weber offered some
observations on the nature of the diaspora Jewish com-
munity. Following Wellhausen, he stressed the priestly role

in transforming post-exilic Judaism from a national polity

into a religious community, while disregarding the potent

expressions of national vitality that punctuated the period

of the Second Commonwealth. Above all, he designated this

self-imposed and ritually effected segregation as the condition

of a pariah community. Jewish scholars might carp at what
actually had become the prevailing Protestant thesis about

the origins of this pariah community, but there can be little

doubt about the fact that the resonances of Weber's term

accorded perfectly with their own perception of Jewish fate

in the Middle Ages.'

What Weber put sociologically, Rosenzweig articulated theo-

logically. In many ways a spokesman for a resurgent German
Orthodoxy, Rosenzweig turned his back on nineteenth-century

Jewish Wissenschaft and its evolutionary model of Judaism.

Instead, he ventured a bold nontemporal portrayal of a

thoroughly ahistorical Judaism. The key to the survival,

essence, and mission of Judaism lay in its existence outside

the parameters of history. As a spiritual nation the Jews
exhibited a uniquely non-historical relationship to the usual

constituent factors of nationality- law, language, and land.

By sacrificing its temporal existence, Judaism served to

embody for Jews and to hold out for mankind messianic

redemption. In regard to our immediate concern what must



be stressed is that in his flight from Wissenschaft, Rosenzweig

ironically reinforced in a profound way the dominant non-

political view of diaspora history.^*

That view gained still wider currency when it was seized by

the ideologues of the Zionist renaissance and turned with

devastating effect on the defenders of Western style emanci-

pation. The paradoxical fact is that both Zionists and

emancipationists for different reasons shared the same grim

perception of the Jewish Middle Ages; what divided them so

deeply was rather the question of whether that dark period

was over. Against the background of the brutal failure of the

Jewish policy of the Czarist regime, Zionism delivered a

passionate critique of Jewish powerlessness.

N,o DOCUMENT States that indictment more radically than

the Hebrew short story by Haim Hazaz entitled "The Ser-

mon." When the awkward and inarticulate Yudka overcomes

his trepidation to address the central committee of his

kibbutz, the Jewish people has at last found one of its own

to ventilate its true feelings. The hesitant speech by Yudka

is a blunt rejection of all exilic history, a subject that should

be expunged from the textbooks of our children.

•'Because we didn't make our own history, the goyim made
it for us. Just as they used to put out our candles on
Sabbath, milk our cows and light our oven on Sabbath,

so they made our history for us to suit themselves, and

we took it from them as it came."^

A closer look at the nature of this imposed history reveals

an endless repetition of "oppression, defamation, persecution,

and martyrdom . . , That's what's in it, and nothing morel

After all, it's . . . it's ... it bores you to death, it's just plain

dull! "8 By the time he's finished Yudka has repudiated

Judaism itself, its paralyzing legalism, its messianic passivity,

and its rootless existence. Zionism is no less than a break with

the past. "When a man can no longer be a Jew, he becomes

a Zionist."9

i

O NE OF THE CONDUITS through which this non-political

view of Jewish history was diffused in America was the work
of Hannah Arendt. As early as 1944 in an essay entitled

"The Jew as Pariah: A Hidden Tradition," she applied

Max Weber's thesis in an effort to relate at least part of the

creativity of four Jewish writers and artists to their personal

experience of pariahdom.^o A year later she moved from the

artistic to the political consequences of the pariah legacy.

She now turned with vengeance on the Zionist movement in

a broad, biting critique of its political judgment and nerve.

The upshot of her pungent analysis was that the Zionists

were consistently guilty of the very same political obtuseness

and timidity for which they roundly condemned their oppo-

nents.i^ In The Origins of Totalitarianism, Arendt expanded

her charge into a general indictment of all Jewish political

sagacity. A two-thousand-year condition of powerlessness had

atrophied the political capacity of the Jews. In consequence,

Jewish leadership since the emancipation had blindly com-

mitted itself to a tragic alliance with the nation-state that

would eventually lead to the destruction of both. 12 In sum,

a decade before Hilberg's book, Arendt had implicitly put

forth the proposition that the victims of the Final Solution

were partially responsible for their fate. Jewish history had

transformed the descendents of the prophets into pariahs

incapable of sound political judgment.i^

Now the purpose of this excursion into modern Jewish

historiography is not to duck the issue whether Jews did or

did not resist the Nazis, but rather to emphasize the extent

to which our perception and articulation of the problem are

conditioned by certain ingrained notions about Jewish his-

tory which themselves are not beyond question. Indeed, what

I have tried to suggest is that the non-political view of

diaspora history was itself conditioned by an identifiable set

of historical circumstances and refurbished and redeployed

by scholars and ideologues of a later age. Tracing the genesis

of the conventional wisdom was meant to challenge its

validity. On the factual level, the Hilberg version of the



Arendt thesis has rightly provoked a torrent of research

intent on showing the nature and extent of Jewish resist-

ance; on the interpretive level, however, it has yet failed to

stimulate a fresh examination of Jewish political history.

II

A.T THE OUTSET, two theoretical observations are in order

regarding the common view so clearly mirrored in the works

of Arendt and Hilberg. First, the Jews in the diaspora do

have a political history, for political history is not a function

of land, but of legal status and group cohesiveness. For much

of their diaspora experience the Jews constituted a state

within a state precisely because they were distinguished by

both. Furthermore, that status and cohesiveness gave rise to

major institutions of self-government whose responsibility it

was to administer the internal and external or, if you please,

the domestic and foreign affairs of the community. For the

purpose of our analysis we shall restrict our use of the term

political history to the external affairs of the Jewish com-

munity, but even in that limited sense it is no t easy to

exclude internal matters, for often internal policies were

dictated by external considerations. A case in point would be

the widespread sumptuary laws of medieval Jewish com-

munities which were designed to control the display of

Jewish wealth so as not to excite gentile envy.i^ Jewish

leaders clearly sensed that economic grievances often fueled

the fires of religious hatred.*^

Beyond the insistence on a political dimension to Jewish

history, it should also be observed initially that survival as

a dynamic, creative, and cohesive minority evokes a pre-

sumption of political sagacity of a fairly high order. The

refuse pile of history confirms that national survival is a rare

achievement. To be sure, the determination of medieval

Jews to persist against all odds was rooted in deep faith, and

where that faith weakened, as it did in fourteenth- and

fifteenth century Spain, so did the will to persist.^^ But ji

religious commitment without political sagacity is about as

effective as brawn without brain. To depoliticize Jewish

history is to make survival either mystifying or fortuitous.

In contrast, I would like to argue that studied politically

Jews have displayed over time an unusual ability to identify

their collective interests, to assess the possibilities for action,

to locate allies, to organize and deploy their resources, and

to learn from their failures and mistakes. Moreover, Jewish

political history evinces the existence of distinct policies for

survival carefully formulated and consciously transmitted

from generation to generation. While most of my examples

will be drawn from the modern period, the nature of the

prevailing view dictates that I devote a few remarks first to

the political strategy of medieval Jewry.

As we have seen, the perception of diaspora history in terms

of powerlessness and passivity rests heavily on the medieval

experience. In truth, however, these terms are simply inade-

quate for understanding medieval political strategy, because

they submerge every trace of consciousness and intiative. A
more appropriate term for the subject would be political

quietism, which is meant to designate a calculated policy of

cooperation with established authorities on the basis of

utility. What Jews needed most in Christian Europe was

protection from the mob, whether driven by greed or bigotry,

and they usually managed to acquire it by offering their

talents, connections, and resources to the dominant power in

the territory they sought to inhabit. The agreement was

usually finalized in the form of a written charter which

granted Jews communal autonomy and physical protection

in return for their economic service. i^ What deserves special

emphasis though is the fact that this alliance with authority

did not derive solely from an assessment of the unstable

conditions of feudal Europe. It was also the political legacy

of Rabbinic Judaism worked out in the dark decades fol-

lowing the last of the daring rebellions against Imperial

Rome. No matter how justified by Roman provocation, the

rebellions proved a disasterous exercise in futility which

endangered the status of Jews throughout the empire and
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weakened the centraliiy of Palestinian leadership. In conse-

quence. Rabbinic leadership of the second and third cen-

turies expunged the symbol of Masada from the collective

memory and glorified instead the figure of Rabban Yohanan

ben Zakkai, whose sober political judgment had been vindi-

cated by the Zealot's crushing defeat. As their power grew,

the Rabbis effected a fundamental change in political policy

away from military resistance to political quietism. Toward

that end, they condemned messianic speculation, inculcated

respect for the ruling authorities, and suppressed the example

of Maccabean military prowess.i^

This religiously reinforced political policy, which permeated

much of the evolving corpus of Rabbinic literature, was con-

veniently and cogently summarized early in the Middle Ages

in a historical work that was destined to become the major

medieval Jewish source of information about the period of

the Second Commonwealth. Written in lucid Biblical prose,

Yosephon was probably composed by a Jew from southern

Italy somewhere between the years 900 to 965. The primary

source, though not the only one, from which Joseph ben

Gurion, the purported author, drew his material seems to

have been Latin translations of The Jewish War and Jewish

Antiquities by Josephus, hence the eventual resemblance in

name.*9 in retelling the story of the first great uprising

against Rome which ended in the destruction of the Temple,

the author fully shared the anti-Zealot bias of his namesake.

Coupled with an admiration for the heroism and martrydom

of the Zealots is an intense disapproval of their revolt. The
uprising is portrayed as a rejection of God's will. In the

hierarchical structure of nature, one part is always subser-

vient to another. The fourth kingdom, like all great empires,

is ordained by God, and the mandate of Jewish leadership is

to assure survival through submission. Interlaced throughout

this political message is also a rich array of religious consola-

tions.2o Nevertheless, what stands out is that European Jewry

was heir to a political policy forged in the wake of catas-

trophic failure and perfectly suited to its own precarious

minority status in a feudal Christian society.

10

T HE NATIONAL EXPULSIONS of the thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries gravely challenged the underlying

assumptions of this policy of quietism. A brief aside by

Abravanel in the middle of one of his messianic tracts of

consolation written after 1492 suggests that at least some

contemporary Jewish leaders realized the implications. Abra-

vanel correctly distinguished between persecutions and expul-

sions in terms of their source rather than size. Persecutions

welled up from below. They gave vent to the fury of the

mob and usually ran counter to government policy. On the

other hand, expulsions derived from above as an official act

of state, and signified a repudiation and not a temporary

breakdown of the alliance based on mutual interests between

the Jewish polity and the central authorities.21

That the agony of repeated expulsion did not bring about a

fundamental reappraisal of Jewish political strategy in the

turbulent two centuries which followed the Spanish expul-

sion may perhaps best be accounted for by the geographically

and economically expanding world into which Jews were

thrown. Both sets of circumstances created an ethos of mer-

cantilism freed of religious constraints that granted Jews the

mobility and opportunities to relocate with relative ease.

And thus despite the military and messianic paroxysms of

David Reubeni in the sixteenth and Shabbetai Zevi in the

seventeenth century, Jewish leadership preferred to reformu-

late its medieval argument of economic utility in terms of

the new era. Simone Luzzatto's 1638 Italian tract on behalf

of the economic utility and religious civility of Venetian

Jewry is only the most complete and sophisticated example

we have of this refurbished Jewish argument, but there can

be little doubt that Jews used the same effective appeal to

the economic interests of increasingly secularized govern-

ments to gain entry into Holland, England, and the rising

absolute states of central Europe.22

Thus a proper reading of even medieval Jewish history, I

suggest, reveals a conscious political tradition. Jews may

II



indeed have been pariahs, but never powerless to exert a

measure of influence on the forces shaping their destiny. In

our preoccupation with the parameters set by the dominant
institutions of non-Jewish society, we must not lose sight of

the assessments made and initiatives taken by Jewish leader-

ship. That Jews came through the precarious insecurity of

extended exile is testimony to the intelligence and effective-

ness with which they conducted their foreign affairs.

Ill

IN cx)MPARisoN WFTH the medieval period, modern Jewish
history exhibits political as well as religious diversity. What
emancipationists and Zionists did share was a common deter-

mination to end the state of Galut. By the end of the

eighteenth century, that state was no longer marked by
recurring waves of persecution and expulsion, but rather by
a mountain of suffocating regulations, which undercut the

very mercantilist objectives of European absolutism. Innu-

merable restrictions and excessive taxation had reduced the

ever increasing masses of Ashkenazic Jewry to abject poverty.

These conditions dictated a major shift in Jewish strategy.

When Mendelssohn eventually rose to speak out publicly on
behalf of the adherents of Judaism, he unequivocally sided

with the forces for change. Unlike Dohm, he did not plead

for an amelioration of Jewish status out of prudential con-

siderations; on the contrary, he demanded the extension of

full equaUty on the basis of principle. The intent of his

lengthy excursus into political theory which constitutes the

first and more important half of Jerusalem is to establish the

principle that the state has no theoretical right to demand
religious reforms in return for an improvement of status. In

effect he set forth an elaborate theoretical argument for the

separation of church and state. In the process he totally

abandoned the traditional Jewish line of argumentation in

>

I

terms of utility. Equality was a right and not a reward.

Jerusalem is therefore a tract of revolutionary import.23

Amelioration was perhaps still possible through an alliance

with the absolute state; emancipation, however, could become
a reality only in a liberal state based on law. Within the

context of Jewish political history, the fight for emancipation
meant a challenge to established authority not seen since the

rebellions against Rome.

The political realignment of the Jews with the forces for

change had actually begun a century before in two cases of

resettlement. Jews entered both Holland and England by

exploiting the occasion of a victorious revolution. In the

Low Lands the House of Orange had just thrown off the

Spanish yoke and across the Channel Cromwell had driven

out the Stuarts. Both groups of insurgents were eager to

attract the financial resources at the disposal of Jewish exiles

from the Iberian Peninsula.24 In the broad wake of the

French Revolution, that nexus between emancipation and a

change in the political order became a European common-
place. The long-delayed emancipation of Russian Jewry in

1917 only underscores the fact that any radical improvement
in Jewish status required the overthrow of the ancien regime.

As the nineteenth century wore on, the continued denial of

emancipation in its varied forms intensified Jewish opposi-

tion to those in power. The degree of militancy must be

measured by what Jewish leaders did and not what they said,

for often they couched a defiant posture in the most concilia-

tory terms. A prototypical example of this political style was
the resistance manifested by the Parisian Assembly of Nota-

bles to Napolean. Of all the questions he foisted on them in

bis determination to reconsider the wisdom of emancipation,

only one really impinged on the future survival of the Jewish
community: whether Judaism allowed for intermarriage.

Napolean's intent was clear: emancipation required the dis-

solution of Jewish group identity. And yet, while the dele-

gates profusely protested their identity with France and their

love of Frenchmen, they refused to condone the practice of

13



intennaiTiage. On the issue that counted, they stood firm,

even against Napoleon.2^ Similarly, when in the early 1840s

Frederick William IV of Prussia unveiled the retrogressive

idea of reimposing a medieval corporate structure on Prus-

sian Jewry, he was met with such a barrage of petitions and

protests from the Jewish community that he soon withdrew

his proposaL2« The departure from the traditional Jewish

alliance with those in power marked by these instances of

collective action is confirmed by Jacob Toury's analysis of

Jewish political behavior in Vormdrz Germany. According to

Ms rough estimate, by the 1840s some 46% of the Jewish

population and about 82% of the Jews active in politics

identified with the liberals and those still further to the left."

IT MUST BE NOTED, however, that the first figure in particular

indicates a still sizable preference for the prevailing political

order. Not all Jews recognized as early or as clearly as did

Leopold Zunz that Jewish emancipation was predicated on

the tiimph of political liberalism.28 Or perhaps precisely

because the fight for emancipation had set the Jewish com-

munity on a collision course with the guardians of traditional

society, many refused to discard the medieval alliance with

established authority. The most consistent adherents of the

medieval policy in t^*^ modern era were the Orthodox. The

most traditional sector of the Jewish community also prac-

ticed the most conservative politics. For decades its leaders

dissociated themselves from the struggle for emancipation for

fear of its religious consequences. The historical significance

of Samson Raphael Hirsch rests on the political import of

his message as much as on its religious content. For the first

time, an Orthodox leader not only welcomed the challenge

of emancipation, but as the events of 1848 in Austria would

show, was willing to fight for it with courage and vigor.29

But such militancy did not typify the politics of his later

followers, who often preferred the Catholic Center to the

Protestant liberals and rarely fought the anti-Semites.JO

Perhaps the most striking instance of Orthodoxy's political
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conservatism comes from inter-war Poland where the Agudas

Yisroel, the political spokesman for Polish Hasidism, main-

tained a close alliance with the Polish regime, despite

repeated betrayal, until the infamous restriction on Jewish

ritual slaughtering in 1936 drove it into furious opposition.^i

If then the struggle for emancipation radicalized the political

strategy of much of the organized Jewish community, the

constant need to defend emancipation often called forth bold

and imaginative action. The very formation of the Alliance

Israelite Universelle in 1860 served to repudiate the pas-

sionate renunciation by the Parisian Assembly of Notables

of all links of kinship to Jews outside France. Taking advan-

tage of the imperialistic foreign policy of the Second Empire,

the founders sought to export emancipation and thereby

strengthen its roots at home. The survival of oppression

abroad stirred not only deep ancestral ties but also sound

political instinct: like a communicable disease, anti-Semitism

was highly infectious. In the system of minorities treaties

following World War One, emancipated Jewry in the west

capped a long diplomatic campaign to secure the freedom

and equality of Jews in the east through the force of inter-

national law.32

Domestically Jews also organized to defend their interests.

While the German Centralverein (1893) and the American

Jewish Committee (1906) differed in origins, structure, and

tactics, they both benefitted in their early stages from intelli-

gent, energetic, and courageous leadership. Men like Maxi-

milian Horwitz, Eugen Fuchs, Jacob Schiff, and Louis

Marshall deserve to be included among the great statesmen

of Jewish history. None of them held back from challenging

their respective governments in order to protect or advance

Jewish interests. The early record compiled by the American

Jwish Committee on this score is unmatched by that of any

other ethnic immigrant group of the time. In addition to

effecting the abrogation of the long-standing commerce and

navigation treaty with Russia in 1912, its leaders single-

handedly blocked the growing body of restrictionists for
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nearly a decade from passing a literaqr test that would have

cicctively excluded most Jewish immigrants from eastern

Europc.55 To the same end, namely to keep the gates of

America open, Jacob Schiff conceived, implemented, financed,

and fought for his Galveston movement, a rare and sophisti-

cated attempt at organized immigration which eventually led

in 1910 to an explosive confrontation between Schiff and the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor.^^

IV

T HE INEVITABLE poLmcAL RESULT of the emancipation

struggle, either to attain it or to defend it, was that it com-

mitted Jews to a vision of an open society based on law in

which men were judged on merit. Moreover, their historical

experience had uniquely prepared them to succeed in such

a setting. They had no attachment to the political structure

of the past with its plethora of oppressive restrictions; they

had gained ample economic experience by virtue of con-

stantly proving their economic usefulness; and they harbored

a deep reverence for learning, albeit religious. In conse-

quence, even in countries where this vision was only partially

realized. Jews displayed an awesome pattern of upward

mobility.

But political and economic freedom had its victims at both

ends of the social ladder, who mourned the passing of

medieval society with its stable and secure corporate, hier-

archical structure. Losers in the unstoppable transition to

modernity, they soon came to fear and despise the Jews who

emerged as its primary beneficiaries. Nineteenth-century anti-

Semitism certainly continued to be nourished by the sub-

terranean sources of religious animosity but it also assumed

all the earmarks of a political and economic backlash. The

most direct and sustained attack on Jewish aspirations came

from the right as part of its desperate campaign to thwart

the creation of a liberal capitalistic society. The Nazi-inspired

Holocaust may thus be seen as the final supreme effort by the

right to turn back the clock by annihilating those whom it

perceived to be the progenitors of an abhorrent world.^^

Long before the ultimate Nazi backlash to emancipation,

some Jews had already succumbed to despair over the pros-

pects of ever realizing it. Since the creation of a Jewish state

ex nihilo must count, among other things, as one of the great

diplomatic achievements in modern history, we can hardly

conclude our reflections without trying to locate the place of

Zionist diplomacy within the larger history of Jewish politi-

cal sagacity. In its rejection of emancipation as the way to

end the state of Jewish suffering, the Zionist movement also

turned its back on the confrontation politics of the emanci-

pationists. Regardless of the revolutionary significance of the

Zionist message within the Jewish community, its political

strategy in the national and international arenas entailed

cooperation with recognized loci of power. If the political

strategy of the emancipationists bore some resemblance to

the defiance of authority exhibited by the Jews of antiquity,

then Zionist foreign policy heralded a return to the medieval

alliance with authority.

At the outset, political Zionism concentrated, to the exclu-

sion of almost every other concern or program, in a frenetic

search for allies. While the setting was new, the drama had

all the earmarks of a replay of many a medieval scene: a

lonely Jewish intercessor pleading for rights of residence for

his people before the seat of power. Like his medieval fore-

runners, Herzl was in pursuit of a charter, a document which

would legally define the rights of settlement and thereby

protect Jewish settlers from the capricious mood of the indi-

genous population. What Herzl could offer in return was not

much more than the utilitarian arguments of his prede-

cessors. Depending on his audience, Herzl could expound

the benefits of a Jewish homeland as a welcome reduction of

domestic unrest, as a means to save the ailing Ottoman

Empire and curtail Russian expansion, or as the creation of

a cultural and economic sphere of influence in the Middle
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East for a deserving European backer. Herzl had intuited

what medieval Jews had learned through long experience:

that a given constellation of conditions could create a con-

vergence of interests between two disparate polities. In short,

because of the Jews' anomolous demographic situation, Zion-

ism was compelled to pursue a conservative political policy.^^

I HE TRICK, of course, was to identify and exploit such a

constellation. Herzl had been granted a glimpse of the

promised land, but he could not conquer it. That the task

was eventually accomplished with supreme skill by one of

Herzl's bitterest young critics adds an ironic touch to the

history of political Zionism. But the Balfour Declaration

reflected merely a temporary convergence of interests. The

tragedy of Weizmann's subsequent leadership stemmed at

least in part from his reluctance to recognize how contrary

to British national interests the Declaration really was and

to modify Zionist policy accordingly.^? Nevertheless, without

the cover of the Declaration and the infusion from the Nazi

onslaught, the Yishuv would never have gained the critical

mass necessary to defend its fledgling state on the battlefield.

Under the leadership of Ben-Gurion, war became an exten-

sion of diplomacy and Zionism reverted to the revolutionary

politics of the Second Commonwealth.

The similarity between Zionism and the medieval Jewish

experience extends even beyond a common political strategy

to a common political objective. Underlying the idea of a

Jewish homeland was a basic preference for the segregation

of the medieval ghetto. The dispiriting resurgence of anti-

Semitism in the last quarter of the nineteenth century con-

firmed the long-unspoken fear of many Jews that a lasting

and honorable integration was a bitter illusion. But what

was the alternative? In an age of nationalism, it was obvi-

ously no longer possible to return to the separate corporate

structure of the ghetto. New conditions dictated a new form

of segregation. The Jewish state became the functional

equivalent of the medieval Kehilla.
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Furthermore, what appealed to early Zionists like Moshe

Lilienblum in the east and Max Nordau in the west, before

Zionism became entangled in a full-scale rebellion against

Judaism, was the autonomy of the medieval Jewish com-

munity and the sense of dignity which came with inde-

pendence. Unlike their emancipated progeny, medieval

Jews never suffered from pangs of inferiority.^^

It is no accident, I think, that when the Balfour Declaration

came and the Yishuv set about to form its institutions of

self-government, what began to emerge was a replica of a

medieval Kehilla. At first, in fact, membership in the Knesset

Yisrael, the Jewish Community of Palestine, was to be com-

pulsory, as it had once been in the traditional Kehilla, but

the British rejected the idea. The major organs of the Com-

munity like the Chief Rabbinate and its Council, the Elected

Assembly, and the National Council closely paralleled the

governing institutions of a Kehilla, not merely because the

British sought to impose a religious character on Palestinian

Jewry, but also because these were the basic political struc-

tures known to the members of both the old indigenous Yishuv

and the immigrants from eastern Europe.^9 in sum, a politi-

cal analysis of Zionist history reveals far more affinity with

medieval models than Zionist rhetoric would ever suggest.

A.5 IF YOU haven't already suspected it, my lecture this

evening does have a hidden agenda. Put boldly, I have been

bent on challenging the notions that the condition of Jewish

powerlessness ended only in 1948 or that Jewish political

sagacity emerged first in 1897 not only because they are a

distortion of the past, but also because they are a disservice

to the present. The millenial record of the Jews is a vast

repository of political experience and wisdom acquired under

the most divergent and adverse conditions. Unfortunately, in

a highly politicized, volatile, and cynical world, Jewish sur-

vival continues to hang in the balance as precariously as
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ever. To deny or debunk the political dimension of Jewish

history is to discard a potential resource, a luxury we can

ill afford.

I am fully conscious that it is no longer fashionable to study

history for pragmatic reasons. When Machiavelli wrote on

Livy, he was so preoccupied with the political lessons for his

own day that he never sensed how unreliable a source on

early Roman history Livy actually was. And yet contem-

porary students of Jewish history, with all their lip service

to critical and dispassionate scholarship, often write on

Jewish political history- in undisguised judgmental terms.

Ideological presuppositions and outmoded conceptualizations

continue to blur their vision.**** But the subject is too impor-

tant for such flawed treatment. The objective study of Jewish

political history is no longer just an end in itself; its results

must also serve as a source of instruction and stimulation for

Jewish civil servants, communal leaders, politicians, and

statesmen in the diaspora and Israel whose awesome responsi-

bility it is to secure the Jewish future.
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THE ROLE OF the German Jew in the First World War has

been analyzed often—the hope that the "spirit of 1914" would
lead to a more complete union of Germans and Jews, and an

end to the discrimination and suspicion which dogged Jews

even in wartime. There were those German Jews who recalled

Gabriel Riesser's remark that only blood spilled in the struggle

for fatherland and liberty would lead to emancipation,^ and

there were other German Jews whose faith in such baptism

of fire decreased in the course of the war. It is time to go

beyond such attitudes in attempting to illuminate certain

fundamental problems in the German-Jewish dialogue which

the war laid bare and which cannot be subsumed under the

familiar dichotomy of assimilation and antisemitism.

The war provides us with a glimpse of the position of the

Jew in Germany under extreme conditions. The life of soldiers

in the trenches must be our concern, a unique world isolated

not only from the normalcy of home and family life, but also

at war with its military surroundings, such as the base camp
or the regimental headquarters. Typically enough, at the end

of the war a guide for returned veterans was published (1918)

"because for the most part veterans are completely alienated

from bourgeois existence." Through their overwhelming war

experiences they have lost any sense of the so-called "necessi-

ties of life."2 Soldiers at war had indeed left the ordered

society they knew and had to make a new life for themselves

in the trenches, largely underground and exposed to constant

discomfort, danger and death.

From the winter of 1914 to the spring of 1918 the trench

system was fixed, belligerents' positions moving only a few

yards or miles over terrain covered with the bodies of dead

and wounded combatants. This new "world of myth," as

Paul Fussell has called it, had its own rules, superstitions,



miracles, legends and rumors.^ The personal issues at stake

were indeed momentous: the expectation of death, injury and

disease, and yet there was also a certain exaltation in battle

and in that camaraderie which was vital for any survival at all.

The war experience created patterns of thought which were

to last into the post-war world. Myths and symbols, cults

such as that of the fallen soldier became central to the self-

understanding of the nation. The necessity of transcending

the horror of trench warfare created a new world of myth

which affected German-Jewish relations in a multitude of

ways, Jews had to take part in this world, though it demanded

a still more thorough assimilation. A new ideal of manhood

grew out of the war, providing a stereotype which was not

new but which became more firmly rooted as a German ideal.

The Jew was to become the foil not only of this ideal of

manhood but also of the myth of the front line soldier.

wAR, ONE COMBATANT WROTE, "compresses the greatest

opposites into the smallest space and shortest time."'* Rainer

Maria Rilke was not unique in viewing the outbreak of the

war as a new release of primeval energy, an intrusion of

supposed reality into the realm of illusion.' Rilke WTOte under

the spell of the "spirit of 1914" but while he himself grew

disillusioned with war, others fled from reality to myth. With

heightened sensibility a new appreciation of nature rose from

the mud of the trenches, together with all sorts of supersti-

tions, prophecies, signs and portents. All of these reactions

to an unparalleled confrontation with the horrors of war

were integrated into myths and symbols which would explain

the present and give hope for the future.

At this point Christian patterns of belief gained new vitality,

not only as safeguards against danger, but also in making the

close proximity of death to life bearable. Christian belief

under such circumstances tended to be neither Protestant nor

Catholic, but rested upon shared myths and symbols. The
difference between Protestant and Catholic troops in the

reception of the war experience remains to be examined, as

military units from Protestant and Catholic German states

fought separately from each other. The sources for this essay

are Protestant rather than Catholic. However this may be, the

war became infused with Christian meaning and vocabulary.

The initiation into the world of the trenches was so momen-

tous that it became natural to speak of the "baptism of fire."^

Death was so close, with bodies all around, that it made men

think about Christ's passion and resurrection, an analogy

basic to the cult of the fallen soldier. The one celebration

in the year which seemed most meaningful was Christmas, a

symbol of peace, family and home, for one moment breaking

the isolation of the trenches. These basic patterns of myth

and symbol will occupy us, for they are relevant to the place

of the Jew in the war and to the peace that was to follow.

As we shall see, many Jews accepted the structures of Christian

mythology without their specific religious content.

Christian analogies were everywhere. The most popular writer

of wartime Germany, Walter Flex, stated in 1914, that "the

sacrifice of the best of our people is only a repetition willed

by God of the deepest miracle of life ... the death of Christ."^

Ludwig Ganghofer, another best-selling author, likened Ger-

mans to the Three Kings who are led by the star to Bethlehem.^

We must focus upon such Christian themes which informed

the new "world of myth" of the trenches, for without realizing

their impact the Jewish position cannot be understood. More-

over, in order to make our point we will deal with detail,

even with trifles, the perception of which dominated the daily

life of the trenches. The trench experience was taken as

representative of human experience .9 Of course, it needs

stating that we are dealing here with only one major theme

of the war experience, but one which throws an important

light upon the position of Jews in Germany. After we have

analyzed these themes and their consequences for Jewish

integration, we will have to evaluate whether the attitudes

of some important Jews towards the war did not in fact differ



forom those of non-Jewish Germans, even if Jews by and large

accepted the new world of myth trench warfare created.

Finally, the adversary habit of mind and the stereotypes the

war advocated helped to transform apparent differences

between Germans and Jews into a racial reality by the end

of the Weimar Republic.

Mass death was central to the First World War, a new experi-

ence for most Germans and therefore a reality difficult to

confront. The only possible confrontation was to transcend

it, and this was done by the analogy of death for the father-

land to the passion and sacrifice of Christ. This was not new

but strengthened a tradition going back to the wars of

liberation against Napoleon. German poets had likened these

wars to a German Easter and later Christ's holy blood was

harnessed to German legend in several of Richard Wagner's

operas. The Holy Grail was said to be in the custody of the

German Volk. When Walter Flex called the First World War
the "Last Supper" he was refurbishing this tradition. Now it

was projected upon the fallen comrades and on one's own

imminent death: "Christ's wine consists of German blood.''^^

oNE MEMORIAL BOOK may Stand as exemplary for a great

many others: the fallen have found no rest, they return to

earth in order to rejuvenate the Volk. "To fight, to die, to

be resurrected that is the essence of being. From out of your

death (in the war) the nation will be restored."** Such senti-

ments are not merely typical of the Right, but can be dupli-

cated from the official guide to war monuments issued by

the Weimar Republic." Clearly, a Christian theme became

symbolic of sacrifice for the nation. Moreover, Germany was

not unique in proclaiming such a synthesis: across the channel

the 4. August 1914 which marked England's entry into the

war, was often depicted as the nation's crucifixion and resur-

rection.*^ Life and death became united linked by the

Imiiaiio Christi, pictured after the war through the "cross of

sacrifice" in military cemeteries or even in frescoes showing

the fallen soldier resting in the lap of Christ. Decades of

secularization had not markedly affected the symbolism and

the iconography surrounding heroic death. It was still the

saviour who drew death's sting.

That sometimes Jews were buried under crosses on the battle

field becomes meaningful in this context, and so does the fact

that one Jewish officer immediately connects his presumed

death with the plain wooden cross under which he will rest,

and this in a poem published in a Jewish wartime pamphlet.^^

Moreover, even where Jewish graves were marked with the

Star of David they were apt to rest in the shadow of a giant

cross of sacrifice or in that of a chapel which stood as a symbol

of the resurrection of Christ. Soldiers' burials were roughly

the same in all warring nations. For example, the United

States Monument Commission also at first automatically

placed crosses on the graves of Jewish soldiers. When eventu-

ally the Star of David was substituted, one American Jewish

leader protested against this "mischievous act." Matters of

faith were irrelevant as ".
. . Jews and Christians fought

shoulder to shoulder, actuated by the same patriotic im-

pulse."*' The cross became a national symbol for a war which

was regarded as holy by all combatants. War graves became

part of this myth: for Ludwig Ganghofer traveling along the

front, individual graves with their crucifixes were not places

of death but "verdant temples of resurrection."*^

We are apt to take Jewish acceptance of certain Christian

symbolism for granted, the Iron Cross of valor if not the cross

over the grave. But this was not always the case. During the

Wars of Liberation the Prussian government, hesitant to

offend Jewish sensibilities, sometimes withheld from Jews the

Iron Cross or the Luisen Cross, the medal of valor for women
on the home front. Thus a Jewish banker's wife merely

received a medal instead of the decoration, whereupon she

protested that she was proud to wear a cross. For, in any case,

eventually she would be buried next to her son who had

fallen in battle—and whose grave was marked by a cross.*"^

As late as 1853 Carl Meyer Rothschild received the Prussian

Red Eagle in a form especially designed for Jews which substi-



tuted a round base for that in the form of a cross.^s But such

limes were past. The common war experience meant accepting

a shared symbolism.

To make such a statement does not deny that for the most

part Jews tried to make use of their own religious symbolism

in order to confront the war. In fact, during the Wars of

Liberation, Prussian rabbis had already justified enlistment

through the use of biblical analogies. Following this tradition,

in the Great War. Russia became Goliath, while the president

of one German-Jewish community proclaimed that "German

courage and the heroism of the Maccabees are one and the

same."i9 We shall discuss Jewish reservations about the war.

which sprang from a still vigorous ethical tradition, later in

this essay. But here it is important to point out that the shared

camaraderie of the trenches did mean a further assimilation.

After all, the Jewish soldier was a part of this comradeship,

even though Julius Marx believed that this was only true

during times of danger.20 \Ve have no concrete knowledge of

what such comradeship actually meant to the front line

soldier. To be sure, officers wrote about it, writers like Walter

Flex and propagandists behind the front. But there is no

survey in Germany such as that taken in France in 1917, and

even in this case only some 50 soldiers replied and attempted

to formulate the meaning of wartime friendship. Often this

was assumed to be instinctive, based upon common affinities,

and these in turn were thought to be both products of a

shared hatred of the enemy, and also of shared traditions

reaching back into the past. Religion and regional ties usually

defined such traditions.21 This survey comes to us from the

Right, from admirers of Maurice Barres, and must be viewed

with suspicion: but in Germany glorification of shared

hatreds and common religious and volkish ties was carried

into the post-war world. For the National Socialists, but not

for them only, this Bund of males was the cell from which

all states have their origins.22 The post-war tendency to endow

the war with dramatic unity was especially effective in making

the myth of the camaraderie in the trenches symbolic for the

fate of the entire nation.

II

THE IMMEDIATE SYMBOL of the Wartime camaraderie was
the military cemetery: linking the living comradeship of the

trenches with the fallen comrades. Already in 1915 the distinc-

tion was made between bourgeois' and soldiers' cemeteries.

Bourgeois' cemeteries are materialistic in the boastfulness of
their monuments; in soldiers' cemeteries "gravestones through
their simplicity and uniformity lead into a serious and
reverential mood."23 The camaraderie in life is continued in

death. The historical background of this kind of cemetery
cannot concern us, except to mention that it owes something
to the classical revival of the eighteenth century, and that the

simple row graves date from the quest for equality in the

Enlightenment and during the French Revolution. But now
a myth grew up around the simple, uniform graves with their

serried crosses: they symbolized Germany. As we read in the

previously cited war memorial published by the Republic, it

is from these graves that the fallen are said to rise and visit

the living in their dreams in order to command them to

continue the battle. War cemeteries are the symbols of war
turned to stone.

Uniformity was crucial here, and so were the walls which
enclosed the war cemeteries. They were meant to form a

sacred space, analogous to a Church, centered upon a cross

or a chapel. Jewish cemeteries did not of course entirely

follow this plan, though the separately enclosed space was
kept and so were the row graves. Instead of crosses these

resting places sometimes adapted another German tradition

which had become an alternative to crosses of sacrifice, if

not in military cemeteries, then in war memorials. Huge
boulders, symbols so it was said of primeval power (Urkraft)
exemplifying reverence, exaltation and iron force. These, so

we are told, had been used by ancient Germans to represent

an Ehrenmal. Jewish cemeteries were, at times, centered upon
such a boulder; in the Jewish cemetery of Nuremberg it took
the form of an altar.24

The iconography of death in war was similar among Jews
and gentiles, though of course there were no crosses or chapels



of resurrection among the Jews. Yet, more often than not,

Jews and gentiles were buried in a common cemetery in

Flanders or in the east. Sammy Gronemann tells of the diffi-

culty of persuading a Jewish parent that his son should be

torn from his comrades and buried separately in Jewish soil.^'

The war produced one new form of military cemetery: the

Heldenhain or heroes wood, first proposed in 1915. War

heightened the sense of nature: from out of the trenches

soldiers stared at a ravaged no man's land, and looked for

an enemy they could never see. But what they did see were

the woods of Flanders which seemed to suffer much like them-

selves. "The murdered wood" is the title of a story in Die

Feldgrauen (The Field-Grey), a journal written by soldiers

at the front. "This wood, battered and beaten like myself

nevertheless lives on/'26 Walter Flex's Wanderer Between Two

Worlds, that most famed of war books, is filled with descrip-

tions of nature. For Flex, nature is a means of transcending

the war experience; for example, fields full of flowers directly

behind the trenches are reminders of beauty and hope. Here

typically enough, nature is Christianized, as it were, and Flex's

hero reads the New Testament even as he admires "a breath

of religious spring."^?

The image of the crucifixion was very much a part of the

Belgian and Flemish landscape: the numerous calvaries visible

at the crossroads. Paul Fussell has pointed out the role that

these calvaries played in the imagination of British soldiers

who coming from a Protestant country were much impressed.

The sacrificial theme, in which each soldier becomes analogous

to the crucified Christ was not confined to English war

poetry .29 Walter Flex spoke to his friend Wurche for the last

time in the shadow of just such a calvary: a few days later

Wurche was killed while on patrol.29 The heightened feeling

for nature was infused with such Christian symbols which

seemed an integral part of the countryside.

The Heroes* Wood, however, while linked to the heightened

sensibility towards nature in wartime, was based upon the

tradition of the Germanic landscape with its sacred trees and
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forests. "Emperor's oaks" (Kaisereichen) had already been

planted as a thanksgiving for the victory of 1871. The renewal

of a Germanic nature was now seen as symbolic of the resur-

rection of the dead. The German wood itself should form the

sacred burial space. Field Marshall von Hindenburg in prais-

ing this new concept of burial wrote about the "German tree,

gnarled and with solid roots, symbolic of individual and

communal strength. "5o "Oaks of honor" were common in

Jewish as well as Christian military cemeteries. Heldenhaine

were ecumenical, fusing Germanic and Christian symbolism

for all of those who had made the ultimate sacrifice.^!

A COMMON MOOD uuitcd Jews and gentiles, but it was a

mood subsumed under Germanic and Christian symbolism.

Sermons preached on days of mourning by Christian ministers

and rabbis might well be compared. Such a comparison made

on a very limited scale emphasized once more a joint approach

to the fallen heroes. The day of mourning was conceived as

a festival: a worthwhile death has climaxed a worthwhile life

in the service of the fatherland. Such themes are hardly

surprising. But some sermons of Jewish chaplains show a

confusion of Christian symbolism and Jewish identity, especi-

ally as services at the front were sometimes held in Churches.

Thus was Bruno Italiener carried away when he praised the

combination of organ music, bright light falling through the

Church windows, and the power of ancient Germanic song.

In such a moment, he said, there exist no Jews, Catholics or

Protestants but only Germans.^2 Ecumenical cooperation

between all faiths was the rule during the war, communio

sanctorum as a Protestant court preacher called it,^^ but here

such a community is found within a specific Germanic and

Christian context.

Christmas in the trenches became the festival which best

symbolized the longing for an end of isolation, for home and

family, for camaraderie and a return of the fallen. It is curious

that this festival has never been analyzed, though the "war
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Chrisimas'* became a cliche in both world wars: it was accom-

panied by an outpouring of poetry and prose claiming to be

symbolic of the true national spirit. Christmas was a festival

of peace, a "secret armistice" as it was called, which in the

first year of the war did in fact become real, as enemies met

in the no man's land between the trenches. But when such

fraternization was stopped (in 1915 anyone repeating such

fraternization was ordered shot) , Christmas in the trenches

still mimicked times of peace: the decorations, the Christmas

tree, presents from home and the festive board. "Everyone's

face lit up at the thought of home." Yet a short sermon by

an officer was supposed to exhort the men, to strengthen

their will to fight in the realization that peace can only be

attained through war. Moreover, once more thoughts of home
were mixed with memorials to the fallen.^'*

Walter Flex, that great myth maker, in his "Christmas fable"

has a war widow drown herself and her son. They are restored

to life through an encounter with the ghosts of dead soldiers.

"Christmas night the dead talk in human voices."^^ Flex

likens the fallen to the angels who brought the news of Christ's

birth to the shepherds—a repetition of the motif which

Ganghofer made symbolic for the role of Germany in the war.

Small wonder that a rabbi justified his leading such a Christ-

mas celebration: it also symbolized to him a camaraderie

which knew no barriers of faith, it was a festival symbolic of

German unity and the bonds of friends and family back home.

His rejection of the belief that the saviour was really born

on this day was of little importance, he tells us, compared

to the wartime meaning of Christmas. *6

We might see in the war Christmas as in the other symbols

and myths discussed a secularization of Christianity: an

ecumenicism which was so broad as to lose its specific Christian

relevance. It is indeed possible that the references to Christ

and Christianity were rhetoric, a shorthand for dilemmas and

longings shared by everyone at the front. Certainly they could

become form without content, as, for example, in the constant

Nazi use of Christian vocabulary which transferred terms
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like "apostles" and "evangelical" to their own substitute

religion. But there was no such substitute religion in the

trenches; worship of the nation was expressed through the

passion and resurrection, the national landscape was replete

with Christian symbolism. As the Christian metaphors of war

were transferred into the post-war world, nationalism increas-

ingly took the lead in a badly defeated and disorganized

nation.

Yet if it had not been for the crisis that followed the war,

Jews might not have been affected by the mood and piety

we have analyzed. As it turned out, the details and even the

trifles which have concerned us opened a deep gulf between

Germans and Jews because they operated on the level of

myth and symbol, within an extreme human situation. The
Volk community, the camaraderie, were wrapped in a Chris-

tian analogy which had to be accepted.

Not all Jews went so far in their acceptance of this as Walther

Rathenau. During the war he wrote that he was taking his

stand on the Acts of the Apostles. But this did not prevent

him from going his own way and remaining a Jew, just as

his pious Christian friends believed in religion without dogma.

"I want a Christian state," but without state power or a state

Church. 57 In fact, many important Jews attempted to dis-

entangle themselves from the German mood, or at least to

mitigate its affects.

A,.MIDST ALL THE ENTHUSIASM there Were reservations. One
need only read Leo Baeck's sermons or his official reports as

field Chaplain to the Jewish community, to feel his love of

peace and hatred of all wars.^s For Leo Baeck the war was

a necessary evil, and there can be no greater contrast between

his thoughts and those of the Protestant Chaplains. Chauvin-

ism of any kind is rejected by Baeck, but accepted by nearly

all of his official Christian colleagues. The ethical ideals of

Reform Judaism held fast in this case.
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On the home front, where on the one hand enthusiasm ran

high but on the other hand voices of dissent did exist, some,

though by no means all Jewish publications, were remarkable

in their outspokenness. Not only did Leo Baeck's reports and

articles in the Gemeindehlait bear witness to this fact, but

so too did certain Zionist papers. For example, after first

sharing the "spirit of 1914" the Jiidische Rundschau empha-

sized that the war proved the importance of nationalism, but

immediately qualified this statement by referring to the

brotherhood of man.»^ Robert Weltsch clung to his ideal that

the nation was but a step towards the unity of mankind. In

the midst of the myth of the fallen soldier, the Herzl-Bund

of young Zionist merchants stressed the awfulness of death

and war, and the burdens which they impose upon life. In

the halcyon days of the "spirit of 1914," even as it defended

the Jews against the charge of cowardice, Ost und West

exclaimed that the moral grandeur of a people is not only

revealed in war, but above all in the solid accomplishments

of peace. This is certainly a unique dissent in the chorus of

German voices.-*"*

To be sure, all Jewish papers exhorted young Jews to do

their best and called upon them to volunteer for the colors.

Yet there is enough meaningful difference that we can talk,

even if not consistently, of an ethical imperative which

remained intact. If Jews were prone to accept Christian

metaphors because ideas and rituals taken from the non-

Jewish environment had penetrated to the heart of Judaism

during the process of assimilation, so the ideals of the

Enlightenment lasted longest among the Jews. The fsraetiti-

scheWochenblatt as early as September 1914, warned against

"unhealthy chauvinism" and appealed to reason instead.^i

We can cite as additional evidence for the attitude of large

parts of the German-Jewish and Zionist establishment, their

rejection of Ernst Lissauer's hymn of hate against England.

This poem became for some time the most popular war poem

in Germany. It received praise from the Emperor and the

Crown Prince of Bavaria, but not from many of his fellow
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Jews. When Binjamin Segel surveyed 60 important Jewish

personalities they unanimously rejected the Hassgesang as

un-Jewish.42 Ost und West, once more in the forefront, wrote

a whole article against Lissauer called "Education in Hate."

Jews generally, it asserted, have rejected Lissauer, towards

whose poem one can feel only revulsion and horror.43

Here, then, there was no easy acceptance of the new world

of myth of the trenches, and this in spite of the acceptance

of the common mood. This persistence of ethical attitudes,

of a refusal to join in the symphony of hate and the deification

of the nation, separated some important Jews from most

Germans. Once more, we face a phenomenon which will

continue into the post-war world, when Jews in their liberal-

ism and cosmopolitanism will face ever greater isolation in

a Germany where the war experience led to a heightened

chauvinism. This alienation worked hand in hand with the

covert rather than overt exclusion of Jews from the communio

sanctorum of the embattled fatherland.

At the same time, the war led to several other attitudes which

were to prove dynamic in destroying the precarious German-

Jewish relationship. The hatred Leo Baeck rejected domi-

nated the war. The adversary relationship led to a state of

mind which craved an enemy, and which was ready for the

politics of confrontation in post-war Germany. The crises of

the Weimar Republic took the form of an undeclared civil

war which the Nazis eventually exploited and won. The Jews

became the real victims of the continuation of war in peace-

time. Just so, the war deepened an already present German

stereotype of manliness. This "totally new race" as Ernst

Jiinger called it,^^ and which emerged from the war, was to

take the Jew as its foil.

Eventually all the ideals we have discussed: the glorification

of sacrifice and the reward of resurrection, the exaltation of

simplicity and equality as the essence of comradeship, and

the love of home and of nature, were turned against the Jews.

What started as Jews coming to terms with national Christian
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myth and symbols, ended with the expulsion of the Jew from

participation in the national myth. He became the enemy

who had to be destroyed.

II

T,HE HATRED OF THE ENEMY in wartime needs no documen-

tation. To be sure, there was at times respect for the adversary

as well as fraternization during the first war Christmas.

Whatever the soldiers may actually have felt, the barrage of

propaganda and the loss of their comrades can hardly have

left them without moments of hate. As the entire war experi-

ence was constantly lifted into a world of myth and symbol

so the adversary relationship was transformed into a general

principle of life by influential writers and poets. Ernst J linger

was the most famous of these, and his war diary, The Storm

of Steel (1919) which sold 244,000 copies in 26 editions, and

which was translated into 7 languages,^' put it bluntly: "For

I cannot too often repeat, a battle was no longer an episode

that spent itself in blood and fire; it was a condition of things

that dug itself in remorselessly week after week and even

month after month."*6 This was a total confrontation for,

so we are told, "War means the destruction of the enemy

without scruple and by any means. War is the harshest of

all trades, and the masters of it can only entertain humane

feelings so long as they do no harm."-*' Such passages seem

to anticipate the Nazi future, and indeed Hitler greatly

valued The Storm of Steel, But then the book was received

with universal praise by the Tagebuch on the moderate left

as well as from the Right where the welcome was warmest.^s

Jiinger revised his book from edition to edition during the?

Weimar Republic. It is not without significance that he now
omitted the beginning of his diary and took the acceptance

of war as a necessary and higher reality for granted. Within

the diary itself personal experience is changed into the shared

experience of comradeship in the trenches and in battle.49

Such an emphasis upon camaraderie brought Jungers work
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into line with many other books about the war, but also

reflected the search for a new nation which would restore

German power and glory.

Jiinger, despite his rejection of the Nazis, must have approved

of the words which Joseph Goebbels addressed, in the midst

of the victories of the Second World War, to the dead of the

First: "Germany is beginning to glitter in the dawn of your

sacrifice." Already in 1928 he wrote that the young Nazi

movement was led by the fallen soldiers.'o Not only the Nazis

annexed the myths of the war and its aggressive attitude of

mind. The political Right under the Republic fed and grew

fat on it, while much of the left proved unable to cope with

the war experience although it also dominated the lives of

its followers.

Jiinger did not stand alone. War novels and war poetry

echoed the constant refrain that Germans must remain hard

as steel, that sentimentality, even during Christmas, must not

sap the fighting spirit. It is no accident that these hackneyed

sentiments dating from the First World War were repeated

by Himmler in the midst of the Second World War. Telling

his SS execution squads in 1943 that they must know what it

means to see a hundred Jewish corpses lie side by side, or

five hundred, or a thousand, he continues: "To have stuck

this out ... to have kept our integrity, that is what has made
us hard."'i This comparison does not telescope history, but

tells us about one consequence of the First World War: the

adversary relationship, the acceptance of mass death, led to

an ever greater brutalization of the human mind.

This brutalizing effect was noticed in the first year of the

war by a psychologist who otherwise fully shared the "spirit

of 1914." "The marvelous enthusiasm, heroic courage and
willingness to sacrifice . . . which sprang from a shared devo-

tion to the fatherland," wrote Otto Binswanger, "have been

sadly perverted into degrading . , . feelings of cruel hate, of

lust for revenge and desire to ruthlessly exterminate the

enemy."" The confrontation politics of the Weimar Republic
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continued this trend. Yet such brutalization was not merely

the product of the enthusiasms Binswanger cited, but also of

the efforts to transcend the horrors of war through the myth

of the fallen soldier and the other myths and symbols which

we have discussed. They made it easier to confront mass death:

not merely for soldiers to face their own death, but also the

task of killing the enemy.

THE CONTRAST BETWEEN "we" and "them" was used as the

spearhead for the post-worid-war attack against liberalism-

Liberalism, so Jiinger tells us, relativi/es everything on behalf

of its business interests, and the political philosopher Carl

Schmitt praised decisiveness without giving quarters, which

alone was said to be worthy of the sovereign state.'^ Such

attitudes gave solid support for the onslaught upon the

Weimar Republic's ideals of freedom and pluralism. That

not only the Republic but its Jews as well were victims of

such antiliberalism needs no demonstration. Jewish existence

had always depended upon the pluralism and liberalism of

society. That such an onslaught was made in the name of

the war experience gave it a frightening dimension. That

the Republic was watering down the myths of the war was

one of the most fundamental accusations made against the

freedom and tolerance it championed.^

The veterans organization. Der Stahlhelm, for example,

opposed the Republic in order to transmit the "spirit of the

front line soldier*' to future generations." According to the

Siahlhelm, the new nation was to be built upon the "camara-

derie of the trenches." Yet the Jewish soldier was now

excluded from such comradeship. As Jews formed their own

veterans' organization, the cooperation between all faiths

which had taken place on the front collapsed—Christianity

had become too Germanized, an integral part of the Volks-

gemeinschaft embattled against the enemy.

It is all the more significant that the Stahlhelm leader, Franz

Seldte, was no passionate antisemite. His novel, Vor und

\

Hinter den KuUssen {In Front of and Behind the Scenes, 1931)

praised one Jewish officer as an exemplary German patriot,

modest and of pleasing appearance. At the same time Seldte

demanded a clear-cut division between German and Jew.^^

While he regarded the Jews as a separate people, many of his

followers came to regard them as a separate race as well. In

1932 when it was revealed that the Stahlhelm's deputy leader

had some Jews in his family tree, a vertitable storm broke

over Theodor Duesterberg's head in spite of his own unques-

tioned volkish allegiance. In vain Duesterberg gave his word

of honor that he was not related to any Jews himself or

through his children, that he never borrowed money from

Jews, nor had Jewish clients.'^ Nothing can demonstrate more

clearly how exclusive the Frontgeist had become: a clean

separation between Germans and Jews was now part of the

"spirit of the trenches," in spite of Seldte's noble Jewish officer,

or the Stahlhelm delegations which appeared at memorials

to the Jewish fallen.

Such a separation might have been inherent in the mythology

of the war, but it became explicit only after the war. To

what degree the Jewish war veterans' association attempted

to re-establish the lost comradeship, and to what extent they

attempted to revitalize a shared myth once more—now volkish

rather than Christian—must be left to further research. But

it is possible to trace the German-Jewish dialogue based on

shared Germanic and Christian myths.^s just as it is possible

to trace the ethical imperatives which separated important

Jewish leaders like Leo Baeck from the commonly accepted

war experience.

Hatred of the enemy, the adversary relationship, became a

total commitment for important and powerful segments of

the population. Hans Oberlindober, the leader of the disabled

veterans' organization, wrote that though the First World

War was finished, the war against the German people con-

tinues, and that 1914-1918 was merely its bloody beginning.59

The politics of struggle, of clear and unambiguous decision

making, was thought to be the consequence of facing an
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enemy, foreign or domestic. Great revolutions are decided

by blood and iron, wrote Oswald Spengler, without the kind

of hesitancy about violence which characterized many left-

wing revolutionaries as well as many Republicans. The
German revolution, he continued, must go forward until the

nation bacomes once more a community like that of the

trenches. Typically enough, Spengler believed that such

politics was the politics of power, the only politics that counts.

Power belongs to the whole nation, the individual is merely

its servant.^

T,HOSE WHO WROTE about the trenches often stressed the

primitivism of such a life, glorifying it as the breakthrough

of elemental forces which had slumbered within an artificial

civilization. The rage of which J linger and others spoke as

they went over the top was exalted as an ectasy which revealed

the true nature of man. The myth of the storm troopers

existed during the war and was not merely a creation of the

post-war world. Such men were endowed with certain charac-

teristics, so it was thought, which went beyond mere courage

and the will to fight. Contemporaries believed that this stereo-

type was new: the iron hardLn of decision, slim and lithe,

with fair skin and clear eyes. In reality this was a stereotype

present in European aesthetic consciousness ever since the

eighteenth century; sinking still deper into the German mind

through its reaffirmation during the war.^i

Such stereotypes were not confined to Germany. In England

Siegfried Sassoon described George Sherston's friend, the

young officer Dick Tiltwood. in almost the identical terms

with which Walter Flex characterized his hero Ernst Wurche:

"He had the obvious good looks which go with fair hair and

firm features, but it was the radiant integrity of his expression

which astonished me."'»2 Wanderer Between Two Worlds

began with a description of Wurche. student of Christian

theology, whose outward appearance mirrors his inward

beauty. Wurche's integrity is symbolized by his light and clear
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eyes, his good looks and slender and well-proportioned body.^^

When Sassoon followed up his description of Tiltwood by

writing that "His was the bright countenance of truth . . .

incapable of concealment but strong in reticence and mod-

esty,"^ without knowing it, he duplicated the ideal of

manliness which Walter Flex popularized in Germany.

Wurche, however, loved nothing better than his naked sword

and rejoiced in battle. If the English ideal type included

vulnerability and innocence, as Paul Fussell tells us,^' the

German model was hard, wise and invulnerable. There exist

vital differences in national traditions which surface in times

of deep stress and anxiety. Dick Tiltwood is not particularly

religious and his patriotism was tempered by his gentleness.

Wurche, who reads Goethe and the New Testament even

while rejoicing in his sword, is reconciled to a heroic death

as part of his joyful duty to the fatherland and to his men.

And so is Otto Braun, the Friihvollendete (one who dies

young) who, unlike Flex, cannot be counted on the political

Right. The body, so he tells his war diaries, must become

hard, steely, grave and austere, pregnant with future deeds

and manly beauty. For Otto Braun this ideal warrior corres-

ponded to the stereotype of Greek beauty which had formed

the Germanic ideal ever since the eighteenth century.66

Ernst J linger once more summed up this stereotype in all its

mixture of brutality and beauty, so common in Germany.

"This was a totally new race, all energy . . . slim, lithe and

muscular bodies, finely chiseled faces . . . These were men

who overcame, natures of steel, ready for any struggle how-

ever ghastly," and Jiinger thought that such a struggle was

a permanent condition of life. The foils of this hero were

the philistines, the bourgeois and the liberals, the "retail

merchant and the glove-makers" as Jiinger characterized

them.67 It was the Jewish stereotype which became the foil

of this manly ideal. For like the new race of which Jiinger

spoke, the Jewish stereotype had over a century of history

behind it and was quite ready for use. Werner Sombart's

contrast between merchants and heroes (Handler und Helden,
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1915) projected the opprobrium of the anti-heroic upon the

English enemy, but it was easily transferee! back to the Jew.

It is not necessary to cite further proof that the Jew was

excluded from this heroic ideal.

THE SPECIFIC MONUMENTS to the fallen which we find in

the Heroes' Woods often present the dying young Siegfried,^*

a figure thought especially effective when juxtaposed to the

darkness of the trees. We have already mentioned earlier the

role played by massive boulders as war monuments, but in

this case the symbolism was not so limited that Jews could

not follow, in spite of the frequent references to ancient

Germanic tradition. Young Siegfried was another matter. The

emphasis in such monuments was on simplicity and youth.

Simplicity, as we have already seen, was thought essential for

military cemeteries because it was said to reflect the manliness

of the comradeship of the trenches. Greek ideas were operative

here, re-enforced by the stress on youth. The young hero was

modeled on Greek sculpture whose concept of beauty had

determined the German stereotype ever since J. J.
Winckel-

mann wrote in the eighteenth century. In 1931 looking back

over the war memorials of the last decade. Karl von Seeger

was moved to wonder about the persistence of the ideal of

Greek art. The '*.
. . naked, lithe, muscular youth, filled with

spirit and will, still represents our ideal of humanity."^^ The

eros which was always part of the camaraderie of the trenches

was worshipped as youth. Poetry and prose were filled with

admiration for "youthful steps" and "youthful exuberance."

Much of the best English war poetry was also erotic, with

its delight in blond and tender youth, but in Germany this

kind of eroticism became politicized. Such heroes' memorials,

so we are told in 1915, are symbolic of the eternal youth of

the people. Siegfried was a young Apollo, and so was Ger-

many.7o xhe struggle between young Germany and the old

nations of the West was popularized by Moeller van den

Bruck, but it subtly drew much of its strength from the image

of heroic youth during the war.

T

The Jews were considered an old people, and the Jewish

stereotype was consistently one of age not of youth. In German

literature even young Jews usually have old faces.^^ This

Jewish stereotype is once again a part of a long tradition

which cannot be analyzed here. The epithet "old" had become

attached to the image of the Jew, but now this confronted

a nation which adopted the symbol of heroic youth.

Not only the Germanic stereotype received renewed impetus

through the war experience, but also the ideals of simplicity

and modesty which were a part of the myth of camaraderie

as symbolized in the resting places of the fallen. Once more,

the Jewish stereotype ran squarely counter to this ideal. The

Jew as arrogant and showy was a myth over a century old

by the time of the war. But now it was heightened by the

supposed qualities of the front-line soldiers so contrary to

what the Jew was meant to represent. Finally, the concept

of beauty and eros which symbolized the ideal German con-

fronted a Jewish sterotype which was its opposite: small and

puny, ill-proportioned and with shambling gait. The clash

of stereotypes is well enough known, but the war gave it a

dimension unknown before this time. To be sure, without

a long tradition behind them neither stereotype would have

acquired the force given to it by the war and the defeat which

followed. The commonplaces of antisemitism received a new

importance when transposed upon the myths and stereotypes

of the war.

Germany saw itself defending European civilization. The

myths and symbols we have discussed were thought to be

specifically German. Germany in turn was the guardian of

Europe, and more than that, God's instrument to pass judg-

ment upon the world. As Klaus Vondung has shown, ideas

of the Jewish and Christian apocalypse became one means

of interpreting the war: Germany is lifted from an instrument

through which God judges to the executor of the Last Judg-

ment. Jewish war sermons, at times, echoed such thought.^^

Through this self-appointed task some racism penetrated the

war experience: not directed against Jews but against blacks.
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The Entente was accused of importing inferior races to

Europe in order that they might fight God's chosen people.

Such racism strengthened German feelings of exclusiveness

and mission which later flowed into Weimar racism and

antisemitism. Indeed, when the Entente used black troops to

occupy Germany after the armistice (1919-1920) the cry that

culture was being raped coincided with the first and as yet

merely social restrictions against the Jews because of their

race." Walter Blocm. writing in 1916, had already likened the

black and colored troops used by the English to Hagenbeck's

famous circusJ-* War literature and war memoirs show a

special hostility to blacks, and no fine distinctions were made

between the Moroccans. Indian Sepoys or Africans from

Senegal. Stefan George, from his ivory tower, pontificated

against the "Blutschmach," that is the destruction of the

white by black and yellow racesJ^ The war not only furthered

the stereotype of the German hero, but also encouraged racial

myths. France and England were not yet seen in racial terms,

but the war helped Germans see the world as a struggle

between races. By 1939 it was the Jews who also became the

victims of this inheritance of the war.

Cferman jews like Leo Baeck shared a common German

tradition but bent it to different purposes. They continued

to combine German idealism with the heritage of the Enlight-

enment. Leo Baeck. with some justice, blamed the Lutheran

tradition for the worst in German thought and thus connected

it with the destructiveness of the war. The Lutherans had

created a paternal police slate, a tradition Baeck contrasted

to that of the Prussian Enlightenment. This Enlightenment

put the state in the service of morality and attempted to

improve all that was human. Significantly, looking at the

destruction of the war. he added in 1919: "Prussian idealism

with its optimistic belief in the future of all mankind has

retained a home within the Jewish communities."^^ Histori-

cally that was a true observation, and one which helps to

explain Baeck's own attitude towards the war, the more so
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as he saw such enlightenment as part of the essence of Judaism.

But this mixture between German idealism and the Enlighten-

ment also influenced Zionists like Robert Weltsch who wanted

to give nationalism a human face.

To be sure most German Jews succumbed to the almost

irresistible temptation to share to the full the German war

experience. But after the war many had a rude awakening

and recaptured the liberal and Enlightenment tradition. At

that time establishment figures like Baeck had more in com-

mon with the left-wing Jewish intellectuals than they might

have cared to admit. Both believed that man must be the

end and never the means, and that war perverted the inherent

virtues of man. It must be left to another time and place to

show the similarity of thought between Baeck and the young

Lion Feuchtwanger, between Robert Weltsch and Kurt Eisner.

All that needs to be stated is the existence of a certain

German-Jewish tradition, widely shared among Jews of differ-

ent political persuasions, retaining ideals the war experience

had helped to defeat. It is hardly surprising that so many

Jews were willing to pay a high price in order to complete

the process of assimilation, even if it meant accepting foreign

and inherently hostile myths and structures of thought. But

that a quite different German-Jewish tradition existed, which

though it thought of itself as loyally German, opted to stand

aside—this should fill us with pride and wonder.
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PlINTED IN THE UNrTED STATES OF AMERICA

T,HIS LECTURE is conccmed with the rise of anti-Semitism

as a political movement and political force in the Bismarckian

era; this problem has puzzled me since my early years, and
you will excuse, therefore, if I begin with the personal story

of how I became conscious of the issue.

In my youth one of the books regarded as a literary classic,

and which I was expected to read, was Gustav Freytag's

Soil und Hahen (Debit and Credit) .^ Although this novel

is hardly read any longer in Germany, and certainly not out-

side Germany, there was reason for considering it a classic; at

least it was a work of immense popularity. It was published

in 1855, and until the end of the nineteenth century had sold

130,000 copies. In our century its popularity increased rather

than diminished: by 1925 sales amounted to 753,000 copies—

a stupendous figure for a German book fifty years ago.

The remarkable success of this novel can, at least to a certain

extent, be explained by what was its principal theme: it was a

eulogy of the German bourgeoisie (the German Biirgertum)

.

The story of the novel is based on events which result from

the clash between various social groups. One of the contrasts

is that between Germans and Slavic people. Whereas, ac-

cording to Freytag, the Germans were frank, nature-loving

and courageous, the Slavic f>eople are dirty, inclined to

drunkenness and laziness, cowards and willing to fight only

when they are in clear numerical superiority and are prom-

ised rich loot. Another contrast is that between the nobility

and the bourgeoisie (the Burger) . The nobility uses and

abuses people of lower social standing and commits fraud

when loss of money endangers its social position; the Burger,

in contrast, serves by his diligence and energy the well-being

of all classes of society. Finally, the contrast which ties the

various threads of the novel's action together is that between



the honest merchant and the Jew. While the honest merchant

is concerned with satisfying the needs of the community in

which he lives, the Jews are exclusively concerned with their

own material gain, using deception, even criminal means, for

acquiring wealth. Their exterior appearance reflects their

lack of civility and of morality. By their clothes, their move-

ments, and their language they are distinct from the rest

of society.

The contrasts between Germans and Slavic people, noblemen

and Bu.^r, form a necessary and significant part of the social

situation from which the novel arose and which it depicts,

and I shall say something more about this later on. The con-

trast which appears to the reader as of central importance

dominating the entire story is that between German honesty

and idealism and Jewish trickery and materialism; the un-

sympathetic, unpleasant picture of the Jews is the most strik-

ing feature of Soil und Haben.

When, as a boy, I read this novel for the first time, I was

puzzled and this puzzlement only increased when, in the

course of time, I learned that Gustav Freytag was a liberal,

a friend of the "liberal" Emperor Frederick. The liberals—

I

had been taught and assumed—were the natural allies and

protagonists of giving rights and full equality to the Jews;

the fact that the liberals had never come fully to power in

Germany, that the reign of the emperor on which they had

set their hopes ended after 100 days, was of crucial impor-

tance for the situation of the Jews in Germany; it opened the

gates for anti-Semitism.

This view, which was widely accepted in my youth, was over-

simplified and erroneous. Historians, particularly those of the

post-war generation, have embarked on a process of revision

that has thoroughly altered the picture of the history of the

Bismarckian Reich. Yet, although the interpretation of the

facts has changed, the problem has remained: the decline of

liberal influence on German politics, and the rise of anti-

Semitism are still regarded as interrelated events; they oc-

curred after the foundation of the Reich, and Freytag's novel.

written in the middle of the 'fifties, remains strangely out

of time.

This issue has significance which goes beyond the predilection

of one writer. It leads into the history of the rise of anti-

Semitism in nineteenth-century Germany, into the question

of the connection of the rise of anti-Semitism with the politi-

cal decline of German liberalism, and into the interpretation

of the political events which determined these developments.

It might be best to start with a brief sketch of what the pre-

vailing scholarly views on these issues are.

The present view about the history of the struggle for Jewish

rights in nineteenth-century Germany has been succinctly

stated by Reinhard Riirup, one of the best-known younger

students of this problem. Rurup writes that the fact that a

Jewish question existed in Germany throughout the nine-

teenth century should not lead us to conclude that this "issue

exhibited a picture of continuity, its main features remaining

in essence unchanged throughout the nineteenth century.'*

The opposite is the case: during the nineteenth century there

existed two Jewish questions. Whereas the demands for equali-

ty and integration were the prominent issues until the second

part of the nineteenth century, in the later part the decisive

issues were the demands for renewed discrimination and erec-

tion of new barriers against the now emancipated Jews. The
Jewish question in the nineteenth century had two different

aspects. First it was dominated by the issue of emancipation,

then by the issue of anti-Semitism.^

W:HAT BROUGHT this Tcvcrsal about? In this, Riirup builds

on the view of German history in the newly-founded Reich

which has emerged from the research of the revisionist his-

torians to whom Riirup himself belongs.^ In the 'seventies of

the last century, the so-called Great Depression set in; it lasted

into the middle of the 'nineties and hit the economic life of

the young German empire particularly hard because of the

rapid industrialization on which the German bourgeoisie had

embarked since the middle of the century. A stock exchange



crash in 1873 was immediately followed by a collapse in rail-

road share speculations in which wide circles of the popula-

tion had engaged in expectation of easy gains. The "Griinder-

jahre" had ended. But although the time of dramatic eco-

nomic catastrophes was over, the economy remained sluggish

and in a depressed state. Industry and agriculture turned to

the government for support and the government responded

with the introduction of protective tariffs. To Bismarck this

seemed a favorable moment to reinforce the authoritarian

character of the regime. Unemployment produced by the de-

pression had increased the appeal of radicalism, of socialists

and anarchists. The government, using popular indignation

about some acts of terrorism, forced anti-socialist legislation

through the Reichstag; it resulted in the suppression of 45 of

the 47 socialist newspapers, the dissolution of the trade unions

and the expulsion of well-known socialists from big cities like

Berlin, Hamburg, Breslau. Moreover, the civil service was

purged of all elements which might be less than enthusias-

tic supporters of the authoritarian course. These measures, as

can be expected, were accompanied by an appeal to patri-

otism, depicting the dangers threatening a Germany sur-

rounded by enemies. The transition to protectionism and,

still more, the adoption of a policy of suppression of opposi-

tion, represented the break with liberalism, the end of its

influence on the government. The divisions among the liber-

als which had always existed became even more sharp; some

liberals went hesitantly along with the government, others

opposed it. Liberalism never recovered, at least not until the

end of the empire.

It was in this atmosphere that anti-Semitism became a signi-

ficant factor in German political life. Some of the middle

classes, suffering from the depression, and perhaps even more

from the changes brought about by industrialization, formed

a fertile soil for anti-Semitism. Almost unavoidably the Jews

whose emancipation coincided with the development of in-

dustrial society were made the scapegoat when economic de-

cline resulted in hardship and misery; the fact that the chief

entrepreneur in the ruinous railroad boom, Strousberg, was

of Jewish descent, gave this notion apparent substance. The

years 1874 and 1875 saw the beginning of an anti-Semitic

press campaign with articles by Otto Glagau in the Garten-

laube and Franz Perrot in the Kreuzzeitiing. The targets were

rich Jews who, I quote, are "Always pushing us Christians

aside," and were accused of exerting a corrupting influence on

the government. Whereas Strousberg appeared more as a

dangerous, unscrupulous gambler and soon receded into the

background, the center of a more poisonous and also more

sustained attack became another prominent Jewish figure:

Bleichroder. Close to Bismarck, dominating the press by finan-

cial means, backed by the Rothschilds and all the rich Jewish

bankers of Europe, he was viewed as the embodiment of a

mysterious and corrupting Jewish influence on German

politics.*

The man who realized that this wave of anti-Jewish feeling

might be used for reorienting German politics in a conserva-

tive, authoritarian direction was Stocker, a Protestant minis-

ter. First he tried to create an independent Christian social

party, then he cooperated with the conservatives, infusing in

the party platform demands which, in opposing economic

liberalism, had an anti-Jewish emphasis: special taxes on

trade on the stock exchange, renewal of guilds, laws against

usury, prohibition of peddling.*

ORiGiNALLY THE Jews had aroused the hostility of Stocker

because he regarded them as protagonists of an a-religious

attitude in the contemporary world; Stocker was a dema-

gogue, and in order to increase his appeal, he mixed economic,

nationalistic and social argumentation in his program. Be-

cause of Stocker's vague and vulgar demagoguery, another

anti-Semitic attack, which followed almost immediately the

beginning of Stocker's agitation, had greater impact, confirm-

ing those who held anti-Jewish views in their prejudices and

making anti-Semitism an issue of discussion among educated

groups. This was Treitschke's essay in the Preussische Jahr-

biicher entitled "Unsere Aussichten" (Our Prospects) dated

November 1879.^ This article contained the famous statement:

"The Jews are our misfortune." Although such a sentence



seems to leave little doubt about the extreme anti-Semitism of

the author, actually the article is strangely ambiguous, almost

contradictory. It is by no means clear what Treitschke envis-

aged as solution of the problem. He complained bitterly about

the predominance of the Jews in the press and the malevolent

tone of criticism which Jewish journalists had introduced into

the newspapers, about the "filthy materialism" which Jewish

eagerness for money had brought into every kind of work.

Although Treitschke admits that the emancipation which had

taken place could not and should not be retracted, he alluded

to measures which ought to be taken to eliminate the harm

which the Jewish participation in economic and intellectual

life had caused; briefly, he seemed to favor measures of re-

strictions and discrimination. But this is not the only con-

tradiction in Treitschke's argumentation. He proposed still

another handling of the problem: to make the Jews full par-

ticipants in German life they ought to become Germans; that

meant for Treitschke that they ought to give up their old

faith and their old holy customs, for which, as a matter of

fact, Treitschke finds some respectful words, and accept

Christianity. But this demand for conversion is in contradic-

tion with another argument that Treitschke used, namely,

that there has always been a gulf between the Western and

the Semitic people, that this gulf could never be bridged and

that Jews would never be anything else but German-speaking

Orientals.

It is possible that the inconsistencies in Treitschke's passion-

ate, but also rather disorganized, essay may indicate some

uncertainty about the correctness of the position which he

had taken. Treitschke's article had a great impact-this can

hardly be denied—not only because Treitschke was a great

publicist, a well-known historian, but also because the attack

came from the pen of a man who had been a prominent

liberal. The problems which we raised when we discussed

Freytag's Soil und Haben occur again. Was the liberal com-

mitment to Jewish emancipation as strong as is generally

believed? Was the reversal from emancipation to renewed

discrimination primarily the result of the economic down-

turn? Did the anti-Semitic movement which arose in the

'seventies have roots in the preceding decades? What had hap

pened that seemed to influence some of those whom one

would expect to favor Jewish emancipation?

Perhaps I should say first that nobody will deny the existence

of a pre-industrial anti-semi tism, which can be found in Ger-

many as in other countries, especially among the lower classes,

and expressed itself in hostility towards Jews as moneylenders,

horsetraders, peddlers. But these attitudes and feelings—and

this again is generally accepted—were of no great or decisive

influence for the rise of anti-Semitism in modern industrial-

ized society, for anti-Semitism as a political force. The ques-

tion is whether the ideas and notions which had brought

about the demand for giving Jews citizen rights and for inte-

grating them into German society had lost its strength, wheth-

er a weakening of the impulses for emancipation of the Jews

had prepared the ground for the rise of anti-Semitism in the

Great Depression, whether by 1870 the idea of emancipation

was no longer the categorical imperative which it appeared to

be to all men of good will when the idea was launched in the

second part of the eighteenth century. It is the story of the

evolution of the idea of Jewish emancipation which I want to

discuss, because it seems to me a needed link for the explana-

tion of what happened in the Bismarckian Reich regarding

the Jewish issue after 1870.

THE NOTION OF emancipation which embodied the essence of

the ideas of the political opponents of the ancien regime was

not only concerned with Jews and the lifting of the oppres-

sive legislation under which they lived. Emancipation meant

the abolition of all those privileges, regulations and laws

which established a hierarchy among social classes, restricted

the economic activities which the individual could pursue,

and gave members of the superior class the right to command

the services of those of lower status; emancipation implied

full equality of every member of the state—every citizen—

before the law. In order to characterize the comprehensive

nature of the issue, I would like to quote a passage from Hein-

rich Heine which, although written in a somewhat later

S



stage of the struggle for emancipation, reflects the world of

expectations, the philosophical beliefs, the confidence in the

future of humanity which inspired the preceding century

that had raised the banner of emancipation.' "What is the

great question of the Age?" Heine asked, and his answer was:

"It is that of emancipation. Not simply the emancipation of

the Irish, Greeks, Frankfort Jews, West Indian Negroes, and

other oppressed races, but the emancipation of the whole

world, and especially that of Europe, which has attained its

majority, and now tears itself loose from the iron leading-

strings of a privileged aristocracy. . .

.

Every age has its problem, whose solution advances the world.

The earlier inequality established by the feudal system in

Europe was perhaps necessary, or a necessary condition of the

advance of humanity; but now it impeded the latter, and

repressed the pulsations of the civilised heart.

... It will be some time, I know . . . before emancipation is

finished up; but it is bound to come, this blessed time, when

we, all reconciled and on a par, will sit together around the

same table. Then in union we will fight against other evils

of the world, perhaps at last against death itself-death,

whose stern system of equality is not, to say the worst, so

oppressive as the smiling theory of inequality held by aris-

tocracy.

Laugh not, thou later reader. Every age believes that its

battle is the most important: this is the true creed of the

time in which it lives and dies, and we, too, will live and

die in this religion of freedom . .

."

IEwisH EMANCIPATION FORMED a particular aspect of this

process of emancipation. It was hardly possible to proclaim

that all men are equal and to make an exception for one group

of human beings. Christian Wilhelm Dohm, the great advo-

cate of Jewish emancipation in Germany at the end of the

eighteenth century, stated that it was not only in the Jewish,

it was even more in the Christian interest to remove the

dangerous outsider position of the Jews.'
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Because of the difference of religion, however, Jewish eman-

cipation had special aspects and encountered particular dif-

ficulties. Insofar as the emancipation of the Jews was con-

cerned, the attainment of emancipation extended beyond

legislative measures necessary to remove class privileges and

to establish legal equality. Emancipation of the Jews was

also an ideological question. You could not liberate or eman-

cipate the Jews if you regarded the ritual and the doctrines

of their religion to be inferior to Christianity in moral

prescriptions and ethical demands. Emancipation of the Jews

required toleration.

In Germany the most influential appeal for toleration was

Lessing's Nathan der Weise (1779) which had as its special

target the overcoming of the prejudices against the Jews.

The heart of the play is contained in Lessing's revised ver-

sion of the old tale of the three rings: Christianity, Judaism

and Mohammedanism were placed on the same level and the

message was that the truth of a religion does not lie in its

doctrine, but in the behavior which it produces in its be-

lievers. Although through Nathan Lessing's demand for tol-

eration reached a wide public, he had treated the same issue

before, as a young man, in another play. Its title, The Jews,

indicates that it was directed specifically to the Jewish ques-

tion rather than to the general idea of toleration. It is a

comedy with a rather flimsy action which, because the play

is relatively unknown, I might briefly recount. A traveler

saved the life of a noble estate owner whom two masked men

had attacked. The nobleman invited the traveler to his cas-

tle. The traveler is able to discover that the men who as-

sailed the nobleman were the nobleman's servants. The intel-

ligence and charm of the traveler wins him the enthusiastic

favor of the nobleman and also the attachment of the noble-

man's daughter. Although the traveler has not yet revealed

his name he is believed to be a great gendeman, perhaps

a prince traveling incognito and the nobleman offers him the

hand of his daughter. But when the traveler hesitates and is

asked why he is reluctant, he explains that he cannot accept

because "I am a Jew." The nobleman recognizes that being a

Jew makes a marriage of his daughter to the traveler impos-
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sible and he asks him whether he could do anything else to

show his gratitude. The traveler says: "As recompense I ask

you for nothing else but that in future you think of my peo-

ple with more benevolence and speak of them less in gen-

eralizations."

Whatever differences there might exist between peoples in

appearance and behavior, they are all human beings, and as

such, they are all equal endowed with reason and with the

capacity to distinguish between good and evil. Accordingly

all religions—at least any faith that can truly be called a re-

ligion—must contain the same basic moral message corres-

ponding to the precepts of reason. Religions might vary in

ritual or particular rules; it depends on the individual wheth-

er he wants to adhere to one or the other. In the center of

each religion lives the same moral code and this code will

rule in the heart of every human being. In this sense no dis-

crimination for religious reasons, particularly not a discrimi-

nation of the Jews, can be justified.

Perhaps a philosophe-and this, of course formed the justifica-

tion for Moses Mendelssohn's remaining in the Jewish faith-

might feel that a particular religion reflects with particular

clarity the moral doctrine which ought to be the essence of

every true religion. But that does not establish a hierarchy

among various religious faiths, it does not allow to say that

one is better than the other, that one is good and the other

is bad.

It is well known, of course, that in the late eighteenth and

the early nineteenth century a number of Jews converted to

Christianity. This appeared to be the easiest way to attain

emancipation and full equality and the step was eased by the

Enlightenment assumption of the identical philosophical

basis of each religion. I might refer here to two men who

justify the abandonment of the Jewish faith explicitly in

this manner. Heinrich Marx, the father of Karl Marx,

who had converted to Christianity, wrote that "all religious

dogmas are based on the same morality," and Abraham Men-

delssohn Bartholdy explained to his daughter when she was
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received in the Christian faith why he considered this step

justified: "... I know that there exists in me and in you and

in all human beings an everlasting inclination towards all

that is good, true, and right, and a conscience which warns

and guides us when we go astray. I know it, I believe it, I live

in this faith, and this is my religion. . . . The outward form

of religion your teacher has given you is historical, and

changeable like all human ordinances. Some thousands of

years ago the Jewish form was the reigning one, then the

heathen form, and now it is the Christian. We, your mother

and I, were born and brought up by our parents as Jews, and

without being obliged to change the form of our religion,

have been able to follow the divine instinct in us and in our

conscience; we have educated you and your brothers and

sister in the Christian faith, because it is the creed of most

civilised people, and contains nothing that can lead you away

from what is good, and much that guides you to love, obedi-

ence, tolerance, and resignation."*

A BRAHAM MENDELSSOHN, the son of Moscs Meudelssohn

and the father of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, said of him-

self that he was no personality in his own right; in the first

half of his life he had been the son of his father and in the sec-

cond, he was the father of his son: this remark contains a truth

which has bearing beyond Abraham Mendelssohn's personal

situation. The Europe which emerged from the turmoil of the

French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars was so different

from that of the Enlightenment that these two ages seem to

be separated by a wide gap; we can hardly imagine the exis-

tence of a generation which stands between them and leads

from one to the other.

Because a different political and intellectual era opened with

the fall of Napoleon, the attitude towards Jewish emancipa-

tion underwent important changes. These developments de-

serve to be discussed in some detail because they form the

basis for an understanding of the events which happened

later in the century and in the Bismarckian Reich.
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During the 25 years between the French Revolution and the

Congress of Vienna emancipation of the Jews had become an

issue of practical politics. The fact that in the French Revo-

lution the Jews had acquired French citizenship had wide

repercussions in the territories of the former Holy Roman

Empire. In regions which had Been under temporary French

control the French legal code had been introduced, but also

in other parts of Germany Jews had attained citizen rights or

an improvement of their situation—consequences of the real-

ization that defeat of the forces which revolutionary France

could mobilize demanded a thorough change in the structure

of society. It soon became evident that granting the Jews

equality before the law was only a first step which raised

many further questions, such as, could they become civil ser-

vants? If they received the right to vote for local councils

or a representative assembly, could they themselves also be-

come councillors or representatives? Should they now be al-

lowed to engage in all kinds of economic activities? Were

they permitted to acquire land, particularly landed estates to

which domanial rights were tied? The recognition of these

issues provoked disputes; these as well as other issues pro-

voked a reaction in the years after 1815. The governments

of the various German states followed different policies in the

handling of the Jewish question.*" In Prussia the monarchical

ruling group tried to limit and even rescind the rights which

had been given to the Jews in the emancipation decree of

March 1812. In contrast the government in the Grand Duchy

of Baden pressed for wider application of emancipation. But

legislation to permit Jews full participation in economic life

and give both Christians and Jews the right to positions in

government service had to be submitted to the Baden legis-

lature and there this policy met stiff opposition. Opponents

of the government proposal even demanded a change in Jew-

ish rituals because their observance prevented the integration

of the Jews with the rest of the population. The attitude of

the other German states to the Jewish question moved be-

tween these extremes of Prussia and Baden: return to dis-

crimination and resistance to completion of the promised

emancipation. The force to retard emancipation and to resist

its completion could not have been so effective had there not
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been a general change in the intellectual outlook.

This new intellectual climate rather than the hostility of in-

terested groups determined the course of Jewish emancipation

in Germany in the next decades. Intellectual trends, all in

opposition to the notions of eighteenth-centuiy Enlighten-

ment, had evolved in Germany; when the storms of the

French Revolution and of Napoleon subsided, these new

trends dominated German thought. Although related to each

other, they were concerned with different aspects of political

and social life. The most striking event was the awakening

of national enthusiasm; for a Germany divided into a great

many small states, national feeling was a particularly novel

and revolutionary phenomenon. Closely allied to nationalism

was Romanticism; in contrast to the Enlightenment's empha-

sis on future and progress, Romanticism extolled the beauty

and the value of the past, it looked with particular longing

back to the Christian Middle Ages and the Holy Roman Em-

pire. It awakened feeling for national individuality but also

for tradition and authority; it set great value on the beliefs

of the past and that meant that religion now was seen as

integral element in the life of a nation. Finally, the struggle

for emancipation—partly because of the victory of the third

estate in France, partly in consequence of the economic

growth in regions like the Rhineland—took on a somewhat

more restricted but also a more organized form. It became

the fight of a particular class, the bourgeoisie, against the pre-

dominance and rule of the nobility. Liberalism organized as

a political movement. The bourgeoisie became aware of its

right to political p)ower because it felt it was the class on

which the well-being and progress of society depended.

T,HESE TRENDS—Nationalism, the demand for a closer con-

nection between state and church, and increased pride in

the traditions and values of the German "Biirgertum"—all

had a bearing on the question of Jewish rights and Jewish

emancipation. The concern with these issues raised problems

which previously had been disregarded, or sharpened doubts

which had existed.
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The problem which nationalism posed for the Jews was im-

mediately envisaged by Hegel, the philosopher who more

than anyone else can be regarded as dominating and reflect-

ing the spirit of this time. Hegel wrote in his Philosophy of

Right," which was published in 1821: "Technically it may

have been right to refuse a grant of even civil rights to the

Jews on the ground thai they should be regarded as belong-

ing not only to a religious sect but to a foreign people

(Volk) . But the fierce outcry raised against the Jews, from

that point of view and others, ignores the fact that they are,

above all, men; and manhood, so far from being a mere

superficial, abstract quality, is on the contrary itself the basis

of the fact that what civil rights arouse in their possessors

. . . is the feeling of selfhood, infinite and free from all re-

strictions, is the root from which the desired similarity in

disposition and ways of thinking comes into being. To ex-

clude the Jews from civil rights, on the other hand, would

rather be to confirm the isolation with which they have been

reproached . .
." But after this declaration which sounds like

a strong appeal for full emancipation, Hegel adds that the

actions of the German governments have proved to be wise

and dignified. Hegel tried to maintain the position which

he had held consistently since his youth when he had wel-

comed the outbreak of the French Revolution: that of the

need of full legal equality among the citizens of a state, but

the last sentence in which he expressed his satisfaction with

the existing situation shows that he reduced his views on

what is concretely involved in emancipation: the notion had

become problematical to him. Hegel's somewhat equivocal

attitude is characteristic of the more doubtful, more hesitant

mood which the awakening of German nationalism had

brought into the consideration of Jewish emancipation and

integration.

For instance, the appearance of some uncertainty is reflected

in the political encyclopedia of Rotteck-Welcker, the German

treasure-trove of political wisdom in the first half of the

nineteenth century. Its articles expressed progressive, liberal

opinions and accordingly its piece on emancipation of the

Jews ended with the statement that it can be confidently
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expected that the cause of emancipation will win out in all civ-

ilized states. However, the article contains a lengthy discussion

of the question whether "the nationality of the Jews is an

obstacle which makes it impossible for them to become mem-

bers of the political organization in which they live." And it

ought to be added that the article ends with a footnote in

which the editor Rotteck declares that he is not in full agree-

ment with the views and principles of the author of this

article and refers to a discussion in the Assembly of the Baden

estates in which he has expressed his objection to emancipa-

tion. These are examples of the quandary into which the

enthusiasm for national individuality had brought some of

the German liberals.

The heightened feeling of religiosity created strong, openly-

expressed opposition to the integration of the Jews into Ger-

man society. It raised doubts about the possibility and useful-

ness of emancipation by stressing the superiority of the

Christian over the Jewish religion and it asserted that politics

could not or should not be conducted without being inspired

by definite religious principles.

For many, change from Judaism to Christianity was—as we

mentioned before—no serious problem as long as it could be

assumed that the basic philosophy of the two faiths was iden-

tical. Of course, some continued to take this step without

many scruples, baptism remaining Heine's "entry ticket"

into society. But the essence of the new attitude towards re-

ligion was that religion was not philosophy but revelation:

it was the experience which the holy books, the rituals and

the traditions of a single faith provided; only by this experi-

ence might the individual grasp divine truth. And since re-

ligious doctrines, holy writ, and customs differed, only one

religion could reveal the truth. Conversion meant a break

with the past; adoption of the new meant rejection of the

old. Let me refer as example to the young David Mendel

who, under the sway of Schleiermacher's religious pantheism,

became convinced that the divine could not be experienced

through a code of prescriptions and laws but only by feeling

and emotion through which every phenomenon of the world
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could become a revelation. Having decided to become a

Christian he chose as his name Neander—in Greek: the new

man. The young David Mendel in the commencement speech

at his Gymnasium in Hamburg had advanced the need for

Jewish equality before the law although even then he recom-

mended revisions and modifications of what he called the

Mosaic Law;" as Neander he continued to advocate legal

equality for the Jews. Yet it can hardly be doubted that the

emotional richness of Christianity which the famous church

historian Neander proclaimed in his scholarship made, for

him, the Christian religion superior to all othen.

THE OTHER OBSTACLE to Jcwish emancipation which the in-

tensification of religious feeling raised was the advocacy of

the idea that politics must be guided by Christian principles;

full participation in political life was possible only for a

member of the Christian church. The most systematic and

most influential formulation of this doctrine was provided

by another convert from Judaism to Christianity, Friedrich

Julius Stahl, who was able to combine a strongly legalistic

formation of mind with the feeling of religiosity which was

the signature of this time. What the practical consequences

of this doctrine meant for Jewish emancipation was much

more directly and succinctly, but also more ruthlessly, stated

by Bismarck in the speech which he made when, in 1847, the

estates debated the position of the Jews in Prussia. "I am no

enemy of the Jews and if they consider me as their enemy

I forgive them. Under certain circumstances I am willing to

love them. I am willing to concede them all rights but not

that of being a magistrate in a Christian state. . . . The

Christian state is not a fable, the invention of a modern poli-

tical philosopher. The concept is as old as the former Holy

Roman Empire, as old as any European state. It is the soil

in which they grew up and took roots. Every state if it wants

to be secure in its being, if it wants to be justified in its

existence, must stand on a religious foundation.^*

Bismarck spoke as a member of the agrarian nobility, of the

group which ruled in Prussia. The inaeasing strength and

importance of the bourgeoisie made these landed estate own-

ers defensive and extreme in their views. Their rights and

privileges, their attempt to maintain a hierarchically organ-

ized social structure, made them fierce opponents of the

bourgeoisie; they upheld the barriers and restrictions which

impeded economic development. But would the Jews be re-

liable allies of the bourgeoisie in its struggle against the

nobility? In the agrarian sector of the economy Jews were in

businesses the bourgeoisie wanted to take over. Jewish bar-

gaining and business methods were frequently regarded as

compromising the strict standards of which the bourgeoisie

was proud and which it considered as its distinguishing fea-

ture, justifying its claim to a dominant role in society. The

very rich, prominent Jews were court Jews. They cooperated

with the rulers of the German states and some of them were

anxious to be ennobled or to acquire estates whose possession

would raise them into the nobility. Karl Spindler, a novelist

now happily forgotten but well-known in his time, published

in 1827 a more than a thousand pages long novel entitled

The Jew, It was by no means hostile to the Jews, but the Jews

appear as favored by the princes and, despite good will on

both sides, it was not possible to establish and maintain a

connection between the Jews and the Burgers of a German

free city. In preparing this lecture I looked through some vol-

umes of the "Gartenlaube," that insipid periodical much read

in good bourgeois families in the nineteenth century. The

"Gartenlaube," although later anti-Semitically inclined, was

not so at the beginning. I found a long story about the

Rothschilds entitled "The Prince-Elector and the Prince of

Money." Its main point was that originally living pressed

together in the Frankfort ghetto, the Rothschilds were con-

temptuously treated by the German princes. But at the end

the mother of the sons who were now established in all the

capitals of Europe, was still living in the same house of the

Frankfort ghetto but could demand whatever she wished

from the rulers of Europe. The rise of a self-conscious bour-

geoisie in Germany created distrust against Jews who seemed

to have no firm place in the social order.

I don't want to give the impression that these trends:
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strengthened national consciousness, deepened emotional at-

tachment to religion, or greater awareness of social gradations

—all these characteristics of the first half of the nineteenth

century—were sufficiently strong to extinguish the view that

the emancipation of the Jews was an integral element of the

great process of emancipation. The liberal aims of constitu-

tionalism, guarantee of basic individual rights and removal

of the restrictions on free development were still believed to

be attainable only with equality for Jews. Only a very few

well-known liberals—Paul Pfizer, a prominent political pub-

licist from Wiirttemberg was one of them—became opposed to

Jewish emancipation. But a feeling that the Jewish emanci-

pation involved greater problems than had been originally

envisaged undoubtedly emerged. The always existing hostility

against the Jews—the pre-industrial anti-Semitism—became

more vocal and the articles on Jewish emancipation in the

great political encyclopedias—the later editions of Rotteck-

Welcker and the Ersch-Gruber—though they continued to ad-

here to a line favorable to Jewish emancipation, extended

their articles, giving more space to the counter-arguments.

They contained remarks that lengthy education was needed

before integration could be accomplished and they gave at-

tention to Jewish voices which suggested reform in the reli-

gious usages of their faith.

The events of the Revolution of 1848 showed that the over-

whelming majority of German liberals continued to consider

the emancipation of the Jews to be an integral element of

their program. When the Frankfort National Assembly, in

which German liberal opinion came together in full strength,

deliberated on basic human rights and took up the question

of the freedom of the churches and of legal equality of all

religious confessions, Moritz Mohl, a liberal from South

Germany, proposed that the question of Jewish religious

rights ought to be treated in special legislation. This pro-

posal was decisively rejected. The greatest impression in this

debate was made by a speech by Gabriel Riesser. "Until re-

cently," he said, "it would have been impossible for me to

become a night-watchman in my home city of Hamburg. I

consider it to be the work, I ought to say the miraculous

result, of the notions of right and freedom that I am entitled

to defend here the great cause of justice and equality with-

out having had to convert to Christianity."^* Riesser's inter-

vention in this debate was one of the spectacular events in

the Frankfort Assembly and made him one of the most re-

spected politicians in Frankfort. Nevertheless it deserves some

attention that at the end of his speech Riesser expressed the

view that to become true German patriots the Jewish popu-

lation still needed to become educated and that the granting

of full equality would, he believed, accelerate this policy of

education.

THE FAILURE OF THE Revolution of 1848 represented a

break in German history, and a break also in the develop

ment with which we are concerned here. For the first time

the Jews were seen in a new role, as direct participants in

German politics. The notions about Jews were enriched by

a new figure: the Jew as revolutionary leader. Soon after the

Revolution, in 1850, a pamphlet attacking Karl Marx used

for the first time anti-Semitic arguments and some of the

trials organized against those who had participated in the

revolts following the end of the Frankfort Assembly had anti-

Semitic undertones.^ "* But only a decade later the image of

the Jew as leader of movements aiming to overthrow the

social order was firmly stamped on the mind of the German

public. It was the combination of attractiveness, intelligence,

arrogance and Don Quixotery in Lassalle which for years to

come established a connection between revolutionary leader-

ship and Jewish intelligentsia.

The general transformation, however, which the revolution

of 1848—more precisely the failure of the revolution of 1848—

brought about in Germany had wider impact on the history

of the Jews in Germany than the appearance of the Jew as

a particular political type. The revolution had led to a con-

flict with Denmark which was denying the Germans in

Schleswig-Holstein their right of self-determination. The

Poles had threatened to contest German possessions in the

east. The Slavic people in the Habsburg Empire had indi-
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cated their unwillingness to continue under German domina-

tion. National unification, once a remote goal to be attained

by rational persuasion, cooperation and the natural progress

of history, became an object of practical politics, to be won

against powerful opponents within Germany and outside Ger-

many. The attainment of German national unity meant the

assertion, if necessary by military means, of German claims

against other nations. National feeling gained a sharper edge;

it became arrc^ant and aggressive.

The result was not only a strong emphasis on German na-

tional superiority. There was also an increased tendency

towards distinguishing Germans from other nationalities, and

other nations from each other. Each nation was regarded to

possess a unique and distinctive character. It is startling to

what extent national characters became stereotyped—the

French were regarded as restless, voluble, vain; the Slavic

people were thought to be subservient and lacking in in-

dividuality, and so on.

Another consequence of the failure of liberal idealism to

create a German national state was the development of a

diametrically opposed attitude: the emergence of a contempt

for idealistic and ideological considerations in politics. To
use the word which was coined at this time: what was needed

was "Realpolitik." The paramount aim to which all efforts

ought to be directed was the establishment of Germany as a

power among powers. Considerations of domestic policy, the

internal form which the German national state would assume,

became issues of secondary importance. Certainly the achieve-

ment of liberal desiderata-a constitutional, progressive Ger-

many—remained the long-distant goal; but its realization

would have to wait until the precondition, national unifica-

tion, was fulfilled. This was what the liberals-or at least a

good prt of the liberal leadership-believed they had to learn

from their experiences and their failure in the years 1848 and

1849. Turning away from domestic issues to the problems of

power and foreign policy had also its advantageous aspects

from the liberal point of view. The events of 1848 had re-

vealed the great differences existing between the various
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parts of Germany, between north and south, between the in-

dustrialized Rhineland and the agrarian areas of the east,

between Catholic and Protestant attitudes to government and

education. The forging of a unified liberal program had

proved to be extremely difficult. In order to maintain some

kind of organized liberal movement against the combined

forces of reaction and dynastic particularism, it became neces-

sary to concentrate on the one issue on which liberals were

united: the need for a German national state, and to lower

the emphasis on internal problems that divided. It seemed a

practical necessity to place emphasis on the goal of national

unity without spelling out a social and democratic program.^^

It has been said that "the emphasis on power at the expense

of the spirit corrupted the values and stunted the political

growth of the German people." This was of crucial impor-

tance for German history in general; it was of special impor-

tance with regard to Jews.

The same assumption which was applied to other peoples,

namely, that each nation had a distinctive, individual char-

acter, that the persons who belonged to a nation, despite great

differences among them, reflected a national type, was, of

course, also applied to the Jews. This does not mean that all

those who viewed Jews as possessing distinguishing national

features considered their integration into Germany an im-

possibility; discerning a national type behind individual fea-

tures became a customary way of describing and evaluating

people. Certainly in the 1850s we encounter frequently de-

scriptions of a general Jewish type, with distinct and distinc-

tive features. Richard Wagner published in 1850 his Juden-

turn tind die Musik, and although his writing was certainly

determined and inspired by personal motives, by his aim to

gain a place in the musical world, then dominated by Men-

delssohn and Meyerbeer, Wagner's argumentation—weak as

it was—is based on the assumption of the existence of a par-

ticular Jewish mentality. Five years later Freytag's Soil und

Haben was published; we are now better able to fit that book

in its context. In placing the honest German Burger against

the superficial and anogant noble, the book continues the

struggle of the revolution for emancipation of the bour-
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geoisie; in ascribing not only to the Jews but also to the Sla-

vic people, particularly to the Poles, a national character

widely inferior to the Germans, Freytag employs categories

of national characterization which had come to the fore-

ground in German political thought. Material of this nature

is extensive, and it might be enough to quote from the article

on the Jews in Bluntschli's encyclopedia, one of the most

respected political handbooks, published in 1860. Bluntschli

himself was the author of this article; the passage which

deserves attention runs: "Admittedly the Semitic race of the

Jews is even today, as it was one-thousand or two-thousand

years ago, recognizable by movements and posture, and this

contrast of races is still felt as something alien by the Aryan

Germans and Latin Peoples in their contacts with Jews. It

still forms an impediment to closer contacts and community.

. . . The Jewish people have inherited from the patriarchs

of their tribal era preference for bargaining and business

gains . .
."i» Now Bluntschli was an adherent of legal equali-

ty for the Jews and he advocated this policy in the article

from which I quoted. He simply uses a conceptual framework

that was widely, almost generally adopted.

At the beginning of the movement for Jewish emancipation-

for instance, in Lessing's play The Jews-k was believed that

the only differences which exist among human beings are

those of moral behavior; evaluation of an individual based

on generalizations about his religion or nationality have no

validity and ought never to be undertaken. Now. in the

1850s and 1860s, the peoples of different nations not only

look and move differently, they also have different innate

qualities. The Jews are becoming stereotyped, in their ex-

terior as well as in their professional behavior. It seems

superfluous to go into details about the characteristics given

to the Jews, to analyze in detail what were considered to be

special Jewish types. ^» One needs to read only German novels

-from Karl Spindler's The Jew, and Freytag's Soil und

Haben to Raabe's Hungerpastor-to have these types: the

peddler who becomes rich through fraud and subservience,

the rich banker eager for acceptance in society, the speculator

who converts to Christianity for reasons of advancement, the
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intelligent reticent scholar preaching reason but withdrawing

from the world where his philosophy might be tested, and

finally the revolutionary leader. 20

As INDICATED EARLIER, this thinking in typical categories

has its origin in a general method of characterization; it is

not, or not primarily, an expression of anti-Jewish feeling or

hostility. Freytag, for instance, in later years, when anti-

semitism had become a political force in Germany, claimed

loudly that he was not an anti-Semite. Wilhelm Busch's

Schmidchen Schievelbein-like some of his other figures, for

instance Baldnin Baehlamm, the clerk with poetic aspirations

-is one of the social misfits at whom Busch smiled with ironic

detachment. But this indulgence in the depiction of a Jewish

type has its dangers, and some of those who lived in this period

were aware of this. The best-known German novelist of this

era was Friedrich Spielhagen; although one cannot call him a

great artist, he deserves praise as an honest and unswerving

protagonist of liberal and progressive ideas. In his novels

Spielhagen treated problems of the contemporary world. In

the 1860s he wrote a political novel about the problems of

industrialization; in the middle of the 1870s he wrote a novel

on stock-exchange speculations. Every reader of these novels

soon becomes aware that the hero of one of them was Las-

salle, that a main figure of the other was Strousberg. But

neither the Lassalle nor the Strousberg of Spielhagen's novels

is a Jew. On the contrary, there is emphasis on the good

Christian middle-class background of these figures. Clearly

Spielhagen was aware of the rising wave of anti-semitism and

wanted to communicate the message that revolutionary lead-

ers or stock-exchange speculators do not need to be Jews.

We have now reached that point in time at which we started:

the years of the foundation of the Empire-the time when

anti-Semitism emerged as a clearly distinguishable, much-dis-

cussed political phenomenon-and we might now be able to

draw some conclusion. First I ought to emphasize that I do

not want to deny the importance of those factors that are

usually considered to be responsible for the rise of anti-
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Scmitism as a political force in Germany: the Great Depres-

sion, the upsetting effects of industrialization and modernism,

the increase of the Jewish population in the great urban

centers, the growth of political radicalism. I want to propose,

however, that, before 1870, the movement for Jewish eman-

cipation and integration had weakened and that especially

among the liberals, the main advocates of Jewish emancipa-

tion and equality, doubts and hesitations had arisen: they

had been still responsible-and this needs to be acknowledged

and emphasized—for introducing in the constitution of the

North German League in 1867, and then of the Reich in

1871, the clause which gave equal political rights to members

of all confessions. But while liberals had remained loyal to

the principles, the Enlightenment origins of liberal ideas, the

attitude of influential liberal groups within the general con-

text of German policy was not favorable to the implementa-

tion of this policy, to the integration of the Jews in German

society. In subordinating domestic issues to the imperatives

of foreign policy, in collaborating with the ruling group

rather than insisting on the demolition of the class structure,

they had relinquished the possibility to create that equali-

tarian and democratic society which would have eased the

integration of the Jews into German life. The liberals' en-

thusiastic surrender to the appeal of nationalism contributed

to the construction of national images stressing differences

rather than eliminating them. What occurred before 1870

gives some explanation for the apathetic attitude of many

members of the middle classes towards the rise of anti-

Semitism in later years.

This complex relationship between nationalism and the Jews

can perhaps be seen more clearly if we consider briefly the

opinions of two German leaders—Marx and Bismarck—

neither of whom was particularly impressed by the spirit of

German nationalism. Much has been written about Marx'

attitude towards the Jewish question, and it remains a much-

disputed issue. 2^ He was not above using the pattern that

had been created and Marx could characterize, rather

haughtily, a person whom he disliked, as a Jew; for instance

Lassalle he characterized as a "German Jewish nigger." But

CMS'

Marx did not accept the opinion that there was a special

Jewish morality and that there was a difficult Jewish ques-

tion. The fact that the Jews were discriminated against was

an example of the viciousness of the capitalist system, and

they would receive justice and equality when capitalism

would be replaced by a socialist system.

It may seem absurd to suggest that in the thought of Bis-

marck—the statesman who created the German Empire-

nationalism was not a dominant factor. Bismarck certainly

did not lack German national feeling, but his main aim was

to strengthen Prussia, and the Reich which he created was a

greater Prussia, maintaining Prussia's authoritarian system. In

the 1850s, after Bismarck had sloughed off his youthful no-

tion of a Christian state and had become converted to "Real-

politik" of which he became the uncontested master, he also

viewed the Jews with a kind of cool realism." His criterion

was whether they could be useful for his political aims; seen

from this angle, the Jews did not form a unified bloc, nor

had they any particular character; they had different inter-

ests and aims according to their position, wealth, and per-

sonal inclinations. There were times when Bismarck thought

that Lassalle could perhaps be useful; in general wealthy

Jews were of importance and ought to be supported as a

conservative element interested in maintaining the status

quo. It is amusing that Bismarck was one of the few who had

friendly words for the little Jew, the peddler; he found

among them good honest people.

The Socialists were not always free from anti-Semitism, and

Bismarck was enough of a member of the Junker class not

to be outspokenly pro-Jewish. Yet Marx and Bismarck were

less involved in the problem, had a somewhat detached at-

titude, less obsessed with the national image and, for this

reason, they confirm the central importance of the originally

liberal middle class for the problem of the rise of anti-

Semitism.

W.ITH SOME JUSTIFICATION it might be asked whether all

this matters. Is it of any importance to set the rise of modern
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anti-Semitism back from the twentieth, first to the later

nineteenth century and then to the middle of the nineteenth

century?

In my o|>inion more is involved than correct chronology; I

feel sure that it is important to place the beginning of this

movement in its right historical context. Anti-Semitism is not

limited to Germany; one needs only to think of the Dreyfus

case to become aware that, at the same time when anti-Semi-

tism became vocal in Germany, also in other countries anti-

Semitism became a disturbing and dividing political issue.

But in France anti-Semitism could be contained, it received

no official recognition of any kind. This was different in Ger-

many; anti-Semitic political parties continued to appear and

to find adherents, and in certain areas there remained official

discrimination. There was no united resistance of the liberal

bourgeoisie;—of what might be called the broad center of

the political spectrum-to this attitude. Liberalism never

recovered from the split which the events of the middle of

the nineteenth century, the Revolution of 1848 and its fail-

ure, the subordination of the question of freedom to the

question of power had brought about, and of the neglect of

basic individual rights under the consuming fire of national-

ism. The fact that Jewish emancipation and integration re-

mained only half-solved was part and parcel of the inability

of liberal Germany to realize a constitutional and democratic

solution of the German problem, the result of sacrificing the

wider to the narrower aim. Certainly it was not only, not

even primarily, the fault of the liberals that they had failed

to attain their original aims. It was the reflection of the

uneven development of German society, of the many divisions

within German society which resulted in continuous tension

between reactionary and progressive elements and made uni-

fication possible only by blood and iron, and on an autocratic

basis. Even what later happened reflects this fundamental

problem of modern German history; as many reasons as

there are for the rise of Hitler and the Nazis, it would not

have been possible if democratization had been more com-

plete, if the Nazi movement had not been able to draw

strength from the autocratic element which had remained

built into German political institutions. But the view I want

to leave is not that the course of history is set and cannot be

deviated from; on the contrary, that there are always mo-

ments of decision and that at such moments it is always best

to ask what are one's most fundamental beliefs and principles

and to stand with them.
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NOTES
1. The importance of this novel as a reflection of rising anti-Semitism

has been well characterized by George Mossc, Germans and Jews, New
York. 1970; Peter Heinz Hubrich, Gustav Freytags 'Deutsche Ideologie'

in Soil und Haben, Kronberg Ts.. 1974, is the most recent analysis of

the political significance of this novel. The book by Eleonore Sterling,

Jttdenhass, Frankfort, 1969, is particularly concerned—like this lecture

—with develovments before the foundation of the Reich; it deals with

concrete events rather than with ideology.

2. Sec Reinhard Rurup, "Emancipation and Crisis. The 'Jewish Ques-

tion' in Germany 1850-1890;' Year Book XX (1975) of the Leo Baeck

Institute, p. 13: but sec also Riirup's many other writings on this

problem, most of all his Emanzipation und Antisemitismus, Got-

tingen, 1975.

5. The point of departure was the book by Hans Rosenberg, Crosse

Depression und Bismarckzeit (Veroffentlichungcn dcr Historischen

Kommission zu Berlin, vol. XXIV) , Berlin, 1967; Rosenberg's thesis

has been worked out in great detail by several German scholars,

most of all Hans Ulrich Wehler. For a brief recent statement, see

Gordon A. Craig. Germany 1866-1945, New York, 1978, chapter 3.

4. See Fritz Stem, Gold and Iron, London, 1977, especially chapter 18,

for a careful analysis of this new wave of antisemitism.

5. Walter Frank, Hofprediger Adolf Stocker und die christlich-soziale

Bewegung, Hamburg, 1935, remains important because it contains

most fully the relevant material.

6. The discussion evoked by Treilschkc's article is now collected in Der
Berliner Antisemitismusstreit, ed. Walter Bohlich, Frankfurt, 1965.

7. The passage can be found in Heine's Reisebilder, "Reise von Mun-
chen nach Genua"; I use the translation by Charles Godfrey Leland.

8. See RiJrup. Emanzipation und Antisemitismus, pp. 13 et seq.

9. From the English translation of Sebastian Hensel, Die Familie Men-
delssohn, pp. 79

10. In general sec Das Judentum in der Deutschen Vmwelt, ed. Hans
LiebcschCitz and Arnold Faucker (Schriftenreihe Wisscnschaftlicher

Abhandlungen des Leo Baeck Instituts. vol. XXXV), Tubingen,

1977; for Baden, sec Riirup, "Die Emanzipation in Baden" in Eman-
npation und Antisemitismus, pp. 37-73, but the various German
Encyclopedias of the first half of the nineteenth century (Rotteck-

Wclckcr. Ersch-Gruber) contain detailed data about the legal situa-

tion of the Jews in the various German states in their articles on

"Emanzipation."

BO

11. In Paragraph 270.

12. David Mendel's (Neander's) Rede, "gehalten beim Abgang vom
Johanneum im Jahre 1805" has recently been reprinted: Hamburg,

1956.

13. My translation.

14. My translation. The speech is given in full in the protocols of the

Frankfort National Assembly, but also carefully mentioned in the

books by Rudolf Haym and Heinrich Laube, describing the develop-

ments in Frankfort.

15. See Jerrold Seigel, Marx's Fate, Princeton, 1978, p. 114.

16. The classic statement about the impact of the Revolution of 1848

on heightening the temperature of German nationalism is still L. B.

Namier, 1848: The Revolution of the Intellectuals, London, 1944.

17. This point has been emphatically made by James J. Sheehan, German
Liberalism in the Nineteenth Century, Chicago, 1978. The following

quotation comes from Friedrich Meinecke.

18. My translation.

19. For an attempt at a "Typology of German Jewry," see Year Book XIX
(1974) of the Leo Baeck Institute.

20. The best treatment of the image of the Jew in German literature is

Pierre Angel. Le Personnage Juif dans le Roman Allemand (1855-

1915) Paris, 1973.

21. For the following, see Seigel, Marx's Fate, pp. 112-119.

22. A convenient collection of the material can be found in Otto Johlin-

ger, Bismarck und die Juden, Berlin, 1921, although the Bismarckian

enthusiasm of this pro-Jewish author smoothes down the edges; inter-

esting material on Bismarck and rich Jews in Frank, Hofprediger

Adolf Stacker, pp. 90 et seq. Basic is Fritz Stern, Gold and Iron,

chapter 18.
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PItlNTEO IN THB UUmB fTAlVS OT AMIIICA

T.HE MURDER of ouc third of the Jewish people has raised

many questions about motives and consequences; about what

could have been done to resist and save lives. And there are

even some who argue still, or again, that there was no mass

murder at all. There is an enormous literature on the subject

on every level of sophistication; there are personal accounts

and general descriptions. But a comprehensive work on this,

the darkest period in Jewish history, has been contemplated

only in recent years. Perhaps it was impossible to confront

such a task earlier.

The present lecture deals with one specific question: how and

through what channels did the news about the "final solu-

tion" first filter out despite the fact that it was intended to be

kept secret for as long as possible?

This issue is more complex than it may appear at first sight,

with traces leading into many diflPerent directions. Much fur-

ther research needs to be done. In the preparation of this lec-

ture, which by necessity can be no more than a summary, I

have had access to material which had not been generally ac-

cessible or had not been systematically used before. It can be

shown, I believe, that the news was received from many more

sources and at an earlier date than was commonly believed.

But the news did not fully register and in some cases it was

altogether disbelieved. The question of why it took so long

to accept the facts is of great importance, but I shall be able to

deal with it in this lecture only in passing.

According to the generally accepted version, the two decisive

dates are the Wannsee conference on January 20, 1942, and

the cable prepared on August 8 of that year by Gerhardt Rieg-

ner, then as now representative of the World Jewish Congress

in Geneva. This cable, which first announced the systematic



extermination of the Jewish people in Europe, was received

by Rabbi Stephen Wise in New York on August 28. U.S. dip
lomatic channels had refused to transmit it, but another copy

had reached him through Sidney Silverman, the Labor mem-
ber of Parliament in London. Following the advice of the

State Department, Rabbi Wise delayed publication by several

weeks. It was only in November, 1942 that wide publicity was

given to the horrible events in Eastern Europe. But hundreds

of thousands of Jews had already been killed during the six

months before Wannsee, and there had been many reports of

mass killings, and even a concerted plan, well before Dr. Rieg-

ner's cable. Where did they come from? And who told Riegner

that a decision had been made to exterminate European

Jewry?

To this day the issue is not entirely clear. According to the

Hebrew introduction to Arthur Morse's book "While Six Mil-

lion Died," a German industrialist named Arthur Sommer,
visiting Switzerland, informed a Swiss friend. The friend told

the well-known historian and philosopher Edgar Salin, who
in turn contacted Dr. Benjamin Sagalowitz, press officer of the

Association of Swiss Jews, who then got in touch with Dr.

Riegner. Dr. Riegner says that the industrialist owned a fac-

tory which produced armaments and employed some 30,000

workers, but he has refused to reveal his name. Dr. Sagalowitz

mentioned that the industrialist arrived in Swiuerland in late

July, 1942, and that he (Sagalowitz) had been in touch with

Mm, albeit indirecdy, for several years. I have been assured

by Dr. Riegner that it was not Arthur Sonmier and that Pro-

fessor Salin did not play the role of an intermediary. I have

seen the papers of the late Dr. Sagalowitz in Zurich and he

does not mention Salin either. Thus, the question of his iden-

tity remains unsolved for the time being—though perhaps not

for much longer. The industrialist's report was certainly of

great importance, but it hardly constituted conclusive evi-

dence. How could he have learned a state secret of the highest

crder? Perhaps it was a case of genuine misunderstanding or

perhaps of deliberate misinformation?

Obviously, corroboration was needed and there was indeed

additional evidence: Professor Yehuda Bauer, the Israeli his-

torian, has pointed out that even before the Riegner cable a

detailed report issued by the leaders of the Bund in occupied

Poland had conveyed the same message. It stated in its very

first sentence that the Germans had embarked on the physical

extermination of the Jewish population on Polish soil. This

document reached England in June, and the United States

some time in July, 1942. It was also published in the Zionist

Socialist monthly "Jewish Frontier" in September, 1942. Even

earlier, the gist of this report had been broadcast by the BBC
in London. In addition to these two key pieces of evidence

there were many other messages to the same effect, and it is to

these that I shall turn next.

T.HE SAD CHRONOLOGY of physical extermination begins with

the German invasion of Poland; it gathered momentum with

the invasion of the Soviet Union, when the number of victims

of the Einsatzgruppen had to be counted no longer in dozens

and hundreds but in hundreds of thousands. The deporta-

tions to Poland from Germany and other countries began in

the autumn of 1941. Details of the "final solution" were dis-

cussed at the Wannsee conference in January, 1942. Thirty

copies of the protocols of this conference were circulated, a

fact which is of some relevance because secrets circulated in

dozens of copies seldom remain secret for very long.

To continue with the chronology: the first extermination

camp was established well before the Wannsee conference.

This was Chelmno (Kulmhof) in the so-called Warthegau.

The second, Belzec, not far from Lublin, was ready in March,

1942. The first gassing in Auschwitz took place early in May,

1942; its first victims were Jews from the neighborhood, from

places such as Sosnowiec. (There had been one "experimen-

tal" gassing back in 1941 in which several hundred Soviet

prisoners-of-war were killed.) The next victims, in July, 1942,

were transf>orts from Slovakia, Holland and France. Of the

three extermination camjjs mentioned so far, two—Chelmno
and Auschwitz—were located within the 1940 borders of Gross-

deutschland. They were not in the occupied area, the General-

gouvernment, as is frequently believed. This point should be

stressed not just because most publications erroneously state

that European Jewry was killed somewhere in darkest Eastern

Europe, far from the German borders. It is of further impor-



tance because even though Auschwitz wag in some ways a

state within a state, various branches of the German civilian

bureaucracy, not just the S.S., were involved in the establish-

ment and maintenance of the camps. This is not to say that

these civilians knew exactly what went on in the camps, but it

is equally impossible to believe that they knew nothing.

Auschwitz was by far the biggest of the camps. It is located at

the far border of the Upper Silesian industrial area, near such

cities as Beuthen, Gleiwitz, Hindenburg (Zabrze) , Katowice,

and Koenigshuette. Ironically, there had been a small hack-

Mcharah center in Auschwiu which was dissolved, I believe,

only in 1941, after the camp had already been established.

Auschwitz was both a concentration and an extermination

camp^ unlike places such as Treblinka and Sobibor, which

were factories of death, tout court. Auschwitz was not just one

camp but three; it was a veritable archipelago with some forty

branches (Aussenstellen) . The list of these branches reads

like a gazeteer of Silesia: Kosel, Blechhammer, Gleiwitz, Beu-

then, Laurahuette, Schwientochlowitz, Bunzlau, Langenbie-

ku, Ottmuth, Gogolin, Annaberg, Neukirch. The branches

extended as far as Riesa, near Dresden, and Warsaw. The in-

mates worked for AEG, the German electricity trust, in the

production o£ synthetic petrol (Buna) ; for the German rail-

way; and other enterprises important to the war effort

I mention this for one simple reason: it is difficult enough to

believe that no resident of Gleiwitz, Beuthen or Katowice

had the faintest idea of what went on at a distince of between

15 or 20 miles from his home.* But since the Auschwitz in-

mates were, in fact, dispersed all over Silesia, since they met

*Accx»rding to a Gestapo report dated Berlin, March 18, 1942, Karl Golde,

aged 28. a member of the Order of the Salesians. resident of the Ausch-

witi monastery, was arrested for having gathered material about the

camp. He was sent to the camp, where he died on May 14, 1942.

There is evidence that the Jews in the vicinity did know early (mi.

Thus, a Palestinian citizen, a resident of Sosnowiec who was repatriated

in November, 1942, reported to the Jewish Agency Executive about the

chimneys of nearby Auschwitz and what they were used for. Her evi-

dence, together wiUi that of others of this group (see below) . was dis-

tributed (in Hebrew) by the Information Department of the Jewish
Afcncy on November 20, 1942. Even earlier details about the insuUations
at Treblinkji were imuggled abroad; an English language brochure ('Lest

we ibiget') publiihed in London and New York in 194S conuins a map
of the Trdilinki camp on page 4.
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with many thousands of other people in their work, it is alto-

gether inconceivable that the news about Auschwitz did not

reach many non-Jews as soon as the killing started. Nor is it

widely known that hundreds of civilian employees, German
and Polish, were actually working in Auschwitz—arriving in

the morning, leaving in the afternoon. Furthermore, perhaps

most startling, inmates of Auschwitz were actually released

well after the mass murder had started. This refers to both

Germans and foreign nationals. Most of them were non-Jews

but there were also, incredibile dictu, some Jews among them.

Lastly, there were those who escaped from Auschwitz. Thus

the news of Auschwitz got out almost immediately and through

many channels. Auschwitz was a large enterprise, and as in any

large enterprise few of those employed there had an overall

view. There was compartmentalization, and people knew well

only what occurred in their immediate surroundings. But they

met and talked and exchanged views, and only the deaf and

blind did not know that something quite extraordinary was

happening there.

Hitler and other Nazi leaders had spoken on various occasions

about the physical destruction of European Jewry, but they

carefully shunned the use of terms such as killing and murder.

This caused some confusion outside Germany, quite unne-

cessarily it should be added, for how does one exterminate a

people without physically destroying it? One of the first to

state this was Paul Squire, U.S. Consul to Geneva. In a No-

vember 9, 1942, letter to Harrison, the American Ambassador

in Bern, Squire wrote after a conversation with Carl Burck-

hardt, the noted historian and a key figure in the International

Red Cross: "It should be noted that I was unable to confirm

the actual use of the word 'extermination' (that is, its German
equivalent) , in the text of Hitler's order (which the unnamed

German industrialist had mentioned to Riegner) . One may
draw one's own conclusion, however: if a given territory is to

be made 'Jew-free' by a certain date and there is no place to

dump the unfortunates, only one solution remains . . . namely,

death ... I have always noted that the Nazis seek to cloak their

documents in legality to satisfy some inexplicable qualms of

conscience."

But even if the documents were not altogether outspoken,



news of ihe "final solution" became known very quicky. I now
want to point to the various categories of people—many more
than is commonly thought—who knew about it, though per-

haps not always to the full extent. The first major massacres

were those carried out by the Einsatzgruppen in the Baltic

countries in White Russia and the Ukraine. To the extent

that there was an underground in these territories, its connec-

tions were of course with Moscow. Through these channels

the Soviet authorities knew about the massacres and occasion-

ally mentioned them in their press releases and broadcasts.

There were many reports about the "barbarous behavior of

the fascist occupants vis-4-vis Soviet citizens;" the circumstance

that Jews were singled out was mentioned only rarely for rea-

sons that need not concern us in this context. But the fact that

many thousands of Jews were killed was indeed made public,

for instance with regard to the fate of the Jews in Kiev in

December of 1941.

T.HE NEWS ABOUT the massacre of Jews in the Baltic coun-

tries in late 1941 reached Jewish institutions in Geneva and
London, the main listening posts, only indirectly and with

considerable delay. It was transmitted mainly, I believe,

through Jewish emissaries who were sent from the Vilna ghet-

to to Warsaw, and through Jewish and non-Jewish messengers

who were sent from Poland to Lithuania to collect evidence.

Several Jews escaped from the Baltic countries and at least one
of them succeeded in reaching Sweden. If the archives of the

Swedish political police and intelligence are opened one day,

it will be found that at least some people in Stockholm were

informed, though they probably did not have a full picture.

Or, to provide another example, there was the case of An-
thoni. the head of the Finnish state police during the war. He
was brought to trial in Abo in 1947 for having handed over to

the Gestapo several Jews who did not have Finnish citizenship.

Anthoni admitted having met Eichmann in Berlin in 1942,

but claimed that he did not know about the atrocities "be-

cause he had no time to read the newspapers." But among his

papers a report was found by another Finnish state police

officer about a visit to Esthonia dated 1941!, which contained

details about the extermination of the Jews in that country.

Anthoni claimed that though he had initialed this report, he
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had not read it, which may or may not be true. What matters

in this context is that at least one Finnish police officer did

know. There is no reason to assume that he kept this knowl-

edge to himself or that he was the only one who had such first

hand knowledge. The consensus in Finland after the war was

that Anthoni must have known too, and it was, of course, his

duty to report to his superior, the Minister of the Interior.

The Anthoni affair again became the focus of much discussion

in Finland in early 1979 and more light may well be shed on

it at some future date.

Most of the reports about the systematic extermination of Jews

came from Polish sources, about which more follows. This

refers also to events in Lithuania: there was a strong Polish

ethnic element in this region and Polish intelligence func-

tioned well. Thus, in a report from the Polish underground

army (AK) to the Polish government in London, covering

the period from mid-August to Nov. 15, 1941, well before

Wannsee, it is said that most Jews on Lithuanian soil had al-

ready been killed. The Tel Aviv daily newspaper Hatzofeh

published a report on February 8, 1942 about the mass murder

of Jews in Kovno and Vilna based on these sources in London.

On April 8, 1942, the "delegate" of the Polish government-in-

exile in Warsaw informed London that in Vilna alone 60,000

Jews had been killed. According to another report only 30,000

Jews were left in Vilna by late 1941; most had been executed

in a bestial way, and those surviving were about to be mur-

dered. Other reports referred to the killing of 8,000 Jews in

Pinsk and vicinity, in Polesia, Volhynia, Rawa Ruska, Rembe-
tow, Marki, Sandomierz and other places. The list is long

and gruesome and it was quite accurate.

HeLow Dm THIS INFORMATION reach the West? There were al-

most daily radio reports from Poland, the Home Army and

informants all over Poland and several radio transmitters.

According to I. Garlinski, a leading student of this subject, a

short and very imf)ortant message could be received in Lon-

don the same day. There were technical difficulties to be sure:

in Warsaw the Germans used detector vans and the Polish un-

derground could only transmit for 15 minutes at a time before

moving on. For longer messages radio transmitters outside the



capital were used, which led to some delay since the enci-

phered messages were taken to a distant location. Still longer

reports were sent to London by courier about once a month.

Jewish groups, it should be noted in passing, did not have

direct access to the Polish underground transmitters in 1942.

This changed only in January, 1943, following special instruc-

tions given by the Polish authorities in London.

The drops in Poland of agents and material from London had

begim in February, 1941. Contrary to widespread belief, it is

not true that Poland was beyond the reach of Allied planes.

At first a modified two-engined Whitley plane was used for

the long flight to Poland; later four engined Halifax planes

were employed and still later heavy Liberators. It is true that

the flight to Poland and back took some twelve hours, and that

for this reason, to use the cover of darkness, most of the drops

until 1943 took place in winter when the nights were long.

The first reports about the extermination camps came mainly

from Polish railway workers; at least one underground emis-

sary is reported to have visited an extermination camp before

his escape to the West.

But accounts were also received through other channels. It is

not widely known that there were hundreds of escapes from

Auschwitz: altogether 667 such cases have been recorded.*

Two hundred seventy prisoners who escaped were subsequent-

ly apprehended, but as these figures indicate, most got away.

In 1942 alone, 120 inmates escaped, the next year 310. Among
them were at least 76 Jews, probably more, because in many

cases the camp authorities did not fully identify the escapees

in their reports. Several dozen people fled from Treblinka, a

few from Sobibor, and there is one known case of escape from

Belzec. Those who escaped talked about their experiences, and

in this way, too, the news spread.

Is it true, as has been argued by some students of the holo-

*In his autobiographical notes, Rudolf Hocss, commander of Auschwitz,

says that it was virtually impossible to stop news from the outside world

from reaching Auschwitz, and vice versa. When Himmler visited Ausch-

witz he complained aJjout the "high, imprecedented number of success-

ful escapes from Auschwitz" and asked the commander to use every pos-

sible means to put an end to them.
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caust, that there was a temporary conspiracy of silence on the

part of the Polish authorities? On the basis of the material

known at present, it would appear that there were some curi-

ous delays in publication. Dr. Schwarzbart, the Jewish leader

who was a member of the Polish National Council in London,
later wrote in his diary that he would never forgive Mikolaj-

czyk, Minister of the Interior in the London government-in-

exile, for having remained silent about the reports concerning

the extermination of Jews between July and September of

1942. And it is also true that St. Korbonski, "chief delegate"

of the polish government-in-exile, expressed astonishment in

his memoirs, published in 1954, that the reports about the

deportations from Warsaw to Treblinka were not broadcast

from London for a considerable time after having been re-

ceived there. But these were not the first such accounts to

have come out of Poland and to be given publicity: a detailed

report of the Bund had reached London well before, in late

May, 1942, and had been broadcast over the BBC on June 2.

On June 6, General Sikorsky, the head of the Polish govern-

ment, went on the air and said that the extermination of Jews
was being carried out on an unbelievable scale. Three days

later he made another such broadcast, and on June 10 an offi-

cial declaration on this subject was issued by the Polish gov-

ernment-in-exile. If the news about the murder of Warsaw
Jews was published in London only with delay, the reason

might have been disbelief on the part of the British and
Americans, as the Polish government "Bulletin for Home Af-

fairs" noted at the time.* It has been argued that the Poles

did not hesitate to report massacres in the Eastern region of

their country, which had been under Soviet rule from 1939

to 1941, because the population of that area was ethnically

mixed and there was little the Polish underground could do
about it; publicizing news about Warsaw would have obliged

the Poles to respond actively. But a perusal of the signals sent

from Warsaw to London shows that massacres in various

places in Central and Western Poland had also been reported

by the Polish underground radio. That there were delays in

London is not in dispute, though the reasons are not yet suffi-

ciently clear. But there were still longer delays in Washington,

in New York and even in Jerusalem.

•A perusal of Dr. Schwarzbart's archives shows that he had, in fact, heard
about the deportations from Warsaw five days after they had started.

II



Richard Lichtheim was the representative of the Jewish Agen-

cy in Switzerland during the war and it was from him, and

from Riegner, that much of the news about the mass slaughter

first reached the Jewish leadership abroad. Lichtheim's reports

were deeply pessimistic. A few examples should suffice. On
October 20, 1941. he wrote to the Executive of the Jewish

Agency:

With all these degradations added to actual starvation

and brutal treatment, the remnants of the Jewish com-

munities of Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia will

probably be destroyetl before the war ends . .

.

On November 10, 1941, he stated that of those deported to

Eastern Europe, only a minority of the younger and stronger

would survive. On November 13, 1941:

With regard to Germany, Austria and the Protectorate

it must be said that the fate of the Jews is now sealed.

On February 11, 1942, in a letter to Arthur Lourie in New
York, circulated also in Britain and Palestine:

The number of our dead after this war will have to be

counted not in thousands or hundreds of thousands but

in several millions.

Lichtheim's reports were read with much attention in Jeru-

salem and their echo can be found in various moves made by

the leadership of the Jewish Agency in early 1942. Thus, again

one example out of many, a quotation from a letter by Moshe

Shertok, head of the jwlitical department, to General Auch-

inleck, commander of the Eighth Army in Egypt:

The destruction of the Jewish race is a fundamental tenet

of Nazi doctrine. The authoritative reports recently pub-
lished show that this policy is being carried out with a

ruthlessness which defies description. (April 17, 1942)

However, when Lichtheim received the report of the "final

solution" in late July, 1942, he added in an accompanying

note that he had a full report ready on August 15, 1942, but

decided to dispatch it only on August 30, because "I had

doubts myself." People in Jerusalem had even greater doubts.

On October 6 Yitzhak Gruenbaum of the Jewish Agency Exe-

cutive asked for further corroboration: "Your latest reports

regarding Poland, which despite all, (are) difficult (to) be-

lieve." It was then, on October 8, that Lichtheim wrote that
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there could be no doubt whatsoever:

1 have foreseen this development long ago. I can easily

understand that you are unwilling to believe the report

in question . . . There is nothing I could add, the tragedy

is too great for words.

And finally, on October 16, Lichtheim wrote to the Jewish

Agency Organization Department:

Ihave the impression that my previous reports did not

find (in Jerusalem) the necessary understanding. Some
of our friends apparently did not want to believe that

something like this was at all possible. Others may have

been misled by accounts in a different vein. It is now
pointless to deal with the motives . .

.

It was only in late November, 1942, after the arrival (in ex-

change for German citizens kept by the Allies) of a group of

130 Palestinian women and children from Poland who con-

firmed the news about Treblinka and Sobibor, that the Jew-

ish Agency was finally convinced. On November 23 it pub-

lished its major official announcement making the extent of

the mass murders public*

It is obvious, in retrospect, that the decision to delay publica-

tion was a mistake. But it was not mainly the fault of the

Poles. The issue at stake in this context is not what the Polish

underground did or could have done to help the Jews, but

simply whether information from Warsaw was provided or

not. About this the record is clear. To quote just one piece of

•Most members of this group left Poland on October 28, 1942 and went to

Vienna where they stayed until November 11. They were joined there by

several others who came from Germany, Holland and Belgium. Upon
their arrival in Palestine on November 18-19, they were interviewed by

Elijahu Dobkin, Shapiro, Barlas and Bahar of the Jewish Agency Execu-

tive at the Athlit camp. Three days later Dobkin made a full report to

the Histadruth Executive in which he said that there was "no reason to

doubt the capacity of understanding and the judgment of those he had

interviewed." (It appears that the Lichtheim -Riegner cables of August,

1942 had not been fully believed.) In the debate which ensued, David

Remes said: "Is it possible that this authentic news did not reach Ameri-

ca? I heard from Ben Gurion that this horrible news reached America

even before it reached us."

Dobkin: "The news reached us and America by way of Geneva. From

the way people reacted here I can well understand how they reacted in

America. When we got the news many could not believe in its authen-

ticity. Ben Gurion has told us that in America they thought that this was

just Greuelpropaganda (atrocity stories) . .
." (Protocol of the Histra-

druth Executive meeting, November 25-26, 1942)

IS



evidence, among many, Zygielbojm, the representative of the

Bund in London, had written well before August, 1942 that

on the basis of information received from Polish quarters or

through their offices, the Germans had chosen Poland for the

place of execution of Jews from all the other occupied coun-

tries as well as Germany itself. On the basis of information

received through the Polish underground, he had mentioned

the poison chambers at Chelmno and mass gassing, and had

even noted in passing that "the executioners harbored no

hatred towards their victims—they were simply doing their

jobs."

I SHALL NOW DEAL with some other quarters which, in all like-

lihood, knew about events in Eastern Europe at an earlier

date than August, 1942. One I have already mentioned: the

Soviet government certainly received detailed reports from the

occupied territories, just as the Polish government-in-exile did.

British intelligence (M.I.6) received translations of the Polish

cables from Warsaw. It remains to be investigated how much
attention was paid to these reports and how widely they were

circulated. We do not know, for instance, whether they

reached Churchill who, of all the wartime leaders, was the

most voracious reader of intelligence reports. British intelli-

irence had, of course, many other sources of information. Quite

fpart from *e Poll* Jnection. a great deal of infonn^tion

came in through the governments-in-exile in London and

their agents. The information about the fate of the Jews was

readily available, not only to agents in key military positions

but to a wider circle, including civilians. No single agent

would have a full picture, but from several such reports a

general pattern would emerge.

News about the extermination of European Jewry paradox-

ically reached the outside world through agents of the German
military intelligence ser\'ice (Abwehr) . Some of these agents

were Jews and they were permitted to travel to neutral coun-

tries throughout the war. We know of at least two, Alfred

Zierer and Reimann, both from Prague, who visited Constan-

tinople repeatedly between 1941 and 1943. (Reimann stayed

in Turkey; Zierer returned and perished in Auschwitz.) Were

they heard? Were they believed? We do not know. There were

probably others: this enterprise was the initiative of General

Hans Oster, second in command of the Abwehr, who had

warned the Western allies on the eve of Hitler's attack in 1940.

Oster was arrested in 1943 and executed.

To give one more illustration: when Airey Neave (the Con-

servative member of Parliament, assassinated by Irish terror-

ists in 1979) was debriefed by M.I.6 following his spectacular

escape in 1942, he reported atrocities committed against Jews

in Poland, which he himself had witnessed. There were other

more detailed accounts. But there was yet another source of

information about which we may learn a little more in the

years to come: Enigma (Ultra) . The story of this remarkable

operation has been told in a recent book by Ronald Lewin,

"Ultra Goes to War." Throughout much of the war, British

intelligence was able to intercept and to read internal radio

signals inside Nazi Germany. In the "Ultra" headquarters at

Bletchley, they first deciphered the Luftwaffe code; the S.S.

code was broken by late 1941. There is reason to believe that

at least some of the reports concerning the "final solution"

were directly or indirectly radioed and intercepted. But while

some of the intercepted German navy signals are already avail-

able for inspection in Kew, those f>ertaining to the S.S. are not

yet accessible. They may be declassified in the years to come,

though it is doubtful whether all the important material will

ever be declassified. It is also possible that the second or third

volume of the history of British intelligence in the Second

World War, now being prepared under the editorship of Prof.

Hinsley, will include some relevant material or, at least, some

hints and suggestions.

Meanwhile one has to rely on bits and pieces of information

and on the personal recollections of those involved in the op-

eration. The overall picture that emerges is briefly as follows.

"Ultra" received few signals from Eastern Europe because this

was technically difficult: generally speaking the Germans used

telephones and teleprinters rather than radio wherever they

could. "Ultra" did intercept some of the RSHA (the State

Security Head Office) Amt VI traffic, but this dealt mainly

with foreign intelligence, not with the "final solution." Hugh
Trevor Roper, now Regius Professor at Oxford and at the

time in a key position at Bletchley, has informed me that his
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department did not have the S.S. traffic at its disposal at the

time, and that he first learned about the massacres from a

political report distributed by M.I.6. But there were other

departments at Bletchley which may have received occasional

items of relevance in this context. This refers, for instance,

to the radioed messages emanating from the German railway

services, which were instrumental in carrying out the depor-

tations from Western and Central Europe to Poland. In early

1941, the Railway Research Service of British intelligence

succeeded in breaking the German railway code and provided

much information about railway movement in Nazi-occupied

Europe.

It is doubtful whether we shall ever know details about what

the Vatican knew, and when. There is every reason to believe

that it was well informed. It had its representatives all over

Europe; the apostolic envoys were reporting regularly. Mon-

signor Burzio, who represented the Vatican in Bratislava,

seems to have been one of the first to have known, and he

intervened with the Slovak government on behalf of the Jews

as early as the spring of 1942. But the Pope kept silent; his

silence later became the subject of much controversy. Several

volumes of documents have been published, but their selec-

tion has been left to insiders on whose loyalty the curia can

count.*

The International Red Cross in Geneva was also in a position

to know a ereat deal. The IRC, which should not be confused

wiA the vfriou. national Red Cross associations, such as the

Swiss, was at the time a semi-private affair. It had been spon-

sored by several patrician families in Geneva, who had coopted

some members of leading families from Basel and Bern.

Through their envoys in various countries, operating under

•The relevant documents are published in vol. VIII of Actes et Docu-

ments du Saint Siege relatifs a Seconde Guerre Mondiale. Vatican 1974.

According to a dispatch from Nuntius Burzio in Bratislava, dated March

9, 1942. "Deportazione 80.000 persone in Polonia alia mercc dei tedeschi

equivale condannarne gran parte morte sicura" (p. 453). Orsenigo, the

representative of the Vatican in Berlin, on the other hand, merely re-

IKjrted (July 28, 1942) "piu macabre supposizioni sulla sorte dei non

ariani." (p. 608). It should be noted that this collection of documents

with rare exception includes only dispatches by the officially accredited

papal envoys. It docs not include the reports received by the Vatican

from other sources, for instance from and about Poland.
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difficult conditions, they did much good. In later years the

IRC was criticized for not having extended more help to the

Jews. Its standard response was that stirring up a scandal

would have endangered every one without saving a single

Jew. But again, the question of help does not concern us in

this context, only the question of knowledge and of transmit-

ting information.

Having received innumerable queries, the IRC approached

the German authorities on several occasions to be told: "This

does not concern us," or more elegantly, "The responsible

authorities decline to give any information concerning non-

Aryan deportees." Professor Huber, one of the central figures

of the IRC, later argued that his organization could not pur-

sue its search for information any further because the fate of

the Jews was not covered by any international treaty. But this

is not correct, for the Hague convention of 1907 does, of

course, cover the treatment of the civilian population in war-

time. We now know that two members of the IRC executive,

Mrs. Ferrier and Odier, were in favor of more energetic action,

but were voted down at a meeting of the IRC on October 14,

1942. On several occasions in October and November of 1942,

Lichtheim and Riegner, Professor Guggenheim and U.S. Con-

sul Squire approached Carl Burckhardt, the "foreign minis-

ter" of the IRC, with the request for corroboration. Burck-

hardt said "privately and not for publication" that according

to information received from two very well informed Germans

—one was an official of the Foreign Ministry, the other worked

at the Ministry of V\^ar—Hitler had indeed signed an order

that Germany must be free of all Jews before the end of 1942

and "that it is obvious what the net result would be." But the

IRC also received first hand information from its own repre-

sentatives who visited Eastern Europe on various occasions.

I

I OUGHT TO MENTION, albeit briefly, yet another category of

witnesses who, writing after the war, have claimed that they

did know details about the holocaust well before the summer

of 1942. Two examples should suffice. The late Aron Gruen-

hut, a Slovak Jewish leader, wrote in a book published in

1972 that Petschuk, assistant director of the Jewish department

in the Slovak Ministry of Interior, informed him and Ludwig
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Kastner (who is not to be confused with the Budapest Kast-

ner) in late January, 1942, that all Slovak Jews would soon

be deported and that the official version, that they would be

working there, was quite wrong—they would all be killed. Is

it possible that a Slovak official should have known about the

Wannsee protocol barely a few days after the event? It seems

that Gruenhut's memory was at fault, but it is also true that

a group of Slovak rabbis wrote a letter in March, 1942, to

Monsignor Tiso, the President of the Slovak Republic, in

which they said that the meaning of the deportations was the

physical destruction of the Jews of Slovakia. Thus, the pos-

sibility cannot altogether be ruled out that somehow there had

been a leak in Slovakia early in 1942. How did the news

reach Slovakia so early? The reason mentioned by L. Roth-

kirchen seems to be the most likely one: that Slovak officers

and soldiers at home on leave from the Russian front reported

the scenes they had witnessed. Thus, the massacres at Kame-

netz Podolsk were common knowledge in Slovakia and in

Hungary already by the fall of 1941. The news reached Wash-

ington via Budapest in two State Department cables dated

July 25 and September 26, 1941: several thousand Jews-the

estimates varied between 2,500 and 10,000-had been ma-

chine-gunned. The testimony of Hungarian soldiers returning

from the Russian front was also quoted by Bertrand Jacobson,

a representative of the Joint Distribution Committee in Hun-

gary, on March 13, 1942. According to their account, the Jews

deported from Central Europe to the Ukraine were syste-

matically exterminated. The report appeared in the New York

Times and many other newspapers nine months before the

joint statement by the U.S., Britain, the Soviet Union and the

govemments-in-exile condemning the extermination of the

Jews (December 17, 1942). Another important channel was

set up by Rabbi Weissmandl, who had bribed several Slovak

officials. They traveled to neutral countries and conveyed the

news about the massacres to orthodox Jewish leaders in Switz-

erland, who transmitted them to London and later also to

New York. In his recollections, published posthumously in

1960, Rabbi Weissmandl says that when Shlomo Gross, a

Slovak Jewish leader, talked in late summer of 1941 to Wisli-

ceny, one of the key figures in the "final solution," he was

told that if the Jews would not leave on cattle trucks (Vieh-

wagen) , they would be led to the slaughterhouse in (Schlacht-
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wagen) . Slovak Jews were the first to bt deported to Ausch-

witz. Yet, according to Weissmandl, even the Slovak Jewish

leaders did not know until March, 1942 what the deportation

really meant. Then, "between Purim and Passover 1942," a

delegation went to Neutra to see Archbishop Kametka, who
told them that deportation meant death for all—not from

starvation and disease but that all of them would be slaugh-

tered on one day. Weissmandl's accounts are among the most

reliable of the whole period.

The other case is even more complicated. It concerns a Zurich

physician, Dr. Rudolf Bucher, a specialist in blood transfu-

sions who visited Warsaw, Smolensk and other East European

cities between November, 1941 and January, 1942. He was a

member of the first Swiss medical delegation to the Eastern

front; there were altogether four such delegations. All were

headed by Dr. Bircher, a high-ranking Swiss officer and also a

medical doctor with pro-German sympathies. In a book pub-

lished after the war, Bucher maintained that he was told in

December, 1941 or January, 1942 about Auschwitz and mass

gassings in sf)ecial chambers. This seems unlikely because the

gas chambers in Auschwitz only began to operate several

months later. But there had been a trial run in September of

1941, at which time some 800 Soviet prisoners of war were

killed. Almost immediately after his return to Switzerland,

Dr. Bucher addressed several public meetings at which he

spoke about the inhuman conditions in which Jews were kept,

and stated that many of them had been killed in Warsaw and

Smolensk: he had seen this with his own eyes. Hundreds of

people attended these lectures; the German authorities com-

plained and Bucher was threatened with dire consequences

by his sup>eriors in the Swiss army. (The Bucher file in the

Swiss archives extends over hundreds of pages.) Bucher later

became a public figure: for several years in the post-war period

he was a member of the Swiss Parliament. Those who knew

him describe him as a somewhat unreliable witness—he was

easily excitable and tended toward exaggeration. But on this

specific occasion he did not exaggerate and his excitement was

certainly understandable. Furthermore, his evidence was cor-

roborated by the story of a Swiss sergeant, Franz Blaetter, who

had acted as driver to the first Swiss medical mission. Blaetter

wrote a detailed account which, in view of censorship, could
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only be published after the end of the war. There were several

more Swiss medical missions to the Eastern front in 1942. To
the extent that they have been preserved in the archives, I

have examined the official (unpublished) reports and the

personal diaries of individual members. They deal in great

detail with the Polish and Ukrainian landscape and present

many medical case stories. But there is no word about the

Jews. Perhaps the members of these missions had seen no evil;

perhaps they had taken to heart the order not to reveal any

sensitive information onto which they may have stumbled. All

of them had to sign an understanding to that effect when they

entered German territory.

w HAT WAS KNOWN in Switzerland in midsummer of 1942

about the fate of the Jews? Albert Mueller, foreign editor of

the Neue Zuercher Zeitung from 19M to 1965, mentioned in a

recent article that journalists received much information from

the exile government (N.Z.Z. May 5, 1979) . Thus, the editors

of his paper had it on the authority of a Dutch diplomat that

the central Registrar's office in Amsterdam was destroyed by

the resistance not just because the Germans wanted to speed

up the deportations of Jewish citizens, but "because installa-

tions for mass extermination already existed in Poland or

were about to be completed." Mueller also mentions that he

personally heard from a German officer, an army judge, that

mass graves had been dug in the Warthegau for the victims

of the mass murder of Jews, and that references to this effect

could be found in court protocols.

Ten years after the war, following much heart searching, the

Swiss government asked Professor Ludwig, a leading aca-

demic, to prepare a report about the country's policy toward

refugees during the war. A copy of that report was shown

before publication to Dr. Rothmund, who had been chief of

the aliens department of the Swiss police and one of the key

figures during that period. In Rothmund's view, the question

posed by Ludwig (*'At which stage was the Nazi campaign of

destruction known?') was not really of decisive importance,

for as he says, "enough was known" by the summer of 1942.

The records bear him out: on July 50, 1942, a twenty-three

page memorandum sent out by Rothmund to the local chiefs
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of police, mentioned expressis verbis the horrible (graesslich)

conditions in the Jewish ghettos in the East, and referred to

"unanimous and reliable reports." A term such as graesslich

is not easily used in wartime. It refers quite obviously to

something worse than starvation and disease. Yet, it was spe-

cifically Rothmund who had demanded that the borders be

closed to Jewish refugees.

Where did these "unanimous and reliable" reports come

from? It is often forgotten that Germany, including the oc-

cupied territories, was by no means hermetically sealed. Thou-

sands of non-German citizens were moving about quite freely.

The Swiss had an embassy in Berlin; so had the Swedes, the

Spanish and Portuguese, the Irish, the Turks and some Latin

American countries. They also had many consulates. There

were foreign correspondents in Germany throughout the war.

And while they could not report freely, they went home from

time to time, or were replaced, and then restrictions no longer

applied. Citizens of neutral countries resided in Germany

throughout the war, some of whom heard and saw a great

deal. The case of Kurt Gerstein is, of course, well known. It

will be recalled that by mere accident he met a Swedish diplo-

mat on a train from Warsaw to Berlin and told him in great

detail about one of the death camps he had just visited. A
Swiss citizen who witnessed mass executions of Polish Jews

in Kamen Kasirski in Volhynia reported orally and in writing

to the Swiss Consul General in Hamburg. There were dozens,

perhaps hundreds, of similar cases, and a great deal of re-

search remains to be done to put these pieces of evidence to-

gether. Even if some of the ambassadors of neutral countries

did not know, or did not want to report about the extermina-

tion of Jews, others did.

HAviNG TO RESTRICT mysclf to a few examples, I shall again

choose Switzerland as an illustration. Froelicher, the Swiss am-

bassador in Berlin, was well known for his pro-German sym-

pathies and, until late 1942, firmly believed in a German vic-

tory. But even he knew about the deportations and reported,

for instance, quite erroneously, that the authorities in the

"Protectorate" (Czechoslovakia) had tried to prevent the de-

portation of their own nationals. Stucki, the Swiss representa-
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five in France, was a man of greater sophistication and had no
sympathies for the Nazis. He reported to Bern about a con-

versation with Laval on September 17, 1942, which leaves little

doubt that Laval was perfectly aware of the fate of the de-

ported. He also said that he could not care less about the

protests by the Vatican and other quarters. Lastly, I would
like to refer to two high-level Swiss reports from Budapest.

One, dated December, 1942, says that those Jews unable to

work would be done away with through some unidentified

means. In a later report the Swiss envoy summarizes a talk

with Prime Minister Kallay, in which Kallay said that al-

though the ultimate aim was to get rid of all Hungarian Jews,

this could not be done in a way that was incompatible with

Hungary's Christian culture and general moral spirit (Seelen-

verfassung), thereby disassociating himself from the "final

solution" German style.

So far, German sources have hardly been mentioned. Any
German, unless he was both blind and deaf, knew, of course,

that the Jews had disappeared. But many were not aware that

Jews were systematically killed. They assumed that the Jews
were somehow kept in giant camps in the East, probably

under very bad conditions. But hundreds of thousands, per-

haps millions, did know more than that. It emerges from the

internal bulletins of the S.D. (Sicherheitsdienst) that there

were rumors all over Germany about "horrible things" which
had happened to the Jews. These rumors had somehow pene-

trated ("durchgesickert") mainly through soldiers on home
leave. People employed in the death camps had to swear to

divulge nothing. But they had wives, mistresses and close

friends and few of them kept entirely silent. Some of the S.S.

guards even smuggled out letters from inmates, although this,

of course, was strictly forbidden. Auschwitz was frequently

visited by industrialists, their assistants, secretaries and driv-

ers; technicians knew about the camps; medical personnel

came to Auschwitz for longer and shorter periods; and a great

many other people were engaged in various services and de-

liveries to the camps. Some bureaucrats knew; reports to and
from the camps were sent out in many copies, sometimes up
to a hundred. They were read not only by those for whom
they were destined, but also by typists and file clerks. Lastly,

the people living in the neighborhood of the camps knew. An
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early (April, 1942) Polish report states that the Poles living

near Chelmno said that "once they'll finish with the Jews and

the gypsies it will be our turn." Similar views recur in other

reports from Poland. It is inconceivable, as I have already

noted, that those living within a few miles of the chimneys

of Auschwitz did not hear and see.

The news of the extermination of Jews was transmitted at

an early date over many allied radio stations, above all by the

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in English, German

and other languages. These stations could be heard in all

parts of Europe, and while it was forbidden to listen, many

did. As early as January, 1942, Thomas Mann devoted a BBC
German broadcast to the gassing of several hundred Dutch

Jews in Mauthausen. Even earlier, in November, 1941, he had

spoken about the "unspeakable" which had happened to Poles

and Jews. In June, 1942, he again dealt with the subject. In

July, the BBC repeatedly published details about the mass

murder of Jews in Eastern Europe. In short, according to the

most conservative estimates, many millions of people all over

Europe must have heard by the summer of 1942.

AT WHICH STAGE did Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe know?

They were isolated; their radio sets had been seized at the be-

ginning of the war. They had no relatives returning from the

Eastern front; no friends who worked on the railway or in

supply services for the camps. The Nazis, furthermore, did

their best to mislead them: they were always told that those

deported were used in the war effort (Arbeitseinsatz) in the

East. Letters from Dutch Jews continued to arrive from Ausch-

witz and other death camps long after they had been killed.

But there were some illegal radio sets in the ghettos: the news

spread quickly and the underground Jewish press in Poland

frequently referred to the BBC broadcasts.* Jewish partners

in mixed marriages in Germany and Austria could also listen

•Ringelblum and Haim Kaplan, to mention but the authors of the two

most famous diaries written in the Warsaw ghetto, knew within a day or

two about the BBC broadcasts concerning the fate of Polish Jewry in

June. 1942. But Ringelblum had already known about Treblinka in

April; Kaplan also knew about the death camps well before the BBC
broadcasts. In an entry in February, 1942, he had written that it was re-

ported that Hitler had decided to rid Europe of all Jews by "simply

having them shot to death."
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to foreign radio stations if they were willing to incur risk.

There were other sources of information such as individual

Jews who had escaped from the death camps. One fled from

Latvia to Sweden: his story was published in the world press

in June, 1942. Gabriel Zivian witnessed the Riga massacres,

hid himself, somehow found his way to a hospital in Stettin,

and ultimately reached Switzerland. His detailed report

reached both the Jewish institutions and the International Red

Cross. Another report emanated from a young Belgian Jew,

who, arrested in Western Europe, was deported to the East.

A German officer helped to smuggle him back to Paris, appar-

ently as his orderly. He was arrested again at a Paris railway

station, again escaped, and ultimately also reached Switzer-

land. We know from Louis de Jong's investigations into the

subject that the leaders of Dutch Jewry knew about the death

camps not only from Radio Oranje, broadcasting from Lon-

don, but also from Auschwitz S.S. guards who had been re-

assigned to Holland and from Dutch non-Jewish prisoners re-

leased from Auschwitz in 1942. Some of them were trade

unionists, others belonged to the Jehova's Witnesses. As one of

those released from Auschwitz in 1942 later said: "The worst

thing was that you simply could not get through to those

closest to you. That gave you a terrible sense of isolation, as if

a steam-roller was about to run you over. You felt like scream-

ing it all from the roof-tops, but knew it was a waste of your

breath—no one would believe a word."

The Jews in the Polish ghettos certainly knew about their

fate, though not, of course, right from the beginning. Ringel-

blum, the chronicler of the Warsaw ghetto, mentions Sobibor

in his diary on June 17, 1942 as one of the main factories of

death. By late August, 1942, everyone in Warsaw knew the

meaning of the term "deportation." The leaders of the Bund,

the Zionist organization and the Aguda knew and informed

their families abroad through special couriers. One of the

couriers of the Polish underground was "Jan Karski," who

had apparently visited one of the extermination camps in

the uniform of an Estonian guard. He subsequently reported

to Churchill and Roosevelt. Lastly, there was one means of

communication so easy and obvious that it is usually forgot-

ten: the mails continued to function. While an inhabitant of
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the ghetto could not, of course, send a letter or a postcard to

people outside, it was not at all difficult to mail a letter "from

the other side": after a week or two it would be in Switzerland,

Budapest, Stockholm or Turkey. Thus, the first news about

the evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto came through a letter

sent from Warsaw to a leading member of Agudat Israel in

Switzerland. It reported that Mea Alafim (hundreds of thou-

sands) had been invited by Herr X to the country house

Kever (grave) . A second letter said: "What a pity that the nice

citrus fruits you have been sending me are now rotting, but my
uncle Ahenu (our brothers) is dead and cannot make use of

them. I feel very lonely." (Quoted in the Lichtheim letter to

Gruenbaum, 8 October 1942)

.

Members of the Zionist youth organizations in occupied Eu-

rope, the Hehalutz, were in touch with their comrades in

Switzerland (Nathan Schwalb representing the religious

wing) , Britain (Fritz Lichtenstein) , and later on with the

Palestinian emissaries in Istanbul. Messages and parcels were

sent, and money was transferred. But it is also true that even

by the end of 1942 there was no clear, coherent picture. A cir-

cular letter by F. Lichtenstein, "Halutzim on the Continent,"

which was sent out in January and February of 1943 and in-

cludes excerpts of letters from many countries, even Albania,

is full of fears and dire forebodings but not once refers to

mass murder.

Inside Poland Lehavot, one of the illegal periodicals of Ha-

shomer Hatzair, as early as September, 1940 speaks about the

"verdict of death" that had been passed on Polish Jewry.

Jutrznia, published by the same movement, said on March 21,

1942 that the period of slow killing was ending and the Jews

were now facing total physical liquidation. Der Wecker, pub-

lished by the Bund, reported the mass gassings of Chelmno

in Februai7 of 1942, following the escape of two of the inmates

of the camp. And in April there were full accounts of other

death camps. Similar reports could no doubt be found in the

rest of the illegal press.

llow MUCH oro the remnants of German Jewry know? By

January 1, 1942, there were still 132,000 Jews in Germany; by
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early 1943 their number had shrunk to 51,000. Then, between

March and June of 1943 there were several transports, and in

early August Goebbels declared Berlin (and Germany) "ju-

denrein." Some 12,000 to 15,000 Jews were still left-half in

priviledged mixed marriages, the rest had gone underground.

Thus, tens of thousands of German Jews were transported to

the East at a time when their eventual destination should

have been known to them. But to most of them it was not

known; there were rumors, but no certainties. Some had heard

the BBC reports and also reports from "Aryan" acquaintances.

But diis was thought to be exaggerated wartime propaganda

—the older ones remembered the atrocity stories of World War
One. German Jews accustomed to living in a Rechtsstaat were

las inclined than any other Jewish community to accept the

authenticity of the news about systematic mass murder. Nor

should it be forgotten that unlike Eastern Europe, German

Jewry had in the past mainly been exposed to administrative

measures: there had been few sporadic excesses and pogroms.

Many hoped to be sent to Theresienstadt, the Musterghetto;

few knew at that time that for most Theresienstadt would be

a mere transit station to Auschwitz. But with all this, many

German Jews must have suspected that they would face some-

thing worse than mere hardships in the East. Otherwise it

cannot be explained why so many people in Berlin decided

to go underground in the winter of 1942/1943. The dangers

were so great, the odds against survival so heavy, that only

fear of the wcMrst could have induced them to take such des-

perate action. The question has been debated endlessly. It

has been said that there was a general feeling of resignation

among the Jews, and on the other hand that while there was

life, there was hope. Many would die but some would perhaps

survive, be it because the Allies would win the war sooner

than believed or for some other reason.

News about the holocaust was published in the Western press

at an early date. True, there were no Western journalists in

Nazi-occupied Europe after November, 1941. but the press

is still of great interest as a source.

The first reports about the "final solution" appeared in Brit-

iih newspapers. There was a report in the London Times on

April 2, 1942 about the fate of the Dutch Jews in Mauthau-

sen. But these were news items on isolated massacres: the first

indication that there was something afoot on a much larger

scale appeared in the London Daily Telegraph on June 25,

1942, and again on June 30. It was said that between 700,000

and one million Jews had already been killed, that poison

gas was used at Chelmno, etc. The sources of these reports

were Polish and Polish-Jewish (Zygelboim) . Even before, on

June 2, the BBC had broadcast the gist of the Bund report,

and there were similar broadcasts from the Dutch language

Radio Oranje, also located in London. Yet the full meaning of

these news reports was not yet realized among all the people

in the editorial offices. Thus, the Manchester Guardian, a

newspaper which at that time showed more understanding

than any other for the suffering of the Jews, said in an edi-

torial on August 31 that "the deportation of the Jews to Po-

land means that Jewish muscles are needed for the German
war effort." However, only two weeks later the possibility of

mass murder was mentioned in the same paf>er. The first re-

ports in the United States appeared in the New York Times on

June 30 and July 2, on pages 7 and 6 respectively. They were

more or less identical with information published in the Daily

Telegraph, and came from the same sources. The report pub-

lished on July 2 mentions the gas chambers in Chelmno.

There were similar reports in the Swiss press on June 30 and

July 2, 1942. Thus the Toggenhurger Tagehlatt featured the

Polish report from London, adding that the information came

from "high Catholic circles." During July and August of 1942,

many Swiss papers such as the Baseler National Zeitung, the

Landhote of Winterthur, and the Thurgauer Arbeiterzeitung

carried similar news about the "death sentence imposed on

European Jewry." Swiss censorship was fairly strict but it in-

terfered less in 1942 than in the following year. In 1943, Swiss

newspapers were temporarily suspended or at least given a

reprimand for having published "extreme" (krass) atrocity

stories. This happened, for instance, to Die Nation in Bern on

November 20, 1943, and again on December 30, 1943, when it

got away with a mere warning for having published reports

and comments on the mass murder of Jews. The Swiss cen-

sorship argued that the repetition of "atrocity stories" meant

that the papers had become a "tool of foreign propaganda"

(Trdgerin ausldndischer Propaganda) . In actual fact, the in-
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tervention of censorship had nothing to do with the authen-

ticity of the reports: Switzerland was thought to be in greater

danger after the collapse of Italy in 1943, and for this reason

the censors were stricter than in the previous year. By 1944,

when the danger was thought to have passed, some of the

fullest accounts on Auschwitz appeared in the Swiss press.

The list of sources could be prolonged almost endlessly. I

would like to conclude with some observations about the ex-

tent of the knowledge of the American government. Jewish

institutions provided a steady stream of information and the

files of the Department of State contain a mass of such ma-

terial. There were no U.S. intelligence agents in Poland or in

Germany at the time, but news from independent sources nev-

ertheless reached the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) , then

in its infancy, in 1942. A few examples should suffice. A long

cable, datelined Lisbon, 20 June 1942, begins as follows:

"Germany no longer persecutes the Jews. It is systematically

exterminating them . . . These facts moreover have been cor-

roborated by many returning citizens of European origin now
here." Reference is made in this report to an officer, hidden

by Jews in Warsaw, who made his escape in early June. (Na-

tional Archives, Records of OSS 26896)

.

In another account a soldier of the Italian Expeditionary

Forces is quoted: "God will chastise us terribly for the assis-

tance we render to all these crimes." (Records Group 59) . A
report dated August 1942 from a non-Jewish Pole, sent to

Rabbi Stephen Wise and intercepted by U.S. authorities, says

that "there is hardly a Jew to be found in the whole of Eastern

Poland, including occupied Russia ... the Jews deported from

Germany, Belgium, Holland, France and Slovakia are to be

slaughtered . . . Since this slaughter would attract greater at-

tion in the West, the Jews must first be deported to the East,

where other countries will be less likely to learn of it." Reports

from French officers who escaped or were repatriated from

prisoner of war camps in Poland, as well as from M. Charles

Mercier, a representative of the French Red Cross, mention

not only "choses incroyables sur les massacres des Juifs" but

also concrete details such as the extermination of the whole

Jewish population of Rawa Russka. (OSS 88254.) Yet an-

other message says that "Jews in the East not excluding East-
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em Galicia and Lwow are being systematically murdered.

There are now none left in the larger Soviet Ukrainian towns;

in Lithuania they will soon be completely exterminated."

(OSS 24736.) There is a curious footnote: "This information

dated December 15, 1941—received in London on October 10,

1942," which may be a misprint for it never took ten months

for any report from Poland to reach the British capital. A
signal datelined "German Frontier," November 15, 1942, deals

with the murder of Jews in the Baltic countries, mentions gas-

sing, and says that this procedure will serve as an example

elsewhere (OSS 24728)

.

Lastly, the OSS had much information from Polish sources

dated August and September, 1942, including minute details

about death camps such as Treblinka; German and Polish eye-

witness accounts; the full text of appeals by the Warsaw Ju-

denrat, etc. One specific report, sixty-eight typewritten pages,

single spaced, ends by saying that it is difficult to go on giving

examples "as they are too shocking and horrifying" (OSS

33092) . If so much was known in 1942, reports from 1943 are

even more detailed and include lists of the names of some of

the German personnel employed in Auschwitz.

From what has been said so far two facts clearly emerge—

many more people knew about the extermination than is com-

monly believed, and many knew earlier than generally as-

sumed. My enumeration of sources has been selective, as I

strongly doubt whether there was a single intelligence service

in Europe which had not received news about the systematic

killing of the Jews well before the dates which appear in the

existing literature—during the early autumn of 1942.

il-T THIS POINT the obvious question obtrudes itself. If so

many people knew, why were the reports not fully believed

and why was more not done by Jews and non-Jews alike to

rescue the victims? The question has been asked a million

times. The obvious answers are all known and I have men-

tioned them in passing. The fact that there were many re-

liable accounts from individuals does not yet mean that the

overall picture was totally conclusive. It is easy to condemn

Jewish and non-Jewish institutions for not immediately giving
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tiie news maximum publicity. Like intelligence officers in

times of war and peace, they wanted to base their judgment on

as wide a base of information as possible: they wanted addi-

tional evidence and corroboration. In some ways it was an in-

telligence failure and, seen in this light, the problem is, of

course, not a new one. Roberta Wohlstatter has shown in her

classic study of Pearl Harbor that the U.S. Government knew
about an impending Japanese attack but was still taken by

surprise. Burton Whealey, in his wcMrk on Barbarossa (1973)

,

has demonstrated that Stalin knew from at least eighty-four

different sources that Hitler would invade the Soviet Union.

But his whole behavior shows that he still did not believe in

a surprise attack. Jewish leaders, with a few exceptions, were

not entirely convinced for several months because the evi-

dence was not—and could not possibly be—totally conclusive

by normal standards.

Perhaps the atrocities were, after all, only sporadic? Perhaps

they would be limited to the area occupied after June 21.

1941? Perhaps the Nazis would stop; perhaps they wanted to

use the able-bodied Jews for the war effort? By mid-1942 it

should have been clear that this was not the case. But there

still was widespread reluctance to accept the stark truth, sim-

ply because murder on such a scale was unprecedented. Every-

one was prepared to assume the worst as far as the Nazis were

concerned, but the murder of millions was still beyond most

people's imagination. Thus, the Jewish institutions in Ameri-

ca, Palestine and elsewhere kept on sending letters and parcels

to people who no longer existed. It cannot be repeated too

often that the fact that a message had been conveyed and was

published does not mean that it had registered*

*Tlie comments af the Britiih Foreign OflBce to the Ricgner cable may
lerve as an illustration. A foreign office analyst, D. Allen, called it "a

ratlier wiM story," as did his American counterparts, despite the £act

that the British Foreign Office had received information to the same

effect much earlier. The British ambassador to Switzerland had reported

nine months earlier, in November of 1941, that one and a half million

Jews in Eastern Poland had simply disappeared. Yet, for another two or

three years the general consensus in Whitehall was that the accounu

about the mass murder of Jews were exaggerated. The first reaction by

the US. envoy in Bern to Dr. Riegner's report was as follows: "There

is what is apparently a wild rumor inspired by Jewish fears that the

Nazis will exterminate all at once (possibly with prussic add) in the

autumn about 4 m. Jews whom they have been aMcmbUng in £astera

Euiope."

It could be argued that given the conviction of the Allied

leaders that the military defeat of the Axis was the overall

aim to which everything else would have to be subordinated,

it would not have made much difference if the news about the

holocaust had been correctly read and had fully registered

several months earlier. It could be argued that it would not

have made that much difference as far as the Jews in Nazi-

occupied Europe were concerned, for le soleil ni la mort ne

peuvent se regarder fixement. Pascal once wrote:

"Let us imagine a number of men in chains and all con-

demned to death, where some are killed each day in the

sight of the others, and those who remain see their own
fate in that of their fellows and wait their turn, looking

at each other sorrowfully and without hope. It is an
image of the condition of men."

But while most European Jews could not have been saved,

there is no reasonable doubt that more of them could have

been rescued. The Allies could have given far greater publi-

city to the crime, and they could have made it known early

on that those involved in the crime would be judged as crimi-

nals. Their identity was known and they should have been

named. I do not suggest that this would have deterred Hitler

and Goebbels, but it would have had an effect on some other

top figures, not to mention those lower down in the hierarchy

who might have shown less zeal. Nazi Germany's satellites

would certainly have been less eager to collaborate in the

"final solution." This course of action was, in fact, suggested

in Lichtheim's reports from Geneva.

The Vatican and the International Red Cross were very fear-

ful that any action, or even speaking out on their part, would

have caused a horrible Nazi reaction. But from the records we

now know that the last thing the Nazis wanted was a con-

frontation with the Catholic Church. They would not have

arrested the Pope and the Cardinals; nor would they have

broken off relations with the IRC, because they needed it.

We also know that Auschwitz and the railways leading to it

could have been bombed in 1944 without any harm to the

Allied war effort. It is perfectly true that many inmates might

have been killed, but they were doomed in any case. If there

would have been a mass escape from Auschwitz or the other
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death camps, most would have been apprehended. Tens of

thousands of Jews could not simply hide. But a substantial

number would have gotten away, simply because the Nazis

no longer had the manpower to engage in a mass search. The
Russian front, it should be recalled, was less than a hundred

miles away at the time. In short, thousands, perhaps tens of

thousands, could have been rescued simply by slowing down
the process of mass murder. But no such attempt was made.

If the Jewish leaders in Nazi-occupied Europe and abroad had
made a greater effort to make the facts of systematic murder
known early on, more Jews would have tried to save them-

selves. The odds against survival in Germany. Poland or the

other countries seemed overwhelming. But it is also true that

among those who tried, an astonishingly high percentage sur-

vived. It could be said that if more would have tried, the

chances of survival would have decreased. But there still

would have been a chance and some would have survived

who did not.
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MEXT TO SURVIVAL itself, and intimately related to it, no
problem is greater for the ambitious Jew of the diaspora than

how to seek, obtain, and accommodate to power. In considering

how various Jewish statesmen functioned in positions of

governmental power, we have a perspective on the relative

discomfort and insecurity of Jews in various countries and a

sensitive barometer of the state of welfare of the Jewish people

in a given society.

Walther Rathenau was a symbolic figure for his epoch and
society in a broader and deeper sense than his contemporaries

could realize. He embodied all the wishes of German Jewry for

acceptance and the yearning for recognition. At various times

in his life he also expressed the Jewish pride, the self-hatred,

and the assimilation of Christian doctrine that marked many
German Jews.

Born in Berlin in 1867 as the eldest son in the family of Emil
Rathenau, the founder of the A.E.G. (Allgemeine Elektricitats-

Gesellschaft), Walther faced the problem of ethnic and
religious identity throughout his life. The Jewish theologian,

Franz Rosenzweig wrote in 1918: "Rathenau has not overcome

Judaism as a religion, he just thinks that he has."' This
attribute of insecure ethnic identity is one aspect in which
Rathenau serves particularly well as a model for the tensions

of his generation. In the words of Adolf Leschnitzer: "Almost
in its final hour, German Jewry found in Rathenau a notably

representative figure of its own character and its destiny, a

mixture of lights and shadows which, in its ambivalence and
its tragic quality was reminiscent of Lassalle."^



Rathenau's path into government service was typical for a

major industrialist, even a Jewish one. In a society where the

contacts between the high business community and the

government were intimate, it would be expectable for the

scion of the A.E.G. to have access to government and even to

serve in office. Such figures as Emil Kirdorf and Hugo Stinnes

of the coal, steel, and iron industry provide the model. Among
figures in commerce, Albert Ball in. Director General of the

Hamburg-Amerika Line, and banker Bernhard Dernburg,

who served as State Secretary of the Colonial Office and in

1919 became Finance Minister of the Weimar Republic, are

examples of businessmen of Jewish origin who had close

connections to court and government.

Chancellor Billow, whose naval and clerical Bloc had won a

great electoral victory in 1907 gave Rathenau his first chance

at government service with an invitation to accompany
Colonial Secretary Dernburg on two inspection trips to the

German and British colonies in East and South Africa in 1907

and 1908. One result was Rathenau's composition of two
thoughtful memoranda;* also the receipt by Rathenau of two
Royal decorations, the Kronen Orden 11 Klasse in 1908, and
the Rote Adler Orden II Klasse, which took two years longer to

secure. These honors were controversial in the government
and an issue of great moment for Rathenau.^ The Imperial

bureaucracy attempted to thwart the conferring of the

decorations, to which Reichchancellor Biilow claimed he
responded that he wished to decorate Rathenau ''because he is

a very competent, useful person, and to demonstrate that we
do not always treat unbaptized Jews as pariahs. If we do not

give Rathenau some kind of beauty patch (an order or title of

Geheimrat), he will become discouraged."*

The memoirs of Chancellor Prince von Biilow. a skillful

manipulator of men and causes, however unreliable they may
otherwise be, give a striking picture of Rathenau's sycophancy

toward the holders of power in government and the contempt
in which they held him. Biilow relates on how first meeting

Rathenau in 1907, the latter attempted to upstage Benjamin
Disraeli by, as a precondition to being received, posturing

with right hand on left breast and saying: *'Your Highness,

before Iam favored by being received, a declaration which is at

the same time a confession." After a short pause: "Your

Highness, I am a Jew." When Biilow indicated that this made
no difference, Rathenau replied, "I had expected just such a

noble answer from Prince Biilow."^ The Prince notes that

Rathenau "actively desired" his two Royal Orders.' "The
Order and the splendid blue ribbon by which it was worn
around the neck pleased him very much, since he placed value

on external symbols,"* writes Biilow with condescension.

Rathenau received the Order of the Red Eagle from the Kaiser

personally in the administration building of the A.E.G.^

M.AX WEBER held that industrialists are underrepresented in

modern political life.'^ While this was true of their role as

parliamentarians, it does not fit the scope of their influence, as

a class, on government. The business elite, unlike the intellec-

tuals, materially influenced German foreign, economic, and

colonial policy." Albert Ballin played a significant role as

middle man between Sir Ernest Cassel and the London and

Paris Rothschilds, and Grand Admiral Tirpitz and the Kaiser

on the issue of the German high seas fleet. '^ Rathenau, as a

representative of one of Germany's leading banks, the Berliner

Handels-Gesellschaft, was called to the Foreign Office for

consultation on the sale of cannons and a loan to Serbia. '^ The
German financial world was keenly involved in the nego-

tiations for a Russian loan in 1906.'^ During 1907-1909 the

A.E.G. was erecting a powerful electric works at Victoria Falls

to supply the Rand mining district and the Transvaal.'^ When
during these years Rathenau accompanied Colonial Secretary

Dernburg on a visit to South Africa, he naturally reported

back to the Berlin banks on investment conditions.'^

On this trip Rathenau penned a memorandum on Anglo-

German relations which Ballin passed to Chancellor Biilow.

The paper was a delicate balance between advocating "a total

policy to at least give England the impression that she has

nothing to fear from German discord, expansion, or an

offensive thrust no chance should be overlooked to further

political stability, "•' and the assurance that Germany is

surpassing England in population and power, particularly

naval power: "With each ship that Germany builds, a stone is

loosened in the British colonial structure."'® "Every year that



passes the niaridme power relationship becomes more
advaniageous for us and thereby will create an eventual

sirengthening of the balance of power.'*'^ G.W.F. Hallgarten

explains Rathenau's pro-fleet stance as being the result of the

A.E.G. supplying the fleet with elearical equipmem.-*® llie

A.E.G. did equip eighteen ships and two power stations for

the fleei.2' Yet the canny and unscrupulous Bulow is un-

doubtedly closer to the truth in atuibuting Rathenaus
boosting of a strong fleet to his ambition and his desire not to

offend the hopes and aspirations of the Kaiser and court.

Bulow notes, uruly enough, Rathenau's sentiments could as

well have come from the pen of Grand Admiral von Tirpitz.^'

In 1910 Rathenau was the German negotiator in a diplomatic

prelude to the Agadir Crisis. The surface issue was between the

German Mannesmann brothers and the French Union of

Mines for the exploitation of Moroccan mineral resources.

The larger issue was political control of Morocco. When
Kaiser Wilhelm went lo London for the state funeral of King
Edward VII, he told th^ French Foreign Minister, M. Pichon,

that he would send his friend Walther Rathenau to Paris to

personally negotiate a settlement of the dispute.^' Rathenau
arrived in Paris on May 25 as an agent of Mannesmann with

ihe assent of his government. The content of his demands was
the same as those of Germany in the Second Morocco Crisis of

the next year.^ After a convention for the division of Moroccan
mining was negotiated, Mannesmann refused ratification and
Rathenau resigned as p]enip>otentiary, causing the German
Foreign Ministry, which supported Rathenau, some concern.2*

The historian Albrechi Mendelssohn-Bartholdy wrote that

"Rathenau, when it came to politics, was an industrialist first

and last.*'* I believe Robert Michels' contrary view that

Rathenau saw big industry as "the possibility of acquiring

power, of exerting a great influence, "^7 to be more nearly

correct. Whether, given an option, he would have chosen the

identity of an industrialist or not, and often he would have

preferred an alternative social identity, Walther Rathenau was
a member of the highest class of Germany's Jewish financial

and industrial captialists. This was the European haute

bourgeoisie of the grand style. He never broke free of this

identity for apparent reasons. TTiis was the role in which his

rigid society, first in Imperial, then in Weimar, Germany saw

him and cast him when it called him to participate in its

political leadership. From his point of view this meant that

this was the role in which he was accepted; it was the avenue to

power. Finally, he lived that way; being an industrialist was

the material basis of an existence from whose comforts he

never departed. What this existence did not offer in psy-

chological gratification and emotional reward becomes evident

in his writings, which may be viewed as an attempt to

reconcile, or at least to cope with, the tensions of psycho-social

ambivalence.

During this p)eriod between his service in Africa and World

War One Rathenau gave us the most incisive and pained

p)ersonal analyses of the position of the politically aspirant

Jew in Wilhelmine society which we have in the literature.

M.ANY OF THE FIGURES who are commonly referred to as

"Jews in politics," such as Karl Marx and Benjamin Disraeli,

were in fact from Jewish families, but were converts to

Christianity at an early age. Rathenau, by contrast, never

converted but often avowed his belief in the Gosj^els and the

divinity of Jcsus.^* He called on his friend, the philosopher

Constantin Brunner, to found a "Christ League of the Jews. "^9

His own emphasis on his belief in Christianity suggests the

problem of why he never formally became a Christian. He
gave as his reason that it was a step tied to social advantage,

thus forfeiting its idealistic purity.'^ He felt that to yield to

such inducement would be an implicit endorsement of

Prussia's Jewish policy, "which is nothing less than the most

grievous insult that a state is capable of directing against a

group of its people."^' This would accord with his ideas of

honorable conduct. Yet if he were truly a committed believer,

could such considerations have kept him out of the body of

Christ on Earth?

Rathenau addressed the problem of Jewish disabilities and

their removal by baptism in "Staat und Judentum" in 191 1,

which is one of the most agonzied expressions of social anxiety

in German Jewish historiography.*^ One has the feeling that

Rathenau believed he could convert people from Jew hatred



by the pathos of his written word, much as Theodor Herzl

attempted in his pre-Zionist period. Rathenau's analysis

suggests the importance of the politico-social inducement to

conversion.

Every citizen knows that being Jewish denotes only civic

disadvantage, conversion to Christianity considerable

advantage.

The Jew bears a social blemish. He is excluded from the

organizations and social intercourse of the belter

Christian middle class. Numerous businesses exclude

him as an executive. A university professorship is closed

to him by secret accords, the government and military

hierarchies, the higher judiciary are closed by official

measures. In the youth of every German Jew there is a

painful moment that he remembers his whole life: when
he becomes fully conscious for the first time that he has

entered the world as a second-class citizen, and that no
degree of ability or merit can ever free him from this

position.

However, he discovers at the same time that a religious

act, whether out of inner conviction or external pressure,

is capable of hiding his origin, erasing his stain,

removing his civic disabilities.*'

Possibly Rathenau could have found some social status

satisfaction and a personal solution to his ambivalence to

Judaism had he converted to Christainity. Yet the quality of

his conflict appears so intense and so deeply determined, that

it is doubtful whether he would have achieved any greater

security of identity or true inner peace by the rite of baptism

than did Heinrich Heine.^' Rathenau had a dream of eventual

equality in German society, a hope that was the premise of his

continued functioning in German public life.

Rathenau's service to Germany during the First World War is

often credited with making the duration of the war possible.'''*

Within three days after the declaration of war in August 1914,

Rathenau called on the War Ministry, pointing out that the

supply of indispensible raw materials which Germany needed

to wage war was limited to a matter of months. The next day
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he was invited by the Minister of War, von Falkenhayn, to

direct a new War Raw Materials Department

that would have authority over Germany, Austria, and

with good fortune, over occupied enemy territory. Its

authority would include power to determine ownership

,

quantity, and location of all militarily essential raw

materials. Their use is to be determined by military

priority $6

Rathenau commandeered a growing range of war materials,

including metals, chemicals, rubber, wool, and cotton.

Eventually over a hundred materials came under his control.^'

Despite his success in carrying out the task, which he was the

first to understand as precondition for modern war, he was in

the words of his colleague, Wichard von Mollendorf, "only a

guest in office" in the War Ministry. ^^ Facing persistent

opposition, Rathenau resigned after nine months, turning the

job over to a Lieutenant Colonel .^^

RATHENAU'S POSTURE ou foreign policy in the prewar and

war years followed two lines, a progressive-liberal, and an

imperialistic one.^^ In the first week of the war he wrote a

famous memorandum to Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg

calling for a German-Austrian-Belgian-French customs union

under German hegemony. His proposed war aims included

German economic, industrial, and financial dominance over

Mitteleuropa, and political strength as a World power equal

to the U.S.A., Great Britain, and Russia.^'

After he laid down his office in the War Ministry in March

1915, Rathenau was politically isolated. The full degree of his

awareness of alienation was poignantly expressed in a letter to

Frau General von Hindenburg, who in 1917 suggested that he

would make a fine Foreign Minister; he wrote: "My dear lady,

all external circumstances would hinder it. ... I am, as you

may know, a Jew, a second-class citizen. I could not become a

political official, in peacetime not even a lieutenant. "^^

As the war ground into its last year, Rathenau became an

extreme patriot. To an appeal for aid against anti-Semitism,

9



he replied that alleged Jewish solidarity is a charge by those

who would defaJwhat is nothing more than! reHgious

community. And if thegroup defended an individual who had

been wronged, it would only su^engthen the defamation.«

Raihenau spoke of a heritage of his youth, a feeling of

doubleness or dualism given to him by nature.** A struggle

always racked his being similar to that soul which PlatouL
as a striking metaphor of a character in extreme conflict being

torn by a pair of winged horses who are pulling in opposite

directions. The steeds plunge, tread on one another in

confusion, sweat, and extremity of effort, and many of them

are lamed or have their wings broken by the ill driving of the

charioteers.^

He described the two forces tearing at him as the German and
the Jewish in his being:

I am a German of the Jewish tribe ("Stamm"). My
people are the German people, my homeland is the

German land, my faith is the German faith that stands

above the religious confessions. Yet Nature, with

laughing capriciousness and Lordly indulgence, has

mixed the two springs of my ancient blood to foaming

conflict: the drive to the real, the yearning for the ideal.

My youth passed in doubt and struggle, for I was

conscious of the contradictions of my endowment.

Disputation was pointless and my thinking was false,

and I often wished the chariot would shatter when the

hostile horses stormed upon one another, lay into each

other's bit, and lamed each other's foreleg."**

In August 1918 he avowed: "My task is not a Jewish one. I feel

German and will never sever myself from the German
people.'*"' The cleavage was total and unbridgeable in his

mind. He had made his choice for Germany.

Five days after the Armistice, Rathenau subscribed to an anti-

Zionist protest, writing: "The overwhelming majority of

German Jews, among them many whose forefathers have lived

in Germany for uncounted centuries, have only one national

loyalty: German. We want to live and die in Germany and for

10

Germany, as our fathers did. Let others found a state in

Palestine— : nothing draws us towards Asia.""*

During the 1918 revolution, while listening to the shooting,

Rathenau told a friend: "Actually we should be standing on

the barricades; but I cannot, I cannot bear the smell of the little

people." (" . . . ich kann den Geruch der kleinen Leute nicht

vertragen.")"^ Yet in appropriate company Rathenau was not

above affecting the ways of the working class. Small wonder

that Karl Kauisky and Rudolf Hilferding found him irritating

when he fussed over a simple supper in the home of the art

dealer Paul Cassierer and actress Tilla Durieux, and told the

veteran socialist leaders that he lived as modestly as his lowest

clerk.^

After the German collapse, Rathenau participated in the

founding of the German Democratic Party. He urged that the

middle class be prepared to work with the democratic

revolution.^' The party found no place for him or for other

intellectuals, such as Hugo Preuss or Max Weber, on its

electoral lists.^^ Rathenau was passed over for the First

Socialization Commission," only to serve on the second with

little result.

W,ITH THE FOUNDING of the Weimar Republic Rathenau's

hope of participating in government, of breaking through the

bar that the Wilhelmine Prusso-German order represented to

a position of responsibility now seemed to be within possi-

bility of fulfillment. The vestiges of feudalism appeared to be

shattered with finality by the revolution; a new egalitarian

republic had been proclaimed. The yearning for prestige in

Rathenau would be satisfied by a portfolio of government.

The liberal bourgeoisie, led by Rathenau, would "as a group"

work with the Socialists and thus earn a place at the helm of

the state. At last the status gap would be closed and Rathenau's

f>olitical authority would be commensurate with his intellect

and economic power. This is the way Rathenau's propsects

looked to him at the beginning of 1919. In fact, his hunger for

office was not to be appeased for over a year of frustrated,

offended waiting.

H



He placed distance between himself and things Jewish,

especially ihe Zionist movement. He defined Zionism as

opposition to modernity," a reversion to tribalism, an

anachronism of thousands of years.'*'^ The future now lay in

supra-national humanitarianism. The comparative phrases

are the same, but the frame of reference has been enlarged from

Germany to Europe, Jews must identify with Europe at large

and with the German people in particular:

The Jews are no longer a people (= nation, state)and will

not become one. The Zionistic strivings are an atavism.

The spiritually elevated among the Jews have lost all

national feeling, they only recognize human beings in

the sense that in the future there will be no nations, but

only mankind. The element among the Jews that sticks

together and refuses to mix with the Aryan race is the

proletariat; others don't favor a Jew over any other

person any longer What binds me to the Jews is at the

most a sense of common derivation, —not even family

feeling. That would already be too limiting. It hurts me
just as much when a man is anti-French or anti-Russian

as when he is an anti-Semite. . . . No, there is no folk

feeling among us any more. But the Germans still need

to be a people, and therefore we owe our total strength to

them.*

The year 1920 brought to Rathenau a foretaste of power in the

diplomatic realm. In July, he went to the Spa Conference as a

technical advisor with the German delegation. From May to

October 1921 Rathenau was the Minister of Reconstruction in

the Josef VVirth Cabinet. He negotiated the Wiesbaden

Agreement with Louis Loucheur which provided for the

delivery of German goods to France, despite virulent attacks

by heavy industry and the German political Right, especially

Hugo Stinnes." His diplomatic activity stepped up when in

December of that year he represented Germany on a delegation

to London to negotiate reparations with David Lloyd George.

In January 1922 he headed the German delegation to the

Cannes Conference, an international meeting which failed

because Raymond Poincare overthrew the Aristide Briand

government and initiated a new hard line on reparations

which was to lead to the Ruhr occupation. This service was
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Raihenau's final step to becoming Foreign Minister in early

February 1922.

Upon becoming a Cabinet Minister, Rathenau's op{X)sition

to Zionism became much less outspoken. He was now the

cautious diplomat, inoffensive, eager to build good relations

with all factions thought to have international influence. In

his new role as German statesman, Rathenau used Jewish

affiliations, both Zionist and anti-Zionist, for the benefit of

German policy. Zionism had become an international force

which had received the formal recognition of the Allies and

whose goals had been endorsed by Great Britain in the Balfour

Declaration. As a spokesman now of the German national

interest, Rathenau had to place his personal predilections

aside, maintain friendly relations with both Zionists and anti-

Zionists, and build needed good will for Germany in all

camps. In this he was only partially successful, failing in the

realm of personal relations with Zionist leaders.

The efforts to bring Rathenau to Zionism were made by the

most eminent figures in the Zionist movement. Chaim
Weizmann, the President of the World Zionist Organization,

went to Berlin to aid the Keren Hayesod, and met the Foreign

Minister at the home of Professor Albert Einstein. Rathenau is

remembered by Weizmann as at once plunging "into an

eloquent argument against Zionism he was a Jew, but felt

entirely German and was devoting all his energy to the

building of German industry and the redeeming of Germany's

political position." German Jews should not be turned into a

foreign body in Germany.^®

A,.LBERT EINSTEIN was also instrumental in Rathenau's last

known encounter with Zionism. In April 1922 he accompanied

the Director of the German Keren Hayesod, Kurt Blumenfeld,

in the hapless mission of persuading Rathenau to surrender

his office as Foreign Minister on the grounds that "a Jew did

not have the right to manage the affairs of another people."^

Curiously, Rathenau had often told his friends that Jews

should not seek high office in Germany "because one should

not sacrifice oneself, there where sacrifice is unwelcome."^

This is precisely the argument that the Zionists used in their

attempt to convince him to give up his appointment as

13



Foreign Minister. The conversation with Blumenfeld and
Einstein lasted five hours. Rathenau considered himself and
advocatus diaboli. He held that a Zionist Palestine could never

be economically self-supporting. It would always depend on
the good will and charity of the non-Zionist Jews. He doubted

the aptitude of the Jews for agricultural work. Blumenfeld

denied this with personal observations of what the settlers had
done. Rathenau said even if this is so, modern civilization is

urban; a return to the soil would only retard development.

The proud Foreign Minister was most sensitive to the

suggestion that he had no right to guide the affairs of the

German people. "Why not?" said he. "I am the man suited to

the office, I fulfill my duties to the German people at whose
disposal I place my strength and abilities." And then came the

disclosure of his ego ideal: "Why should I not repeat what
Disraeli did?" Blumenfeld told him that he was viewed as a

Jew by the Germans and made responsible for his actions as a

Jew: "You are not in truth one with the German people."

To this Rathenau replied with confidence that he would
manage to overcome such racial judgments by his achieve-

ments. **I will break the barriers with which the anti-Semites

seek to surround us." Developing the contention that after all,

Disraeli had been successful, Rathenau made what his guests

regarded as a crucial concession of their point. He said: "Of
course I would rather be sitting in Downing Street than in the

Wilhelmstrasse." Einstein and Blumenfeld went home at 1

A.M. convinced at last that Rathenau was not to be persuaded

for the Zionist cause.®'

One product of these meetings is a characterization of

Rathenau by Albert Einstein that is one of the most penetrating

ever penned:

On several occasions, I spent hours in Rathenau *s

company discussing diverse subjects. These talks tended

to be rather one-sided: on the whole, he spoke and I

listened. For one thing, it was not easy to get the floor;

and for another, it was so pleasant to listen to him that

one did not try very hard.

1

I

himself to be a Jew and thought along international

lines, but at the same time. ... he was in love with

Prussianism, its Junker class and its militarism. . . .

strangely enough, he was a person inwardly dependent

on the recognition of men much inferior to him in their

human qualities.^^

In his dialogue with Zionism of over twenty years' duration,

Rathenau employed every major anti-Zionist theme, beginning

with the nineteenth century liberal faith that assimilation was
the next logical consequesce of emancipation, and that to

embrace Zionism would be to surrender the fight of generations

of Jews in western culture for full acceptance. In the German
debacle of 1918, he countered Zionist nationalism with the

universalist ethos of humanitarian internationalism. What
the world now needed was not another petty state but supra-

national brotherhood. As he came into a government jxjsition,

he felt he would not prejudice his patriotism; his sole loyalty

had to be to Germany. Rathenau also voiced the technological

anti-Zionist argument that agrarian romanticism was econ-

omically unfeasible in the long run; in human terms it was an
impractical anachronism in an urban industrial age. With
this stance as the potential German Disraeli who would earn

himself gratitude and an honored place in German history by

diligently serving his state and furthering her international

interests, Rathenau took over the office of Foreign Minister of

the Weimar Republic.

TheTreatyofRapallo of April 16, 1922with the Soviet Union
was the main achievement of Rathenau's brief tenure in office.

The Treaty was secretly signed behind the backs of the Allies

while the Genoa Conference was taking place a few kilometers

to the west on the lovely Riviera.^^ The Treaty declared

friendship between the two outcast powers of Europe. The
parties also mutually renounced reparations from each other.

As a result Germany was no longer internationally isolated

and for the first time since the defeat began to have freedom of

diplomatic action.^

His avowed allegiances were contradictory. He felt 15



IVaiLTHER THAN FINDING gratitude and acclaim from the

German public for his efforts and achievement in the Foreign

Ministry, Rathenau was viiuperatively attacked from many
sides. He was targeted as the Jew who sold out the Fatherland

lo international capitalism and Soviet Bolshevism at the same

lime.*'* He lived in an atmosphere of hate that ranged from the

onslaughts of Nationalist Karl Helfferich, who in the Reichstag

accused Rathenau of ruining Germany and destroying the

German people in subservience to the Entente,**^ lo the para-

military Freikorps who sang:

KnalU ab den Walther Rathenau, die goHverdammte

Judensau (Shoot down Walther Rathenau the god-

damned Jewish swine).*"

Rathenau had frequent warnings of assasination plots, in-

cluding from Chancellor Wirth, who received the confidences

ofa priest who reported from the confessional that Rathenau's

life was in danger.®*

Rathenau seemed to know that he would be killed. He
expeaed it and spoke of it to his friends. Max Scheler reports:

Not only I and many of his friends knew, he himself

knew what quantities of hate were aimed at him, greater

and more manifold in origin than directed against any

other German person.

He often said that he would share Erzberger's fate.** Rathenau

acted like a man who wished to get himself murdered. He
rejected advice from Chancellor Wirth, friends, and associates

to use more fully the security precautions to which he was

entitled by his office. He ignored these defensive measures and

exposed himself to attack. His response to Wirth was: "Dear

friend, it is nothing. Who would do me any harm?"''^

Rathenau was the victim of his own adherence to a Junker

myth of the "noble way" of meeting an opponent. He
presented himself as the exemplar of knightly conduct,

physical courage, and self-sacrifice.

Waller Rathenau was assassinated on the morning ofJune 24,
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1922 near his home in Grunewald while driving to work on an

accustomed route in a slow, open touring car, with no guard

or protection." His murderers were just the type of blond,

blue-eyed, young men he admired so much.'^ with his

"martyrdom" Rathenau himself became a myth that has

played a role in the political imagery of both Right and Left in

German history to this day. He was a hero to the Weimar
Republic which needed heroes. The Right regarded him as the

international Jew who was resjx^nsible for Germany's mis-

fortune, and republished and used for their own purposes his

early racist works."

The critical circumstances of the Weimar Republic brought

p>olitical p>ower and high ministerial office to Rathenau. The
problem of a Jew in power in a modern state had to all

appearances been solved for him. The nation seemed to accept

him as a German Jew and he could be her representative of

state in all matters including those dealing with Jewish

problems. He fulfilled the role conscientiously until his

murder again demonstrated the problem as one that in

Germany was not amenable to his solution, nor solvable by

German Jewry in its twentieth century historical situation.
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w.HEN CONSIDERING the caicer of Germany's most prominent

Jewish statesman it is natural to reflect on his contemporary

counterpart in American politics* Henry Kissinger. Such a

comparison necessarily reflects the political culture of each

land as well as the individual personalities of each man.

Kissinger's diplomatic style and scholarly preoccupation is

marked by a keen perception of the function of power A study

of his life and writings also tells us of the sources of his

particular political sensibility. In scholarship and in office

Kissinger was the technician ofpower equilibria. His doctoral

dissertation, later published as A World Restored, explains

Metternichian diplomacy as the structuring of legitimacy,

stability, and order after the turmoil of the Napoleonic period

by the acceptance of relative dissatisfaction and insecurity.

"The desire ofone power for absolute security means absolute

insecurity for all the others. "^^ He points out that legitimacy is

not to be confused with justice. "Every statesman must

attempt to reconcile what is considered just with what is

considered possible. "^^ He admired the architeas of the Treaty

of Vienna for creating a conservative legitimate order that

governed " a period of peace lasting almost a hundred years, a

stability so pervasive that itmay have contributed todisaster.""

Kissinger has infrequently talked about his boyhood in Nazi

Germany. Researchers, however, have sought out former

classmates and contemporaries from Fiirth. One of them said:

You can't grow up like we did and be untouched: Every

day there were slurs on the street, anti-Semitic remarks,

calling you filthy names. If a S-year-old kid touched you,

you couldn't touch back because you knew that would

mean your father would be arrested that night.^^

Kissinger himself said he was often chased through the streets

and beaten up.^* But there is immediately the need to deny the

pain and minimize the trauma of the Nazi period on his life:

The beatings were "by other boys, not uniformed men with

dubs. •" as though it would have made a difference to the

feelings of the boy he was.
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Two Indian writers, with rare historical empathy for the

fifteen-year-old boy and his personal ordeal of exile, which
was also his {people's tradition, write: "For the millionth or

billionth time since the history of the Jews another Jewish

family fled its home in a bid to escape persecution and in a

hope to find ultimately a permanent home and an unhostile

land."*"*

The Kissinger biographer Bruce Mazlish is, I believe, mistaken

when he writes: "The Nazi experience per se, with Hitler

coming to jxjwer when Henry was about nine, played a

relatively small part of his basic formation. "^' This, of course,

accords with Kissinger's own proffered interpretation. He has

said: "That part of my childhood was not a key to anything. I

was not consciously unhappy. I was not acutely aware of what
was going on. For children, these things are not that serious. It

is fashionable now to explain everything psychoanalytical ly.

But let me tell you, the political persecutions of my childhood

are not what control my life."«2

We, however, cannot dismiss the impact of Kissinger's first

fifteen years on any grounds, regardless of the ambiance where

he may have spent them. But in his case the years of puberty

and early adolescence were lived in National Socialist Ger-

many. His father lost his job as a teacher, and had to teach in a

Jewish school. Heinz, as Henry was then known, and his

brother Walter were also forced to leave the German school

and attend a Jewish school. Kissinger's friend Fritz Kraemer

said:

You can do damage to the soul of a man and never touch

his body. For five years, the most formative years (10 to

15), Henry had to undergo this horror. And the real

horror is the breakdown of the world. Imagine what it

means when your father, who is your authority, the

father you admire, is suddenly transformed into a

frightened little mouse. "*^

Yes, "the breakdown of the world," and it is Henry Kissinger

who devotes his graduate years to the study of "a world

restored"—the creation of a period of stable conservative order

in international politics. Kissinger has presented his version
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by understating the shattering of all security in his boyhcxxi:

I think the deepest impaa [National Socialism] madeon

me was that twice, once in 1935 when the Nazis came to

power, then in 1938 when I came to the United States, all

the things that seemed secure and stable collapsed and

many of the people that one had considered the steady

examples suddenly were thrown into enormous turmoil

themselves and into fantastic insecurities. So in this

sense it was a rather unsettling experience."

He appropriately talked of his life as a success story of

opportunity and resilience: "When you think of my life, who
could possibly have imagined that I'd wind up as Secretary of

State of the greatest country in the world? I mean, when I

couldn't even go to German schools
*'**

Henry Kissinger from bitter personal experience in his own
life knew the feeling of powerlessness. He understood that

good will and good intentions, and even being a decent

person, are not enough to ensure security and peace in this

world. He saw as an adolescent that his father's power was not

able to shield his family from instability, fear, and dis-

placement, regardless of his goodness and kindness. Justice

did not rule, nor did the meek inherit the Earth. What Henry

Kissinger learned in the cauldron of his early years was to fear

powerlessness more than anything, and that security depends

on having access to power or to hold it oneself.**

IN THIS OME of political despair and general cynicism I

cheerfully draw attention to the realized potentials of this

great democracy implicit in a comparison of Rathenau and

Kissinger. The mood and temper in which the two men were

received tells a crucial comparative story.

Personally, Kissinger certainly has the more delightful sense

of humor, while Rathenau was a rather sober character. Both

the difference in political cultureand personal wit is illustrated

by the occasion of Kissinger attending his son's Bar-Mitzvah.

He noted that when he was Bar-Mitzvahed in 1936, the

German Foreign Minister did not attend the ceremony!

Rathenau was not only the murder victim of anti-Semitism,

but throughout his official life was the target of vicious anti-

m

Semitic attacks. Kissinger at his height was popular with

America's Congress, press, and public in a way Rathenau

never was in Germany.

As America's Secretary of State, the Jewish refugee boy of 1938

now administered United States diplomacy, which in its

staffing and personnel has historically been a bastion of anti-

Semitic patrician elitism. Kissinger's story is literally a

chapter from the myth of the fabled land of opF>ortunity. He
truly came up from the bottom and made his way through

intellect, hard work, and determination. Rathenau was born

to great wealth and economic power, which was his lever for

access to political position. While both men were moderate

conservatives in their respyective politics, Kissinger could

identify with a conservative pole of the American p)olitical

spectrum that was precluded to Rathenau because the German
Right was unavailable for him to identify with ethnically,

socially, or economically.

In the political realm the differences are as great as the

differences between an insecure, unpopular democracy

imposed by victors from outside and a continental republic

with a tradition of four centuries of assimilating immigrants.

Yet, there are illuminating similarities between these two men
who were each the first and only Jewish Foreign Ministers in

the history of their respective lands. Both men came to

prominence in their country's foreign sphere because of

presumed international connections and expertise: Rathenau

because of his world-wide economic experience and reputation

as a "Good European," and Kissinger for his international

scholarship. Whereas Rathenau could charm the Genoa

Conference by quoting Petrarch in the original,^' Kissinger

developed unusual rapport with Germany's Chancellor

Helmut Schmidt and other Western Europeans and could

"speak their language."

Notwithstanding the intervening historical events of the

Holocaust and the founding of the State of Israel, both men
were anti-Zionist before taking office, and formally friendly

but impartial to Jewish causes in office. This, both before and

after the creation of the State of Israel, remains a sine qua non

of political leadership by Jews in the modern world.
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Wer ein Jude ist, ist es

immer gegen sein Vorteil

Leo Baeck (1905)

TEWiSH EXISTENCE ill the modem world has been endangered
by two contradictory perils: hatred of the Jews, which led to

mass extermination in the Holocaust, and acceptance of the

Jews, which has led to massive loss of Jewish identification.

Yet neither of these attitudes necessarily produces a destructive

effect. Anti-Jewish policies and agitation have at times shored

up collective will and brought forth determined efforts at

Jewish apologetics and defense; freer environments have
allowed Jewish creativity to flourish. The interplay of these

two forces is nowhere more clearly revealed than in the

modern history of German Jewry, which highlights the

negative and positive valences of each as they appear in ever

changing combinations. Modern antisemitism developed
ideologically largely in a German context and no major
Jewish community was as well advanced on the road of

annihilating its own identity as was Weimar Jewry in the

1920s. But periods of antisemitism also forced German Jews
into renewed self-consciousness and in an environment of

relative toleration they achieved remarkable cultural

productivity.

During the nineteenth century these two opposing forces were
brought to bear not alone on German Jews but also on their

expression of the Jewish faith. What began as a general

religious reform movement among Jews at the beginning of

the century and had become a distinctive religious orientation

—

Liberal Judaism—by its end encountered each of the forces,

experiencing their positive and their negative effects. A look at

German Jewish religious development within its political

context may help us to understand how the external forces



operated, how Jews inclined to a modernization of their faith

responded to them, and perhaps, by way of analogy, implicitly

suggest strategies for Jewish survival today.

THE FOLLOWING WORDS were written by the first great

champion of Jewish emancipation, Christian Wilhelm Dohm.

in 1781: ''This anxious and petty spirit of ceremonialism,

which has insinuated itself into the Jewish religion, will

surely once again vanish as soon as the Jews are given a wider

sphere of activity and accepted as members of political society,

making its interests their own. Then they will appropriately

reform their religious system and its laws; they will return to

the freer and nobler ancient Mosaic law and find authority in

the Talmud to apply and explain the law according to

changed times and circumstances."' Dohm here expressed an

expectation; he did not set forth a condition. He genuinely

believed that once the Jews were relieved of the restrictions and

disabilities which weighed so heavily upon them, it would

follow almost necessarily that the Jewish religion, appropriate

to the circumstances of the ghetto but not to those of a

politically integrated religious community, would of itself

undergo a metamorphosis that would render it more appro-

priate to its new context. But the boundary between expectation

and requirement is a thin one. The philosopher Immanuel

Kant was clearly standing on the other side of the line when in

1798 he expressed his conviction that Jews and Christians

could become brothers in faith provided that the Jews would

purify their religious ideas and cast aside their outdated ritual.

Kant suggested that if they would take on a faith resembling

the ancient religion of Jesus—as had indeed already been

proposed by the enlightened Jew and Kantian, Lazarus

Bendavid—they would soon become learned and well behaved,

worthy of all the privileges of citizenship.^

Whether as expectation or as condition, the message conveyed

by Dohm, Kant, and the other Enlightenment figures who

shared their view could not be lost on those Jews who

increasingly sought civic and political integration. Well into

the nineteenth century German governments, legislatures,

and individual writers repeated it: Jews are potentially

acceptable, but Judaism in its inherited form is not. It seemed
as if there were a price to be paid for emancipation in the coin

of Jewish religious belief and practice. Not surprisingly, it has

often appeared to historians of the Jews that the movement for

religious reform was at bottom a persistent effort to deliver an
acceptable down payment for so highly valued a commodity.^

Yet a careful study of the relation between German political

demand and Jewish religious resp>onse reveals that it was far

more complex. For the message which Germany conveyed to

its Jews during the course of the nineteenth century was not

consistently that of Dohm and Kant, and the Jewish response

was far from acquiescent. Much has been written about Jews
and German politics on the one hand* and about the develop-

ment of Jewish religion in Germany on the other.^ But there

has been much less consideration of the connection between

them. As we shall see, the relationship was in some respects

quite ironic.

Let us begin by noting that the initial reforms of Jewish
religious practice came not in anticipation of attaining

political aspirations, but directly following complete or

substantial emancipation. The first congregation to make
principled changes in its liturgy was Adath Jeshurun, estab-

lished in Amsterdam a few months after the Batavian Republic

granted complete civil and political equality to the Jews of

Holland in 1 796. Indeed, it was emancipation which broke the

authority of the community elders, making p>ossible the

indep)endent activity of the reformers.* Likewise, the religious

reforms instituted by Israel Jacobson in Westphalia followed a

decree which in 1808 granted the Jews equality.^ And in

Prussia the establishment of a modified religious service came
three years after the Prussian Emancipation Edict of 1812. To
be sure, Jewish equality in Prussia and in the other German
states remained incomplete throughout most of the nineteenth

century, especially with regard to state offices, and informal

discrimination was never absent. However, insofar as religious

reform was initially prompted by political considerations, it

seems to have been more a resF>onse of adjustment to a new
situation, of gratitude for rights given, than of payment for

goods not yet delivered.* Moreover, the weight of political

considerations in a religious reform movement, as against the



influence of newiy internalized religious and aesthetic values

deemed to be in conflict with tradition, should by no means be

exaggerated. After all, those individuals v^hose Jewish

allegiance had eroded almost completely had no compunctions

about converting to Christianity.

To their surprise and shock Jewish religious reformers very

S€X)n discovered that most governmental authorities were

suspect of their projects. Even before the post-Napoleonic

reaction swept across Central Europe, rulers preferred thai

Judaism remain untouched by religious ferment. The en-

lightened King Jerome of Westphalia, who had intially given

his sanction to the religious reforms carried out by a Jewish

consistory, apparently became uneasy about them once they

were put into effect. When the head of the consistory, Israel

Jacobson, approached him during a regular audience in

court, the king ungraciously accused him of propagating

sectarianism and turned away without awaiting Jacobson's

reply.'

In Prussia the situation faced by Jewish reformers was simply

exasperating. Immediately after the Edict of 1812, David

Friedlander. Mendelssohn's disciple and at the time an Elder

of the Berlin community, published an encompassing program

for Jewish religious and educational reform.'^ Three years

later a modernized Jewish service was established in Berlin for

those members of the community who felt alienated from the

traditional worship in the community synagogue. It included

some prayers in German, an organ, a choir, and an edifying

German sermon. This "temple,' as it was called, attracted

surprisingly large numbers. But after a brief and rather

tumultuous history, it was forced out of existence—not

because traditional Jews in the community refused to tolerate

it, but because Frederick William III and his ministers saw it

as dangerous to established religion generally, possibly attrac-

tive to gentile worshippers, and as deflecting Jews from the

only true salvation which lay in Christianity." From 1823

onward for eighteen years no religious innovation of any kind

was tolerated among the Jews of Prussia. In the age of

Metternich and the Holy Alliance, renewed political and civil

restriction of the Jews went hand in hand with a policy to
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ossify their religious institutions. Even as late as 1851, when
Frederick William IV granted the title of Silesian Land-

Rabbiner to the orthodox rabbi of Breslau, Gedaliah Tiktin,

he wrote in his decree: "To be sure he has no right to the title,

but I am inclined to grant it to him so that the direction which

he represents might, for political reasons, gain the desired

added strength. "'2 The message conveyed by government

policy in Prussia was thus the opposite of that delivered by

Dohm and Kant. It said that the authorities do not want

religious reform because innovation of any kind represents a

danger to the state; the Jew who wishes to win favor is best

advised to demonstrate that in religious matters, as in political

ones, he is decidedly conservative. '^

This attitude toward the Jewish religion was justified in the

Vormdrz period especially by those German writers who
advocated the idea of the Christian state.'* It is a curious fact

that the chief theoretician of this political conception was a

convert from Judaism, Friedrich Julius Stahl, and that he was

not the only Jewish apostate to advocate the close union of

church and state. '^ Yet it is not at all surprising that such

converts should be especially disdainful of Jewish religious

reforms. In the first place, any sign of religious vitality in the

Jewish community would represent a threat to the very

principle of Jewish moribundity on which they had made
their own major life's decision. The doctrine of historical

development within a religious spirit that retained its unique

identity could be applied properly only to Christianity, not to

Judaism. The latter was essentially and unalterably a religion

of adherence to the letter of an unchanging law. Stahl insisted

that from a Christian p)oint of view an exclusivistic orthodoxy

—

the only "genuine" Judaism—was distinctly preferable to a

philosophically oriented, modernized Jewish faith. If he did

not favor legally prohibiting the latter, it was only because he

believed it inherently unstable and hence a likely bridge to

Christianity.'^

Constantin Frantz, one of the advocates of the Christian state

who was not a Jew, transmitted a considerably more ambiguous

message. He seems to set forth a condition for equality: Jews

are to compose a new Jewish creed for Christian inspection
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and judgment. Only then will the state be able to determine

what their potential status should be. Meanwhile, it should

not interfere in Jewish affairs by either encouraging or

obstructing religious change. Yet it is clearly not Frantz's final

intent to give approval to what he derisively terms "so-called

reforms," since they only serve "the great Babylonian whore**

of reason. He finally conveys his true intention within the

contours of an age-old myth still very much alive in the

nineteenth century. It is the legend of Ahasuerus, the eternally

wandering Jew, which Frantz conjures up for his readers.

Condemned to roam about the earth for rejecting the messiah,

the Jewish people can never find peace. It wants to mingle

among the peoples and snuff out its peoplehood, but it

cannot—not until the Second Coming of Christ. Thus efforts

at Jewish religious reform and cultural integration—no

matter how sincere—must always and necessarily be found

wanting. They are futile attempts to escape a myth which the

Jewish people must live out until the end of days.''

In general, proponents of the Christian state proclaimed their

respect for what one of them called *'historical orthodox

Judaism. '»« Since they opposed Jewish political equality, it

was obviously in their interest to prefer that expression of

Judaism which, on the basis of the Talmud and Jewish

liturgy, they could most easily stigmatize as setting its

adherents apart from the body politic and from their fellow

Germans of the Christian faith. Any other form was in-

authentic and might easily lead to materialism or atheism.

Frederick William IV's desire to return the Jews to the status of

a separate corporation, first set forth in 1842 and then largely

embodied in the Prussian Jewry law of 1847, must be seen as

the practical counterpart to this theoretical tendency. Jewish

political segregation could be justified if one could point to a

(largely distorted) image of an alien and unchanging or-

thodoxy as the only "authentic Judaism/*"

F.ROM REi-ATivELY freer thinkers came a different message.

They were willing to grant political emancipation to the Jews

without conversion—but only if they would eliminate virtually

all those elements of their religion which set them apart. In
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1831 a commission report was presented to the Diet of Baden

which favored equality of Jews with Christians according to

certain explicit conditions: they would have to abandon

Hebrew (called their "national language"), forego circum-

cision of their sons ("a sign of their national separation"),

give up adherence to dietary laws, transfer their sabbath to

Sunday, and either purify or abandon the Talmud. All this

they would have to do during a period of ten years before they

would be eligible for complete political equality. ^o Not

surprisingly, Baden Jewry—with apparent unanimity—re-

jected the offer. In fact the government's pursuit of this policy,

though later moderated, seems in practice rather to have

discouraged than encouraged religious change. The Jews of

Mannheim, among the most acculturated in Baden, soon

declared in a petition that they were foregoing even those

religious reforms which they themselves favored lest they give

so much as "the appearance of thereby desiring to purchase

political equality."^'

In its deliberations the Baden Diet had been influenced by the

thinking of H.E.G. Paulus, a liberal professor of theology and

philosophy at Heidelberg, who emphatically set forth the

view that Jews should be required to make a collective

commitment to religious reform if they desired emancipation.

It would be a mistake for the Baden government to give special

privileges to individual Jews who no longer practiced tradi-

tional Judaism, since favoring them would encourage selfish

interest and serve to further isolate their brethren.22 Yet

twenty-four years earlier, in 1 8 1 7, Paulus had himself publicly

favored emancipation for those Jews who met his conditions.

Those whom he then called the "better" individuals should be

singled out, he thought, encouraging others to forsake their

particularism. 23 It was Paulus' earlier view which was echoed

by Karl Streckfuss, a Prussian official of relatively liberal

spirit, who in 1 833 favored almost complete equality, but only

for those Jews who were "ripe" for it. Such ripeness consisted

mainly of an occupational shift into economically more

productive occupations, but there was a religious aspect to it

as well. In terms of Judaism it meant less complete adherence

to ritual law, universalization of the messianic idea, and

giving Jewish children religious instruction within gentile



schools. Streckfuss' liberalism was expressed in the suggestion-

never carried out in Germany—to establish teaching positions

for Jewish theology at several universities. But as a Prussian

official he had to support the king's will that Jewish dissidents

might not have their own religious service.^* The effect of

Streckfuss* liberalism was therefore to encourage defection

from religious observance without the promise of freedom to

develop new modes of religious expression. In terms of

religion, his proposal was more an invitation to dismantle

Judaism than to reform it.

Radical writers, highly critical of the Christian state and of

Christian tradition generally, not surprisingly proved to be no

less critical of Judaism." They too conveyed a message

hovering between extreme demands and outright rejection of

the Jews unless they gave up their identity entirely. Friedrich

Wilhelm Ghillany, who gained notoriety by trying to prove

that human sacrifice was commonly practiced in ancient

Israel, was willing to forgive latter-day Jews the sins of their

ancestors provided they would give up their messianic hope,

the practice of dietary laws, and circumcision. If those so

inclined would then separate themselves from the tradi-

tionalists, rebuild their religion on the love of neighbor

commanded in Leviticus, and rearrange their religious wor-

ship accordingly, they would possess a well founded claim to

emancipation and—Ghillany assures them—Germany will

not refuse to grant it.^* The left-wing Hegelian Bruno Bauer

offered no such hope. Even enlightened Jews, he believed,

could never completely rid themselves of particularism. They
might claim they were not a nationality, might not be

observant, but they were firmly committed to an independent

Jewish future; they refused to give up their identity as Jews.^^

For Bauer, Jews would have to transcend Judaism completely

before they could claim equality. Les extremes se touchent.

Christian conservatives and anti-Christian radicals joined in

opposing Jewish aspirations as long as Jews remained Jews,

while liberals, with their conditionalism, offered only demean-

ing compromises.^*
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G,ERMAN JEWRY thus found itself with no obvious political

ally in its quest for equality. Yet liberalism, grounded in

principle in the universal egalitarianism of the French

Revolution, seemed to offer the best hope, especially after it

awoke to new life in Germany following the 1830 July

Revolution in France. It was after all in the liberal camp where

those few intrepid champions of unconditional and complete

equality for the Jews could be found.29 Yoi non-traditional

Jews, as we shall see, identification with liberalism was the

more natural since in sentiment and practice they had left

behind much of Jewish particularity and could attach them-

selves easily to a larger common cause. Yet while liberals

could not without violating their principles demand con-

version, they could and did—as we have seen—insist on

reforms as the individual or collective prerequisite. In short,

they demanded a price, mostly in terms of economic realign-

ment and cultural integration, but also in specifically religious

matters. How then did Jews who were themselves committed

to Jewish religious reform feel about striking the bargain

proposed to them by the liberals?

Unquestionably there were German Jews who thought the

religious demands set forth by liberal writers and by German

governments had some justification. Although privately held

views are difficult to assess and certainly cannot be determined

by the insinuations of religious opponents, it would be most

surprising if among those Jews who were most secularized

there were not some who were predominantly interested in

their own political advantage. A portion of them, having

without oven pressure given up most Jewish observances,

already conformed to the required pattern. What is worthy of

note, however, is that in the documentable public arena,

private motivations were buried beneath an eloquent chorus

of moral outrage. The overwhelming response was not that

the price was too high, but that the state simply had no right to

make religious demands in the first place.^o This was the

position not only of traditional Jews, who might be expected

to resist any abrogation of religious practice, but conspicuously

of men who identified themselves with the movement for

reform. Let us illustrate.
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Gabriel Riesser, the most prominent ofall advocates of Jewish
emancipation, was an active member of the Hamburg Temple,
who did not feel bound by the ceremonial laws of Judaism. By
culture, education, and sentiment fully Germanized, he was
nonetheless frustrated in his career plans by anti-Jewish

restrictions. Yet Riesser never sought exceptional status,

neither for himself nor for other Jews in a similar situation.

From the first, he rejected any intrusion of state power into

matters of Jewish conscience and conviction as decidedly

unjust. According to Riesser, the state had as little right to

forbid religious beliefs and practices as it had to impose them.

It could demand only that Jews perform the obligations

incumbent upon all citizens—and this they had done in every

instance. Riesser consistently demanded complete equality

with Christians for all Jews, not for an "enlightened
aristocracy," and he implicitly called into question the good
faith of states and individuals who wanted to differentiate

between them. How ironic, he noted, that in those places

where the Jews had on their own done the most to modernize
their schools and synagogues they suffered the worst inequities.

How absurd for the Prussian official Karl Streckfuss, whose
government had suppressed all religious progress, tocondemn
the existing religious worship while brushing aside as deists

those who sought to improve it.^'

That religious reform must have nothing to do with political

pressure of any kind was stated most forcefully in Riesser's

periodical Der Jude by Carl Weil, a communally active Jew
and a liberal publicist. "Judaism will and must develop

historically ...,*' he wrote in 1831. but the decision must be

made from within Judaism. "Reform must flow out of the

hearts of its adherents, if religious salvation is not to be

huckstered away for worldlyjustice."^2Weirs implication is a

bitter one: the states which were trying to improve the Jews
morally by discouraging the mercenary mores of the petty

trader were asking them to enter into a thoroughly disreputable

and venal bargain!

Johann Jacoby was also not taken in by the call for reform. A
Konigsberg Jew who like Riesser was destined to play a

significant political role in Germany, Jacoby questioned
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whether the German states in fact wanted Jewish reform.

Since they were in any case intent on keeping Jews out of

positions of public authority, they required a Judaism which

could most easily be stigmatized as alien and unyielding.

Jacoby realized that what Jews believe and practice really was

not the issue at all. At least in Prussia, exclusion of the Jews

from political authority was an absolute. The state therefore

thought it best to blunt the egalitarian argument by preventing

religious assimilation. Orthodoxy provided a much more

effective "pretext for discrimination."^^

A similar suspicion of state policy and an outright rejection of

conditional emancipation is heard a decade later among
Jewish religious leaders, themselves advocates of some degree

of reform. Zacharias Frankel, the most conservative of the

prominent non-orthodox rabbis, insisted on an absolute

separation of the political and religious realms. Emancipation

was for him a matter of justice, Jewish reform purely a matter

of religion. Each of these two endeavors had to reach its goal

independently of the other. Jews must seek full equality

without any conditions. In fact, the more independent reform

endeavors remained of external circumstances, the more

honorably would emancipation be achieved.^ Abraham Geiger,

the outstanding theoretician of a more thoroughgoing

religious reform which was fundamentally at odds with that

of Frankel, did not disagree. For him too the Jewish question

was not a test of the Jews but the true test of German

liberalism—one which it had failed badly. Repeatedly leading

liberals had proven that on this one issue they were false to

their principles. Jewish emancipation, according to Geiger,

would come not when the Jews changed, but when a

victorious liberalism would rise to a genuine acceptance of its

own ideology. ^5

The slow progress of religious reform during the 1840s led to

the formation of splinter groups in a number of German

cities. Organized by laymen who issued radical programs,

these societies set themselves apart religiously from their

communities. The most prominent such group was formed in

the Prussian capital. Its leaders propounded the idea of a

German Jewish church whose religious existence was but an
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element in the spiritual life of the state. Seemingly, no group

had more reason to claim a special right to emancipation. Yet

their literature gives no hint of it. To the contrary, perhaps

because they were most suspect, they most loudly proclaimed

their innocence. Sigismund Stern, one of the leaders of the

group, said he would reject on the spot any right tied to

acceptance of a reform. In fact, he would sooner return to

antiquated customs than win privileges which would exclude

fellow Jews who were attached to traditional practice. Along

with every other Jewish public figure. Stern held that the state

could only ask that Jews do their duty as citizens. Orthodox

Jews no less than reformers had repeatedly proven their

loyalty and expressed their attachment to Germany as their

Vaterland. If national exclusiveness was the complaint, there

were no grounds for it anywhere in contemporary Jewry .3*

The proponents of conditional emancipation thus met a

united front of refusal to barter religious freedom for political

equality. As Jews gradually freed themselves from the medieval

heritage of loyalty to constituted authority, some of them

came to realize that the path to complete emancipation

required shaking the political foundations upon which the

philosophy of conditionalism rested.

THE YEARS LEADING UP to the Revolution of 1848 witnessed a

shift in the external forces operative upon German Jewry.

Liberalism was gradually purging itself of its worst prejudices;

politically conscious Jews were entering its ranks. While

pressures for conformity had created mostly resentment and

rejection, increasing acceptance without conditions drew

individual Jews outward into broader identifications. The
leading defenders of Jewish rights now entered the general

political arena where Jewish emancipation became only one

objeaive within the framework of programs which they urged

as liberals or as democrats. Although until the revolution

political activism was rare among German Jews, with its

outbreak sizeable numbers participated eagerly, or at least lent

it their sympathy.^' In many places rabbis and Jewish

community leaders were drawn into the maelstrom of political

activity. They served as electors and as representatives in local
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assemblies, wrote and preached in favor of the cause, and in

some instances suffered the consequences during the reaction

which followed. A larger purpose inclusive of Jewish aspira-

tions, but also transcending them, aroused German Jewry to

unprecedented political enthusiasm. As Jews, they were

excited by the revolution because they believed a secular more

representative slate would surely abolish all of the restrictions,

especially in the various areas of government service, which

still kept them from the enjoyment of complete equality.

Although Henrich Heine once suggested in a satirical poem

that among Hamburg Jews the traditionalists were con-

servatives and the Temple members democrats.^s it is in fact

not possible to draw any hard and fast parallels between

religious orientation and political persuasion during the

tumult of 1848.39 Orthodox Jews were not necessarily political

conservatives, and radical reformers were not necessarily

radical democrats. Samson Raphael Hirsch, the founder of

Neo-Orthodoxy, became a liberal.*^ Leopold Zunz, who at the

time of the revolution was an observant Jew and a disdainer of

religious reforms, participated ardently and prominently

among the radical democrats in Berlin. On the basis of his

own bitter experience, Zunz sensed that only a state thoroughly

purged of Christian exclusivism would allow the Jewish

literature to which he devoted his great scholarly talents to

enter the academy.^' Rabbis and community leaders were

generally less inclined to radicalism. In Berlin both the

religiously conservative rabbi, Michael Sachs, and the rela-

tively more flexible community leader Moritz Veit adopted a

moderately liberal position.'*^ So did Zacharias Frankel and

Abraham Geiger, though the latter for a time called himself a

democrat.^3 The political positions of both Frankel and

Geiger may have been influenced by their commonly held

belief in religious progress through historical evolution, a

belief which led each of them to criticize more radical

reformers for failing to take the claims of u-adition sufficiently

into account.*^ Though in his youth much inclined to

revolutionary religious change, by mid-century Geiger had

adopted a policy of compromise in religious affairs in order to

prevent disunity and to maintain a rootedness in history. The

reaction which followed the suppression of the revolution
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seemed lo confirm the position of historically oriented Jews
like Frankel and Geiger that too much change too quickly
brought regression rather than progress.

The religious leadership of German Jewry must also have
realized that the widening cause of political liberalism, which
increasingly attracted Jewish participants, was becoming a
"secular substitute faith "*5 for Judaism. The equation of

Judaism with political liberalism had already appeared in the

writings of Riesser and Jacoby as early as the 1830s. Though
their self-respect did not permit them to abandon Judaism,
each of them interpreted its significance in terms of the larger

human struggle represented by the liberal cause. For Riesser

Judaism was to be understood in the spirit of Moses and the

Prophets as "a teaching of hope, of the future, of development,
not of faith in past events." And the future increasingly came
to mean the larger future of all humanity. Both Riesser and
Jacoby interpreted the Jewish messianic faith to refer to a

universal goal. For Riesser it was "belief in the power and
eventual triumph of justice and goodness." For Jacoby it was
"the truth which ever more forcefully shakes old outdated
prejudices and medieval dogmas and which sooner or later

will make us free."^

Initially Jacoby had directed his attention to specifically

Jewish concerns. He helped to put forward a plan of moderate

religious reforms in Konigsberg and later associated himself

with the Berlin reform group. He then believed that Judaism
was destined to become the universal religion and that in

freedom it would experience a spiritual rebirth. Still in 1848

he remained conscious of his specific obligations as the only

Jew on the Committee-of-Fifty at the Pre-Parliament in

Frankfurt.*^ But gradually the Jewish cause and the liberal

cause became one. Using a striking image, Jacoby once wrote

to a Christian friend: "We are all languishing in a huge
prison. You are allowed to walk around freely within it while I

and my co-religionists are shackled to the floor with heavy

chains . . .
."*« Jacoby was not satisfied to throw off the

shackles. He knew that the prison had to be destroyed. In the

course of time Jewishness receded from Jacoby's increasingly

socialist consciousness as the enchained lower classes came to
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appear eminently more deserving of his concern than an
upwardly mobile bourgeois Jewry. When his friend and
fellow radical Aron Bernstein hailed Jacoby as a prophet of

old, Jacoby did not respond with a Jewish reference.*'

Riesser's Jewish self-consciousness remained relatively higher.

Even after 1848 he devoted himself to Jewish matters, though
in the enthusiasm of the revolution he was so carried away as

to urge mixed marriages. ^o

The leading Jewish parliamentarians of the second half of the

century did not stand on Jewish ground at all. The liberal

Ludwig Bamberger was reminded of his Judaism only by the

antisemitic diatribe of Heinrich von Treitschke. Eduard
Lasker, who was originally destined to be a rabbi and who had
been an admirer of the young Heinrich Graetz and a visitor at

the Breslau rabbinical conference in 1846, later in life rarely

mentioned his Jewish background. He entered into Jewish
affairs only when out of liberal principles he s{X)nsored the

Austrittsgesetz, encouraging separatist Jewish communities
and thereby weakening collective Jewish institutions.^'

The easy slide from a universalized Judaism into a non-
confessional political liberalism may be more readily compre-
hensible if we compare their courses of development.52

Liberalism in Germany, like Jewish religious reform, arose

out of a rapid disruption of traditional loyalties. Like the Jews
who were thrown into non-Jewish society by state central-

ization and Enlightenment ideology, Germans during the

Napoleonic era were forced to reorient themselves to a

profoundly changed situation. The reforms of Stein and
Hardenberg did not find a continuation in the restorationist

1820s, but the progressive forces which had been unleashed

could only be restrained, not destroyed. Similarly, once Jews
had begun the process of acculturation, universalizing their

religious ideas and setting their worship into line with

prevailing aesthetic sensibilities, there could be no return to

the earlier mentality of the ghetto. Political restraint only

temporarily dammed up the flood. As liberalism broke loose

in the 1 840s after a j>eriod of inner gestation, so too, following

a theoretical interlude during the 1830s, did religious reform

begin to express itself more forcefully and dramatically in the
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following decade. For Jewish liberals the iwo could for a time

go hand-in-hand, especially as liberals generally tended to see

political activity in spiritual terms. Like Jewish religious

modernists, they were convinced that history was on their side,

that sooner or later they were destined to win out. But it was

precisely the spiritual, even messianic element in political

liberalism that increasingly wore away the particular identity

of those Jews whose ideals closely approximated those of the

liberals and who had cast off the particularizing laws and

ceremonies of Judaism. In the period after the reaction of the

1850s. liberalism and modern Judaism became so closely

identified that the term "liberal Jew" could eventually embrace

both a political and a religious orientation. As we shall see, by

the first years of the twentieth century, this continuing

identification aroused Jewish religious leaders to fear for the

survival of a positively religious and distinctively Jewish

Liberal Jewry. And yet, for most non-orthodox Jews political

liberalism did not entirely crowd out a commitment to Jewish

faith. Indeed, the fact that many liberal Jews chose to remain

Jews in more than a nominal sense soon caused them to be

singled out for special opprobrium in a new wave of anti-

Jewish hostility.

u,_ ^r^L the achievement of full political equality for the

Jews in Germany, as embodied in the constitution of the

German Reich, their opponents fought in various ways to

slow down the process of emancipation or at least to limit it to

Jews divested of Judaism. After 1 87 1 they sought to reverse the

emancipation or to minimize its effect. The antisemitic

movement which arose at the end of the decade was split

between those who opposed Jews on Christian religious

grounds and those who rested their case on racial arguments.'^

For both, the Jewry which was now before their minds eye

differed greatly from that of the thirties and forties, when an

earlier generation had sought to stigmatize it. A higher

proportion of German Jews was now highly urbanized, well-

to-do. culturally assimilated; and most of them were no longer

orthodox. An attack on talmudic Judaism could have little

credibility in 1880 when only a minority of Jews in Germany

governed their lives in accordance with its statutes and

subscribed fully to its worldview. Antisemites were therefore

unable to hide any longer behind the pretense that the Jews
needed to be "improved" by stripping them of particular

elements of belief and observance. The secular Jews, and those

who on account of their continued religious association with

Judaism were called adherents oiReformjudenturn, were now
perceived to be the major threat to German society.

During the course of the nineteenth century the German
Jewish religious leadership had developed a concept called the

"mission of Israel," the idea that Judaism possessed a moral

and religious task in relation to the nations of the world and

that ultimately it would become the world religion. The
doctrine was common to all branches of German Jewry, ^^ but

it assumed a particularly prominent role among Reform Jews
where it was not balanced by an equivalent inward focus upon
Jewish observance. Reform theologians had given pride of

place to the Jewish mission in their desire to preserve a sense of

Jewish purpose, a reason for Jewish survival, and an argument

against conversion. But perhaps without realizing it, they had

also placed a new weapon into the hands of the antisemites.

Adolf Stocker, the Prussian court preacher, was a latter-day

advocate of the Christian state, willing to tolerate Jews but

believing they could become fully German only by conversion.

Like his contemporary, the historian Heinrich von Treitschke,

Stocker held that Jews enjoyed equality in Germany by the

good will of a generous Christian nation. But instead of

displaying proper gratitude by accepting the notion that

Christianity had spiritually sup>erseded Judaism, they insisted

that their religion still had a positive role to play in the world.

Stocker was not far wrong when he claimed that Jewish

modernists had read liberal principles of tolerance and

religious freedom backward into Jewish history. They had

done so, of course, in the attempt to stress the modernity of

Judaism and its compatibility with progressive thought. But

for Stocker such Reform Judaism had to represent a false

Judaism. The real Judaism, he insisted, was decrepit; the new
one was not the Jewish religion at all. Yet regrettably, "even

the most liberal reformer wants to remain a Jew." The court

preacher therefore made a new demand directed at the very

heart of the ideology which sustained non-orthodox Jews in
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their Judaism: If Jews want to maintain their political

equality in Germany, then, among other things, they must

•^renounce the arrogant belief that Judaism will be the

religion of the future, since it is so utterly the religion of the

past.'*55 Most German Jews could hardly have responded to

Stocker's demand to cut out the very heart of their religious

faith without collapsing their Jewish identity into simple

ethnicity—and the latter was a questionable category in a state

intolerant of cultural diversity.

The secularist writer Wilhelm Marr, founder of the Antisemitic

League, represents the other branch of late nineteenth-century

antisemitism. Unlike Stocker, Marr did not seek to convert the

Jews, since to his mind Jewishness was a racial characteristic

which baptism could not wash away. But he too had reason to

devote special attention to Reform Jews, for their Jewishness

was the least apparent. They were mainly unobservant; they

did not believe in the revelatory status of the Talmud or even

of the Hebrew Bible. But they were Jews nonetheless. They

circumcised their sons and, while they were happy to engage

in a critical discussion of Christianity, they were remarkably

sensitive when an outsider attacked Judaism or cast aspersions

upon the Jews. Their Judaism was amorphous, not clearly

defined. "The Reform Jew," says Marr, "is a creature of which

one never knows where the Jew begins and where he ends

God save German representative institutions from Reform

Jews. Better the most orthodox Polish rabbit'***

Since the antisemitic barrage came at that point in German
history when the alliance between Bismarck and the parlia-

mentary liberals had just broken down and since Jews were

prominent in the liberal parties, it is not surprising that

antisemitism was linked to antiliberalism.*^ A few years

earlier the veteran antisemite Constantin Frantz had already

associated the National Liberal party with "Jewish domina-

tion. "^s Liberalism now became "Jewish liberalism" as

represented especially be Eduard Lasker and Ludwig
Bamberger. The connection seemed to make sense. Even if

most liberals were not Jews, most Jews were certainly liberals.

The sentiments of Stocker, Marr, and those who thought as
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they did were institutionalized in antisemitic parties and

elaborated in the press. Yet if the antisemitic intent was to

break the "arrogant" spirit of the Jews, the effort surely failed.

As in the case of earlier verbal attacks, Jews hastened to

resjxjnd, stressing their Germanness but also refusing to

accept the antisemites' critique of Judaism. ^^ Ironically, the

general effect was not to weaken Jewish self-consciousness,

but to strengthen it. Alienated Jews, who had entered fully

into the German political and intellectual milieu, six)ke out

as Jews—though sometimes a bit abjectly. The Centralverein,

formed in 1893, drew together the latgest body of German
Jews ever united in a single organization in order to defend

their interests against calumny and discrimination.*^ It was

only after the antisemitic pressures shoring up a sense of

Jewish solidarity began to diminish that the ever more

pronounced identification of non-orthodox Judaism with the

liberal worldview began to reveal its damaging consequences

for liberal Jewish religion.

By the end of the nineteenth century the designation "Reform

Jew" in Germany was generally used to refer only to the

extreme separatist jX)sition represented by theReformgemeinde

in Berlin. Those non-traditional Jews who remained in the

unified Jewish communities now called themselves adherents

of "Liberal Judaism." Beginning in the 1890s they formed

national organizations of liberal rabbis and laity; they

competed against Orthodox and Zionist parties in community
elections. In their German political attitudes they tended to

favor the left-wing liberal parties while Orthodox Jews were

more often supporters of the Catholic Center or of the

Conservatives. Those Jews who were socialists were usually

also atheists and either dropj^ed out of the Jewish communities

or played no active role in them.

That the majority of German Jews who were religious liberals

should support the parties of political liberalism is not

surprising. The principles of liberalism had always mandated

Jewish emancipation even if in practice liberals had not

always lived up to them. Moreover, liberalism in politics

demanded the same opposition to outdated forms and inherited

dogmas which set liberal Jews apart from their orthodox

rivals. Positively speaking, they shared a commitment to

historical development and progress.



Yet for religiously commiited liberal Jews, the association

soon began to appear problematic. No one saw the issue more

clearly than Felix Goldmann. a liberal rabbi who served first

in Oppein, then in Leipzig, and who was among the most

active spokesmen of the Centralverein. In 1910 Goldmann

wrote a perceptive article in the periodical Liberales Judentum

which well sums up the relationship between political and

Jewish liberalism as it existed on the eve of the First World

War>» As Goldmann saw it, the positive role political

liberalism had played and was playing in terms of Jewish

rights was rapidly being negated by its deleterious influence

on the Jewish religion. The political liberals might be

champions of Jewish rights, but they acted to diminish

Judaism. They did not recognize Judaism as a living element

in German culture and they were not concerned with sus-

taining it. Liberal principles demanded that religion be

legarded as a private matter, yet the liberals were willing to

tolerate state support of Christian institutions. They salved

their consciences by failing to support equivalent appropri-

ations for the Jewish religion. Their double standard served to

weaken Judaism.

The worst effect of the liberal connection was its influence on

the attitudes of the Jews themselves. Religiously indifferent

members of the community persisted in calling themselves

liberal Jews, by which they meant only that they were

committed to progressive political attitudes and vaguely

Jewish universalism. Excluded from fraternities at universities,

Jewish students declared their own fraternities open to all.

Holding high the banner of liberalism, most Jews opposed

confessional elementary schools. Unlike Christian liberals,

Iheir Jewish counterparts were willing to sacrifice Jewish

interests for the sake of the larger cause. Not surprisingly.

Orthodox Jews made the claim that Liberal Judaism was

tantamount to complete religious assimilation. Liberal rabbis

and committed laity were forced to develop guidelines for

Jewish belief and practice in the hope of breaking the bond

perceived to exist between liberalism and religious indif-

ference.*2 xhe political ally of Jewish emancipation once

again posed the principal threat to the vitality of the Jewish

religion.
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THus BY THE EARLY YEARS of the twentieth century the

problematics of Jewish religious existence and evolution in a

society not wholly committed to religious pluralism lay

clearly exposed. German rulers, officials, and intellectuals,

antisemites and liberals alike, nearly all expected—and some

demanded—that Judaism disappear from the religious hori-

zon. The message was mixed because some sought to bring it

about slowly, others more speedily; some with a carrot, others

with a stick; some by urging or even demanding religious

reform, others by prohibiting it. Initially the Jews were

confused, baffled by what was demanded of them. Most soon

came to realize that unconditional and complete emancipation

could come about only if Germany itself underwent funda-

mental change. To their distress it never changed completely.

Jews ultimately attained equality, but Judaism remained

condemned to oblivion. The exclusive doctrines of the

Christian state gave way to an inclusive liberalism which by

its erosive force proved to be more damaging to Jewish

identity than were either conditional terms of emancipation

or antisemitic attempts to reverse it. The erosion had become

extreme by the end of the Weimar period when exclusivism

returned in its most vicious and destructive form.

Yet throughout their modern history German Jews displayed

remarkable resistance to the pressures, rising up against the

idea that their religious beliefs and practices should be

determined by p>olitical considerations. To give modern

expression to their religious faith, to enable it to withstand

both repressive and erosive forces, they created forms of

religious Judaism which were transplanted to American soil

and took root here: Modern Orthodoxy, Conservative Judaism,

Reform. Jewish survival in any modern diaspora context

demands a similar or greater capacity to develop and strengthen

a Judaism able to resist those external forces which serve either

to restrain or to dissipate it. Here, as in other respects, the

exfjerience of German Jewry presents both a warning and a

model.
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XHE TITLE of this Iccturc* may have already forewarned you

that I am about to make a foray into comparative history, in

this instance—between certain tragic aspeas of Jewish fate in

pre-modern Spain and Portugal on the one hand, and in

modern Germany on the other. I am quite aware that this can

be a perilous venture since, initially at least, it may seem to

violate the sacred injunction not to compare ''apples and

pears!' That timid and intimidating cliche, however, has

always puzzled me, for of course apples and pears can most

certainly be compared. Despite their differences they are, after

all, both edible fruits that grow on trees and have cores and

seeds within, and it is precisely the combination of difference

and similarity that makes the comparison viable and possibly

even instructive. At any rate, this pomological digression is

only meant to ease us gently toward our theme. Should I

require a closer warrant to bring Spanish perspectives to a

lecture sponsored by an institute devoted to the study of

German Jewry, I shall simply invoke the authority of Heinrich

Heine who, albeit instinctively and poetically, already sensed

certain more than vague affinities. One well-known poem is

worth recalling. In the mordantly ironic Donna Clara, that

bigoted beauty is in the process of being seduced by a Spanish

knight she has just met, and she swears she loves him by the

*Every public lecturer. I suppose, tries to imagine his audience long before he

actually stands before it. and, in anticipation, shapes his materials accord-

ingly. In preparing this lecture I had in mind a hypothetical audience which,

assembled by the Leo Baeck Institute, would presumably be far more

knowledgeable about the history of modern German Jewry than of the New

Christians of Spain and Portugal. The seemingly disproportionate space

allotted to details of the Iberian aspects of the problem is merely a reflection

of this concern, and. as the reader should discover, not of the primary thrust

of the lecture itself. The same is true of the notes that follow and the

bibliographical references they contain. [Y.H.Y.]
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Savior "whom the God-damned Jews once wickedly and

maliciously murdered!* When he asks her if she has not sworn

falsely she replies:

There is nothing false in me. beloved.

Just as in my breast there's

Not the slightest drop of blood

of Moors and the filthy Jewish people.

And when, just before they part, she begs him finally to reveal

his name to her. the knight replies with this exquisite coup de

grace:

Fabch ist nicht in mir, Geliebter,

Wit in meiner Brust kein Tropfen

Biui ist von dem Blut tier Mohren
Und des schmutzgen Judenvolkes.

ich Sennora, Eur Geliebter

Bin der Sohn des vielbelobten

Grossen, schriftgelehrten Rabbi

Israel v€m Saragossa.

I. Seilora. your beloved.

Am the son of the much-praised,

Great and learned Rabbi.

Israel of Saragossa.

I need hardly remind this audience that the knight in the poem
is but a mask for Heine himself, a German-Jewish convert in

an age of conversions and other attempts at radical Jewish

assimilation. The knight, be it noted, is not to be understood

as a secret Jew, even though he is obviously aware of who his

Jewish father was. The same is true of Heine's other Spanish

knight, the so-called "Don Isaac Abravanel" in The Rabbi of

Bacherach ("I myself came from the House of Israel; my
grandfather was a Jew, perhaps my father even . . ."), whose

vestigial Judaism amounts to a fondness for Jewish carp and

Other Sabbath delicacies ("I love your cooking much better

than your faith"). What is interesting is the fact that Heine

should sense in what had happened in Spain long ago a viable

paradigm for his own existential situation and for that of

others like him. Clearly, it is no longer Judaism that is at issue

here, but the consequences of Jewish descent for those who are

really no longer Jews and do not regard themselves as such.

The humor and irony are a thin surface under which lurk

darkness and pathos. And in the words given to Donna Clara

(kein Tropfen Blut) there is even a passing but specific

allusion to that Spanish preoccupation with "purity of

blood" of which I shall yet have much to say.

To raise all the legitimate methodological questions and

qualifications that my theme requires would, I fear, leave no
room for the theme itself. Suffice it for me to state that in

juxtaposing two obviously different historical settings I do

ii

not intend the analogies and parallels that may emerge to be

considered as equations. Nor am I suggesting any historical

continuity between the two. I merely propose that there are

some phenomenological affinities between—the terms are

anachronistic but unavoidable—assimilation and anti-

Semitism in the Iberian Peninsula of the fifteenth to the

eighteenth centuries, and in Germany of the nineteenth and

twentieth; that such affinities are too striking to be ignored;

and that the earlier phenomena can, in some ways, illumine

the latter. But here I am already running ahead of myself. We

have first to define the problem.'

I

I r IS GENERALLY RECOGNIZED today that anti-Semitism is not a

monolith, that its historical manifestations differ from one

period to another, that its varieties require special adjectives

("religious;' "secular!' "social;' "political;' "racial;' are some

of the most common), and that even these can figure in various

combinations and permutations. Viewed chronologically,

there is at least a working agreement on an overall tripartite

periodization of anti-Semitism: "Ancient-Pagan; " "Medieval-

Christian; ' and, finally, "Modern-Secular!' It is natural, of

course, that the roots of modern anti-Semitism should continue

to generate the most intense debate, with widely diverging

opinions as to its elements of novelty or continuity, and the

relative importance of each. Such complex discussions need

not be surveyed here. Of moment for us is the fact that,

whatever their disagreements on other matters, there seems to

be a virtual consensus among scholars that racial anti-

Semitism is a peculiarly modern and secular, rather than

medieval phenomenon. Indeed, even those who insist most

emphatically upon the Christian "teaching of contempt;' not

only as the decisive preparation for modern anti-Semitism,

but as an ongoing and powerful stream within it, seem to

accept the axiom that racial anti-Semitism per se is a uniquely

modern development not to be found in medieval Christendom.

Such a scheme seems at first glance to be entirely plausible.

Even the concept of "race" as we know it did not exist in the
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Middle Ages, or so we are told. True, the more vulgar forms of

medieval anti-Semitism did express themselves more than

occasionally in sheer physical terms—the notion of a distinct

Jewish odor (foeior Judakus; a slur that is even older than

Christianity).^ or the so-called 'Curse of the Twelve Tribes"

which posited that, in perpetual punishment for the Cruci-

fixion, the Jewish descendants of each of the tribes of ancient

Israel are born with physical defects so loathsome that I shall

relegate them to a footnote when the lecture is printed rather

than enumerate them here.^ But even these and similar

manifestations do not really constitute racial thinking, for the

same sources inform us that immediately after a Jew accepts

baptism any such physical defect miraculously disapjx?ars.

Here, surely, is the litmus test for rion -racial thinking. Once

baptized, a Jew is on a par with all other Christians. In other

words, within the medieval frame of reference conversion is

the portal to total assimilation into Christian society, if not for

the aaual convert, then at least for his descendants.*

And yet we seem to find disquieting exceptions to this

reassuring norm. In the year 613 the king of the Visigoths

ordered the forced conversion of all the Jews living at the time

in a Spain that was not yet "Spanish!' but from then until the

Muslim conquest of 71 1 neither the converts nor their progeny

disappeared as a distinct entity. On the contrary, to the very

end of the Visigothic state, kings and church councils

continued to enact special laws aimed at the descendants of the

original converts, in a mounting crescendo of hysteria against

"Jews baptized and unbaptized!'' In 1 130. in the midst of a

deep split within the papal curia, the majority elected

Cardinal Petrus Pierleone as Pope Anacletus II, while the

minority elected an anti-pope. Innocent II. In the controversy

that erupted across Europe during the next decade there were a

numbef of large issues involved, but it is significant that the

enemies of Anacletus laid repeated stress on his Jewish origins

(he was the great-grandson of a Roman Jewish convert in the

first half of the eleventh century). No less a figure than St.

Bernard of Clairvaux regarded the descendant of a Jew on the

papal throne as an affront to Christ. One writer depicted

Anacletus physically as "dark and pale, more like a Jew or an

Arab than a Christian;' with a deformed body and "the bad

odor of his ancestor who was a wicked money-lender! '* Again,

in 1290 the Jews of Southern Italy were converted by force.

Nevertheless, for the next two centuries the the descendants of

these Jews were still known as such and were referred to

generically in official documents as Neofiti (neophytes) or

Mercanti (merchants).^

All this would seem to indicate that not all of medieval anti-

Judaism was merely theological or religious. Beyond that,

however, the examples I have given are of limited value. We
still know all too little about the realities of the converts' lives

in Visigothic Spain; much of what occurred in Southern Italy

after 1290 remains obscure; and the papacy, after all, may be

considered too special a case to yield broad conclusions.

II

sucH AMBIGUITIES RECEDE whcu we tum to Spain and Portugal

in the late Middle Ages. There Jewish conversion to Christi-

anity look place on a scale unprecedented in earlier periods

and unequalled in the rest of Europe, and it is from there that

we possess a vast array of documentary and literary sources

that bring the question of pre-modern Jewish assimilation

and racial anti-Semitism into the sharpest focus.^

The mass conversions in the Iberian Peninsula occured in

four main stages. In 1391 anti-Jewish pogroms spread

throughout Spain and into the Balearic Islands, in the course

of which thousands of Jews accepted baptism rather than be

slaughtered. Only two decades later, in 1413-14, the last great

public disputation of the Middle Ages between Jews and

Christians was held at Tortosa in Aragon. Barely recovered

from the havoc and demoralization of the pogroms, to many

Spanish Jews it now seemed as though Judaism had been

defeated decisively. A new wave of conversions ensued, with

thousands more rushing voluntarily to the baptismal fonts.

Throughout the fifteenth century Spanish Jewry was bifur-

cated, with Jews and converts (conversos) coexisting side by

side. Finally, in 1492 Ferdinand and Isabella gave the



remaining Jews the ultimaie ahernaiive of conversion or

expulsion. Many remained constant and chose the hard road

of exile. Others, however, could not or would not leave Spain,

and once again the convert ranks were swelled. The epilogue

look place in Portugal. In 1497 the Portuguese king. Manuel,

decreed the forced conversion of all Jews in the country,

including those Jewish refugees who had crossed the border

from Spain five years before.

We shall probably never know how many Spanish Jews were

converted to Christianity between 1391 and 1492. There are

indications that fifty percent may be a conservative estimate,

and we must remember that we are speaking of what had been

the largest Jewry in medieval Europe. Whatever ones con-

jecture in absolute figures, it is clear that within a relatively

short span of time a large mass of Jews had entered, through

conversion, into Spanish Christian society. To be sure, there

were many who remained Jews at heart and lived the dual life

of Marranos, secret Jews in one way or another. Many others,

however, whether out of initial conviction or opportunism,

became sincere Catholics, or at least rejected Judaism com-

pletely in favor of a functional adherence to the new faith.

Modern Jewish scholarship has been preoccupied with the

subsequent history of the crypto-Jews and has left it largely to

Hispanists to explore that of the genuine converts. Our theme

requires that we be concerned primarily with the latter.

In theory, nothing should have prevented the total absorp-

tion of the true converts, or at least their descendants, into

Spanish society, and, in fact, during the first half-century

following the conversions of 1391 the process of integration

seemed well under way. Spanish Jews had traditionally

performed a host of important economic and managerial

functions as financial administrators, tax-farmers, and advisors

to the royal courts of Castile and Aragon. Conversos continued

and expanded these roles. But now, with the removal of the

former religious bars to their further advancement, the

Conversos expanded into new areas in which they displayed

an exuraordinary "upward mobility!' Some became large-

sole entrepreneurs, others entered the universities and the

learned professions, of which hitherto only medicine had been

open to Jews. In various cities and towns Conversos gained

control of the municipal councils, 'o Many flocked to important

careers within the Church. We have only to cite the famous

case of Pablo de Santa Maria, the former Rabbi Solomon

Halevi, who converted voluntarily in 1390 and subsequently

became Bishop of Burgos. His son, Alonso de Cartagena, who

was baptized with him as a child, succeeded him in that high

office and represented Spain at the Council of Basel in 1434."

The powerful monastic order of the Jeronymites was filled

with converts, '2 as were some of the most important Cathedral

chapters. Daughters of wealthy Conversos married with

apparent ease into noble families, rejuvenating tired blood-

lines and replenishing empty coffers. Some Conversos were

themselves occasionally granted patents of nobility.'^ There

seemed to be no further obstacle to the assimilation of those

who. like Heine's knight, retained at most certain culinary

predilections ("they never lost their Jewish tastes in eating^'

the chronicler Andres Bernaldez observed sarcastically). '^

Yet even as the converts and their children were energetically,

and even aggressively, fulfilling new ambitions, in certain

sectors of the old Hispano-Christian society a profound anti-

Converso resentment was gathering force, and by the mid-

fifteenth century it erupted into the open. This "backlash"

first arose among the urban masses, who began to perceive the

entire Converso class as rich and powerful usurpers of

positions and privileges to which they themselves aspired,

parvenus well on their way to dominating, not only the organs

of municipal government, but perhaps the country as a whole.

It did not matter that a good many Conversos were actually

quite poor, or engaged in humble occupations; the swift

ascent of so many others in so many fields was what caught the

eye. This, it was felt, could only be explained on the

assumption that, although baptized, the Conversos had

retained the proverbially "Jewish" traits of cunning, sharp-

ness, and a boundless lust for money and power defying all

moral scruples.
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THus A MOUNTING TENSION wiihin Spanish society rapidly

approached a point of genuine paradox. Throughout the

Middle Ages the whole of Christian Europe had perceived its

Jewish problem essentially in one dimension—as one of

conversion. 15 The Jews were a group apart because they

stubbornly refused to accept the regnant Christian truth.

Should the Jews be converted, they would disappear as a

distinct entity, and the problem, by definition, would cease to

be. Of all countries, Spain had now come closest to making

this pan-European dream a reality. Ironically, only then did a

growing number of Spaniards begin to feel, with a sense of

shock, that far from having resolved the problem, the mass

conversions of Jews had only exacerbated it. So long as the

Jews had remained within their ancestral religion they could

also be contained wiihin well-defined limits through restric-

tive laws. Now, overnight as it were, the entire corpus of

anti-Jewish legislation was no longer applicable to the huge

Converso group. Technically and legally Christians, they

could do as they pleased, and for many Spaniards that was

intolerable. A critical juncture had been reached. The tradi-

tional mistrust of the Jew as outsider now gave way to an even

more alarming fear of the Converso as insider.

Two texts, one from the mid-fifteenth century, the other from

the mid-sixteenth, vividly conj ure up the specter of subversion

from within. The first is an anonymous satire against the

Conversos (here called Marranos—2t generic epithet that at

first simply meant "pigs"), in the form of a royal privilege

allegedly granted by King Juan II of Castile to a Christian

nobleman also named Juan, descended from "pure Old

Christians*' (cristianos viejos lindos). At Juan's own request,

the king grants him formal permission to live the life of a

"Marranor and to employ all their 'subtleties, evils, deceits

and flatteries" to his advantage. Like them, he is now

permitted to acquire through duplicity such lucrative royal

appointments as mayor (alcalde), magistrate, and public

notary, enjoying the municipal rents; to enter the priesthood

so that, listening to the confessions of Old Christians he can

10

discover their secret derelictions and denounce them to the

courts; to become an apothecary, physician, or surgeon, in

order to kill Old Christians, marry their wives, and acquire

their property and offices while besmirching their pure

lineage; to bring to church, instead of breviaries, the account-

books listing the rents and taxes farmed out to him, and to read

these during the service while pretending to recite penitential

psalms.'* The second text—the so-called "Correspondence of

the Jews of Spain and those of Constantinople"—reflects a

similar mentality, but in addition it evokes the notion of an

international Jewish conspiracy that almost anticipates the

modern "Protocols of the Elders of Zion." Responding to a

plea for advice from the alleged leader of the Spanish Jews,

who are threatened by the king with conversion or destruction,

the putative chief of the Jews of Constantinople responds that

they should certainly become Christians and then wreak their

revenge from within.'^

Anti-Converso feeling first erupted into violence in riots that

began in Toledo on January 27, 1449.'8 It was an uprising of

the urban mass sparked by the sudden imposition of a huge

tax on the city for the defense of Castile against a recent

invasion by the Aragonese. The tax had been levied by the

royal constable Don Alvaro de Luna, but the people suspected

that its chief instigator was a Toledan Converso, Alonso Cota.

The real roots of the outburst were obviously deeper. Further

riots were to take place in Toledo in 1467, in Cordoba and

other Andalucian cities in 1474, and, on a very large scale, in

Lisbon in 1506.'9

Still, occasional violence and pillage obviously did not strike

at the heart of the problem. How, really, could the advance of

the Conversos be checked, now that the old safeguards against

Jews had been rendered irrelevant? The very proliferation of

terms and epithets applied in the fifteenth century to the

converts and their offspring bears witness to the ambiguity of

the situation and the elusiveness of the adversary—conf^r50,

conjeso, marrano, tornadizo [turncoat], cristiano nuevo [New

Christian] or perhaps, indeed, alboraique (after the steed of

Muhammad, which was neither horse nor mule).2o What was

required was a new legal definition within which to curb the

11



Conversos, and it was out of this need that the Spanish

doctrine of limpieza de sangre—"purity of blood*'—emerged

and crystalized.

IV

A HE LAWS THAT CAME lo be known as "Statutes of purity of

blood" (estatutos de limpieza de sangre) were an attempt,

fahering at first but ultimately successful, to bar Conversos

from public offices, privileges and honors, now that the old

laws that had been enacted against professing Jews were no

longer applicable.^' These new statutes therefore mark the

ironic retaliation of Iberian society against the intrusion of the

Jew by means of a conversion toward which that same society

had labored so long and so assiduously.

If new barriers were to be raised, however, they could no

longer be based upon a difference in religion which, formally

at least, no longer existed. The only foundation remaining to

justify special discriminatory legislation against the Converso

and his descendants was necessarily a genetic one. Not

religion but blood was to be the determining factor. Certainly

there were secret Judaizers among the Conversos, and in order

to discover and prosecute these heretics the Inquisition would

be established in 1478. With a singular lack of foresight many

Conversos seem even to have welcomed the idea of an

Inquisition in the hope that, if the Judaizers could be weeded

out, their own Catholic orthodoxy would no longer be

impugned, It is therefore doubly significant ttiat the statutes

of purity of blood never made such distinctions. They were

aimed, not at crypto-Jews. but at the entire Converso class.

Anyone of known Jewish (or Moorish) ancestry, regardless of

his personal Christian piety, would be subject to them

automatically and perpetually. 22 Purity of blood came to

overshadow purity of faith.

Despite its alarm over the Converso threat, Spain did not

easily accept the statutes of limpieza in the initial phases.

When the first statute, the Sentencia-Estatuto excluding all

persons of Jewish extraction from municipal offices in

Toledo, was adopted some four months after the riots on June

5, 1449, the subsequent outcry caused it to fall into temporary

abeyance.23 ^ ^as opposed by King Juan II of Castile, by Pope

Nicolas V, and by prominent clergy and statesmen. For a

religion that had come into the world proclaiming its

indifference to the distinction between Jew and Greek—won

est distinctio Judaei et Graeci—ihe theological objections

were obvious.^-* Moreover, some authorities sensed immedi-

ately the potential dangers of such laws for a land in which

Christian, Jewish, and Moorish blood had mingled for ages.25

But although the controversy over limpieza de sangre was to

continue for centuries in the Iberian Peninsula, the progress

of the statutes was inexorable. The century after 1449 saw a

gradual but definite spread of such statutes adopted sporadi-

cally by various corporate bodies and institutions.^^

The most serious impetus came in 1547, when a new statute,

instigated by the archbishop Juan Martinez Siliceo, excluded

all descendants of Jews from positions in the Cathedral

Chapter of Toledo. Again, as had happened a century before,

there was considerable opposition. But this statute was

destined to endure, and, because of the primacy of Toledo in

Spanish Christendom, to serve as a model and sanction for

later ones. In 1555 it was ratified by Pope Paul IV and a year

later it was upheld by King Philip II, thus setting the final seal

of papal and royal approval upon a practice that, while

already rooted in many places, was now officially legitimized. 27

It is noteworthy that this occurred at a time when the last

active vestiges of Spanish crypto-Judaism seemed to be

disappearing, and the Catholic loyalties of most New Chris-

tians cannot have been in doubt. Yet from this point on

limpieza de sangre rapidly became a requirement for entry

into almost any important honor or office in Spain. As the

network of statutes widened, it was hard to find a significant

area of Spanish public life which did not require of the

candidate elaborate "proofs of purity" (pruebas de limpieza),

meticulously documented genealogies and testimonies of

witnesses certifying him to be free of any trace of Jewish blood.

From Spain the system passed over to Portugal. When

Portuguese New Christians began to flow into Spain after

1580, they found the statutes rampant everywhere. By the

seventeenth century the corporations with requirements of

<•&
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limpieza included the military orders; judicial tribunals,

among them the Inquisition itself; cathedrals and chapters;

the various monastic and religious orders; the powerful

aristocratic colleges (colegios mayores) at the universities;

certain entire provinces and towns which forbade New
Christians to reside or marry in their midst; almost all public

and municipal offices; brotherhoods and confraternities.

The statutes of purity of blood, and the mentality they

represented, perpetuated the distinction between "New" and

"Old* Christians for centuries. That the original converts of

ihe fifteenth century should have been considered literally as

cristianos nw«/os—"New Christians '—was perhaps appro-

priate and logical; that their known descendants in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries should still have had to

bear that label might seem absurd, were its consequences not

so far-reaching and dismal. 2« Though some were able to hide

iheir ancestry, falsify documents, or buy their certifications of

purity through outright bribery, most could not. Often a

Spaniard or a Portuguese who was totally unaware of his

Jewish origins would apply for an official post, only to

discover in the course of the mandatory genealogical investi-

gations that there were indeed some Jews on remote branches

or even twigs of the family tree. As a result he suddenly found

himself not only ineligible for the position but, in a real sense,

declassed. For "New Christian" was both a legal category and

a social stigma, in a society whose preoccupation with purity

of blood and lineage had become a fixation.

Limpieza was to have profound repercussions upon Spanish

and Portuguese history and culture, and was to shape impor-

tant aspects of literature and the peculiarly Iberian sense of

"honor!* However, we cannot concern ourselves here with the

general aspects of the problem. The question for us is whether

or not. within the developments I have sketched, we have an

example of racial anti-Semitism.

Stressing the social and religious origins of these phenomena,

misled, perhaps, by the theological rhetoric and rationales

with which apologists for the statutes invariably embellished

their arguments, or simply caught up in the conventional

dogma that racial concepts are solely a product of the

nineteenth century, some modern scholars have denied the

racial character of limpieza altogether.^' Yet although we will

certainly not find the distilled pseudo-scientific racial jargon

of modern limes in the Iberian Peninsula, the very fact that the

consequences of Jewish ancestry, however remote, were con-

sidered by so many to be indelible, perpetual, and unalterable,

is already sufficient to indicate the racist mentality at work.

Indeed, it is worth noting that the Spanish word raza (race)

was defined in the great Castilian dictionary of Sebastian de

Covarrubias in 1611 by the following inverted but illumi-

nating comparison: "Raza—the caste of pure-bred horses

which are branded with an iron so that they may be recognized

as such. Raza in [human] lineages is understood in a bad

sense, such as having within oneself some of the lineage of

Moors or Jews (tener alguna raza de moros o judtos)'.'^^ Other

interesting terms and phrases crop up repeatedly in Spanish

and Portuguese texts. Descendants of Jews are maculados

("tainted") because they have a "stain" (macula) in their

blood. They are "impure" (impuros). By the end of the

sixteenth century it is customary, when candidates seek

honors or offices, to search for limpieza de sangre de tiempo

inmemorial ("purity of blood from time immemorial") and

even an adverse rumor is enough to disqualify one.^' In 1623

the Portuguese Vicente da Costa Mattos cries out: Pouco

sangue ludeo he bastante a destruyr o mundo—"A little

Jewish blood is enough to destroy the world! "^2_jhis. one

hundred and twenty-six years after the original conversion of

Portuguese Jewry.

Are these only rhetorical flourishes, is "blood" merely a loose

metaphor intended to dramatize a suspicion that New

Christians actually teach their children to Judaize in secret, or

are they meant genetically and biologically? In a defense of the

statutes of purity of blood published in 1637, Juan Escobar del

Corro declars categorically that the foetus acquires the moral

qualities of its parents at the moment of conception; therefore,

if one member of a family sins, that proves that there is impure

blood in the veins of all." Other texts speak even more

eloquently and explicitly. In his Centinela contra judios

("Seminal against the Jews ') Fray Francisco de Torrejoncillo
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offers a definition of "Jews" in 1673 that must bring a slight

chill to a reader of our own generation:

To be enemies of Christians, of Christ, and of his Divine

Law, it is not necessary to be of a Jewish father and

mother. One alone suffices. It does not matter if the

father is not [Jewish]; it is enough if the mother is. And

even if she is not entirely so, half is enough; and even if

not that much, a quarter is sufficient, or even an eighth.

And the Holy Inquisition has discovered in our limes

that up to a distance of twenty-one degrees [of consan-

guinity] they have been known to judaize ^*

But Fray Francisco has another point to underscore which

renders the biological element even more transparent:

In the palaces of the kings, and of many princes, the

wet-nurses who are chosen to suckle their sons must be

Old Christians [cristianas viejas] for it is not proper that

the sons of princes should be suckled by Jewish vileness,

because that milk, being of infected persons [personas

infectas] cam only engender perverse inclinations In

the city of Valladolid, about thirty years ago, they burned

alive as a Judaizer Don Lope de Vera, a native of the town

of San Clemente in La Mancha, who was verified to be of

illustrious blood, but it was found that the nurse who
had suckled him was of infected blood [era de sangre

infecta; i.e. the nurse had been a New Christian].^^

Should this not be sufficient, we may turn to the biography of

the emperor Charles V by Fray Prudencio de Sandoval, who,

in 1604, actually compares Jewishness to Negritude:

I do not censure the Christian compassion which

embraces all, for then I would be in mortal error, and I

know that in the Divine presence there is no distinction

between Gentile and Jew, because One alone is the Lord

of all. Yet who can deny that in the descendants of the

Jews there persists and endures the evil inclination of

their ancient ingratitude and lack of understanding, just

as in the Negroes [there persists] the inseparable quality

of their blackness [negrura]} For if the latter should

unite themselves a thousand times with white women,
the children are born with the dark color of the father.

Similarly, it is not enough for the Jew to be three parts

aristocrat [hidalgo] or Old Christian, for one family-line

alone [sola una raza] defiles and corrupts him. . .
.^

If, admittedly, we have not quite arrived at the modern

concept of race, I submit that we have come perilously close.

G,ERMANS DID NOT LEARN about "purity of blood" from the

Iberian precedent. Limpieza de sangre in Spain and Portugal,

and racial anti-Semitism in modern Germany, were inde-

pendent and indigenous developments, the latter oblivious of

the former. For that very reason the similarities are all the

more significant.

But let us proceed cautiously. It will not do simply to draw up

a list in two parallel columns, one Hispano-Portuguese, the

other German, and to record: Toledo riots of 1449—"Hep-

Hep" riots of 1819; exclusion of students from the colegios

mayores—2ind from the nineteenth-century German student

organizations (Burschenschaften);^'' the sixteenth-century

Libro verde de Aragon or the Tizon de la nobleza de Espana,

both of which listed the names of Spanish nobles with Jewish

blood in their veins—and the Semi-Gotha, which did the same

for the German nobility in 1912;38 Torrejoncillo's fractional

definition of Jews—and the Nuremberg Laws of 1935. Such

tantalizing lists could easily be expanded, and some specific

parallels would certainly be striking enough to merit a fuller

exploration. In the end, however, they remain matters of detail

that point to deeper structures and larger patterns.

We shall be hindered from perceiving these only if we become

entangled in the obvious but, for our present purposes, not

really decisive, differences between pre-modern conversion

and modern assimilation and emancipation (the apples-and-

pears syndrome again). In order to focus on the essential, I

should stress once more that, prior to modern times, the only

possible road to the removal of all Jewish legal disabilities and

to total assimilation into the dominant non-Jewish society,

was through religious conversion. From this perspective the

conversion of masses of Spanish and Portuguese Jews between

1 391 and 1497 may be regarded on one level as an emancipation

through baptism. This seemingly paradoxical formulation

should not shock you, for it is meant in a very specific sense

and is not an endorsement of apostasy. Functionally, the

Iberian conversions and modern emancipation both entailed

the elimination of prior legal restrictions against the Jews and
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the prospeci, initially at least, of their integration under new

conditions into the life of the majority. Thus, at the very core,

we are confronted with two parallel problems—the absorption

of "New Christians" and "New Germans" into their respective

host societies.

Despite the manifold differences between those societies, they

share a common paliern with regard to the entry of the Jews

into their midst: a period (in Germany several periods) of

sufficient acceptance to facilitate a growing assimilation and a

significant influx into important areas of economic and civic

life; a rising resentment against that very intrustion, in the

course of which there surfaces an open and volatile racial

hatred; racial discrimination, at first without the official

sanction of the state, but ultimately institutionalized in law.

The critical element is. of course, the emergence in both

instances of a racial conception of the Jews, But our com-

parison will still remain little more than historical play unless

we are prepared to press its implications. The Iberian experi-

ence should not be regarded merely as an exotic adumbration

of the later development. It should shift our angle of vision

and pose some new questions.

VI

Virtually all schoijirly discussions of the rise of racial

anti-Semitism in Germany begin within the context of the rise

of organized political anti-Semitism in the 1870s and especi-

ally in the ISSO's.^^ The treatment is often more descriptive

than analytic, concentrating repeatedly on such obvious

apostles of anti-Jewish racism as Wilhelm Marr or Eugen

Dilhring. Attempts to probe the question of origins tend to

invoke essentially external influences, whether individual

(Gobincau, Renan), or cultural—the general racial currents in

contemporary anthropology, biology and even linguistics,

which, once absorbed, were applied to the Jews. More

penetrating inquiry has made a significant distinction between

"Christian" and '^anti-Christian" anti-Semitism in late

nineteenth-century Germany, with racial anti-Semitism

IS

placed squarely within the latter.*** Most concur that racial

anti-Semitism is a consequence of secularization, not in the

sense of a secularized metamorphosis of an earlier religious

anti-Semitism (that is granted, if at all, for certain other

aspects), but as a secular rupture with the past. Whatever the

point of departure, the racial component is widely regarded as

quintessentially modern, a radical break with the medieval

Christian conception of the Jews, its very antithesis.**'

Precisely here, is seems to me, lies the value of the Iberian

juxtaposition. Patently, none of the factors I have just

enumerated had been operative in Spain and Portugal. In

those profoundly Christian societies an avowed "anti-

Christian anti-Semitism" was inconceivable, and, had a Marr

or a DCihring arisen, he would have been burned at the stake.

Secularism in the modern sense made no inroads until late in

the eighteenth century, and even then it was limited to small

circles of Francophiles. The nineteenth-century sciences and

pseudo-sciences had not been born. Yet, even in the absence of

all this, an anti-Semitism with distinctly racial overtones had

developed throughout the Iberian Peninsula.

That this should have been so must surely suffice to shake at

least some of the conventional wisdom concerning the

development of racial anti-Semitism in modern Germany as

well. It suggests, in the first place, that however important any

of the aforementioned factors may have been, they may not

have been decisive. Often lacking in the scholarly literature is

a differentiation between causes and catalysts, and, above all, a

sense of the dynamics in the process through which modern

racial anti-Semitism evolved. By expanding our horizon from

modern Germany to pre-modern Spain and Portugal we begin

to detect an imminent dialectic in the process of Jewish

assimilation into societies constrained by new circumstances

to accept them, but conditioned by deeply ingrained attitudes

to reject them. When, as happened in both cases, assimilation

had become a sufficient reality (Catholic orthodoxy in the

Iberian Peninsula; acculturation and the erosion of Jewish

religious identity in Germany) the old religious definition of

Jewry became a palpable anachronism and yielded increas-

ingly to a racial one.
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Siillp the very fact that such a transition could be made in both

instances is not so easily explained. Whatever the felt necessity,

what made such allegedly radical shifts in mentality possible

for so many? Did believing Christians, as we have been led to

suppose, somehow first become less Christian? Were racial

anti-Semites in Germany necessarily anti-Christian? Or

should we not perhaps begin to ask whether the shift was so

radical after all? The Iberian case already indicates thai the

distinction between •Christian" and "anti-Christian:' valid

and fruitful for an understanding of two specific anti-Semitic

trends during the Second Reich, may be too sharp and

absolute to embrace the full historical reality of racial anti-

Semitism. To ask whether the latter is a Christian or anti-

Christian phenomenon, as though these were polar alterna-

tives, may miss the historical point through a semaiitic

evasion. It all depends upon what we mean by "Christian!' If

we have in mind the official teaching of the Church, the

conclusion is obvious. But surely even the entire corpus of

Christian dogma and theology does not express the full range

of behavior, thought, and feeling of believing Christians, nor

can it reveal the latitude of interpretation to which it is itself

potentially susceptible. The statutes of "purity of blood' were

opposed by some Spanish and Portuguese churchmen on the

grounds that they were, in effect. anti-Christian, but they were

supported by many others who felt no contradiction whatever.

Indeed, the statutes were even ratified by several sixteenth-

century popes.*2 In nineteenth-century Germany such racial

anti-Semites as Otto Glagau. Franz Perrot, and Rudolph

Meyer, were by no means anti-Christian, to say nothing of

those pretty bourgeois, urban workers and peasants, who

listened as avidly to racial demagogues as to their Christian

pastors, and who. unlike the intellectuals, were not liable to

lose much sleep over problems of consistency.

"Christian" and "anti-Christian" must finally lead us back to

Ihe related question of "medieval" and "modern" The Iberian

example is sufficient to indicate that the notion that racial

anti-Semitism represents, in and of itself, a total break with all

past forms of anti-Jewish hatred, must be tempered, at the very

least. Yet it will not suffice merely to concede that Spain and

Portugal were the exceptions and to let it go at that, as though
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out of the whole of medieval Christendom only the Spaniards

and Portuguese were somehow prone toward racialism.

In a passing footnote to his magisterial study of Bismarck's

Jewish banker, Gerson Bleichroder, Fritz Stern makes this

important and challenging observation: "Historians have

always fastened on organized anti-Semitism; a comparative

study of latent, informal anti-Semitism in different European

countries would be a difficult but immensely rewarding

venture:''*^ The same could be said for what I shall provi-

sionally call latent racial anti-Semitism in pre-modern

European Christendom. Obviously if this existed it did not

label itself as such, for these terms are themselves entirely

modern. But this does not mean that a fresh re-examination of

medieval conceptions of the Jews would be a search for

something entirely vague and amorphous. At the core, any

hostile conception of the Jews which implies that their

negative characteristics are permanent must already be con-

sidered as essentially, or at least potentially, "racial."

In this sense the assumption of a total absence of racism in

pre-modern anti-Semitism may yet prove to have been too glib

and facile. On the one hand it has rested on the uncritical

assumption of an intrinsic incompatability between Chris-

tianity and racial conceptions; on the other, it has been based

upon the wrong kinds of evidence.

The fact that, throughout the Middle Ages, individual Jewish

converts were welcomed and absorbed into Christian society

does not yet tell us how Jews as a whole were regarded in

certain quarters. Yes, the individual Jew lost his odor and his

other debilities at the baptismal font, but what of the entire

unwashed Jewish people that remained? Granted, again, that

the Church firmly held to an ultimate conversion of the whole

of Jewry at the end-time of the Second Coming, when

everything, including the Jews, would radically change.

However, except in moments of apocalyptic enthusiasm, the

end of time was a very long way off. When the seventeenth-

century English poet Andrew Marvell was trying to entice his

coy mistress to bed and needed a metaphor for the infinity of

time which he. being mortal, lacked for his enterprise, he
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wrote: "Had we but World enough and lime . , . you should if

you please refuse, till the Conversion of the Jews.**

The real question, then, is how the Jewish people was

regarded collectively, not within the official theology of a

remote end of time, but within the long historical time

stretching from the present "till the conversion of the Jews."

Here centuries of Christian teaching had harped incessantly

upon such enduring Jewish qualities as stubbornness, stiff-

neckedness, obduracy, rigidity. The Jews were depicted, not

only as unyielding, but as unchanged since the primal sins of

their ancestors. Their physical attributes became stereotyped

in art, folklore, and the popular imagination. The whole of

Christian Europe had been conditioned in this way, and this

cannot but have contributed profoundly to mold a mental

conception of the Jews which Christian dogma did not

reflect—one of their essential immutability. The eschaio-

logical conversion and metamorphosis of the Jews could be

accepted safely as an article of faith which did not impinge on

present reality, indeed so long as it did not become a reality.

The fascination of what occurred in Spain and Portugal is

that, there alone, what was expected elsewhere only at the end

of time was realized to a large degree in the here-and-now. T-he

rest of Europe could afford to postpone thinking of how they

might receive a converted Jewry in the end of days. Only the

Spaniards and the Portuguese were put to the immediate test,

and they did not pass it. The racial potential that was already

implicit everywhere, was actualized here for the first time.**

Even when, toward the end of the eighteenth century, new

currents of European thought and modes of political organi-

zation were preparing the way for modern Jewish emanci-

pation, the long predisposition on the part of many Christians

to regard the degenerate traits of the Jews as innate made itself

felt immediately. The many debates over Jewish emancipation

in France and then in Germany, like the earlier controversies

over the statutes of purity of blood in Spain and Portugal, all

revolved around a pivotal issue—whether or not the Jews are

capable of a genuine and radical transformation. Those who
opposed the enfranchisement of the French and German Jews,

like those who had opposed the abolition of legal distinctions
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between "New*' and "Old" Christians in the Iberian Penin-

sula, were convinced that no real change would result, for

none was possible, and therein too lay embedded a funda-

mentally racial conception.*^

In sum, a re-examination of racial anti-Semitism cannot be

confined to late nineteenth-century Germany, nor even to

Germany alone, but should include a renewed and meticulous

scrutiny of the Christian Middle Ages as well. Whether we

style this an investigation of latent anti-Jewish racialism, or

proto-racialism, or simply the prehistory of racial anti-

Semitism, is not of immediate concern.

Far from glossing over the vital differences between medieval

and modern, such an undertaking can only help to refine our

perception of what is truly new in the latter. If I have myself

stressed the affinities between the Iberian and the German

models, I trust that the reasons are manifest by now. But I am

just as acutely conscious of how much they diverge, and I also

know the difference between latent and explicit, potential and

actual. Organized political anti-Semitism could not arise in

Spain and Portugal, which did not know of politics in the

nineteenth-century sense. The racialism behind the statutes of

purity of blood was an obsession that had theoretical under-

pinnings, but it never had the all-embracing claims typical of

modern ideologies. The Inquisition, for all its excesses, was

not the Gestapo; Spanish and Portuguese anti-Semites were

not Nazis. There is no genocide here. The most virulent

theoreticians of limpieza never called for the physical

extermination of the New Christians, only, at the most

extreme, for their expulsion—an essentially medieval solu-

tion—and the state did not comply even with that.*^ Limpieza

de sangre in the Iberian Peninsula reveals to us a society

straining, as it were, to define itself racially, and the limits to

which a pre-modern racial anti-Semitism could attain. We can

see it, in retrospect, as though oscillating perpetually within

the same fixed arc, capable of making men miserable, incapa-

ble of moving beyond certain bounds. That this was due to the

gravitational pull of a traditional Christianity to whose basic

presuppositions an entire society was still, after all, committed,

is not to be doubted. But, by the same token, this does not
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mean that ihe impact of mcxleni secularization should be

regarded as casual. Secularism did not create modern racial

anti-Semitism. It did help to erode the restraints which

Christianity, with its inherent ambivalence toward Judaism,

had once been able to impose upon its own anti-Jewish

animosities.*^ I need not spell out the catastrophic results.

VII

THRoi'CH Ai.i OUR peregrinations this evening I am acutely

aware that I have omitted one major comparative dimension

between the Iberian and German experiences—the extraordi-

nary contributions of *'New Christians" and **New Germans"
to their respective host cultures. The lime for a detailed

discussion is obviously gone, yet I should be remiss were I not

to conclude, in a brief epilogue, with at least some indication

of what is involved.

The strikingly disproportionate share of Jews in certain areas

of modern German culture continues, justifiably, to draw

attention, and is often described as unprecedented. There was

a precedent, however, and we find it once more in the Iberian

Peninsula. The congruence is not accidental. It points again

to parallel forces at work in both places.

For some lime, now, a new and burgeoning frontier has

opened in Hispanic scholarship. With a mounting body of

evidence Hispanists continue to unveil the crucial role of

Conversos in Spanish civilization, and a galaxy of illustrious

Spaniards in various fields of creative endeavor who were, in

fact, descended from Jews." This is not the place for a

catalogue. Suffice it to say that it now includes such varied

figures as Fernando de Rojas, author of the immortal Celestina,

one of the truly seminal works in Spanish and European

literature; Juan Luis Vives, a thinker of international emi-

nence; the great mvstic and poet Fray Luis de Leon; Diego

Lainez. second general of ihe^suit order, chosen personally

by Loyola as his successor; no less a figure than Santa Teresa of

Avila; and, possibly, even Cervantes himself.-*' More impor-

tani, perhaps, is the growing realization that certain vital

aspects of Spanish spirituality and literature, from sixteenth-

century mystical and Erasmian currents to the pastoral novel,

cannot be fully and properly understood without taking

account of their New Christian background. I should stress,

parenthetically, that here again we are not dealing with

"secret Jews!' but with descendants of Jews who were

thoroughly Christian, yet whose creativity was somehow

deviant or innovative. ^o

What has been achieved in Hispanic studies should be of more

than passing interest to the student of Jewish assimilation and

creativity in modern Germany. The latter faces a central

problem that crops up repeatedly: Did the fact of Jewish

origin really affect the careers and accomplishments of those

who regarded themselves, not as Jews but as Germans, and if

so, how? The difficulty in the case of modern Germany is that

we usually know to begin with those who were born Jewish or

were of Jewish descent. Thus, when we contemplate their

work, we must always wonder if we are not making an

artificial equation by discovering allegedly Jewish traits

where none may exist. By contrast, one of the more remarkable

aspects of the Spanish case is the fact that by the twentieth

century the Jewish origin of so many figures had long been

forgotten, indeed, had already been concealed during their

own lifetimes. It was often through a highly sensitive and

close reading of literary texts that some modern scholars found

traits and nuances that made them suspect the writer to have

been a Converso. Surprisingly, in a number of instances the

documentary genealogical evidence was discovered inde-

pendently or subsequently.^'

There is, of course, nothing essentially mysterious about the

phenomenon itself. The special creativity of so many Spanish

New Christians, as of assimilated German Jews, is not to be

attributed to some vague genetic endowment, but is to be

explained primarily on sociological and psychological

grounds." What we find in Spain was part of a wide spectrum

of New Christian responses to life in a society where to be of

Jewish ancestry was to carry a blemish which, even if known

only to oneself, might at any time be revealed to all. In the

shadow of the Inquisition and the statutes of purity of blood
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some Conversos turned more zealously Catholic than many

Old Christians." Others recoiled into crypto-Judaism and

fled abroad to lead fully Jewish lives. But many sensitive

spirits, believing Christians and loyal Spaniards, found

release for their inner tensions and anxieties along paths that

were somehow off the beaten track. The student of modern

German Jewry who turns to the history of Spanish New

Christians will find characteristics that are familiar to him,

and may feel almost an inverted sense of deja-vu. The

ambiguity and insecurity of the assimilated Jew, the anxiety of

hovering between acceptance and rejection, integration and

marginality , judischer Selbsthass—a^il are present there, albeit

expressed in the vocabulary and under the conditions of

another age and culture." Indeed, he will even find Converso

poets and writers whose self-deprecating ironic humor marks

them as curiously kindred spirits to Heinrich Heine."

However elusive the quest for the actual impact of the Jewish

element, whether in Spanish civilization or in Wilhelminian

and Weimar culture, it remains a striking fact that the larger

society regarded certain qualities as distinctively Jewish, and

this had repercussions of its own. Though Spain expelled all

professing Jews in 1492, the Conversos remained, and the

continuity of what Spanish Old Christians perceived as

Jewish remained unbroken. Business and trade were "Jewish"

occupations, and medicine a "Jewish" profession. Intellec-

tuality as such was identified as Jewish, hence also suspect and

dangerous.'* Even more ominously, as time went by, certain

types of thought were labelled "Jewish" and therefore

excluded. It is here, above all, that Spanish racialism may have

exacted one of its heaviest tolls from a great and talented

nation. I leave you with two quotations widely separated in

space and time, and I have chosen them deliberately from an

unusual context—the physical sciences. The first is by

Johannes Stark, one of the high priests of that "Aryan"

physics which attacked not only Einstein and relativity, but

contemporary theoretical physics generally, as Jewish and

un-German, and revised the history of science accordingly. In

1937 Stark wrote:

It can be no accident that the great discoveries belonged

almost exclusively to the Germanic race (Galileo.

Newton, Faraday, Rutherford, Lenard). They are all in

accord in that they direct their attention upon the reality

of Nature. . . . Opposed to this spiritual attitude stands

the Jewish-dogmatic one. . .
.'^

The other is from eighteenth-century Spain, where only

Aristotelian physics was legitimate, and many Spaniards

actually believed Aristotle himself to have been an "Old

Christian" In 1758 Xavier de Munibe, Count of Penaflorida,

mocked the rampant obscurantism of his contemporaries, and

summarized the prevailing Spanish attitude as follows:

Why does anyone have to pay attention to any heretical

dogs, atheists, and Jews like Newton, who was a terrible

arch-heretic . . . [like] Galileo de Galileis, whose very

name implies that he must have been an arch-Jew or

proto-Hebrew, and others whose names cause people to

shudder?58

My epilogue has been only that. Like the lecture itself, it

hardly begins to do justice to so large and complex a theme. If

it has at all aroused your curiosity, perhaps you may one day

allow me another occasion on which to try your indulgence.
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NOTES

1. An initial attempt ai a comparison between Spanish and German anti-

Semitism was made more than four decades ago by Cecil Roth in his brief

sketch of "Marranos and Racial Anti-Semitism: A Study in Paralieisr

Jewish Socml Studies, H ( 1940). 239-48. Writing ai a time when Hitlers

Germany was at the height of its power. Roth was preoccupied with

immediate parallels to the anti-Jewish racial policies of the Nazis, and

made no effort at a broader and more sophisticated conceptualization of

the problem. Moreover, he did not yet have access to the wealth of

information on the role of Conversos and of "purity of blood" in Iberian

society that has since come to light. Roth's essay did stimulate some

polemical discussion as to whether Spanish anti-Semitism should be

regarded as "racial" to begin with {see infra, n. 29). but its comparative

dimension has hitherto not been systematically explored. In this res[>ect. I

find it curious that Leon Poliakov has compared the Iberian phe-

nomenon, not to German racial anti-Seniiiism. but to the Boer racism of

South Africa as delineated by Hannah Arendi. See his Histotre de

VantisSmitisme, II: De Mahomet aux marranes (Paris, 1%1) p. 281.

2. Joshua Trachtenberg. The Devil and the Jews {Nev, Haven. 1943; reprint

Philadelphia. 1961). 47ff.

3. The following examples should suffice: I>escendants of the tribe of

Simeon annually develop bloody wounds on their hands and feet; Asher:

their right hands are shorter than their left; Naphtali: they have four large

teeth, like pigs, and pigs' ears; Levi: they cannot spit forward, and so the

spittle runsdown their beards; "Joseph": after age thirty-three the women

have live worms in their mouths when they sleep. (Trachtenberg. op.cit.,

pp. 51f .). For variations, as well as the belief thai Jewish males are subject

to a menstrual flux. cf. Y. H. Yerushalmi. From Spanish Court to Italian

Ghetto (New York-London. 1971; 2nd ed., Seattle-London. 1981). pp.

126-33.

4. Sec Peter Browe. "Die Kirchenrechtliche Stellung der geiaufien Juden

und ihrer Nachkommenr Archiv fur katholisches Kirchenrecht. CXXI

(1941), 3-22, 165-91. "In keiner mitielalteriichen Regel treffen wir eine

Bestimmung. die konvertierie Juden ausschloss; hochsiens liess man. im

Anschluss an den Kanon von Nicaea. die neu Geiauften eine Zeii lang

wartcn. urn ihrer Bewihrung sicher zu scin" (ibid., p. 6).

5. On the Visigothic persecution see Salo W. Baron. A Social and Religious

History of the Jews (hereafter: SRH) 2nd revised ed.. (New York. 1952 et

seq.). Ill, pp. 36-46.

6. Aryeh Grabois. "From Theological* to Racial" Antisemitism: The

Controversy over the Jewish' Pope in the Twelfth Century:' (in Hebrew).

ZionXLVn(1982). 1-16.

iO

7. Vito Vitale. "Un particolare ignorato di sioria pugliese: neofiti e

mercanti;' in: Studi di storia napoletana in onore di Michelangelo Schipa

(Naples. 1926). 233-46.

8. After surveying the favorable reception of Jewish converts outside the

Iberian Peninsula, Browe writes (op.cit., p. 9): "Anders als im ubrigen

Europa lagen die Dinge in Spanien . . ITn fact, the bulk of Browe's article

is devoted to anti-Converso discrimination in Sp>ain, but he draws no

conclusions from his data.

9. There is abundant illustrative material on this in most of the standard

histories. See, inter alia, Jose Amador de los Rios. Historia social, politica

y religiosa de los judios de Espana y Portugal (one vol. reprint, Madrid,

1960). Pt. Ill.chs. 1-2, pp. 557-614; Cecil Ko\h,AHistoryoftheMarranos

(Philadelphia. 1947) pp. 20ff.; Yitzhak Baer, A History of the Jews in

Christian Spain (Philadelphia. 1961). II. pp. 274f.. 315-22; Julio Caro

Baroja. Los judios en la Espana moderna y contempordnea (Madrid,

1962). III. passim.

10. Francisco MarquezVillanueva, "Conversos ycargosconcejiles en el siglo

XV;' Rexnsta de archivos, biblittecas y museos, LXIII (1957), 503-40.

11. For the Santa Maria family see Baer, Jews in Christian Spain II, pp.

139-51; Luciano Serrano. Los conversos D. Pablo de Santa Maria y D.

Alfonso de Cartagena (Madrid, 1942); Francisco Camera Burgos, Alvar

Garcia de Santa Maria: Historia de la juderia de Burgos y de sus conversos

mas egregios (Madrid, 1952). Writing about Solomon Halevi, Am^rico

Castro observes: "From him stem all the theologians, jurists, and

historians named Santa Maria, whose works fill fifteenth-century letters

with distinction" (The Structure of Spanish History [Princeton, 1954],

p. 537).

12. On the large number of Conversos, including active Judaizers, absorbed

into the Order of St. Jerome during the fifteenth century, see Albert

Sicroff, "Clandestine Judaism in the Hieronymite Monastery of Nuesira

Senora de Guadalupe!' Studies in Honor of M. J. Bernardete (New York,

l%5). pp. 89-125; Haim Beinart, "The Judaizing Movement in the Order

of San Jeronimo in Castile!' Scripta Hierosolymitana, VII ( 1%1 ), 167-92.

13. For an example, see Francisca Vendrell, "Concesion de nobleza a un

converso!' S^-Zarati. VIII (1948). 397-401 (on the grant in 1416 of a patent of

nobility to a Converso. Gil Ruiz Naiari, by Ferdinand I of Aragon).

14. Andres Bernaldez, Historia de los Reyes Catolicos Don Fernando y Dona

Isabel (Seville. 1870). I, ch. 43, pp. 124f. Among the Jewish foods,

Bernaldez mentions adefina. The same term appears also in a fifteenth-

century anti-Converso satire (see infra, n. 16) published by H. Pflaum,

who defines it as "un ragout aux choux ei aux epices qu'on prepare le

vendredi et qu'on garde sous la braise pour le samedi" (Revue des etudes

juives [hereafter: REJ]), LXXXVI, 146. n. 6). Bernaldez, in other words,

refers to a lingering Converso fondness for tscholnt, the very Schalet that

Heine whimsically immortalized in his "Prinzessin Sabbath!' and of

which he has Borne say "that the renegades who deserted to the new

convenant need only smell a Schalet in order to feel a certain homesickness
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15.

16

18.

19.

20

for the synagogue" See Ludwig Borne: erne Denkschrift. in Heinrkh

Heine. Werke and Briefe. ed. H. Kaufmann. VI (Berlin. 1962). p. 1 10.

The most thorough account of the Christian effort to convert the Jews in

the Middle Ages will be found in Peter Browe. Die Judenmission tm

Mitteiaiter und die Papste (Rome. 1942).

Heinz Pflaum. "Une ancienne satire espagnole centre !es Marranesr

/?£/. LXXXVH1928). 181-50.

17. Isidore U)eb. "La correspondancr des juifs d'Espagne avec ccux de

Ckinstantinopler RE), VI (1887). 262-76.

Baer,/ft*'J( in Christian Spain. 11. pp. 279ff. CE Nicholas G. Round. "La

rebelion toledana de 1449:" Archnmm, XVI (1966). 385-446: E. Benito

Ruano, "Del probirma judio al problema con verso;* Simposw Toledo

JudauoiMadnd, 1973). II. I3ff.

On the latter see Y. H. Ycrushalmi. The Lnbon Massacre of 1506 and the

Royui Image m the "Shebei Yehudah" (Cincinnati. 1976). pp. 1-S4.

Hence the title of the anonymous unti-(k)nverso Liftro del Alborayque

(1488). summarized and excerpted by Isidore U»eb. "Pol^mistes chretiens

et juils en France et en Espagne',' REJ. XVIII (1889). 238-42 and by Fidel

Etta. *l-a Inquisicion de Torquemadar Boletin de la Real Academia de la

Hiilorw. XXI (1893). 379-82.

21. The outstanding history of the statutes is Albert A. Sicroffs Les

controverses des statuts de "pureti desang" en EspagneduXy'auX VI

f

ii^rlr (Paris, I960). Cf. also Caro Baroja. Losjudios, II. 267-380. Am^rico

Castro's hypothesis {Structure of Spanish History, pp. 524ff.) that the

Spanish preoccupation with limpieza <fr sangre originated in reaction to

an allegedly similar concern with purity of bicxxl among the Jews

themselves, has been reiccted with good reason, though on different

grounds, by both Sicroff (Les Controi»erses, p. 88, n. 98) and Antonio

Dominguez Ortii (Los Judeoconmrsos de Espafia y Amhica (Madrid,

1978). pp. 781

22. Although, technically, descendants of both Jews and Moors were

stigmatised by the statutes, in effect these were aimed primarily at persons

of Jewish origin. See Sicroff. 1.^ controverses, p. 26.

The text of the SentenciaEstatuto is available in Friti [Yitzhak] Baer . Die

Juden im Christlichen Spamen, II: KastilienIInquisitionsakten (Berlin.

1936). no. 302. pp. 315-19. and in Eloy Benito Ruano. Toledo en el siglo

XV (Madrid. 1961). pp. 191-96. On the genesis of the statute and the

opposition to it see Sicroff. Les controv>erses, pp. 32-62. Cf . also E. Benito

Ruano. "La Srntencia-Esiatuto de Pero Sarmiento contra los converses

loledanos:* Revistm de U Umversidad de Madrid, VI (1957). 277-306.

See I Corinthians. 12:13; Galatians. 3:27-28; Ephesians. 1-6; Colossians.

S:ll. Such scriptural passages provided some of the proof texts for the

learned and passionate defense of the unity of Christendom by Alonso de

Cartagena, written in 1 449, a fundamental work whose arguments would

be repeated by almost all later opponents of the statutes of purity of blood.

See D. Alonso de Cariegena. Defensortum Unitatis Chrtstianae, ed.

23

24

Manuel Alonso (Madrid. 1943). The bull of Nicolas V condemning the

Seutencta-flstatuto is reproduced as Appendix XV, pp. 367ff.

25. This was emphasized in a memorandum attacking the Toledan statute

that was drawn up almost immediately at the behest of Lope de

Barrientos. bishop of Cuenca. by Fernan Diaz de Toledo, himself a

Converso. Referring to the Visigothic conversions he claimed that no

Spaniard could now be certain that he was not of Jewish descent, and gave

detailed examples of the admixture of Jewish blood among the nobility

and even the royal family. The text is printed in Alonso de Cartagena.

Defensorium, Appendix II. pp. 343-56.

26. Around 1 482 the guild of stone-masons (pedreros) of Toledo forbade their

members to teach the art to Conversos, and the province of Guipiizcoa

excluded them from residence or intermarriage with Old Christians (see

Henry Charles Lea. A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 11, New York,

1 906. p. 285). The further progress of the statutes of purity of blood may be

seen in their adoptation by the following: The Order of St. Jerome, 1486,

rendered definitive in 1495; the colleges of San Bartolome (Salamanca)

and Santa Cruz (Valladolid), 1488. and San Ildelfonso. 1519; the

Dominican monastery at Avila. 1496. other Dominican establishments

from 1531; the Franciscans, from 1525; the cathedral chapter of Seville.

1515, and of Cordoba. 1 530. The Inquisition itself did not have a statute of

limpieza until the mid-sixteenth century, and the Jesuits only in 1593. For

details see Sicroff, Les Controverses, ch. II, pp. 63-94.

27. Sicroff, op.cit.. ch. III. pp. 9.5-139. It should be emphasized that in the

century between 1 449 and 1 557 the statutes had neither emanated from the

Crown nor were they necessarily approved by it. The impulses throughout

this period came from below.

28. The basic premise behind the term "New Christian" is stated succinctly

by Juan Escobar del Corro, inquisitor of Llerena, in 1633: "Appelatur

etiam Christianus novus non tam quia de novo ad fidem Christi sit

conversus. sed quia ab his descendit" {Tractatus bipartitus de puritate et

nobilitate probanda, cited by Caro Baroja, Los judios, II, p. 305).

29. Guido Kisch categorically denied any racial element in pre-modern anti-

Semitism and sharply criticized Lea (Inquisition of Spain, I, 126) and

Roth (supra, n. 1) for allegedly "reading modern racist conceptions into

medieval sources." See his "Nationalism and Race in Medieval Law"

Seminar: An Annual Extraordinary Number of 'The Jurist', I (1943), 71.

While granting that medieval man did not have a conscious concept of

race in its modern form. Salo Baron found Kisch's position to be too

extreme. -See Baron. Modern Nationalism and Religion, New York, 1947,

p. 276, n. 26. and his own reference to "manifestations of racialism in the

treatment of Iberian converses" ibid., p. 15. Kisch, in turn, held fast to his

views and rejected even Baron's relatively cautious approach (See Kisch,

The Jews of Medieval Germany, Chicago, 1 949. pp. 3 1 4- 1 6 and 53 1 , n. 60).

For Barons more recent formulation see SRH, XIII, pp. 84ff., in which

the section on limpieza is explicitly entitled: "Growing Racialism!'

Similar divisions of opinion will be found among Hispanists. Even so
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disiinguished and ptrdpiive a siudeni of ihf Clonvrrsos as Francisco

Marque/ Villanueva has mairuained that 'ihi- problem of the New

Christians was by no means a racial one: it was social and in the second

line religious" ("The Ck>nverso Problemr An Assessment;* in Collected

Studies in Honor of Americo Castro's 80th Year [hereafter: Castro

Festsehnftl Oxford. 1965. p. 324). "Theconverso;* he continues, 'did not

carry in any mtiment an indelible biological stigma. Normally he could

only be recognized as sut h through genealogit al investigation or through

the police a( lion of the Inquisitir»n . . :*—which simply means that the

stigma of Jewish descent, unlike black or yellow skin, was not externally

visible, an observation that is irrelevant both to the racial character of

limpieza and to the indelibility of the Jewish stigma once it was

discovered. Ckjnirast Domingue/ Onii who. although rcTogni/ing the

religious and scKial dimensions <»l the differ<iuiaiion between Old and

New Christians, concedes that already ai an early stage it actiuired racial

nuances (Los Judemom*ersos, p. 77).

SO. Sebastian de Cxjvarrubias y Ororco, Tesoro de la lengua castellana

(Madrid. 1611). fol. 605r.

31. Sicroff. l^es controxrrseSt p. 182.

32. Vicente da Ckjsta Maltos. Brei>e discurw contra a heretua perfidia do

ludat.smo (Lisbon. 1623). fol. 31v.

S3. Trmtatus btpartitu.% de purilate et nohilitate pnjbanda (Lyon. 16.^7). fols.

7lr-74r. See Sicroff. Les controverses. pp. 224f.

34. Francisco de Torrejoncillo. Centmela contra judios, puesta en la torre de

la Iglesia de Dws (ed. Pamplona. 1691). p. 62.

35. Ibid., p. 214. The martyrdom of Don Lope de Vera was a cause-celebre in

the seventeenth-century, precisely because he was not only a noble, but

entirely of Old Christian stock. See Yerushalmi, From Spanish Court, p.

3§. Fray Prudencio de Sandoval. Historia de la vida y hechos del emperador

Carlos V (Biblioteca de autores espanoles [hereafter: B.A.E.\ vol.

LXXXII. Madrid, 1956, p. 319). Note the blithe coexistence in this

passage of traditional Christian dogma on the equality of all men in

Christ, and an acutely racist conception of the Spanish New Christians.

S7. On the colegtos mayores see Yerushalmi. op.cit., p. 87. and the bibli-

ography cited there; on the German student organizations see Oskar E

Scheuer. Bursehensehaft und Judenfrage: Der Rassenantisemitismus in

derdeulschen Studentenschaft (Berlin, 1927).

38. For the Libro verde (actually a number of such works had circulated

widely under this title until their official suppression in 1623) and the

Tiz6n de la nobleza (Blight of the Nobility), see the discussion and

bibliography in Baron. SRH, XIII. pp. 99. 359. n. 43. the actual title of the

"Semi-Gotha" was Weimarer htstorisch-genealogisches Taschenbuch

des gesamten Adel jehudaischen Ursprunge (Weimar, 1912; 2nd ed.,

Munich. 1913). It should be noted parenthetically that a similar work on

the Provencal nobility entitled Critique du Nobtltare de Provence was

composed at the end of the seventeenth century by Barcilon de Mauvins, a

lawyer of Aix. See Armand Lunel, Juifs du Languedoc, de la Provence, el

des etats fran^ais de pape (Paris, 1975), ch. IV, "Une noblesse de souche

hebraique;' especially pp. 63ff.

39. It would be superfluous to list here all the well-known works on German

anti-Semitism, or modern anti-Semitism generally, in which this is the

case. A notable exception is Eleanore Sterling's Er ist wie Du: Aus der

Friihgeschichte des Antisemitismus in Deutschland ( 1 81 5-1850 ), Munich,

1956; 2nd ed. retitled Judenhass: Die Anfange des politischen Anti-

semitismus in Deutschland (1815-1850), Frankfurt a. M., 1969, pointing

to anti-Jewish racial attitudes in Germany before the mid-nineteenth

century (ste Judenhass pp. 67, 86f., and especially 125-29). P. G. J. Pulzer,

The Rise of Political Anti-Semitism in Germany and Austria (New York,

1964), begins his discussion of "Racialism " (ch. 6, p. 49) with the laconic

statement that "racial anti-Semitism had appeared in 1848 and even

earlier!' and then proceeds directly to a discussion of Wilhelm Marr. One

of the many merits of Jacob Katz's recent From Prejudice to Destruction:

Antt-Semitism, 1700-1933 (Cambridge, Mass., 1980) is his demonstration

of the continuity and transmission of many anti-Semitic ideas from early

modern times to the eve of the Nazi era. Yet even he does not refer directly

to anti-Jewish racial thinking in Germany until the app)earance of J.

Nordmann's Die Juden und der deutsche Staat of 1861 (see Katz, pp.

213 1).

In this respect the testimony of Moses Hess in Rome and Jerusalem is

pertinent. Although the bcx)k appeared in 1862. Hess' characterization of

German racial anti-Semitism does not present itself as a discovery of

something newly arisen, nor as a reaction to individual anti-Semitic

thinkers, but as a summary of broad and long standing observations and

experiences from which he generalizes: "Keine Reform des jiidischen

Kultus ist dem gebildeten deutschen Juden radikal genug. Selbsi die

Taufe erlost ihn nicht von dem Alpnlruck des deutschen Judenhasses. Die

Deutschen hassen iveniger die Religion der Juden als ihre Rasse, weniger

ihren eigentumlichen Glauben als ihre eigentiimlichen Nasen [my

italics]. Weder Reform noch Taufe, weder Bildung noch Emanzipation

erschliesst den deutschen Juden vollsiandig die Pforien des sozialen

Lebens. . . . Die judischen Nasen werden nicht reformiert, und das

schwarze, krause j udische Haar wird durch keine Taufe in blondes, durch

keinen Kamm in schlichtes verwandelt. . .
1' {Rom und Jerusalem, die

letzte Nationalitdtsfrage, Leipzig. 1 862, Vierter Brief, p. 1 4; cf . also pp. 34.

204). As Hess indicates in a short Nachschrift placed at the beginning of

the book, he did not even become aware of Nordmann's anonymously

published pamphlet until his own book was already in printer's proofs

and it was too late to deal with it.

It is neither by accident nor oversight that the origins and development of

the racial component in modern German anti-.Semitism do not figure

among the major issues in scholarship analyzed by Ismar Schorsch in his

lucid and penetrating survey of "German .\ntisemiiism in the Light of

Post-VVar Historiography;' Leo Baeck Institute Yearbook, XIX (1974),
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257-71. Nor has the siiuation changed wiihin ihe last decade. The

question has simply been foreclosed prematurely, or else absorbed and

obscured in the general concentration on puliiical and other organized

forms of anti-Semitism in Ormany.

4©. See especially Uriel Tal's important study of ChrLstiam and Jews in

Germany: Religion, Poittus and Ideology in the Second Reich. 1870-

19t4. u. from the Hebrew by X. J. Jacobs (Ithaca. 1975). ch. \. Christian

and Anti-Christian Anti-Semitism:' pp. 228-78. and the further bibli-

ography, ibid., p. 227, n. 5. Q. also his "Religious and Anti-Religious

Roots of Modern Anti-Semitism" {Leo Batch Memorial Lecture no. H.

New York 1971).

41. Charaaerisiically, in the collaborative Judenfeindschaft: Dantellung

und Analysen, cd. Karl Thicme (Frankfurt a. M. and Hamburg. 1963).

ihrre isa separate two-part essay by the editor on "Die religios motivierte

Judenfeindschaftr and another by Karl Sailer on "Die biologisch moti-

vierte Judenfeindschafi:* which opens (p. 180) with the declaration that

"Der 'biologische' Aspekt der Judenfrage ist ein Errungenschafi der

Neuieii. Er loste den konfessionellen Aspekt ab in der Mass, in dem die

Konfessionen an offentlicher Bedeutung zu verlieren begannen!'

42. On the arguments employed to reconcile the statutes with Catholic

theology see Sicroff, Les controverses, pp. 170-81. Among the pofjes.

Alexander VI (himself a Sfxiniard) ratified the statute of the Jeronymites

in 1495; the statute of the Cxilegio de San Ildenfonso was ratified by

Clement VII in 1525; those of the cathedrals of CkSrdoba and Toledo by

Paul IV in 1555. Cf. alsoiu^ra, n. 216.

43. Fritz Stern. Goldand Iron: Bismarck, Bleichroder, and the Building of the

German Empire. (New Vt»rk. 1977), p. 497.

44. One need hardly speculate as to what won It! have (Occurred had German

Jewry followed Theodor Mommsens friendly but naive advice that they

accept (an admittedly diluted) Christianity and thus remove the presumed

final barrier to their total assimilation. See Mommseii. Auch ein Won
liber unser Judenthum " (1880). reprinted in Der Berliner Antisemi-

ttsmusstrett, ed. Walter Boehlich (2nded.. Frankfurt a. M., 1965). pp. 225 f.

45. From this perspective, a careful review even of fairly well-known works

can bcenlighiening. To take but two examples: When we find that in 1791

the German anti-Semite Karl Grattenauer published a work entitled Ober

diephystsche und moralische Verfassung der heuttgen Juden, and stated

that the baptism of Jews is as effective as "trying to wash a blackamoor

white:* we should be fully alert to the assumptions and implications of

both the title and the comparison. The same is true of Fichtes observation

only two years later that "the only way to give them citizenship would be

to cut off their heads on the same night in order to replace them w ith those

containing no Jewish ideas!' Fhe brutal image hascaught the attention of

many, but it is the implicit conception of the Jews as unalterable that is of

primary importance. I dare say that even a fresh re-reading of the Abb^

Gr^goires pro-Jewish Lssai sur la riginiratton physique, morale et

politique des jutfs [ Metz, 1 789) could be instructive if approached from a

somewhat different angle than usual. An inverse reading, so to speak,

would fo<us, not on the "physical regeneration" of the title, but on the

current physic al degeneration the phrase implies. Indeed, we find a rather

appalling catalogue of Jewish biological defects enumerated in the book,

doubly revealing because they crop up so prominently within a passionate

advocacy of Jewish emancipation. Gregoire, to be sure, was able to

transcend (though not quite abandon) these particular prejudices and

argue for the Jewish cause, trusting that ulitmately the physical debilities

of the Jews, along with their morals, could be jx)sitively transformed. Be

that as it may, his championship of the Jews was idiosyncratic, while his

biological prejudices were surely symptomatic of the views of masses of

Frenchmen who shared neither his philo-Semiiism nor his liberal

optimism concerning a possible change in the Jews themselves.

46. By contrast, the Moriscos (Christians of Moorish descent) were expelled

from Spain in 1609. Admittedly, their expulsion was facilitated by the fact

that they lived together more compactly, were more easily recognizable,

and were, on the whole, less important as a group than the New

Christians of Jewish origin.

47. My own view of the nature and importance of this historical Christian

ambivalence, with its delicate balances and tensions between a simul-

taneous desire for the degradation and the preservation of the Jews, is

expressed in my "Response to Rosemary Reuther!' in Auschwitz:

Begtnningoj a New Era?, ed. Eva Fleischner, (New York, 1977), pp. 97-107.

48. The re-evaluation of the C>)nversos may be said to have begun with the

investigation of Manuel Serrano y Sanz of "The Aragonese Friends and

Protectors of Q)lumbus" in his Origines de la dominacion espanola en

America (Madrid. 1918). Another landmark was the publication in 1937

of Marcel Bataillon's Erasme et I'Espagne. However, the major impetus

came with the appearance of Americo Castro's Espana en su historia in

1948 (Eng. tr.: The Structure of Spanish History, Princeton. 1954; revised

ed. entitled La realidad historica de Espana. Mexico. 1962). The central

thesis of this seminal book, and others that followed, is that the history of

Spain cannot be understood without taking full account of the interaction

of Christians, Moors, and Jews in the Middle Ages, and of "Old " and

"New" Christians from the fifteenth century onward. I cannot pause here

to consider the controversy that continues to surround Castor's work, nor

the occasional flaws in his own understanding of Jewish history and

religion. The fact remains that in the renaissance of scholarship on the

Conversos, Castro's fructifying influence has been decisive, not only

upon his disciples, but as a stimulant to others. For an overview of what

had been achieved in the field up to 1965 see Antonio Dominguez Ortiz,

"Historical Research on Spanish conversos in the last 15 years:' Castro

Festschrift. 63-82. For more recent bibliography see Robert Singerman,

The Jews in Spam and Portugal: A Bibliography (New York-London,

1975), and the rich bibliographical notes to Baron, SRH, especially vols.

XIII. ch. Ivi, XV, chs. Ixv-lxvi.

49. Americo Castro was convinced that Cervantes was of Converso origin.

(See in particular his Cervantes y los casticismos espanoles, Madrid, 1975,
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pp. 7S, 264). Definite genealogical documemation for ihis h lacking,

though there is some indirect evidence that cannot lightly be dismissed,

a. the judicious summary of the problem by William Byron, Cervantes:

A Biography (Garden City. N.Y.. 1978) p. 24. Whatever his actual lineage

it is clear by now that Cervantes was acutely aware of the tensions between

Old and New Christians and of the obsession with limpteza in Spanish

society, and that this consciousness is reflected significantly in his works.

50. Bataillon, £rasme et t'Espagne (Paris. 1957); 2nd rev. ed., Erasmo y

Espana, (Mexico-Buenos Aires, 1950). Cf. Eugenio Asensio. "El Eras-

mismo y las corrientes espirituales afines: Converses, franciscanos,

ttalianizantes:* Revtsta de fihlogia espanola XXXVI (1952), 31-99.

Concerning Converso influence on reformist and spiritual tendencies in

the Spanish religious sentiment of the sixteenth century Dominguez

Oftil observes: "Here one can be much more jxjsitive ... for how could a

converso be a common Christian, a Christian of routine?" (Castro

Festschrift, p. 79). Cf. Francisco Marquez (tbid., pp. 328 f): "Whoever

takes the trouble today to read with some understanding the writings of

Santa Teresa, Fray Luisde Ledn, Fray Diego de Estella. the Blessed Juan

of Avila, and so many others [of converso origin), will find there the same

detestation of the ecclesiastical organization of the time, of imperialist

policy, of violent conversions, of Caesarism. of limpieza de sangre and of

the Inquisition ... All of them were feeling a painful longing for a st>ciety

without caste, for a state without violence, and for a spiritual church, free

from the structure of social power:*
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Among the more impressive examples: The Jewish origin of Santa Teresa

of Avila was documented through the discovery of a lawsuit filed at the

beginning of the sixteenth century by members of her family, the Sanchez

de Cepcdas, claiming exemption from local taxes because they were

hidalgos. In the course of the investigation it was revealed that their father

(Teresa's grandfather Juan Sanchez) had been penanced by the Inquisition

of Toledo in 1485 for relapsing, by his own admission, into his former

Judaism. Nevertheless, whether through bribery or benevolence, the

court of appeals allowed his sons to retain their presumed hidalguia. and

the derelictions of Juan Sanchez were hushed up. See Narciso Alonso

Corw^s, "Pleiios de los Cxpedasr Boletin de ia Real Academta de la

Historia, XXV (1946), 86-110, and cf H. Seris. "Nueva genealogia de

Santa Teresa,*' Nueva Rez'ista de Filologia Hispamca, X (1956). 365-84.

Perhaps even more dramatic are the facts which have emerged concerning

Juan Luis Vives, whose Jewish origin was already suspected by Clastro in

1948 {Espana en su historia, pp. 682-85). The inquisitorial records have

sincerevealedihathe was of Jewish extraction on all four sides, that until

the age of ten he attended a clandestine "synagogue!* that his father was

burned alive as a Judaiier and the bones of his mother were exhumed and

burned as well, and that his entire family was destroyed by the

Inquisition. Sec M. de la Pinta Llorente and Jose M. Palacio, Procesos

inquisitoriales contra lufamiliajudiadeJuan tuts Vives(MAdnd, 1964).

Though Vives' own Catholicism remained firm (he even wrote a

S6

theological polemic against Judaism), he understandably left Spain and

never returned.

52. In other words, the mere fact that one's forebears were Talmudists does

not. of itself, bequeath a "Talmudic mind!' and while intelligence may

be, in part, biologically inherited, its Jewish characteristics, if such exist,

are not. Nor is the special creativity to which I allude to be identified as

"Jewish" in content, or in the sense that it is necessarily nurtured by

anything in Jewish religious or cultural tradition, I need hardly add that I

do not profjose to include Santa Teresa, or any of the other major

Converso figures, in some pantheon of illustrious Jews, or in the often

inflated roster of "Jewish contributions to civilization!* It is not the fact of

Jewish descent that is of moment for our purpKises, but the inner and

outer tensions it generates, and the manner in which these are expressed

or resolved. Here, obviously, the conscious awareness of being of Jewish

origin is decisive. (For one exemplary approach to the treatment of the

problem in its modern context see Isaiah Berlin's "Benjamin Disraeli,

Karl Marx and the Search for Identity!* reprinted in his Against the

Current: Essays in the History of Ideas, New York, 1980. pp. 252-86). That

the converses I have mentioned were indeed aware of their Jewish

ancestry has been established by direct and indirect evidence. Concerning

Fernando de Rojas, Vives, etc., there is no doubt whatever. As for Santa

Teresa, in a fascinating passage in his Espiritu de la beata Ana de San

Bartolome, Teresa *s close friend Padre Jeronimo Gracian relates ingenu-

ously that when he asked Ana about her family history she respnanded

readily; but when he told Teresa of Avila that he had verified the nobility

of both her family lines, the Ahumadas and the Cepjedas, "she became

very annoyed with me for dealing with this, saying that it sufficed her to

be a daughter of the Church; and that it would grieve her more to have

committed a venal sin than if she were a descendant of the vilest and

lowest villains and confesos" (cited by Americo Castro, De la edad

conflictiva, 4th ed. . Madrid, 1 974, pp. 200 f. ). Cf . also Castro, Structure, p.

565 (on Mateo Aleman, author of the famous picaresque novel Guzman

de Alfarache, who suppressed his mothers surname when asked for his

parentage in a public document, "because in Seville the name Enero

smelled Jewish a hundred leagues away").

5S. Just as many assimilated Jews in Wilhelminian and Weimar Germany

became stolid German bourgeois. This point, though quite correct in

itself, has been overstressed by Peter Gay in his generally salutory effort to

balance exaggerated claims that the avant-garde in modem German

culture was predominantly a Jewish phenomenon. See, e.g., his

"Encounter with Modernism!' as well as 'The Berlin-Jewish Spirit*' (Leo

Baeck Memorial Lecture XV, 1972), reprinted in his Freud, Jews and

Other Germans (Oxford. 1979). The fact that many German Jews were

cultural conservatives or, conversely, that many German avant-garde

artists were not Jews, helps to refine the problem, but does not cause it to

disappear. Gay himself is careful to concede that "whatever hyperbole the

skeptical historian detects and discounts, the Jewish share in German

Modernism remains noteworthy" (ibid., p. 131). It is this, precisely, that

S7



tlill invites further investigation, and I suggest that the manner in which

Castro and his followers have approached similar questions of the

converso factor in Spanish cuhure may well prove relevant and instructive.

54. Thcsequalities are abundantly evident throughout the scholarly literature

on the Conversos. The English reader will find a powerful portrayal and

documentation of most of them in Stephen Oilman, The Spain of

Fernando de Rojas (Princeton. 1972). As for Selbsthass. it will suffice to

cite an anonymous Franciscan who writes in 1581 that one would have to

be blind not to see thai there is no confeso in Spain "who would not prefer

being descended from paganism rather than Judaism, and almost all of

them would give up half their lives to have that pedigree ... for chey abhor

the lineage they have received from their parents;' (Sicroff, Les contro-

verses, p. 150).

55. See e.g. . Caio Baroja, Los judios, 1 . 282-92. "El conversoque se burla de su

propria condiddn:'

56. Vivid examples of this, from all ranks of Spanish society, in Castro.

Structure, pp. 472. 635-S9 ("Thought as a Great Danger"); idem. The

Spaniards (Berkeley. 1971). pp. 550-53. 576; idem, De la edad conflictiva,

pp. 162 ff.

57. Uon Poliakov and Josef Wulf (eds.). Das Dritie Reich und seine Denker:

Dokumente (Berlin-Grunewald. 1959). p. 298. On Surk and Aryan

physics see Alan D. Beyerchen. Scientists under Hitler: Politics and the

Physics Community m the Third Reich (New Haven. 1977). especially

chs. 6-S.

58. Xavier de Munibe. Los aldeanos crtticos (£vora. 1758). reprinted, but

erroneously ascribed to Padre Joi* Francisco Isla. in B.A.E., vol. XV
(Madrid. 1850), p. 375; cited by Castro. The Spaniards, p. 577 (the date

1786 given there is incorrect).
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Hitler's rule began on January 30, 1933, but the roots of his

triumph reach deep into the history of our world. The day

itself was marked by that murky mixture of delusion, drama,

and intrigue that had brought Hitler to power and that

continued to characterize his rule. In the next 12 years, the

drama never ceased; for the first ten, it was a victorious scene

and for the last two years it was a drama in total defeat. By

terror and seduction. Hitler enthralled Germans and subdued

an already enfeebled Europe. His regime dominated the lives

of Germans and, ultimately, of non-Germans. It never achieved

stability and boredom; it hardly provided any respite from

passion and mass excitement. Much about that regime remains

unclear or controversial, but few would now dispute that

Hitler's German dictatorship was the most popular, the most

murderous, the most seductive and the most repressive regime

of our century. After Hitler, nothing is quite the same—not in

the world of the mind nor in the world of politics; not in

Europe and not outside it. Hitler was the cataclysmic event of

our time. We need seismographers of the spirit to understand

the faults that made possible the earthquake, and in some way

try to understand this worst of earthquakes in comparison to

preceding, lesser ones.

January 30, 1933: the day had several faces. There was the

constitutional legality, the seeming guarantee of normality:

The aged President, the 85-year-old Field Marshal von

Hindenburg, the very embodiment of tradition and authority,

endowed the leader of Germany's largest party with the

country's highest office. But Hindenburg and his entourage

insisted that Hitler had to have a cabinet in which non-

National Socialists predominated numerically, because this

would be an outward sign that the old elites, who for several



years had tried to establish an authoritarian government

without parliamentary or popular support, had finally

succeeded in taking him "captive": that illusion was soon

shattered. Representatives of the army, business, and the old

civil service in Hitlers cabinet gave the new government

respectability and the world at large the promise of moderation.

At the moment of utter bankruptcy the old order turned to the

leader they considered an Austrian outsider, a Bohemian

corporal, a terrible vulgarian, with reluctance and resu^ictions,

but turned to him nevertheless. Bereft of popular or parlia-

mentary support, the old order embraced the morning-coated,

stiffly bowing Hitler.

That same night, tens of thousands of his stormtroopers

staged a gigantic torchlight parade in front of the Chancellery,

where Hitler and Hindenburg watched the uniformed, flag-

carrying, chanting troops. That parade was at once a celebra-

tion of victory and a defiant demonstration of power—yet to

be exercised. The ominous spectacle demonstrated once again

the National Socialists' dazzling command of the pageantry of

politics, of the orchesu^ation of power. With torches illumi-

nating the night, the eerie show of light and darkness was a

signal of invincibility and a threat of intimidation. It was also

a night that many thought signalled the beginning of a new,

great era, a rebirth or regeneration of the German nation.

I remember the day of Hitlers assumption of power, his

Machtergreifung, as the party instantly and dramatically

dubbed it. I was not quite seven on that day, but a politically

aware father and the fact that my native city, Breslau, was a

stronghold of National Socialism (in July 1932, the NSDAP

polled 46% of the vote) had given me an early sense of outside

danger. I remember as well the antecedent period of appre-

hension and uncertainty, symbolized by the daily marches of

stormtroopers with their rubber truncheons, their drums and

flags, ever ready for clashes with rival groups, with Commu-

nists, in particular. I remember bringing the special one-page

"extra" of the newspaper with banner headlines that Hitler

had been appointed chancellor to my parents and knowing

that it was terrible news. I can also remember on that day a

long procession of Communists, men, women, and children.

marching behind red banners and chanting "hunger, hunger"

I remember the subsequent days as well, the silence that fell

over the family when the news came that a close friend and

patient of my physician father, the leader of the SAP, a left-

wing radical offshoot of the Socialist Party, whose house had

been bombed earlier, had been beaten to death by the National

Socialists. I recall other political friends of the family fleeing

or being dragged off to concentration camps. It was the

beginning of my political education.

The day itself, January 30th, offers clues to the question that

has haunted people for half a century: how was it possible?

How could the National Socialists have risen from being a

marginal group of right-radical misfits to being Germany's

single largest party in 1932, with a higher percentage of votes

than any other party in Weimar had ever won before? How
could so many members of the German elite, so many

guardians of the German spirit—pastors and army officers,

civil servants and university professors—have found Hitler

acceptable or patriotic or idealistic? The Machtergreifung

marked the end of Weimar's agony and the immense appeal of

the National Socialists. The two processes, the fall of Weimar

and the rise of Hitler, were distinct if inseparable developments.

There was a diabolical complementarity between a twisted,

tortured, partial genius who sought release in gaining power

over men and a nation, humiliated and divided, that hoped for

a return of national grandeur. Hitler needed power to exorcise

his own fears and demons and, in turn, in his promise of

absolute authority his followers found solace, relief, and hope.

As an outcast in the ideologically seething atmosphere of

prewar Vienna, as a failed artist on the margins of society, as a

demobilized soldier without purpose or place, he had experi-

enced the injuries and resentments that Germans collectively

suffered after the Great War. He found his own salvation in the

manipulations of these resentments. If Germany had won the

First World War, Hitler would have remained an obscure

misfit; a victorious Germany would not have needed the

delusions of salvation. Hitler proved the greatest magician-

manipulator of the aggressive, violent instincts of an outraged,

perplexed people that the modern world has seen. He knew



how to attract and bind the anxious and the dispossessed.

There is no reason to suppose that Hitler had ever read—or

heard of—Dostocvsky's parable of the Grand Inquisitor, but

instinctively he knew that people succumb to the promise of

miracle, mystery, and authority.

Hillers message was simple, at once revelation and prophecy,

and he endlessly intoned it: Life is struggle, the basic struggle

is racial, with a pitiless Jewish race pitted against a pure but

trusting Aryan race. Jews and Marxists, the promoters and

profiteers of the so-called November Revolution, were

responsible for thedefeat of 1918, for the shackles of Versailles,

for the divisiveness and class antagonisms of the Weimar

Republic. Hitler promised the redemption of the country, a

Volksgemeinschaft at home that would transcend classes and.

under the command of a Fuhrer-genius. would restore great-

ness abroad. He would liberate his people from Versailles,

from Jewish domination, from the Bolshevik threat: he would

unify Germany and restore order and national power. A

German imperium would be built in the east. There were

sinister notes in the program: Germans needed Lebensraum,

i.e.. territorial conquest: Jews must be eliminated from

German life, i.e., they must be hounded out: in the glorious

unity of the Third Reich, there would be no parliamentary

opposition from selfish interests or party profiteers, i.e.. all

opposition would be crushed, and all the corrupt elements

that corroded Germany's greatness would be destroyed.

Hitler's way to power was through the orchestrated word,

through the cunning, largely intuitive seduction by verbal

and symbolic appeals to power and community. He and his

ingenious satraps perfeaed the insu^uments of propaganda,

borrowed in part from the blackshirts in Italy. Every speech

and every rally was a celebration of passion and unreason.

Providence had chosen Hitler as Fuhrer and redeemer—the

religious motifs were very strong. By 1930. the National

Socialists had mastered this theatre of politics, but behind the

public show was the painstaking organization of the party.

The elements are familiar: orgiastic meetings, disciplined

celebrations that recalled the exuberance of earlier youth

movements and the trappings of an army. The National

Socialists learned to play on the dreams of the young and the

grievances of the old. At the meetings and marches there was

always the promise of community, the frenzy of collective

response, the certainty that came from glorifying a single

leader, the salute to him, the common insignia. It was all so

simple—and so meretricious, but his followers were trans-

ported. They were caught up in the movement in a way that

mere "voters" for other parties were not, though perhaps the

Communists had a comparable fervent faith, albeit not the

same fanatic will to be enslaved in exaltation.

It would be wrong to make light of Hitler's triumph; half a

century later it can seem an easy feat, given the congruence

between Germany's public, political debility and Hitler's

style. The Germans had been buffeted since 1914, humiliated

since 1918, economically entrapped in 1923 and tried again by

the Great Depression. In many ways, Weimar continued the

agony that began in 1914. Its successes, substantial in domestic

and foreign policy, were undramatic, as was Weimar's political

leadership. Hitler's political opponents were divided.

And still, it would be wrong to trivialize Hitler's triumph: it

could blind us to the contingencies in his rise. It could blind us

to the unpalatable truth that Gordon Craig put starkly:

"Among all of the prominent figures of the Weimar period,

[Hitler] is the only one of whom it can be said unequivocally

that he possessed political genius."' The success depended

upon lucky breaks and on the misfortunes of his opponents. It

was not inevitable; indeed the party itself was in gloom and

disarray in the two months before January 1933. And yet there

were historic conditions and deeply rooted traditions in

German life that favored his rise, but all of German history

was not a prelude to 1933. That was—and remains-

astonishing.

Historians have attributed Hitler's triumph and the enthu-

siasm or acquiescence of a majority of Germans to many

factors, among them certainly economic misery and the state's

seeming inability to deal with heightened anxiety and the

disillusionment of millions. We know of the fragility of

Weimar and the suppressed fury of the old governing classes
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which saw their power decline with Germany's after Versailles;

they confounded injury to class and injury to nation and did

not see that their own chauvinism and class egoism, theirown
violent opposition to democracy, had brought Germany most

of its grief. We remember the weaknesses of the Constitution

and the predominance of an old conservative elite in the

judiciary and the civil service generally. The army behaved

like a state within a state, and the political parties—by 1930,

six major ones and 1 1 minor ones—were doggedly fighting

narrow battles and seemed incapable of working efficiently

within the parliamentary, multi-party system. There was also

increasing civil disorder and street violence and a Moscow-led

Communist offensive against the Republic in general and the

Social Democrats in particular. Historians also emphasize the

resentment caused by Versailles and the social burdens of an

unprecedented inflation by which the state in effect expro-

priated its own middle class. Some of us have stressed the

illiberal structure of Germany's political culture, its tradition

of anti-Semitism, its resentment against "the West!' against

capitalism, democracy, modernity. Anxiety was rampant in

German society, and with the onset of the Great I>epression—

which in Germany as elsewhere deprived millions of liveli-

hood and hope—added existential fear to latent anxiety. As

Franz Neumann pointed out long ago, that anxiety predis-

posed a people to fasten on notions of conspiracy and thus to

give further credence to Hitler's diatribes against Jews and

Marxists.^

In order to attain power Hitler needed the legitimation of

electoral support; in the election of 1930, at the beginning of

the Great Depression, which the Bruening government sought

to fight with orthodox deflationary measures, the NSDAP
gained 18% of the vote. In July 1932, it won 37% of the vote. A
recent study calls into question the traditional view that the

lower middle class was the group most vulnerable to NSDAP
blandishments. The Protestants and the young, especially

students, flocked to Hitler early and in disproportionate

numbers. The upper classes, the well- to-do marked by

Bildung und Besitz, voted for Hitler—also disproportionately;

the same was true for voters in Protestant rural areas.^

But Hitler needed the support or acquiescence of the old elites

as well; only they could confer respectability on him and the

party and could reassure voters and rulers that the NSDAP was
neither as radical as it sounded nor as violent as it often acted.

As early as 1929, in their vile attacks on Stresemann and the

Young Plan, the conservative parties included Hitler in their

ranks, and the experiment was repjeated in the so-called

Harzburg Front of 1931. Kurt von Schleicher, intimate of

Hindenburg and political general par excellence, exclaimed

that if the National Socialists did not exist one would have to

invent them.* But there was reluctance as well, characterized

by Hindenburg's remark in 1932 that he had no intention of

handing Germany over to Hitler "like a laboratory rabbit. "^

In the end, of course, Hindenburg did just that, and Hitler,

suspecting Schleicher of wishing to "uninvent" the National

Socialists, had him murdered.

It is puzzling that amidst the plethora of studies on virtually

all aspects of National Socialism there is no single, compre-

hensive study of the responses of the old elites and the self-

acclaimed guardians of morality to the National Socialists. To
judge the range of responses one must ask, what could they

have known about Hitler before the actual seizure of power?

Why the passivity and acquiescence on the part of so many?
Given what was then known or knowable about Hitler's

movement, could they have understood the radical evil that

Hitler represented? To be sure, it must have been difficult to

read the signs correctly. By 1932 the economy was in collapse

and the state enfeebled; for many, National Socialism seemed

to offer the one solution that would satisfy both material

interest and nationalist sentiment; if the National Socialists

were guilty of excesses in rhetoric and in street action, this was

not the time for niceties. In 1932-3, the great Rhenish coal

magnate, Paul Silverberg, a Jew baptized at birth, favored the

inclusion of National Socialist leadership in the government

as the only means to return to economic and political stability.^

Hitler's victory was made possible by the millions who voted

for him; but it was also essential to have tens of thousands of

the elite believing that he was perhaps the legitimate if

uncouth heir and true redeemer of ancient tradition rather

8



than its traduccr. There were many Germans who hesitated,

who wondered like the blind Isaac: "The hands are the hands

of Esau but the voice is the voice of Jacob!'

It has often been said that the underestimation of Hitler was

one of the principal reasons for his success. But Germans not

only underestimated him, they misperceived him. They saw in

him an exaggeration, a caricature of something old and

known; they adjusted him to their own limited imagination.

They were prisoners of their past and they failed to see the

radical difference, the true evil, that Hitler represented.

Hitler was a genius at dissembling—yet reckless at revealing

his true nature. After the failed Putsch of 1923. he had

mouthed constitutional pieties, but Mein Kampf was a battle

cry for war and the hatred that he spewed out on the platform

his thugs carried to the surets. In August 1932 in Potempa, in

Upper Silesia, five of his stormtroopers beat a Communist

worker to death in front of the man's mother. When the five

men were sentenced to death, Hitler sent a telegram plegding

the murderers his "unconditional fidelity!'

Hitler's political opponents—those who had a professional

interest in defeating him—also underestimated or misper-

ceived him. Communists and conservatives both thought they

could "use" him. The Communists, prisoners of Stalin's

policies, hoped he would be a tacit ally in wrecking Weimar;

they concentrated their attacks instead on the all-too-meek

Social Democrats, whom they branded as "social fascists!' The

Socialists in turn thought the National Socialists the instru-

ment of capitalism, the tool of reactionary forces, the recipient

of bribes—as if people had to be bribed to be transported into a

state of permanent exaltation. Few on the left understood the

psychological appeal of National Socialism, and Marxist

orthodoxy ill-prepared them to grapple with the power of

unreason. They believed that at worst they would have to

suffer a period of repression such as they had suffered under

Bismarck, a period of martyrdom that might perhaps bring

about an heroic renewal. For all the candor of Hitler's threats,

and despite the lessons of Italian fascism, with Matteoti

murdered and Gramsci imprisoned, the left did not anticipate

t

the terror with which the National Socialists, if ever in power,

would destroy all opp>osition, actual or imagined.

On the right there was much murmuring about the vulgarity

of the upstart but the right also sensed a congruence between

itself and the NSDAP, at least on major issues such as anti-

Marxism, the enslavement of Versailles, the un-Germanic

character of much of Weimar, the dominance of Jews. Even

some of those who disliked Hitler had a reluctant admiration

for his avowed ends and for the superb organization of his

party. The traditional right and right-center gave Hitler what

he needed—not so much money, on which so much historical

interest has fastened in recent years, but respectability.

Among the most aggrieved groups in Weimar were the East

Elbian agrarians, impoverished and politically disinherited.

They had been an economically declining class for at least half

a century; after the collapse of the Empire and the defeat of

what they considered as their army, they had lost their

privileged position in state and society, a loss they identified

with the humiliation and betrayal of the nation as a whole.

The national organization of the German nobility, the

DeutscheA delsgenossenschaft, founded in 1874 by East Elbian

estate owners (Rittergutsbesitzer), adopted a virulently anti-

Weimar policy by sentiment and material interest. The

honorary head was Hindenburg, whose own attitude to

National Socialism was by no means unambiguous. And the

organization, though self-consciously Christian and full of

laments about the "godlessness" of the people, moved ever

closer to the NSDAP. Always anti-Semitic (having already

excluded Jewish nobles from belonging), always hyper-

nationalistic, the head of the organization sought to rouse his

fellow-members in 1932: "We are at a fateful moment. With

elemental power, the Nordic soul in our people wrestles with

the unnatural powers that a westernizing unGermanic

democracy has bestowed on us . . . the nobility does not belong

in the ranks of weepy pacifists but there where blood flows!'

Whatever one's personal view of the National Socialist

movement, "there are such enormous forces in it: it is a matter

of engaging it, in the sense of [achieving] a political leader-

ship of the state governed by our spirit!'' Translated freely, to

10
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catch the military overtones of the original, the sentiment

reads: "Throw in the most powerful battalion; it will fight

and win our battle." How prevalent a sentiment that was! How
often groups deluded themselves into thinking that they were

proteang German ideals and not narrow, selfish interests!

How common was the notion that the National Socialists

were an undirected army whose views, by and large, coincided

with one's own!

Still, Hitler could be understood and was understood—the
more prominent he became, the clearer the evidence. Even as

early as 1922, Thomas Mann understood the subterranean

mood of contempt and disdain for Weimar that joined

together young assassins of the right and patriotic or

nationalistic members of the declining elites. In a major
address in 1922, besought to persuade hostile students that the

Republic was respectable, consonant in fart with Germany's
past and with her poets (Novalis in particular) as well. He
warned against the constant romanticizing of war and avowed
that ''obscurantism, its political name is reaction, is brutality.

. . . War is deception." The students noisily objerted to his

assertion that "in all the world there is no reason to think of

the Republic as (merely) the property of cunning Jew-boys."

Mann knew of the temptations of a certain kind of Germanic
idealism, devoid of all sense of reality, full of longing for some
national redemption and full of contempt for humdrum
democracy. Thomas Mann, so bourgeois, so remote, had an
uncanny sense of that voluptuous underworld of false promise
and real decay, and he sensed the dangers of this murky
movement of young nationalists. In 19S0, in "Mario and the

Magician^ he portrayed a malevolent magician who in an
atmosphere ofexaltation and uncertain distress knows how to

seduce his audience, knows how to play on the intuited

wounds of the servant, Mario, how to coax Mario into

sialmiission. In the same year, Mann delivered a passionate

defense of the Weimar Republic and proclaimed his support
of the Social Democrats.

But even without Mann's intuitive gifts and familiarity with
political irrationality, one could have understood the power
and the nature of Hitler's movement. In 1932 Ingbert Naab, a

Capucin priest and well-known publicist, published a tract

entitled: "Is Hitler a Christian?" He acknowledged that

Hitler's followers thought of him as a bulwark of Christianity,

whereas in reality "he violates the foundations of Christian

morality and he rapes freedom With its clear firmness, the

Catholic Church will overcome the waves of this movement
too. The costs will have to be borne by German Protestantism,

which sees only the grave national misery and because of it

allows to have the fundament of a Christian view of the world

destroyed in many of its followers." Naab appeals to the

educated followers of Hitler: "Where is their education? their

knowledge? their logic: Why don't they see the great internal

contradictions? Don't they also lack character? . . . We don't

know what will happen to our poor fatherland. But we do
know that if we must live through a truly hard catastrophe

then a high percentage of our educated world will bear a good

part of the guilt. And the balance sheet of guilt comprises

inadequate knowledge, missing logic, weak character, hyjx)-

critical Christianity."* And in a Reichstag speech in 1932 a

rising star of German social democracy, the young Kurt

Schumacher, defied the National Socialists: "National Social-

ism is nothing but the app>eal to the Schweinehund in man."

Of course F>eople knew. Most recently we have the testimony of

Raymond Aron, who from 1931 to 1933 was in Germany as a

young university lecturer and who testifies that it was then

and there that he received his "political education" then and
there that he recognized the force of the irrational in politics,

and then and there, instantly that he understood "the Satanic"

in Hitler.

No, the real question is why so relatively few uncommitted
intellectuals acquired the same political education that

Raymond Aron acknowledged. He himself ruefully noted that

his friend and later p>olitical opponent Jean-Paul Sartre drew

no such benefit from his German sojourn. Neither intellect

nor Jewishness could shield one from political misjudgment.

Thus Ernst Cassirer, a great German philosopher, is supposed

to have said, "This Hitler is an error of history. He does not

belong in German history at all. And therefore he will

perish."' After the first great victory of the National Socialists
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in 19S0, Einstein wrote that he saw in the movement "only a

child's sickness of the Republic. I am always for solidarity

among Jews, but no reason for a special reaction to the

electoral resultsr***

Before January 30, 1933, there was sufficient evidence of

Hitler's malevolence, and enough warning voices from

different quarters, so that passivity or conniving uncertainty

suggests willful ignorance, suggests that primacy of material

or ideological interest was asserted, put ahead of civic ration-

ality or basic morality. Perhaps the people who hesitated were

confounded by the nationalist fervor of the movement, by

their own despair over existing conditions, and perhaps they

saw in "the promise of national ascendancy ... an opiate

against the fear of social descent. " •
» The process of Nazification

was even more complex and difficult to understand than the

process of de-Nazification. Who were the truly culpable

ones—those who joined the party, those who were its fellow-

travellers CAfK/at^/er), or those who kept their benign distance

from the melee but saw the good in National Socialism,

condoned its excesses, supported its ends?

Consider Franz von Papen, a frivolous reactionary and

intriguer, who at the height of the economic crisis headed a

government risibly bereft of support and who hoped to use

Weimar's end in order to restore the monarchy. In October

1932 Papen declared that he and his government represented a

new "politics of faith. What is essential about every conserva-

tive worldview is its being anchored in the divine order of

things. This, however, is also its radical difference compared

with the doctrine embraced by the NSDAP. What gives the

latter the nature of political religion is its axiom of the

'exclusiveness' of the political 'all-or-nothing' [and] its

mystical Messiah-faith in the 'word-mighty' Fuhrer as the only

one summoned to control destiny. And it is here where I see the

irreconcilable difference between Conservative politics rooted

in faith and a National Socialist faith rooted in politics . .
!''2

Three months later, Papen reconciled the irreconcilable—and

thus became the ultimate gravedigger of Weimar.

The men who persuaded Hindenburg to appoint Hitler

chancellor thought they could control him, thought that

though he had delivered the support of the masses, power, of

course, would remain in traditional hands—of the army, of

the landed and indebted Junker, of business. They could not

believe that the inexperienced upstart would know how to

move the levers of government. But these clever conservatives

did not reckon with Hitler's will to power, the cunning with

which he would consolidate his rule. Even today the rapidity

and totality with which he established his dictatorship

astounds us.

Within weeks of January 30, 1 933, Hitler had intimidated and
ultimately eliminated most organized opposition to him. The
twin instruments of propaganda and terror coerced and
cajoled a people to give up what for so long they had taken for

granted: the formal rule of law, a free press, freedom of

expression, and the elementary protection of habeas corpus.

Bogus legality covered his action: less than a month after the

Machtergreifung and within hours of the Reichstag fire.

Hitler persuaded Hindenburg to issue emergency decrees that

suspended civil rights and established a constitutional basis

for the German dictatorship. A few days later, general

eleaions gave Hitler and his ally, the German Nationalist

Party, a slim majority. And by the end of March a great

pageant at Potsdam symbolized the reconciliation of the old

Prussia with the new National Socialist Reich, and the

Reichstag voted Hitler four years of dictatorial power—with

only the Social Democrats in opposition, the Communists
already having been imprisoned or debarred. German civil

servants and their charges, i.e., the right-thinking citizenry at

large, had the comfort or threat of knowing that the National

Socialist arbitrariness was fully clothed in the mantle of

legality. In April 1933, most Jews (front-line soldiers from the

Great War were temporarily exempted) were deprived of their

civil service jobs—their university, clinical, or judicial

appointments—simply on the basis of their race. That act,

ceremoniously called an act for the restoration of the pro-

fessional civil service, also had all the trappings of legality.

But the National Socialists never acted on one track alone.
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Themselves proteaed by ihe powers of the state and the

judiciary, they also resorted to the physical means of power.

By March, the first concentration camps were established and

well-publicized; their existence, after all, was part of the

politics of intimidation, and the "KZ" (Konzentrationslager)

became an ominous household word, connoting illegal arrest

and torture.* On April 1, the NSDAP called for a boycott of all

Jewish establishments, but there was little popular sympathy

for ihis at home and hostility abroad. In May, the National

Socialists staged a great book-burning ceremony in which

"decadent** works written by Jews and non-Jews, including

those by Freud and Einstein, were consigned to the flames. In

May labor unions and in July political parlies were officially

banned. By mid- 1933 the National Socialist dictatorship was

in place. Hitler had achieved in months what Mussolini never

and Stalin only after many years achieved: the supreme role of

the party in the state and the unchallengable power of the

leader. The National Socialists called it Glekhschaltung,

coordination; there was no opposition left, no expression of

contrary views. The elements of totalitarian rule were success-

fully superimposed on what remained a remarkably normal

dvil society. The very normality of German life—the continued

presence of Hindenburg, the restored order, the economy

recovering by its own rhythm and by the steady increase of

public spending—reassured Germans and non-Germans.

Hitler's swift triumph must have appeared as a kind of

foreordained continuation of his march to power; in fact, he

and his lieutenants were ever anxious about the reaction to

him at home and abroad. But in the first few months of

Hitler's rule there was very little active opposition. And at

every point he was emboldened by silence, acquiescence, or

support. There were exceptions, of course: early on, a small

group of Protestant pastors objected to the establishment of

what was called the German Christian movement—a travesty

on Christianity—and the Aryan paragraph in the law restoring

•In July 19S3, the G«nnan writer, Erich Ebermayer. wrote in his diary:

"Whoever disappears in a KZ is placed outside the law and expelled from

humanity'.' (Italics in original) Erich Ebermayer. Denn heute gehort uns

Deutschland . . . Personliches und politisches Tagebuch (Hamburg/Vienna

1959), p. 145.

the professional civil service, which forbade converted Jews
from being Christian pastors. Martin Niemoeller and Dietrich

Bonhoeffer saw in that paragraph the irreconcilable antagon-
ism between racism and Christianity, and gradually parts of

the Protestant and Catholic clergies began to struggle with
National Socialism, but by the time the churches acted, the

regime fought back, eventually sending thousands of priests

to prison and concentration camps. In any case, the more the

churches caused trouble, the stronger Hitler's resolve became
that after a successful war he would put an end to Christianity.

In 1946, Konrad Adenauer, hardly an indulger in national

self-recrimination, wrote to a priest: "I think the German
people and the bishops and the clergy bear a heavy guilt for

what happened in the concentration camps. It is true that

perhaps later [after 1933?] there was not much that could be

done. The guilt was incurred earlier. The German people, to a

large extent bishops and clergy as well, accepted the National

Socialist agitation. It allowed itself to be regimented
(gleichschalten lassen) almost without resistance, even in part

with enthusiasm. .
!*'^ Adenauer's was a summary indictment,

but resistance became increasingly hard—and necessary—as

the terror became ever greater. Yet the nagging question
remains: why was there so little resistance at the very begin-

ning? After all, in early 1933, membersof the elite—clergy and
professors, officers and famous artists—could have protested

the actions of the regime without jeopardizing their lives and
probably without jeopardizing their careers. I single out the

elite because it claimed and possessed special privileges,

special knowledge, and its members could have acted with
some kind of corporate impunity unavailable to less fortunate

people; in the beginning, the regime would have hesitated to

deal harshly with opponents of impeccable conservative

distinction. In those early months, protests would not have
entailed martyrdom—and would have changed the course of

history; in 1944, hundreds of the same elite did risk and suffer

martyrdom—without effecting change. Yet in silence, the

elites witnessed the extrusion of Jewish scientists, the

imprisonment of political opponents, the reintroduction of

torture, the throttling of freedom; in silence, they witnessed

the burning of books and the elimination of "Jewish" art and
artists.
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The reasons for this silence were many and complex, no

doubt. German elites had little training in moral protest or

political opposition: they were peculiarly tied to the authority

of the state. And rationalizations must have come readily to

mind: the regime is going through its infant stage, in time it

will become domesticated. On the whole their objective

interests were not yet threatened by the new regime; the ouster

of Bruno Walter or Albert Einstein was perhaps an unfortunate

excess but one could live with it. The reasons for passivity

included opportunism, careerism (the removal of Jews and

socialists, after all, opened vacancies) and* confusion. Also

Germans cherished
*

'bourgeois freedoms'* that had long

existed in Germany less than they cherished the dream of a

su^ong and united nation. So as the German elites reacted to

Hitler with silence, acquiescence, fear, complicity, and

enthusiasm, they were encouraged by memories of how bad

Weimar had been, or how pervasive the "corrosive" Jewish

influence had been; and they were reassured by colleagues in

the army and the universities, by the example of generals who

favored the regime and famous philosophers such as Martin

Heidegger who as rector of Freiburg in 1933 fervently

embraced the new regime.

To some, no doubt, silence was an act of decency, already the

first step toward an "inner emigration!* But it has to be

emphasized that most members of these elites had a special

vulnerability to National Socialist rhetoric and ideals. Hitler's

promises had an immediate resonance in groups that had been

brought up on older dreams of national rebirth, on deeply-

rooted anti-western sentiments, on all manner of cultural

desDair* '^

At the other end of the scale—among the objeas of Hitler's

relentless hatred—did German Jews grasp the enormity of the

sudden danger? Their survival depended on it. At a later time,

whether Polish or Russian Jews understood the National

Socialists correctly mattered little; they were victims without

hope. But for some five years most German Jews were more

fortunate: the Hitler regime, for reasons of prudence and

because even the brutality of National Socialism needed time

to ripen, gave most "non-political" Jews time to leave, a
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possibility of escape, even though under increasingly difficult

circumstances. In fact, the regime at first wanted nothing

more than to extrude the Jews, to make the new Germany
"judenrein'/

]

I

Yet Jews were slow to emigrate even when opportunities

existed; as demand rose, so did the inhospitality of other

nations. Out of 525,000 Jews who lived in Germany in 1933,

about 270-300,000 emigrated; the largest number of emigrants

left in 1938. Of course there were distinctions among those

who left: the young or the most immediately persecuted left

early, the aged stayed on altogether. '^ Some Jews abandoned

hope very quickly; others were torn between hoi:>e and

resignation; they had their own reasons for a willed blindness

in regard to Hitler.*'*^ They too misperceived him and some

paid the ultimate price for a delusion tinged with patriotism.

The reluctance to emigrate sprang from as many motives as

the silence of the elites: the hope for amelioration, the fear of

the unknown, considerations of age, family, health, spirit.

Reluctance to leave one's home, to acknowledge that one is no

longer wanted in a society in which one feels at home, to

abandon one's mother tongue—all this is perfectly human
and can be scorned only by those who cannot muster sufficient

sympathy for the trials of uprooting.

Jews were also torn between believing atrocity stories about

the National Socialists, stories that often tended to paralyze

action, and hoping that things would improve. Some Jews

thought that in time the National Socialists would moderate.

^George Clare, an Austrian Jew, recalled that his father, "himself a veteran of

the Great War. could not help admiring in some ways this former Lance-

Corp>oral. who had risen so high, and I, the boy nurtured on the Gute

Kamerad, on so many stories of German valour, on the stab-in-the-back

legend, on endless talk about the inequities of the treaties of Versailles and St.

Germain, read with fascination the speeches of this man, who promised to

make Germany great again."

"We knew about his anti-Semitic tirades, of course; we knew about the

1933 anti-Jewish boycott, but, strange as it may seem— it was really a form of

self-protection, foolish certainly, but very human—we looked for. and

found, excuses for these excesses, having used anti-Semitism to help him
achieve power, like so many demagogues before him, did Hitler have any

choice but to allow his stormtroopers their field day?" Last Waltz in Vienna

(New York 1983), p. 121.
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that anti-Semitism had had a long history in Germany, thai

these new manifestations were but the old anti-Semitism

revisited. Some upper-classJews—thinking of their "inferiors!*

ofmodern analogues to Jewish peddlers or sharpies of various

sorts—could even sympathize with elements of anti-Semitism.

There were Jews who well before Hitler cringed at what they

took to be unpleasant Jewish characteristics and nevertheless

inveighed publicly against anti-Semitism. So it was not

difficult to delude oneself, and hope to be spared; Jews could

take comfort from the fact that there was so little spontaneous

anti-Semitism in early 1933, that official boycott actions had
indifferent results, that Germans continued to flock to Jewish
physicians and Jewish lawyers; even a measure of sociability

was maintained in the first few years. Just as every German
had "his decent Jew!* or so Himmler complained, so most

Jews had their decent "Aryan" who continued to have contact

with them. Jews, too. could be deceived by the specious

normality that the regime allowed to continue.

Two historic developments seem to me to have had a special

bearingon thevulnerability ofGermans to National Socialism.

In singling out these distant and complex processes I do not

mean to underestimate the immediate, material, and docu-

mentable reasons why people embraced National Socialism or

acquiesced in it; I simply mean to recall some cultural

contexts that shaped people's sentiments and habits, that

fashioned the manner in which they responded to p>olitics. For

in confronting National Socialism, Germans responded to

something far deeper than a political choice. For many of its

adherents or sympathizers, National Socialism was a promise

at once of immediate melioration and of satisfaction of a

deeper yearning, a longing that had expressed itself before in

sudden eruptions of the spirit. German politics was certainly

dominated by what Lenin once called "who—whomj* by the

defense of the material interests of the upper classes, but it was
also the scene where from time to time the stirrings of the

German soul found turbulent expression.

It is a commonplace to see in the nineteenth century the

century of secularisation. In some countries, there were battles
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over secularisation, as there was in Germany at the time of the

Kulturkampj in the 1870s. After the Kulturkampf, Protestant

Germany, where in the 1920s and 1930s National Socialism

won its decisive triumphs, experienced what I would call

"silent secularisation!' a term adapted from the medical

vocabulary which describes an unnoticed heart attack as a

"silent" one. Protestant secularisation was largely "silent)' a

protracted transformation characterized more by concealment

than by confrontation, more by pretense of continuity than by

an acknowledgment of a profound break. As text of my
remarks I would return to Nietzsche's all-too-familiar outcry

that: "God is dead! God remains dead! And we have killed

him! The holy and most powerful the world has yet owned, it

has bled to death under our knives—who will wipe this blood

off us? The tremendous event is still on its way ... it has not yet

reached the ears of man This deed is still farther from them

than the farthest star—and yet they have done it themselves."

In Protestant Germany, the death of God remained an

unacknowledged secret, disguised, transmuted, denied

—

denied at times by the very voices that warned against the

secular wave, the godless world.

In the West generally, secularisation described the attenuation

of religious commitment, faith, and conduct. It meant the

withdrawal of belief from the centrality of a Christian order; at

the same time secular institutions and secular life assumed an

aura and an awe previously reserved for the religious life. In

Germany, the great achievements in higher criticism applied

historical standards to revealed religion; scientific-rational

thought undermined the authority of theology and revelation.

But even that process was disguised, and it was perhaps

symptomatic that one of Nietzsche's greatest and earliest

diatribes was directed against David Friedrich Strauss's work

The Old and the New Faith, a hapless effort to reconcile the

two modes, to offer some kind of synthesis of science and

watered-down theology.

There were gradual changes in the religious lives of people as

well. Church attendance declined; the prosperous classes

began to have the sacraments of baptism and marriage

performed at home rather than at the altar, a practice that
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could be seen as a further sanctificadon of the home. But there

was a more serious estrangement between Protestant Church

and people: in the course of the nineteenth century and ai a

lime of liberal thought and socialist organization, the Church

remained unswervingly conservative, unquestionably sup-

portive of the established order. It had its philanthropic

spokesmen for the poor, but not moral defenders of the rights

of the dispossessed and endangered. Despite intermittent

efforts by men like J. H. Wichern and Friedrich Naumann, the

Church practiced social indifference, with the result thai the

urban and recently uprooted poor remained outside the flock.

The Protestant ministry became the king's spiritual guard; it

exalted king, nation, Volk. Indeed the Volk was the embodi-

ment of the divine on earth. Enemies of the nation or the state,

domestic and foreign, were traducers of God's dispensation;

good Christians had to be faithful servants of the nation. The
identification of the divine with the fate of the nation and its

existing order—true for much of Europe in that age of

nationalisms-seemed to vindicate the sentimental smugness

with which upper-class Germans viewed German politics

before Weimar. God was the guarantor of the nation's ever-

growing power and importance. God had given Germany its

victory in 1871 and Church and Monarch routinely implored

and expected divine blessings on a Germanic Christian State.

Throughout the century, the awe once reserved for the

worship of the divine came to be associated with this world's

institutions and practices as well. Both German Idealism and

liberal Protestantism endowed the state with its own nimbus.

The state in turn demanded veneration, sacrifice, and service,

celebrated in shrines, holidays, hymns. Other public institu-

tions acquired a new sanctity: the German universities,

transformed by Humboldt's ideals and reforms, came to be

hailed as temples of culture and wisdom, certainly by their

professors, many of whom were sons of Protestant ministers.

Pedagogues were the high priests of learning, artists came to

be celebrated as prophets; the German cult of genius celebrated

the artist as a mysterious, divinely inspired creator of a higher

truth. {The German historian who in all seriousness suggested

that Goethe's works be added to the Book of Revelation merely
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provided a caricature of reality.) Richard Wagner became a

kind of demonic deity, with Cosima his grasping priestess.

Germans accorded a sjjecial veneration to family and friend-

ship, to art and cultivation, to scholarship, and these were

specially celebrated. The very neologisms of the end of the

nineteenth century

—

Kunstreligion and Kulturreligion—
suggest a phase of secularisation.

The prominence of German Idealism and German meta-

physics facilitated the disguise of secularisation. In Protestant

Germany there were no battlelines drawn between believers

and non-believers, between clerics and anti-clericals. "The
retreat from Christianity" as Langmead Casserley called the

process, or "the unchristening of EuroF>er as C. S. Lewis

called it, occurred discreetly—and the very silence or conceal-

ment added to the sense of guilt and to the hypocrisy of

Wilhelmine society. •'' Decorum was all important.

Max Weber pointed to disenchantment, Entzauberung, as a

characteristic of the modern world. For much of the bourgeois

world, the transmutation I have depicted disguised Entzau-

berung, but the sense of void, of infinite boredom and

pervasive falsehood, oppressed some of the young and many of

the artists—and they proclaimed their yearning for a life more

natural, more honest, less humdrum, less materialistic. "In

the 1 880s passed over western Europe one of those movements

of mind that history perceives but cannot easily analyse or

define. It was something to do with a reviving sense that the

world holds mystery and that the prosaic explanations of the

age after the romantics will not satisfy."'* The German Youth

Movement, begun in the 1890s and alive till the beginnings of

the National Socialist regime, embodied this fervor and

impatience. The young felt disfx>ssessed, disinherited, mis-

understood, and they clamored for a new faith and a new
community. They craved "a moral equivalent of wari' and if it

could not be moral, then a cry for blood was acceptable as well.

The mood was Eurof>ean and in many ways it resembled a

kind of yearning for something that later would be called

fascism. It sought a new order, a new authority, but it

described an aesthetic hunger and a moral command as well.
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Some of the best minds were tempted by this mood—and the

worst rabblerousers spread it.

Before 1914. German Protestantism had become the Staats-

kirche par excellence; the upper classes, embracing a theo-

logically diluted faith that mixed Christian rhetoric, Luther's

ethos of work and obedience, and the teachings of German

Idealism, believed that the union of throne and altar was

sacrosanct and infinitely reassuring. This union constituted

what Walter Bagehot called the dignified parts of government;

it guaranteed the stability of their world. They probably gave

little credence to the traditional faith, but they believed that

religion was necessary for the lower classes—for the very

classes they had neglected and feared had become "godless:'

Ironically, they would have agreed with Karl Marx's definition

in 1843 that "religion is the sign of the oppressed creature, the

heart of a heartless world, the soul of a soulless environment.

It is the opium of the people!'''

Silent secularisation diminished spiritual sustenance without

acknowledging the change. So much of reality was denied in

German society: Mammon was privately worshipped and

publicly denounced; sexuality should conform to respect-

ability. Concealment was an important element in what I

would call the sentimental and inadequate self-awareness of

the Germans. Until the novels of Theodor Fontane and

Thomas Mann, there were few, if any, great realistic novels in

Germany; there were no analogues to Dickens and Trollope,

to Balzac and Flaubert—and in the nineteenth century, the

great novelists were also the moral teachers of the Europeans.

During the Great War, the identity of Protestantism with the

German nation became the clearest tenet of Protestant faith,

exalted in sermons by which the priesthood blessed the

slaughter as a holy sacrifice and invoked God as the guarantor

of German righteousness and ultimate victory.* In its moment

•There was Protestant distress as well. The 28-year-old Karl Barih was

appalled by Protestant enthusiasm for the war and in August 1914 wrote his

rrveted teacher and restrained supporter o( the war: *But why don't you leave

God out oC this whole sinful worldly necessity?" Much later Barth

remembeied his dismay at the "Manifestoof 9S * by which German notables.
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of supreme need (and unacknowledged greed) the nation, long

celebrated as the embodiment of the divine on earth, received

the unconditional sanction of the Church. For its sake, all

sacrifices were justified. The Christian God had always been

conscripted in European conflicts, and certainly the Prussian

kings had always so used him. But as the Great War became

the most demonic of European conflicts, so the invocation of

God was at once the most intense and ultimately the most

destructive.

The defeat of 1918 was a devastating blow to German
Protestantism: it severed the alliance of throne and altar and

the altar was left unprotected in a hostile world. German
Protestants—particularly strong in the economically declining

provinces of northern and eastern Germany—identified with

the humiliation and degradation of the nation. Defeat and

revolution brought Protestants and Catholics closer together,

but the latter had the external support of the Vatican and the

internal instrument of a major p>olitical party. The Protestants

felt endangered and beleaguered. Both confessions often

lamented "the state without God," thus saddling the young

Republic with yet another sin.^o

In Weimar, German Protestantism had to confront its failures:

its enfeebled faith, its failure to establish a link to the urban

lower classes. The workers had their party and their faith, the

Catholics had a strong party that had a decisive voice in

Weimar life. But a religion that had been tied to a deposed

monarchy and to a privileged order that was itself on the

desperate defensive in Weimar had none of its traditional

support—and hence found Weimar an uncongenial, threaten-

ing culture. Gone was the old Lutheran pathos of obedience;

at best there was a kind of sullen aloofness, but aloofness and

resentments are never apolitical.^*

including leading theologians, expressed their unconditional supf>ort oC

Germany's war effort: "Because of that and because of everything else one

read of German theologians then ... a whole world of theological exegesis,

ethics, dogmatics, preachings which till then I had believed in as funda-

mentally credible, was shaken to its foundations." Karl Barth-Martin Rade.

Ein Briefwechsel (Gutersloh 1981), pp. 28-29.
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How could one preserve a Kulturreligion when the great

revolutionary artistsand writers of the 1 920s unmasked the old

sentimentalities and mocked what to others was sacrosanct?

The institutions that a secularized Protestantism had endowed

with sanctity—the state, the nation, the universities—they too

had suddenly become devalued. Protestantism was no longer

the spiritual arm of the secular power, the favorite of a much-

revered state; in the Weimar Republic, church and state were

separated, partly by law, largely by material and spiritual

interest.

The second historic process that made Germans particularly

vulnerable to National Socialism was the manner by which

they acquired their political education. The Great War

politicized them, taught them the inescapability of politics,

but did so at a time of passion and pervasive Angst. The war

inculcated not civic rationality, but ideological simplicity and

vast distrust. The Germans did not have a protracted or

unifying course in politics or self-government.^ The emotional

vocabularly continued under Weimar; in many ways National

Socialism was a continuation of wartime politics and psychosis

by other means and under different circumstances.

It has often been said that Germans were even more remote

from reality, more wirkUchkeitsfremd, than other people. In

the nineteenth century, they made a virtue out of the private

realm: the Idealist injunction of self-cultivation, the veneration

of art and culture, the special place of the family and of

friendships, the often sentimentalized domesticity of German

life_all these virtues were remote from concern with public

affairs. "To a German who had imbued himself with the spirit

of Durer, Bach, and Goethe, vita contemplativa was the

highest form of life!" Great men or events would stir

Germans from their domestic slumber: Napoleon, the revolu-

tions of 1848. Bismarck, unification. But these were particular

moments of collective drama, often identified with Great Men

•Even afier 1945. Karl Jaspers warned ambitious American reformers: "You

should not give such big tasks right away to people who are political

children or who are politically corrupted. Self-education in politics must

proceed step by step!' Quoted in Karl Otmar von Aretin, "Der deutsche

Widcrstand gegen Hitler;' in Ulrich Cariarius, ed.. Opposition gegen Hitler

(Berlin 1964). p. 20.
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in History, with the demonic elements celebrated by Goethe

and Hegel. Ordinary politics rarely engaged the Germans.

Their life was work or business, though for many of them

music, art, and literature were nurturers of life. The drama

was private, and indeed the cultivated elite maintained its

anti-democratic prejudices by insisting that democratic politics

or parliamentary rule would jeopardize the older, nobler

ideals or self-cultivation. Thomas Mann celebrated the

apolitical and Robert Musil and Stefan Zweig described the

world of the apolitical elite.

The Great War shattered that world; public drama suddenly

engulfed the private world. At first Germans responded with

an orgy of nationalism, with an unprecedented exaltation. So

did the rest of war-starved Europe. The famed spirit of August

1914 expressed a great yearning for a different world, a world

of action, sacrifice, unity, a release from bourgeois boredom.*

War as the redeemer, unifier, cleanser—that was one of the

great delusions of our century.

Germans learned about the dominance of politics at a time of

maximum mobilization and maximum imF)otence: for the

first time, an entire society was mobilized and regimented, and

officialdom sought to maintain by propaganda the fever pitch

of exaltation that had sprung up spontaneously. But four

years of war—with millions killed and maimed, with children

undernourished, with a mounting suspicion that the war was

senseless or made sense only because of the greed and fear of

the upper classes—extinguished that first enthusiasm. People

»In 1915, Thomas Mann recalled that earlier euphoria: "Lei us remember the

beginning—those never-to-be-forgotten first days, when what we no longer

thought possible, happened. We had not believed in the war, our political

insight had not sufficed to recognize the necessity of the European

catastrophe. But as moral beings—yes, as such we had seen the trial

coming—and still more, in some way we longed for it, felt in the depths of

our hearts that the world, our world, could not go on like this any more. We
knew that the world of peace, that can-can culture . . . horrible world, which

now no longer is, or no longer will be, after the great storm passed by. Did it

not crawl with spiritual vermin as with worms? Did it not ferment and stink

of the decaying matter of civilization?" Friedrich und die grosse Koalition

(Berlin 1915). pp. 12-13.
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had never been so powerless to shape theirown lives, to protect

their private realm. Everything was at the mercy of the

Moloch; one lived in the shadow of death and in grief or

anticipatory grief.* At most one could cheat ai the margins:

buy on the black market, bargain for some brief dispensation.

The old expectation of achievement and reward broke down;

when sacrifices were demanded, they were unequally divided,

and the children of the poor suffered while the well-to-do

managed. And still the official litany continued: the fatherland

is in danger, the death of a soldier is a hero's death, a sacrifice

like Christ's. Envious England was determined to throttle its

innocent rival. Politically uneducated Germans lived through

four years of war, during which they were promised that their

sacrifices brought glory to the nation and in the end would

bring victory as well. The harsher the regimentation, the

cruder the propaganda, the longer the war, the more the

Germans became suspicious of each other. ••

Political education and the urgent need for civic rationality

came at a time of organized mendacity and pervasive hatreds.

•As a single instance kt me die what Dietrich Bonhoeffer's twin sister wrote

about their war experiencewhen they were about ten years old: "We heard of

the death of our grown up cousins, and the fathers of our schoolfellows. So

after the evening prayers and singing ... we lay awake a long lime and tried

to imagine what eternal life and being dead were like We endeavored every

evening to get a little nearer to eternity by concentrating on the word

'eternity' and excluding any other thoughts I believe this ritual saved

Dietrich from being devoured' by Saunl* Eberhard Bethge. Dietrich

Bonhoeffer (New York 1970). p. 23.

••The moral effects of the Great War on Germans has been caught in a

neglected work. Albrecht Mendelssohn Bariholdy. The War and German

Society. The Testament of a Liberal (New Haven 19S7). He noted for

example that "the men in the trenches had comradeship to comfort ihem,

while the people at home, as soon as the blockade made itself felt, had to face

competition and the struggle for life in its ugliest form, and likewise had

before them, day after day. the spectacle of the prosperous and influential

profiteer!' Speaking of representative memoirs of Germans in public life, he

wrote: "The great mass of those who emerged from the War resigned and

discouraged, of course, are silent. The bulk of such memoirs, therefore, favor

the belief that war is one of the great forces of life. Men have to do battle, show

themselves the master, in order to make plain their true measure of strength.

Between the lines of these life stories, however, the tale of the scourge of war

and its punishment of the good and great, and rewards for the coward and the

IfMOnrt, is told in unmistakable signs! ' The dream of achieving "uniformity

t^ mental attitu<le. attained through uniform education and a prescribed

common stock of knowledge in a community of one single racial denomina-

tion, is the gift of the War to the German nation" (pp. 286. 292. 285)
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Systematically the government lied to its own i:>eople, lied

about war aims and the chances of victory. The Germans were

taught to hate their enemies and they learned—by bitter

experience—to distrust each other, class by class, interest

against interest. That is why the defeat of 1918 stunned the

Germans—and could so quickly be translated into charges of

betrayal and subversion.

Thus while the Germans learned about the centrality of

politics in the Great War, they learned about it in a distorted

and divisive manner. And they could never discard the

categories they had come to use during it, especially the

category friend or foe, first applied to foreigners and then

gradually to fellow-Germans as well. Wartime rhetoric is

always specially charged and in Germany the confusion

between sacred and secular reached new heights: salvation,

rebirth, resurrection, revelation, martyrdom—these terms were

constantly invoked to rally the people. The November revolu-

tion made visible and rendered permanent the discord in

German society. ^3 Peace came in an admittedly harsh form,

with unanticipated losses and stunning humiliation, but even

without Versailles, the Germans would have been sullen and

divided; the nation felt itself betrayed.

Nor was there a period of healing, a return to reasonable

privatism. The collapse of the old order and the establishment

of an unpopular republic led to conditions of intermittent

civil war, insurrections alternating with individual assassi-

nations, and in 1923, in a rare exercise of despair, a bourgeois

government allowed uncontrolled inflation to expropriate its

own middle class, while foreign troops seized the Ruhr, the

heartland of German industry. After a short respite, largely

financed by American loans, an unprecedented depression

engulfed the country and people in all camps came to doubt

that the existing and enfeebled political system could deal

with its several crises. Most Germans cherished delusions of

national grandeur, hoped that Versailles marked a temporary

reversal in the march to power; instead the country staggered

from disaster to disaster. The contrast between expectation

and reality was cruel and in a society rife with class

antagonisms the temptation to blame disaster on enemies
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proved irresistible. In short, the Germans continued their

political education in bitterness and doubt, in the absence of

clear persuasive leadership, in the absence of any kind of

consensus in public opinion. Their fears and passions were

mobilized when their powers and their understanding were

weakest.

A succession of disasters, a growing sense of civic and

economic disorder, a feeling of national humiliation and of

collective danger in divisiveness—all of these were factors in

Hitler's triumph. So were the very special material interests

that sought to destroy Weimar and that hoped to use Hitler for

their own ends. But among the deeper causes for the special

vulnerability of Germans to Hitler were what I have called

silent secularisation and a distorted political education.*

Instinctively Hitler played on public grievances and unac-

knowledged wounds, on German's humiliation and distress

but did so in a style that reached even deeper and touched

Germans where a great unacknowledged void existed. He did

so cynically and deliberately, convinced of the gullibility of

the masses. He may also have done it half-consciously for, as a

son of the Dual Monarchy, he grew up in a society far less

secular than postwar Germany had become. A rather uncon-

ventional and strongly an ti-hierarchical Catholic historian,

Friedrich Heer, wrote that "the Austrian Catholic Adolf

Hitler found in the Catholic Church which he hated, despised,

admired, and imitated not a single opponent who was his

equal:* Hitler's rhetoric was religious; he dissolved politics in

a religious aura, and all the theological terms which had been

previously secularised were now the great standard themes of

his appeals: he promised deliverance and redemption, rebirth

and salvation, even as he reviled the Reich's enemies as godless

and Satanic; he did all that in the name of Providence, for he

believed that Providence had selected him to deliver the

German people. In the beginning of his Chancellorship,

when he was still seeking to beguile his conservative allies, he

appeared at his most devout. In the first government declara-

tion to the German people, which Hitler broadcast on

February 1st, he spoke "of the terrible legacy which we take

overl' of how after the November Revolution when "the

German people forgot the highest treasures of its past, of the

Reich, its honor and its freedom ... the Almighty withdrew

His blessings from our people!' After promising a national

rebirth, he concluded: "May the Almighty God accept our

work in His grace, justly guide our wills, bless our intent, and

endow us with the confidence of our people! '2* Certainly his

closest followers thought him great and providential; in 1937.

Goering confided to an American that there had been only

three great men in history: "Buddha, Jesus Christ, and Adolf

Hitler! '25 In his wartime diary Goebbels recorded that Hitler

was deeply religious, if very anti-Christian.

Hitler's "sermons of a pseudo-religion" appealed to an

uneasily secular people; "Non-recognition of reality is the

principle of salvation! '2* There were many reasons why
Protestants in particular were disproportionately drawn to

Hitler, but we know from individual witnesses that his

pseudo-religious, chiliastic promises attracted them far more

than any other part of his rhetoric or program.* A theologian

from the University of Erlangen welcomed "the German

transformation as a gift and miracle of God!'27 Here was the

echo of a century of nationalist-religious rhetoric. The lapsed

Catholic capitalized on enfeebled Protestantism.

•As a mereexample of an early similar diagnosis, consider this excerpi from a

draft article by an American officer in Germany, written in June 1924: "The

Racial Party [NSDAP] is today a factor in German politics. Its virulence and

illogic count against it less than in other European sutes, so poisoned has

become the political atmosphere in Germany. Not even mediocre leadership

and total lack of understanding of foreign policies have checked its rise. .

And the childlike political simplicity of the German people prevents the

belief that they will soon see the sterility of its political formulas!" Berlin

Alert. The Memoirs and Reports of Truman Smith, ed. by Robert Hes&en

(Stanford. California 1984). p. 74.

SO

•This is how an enemy of the regime described the mass meeting at which

Hitler opened the election campaign on February 11, 1933: "Hitler is greeted

with an incomparable storm of applause. Then he gives a far-ranging speech

which rouses all to a momentous pitch. The man obviously grows with the

task that has become his. At the end he begins to pray, as it were, and

concludes with the word "amen" Exactly the right mixture for his audience:

Brutality, threats, great bragging about power (Kraftprotzentum) and then

again humility before the oft cited Almighty.'" Erich Ebermayer, Denn

heute gehort uns Deutschland . . . (Hamburg/Vienna 1959). p. 21.
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In 1953 the Gcnnans, deluded and self-deluded, surrendered to

a false prophet and partial genius and in time his boundless

hatred consumed his enemies and inflicted suffering on the

very people who in supporting him had sought to escape

suffering. Still, at first, some of the promises were redeemed:

German power was restored, Versailles was repudiated, a great

army was rebuilt, and the economy recovered. Every success

from Autobahn to prospeaive Volkswagen, from the reoccu-

pation of the Rhineland to the annexation of the Sudetenland,

was magnificently dramatized. So was the putative union of

the country: putative because Hitler's enemies had been

muKtocd. hounded to concentration camps, or cowed into

silence. Jews were extruded from German life and pushed into

exile or subjected to ever greater persecution.

Most Germans remained loyal to the regime, certainly through

the bloodless victories of 1938. most indeed remained faithful

to the end. The regime was popular, the Third Reich did

satisfy national yearnings and gave many people material and

spiritual rewards which made them oblivious of costs, some-

times even their own included. There were those with

misgivings and apprehensions. Some who had hoped for

deliverance in 1933 came to realize the dangers and went into

"inner emigration;' retreated once more to the private realm,

comforted by the pathos of obedience, intimidated by the

presenceof terror—and only a few, most prominently in 1944.

became martyrs of resistance.

National Socialism needs to be remembered—and not only in

scholarly monographs or trashy films, but in the moral

consciousness of all of us. There is an appropriate epitaph for

it. as for the Stalinism which evoked Nadezhda Mandelstam's

outcry: "Silence is the real crime against humanity:'^*
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XHE LEO BAECK MEMORIAL LECTURES usually addicss major

social, political, or intelleaual issues. On this occasion I want

to discuss merely one individual, the painter Max Liebermann,

and him not even in a decisive phase of his career as an artist,

but rather in old age, when he was still very aaive certainly,

but when most of the great battles of his life lay behind him,

had been fought and won.

My justification for choosing a narrower focus is that Lieber-

mann's life raises issues that go beyond the strictly biographi-

cal. Soon after 1945, a German critic who had followed his

work for nearly fifty years wrote that the artist represented

certain general forces and tendencies in modern Germany.'

Such a statement must not be taken literally, of course.

Liebermann did possess traits that could be found among
some of his contemporaries: in assimilated, wealthy Berlin

Jews; in upper-middleclass Prussians; in successful artists of

the Wilhelmine period. He shared some characteristics with

each of these groups; but he was not typical of any. What
matters most about Liebermann is his uniqueness, just as

what matters most about his art is not his use of certain

techniques and motifs, which were not uncommon at the

time, but its quality. But his life and achievement, though

exceptional, also bear on issues of more than biographical

interest. One of these has to do with the kind of artist he was.

Another is the equivocal position that Jews—particularly

successful Jews—occupied in German society before and after

the First World War. And finally his career raises the issue of

change and continuity in Germany's official and unofficial



elites as the empire gave way to the republic. Many of the men
who stepped into leading positions in the new regime had

already played a role in the old, either in an official capacity or

in opposition. Liebermann, a prominent outsider during the

empire, soon became a senior member of the Republican

establishment. This transition and his aaions and experiences

as a cultural statesman of the new Prussia do indeed reflea

certain general forces and tendencies.

The three elements of greater than personal relevance in

Liebcrmann's old age that I have mentioned—and no doubt

others might also be named—seem to me of historical interest

and potentially illuminating. I now want to trace these

elements-the theme of the German artist, the theme of the

prominent Jew, and the theme of the high functionary—as

they interacted in Liebermann's life and in the history of

Prussia and Germany between the end of the World War and

1933.

I

a October 1 , 1920, Liebermann assumed the presidency of

the Prussian Academy of Arts. His unanimous election by the

senate of the Academy, and his confirmation in the post by the

Prussian government, neither of which would have been

conceivable under the empire, were greeted by moderates and

the kft as a significant and appropriate break with the past.

Believers in racial and cultural German purity, on the other

hand, and the radical right in general condemned Lieber-

mann's elevation to the presidency as yet another betrayal of

Germany. A dangerous enemy, champion of Jewish and

international interests, had penetrated the citadel of the

Prussian state, and could now subvert German culture from

within.^

A glance at Liebermann's previous career will help put these

reactions in perspective. He had achieved his first important

successes as long ago as the 1870s and 'SOs with paintings of

peasants, workers, and inmates of orphanages and old-age

homes. These motifs, for which he was attacked as a political

painter preoccupied with ugliness and misery, were merely

the common coin of Naturalism. Judged by the standards of

physical attractiveness of the time, the men, women, and

children on his paintings do not, in fact, appear ugly, and it

seems that the accusations of ugliness masked a more serious

objeaion: Liebermann did not paint his workers and peasants

anecdotally but accorded them a dignity and humanity that

was generally reserved for the better classes in society. Grad-

ually the poor gave way in his work to p)eople from a different

world: tennis players, horsemen, portraits of men and women
prominent in society—again chosen for their aesthetic and

psychological possibilities rather than for any social or

political commentary. As Liebermann's subject matter

changed, so did his style. Inspired by Manet and the first

generation of French Impressionists, he developed a German

variety of impressionism, which for a time became politically

as well as aesthetically the most controversial kind of painting

done in Germany. By breaking up and distorting convention-

ally perceived reality, impressionism might even api>ear more

threatening to some conservatives than did paintings of the

poor.

By the 1890s Liebermann was one of Germany's best-known

painters, but the prizes and medals he received elsewhere

notwithstanding, in Prussia official recognition came slowly.

Had he been an academic he would have been forced to limit

the ambition for rank and honors he undoubtedly possessed

because unbaptised Jews found it almost impossible to reach

the top of the university hierarchy. Artists, however, were less

dependent on institutions controlled or supported by the state.

The setbacks Liebermann suffered for being an unconventional

artist who was also a Jew turned him against the established

art organizations with their close links to the state bureaucracy,

until in 1898 he placed himself at the head of a new avant-

garde movement, the Berlin Secession, which fought both

traditionalism and populist, right-wing ideologies in art and

became a strong force for modernism in Germany. ^ During

these years Liebermann's importance as an artist was finally

acknowledged in official circles in Berlin. He was elected to

the Royal Academy of Arts, and in 1912 to the senate of the

Academy—honors the emperor decided to confirm despite his



belief that Liebermann was an anarchist whose art belonged

in the gutter.

Whatever might be thought of Wilhelm IPs artistic judgment,

in his politics Liebermann was anything but an anarchist, not

even a social-democrat. To the extent that he was interested in

politics at all, his views were those of the old-established,

well-to-do liberal Berlin bourgeoisie, to which he belonged.

He resented the remnants of Prussian absolutism that persisted

in the empire—Frederick the Great was not one of his heroes,

although he admired the king's aesthetic sensitivity—but he

was not opposed to the empire as such.* During the war he felt

and acted as a patriotic German; although he had often been

attacked by the emperor he retained a certain sympathy for

him, and he was genuinely pleased when on his seventieth

birthday in 1917 heat last received a royal decoration. A son of

Wilhelm 11, Prince August Wilhelm—whose appreciation of

modern art did not prevent him from subsequently joining the

Nazi party—presented him with the order of the Red Eagle,

Third Class, together with the message that the emperor now
accepted all German art as equally valid.^ When the empire

collapsed, Liebermann supported the new republic

on rational grounds, without at first feeling a strong attach-

ment for it. He voted for the I>eutsche Demokraiische Partei,

the party of traditional liberalism, and continued to support it

throughout the Weimar period even when this "Honoratior-

enverein altliberalen Siils" as Hagen Schulze has characterized

it, had become an insignificant splinter group, attracting less

than one percent of the votes.* He was proud of his cousin

Walther Rathenau, the Republic's minister for economic

development and later foreign minister until he was murdered

in June 1922, but there is no evidence that Liebermann ever

showed any special interest in Rathenau's policies. "I have

never meddled in politics," he said soon after the war.

"Politics are an art like any other, and require serious

study ... I detest dilettantism in politics just as much as in

art."' The particular form of government mattered less to him

than did its commitment to equality before the law, freedom of

speech, and recognition of merit wherever it appeared.

Liebermann 's ideals of individual freedom and merit also

8

defined his attitude toward the proper relationship between

art and the state, and between art and society. A few days after

the Republic was proclaimed he was asked by the Socialist

newspaper Vorwarts what art should expect from the new

democratic state. He answered: "Nothing and everything:

Freedom1"—and added: "Art is autonomous; it sets its own

laws, no one else can do so . .
." What mattered above all else

was for the artist to follow his conscience: "Let each artist do

his best, then he will also most benefit the[German] people."*

These words, which summed up the essence of Liebermann 's

statements and writings on art over the previous decades,

conveyed two messages. One was that the state had no business

to control art. But Liebermann also rejected art that sought to

illustrate the ideals of the new democratic society, a politically

committed art, which many avant-garde manifestoes pro-

claimed at the time, just as reactionaries had demanded and

continued to demand a patriotic, Germanic art. Liebermann

could satisfy neither the extreme right nor left. But because the

right was more preoccupied with images and national and

anti-national symbols than Communists and left-wing Social-

ists tended to be, and because Liebermann was a Jew, criticism

of his election and confirmation as president of the Academy

came mainly from those groups that in the course of the 1920s

were to coalesce into followers and allies of Hitler.

JL HE PRUSSIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS, which Liebermann now

headed, combined characteristics of a self-governing associa-

tion of artists with those of an institution of the state. It

consisted of a section for music and a section for the fine arts

and architecture; in 1926 a third section for literature was

added. Each section had a maximum of sixty members, eleaed

for life. Most artists prized eleaion to the Academy as a sign of

recognition freely given by their peers; at the same time

membership was one of the higher honors Prussia could

award for artistic achievement because in some respects the

Academy was an official agency. Election to the Academy

required confirmation by the minister for cultural affairs, the

Kultusminister, who also appointed some members of the
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Academy's governing body, the senate, while other senators

were elected by the sections. The senate, in turn, elected the

Academy's president. Senators and president were part-time

civil servants, took an oath of office, and were paid expenses

for time spent on official business. The Kultusministerium

provided a budget for the Academy, appointed and paid its

permanent staff, and helped maintain its building and gallery

near the Brandenburg Gate, only a few doors, it so happened,

from the house in which the Liebermann family had lived

since 1859. The Academy also had its own funds from bequests

and donations, over which the government had only limited

control.

The Academy advised the government on many aspects of

cultural policy, from town-planning to art education in the

secondary schools. It had a voice in the appointment of faculty

in the schools for advanced training in art and music, and in

the acquisitions of the National Gallery. In collaboration

with the Reich it sponsored exhibitions and concerts in

foreign countries, and acted as host for foreign programs in

Berlin. But it also held its own exhibitions and awarded

fellowships and prizes out of its non-governmental funds. A
final dichotomy consisted in the fact that although the

Academy was largely a self-selected elite, it often spoke for the

totality of artists, musicians, and writers in Prussia.^

It is not surprising that the multiplicity of its functions and

the Academy's partly official, partly autonomous character

could create problems. In 1924, for example, the section for art

felt that it had not been adequately consulted on certain

economy measures affecting art instruction in the schools.

Liebermann complained in a memorandum to the Kultus-

minister, who responded that the memorandum not only was

inaccurate but lacked the tone appropriate to communications

between a subordinate office and the minister in charge. The
minister added: "I have gladly made allowances for the fact

that the Academy is an official body of artists [eine Behorde

von Kiinstlern], who naturally lack the bureaucratic point of

view—and the more creative they are, the more they lack it.

But I firmly expect that this group, too, recognizes the need to

fit into the structure of the state, and that it observes certain

OB-
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requiremefits that apply to any official correspondence. " This

rebuke was unacceptable to Liebermann. He demanded an

official inquiry, which led lo a correspondence lasting several

months, in the course of which Liebermann repeatedly

complained to the Prussian Ministerprasident and threatened

10 resign. In the end nothing happened; the minister was

unwilling to push matters too far, while Liebermann did not

want to give up the presidency, which despite its ambiguities

and the mass of committee meetings and of paperwork it

entailed afforded him considerable influence on the cultural

life of Germany. *o

Liebermann used his new position for two main purposes.

One was to create freedom for the arts in general, protect them

against political interference, and increase tolerance for

experimentation on the part of the public and of the artists

themselves. His second concern was to support the cause of

technical competence specifically in the fine arts, at a time

when all standards were under attack. Skill is despised today,

he complained in 1921, instead "the primitive statements of

south-sea islanders and Papuan blacks are raised as our

models.'*' * He acknowledged that informed and well-meaning

people could differ on what was and was not good craftsman-

ship and on what an enlightened s<x:iety should or should not

tolerate. He was also aware of his own lack of objertivity, and

did not conceal his belief that much of the most recent German

art was absurd or repulsive. But. as he noted in opening the

Academy's annual fall exhibition a few days after he took

office: "Anyone who in his youth experienced the rejertion of

impressionism, will take scrupulous care not to judge and

condemn a movement [in art] that he does not—or does not

yet—understand." '2 Without always succeeding. Liebermann

tried to control his personal likes and dislikes for the sake of

the common good. He soon realized that artistic freedom in

the Republic was threatened as much as it had been during the

empire—in some respects the danger was now greater. In

Wilhelmine Germany anti-Semitism had kept him from the

highest honors, but artists had rarely been threatened with

physical harm, as happened for instance to George Grosz in

1919 and to Liebermann repeatedly in the 1920s. Nor had

important artists before the war called for the destruction of
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art whose ideology or lack of ideology they disliked, as did the

same George Grosz in an article he wrote with John Heartfield.

"Der Kunstlump."'^ For many on the right and left, the liberal

Republic was merely a temporary phase in German history,

and the prosiDect of violence and violent change was never

entirely absent even during the best years of Weimar. With

only qualified sympathy for much of the new art. Liebermann

committed the Academy to its defense.

He encouraged the election to membership of artists who
worked in a variety of modern styles: Pechstein. who had been

a member of the Briicke, Purrmann, Hofer; and of others

whose work was being attacked on political grounds: for

instance, Kathe Kollwitz—the first woman to be elected—and

the socialist interpreter of the Berlin proletariat, Heinrich

Zille, whose entry into the Academy a right-wing journal

reported with these words: "The Berlin outhouse artist

Heinrich Zille has been elected member of the Academy of

Arts . . . Avert, oh Muse, thine eyes!" Zille responded with a

sketch of a worn, pregnant woman, covering her face—his

working-class muse.'* Before 1918 the Academy's annual fall

exhibitions had been the preserve of a relatively small group of

artists who had achieved professional success—members of

the Academy and their invited guests. Liebermann sought to

make the shows more representative by inviting all Berlin

artists to submit works. The results often disapp>ointed him,

bu the catalogues of the exhibitions held during his presidency

include praaically every German artist whose work has stood

the test of time.

In the atmosphere prevailing in Berlin and in Germany, the

Academy exhibitions inevitably were interpreted as political

statements. The great annual fall exhibitions in particular,

ofjened in the presence of the Kultusminister or even the

Reichspr'dsident, provided Liebermann with an important

forum for repeated declarations that freedom of artistic

expression was taken seriously in the new Prussia. An
example is his intervention in the scandal over Otto Dix's

painting "Trenchwarfare." Between 1920 and 1923 Dix, who
had served on the Western front, painted a large canvas, "Der

Schiitzengraben." an apocalyptic vision of churned-up earth,
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abandoned equipment, and rotting corpses. When the painting

was bought by the Cologne museum, nationalists protested

the sale on the grounds that Dix had degraded the heroism of

the German soldier and undermined the German people's will

to resist aggression in any future war. Liebermann could

hardly have liked the work—an intensely rhetorical mix of

expressionism and surrealism—but he respeaed the honesty

and determination of Dix's effort. He included the painting in

the Academy's 1924 fall exhibition, and in an open letter

praised the director of the Cologne museum for having

bought a work that deserved to be hung in the National

Gallery. The outcome was a moral victory for Dix and for

tolerance in public life, but a practical defeat. The Lord Mayor

of Cologne, Konrad Adenauer, reversed the purchase, and the

painting was returned to the dealer. After 1933 it was

confiscated by the Nazis and destroyed.''

Liebermann publicised his ideas on art and on the role of the

Academy in numerous speeches and interviews. In these his

personal beliefs were generalized into a program of cultural

politics. Some quotations and paraphrases of key statements

will indicate his basic themes: German governments, he said,

no longer try to control art; art has become free, but it has lost

its sense of purpose and fallen prey to fashion. Contemporary

an mirrors the strife-torn character of the times.'* Inevitably,

today's artists have turned against the work of their fathers; the

generational conflict is natural and healthy.'^ But the artist

must still strive to achieve technical competence, develop his

own individuality, and free himself from fashion. The Aca-

demy is no longer the reactionary institution it was under the

empire. It promotes young artists by including them in its

shows; it also helps them by preserving and passing on to

them the best of the old traditions. The Academy has duties

not only to the artist but also toward society: to strengthen

German culture it must teach the mass of the people to love

art, which is more difficult than its former task of educating

merely a narrow social elite. Stylistic movements and schools

are the equivalent in art of political parties. '» They are

insignificant, only the individual talent counts: "A work of art

is good not because but although it belongs to a particular

school."'* Nor does the subject count in art, only the manner
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of its execution. The frequency with which Liebermann

insisted on this last point suggests its importance to him:

technical expertise is the precondition of all art. Art derives

from skill—"Kunst kommt von Konnen"—and it was the

Academy's mission to preserve and encourage "Konnen,**

which Liebermann defined as craftsmanship and the ability to

express one's feelings once these had gone through the painful

and mysterious process of maturation.^o

In the aggregate these and many similar expressions in

Liebermann's frequent public statements constitute a declara-

tion of traditional liberal values, applied to art and expressed

in the terminology of art: government control is pernicious,

instead we should trust and foster individual freedom and

effort. It is a small irony that Liebermann's emphasis on the

primacy of ability over intention was taken up by men who

held very different views on art and politics. In 1933, in his

speech at the founding of the Reichskulturkammer , which

brought all German artists under centralized government

control, Goebbels declared that "what matters is not one's

intention but rather one's ability.
"2> Four years later, at the

opening of the House of German Art in Munich, in a talk of

exceptional violence, in which he threatened artists who did

not practice the strictest realism with imprisonment or

castration. Hitler announced that the artist's intentions mat-

tered far less than did his ability—"iiberhaupt interessiert uns

alle viel weniger das sogenannte Wollen als das Konnen"—

words that became a staple of National Socialist writing on

art." The truth was of course very different. The only art

Hitler accepted was art with correct intentions and approved

themes—propagandistic art.

Ill

XHAT HITLER ULTIMATELY DESTROYED the values for which the

Academy stood should not obscure the fact that throughout

the 1920s the Academy under Liebermann's presidency fought

for liberality and tolerance, and often with good effect.

Liebermann himself was considered a success by both support-

ers and opponents: he had kicked new life into a somnolescent
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institution, and in the process had become even more of a

public figure than he had already been during the empire—

a

major artist whose official position made him the Prussian

state's most important spokesman for the arts. He quickly

gained a degree of dominance over the Academy that none of

his predecessors had enjoyed. Under its statutes, the president

was elected for a three-year term; he could be reelected, but

only after an interval of at least three years. When Liebermann's

term ended in 1923, the senate asked the Kultusminister to

suspend the relevant article of the statutes, and permit

Liebermann's immediate reelection for a fourth year, a request

that was granted. In 1 924 the senate again eleaed Liebermann,

and the government again agreed to suspend the rules, as it did

in every subsequent year until 1932when Liebermann declined

to stand again. ^^ Usually he faced opposition by a few

members who after 1933 were to describe themselves as

belonging to a "group that for years had resisted the destructive

spirit of hidden Jewry in the Academy. "2< But Liebermann

always won by wide margins: majorities ofeight or nine to one

were nothing unusual.^* External honors kept pace with his

successful leadership of the Academy, and further strengthened

his political position. He was eleaed knight of the Order Pout

k mhite, received the Prussian gold medal for service to the

state, on his eigthtieth birthday the Berlin city council, over

the objections of its right-wing members, made him an

honorary citizen of the capital, and Hindenburg awarded him

the Republic's highest decoration: the Eagle Plaque of the

iCeicJi.

But despite his achievements and honors, Liebermann's

presidency was marked by significant failures. His efforts to

extend the Academy's authority within the government came

to nothing. A case in point was his dispute with the Dirertor of

the National Gallery, Ludwig Justi. who by virtue of his office

was also a senator of the Academy. Their quarrel, which

persisted for years, grew out of the Academy's dissatisfaction

with Justis exhibitions and its demand for a stronger voice in

his acquisition policies. Justi fought back, not always in a

collegial manner. When Liebermann with the support of the

senate attempted to expel Justi from the Academy, the

Kultusminister took Justis part. The quarrel degenerated
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into exchanges in the press, which afforded the enemies of the

Republic the welcome spectacle of two senior officials and

their supporters savaging one another.^*

Liebermann proved almost equally unsuccessful in his

attempts to increase the Academy's freedom from government

control. He was probably correct in believing that it was more

urgent and more realistic to liberalize the Academy's policies

within the existing administrative conditions than to make

the revision of the statutes his first priority. But retaining the

imperial regulations, which tied the Academy firmly to the

Kultusministerturn, caused numerous problems and left him

and the Academy open to criticism and worse. A particularly

spectacular outburst occurred on the occasion in 1926 when

the first members of the new seaion for literature were

initiated in a ceremony attended by the Kultusminister . One of

the newcomers, the poet Arno Holz, interrupted the proceed-

ings by demanding reform of the statutes, the expansion of the

Prussian Academy into a national organization for all German

artists, and called for a boycott of the Academy until these

goals had been achieved. Other members responded, and the

"disagreeable scene," to quote the official minutes, ended only

with Holz's departure from the hall. Once again the Academy,

in the eyes of some, had demonstrated its inability to manage

its own affairs. Although Holz was politically naive—his own
worst enemy, as Liebermann said—his criticism of the Aca-

demy's dependent, subordinate position had merit.^^ Even

after the liberalization of the statutes, which required years

and was not completed until 1932, the Academy remained

dependent on the Kultusministerium in almost all major

matters.

Liebermann's greatest disappointment, however, seems to

have been his inability to infuse the entire membership of the

Academy with his own tolerance of diversity in art. In the first

years of his presidency he brought artists into the Academy

who in their work or politics could be regarded as radical.

From the middle of the decade on, this proved no longer

possible. After 1924 no candidate for the section for the fine

arts received a majority of votes in the annual eleaions. The
members' inability to agree on anyone became an open
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scandal, which was finally resolved in 1931 by the new Social

DtmocxMc Kultusminister Adolph Grimme, who with Lieb-

ermann's advice but over the protest of many in the Academy

appointed thirteen new members—among them such major

figures as Nolde, Schmidt-Rottluff, Dix, Kirchner, and Mies

van der Rohe." Goebbels did not hesitate to brand the

minister's coup as undemocratic.^' It was that: a unilateral act

that violated the Academy's right to choose its own members;

but Grimme's interference can also be seen as a last-minute

defense of an institution that was being paralyzed by ideo-

logical antagonisms. This episode, which exposed Lieber-

mann to harsh and often personal attacks, contributed to his

decision in 1932 not to stand for reelection. In the fall of that

year he left office with the title of Honorary President, a

distinction never before given in the Academy's history.

It is one of the most remarkable aspeas of his unusual career

in the Weimar Republic that despite the burden of his duties at

the Academy, and despite his advanced age, Liebermann

remained a productive and inquiring artist. He became the

favorite portrait painter of Weimar society. If many of his

commissioned works were merely well-made and conventional,

as was the case with his four portraits of Hindenburg, others—

for example the 1922 portrait of Lola Leder—went far beyond

the accustomed in composition and psychological interpreta-

tion. His landscapes lost none of their vitality and daring, and

he continued his series of self-portraits, collectively one of the

great human documents of modern German culture. Finally,

in 1932, at the age of eighty-five, he painted one of the most

original and searching works of his life, the portrait of the

surgeon Ferdinand Sauerbruch.

Liebermann's development in the 1920s proceeded logically

from his earlier work. But while his last paintings and

graphics form an appropriate conclusion to the technical and

aesthetic preoccupations of his career, they no longer had

much to say to modern art in Germany, and even less to the

international public. Seen from a European-wide perspective,

Liebermann appears in one sense an artist born out of his

time. German impressionism had developed too late to

become important beyond Central Europe, and with the
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emergence of expressionism in ihe decade before the First

World War its significance declined even in Germany. By the

time the Briicke and the Blaue Reiter held their revolutionary

exhibitions. Liebcrmann was in his sixties, and when he

assumed the presidency of the Academy in 1920 as the leading

representative of a modernism that had once been condemned

as dangerous, he was regarded as superannuated by the newer

and newest avant-garde. Despite his great gifts and his

achievements, he was born too early or too late to make a

lasting impaa on European art.

A similar point might be madeabout his cultural and political

attitudes as they are refleaed in his work. During the Weimar

Republic as during the empire, Liebermann was never a

consciously political artist; but his subject matter and way of

painting expressed a firm social and cultural outlook, which

carried political implications. Great inherited wealth and the

social circle in which he grew up had enabled him to live in a

world of observation, work, and self-development that was

largely immune to the quarrels and fashions of the day. That

all honors notwithstanding, as a Jew he remained an outsider,

sharpened but did not embitter his view of life. It is this calm,

unrhetorical character of his work, reflecting the values of a

patrician who bleeds and suffers as everyone else but makes no

show of it. that separated him from expressionism and the

newest directions in German painting. This same reserve, and

his belief in the autonomy and self-sufficiency of art, also

separated him from that increasingly assertive part of German
society that responded to art solely according to the dictates of

ideology.

Ii suggests the extent lo which German life was being

politicized that even a sympathetic critic in an article in the

Socialist Vorwarts felt compelled to declare that Liebermann 's

early paintings of the poor were his best because they were

"totally guided by social concerns. "^o The Communist press

went much further. The Rote Fahne, for instance, condemned
a Liebermann exhibition primarily because it included the

portrait of a Prussian field marshal. If Liebermann was so

enamored of militarism, the paper suggested, he ought to

become the head of a new association of National Socialist

.;.

Jews.3' This offensive nonsense was published on May 25, 1932,

the day that the Prussian Landtag elected a National Socialist

as its president. Even as the country found itself in a slate of

incipient civil war, the Communists continued to believe that

attacking moderates and liberals best served their cause.

The viciousness of the far left was matched on the right. In

several articles the Deutsche Zeitung argued that Liebermann's

art was not only unGerman but entirely derivative; without

exception his major works had been copied from other artists.^^

Goebbels' Volkischer Beobachter called Liebermann a Jewish

swinger of paintbrushes, who had been awarded the title of

Professor because he was circumcised.^^ Anti-Semites and

Nazis threatened to kill Liebermann for having defiled

German art.'* The painter Hans Adolf Biihler. who in 1933

organized the first exhibition of degenerate art, "Government

Art between 1918 and 1933," which included works by

Liebermann, was only one among many to express outrage

that a Jew represented art in the Prussian state. Subsequently

looking back at the Weimar Republic, Biihler characterized

Liebermann as "the greatest enemy of the German spirit," who

as head of the Prussian Academy of Arts personified "the most

sinister international conspiracy" against German culture.-'^

After Hitler was appointed Chancellor on January 30, 1933,

the new powers lost no time in purifying the Academy. On
February 1 5, Kathe Kollwitz resigned under extreme pressure.'*

Liebermann considered resigning in protest of her treatment,

but decided to stay for the time being; as a Jew, he wrote to

another member who had asked for advice, he would be

accused of cowardice if he left.'' In May the artists and

architects whom Grimme had appointed in 193 1 were asked to

resign, and those who refused were expelled. At the same time

Liebermann resigned with the public statement that he had

always believed that art had nothing to do with politics or

parentage; since this point of view was no longer accepted he

felt compelled to leave the Academy.'* In August the "Law for

the Reconstitution of the Civil Service," under which all

non-Aryan officials were retired, was applied to the Academy,

and the few remaining Jewish and partly Jewish members

were expelled. A year-and-a-half later Liebermann died.

#*v
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Before his last illness he wrote to a friend that work was all he

now had left: "Although the creative energy of my youth is

gone. I .hank faie daily .ha. I am s.ill ablfto work; and in

working can forget the misery of the times. "3'

IV

W.E HAVE FOLLOWED Liebermann's path through the Weimar
Republic, a path determined in part by his being an artist, a

Jew, and a cultural functionary. I should like to conclude with

three observations on the German context in which these

elements—the artist, the Jew, the high official—interacted.

Among .he many burdens wi.h which German society before

19S3 was cursed was the tendency of taking art too seriously.

Totalitarian regimes naturally want to control art, a realm in

which emotions and ideas may reveal themselves in unexpected

fashion; but already the German empire and after it the

republic gave in to the temptation of seeing art as an

ideological battleground of national significance. It is this

general attitude that helps explain the Nazi evaluation of art

during the Weimar period. Take, for instance, this character-

istic statement by a National Socialist art historian in 1933: in

Weimar "the fine arts were a political weapon that the Jewish-

Marxist front used ... to bring about the economic exploitation

and moral destruction of the German people. "*o Whatever

might be said about the economic and moral effects of

modernism, the contribution of Jews and Marxists to modern

German art was minimal. The most revolutionary German
artists were of unexceptionally Aryan stock and generally

apolitical; one of the most important, Emil Nolde, had been a

member of the Nazi Party of Schleswig-Holstein in the early

1920s. The extreme right attacked Liebermann not so much
for his art, which was a model of restraint compared to

expressionism, but for the political message it deciphered in

his art: his indebtedness to foreign models, his international-

ism, his rejection of ideology in art—all immensely exacerbated

by the faa that he was a Jew and held a prominent position in

the Prussian cultural bureaucracy.
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That raises a second point. It was a sign of revolutionary

change in Germany for Liebermann to become President of

the Prussian Academy of Arts. But the presidency of a man

who had already been an important artist during the empire

and who throughout his life remained loyal to the ways of the

high bourgeoisie into which he had been born, also indicates a

degree of continuity. In recent years research in German

history has been influenced by the hypothesis that significant

factors in the political and social conditions of the Wilhelmine

empire led to the Third Reich. According to this view, the rise

of Hitler was not an aberration but a natural if not inevitable

outcome of the German past. Such links obviously existed; but

so, too, did a more benign continuity. By accepting an official

position and lending his prestige to the state, by linking the

cultural institutions of the new Prussia to the positive

achievements of the empire, Liebermann strengthened the

Weimar Republic. His becoming President of the Academy

agrees, of course, with the general character of the Prussian

administration between 1918 and 1932, which combined

traditional competence with a new political vision. But

Liebermann's prominence also exemplifies the fundamental

faa that Weimar culture was largely shaped by artists who had

already done important work during the empire.

That despite the richness of Weimar culture and despite the

strength of the new Prussia the Republic was destroyed,

suggests a final comment. Obviously the Academy could not

by itself stand up to the Nazis, but no one reading the minutes

of the Academy meetings of early 1933 will fail to be struck by

the intellectual and moral confusion of many of its members.

Were they secret Nazis? Only a few. But with some honorable

exceptions they revealed a terrifying inability to understand

the issues that faced them. Their blindness not only made

Hitler's victory in 1933 more encompassing and easier than it

need to have been; in previous years this blindness had

unwittingly eased his path to power.

From the confusion of these members of the Academy,

Liebermann's attitude, policies, and art were far removed. The

distance between Liebermann and his peers was the product of

his convictions and his talent. But this distance also had a
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regrettable and tragic side, which refleas a major trend in the

history not only of Germany but of the western world. As I

suggested earlier, if we were to characterize Uebermann's art

in political terms we would say that it was an aesthetic

expression of nineteenth-century liberalism, of upper-

middleclass ideals of freedom and individual excellence, an

outlook that often benefitted the mass of the people, but

because it was unashamedly elitist also went beyond the

people. After 1918 Liebermann's German impressionism,

which had helped bring German an into the modern age. was

no longer relevant to the further development of modern art.

In the same way, the political equivalents of German impres-

sionism, the Deutsche I>emokratische Partei Liebermann

supported and the attitudes and programs of traditional

liberalism faded in the 1920s. Despite their admirable qualities,

tlie politics of liberalism and its social and political outlook as

well as its art no longer engaged the interests and emotions of

an industrial mass society in crisis. It is a mark of Liebermann's

moral courage that he faced the fact that the values he believed

in were being swept away, and nevertheless continued to speak

out for them. In that respect at least he did not represent a

general tendency—let alone force—in modern Germany.
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X HE SECOND RABBINICAL CONFERENCE of German modernist

rabbis was held in Frankfurt am Main, in July 1845. Among
the messages of congratulations and encouragement, which

were received by the participants, there was also one sent by

the Board and sixteen members of the Jewish congregation of

Edenkoben in the Palatinate. It began a^ follows:

German men in Israel (Deutsche Manner in Israel), who
are gathered in the Name of the LordI Do permit a small

group of loyal believers—the undersigned Israelite

Palatines—to approach you reverently, in order to greet

you jubilantly with a handshake of true German
uprightness out of a true Israelite heart by bidding you a

ringing Barukh Habba, Welcomel (. , . urn mit einem
Hdndedruck dchtdeutscher Biederkeit aus achtisraeliti-

schem Herzen ein lautschallendes Baruch Habba,
Willkommen!, Euch zuzujauchzen,)'

Read one hundred and forty years after they were penned,

those words will not fail to evoke a smile. Whether that smile

is of the melancholy or of the malicious kind, will depend on

the particular philosophy of Jewish life which is championed

by the one who does the smiling. Moreover, the historian will

be quick to p>oint out that, even though the first mention of

Jews in the Palatinate can be dated in the year 1084, those

"Israelite Palatines," who addressed the rabbis in 1845, had

not even been fully emancipated at the time of their writing.

Full emancipation of the Palatine Jews was not to come until



1848 and 1851; and a little more than eighty years later, that

emancipation was to go the way of the emancipation of the

rest of German Jewry.

The National Socialist destruction of European Jewry, on the

one hand, and the practical realization of Zionism in the

creation of the State of Israel, on the other, have both led to the

kind of hindsight which invests the message of the "Israelite

Palatines" and the kind of thinking of which it was typical

with an aura of complete unreality. That is why it has become

a commonplace today to deny the existence of a German-

Jewish symbiosis in pre-Nazi Germany, and to hold up as an

utter illusion the notion that there could ever have been

Germans of the Jewish faith or of the Mosaic persuasion.

What such a judgment based on hindsight implies is that, by

defining themselves as Germans of the Jewish faith, the vast

majority ofGerman Jews have been living a lie.-unwittingly

so, if one wants to be charitable, or in full awareness of the

falsity of their self-definition, ifone wants to be nasty about it.

Yet such a judgment is often made by overlooking the fact that

the basis on which that judgment rests may not have been

available at all to the people whom we are judging. For

example, the kind of anti-Semitism, with which we are

familiar today, may have been unknown to German Jews in

the first part of the nineteenth century. Certainly, a distinction

will have to be made between an anti-Judaic sentiment of a

religious nature, which wanted the Jews to rid themselves of

their religion, so that they could be fully integrated into a

Christian society, and an anti-Semitism of a pronounced

racist kind, which paid no attention to confessions of Jewish

faith, but demanded, instead, the exclusion of the Jews from

German society. The dividing-line, as we shall see. falls into

the last thirty years of the nineteenth century, while the

practical implementation of "racist" anti-Semitism had to

await the National Socialist take-over of the German govern-

ment apparatus in 1933.

II

I

1

T WILL BE OUR CONTENTION here that the great majority of

German Jews living before the "Final Solution" does not

deserve the negative evaluation which has been accorded it as a

result of more recent events in the history of the Jews. We shall

argue that, in fact, those Jews had adopted their self-defini-

tions in all honesty and sincerity.—against a cultural and

political background which did not seem to contradict their

self-awareness and their aspirations.

We begin by asking: What would have been the alternatives?

It is often held against the Jews of the West, in general, and

against German Jews, in particular, that they availed them-

selves of the "trade-off" which was first suggested by Count

Stanislas de Clermont-Tonnerre to the Jews of France in 1 789:

"Jews should be denied everything as a nation, but granted

everything as individuals. "^ Clermont-Tonnerre's position is

frequently invoked by modern critics of emancipated Jewry as

though there had been an actual "national life" (in the

modern sense), which the Jews of France were leading up to

that time, and which they were now required to give up in

exchange for emancipation.' But, in the first place, Clermont-

Tonnerre was not thinking in those terms at all. As he said in

his speech, he merely wanted to prevent the Jews from being

"a separate body or class in the state. It is necessary that each of

them individually be a citizen We cannot allow there to be

in the state a group of non-citizens, a nation within a nation."*

In other words, he wanted the French Jews to be fully subject

to French civil law,—so that where traditional Rabbinic Law

differed from French Law, the latter was to take precedence.

That involved inter alia the prohibition of polygamy, which,

according to Jewish Law, was still a theoretical possibility for

non-Ashkenazi Jews. It involved also the withholding of a

Jewish divorce until a divorce had been granted by the civil

courts. But those were provisions which are readily accepted

even by Orthodox rabbis in the West to this dayl

Beyond that, Clermont-Tonnerre made no demands. There

was no thought of interfering with the religious, cultural and

philanthropic life of French Jewry. On the contrary, French



Jewry, emancipated along the lines suggested by Clermont-

Tonnerre, experienced a rebirth of Jewish scholarship of an

intensity not known in France since the medieval Tosaphists.

It also, through the Alliance Israelite Universelie, set a model

for the support of Jewish communities abroad, which was

later imitated by the German-Jewish Hilfsverein and the

American Jewish Committee. The philanthropies of the

Alliance extended even to the Jewish colonization and educa-

tional work in Palestinel

Besides, modern criticisms of Clermoni-Tonnerre's program,

quite apart from ignoring the Count's own definition of what

he meant, also presuppose that, apart from their practice of

religious Judaism, the French Jews actually had some kind of

"national" existence which they could, and were willing to

"give up" in exchange for their emancipation. But did they?

Or are not the critics thinking here in terms of the East

European Pale of Settlement, where the Jews had indeed

created an ethnic culture of their own, in which even the

non-believing Jew could participate,—if not actually of the

much more recent Israeli nation? One may question whether

those yardsticks are applicable to the Jews of the West, who
did* in fact, constitute a religious group, even though the word

"nation" may on occasion have been used by and about them.

We have devoted some attention to the Jews of France, not only

because the German Jews, too, are accused by modern critics of

having "traded off" their Jewish "nationhood" for the pottage

of emancipation, but also because it was, after all, the French

model which, directly through Napoleon's armies, and

indirectly through the inspiration which it provided to Jews

and enlightened non-Jews, led to the emancipatory efforts on

German soil. Here, too, it would be hard to see in pre-

Emancipation German Jewry a "nation" in the modern sense.

And here, too, one fails to understand what other than the

recognition of the supremacy of German civil law over

Rabbinic civil law the German Jews could have "traded in" for

their emancipation. At that, the acceptance of German civil

law by German Jews is provided for by Rabbinic Law itself.^

Ill

IT WOULD. NO DOUBT, cxceed the inferences allowed by the

available evidence, if one were to assume that each and every

German Jew worked out his or her ideology of a German-

Jewish symbiosis. Chances are that most German Jews took

their identity for granted, living the life of German citizens, to

which the law entitled them, striving for general Bildung, and

availing themselves to a greater or a lesser degree of what the

Jewish religious heritage had to offer. Deeper reflection on

what it meant to be both a German and a Jew was left to the

ideologues who founded organizations like the Central- Verein

deutscher Staatsbiirger jiidischen Glaubens, on the one hand,

or the much smaller Zionistische Vereinigung fiir Deutsch-

land, on the other; to rabbis and theologians, who felt the need

to read the "signs of the times," in order to "reform" Judaism

both in accordance with its own inner dynamics and in

response to the perceived needs of the hour; and to a few out-

standing academicians, who thought and spoke for the many.

One of those individuals was Moritz Lazarus (1824-1903),—in

his time probably the leading layman of German Liberal

Judaism. Born in Filehne, in the Province of Posen, he, as one

of the two founders of the discipline of Volkerpsychologie (the

psychology of nations), was to occupy professorial positions

in Berne, Switzerland, and in Berlin. With a wide circle of

friends and acquaintances in German cultural life, he also

remained pre-occupied throughout his life with Jewish affairs,

serving as President of both the 1869 Israelite Synod in Leipzig

and the 1871 Israelite Synod of Augsburg. Today he is

probably best known for his Ethik des Judenthums ("The

Ethics of Judaism"), of which the first volume was published

in 1898, and the second volume, posthumously, in 191 1.^

Lazarus was to develop into a great German patriot, which, in

and by itself, may not be so remarkable, but which does

become significant in view of Lazarus's full awareness of the

quite recent origin of full emancip>ation, and of his memories

ofJewish civil disabilities which still obtained in his own youth.

He describes the attitude of the Jews in his home-town of

Filehne, near the Polish border, as "a good Prussian, Old



Conservative, one might say, religious-dynastic patriotism."'

even though, during his childhood, the Jews of the Province

of Posen were merely "tolerated,"—only the more wealthy,

educated and reputable among them obtaining their naturali-

zation in 18S3.^

When he visited Bremen, in September 1843, he found his

uncle living in nearby Hastedt. because the Jews had been

expelled from Bremen in 1819, and would only be allowed to

return in 1848. He comments: "For us today, it is difficult to

grasp such facts. ... At that, there were only five (Jewish)

families of whom the great and free Reichsstadt was afraidi"*

Yet it was also in Bremen's environment that the young Lazarus

entered his first real friendships with Christians. As he put it:

"Until my stay in Bremen, any real and completely familiar

relationship with Christians had been unknown to me.

Although my father, in comparison with other Jewish men of

my home-town, had many dealings with Christians, and con-

ducted confidential conversations with them, we Jews,

basically, were strangers to Christians and to Christianity. I

knew about them, their life and their aspirations much more

from books than from personal contacts." '« It was while attend-

ing high school in Brunswick that he "sensed the first breath

of pure German essence also among the educated Jews.""

In contact with such educated Jews and with his Christian

friends, Lazarus developed his own sense of "Germanness"

and his intense loyalty to the Fatherland. It was a loyalty

which could not even be shaken by the fact that, as a Jew who
had not undergone Christian baptism, he was unable to

obtain a full professorship at a German university. He did find

•uch a position in Berne, Switzerland. Later in life, he was

called to the University of Berlin, but not as an "Ordinarius."

Wc have stressed those instances of anti-Jewish discrimination,

which Lazarus encountered, to underline the fact that Lazarus

was well acquainted with the realities of German-Jewish life.

His German patriotism did not originate in a dreamer's

world. That is to say, he must have found enough of value in

his German surroundings to make his attachment to Germany

and to things German genuine,—in spite of the anti-Jewish

S

prejudices, primarily of a religious nature, which he himself

encountered. We emphasize ther<?/fgJOU5 nature of those anti-

Jewish feelings. Even Heinrich von Treitschke's infamous

article in the Preussische Jahrbiicher of November 1879 still

moved within the framework oireligious categories. Although

Treitschke criticized the Jews for falling short of absolute

identification with German nationalism, he was far from

suggesting that the emancipation of the Jews be withdrawn.

Instead, he suggested that "conformity to the national cause

required religious conversion as well."*^

Yet Treitschke*s article and its sequels were already part of an

anti-Semitic wave, mainly of a racist character, which began

to sweep Germany in the late 1870's. In 1878, the anti-Semitic

Court Preacher Stocker founded his "Christian Social Move-

ment," which, in 1880, led to the formation of the anti-Semitic

"Berliner Bewegung." The anti-Semitic "Deutsch-Soziale

Partei," led by Liebermann von Sonnenberg, was founded in

1889, and the "Antisemitische Volkspartei," led by Otto

Bockel, in 1890.

That is the background against which Lazarus's eloquent

defense of the "Germanness" of the German Jew has to be

seen. In his 1879 lecture, "Was heisst nationalV ("What is the

meaning of 'national'?"), he begins by saying:

What is once again called "The Jewish Question," is

simply a German question. The question of humanity is

in this case—because we are its object, and are entitled to

exp)ect and to demand humanity—not our question, but

a question facing the entire German nation. Everywhere

and always, the question of humanity and justice is more

important for him who has to grant it than for him who
is to receive it. But we are Germans, and, as Germans, we
have to speak.*'

Lazarus resents the fact that, "from the lowest scribbler all the

way up to those who belong to the circle of scholarly

researchers," one can hear the accusation: "The Jew has a

separate nationality, different from the German nationality. "•'»

He then argues that language, and not mores, customs,

territory, citizenship, religion, and descent, is the basis of

nationality.'^



Language is decisive. So, Gentlemen, what are we? . . .

We are Germans. We are unwilling and unable to be
anything else. . . . Only our descent is not German. We
are not Germanen. We are Jews, that is to say, Semites.

But. when it comes to descent, not all of the other
constituents of the German nation are German, either,

certainly not pure German. . . . And that is also why
--German' is not a concept which today could still

somehow be used in connection with descent On the

one hand, it is possible, in spite of one's German descent,

to belong to another people. Such, for example, would
bethecaseof one who is Swiss or American. On the other

hand, one can be a part of the German people as such
without being of German descent. The Slavs of the Elbe,

the Prussians, etc., were of a different nationality; but
they became Germans. Or are not people called Leibnitz

and those with other names ending in "tz" and "witz"
and "itzsch** and "sky" and "ow," though clearly of

non-German descent,—are they not nevertheless members
of the German nationality? . . . Would it not be
considered ridiculous, indeed, would it not be deemed
treason against the German nation, if someone were to

assert that Kant did not belong to that nation, that Kant
was not a German, because, by descent, he was a
Scotsman?'**

Whether Lazarus and his fellow German-Jewish patriots were

able to convince the anti-Semites that the Jews were merely

one of several different tribes which wen. into the making of

the German nation, is another question again. Moreover,

Lazarus showed himself fully aware of the fact that the

German Jews differed from the other Germans not only in

their descent, but also in their religious affiliation. We should

note how he tried to come to terms with that fact:

In other words, our descent is not German. I had almost
said: "and our religion." But that would have been an
error in logic. There is no German religion. Christi-

anity—that is, Catholicism and Protestantism— is just as

French, English, Italian, etc., as it is German. The same
is true of Judaism. It is French, English, and Italian,

because there are Frenchmen, Englishmen, and Italians

who are Jews. Judaism is German precisely in the sense
in which Christianity is German. Nowadays, every

nationality comprises several religions, just as every
religion comprises several nationalities. •'

That Lazarus verbalized the feelings of many, if not indeed of

most of his German-Jewish contemporaries, is clear. But

many of them apparently failed to approve of one of the

consequences to which Lazarus was led by his German

patriotism. When the National Liberal Party fielded a candi-

date of anti-Semitic leanings at an election for the Reichstag,

Lazarus put loyalty to country and political party above

Jewish self-interest by supporting that candidate. So strong

was the opposition which this support generated in Jewish

circles, that Lazarus felt moved to address a whole epistle "To

the German Jews."'*

In that epistle, Lazarus first establishes his credentials as a

fighter against anti-Semitism. Then he goes on to call upon

the Jews of Germany to be governed in their voting habits by

what they consider to be in the best interests of their country,—

even if a political party, with the aims of which they are in full

agreement, should, on occasion, field a candidate who

happ>ens to be an anti-Semite.

Such an attitude may not appear to be self-evident. But it can

hardly be condemned oui-of-hand by those many American

Jews, who, in 1984, cast their votes for a political party, which

showed no particular eagerness to distance itself from the

blatantly anti-Semitic utterances and associations of one of its

most outspoken candidates during the primaries. Those

American Jews, too. must have put what they, rightly or

wrongly, perceived to be the best interests of their country

above any parochial Jewish concerns. They, if nobody else,

should be able to sympathize with what Lazarus was doing.

Lazarus is also remarkable for the attitude which he took

towards the Dreyfus Affair, which began in 1894, and dragged

on until 1906. Well known is the attitude of the Viennese

journalist, Theodor Herzl, who reacted to the Dreyfus Affair

by pubhshinghis Judenstaat in 1896. Herzl, it will be recalled,

despaired of the hope that the Jews of the Diaspora will ever be

fully emancipated, and he, therefore, advocated a Jewish

exodus from the Diaspora, and the establishment of a Jewish

state. Herzl's Judenstaat was published while the Dreyfus

Affair was still in progress. Lazarus commented on the

10
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Dreyfus Affair after the defenders of Dreyfus had achieved

their objective. That is why he could write:

The faa that the whole enlightened world, on both sides

of the Atlantic, was agitated by a question of justice

shows that the messianic concept of a universal brother-

hood is no mere phantom. The victory of justice was

won because of the consciousness of all decent French-

men and of all people who defend the notion that "right

must remain right." The one for whose right they fought

became a martyr. In his person, the fate of Israel was
repeated.How often did Israel become a martyr for the

messianic ideal

And he concludes:

The Dreyfus Affair is a messianic experience. (DieAffare
Dreyfus iH ein messianisches Erlebnis.)'^

That conclusion, one might suppose, would have been shared

by the followers of Hcril, as well,—but based on entirely

different premisses, and fraught with entirely different

connotations. For Herzl and his followers, the Dreyfus Affair

meant the end of the dream of Emancipation; for Lazarus and

his confreres, ii meant the realization of that dream. It all

seems to depend, ihcrcforc, on when a certain historical event

is evaluated, and on the person undertaking the evaluation.

Dreyfus "a martyr of our faith," even though he admits that he

does not know whether, in the past, Dreyfus had always

remained loyal to "the spirit and the tradition of his family."

At any rate,

his fate has destined him to become a martyr of his faith.

And just as we do not recognize any accident in the

world's history, but rather a divine governance, a

Providence, a moral order of the world, so do we revere in

the fate of that man the special providence which elevates

the individual to the lofty calling of suffering on behalf

of the community. He has suffered for the Redeemer of

Israel; and henceforth his biography represents an
important page in the latter-day history of the Jews.22

Just as Lazarus saw in the Dreyfus Affair a "messianic

experience," so does Cohen demand: "We should celebrate his

(i.e., Dreyfus's) liberation as a redemption. "2* Moreover, just

as Lazarus had seen the involvement of "the whole enlightened

world on both sides of the Atlantic" in a messianic light, so

does Cohen exclaim:

First of all, we have to be grateful to the Christians of

both denominations, who, in the spirit of redemption,

have successfully fought for the liberation of the inno-

cent person.2*

In faa, Cohen reaches a crescendo, when he concludes his

observations on the Dreyfus Affair with the following words:

IV

o NE GERMAN JEWwho saw eye to eye with Moritz Lazarus on

the Dreyfus Affair, although, alas, on very little else, was the

famous philosopher, Hermann Cohen (1842-1918). Cohen

had written a blistering critique of Lazarus's Ethics of

Judaism, in 1899;2<' and Lazarus had complained bitterly, in a

letter to Rabbi Sigmund Maybaum, dated December Idlh,

1899. about Cohens treatment of him. He had also accused

Cohen of defending Heinrich von Treitschke against his

(Lazarus's) criticism.^" Yet about the Dreyfus Affair, Lazarus

and Cohen thought remarkably alike. Cohen, too, calls

)

)

May the sympathy which the whole moral world . . . has

lavished . . . upon the man on Devil's Island also comfort

the loyal ones among us with the hop>e that the old God,
the Redeemer and Keeper of Israel, does neither slumber

nor sleep. Our God, the God of our fathers, is the God of

the Prophets who have created the most exalted and most
comprehensive morality in the world: the morality of

mankind, the morality of a world religion, the morality

of Redemption. 25

Those who are familiar with Hermann Cohen's Jewish

writings, know that in that thinker's vocabulary there could

not be found a greater encomium than this.

12
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IN BROAD OUTLINES, but ofilj in broad outlines, Ck>hen and

Lazarus would also have agreed on iheir self-definition as

Germans of the Jewish faith. If Cohen occasionally sounds

even more "patriotic" than Lazarus, then this may well be due

to the fact that the writings of Cohen, which are relevant to

this issue, originated during the years of the First World War,

and were, therefore, influenced by the kind of patriotic frenzy

to which nations under conditions of war are usually subjea.

One essay, in particular, written in 1915 and addressed to the

Jews of the United Slates, was meant to encourage American

Jews to exert their influence in keeping the United States out

of the war against Germany. In it, Cohen stresses the debt

which Occidental Jewry owes Germany:

Not every Jew knows it, but every Jew should know it:

The inner religious deifelopment of our religious consti-

tution we owe solely to Germany! Moses Mendelssohn
was a German man.—a German thinker, a German
author, the true and worthy friend of Lessing. And out of

his German spirit, Mendelssohn, another Luther, has

translated our Pentateuch, and, through his approach to

the German language, he has facilitated our entry into

the world of German culture. The whole rejuvenation of

the character of our worship services, originating in

Germany and in the German spirit, is a work of the

German ethos and of German religious feeling. From
the very beginning, our ethos and religious feeling felt

akin to their German counterparts, because the historical

spirit of Protestantism is also the life-nerve of our own
medieval philosophy of religion, beginning with Saadya
Gaon. The Reform of Judaism became a German
Reform, and, carried by Germans from Germany, it

moved across to you. Even he who, in some of its forms,

does not accept that Reform, indeed even he who fights

against it, has been influenced by this spirit, and stands

in some relationship to it.^*

No doubt, Hermann Cohen was mistaken in his assumption

that this kind of argument would persuade the Jews of

America to keep their country out of a war against Germany,—

even if they would have been in a position to do so, which they
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clearly were not. On the other hand, in 1915 there must have

been many American Jews to whom Cohen's appeal would
have sounded far less strange than it does to us today. After all,

in 1917, the year of America's entry into the war against

Germany, Gotthard Deutsch, senior member of the Faculty of

the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, and Professor of

Jewish History, almost lost his position, because he actively

opposed that war against Germany. We also know that

Deutsch did not allow his children to learn English until they

had been taught German. 2'

In 1901, Rabbi Bernhard Felsenthal of Chicago had said of

himself: "Racially I am a Jew. . . . Politically I am an
American. . . . Culturally I am a German. "^s

And long before that, in 1871, Rabbi David Einhorn preached

a sermon to his New York congregation at a celebration of the

German victory over France. He said among other things:

We, too, on this Sabbath of Passover, would join with all

our heart in this celebration of the liberation of the land
of our birth, and the defeat of its oppressors. . . . We are

obliged to do so not only as Germans, but also as

Israelites who, throughout the millennia, have pro-
claimed the God of morality and holiness, who has
revealed Himself with the splendor of His righteousness
in the victory of Germany. ^9

Except that Einhorn did not say it in English. Like all the

sermons which he preached in the course of his twenty-five

years in the American rabbinate, this sermon, too, was

delivered in German.

The expression of such sentiments by Jews in America would
not only indicate that Hermann Cohen's appeal might not

have been as far-fetched in 1915 as it appears to us today, but it

also tells us something about the genuineness of German-
Jewish self-definitions. After all, an Einhorn, a Felsenthal,

and a Gotthard Deutsch had all left Germany because the

opportunities for Jews there were limited, and they had come
to America because America offered the far greater promise.

Yet they preferred to look upon themselves as Germans,—even

15



in America, where there was no need for Jews to do so, in order

to obtain equal rights. Nor did all American Jews of German

provenance persist in their loyalties to Germany. Rabbi Isaac

M. Wise, for example, the great organizer of American Reform

Judaism, fought hard—not least against Einhorn—for the

"Americanization" of Judaism.'® He claimed to have been

turned into "a naturalized American in the interior of

Bohemia," when he purchased a set of American-English

journals from the years 1780 to 1790 in a second-hand

bookstore in Prague.*' All the more seriously must we take the

professions of **Germanness" made by those other American

Jews whom we have quoted. Hermann Cohen evidently did.

Unlike Moriti Lazarus, Herman Cohen saw the "German-

ness" of the German Jew in much more than the common

German language. He saw a kinship between Judaism and

German poetry and music. He found Jewish messianic ideals

and the Jewish striving for socialism and internationalism

incorporated in German political philosophy; and he never

tired of pointing out the indebtedness of his German version

of Judaism to the inspiration provided by the Protestant

Reformation in Germany.**

Again, unlike Lazarus, who had so insistently asserted that the

Jews were not a nationality, Cohen does consider the Jews to

be a nationality. Yet when we examine Cohens terminology

more closely, we find that he differs from Lazarus's concepts

mainly on the verbal level. We recall that Lazarus had

considered the German Jews' nationality to be German, while

admitting that the German Jews were the descendants of a

non-Germanic tribe which, together with other non-Germanic

and Germanic tribes, went into the making of Germany. It

now turns out that, what Lazarus calls a "tribe," Cohen calls a

"nationality." and what Lazarus calls a "nationality," Cohen

calls a "nation." The "nation." in its turn, according to

Cohen, is created by the "State."

Thus, in Cohen's terminology, the Jews are a "nationality,"

because Judaism began as the religion oi a family, and not as a

society of abstract thinkers. And the Jews are entitled to

maintain their Jewish "nationality" for the sake of the survival
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oiJudaism, which has a universal aim. It is the "State" which

creates the "nation," and the "nation" can consist of several

different "nationalities." The composition of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire serves Cohen as a model here. The
formation of the "nation" by the "State" is an ethical act,

because the "State," by uniting different "nationalities" into

one "nation," foreshadows the messianic Kingdom.**

VI

IT WOULD APPEAR that the verbal differences between Lazarus

and Cohen were of greater significance to them than they are

to us, removed as we are from them both in space and in time.

Of one thing, though, there can be no doubt, and that is that

neither Lazarus nor Cohen let themselves be induced by the

new form of "racist" anti-Semitism to jettison their German
patriotism, or to look u]3on their Jewish Heritage, which they

affirmed, as anything other than religious, Lazarus died in

1903, Cohen in 1918. While they both lived long enough to

have seen the rise of the new anti-Semitism, neither of them

lived to see the year 1933, in which that new, "racist" anti-

Semitism became the official policy of a German government.

The fair question to be asked, therefore, is not whether their

German-Jewish self-definitions remained valid after 1933, but

whether their self-definitions had validity in their own time.

And, put in this way, the question can definitely be answered

in the affirmative.

Writing about Rudolf Mosse (1843-1920), who founded the

Berlin publishing house of Mosse in 1867, Werner Mosse has

stated:

Rudolf Mosse in his views . . . was the child of an era. He
grew to manhood in an atmosphere of optimism, of

peace, material progress and comparative security. In his

day, the legal status of the Jew in Germany was secure,

the economic prosfjects seemed boundless In the first

place, it was taken for granted that the emancipation of

the Jews in Germany would never be revoked. It was also

assumed that Germany would remain a Rechtsstaat,

guaranteeing to all her citizens equality before the law,
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religious freedom and personal security. Finally, it was
taken for granted that German culture contained
important human values. None of these assumpuons
were falsified in Rudolf Mosse's lifetime: ii could,

therefore, be argued that his outlook retained its validity

to theendJ^

Rudolf Mosse was. of course. Lazarus's and Cohen's con-

temporary. His assumptions were theirs as well. Once
those assumptions were falsified, however, and they clearly

seem to have been falsified in 1933 at the latest, different

judgments began to be pronounced.—judgments which

became even more severe after 1945. Perhaps the most
charitable of those judgments was rendered by Ernst Simon,

who at least admitted the "subjeaive genuineness" with

which "belonging to Deutschtum\.^s rooted in the depth of

ihe hearts of many German Jews, perhaps the majority of

them." And then he says:

Who would want, in retrospect, to heap abuse upon a
historical error, when those who committed it had to pay
the highest price for it?*^

As a Zionist, Ernst Simon had to regard the German-Jewish
ideology as a "historical error." But perhaps the real

"historical error" was the unwillingness of so many German
Jews to emigrate while emigration was still possible. After all.

the National Socialists terrorized the whole German nation

into conformity; but not all Germans shared the National

Socialist ideology, a fact of which some of the Nazi leaders

showed themselves fully aware. Thus, on March 2nd. 1943, in

connection with the round-up of the Jews of Berlin. Goebbels

confided to his diary:

Unfortunately our better circles, especially the intel-

lectuals, once again have failed to understand our
policy about the Jews, and in some cases have even taken
their part^

On October 4th, 1943. addressing a group of SS-officers,

Himmler bitterly complained that, while all party members
accept the annihilation of the Jews in principle,

they all come trudging, eighty million worthy Germans,
and each one has his own decent Jew. . .

.'^

Alas, the Nazi leaders were exaggerating the number of "good

Germans," willing to save Jews. But that there were such good

and decent Germans is a faa which cannot be denied. It is

vouched for, among others, by the great German Jew whose

memory this lecture is meant to honor, by Leo Baeck himself.

In an article which he wrote for the Merkur in 1952, that is,

seven years after his liberation from Theresienstadt, Baeck

sp>eaks of the two ways in which Jews look at Germany,—two

ways which represent a polarity. That is to say, they are

opix)sed to each other, while essentially belonging to each

other (in einer Gegensdtzlichkeit bei wesenhafter Zusammen-
gehorigkeit), a formulation which is pure vintage Baeck.

One is the attitude adopted by most Jews and also by many
Christians who lived abroad during the Nazi period. From

afar they saw the increasingly deteriorating position of the

Jews in Germany. They saw the terror in its totality, and the

German people in its totality. Behind the great crime, they saw

the one great criminal, and, in the words of the Book of

Daniel, Germany as a whole became "the abomination of

desolation" in their sight.

A different way of looking at this phenomenon was adopted

by those who themselves spent the worst years in Germany,

"until they, too, were dragged away—to survive, as if by

accident, among the dying and the murdered." Baeck, who,

throughout his life, carefully avoided the use of the first

person singular, is quite clearly becoming autobiographical

here.—particularly when he continues:

Time and again, they had experienced the perfidy quite

directly, and had personally suffered the inhumanity. A
new bitterness constantly arose in their heart. But on
many a day . . . they had also exjjerienced something else:

a courageous loyalty, a courageous love on the part of

one person, and jDerhaps of even more than one, an act of

human decency on the part of an acquaintance or of a

stranger. And when they were deported, they again

suffered under a new brutality and wickedness, the trace

of which they perhaps still carry on their bodies. . . .

Nevertheless they constantly thought of that loyalty,

which had been shown by individuals, and of that

decency, which had been manifested by individuals.
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When ihey returned to life, that memory accompanied
them and became a longing to be and to remain grateful.

Baeck mentions two other attitudes which different groups of

Jews adopt towards Germany. One is shared by those German

Jews who managed to emigrate before the worst happened.

"They did not only move out of Germany, but they turned

their backs on it, for ever." In Germany, only the old cemetery

speaks to them. Nevertheless, they also took their German

books with them, which are like a great and wonderful

monument. But Germany itself no longer speaks to them.

The other altitude is that adopted by the East European Jews

who had been dragged to Germany, or who came there after

the war. "For them, Germany meant nothing of what ii still

meant to the emigrants: nothing of the world of the great

poets, thinkers, artists and musicians of that country. When

they heard the word 'Germany,' they merely heard the sound

of names in which what was most brutal, most meaningless

and most base on earth had come together,—only that, and

nothing else.
'•**

Baeck's profound psychological perception astounds us to this

day. The attitudes he described in 1 952 are still current among

Jews today, and his correlation of various attitudes with

different groups ofJews seems to have retained its validity. But

what is of major concern to us within this particular context is

the autobiographical section of that article. Baeck's refusal to

lump all Germans together, and to condemn them in their

totality as "the abomination of desolation." What impresses

us is Baeck's recognition of the fact that, even at the worst

lime, there were good and decent Germans.

It was with those good and decent Germans that Baeck

continued to feel at home,—even at the height of the Nazi

terror. Leo Baeck, the man who had opened the first meeting

of the Reichsvertretung, in 1933, with the words: "The

thousand years' history of German Jewry is at an end,"» not

only maintained relations with the German Resistance,

particularly with the members of the aristocracy, who were

involved in ii, but his version of a "manifesto," to be released
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to the German people after the overthrow of Nazi rule, was

chosen over other versions.'"'

Leo Baeck, who, in happier days, managed to combine

membership in the executive committee of the Central- Verein

with the presidency of the German Keren Hayesod, did not

permit the Nazis to dictate to him his own self-definition,—as

so many other German Jews had permitted the Nazis to do. As

Albert H. Friedlander has correclty pointed out:

. . . (0)ne aspect of Baeck's personality which has been
totally obscured or ignored by scholars in the field is that

Baeck was not only a German Jew. He was also a

German. Always self-aware, always within the frame-

work of the rabbinate, Baeck yet shared with Hermann
Cohen the fervent patriotism of the Prussian German
state. He was at home in it, and never relinquished his

ties to the German community.'*'

But if that is true of Leo Baeck, even during and after all the

misfortune which befell German Jewry, and if—as we might

presuppose in this particular circle—we are prepared to affirm

Leo Baeck's integrity and his right to define himself as he saw

fit, then, it would seem, we are compelled by the demands of

consistency to extend the same recognition to the self-

definitions of German Jews like Moritz Lazarus and Hermann
Cohen. Lazarus and Cohen had far less reason than Baeck

would have had to call their self-definitions into question.

Indeed, even the "Israelite Palatines" of 1845, who acted with

achtdeutscher Biederkeit aus dchtisraelitischem Herzen, may
be less deserving of the smile with which we had originally

reacted to their patriotic professions.

In the final analysis, those who would sit in judgment on

German-Jewish self-definitions are left with only two alterna-

tives. They can either base their judgment on the anti-Semitic

rejection of those self-definitions, or they will have to accept

the bona fides of those who chose so to define themselves.

Your lecturer opts for the second alternative.
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into the history of the Jewish community in Germany and in other German-

speaking countries from the Emancipation to its dispersion. The Institute is

named in honor of the man who was the last representative figure of German

Jewry in Germany during the Nazi period.
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O DDLY F.N'ouGH. 3 year and a half after the beginning of the

German historians' controversy, the "Historikerstreit", the

main question remains: what was the controversy really

about?

Among those involved themselves, as among the observers, the

common argument has been that although the debate mani-

festly concerned the history of Nazism and its crimes, the real

issues were political and the confrontation an essentially

ideological one, related to present-day German political

options more than to history. In a way, history was but a

pretext. Thus, on the Left, the explicit target was the revival of

a new German nationalism within the context of global "neo-

conservative" positions brought forth following the political

changes of the early eighties. The conservatives argued that

the Left started this historical controversy in order to regain, at

least on the intellectual scene, the ideological hold it had
steadily been losing since the mid-seventies. In both cases,

therefore, the historical debate was presented as a means used

by the other side towards political-ideological ends.'

No doubt, the confrontation was in great part political-

ideological and is perceived as such by all concerned. However,

with the passage of time, one gets the impression that the very

intensity of the debate and its highly emotional aspects

Editor's Note: This text is essentially identical to that of the lecture delivered on

November 19, 1987; in the footnotes, however, some minor updating of references has

been introduced.



stemmed from another source too. I would argue that the

manifest historiograph ica I issue was possibly no less real than

the political one; it was defined in the sub-title of the first

major collection of articles relating to the "Histonkerstreit",

published in West Germany in the summer of 1987: The

Documentation about the Controversy concerning the

Uniqueness of the National-Socialist Extermination of the

Jews^.

This question had obviously been debated, over the decades

since the end of the war, in numerous scholarly meetings and

it sporadically appeared on the public scene too, but it had

never been openly discussed in the terms which came to the

fore during the "Histonkerstreit '. One could not escape the

impression that, this time, some overall consensus - and not

merely technical-historiographical issues - was partly being

put in question, on a grand scale. Hence, the exchanges and

the attention which they attracted both within and outside of

West Germany took on an unusual degree of intensity, even

beyond professional circles. The debate about history was a

debate about the shape of the past in terms of public memory

and national identity.

In order to grasp the essentials of this reevaluation, I shall

try first to define the elements of the traditional historical

r/presen.a.ionbeingquesuoned.ihenou.H„esomeaspec.sof

the challenge and. finally, I shall consider the implications of

the new approaches in terms of public memory.

Some Elements of the Traditional Representation

In strict historiographical terms, there obviously has never

been a consensus among historians about the global interpre-

tation of the Nazi phenomenon. Since 1945 - since the thirties

in fact -opposing interpretations appeared, be it about a

German "Sonderweg" having led to Nazism, about Nazism as

totalitarianism or as fascism, about the internal dynamics of

the regime, etc. However, notwithstanding these differences,

some common understanding was established concerning the

place and interpretation of Nazi crimes, from the end of the

war on. This was hardly due to the "injunctions" of the

victors, but essentially to the very evidence brought forth not

only by the testimonies of perpetrators and surviving victims,

but by the overwhelming mass of documents collected with

the collapse of the Third Reich. This evidence did not only

serve as a basis for the immediate post-war trials; it established

the global attitude towards Nazism, at least on the official

level, among a growing section of the German population and

among the majority of historians. In that sense, the accepted

representation dealt with historical responsibility, with the

nature of Nazi crimes and, in a more complex way, it implied a

certain approach to the study of the Nazi period as such.

I. On historical responsibility

It should be clearly slated that the issue here concerns

essentially Nazi annihilation policies and, incidentally, that

of the unleashing of World War II and the attack on the Soviet

Union. Indeed, these issues remained, for several decades, the

core elements in the representation of the criminality of the

Hitler regime.

If we stay at this global level, and particularly at that of Nazi

annihilation policies, the problem of historical responsibility,

within the traditional image, is based on the identification

and interaction of three collective actors: perpetrators,

bystanders and victims.

In itself, this basic framework comprised at least two different

approaches, both of which formed the basis for converging

interpretations of Nazism among German and non-German

historians and political scientists, from the early Sixties on.

The first of these approaches, which could be called "the

liberal view" of the Nazi period, to use the terminology coined

by Geoffrey Barraclough in a well-known series of articles

published in the New York Review of Books in 1972,^ was

represented by such historians and political scientists as Hajo

Holborn, Karl-Dietrich Bracher, Walter Hofer and George

Mosse. to name but a few. It emphasises the ideological



origins, as well as the political and criminal dimensions of the

Nazi phenomenon, i.e., the destruction of the democratic

system, the expansion of state control over society and of terror

over those considered as enemies of the regime or outcasts; it

stresses the "conquest of Lebensraum'\ racial policies and

global struggle against the Jews, as well as other massive

expressions of the criminality of the system. It is generally

considered as a synthesis of the theories of totalitarianism with

those of a German "Sonderweg". From this point of view.

Naxi Germany was essentially understood as a political and

ideological deviance from the Western liberal model. Its

counter-image was that of Western liberal democracy.

In the "liberal'* representation of historical responsibility, the

perpetrators are clearly identified: Hitler himself, such

organisations as the SS, the Nazi Party and its periphery,

including its bureaucratic instruments, etc. The bystanders

—and here we are dealing with the German scene only —
include German society at large, with limited exceptions, a

society widely impregnated with prejudice on the one hand

and increasingly enthusiastic adherence to the " Volksgemein-

schaft* ideal on the other. These bystanders are characterised,

during the Nazi period and particularly during the war, by

partial knowledge of the crimes committed and by more or less

sustained

indifference and passivity. * The victims range from political

opponents imprisoned in concentration camps, carriers of

hereditary diseases and menially ill people killed in the

"euthanasia" program. Gypsies, Slavs and other victimised

groups, to the very ultimate category: the Jews.

Within this framework, there is no opacity as to the inter-

action between perpetrators, bystanders and victims. By their

passivity and indifference (with the exception of some nega-

tive reactions in November, 1938, and opp>osition to the

continuation of the "euthanasia" in the summer of 1941 ), the

bystanders indirectly facilitated the task of the perpetrators, as

the regime could pursue its policies to their most extreme

limits without having to take the reactions of the populace

into consideration. As for the victims, there is little they could

have done to alter iheir fate.

In terms of self-perception within contemporary West German

society, this narrative implies the recognition of a basic

historical responsibility both anchored in the pre-Hitler past

and having found its expression in the events which occurred

during the Third Reich. The overall background for the

events may well be found in various trends in European

history, but the immediate supporting system is firmly rooted

in German soil. The perpetrators and the bystanders are part

of German society. After the war, this representation shaped

official German memory, as well as Western memory in

general. It had, for sure, its functional importance for the

self-definition of the new German democracy as entirely

distinct from and opposed to the previous system.

The acceptance of such a representation of the immediate past

and the responsibility it entailed were clearly expressed from

the early years of the Federal Republic to President Richard

von Weizsacker's May 1985 Bundestag speech.

The structuralist approach to the history of the Third Reich,

born from traditional left wing interpretations and the new

left historiography of the Sixties, differs on many counts from

the traditional "liberal" vision. Its initial theoretical frame-

work is essentially that of fascism. This approach also refers to

a "Sonderweg". but puts much greater emphasis on the

continuity of social structures, which offered the necessary

breeding ground for the rise and development of Nazism,

structures which, more often than not, were deemed as still

existing within the Federal Republic. This left-wing ques-

tioning of the liberal image has put much stress on the

dynamics of institutions and on the relatively secondary

importance of ideology and personalities within the Nazi

system, including Adolf Hitler himself, whatever essential

symbolic role the myth of the "Fuhrer" may have fulfilled.

This mode of historiographical interpretation of the Nazi

system offered an explanation of the "Final Solution" in

terms quite different from the liberal approach: if ideology

and stage-by-stage progression in the persecution of the Jews

were essential aspects of the first representation, here we are

faced with the dynamics of political rhetoric leading hap-



haiardly lo unforeseen results, or with the no less blind

interaction of competing institutions fostering what Hans

Mommsen called a process of '*cumulative radicalization". A
more or less chaotic development leads towards the most

extreme results.

However, if one focusses on the problem of historical

responsibility, the structural approach is not essentially

different from the liberal one. although some nuances have to

be pointed out briefly.

The same three collective actors we encountered in the first

presentation interact equally within the structuralist view of

the Nazi epoch. The difference lies in the fact that, in the

structuralist view, there is a whole array of almost indepen-

dent sub-groups within the wide category of perpetrators;

these sub-groups interact with one another in such a way thai

it becomes extremely difficult to pinpoint where the responsi-

bility lies, as each partial decision flows from some partially

perceived context. One may argue that such a view of the

perpetrators considerably widens the field of responsibility

and encompasses many more elements of German society

within the tortuous criminal processes; on the other hand, it

bolsters the argument thai the very fluid and nebulous aspect

of these processes made any kind of opposition extremely

difficult. In any case, we are faced with a somewhat para-

doxical image of mass murder of a totally unprecedented kind

being enacted without any clear representation of a primary

locus of responsibility.*

Whatever the dynamics of the process which led to the

ultimate extermination of the victims, whatever the groups

and insliluiions involved, whatever the relative passivity or

collaboration of .he mosi diverse strata of the German
population, both approaches just described would still focus

on the fundamental responsibility of the perpetrators as a

German group within a system, the roots of which were to be

found within German society. In both cases, some kind of

implicit moral stand suffused the representation of this past,

and the criminality of the system was perceived from the

viewpoint of the victims.

8

2. On the nature of the crimes

This issue is closely linked to the previous one: the problem of

responsibility became so central for the traditional repre-

sentation because the nature of the crimes perpetrated by the

Nazi regime was considered as historically unprecedented.

No doubt, comparisons were established from the very end of

the war between Nazi crimes and those of other national or

ideological groups, particularly within recent history. The

theory of totalitarianism systematically compared the crimes

of Nazism and those of Stalinism, whereas the concept of

fascism induced vaguer but nonetheless explicit comparisons

between the criminal policies of fascist regimes.

Although both "totalitarianism" and "fascism" led to

generalizations which could have eliminated the unprece-

dented aspect of Nazi crimes (in the fifties this was the

tendency of the theories of totalitarianism and in the late

sixties and early seventies, that of the theories of fascism) it can

be safely stated, that, on the whole, these comparisons did not

raise any fundamental controversies and were presented in a

way which, on the one hand, aimed at conceptualization and,

on the other, ultimately maintained the Nazi case as the nee

plus ultra, in relation to which the other crimes were

measured. "The Nazi regime", wrote Hannah Arendt in

"Questions of Moral Philosophy", "from a moral and not a

social point of view, was much more extreme than the Stalin

regime at its worst. "^ Moreover, many historians considered

all along, that Nazi crimes could not be incorporated within

comparative categories and they defended, as they still do, the

thesis of the historical "originality" of the Third Reich in this

domain.^ Whatever the case may be, as far as these various

approaches are concerned, the comparisons were not linked

-at least not in academic literature^ - to a reevaluation of

historical responsibility.

3, The overall perspective on the Nazi era

Finally, within the traditional representation of the Nazi

epoch, an immense historiographical production dealt with

almost every conceivable aspect of those twelve years. None-

theless, in the overall representations of the period, the

predominance of the political dimension gave these accounts



some kind of global similarity, whatever the differences

concerning the analysis of the internal dynamics of the system.

The importance given in the sixties and early seventies to

social-structural factors was nonetheless focussing on the

political outcome and. in that sense, we can speak all along of

a "primacy of politics". Such choice of focus was not imposed

by any kind of taboos or moralistic preoccupations, but by the

perception of the massive political nature of the events and the

plausibility of this perspective, in terms of what represented

the crucial aspects of National-Socialism, whatever the differ-

ence of theoretical and methodological approaches may have

been (let us remember that the most convincing neo-marxisi

interpretations of Nazism, those of Tim Mason, for instance,

firmly established the notion of the "primacy of politics",

thus adhering to ihe non-orthodox Marxist interpretations of

the Thirties and to Karl Marx's own theory of "Bonapartism").

Moreover, the "traditional" views, be it in their "inten-

tionalist" form or in the presentation of structurally oriented

models had usually — at least implicitly — set the catas-

trophic/criminal dimensions at center stage. This does not

mean that history was considered from the known outcome of

the events backwards, but authors as well as readers tacitly

agreed that the sense of those twelve years was to be found in its

cau.s,rophic dimension.

The historical approaches discussed up to now — whatever

their basic differences — have in common an explicit or

implicit overall distancing of the historian from the object of

his study: the Third Reich. The liberal to conservative

historiography of the three decades following the war, for

instance, did not use the tag "totalitarianism" to relativize the

crimes of Nazism in any conceivable way. In that sense, one

may, indeed, speak of the establishment of some kind of moral

consensus, notwithstanding ideological and historiographical

differences.

It is in relation to this global consensus thai we may now
consider the new challenges.

10

II.

The New Challenges

The complexity of the issue of the new challenges does stem,

in part, from the fact that we are facing two approaches which

are entirely opposed in terms of ideology and of historiogra-

phical agendas, but which, nonetheless, start from some

identical premises.

A common aspect to both approaches is to be found, first of

all, in a presentation of the traditional historiography and

public attitudes towards the Nazi period as being strongly

influenced by the views of the victorious Allies, those of the

political opponents of the Nazi regime and particularly the

emigres. Hence, a kind of "Gegen-Mythos" (counter myth)

or, in milder terms, "moralistic view" of these twelve years,

had been established after the war and, as the argument goes,

its basic tenets were still keeping their hold on the funda-

mental historical representations of Nazism, in its scholarly

form (at least in part), in its official expression, as well as in

other public representations (textbooks, films, etc).

Seen from this angle, this "Gegen-Mythos" or moralistic view

of history, was partly compounded by taboos and by implicit

limitations put on the questions asked of the historical

evidence. On the basis of this assumption about the main-

stream representation of the Third Reich, the challenge of the

Eighties, seems to be an obvious imperative: the elimination

of any kind of moralistic-pedagogic {volkspddagogisch)

history, that is, in short, the historicization of this period, its

representation as that of any other historical epoch.

^

Four decades after the end of the Third Reich, it is argued, one

may consider the Nazi past in an objective way, all the more so

because the very stability of West German democracy obviates

the need for a functional counter-image. Thus, both con-

servative and liberal or left wing historians would, probably

in their majority, agree to the necessity of reinserting the Nazi

period within a "normal" historical narrative.—In both cases,

it implies a confrontation with what was traditionaly con-

sidered as the specific character of Nazism, that is, its crimes.

11



At thai point, however, there is undoubtedly a parting of the

ways between the conservative and liberal left wing historians.

As is well known by now, the conservative approach,

illustrated by the recent texts of Ernst Nolte. Andreas Hill-

gruber or Joachim Fest, aims at questioning the specificity of

Nazi crimes in order, essentially, tocontextualize ihe problem

of historical responsibility and thereby to solve the issue of

German identity within a traditional national mode. The

responsibility of the Nazis for their crimes is not denied, but

the method of a wholesale comparison with other crimes

committed under other regimes and in different places leads to

a shift of the traditional points of reference.

I. The new approaches io hisiorical responsibility

What attracted most of the attention in the debate surrounding

ihe specificity of Nazi crimes was, obviously, the issue of the

exceptionality or non-exceptionality of Nazi extermination

policies and particularly of the annihilation of the Jews.

Much less emphasis was put on the fact that another tradi-

tional position was equally challenged, that of the nature of

Nazi aggression. Let me briefly deal with this point before

turning to the major issue of Nazi annihilations.

During the very same months which saw the development of

the •*Historikerstreit*\ some West German publications

among which the Frankfurter Ailgemeine Zeitung became the

carriers of a stream of interpretations presenting Hitler's

attack on the Soviet Union either as openly preventive or, at

least, as the result of an aggressive planing equivalent to that

of the Soviet side. In such a symmetrical situation, the Nazi

onslaught became a matter of military preemption. I shall not

dwell at any length on Gunther Gillessen's or Klaus Hilde-

brand's positions on these issues, '^ but they represent a context

within which the more widely-known stand taken by Andreas

Hillgruber can be better understood.

In the first part of his book, Zweierlei Untergang, the one

which became the object of major controversies, Andreas

Hillgruber deals essentially with the situation in the Eastern

I

part of Germany in 1944/1945. However, another point, no

less important, deals with the aggressive intentions of the

Allies against Germany: "The expulsion of the Germans from

the East," writes Hillgruber, "and the destruction of the

German Reich. ..were not only an 'answer' to the crimes of the

Nazi terror regime, as these crimes were not known in their

full scope during the war; they rather resulted from aims

conceived a long time previously by the enemy Great Powers

and concretized during the war..."." This means that what-

ever Germany would have done, the aim was to dismember it.

Here, the Western Allies are associated with the Soviet threat.

This point has to be emphasized because it shows that even

more than traditional anti-communism, some kind of new

nationalism is the source of such an historical representation

of the events. Hillgruber creates the impression of a symmetric

responsibility for the course of the war as such. In fact, from

such a viewpoint, the thesis of the "Nazi war of aggression"

crumbles. However, even in Hillgruber's text, the main issue

became, indirectly, that of the annihilation policies.

It is superfluous to reiterate the main arguments brought

forth in the first part of Zweierlei Untergang, regarding the

situation in the Eastern part of the Reich in 1944/45.

Inteniionaly or not, the author suggests by his descriptions

and his explicit personal identification, a symetric framework

of responsibility. The responsibility of the Nazis in extermi-

nating their victims is certainly not denied, the less so since it

is analysed in the second essay of the book, but it is^ in a way,

balanced against the responsibility of the Red Army for the

crimes committed on German soil. Thus, instead of the three

initial collective actors whom we identified in the traditional

narrative, we are squarely presented here with four actors, now
including two categories of perpetrators: the Nazis and, facing

ihem, some mixed representation of Allied plans and Soviet

behavior. Moreover, as mentioned, the author clearly identi-

fies with the fighting units in the East, although he knows

—and writes — that their resistance allowed the continuation

of Nazi exterminations. For the first time, within academic

literature, the reader is presented with two contrary options:

the traditional point of view, usually considered that of the

m.m
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victims, and a "national" point of view with which the author

himsdf ultimately identifies (whether this identification is

with Prussia, with Germany, or with some hazy Europa.sche

Mitte is a moot point). We are back, it seems, at some kind of

traditional Wilhelmine nationalism.

In fact, the doubling of the perpetrator image leads, of

necessity, to some kind of doubling of the collective victim's

representation and ihus to the transformation of the erstwhile

tacit or explicit supporters of the Nazi system into victims of

the Soviets and the Western Allies, not unlike, in their

sufferings, to the other victims, such as, for instance, the Jews.

One could say that in this new narrative, both the perpetrators

and the victims are symmetrically doubled: there are two

opposite categories of victims, whereby part of the erstwhile

bystanders becomes the new category of victims. Such sym-

metry, for long a basic staple of an image of the past carried by

part of the West German population, essentially that of the

contemporaries of the Third Reich, thus became an element of

the learned discourse. This move from the periphery to the

center of the public scene is of no small significance.

In Ernst Nolte's texts, we move from symmetry to the fringes

off a reversed representation of historical responsibility. The
central actor within the global historical context is now the

Bolshevik. The Bolshevik is the original perpetrator of global

annihilations in modern history, the historical agent who
puts into practice the visions of social therapy through

annihilation born with the rise of modernity. The Nazis —
whose own exterminations are, again, certainly not denied,

but who are said to have merely copied the Bolsheviks —
become, in Nolte's presentation, perpetrators who may have

acted out of anguish at the idea of being themselves potential

victims of the Red Terror. "He who does not want to see

Hitler's annihilation of the Jews in this context [communist

annihilationism — S.F.]," writes Nolte, *'is possibly led by

very noble motives, but he falsifies history. In his legitimate

search for the direct causes, he overlooks the main precondition

without which all those causes would have remained without

effect. Auschwitz is not primarily the result of traditional

anti-Semitism. It was in its core not only a 'genocide', but was

above all a reaction born out of the anxiety of the annihilating

occurrences of the Russian revolution...". '^

In short, the traditional perpetrator of the early narratives

becomes a potential victim, the traditional bystander becomes

an actual victim, and as for the traditional victim, although its

fate is not denied, it is presented, in Ernst Nolte's texts, in what

has been perceived by many to be a rather ambiguous light. I

will refrain from referring again to Nolte's interpretations of

Weizmann, "Kaufmann" or Tucholsky...In any case, the

source of all evil is clearly placed outside of the traditional

framework for the representation of historical responsibility.

The issue of the specificity of Nazi crimes is obviously directly

part of the previous argument. This needs no elaboration.

Neither is it necessary by now, to repeat the arguments

brought forth on the conservative side to bolster the thesis of

the non-specificity of Nazi crimes. Joachim Fest's contribu-

tion in the Frankfurter A llgemeine Zeitung rmy have been the

most systematic "demonstration" along this line.'-*

The arguments just presented were vigorously refuted by

historians coming from different ideological horizons,

although essentialy from Liberal to Left, such as Eberhard

Jackel, Christian Meier, Hans and Wolfgang Mommsen,

Jiirgen Kocka. Heinrich Winkler, Martin Broszat, or, more

recently and most sharply, Hans-Ulrich Wehler. But, it should

not be forgotten that the one who responded immediately to

Hillgruber's and Nolte's positions, long before professional

historians entered the fray, was the philosopher Jiirgen

Habermas in his by now classic article published in Die Zeit

on July 11, 1986 under the title: "A kind of settling the

damages. The apologetic tendencies of present day historical

writing in the Bundesrepublik".'"*

There is a second way in which the u^aditional representation

has been challenged: through a change in historical emphasis

within the overall description of Nazism. This is an entirely

different challenge and should in no case be confused with
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those already described. It nonetheless is important for an

understanding of the overall change in the historigraphical

landscape.

2. The change in historical emphasis

The historicizaiion of National-Socialism, understood as a

change of emphasis within the riepresentation of the Nazi

epoch, such as defined, for instance, in Martin Broszat's

"Pladoyer fur eine Historisierungdes Nationalsozialismus*','^

certainly does not aim at any relativ ization of the specificity of

Nazi annihilations, but it challenges the traditional view of

the Nazi epoch which mainly focusses, in the last instance, on

the political sphere and on its criminal dimension. By

stressing the importance of social transformations and the

continuities of daily life, it creates a new persptn live, a more

complex and less "simplistic" one, which aims at considering

the Third Reich within a wider landscape of permanence and

modernization, as well as one including the most diverse

developments having taken place in Nazi Germany "under

the threshold" of the political ideological sphere.

I have shown elsewhere some of the problems created by this

approach.'* I shall not repeat these arguments again. The

problem which needs to be mentioned, though, and which

appears to be almost insoluble, is the interrelated approach to

Nazi crimes and to the relative distancing from the period as a

whole.

In my "Reflections on the Historicization of National

Socialism ', I pointed to the difficulties posed by the "historical

insight" suggested by Martin Broszat, and 1 tried to show that,

among other things, the tacit acquiescence or moral indiffer-

ence of wide strata of German society to the crimes of the

regime, made the cancellation of overall distancing and the

search for an endless series of nuances particularly perplexing.

On the other hand, by distancing and viewing the Nazi epoch

from the perspective of its criminal core, one actually allows

present-day German society to cut itself totally from that past

and to consider it as entirely alien. In Martin Broszat's

opinion, only by reintroducing the continuities of daily life
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and the normal dimensions of those years and by avoiding the

central perspective of "Auschwitz" for the understanding of

the Third Reich, may one reintegrate the Nazi epoch within

the consciousness of contemporary Germans and create the

necessary awareness of a continuity between past and present

at all levels. This agenda with which one may feel much

empathy, nonetheless leaves many unsolved dilemmas.'^

III.

Historiography and Memory

The challenge to the traditional representation of the Nazi

epoch was essentially based on the argument of the passage of

time. This very representation of time and its corollaries leads

to the crucial issue of the relation between historiography and

collective memory which, in turn, cannot but lead back to the

problem of diverging narratives about the Nazi epoch, within

the intertwined fields of history and memory.

The link between the necessary change in historical percep-

tion and the passage of four decades since the end of the war, as

well as the very ongoing passage of time as a decisive factor in

historical representation, has been forcefuly expressed by

Joachim Fest in a short "Afterword" to the collection of

documents on the historians' controversy: "Nevertheless the

process of historicization will continue," writes Fest. "It

cannot be halted. It has time—the mightiest of all imaginable

powers—on its side. This time that leads not to forgetting but

to raising new questions may bring about a heightened sense

of moral awareness. The fact that Habermas and the other

adherents of the consensus view not only plead for a static

image of the Nazi regime, but also fight against the passage of

time, makes them into defenders of a lost cause." '^

In writing these lines, which seem to express the most

common wisdom of the historian, Joachim Fest may have

forgotten thai the very beginning of the historians' contro-

versy can be attributed to an article by Ernst Nolte. which
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Joachim Fesi made a point to publish under the title, "A Past

which Refuses to Go Away."" There, Ernst Nohe was

complaining about the paradoxical situation created by a past

(the Nazi epoch) apparently untouched by the natural erosion

of time. In fact, an even more paradoxical process has often

been mentioned: the further the Nazi epoch recedes in time,

the more present it seems to become. This was strongly

expressed by the President of the German Historical Associ-

ation, Christian Meier: "It is precisely this threshold to 'mere

history* that the twelve years from 1933 to 1945 seem unable to

cross. This past does not pale, but on the contrary, becomes

increasingly important and global in nature; it overshadows

our lives with undiminished intensity. **2o

standing the challenge to the traditional image, a common

feature nonetheless remains: for a quasi totality of those

involved, some kind of rehabilitation of Nazism is unthink-

able. A dividing line does, however, exist; it probably separates

those who perceive Nazism as a historical phenomenon

basically similar to other criminal phenomena of the modern

era from those who consider that, in The Third Reich, some

kind of outer limit of state criminality has been reached,

confronting everybody with the emergence of an unprece-

dented challenge to human civilization, within recent history.

For decades, sometimes for centuries and for the most diverse

reasons, certain events in the past may remain part of

collective consciousness. At some stage, to be sure, every series

of events becomes "mere history." Given the very nature of the

crimes of the Nazi regime and their ongoing influence on the

contemporary imagination, Joachim Fests prediction about

the effects of time may be somewhat premature. Thus, a

specific interaction necessarily takes place between the work

oVthe historian and ,he evolution of public memory.

W,HEN PASTAND pRESENxremain interwoven, there is no clear

dichotomy between history and memory. In this sense, turning

points in historiography are fundamentaly related to changes

at various levels of collective memory. In this sense, the

implicit aim of "historicization", as "stepping out" of a

moralistic, black-and-white, partly mythical historiography

into the domain of "objective history" seems naive. We are

merely confronted with another narrative, dominated by a

new agenda, sometimes bolstered by a few supplementary

facts. The contending views are, more than anything else,

determined by sets of a priori values.

Few of the narratives concerning Nazism will completely

dismiss the criminality of that past. In that sense, notwith-

'liiii
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1. The political-ideologicai interpretation of the "Hisiorikerstreit" is

panicularily dominant, for instance, in Hans-Ulrich Wehler's Ent-
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"Htstonkerstreit", Munich, 1988.
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3. Geoffrey Barraclough. "Mandarins and Nazis" and sq., in New York

Revieut of Books, 19 October. 1972 and sq. (3 pans).
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German opinion in general and some specialized contributions on
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good present-day analysis, see Hans Monimsen. "Was haben die

Deutschen vom Volkermord an den Juden gewusst?". in Walter Pehle
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Voelkermord, Frankfurt, 1988, pp. 176 sq.
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6. Hannah Arendt. "Questions of Moral Philosophv". Library of Congress

<MS).,

7. This would remain, among others, the position of the Stuttgart historian

Eberhard Jacket. During the "Historikerstreii ". he expressed it as

follows: "The National Socialist murder of the Jews was unequalled

because never before has a State, with the authority of its responsible

leaders, decided and announced the total killing of a certain group of

people, including the old. the women, the children, the infants, and
turned this decision into fact, with the use of alle the possible instruments

of power available to the State.". "Historikerstrett". op. cit.. p. 1 18.

8. From the very beginning, popular literature represented quite different

positions, as expressed for instance in the best selling novels of Konsalik

or of Sven Hassel. among any number of authors of this kind.

9. "Historikerstreit", op. cit., p. 166.

10. Cf. Hans-Ulrich Wehler, op. at., p. 244 (n 98).
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p. 100.

14. Jiirgen Habermas, "Fine Art Schadeiisabwicklung...", "Historiker-

streit", op. cit., p. 62.

15. Martin Bros/at. 'Pladoyer fiir eine Hisiorisierung des Nationalso-

zialismus," Merkur, May. 1985, reprinted in Herman Graml und Klaus

Dietmar Henke (Hrg.) Nar/< Hitler: Der schwierige Vmgang mit unserer

Geschichte, Beitrdge von Martin Broszat. Munich. 1987.

16. Saul Friedlander. "Some Thoughts on the Historicisation ot National

Socialism", Tel Aviver jahrbuch fiir Deutsche Geschichte, 1987. Cf. also

the German version "Cberlegungen zur Hisiorisierung des National-

iot\2A\^mn^",\nDM\l)'\\\tx{hxg.) 1st der Natumalsozialismus Geschichte?,

Frankfurt. 1987.

17. For the various arguments involved, see Martin Bros/at Saul Friedlander.

"Um die Hisiorisierung des Naiionalsozialisinus. Ein Briefwechsel",

lierteljahrshefte fiir Zeitgeschichte. Heft 2, 1988. For an English trans-

lation of this Exchange, see the special issue of the New German Critique

on the "Hisiorikerstreit" (forthcoming, fall 1988).

18. "Denncjch wird der Prozess der Hisiorisierung weitergehen. Er ist nicht

aufzuhalten. Denn er hat die machtigste denkbare Kraft auf seine Seite:

die Zeii. Nicht die. die vergessen machi. sondern die aus neuen

Fragestellungen auch zu gescharfiern moralischen Empifinden fuhren

kann. Dass Habermas und die Parteiganger des Herrschafis— geleiteten

Diskurses nich nur fiir ein staiisches Bild des NS-Regimes pladieren.

sondern auch gegen die verrinende Zeii anlaufeii. machi sie zu Anwalien

einer aussichislosen Sache." Cf. "Historikerstreit", op. cit., p. 390.

19. Ernst Nolte, "Vergangenheit. die nicht vergehen will", Frankfurter

Allgememe Zeitung, 6. 6. 1986, "Historikerstreit", op. cit., p. 39.

20. "Eben diesen Weg hinter die Schwelle zum bloss noch Hislorischen'

scheinen die zwolf Jahre von 1933-1945 nicht anireten zu woUen. Stati

schaiienhafi scheini diese Vergangenheit sogar irnmer grosser und

globaler zu werden, und sie ragt in unverminderter Lebendigkeii in unser

Leben hinein." Christian Meier. W Jahre nach Auschwitz: Deutsche

Ges<hi< htserinnerung heute, Mutrich. 1987, p. 21.
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I OPKN iHis i.Kcn RK tonighi with a special sense of awe and
reverence for its subject. Bid'chilu U'rechimu.

In the terrible aftermath of the November, 1938 Jewish

pogrom in Germany, the event which has entered Jewish and
human memory as Knstallnacht, Rabbi Leo Baeck sought to

exphiin the meaning of November 9th and 1 0th in a language

and prophetic symbolism so characteristic of him:

"Many can remember how they stood in the street that night,"

said Baeck. "A fearful, oppressive silence lay over the town.

But then this silence began to speak and when this happened,

its language was powerful and overwhelming. And those who
heard it also saw something at the same time. It was a dark

night and it seemed to them that they saw, on the nocturnal

horizon, far above the land of Germany, an invisible hand-

writing — adding word to word — these words which the

Prophet had seen." Baeck then quoted from Daniel 5:26-28.

"Mene mene tekel upharsin - Mene: God has numbered the

days of your kingdom and brought it to an end; Tekel: you
have been weighed in the balance and found wanting;

Vpharsin: your kingdom is divided and given to the Medes
and Persians."'

On this fiftieth anniversary of Kristallnacht historians will

search the sources to provide other illustrations — perhaps

less dramatic than Rabbi Baeck's — to demonstrate amply the

horror and suffering of that night and day and to conclude

with Leo Baeck that this event was indeed the final, unalter-

able end of German-Jewish existence.



I, loo. will use this imporiani anniversary to search and reflect

.

but for me ii will not mean simply silting down with the

historical record. For me this day will include th( nu niorv of

myself as an eight-year old German-Jewish child living in the

Rhineland town of Oberwescl:

III the blackest of nights: howling at the door, the noise

of windows shattered, shouting, then a deaihh c|uiet.

Desperate fear seis in. At da\ break the Jews know great

devastation has been visited upon evtix Jewish toin-

munity in Germany. My grandfather tdkis me bv the

hand and we rush to our little synagogue ui ilu town

square, h was ravaged. The door had been haltered down
and inside there was an unforgettable darkness and

stench. This house of worship had been tarred black, the

ark violated, the bimah hacked lo i)ieces: the Ixiuh

where I stood between my father and grandfather in

prayer was overturned. Suddenly my graiullaihtr

shouted. 'Where are the Sifre Torah?'*

In a brook flowing into the Rhine we found the i arv etl-

up pieces of parchment together wiih torn pages of

prayerbooks. My grandfather wadt»d into the brook and
handed me the straps. I clutched them to my heari.

The scraps and bits of parchment and prayerb<x>k symbol i/ed

the fragmentation which marked the response to Knstalhiacht

by our own American Jewish communitv. Disunity, shock

and suffering were the immediate consecjuences of this night

and day. In New York. Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, the voice of

Jewish social concern in America, wrote on the dav after the

pogrom in Germany that i am sitting in sackcloth and ashes

over the suffering of our people...How long, oh Lord, how

long? "^ His fellow American Jews would share this shcx k and

suffering and it would shape the nature of their respc^nse to the

plight of European Jewry throughout the years of the

Holocaust. The major American Jewish organizations would

counsel caution in their response and limit that response to

interfaith worship services publicly and frantic efforts to move

an apparently immovable American president and govern-

ment privately. Ihe Jewish "masses", led by so called

"inconsequential organizations, ' would fill the seats of

Madison Square Garden with public demonstrations which

would be ignored by the American Jewish "establishment."

II

TIlls wvs NO I iFti RKsi'ONst oue would have expected from

American Jews. Indeed, if one were to examine the record of

American Jewish actions on behalf of nineteenth-century

Jewish rights abroad — historic events such as the forced

conversion of the Italian Jew, Edgar Mortara, the discrimina-

tory Swiss and Russian treaties — one would find that

American Jews essentially heeded the advice of Rabbi Isaac

Mayer Wise, one of the great molders of American Jewish life

in that century, who counseled American Jews to "act

immediately, to protest as loud as we can, to send our

transatlantic brethren the one comfort — that we remember

them." "Not words," he urged, "but actions are required of

you.. .hold mass meetings and report immediately to the

public press and let us come before Congress, let us hasten to

the rescue of our brethren. "^ But at the same time that the voice

of American Jewry was raised in protest, American Jews were

becoming concerned about a new and frightening disease

which was making its way across the European continent at

theend of the nineteenth century. It was called anti-Semitism.

In its wake, American Jews became concerned not only for

their European brethren, but for themselves. European anti-

Semitism encouraged its American counterpart to emerge to a

new and perhaps frightening level of activity. And because of

the anti-Semitism at home, American Jews began to look as

much inward as they did to the Jewish world beyond

America's borders. Differences between Jews who had immi-

grated from Germany in the earlier part of the century and

East European Jews now flooding the country at the end of the

century, became marked. These differences began to fragment

the American Jewish response to European anti-Semitism.

When it came to protesting anti-Semitism in Western Europe,

especially Germany, American Jewry and its earliest defense

organization, the Board of Delegates on Civilian and Reli-

gious Rights, took little or no action (3n the German situation



despite requests to hold protest meetings and to ask for

American governmental help/ American Jews would remain,

until the twentieth century, ''junior partners" in ventures that

joined them with the Western European community. Such a

position was influenced by the perceived superiority of

German-Jewish life and culture and kept American Jewish

protest to a minimum. Such was not the case with the East

European Jewish victims of anti-Semitism. While American

Jews of German background did not identify with the

language and culture of their Russian brothers and sisters,

they responded with vigor and firmness to Russian govern-

ment-instigated persecuiions.This imbalance in American

Jewish responsibility would form an important part of the

American Jewish response to European Jewish suffering for

the better pan of a half-century, well into the 1930's.

A..DOLt HifLERs suzi'Rt: OF POWER in 1933. the Machter-

gteifung, as the Nazis immediately labelled it, could not have

come at a worse time for American Jewry and its representative

organizations. The more American Jews understood the

terrible truth of Hitler's economic and social war against the

Jews of Germany, the less they were able to respond with the

one, angry, defiant and effective voice that had been the

symbol of their earlier nineteenth-century political style. If we

view such a state of affairs against today's vocal and organized

American Jewry, such a situation seems impossible. But 1933

was not 1988. This was not the American Jewish community

as we now^ know it. Instead, it was a community which

faced severe economic depression, unprecedented social anti-

Semitism and deep political impotence.^

One could even argue that in 1933 there was not yet an

American Jewry. An East European type and a German-

Jewish type were still very much on the scene. The German

Jews (or yahudim, as the East European Jews labelled them)

had long been the political and economic leaders of American

Jewish life. And in spite of the poor economic conditions of

Depression America, they maintained a certain amount of

financial and, hence, political hegemony. But the East

Europeans — not far behind in wealth — were far ahead in

numbers. They demanded a greater share in the Jewish

communal decision-making process, which the German Jews

were unwilling to grant.

It is fair to say that a state of open warfare existed between the

organizations which symbolized the two factions. The

American Jewish Committee, a group of perhaps 300 men,

represented the best and the brightest of the German Jews.

Founded in 1906, the Committee and its leadership were

accustomed to making political decisions, both domestic and

international, for American Jews.

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, who represented the political aims

and actions of the East European Jewish community in

America, was a maverick. Molded by a central European

background, ordained by a great Viennese rabbi, Adolf

Jellinek, and offered the religious leadership of Temple

Emanu-El, New York, a bastion of German-Jewish wealth

and power, he spurned them all, turned his back on pedigree

and threw in his lot with the East Europeans and their tactics

of mass public protest.

The German-Jewish power elite hated him for it. They

excommunicated him from their midst, gave him no access to

their experience and to their finances. This was especially true

after Wise went into direct competition with them by revitaliz-

ing, in the early 1920's, the American Jewish Congress. The

Congress, made up of several hundred thousand Jews, was

primarily East European in makeup, heavily Zionist in

orientation and interested in a unified, united movement of

world Jewry.

That position clashed strongly with the orientation and aims

of the Committee, which relied largely on behind-the-scenes

governmental diplomacy, sought interfaith support and

viewed itself solely as the representative of an American

religious group.



The Committee, taking its signals from German Jewry, did

not respond vigorously to the Nazi threat to thai country's

Jews. It fought to keep ihe American Jewish Congress and

Wise from action on behalf of German Jewry.** Wise had been

monitoring the Hitler movement since the early 1920s. 'and he

had questioned the reluctance of the German-Jewish leader-

ship in 1933, fearful of retaliatory measures by the Nazis, to

have foreign Jews take up the struggle against the Hitler

regime on their behalf:

...We had no quarrel with our brothers in Germany and
their leaders, but their policy of uncomplaining assent

had borne evil fruit,..**

That reluctance was demonstrated, as well, by Ca lus Adler,

President of the Committee, in a letter to the Commaiulti in

Chief of the Jewish War Veterans, initiators of the ami-

German trade boycott. Ihis letter shows that hv, too, was

aware of the opposition of the German-Jewish leadership to

ihe boycott and that it loomed heavily in the decision of the

Committee to oppose it:

I wish to reiterate and even strengthen the statements I

made heretofore. The American Jewish C^ommiitee, in

objecting to boycott, demonstrations, parades, etc., was
acting in accordance with the wishes of leading Jews in

Germany as directly conveyed to them over the long

distance phone from Paris where they were entirely free

lo talk....**

Enraged by the actions of Stephen S. Wise and the decision of

the American Jewish Congress in 1933 to support the boycott,

Adler, no doubt bearing the above in mind, would write in

November of that year:

The Jews in America are not united, the Jews through-

out the world are not united...! have the feeling that

there is loo much public discussion and we Jews are

promoting too much of it and that it is not unlikely that

our Christian fellow citizens will get tired of us,

Adler feared that the growth of anti-Semitism in America

would be greatly aided by ".he constant airing of Uewish]

8

wrongs and their sorrows and the showing of their sores,

wearying people.. .giving the impression that in the world

they wish to put themselves forward as the only problem."'*^

IV

I N OciroBKR. 1938, the **War of the Worlds" radio program,

detailing a supposed Martian invasion of Grovers Mills, New

Jersey, was broadcast to millions of Americans. Because the

program sounded genuine, many Americans living in the

New York and New Jersey areas and elsewhere panicked and

sped to the highways to escape the aliens. Other Americans

phoned their local newspapers to find out if the radio program

was authentic. Still other individuals called their local police

to ask for instructions and a number called their religious

leaders believing that the end of the world was near.'*

American and international apprehensions over the growing

threat of a European war made many Americans susceptible to

the "authenticity" of a radio drama such as "War of the

Worlds.
'

' The journalist Dorothy Thompson called the events

surrounding the broadcast of the program "the news story of

the century." She felt that it made a greater contribution to an

understanding of Hitlerism and all forms of totalitarianism

than "all the words about them that have been written by

reasonable men."'^

What then would the American public and the American

media make of the reports coming from Nazi Germany only a

month later, on the night and day of November 9 and 10, about

a "Black Thursday ," as the press named it? Americans would

become aware of events during which approximately 1000

synagogues were destroyed or severely damaged (not the 191,

as previously claimed on the basis of Nazi sources !), 7,000

Jewish-owned shops were vandalized, 30,000 Jewish men were

arrested and taken to unknown destinations — which we now

know to have been the concentration camps of Buchenwald,

Dachau, and Sachsenhausen — and nearly 100 Jews were

beaten and killed and thousands underwent torments in a wild

orgy of destruction.
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The inimediate reaction was one of shock. The Contemporary

Jewish Record, published by the American Jewish Coniniitire,

reported that ''American editors, who had become somewhat

hardened to the terror and chaos in the Nazi Reich, seemed lo

have found their powers of expression inadequate to describe

their indignation at the pogroms of "Black Thursday. "'^ In

all nearly 1.000 editorials were devoted to the pogrom in

Germany, most of them condemning the Nazi government for

the brutality of its actions. '^

A number of the editorials tried to find a precedent for the Nazi

actions by comparing them to the barbarism of the Middle

Ages, to Attila the Hun and the barbarian invasions of ancient

Rome. Nearly all the editorials rejected the Nazi contention

that the outrages against German Jewry were the result of

"spontaneous German indignation" at the killingof a minor

Germany embassy official. Ernst vom Rath, in Paris, by a 17

year-old Jew, Herschel Grynszpan, whose parents had been

forcibly expelled from Germany to Poland a month earlier. '^

In what was perhaps the most ironic reaction to the events in

Nazi Germany, New York's half-Jewish mayor, Fiorello

LaGuardia, ordered the German Consulate General guarded

by a twelve-man all-Jewish detail of police headed by Captain

Max Finkelstein. LaGuardia thus borrowed an idea from

Theodore Roosevelt, who in 1895, as New York's Commis-

sioner of Police, had assigned Jewish F>olicemen to protect

Hermann Ahlwardt, an anti-Semitic rabble-rouser who was in

America to create an anti-Semitic movement similar to the one

he had led in Imperial Germany. '*

The New York Tim« editorial of November 1 1 was especially

precise in its criticism:

Thus does a great Government take revenge for the act of

a maddened boy, a Government which exercises supreme
and unquestioned power over 80.000.000 people, boasts

of the order it maintains and aspires to spread this order

over all of Central Europe. Recently this government has

extended its domain with the consent of the Western
Powers, who acquiesced in its bloodless victories as the

prelude to European appeasement. Instead they were the

prelude to the scenes witnessed yesterday, scenes which

no man can look upon without shame for the degra-

dation of his species.'^

One other segment of the American press gave the events in

Germany extensive coverage. The American Protestant press,

reflecting numerous denominational organs, devoted over

two hundred editorials to the Nazi outrages. In general the

press reacted with 'shock, revulsion, condemnation and

protest statements." but here and there a certain Christian

tiiumphalism could be noted. A statement adopted by the

Pastors' conference in Knoxville, Tennessee on November 20

contained a number of strong resolutions against the atrocities

committed by the Nazis but at the same limeincluded a call for

Jews to turn lo Christ as the Messiah. And the call by Reform

Rabbi Ferdinand M. Isserman of St. Louis to forgive and

reconcile with Nazi Germany 'so that the minds and hearts of

the persecutors may be changed." was described by one

Protestant journal as 'Christ-like."'^

The American Jewish press, especially the Yiddish news-

papers, not only condemned the Kristallnacht atrocities, but

also viewed the Nazi pogrom as a declaration of war upon all

Jews. Der Tog assured Hitler that "Jews of the world will

defend themselves and their rights and will answer blow for

blow. We will not allow ourselves to be stepped on. We are a

people who can fight back and know how to."'^ The Forverts

acknowledged that the Nazis had won the battle but not the

war : "But we say, 'Today is your time. But the morrow

belongs to us."^^

A portion of the Yiddish press was convinced that the Jews

were not alone in their struggle against the 'wild barbarians.

Nazi beasts, and cold-blooded murderers." 'We are not alone

in the world." Der Tog proclaimed, "the liberal powers stand

with us as do the workers. " Der Tog was overwhelmed by the

condemnation of the Nazi atrocities and the sympathy shown

by the non-Jewish world: 'If up to now Jews have complained

that the world was indifferent to our suffering, such com-

plaining must now stop. The world has never before reacted to

our suffering with so much support and understanding."^'

The Jewish World, however, was less enthusiastic about the

10
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verbal onslaught directed against the Kristallnacht pogrom:

"Will we fight the Nazi beast only with words, or wiilwe use

methods that may take us into a world war?"22 Finally, the

German-language Aufbau, the voice of those German-Jewish

refugees already in America, reprinted an article by the New
Yorker Staats-Zeitung, a German-language newspaper that

had maintained an ''objective" attitude toward the Nazi

regime, which fully condemned the "sadistic" anti-Jewish

measures of November 9. "We therefore hope/' the Aufbau
editorialized, "that German America has really 'awakened' in

its own interests and will now become one of those groups that

will march in the ranks of civilized humanity."23

Cyrus Adler's angry observation in 1933 that "the Jews in

America are not u^ed." and the reality of that statement had

forced the major American Jewish organizations to find some

manner in which to at least talk to each other without simply

turning the occasion into a name-calling affair. Twice in the

years between 1933 and 1937, the "Big Four" organizations,

the American Jewish Committee, the American Jewish

Congress, the B'nai B'rith and the Jewish Labor Committee

(as well as the occasional cooperation of the Jewish War
Veterans) joined together in such an effort. The Joint

Consultative Council (1933-1936) and the Committee on

Cooperation (1937) had sought to arrive at a program of

cooperation in combatting anti-Jewish activities and Nazism

in the United States and abroad.

A third organizational effort, the General Jewish Council, had

been formed in Julv of 1 938. It was this group which faced the

major decisions concerning the Amefica^ Jewish organi-

zational response to Kristallnacht.

But other organizational and individual responses were

forthcoming and they could not be dismissed. Among the

oddest but best publicized was the aforementioned call by

Rabbi Ferdinand Isserman of St Louis for forgiveness and

reconciliation with Nazi Germany. Isserman presented an

even odder approach to the question of the American Jewish

response to Kristallnacht by offering up the Jews of Germany
and Austria as "glorious martyrs ' whose suffering would

12

expose the evils of Nazism and fascism. This was the substance

of his Friday evening sermon, preached a week after the events

in Germany. "If need be," Isserman stated from the safety of

his pulpit, "perhaps by the wounds and stripes of Jews in

Germany and Austria, the suffering and woes of all men will

be healed.. .The Jews of the past knew how to suffer with

dignity. The Jews of the present will know how to suffer with

equal dignity. "2*

The outpouring of sympathy for German Jewry and the

widespread condemnation of Nazi Germany by the American

Protestant press and by individual Catholic leaders, 25 was not

an overnight phenomenon. Indeed, an "era of good feelings"

between American Jews and Christians had led in the late-

1920's to the creation of the National Conference of Jews and

Christians. 26 In the years after the Nazi seizure of power,

American Jewish leaders repeatedly warned that Hitler's

treatment of German Jewry would have ultimate and dire

consequences for Christians as well.

Rabbi Stephen S. Wise was even more direct. In a 1936 sermon

from his Free Synagogue pulpit, delivered a month after the

assassination of Dr. Wilhelm Gustloff, the leader of the Swiss

Nazi Party, by David Frankfurter, a young Jew from Yugo-

slavia, Wise turned his attention to the Christians in his

always-full synagogue: "I do not excuse that deed of assassi-

nation. Is that clear? But I understand and I pity, therefore I

cannot find it in my heart to condemn Frankfurter... I under-

stand, I pity, I regret, I deplore, but my protest is against you.

My protest is against the Christian world which has failed to

follow the lead of the Lord Bishop of Durham. ..when he

says. ..it is not to be wondered at if Jews everywhere felt deep

and justified wrath against their enemy. "^^

It was no surprise therefore, when two years later at the

October, 1938 meeting of the American Jewish Congress,

where Stephen S. Wise was reelected president. New York

Senator Robert F. Wagner issued a summons to the Christian

world "to answer the cry of the anguished Jewish people and

to fight for Christianity and for the dignity of human life."28
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Wagner's remarks were symbolic of a growing effort on the

part of certain elements within both the American Jewish and

Christian communities to provide greater Christian involve-

ment, indeed leadership, in the organized movement against

Nazi Germany. The events of Krtstallnacht crystallized that

effort. On November 12, the National Conference of Jews and

Christians issued a call for two special "Days of Prayer" for

victims of racial and religious persecution to be held on

Saturday, November 19 and Sunday, November 20. The call

was endorsed by the Protestant Federal Council of Churches of

Christ in America.^ In rapid succession, a number of other

events demonstrated that an important policy shift was taking

place in American Jewish organizational activities. On
November 14, at a meeting of the President's Advisory

Committee for Refugees, a decision was made to send a three-

person Christian delegation to pressure Franklin Delano

Roosevelt for greater efforts on behalf of Jewish refugees

seeking to leave Nazi Germany.^ The next day, November 15,

several hundred Christian leaders in the fields of education,

religion, labor and science founded the "Volunteer Christian

Committee to Boycott Nazi Germany", thus providing

Christian support for a Jewish boycott of German goods that

had been in effect since 1933. '' Finally, on November 28, at an

executive committee meeting of the National Conference of

Jews and Christians held at the Hotel Astor in New York City,

it was decided that the organization would change its name to

the National Conference of Christians and Jews and that "the

change be gradually made in the literature of the National

Conference. "52

But the response that was considered most important was that

of the constituent Jewish organizations that made up the

General Jewish Council. On November 13. 1938, the Council,

chaired by Edgar J. Kaufmann. met at the Waldorf Towers in

New York City. The members present represented some of the

most important leaders of the American Jewish community.

They included Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, Sol C. Strook. Henry

Monsky. Adolph Held, Judge Samuel Rosenman, and

Edward Schanfarber.

Henry Monsky reported that on the day after Kristallnacht, the

I

Council's Policy and Programs Committee had met to discuss

the German situation. Four courses of conduct were decided

upon at the time, subject to the approval of the General

Council. The courses of conduct included the issuance of a

statement addressed to American Jewry and the American

people; the effort to place opinion pieces by prominent

Americans in the national press; the consultation by Council

members with non-Jewish agencies seeking their advice and

cooperation; and "that a day of prayer and intercession be

appointed, at which Jews and Gentiles together should gather

and express their feelings of sorrow at the present tragedy and

sufferings of our people."

I

I

Wise reported that Rabbi David De Sola Pool of the Shearith

Israel Synagogue in New York, in conjunction with the

Federal Council of Churches and the National Conference of

Jews and Christians, was calling for a day of prayer scheduled

for the following week.

The group then discussed the advisability of mass meetings or

protest demonstrations. A majority opinion of the Council

felt that a resolution had to be adopted against "holding,

either under our auspices, or under the auspices of any Jewish

organizations, any public demonstrations or mass meetings in

any place other than a place of worship."

Apparently the Jewish Labor Committee representatives were

divided over the issue but ultimately a resolution was passed

reflecting the Council's firm opposition to public demonstra-

tions or mass meetings. ^^

Two images pass before me as I relate these events. The first is

the American Jewish response to the Kishinev pogrom of

April, 1903. That pogrom in a Bessarabian city killed nearly as

many Jews as died in the Kristallnacht atrocities. But the

reasons behind it were vastly different and of far less magni-

tude than the 1938 pogrom in every other category. Yet

American Jewish protest encompassed seventy-seven public

meetings in fifty cities in twenty-seven states in which over

three hundred and sixty addresses of outrage and protest were

delivered. The meetings continued from the beginning of May

to the beginning of July, 1903.^^
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The second image is thai of Rabbi Stephen S. Wise addressing

a crowd of 20,000 in Madison Square Garden with another

35,000 standing outside, and a million more Americans in

supportive rallies in other American cities. The dale was

March 27, 1933, and Rabbi Wise and a distinguished groupof

speakers condemned Nazi Germany and its treatment of

German Jewry. **Every form of economic discrimination is a

form of violence," Wise thundered. *'every racial exclusion is

violence...To this mighty protest Germany cannot fail to give

heed and to answer." Wise then pointed to the members of the

audience and said, i ask you by rising to signify to us and to

all the world that you agree with us in our stand to bring about

justice from Germany to the Jew." In one motion, 20.000

Americans rose lo their feel to demonstrate their feelings at

that moment. ^5

I propose a third image: An exchange of letters between a

Jewish woman from Brooklyn and the scholarly Cyrus Adler,

president of the American Jewish Committee. The woman's

letter to Adler is specific. She wants an immediate protest

against the German atrocities and she wants them to take the

following form: A day of mourning with every Jew in America

participating; the closing of every Jewish shop for several

hours on that day; Jewish children to stay away from school

on that day; and, finally, "a huge parade through principal

thoroughfares of [New York] City, ending in a mass meeting

in Ontral Park or another meeting place large enough to hold

a hundred thousand people."

Adler's reply is courteous but brief. He informs the woman of

the decision to hold a day of intercession and prayer on

November 19th and November 20lh. *I do not think another

action, therefore, could be taken," he concludes. As a son of

afterthought he closes the letter by stating that "as for the

Jews. I hope that they will always keep their businesses closed

on Saturday; and the Christians on Sunday. I do not favor

children being kept out of school for the purpose."^

D'espite iHE DECISION made by the General Jewish Council

to oppose all public demonstrations of protest, an immediate

effort to create such a protest was begun by left-wing Jewish

political circles. On the day before the Council reached its

decision, the Yiddish Communist newspaper, the Morgen

Freiheii wrote that "a response from American Jewry is

possible and action is necessary to show the world that Jews

will not let themselves be stepped upon." The newspaper

appealed to the major American Jewish organizations to

"organize a protest action. They cannot remain silent at

such a time. '^^

Four days later, the Morgen Freiheii offered its own program

for mass protest. It asked American Jews to begin a mail

barrage of letters, postcards and telegrams, all directed at the

White House and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The

Morgen Freiheii asked that the letters praise Roosevelt's

actions "thus far," but also demand that America initiate an

official embargo against all German goods, expel the Nazi

diplomatic corps, and ease immigration restrictions for

German Jews.^*

The Morgen Freiheii was joined by two other left-wing

Yiddish newspapers, the Labor Zionist Yiddisher KernfersLiid

the mainline Socialist Forveris in attacking the major

American Jewish organizations for their "perceived silence."

The Forveris attacked the silence of "the world,"^' while the

Yiddisher Kemfer directly attacked the decision of the General

Jewish Council. The Kemfer was pleased with the Council's

action to mobilize Christian support in the fight against

Nazism but with little else: "The decision to resist mass

demonstrations goes against the call by this newspaper to hold

such demonstrations in order to demonstrate our Jewish

pain." Finally, the Kemfer noted the growing involvement of

Christians in the protests being directed against Germany: "It

is a false position to allow Jews to depend on the activities of

non-Jews."*o
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In the days following the General Jewish Council decision,

the Morgen Freiheit printed a number of attacks against the

American Jewish Congress and the Jewish Labor Committee.

It condemned the "useless" resolutions passed by the former

and cited the "silence" and traitor-like stance taken by the

latter against the Jewish working masses.^'

The response of the Jewish left was noi limited to verbal

attacks. Two pro-Communist Jewish groups, the Jewish

People's Committee and the League of Peace, organized a

massive demonstration on November 21 inside Madison

Square Garden. Over 20,000 people filled the Garden and

another 15.000 stood in the street. Journalists H.V. Kahenborn

and Dorothy Thompson. Congressman Vito Marcantonio.

several American labor leaders, and German exile author

Ernst Toller were among the speakers. Governor Lehman of

New York as well as 19 other governors sent telegrams of

support. Two resolutions were adopted by the meeting: a call

for America to put a national embargo on German goods and

a call for the convening of an international conference to aid

German and Austrian refugees and their families. In addition

to the New York rally, similar protest meetings were held in

Los Angeles and Detroit.'*^

VI

LI IKE HIS PREDECESSOR. Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise, Stephen S.

Wise believed that, given enough evidence and effective

lobbying, the American governmental executive would

always support the protests of American Jews against foreign

anti-Semitism.

Indeed, he found his beliefs justified in the person of

Woodrow Wilson. Wise was able to achieve ready access to the

future President in 191 1, and influence Wilson's position on

the abrogation of an American treaty with the anti-Semitic

Russian Czarist regime.

That involvement in the highest political decision-making

arena of American life cemented Wise's belief in the power of

the American presidency to overcome the obstructionist

tactics of a bureaucratized and generally anti-Jewish American

Department of State.

Such a belief remained firm in the person of President

Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Wise believed that Roosevelt, too,

was the key to American aid for the Jews of Germany. And
why should that belief have been any different? Roosevelt had

placed American Jews at the nerve center of his victorious

political coalition and appointed them to high office. Wise

himself had earlier prodded a reluctant Roosevelt, then

governor of New York, into opening public hearings on the

corrupt activities of New York's flamboyant mayor, "Jimmy"
Walker, although that action alienated Roosevelt from Wise

for a number of years until 1936.^*^

This "love affair" with Roosevelt, a relationship shared by the

majority of American Jews, blinded Stephen Wise into not

realizing how unrequited the love really was. Roosevelt cared

for American Jews only as one small part of his victorious

"New Deal" coalition. He quickly grasped how simple it was

for a president to respond to the pleas of the American Jewish

leadership with a gesture, any gesture, of goodwill no matter

how meaningless it might be.'*'*

Stephen Wise, according to some, seemed to have fallen into a

similar predicament. His negotiating skills and his preoccu-

pation with the rescue of German Jewry were subdued the

moment that Roosevelt would put his arm around him and

comfort him with a cooing of "Steve, Steve. "^^ Again this

politics of the "empty gesture" allowed Roosevelt the political

luxury of never having to commit his administration beyond

the first level of political response to the plight of Jewish

refugees from Nazi Germany.

Such a presidential position could be discerned as early as

1936. In one of Wise's visits to Roosevelt, the first time he had

met with him in a number of years, he was "appalled " by

Roosevelt's response to the problem of Jews in Germany and

Europe. Roosevelt threw up his hands and quoted a letter

IS
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frAm the German-Jewish financier Max Warbilrg who had

written thai the situation in Germany was so bad that

nothing could be done. Then "there is nothing thai can be

done/' Roosevelt told Wise. Yet a month later, Wise, report-

ing on what seemed to be a completely different meeting

with the President, wrote to the newly-arrived German

rabbi, the late Joachim Prinz. that **it would rejoice your

heart to know how very earnest and resolute the White

House is in resisting Fascism. The country, alas, is not with

him as it ought to be.*
**'

Indeed, it was the isolationist atmosphere of America at the

time of Kristallnacht that dictated Roosevelt's resp>onse to the

pogrom. As early as the night of November 10 he already knew

the extent of the atrocities being committed against German

Jewry. That very same evening he had already set into motion

the "diplomatic machinery" measures to recall American

ambassador Hugh Wilson from the Nazi state. But it would be

four full days until Roosevelt would order his Secretary of

State to implement the recall. This was not a matter of

indecision, it was a matter of taking those days to measure the

climate of public opinion, a climate in which a November

Gallup Poll taken shortly after Kristallnacht indicated that

nearly 4 out of 5 Americans did not want to let in more

immigrants or refugees from Nazi Germany.**

The next morning, during a press conference. Roosevelt

reluctantly agreed to read a statement prepared by his aide,

Sumner Welles. In part, he stated that the news from Germany

had deeply shocked American public opinion and that he

would recall the American ambassador at once. "I, myself," he

said, "could scarcely believe that such things could occur. "5®

Among the newspapers of the American Jewish press, exces-

sive praise of Roosevelt's statement was immediately forth-

coming. "Germany has now been warned that she can no

longer count on the good will of the American people or

government," wrote D^r Tog, The YiddhherKemfersu%%t%ied

that "our government has risen to heights for which it will

receive thanks from coming generations." Even the normally

critical Morgen Freiheit was only full of accolades: "Roose-

velt's recall of the American ambassador is the strongest

jSII'

response yet to the Nazis. Roosevelt has remained true to the

tradition of Theodore Roosevelt and Taft and to his own
position as a liberal-progressive president."^'

Where was the voice of Stephen S. Wise during this period of

shock, suffering and shame? It was muted into silence, "sitting

in sackdoih and ashes." There was silence, too, from the

major organizations of American Jewish life and there was

sik'iuv in the face of public opinion polls taken in March of

1938 which showed that 11% of those polled felt that Jews had

too much power in the Ihiiied Slates as well as silence in the

face of a May 1938 poll which showed that 20% of the

respondents wanted to drive the Jews out of the U.S.; that 24%

wanted Jews out of government and politics; that 18% wanted

Jews restricted in business. ^^

Indications that silence would be Stephen Wise's only reply

were apparent throughout the months prior to Kristallnacht.

"I have ceased to be able to sleep," he told Judge Julian Mack.

"I cannot shake off the awful responsibility." After the

Austrian Anschluss, he lamented that "for me life is chiefly

pain and gloom." And after the Munich Agreement fiasco of

September, Neville Chamberlain's selling out of Czechos-

lovakia for "peace in our time," Wise felt that "the moral

foundation of the universe has been shaken. ..There is no

morality left in the world.""

Indeed there was not. Despite a request from his Jewish speech

writer, Benjamin Cohen, that the president attend the "Day of

Prayer" service agreed upon by the General Jewish Council,

Franklin Delano Roosevelt refused to do so.^*

VII

X HE TRAGEDY OF GERMAN JEWRY continued to be frout-page

material in the Jewish press until the beginning of December,

when it was replaced by the growing Jewish concern over the

anti-Semitic radio broadcasts of Father Charles E. Coughlin

or Jewish hopes that a bill (Wagner- Rogers) to allow, above
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the annual quota, 20,0CX) German-Jewish refugee children

into the United States would pass the Congress (it did noD.^s

At the same time, Krisiallnacht began lo lake on a different

meaning among some who tried to understand its signifi-

cance. For these individuals it did not mean a retreat into the

barbarism of the Middle Ages carried out by men "born a

thousand years after their time."**Thomas Mann, in an article

reprinted in Aufbau, believed that **such an unbelievably cold

and bureaucratically devised destruction has never before

occurred. "57 xhe Yiddisher Kemfer, always more sensitive to

events than the rest of the American Jewish press, saw

something even more portentous in the aftermath of the

November pogrom:

The unexpected has happened in Nazi Germany. Even
the worst pessimists could not foresee such cooperation

between the state and the mob, between law and hooli-

ganism. This is the first time in history that such a set of

events has taken place. Why have the Nazis chosen to do
it now? Have the rulers in Germany actually gone mad?
No. what the Nazis have done is a part of their basic

doctrine. In this madness one can find a meth(xl. What
the Nazis have done in this murderous cynical pogrom of

extermination is to rehearse this doctrine. **

Kfistallnacht was the great leap forward into a new and

completely different manner of Jewish persecution. No longer

were Jews to be made the living symbol of those who said no to

the "truth" of Christianity. No longer were Jews to be simply

"roughed up" in the course of a Crusader's journey to

recapture the Holy Land. And no longer were Jews to be given

a choice to leave their "accursed" religion because now they

were seen as members of an "accursed" race which stood in

deadly conflict with the Aryan "supermen."

The events of November 9 and 10 were indeed a "rehearsal." a

"dry-run" leading to the images which fill our history books

from the years 1 939 to 1 945. So were the consequences of these

events, the reaction of the American Jewish leadership to

Kfistallnacht. We can now understand that the "conspiracy of

silence," a term which the Aufbau used on July 3, 1942 to

mmltm

describe the disunity, the inactivity and the simple disinterest

which marked the reaction of the free world, both Jews and

Christians, to Jewish suffering under the Nazis, also had its

genesis in the months preceding Kristallnachi and in the

weeks and years which followed the few days when this

pogrom dominated the newspaper headlines of the world.

The sin of silence in the face of oppression is the profound

lesson of Kristallnacht. Rabbi Leo Baeck understood this well.

In assessing the failure of the Evian Conference of July 1938, at

which lime no country present eased its immigration restric-

tions and no country protested formally to Germany over its

treatment of Jews, Baeck said that Nichts ist so schlimm wie

das Schweigen — "Nothing is so terrible, so horrendous as

silence."59 How many more Jewish lives, how many more

human lives will it take before the lesson is learned?

In conclusion, I want bring you what President Richard von

Weizsiicker, the President of the Federal Republic of Germany,

said on October 1 2, 1 988, at the annual meeting of the German

Historical Association in Bamberg. Instead of the "crimes

committed in the name of Germany" to which Chancellor

Helmut Kohl has previously referred, Weizsacker chose to

speak of crimes "perpetrated by Germans." Echoing tonight's

theme, if however from a particularly German perspective, the

West German President went on to say:

Who can be surprised to find himself templed to look

away or to condemn the mirror as a distorting mirror

where it reflects the emergence of National Socialism

and its unspeakable crimes? Looking into the mirror

causes deep distress, and what else could be expected? We
cannot simply look away or forget...But neither can we
condemn anybody who withdraws in his distress.

Instead he must be given the courage to face the truth. ^^

m,*M'
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INAN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL TALE written shoFtly beforc his death,

S.Y. Agnon evoked the memory of a particularly gloomy Rosh
Hashana (New Year) he had spent in a faraway, hilly region of

Germany during World War I.' His health deteriorating due

to war time shortages in the big city, the young author was
sent by his doctor to a rustic spa for rest, better food and the

mineral water for which the place was known. There he

enjoyed a particularly restful summer, the pleasures of which
were enhanced by the friendliness of the local peasants. Agnon
remembered that these were the descendants of "those who
had murdered my forefathers in strange and cruel ways;"2the

area had once been densely populated by Jews who were

subsequently harassed, murdered and exiled. However, he

managed to suppress this memory. His attachment to the

place grew so strong that even as the Jewish High Holidays

drew near, he made only token efforts to go back to Berlin,

readily accepting his landlord's suggestion that he should stay

and attend services in a nearby synagogue. He did not suspect

one existed, since he believed the area to be without even a

vestige of a Jewish community.

Lulled by laziness, he missed the New Year's Eve Service, but

on the morning of Rosh Hashana, he set out early in search of

the unknown synagogue, which was situated in what had
become a hilly wilderness. When he finally found it, he was
struck by its antiquity. More of a medieval ruin than a

functioning house of prayer, the building was sunk in debris

up to its windows. The windows were mere openings in the

wall with no shutters or panes, and the stones above them were

black from fire and bristling with grass. Inside, antiquity and
shabbiness reigned. The very tall ark, reaching from the floor



to the ceiling, was covered by a shabby parokhet made of men's

clothes—Agnon was reminded of the medieval custom of

making these curtains out of the clothes of the martyrs, those

who had committed the ritual suicide of ktddush hashem. He
also noticed a pair of breeches hanging near the lectern and

recognized this as yet another remnant of medieval ritual: In

times when men*s garments did not necessarily include

trousers, those who were called up to read from the Torah

would have to wear the breeches so as not to transgress against

the word of the scriptures: "And thou shalt make them (the

priests) linen breeches to cover their nakedness... And they

shall be upon Aaron and upon his sons.., when they came

near the altar (Exodus 28:42-43)."

The tiny congregation, sunk in gloom, did not amount even

to the necessary quorum of ten: A few elderly men—swarthy,

big, with eyes in which sadness and anger mingled. They did

not seem to have noticed their guest's arrival, or. if they did,

preferred to ignore him. Disheartened, he tried to join them in

prayer, but finding the stone benches too hard and cold for

silting, he stood in a corner, leaning against the wall, and

finally fell into a slumber. He woke up just as the "terrifying,

terrifying" sounds of the shofar resounded in the stony space.

He could hardly suppress his resentment of the people who,

through their indifference, had allowed him to spend one of

the holiest days of the Jewish calendar in sleep. One of them,

standing nearby, particularly infuriated him by his minimal

movements and empty expression, which indicated his

profession—that of a man "whose business was to deal with

the dead," i.e., an undertaker. "When my time comes he will

surely notice me. and the one who would deliver me to his

hands will wake me up in time,"^ Agnon sarcastically

remarked, comparing the old man with the angel of death-

Duma—who wakes up the dead to the reality of the terrible

world of judgment and retribution beyond the grave.

Agnon's anger subsided, however, when an old woman—

a

gentile—suddenly came in and told the man that his daughter

had just died. The dead daughter, we understand, had

converted to Christianity and married a local dignitary. The

old woman seemed to know that, as a convert, the daughter

had been as good as dead to her father. She would not have

interfered with the service on such a holy day, were it not for

the sake of the little girl, the man's granddaughter, who now
needed his protection. Indeed, soon the noise of a galloping

horse was heard and the girl was seen carried on its back under

the supervision of a buxom lady with a "witchlike" face.

However, that lady, instead of restraining the frantic horse,

encouraged it to run faster. "My God," Agnon thought, "even

an adult would be in danger riding such a swift horse—let

alone a little girl."* Thus, the story concludes with the image

of the pale blond girl carried on the back of the galloping

horse overshadowing all the images which have proceeded it.

Superficially, this does not seem to serve the avowed purpose

of the story, which is, as Agnon says, "to tell about the old

synagogue in which I prayed on New Years Day."^ One might

ask, what is the relationship between the episode of the girl

and Agnon's interest in the old synagogue as a vestige of

medieval German-Jewish life? However, the visual power of

the image, its suggestiveness, as well as the fact it is the source

of the story's title, "Merutsat hasus" (The Horse's Gallop), all

indicate that it is central to Agnon's message. Not only does it

encapsulate the atmosphere of impending doom which

envelops the entire story, it also determines its intellectual

perspective, i.e., its vision of Jewish history as a whole and of

German Jewish history in particular.

The whole story focuses on an encounter with history.

Although such an encounter was the last thing the narrator

sought, it was forced upon him. Agnon presents himself here,

through the figure of the narrator, as a modern juif moyen

sensuell—egotistic, seeking comfort, lazy, detached from his

Jewishness, willing to suppress disturbing historical memories

even if the price is the loss of historical identity. He attends

services at the nearby synagogue because he is loath to remove

himself from the imaginary idyll of life in a gentile village.

However, once he enters the synagogue, Jewish history stares

him in the face and memory is forced back to the surface of his

consciousness. Stark, shabby, and barely habitable, the

synagogue is nevertheless monumental. It towers over the

narrator and his egotistical concerns, and exposes to him the

dark reality of religious and national devastation he chooses to

forget. It symbolizes the old, medieval Ashkenazic civilization



with its unshakable and demanding religious faith, its heroic

and tragic tradition ofkiddush hashem and with its insistence

on total subjection of daily life to the normative system of the

halachic code.

The synagogue is anything but a sentimental, friendly or

comforting symbol; the narrator tries to evade a direct

encounter with it first by playing the role of the amateur

ethnographer or historian (i.e.. by rationalizing away its

emotional impact and putting himself in the superior and

detached position of the learned investigator), and then, when

this strategy fails, simply escaping through unconsciousness.

But the "terrifying, terrifying" sounds of the shofar would not

lei him drown the reality of history in sleep. Neither could his

playing with the idea of his own approaching death offer

more than a fleeting, bitter comfort. Watching the tiny

congregation upon whom he tried to project his own feelings

of anger and guilt, making them responsible for his spiritual

numbness, he cannot but see history in the making, applying

its devastating, inexorable logic to an ever shrinking tradi-

tional Jewish entity, decimating it by persecution, exile,

assimilation and conversion. Their depression, which the

narrator interpreted as indifference, is that of a dying tribe.

The helpless half-Jewish girl on the back of the galloping

horse offers a frightening insight into the near future. Under

the malevolent supervision of her valkyrian governess, a

"witchlike" germanic figure, who looms as the quintessence

of historical antagonism and ill will, she is swept toward

disaster. The narrator, watching the girl and her guide

"vanish into the unknown distances among the mountains,

leaving behind them not even a shadow of a shadow,"*

experiences acute anxiety, which he associates with the

governess's buckteeth. "Such teeth," he says, "can unnerve

any person, let alone a person tired as I am on the first day of

Rosh Hashana, a day of harsh judgment."^ We are reminded

of the telltale teeth of the wolf hiding in grandma's nightcap

in Grimm's "Rottkopfchen". Without openly indicating the

meaning of his symbol, Agnon clearly points to the girl as a

personification of German-Jewry as helpless prey, rushed by

history itself towards teeth which are ready to tear it apart.

II

''M.ERUTSAT HAsus, LIKE SOME of the author's other very

late stories (such as "/^i5uy Hadam," The Covering of Blood),^

is an extremely gloomy and pessimistic summing up of

Jewish history. It was, perhaps, not for sheer aesthetic

considerations that he refrained from publishing these stories

in his lifetime, leaving them for posthumous publication.

They were too dark and negative for a person committed, as

Agnon was, both to Jewish Orthodoxy and to messianic

Zionism. Written in the 1960's, with the significance of the

Holocaust having been fully grasped and the first flush of

confidence and hope associated with the foundation of the

State of Israel having given to way to cooler skepticism, the

stories expressed a bitter, old Jewish master, who wondered

whether Jewish history amounted to more than a prolonged,

desperate veering between life and death.

In *'Merutsat hasus" German Jewish history, as a metonymy
of Jewish history at large, is interpreted in terms of decline,

disintegration and death. Every detail in the story portends

imminent death: the death of the synagogue, of its congre-

gation, of the narrator, of the little girl's mother and of the

little girl herself. Moreover, it is not only because of its present

decline that the Jewish community can be represented by an

undertaker. Even in its days of heroic faith and spiritual

stamina, Ashkenazic Jewry is presented here as bound by and

doomed to death with kiddush hashem as its quintessential

historic characteristic. Kiddush hashem can, of course, be

interpreted as a gloriously uplifting act of faith, but in our

story, with the clothes of the martyrs still covering the

synagogue's ark, its presence is felt as a tremendous weight

which adds a particularly unnerving shade to the general

gloom-and-doom atmosphere.

'*Merutsat hasus," however, is but one version of a story the

author told twice: a twin of one of the most interesting

parables in Sefer hama'asim,'^ the modernistic sequence of

fantastic tales that revolutionized Agnon's art during the

1930*s and 1940's and eventually changed the readers' view of

it in the I950's. The studious Agnon reader immediately



recx>gnizes the autobiographical episode which the author

realistically rendered in **Merutsat hasus" as the basis of the

fantasy '*Baderekh" (On the Road),"* the penultimate fable of

Sefer hama'asim.

Although based on the same experience, this story, conveys a

message that is diametrically opposed to the one conveyed by

'*Merutsat hasus". Written in 1944, with a full knowledge of

the prewar devastation of German Jewry by the Nazis, and

with at least a partial awareness of the wider dimensions of the

European-Jewish Holocaust, the story interprets that experi-

ence in terms of life, not of death, and offers a perspective on

German Jewish history that is essentially positive. Here, the

encounter with history, particularly with its medieval chapter,

is presented as a source of spiritual energy, faith and strength

which modern Jews need in their hazardous search for Jewish

continuity through renewal.

Like most of the tales o( Sefer hama'asim, ''Baderekh" starts

with the narrator finding himself trapped in a world in which

both time and space have become suddenly alien and
oppressive. He is alone on a train that "was lost among the

mountains and could not find its way;"" the time is the

evening before Rosh Hashana. The narrator does not know
whether he can extricate himself from the paralyzed vehicle,

let alone attend Rosh Hashana services with other Jews in a

synagogue. Here, as in most of Sefer hama'asim, space and

lime characteristically represent the two complementary

aspeas of the aberration the narrator strives to understand and

rectify: the dimension of space, indicating the more personal

and psychic sense of incoherence, of an existential personal

continuity that has been shattered; the dimension of time,

more historical and cultural, indicating the disintegration of

the narrator's national and religious identity. Time is

frequently associated with Jewish holidays, the proximity of

which surprises the unprepared narrator, underscoring his

inability to remove himself from his mundane affairs and get

ready for the sacred ritual.

The train's conductor—an obvious extension of the landlord

from "Merutsai hasus"—enters and allays the narrator's fears.

He suggests a good night's rest in the train compartment "for

8

you have a long way ahead."'^ On the next morning, he wakes

him up and gives him the instructions he needs to follow if he

is to "reach human company" before nightfall. The narrator

is now in a hilly wilderness—somewhat romanticized or

alpinized in comparison with the less picturesque mountain-

scape of "Merutsat hasus."

Losing his way among the crags, abysses and waterfalls, he

spends Rosh Hashana Eve alone, as in the other story.

However, in "Merutsat hasus", it is the comfortable hotel in

the gentile village where he spends the first night of the Jewish

year, while in "Baderekh", he hides himself in nikrat hatsur,

the cleft of the rock, where God hid Moses when he intended to

reveal to him the part of his glory that his human mold could

withstand (Exodus 33:22). The narrator of "Baderekh" is

being prepared for a revelation, which is heralded by the

breathtaking view as well as by the sound of spring waters

•'flowing as in a land of peace. "'^ Like that of Moses, his

revelation comes with dawn. Having awakened from a dream

of a visit to the Garden of Eden, the narrator discerns, on the

high ground towering above the morning mist, the forms of

two men and two women, who, emerging from the clouds,

look like angels hovering in the air. Their dress is peculiar and

they speak "a very difficult German" which he can understand

only because it is "somewhat sweetened" by "the voice of

Jacob." To his great surprise, he recognizes them as Jews on

their way ioshul, although bethought that the area, once rife

with Jewish communities, now had no Jewish population

whatsoever. In spite of the persecutions a few Jews have

remained in this distant, hilly corner. They formed a quorum

that meets on the New Year, the Day of Atonement and the first

day of the month of Sivan"* in their old, partly restored

synagogue. The first of Sivan (of the year 1096), we should

remember, was the day on which the Crusaders, breaking into

the fortified palace of the bishop of Worms, where the Jewish

Community had sought refuge, were struck by the horrendous

sight of men, women and children, slaughtered by each other,

lying in the pool of their own blood. It was proclaimed a day

of fasting and commemoration.

Gradually, the narrator grasps that the devastation and

martyrdom the people refer to did not occur in the distant past,



but a few years ago. The people are Ashkenazic Jews of the

twelfth century. They wear medieval Jewish garments and

speak what must be a very old West-jiidisch. Somehow he has

been transported from the twentieth century to the middle

ages.

Later in the story, there is another time shift. The narrator and
the people he meets discuss Rabbi Israel Isserlin's ban of an
old custom, hailing from the days of the Crusades, according

to which, on the first day of Shavuoth, before the reading of

the Torah, a young man would stretch himself on the syna-

gogue's floor pretending to be dead, while reciting the verse,

"My soul failed when he spake" (Song of Songs 5:6), he would
illustrate the giving of one's life for the sake of the Torah.

Only when the community would respond with "fear not, the

statutes of the lord are right, rejoicing the heart" (Psalms

19:18). would the young man come back to life; then there

would be great rejoicing in the synagogue. '^ Rabbi Isserlin

thought the custom too similar to an orgiastic half-pagan

ritual celebrating the death of death that became popular in

many German Christian communities after the "Black Death"
subsided. The narrator has, therefore, been transported to the

fifteenth century, in which Rabbi Isserlin assumed supreme
rabbinical authority among German Jews. He does not return

to the present until the last paragraph of the story.

He is led to the synagogue, which is an exact replica of the one

described in '^Merutsat hasus" including the same blood-

stained parokhet. The tiny congregation does not greet his

arrival with immediate communication. However, their

silence is interpreted here not as an indication of indifference.

but as a requirement of the pious medieval custom to refrain

from casual speech in shul in either the holy tongue, which

should be reserved for prayer, or in any other language, which

has no place in a synagogue on a holy day. The narrator is not

ignored, however, by the person who seems to be the leader of

the small group. It transpires that Shmuel Levi, the tenth

member of the minyan, for whom everyone waits, has not yet

arrived. Suddenly, an old woman—a gentile—comes in

pronouncing the imminent death of Shmuel Levi. She seeks

the undertaker and tells him about the dying man's last wish

to be given a proper Jewish burial on the same day. The leader

of ihe community, pointing to the timely arrival of the

narrator, proclaims: "The Dead praise not the Lord, neither

any that go down to silence. People, we have a quorum, praise

the Lord. Let us rise and pray. ''^

Thus, the narrator takes the place of the deceased, or, to put it

in Agnon's own words: "I, Samuel Joseph, son of Shalom

Mordecai the Leviie, went up to the lectern for the reading of

the Torah in place of Samuel Levi, who had passed away."'^

After the services, he participates in the burial of Shmuel Levi.

We might remember that often in Agnon's rendering of the

mythology or legendary traditions of his family, he singles out

a Leviie by the name of Shmuel, who emigrated from his

German hometown to Poland and established his rabbinical

line there as the family's medieval founding father. Thus, for

instance, in Korot bateynu (The Annals of Our Houses), he

tells of "grandfather Samuel from Ashkenaz," a descendant of

Rabbi Yehuda Hakhasid, who, thanks to his wisdom and

astrological expertise, became thechief adviser of an important

bishop, attracted the envy of the local nobility and was pushed

to his death from the top of a tower; only a miraculous hand

caught him in the air and brought him to the heart of a Polish

forest.'^ Thus, through fantasy, Shmuel Yosef Agnon comes

full circle to his origins in the heart of the medieval German-

Ashkenazic community and assumes the role of his legendary

ancestor.

The narrator stays with his hosts until after the Day of

Atonement so as not to leave them without a quorum of ten on

that holiest of holy days. They, on their part, gather him to

their communal bosom. They take him to their houses, where

they live their lives of devotion, simplicity and humility before

God. They take him to the communal graves of the martyrs,

which seem to sprout on every hill and in every valley. They

teach him their Piyuttim, which by now have been forgotten,

and sing lo him their liturgical melodies which "resemble

ours, but ours are according to the taste of this generation,

while theirs are as they have inherited them from their fathers,

may they rest in peace.""

At this point, the narrator becomes the ethnographer and
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historian Agnon's spokesmen so often are, and the story reads

for a while like an historical essay. Customs, linguistic

peculiarities, forgotten variants of liturgy and ritual are

diligently gathered and recounted. However, the narrator

never assumes the superior position of the modern positivist,

who treats the remnants of a primitive civilization analytically.

Rather, he behaves as he did while dreaming of paradise in the

cleft of the rock. To him, medieval Ashkenaz is a paradise of

intense, total and flawless Jewishness, and he feverishly

searches for spiritual treasures he might be able to salvage and

carry along when this dream disappears. True, this paradise is

watered by rivers of blood, and Ashkenazic Jewish civilization,

as portrayed here, is an extension and elaboration of the

tradition of kiddush hashem. However, like the custom

abolished by Rabbi Isserlin. it is a civilization oriented toward

life and continuity rather than toward death and disinte-

gration.

The customs the narrator gathers reflect the norm of faith that

is upheld even when the price is one's life, but they are not

described as darkening one's existence, crushing it under the

dead weight of past generations. Rather, they endow it with

ineffable sweetness, with an all but erotic sense of intimacy

with God. Like the Ashkenazic liturgical melodies, kept in

their pristine loveliness, they sweeten life, although they are

also quite terrifying, "like the cry wrenched from a man whose

soul struggles to escape." These customs are presented, as

meaningful and living gestures, that are meant to maintain

and protect Jewish uniqueness, distinguishing Israel from the

gentiles. "Happy is the man that follows them," the narrator

concludes toward the end of the story ,20 as he takes leave of his

host.

The entire congregation sees him off, standing on the hilltops

and gradually—as he puts distance between them and

himself—they vanish into the blue mists, again resembling

hovering angels, as in the beginning of the story. When he

reaches the railroad, the train is ready for departure. Only now
do we learn that the narrator is on his way to Erets YIsrael,

"the haven of my desire." Losing his way, therefore, indicates

that he was not sufficiently prepared for aliya in both the

Zionist and the religious-ritualist senses of the term. Therefore,

his voyage had to be thwarted. For full spiritual readiness, he

had to be hidden, like Moses, in nikrat hatsur, from whence

the glory of his old Ashkenazic legacy would be shown to him

for a while. Then, infused with at least some of his forefathers'

faith and humility, he could proceed baderekh, on his way to

Israel.

Ill

P r niNG AGNONSTWO STORIES side by side is of great interest,

not only for what the comparison tells us about the

complexities of Agnon's art, but also because it illustrates an

artistic and intellectual ambivalence which is characteristic of

modern Hebrew literature as a whole.

From its inception toward the end of the Eighteenth Century,

and particularly with the advent of Zionism a century later,

the so called 'new' Hebrew literature posed for itself a set of

crucially important problems of ideological reorientation( vis-

a-vis the old' literature). Of those problems, none was more

urgent than the reevaluation of the long Jewish exilic

experience, an experience against which the new literature

rebelled and protested, but from which it also sought to

salvage a spiritual vestige, that supposedly could be incor-

porated into the new Jewish culture. The new Hebrew

literature defined itself as the core of such new culture. Thus

almost every significant Hebrew writer had to encounter,

directly or indirectly, the question that Agnon answered with

such glowing affirmity in "Baderekh" and later with the dark,

all but nihilistic, negative of "Merutsat hasus".

The question, bluntly stated, is: Does the history of the Jews as

an exiled nation contain inherent values, that can still form

part of the living legacy of modern Jews, or is it merely a

record of endless suffering? The traditional exilic Jew, while

politically powerless enjoyed a spiritual independence

through adherence to his religious faith and code of behavior;

yet was not this very independence the source of the endless

prolongation of the nation's suffering? And could this

independence—rooted in religious faith—be truly embraced

by modern Jews, who have lost their faith?

IS
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Like Agnon, almost all Hebrew writers have answered these

questions ambivalently. With the possible exception of Y. Ch.

Brenner none of them would declare the Jewish exilic

experience a moral vacuum totally lacking in human values.

Chaim Hazaz might have negated this experience in

"Hadrasha" (The Sermon), but he counterbalanced such a

negation by an adulation bordering on deification of the

Galul in other stories such as "Drabkiu."^^ C>>nverscly, no

serious, intellectually responsible Hebrew writer would affirm

the value of Galui without reservations. Even Agnon. as we

have just seen, could not afford such an affirmation, although

he, more than any other modern Hebrew master, was known
for his belief in Jewish cultural continuity and insistence on

the need for a synthesis of the new and the old in Jewish life.

To the modern Jewish imagination, at least to that which

found its expression in modern Hebrew literature, medieval

Ashkenaz was the non plus ultra of the Jewish exilic

experience. This imagination was unable to conjure up a

Jewish civilization more deeply rooted in Jewish Galut than

that of the German-Jewish communities which embraced

martyrdom in 1096 or 1349, The very essence of traditional

Ga/wf—physical vulnerability to existential threats from the

outside, counterbalanced by internal self-sufficiency rooted in

religious faith and in following the law of the Torah-—seemed

to have manifested and articulated itself in this civilization as

nowhere else. Thus, for modern Hebrew writers, medieval

Ashkenaz became a touchstone, a hard, solid and stark

historical entity against which they could measure their own
historical and ideological criteria. Even when they did not

mention it by name, they had it in mind when summing up

and conceptualizing their sense of the burden of Jewish

history.

Thus, for instance, Bialik, in his early poem 'Igeret Ktana" (A

Short Letter):

Din?^ ,'»Ciny '»i!i;?lI^ d"'J9V

i^TKjy p9V^ n(T«p3 ottfa^

,^V} i^DW .•'TT ''i^VT?

(Once I loved my predicaments, and in my heart's/Innocence I

justified the whip that flogged me. /I ordered tears. I sanctified

days of fasting—/And peacefully I stretched my throat to the

knife./But now, alas, I have lost my youthful trusting —
/There is no purpose in my wanderings, no sanctification of

the holy name/Gods shadow is gone as is the spirit of

sanctity).22 while Ashkenaz is not explicitly referred to here,

the words "eyn kedushat hashem" together with his reference

to the throat being peacefully stretched toward the slaughter

knife, are clear indications that Bialik defined the con-

temporary spiritual Jewish situation by comparing it to the

medieval Ashkenazic one as symbolized by the act of kiddush

hashem. Similarly Sh. Y. Abramovitsh let his Mendele, the

book-peddler, address the archetypal shtetlekh Kabtsiel (town

of paupers), Betalon (town of idlers) and Kesalon (town of

fools) as if they were the equivalents of those holy communities

that had sanctified God's name by committing ritual suicide.23

The fact that while Bialik drew his comparison straight-

forwardly and in a most serious and pathetic tone, Abramo-

vitsh's Mendele spoke in his habitual ironic manner only

underlines the two authors' similar frame of reference, which

is that of Ashkenaz of 1 096 and 1 349. Medieval German Jewish

martyrology became the archetypal symbol of Jewish exilic

suffering.

The modern Jewish writer faced this symbol with trepidation

and mixed feelings. It was as forbidding and distant as it was

awe-inspiring. For all the elements it was comprised of were

alien to our view of ourselves as well as to our innermost

humanistic ideals.

First there was the element of total national and religious

separatism. Medieval German Jews, in contradistinction to

IS



their Spanish and Italian brethren, were supposed to have

lived in an impenetrable, solipsistic world of their own. Not

only were they forced by others to huddle physically in their

narrow ghettoes, but they also willingly and voluntarily

encapsulated themselves in their cultural and spiritual ghetto.

To the exponents of the Enlightenment, whose aim was lo

lower the cultural barriers separating the Jews from con-

temporary European civilization, this was anathema. Even

modern Jewish nationalism, which reaffirmed the value of

Jewish separateness and distinctiveness, strongly objected to

such cultural "ghettoism/* insisting on the value of openness

and even of imitation, though not to the point of assimilation.

Second was the element of total political impotence, of total

vulnerability, of precarious dependence on the good will of

distant and often indifferent kings and on the whims and

changing tactics of local potentates. In the nineteenth century,

this was regarded as the opposite of emancipation, the

primary political goal of the Enlightenment movement, and

in the twentieth century—as the photo negative of self-

emancipation—the goal of all Jewish national movements.

The Ashkenazic politics of shtadlamd (influencing ihe

authorities through individuals with good connections,

backdoor entreaties and promise of economic benefits),

although in reality often effective, has been particularly

despised in the twentieth century.

Third was the element of total halachic obedience. The

halachic code was supposed to have penetrated every corner of

the Ashkenazic Jewish consciousness. Not only did it regulate

every aspect of daily life, rituals as well as commerce, diet as

well as sexual intercourse, but it also flooded the psyche,

curbed the emotions, suppressed the instincts, channeled the

most secret and intimate psychic motility. This of course,

directly negates our humanistic ideals of free thinking and

feeling of pleasurable physicality and aesthetic satisfaction.

Fourth there was the element of communalism and familism.

The Ashkenazic Jew was regarded as less of a full-fledged

individual than his Sefardic contemporary. His mentality and

behavior were supposed to have been conditioned by his role

as a member of his family and congregation. He was not as

fully a separate being as we think men should be.
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Finally, and most important, there was the e\emem oi kiddush

hashem, the ready will to adhere to the Jewish faith even when
the price is not only the giving of one's life, which is difficult

enough, but even actively killing oneself and the people

dearest and closest to one's heart—an act that modern people

can imagine themselves committing only in a psychotic fit.

Rightly or wrongly, kiddush hashem was and still is regarded

as the quintessential differential, which distinguishes

Ashkenazic Jews from all others. There is no way of thinking

of the Ashkenazic historical experience without the gory,

mind-boggling xmdge oi kiddush hashem looming at the very

center of one's consciousness. However, our reaction to it is a

mixture of admiration and horror, pride and recoiling, anger

toward the implacable enemy coupled with frustration at our

forefathers' inability to direct their aggression toward anyone

but themselves.

Obviously, what is under discussion are configurations of the

historical imagination, collective images, myths if you will,

rather than historical facts or historical truths. As for the facts,

it is the task of historians to decide whether the notion that the

Ashkenazic experience was so fundamentally different from

that of other Jewish communities in medieval Europe is

tenable. It is quite possible that those authors, philologists,

historians and ideologues, who would have us believe in such

neat historical dichotomies as Ashkcnaz vs. Sefarad or North

vs. Mediterranean South, do that because such dichotomi-

zation enhances their own nineteenth century or twentieth

century Jewish political and cultural agenda. However, these

notions and dichotomies have become part of our historical

identity and, as such, they are historical "facts" in their own
right. The modern Jewish writer had to contend with an

image of medieval Ashkenazic Jewry, which, whether fully

corroborated by documented historical research or not, was as

solid and real as any historical fact could be.

For him, then, an imaginative encounter with medieval

Ashkenaz was the most radical and, perhaps, also the most

difficult attempt to measure himself against an exilic Jewish

civilization both complete within itself and totally alien to his

modern values. This civilization seemed to incorporate

everything he did not want to be, and yet, it was also a root
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from which he could not afford to be wrenched away. Like

Agnon. many Hebrew writers faced the blood-stained paro/t/iif/

of the old synagogue unable to decide whether they wanted to

identify with it and with the history it represented or run from

its overwhelming presence to another place, to another time or

even to mere slumber and forgetfulness.

W.E. SHOULD THEREFORE, not be surprised by the sketchy,

fluctuaiing record of the presentation of old Ashkenaz^* in

modern Hebrew literature. It is a melodramatic record of a

presentation focusing on historic sacrifice and death, rather

than historic life, sublime martyrdom and grotesque messianic

convulsions rather than on continuities. It is also a "nervous'*

record, full of sudden shifts and turns about; it is nonetheless

an insistent record. At its beginning, modern Hebrew literature

seemed oblivious of old Ashkenaz for a long time, or rather,

afraid of it; then, suddenly, it discovered it and took it to its

heart only to recoil from it two decades later. After a silent

spell, it look it up again with fascination and horror,

developing its image as the grotesque face of a gothic statue

striving to shake off its stony numbness. Then Hebrew

literature reached a second moment of closeness to old

Ashkenaz, perhaps less fervent than the first, but far more

insightful. Finally, as at its inception, it seemed to have lost

light of it. However, to judge by the theme's insistence, this

new lapse into silence might be temporary.

The Hebrew Haskala literature of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries evaded the theme of old Ashkenaz as long as it

could. This—not for lack of historical interest in the Jewish

Past. On the contrary, this literature was obsessed with the

national past, and even was faulted (in the 1860's and 1870*s)

by its own critics for leading its Eastern European readers to

places and times so remote from their here and now. It dwelt

most heavily on Biblical themes steeping its readers for almost

one hundred years in the world of kings and prophets, heroes

and poets. But it did not neglect the Second Temple, the days

of Roman occupation, the destruction of the Temple, or the

world of the Tana'im. Where its poets and novelists left off, the

philosophers (notably N. Krokhmal), historians and philolo-

gists picked up. weaving the long historical thread from

talmudic and geonitic Mesopotamia to North Africa of the

poskim and Spain of the great medieval poets, philosophers

and viziers. By mid-century Jewish Spain emerged as a

particularly favored source of literary and scholarly topics.

Central poets such as M.Y. Lebenson and Y.L. Gordon turned

to it, and novels focusing on Spanish-Jewish themes,

particularly on the fate of the marranos, were quickly adapted

from the German originals of German-Jewish conservative

writers, whose works were meant primarily for Jewish

consumption, such as L. Phillipson, Meir Lehman and

Herman Reckendorf . The Hebrew maskilim, however, would

not touch old Ashkenaz. Most of them viewed history not as a

comprehensive record of historical occurrences and experi-

ences of all shades and kinds, but, rather, as a repository of

positive models, of figures and gestures of educational and

elevating potential.

These models were to be presented to the reader as proof of the

possibility and legitimacy of synthesis of Jewishness and

worldliness. of the religious distinctiveness and cultural

universalism that the Enlightenment extolled. German-

Jewish history prior to the Enlightenment did not seem to

supply such models. It did not present a civilization that was

informed by Jewish faith and law, but also by humanistic

ideals. For the same reason, the Eastern European history of

the Maskilttn's ancestors was also regarded by them as

untouchable. Contemporary Jewish life in Eastern Europe

was acknowledged as a target for satire; or as the 'villain' of the

maskilic melodrama, an ominous collective enemy of the

maskil hero, striving to bring light to such towns as Ma'apelia

(town of darkness). However, the past could be left alone. The

Hebrew maskilim would not even tell their readers of a

contemporary German-Jewish community that was not fully

"enlightened " and modernized. Idealizing Jewish Germany

as the land of Mendelssohn, the source of light, until the 1 870's

and 1880's, they evaded, the realization of the fact that

Germany still possessed a considerable reservoir of traditional,

non-modernized or only semi-modernized Jews of the kind

pictorially idealized in the 1850's by the German-Jewish
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painter Moriu Oppenheim. In their many adaptions from the

German, they carefully shied away from such works by

German Jewish writers as Simon Bernstein. Berihold Auerbach

and Leopold Kompert, which reported of the existence of such

a reservoir. Even Heine's Der Rabbi von Bacherach [sic] was

l«fi untouched.

In their works written in Yiddish, the maskilim somewhat

relaxed this rule of abstinence. In the so-called "comedies of

the Berlin-/ia^Ao/f/' Y. Aykhel's Reb Hanokh oder vas tut me

damit (Reb Khanokh or What can you do about it. 1793) and

Aaron Halle WolhonsLeifhtsinn urid Frommelei (Frivolity

and Hyptxrisy. 1796), for instaiur. we are piesented with a

rather entertaining portrayal of an eighteenth century

German-Jewish traditionalist—a money-lender, an overbear-

ing community leader, an authoritative, but quite inefficient,

paterfamilias, an importer of Jewish educators from the

"btnighied** Polish "East" and a sworn enemy of the

Enlightenment. This portrayal can be shown to have exerted a

considerable influence on Yiddish maskilic-s^tirkal fiction

and drama throughout the nineteenth century. At the same

time. Yiddish literature had room for popular writers such as

M.A. Dik, whose definition of the maskilk agenda was so

conservative and minimal that he was able to portray historical

Ashkenaiic Jewish life both in Eastern Europe and in the West

favorably, provided that he could present it as informed by

common sense, commercial integrity and a certain aesthetic

decorum, as well as by halachic tenets. Indeed, Dik can be

regarded as the naive precursor of both Y.L. Peretz and S.Y.

Agnon. Hebrew writers of the Haskala (or, to be more

accurate, the maskitim, when writing Hebrew, for most of the

Yiddishists were also Hebraists) could not afford all that, and

not only because of linguistic limitations which rendered a

mimetic presentation in Hebrew of a Yiddish-speaking society

so difficult, but also because of ideological restrictions

following from the self-definition of Hebrew Haskala litera-

ture which was very different from that of its Yiddish

counterpart.

For all this, the old Ashkenazic ethos and the medieval

German-Jewish experience were not altogether forgotten by

the Hebrew Haskala. They often lurked beneath the surface of
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Hebrew maskilic literature, where they functioned not as an

object for mimetic presentation, but as a spiritual principle

that had to be opposed and overcome on the intellectual-

conceptual level. Rather than satirizing the German-Jewish

traditional burgher, the Hebrew maskilim tried both overtly

and covertly to measure themselves and their rationalistic and

universalistic ethos against the norm of kiddush hashem,

which they, as early as the 1790's. identified as the spiritual

core of old Jewish Germany. Thus, in the Hebrew satires

written in Germany by the defenders of the Haskala, around

the turn of the nineteenth century, the intellectual framework

of the satirical attack would be broadened so that it would

encompass not only the actual arguments of the traditionalists

against maskilic innovations, such as N.H. Weisel's educa-

tional reform, but also their implicit ideology and spiritual

"roots," among them the norm of kiddush hashem.

in this context, Shaul Levin-Berlin's brilliant Sefer ktav

yosher (1795) comes to mind. This author's technique is

parodic. He lets an opponent of Weisel attack him so

vehemently that gradually the logic of his opposition is driven

to the brink of the absurd and beyond. For instance, Weisel

retommendcd changes in the structure and goals of Jewish

education, so that it would be possible for Jews to come closer

to their non-Jewish contemporaries, to be more useful to

society as a whole and gain general approval. Weisel's

opponent argues against this: it is actually bad for Jews to be

liked by the gentiles, and if the gap between them and their

historical enemies is now (the last decade of the eighteenth

century) shrinking, this is "a punishment" we deserve because

of "our many transgressions." Jews should be hated and

persecuted like they were in the Middle Ages:

That might give us a chance to sanctify God's name...

and since the destruction of the Temple and the abolition

of sacrifices, God, be blessed he, has no greater satisfac-

tion than when we are being killed and slaughtered like

offerings for the sake of his great name's sanctity. Indeed

blessed were our fathers and forefathers in earlier days,

when the hatred of the nations for them was so strong

they slaughtered [them]... in the hundreds and the

thousands as the cattle sanctified for offering was
slaughtered on the altar in Jerusalem... And their souls

ascended directly to heaven where the Archangel Michael

slaughtered them a second time and threw their blood on
the altar in the celestial temple. ^5
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This, of course, is a travesty. To contend that medieval Jews

actually welcomed the opportunity to be slaughtered is a

quite-crazy use of pseudo-logic. But crazy pseudo-logic, as

long as it is rhetorically effective, as in Swift's 'Modest

Proposal." has been often wielded by satirists engaged in

fierce literary warfare. In any case, the Swift-like ferocity of the

passage quoted above did enable Levin-Berlin to touch, no

matter how perversely, on the very crux of the controversy

behind the controversy. The author fell that beneath the

arguments handed by both sides in the Weisel controversy, a

spiritual and cultural clash of much wider dimensions was

taking place. The two Judaisms, the old and the new. were at

loggerheads, and the issue was that of total separatism versus

universalism. What better, and also, more terrible symbol for

total Jewish separatism than the gory image of kiddush

hmhem could Levin-Berlin have conjured?

This conjuring of the image of kiddush hashem was

continued, although by indirect references, by the Eastern

European maskilim once they allowed themselves to ponder

the meaning of Jewish historical suffering, as for instance.

Y.L. Gordon did in his historical poems. These poems do not

overtly refer to Ashkenaz. They focus on the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans and on the expulsion from Spain in

1492. But covertly they engage in a polemic with the

Ashkenazic norm of kiddush hashem. Thus Shimon's death as

a gladiator in a Roman arena in 'Beyn shiney arayot" (in the

Lions Teeth) directly negates this norm for it is the heroic

death of a rebel, a soldier, a fighter, who tries to overcome the

lion with his bare hands to the very last minute. Penina Abu

Sha'am from 'Bimtsulot yam" (In the Depths of the Sea)

would commit suicide rather than become the mistress of the

Spanish captain, who threatens to cast all his Jewish

passengers—refugees of the Spanish expulsion—on a desert

island. To see her Jewish brethren safely brought to a friendly

shore Penina promises to do the captain's will, but she does

not intend to keep her promise, she would throw herself into

the sea. Does she commit an act of kiddush-hashem? Gordon

makes every effort to show us that Penina does not act because

of the reasons and for the purpose that made Ashkenazic Jews

of 10% or l349resort lolheslaughterknifeorwalkiothestake.

She not only compares herself to Biblical and post-Biblical

women who actually fought the enemy rather than merely

killing themselves, such as Yael and Yehudith, but she also

questions God's benevolence and fairness. Adapting large

sections of Gottfried August Burger's ballad "Lenore,"

Gordon developed a heated controversy between Penina and

her mother. While the latter repeats the traditional truisms of

theodicy, which, to Gordon, represent the spirit of Kiddush

hashem, the daughter insists on her critical and humanistic

attitude and makes it abundantly clear that she is about to die

so that she can retain her own human dignity rather than

please God by sanctifying His name. For all this, at the very

last moment, as the two women are about to throw themselves

into the water, they recite a prayer together, that is nothing if

not a modern poetic rendering of the language of medieval

Ashkenazic liturgy of kiddush hashem:^^

^j-'D^tf -^pt^ nw ""PV^"

TVv P'?i?3 ^"Jifv ^^^1 °^

(One God. our Lord/As we come to you, please receive us. /If

our blood please you like that of a sacrificial offering,/Then

we are ready to die as an offering on your altar). Suddenly

Gordon found himself very close to medieval Jewish Ashkenaz.

Infused with the pathos of Jewish suffering, he could not keep

away from it no matter how sternly his strong maskilic

discipline warned against such closeness.

IN THE 1880 s AND THE 1890 s. this cryptic and possibly uncon-

scious closeness to old Ashkenaz suddenly surfaced and

asserted itself in the work of many Hebrew writers. The first to

use medieval Ashkenazic themes as the center of a major work

in the early 1880's was not a Hebrew, but the Russian-Jewish

writer. Shimon Frug, the chief poetic spokesman of the newly

awakened Jewish nationalism. But Frug not only greatly

influenced all contemporary Hebrew poets, including Bialik
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and Tshernikhovsky, he was also introduced to the Hebrew

reader in many translations and, panicularly with the

publication of Y. Kaplan's comprehensive anthology (1898).

his "Hebrew" presence was as active as that of any Hebrew

poet except Bialik.

Searching for a historical image that would fully express his

sense of Jewish suffering after the pogroms of 1881-2, he

reached into the Ashkenaiic medieval tradition and discovered

there the figure of Rabbi Amnon from Mainz, the semi-

legendary tenth century author of the hallowed liturgical

poem "unetane tokef kedushai hayom" (And we shall tell of

the strength of this day's sanctity) whom the martyrs of 1096

regarded as their mentor and model. According to the tradi-

tion. Rabbi Amnon. accosted by the town's bishop or ruler,

who insisted on his conversion, asked for a three-day respite

before giving his answer. When this answer was finally

demanded, Rabbi Amnon suggested thai his tongue, which

had not immediately pronounced the unavoidable refusal,

should be plucked out. The bishop decided to cut off his feet,

legs, hands and arms slowly, deliberately. The rabbi did not

die on the spot. He was carried to the synagogue, where he

attended service and composed his poem. Frug treated the

theme in a long, narrative poem, adding epic and dramatic

details, lyrical evocations of time and place, and psychological

insights into the protagonist's inner conflicts to the basic plot

line. He modernized Rabbi Amnon somewhat by attributing

to him worldly wisdom besides religious fervor and talmudic

acumen and by dwelling on his three days of doubt and

temptation. However, the poem's climax was reached as

Amnon. proudly faced his opponent. The terrible martyrdom

that followed was suggested by a few highly excited,

synecdochical and metonymical verses: "A scaffold... eyes

blazing with savage fire... an outstretched arm... the glint of

anax...thethudofaquickchop...human blood... a groan. '27

Frug's model exerted its influence for more than two decades,

until it was challenged by Tshernikhovsky's "Barukh

mimagentsa" (Barukh of Mainz, 1902). Mainstream poets of

the 1890's, such as Sh. L. Gordon,28 learned from it that

Ashkenaz held for them images of Jewish agony as potent as
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any they could cull from the scenes of the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans or the expulsion of the Jews from

Spain. Indeed, they learned that even the Roman and Spanish

images, if they were to yield the full, pathetic effect the poet

was now striving for. had to be "interpreted" in the

"Ashkenazi" manner. For instance, the encounter with pagan

Rome would focus now. not on a figure such as Y.L. Gordon's

rebel-hero—Shimon Bar-Giora; but rather, on a figure like

Khanina ben Teradyon, the Rabbi, who was burnt at the stake,

covered by wet sponges (so that the torture would be longer

and more horrific), showing such composure and saintliness,

that the executioner, awestruck, later converted to Judaism.

Thus, Rome had to be seen through the eyes of Worms and

Mainz, and the Spanish experience could be rendered in

synechdochies and metonymies similar to that used by Frug:

fragmented human members, blood, broken bones.29

The novelists soon joined the poets. A. Sh. Friedberg, the most

popular Hebrew historical novelist of the day, dedicated three

of the sequels of his widely read series Zikhronot lei>eyt David

(the Annals of the House of David, 1893-1900) to the

Ashkenazic Jewish experience. The series was basically an

adaptation of Herman Reckendorf's Die Geheimmsse der

Juden (1856-1857), but Reckendorf's original included only

one Ashkenazic section, "DasSchlachttnesser" (the Slaughter-

knife), which dealt with the 1096 kiddush hashem massacre in

Worms. Friedberg, writing in the 1890's, saw fit not only to

adapt and enlarge this one (in his rendering, "Hama'akhelet",

The Slaughierknife), but also to add to it a much more

extended and historically detailed sequel, the title of which—

"Hatar'ela" (the Poisoning)—clearly indicates its focus: the

black-death riots of 1348 caused by the suspicion that Jews,

poisoning the wells of Europe, intended to exterminate its

Christian population through the plague.

Finally, Friedberg added yet another German-Jewish sequel,

''Khalifat utmurot" (Changes and Upheavals), which, starting

in the very study of Moses Mendelssohn himself, follows the

history of his family and circle through Jewish alienation and

moral deterioration to conversion and reckless bohemianism.

Both additions are typical and telling. In both, old Jewish
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Ashkenaz is idealized and presented as a model of Jewish
integrity. "Khaltfot utmurot" does it by pointing to the dire

consequences of the Enlightenment-revolution. Ahhough the

author spares Mendelssohn himself, portraying him as a wise

and a good Jew, he clearly indicates that the cultural path

Mendelssohn opened for the Jewish people led to nihilism

and loss of identity.

'*Haier'ela" does it in a more interesting manner. Here

Friedberg repeated the trick he learned from Herman
Reckendorf's "Das Schlachimesser*' of presenting the terrible

experience of kiddush hashem in Ashkenaz through the eyes

of a person with a Spanish background, bu. ho did i. for a

purpose utterly different from that of the German story. In

"Das Schlachimesser" and its Hebrew adaptation, "Hama'-

akhelet", the Mesopotamian-Spanish origins of the pro-

tagonist, who is also <as always in Die Geheimnisse der

Juden) the narrator, emphasize his nobility, and his

superiority to the Ashkenazic Jews among whom he lives. His

family is connected to that of Shmuel Hanagid and his son

Yehosef. the two great Spanish-Jewish viziers and poets, and

to Yekutiel, the famous patron of the poet Shlomo Ibn-

Gabirol. A poem by Ibn-Gabirol that the protagonist

remembers by heart plays an important role in the romance-

like intrigue of the story, and iHs the means by which the

narrator, who as a boy had been converted against his w.ll.

finally finds his way back to his father and to his Jewish faith.

In short, being connected with Jewish Spain and its high

literary culture marks him as an aristcKTat. To some extent, it

does so in "Hatar*ela" too, but here, the Spanish connection is

used mainly for the purpose of structuring the story around an

ongoing comparison between the Ashkenazic and Sefardic

Jewish communities of the fourteenth century. While the

Spanish one is denigrated as cold, atomistic, competitive,

mundane, snobbish and un-Jewish (assimilatory), the

Ashkenazic is idealized as fully integrated, cohesive com-

munity where every member enjoys the love and support of his

fellow Jews; where people live humbly, working hard for their

daily bread, but are fully recompensed by the love of their

family and by spiritual satisfaction of faith and learning;

where wealth is not flaunted and status does not alienate. It is

also a happy community, in spite of its terrible vulnerability,

which finally triggers disaster. Drawing primarily on Moritz

Gudemann's classic Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und

der Kultur der Juden in Deutschland, Friedberg presented

cozy family scenes, holiday rituals, happy days in the Yeshiva

(academy), which is not depicted as a somber, forbidding,

ascetic institution, but as a place full of scholastic high spirits,

jests and playfulness. Indeed, Friedberg's comparison of

Ashkenaz and Sefarad reads like an introduction to another

contemporary comparison, the one juxtaposing an already

idealized-nostalgic shtetl to Jewish alienation in the big city.

In any case, here, Jewish Ashkenaz was given a full vote of

confidence by a somewhat unsophisticated modern Hebrew

chronicler.

How did this amazing turnabout take place? It is hardly a

sufficient answer to point to the nationalistic mood of the

Hebrew intelligentsia during the last two decades of the

nineteenth century. To point to Zionist tendencies of large

parts of this intelligentsia is even less of an answer; for,

although some aspects of the traditional Ashkenazic legacy

could and did appeal to the new nationalism of the 1 880's and

1890's, others must have struck the Zionist sensibilities as

negative and offensive. For a fuller answer to our question, we

have to add at least three other connected and complementary,

but not identical, ones to the sheer nationalistic factor: a) Old

Ashkenaz now received its recognition together with Jewish

Eastern Europe and as part of the general rehabilitation of the

writers' own past—both the historical and the personal,

biographical one. As for the historical past—that of Jews in

Poland and the Ukraine in the Seventeenth Century— it was

viewed as a direct continuation of the Ashkenazic German

experience of persecution and kiddush hashem. Thus, poems

and stories on Jewish suffering and heroism in Worms and

Mainz were written together with poems and stories on the fate

of Jews in Bogdan Khmelnitsky 's times and on the conversion

to Judaism and subsequent burning at the stake of Count

Pototsky, the so-called ger-tsedek, as well as on the trials

inflicted on the conscripted, "stolen" children by the hench-

men of Nicholas I. Even more important, a reevaluation of old

Ashkenaz was needed for the rehabilitation of the writers' own
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pasl, i.e., of their personal roots struck deep in the shietl
culture. The communaiism, familism. religious rigor and
cultural parochialism that were attributed to medieval
Ashkenai were all essential aspects of that culture, and one
could not romanticize it without changing ones view of its

origins. Thus. Ashkenaz came to Hebrew literature together
with shieii nostalgia as part of the so-called Jewish Neo-
romanticism.

b) Old Ashkenaz became identified in the Hebrew literary
mind with the category of the imagination and the super-
natural. It was seen as the source of the Jewish fantastic
folktale, of stories of miraculous deliverance from imminent
disaster by such legendary figures as the prophet Elijah or the
thirty-six hidden tsadikim or other secret saints. The i aiional-
istic literature of the ffa5Afl/a branded all these as superstitions
and would not allow for the appearance of a supernatural
theme in a serious literary work unless it was a satire, blasting
folk-religion and Hasidism as pc-riiicious aberrations. In the
1880's and 1890*s, this ban was lifted and Ashkenaz returned to
favor as a subject. With the miraculous, the legendary, and the
supernatural assuming the status of legitimate literary themes
and sources, old Prague and Worms, Fiirth and Regensburg
could be presented not only as the historical arenas of
persecution and kiddush hashem, but also as gothic towns
crowned by the soft halo of fantasy and mystery. This, of
course, went well together with the new so-called Neo-hasidic
literary trend.

Y.L. Peretz, the initiator of this trend, lead his readers back not
only to the Hasidic courts and assemblies, but also to the old.
God-fearing Ashkenaz of "Eynayim mushpalot" (Lowered
Eyes). ''Hazivug, o sara bai-toiim"

( Ihc Match, or Sarah
Batiovim), and. above all else, 'Shalosh matanot" (Three
Presents), his quintessential artistic pseudo-folktale, which
unites the theme of life after death with that of kiddush
hashem. The central chapter in this very influential tale takes
place in "an ancient German town, with roofs of strange
visage and structure."^** with a big medieval Raihaus and a
colorful medieval crowd. The combination of the super-
natural, kiddush hashem, and old Germany is highly
characteristic.
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c) For complex and interesting reasons, old Ashkenaz—as a

literary source—perfectly suited the sentimental poetics that

functioned in the Hebrew literature of the last two decades of

the nineteenth century as the regulative aesthetic system.

While Spain was identified with Hebrew neo-classicism.

Ashkenaz became one of the hallmarks of the Hebrew age of

sensibility, or the Hebrew Sturm und Drang. Why was this so?

Probably because Ashkenaz supplied the Hebrew sentimen-

talists with perfect models of pathos, devoid of overt action, of

emotion, leading to almost no consequence beyond itself. The

aesthetic ideal of sentimentalism—maximizing affect while

minimizing its cause and effect—somehow was illustrated by

the act of kiddush hashem : an act producing (in the reader) the

most violent emotions and yet an act that is an end in itself,

i.e., that does not allow for the release of these emotions and

for their becoming a motive for further action. This also

explains why so much of the literature that treats the

Ashkenazic theme in the I880's and I890's is pure kitsch, in

which blood is squeezed to the last drop, broken bones are

rattled until they crack, floods of tears are shed, groans fill the

air, as hyperbole reigns supreme.

This, however, also explains why and how Ashkenaz suddenly

fell from grace after 1900, as the sentimentalist politics and

poetics of the so-called Khibat tsiyon (The Love of Zion) era

was replaced by the Herzlian Zionism and by the Romantic

poetics of the mature Bialik and Tshernikhovsky and their

disciples. Nowhere is this shift more interestingly illustrated

than in Tshernikhovsky 's "Barukh mimagentsa." This most

famous of all Hebrew historical poems marked, on the one

hand, the culmination of the Ashkenazic literary wave. On the

other hand, it also initiated its decline. Tshernikhovsky

brought everything to the poem he could learn from the poets

and novelists of the 1880's and 1890's. Most probably, his first

exposure to this topic was Reckendorf-Friedberg's "Hatna'-

akhelet". DtdLwingonGraelzsGeschichteder Juden, the story

briefly refers to the unique kiddush hashem of a certain Rabbi

Yitskhak of Mainz, the father of two extremely beautiful

daughters, who, because of his love for his daughters, failed

the trial of kiddush hashem when the Crusaders first came to

his town and allowed himself and the girls to be converted.

Then, three days later, suffering terrible remorse, he slaugh-
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lered the girls and set himself and his house on fire, thus,

unintentionally triggering a larger conflagraiion. which
eventually consumed a large part of the town.^'

Tshernikhovsky picked up the sensational topic, added to it

everything he was told by writers and historians on the

sweetness and intimacy of Ashkenazic Jewish family life and
on the depth of the religious education of the Ashkenazic
Jewish boy, treated all these by the poetic techniques he
learned from Frugs Rabbi Amnon, and then subverted,

undermined and toppled the entire Sentimental-Ashkcnazic
edifice. His Barukh. unlike the original Rabbi Yitshak. falters

and converts after he had slaughtered his two girls. His terrible

remorse as a Jewish renegade is doubled by the horror of his

staying alive after he had killed them. Between these two
excruciating pains, he loses his sanity, but, in the psychotic
frenzy that now overcomes him, he does not kill himself. He
sets his house on fire intentionally, pronouncing blood-
curdling imprecations and projecting his own image as that of
an enormous vampire, feeding on the blood of his gentile

enemies. As the fire consumes the town, he gloats over the
agony of his tormentors, but also of innocent children and
creatures. Finally, drunk with horrible joy and completely
crazed, he finds his way to the communal grave of the martyrs
and invites his dead wife to join him and their slaughtered
daughters around the merry bonfire.

Thus, Tshernikhovsky totally modernized and subverted the

theme of kiddush hashem. On the one hand, he treated it as a

framework for a serious, bona fide poetic examination of
homicidal psychosis. On the other hand, he developed the
poem as a call for action and as a protest against Jewish
passivity. Although written and published before the Kishinev
pogrom, the poem, reaching most readers after it, was
understood as a response as shocking and electrifying as

Bialik's '*Masa Nemirov", better known as "Be'ir haharega"
(In the City of Slaughter, 1903). However, while Bialik called

for active self-defense and not for revenge, Tshernikhovsky
was understood to have recommended physical acts of

intentional aggression. This could hardly have been the poet's

original intention. However, he certainly intended to expose
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kiddush hashem as an ineffective and unconvincing norm of

behavior. Even on the personal-psychological level, Barukh's

psychosis is preferable to it. It is humanly understandable. We
can identify with Barukh, with his enormous anger and with

his need for release, for action. Also in the structure and the

rhythms of the poem, which incorporate Barukh's volatile

moods and crazy sequence of thoughts, Tshernikhovsky

shattered the sentimental conventions of the poets of the

1880'sand 1890's.

Aher "Barukh mimagentsa" the ihematics oi kiddush hashem

and of old Ashkenaz could not be treated by Hebrew writers in

the manner of Frug, Sh. L. Gordon and A. Sh. Fricdberg. After

all, even Peretz's "Three Presents" subverts the norm of

kiddush hashem by degrading the heaven to which the

martyrs' presents must appeal. It is a mundane, greedy and

silly heaven that cannot be sanctified and that does not deserve

any sacrifice. Even incurable sentimentalists, writers who
followed the trail oiKhibat-tsiyon poetics into the twentieth

century, could not but follow Tshernikhovsky's lead. Thus,

such epigones as the poet Y.L. Barukh presented in the black-

death riots as the occasion that gave birth to modern Jewish

self-defense, focusing in his long narrative poem "Hamavet

hashakhor" (The Black Death) on a group of armed Jewish

fighters who do battle with the incoming enemy rather than

on the congregation preparing itself for ritual suicide,

idealizing their leader and not the old Rabbi whom he

describes as hypnotizing the congregation, manipulating

death wishes and by subtle suggestions killing all love for

life.32

VI

T,liF OLD ASHKKNAZic THEMF WAS subsequently evaded until

the 1920's, when it was approached by a new generation of

writers working against the backdrop of a new poetics. In this

scheme, the norm of kiddush hashem could not function as its

center. It was still there, of course, but it had to be subsumed

and transformed by another norm. These writers were not

interested now in suicidal acts of faith. They were spiritually

and aesthetically invested in revolution, a huge upheaval,



arousing unsuspected power of defiance and need for actual,

immediate change in the heart of a suffering, persecuted
community. Ashkenaz of the eleventh and fourteenth centuries

could not be as useful as it had been. The focus had to be
shifted to the 'messianic' centuries i.e., to the sixteenth and
seventeenth ones, in which Hebrew writers such as A. A. Kabak
and Ch. Hazaz could find models for a proto-Zionisl
revolution, while Yiddish writers, such as H. Leyvik {Der
Goylem, The Golem. 1920) and A. Glanis-Leyclcs (Osher
L&mlen, 1928) could find models of a proto-socialisi one.

A precursor of this new variation appeared just before World
War I in the form of U.N. Gnessin's exquisite translation of
the 'VorspieV to Jakob Wasserman's ]uden von Zirendorf

(1897). The novel itself, focusing on Wasserman's alter ego
Agathon Geier, a half-Jewish universalist prophet who breaks
all lies with his stagnant Jewish background, was never
translated into Hebrew (although it was translated into

Yiddish). Even the high praises of such influential Hebrew
writers as M.Y. Berdichevsky^^ould not arouse sufficient

interest in its vague universalist message.

However, the "f'orspiV/," which takes the reader to the rorn-
munity of Furth in the middle of the seventeenth century,
aroused more than mere interest. It inspired fast inatioii, for it

told, in a carefully measured epic lone, of an old. all but
medieval German Jewish community, suddenly st i/cd by the
throes of ecstatic, even orgiastic messianism. In Gnessins
rhythmic. Biblical version, titled Bymo' Shabtay Tsvi (In the
days of Sabbetai Zevi. 1 9 1 3 ), r he story possessed magic enough
to infuriate such an unbeliever in all literary magic as Y. Ch.
Brenner,3* and to imprint itself for life on the inind of an
impressionable young reader such as C:h. Ha/a/, whose
powerful expressionist drama Bekets hayamim (At ihe End of
Time), written in the early 1930s, was directly influenced by
Wasserman's visionary epic.

The suggestive power of Wasserman's model might partly
explain why Hazaz and others chose to examine the havoc
wreaked by a failed messianic upheaval against the German-
Jewish historical backdrop, and not, for instance, against a
more familiar Eastern European one. What made the Yiddish

poet A. Glants-Leyeles use an sixteenth century Ashkenazic

background for his drama of failed messianism? Born in

Poland and living in New York, the poet could conceivably

have found other surroundings than those of the German

peasants' revolt for his dramatic parable. Hazaz could have

chosen any given corner in the Jewish world of the seventeenth

century for his Sabbetian drama: Poland, Italy, Greece, Erets

Yisrael, Egypt, even Izmir and Constantinople themselves,

where the actual drama took place. A.A. Kabak did not have to

invest a full third of his historical trilogy Shlomo Molkho

( 1 928- 1 929) in the description of the Ashkenazic congregation

of Rosheim. After all, Molkho, never actually saw the town of

Rosheim. For all we know, he probably did not spend much

more time in Germany than the short while needed for his

ill-fated meeting with Karl V in Regensburg, from which he

was sent back to the prison of the Inquisition in Italy. Why
should Kabak have decided to develop a full fledged

Wasserman-like portrait of an Ashkenazic congregation, seized

by a messianic convulsion around Molkho?

Wasserman's example, as potent as it was, cannot, however,

fully explain this new literary interest in old Ashkenaz.

Basically, the interest grew out of the same inherent logic that

had earlier drawn the attention of Hebrew and Yiddish writers

in the Ashkenazic direction, i.e.. it was the very image of

Ashkenaz as it registered itself in the modern Jewish literary

imagination that rendered these new references to it almost

obligatory. Ashkenaz, we remember, represented Jewish stasis.

It lived in the imagination as a monumental, heavy entity,

complete in itself and impregnable to extrinsic influences. As

such, it became an important object for investigation by

alarmed writers committed to change, to the new revolu-

tionary dynamics in Jewish history. These dynamics, they

feared, might be abated and perhaps altogether arrested by

historical Jewish passivity and immobility; what better symbol

could they choose for this passivity and immobility than old

Ashkenaz?

A.A. Kabak made Shlomo Molkho spend a year in Rosheim so

that he could draw a full parallel between him and his

antipode, the famous shtadlan Jossel of Rosheim, whose role
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as "the ruler of all the Jews in the land of Germany" seemed lo

be challenged by such messianic firebrands as Reuveni and
Molkho. Kabak's Molkho lives in Jossel's home, in the midst

of the proverbial intimacy of the Ashkenazi Jewish family. He
also, unintentionally, destroys this intimacy much as he
destabilizes the entire community. At every point, \u is

juxtaposed with Jossel. the representative of quintessential

Gfl/iil, while he. Shlomo, represents the need for and the faith

in immediate, real, political geula (redemption). Each of the

two negates the spiritual reality of the other. Jossel is a

rabbinical scholar, a disciple of the old Ashkenazic hasidim
and yet a realist, a skeptic, a steadfast man saturated with the

Ashkenazic experience of persecution and dodging disaster in

small, but sometimes effective, ways: gaining time, gaining a

bit of favor, living from one dire threat to the other. In the final

analysis he bases his world view on the option of kiddush
hashem, wlien everything else fails." Thus educated by the

Ashkenazic experience, he remains limited by it. Molkho, as a

human type, is oriented toward the future even as he is

oriented toward the unknown. Experience does, therefore,

mean little to him. A marrano who had challenged the church
by reverting to his ancestral faith, and over whose head the

death sentence of the Inquisition already hangs, he changes
places and modes of action with little regard either to danger
or to any other practical consideration. From Portugal, he
goes to Erets Ytsrael, and from there to Italy and Germany. He
is a lover and a mystic, an intellectual and a writer, but, above
all else, he is a revolutionary, a visionary politician.

Unlike Jossel's "small" politics, his are grandiose. He goes
from one community to the other, agitating and calling for

immediate emigration to Erets Yisraei To Kabak. he is the
pure progeny of Spanish Judaism, the end result of Spanish-
Jewish traits such as aristocratic pride, wide cultural interest,

kabbalisiic search for mystical truths, a taste for political

power, impatience, eloquence, the tragic failure of conversion,
the trauma of the 1492 expulsion, and the secret agony and
public martyrdom of the marranos. Jossel is Ashkenaz
incorporated—the head and mind of Jewish Ashkenaz—for

Molkho finds his way to the poorest, most crippled elements
of the community—and manages to get them on his side.
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However, this meeting of Sefarad and Ashkenaz cannot but

end in tragedy. Molkho will undergo his kiddush hashem,

which is very different from the classical Ashkenazic one,

being almost sought by him as deliberate political action.

Ashkenaz will undergo a terrible convulsion, raising its

messianic hopes to the sky then precipitating them to the

abyss, only to come back at the end to the Galut-wisdom of

Jossel. Thus, the messianic surge has been arrested and for a

long time, Jewish immobility and passivity win the day. In

Bekets hayamim, Hazaz's play, a similar historical tragedy is

played out. Only this time, the dynamic and subsequently

destructive element emerges both from the Sefardic circum-

ference (Sabbateanism) and from within the Ashkenazic core.

The protagonist. Yuzpa, an Ashkenazic mystic, sees himself

not only as Sabbetai's emissary in his community, but also as a

Messiah in his own right, a tragic messiah, mashiakh ben

Yosef, i.e.. the messiah who will lead the Jews in the

apocalyptic struggles that would precede the final Geula, die

in battle, and clear the stage for the appearance of the true

Davidic Messiah. ^^^ The Ashkenaz he has to contend with is

incorporated by his father-in-law. the rich money-lender, who

would rather stay in Germany and do his business with the

gentiles when all the other Jews will be taken to£r^/.s Yisrael,

and the Rabbi, who insists on strict adherence to the halacha

as the only legitimate Judaism. Yuzpa, like Barukh of Mainz,

sets the town on fire, only his conflagration is meant to

consume the Jews, to exterminate their Galut, and not to

punish the gentiles. Hazaz's drama thus ends with kiddush

hashem turned into a tragic farce. An Ashkenazic Jewish

community is once again being burnt at the stake, but the fire

was lit by one of its own, a Jewish visionary, and in the name

of the Jewish Messiah, rather than that of the Christian God.

This strange reversal indicates the author's interpretation of

kiddush hashem as the highest spiritual reach of Galut

mentality. As such, it must be stood on its head, even

desecrated, if Galut is to be overcome. In a way, it should turn

its suicidal drive upon itself. Kiddush hashem, as an act of

faith, a sublime spiritual gesture, should kill and eliminate

itself so as to make room for the higher principle of Geulah.

Old Ashkenaz, as the incorporation of Galut, should be

destroyed.3^
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VII

s,i c:h ax Arrin de could not be openly expressed as the 1930's

wore on. With the Nazis entrenched in power, the tragic fate of

contemporary German Jewry sealed, and World War II

drawing near, the literary image of old Ashkenaz once again

expressed empathy and Jewish solidarity instead of the harsh

Zionist critique implied by Kabak's novel and Haza/'s drama.

In the 1920's a "counter-revolutionary" trend already emerged
in Hebrew literature, which, in spite of the rising Zionist

Jewish and socialist tides, embraced the passive heroism of

traditional martyrdom as an adequate spiritual defiance in the

face of a humanity which is inherently evil and murderous.

This—against the backdrop of the devastation of Jewish life

in Galicia and the Ukraine during World War I and
particularly in response to the massacre of almost fifty

thousand Jews—a "miniature" holocaust—during the 1918-

1919 civil war in revolutionary Russia.

In 191 3 the poet Z. Shneur, who in his prophetic poem " Yemey
habeynayim mitkarifim" (The Middle Ages Draw Near),

warned against a pending holocaust and exhorted his Jewish

brethren to die as heroes rather than as martyrs." Now in 1 922.

he identified with the talmudic scholar who kept pondering a

difficult halachic problem, so that the Ukrainian murderers

nailed his hand to his skull even as it clutched his forehead in

the manner so characteristic of talmudic learning.^' The
Middle Ages, Shneur now said, have come back. Crusaders

and Islamic warriors are again waging a "holy" war—only
ihey attack a common enemy: "one tiny Jew."***

Shaul Tshernikhovsky, the poet who in his youth had

preferred Barukh's psychotic revenge to stoic ritual suicide,

now, in 1924, wrote a ballad on the ancient cracked wall in

Worms. According to legendary tradition this wall had

miraculously torn its own bricks so as to give shelter to Rashi's

pregnant mother, who. walking in a narrow alley, could not

have otherwise escaped the hooves of an approaching cavalry

squad. Written together with other poems which dealt with

massacre and passive Jewish defiance this ballad ("Kir hapele

asher be-vormayza," The Miraculous Wall in Worms),
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expressed a new and more mature appreciation of the

devastating effects of power applied arbitrarily with no moral

and rational restraint. Thus, Tshernikhovsky was intellec-

tually and emotionally ready to accept Rashi's mother's frailty

and passivity and during the same period wholeheartedly

admire the kiddiish hashem suicide of the Ukrainian Jewish

girl who made her Cossack lover shoot her, so that she would

not have to marry him (see his "Bat harav," The Rabbi's

Daughter. 1924).4«

World War II and the Holocaust reinforced this tendency. In

1942, two years before his death, Tshernikhovsky, wrote the

cycle of "Baladot Virmayza" (Worms Ballads), a sequence of

exquisitely controlled ballads focusing on tragic moments in

the life and times of old Ashkenazic Jewry : the bishop of Basel,

chasing the Maharam (Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg) in the

Swiss mountains; a Jewish girl telling her mother of a

Christian knight's love for her and being told by the

experienced old woman how this love would end with her, the

girl, burning at the stake; the tragic irony of an entire Jewish

congregation heavingsighsof relief upon the death of some of

its own members from the "black-death" plague—a "proof"

thai they, the Jews, did not cause the epidemic by poisoning

the town's water.^^ xhe old poet accepts the physical impotence

of his Ashkenazic protagonists without criticism, with con-

trolled empathy. Here, there is nothing degrading about the

victims' succumbing to the brutal force of the enemy. They

perish without any loss of human and Jewish dignity.

The poems are in more than one way the exact opposite of

"Barukh rnimagentsa." Not only do they represent, ideo-

logically, a historical consciousness which directly contradicts

that of the earlier poem, but they also distance themselves

from its fierce emotionalism, from its psychologism and

expansive and volatile, almost rhapsodic structure. Succinct,

and matter of fact, The Worms Ballads convey a subdued

tragic pathos and irony, an acceptance of disaster as the Jewish

historical fate, a gentle hardness, which has replaced the

earlier frenzy. The difference is not only that of genre—the

ballad vs. the long romantic, emotional verse narrative. It is

not accidental, of course, that the poet now chose to treat the

theme of old Ashkenaz only through the medium of the
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ballad, the ballad being an older, more primitive and
"medieval" narrative genre. But even in comparison to his

own earlier ballads Tshernikhovskys "Baladot I'irmayza" are

terser and "dryer", in some cases, as in "Bat harav ve'ima"

(The Rabbi's Daughter and her Mother), limited to the

rendering of a short dialogue in well balanced symmetrical

couplets, or, as in "Baladat haze'ev" (The Wolf's Ballad) to a

factual report of horrible acts of violence in singsong,

repetitive balladistic quatrains. One feels, that the poet, who
in "Barukh mimagentsa" had watched the agony of his

medieval protagonist through modern eyes, drew, in the

1940's, as close as a modern man can, to the stoicism of the

medieval martyrs.

In Agnon's "Baderekh," as we have seen, a similar attempt

was made—although by a different narrative method—to

bridge the historical gap between the now and the then, to

overcome the barrier of the modern mentality and to watch the

past from a perspective as close as possible to that of the people

who lived in it. Such attempts were made in the 1930's and

I940*s not only by major writers of the stature of Tsherni-

khovsky and Agnon. We encounter it in works of lesser writers

such as Y. Twersky's historical novel Rashi (1946). Here the

daily life of a French Jewish community of the eleventh

century is carefully reconstructed. What's more, the author

makes every effort to make his characters, and particularly his

protagonist, think and react as people of their time. By no

means would he allow the entire novel to be overshadowed by

the histrionic aspect of history. Of course, he ends it with the

crusaders' arrival in Troyes and with Rashi's legendary

encounter with their leader Gottfried de Bouillon. But

Twersky wants us to experience the "normalcy" of Rashi's

world, its absorption in its here and now of commercial

concerns, family problems, communal tensions, learning,

writing. Unfortunately, Twersky, here as always, more of a

compiler and historical popularizer than a full-fledged

novelist, could not put his impressive historical erudition to

an artistic use and infuse his detailed, and often quite colorful

depiction with authentic narrative life.

The same search for historicity blunted by similar artistic

shortcomings characteri^es another attempt, on a much

smaller scale, to reconstruct Rashi's world (as well as his

encounter with Gottfried and the crusaders) in Harry Sackler's

historical short story "Orkhat parashim overet derekh Troyes"

(A Company of Horsemen Passes through Troyes, 1948)'*^

If one seeks a historical but artistically integrated portrayal of

daily life in old Ashkenaz at this point, one should turn to

Yosef Opatoshu's Yiddish masterpiece, "A Tog in Regens-

burg" (A Day in Regensburg), published in 1933. Opatoshu

offered a totally convincing and lively picture of Jewish

Regensburg at the beginning of the sixteenth century. The

threat of expulsion (which was to be realized in 1529) already

hangs over it. It is a doomed community. For a moment we

even see here the face of Jossel of Rosheim, the famous

shtadlan, overtly a guest of honor, at the wedding of the

daughter of a local Jewish dignitary and, covertly, a politician

on a desperate mission, trying to dodge the gezera and gain

time for the threatened congregation. However, all this is well

hidden beneath the story's surface, which is completely

occupied by the mundane business of eating and drinking,

socializing and quarreling, exchanging witty repartee and

pleasantries with pretty women. At the center of the story,

amid synagogue officials, beggars, innkeepers and lively

yeshiva students, Opatoshu installed not the figure of a

Shlomo Molkho or a Yossel of Rosheim or a famous Rabbi,

but, rather, that of Fishl, a wandering Yiddish poet who
functions at the wedding as a jester and a leader of a group of

letsim (performers) from Prague. Through him, he expresses

his own yiddishist ideology as well as his own definition of

Ashkenaz as "umeturn vu men redt undzer loshn, vu men redt

yidtsh" (Wherever men speak our language, Yiddish is

spoken),** which explains why a story such as "A Tog in

Regensburg" could never have been written by a Hebrew

writer. However, Yiddishism worked for Opatoshu in this

story very much as neo-orthodoxy worked for Agnon in

*'Baderekh" Both ideologies offered the two great writers

artistic access to old Ashkenaz, and both were undermined and

made irrelevant by the Holocaust: Yiddishism by the physical

extermination of most Yiddish speaking Jews, and neo-

orthodoxy, by the overwhelming theological and moral

questions posed by the reality of Auschwitz. Thus, Agnon had
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to rewrite *'Baderekh*' as '*Merutsat hasus/' and Opatoshu
could never go back to Regensburg.

Is this the reason for the all but total evasion of old Ashkenaz

as a theme in the Hebrew literature written after the 1948

Israeli War of Independence? In 1949, with the war still

raging, the publication of Asher Barash's thoughtful historical

novella "Befundak ekhad" (In the Same Inn)^^ seemed to open

a new Zionist perspeaive on that theme. The plot of the story

takes place in the year 1529 in an inn not far from Freiburg.

Here The famous humanist Erasmus, now in a self imposed

exile from Basel, is required to check some Hebrew manu-
scripts, which have been found in the possession of two

yeshiva students, and which might contain anti-Christian

blasphemy. The manuscripts, as the students explain, are

talmudic commentaries which were left in Regensburg when
its Jews were expelled, and now they are being transferred to

the yeshiva in Strasbourg.

Erasmus graciously allows the students to resume their voyage

wiih their manuscripts (which he can hardly decipher).

However, he engages them in a controversy over the worth of

Judaism. It is a faith which had left the Jewish people bereft of

all vestiges of earthly, political presence, or. in the terms

Erasmus uses, without the necessary modicum of 'folly." As

such it wills their soul and body, for human kind cannot

subsist without folly and its accoutrements. If Judaism is ever

again to become a faith supporting a living national body it

would have to incorporate elements of folly, i.e., it will have to

become politically active and to strive for a politically

independent state. Barash's novella is of considerable interest

not only because of its high descriptive and intellectual level

but also because it offers a new and mellower Zionist critique

of the old Ashkenazic mentality, which is quite eloquently

articulated by Ensil, the more mature of the two students.

Barash does not attack this mentality and does not extol its

opposite—the Jewish state and its army, the decision taken by

modern Jews to plunge from the heights of religious

spiritualism into the "follies" of political history. He only

presents this decision as inevitable. By putting his critique of

spiritual, politically passive Judaism, in the mouth of

m

Erasmus, the author of the satirical "In Praise of Folly," he

even allows himself to watch this plunge into statehood and

political power with some ironic detachment. It seems that,

with the assurance gained at the founding of the Jewish state,

Zionism could afford a more balanced and less dramatic view

of Jewish exilic history in general and of old Ashkenaz in

particular. Perhaps the actual experience of political power

with all its discontents would now allow for a revaluation of

political powerlessness.

But this was not to be. Barash's novella, which was innovative

even in its shifting its focus away from kiddush hashem and

messianism, had no impact on Israeli literature. In the 1950's

and the 1960's no younger Israeli writer, even writers born in

Germany and keeping in touch—through family connections

and education—with German-Jewish orthodoxy, such as

Yehuda Amichai, would come to old Ashkenaz as a literary

theme. One cannot but speculate about the meaning of this

denial. Was this a sign of the "Canaanitc" nature of Israeli

Hebrew culture, which, supposedly, was to be wrenched free

from the matrix of "Jewishness"? Or were Ashkenaz and

kiddush hashem made utterly irrelevant by the reality of a

Jewish state and a Jewish military power? Or maybe the

Ashkenaz myth was now fundamentally negated by contra-

dictory ones such as the Massada myth (a collective suicide

which sanctifies political and personal freedom from subjuga-

tion and slavery rather than the name of God) or the silver-tray

myth from Nathan Alterman's famous poem (Israeli youth as

the sacrificial offering given not to God but rather to a

Goddess-like personification of the mother nation). Or

perhaps it was the inability on the part of Israeli writers at the

time to deal intellectually and emotionally with the death—

with no armed struggle—of six million European Jews that

made the suppression of Ashkenaz obligatory?

Indeed, in the 1970's and 1980's, as Israeli writers waxed

critical of their own society and gradually encountered the

human reality of the Holocaust, the Ashkenazic theme slowly

and sporadically resurfaced. But it was still treated from such a

mental distance that it remained actually unrealized. Amos Oz

touched upon it in his historical novella "Ad mavet" (Unto

Death, 1971. The author himself gave the story a different
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English title: "Crusade"), but whatever ihe poetic significance

of this metaphoric rendering of an unsuccessful crusade might

be, the crusade as a Jewish experience is peripheral to it. Oz is

interested in the self-destructive urges which send people on

'holy' voyages with the hope of attaining absolute' goals, and

not in the reactions of those who are crushed by the voyages.

Consequently, even when his crusaders encounter Jews and

destroy them he feels closer to their dark fury than to the fear or

heroism of their victims. Thus the two Jews who appear in the

story are viewed through Christian eyes. The two, are highly

stereotypical and schematic presentations: one—a cunning

peddler, who is practical and devious even in his death; the

other—a scholar and a hero, who is ready to undergo terrible

torture and die for the sake of saving old books and manu-

scripts—although the tradition never regarded the loss of

these as a sufficient cause for kiddush hashem. Both stereotypes

indicate the author's distance and lack of intellectual

sympathy.

Amalia Kahana-Karmon made some use of old Ashkenaz in

her pseudohistorical romance "Mimar'ot gesher habawaz hay-

arok" (From the sights of the Green-Duck Bridge, 1984).-**

where some vestige of the Ashkenazic pathos a la Friedberg is

integrated into the feminine protagonist's story of abduction,

rape, slavish love for her abductor, and finally, self- liberalion.

Situated in an unspecified semi-medieval past this feminist

story-a serious parody of Zikhronot leveyt Dfli'irf—equates

the lowly, powerless Jews with women. The fate of both

groups is to be raped and manipulated by men, i.e., by

gentiles. At the same time the story also defines the Jews as the

stolid male entity (fatherly and rabbinical) against which

women must rebel. Thus Kahana-Karmon not only created a

self-contradictory or "mixed" metaphor, but also reduced the

Ashkenazic image to its two stereotypical characteristics:

vulnerability and weakness on the one hand and immobility

on the other hand. The fact that in this feminist romance the

reduction yields a sexual symbol (the Jews are asexual males)

hardly offers an innovative insight. The exilic Jew has all too

often been described as a man who is not a man.

warns against predictions. However, one might say, that to the

extent that Israeli literature will remain a Jewish literature—

and, for all the prophecies of the "Canaanites" there is no

indication that Israeli culture can be anything but a branch of

the Jewish culture—the Ashkenazic theme is bound to

reemerge in one way or another. If for nothing else the

unrelenting need to belter focus a Jewish perspective on the

destruction of ihcShoah will render obligatory a revaluation

of Ashkenaz and its kiddush hashem. For how can one hope

for an intrinsically Jewish understanding of the behavior of

twentieth century Ashkenazic Jews facing total extermination

without gauging the depth of their medieval past, i.e., without

a closer and more insightful look at kiddush hashem?

The explanation might be imbued cither with the optimism

of Agnon's "Baderekh" or with the nihilism of his "Merutsat

hasus." However, if it is an authentic and artistically effective

one it will have to be reached through a rigorous search for

ways that imaginatively lead back to old Ashkenaz. The road

to Agnon's old German synagogue, lost in the hilly desert,

will have to be rediscovered and reopened.

Is Israeli literature ever going to come up with a real new

insight into the Ashkenazic Jewish experience? Caution
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PRINIEDIN I Ht IMriDSrvrHSOr AMKRICA

A..LI. A(;RtE roDAY that Jews can make exceptionally brave

and tough soldiers. It is also well known that such a view was

not always held, and that the unfitness of Jews for military

service— nay, Jewish cowardice— was one of the basic tenets

of antisemitism. What Jews lacked in courage, according to

antisemiiic propaganda, they made up amply with devilish

cunning, the ability to make others fight for Jewish goals.*

The presence of Jews in the Habsburg army marks a station on

the road from such traditionally negative views of their

abilities to today's admiration for their prowess, and even for

this reason alone it is worth devoting some attention to that

experience.

The debate over the qualification of Jews for military service

dates from the Age of Enlightenment. In 1 783, for instance, in

an attempted refutation of Christian Wilhelm Dohm's pro-

assimilationist writings, Johann David Michaelis, a promi-

nent professor of Oriental studies at Gottingen, argued that

while military service was truly the decisive issue in granting

equality to Jews, there was no hope of their performing such

service as long as they refused to change their religious views.

Because of their belief in the Messianic restoration of Israel,

Michaelis contended, Jews would always consider themselves

a transient alien nation and therefore possess no patriotic

sentiments. 'They will not fight on the Sabbath—he stated—

,

for they are forbidden to do so unless attacked." They celebrate

innumerable holidays and fast days, and "as long as they

•I would like lo express my gratitude to the Israeli historian Michael K. Silber and the

Austrian military historian trwin A. Schmidl. whose advice and learned essays on

Jewish conscription and Jewish soldiers in the Habsburg monarchy helped me
immeasurably in preparing this paper.



observe the laws about kosher and non-kosher food, it will be

almost impossible to integrate them into our ranks. ' Nor,

Michaelis insisted, could the problem be solved by creating

special Jewish units, for "the oath of the Jews being one of the

most complicated matters in the world," their loyalty could

EOt be trusted. Besides, the Gotiingen professor added, the

Jews as a race were much too short to meet the criteria of

modern European armies.*

Considering that the minimum height for recruits of the

European armies at that time was about five feet two, Jews in

the 1 780s must have been very short indeed! In any case, I have

never encountered any other references to inadequate height

in debates over their military employment. But Michaelis's

other theses— that they would not fight on the Sabbath, that,

even worse, they would never fight for a Gentile prince, or that

their dietary laws made it impossible for the army to feed

them—were to be marshalled again and again. And to these

were added more vicious charges of Jewish shirking,

cowardice, and treason. Yet the dictates of enlightened

liberalism eventually led all European governments to avail

themselves of the services of Jews.

Among these regimes, none was more eager to do so than the

Habsburg monarchy. No one knows how many Jews served

in the Habsburg armies between the 1780s and the fall of the

dynasty in 1918. but it must have numbered about half a

million. Moreover, an amazing number of Jews were com-

missioned as officers—some 25,000 in World War I alone-

making the Habsburg armed forces unique among the

world's armies. The Jewish officers' contingent included a

respectable number of generals and colonels, and in World

War I alone. 76 Jews received the Gold Medal for Valor, one

of the two highest distinctions for battlefield bravery. ^ The

presence of so many Jewish soldiers, both professionals and

reservists, in a state whose public is often remembered today

as being viciously antisemitic. strikes one as contradictory.

Yet it simply reveals the fundamental policy of the Habsburg

dynasty, which was to make use of all its subjects for the

greater glory of the House, regardless of race, ethnicity,

religion, or public opinion.

This, then, is an extraordinary story, but one without a happy

ending, for thousands upon thousands of the former Habs-

burg Jewish soldiers ended their lives in the gas chambers: a

tragedy which says something not only about Nazi Germany
and the successor states that replaced the monarchy in 1918,

but also about certain political trends that had begun to

develop under Habsburg rule.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

F,oi'R DisriNCTiVF PERIODS can be detected in the history of

Jewish soldiering: the first half of the 19th century, when only

isolated individuals, converts for the most part, could make a

military career; the liberal age, between the 1860s and the end

of the century, when Jewish participation in the army and its

officer corps increased rapidly; a period of decline in the years

before 1914; and the Great War, when the number of Jewish

soldiers and officers again rose dramatically until they consti-

tuted a very significant part of the corps.

EARLY HISTORY

A,s MICHAEL siLBER has pointed out, in the 1780s, the

Habsburg monarchy was unique in Europe (with the possible

exception of Catherine the Great's Russia) in the extent and

intensity of state intervention. As a consequence, the primary

agent of change for the Jews was not the Haskala, or Jewish

Enlightenment, but the enlightened absolutist state itself. The
driving force behind it all was Emperor Joseph II, that most

enlightened of all the enlightened despots, whose Jewish

reform measures preceded those of the French Revolution.^

The question of Jewish military service arose as soon as

Joseph inherited the Habsburg family domains from his

mother, Maria Theresa, in 1780. Many publicists, a few

maskilim or enlightened Jews among them, weighed the pros



and cons of drafting Jews into service. By 1787, the state

authorities, especially the Cx»un Chancellery and the Court

War Council (the latter an early version of the war ministry)

had also entered the fray, until Joseph II, with his usual

impatience put an end to this war of words. He decreed, early

in 1 788, that Galician Jews of military age were to be drafted as

drivers in the artillery and the transportation corps. Within a

few months, conscription was extended to all the Jewish

communities in the realm, and a year later. Jews were allowed

lo volunteer for a combat branch, the infantry.

Considering that these measures were adopted in the same

period that Jews were called upon to assume family names and

to attend state schools—henceforward no Jew was allowed to

marry without a school graduation certificate—to say nothing

of other reform decrees aimed at making Jews useful members

of the state, the extent of public agitation can easily be

imagined. Immediately, Galician Jewry petitioned the

emperor for an exemption from the draft, and their request

was powerfully seconded, although for different reasons, by

the War Council. The latter, in desperation, went so far as to

argue that the drafting of Jews amounted to religious

intolerance, for how else could one interpret coercion to

violate both the Sabbath and dietary laws. But the emperor

stubbornly clung to his principle that Jews must be accorded

the same opportunities as Christians." At that time there were

about 350,000 Jews in the Habsburg realm, constituting about

two percent of the population; yet it was not this fairly

significant potential military force that inspired the emperor

but his firm conviction that in an enlightened state all subjects

were to have the same opportunities and obligations.

More than half of all the Jews in the realm lived in Galicia.

and thousands of them now took to the forests or escaped

across the frontier to Russian Poland. This prompted one

Austrian official in Galicia to exclaim that, thanks to the

draft, one would soon be rid of the Jews.*

The reluctance of Jews to serve becomes easily understandable

if we consider what soldiering was like at that time. The

duration of service was twenty-five years, at least in theory.

$

Regiments were always on the march, barracks were an

unheard-of luxury, epidemics claimed more victims than

wars, and ordinary soldiers were often recruited from among
vagrants and criminals. Discipline was brutal, although no

more so than in other armies. Running the gauntlet, for

instance, with the horrendous suffering and probable death it

inflicted, was but one of many cruel punishments employed in

the armies. 5 To add insult to injury, the educated classes were

exempt from military service, while those with some money

could purchase a substitute for themselves, meaning that the

handful of "enlightened" Jews in the monarchy remained

untouched by the military service they had so enthusiastically

endorsed.

Gradually, however, even the orthodox Jewish leadership

relented, especially after the Court Chancellery stated that

there was no reason why Jews should not become officers, and

after Joseph raised the first Jew ever, Israel Honig, into the

ranks of the nobility. Thus, Rabbi Ezekiel Landau of Prague

advised the first Jewish soldiers conscripted in that city:

Serve your Emperor loyally but do not forget your
religion either... Grease the wheels of the wagons for

your comrades on Sundays, so that they will do the same
for you on the Sabbath. As long as you are not able to buy
meat from Jews, eat only butter and cheese and whatever

else we [Jews] are permitted to eat.^

As the army was not yet cooking for its soldiers, the Jewish

recruits could easily prepare their own meals. Moreover, the

War Council went out of its way to cater to religious

sensibilities as, for instance, when it decreed that Jewish

soldiers should be provided with uniforms that would not

violate the law of shatnez, the interdiction against combining

wool and linen.

In any case, because Jews were eventually {permitted to buy

their freedom with a cash payment, at first only a handful were

drafted. Not so during the ensuing Napoleonic wars when the

purchasing of substitutes was again suspended and when an

estimated total of 36,200 Jews served in the army. It was during



these same wars that the first Jewish officers were com-

missioned.'

In ihe post-Napoleonic conservative restoration period, with

its financially starved and small-sized army, practically only

Jewish converts could make it into the combat branches of the

officer corps. On the other hand, they were now allowed to

enter the military medical academy, the famous Josephinum.

Thereafter, the Jewish Regimentsarzt (captain's rank) came

to be a legendary figure in the Habsburg armed forces.*

In 1848-1849. a great number of Jews participated in the

Vienna revolution, and in Hungary, the majority of Jewish

communities embraced the cause of Louis Kossuth, partly

because of the growing assimilationist trend among them, and

partly because of the pro-emancipation policy of the Hun-

garian liberal leaders. In the war between Austria and

Hungary, thousands of Hungarian Jews served in the

Hungarian national army. (To be sure, at least as many

Hungarian Jews served in the Habsburg forces.) The Hun-

garian army, or honved, commissioned a great number of

Jews; a few even made it to major, the highest rank awarded to

any non-professional soldier in the revolutionary forces.

Jewish participation in the Hungarian revolution infuriated

the Austrian high command, which, following the defeat of

the Hungarians imposed heavy fines on several Jewish

communities. Other Jews were imprisoned.^ Nonetheless,

there seems to have been no discrimination against Jewish

soldiers loyal to the dynasty.

One example of such a brilliant career was that of the Jew Karl

Sirass (also spelled Strahs in the documents), who was born in

Bohemia in 1828 and who volunteered for the elite Jdger or

light infantry in December 1848. Within four months, Strass

was commissioned a lieutenant and was transferred to a

Dmgoner cavalry regiment. Five months later, in December

1849, he was made a first lieutenant in the emperor's 2nd

Hungarian Hussar regiment. Although only twenty -one. he

had already enjoyed a career usually reserved for very high

aristocrats. Nonetheless, he did not convert, either then or

later, Strass had not earned his promotions on the battlefield:

throughout the wars of 1848-1849. he had been attached to the

military chancellery of Field Marshal Windisch-Graetz. He
was pensioned off in 1861 as a semi-invalid, at the age of

thirty-three, with the rank of senior captain and thereafter

performed only garrison duly.'^ We must assume that Strass

was very wealthy and had been able to purchase his promo-
tions. Still, his was an amazing career in a quintessentially

Roman Catholic army. It is true that Oriental Christians and

Protestants had long been regularly promoted, but still it is

not easy to understand the favors heaped upon a Jew by

Windisch-Graetz, Austria's most conservative field marshal.

JEWISH SOLDIERS AFTER 1867

INTHK WARS OF 1859 and 1866. between 10.000 and 20.000 Jews

served in the Habsburg army." The dramatic change in the

fate of Jews came, however, in 1867. when the Habsburg state

and its army underwent a complete transformation. In the

so-called Compromise Agreement, the empire was divided

into two sovereign parts, Austria and Hungary, with liberal

constitutions adopted in both halves of what now became

known as Austria-Hungary or the Dual Monarchy. A year

later, universal military service was introduced, and the armed

forces were divided into three parts, a Hungarian National

Guard or honved, an equal-sized Austrian National Guard,

and a much larger Joint or Common Army, into which,

unlike the National Guards or Landwehre, soldiers were

recruited indifferently from all parts of the Dual Monarchy.

Aside from the foreign service and a few provisional common
institutions, only the ruler and the Joint Army now held the

monarchy together, a fact that immensely increased the

political importance of soldiers. Without the loyalty of the

Joint Army, and esf^ecially of its career officers—maybe 10,000

men in peacetime, later to be increased to some 15,000— , the

Dual Monarchy would have collapsed much earlier than it

did. What is more, these officers and Emperor- King Francis

Joseph, to whom the officers were personally devoted,

succeeded in preserving a state torn by ethnic hatreds without

resorting to force. There were no revolutions in the Habsburg



monarchy between 1849 and the defeat of the Central Powers

ai the end of World War I.

One of the mainstays of the Habsburg regime were the Jewish

soldiers and officers towhom the multinational army offered a

shelter from ethnic and racist prejudice, and who were

individually grateful to the emperor-king for their emanci-

pation in 1867.

Because of universal conscription, the number of Jewish

recruits now increased dramatically, approaching the propor-

tion of Jews in the general population. In 1872, for instance,

the Joint Army included over 12.000 Jewish enlisted men in

the reserve and on active duty, representing 1.5 percent of the

total. By 1902. their number and proportion had grown to

nearly 60,000, or 3.9 percent of the total; this at a time when

there were over two million Jews in the realm, constituting a

little over four percent of the monarchy's population. There-

after, however, the number and proportion of the Jewish rank

and file declined steadily, falling to 46,000. or 3.1 percent, in

1911. We have no sure way to explain this decline, for even

though the proportion of Jews in the general population also

declined slightly, the proportion of the Jewish rank and file

decreased much more significantly. '^ Massive Jewish emigra-

tion to America, which depleted primarily the younger aged

group, may have been one reason. Perhaps also, the draft

boards had become more reluctant to take in Jews. In any case,

during World War I. the number of Jewish soldiers again

increased enormously, to an estimated total of 300,000.

Not surprisingly, the Jewish rank and file were unevenly

distributed among the several arms of service. They were

greatly overrepresented among the medics and in the trans-

portation corps, for instance, and considerably underrepre-

sentedamong the /agrr and cavalry, but uneven representation

was typical for other ethnic groups as well, and it had more to

do with the educational background and civilian profession of

the recruits than with discrimination.

Life in the post-Compromise army was much better than in

the old-time army, in part because the two parliaments cast a

watchful eye on the military that many of the liberal and

nationalist deputies detested. Alleged or real mistreatment of

the rank and file was regularly aired in public, and as military

court records show, brutal officers and noncommissioned

officers were not infrequently punished. Still, it must not have

been easy for a Jewish boy, for any city boy, to serve in an army

used to training illiterate peasants, and whose NCOs prided

themselves on their ability to deliver the longest oaths and

curses without once repeating the same words.

JEWISH CAREER OFFICERS

How DiFFici'Lr WAS IT for a Jew to become an officer in the

armies of the Dual Monarchy, and how difficult was it for him
to advance in the ranks? The unconditional answer must be

that it was perfectly possible for Jews to make a career in the

officer corps, although relatively few chose that option. And
why should they, when more rewarding careers awaited them

in business, the professions, and, at least in the Hungarian

half of the monarchy, even the civil service? Like farming or

fur making, soldiering was a family occupation, transmitted

from father to son. It was also much more popular among
certain ethnic groups, such as the Serbian and Croatian

Border Guard families or the ethnic Germans in Hungary and
Transylvania than, for instance, among the monarchy's Poles

or Italians.

The typical Habsburg officer began his career in military

school, where he had been sent by his soldier father either at

the tender age of six or at the age of ten, and where he was

guaranteed room and board as well as a tuition-free education.

Army pay was very bad, especially for junior officers and

garrisons were often situated in God forsaken places without

schools, or with schools offering education in the local

language only. Clearly, for the sons of most soldiers, the

military school was the only way to receive an education.'^ No
wonder, then, that relatively few Jewish boys took up the

challenge to mingle with the tough Fisolen (in Austrian

"green beans") as the army brats called themselves. Still, there

were some!

11



In 1897, the Joint Army had 178 Jewish career officers, about

1.2 percent of the total. It is true that, by 191 1 . the iiuinber of

Jewish career officers had declined to 109, or 0.6 percent, but

even these figures were higher than the number and propor-

tion of Jewish career officers in the Prussian peacetime army,

which was zero. The distribution of .hese ofLrs a.ong .he

several branches of service resembled the pattern we have seen

among the enlisted men: more among the medics and infantry

than in the elite services usually reserved for aristocrats. In

1911. for instance, only two unbaptized Jewish career officers

served in the cavalry.'*

What caused this decline between 1897 and 191 1? One reason

was the shortage of officers in the 1870s. when educated young

civilians, and hence Jews as well, were readily accepted in the

corps after a relatively brief training. These officers were still

in service in 1897, but only exceptionally in 191 1. We could

also point to the gradual assimilation of educated Jews into

the Hungarian, Czech, and Polish nations. As Jews embraced

the ideology of their host nations, they may have become less

enthusiastic about a career in the supranational Joint Army.

Nor can antisen^itisn, be excluded L a factor, though an.l

Jewish attitudes in Austria-Hungary were certainly no more
advanced in the first decade of the twentieth century than they

had been in the 1880s, the worst period of popular anti-

semitism.

In 1901 , that is. before statistics began to show a decline in the

number of Jewish officers. Dr. Block's Wochenschrijt in

Vienna pointed out that while there were many Jewish doctors

in the army medical corps, and while an earlier war minister.

General Ferdinand Bauer, had not hesitated to promote four

Jewish medical officers to general's rank, the new war

minister. General Edmund Krieghammer, was systematically

denying study stipends to Jewish doctors interested in

pursuing a military career; he had made it nearly impossible

for Jewish reserve medical officers to become career soldiers.

The IFor/ii'njsr/in// drew the attention of Jewish physicians to

the Austrian National Guard, where there was a great shortage

of doctors and where the minister of defense, General Count

Welserheimb, was free of any bias. Again, three years later, the

Monatsschrift der Osterreichisch-lsraelitischen Union com-
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plained of a significant reduction in the number of Jewish

combat and medical officers in the Joint Army, attributing it

to anti-Semitism. '5 Amazingly, however, one encounters

barely any other reference to army antisemitism even in the

above named journals, both devoted to the militant defense of

Jewish interests in the realm.

Undoubtedly, there was something ominous about the near-

halving of Jewish career officers in only fourteen years, and

the simultaneous decline in the number of Jewish medical

officers. Perhaps the decline in the latter group was caused as

much by the growing reluctance of doctors to seek a finan-

cially unrewarding career in the army, as by the antisemitism

of an occasional war minister or the well-known bigotry of

Archduke Francis Ferdinand. One thing is certain: Francis

Joseph himself never wavered in his religious tolerance and

his appreciation of the loyalty of Jews.

There are many anecdotes testifying to the confessional

tolerance of that devoutly Catholic emperor, who ruled from

1848 to 1916. Let us remember that, by 1900, there was not a

single officer in active service who had not received his

commission from that ruler and sworn personal fealty to him.

Thus, too, when we speak of the loyalty of Jewish soldiers, we

mean their loyalty to the person of Francis Joseph.

The last grand seigneur of Europe, Francis Joseph was

profoundly imbued with a sense of the divine mission of his

House, and it made no difference to him whether a subject was

a German, a Hungarian, a Slav, or a Jew as long as the subject

did his duly. Although scrupulously observant of the two

constitutions he reluctantly signed in 1867, the emperor-king

treated his subjects, including his cabinet ministers, as

personal servants. With the same humility and grace that he

accepted the blessings of the pope, Francis Joseph accepted the

blessings of a rabbi or of a Muslim cleric. At military parades,

he asked the same innocuous questions of an aristocratic

cavalry officer and a Jewish enlisted man, and he rewarded all

who merited recognition without regard to origin.'^

We know from a biographical compendium prepared in 1911

by a Lieutenant Moritz Friihling that, between 1848 and 1910,

IS



a loial of 987 Jewish career officers served in the Joint Army,

more of them in the army medical corps than in the combat

branches. Among them, Friihling recognized nineteen who
had been promoted to general before 1911. Subsequently,

during World War I. there came new promotions, with the

result that there were twenty-five Jewish or converted Jewish

generals at that time. Only a very few among the Jewish career

officers had attended such elite schools as the Wiener-

Neustadt Military Academy. Most had studied at lesser

military schools, or in the case of many in the older

generation, had entered the army directly, at an early age, as

cadets attached to a regiment.'^

No doubt these officers were assimilationisi: of the twenty-

three pre.1911 Jewish generals and colonels in the army's

combat branches, fourteen converted at some point during

their career, although some only at the very end. Conversion

was not, however, a must for becoming a general: the highest-

ranking Jewish officer in the Joint Army, Feldmarschal-

leutnant Eduard Ritter von Schweitzer, never converted.

Schweitzer, who was born in Hungary in 1844, entered the

army as an enlisted man in 1865 and was commissioned in

1870. He fought in the war against Prussia and in 1878

participated in the occupation of Bosnia- Hercegovina. The
latter brought him the Order of the Iron Crown, which
elevated him to knighthood. He completed general staff

school but, despite his fine record there, was not taken into the

general staff. Nevertheless, he became a Generalmajor, in

1904, and was put in charge of an infantry brigade. He retired a

year later and was subsequently awarded the title of two-star

general. Legend has it that the old Schweitzer regularly

attended synagogue in Budapest, kept a kosher diet, and

requested and received permission not to eat forbidden food

when dining with the emperor.

There was also a General Alexander Ritter von Eiss who,

rather than converting, became a Zionist in old age. Eiss. who
was born in Moravia in 1832, was commissioned a lieutenant

in 1855. He fought at Magenta in 1859 and at Custozza in 1866.

For bravery in the latter encounter, he was decorated with the

Iron Crown Order Third-Class and became a Ritter, In 1859.

Eiss transferred to the Austrian Landwehr as a colonel and

14

regimental commander. He remained in service until 1895.

Eleven years later, he was given the title of one-star general. He
subsequently app)eared, dressed in his general's uniform, at

Zionist meetings. His three sons also became career officers:

two were killed in World War I, and the third received the

extremely rare Gold Medal for Bravery.'*

The most successful officer of Jewish origin served in the

Hungarian National Guard which, incidentally, was particu-

larly sympathetic to Jews. This was in part because of the

shortage of qualified officer candidates in the Hungarian

Landwehr, and in part because of the Hungarian desire to

speed up the assimilation of Jews into the Magyar nation. In

fact, many in the Hungarian Jewish elite were among the

fiercest Magyar patriots. Baron Samuel Hazai (his original

name was Kohn) was born in Hungary in 1851, the son of a

well-to-do spirits manufacturer. He and his two brothers

entered the honved army as enlisted men. Hazai was commis-

sioned in 1876 and soon thereafter converted. He attended

general staff school and then taught at the Hungarian military

academy. In 1900, he became a colonel of the general staff,

attached to the /ioni;<?<iarmy; by 1910 he was already a general,

and between 1910 and 1917, he servedas Hungary's minister of

defense.

To be sure, Hazai was not the only Hungarian cabinet

member of Jewish origin: one of them, the minister of justice,

had not even converted. In 1917, Emperor-King Charles

promoted Hazai to Colonel General and made him chief of

mobilization and supply. As such, Hazai was the second most

important officer of the Austro-Hungarian armed forces after

the chief of general staff.''

It would be good to know what prompted a Jew to become a

professional officer in the Habsburgarmy. Unfortunately, no

relevant memoirs appear to exist, and the biographical

material written by Jewish authors recount only the achieve-

ments, not the motives of the Jewish career officers. No doubt,

there existed several incentives. One was the right of every

officer to request and to receive an audience with the emperor

as well as to attend a Hofball, or Court Ball, at least once in his

life. The other incentive was ennoblement. Certain distinc-
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lions, such as the Order of the Iron Crown or the Knight's

Cross of the Order of Leopold, brought automatic elevation

into the knighthood, but far more important was the fact that,

of all groups, long-service alone entitled an officer to

ennoblement. Unlike other aspirants, the officers did not even

have to pay a fee for the coveted title of von; or, if they were

prepared to pay a small fee. they could obtain the even more

elegant title of Edler von, or Noble of... Thousands of long-

serving officers availed themselves of the opportunity to enter

into the ranks of the hereditary nobility, and even though this

did not cause these so-called service nobles to be accepted by

the old aristocracy of blood, it still meant considerable social

advancement. Ennobled officers were called upon to devise

their own coat of arms and noble predicate, which brought

such interesting results as when a Jewish medical general

adopted the name of Michael Waldstein Edler von Heilwehr,

roughly translated as Waldstein, Nobleman Devoted to the

Healing of the Army.^

JEWISH RESERVE OFFICERS

T,HE FXisrtNCEOF Jew^sh generals and other career officers

must have comforted the assimiliationist Jewry, and it may

also have enhanced the overall prestige of Jews. But, of course,

these officers would not have dreamed of representing Jewish

interests vis-a-vis the army or the state. Much more important

from the point of view of assimilation and the place of Jews in

Gentile society was the reserve officer corps, in which Jews

constituted a truly amazing presence.

The Austrian and Hungarian military laws of 1868 enabled

conscripts with a high-school education or its equivalent to

serve one year instead of three. By creating this institution, the

liberal Austrian and Hungarian governments hoped to fill the

officer corps with educated civilians in uniform as well as to

attract the bourgeoisie to the military profession. The "one-

year volunteer" or Einjdhrig Freiwilliger was a conscript just

like the ordinary recruits, but he enjoyed many privileges, and

he alone qualified for reserve-officer school. Once he had

completed his brief training, this so-called volunteer was

usually made a noncommissioned cadet officer with a good

chance of becoming an ensign in three years and later a

lieutenant in the reserve. Subsequently, he could even apply

for admission to a special course which would make him a

career officer.

Between 1868 and 1918 hundreds of thousands of civilians

completed the reserve officers' training school, and thousands

were commissioned so that, by 1914, their number about

equalled that of the career officers. Not everybody qualified, of

course, and regimental assemblies, which had a final say in the

admission of reserve officers, remained keen on rejecting

candidates who did not exercise a respectable or, in German,

standesmdssige profession in civilian life. A shopkeeper who
served his customers directly was clearly unacceptable, but the

owner of a department store definitely did fill the bill, as did

members of the educated professions. 2'

The Ausiro-Hungarian system of selecting and training

reserve officers was virtually identical with that of Prussia and

the other German states. Between 1885 and 1914, the Prussian

army trained some 30,000 Jewish officer candidates, yet

practically none was given a reserve officer's commission. Not

that the law forbade such a thing; it was simply that the king,

the Prussian ministry of war, and the regimental officers'

assemblies silently conspired to prevent the commissioning of

Jews. 22 We have no data on the total number of Jews who

completed "one-year volunteer" service in the Austro-

Hungarian forces in the same period, but we have precise

statistics on the number of Jewish reserve officers in any given

year. Thus, in 1897, the first time Austro-Hungarian military

statistics began to differentiate between career and reserve

officers, the Joint Army had 1,993 Jewish reserve officers,

representing 18.7 percent of the total reserve officer corps. The

proportion of Jewish reserve officers in the Hungarian and

Austrian National Guards was even higher. This meant that

in 1897 every fifth reserve officer of the Habsburg armed forces

was a Jew. True, numbers began to decline thereafter to the

point that, by 1911, they constituted only 17 percent of the

reserve officer corps in the Joint Army. Still, with nearly two
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ihousand reservisis, the Habsburg armed forces apparently

included more Jewish officers than any other army.

The distribution of Jewish reserve officers among the various

service branches was uneven. In 1911. every third reserve

officer in the transportation corps or Train was an "Israelite.
*'

and in the fortress artillery, every fifth reserve officer. In the

cavalry, the proportion was only a little over six percent, yet

even this meant that there were 63 Jews among the 1 .000 odd

reserve cavalry officers.^^

The large number of Jewish reserve officers can be easily

explained by the existence of a large Jewish educated stratum.

In 1903-1904, for instance. Jews made up between 13 and 14

percent of the student body in Austrian high schools, and an

even higher percentage of the students in Austrian universities

and technical academies. The proportion of Jewish students

in Hungarian high schools and universities was even greater. 2*

The fact that the proportion of Jewish reserve officers closely

resembled that of the Jews in the monarchy's high schcK)ls and

universities shows that the army was willing to commission

Jewish one-year volunteers, and that the regimental officers'

assemblies did not object to Jewish officers.

What did all this mean in practice? It meant that thousands of

Jews were standing, sabre in hand, in front of their men,

commanding Gentiles; that a select few gained a military

experience, which they were later able to put to good use (for

example one Captain Siegmund Edier von Friedmann. who
later went on. under the name of Eitan Avisar. to serve as a

major general in the Israeli Defense Forces); that Jews, as

reserve officers, could rightfully expect their career officer

colleagues to address them with the familiar "Du '; and

finally, that as officers, they were elevated to that peculiar

social status enjoyed by all those who wore, as the saying went,

the emperor's sabre bell, the golden porte-epee.

In many ways, Ausiro-Hungarian society was a modern one,

yet it was also imbued with feudal values, which meant that in

the upper strata, "honor." or Ehre, counted for everything.

The Jewish reserve officer definitively did have honor, which

\

he was required to defend, at the risk of his life if necessary. He

was under the obligation to cut down nonduel-worthy

opponents who had dared to insult his officer's honor, or that

of the army, or that of the emperor. He was also to challenge

honorable, satisfaktionsfdhige opponents to a noble rencontre

or duel. The rules regulating the defense of officers' honor

were categorical, and they were binding even when the reserve

officer was not in service but, say, sitting behind his office

desk. Failure to act in an honorable manner entailed loss of

status in the community of knights. Thus, many a time

officers had to choose between a potentially mortal duel and

the loss of their membership in the regimental officer corps,

which, in turn, automatically brought the loss of their

commission. Never mind that duels were strictly forbidden by

both state law and army regulations! Both the emperor and the

corps required that one place oneself above the law so as to

avoid dishonor, the most devastating of all developments.^^

Undoubtedly, the institution of duelling brought significant

benefits for certain hitherto second-class strata. Officers from

the monarchy's poorer nationalities, such as the Ruthenes,

Slovaks, or Romanians, fought to be equal to the Germans,

the Magyars, or the Poles. Officers of peasant or artisan

background fought to be treated as gentlemen. Perhaps the

greatest social beneficiaries of the system were, however, the

Jews. Theodor Herzl himself believed duelling to be an

excellent means to combat antisemitism. Considering that

members of the Jewish community had never had the right to

defend their individual honor and had been required to rely

instead, like women or priests, on the protective arm of the

nobility, it is amazing how easily 19th century Austro-

Hungarian society, or at least the officer corps, accepted the

notion that a Jew, too. could have "honor."

In Joseph Roth's Radetzky March, Demant, a Jewish medical

captain, the grandson of an orthodox Jewish tavern-keeper,

does not hesitate to challenge an aristocratic fellow officer for

a few drunken antisemitic remarks. Sensing that he will be

killed in the encounter, Demant says to his friend, the

principal character of the novel:
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Tomorrow I shall die like a hero, a nice liiile hero. Quite
contrary to my nature, and the nature of my ancestors,
and that of my race, and against my grandfathers wish

f.«Ji^^
*^'^ ^'^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ *h^f^ >s ihe saying

Whosoever raises his hand against his brother is a
murderer." Bui tomorrow someone is going to raise his
pistol against me, and I shall raise my pistol against him
And I shall be a murderer. But I'm short-sighted. I shall
not take aim. I shall have my little revenge. If I take off
my glasses, I can see nothingat all, nothing at all. I shall
fire without seeing. That will be more natural and more
honest and quite fitting.^*

Later the Doctor says: ' I haven't the strength to run away
from this idiotic duel. I shall be a hero out of sheer stupidity,
all according to the code of honor and the rules of the book. A
hero!' He laughed." In the novel, the duel takes place the next
morning, with the contestants firing at each other simul-
taneously: both are killed.

This eloquent passage shows Roth himself accepting the
stereotype of the Jewish officer as physically and mentally
unfit for his profession. The personal records of Jewish
officers, which included evaluation by their superiors, tell us
that the stereotype was far from valid. Yet even Roths
depiction of the scene was more realistic than a similar scene
presented in Istvan Szabo's famous film. Colonel RedL There,
the challenge of a Jewish medical captain is rejected by his
antisemitic opponent with the contemptuous words: "You are
a Jew. You are not worthy of demanding satisfaction." In
reality, had such a thing occurred in the army of Francis
Joseph, it would have caused the antisemitic officer inevitably
to lose his commission for failure to defend his honor.

True, antisemitism was rampant in German and Slavic
middle-class circles, but even the most rabid antisemite had to
think twice in Austria-Hungary before insulting a Jew who
could possibly bean officer, for, if challenged by the latter, he
had to fight or risk his status as an officer and a gentleman.

In 1896, in the so-called Waidhofen Program, the German
nationalist student fraternities (Bursehenschaften) of Austria
resolved never to fight a duel with a Jew. on the grounds that
the latter "is completely void of honor according to our
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German concepts. "^"^ The resolution had dire consequences

for the antisemitic students, since those among them who were

reserve officers or reserve-officer candidates, as most university

students were, soon discovered that the army would tolerate no

exception to its rules. In decision after decision, regimental

honor commissions ruled against these students, ordering

them to fight their Jewish challengers or risk losing their

rank. A "Guide for Reserve Officers." published in 1915,

offers, as an illustrative example, the case of a German
nationalist student, an ensign in the reserve, who having hit a

Jewish student on the head (the Jewish student had insulted

the German student in the first place), was challenged to a

duel. Basing his position on the Waidhofen Program, the

German student refused to give satisfaction and had to suffer

the consequences: he lost his rank in the army. Summing up

the case, the reserve officer's guide states: "It is against the

army's notion of honor to refuse chivalrous satisfaction

( Titterliche Genugtuung) to a person simply because he

belongs to another nation or religious community." 28

THE GREAT WAR AND ITS AFTERMATH

WORLD WAR I MARKED the apogee of Jewish participation in

the life of Central Europeans. In the delirious enthusiasm of

August 1914, Jews were among the greatest enthusiasts. They

endorsed the war, in part because the enemy was the anti-

semitic Russian empire, in part because the outcome of the

conflict promised to bring their final and complete accept-

ance. Jewish writers and journalists did signal service as war

propagandists, and thousands of Jewish reserve officers

willingly assumed command of their troops. Never again

would Jews be allowed to play such a dignified role in the

history of German-Austrians, Magyars, and Slavs.

It must be stated, nevertheless, that the proportional repre-

sentation of Jews in the armed forces, and especially at the

front, remained lower than that of the proportion of Jews in

the general population. The pro-Jewish military historian

Ernst R. v. Rutkowski admits that "the percentage of those

Jews who requested temporary or even complete exemption
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from military duly, especially during World War I between
1914 and 1918. was significantly higher than that of the

members of other confessional groups." And the anti-Semitic

Hungarian statistician Alajos Kovacs calculated, after the

war, that only half as many Hungarian Jews had been killed at

ihe front as would have been "normal" for their proportional

representation in the country's population.^^ But neither

Rutkowski nor Kovacs takes into consideration that the

heaviest casualties were suffered by the infantry, which the

army high command routinely filled with peasants; Jews,
being German speakers and of solid education, were more
likely to be sent to the more secure artillery, medical corps, or
military administration. Moreover, a great pan of the Jewish
population, especially in Galicia and northeastern Hungary,
became refugees during the war, and were thus less often

called up. All in all, Jews were as likely to become willing
fighters, out of loyalty to the monarchy or fear of the Russians,
as they were to avoid service because of their pacifistic

religious tradition, non-military lifestyle, or trading and other

non-physical occupations. To repeat, about 300.000 Jews
served in World War I. among them 25.000 Jewish officers.^

And because reserve officers vastly outnumbered the profes-

sionals during the war this means that they, whether Jewish or

non-Jewish, bore the brunt of the trench war.

Yet it appears that for the first time in the history of the

monarchy, the valor of individual Jewish soldiers did not help
to dampen antisemiiism. As the situation worsened, the right-

wing press increasingly attacked the Jews, despite censorship,

for their alleged cowardice, war profiteering, and treason. The
collapse of the monarchy, the misery, the confusion, and the

outbreak of left-wing revolutions put an end to the condi-
tional acceptance of Jews. It mattered little that the great

majority of Austro-Hungarian Jewry wanted nothing to do
with the radical revolutions. What the public saw was the

spectacle of Jew ish socialist and communist leaders, particu-

larly in the case of the people*s commissars of the Hungarian
Soviet Republic. It must be said, however, in defense of the

former Austro-Hungarian career officers that they generally

rejected racist antisemitism and insisted on defending the

honor of "the brave Jewish officers and soldiers."
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At the end of the war, the monarchy's many nationalities:

Germans, Magyars, Poles, Ukrainians, Czechs, Slovaks,

Slovenes, Serbs, Croats, Romanians, and Italians went their

separate ways. Only the career officers of the Joint Army and

the Jews had a harrowing time in deciding where they

belonged. In Franz Theodor Csokor's once popular drama
3. November 1918, published in 1936, a group of ill and

wounded officers are recuperating at the end of the war in the

mountains near Austria's Italian front. There they learn of the

collapse of the monarchy from a passing revolutionary. The
news brings joy to some reserve officers who have suddenly

discovered their sp)ecial "ethnic roots;" but it completely

destroys the morale of the foremost professional among them,

an army colonel. When asked about his nationality, the

colonel invokes his regiment and, at the end of the play, he

shoots himself dead. In his agony of decision-making one

single officer stands beside the unfortunate colonel, a Jewish

reserve lieutenant, who is the only true "Austrian" among the

civilians in uniform.^'

In the interwar period, former Austro-Hungarian career

officers of Jewish origin were gradually weeded out from the

armies of the successor states. Ironically, those in the

Czechoslovak, Romanian, and Yugoslav armies were usually

purged not as Jews, but as Germans or Hungarians. Even in

Austria and Hungary, where their nationality could not be

used against them, Jewish officers were ill tolerated.

Jewish officers in the Austrian republic, mostly reservists,

were permitted to keep their rank until the Anschluss in 1938.

Thereafter, Nazi persecution descended on them with full

fury. In that year, at least 238 "non-Aryan ' officers were

dismissed from service. ^^ Additionally, it appears that Jewish

officers suffered a worse fate than other Austrian Jews.

Assimilated and trusting in their German brothers-inarms,

many elected not to leave Austria when it was still possible to

do so. Then, in 194 1 , the local Gestapo commander demanded

that the "Organization of Jewish War Invalids in Vienna"

submit a complete list of its members and a separate list of

highly decorated or invalid officers. The latter were deported

to the model ghetto in Theresienstadt; the others were
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dispatched directly to the death camps. War heroes still did not

escape death, however, since the road to Theresiensiadt led

ultimately to Auschwitz as well,"

In Hungary, Jewish reserve officers were particularly keen on
disproving the Jewish stab<in-the-back legend; they edited

and published a whole series of regimental histories making
clear, without ever mentioning religion, that death at the front

had not respected confessional differences. There too, how-
ever, racial antisemitism gradually prevailed, and in 1939

military statisticians reported that there was not a single "full

Jew'* left in the career officer corps, meaning that converts,

too. had been discharged. In 1940, the deployment of Jewish
males for labor service was ordered, and on April 16, 1941,

Decree No. 2870 deprived Jewish reserve officers of their rank.

Subsequently, all former officers of even partly Jewish origin

were called in for a renewal of their military booklets. The new
identity card said nothing about their rank, decorations,

wounds or previous service record; instead, it classified them
as liable to perform "auxiliary labor service." The card was
stamped with a big *Zs." for Zstdo (Jew). Only Jewish war
veterans with a Gold Medal for Bravery or two Great Silver

Medals, or those with at least 75 percent disability due to

injuries suffered in the Great War were exempted from the

Decree or from the other anti-Jewish measures.

Colonel General Hazai was allowed to die in peace in

Budapest in 1942; others were less lucky. Many former

Jewish officers died in labor battalions on the Eastern

Front, and many more were deponed and gassed on Adolf

Eichmanns orders in 1944. Still, a handful of Jewish war

heroes were spared even by the Arrow Cross regime, which

had assumed power in October 1944. Moreover, because

Jewish officers were among the best assimilated Hungarian

Jews, they were better able to hide with Gentile families.

Because so many of them lived in Budapest, from which

Jews were generally not deported, a substantial pro|X)rtion

managed to survive the war.^

CONCLUSION

I RKFUst I o BELitvt that, in view of the sorry fate that befell the

Jews in recent times, their presence in the Habsburg army

amounted to nothing more than an interesting episode. True,

the Jewish communities of Central and Eastern Europe are

mostly gone, a terrible loss whose meaning some F>eople in the

region are only now beginning to appreciate. Others, how-

ever, are about to discover the pleasures of antisemitism

without Jews. The very fact that so many people in Europe,

and in this country, are able to recall the memory of an

ancestor who once served under Francis Joseph, as a corporal,

a sergeant, or a decorated officer, cannnot be without signifi-

cance. It tells us that things were not always bad in Central and

Eastern Europe, and that next to the tradition of prejudice

there was also an equally strong tradition of fairness. This

alone is worth remembering from time to time, as is the

knowledge that peoples in the region did manage to tolerate

each other for many centuries. Besides, who are we to blame

those who lived a hundred years ago, and who chose the road

not of separation but of integration into the larger com-

munity? At least, we should not begrudge them their honor

and dignity.
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PRINItlD IN THK rNITU) M.VIES OF AMI RI(.\

IN 1897. GUSTAV MAHLER was named conductor and director of

Vienna's Court Opera. In the Habsburg Empire, no career

success in the arts could compare to that which the thirty-

seven-year-old Mahler achieved with this appointment. That

one of Jewish origin should be named master of Austria's most

prestigious cultural institution seems even more remarkable,

for the opera was the artistic organization most closely bound

to the Baroque tradition, the Catholic culture of the court.

Moreover, 1897 was the year when the anti-semitic Karl Lueger,

leader of the Christian Social Party, became mayor of Vienna.

That Mahler became a totally devoted servant of operatic

culture in its lofty citadel not even his enemies denied. Even

the critics in the anti-Semitic papers joined in the chorus of

approval of Mahler's debut with Lohengrin.^ Although no

man of his stern, unbending nature could be the darling of his

patrons or his public, Mahler won and retained respect and

admiration among Vienna's opera-wise elite as a rigorous and

inspired exponent of their traditional art. His success rested

on total mastery of the European musical legacy that, in his

career as conductor, he served with selfless zeal.

Mahler was prized by his contemporaries chiefly as a conductor.

We cherish him as a composer. Mahler himself felt a tension

between the two roles. Each called forth in him different

attitudes toward music and its formal order as well as different

ideas of society and how music could make meaning for it. At

the center of the duality was Mahler's functional relation to

the classical tradition. As conductor, his task was to preserve

and invigorate it, a task in which he deeply believed. As

comp>oser, he aspired to construct a picture of the world true to



his modern experience. In that function. Mahler followed a

critical impulse, if not indeed a subversive one. Without any

destructive or aggressive intent, he challenged the classical

system of music.

Contemporary critics and public often judged Mahler's com-

positions to be. on the one hand, banal and vulgar in

substance; on the other, loose and disorderly in form. The

hearing of those contemporaries, even more than ours today,

had been schooled in the classical tradition. Thus they were

oriented toward a formal order that developed music abstractly

and autonomously. That tradition was born in the world of

Descartes. Descartes saw the physical universe, despite its

surface heterogeneities, to be unified by rational principles

immanent within it. Similarly, the classical system of music

posited a rational universe of sound, a tonal order in which

laws of harmonic motion could carry one through legitimated

dissonance lo reconfirm a stable state.

We usually think of the modernist revolution in music

primarily as the subversion of the classical systems tonality,

of the diatonic harmonic order. Richard Wagner decomposed

it with chromaticism; Arnold Schoenberg reorganized its

fragments, its equalized tonal units, into a new dodecaphonic

system. Gustav Mahler took another road to a post-classical

order, one that might be called sociological. He introduced

musical materials from the world of everyday which disrupted

the purity and autonomy of the closed classical system:

peasant dances and waltzes. Yiddish and Bohemian tunes,

student songs, marches, trumpet calls. To be sure, earlier

classical composers, from Haydn and Mozart to Wagner and

Brahms, had long used vernacular materials, but they incor-

porated such musical elements of the common life into the

musical logic of classical ideality, domesticated them to the

conventions of classical structure. Mahler, on the other hand,

restored its own voice to the vernacular music. He made the

listener feel its autonomous character — the brassiness of

marches, the sensuous swirl of waltzes, the heavy stomp of

peasant dances — all that constituted their difference, crude-

ness and otherness in the well-ordered house of classical

music. This is why his contemporaries found it vulgar.

We must remember that classical music was— and still largely

is— a class music, an art of the educated elite. By interjecting

into the regulated movement of the lofty the dynamic of the

lowly, Mahler produced a sense of shock, even of short circuit.^

He expanded the social and existential content of the music of

the educated, forcing upon them a wider awareness, one that

would include the sound-world of the common people. Thus

in the same era when his older contemporaries, Nietzsche and

Freud, opened the intellectual and moral order of reason to the

psychological claims of repressed instinct, Mahler opened the

musical order of reason to the existential claims of the musics

of the common man, past and present.

The expansion of abstract high-culture music with concrete

vernacular substance was Mahler's first but not his only route

to modernism. He also oF>ened a second road that led away

from the social into the self, to the depths of the life of feeling.

In still a third phase, the composer gave musical form to the

high aesthetic attitude toward life that marked the elite culture

of Vienna in the fin-de-siecle. I should like to deal briefly with

each of these three transformations in Mahler's creative work
— the social, the psychological and the aesthetic. I shall try to

place each in the context of Mahler's encounters, as a person

and a musician, with the changing society of fin-de-siecle

Austria.

II

Ac UNDERSTAND HOW MAHLER, child of disadvantaged Jewish

parents, should have become such a masterful exjxjnent of

Europ)ean high culture old and new, we must turn to his

formative years. Mahler was born in 1860, the year that marked

the beginningof a heady liberal "glasnost" and "perestroika"

— it was called "die neue Zeit" — in the Habsburg Empire.

The government instituted constitutional and legal reforms

that soon transformed Austria, even if incompletely, into a

modern liberal state. None benefitted more dramatically from

the change than the Jews. Truly this was the moment of

emancipation. Out of conditions of often extreme civil



disability, the Jews were suddenly vaulted into legal and

educational equality, with the right at last to settle where they

wished, to acquire property in all its forms, and to have equal

access (if they were male) to higher education. Emancipation

for the Jews was part and parcel of the program of the German

bourgeoisie that had worked the change. There arose a strong

social partnership between Jews and the liberal German elite.

In social practice, "assimilation" meant entry for the Jews

into the urban bourgeoisie, and the adoption of its secular

values of Bildung und Besttz, culture and property, as the

measure of man and the mark of status. Benefactor and

beneficiary, gentile and Jew. embraced a shared cultural

system with social mobility as its dynamic.

Bernhard Mahler, the composers poor but ambitious father,

took advantage of the new legal privileges to move his family

from a small Czech hamlet to the German city of Iglau in

Moravia. There he established a liquor business that, after

some harsh vicissitudes, brought him a comfortable living.

There he could readily find the opportunity to open the world

of Austrian higher culture to his children.

Bernhard Mahler chose his city well. Nowhere was the heady

atmosphere of the liberal perestroika of the 1860s and 70's

more palpable than in Iglau. A thriving industrial and

administrative center of 20,000, it was a citadel of the German

liberals. Through the changes of the sixties, they had won

municipal self-government and new economic opportunity.

For them too one could speak of "emancipation" — in this

case from the yoke of neo-absolutism in politics and Catholic

religious power in cultural life. The liberal gentiles could say

with the Jews, 'Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive."^

One can watch the construction of social rapproachment

between the Jews and the gentile bourgeois elite in public

ceremonials and their rhetoric. Thus in 186S, when the newly

organiied Jewish community dedicated its temple, city and

state officials honored the occasion with their presence — a

gesture of tribute unthinkable, as far as I know, throughout

Austria's long past. The eminent rabbi Adolf Jellinek. chief

preacher of the Jewish Ckimmunity of Vienna, gave the main

address. He signalled a new function for the temple, for both

the Jews and for mankind. Traditionally a refuge of the Jews

from the hostility of the gentile, he said, the temple would

now become a center whence Judaism's universal truths of

justice and right would radiate to all peoples, to a world

transforming itself in harmony.*

As the Jews reached out in the euphoric 1860's, they were

welcomed in. In the Iglau press one finds the evidences of

Jewish participation in civic ceremonies, such as a visit from a

royal personage where the Jewish choral society sang. Or,

closer to our subject, there is a report of the celebration of the

birthday of Friedrich Schiller, the principal culture-hero of

the German liberals. There the twelve-year old Gustav Mahler

performed Liszt's Mendelssohn Variations, evoking what an

Iglau newspaper called "endless applause for the brilliant

achievement of the already well-known young virtuoso."^ A
few years later, Mahler, who knew reams of Schiller poetry by

heart, would write his major Gymnasium paper on Schiller's

Wallenstein.

Ill

I HAVE TRIKDTO FIND evidences of the emancipation outlook in

the culture and behavior of the Mahler family. They are not

easy to come by. We know that Bernard Mahler proudly

displayed his certificate of Iglau citizenship on the wall of his

living room.*" Yet he exercised his civic functions through the

Jewish community's social organizations, which he served as

active committee member. On the other hand, the available

family letters and the recollections of Gustav Mahler and his

friends contain no reference to Jewish customs, obligations, or

even turns of language. We do not even know whether Gustav

and his brothers were bar mitzvah. The only solid evidences of

the Mahler family's Jewish practices are two: a report card

proving that Mahler took Jewish religious instruction in his

public school;^ and a loud complaint to Gustav by his sister

Justine about the intrusive presence of a marriage broker in

her adolescent life.* What is indubitable is that Mahler's



intellectual culture and even his sense of cultural identity was

simply not Jewish, however others might view him. In this, he

was utterly unlike Sigmund Freud, whose family underwent a

similar historical experience to that of the Mahlers.

Mahler's parents were committed to furthering the progress of

their children through German high cultural acquirement.

Once he recognized Gustav's gifts, Bernard Mahler supported

the boy's musical training. But he wished his son to be more

than a mere musician in the technical sense. In 1875, when a

Bohemian patron sent Gustav off to the Vienna Conservatory

for his vocational training, Mahler's father insisted that he

finish his humanistic studies at the Gymrrasium as well, to

assure him the status and character of a man of Bildung,

Mahler once asserted that "in artistic creation, almost none

but those impressions received between the ages of four and

eleven become decisive and ultimately fruitful."' He was

acutely conscious of an element in his Iglau environment of

which we have not spoken and which the liberal emancipation

did not include: the Czech element. The Czechs were regarded

by the Jews assimilating to the German Austrian bourgeoisie

as the blacks were by the more prosperous European immi-

grants to America: as an indigenous under-class that could

serve them as menial domestic labor. Mahler, like Freud, had a

Czech nanny or household maid to whom he was attached; but

more: he absorbed the rich country dance music of the Czech

villages around Iglau. with its sharply contrasting instru-

mental sonorities — not unlike Klezmer music. "The

Bohemian music of my childhood went into many of my
works," Mahler wrote. In "its crudest basic characteristics, the

national element in my music can be heard out of the piping

ofany Bohemian band."»« The military band music of Igiaus

garrison also stocked Mahler's capacious reservoir of ver-

nacular musics upon which the composer could later draw in

constructing his multicultural symphonic collages.

Mahler's induction into the world of elite music was well

served in Iglau. The small city boasted a rich musical life,

combining the strong amateur instrumental tradition of the

Austrian bureaucrats with the challenging new choral culture

S

of the German bourgeoisie. The Municipal Director of Music,

Heinrich Fischer, who pulled these strands together under the

liberal regime in the 1860's, was, as luck would have it, a

neighbor of the Mahlers. His son and Gustav Mahler formed a

durable friendship in childhood. While Gustav studied piano

with other teachers, Fischer became his general musical

mentor, introducing him to the many domains in which he

was himself actively involved: sacred music in two Catholic

churches, the theater orchestra, amateur opera, the male

chorus, and the municipal orchestra (Stadtkapelle). After

Mahler went to study in Vienna, he would, on returning for

his holidays to Iglau, p)erform and conduct in various local

settings that his mentor opened to him."

The raw materials for Mahler's later enlargement of elite

music as a composer were provided by the popular functional

musics of Iglau, both Czech and German. But, with the full

thrust of the liberal emancipation toward the high-culture

bonding of the Jews to the Germans — the Jews like the

Mahlers reaching up, the gentiles like the Fischers reaching

out to help them in — it was a vocation in the German
classical tradition, musical and otherwise, that prevailed in

Gustav's youthful formation. The activation of his informal

treasury of Iglau vernacular as a component in his work as

composer had to await his encounter with a new kind of intel-

lectual culture. This he experienced as a student in Vienna.

IV

I F THt SOLID AND OPTIMISTIC liberal culture of Iglau provided

Mahler with the foundation for his career as a musician, his

student years in Vienna after 1875 drew him into a counter-

culture that transformed his {perspective. The context of this

transformation was a crisis of the liberal culture in which he

had been formed. In a series of failures and reverses — in

nationality |X)licy, economic prosperity, social welfare and

political ethics — liberalism in the late 1870's lost its promise

and much of its support. As frequently happens when a

society enters a crisis, as we know from our own 1960's,
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universiiy siiidt nts can play a leading role in ihe critique of

Ihe sex ial order and ihe iransformaiion of iis value siysiem.

In the years 1878-1881 . Mahler became identified with such a

student group, one composed of highly gifted individuals

several of whom became pioneers of Austrian modernism in

politics and culture.»2 Beginning as devotees of Richard

Wagner, the principal student culture-hero, this group devel-

oped a critique of liberal, materialist society, espousing a

combination of populist politics, soc ial reformism, and anti-

rationalist philosophy. This radical ideology affected Mahler

deeply. He even had his moment of German nationalist

enthusiasm. Think of him playing patriotic songs for a

student group on the piano of Victor .\dler, the future leader

of Austrian Social Democracy! Yet the populism that Mahler

adopted in his student years was not basically political or

nationalistic, but multi-cultural. Like Benhold Brechi. he

valued the arts of the people, of any nationality, for their

concrete, raw. realistic expression of the ups and downs of

human experience. In this cultural pluralism Mahler was not

so much German as Austrian, a multi-nationalist. Here there

was perhaps a Jewish element too. Hannah Arendt showed us

thai, whatever nationality they became acculiurated to, the

Austrian Jews were a state-pt^ople. loyal to the transcendent

Emperor and the central institutions that tried to keep at bay

the centrifugal force of the nationalisms that threatened the

Jews as well as the state.

From the student coiuiter-culiure Mahler also imbibed the

probing anti-rationalist philosophies of Schopenhauer and

Nietzsche. Increasing his sensitivity to psychological states

and lo the power of the instinctual, these thinkers provided

Mahler with a philosophical frame for his mission as com-

poser. As populism enlarged his music socially, so the

philosophers deepened it psychologically. Fhey also fortified

him to face directly and to accept the fragmented world of

human exptTience in all its uncohesive and mutable vitality.

It is pc^rhaps not too much to say that these two conceptual

legacies of his student culture — the populist and the psycho-

philosophical — empowered Mahler as composer to break out

of the established musical culture that he was to serve so

faiihfullv as conduc tor.

Whatever the critical counter-cultural impulses of his student

years, they did not restrain the driving ambition with which

Mahler pursued his conducting career. In sixteen years, he

climbed with steady, vigorous tread the ladder of prestige in

which the opera houses of Central Europe were ranked, from

provincial operas like Ljubljana and Cassel, through Leipzig,

Budapest and Hamburg to the very top in Vienna. Yet his

career success never relieved Mahler of the sense of being an

outsider. He never felt at home in the high society to which his

growing eminence gave him access. Wherever he worked, he

always returned when he could to Vienna to be with the close

circle of friends of his student years — largely professionals

and socialists, mostly Jewish.

Mahler's ethnic and lower class origins left their mark in a

self-image he formed early and never abandoned: that of a

wanderer. As a late adolescent, in the figure of Ahasuerus,

Mahler conflated the image of wandering Jew with the

romantic topos of the alienated artist.'^ In his first major song

cycle ( 1 884), Mahler chronicled his experience of an unrequited

love. He used not an ethnic image — the Jew — to represent

the rootless one he felt himself to be, but a social one, that of

the artisan. Entitling this cycle SoMg5o/a Wandering Journey-

man, Mahler described it as rendering the experience "of a

journeyman who. . .after a blow of fate, goes out into the world

and now wanders aimlessly."'* The social ambiguity of

Mahler as populist and marginal intellectual is evident also in

the character of the text: He wrote several of the verses himself,

but he also incorporated into the cycle one poem from the folk

anthology Des Knahen Wunderhorn, as if to complete his

identification with the folk-substance.'^

In his First Symphony, 1 884-88, Mahler's ambiguous cultural

position emerges in both his selection of constituent materials

and the way he relates them. Mahler used song themes from

his "Wandering Journeyman" cycle as primary elements,

appropriate to the existential idea that governed the project in

his symphony: the experience of the world of a sensitive,

anguished and passionate hero. (Bruno Walter called the

symphony Mahler's 'Werther.')'^ The hero's sensitivity is that

of the romantic; but the world he encounters and belongs to is

li U



that of the common man. Drawing themes and timbre from

the vernacular, Mahler achieve? a realism in the depiction of

the world that is energetic, harsh, often grotesque. By placing

in succession quotations from popular musics, well-defined

and with strong emotional and social connotations. Mahler

could link death and mockery, joy and fear, crudeness and

gentleness in a shocking temporal juxtaposition that revealed

the random, often ironic, vicissitudes of life. Thus in the third

movement of the First Symphony, Mahler transforms the folk-

round "Fr^re Jacques,'* with its theme of the little friar who

does not rise on time to attend to his social duties, into a

funeral march. The merry chiding of the lazy boy, set in major

in the original folk version, is turned in Mahler's adaptation

into a solemn dirge in minor. The childish failure thus

becomes deadly serious. In its turn that earnest funeral march

soon flows into raucous tunes from the Czech and Yiddish

vernacular that, with brazen indifference, turn the march of

death into a crude dance of life. How easily a heavy Ldndler

can be transformed into a fleeting, graceful waltz, tinctured

with irony! In Mahler's picaresque procession of emotion-

laden stales, no mood tarries long. The listener is whipsawed

between compassion and laughter, tenderness and terror, as

the multi-hued spectacle of life unfolds.

"1 feel very strange about these works when I conduct them,**

Mahler wrote of his early symphonies, after conducting his

First in New York in 1909. "A searingly painful feeling

crystallizes in me: What a world that is, that projects such

sounds and shapes as its reflected image!"''

What a world indeed! In substance. Mahler's image of it

consisted of a vast multitude of heterogenous elements, a

musical vocabulary drawn from different ethnic and social

traditions, high and low. Mahler organized that vocabulary by

a kind of serial association to form a continuous metamorphic

flow, reflecting the unpredictable and erratic character of

experience. The complex object 'world* drew him to sym-

phony as a comprehensive medium; the experiencing subject

"I" led him to song. In the high culture of fin-de-siecle

Austria, the relation between 'T' and "world." mind and

outer reality, had become problematical for the intelligentsia,

I

1

I

I

causing subject and object to flow into each other. Mahler

expressed that condition in music by blurring the boundary

between symphony and song. By employing vernacular

musical idioms, he achieved a musical realism richer —
because more socially heterogeneous in its symbolic referents

— than the classical tradition had allowed; yet he presented

that uncohesive, pluralized reality as psychologically experi-

enced, with the kind of personal intensity that belonged to the

tradition of the art-song.

<<

A Ht wuNDERHORN YEARS : That is the term generally used

to characterize Mahler's first creative period, down to his

assumption of his Vienna post. The term derives from the

collection of folk poetry, Des Knaben Wunderhorn (The

Youth's Magic Horn), that fed his musical imagination in the

way Germanic mythology nurtured Richard Wagner's. The

anthology had been made by two young intellectuals of an

earlier student generation to inspire the German nation

against Napoleon. '» Mahler embraced it not for its national-

istic import, but for its existential realism, a realism born out

of the raw social experience of the people, much of it in the

Thirty Years War. It provided Mahler with poetic material

bearing a natural kinship to the vernacular musics of his Iglau

childhood. Mahler not only used the texts for songs, but, once

the songs were written, used them in turn to enrich the social

psychology of his symphonies.

In the Third and Fourth Symphonies, Mahler combined this

vernacular realism with high-culture existential philosophy

into a comprehensive Weltbild, a picture of the world. In this

socio-philosophical synthesis he worked in the spirit of the

Viennese student subculture to which he had belonged." The

philosopher behind him was Friedrich Nietzsche. Mahler

thought of calling the Third Symphony, "Meine frohliche

Wissenschaft" (My Joyful Science), borrowing the title from a

work of Nietzsche. He spoke openly of his philosophical

intentions for the work, calling it "a musical poem compre-

hending in a step-by-step intensification all the stages of

12
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evolution.../' Mahler's symphonic hierarchy of being begins

in "Pan's awakening," where the life force frees itself from

inert matter. He soon sweeps us into the crude, heavy vitality

of Nietzsche's Dionysian primordial world, as set forth in The

Birth of Tragedy. Mahler follows Nietzsche again in conjoin-

ing Dionysian intoxication with Appollonian dream, making

possible the affirmation of life in all its joy and pain. And at

the very center of the Third Symphony, Mahler placed, as the

voice of human wisdom, Zarathustra's "Drunken Song of

Midnight." After Zaraihustra*s affirmation of Dionysian force

in prophetic vision, Mahler invokes the folk once more, this

time in a new spirit of community joie-de-vivre, based on

another Wunderhorn poem, a child-like vision of Christian

compassion.

The crown of this philosophic theatrum mundi is the Fourth

Symphony. It develops a Biedermeier Utopia in music, where

folk fantasy proclaims the victory of the pleasure principle

and the affirmation of the gratified life in a kind of infantile

regression. **Was mirdas Kind erzdhlt": such was the program-

matic idea under which Mahler first conceived the childlike

heaven of the Fourth Symphony. The folk-paradise of another

Wunderhorn poem served Mahler as vehicle of this populist-

Apollonian vision, the counterpart in the Fourth Symphony

to the heavy vernacular music with which he projected his

populist-Dionysian vision in the Third.

In the Wunderhorn years, from the mid-eighties to the end of

the century, Mahler thus expanded the mental and psychologi-

cal universe of music with a variegated vernacular vocabulary

that "absolute" classical music had expurgated or refined as

European culture became class-differentiated and class-

enclosed. He did so, however, not with the aim of either

preserving or restoring some dying trans-class historical

culture, but to achieve a comprehensive, archetypal sound-

picture of life as a whole, beyond the cultural limits of the

upper classes. In the Third and Fourth Symphonies, the

greatest and final works of the Wunderhorn years, Mahler

integrated his populist archaism with the existential philoso-

phy of Will that he had absorbed with it in his Vienna student

years as a radical intellectual.

14

VI

IN 1900. SHORILY AFiKR COMPLKIING his Fourth Symphony,

Mahler entered a crisis thai led to a reshuffling of his ideas as a

composer and a deep transformation of his creative work. The

precipitate of the crisis was Mahler's conducting. Not at the

opera: there he enjoyed support from both his bureaucratic

superiors and the public. It was as conductor of the Vienna

Philharmonic that he elicited a degree of hostile criticism that

wounded him to the depths of his being.

Although Mahler's roles as conductor and composer had

followed separate tracks, his ideas and interests as a composer

certainly affected his interpretations of the works of others. As

his compositions were in some sense collages or mosaics of

clearly individuated elements, so his interpretations concen-

trated on clear differentiation of parts and on luminosity of

detail. An otherwise friendly French critic complained in

1900: "A purpose is discovered in every note; ... the structure is

invested with so much complexity that the basic design is

destroyed. "20 As in his own music, Mahler drastically widened

the emotional range of the music he performed, stressing its

contrasts and antinomies of feeling. To players and audiences

used to a more architectural interpretive conception, a grand

line, Mahler seemed a fragmenter. Here too Nietzsche's view of

the multi-form, pluralized universe had left its mark on

Mahler, to the bewilderment of his still Cartesian public.

It was over Beethoven, the culture-hero of both Mahler and

musical Vienna, that the conflict about interpretation reached

the breaking point. Mahler did not hesitate to retouch and

reorchestrate Beethoven scores in order to achieve, with

modern instruments and in a large modern hall, the sound

that he thought the composer had intended for his own day.

His anti-traditional procedures aroused opposition not just

among critics and public, but, worst of all. among the

musicians who had elected him as conductor.^! After a storm

over Beethoven's Ninth, Mahler fought back. He designed a

program that embraced three works devoted to titanic figures

who had boldly defied authority and suffered for it: Beethoven's

Prometheus, Schumann's Manfred and Mahler's own First
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Symphony that he had early named "The Titan.** If Mahler

had willed suffering and rejection, he could not have devised a

stronger means to bring ihem upon himself than this bold

self-identification with such revered composers as Schumann

and Beethoven.

In the wake of the tumultuous reception of hisown symphony

by critics and public. Mahler lost his self-control. He made a

bitter speech to his musicians charging them with faithless-

ness. "I acted."* he said, "like a general abandoned by his

troops.*' On April 1. 1901. Mahler resigned as conductor of the

Philharmonic in frustration and defeat.

Against this dark background of rejection as composer and

conductor, Mahler also suffered serious internal hemorrhag-

ing in February, 1901. Alarmed about his own condition and

exhausted, Mahler withdrew for the summer to his retreat in

the mountains. There, in a creative outburst of staggering

dimensions, he produced in two months a series of composi-

tions that shook up the ideational premises of his music.22 It is

perhaps not too much to say that in these works killed off

much of what had given him hope in humankind thus far:

faith in the truth of the folk; and hope in the child. He
reconsidered both under the sign of withdrawal and death.

In a final, stark song from Des Knaben Wunderhorn. "The

Drummer Boy,** a poor youth who has failed in his duty ,
goes

10 his death. So too does the great anthology from which

Mahler had drawn so much earthy philosophic sustenance.

Mahler turned now from folk poetry to art poetry — to

Fricdrich Ruckert, a romantic who spoke in the cultivated

accent of personal introspection and alienation. Of the

Ruckert songs Mahler wrote that summer of 1901, the final

one was called "Lost to the World." It poignantly expresses

the state of the introvert. Having died to the struggles of the

world where he has so long spent his substance, he lives

resigned and apart in his heaven, his love and his song. In

giving musical expression to this idea, Mahler found a new

lean, ascetic voice, in which time seems to stop.

In his Kindertotenlieder, also by Ruckert, Mahler dealt a

stunning blow to the ideal of the child and child-utopia that

had crowned the Weltbild of the Third and Fourth Sym-

phonies. He places the child now in the shadow of death.

Mahler seems thus to be consigning to the grave his own

earlier musical re-creation of Biedermeier Utopian innocence,

and with it the vernacular child-fantasies of the Wunderhorn.

In that summer of 1901, Mahler also began his Fifth Sym-

phony, completing its key movement, a scherzo. There Mahler

shows popular music, folk dance and bourgeois waltzes

shattering as powerful forces of chaos — or is it existential

Angst? — erupt in them. Mahler prophesied, somewhat

contemptuously, that conductors of the future would make

nonsense of this scherzo. And as for the public: "Oh heavens,"

he wrote, "what kind of a face will they make at this chaos that

is forever giving birth to a new world, which in the next

moment collapses, to these primordial-world-sounds, to this

roaring, howling, tossing sea, to these dancing stars.""

We are a long way here from the great chain of being of the

Third and Fourth Symphoiiies — and from their character as

frohliche WissenschafL Conceiving worldly reality as pain-

fully non-homogeneous, Mahler seeks solace no longer in a

folk Utopia but in projecting a transcendent metaphysical

peace. After his crisis of rejection by the musical traditionalists,

his psychological introversion and his religious impulse fed

upon each other, generating powerful new musical ideas for

the three wordless symphonies he wrote between 1901 and

1905. The first of these, the Fifth Symphony, set the tone for all

of them with its lerrifyingly destructive scherzo on one hand

and its serene, resigned adagietto on the other. Into the latter,

Mahler fittingly wove the music of his Ruckert song: "I am

Lost to the World."

In all three symphonies, Mahler developed a new treatment of

the orchestra as a reservoir of smaller, transient instrumental

clusters whose timbre can express reaches of feeling not

accessible through received orchestral form. It is to this

expansion of the aural universe through sonority that Pierre

Boulez and Luciano Berio look back in gratitude to Mahler,

seeing him as a pioneer of their own expansion of music into

uncharted galaxies of sound.
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VII

w,iiHiN MON iHs of the painful yet fruitful summer of 1901

,

Mahler's personal life took a crucial turn, one that opened a

new direction in his social life, his ideas and his art. He fell in

love with the beautiful Alma Schindler and, almost at once,

married her.

The daughter of a painter. Alma brought her husband into a

new and powerful subculture of Vienna's cultivated elite,

quite different from the philosophical radicals who had

remained his closest friends since student years. Alma's friends

were mostly artists, pioneers of Austrian modernism. Under

the leadership of Gustav Klimi. they had founded the Seces-

sion, a movement of revolt against tradition in the plastic arts.

Mahler's previous friends, largely Jewish, and progressive in

outlook, had been committed to restoring the social and

cultural wholeness of society through an and action. His new
associates, largely gentile (though close to their Jewish

patrons), embraced art as a kind of surrogate religion and a

way of life. They labored to create a modern life beautiful for

those who could appreciate and afford it. Mahler firsi joined

the Secessionists by contributing to one of their most important

cultural events: a show glorifying Beethoven as the sainted

hero of iheir religion of art, Mahler arranged for wind choir

Beethoven's setting of one of the most mystical verses of ,he

IXih Symphony's "Ode to Joy ".2*

Among his new associates Mahler found one who became his

partner at the Opera: the painter-designer, Alfred Roller.

Together they transformed operatic productions for the twen-

tieth century, with Roller's art-deco sets and brilliant use of

lighting and color reinforcing Mahler's drive to tense, simpli-

fied dramatic structure. In the partnership, Mahler seems to

have found a new sense of mission as opera director.^*

Mahler's involvement with the aestheticism of Vienna's elite

soon made itself felt in his composing too. First in affirmation,

in the Vlllth symphony of 1906; then in critical distantiaiion,

in Das Lied von der Erde of 1908. The first of these works is a

monumental celebration of the creative spirit: the second, a

spare, ascetic threnody on the vanity of the cultivated life

beautiful.

While the aesthetic hedonism of the Viennese "moderne"

could not alter his essential philosophic seriousness, in the

Vlllth Symphony Mahler came close to the glorification of art

that prevailed as the highest value in the Secession. Once

again Mahler united symphony and song as he had done

before the crisis of 1901 that had destroyed his social realism

and folkish utopianism. In the earlier phase, his poetic

materials had been secular and vernacular;^* in the Vlllth,

they were Catholic and baroque. The symphony begins with a

medieval invocation of the Holy Spirit, "Veni creator

spiritus." It is the hymn used to open papal conclaves, though

Mahler adapts it to an urgent cry, such as an artist might utter,

for creative inspiration. In the second half of the work, Mahler

set a text revered in German Bildung: Goethe's baroque-like

apotheosis of Faust. Through the inspiration of ideal

womanhood, represented in the different personae of Mary,

striving man achieves eternal blessedness. "...It is the greatest

[thing] I have ever done, " Mahler wrote to the Dutch

conductor Wilhelm Mengelberg. "...Imagine the whole

universe beginning to ring and resound."^^ Or again: "My
other works are all tragic and 'subjective. This one is a great

dispenser of joy. "^^

Sometimes called "TheSymphony of a Thousand" because of

its huge choruses and massive orchestral resources, the Vlllth

was Mahler's one instant and overwhelming success with the

public. It is Haydn's Creation and Beethoven's IXth rolled

into one. Here Mahler the composer comes closest to Mahler

the operatic conductor, producing a musical spectacular in

ihe baroque tradition. As a celebration of homo creator, of

man the artist, the work expressed the powerful commitment

to art as a source of life that late liberal Viennese culture prized

as perhaps no other culture had done before it.

The mood of glory did not hold. In Mahler's very next work,

"The Song of the Earth." the bright heavens of the Eighth are

darkened. Choosing aristocratic Chinese poetry for his sym-

phonic song, Mahler plunges us into an Ecclesiastes mood, a
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profound musical realization of the vanity of vanities. The
exotic setting in refined and stylized Chinese culture seems a

metaphor for the high aesthetic life-style and cultivated

hedonism of the Secession and its patrons. Botticelli-like

maidens, vigorous young ephebes on white stallions disp>ort

themselves in a stylized, Chinese garden setting. Mahler's Lied

exposes the ephemerality and hoUowness of this aestheticized

life; his singer, the disillusioned one, prepares not, like Faust

in the Vlllth, for redemption, but for the final farewell and the

return to the beautiful but indifferent earth.

From a magnificat of high art in the grand baroque manner to

a kind of moral-existential indictment of the aestheticized life:

Mahler's change of direction was swift indeed. He swung from
Catholic sensuous mysticism, associated with mater gloriosa

and with Alma, to the opposite realm of his religious

sensibility: that of the Old Testament, where his earliest roots

lay buried beneath the rich exotic literary surface. Surely

Mahler's capacious consciousness embraced both, though

neither in a fideistic form.

Das Lied von der Erde, along with the Kindertotenlieder,

made Mahler the culture hero of a quite different social sub-

group than the aesthetes. They were ethical modernists,

followers of the rationalist critic, Karl Kraus. With Kraus, the

young musical intellectuals among them — Schoenberg, Berg

and their circle — rejected the Secession and the whole cult of

art and beauty so wide-spread in the Viennese elite. "The

artist." wrote Schoenberg, "has no need of beauty. For him

truthfulness is enough. '^^ Mahler, with his intense economy

of musical means, his new-found "Klangaskese" (asceticism

of sonority) became the incarnation of that truthfulness: it was

anti-sensuous, ruthless in its direct psychological statement of

existential pain. To the young modernists of what soon

became the Second Vienna school, the liberators of dissonance,

Mahler thus became the revered idol that Richard Wagner had

been to his own generation.

A historian cannot fail to be struck by Mahler's capacity to be

deeply admired by and to speak in his music to both the

advocates of the beautified life and the expressionist, ethicist

20

avant garde. Those two groups had divided between them the

unified liberal Bildung in which art and ethics, beauty and

truth had served each other in the mid-nineteenth century. Bui

had it not always been the special genius of Mahler to take into

himself and his own psyche the great polarities that Austrian

( ulture generated, and to unify them in dynamic tension and

dialectic interaction? In every major phase of his life he had

integrated the dissociated, the contradictory or the contrast-

ing. In Iglau, from his Jewish lower-class base, he entered

fully into German gentile elite culture. As a student, he

absorbed the student populist radicalism and the Nietzschean

psycho-philosophical critique of bourgeois culture, using

both to expand and enrich, not just to erode and destroy, the

elite musical tradition. That was the achievement of the

musical Weltbild of his Wunderhorn years.

Let us think of Mahler's creative phases as an hourglass, with

the Wunderhorn years (1888-1899) as its lop, the crisis years

(1900-1902) as its waist, and the two-cultures conflict as its

boitom. At the waist, in his conflict with his Philharmonic

musicians, Mahler had pressed the union of his social roles too

far, allowing his function as conductor-guardian of the clas-

sical tradition lo be governed by his modern consciousness as

coinposer. Forced into the interioriiy of the self by his rejec-

tion, Mahler cut his allegiance to both the populist and the

Nietzschean visions of the Wunderhorn years. When he

reentered the social world, it was as high-culture artist only. Yet

again he embraced a duality, the one into which Viennese elite

culture split after 1900. Identifying with both aesthetes and

ethicists, he committed himself fully to neither, drawing

strength from both as conductor and composer. Mahler's rich

associative genius pulled together in the metamorphic logic of

his music what history had put asunder: vernacular and elite

culture, tradition and modernity, the iridescent life of art and

the stern dictates of existential truth in Vienna's high culture

in its last creative outburst. That Mahler, child of Iglau in die

neue Zeit of generous emancipation, was a completely accul-

tured Austrian gave him the capaciousness of vision to embrace

the contradictions of the Austro-European world and its cul-

tures. Through all his career success, he remained somehow

the wandering journeyman. Ihat he was, as he said, "thrice

homeless, as a native of Bohemia among Austrians, as an
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Austrian among Germans and as a Jew throughout the

world,"^'* gave him, perhaps, the hard clarity of vision to per-

ceive the world in its daunting contradictions, and the warm
will to make those contradictions, for the sake of life, cohere.

en
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I ^FTMF BEGIN this lecture with a brief memoir of my teacher

Leo Baeck z"l.

I met him first in our own home when he came to have a

conference with my father z"l who was a member of Berlin's

rabbinical selection committee. His tall, stooped figure, and

his unforgettable way of speaking—converting adjectives into

nouns and the way he modulated his words—reinforced the

aura of immense respect that surrounded him. I often heard

his sermons when he preached at Oranienburger Strasse. Later

I came to know him belter when I began to attend classes at the

Hochschule and started many a morning, at 8 AM, with his

lectures on homiletics. A few choice warnings still echo in my
own practice.

For instance: When you quote the Bible do not ballast your

citation with encomia. Don't say: "As the prophet says so

brilliantly," or "As the Psalmist sings so beautifully. " Just

quote the text and let it speak for itself.

Or, when he would gently but firmly criticize a student's

neophyte effort at constructing a sermon, he would caution

us: "Do not try to say everything or draw all the conclusions

for your hearers. Let them go away and finish some of your

thoughts themselves."

And then, one day in April 1935, he called me into his office.

He had a letter in his hand. "I have here an invitation from

Hebrew Union College in America. They have asked me to

suggest five students to go. May I suggest your name?" In this

simple, unadorned fashion my life was saved by this unfor-

gettable man.



I saw him only once after the war. in London. The traces of

Theresienstadt were etched into his face, but his spirit had

remained radiant. Not too long thereafter he died. What he

was and did was now transposed into a living heritage, and

this Institute helps to assure that his memory will remain

vibrant and meaningful.

I

M:YSUBjEcr. suggested to me first by Prof. Ismar Schorsch,

deals with Jewish Bible translations into German or. to put it

more precisely, German Bible translations by Jews. He

wondered whether the plethora of such translations—far

outnumbering those produced in any other language—said

something about German Jewry that had hitherto not been

explored. By "Bible translations ' I refer both to those which

limit themselves to the Torah and to those which comprise

the entire Tanakh. I choose to overlook translations of

individual books like Psalms and Song of Songs, that

attracted additional scholars.

Even at first glance the comparative numbers are startling. In

North America, I know only of Isaac Leeser's complete

translation created during the entire nineteenth century; but

of course, the community was still small. In the twentieth

century, when the U.S. became the largest Jewish community

in the world, a translation was commissioned by the Jewish

Publication Society [JPS]. It appeared in 191 7 and was revised

in the 1960s. Two efforts were made in England to cut loose

from the King James version, but the famous Hertz Commen-

tary chose the 1917 American JPS translation instead. France

also produced two versions; the tiny Dutch community

engendered three; the Scandinavian countries played a

respectable role; and of course there were a number of

renditions into Yiddish. Italy was distinguished by S. D.

Luzzatto's acclaimed version.

And in Germany? Not including Mendelssohn, there were at

least fifteen translations with, and in most cases, without

commentary. I will not trouble you with a list of the many
authors, for as with the work that goes by the name of

Mendelssohn, some subsequent translations also were joint

efforts by various scholars and became known by the name of

the redactor or editor.

Among the most popular German translations in the nine-

teenth century were those edited by Leopold Zunz (he himself

translated only Chronicles); Samson Raphael Hirsch (who

captivated the traditional community, but not it alone); by

Samuel Herxheimer and Ludwig Philippson (who like Hirsch

added their commentaries); and Julius Fiirst (whose work was

known as the Prachtbibel, for it featured lavish illustrations).

In the twentieth century, which saw the destruction of German

Jewry, several noteworthy translations made their appearance:

Simon Bernfeld's (in the first decade); the Buber-Rosenzweig

enterprise (which was begun in the second decade); and the

"Berlin" or "Torczyner" Bible (which appeared during the

Nazi terror, in 1934, shortly before the dissolution of the

community). The translation prepared by the indefatigable

Lazarus Goldschmidt (who translated and annotated the

entire Talmud as well as translating the Koran into German)

was published only in a limited edition, and I have never seen

it. Some of these efforts gained brief popular attention, but

later on were known mostly to scholars and librarians.

Why should German Jews have produced such a plenitude of

translations, whose numbers dwarf those produced in other

countries? What did these translations betoken in the context

of German-Jewish history?

In tackling these questions one must decide to be either

comprehensive or eclectic. For the purposes of this lecture I

must be the latter. I have therefore chosen to examine only the

translations by Mendelssohn, Zunz, Hirsch, Bernfeld, Buber-

Rosenzweig and Torczyner (later known as Tur-Sinai). My
efforts have been made easier because a number of comparative

studies are in existence, chief amongst them the meticulous

Hebrew work of Zeev Weintraub.'



IN ANALYZINGTHE VARiors translations I have selected, it is well

to keep in mind that all of them share a common characteristic:

they are, as all translations must be. commentaries of a son.

The original text has its own terms, word plays, synonyms and

homonyms, its own tempo and cadence, its own flavor and

often its own meaning which no rendition can quite repro-

duce. In addition, a language's syntax is the mediator between

form and content, and languages as different as Hebrew and

German differ quite fundamentally in this respect. Word order

is a key to syntax. In Hebrew, noun and verb usually stand

together, while the German verb—like the Latin— is often

placed at the end of the sentence. A flowing and idiomatic

German sentence will likely not reflect the flavor or the

Hebrew original. Buber and Rosenzweig added to this

conundrum an emphasis on Hebrew roots, which led them to

create new German terms which would reflect the original

more faithfully.

There are additional problems in translation. A Jewish

rendition cannot claim to be Jewish if it pays little heed to

the Masorah, including the ta'amim, or if it pretends that

Tradition in general need not matter to the modern trans-

lator. And the closer the attention to Tradition, the more

acceptable was the translation to the Orthodox community,

an imprimatur that was extended only to the mid-nineteenth

century rendition of Jonah Kosmann's text edition of S.R.

Hirsch's commentary.

A translation was greatly enhanced it if was accompanied by a

commentary, and this is precisely why Mendelssohn and

Hirsch assumed so important a place in the teaching of Torah.

However, since this is territory which earlier analysts have

already traversed I will not enlarge on it and cite examples

only when my argument requires it.

For what I am intending to show is this : the translations under

discussion are a function not only of the author's or redactor's

scholarship, theology and linguistic facility, they are also in a

significant measure part of the tension between Germanness

and ]ew'ishness—Deutschtum und Judentum—Si tension

which has been treated in many publications of the Leo Baeck

Institute. I hope to show how the translations reflect this

complex relationship, in addition to whatever other charac-

teristics they have.

Bible translations are a natural medium by which this

struggle can be observed, for as literary works they are part of

Bildung, the particular German apprehension of education.

Here, the two cultures met, something that was rarely possible

in the world of politics or social intercourse. But these

translations were not polemics. Their cultural significance

was implicit rather than explicit and in part probably

subconscious. Some were accompanied by explanatory essays

and explanations and thereby gave the reader an insight into

the author's intent; but neither Bernfeld's fairly elaborate

introduction nor Buber and Rosenzweig's Die Schrtft und ihre

Verdeutschung^ really confronted the issue to which I direct

my attention.

Ill

I WILL TREAF of my thesis historically and begin with

the model created by Moses Mendelssohn and the group

around him.

Interestingly, the very reasons for Mendelssohn's translations

are somewhat mixed. I will not explore this repeatedly

examined subject here. Suffice it to say that Mendelssohn

himself said different things about his enterprise. He wrote

that he wanted it for the education of his own children only;

but he also wrote that he wanted it for the education of his

fellow Jews in Germany, so that they might learn good

German while they learned Torah.

^

Whatever the primary reason, Mendelssohn was convinced



that his translation would assist in the emancipation of the

Jews which he believed was sure to come, as his controversy

with Wilhelm Christian Dohm makes clear. Germany had

been good to him, and he fervently hoped that his fellow

Jews—beginning with his children—would be able to com-

bine a knowledge of their Jewish tradition with a knowledge

of the German language at its best, that is to say. hochdeutsch.

Western Yiddish as some call it, or Judeo-German as Werner

Weinberg names it, could not remain the chief vehicle of

Jewish communication. Without hochdeutsch a Jew would

always be a stranger in the land. Expressions like^m^5 bajazzo

or ausgebackene Lecho-daudis or schtiken vor die Kinder

could (and in fact would) continue among family or friends,

but they had no place in daily contact with Gentiles.*

Mendelssohn's purpose was not to reach Gentiles, for his

translation was written in Hebrew characters. Bui it indubit-

ably went farther than merely the creation of a proper

translation which was closer to the meaning of the original

Hebrew than Martin Luther's standard version. It had socio-

political dimensions, and the rabbinate of the time as well as

later critics were quick to single them out for denunciation.

^'Mendelssohn was the father of assimilation," the tradi-

tionalists soon proclaimed and banned the book. Since

Reform Judaism, which arose a generation later, was seen as

Mendelssohn-inspired, it was tarnished with the same brush.

The fact that some of Mendelssohn's children as well as

significant parts of the Berlin Jewish elite convened to

Christianity, seemed to support the charge.

This is not the place to revive the old controversy over the

justice of this allegation. Still, there can be little doubt that, as

far as Mendelssohn was concerned, it did contain a grain of

truth. It is true that the philosopher-scholar wanted German

Jews to be at home in Germany, but—and here the critics were

wrong—while he desired their acculturation he did not wish

their assimilation. This is more than semantics. He was a

believing Jew who. because of his knowledge of German

culture, could make his way in the Gentile world. This fate he

wished for his family and children, and for his fellow Jews in

S

general. He failed with some members of his family and with a

small portion of German Jewry, but he succeeded magnifi-

cently with Germany's Jews as a whole.

In the 150 years which remained for them before their

termination in the Nazi scourge, they produced a Jewish

culture of remarkable quality and quantity; they excelled in

scholarship, in the creation of communal institutions and

lasting social and political movements. Far from engineering

Jewish assimilation, Mendelssohn, with his Bible translation,

initiated a golden age of Jewish life which in scholarship was

the equal of the vaunted Spanish model, but which in many

ways surpassed it in lasting influence. We today are the heirs

and beneficiaries of those who founded modern Orthodoxy,

Conservatism and Reform; who created political Zionism as

well as modern Jewish philosophy, and laid the foundations

for the study of Jewish history.

All of which has led me, so it would seem, far from my subject,

yet it is precisely the point I want to make: German Bible

translations and their intent tell us much about the history

and direction of German Jewry.

To be sure, Mendelssohn's translation did not in itself

accomplish all this, nor was it responsible by itself for the

negative fall-out among those ripe for assimilation. At the

time of its appearance it was immensely popular, but a

generation later it was no longer read in its original format,

that is, German in Hebrew letters. Jews had learned to read

German script, and if they turned to any Bible they could read

it was probably Luther's. Which is to say, that much of the

assimilatory and acculturating process would have happened

if Mendelssohn's path breaking work had never been. Yet there

it was, and by its very existence more than anything else it

played a role which neither its creator nor his co-workers

could have foreseen.

Would it have been different if early on the translation had

been transcribed from Hebrew characters into German script?

That work was in fact begun before 1800 but not completed



until much later and appeared in various forms by itself—

minus the Hebrew and minus the Bi'ur.^ However, when it did

reach the public two factors inhibited its acceptance.

For one, Mendelssohn's uranslation was never meant to stand

by itself; it was intimately interwoven with ma*or and perush,

original and explanation, and without them was bereft of its

character. Thus it is not surprising that once the translation

appeared by itself, and in German letters, it failed to make an

impression. It was simply not read, not by Jews anyway, and

was relegated to the scrap heap of memory. Only one feature

remained: The translation of the (untranslatable) Tetra-

grammaton, YHVH. Luther had rendered it as der Hen, and

Mendelssohn was justly dissatisfied with the static quality of

the term which Luther had taken directly from the Septua-

gint's kyrios and the Vulgates dominus, and which failed to

reveal the dynamic nature of YHVH.

Mendelssohn chose der Ewige (which had its precursor in

Calvin's VEtetnel), and though some of the later translators

abandoned it, the break with the authority-laden der Herr by

use of the quality-endowed der Ewige was an innovation of no

small proportion. Der Ewige reflected the verbal aspect of

YHVH, which is cast in the future tense. It entered Jewish

prayer books and Jewish usage in general. Rosenzweig

described this rendition of the divine name as the major

contribution of the Mendelssohn translation. This was a

palpable exaggeration, for the books very appearance spelled

opportunity and caused German-Jewish scholars of the next

generation to create a plethora of translations encompassing

the Torah or the entire Tanakh. Moreover, it was the touch-

stone by which the early translations measured themselves—

both positively and negatively.

Which brings me to the second reason why the German-

lettered translation fell on deaf ears. For while Mendelssohn

had created a work that was traditionally Jewish and contained

many Hebraisms and syntactical inversions, his translation

was cast in remarkably free and fluent German I think that

this promising confluence oi Judentum and Deutschtum was
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at the heart of the overwhelming (though not unanimous)

Orthodox rejection of the work. In his will the Hatam Sofer

implored his family not to read the Mendelssohn work, by

which he clearly meant that doing so would bring the reader

too much into the vortex of Deutschtum. Mendelssohn had

aimed at good German and at the same time at a Jewish

understanding of the text. It was thus the first attempt to create

a symbiosis between the two cultures.

But Germany's Jews were not yet emancipated and it would

take another generation to bring them into its prozdor, its

ante-chamber. In that respect, therefore, the translation came

too early. It had raised a torch, but the torch would be taken up

by others.

IV

i uh 1 RANsLAi ION u Hic:H Leopold Zunz redacted was a plain

German text and appeared at the same time as Gotthold

Salomon's, in 1837. However, the latter was identified with

the revolutionary Hamburg temple and therefore his work

was suspect in many circles. No such odium adhered to Zunz.

His Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrdge der Juden had appeared

five years earlier and established him as the savant of the

emerging Wissenschaft des Judentums. Zunz flirted with

Reform, but never fully identified with it. The translation

which goes by his name represented a new phase of the

German-Jewish tension. Mendelssohn, minus Hebrew letters,

Hebrew text and Hebrew commentary, was rejected as too

German. Zunz tried to reflect the Hebrew original more

closely, and in doing so went to considerable lengths.

For instance, the Hebrew language is distinguished by the

regular absence of the auxiliary verb "to be." Zunz observes

this omission wherever possible, which gives his translation a

strange flavor. Take for instance the second verse of the Torah:

Ve-ha'arets hayeta tohu vavohu, ve-choshekh al penei tehom,

Zunz translates:

11



Und die Erde war od' und must, und Finsterms auf der

Fldche desA bgrundes, und der Geist Gottesschwebend

ilber der Flache der Wassert

Another feature of the Zunz work is the attempt to preserve the

Hebrew word order as much as possible. This gives the

translation a quaint, ungrammatical aspect. One example

will suffice. In the tale of the angels visiting Sodom, Zunz

renders Gen. 19:13:

Denn wir zersioren diesen Ort, well gross ist das

Geschrei iiber sie vor dem Angeskht des FAvigen, und

der Ewige hat uns gesandt, thn zu zerstorenJ

Zunz's approach attracted the acerbic critique of a later

translator. Simon Bernfeld, who wrote:

Stan einef volkstumlichen und sinngemdssen

deutschen Obersetzung ham etne sklavisch, wortge-

treue, die weder deutsch noch eine Obersetzung ist.^

With such characteristics, why did this translation capture the

attention of the Jewish community and become its vade

mecum, so that it was still the major Bible text on which I was

brought up nearly a hundred years later? Why did the last

complete translation, that of Tur-Sinai, pay special homage to

it? Zunz's translation reminded the reader that the original

was Hebrew and that, while it was cast in the German tongue

it never hid its origin. It proclaimed thereby that the Bible,

even in its German garment, was essentially a Hebraic

document. Thus, all Hebrew names remained what they were

in the original: Chawah, Jtsrael, Mosche, Aharon. Egypt

remained Mizrayim. It was a clear retreat from Mendelssohn's

attempt to make the translation idiomatically German.

I think it is not unreasonable to speculate that the work

reflected, however subconsciously, the feeling of most German

Jews that they were not fully German, not yet anyway, a

judgment which they knew was vigorously reciprocated by

the Gentiles. I see the wide acceptance accorded to Zunz to

reflect the fact that German Jews on the whole treated the

attempted German Jewish symbiosis with caution.
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Oamson Raphakl Hirsch took this sentiment to yet another

level. For him, the translation was only the necessary back-

drop to the commentary, not the other way around. To be sure,

one started with the text, but what Tradition made of it was the

important matter that needed to be communicated to the

Jewish reader. And his exhaustive and brilliant commentary

was thoroughly traditional. Talmud, Midrash and the great

commentaries of the past were his constant reference. His

translations of Torah and Psalms were nothing more than a

medium by which ihe eternal truth and beauty of the original

could be made known.

The interesting consequence was that, because of the fervently

Jewish nature of his work, Hirsch could cut himself loose

from Zunz's caution and make his text more "German" in the

Mendelssohnian style. He stood in no danger of being accused

of assimilatory intentions. Only by his retention of Hebrew

personal names, and by rendering them in German-Ashkenazic

pronunciation, did he give his translation the unmistakable

flavor of the original. While the Germans, accustomed to

Luther, knew of Neva, Israel and Mose, Hirsch wrote of

Chawo, Jisroel, and Mosche. The Shema (Deut. 6:9) is

rendered: Haschem unser Gott ist Haschem der einzig Fine.

No danger here of too close a symbiosis!

Hirsch's work appeared in mid-nineteenth century, before the

creation of the German Reich and the forty-year period of

unparalleled prosperity and stability—a period that was

ended by the First World War. In that era, which my parents

and grandparents considered Germany's halcyon days,

German Jewry experienced a steady transformation. It became

middle class, increasingly well educated and. most important,

convinced that the best of German culture was thoroughly

hospitable and even parallel to Jewish ideals. It was natural

that this new sense of self-confidence would also be reflected in

a new biblical translation.

That labor was performed admirably by Simon Bernfeld,

13



whose later four-volume anthology. D.e Lehren des Juden-

turns (composed with Friiz Bamberger), was found in most

households that had any Jewish ifbrary at all. Bernfelds

translation .s enhanced by an extensive introduction in wh.ch

he traces the history of Bible translations. He then lakes a

vigorous swipe at older attempts to hebraize the German, and I

already cited his critique of Zunz. He ridiculed translations

that retreated from common usage, who wroie Odom,
Chawoh, Kauresch, and Soton, instead ol Adam, Eva, Mose,

Cyrus, and Satan. No Jizchok, Jaakob andjisroel for him; he

uses the accepted German of his day and writes Isak, Jakob,

and IsraeL

He went back to Luther's Herr when rendering YHVH,
apparently to make his translation conform to accepted

German parlance. However, in his word order he lets the

Hebrew original shine through. Thus, Gen. 6:1 1 is rendered:

Gott sah die Erde; sie war verderbt; denn alles Fleisch

hatte verderbt seinen Wandel auf Erden.'*

Though here he copied the contemned Zunz text nearly

verbatim.'** the spirit of his translation reflected Mendelssohn

and brought the sage's intent into the cultural milieu of the

early twentieth century. Bernfelds Bible, a work of serious

scholarly and linguistic merit, represents a high point of

German Jewry's adaptation to German civilization, yet it was

Jewish without apology. In this too, the best of German Jewry

was reflected. It was not—as is claimed frequently—bent on

assimilation; rather, it reached for thorough acculturation,

something of which Mendelssohn could only dream. The time

seemed ripe for Jews to be accepted for what they were. That

their desire was brutally destroyed not long thereafter could

not have been foreseen.

VI

T„HIS BRINGS ME TO the two post World War I translations of

Martin Buber-Franz Rosenzweig and Harry Torczyner (Tur-
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Sinai). They appeared during the last decade of the com-

munity, in the late twenties and mid-thirties.

Tur-Sinai was the general redactor of a work that was

published at the time of the Nazi terror." Since it was

sponsored by the Berlin community (hence its cognomen the

"Berlin Bible ") it addressed itself to the ordinary Jewish reader.

It never had a chance to become popular, for time ran out on

its prospective clientele. Tur-Sinai and his co-workers were

intimately familiar with the coeval effort by Buber and Rosen-

zweig; in fact, Buber himself was in the habit of consulting

him, as an innovative scholar who can be seen as the successor

to A. B. Ehrlich. the mentor of an earlier generation.

I can best characterize the translation as an effort to bridge the

chasm between the Hebrew original and the German language

by keeping the best of both. While it respects the Hebrew text

faithfully, it does not go as far as Buber and Rosenzweig,

because it aimed at the general Jewish public rather than the

intellectual and aesthetic cognoscenti.

In his Preface the editor wrote:

In unserm Wollen fuhlen wir uns am meisten mil der

vor einem Jahrhundert von Leopold Zunz herausge-

gebenen Bibeliibersetzung verbunden, die. ..in ihrer

anspruchslosen Art ein uberaus wertvolles Denkmal
judischer Gelehrtenarbeit an unserer Bibel darstellt.^^

The Gemeinde gave it its imprimatur and it presented its

rapidly vanishing members with, so to speak, an ideological

farewell. Its German was readable and often memorable, as for

instance in the rendition of Deut. 32:25: Die Kinder draussen

rafft das Schwert, und in den Kammern wurgt die Angst.^^

On the other hand, the work was Hebraic enough to make it

clear—especially in the rendition of names like Par'o,

Mizraim, Mosche or A haron, that what the reader had in hand

was a Jewish work, not something out of Luther, Wagner or

Alfred Rosenberg. I will not go into details, for what the

Berlin Bible did softly, though unmistakably, was done with
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radical vigor by Buber and Rosenzweig ai the very same time.

There was another farewell, with ihe same intent, yet in much

bolder form.

Fortunately. Buber and Rosenzweig have left us an extensive

record of their intentions, their methods, and the philosophy

underlying their massive work. Die Schrift und ihre

Verdeutschung represents a collection of 1 7 articles, plus some

other related materials. Note that the collection was published

in 1986, when German Jewry was in the throes of being totally

disconnected from German life and—though not everyone

was aware of it—was but a few years away from total

dissolution, dehumanization and, in the end, communal and

individual death. Having experienced that period myself as a

young graduate in law and a student at the Hochschule. I can

testify to the fact that every day of our lives stood in the shadow

of Nazi repression. We were Jews in Germany, not German
Jews; it was a sad fact of life which was acknowledged by all

save a few nationaldeutsche Juden.^*

Buber and Rosenzweig had begun their translation in 1925,

and now—with Rosenzweig dead and Buber close to making

aiiyah—the very future of the enterprise was in jeopardy. One
might expect that somehow the collection would make
reference to it. but except for a very general, vague and coded

last sentence of the Preface, Buber says nothing at all. His and

his late friend's essays deal with problems of translation,

linguistics, and the like, such as this:

. . . man kann den Inhali nicht vermiUeln, wenn man
nicht zuglekh auch die Form vermittelt . . . Der Ton
macht die MusikJ^

The reference to the sound of the Hebrew refers to the

translators' basic idea that, since the text was first heard and

not read, as much as possible the translation must imitate the

sound of Hebrew, its rhythm and style. Therefore they

characterized their work as kohmetrisch, which meant that

the spoken word should reflect both the soma and psyche of

the speaker. One cannot speak without breathing, and .he very

texture of speech is dependent on human physiology. Buber

and Rosenzweig tried to capture all these elements—a truly

revolutionary approach to translation, which he conceived as

a form of Sprachdenken.^^

But there was more to the effort than the rendering of text in

form and meaning, there was also the hearer or reader. Who
were the intended users of the work? Certainly, with their

devotion to the Frankfurt Lehrhaus, Buber and Rosenzweig

had Jewish readers first and foremost in mind; they wanted to

bring them closer to the Hebrew text. Yet there was also another

world. There were the German non-Jews, scholars especially,

who would regard the translation with uncommon attention.

When the work started, Germany was experiencing its brief

flirtation with democracy. At the same time, it allowed itself

an orgy of public and private anti-Semitism that culminated

shortly thereafter in the Nazi take-over. As far as I am aware,

only once did the two translators address the wider context of

their work. They did this in a reply to Siegfried Kracauer's

severe criticism of their Genesis rendition. Kracauer had

labeled it unzeitgemdss, meaning inappropriate for its time.

Why? Because, the critic charged, Buber and Rosenzweig

wagnerisierten—for just as Wagner had indulged in German
mythological heroics, so did they in the Jewish realm. What
he really meant was that the translation was too much
oriented to the Hebrew and consequently was not the kind of

German which the times demanded.

Buber and Rosenzweig responded jointly.'^ For them, trans-

lation was more than merely conserving the past; that was

"blasphemy." Es will reden, zu jeder Zeit, in jede Zeit, jeder

Zeit zum Trotz.^^

They referred to the "unfavorable metaphysical and socio-

logical situation" of the time and were ready to take their

chance. To do what? They did not speak clearly to that

question, except by the aforementioned citation—that is to

say, by innuendo.

But now, nearly sixty years later, one can remove the veil from
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their circumlocution. They knew that what they were creating

a translation that hebraized the German language. Theirs was

a work of defiance, as much as it was a work of utter loyalty to

the original.'^

Read the text aloud and listen as they wanted us to do. What
you hear is often, though not always, nearly incomprehens-

ible, certainly when only the ear and not the eye mediates the

text. Take Gen. 49: 18, keeping in mind that the authors render

YHVH always with variants of the personal pronoun ER. The
text is familiar: lishu'atkha kiviti, YHVH. The translation

reads: Zu Deiner Freiheit streck ich mich, DUP^

The Hebrew model is unmistakable; it is a translation alright,

but what kind of German is it? Germans did not talk that way.

and neither did Jews. For the authors, the comprehensibility

of the text was less relevant than its faithfulness to the Hebrew.

Mendelssohn and Bernfeld would not have approved, but

Zunz would have understood.^'

Buber and Rosenzweigs Torah appeared almost exactly a

hundred years after Zunz. With few exceptions, the century

between had seen the translators wrestle with the kind of

German they wanted to produce. Only at the end of the

nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth was the

time ready for a greater Germanization. When the Nazis came

into view and then into power two more translations were in

the works and reached the public. Of these Tur-Sinai's reflects

the symbiosis that could have worked but didn't; while Buber-

Rosenzweig's resolutely turned the clock back and, if I may put

it in extreme terms, gave up on integration and acculturation.

It is well to recall my earlier statement, that with all the other

translations available, Zunz had retained a place of honor

while Mendelssohn was forgotten. Tur-Sinai maintained his

spirit, but Buber-Rosenzweig gave him the coup de grace.

None of this was expressed in their own words; yet what they

did convey was an unmistakable message. Emancipation had

run its course for German Jewry. Mendelssohn presided over

its birth and Buber and Rosenzweig over its demise. The fact

that the work was completed by Buber in Israel as late as 1961

,

represented both a spiritual anachronism and a phenomenal
tour de force. In a way it was a tombstone erected over the grave

of the erstwhile German Jewish community, and its inscrip-

tion might have read like this:

This once great community is dead and gone,
murdered and extinguished. But its spirit is alive, and
the way its scholars rendered the biblical text into
German tells the tale of their struggle. They wanted to

embrace the German spirit and failed. In the end they
returned to their own roots. If Germans want to

understand what Jews are all about let them study the
Bible in a rendition that will remind them that the
German Jews had pride in their heritage and did not
forsake it. In the throes of death they persisted as Jews
and left a spiritual monument that will remain
forever a testimony to their loyalty.

Reading this putative epitaph I can now venture to answer the

question I asked in the beginning: Why did German Jews

produce such a plethora of Bible translations?

The reason, I think, lay in the very challenge that any attempt

at translation posed: How to render the essence of one culture

into the medium of another. In Germany, each Jewish

translator's solution reflected the way in which he perceived

the relationship between Deutschtum and Judentum. Each

translator succeeded in part yet failed in the end to mediate

that tension, and the way was always open for someone else to

try it once again—until there were literally no more Jews left

to try. It turned out that the perfect German-Jewish translation

remained elusive, as elusive as the integration of Deutschtum

and Judentum—so tantalizingly alike in some respects and so

irreconcilably different in others.

What would have happened had the Nazi scourge not

overwhelmed our people? Unfortunately, no one can answer

that question.
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NOTES

1. Zccv Weiniraub, Targumet Ha-torah lalashon hagermamt (Chicago:

College of Jewish Studies. l%7).

2. Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig, Die Sch rtft und Ihre Verdeulschung.

Berlin: Schocken Verlag, 1936.

3. See Werner Weinberg. 'Language Questions relating to Moses

Mendelssohn's Peniaieuch Translation." Hebrew I 'mon College Annual

LV (1984), 197-242; see especially 226 f(: Alexander Altmann. Moses

Mendelssohn. A Biographical Study, University of Alabama Press. 1973.

4. Ernes bajazzo is a corruption of the morning liturgy's ernes i>'yatzn>

("true and established") and served as a strong affirmation. The second

expression connotes something nonsensical, as if one could make baked

goods out of I'cho dodi, the best known poem of the Shabbat eve liturgy.

The last expression is a warning. "Be quiet in front of the kids."

5. Weinberg, I.e., 218 ff, especially N. 96.

6. Remarkably, the American JPS translation repeats this rendition in its

own latest edition: ".
. . the earth being unformed and void, with

darkness over the surface of the deep and a w ind from God sweeping over

the water . ,

.'*

7. "For we are about to destroy this place, because the outcry against them

before the LORD has become so great, that the LORD has sent us to

destroy it." (JPS translation.) Salomon translates like Zunz: Denn wir

verderhen diesen Ort. denn gross tst das Geschrei uber ste i>or dem

dngestcht Gottes, undgesendet hat uns Gott sie zu verderben. Note, how-

ever, that Salomon makes nodisiinciion between Ehhim and YHl'H.

8. In the introduction to his own translation (xxiii xxiv); see further below.

9. "The earth became corrupt before God; the earth was filled with

lawlessness." (JPS translation.)

10. As he does quite often; see. e.g., his translation of Psalm 23.

11. Tur-Sinai himself translated Jeremiah, Job, and seven of the Twelve

Prophets.

12. "We feel ourselves most closely related in our purpose to Leopold Zunz's

Bible translation, which appeared a hundred years ago... In its modest

way it is an enormously valuable monument to Jewish scholarly work on

the Bible.
'

13. The JPS English translation has none of that poetic flavor: "The .sword

shall deal death without, as shall the terror within." Hermann Schreiber

translated the Torah for the Berlin Bible.

14. The nationaldeutsche Juden were a small party of ultra-national

German Jews.

15. From Rosemweig's essay "Die Schrift und Luther." written in 1926 (In

DS, I.e. 113): "It is not possible to transmit the content without at the

same time transmitting the form. The tone makes the music.
'

16. Literally, "speech-thinking".

17. D.S. op. ciL, 276 ff. 'Die Bibel auf deutsch."

18. "If will speak to all times, at ail times, and do so in defiance of all times."

Ibtd.,p.29\.

19. I use "defiance" as a judgment on the objective nature of the translation

itself, for Rosenzweig's intent cannot be so described. He died before the

Nazis came to power and believed to the end in the possibility of
integrating the best in Deutschtum and Judentum. When the work
appeared it stood as a monument of Jewish authenticity and pride
vis-a-vis the Third Reich. See also William W. Hallo, "German and
Jewish Culture: A Land of Two Rivers?" Shofar lA (Summer 1989), with
many references to Rosenzweig.

20. "I wait for Your deliverance, O Lord." (JPS translation).

21. So did Benno Jacob in his monumental Genesis commentary, also

published during the years of the Third Reich {Das Erste Buck der Tora,

Genesis, Berlin: Schocken, 1934). He acknowledges his indebtedness to

Buber and Rosenzweig, especially to the latter, (p. II). It is noteworthy
that Jacob's strictly orthodox commentary frees up his translation much
as in Hirsch's case before him.
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PRINTI n m THE INITf D STATtS OF AMERICA

T ĤI SIM (lAi opportunity offered by the Leo Baec k Memorial
Lee ture is an appropriate occasion to reflect on the fate, and
the meaning of the fate, of European Jewry under the Third
Rei(h. F.merging out of the conflict and confusion of the

Weimar years, Hitler came to power first in Germany and then

in almost all of western and central Europe, creating in turn

the Nuremberg racial laws todisemancipate the German Jew,
ghettos in which to incarcerate the Polish and Baltic Jews,

Emsatzgruppeti to murder the Russian Jews, and in the end.

death camps to exterminate all the remaining Jews of Europe.
East and west, north and south, male and female, young and
old, 6 million out of 9-12 million European Jews were

consumed, with active designs for the annihilation of the

remainder of world Jewry, beginning with the Jews of

England, the Sephardic communities of North Africa, and the

growing community of the yishuv (the Jewish settlement in

the land of Israel).

This is what we know as the Holocaust. The ideologically

driven plan to make the world judenrein. But it is not only as a

Jewish phenomenon that this event has entered into the

contemporary consciousness. Given its uncompromising
project of genocidal elimination coupled with its techno-

logical-bureaucratic character, directed by a capacious racial

manichean dogmatics, the Shoah has become one of the

defining symbols of our age. And as such, given its iconic

status, an intense debate has emerged regarding its singu-

larity. This not least because to the degree that it has become
the symbol of evil in our time, it has been co-opted as the

standard, the model, by which, through which, and over-

against which, the writing of other histories of persecution

Stfxtn r. Kat/ is professor of Near Eastern Studies al Ciornell Lniversiiy.



and mass death now takes place.' In consequence, ihe

hisioriographical placement of this event cannot Ix' avoided.

Or, lo put the question very simi)lv and directly: To what

degree is the destruction of European Jewry a unique

historical event?

In trying to answer this vexing and by now much disc ussed

question I would begin with three hermeneuiic |)rintiples.

(1) The Shoah can and must be historic i/ed. i.e., ii nujsi Ik

held to be a subject open to historical investigation fret ot a

priori theological and metaphysical judgments iliai would

•mystify" it by definition. (2) I he Shoah is not indi\ iduaied

as an historical happc^ning by the nunibtr of Jewish \ u inns,

either as regards the absolute luunber of dead or the perc eniage

of loss these deaths represent. As to the aggregate .
at least lour

cases surpass Jewish losses during World War II, namely. New

World Indian deaths in the 16th century, ihedepopulaiioti of

thelTSSR under .Stalin, Cihinesecasualiiesduring the laiping

Rebellion in the 1850s, and the long series of bloody (u < a>i<.ns

in China in the twentietli century that, according to at least

one lecent estimate, has clainuil <i total of one hundred

million persons. ^ As to the percentage of dec line —a loss ol 10

percent of World Jewry and 60 percent of European Jewi>—
these figures are matched or exceeded by, for example: the

Native American catastrophe following conquest that claimed

up to 96 percent of the total indigenous population within a

century; by the Armenian massacres of World War I that were

in the range of 40 percent (higher on many projections,

though I disagree with these higher figures); and by the

decimation of the Australian aborigines following European

contact. And other examples could be provided. (3) When

making historical comparisons and distinctions of the kind 1

will offer in my analysis this evening I am not making moral

comparisons. Nor again, in defending uniciueness. am I

simultaneously endorsing the injudicious claim that the

Holocaust is more einl than alternative occurrences of exten-

sive and systematic persecution, organized violence, and mass

death. The character of the uniqueness that I am prepared to

champion is not tied to a scale or a hierarchy of evil (i.e., of

event X being more or less malevolent than another event Y. or

all previous events E' to E").

II

1 n.w J 1 1 SI WHKRK described why it is that the comparisons

regularly made between the Holocaust and medieval forms of

persecution, including medieval antisemitism, are in fact

incorrect.^ Here let me only summarize this complex issue by

noting that in no case of medieval persecution—not the

C:hurch's persecution of the Jews, nor of witches, nor agam m
the Crusade against Albigensians and Cathars. and finally

against sodomites—was it the intention of the C:hurch or

C:hristian State to carry out a policy of physical (not cultural)

genoc ide. In e\ ery instanc e theological doctrines and practical

necessities intervened to constrain the form that the perse-

cutory campaign took. Ihose who regularly, if confusedly, see

medieval anti-Jewish bigots as Nazis, who misunderstand the

attempt to destroy heresy as the equivalent of racial immola-

tion, who mistake the violence against women incarnate in

the witch-craze for physical genocide, and lastly, those who

liken the rhetoric against homosexual acts with the actuality

of gas chambers, are both constructing fictions and manipu-

lating the symbol of the Holocaust in ways that are

unwarranted by the historical evidence.

The reality is that most Jews survived the outbursts of

medieval anti-Judaism. For example, the Ousades, for all

their real and terrible violence, probably claimed only 3,000 to

4,000 Jewish lives; relatively few Jews were killed by the

Flagellants in 1348-49: and the Inquisition murdered only a

very small number of conversos, certainly only a small

percentage of the converso population in a statistical sense. It

should also be clearly understood that most women in the

medieval era survived the misogynistic clerics who pursued

witches—on my figures 99.9+ percent of women so survived.

Likewise, the overwhelming majority of Christian heretics

were able to successfully abjure and re-enter the Catholic

Church after the destruction of the heretical centers of

southern France. The same social and theological logic

prevailed in the case of the hundreds of thousands of Hugue-

nots who preferred to remain in France rather than go into

exile after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Finally, very

few sodomites were killed for their sexual deviance, though a

small number were put to death in sixteenth century Spain



and Italy. Thus, the likening of the Holocaust to these

medieval precedents, given their actuality, has produced very

little by way of substantive historical insight.

HI

A,s REGARDS THE modem period the situation is more com-

plex not least because of the occurrence of a number of

instances in which there has been large scale loss of life. Here

one immediately thinks of at least seven relevant cases: the

massive losses experienced in the sixteenth century by the

native peoples of North and South America (counted as 2); the

millions of blacks who died in the enterprise of slavery; the

large Armenian losses during World War 1; the millions

consumed by the Guiag: the tens of millions who lost their

lives in the Chinese Civil War and the so-called Cultural

Revolution; and more recently, the one million or so Cambo-

dians murdered by their own government in the bizarre

episode that goes by the name of Kampuchea. Each of these

events has, with some good reason, been called a Holocaust

and likened to the destruction of European Jewry. And this

inventory could easily be extended to include the Nigerian

Civil War, the tribal conflicts in Burundi and Rwanda, the

decimation of Indonesian communists, the Civil War in

Pakistan/ Bangladesh, and, for some—though incorrectly—

Yugoslavia today, and this brief list by no means exhausts the

catalog of possible candidates.

However, I would make a bold historical and phenomeno-

logical counterclaim: none of these events is. at least on what 1

will call the genoeidal criteria, comparable to the Holocaust;

efforts by historians and others to make the contrary case are in

error. Here I would introduce two elements that will help

individuate the phenomenological character of the Shoah: ( 1

)

the category of inteniionality— i.e., what the victimizers

intended as the goal of their victimization, including in

particular the complete physical extermination of the targeted

victim population; and (2) the mu hi-layered category of

mediation that I shall explain as I proceed.

As regards the former, note that in none of the modern cases

mentioned as putative parallels do we find comparable

genoeidal intent, that is, the intention to totally extirpate the

victim community. Though we have several cases where the

losses experienced in these other historic tragedies exceed the

rate of loss—as well as the absolute number—of Jewish

victims during the Shoah, in no case other than the Holocaust

do we have evidence that the killer was single-minded about

murdering all the members of the victim group. The

Conquistadors needed native slaves and did not seek to murder

the indigenous population of the New World. Blind patho-

genic forces did this work against the will of the European

conquerors. Europeans involved in the Black slave trade,

which came about because of the unintended death of the

indigenous population, participated in this vile traffic in

order to make a profit: dead slaves brought no profit. The

Gulag was a vast slave empire created in large part to finance

the modernization of Russia. Stalin needed his Gulag popula-

tion if only so that he could exploit them—he did not set out

purposely to murder them. The Khmer Rouge hated the old

Cambodia and its bourgeois elements, but it aimed at creating

a new Kampuchea in which 7/8ths of the prerevolutionary

population would continue to live, if now in dramatically

altered circumstances. This is to say, the intent to murder an

entire people, even amidst the vast slaughters that have

marked the modern historical epoch, is an historical exception.

IV

I_ WOULD SUPPORT this rcpcrcussivc claim by considering m
some detail what many consider the closest historic parallel to

the Shoah—ihc destruction of the Armenian community of

Turkey during World War I. There are many good reasons to

argue for this comparison but, ultimately, it is incorrect.

While intending no diminution of the Armenian tragedy, and

in no way denying the enormous proportions of the Armenian

massacres, I would contend that the intentionality of the two

victimizers—and hence the character of the two historic

events—was, in fact, fundamentally dissimilar and does not

provide grounds for an argument as to the convergence of the

Armenian and Jewish circumstance. Despite the intense,

almost millenarian, talk of "total liquidation" and "total

extermination of all non-Turkish elements*' to be found in



the diverse Turkish materials of the 1915-1916 period, the

actual, systematic nature of the savage Turkish assault reflects

a distinctive policy determination that was significantly

different from that operative in the German context. The
controlling ambition, the collective civic agenda, behind
Turkish inhumanity was primarily nationalist in character

and, in practice, limited in scopeand purpose. The Arintiiian

massacres were an indecent, radicalized, manifestation of a
most primitive jingoism activated by the exigencies of war
without and the revolutionary collapse of the Ottoman
Empire from within. Turkish nationalism, the extreme
nationalist elites in control of the Turkish state, now under the

violent cover of war, envisioned and pursued the elimination

Inot the murder] of all non-Turkish elements—and most
especially and specifically the eradication of the Armenian
community—from the national context. The ami-Armenian
crusade was, as a result, for all its lethal extravagance, a

delimited political crusade. Of course, mixed into the noxious
brew that represented itself as national destiny were other

obsessions: a loathing of Christians if not all non-Muslims,
xenophobia, greed, jealousy, fear, desire, and the like. But.

above all else, the "war against the Armenians" was a vulgar
and desperate manifestation of raw nationalist politics.

As a direct and immediate consequence, anti-Armenianism is

not expressed in the baroque language of metaphysical evil,

nor does it require—paraphrasing Himmler's assertion that

"all Jews without exception must die"— the complete annihi-
lation of ei'ery Armenian man, woman and child. It does not
represent a racial collision as that term came to be understood
in the ornate ontological schema of Nazism. There is no
assertion of primordial reciprocity between p>ower and Being,

between intra-human aggression and meia-hisiorit causa-

tions, between biological contingencies and noumenological
principles. Rather, the elemental rationale almost universally

cited by the Turks in defense of their actions is political: the

Armenians are secessionists, Russian spies, fifth-columnists,

divisive nationalists, who would subvert the Turkish people's

revolution and destroy Turkish national and |)oliiical integiiiy.

For example, this explanatory tack, this nationalist warrant,
is already determinative in the pre-war Turkish interpretation

of the Armenian massacres at Adana in April 1909 and it

8

reappears in full force in the explanation of the events of

1915-16. Repeated Turkish reference to the Armenian revolu-

tion at Van in 1 9 1 5 is perhaps the outstanding example of this

"legitimating" mode of moral-political reasoning.

Operating within the confines of this dominant political

logic, the invocation of communal "self-defense" against

Armenian sedition, actual and possible, explains nearly all

that needs to be explained about Turkish behavior during this

critical moment of potential national dissolution.

What was here intended was a particular political goal.

Certainly, the Armenians had long been despised as religious

outsiders and feared as economic rivals, but as Lord Bryce told

the House of Lords on October 6, 1915:

There was no Moslem passion against the Armenian
Christians. All was done by the will of the Govern-
ment, and done not from any religious fanaticism, but
simply because they wished, for reasons purely
political, to get rid of a non-Moslem element which
impaired the homogeneity of the Empire and consti-

tuted an element that might not always submit to

oppression.*

Though I am conscious that I am here telescoping a great deal

of complex religious, social, cultural and historical material

into the "political"—as Bryce and others before me—there is

no real evidence that anything but a ferociously nationalist

political dogmatics was responsible for the evils of 1915-1918

(and up to and including the events of 1922). As Winston
Churchill observed in 1929: "There is no reasonable doubt

that this crime was planned and executed for political

reasons. "5

In this context it is important to remember that the Young
Turks were, in the main, atheists who cynically manipulated

Islamic loyalties for their own doctrinal purposes. Accord-

ingly, they employed the rhetoric of theological confrontation

and ancient tribal and religious antipathies for purposes other

than the narrowly denominational. For the Young Turks,

World War I presented an "historic" opportunity, "justified"

by Armenian disloyalty, to definitively settle a long-standing

struggle over sovereignty with the Armenians—a geopolitical

9



issue that has no parallel in the Nazi-Jewish coniexi—and. as

part of the same process, to put an end to largely self-serving

foreign intervention in Turkish affairs by the Great Powers on

behalf of the oppressed Armenian minority. As Cemal Pasha,

a leading member of the Ittihadist regime, noted in his

memoirs: "Our sole objective [in our C:ampaign against the

Armenians] was lo free ourselves from all the g(3vcrnmental

measures [imposed upon us] in this war [by ihe Great Powers]

and which constituted a blow to our internal indt pendent c.<»

For the Young Turks it was the restitution of Turkish national

honor and the protection of Turkevs geographical integrity

tliat were at the center of this brutish campaign.

If the Young lurks were ardent nationalisis. ihe Armenians

were perceived, not without cause, as being inienseh (on-

cerned to pursue their own separatisi national agenda in the

now lo be dismembered Ottoman lerritorx. In tht heaied

circumstance that prevailed after Turkey *s enir\ inio World

War I there was sufficient anti- lurkish Armeiiiair military

and political activity to lend credibility—especially for those

predisposed to believe it— to this root anxiety. Thus, while

such early Armenian sympaihi/ers as Johannes Lepsius.

Herbert Gibbons and Bertha Papa/ian stnighi to jusiify the

wartime relations between the Armenian community and the

Russian government and to defend against charges of

Armenian disloyalty during the war, Richard Hovannisian

has felt constrained to conclude his more recent appraisal of

Armenian behavior with the telling admission that:

Although most Armenians maintained a correct

attitude vis-a-vis the Ottoman government, it can be

asserted with some substantiation that the manifesta-

tions of loyalty were insincere, for the sympathy of

most Armenians throughout the war was with the

Entente, noi with the Geniral Powers. By autumn

1914 several prominent Ottoman Armenians, includ-

ing a former member of parliament, had slipped away

to the Caucasus to collaborate with Russian military

officials.'

To this manifest disloyally should be added, as causes for

Ottoman concern, the zealous anti-Turkish war enthusiasm of

the Armenian population in Russia; the anti-Turkish activity

of Armenian factions and supporters in Western Europe and

10

America; lurkish Armenian relations with the Entente powers

aimed at the jjartition of Turkey and the establishment of an

independent Armenian state; the diverse pro-Russian activity

of the Armenian populace residing in Turkish territory; the

1914 Dashnak rejection of a request for assistance against

Russia on the grounds of neutrality; and the fact that the

"Russian Imperial Army with Armenian volunteer units from

the C:aucasus (totaling 150,000 Armenians in all) had occu-

pied most of the eastern provinces of Van, Bitlis, Erzerum, and

Irebizond in 1916. "^ Moreover, these invading forces had

carried out atrocities against the local lurkish population in

retaliation for earlier Turkish crimes.

In addition, and consequential, the Turks had suffered a

humiliating defeat at the Battle of Sarikamish (that began on

December 25, 1914) to a Russian force comprised in some

identifiable measure of Armenian volunteer units. During

this crucial campaign the lurkish Third Army, commanded

by Enver Pasha, lost over 80 percent (75,000) of its men in the

short space of two weeks. Such was the magnitude of this

debacle that it markedly shaped subsequent perceptions on

both sides of the military front, as well as on both sides of the

Armenian question. One need not accept the apologetic

Turkish reading of this critical military engagement to

recognize that something dramatic, of far reaching conse-

quence, involving the direct collision of Turkish and Armenian

national interests, had occurred at Sarikamish. Many, if not

most, Armenians had now openly sided with the cause of

Turkey's enemy— in the midst of a life and death conflict for

the Ittihadist regime. Even if the Armenian contribution to

the Russian military cause was ultimately negligible, as

measured by the overall size of the military forces engaged in

the hostilities, and even if it was exaggerated for ulterior and

heinous purposes by the Young Turks (as it was also

exaggerated for their own domestic reasons by Armenian

nationalists), the reality was that many Armenians had been

actively disloyal in time of war.

The statist implications of Armenian action— for both

nationalisms—can be seen even more clearly in connection

with the revolt at Van in April 1915. Whatever one's final

interpretation of this event, what is salient from our point of
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view is that both sides agree thai the sizeable Armenian

population at Van, with direc i Russian military assistance,

did revolt. Whatever the initial provocation they, at least

initially, succeeded in defeating the Turkish forces and

establishing, if only briefly, an incipient Armenian state

within the territorial boundaries of pre-war Turkey. The

Armenians had temporarily won a great military victory

carrying extraordinarily important nationalist implications.

No ex post facio minimizing of Armenian nationalist aspira-

tions, or of the wider meaning of this particular success, can

negate this salient fact. As Henry Wood, the pro-Armenian

American United Press correspondent wrote belatedly from

Constantinople on August 14, 1915—

The Armenians are in open revolt [and] actually in

possession of Van and several other important towns,

[and] may meet with fresh successes . . . Ihe
Armenians ... are seeking to establish an independent

government.'

All this is to argue that contrary to. for example, Helen Fein's

contention that the Armenians were "enemies by defini-

tion,*''** i.e., on a prion ideological or racial grounds—thereby

allowing her erroneously to equate the action against Jews

and Gypsies in World War 11 with that against the Armenians

in World War I— the Armenians were "enemies," to the degree

that they were enemies in this context, on practical and

political grounds. That is, on grounds that centered around

long-standing policies of internal colonialism, the implica-

tions—and machinations —of national self-determination,

and the provocative issue of loyalty in time of war. Accord-

ingly, the objective of Turkish action, when it came in 1915-

16, was the destruction, onceand for all. of Armenian national

identity. The criminality of the Armenians did not require-

as I shall show in detail in a moment—the biological

extinction of every Armenian man. woman and child—

especially if such individual and collective survival took place

outside Turkish national boundaries and therefore made no

claims upon Turkish sovereignty or national territory.

This is not to ignore the magnitude of the crime perpetrated

against the Armenian people, the misery and death entailed by

the mass deportations, the continual abuse of Armenian

women, the mix of ideology, sadism and self-interest in the

massacre of Armenian men, and the theft and murder of

infants and children. It is, however, to insist that these

deliberate acts of despoliation and near-unlimited cruelty be

deciphered aright. And this means recognizing that even this

vast, inhuman carnage involved limits. Being a political-

national assault against a political enemy the Young Turks

could achieve their pre-eminent goal—the protection of the

nation as they defined it—without requiring the complete

physical extirpation of every person of Armenian heritage. To
this degree—and here 1 make only this limited and very precise

claim— the inteniionality behind, as well as the actualized

structure of, the Turkish program for the eradication of

Armenian national existence was unlike the biocentric war

that Nazism carried on against the Jews. And this because the

'^Armenian Question" differed in its quintessential character

from the "Jewish Question." The former had been a conflicted

political issue for nearly a century, had created manifold

pressures and functional comprises for the Ottoman state, and

now (ould be. once and for all. resolved by the annihilation of

the organized Armenian community within Turkey. In con-

trast the "Jewish Question," which had likewise been a

central, exceedingly controversial, political concern in Europe

since the beginnings of Jewish emancipation in the eighteenth

century, was categorically transformed by Hitler into an

inescapable metaphysical challenge
—"blood" in the Nazi

universe of discourse being understood as the elementary

vehicle by which onlological values become incarnate in

history— that could only be resolved by an uncompromisingly

genocidal assault. The Third Reich therefore insisted not only

on the elimination of Jewish collective identity and communal

existence but also on the murder of every Jewish person of

whatever age and gender.

Three additional seminal factors that strengthen the morpho-

logical ^/.vanalogy between the Armenian tragedy and the

Holocaust need to be introduced into our argument at this

juncture. They are: ( 1 ) the possibility of Armenian Christian

conversion to Islam as a way of avoiding deportation and

worse; (2) the specific character of the forced deportations; and

(3) the non-totalistic nature of the anti-Armenian crusade.
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As legards ihe mtdiatiiig nAv of (oinersioii to Islam, the

t"V(.\viinfss accoums ot ihr iragitlx itpeatedly nKniion this

life-saving though (ommuiialK tUsmutive possibiiiiy. Both
"willingh" and uinviliingly huge lumibeis of Armenians
became Muslims. I here api>ears. in pariieular, lo lia\e been
extensixe forced proselyti/aiion of Armenian women and
children. Ii is difficult to ascertain just what role official

Ittthadisi ideolog\ played in thesrc oti( ed prophv huiu i iruals

though it is clear that the C.U.P., devoid as it was of a rac ist

icieologv, did not oppose such itHuaiivt. death-deflec ling,

ac lions. Indeed, to the degree that Islamic i/aiion consii ut ii\ ely

reinforced the Young Turks normative [>olitical agenda-
islam being a fundamental buttress of lurkificaiion [while

Christianity was tfu kev t lenient in Armenian self-identity]—

ihissurvivalist (flagraniK inhumane) program wasconsisteni

with C.r.P. amfiitions. And it found wide instantiation. So
wide in fact thai Lej>sius again and again excoriates the

Furkish government for allowing, even encouraging, this

lyraiuiical jx>lic v. wliile lov nbeeacc usingly refers lo "survival

being purchased l>y aix>slati/ing to Islam."" Likewise, ihe

German. American. Briiisli (and other) govt innients are on
record as protesting this unwelcome practice.

In that neither Islam nor Turkism art pretlit ated on inelastic

biologisiic concepts l>oth po^st^^ ihsoipnvc capacities that

crraie existential as well as sot i()-{)olitic al possibilities

unavailable in Na/ism. Atcoulnigly. ihe "oilu)" is not only
defined differenilv bv the Utihad elites than in Hitler's

Reich—not geneiit allv and without it It jtiue to meiaphvsical
canons of ontit pollution and dec adente— but the retjuiicd

response to the 'oilier' allows tor the remaking of the
* other ', primarily through the mvsterious rite of conversion,

scj as to obviate still more ct»mpleie— that is tvteninn.uorv—
forms of overcoming. Ihus. for example, children in Christian

t»rphanages weit converted en nuissc. Antl it was nux onlv

wcmieii anti children wlio were ft)rcibly convtrtetl. Cepsius,

for example, records that the eiuire male medical stall of the

Cierman Mission Hospital in Trfa was coerced into becoming
Muslim, as were .Vrmenian armv phvsitians at Sivas.'- In

Ale|)i)o, theentire.Vrmenian labor liaitalion wast oiut iittl in

Feliruary 1916, and furihei lai ge-sc ale conveisions of Armenian
males occurred in Match and April 1916. Lepsiusalso reports

that **all Armenian villages in the Samsun area and in Unich

have been Islamicized. No favors were granted to anyone,

apart from renegades."'^ In fact, Lepsius conservatively

estimates that 200,000 men, women and children, approxi-

mately 12 to 13.5 percent of the entire Armenian community,

were forcibly converted and thereby saved,''* however objec-

tionable the instrument of their salvation. In this respect

Turkish policy reproduces medieval procedures of cultural

homogenization, not modern procedures of physical genocide.

As such, it kept Armenians, if not Armenianism, alive.

Secondly, the Armenian deportations were not uniformly

events of total annihilation. Though these Armenian removals,

carried out under the most brutal conditions, were regularly

occasions of mass death— that sealed the fate of hundreds of

thousands—several hundred thousand Armenians did survive

these horrific journeys. Lepsius, for example, (under )estimates

the remnant at 200,000 individuals. Toynbee cites a total of

600,000 Armenian survivors — the combined total of those

who lived through the deportations and those who fled into

Russian territory—up to 1916.'^ He summarizes that "in

general wastage [death during the deportations] seems

to fluctuate, with a wide oscillation, on either side of

50 percent; 600 out of 2,500 (24 percent) reached
Aleppo fiom a village in the Harpout district; 60
percent arrived there out of the first convoy from the

village of E. (near H.), and 46 percent out of the

second; 25 percent arrived out of a convoy from the

village of D. in the same neighborhood. We shall

certainly be well within the mark if we estimate that at

least half those condemned to massacre or deportation
have actually perished."*^

Supporting these large estimates of the number of those who
were not killed during these forced evacuations are the figures

for Armenians who found refuge in Arab countries and then

later in Western Europe and America. Richard Hovannisian,

writing of their acceptance in the Arab w orld, indicates that:

"Many of the deportees suffered a cruel fate at the hands of

certain Bedouin tribes in the Syrian desert, but most were

accorded sympathetic asylum by the Arab peoples, who had

themselves endured four centuries of Ottoman domination. In

all, the number of Armenian deportees who found refuge in
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Arab lands, by 1925, is estimated at well over 200,000. "'^ and

this figure excludes the 50.000 who found refuge in Iran. More
specifically, Hovannisian breaks these refugee figures dow n as

follows: Syria accepted 100.000 Armenian refugees. Lebanon

50,000. Palestine and Jordan 10.000. Egypt 40,000. Iraq 25.000.

and Iran 50,000, making a total of 275.000 survi\ors. These

numbers are supported by later gov (iiimental siaiisiit s issued

by the respective Arab countries. Clensus data released between

1931 and 1945 by the individual Middle Eastern slates indi-

cates that Syria had an Armenian population of 125.550

(1945), Lebanon 72,797 (1944). Palestine 3,802 (19.H1), and

Egypt 19,596(1937). And to these aggregates Justin McCIarihy

adds the following estimates for Armenian refugees in \ ai ious

European and North American locations (to what degree these

overlap with Hovannisian's figures for the Arab world, for

there must have been such overlap, is unclear. McC>arihy

[p. 129, Table 7.6] makes no such allowance): France 30.000.

Czechoslovakia 200, Switzerland 250. Greece 34,000, Cyprus

21,500, Bulgaria 20.000. Hungary 15, Austria 270, Yugoslavia

543, Italy 603. Canada 1 ,244, and the United States of .\merica

34,136. If we therefore put the number of survivors of these

inhumane transfers at between 300.000 and 400,000 we shall be

on secure grounds—or at least grounds that are as sec ure as

possible given all the statistical uncertainties—remembering

that Hovannisian's total of 275.000 does not include any

survivors in Russia. Europe, or the United States of America.

This translates into somewhere between a 1 7.7 percent (300,000

out of 1,700,000. the maximum Armenian population) and

26.6 percent (400,000 out of 1 .500,000, the minimum Armenian

population) survival rate. Then, too, beyond the matheniaiic s

alone, these substantial statistics indicate that the Turkish

oppressor did not recjuire, did not demand, the death of all

Armenians. The Turks had all these individuals, this entire

defenseless population, within their control and could have

murdered them all—despite the practical difficulties inxolved

in murdering an entire people in a country as large as

Turkey—had they so desired. But, evidently, this was not

necessary.

Thirdly, the enacted policy of deporting Armenians was not

universally applied even within the borders of Turkey. The
Armenians of Ck>nstantinople numbering up to 200,000 and
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the Armenians of other large cities, e.g., Smyrna, where

between 6,000 and 20,000 Armenians lived, Kutahia, and to

some degree Aleppo, were not uprooted en masse during the

entire war period. Lepsius estimated (and in his own words

perhaps "overestimated") that the number of Armenians so

protected represented 1/7 to 1/9 of the total Armenian

population, or some 204.700 persons (out of what he projected

as an original Armenian population of 1,845.450).'^ Though
recent studies'' require that we temper Lepsius's figures, and

indicate that up to 30,000 Armenians were in fact deported

from C^onstantinople, the need to modify all generalizations as

to Turkish intentions given the very real limitations placed

upon evictions from Constantinople and elsewhere stands. To

gain a full picture of all the relevant statistics bearing upon

the question of Armenian survival we must also add in the

300.000 or so Armenians who retreated with the Russian army

back into Russian territory after the final defeat at Van in the

summer of 1915 and the 4,200 who survived the famous battle

of Musa Dagh and were rescued by the French in mid-

September 1915. Accordingly, the comprehensive demographic

picture regarding casualties and survival looks like this:

1914 Armenian Population

Converts to Islam

Survive Deportations

(outside Turkey)

Survive in large Turkish Cities

Survive in Russia

Survivors of Musa Dagh

Minimum Maximum

1,500,000 — 1.700,000

200.000 — 300,000

300,000 — 400,000

170,000 — 220,000

250,000 — 300,000

4,200 — 4,200

TOTAL SURVIVORS 924.200 — 1,224.200

TOTAL DEATHS (1915-18) 476.000 776.000

This is not the Holocaust.
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I woi LDNOW like to consider, however briefly, a second hard

case ihai has recently gained a new prominence as a con-

sequence of the corrupt thesis of the so-called German
revisionists led by Ernest Nolle.

Nolle argues that the Shoah is not a singular event, having

been modeled after Stalin's Gulag. In lieu of a more extended

rebuttal of this erroneous claim, I would say only this: while

there are many good reasons to abhor the Gulag and the vast

evil that it perpetrated, the reality is that this comparison of

the Soviet work camps and Auschwitz is deeply flawed. I have

argued elsewhere^o that it is necessary to understand the Gulag

as a cross between a penal institution and slavery that was

utilized by Stalin both to eliminate his political enemies and,

even more importantly, to create an unfree labor pool whose

labor could be tapped to foster the much-needed moderni-

zation of Russia. I will not repeat these arguments at length

here. Instead, in support of my thesis regarding the need for

scrupulous care in the writing of comparative history. I would

draw attention lo several phenomenological characteristics

that I believe clearly indicate the primal difference thai

separates Auschwitz from Kolyma.

I begin with a small but significant detail: the Russian

convoys lo Siberia and the Arctic carried a doctor or medical

officer. Ignore, for the moment, the indifference of these

medical officers, even their criminal complicity in the terror,

and concentrate instead on the structural fact of their presence

itself: Medical officers accompanied the convoys. Does this

unexpected element, this sign of at least a utilitarian discipline,

not suggest that the comparative judgment as to the larger

meaning(s)of these alternative events— that is, Auschwitz and

the Gulag—has to be varied? That, in fact, the Soviet convoys,

however wretched, should be likened phenomenologically

more exactly to the Middle Passage than to the train ship-

ments organized by Eichmann and the SS? Slave vessels also

carried ships* surgeons whose job was more than perfunctory,

and whose remuneration, in pan, depended on the successful

crossing of their cargoes, i.e., they received a bonus for

bringing their slave cargoes in alive.2' One could not make a
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profit from dead slaves, and one could not mine the Kolyma or

fell the needed export limber of the northern forests with dead

men. By comparison, the Reichsbahn and SS had no similar

incentive, for their substantive enterprise was predicated on an

antithetical rationality. The Reichsbahn was paid whether

their "shipments" arrived alive or dead; when its Jewish cargo

arrived a^ corpses the SS had already done their primary job

without taxing the ovens and incinerators.

This detail, the imporianc e of which is not to be exaggerated,

points to a larger elemental truth: the Gulag, in its vastness,

exists to meet real, economically significant, quotas— to

extract minerals necessary for the national good: to mine gold

needed by the national treasury; to fell limber for export; to

supply labor that could be exploited in the name of rapid

industrialization. In this environment utilitarian motives,

however base, count against ideological fantasies and death.

Ciollective gain, wealth, production, industrialization, and
socialist modernization, are the justification for the violence.

It is this immanent, practical, economic and industrial design

that defines the Gulag. In contrast—and I make this compara-
tive observation not to diminish the Soviet Camps and the

obliterative experience of their inmates, but to distinguish

them—the evil(s) of Auschwitz and Treblinka had almost no
linkage to utilitarian norms, to production goals, national

wealth, industrialization, required modernization, or even to

self-enrichment; Auschwitz existed essentially as a negation of

utilitarianism and in contradiction to the ethos of survival.

The SS did not seek to exploit the Jew but to transform the

Jew, literally, into an l^rUermensch, and then into a corpse. 22

If we now pursue the structural disparity between the Gulag
and.'Vuschwitz. if only schematically, we will discover that the

victims of Stalin's regime were subjected to a less total rupture

with their past than was the case with Jews during the Shoah.

Gustav Herling, for example, tells of the Dom Svidanyi, the

House of Meeting, at Kargopol in the early 1940s "where

prisoners were allowed to spend between one and three days

with their relatives who had come from all parts of Russia to

Kargopol C^amp for this short visit. '^3 Such renewing, pain-

filled encounters, while difficult to arrange—and recognizing

all the manipulation by the authorities that they were heir
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lo—were, in many cases at least, a possibility once a year.

Solzhenitsyn confirms this, 2* as do RocdtT-^ and other

chroniclers of the GulagJ^ And even when this was not

possible, or between visits. maiF^ was allowed into and out of

the Clamps, even "care" packages.^* inchiding focxi.^' and the

sending of money. ^<* though an uncommon cxcurrence. was

permitted. In contrast, Jews neither \ isiied nor corresponded.

Their loved ones weie either already ashes or living dead in

another segment of the Kingdom of Night.

It might be objected that I here exaggerate the structural and

existential differences between Nazi Death Clamps and the

Gulag, for in the latter such family meetings wvw rare

occurrences and letters and parcels were likewise except ioiial.

Such an objection, however— true t nough on the huv of it—

would miss the essential matter—namely, that between some

visits, no matter how intermittent, and some mail, no matter

how rare, and no visits, and no mail, i.e.. the systemic denial of

all human contact outside of the camp, and the complete

negation of one's historic community, there exists a quali-

tative metaphysical abyss.

Here I note, too, the odd presence in the Soviet camps of the

so-called KVC:H—the Cluhural and Educational Section. Not

surprisingly, these centers were hop>elessly run, poorly staffed,

and provided with extremely limited facilities. As Solzhenitsyn

announces: "If anybody should ever try to tell you with

shining eyes that someone was re-educated by goNeriimeni

means through the KVC:H . . . you can reply with total

correctness: Nonsense."^' And. of course, he is right. With his

accustomed biting wit. he dismantles any pretense regarding

this uncommon program of 're-education.* Yet its very

existence is of some interest, whatever its monumental lack,

even if by design, of accomplishments. For by merely being

there ii informs us of the distinctive political consciousness

that was implicated in the organization of the Gulag which

made class and status transformation—as compared to an

uncompromising program of physical genocide—an ideo-

logical, if not a practical, goal.

The KVCH organized classes, lectures, movies, plays, and

concerts. In contrast, the Nazis permitted the Jews none of

these things. F.ven the pretense of "re-education"—re-educate

lice?— is absent. When one reads of rabbinical leaders offering

(ourses to their fellow Jews in the death camps it must be

remembered that this was done solely on their initiative,

against oiders, as an act of overwhelming fidelity, despite the

Nazis, rhe official SS ideology permitted no such activity,

severely punished it when discovered, and did everything it

could to see that it did not take place. Possession of any Jewish

cuhuial or religious artifact could easily mean "selection,"

any sign of Jewish commitment would make one the special

target for verbal and physical abuse, (or "sportmachen," often

ending in death. Ihai Jews celebrated, prayed, remembered

their liturgical calendar, "learned." even in Auschwitz is a

testimony to their remarkable courage and faith: it was not the

design of the (amp's creators.

louc hing upon the most intimate matters of human subjec-

tivity and identity the evidence for differentiation and distinc-

tion becomes still more convincing. "There was," we are

correctly informed by lerence Des Pres. "more sexual activity

in the Soviet c amps because there was more opportunity, but

also because conditions were less openly horrible. "^^ Ihis

significant observation regarding the availability and extent

of sexuality in the (lulag, and the immediate reasons for it, is

borne out by all the detailed autobiographical accounts.-'-^

Ihere existed a Hieronymous Bosch-like underworld in the

Gulag that exhibited a sexually explicit, surrealistic, sala-

ciousness that finds no authentic analogue in the Nazi

ecology. Not that the latter was devoid of all sexuality, or

perversion, or sexual exploitation, but rather that the

immediate parameters, both spatial and temporal, for such

carnal activity were far more controlled and constrained—and

the moderating effects of these functional limits were com-

pounded by the sheer debilitation of Jewish physical strength.

There was simply less possibility in ihe Nazi Death Clamps of

enacting the lurid, obscene, sexual rituals that played a

fundamental part in the daily life of the Soviet camp empire.

But there is, there was. something more fundamental at issue.

One knows that Jewish women, as women in the Gulag, were

exploited sexually, and that ihey, like their Russian counter-

parts, tried on occasion to trade sex for life— though for the
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most part the technological and bureaucratic forms that

governed the "Final Solution * created far fewer opportunities

for such sexual exploitation. But with the SS this trade, even
when momentarily **accepted." almost never meant survival.

It was not functional, it had no value relative lo the future. It

was a futile act that could not alter one's fate. The luciferian

biocentrism of the Nazi system precluded the possibility that

such exchanges—which constituted a racial crime—could
have any but very temporary results. The SS would sexually

assault Jewish women and then murder them. They were
obligated to murder them.

Even more revealing, more informative, is the fate of children

in the Gulag and during the Shoah. Olga Lengyel tells us of

Auschwitz:

One day we decided we had been weak long enough.
We must at least save the mothers. To carry out our
plan, we would have to make the infants pass for
stillborn . . .

Unfortunately, the fate of the baby always had to be
the same. After taking every precaution, we pinched
and closed the little tike's nostrils and when it opened
its mouth to breathe, we gave it a dose of a lethal
product. An injection might have been quic ker. but
that would have left a trace and we dared not let the
German suspect the truth.

We placed the dead infant in the same box which had
brought it from the barrack, if the accouchement had
taken place there. As far as the camp administration
was concerned, this was a stillbirth.

And so the Germans succeeded in making murderers
of even us. To this day the picture of those murdered
babies haunts me. Our own children had perished in

the gas chambers and were cremated in the Birkenau
ovens, and we dispatched the lives of others before
their first voices had left their tiny lungs. ^^

These murdered infants stand for an entire generation of

doomed Jewish children. No Jewish child was to be allowed to

live; over one million Jewish children were actually killed.

By comparison. Elinore Lipper writes as follows of pregnancy

and childbirth even in the severe conditions of Magaden, in

the Kolyma region:

The new prisoners would be sent to chop wood. That
was not allowed from the sixth month of pregnancy

on. In winter they (pregnant women) could do no
snow shoveling or field work in the spring. During
the last month of pregnancy the women would be

relieved of work and placed in the highest ration

category. ^5

And when it was time for the birth of the child:

The children come into the world in the prison

hospital. For a week mother and child stay together.

Then the mother is dismissed from the hospital and
the child is taken to the children's house, or "com-
bine," as it is called. The mother is not obliged to

work for the first month after the birth of the child.

Then she is sent to work at a place fairly near the

( liildren's combine, for it is Russian custom that the

mother has the right to nurse her baby for nine
months. At certain limes the nursing mothers, who
are called ruaniki, are assembled and taken under
guard to the combine. ^^

And Upper's testimony is in no sense unique in the literature

of the (fuldi^. There is abundant evidence^^ that pregnant

women were accorded privileges in this time and place,

however meager these pi i\ ileges may appear to us.

Mother and child have a legitimate, if wretched, place within

the system. The Soviet State, even under Stalin, even in the

northernmost slave-labor camps after 1937, recognized some

obligation to these mothers and to these infants. Lipper's

particular description of this natural cycle in the midst of

this unnatural environment may be loo mechanical as well as

too benign, the reality far more punishing, unquestionably

less ideal, but whatever the humanizing exaggerations of her

account, it belongs to an altogether different history, and

results in a radically alternative reality, than that played out

at Auschwitz.

The most significant fact is that both the Russian mothers and

the Soviet State, whatever their mixed motives, whatever the

pain involved, wanted the babies produced in the Gulag.

Despite the terrible material conditions into which and under
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which they came into the world there is no presumption of

inherited and accusing guih. The innocence of these newborn,

whatever the crime of their mothers, is acknowledged. Being
born in the Gulag will have terrible and life-long ramifica-

tions—but one of them is not necessarily the sentence of death.

Only under the Third Reich were Jewish mothers and
children intentionally, systematirally, unrelentingly, and
wiihout exception murdered. (Not in the Soviet slave empire,

not in ancient or modern slavery, not in the medieval wars of

religion, not in the conquest of the New World, not in World
War I Turkey, not in Sudan, Rwanda or Burundi, not in

Indonesia, China or Cambodia, indeed nowhere else in

history did such an uncompromising imperative exist. I now
feel prepared to affirm this categorically.)

If I might generalize, I would say that all the truly important
differences between the Stalinist and Nazi camp-worlds are a

consequence of the fact thai in the former the prisoners were
still, in principle, considered juridically, ideologically and
metaphysically fellow human beings. Despite their 'crimes"—
even if 'class enemies," 'wreckers.*' •deviaiionists." "capital-

ists/' "rootless cosmopolitans," "enemies of the people,"
and "Zionists"—these criminals against the socialist order

remained, theoretically at least, inhabitants of the same moral
universe as their accusers and jailers.

Consider, as one example which stands for many, the inter-

esting and puzzling system of "wages" for camp prisoners that

was kept at all labor camps.^s This phenomenon in particular,

insofar as it carries anthropological and ethical implications,

supports our measured (not naive!) understanding of the

Soviet conception of who its camp inmates were. The policy of

tracking and recording the productivity of prisoners in order

to pay them for their work that was standard procedure in the

Gulag unmistakably indicates—despite all the abuses and
dishonesty that this bureaucratic procedure lent itself to— that

the prisoners were still fellow persons, beings whom the

socialist state was still obligated to deal with in some legal

(economic) fashion. As such, their labor could not be
completely stolen^*—whatever the daily reality.
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One is struck in this connection by the "voluntary" war bond
subscriptions, aimed at the camp earnings of prisoners,

carried out among the (rulag slave laborers during World
War 11. rhis was certainly, on the most fundamental level, a

Kafkaesque performance in which what was voluntary was
compulsory and the meaningful possibility of authentic

human autonomy was altogether absent. However, on a

second, and different, level ii again points toward at least a

theoretically maintained conception of the humanity of the

camp population. And this in three ways: First, these inmates

were entitled lo wages for work done; second, even these

Siberian prisoners were entitled, recognizing all the practical,

legal and contextual constraints that were here operative, to

do as they would with the money they had earned. Even
Soviet legality, wherein putative historical necessities tram-

pled human freedoms and positive law, recognized this right.

And so they must agree— the need of their agreement being

the legal-ethical condition that makes the situation both
interesting and paradoxical— to contribute part of what they

had earned to the national war effort. Third, even such slaves

were believed capable of selfless patriotism—and it was
expected of them.

Now no one should take these transactions at face value

—

surely neither the camp personnel nor the prisoners did so. Yet

intrinsic to this historical scene, necessary for this peculiar

civic dialogue to continue at all, is a lingering metaphysical

belief, if only in an attenuated vestigial form, that somehow
these presently mutilated individuals were still moral subjects.

One certainly must tread carefully in interpreting such realia

for the descriptions of such scenes as the sale of war bonds in

the Gulag have a fantastic quality about them. But that such

events took place at all. that the state felt the need for them to

take place, that the state staged them, this too has a

phenomenological valence that is not to be ignored.

I must content myself with these broad observations. They
will, 1 hope, at least suffice to warn others of making too

easy a linkage between Hitler's death camps and Stalin's

labor camps and, in any case, support the complete rejec-

tion of the apologetic and dishonest German revisionist

reading of these two grotesque but fundamentally alternate

historical circumstances.
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VI

CONCLUSION

XhHERE IS Ml CH more to be said, many additional cases, issues

and categories to be explored in the comparative investigation

of the Holocaust. But let what has already been argued stand

as an introduction to a vast topic—and as support for our

larger thesis as to the uniqueness of the Nazi Kingdom of

Night. Still more generally, let it be understood that the close,

painstaking work of comparative historical analysis will

show, as we have shown in our analysis of the Armenian

tragedy and the Gulag, that fundamental, defining, distinc-

tions—necessarily varying from case to case and context to

context—will need to be made in every instance in which the

Shoah is said to be like another historic event of mass death.

For in the final analysis the destruction of European Jewry

stands alone not as a moral but as a phenomenological and

historical novum.
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In 1939, in the period preceding and following the publication of

the White Paper on Palestine by the British Government, the Zion-

ist movement embarked on a process of re-examination of its for-

eign policy. During the next years the leadership of the movement
began to forge political connections with the United States, aiming

to garner the support of the Jewish and non-Jewish public sectors.

Thus began the American era in Zionist foreign policy. It was a

road encumbered by many obstacles, but it held to one general

direction and has continued to this very day.

My aim is to examine the many expressions and the broader impli-

cations of this general phenomenon, namely, the attachment of

the Zionist movement, and later of Israel, to a great power. As a

political principle, it harks back to the beginnings of political Zion-

ism, at the end of the nineteenth century. Much research has been
done on its various manifestations, from Theodor Herzl's time on-

wards^ Nevertheless, as a political phenomenon, the great-power

connection of Zionism (and later of Israel) has attracted litde at-

tention^. The present-day researcher will look in vain in the docu-

ments of the past for a formal expression on this matter, such as a

decision or a resolution of the Zionist leadership (or later, the Is-

raeli government), or at least for a debate on the issue. This, in

spite of the fact that in time the great-power connection acquired

historical dimensions and a quasi-ideological significance. A pos-

sible reason for this lacuna is that the connection of political Zion-

ism to a great power was so basic an article of faith that it caused

litde debate in the movement. The Zionist/Israeli connection to a

great power became much more than a matter of political conve-

nience. Seen from a broader historical perspective it acquires a

significance of its own and may provide new insights about the for-

eign policy of the Zionist movement and later of the State of Israel.

Jchuda Reinharz is President of Brandeis University in Waltham, Ma.ssachusetts.



The idea of an association with the great powers was first formu-
lated in Theodor HerzFs DerJudenstaai, published in 1896. It was
formulated thus: "The governments of all countries scourged by
antisemltism will be keenly interested in obtaining sovereignty for

us."-'* The general support of the European powers was considered
vital for the future of the Zionist enterprise, and Herzl sought con-

tacts in all the major European capitals. It soon became clear that

whatever support the Zionist leader was able to drum up in BerUn,

Rome, London or even in St. Petersburg, at the turn of the twenti-

eth century* the political keys to Palestine were held in

Constantinople.

The failure to attain any promises from the Sublime Porte that it

would aid the Zionist cause and the growing pressure on theJews in

Eastern Europe forced the Zionists to consider a new alternative,

the Uganda Plan. The possibilities of a Jewish setdement in East

Africa were fiercely disputed at the Sixth Zionist Congress, in 1903.

As is well known, the Uganda Plan was rejected. The main conse-

quence of the debate was that the Zionist movement became defi-

nitely wedded to a Palestinocentric orientation\

Two additional consequences should be mentioned. First, the great-

power principle was implicidy recognized by the movement. What-
ever the merits of the Uganda option, it was intrinsically linked with

the sponsorship of a major European state - in that case, of Britain.

The second consequence of the Uganda debate was that it led to

attempts to formulate a program ofJewish setdement without Pal-

estine and without great-power support. These plans were formu-
lated by the Jewish Territorialist Organization (ITO)\ formed in

1905, after Herzl's death and the final demise of the Uganda Plan

at the Seventh Zionist Congress (1905). Led by Israel Zangwill and
endorsed by ex-Zionists and non-Zionists in Europe and in America,
the Territorialists sought a territory for Jewish setdement in any
feasible part of the world. ITO never made any headway. Histori-

cally seen, its main weakness was the abandonment of the idea of
shivat-zian, the return to the Land of Israel. A matter for further

consideration is how much the departure from the great-power con-
nection was a factor in undermining any possibilities for success of
the Territorialist movement.

The decade from 1905 to 1915 has been described as the period
when the Zionist movement was adrift''. This view needs more nu-
anced consideration. These were years of internal consolidation of
the movement. Ideological controversies between political, cultural

and practical Zionists were overcome. A new ideological position,

synthetic Zionism, emerged around the time of the Eighth Zionist

Congress (1907). After 1911, when the Central Zionist Office was
transferred to Berlin, the organizational structure of the movement
improved markedly. A Palestine Office of the Worid Zionist Orga-
nization, ably led by Arthur Ruppin, was established inJaffa in 1908.

The Jewish agricultural and communal settlements of the Second
Aliyah were established and served as models for future waves of
immigrants. TheJewish community in Palestine almost doubled in

size. Capital flowed into the country from non-Jewish and Jewish
sources. These were the years of increased presence on the part of
the European states, especially in Jerusalem. The Italians, French,
British and especially the Germans broadened their consular activi-

ties and built churches, hospitals, schools, and the German Templars
even built settiements. A Hebrew cultural renaissance was in evi-

dence everywhere and at the Eleventh Zionist Congress (1913) the

foundation of a Hebrew University in Jerusalem was approved and
practical plans for implementation were considered. Until the erup-

tion of the Great War, in August 1914, the Zionist enterprise in

Palestine had experienced gradual and promising progress'.

Nevertheless, on the political front the situation was stagnant. The
Turks ruled Palestine with a heavy hand. No significant further

contacts took place between the Zionists and any of the European
powers. This did not mean that the idea of the great-power con-

nection had lost its significance or attraction. Indeed, in the years

prior to the war there was a significant conceptual development
regarding this issue. In connection with the plans to build a univer-

sity inJerusalem, the question arose as to which of the great powers
ought to be approached for political patronage over the project.

The leadership of the movement was well aware of the political sig-

nificance of the growing presence of the European states in Pales-

tine. In the correspondence among the Zionist activists, a general

consensus emerged that British protection for the university project

was to be preferred and sought, concomitant with a parallel unwill-

ingness to consider a German option - even among the German
Zionists themselves^ Why the preference for Great Britain? Possi-

bly because the Uganda offer was remembered. Even if Uganda
was rejected by the movement, it had been the first and only time

that the Zionists had obtained a concrete proposal for a territorial

entity from one of the major states. At the same time, it was not the

first time that the plight of theJews had found a sympathetic ear in

Britain. English public opinion had condemned the persecutions

against the Jews in Russia in the late nineteenth century'. The ex-



ploits of British adventurers such as Laurence Oliphant in Palestine

were described in the Jewish press in Eastern Europe in terms that

were as complimentary as they were unrealistic'". Whatever the rea-

sons, it should be observed that an Ottoman option was barely men-

tioned as opposed to a "foreign" - i.e. European - protecdon. It

amounted to an addiuonal step in the awareness of the necessity of

a great-power link to the Zionist movement.

WORLD WAR I: THE LINKWITH GREAT BRITAIN

The beginning of the Great War, in August 1914, caused a period

of uncertainty in the Zionist movement. Within the Zionist leader-

ship there were diverging positions regarding the conflict. There

was a pro-German tendency among certain sectors of the Zionist

leadership. On the other hand, there were those who feared that

the movement might be too closely identified polidcally with Ger-

many, especially since most ofthe Zionist institudons had their head-

quarters in Berlin. By the end of 1914 the Zionist executive de-

cided that the movement should remain neutral in the conflict be-

tween the European countries. At a meeting of the Larger Acdons

Committee in December 1914, it was decided to establish a provi-

sional Central Office in Copenhagen and to disperse the members

of the SmallerAcdons Committee among the various capitals of the

great powers. For the first dme, some Zionist acdvides were trans-

ferred to the United States". Neutrahty was a tacdcal step; it made
good sense. It aimed to protect the Zionist movement which had

branches among the warring pardes. Nevertheless, some Zionist

leaders (Yehiel Tschlenov for example) adopted a stance of neu-

trality that went farther and believed that the Zionist movement

should keep itselfuncommitted, not for ucucal reasons but on prin-

ciple.

Neutrality, however, was a short-lived phenomenon. Leading Zion-

ists perceived that in the changing circumstances of the war a cor-

rect decision about foreign attachments might be vital for the fu-

ture of the movement. Men such as Louis Brandeis, Vladimir

Jabotinsky, Chaim Weizmann. Nahum Sokolow and Ahad Haam
calculated early in the war the probable demise of the Ottoman

Empire. Modvated by personal sympathy and sober calculadon,

they decided that the dme had come to attach the fortunes of Zion-

ism to those of Great Britain.

The interest was mutual. Past positive expressions in England about
the restoradon of theJews to Palesdne had not been fortuitous, but

expressed ideas that had been popular in certain Bridsh circles'^.

Originally, it had been a concern of predominandy religious char-

acter. In the changing conditions of the nineteenth and early twen-

tieth century, the interest acquired a predominandy secular and
political dimension. During World War I, the opportunity arose to

give those sentiments a practical expression. The British wanted to

strengthen their standing in the Middle East, and a polidcal col-

laboradon with the Zionists seemed a possible means to that end.

The opportunity was recognized early on by one of the Zionist lead-

ers, Chaim Weizmann. Grasping that the combinadon of long and
short-term factors had brought Zionist and British goals closer,

Weizmann knew how to give the final delicate push that made it

possible for both sides to act in concert as polidcal allies. A situa-

tion thus developed where mutual sentiments together with shared

interests merged to achieve similar political ends. The result was

the Balfour Declaration of November 2, 1917'^. The British period

in Zionist policy had thus commenced.

In later years, the British connection with the Zionist movement
was much criticized. In fact, it should not be understood as a rela-

tionship of a uniform character, but as one that underwent three

different phases. The first period, from 1917 to the early 1920s, was

the most creative. It started with the Balfour Declaration and con-

tinued with the Zionist Commission in 1918, the appearance of the

Zionist delegation before the Peace Conference in Paris in 1919,

the elaboration of the text of the British mandate in 1919-1920 and
the San Remo decisions on Palestine in April 1920. It was charac-

terized by a measure of collaboration between Weizmann and his

Zionist associates in London with high-ranking British statesmen or

their professional staff that represented an extraordinary phenom-
enon in British as well as Zionist political history. The San Remo
Conference was perhaps the high point of this relationship: it was

decided there to abolish the military administration in Palestine,

which in the opinion of the Zionists had proved to be unsympa-

thetic to their demands, and to establish a civil administration

headed by none other than Sir Herbert Samuel, a Jew and active

supporter of the Palestine policy based on the Balfour Declaration^''.

The second period, from 1922 to 1939, witnessed a gradual deterio-

ration in the British-Zionist understanding. Ironically, it was Samuel,

theJewish High Commissioner, who formulated the main tenets of



that second period in the Churchill Memorandum of 1922^^*. The

document posited the principle of "double obligation." meaning

that the British Government had a responsibility of equal weight to

both theJews and to the Arabs living in Palestine. It was also stated

that it was not the intention of the British Government to foster the

creation of aJewish state in Palestine. The aim of British policy, it

was now declared, was to develop in the country an administrative

framework within which Jews and Arabs would collaborate peace-

Mly, for the benefit of all the inhabitants of Palestine.

The Zionists recognized that the Churchill Memorandum had

opened a new and less favorable period in the Zionist-British rela-

tionship. Nevertheless, they decided to acquiesce to the terms of

the Memorandum, due to the sober realization that any other op-

tion might turn out worse. The period from 1922 to 1939 were the

years of gradual and then accelerating British retreat from an un-

derstanding with the Zionists. Led by Chaim Weizmann, the Zion-

ists did their best to retard the erosion of British support for their

aspirations in Palestine. In hindsight they were successful. After

all, these were the years when the foundations of the Jewish Na-

tional Home were laid and developed. Chaim Weizmann, the presi-

dent of the World Zionist Organization, declared in 1931 that the

fact that theJewish National Home had not moved closer to realiza-

tion was the fault of the Zionist movement and the Jewish people,

rather than that of die mandatory power^*. In the 1920s and even

the 1930s, Zionist policy calculated that the British mandate still

represented an acceptable framework for the development of the

Jewish National Home. Even so radical a Zionist likeJabotinsky, in

spite of his deep disagreement with British policies in Palestine,

thought that in principle Great Britain was the right choice as the

mandatory. When the Peel Commission proposed a partition solu-

tion in 1937, its reception in the Zionist movement was only luke-

warm. The majority of the Zionists believed that time was still on

their side, within the framework of the connection with Britain. In

hindsight it was, of course, a terrible mistake, but it made much

sense when analyzed in light of the Palestinian realities of that time.

Due to the immigrants of the Fifth Aliyah, the Jewish community

had been growing at an impressive rate during the 1930s. The fore-

cast of population trends for Palestine prepared for the Peel Com-

mission showed, by extrapolation ofimmigration data, that aJewish

majority in Palestine was foreseeable in ten to fifteen years'^ If so,

why not wait with any partition schemes? In spite of all the difficul-

ties, the association with Great Britain seemed to lead to the goals

oudined by the Zionist movement.

1939: THE CRISIS IN THE ZIONIST-BRITISH RELATIONSIflP

The Zionists' expectations from the advantageous association with

Great Britain were dashed by the 1939 White Paper on Palestine^^.

Its passage began the third and last period in the British- Zionist

relationship, the period of confrontation, which was to continue

until the end of the British mandate in Palestine in 1948, and the

creation of the State of Israel.

Until 1939 - despite increasingly tense relations - the continuing

development of a Jewish National Home in Palestine had been a

main foundation of British policy. The 1939 White Paper clearly

revised this policy. As noted in a statement of the Jewish Agency
from May 31, 1939, it proposed... "first, by permitting Jewish immi-

gration after the lapse of five years only if the Arabs of Palestine

acquiesce in it, to relegate the Jews in Palestine to the position of a

permanent minority; secondly to prohibit Jewish setdement alto-

gether in certain parts of Palestine, and to restrict it in other parts;

thirdly, to terminate the Mandate and to convert Palestine into an
independent State, thereby placing the Jewish National Home un-

der the domination of the Arab majority. The White Paper in ef-

fect abrogates the recognition, expressed in the Balfour Declara-

tion and the Mandate, of the special status of thejev^sh people as a

whole in relation to Palestine...''*"

An underlying British assumption of the White Paper was that a

thriving Jewish National Home had been established in Palestine.

Consequendy, it was considered by the British that His Majesty's

Government had fulfilled its moral and political obligations to the

Jews under the terms of the Mandate. With war in Europe looming

on the horizon, the British were keen to set up new political ar-

rangements in Palestine, in accord with what they saw as the new
realities in the country and Great Britain's interests in the Middle

East. Those interests dictated that close political ties be established

with the various Arab leaders and countries in the Middle East^".

And if those intentions did not square with the Zionists' aspirations

regarding Palestine, so much the worse for the Zionists.

From a Zionist viewpoint, a clear disproportion had arisen in the

preceding two decades between the internal and the external po-

litical goals of the movement: internally, the Zionists had demon-
strated a much higher level of ingenuity and development. The
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social and political institutions of the Yishuv showed a degree of

creativity hardly matched by any other national movement. Although

small and in many ways still embryonic, the Jewish community in

Palestine had built one of the most sophisticated political and so-

cial systems attempted in the twentieth century. The kibbutz, the

moshav, the multi-faceted Histadrui, the sophisticated party system,

the religious structure, the educational system - together they al-

ready embodied a basic social and political infrastructure capable

of supporting, as time would show, the future Jewish state. This

social and political construct was connected to and supported by

large sectors ofworldJewry through an additional framework equally

sophisticated, namely thejev^sh Agency, founded in 1929. All those

institutions were supported and justified by elaborate ideologies.

This impressive edifice had been erected in only two decades. It

represented original Zionist and Jewish creation, without interven-

tion and only indirect influence of non-Jewish or non-Zionist fac-

tors. Indeed, historical sources clearly show that the British admin-

istration in Palestine had but a dim understanding of these remark-

able developments, and the Arabs, almost none.

The situation was quite different regarding the foreign policy of

the movement. Since the Churchill Memorandum of 1922, Zionist

policy vis-a-vis the mandatory power had taken a defensive posture.

As noted, its underlying premise was to slow down as much as pos-

sible the progressive erosion of British support for the Zionists' as-

pirations. In general, the Zionists had succeeded: after all, it was

within the framework of the British mandate that the internal de-

velopments cited above had taken place. Nevertheless, a dichotomy

arose between the two main directions of Zionist policy, the exter-

nal and the internal. In their relationship with the British, the Zi-

onists had lost the initiative. Although Jewish statehood in Pales-

tine was an article of faith of political Zionism, the issue had been

raised only twice in the late 1930s - but by the British, not by the

Zionists. In 1937 it had been the partition proposal; in 1939 in the

form ofa future Palestinian state with aJewish minority. Regarding

partition, the Zionists hesitated and the British soon shelved the

idea for their own reasons. Now, in 1939, to accept the planned

Arab-dominated state would have meant for the Zionists political

suicide, something national movements do not engage in. It was

obvious that Zionism had reached a moment of truth.

It was a difficult situation. The positive aspects of their past rela-

tionship all but gone, the Zionists and the British were still locked

in an embrace from which both sides wanted to free themselves.

J

The situation was complicated by the start of World War II. Al-

though tied to Great Britain in the war against Nazi Germany, it was

obvious that the long-term understanding of the Zionist movement
with England regarding Palestine had reached an end. From the

point of view of our theme, the principle of the great-power con-

nection of the Zionist movement, the 1939 developments did not

bring about an abandonment of the idea itself. Now, however, it

shifted away from the political association with Great Britain - in a

new direction.

THE SEARCH FOR AN AMERICAN CONNECTION SINCE 1939

That the Zionist movement gravitated from 1939 onwards toward

America was both a matter of experience and expediency. Many
Zionist leaders had spent some time working for the movement in

the United States. David Ben-Gurion had lived there during and
immediately after World War I and both he and Weizmann were

frequent visitors to the country and had good connections with its

Jewish organizations and leaders. The Roosevelt Administration

seemed receptive to the Zionist case - or so it was assumed by the

leadership of the movement. Not without good reason: two com-
mitted Zionists served on the Supreme Court of the United States,

Louis D. Brandeis and Felix Frankfurter. Benjamin V. Cohen, who
in 1919-1920 had worked with Weizmann in London on the draft-

ing of the Mandate for Palestine, was since 1932 one of the impor-

tant advisors of President Roosevelt. Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, per-

haps the most popular leader among the American Zionists, had
close relations with the President. American Jewry was large and
relatively wealthy, and many Zionists believed that it was possible to

rally it in support of the Jewish National Home.

In addition, there was the collective memory of the first American

Jewish Congress, which had existed from 1916 to 1920. For a short

time, the Congress had brought together all the major segments of

AmericanJewry, and in 1919 had sent a delegation to the Paris Peace

Conference where it advocated forJewish and Zionist causes^'.

Now, on the eve ofWorld War II, Weizmann and Ben-Gurion came
to the United States to seek the backing of the Jewish community
for Zionist aims in Palestine. As during World War 1, their present

plan was to bring about the formation of a broadly representative

Jewish body which would also enjoy the support of the American
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government^. Ben-Gurion even gave ideological reasons for an

understanding between die Zionist movement a^d die United States:

he waxed imaginadvely on the similariues between American and
Jewish democracy ^. Less ideologically inclined, Weizmann tried

during his visits in 1940 and 1941 to reach an understanding with

the AmericanJewish Committee, die organizadon which represented

die wealdiier and more influential segment of the Jewish commu-
nity.

Weizmann*s and Ben-Gurion*s efforts failed''\ The lews in the

United States were spUt along a complex ideological and political

spectrum and proved' difficult to orgTnize. As tlfeir next s^p. the

Zionists decided to create a political platform that articulated their

new goals and was supported by the broadest representation pos-

sible ofAmerican Zionists. This took place at the Biltmore Confer-

ence in May 1942. A political program was approved whose central

tenet was a declamtion that the Zionist movement strove to trans-

form Palestine into a "Jewish Commonwealth" at the end of the

war*^. The next step, accomplished through the good offices of

Henry Monsky, the president of the Order B'nai Briih, was to call

die AmericanJewish Conference (August 1943), which hosted die

major organizations of American Jewry. The Zionists managed to

convince die delegates present to approve the Zionist program for

Palestine. But it was a pyrrhic victo.7: it brought about the resigna-

tion of its non-Zionist participants"^'. Recognizing that the support

of die non-Zionists could not be counted on. the American Zionist

leadership decided to form a Zionist body with broad support - the

American Zionist Emergency Council (AZEC) - to organize and lead

the political activities in the United States for Jewish statehood in

Palestine. Led by the forceful Abba Hillel Silver, the AZEC would

emerge as die main poHtical instrument of die Zionist-affiliated sec-

tor of dieJewish community in the coming years^l

One of the tasks of the AZEC was to establish links with the Ameri-

can political establishment. It proved to be a frustrating task. It

seems that neither the Zionists nor the non-Zionists in the United

States were fully aware ofthe obstacles facing them when diey sought

to influence the government The fact is that during the Holocaust

years American Jewry failed to convince the administration to act

decisively to rescue theJews trapped in Europe. Only in later years

did it become dear how much the American Jewish leadership had
been manipulated by President Roosevelt, be it with regard to help

for European Jewry or support for the Zionist plans in Palestine'^**.
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In fact, also after 1945, when the future of Palestine became a mat-

ter of international concern, the Zionists received litde help from
the American policy-makers. In the critical period between August
1946 and May 1948 the American Zionist Executive Council, now
supported by a majority of American Jews as well as many gentiles,

made strenuous efforts to influence the administration, and espe-

cially President Truman. In later years a whole historiographic sub-

branch developed aiming to explain President Truman's ideas and
policies vis-a-vis the Zionist aspirations in 1947-1948'^. The interest

ofscholars was fueled by Truman's dramatic recognition of the State

of Israel on May 15, 1948, eleven minutes after its proclamation in

Tel Aviv - this in opposition to the political line supported by the

Department of State. One may wonder if such a concentration on
a rather micro-historical issue does not lead historians to explana-

tions that although imaginative and sophisticated, strain the limits

of common sense. Indeed, some works impart the impression that

Truman did litde else during that period except fret over the Jew-
ish Question.

I lean toward the view that for Truman and his administration Pal-

estine was only a peripheral issue^". It seems more sensible to sup-

pose that beside Palestine the President had some other problems

to consider and some other decisions to make although some of

them were related to the question of Palestine"^\ In 1947-1948, two

major issues preoccupied the President and his senior advisors. One
belonged to the realm of internal politics: In 1948, Truman was

literally fighting for his political survival. His popularity was at a low

ebb. The election of 1946 had been a disaster for the Democrats;

for the first time since 1928 the Republicans dominated both houses

of congress and a majority of the governorships. The Republican

candidate for the presidential elections in November 1948, Gover-

nor Dewey of New York, was outspoken in his pro-Zionist sympa-

thies. Jewish statehood in Palestine had become an important issue

for AmericanJewry. To antagonize theJewish electorate would have

been, on Truman's part, quite unwise.

The second issue belonged to the realm of foreign politics. One of

the major aims of America's policy abroad was the containment of

Soviet expansion in the still fluid conditions of the post-World War
II period. The political and military thrust of the Soviet- backed

movements and parties in Greece, Turkey and Iran transformed

the Middle East into one of the main arenas of confrontation be-

tween Western and Soviet policies. To curb Communist expansion

was the essence of the Truman Doctrine, formulated in March 1947.
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In regard to Palestine, the question before President Truman and
his political advisors was how to turn these two issues - his political

plight at home and the containment of Communism in the Middle

East - into a coherent policy. The matter was complicated by the

difference between the views of the White House and those ofmany
members of the administration. The State Department, key mem-
bers in the Defense Department, the heads of the United States

delegation to the U.N. - in fact, the whole bureaucratic establish-

ment - were against a pro-Zionist policy in Palestine. Their argu-

ments were quite similar to those of the British Foreign Office: the

necessity to oppose Soviet penetration in the region, the impor-

tance of Middle Eastern oil. the weight and influence of the Arab

states*^*. That position, in turn, was opposed by the American Jew-

ish and Zionist organizations, supported by large sectors of Ameri-

can public opinion.

Even if for Truman himself Palestine was not an important issue, it

was clear that awrong decision might result in negative consequences

for the President. Such an error, for instance, seemed to be the

American change of policy at the Security Council of the UN on
March 19, 1948, when the U.S. representative had proposed a United

Nation trusteeship for Palestine, instead of partition. The change

in American policy was engineered by the Sute Department. Inci-

dentally, it also showed how litde headway the Zionists had made in

their political relations with the administration, and to what degree

American support for partition had been based on the almost ex-

elusive interest to guarantee peace in Palestine - by whatever means.

Faced in early 1948 with the reality of a worsening security situation

in Palestine, unconvinced by the advantages of partition, the State

Department, supported by the other sectors of the administration,

retr^ted fromZ partitio'n plan for Palestine without any qualms.

The step has been rightiy described as "the greatest defeat ofJewish

diplomacy since the issue of the White Paper in 1939. "**

From Truman's point ofview, this reformulation ofAmerican policy

meant, apparendy. that the State Department was trying to force

him into a situation that might seriously damage his political chances

at home. Clearly, the permanent officials at the State Department

were weU aware of the domestic problems of the President and the

Democratic party. But they decided to ignore them - even at the

expense of the political future of the President - for the sake of

what diey considered the higher interests ofAmerican policy. Their

tactics backfired, as the President's recognition of Israel, minutes

after the proclamation of the State, was to demonstrate.
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Truman's Palestine policy in 1947-1948 has been described as "weak
and inconsistent.'"''' This judgment seems too harsh, considering

the complexities of the issues at stake. The British, experienced
and well-established in the Middle East, acted even less consistentiy

than the Americans. From the point of view of the newly-born Is-

rael, Truman's intervention in favor of Zionist and Israeli aspira-

tions was undoubtedly of great importance. Nevertheless, it was

the exception, and did not represent the direction of American
policy regarding the Middle East.

It remains an open question as to whether the activities and tactics

of the American Zionist Emergency Council brought the American
administration closer to the Zionist point of view^'^. President

Truman disliked intensely the leader of the Emergency Council,

Rabbi Silver (an active Republican), not least for his aggressive style'^.

The fact that the support of the very influential non- or even anti-

Zionist members of the American Jewish Committee could not be

assured, did litde to enhance the influence of the Zionists. The
main problem, however, was the position of the administration,

which in the 1940s had litde understanding and even less sympathy

for Zionist aspirations, or later for Israeli interests. Only gradually,

in the late 1950s, did a more positive tendency regarding Israel take

shape in the State Department. Only then would the Israeli gov-

ernment succeed in building a true great-power connection with

the United States.

THE QUEST FOR AN AMERICAN CONNECTION AFTER 1948

After 1948, the foreign policy strategy of the young State of Israel

underwent a period of reevaluation. Several options concerning

foreign orientation were considered by leading Israeli politicians,

statesmen and by the government, and were debated among the

public. A preference for a "nonalignment" policy became popular,

although it assumed either a Western or a Soviet leaning. There

was a strong anti-British tendency, forcefully represented by Ben-

Gurion''^. It reflected the bitter memories of the end of the British

mandate; there was also ajustified suspicion that Great Britain had
not given up its intention to play a major role in the Middle East, a

role that continued to be pro-Arab. There was also a tendency ad-

vocated by Nahum Goldmann, since 1956 the president of the World

Zionist Organization, calling for the "neutralization of Israel."*^
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There were parties and leaders on the Israeli Left advocating a rela-

tionship with a great power but convinced that this great power

should be the Soviet Union*'^ Besides the ideological aspect, there

were also strong practical considerations for a Soviet connection-

The leaders of the yishuv and the Russians shared a wariness over

British intentions in the Middle East. From September 1947 until

laie in 1950, Soviet and Soviet-backed political and military assis-

tance for Israel had been unwavering, and certainly more consis-

tent than American support. While in the first months of 1948 the

Americans had proposed new and dubious solutions for Palestine,

the Soviet Union had firmly supported partition. While the United

States (supported by the Briush) had in January 1948 declared an

arms embargo for the Middle East that clearly worked to the lews'

disadvanuge. the V.shuv had received mih^ta^ hardware from

Czechoslovakia, which acted with Russian agreement. This aid was

of crucial importance during the Israeli War of Independence^'.

Last but not iTast. there were hundreds of thousands of potential

Jewish immigrants in the countries of the Communist bloc, some
two million of them in the Soviet Union alone'"*.

In spite of these weighty arguments, it soon became clear that non-

alignment, as understood by the political leadership of Israel, was

basically a matter of tactics rather than policy'". The acid test came
in the second halfof 1950, when Israel decided to support the West-

ern bloc in the Korean war. The Israeli reasons were both ideologi-

cal and practical. The government of die country, its public insUtu-

tions and its values were democratic and Western- oriented. Be-

sides, the financial difficulties faced by Israel tilted it heavily toward

a Western orientation: the absorption of the mass immigration and

the security situation, the two main problems of Israel after its ere-

ation. involved staggering expenses. The Israeli population doubled

in the years 1948-1955 and Arab animosity remained unabated.

One of the most important decisions of those earlier years was the

Ben-Gurion - Blaustein Agreement, signed in August 1950^^. Side-

stepping traditional bonds between Israel and the Zionist move-

ment in the Diaspora, Ben-Gurion sought to make inroads into the

ranks of influentialJewish circles in the United States, as represented

by the AmericanJewish Committee. This body represented a lead-

ing segment of American Jewry whose historical orientation had

been anti- or non-Zionist, but which became gradually inclined to

support Israel politically and financially. It was the first step on the

road that would prove of mutual benefit in the coming decades.

Finally, the Reparations Agreement with Germany, based on dis-

1

cussions in Israel and abroad from 1950 to 1953, established yet

another economic anchor in the West.

After some vacillation, then, theJewish state returned to the Ameri-
can orientation which had guided the Zionist leadership in the late

1930's and early 1940s''''. For quite a few years, however, it was a

one-sided effort, and the Israeli approaches were continually re-

buffed. In the Eisenhower years, "the United States government
showed a consistent and unmistakable reluctance to enter into any
exclusive military relationship with Israel".^'' In fact, to enter into

any relationship. In the Eisenhower years, "far from being seen as

an important state to woo, Israel was seen primarily as a problem".''*^

In May 1950, the United States, England and France signed the

Tripartite Declaration, whose aim was to limit the arms race in the

Middle East. In light of the experience with the arms embargo
early in 1948, there were many in Israel who feared that such a

policy would work to the Arabs' advantage. In 1950 the Baghdad
Pact (CENTO) was signed. CENTO was supported by the United

States, although it was not formally a member. In the early 1950s,

American Middle Eastern policy continued along the same Arab-

oriented lines as during the late 1940s^,18

J

By 1956, Israel's policy of non-alignment had given way to a grow-

ing sense of strategic isolation. This was one of the major reasons

for the Israeli participation in the Suez adventure in October 1956''^.

What for the Israelii started as a heartening military success, ended
as a disappointing diplomatic defeat, but a defeat with a clear les-

son for the future. There was no other episode in the early history

of the state which emphasized so clearly the wisdom of a connec-

tion with a great power, which had guided Zionist diplomacy since

its inception. In 1956, Israel acted to some degree alone or with

unreliable partners who used Israel for their own purposes. The
results were embarrassing, even harmful.

Nevertheless, it was the Suez Affair that prompted the United States

to reconsider its policy in the Middle East. In spite of its forceful

diplomatic intervention, the episode ended in a political defeat for

the West. In the aftermath of Suez, radical Arab regimes in the

Middle East, inspired by Nasser and supported by the Soviet Union,

came to dominate the region. American reassessment also included

a new evaluation of Israel's importance'". American policy-makers

began to consider Israel as a political and strategic asset in the Middle

East but they were also motivated by internal political support in

the United States that had an ideological edge: Israel was described
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as an island of political stability in the Middle East and as a repre-

sentative ofWestern political and spiritual values. Within a span of

eleven years, from 1956 to 1967, American foreign policy vis-a-vis

Israel made a turn of a hundred and eighty degrees. The change

became quite evident in 1967, during the Six-Day War. What
prompted Israel in 1967 to take preemptive military action against

Egypt was quite similar to its motivations in 1956: a growing dan-

ger to Israel's security. Tliis ume. however, the Americans supported

Israel's actions-. The "strategic understanding" between dte two

countries (or from the Israeli view, the great-power connection)

had been nurtured and solidified^'^.

IsraeFs victory in the Six Day War established for it an international

image of military prowess - exaggerated, as it turned out six years

later, in 1973, during the Yom Kippur War. The renewed military

explosions between Israel and its neighbors made American policy-

msikers, and especially Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, very much
aware of potential dangers of a crisis in the Middle East. The Yom
Kippur War brought the two super-powers close to a confrontation,

hZ.ed the understanding bet^eerthe United States and i^ allies

in Europe and Asia, and precipitated an oil-crisis that was of severe

consequences for the economies of all Western countries^'. How-
ever, even if the Yom Kippur War dented Israel's military reputa-

tion, it did not weaken its political standing in American eyes. Per-

haps the contrary is true: the Americans understood that the United

States and Israel had become long-term allies and could not easily

separate their foreign policies. They also conchided that it was im-

pcrative for the interests of the United States to foster solutions to

the Arab-Israeli conflict: to achieve, if possible, a peace agreement

between the warring parlies, or at the very least, to secure a de-

escalation of the conflict between them. These goals were related

to the two major aims of American policy in the Middle East: to

guarantee and protect the oil sources and to put an end to the

Soviet position or further penetration in the region.

These premises of the American-Israeli relationship held during

the 1980s. Indeed, that decade witnessed some of the most severe

differences between Israeli and American policy- makers, especially

in 1982-1983, during the IsraeH invasion of Lebanon. At the same
lime, a new level of understanding was reached between Israel and
the United States during that decade. Two documents establishing

a measure of strategic cooperation were signed: the Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) in November 1981, and the Memoran-
dum of Agreement (MOA) in April 1988''^ While poUticians and
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scholars evaluate these documents variously, especially as regards

their practical importance'''*, there can be litde doubt as to their

symbolic meaning.

In the late 1980s, the end of the Cold War changed the nature and
the scope of the relationship between Israel and the United States.

As has always been true, the understanding between both countries

is now seen somewhat differendy by each side. From an American
point of view, one of the major premises that brought the associa-

tion about - the containment of Russian influence in the Middle

East - has (so far) disappeared. Nevertheless, the strengthening of

American influence in the Middle East continues to be a major aim
of the foreign policy of the United States. The oil sources of the

region are essential for the economic life of the West. At the same
time, the Middle East remains socially and politically volatile, and
apt to change radically from one day to the next. What Israel has to

offer today is its political stability, the Western-oriented character

of its society and institutions and its status as a democratic bulwark

in the region. This seems to be one the major reasons for the con-

tinuing special des between the United States and Israel, though

one should not discount the awareness by American politicians of

the Jewish/Israeli lobby in the United States'^. From the Israeli

angle, the principle of the great-power connection continues to be

as significant as it has been since the days of Theodor Herzl.

ANALYSIS

Historical generalization needs at least two examples - one case may
well be an exception. Regarding the great-power connection of

Zionism and Israel, the two examples are readily available - with

Great Britain in the first half of this century, with the United States

in the second half. The relationship of the Zionist movement with

Great Britain is easier to sum up than the ties between Israel and

the United States: the first case is a closed chapter, most of the

historical sources are available, and we already have the perspective

of half a century. Regarding the relationship with the United States,

we are still living in the midst of the process, and what seems obvi-

ous today may look completely different tomorrow. Nevertheless,

some tentative generalizations may be offered.

As important as the great-power connection has been in Zionist

history, other alternatives were considered too. One was the
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Territorialist movement (ITO). which in 1905 discarded the Herzlian

idea of the centraUty of a connection between the Zionist move-
mciit and one or more great powers. Another available alternative

was political neutrality, which was contemplated seriously twice, in

1914 and again in 1948-1950. At least one political force in the

Zionist movement, the Revisionists, placed inordinate weight on
Zionist pohtical self-sufficiency and came close to quesdoning the

great-power principle itself. The atdtude towards the supporting
power (in this instance. Great Britain) was one of the bones of con-
tendon between Jabodnsky and Weizmann. as well as between
Jabounsky and Ben-Gurion". In fact, most of the dme Jabotinsky

was in favor of the Zionist-Bridsh alliance, although he believed

that the Zionists were not demanding theirjust rights. More signifi-

cant, after 1948 the foreign pohcy strateg)' of Israel underwent a

period of search, before a pattern, or as diplomats prefer to call it,

a "tradidon" evolved. Besides the possibility of neutrality, there was
also a leftist minority in the country which proposed a Soviet great-

power alternative. Finally, Israeli participation in the Suez Canal
episode in 1956 also represented a deviation from the great-power
principle.

In the 1950s, Israeli foreign policy recognized and accepted the

pattern, which if evaluated historically can be seen as classical: a

great-power connection and a pro-Western orientation. The semi-

ideological element in die decision seems quite clear: in terms of
direct political support, a stronger case could be made (and indeed
was) for a pro-Soviet orientation, at least in the initial period after

the creation of Israel. Nevertheless, it was an American connection
which the Zionists sought. The turn to the United States had con-

vincing objective reasons behind it: after World War II, America
emerged as the strongest power in the world; and American Jewry
was ready to support the Zionist plans in Palestine. However, there

were also subjective and less clear-cut factors in the decision; at

some point in the early 1940s the Zionists decided that American
support was to be favored, and was to be preferred to any other

option.

Strangely enough, that Zionist decision made in the 1940s has ap-

parendy colored the analysis of many contemporary historians of
the American and Zionist/Israeli relationship. It seems that one
can discern here the influence of the **great-power connection fac-

tor"* itself on historical reasoning: essays and books have been writ-

ten based on the premise that such a relation between both sides

was self-evident^. In reality, for many years it was a one-sided affair.

The pro-American tendency by the Zionist/Israeh side was not en-

couraged by the American government, certainly not during World
War II, and hardly in its aftermath. In the American attitude there

was nothing of the spiritual background that had made the British

receptive to an understanding with the Zionists, during World War
I. American policy-makers were unsure as to the possible foreign

policy of Israel. The State Department was never enticed by the

Zionist overtures and even the White House remained ambivalent,

in spite of President Truman's eventual helpful hand. Seen from a

larger historical perspective, Truman's pro-Zionist actions were the

exception in America's Middle Eastern policy during his presidency.

In the 1940s, American policy regarding the Middle East was not

very different from that of the British. It too was Arab-oriented,

although not as crystallized and clear-cut as the British policy.

True, when in 1947 the issue of Palestine came before the United

Nations, the Zionist leadership considered American support es-

sential for the success of the partition plan. It was a view reflecting

strategic foresight and subjective leanings, and not some profound

understanding with the American policy-makers. As a matter of

fact, there was more support for partition on the part of the Soviet

bloc. Furthermore, the Soviet Union never wavered in its support

for partition - while the Americans changed their mind in March

1948. And it was the Soviet bloc which supplied the arms which

made victory possible in the war for Israel's independence - while

the United States held firm to an arms embargo which was harmful

to Israel.

America's lack of response to its overtures and the growing feeling

of strategic isolation were among the factors which moved Israel to

participate with the British and the French in the Suez Canal ad-

venture in 1956. It was a sobering experience for Israel, because it

proved how, without the right foreign support, military success could

end in diplomatic defeat. Indeed, it was the only time in a century

of foreign policy that the Zionists or Israelis chose the wrong part-

ners for a major international turn of events. Implicitiy, it seems

that IsraeU policy-makers learned their lesson. Never again did Is-

raeli foreign policy deviate from the principle of the great-power

connection.

The results of the Suez Canal campaign also represent a turning

point for the Americans. Their policy in 1956 had not contained

Soviet penetration into the Middle East nor did it enhance Ameri-

can prestige; on the contrary, American policy-makers gradually
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came to consider Israel as a Middle East factor which should be
positively considered from an American perspective. From then
on, there is a perceptible positive change in America's attitude to-

ward Israel.

Since 1967, the wars of Israel would have been very difficult without

American support, at first political assistance, later also through arms
supplies and economic help. Furthermore, the measure of peace
that Israel has attained in the Middle East has been based on Ameri-
can backing. The Peace Treaty with Egypt in 1977 was as much a

result of American as Egyptian and Israeli diplomacy. The Israeli-

American connection is the rock on which the peace talks with the

Mesdnians and Arab governments in the 1990s are built. The
United States prods both sides, neutralizes the international factors

trying to disrupt the gradual understanding between them and most
of all, gives Israel the backing of a great power which, from the

Israeli perspective, makes the whole process feasible. Towards the

end of the century, Israel's great-power connection with the United
States is enjoying its fullest flowering.

The interests underlying the American-Israeli relationship can be
defined much more easily than the subjective support which the

relationship enjoys among large sectors of American public opin-

ion. Surveys indicate that this factor has not wavered even in peri-

ods of political tension or debate between Washington andJerusa-
lem^^. It cannot be divorced from the backing Israel enjoys from
most sectors ofAmericanJewry. In other words, it seems that Ameri-

can public opinion is not only affected by Israel itself, but also by

the sentiments and open support of AmericanJewry for theJewish

Given the existence in the United States of broad public opinion

favorable to Israel, it is still unclear as to how and how much this

factor actually influences American policies. Historical research has

already highlighted this question when analyzing the results of the

activities of the American Zionist Emergency Council, back in the

late 1940s. The AZEC literally flooded the White House and Con-
gress with petitions forJewish statehood in Palestine. But it remains

an open question as to whether or not these actions moved the

American administration toward a more pro-Zionist attitude"*. Re-

centiy, a scholar, writing on American policy regarding the Arab-

Israeli conflict, concluded: "The international system, the bureau-

cracy, Congress, and interest groups account for the constant pic-

ture, but they limit policy; they do not define it. Only by examining

the attitude of the presidential elite do we understand why and how
policy changes"."' Trying to understand this statement in light of

thirty years of strategic cooperation between Israel and the United

States, one is left with an unanswered question: namely, what is the

nature of the subjective component which buttresses this relation-

ship?

CONCLUSIONS

In historical perspective ofsome fifty years, the success of the Zion-

ist movement to realize its aim and to create ajewish state in Pales-

tine has lost nothing of its almost miraculous quality. On the con-

trary: the more one researchesjewish and Zionist history, the more

one becomes aware of the almost insoluble obstacles which ham-

pered the Zionists' hopes. Nevertheless, as wondrous as Zion Re-

deemed may appear, there were also some very astute political ideas

and strategies which paved the way.

Few were as far-reaching as the principle of the great-power associa-

tion. The political careers of two of the major leaders of Zionism,

Theodor Herzl and Chaim Weizmann, were built on the great-power

connection. In fact, the actual failure to translate the great-power

idea into reality eroded Herzl's leadership. The success in creating

such a political partnership with Great Britain established and sup-

ported the Zionist primacy ofChaim Weizmann in the Zionist move-

ment. Weizmann rose and fell with the Zionism-Great Britain equa-

tion. His was one of the most convincing examples of the impor-

tance of this basic Zionist strategy. However, the great-power con-

nection had an obvious precondition, namely that the Zionists would

choose the right partner. Which they did. In fact, to the extent

that they had the freedom to choose, the Zionists' choices were

impeccable. First, it was with Great Britain. Later, after 1939, the

gradual turn toward a pro-American Zionist policy was one of the

shrewdest moves in the history of the movement, as momentous as

the turn to Great Britain had been in 1914-1917.

Today, there are many who see the American connection with the

Jewish state as something that is natural. Historically examined,

this appears far from self-evident. After the creation of their state

the Israelis considered also other options. It seems that only the

lessons of the Suez Campaign in 1956 brought them definitely back

to the principle of the great-power connection - which by then meant
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the American option. On the American side there was even more
wariness. It was only after the Soviet penetration into the Middle
East» in the late 1950s and early 1960s, that American policy under-

went a reevalnation. Only then emerged the idea of a "natural-

understanding between the United Stales and Israel It was an idea

greeted with much enthusiasm by AmericanJewish public opinion,

and with a measure of surprise (if not bewilderment) by many mem-
bers of the American political elite.

As it matured in the 1990s, the relationship between Israel and the
United States has been recognized as a most unusual one in present

and past international experience. Although no formal treaty binds

them, Israel and the United States are tied by interests and senti-

ments that have survived difficulties and disagreements, and acquired

stability. Today there is hardly another country where Americans
and the United States are accepted as naturally as they are in Israel,

or where an American can feel so much at home and so secure.

Israeli intellectuals show nothing of the resistance to American cul-

ture that characterizes so many of their European or Asian col-

leagues. The colonialist or imperialist slogans which moved (and
still move) masses in other countries against the United States, never

acquired any significance among the Israeli population. American
Jewry, with its strong historical and personal ties to Israel certainly

plays a role in the connection between the two countries.

Nevertheless, looking closer, there are surprising incongruencies

in the relationship. Considered in terms of historical origin, politi-

cal system, ideological orientation, religious patterns, social struc-

tures - Israel is closer to Europe than to the United States. A very

plausible case could be made for a European political connection
with Israel. Which only shows how much the Israeli ties with the

United States are not that "natural,'* but also have other dimen-
sions.

That was also the case with the Zionist-British relationship. As with

the Americans, it was based on mutual interest, but there was also

something else, factors that were subjective and ideological. There
was a certain positive attitude among many British with respect to

the Holy Land, the Jews, and the bond between both peoples. Re-

garding the United States, the subjective element is haider to de-

fine precisely because the mutual ties are active and in a constant

state of reformulation.
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Summing up, it seems clear that we are dealing here with a theme

which is composed of political convenience, quasi-ideological sig-

nificance and historical dimensions. For almost a century the idea

of the great-power connection has run through Zionist and Israeli

foreign policy as an ever-present thread, sometimes obscured, mostiy

evident. If so, two conclusions can be added: as far as policies go,

the great-power principle was a very sensible one for the fledgling

Zionist movement and Israeli state. And second, by dint of shrewd-

ness and sheer luck, both the Zionist movement and Israel knew
how to place and time their political trust in the hands of the best

partners available to them.
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.he role ofJews in German banking and German Jewish bankers

in German society are old themes. On the one hand, they have

attracted the attention ofstudents ofGerman economic history and
the history of theJews in Germany, although there is much work yet

to be done. On the other hand, they have constituted a poisonous

brew for pathological anti-Semites who also harbor deep and neu-

rotic suspicions of banks and capitalist forms offinance and find in

the alleged machinations ofJewish financiers a welcome opportu-

nity to blend their prejudices in a particularly insidious manner.

For such persons, certainly, the realities ofJewish involvement in

banking are of scant interest while the sphere of high finance lends

itselfvery nicely to anti-Semitism withoutJews. For serious students

of history, however, there is much work yet to be done, and I hope

my remarks today will suggest some paths that might be taken.

We know, of course, that the relative position ofJews in German
banking was undergoing a decline before 1933. This was in part

because of the reduced role of private banking as a consequence of

secular economic processes as well as of the economic shocks of a

lost war and devastating inflation, and in part because the expan-

sion of large corporate banks inevitably entailed a numerical reduc-

tion of the Jewish role in banking for demographic reasons. One
should not, however, confuse quantity with quality, and Jews re-

mained at the very top of the German banking business until they

were driven out by the National Socialists.' It is a measure of their

prominence and significance that the keynote speakers at each of

the four congresses of the Central Association of German Banking

and Bankers during the Weimar Republic wereJews: Max Warburg,

the leading Hamburg private banker, in 1920; Oscar Wassermann,

managing board director and spokesman for the Deutsche Bank, in

1925;Jacob Goldschmidt, the dominant figure in the DANAT Bank,

in 1928; and, in 1931, Georg Solmssen, business partner in the



Disconto-Gesellschaft from 1911 lo 1929. managing board director

of the Deutsche Bank and Disconto-Gesellschaft after their fusion

in 1929 and until 1934, successor to Wassermann as spokesman for

the bank in 1933, and chairman of the Central Associations of Banks

and Bankers from 1930 to 1933. The first diree of these bankers,

Warburg, Wassermann, and Goldschmidt, maintained theirJewish

identity and were actively involved in Jewish affairs. Solmssen, the

son ofthe Disconto-Gesellschaft partner Adolph Salomonsohn, who

was the son of a famous Rabbi, took the stance of an extreme

assimilationist He changed his name and converted, apparendy

after an extended stay in the United States convinced him thatJews

failed to gain acceptance as Jews even in the putative American

melting pot. His conversion was not a denial of his origins or an act

of religious conviction. He still gready appreciated the distinction

of his banking family, and religion did not seem to have played a

role in his life. His was rather a decision that one could not have

the double identity of German and Jew and one therefore had to

make a choice. Needless to say, this position did not do him much

good in 1933-1934, and in view of his close interaction with some of

hisJewish colleagues and his response to persecution-which I shall

consider at the end of this paper-I think it correct to count him as

one of theJewish bankers of the Weimar Republic*

These four bankers, of course, hardly exhaust the list of great Ger-

man-Jewish bankers of this period. The Dresdner Bank boasted

Herbert Gutmann and Heniy Nathan; there were the figures of

Carl and Hans Furstenberg of the Berliner Handelsgesellschaft,

Jacob Riesser, Carl Mekhior, Franz von Mendelssohn, Paul von

Schwabach, Louis Hagen and quite a few other publicly active and

important leaders of the German banking world one could men-

tion. For the purposes of this discussion, however, I will concen-

trate on the persons of Warburg, Wassermann, Goldschmidt, and

Solmssen because of their personal and public engagement in the

affairs of state at a time of almost permanent political, economic,

and social crisis in the Weimar Republic, and because of their roles

as spokesmen for and organizers of the banking business, which,

for obvious reasons, was deeply implicated in these crises and

plunged into a crisis itself as a result of them. What I hope will

become manifest fix>m this presentation is that the task of articulat-

ing some of the most important, at times also much contested, policy

options available to the political and economic leadership of the

Weimar Republic, and, furthermore, of representing the alterna-

tive trajectories of the German banking business at this crucialjunc-

ture in its history fell to these four bankers. They reveal both the

possibilities open to Jews who assumed such important roles in the

Weimar Republic and also the limits they inevitably confronted. In

the course of this lecture, I would like to illuminate certain aspects

of the relationships and interactions among these bankers and con-

tribute in some measure to an understanding of the social history

of German Jews.

In the beginning of Weimar were reparations, and they did much

to bring about Weimar's end. A number of my colleagues, to be

sure, have found it easy for the Germans to pay reparations, and,

with greater justification, chide the Germans for their bad faith,

disingenuousness, and insensitivity to the sufferings andjust claims

of the French. The trouble with their arguments is that they ne-

glect the domestic political and social consequences of reparations.

The fact is that the constant governmental and societal preoccupa-

tion with Allied demands, which nearly every German thought un-

just, poisoned political discourse, undermined support for democ-

racy, and rendered successive German governments dependent on

precisely those groups in German society whose inflationary poli-

cies prior to 1924 and deflationary policies after 1924 and especially

between 1929 and 1932 were legitimized by reference to Germany's

reparations obligations. In any case, insofar as German political

and economic leaders tried to act in some good faith, to deal di-

rectiy with, and to show some understanding for French demands,

they were, as the fates of Mathias Erzberger and Walther Rathenau

demonstrated, candidates for assassination. Obviously, the repara-

tions question was not a safe area for Jewish bankers unless they

happened to share the views of right-wing poUticians like Karl

Helfferich and Alfred Hugenberg.^

And yet it was not a problem that at least someJewish bankers, most

notably Max Warburg and Oscar Wassermann, chose to avoid. They

had strong international connections which they were anxious to

restore and use for German economic reconstruction. Their banks,

whose business had been significantiy weakened by wartime losses

of capital, by increased industrial self-financing, and by monetary

depreciation, could only prosper ifGermany could procure foreign

loans and capital for whose dispersal they could serve as intermedi-

aries. In contrast to big industry, which could use inflation to

underprice foreign competitors in real terms and thereby reca[>

ture foreign markets and secure the foreign exchange needed to

escape domestic inflation, reconstruct their plants, and buy up new



assets, such bankers yearned for solid money, stable international

conditions, and a restoration of their role in industrial financing

and foreign trade. The uses of inflation for domestic pacification

and economic recovery did not escape them, but they were prima-

rily anxious to restore the intemadonal capitalist order under which

Germany had prospered prior to the war. It should come as no
surprise that they had not welcomed the war and had been moder-

ates with respect to war aims as well as opponents ofthe unrestricted

submarine warfare that had led to America's entry in 1917.

Warburg, because ofhis American relations and connections as well

as his stature as a banker, was called upon almost immediately after

the Armistice to participate as an expert and as a negotiator in the

financial aspects of the armistice and peace, tasks he performed

between 1918 and 1920 in close collaboration with his partner

Melchior. This is not the place to detail these complex activities,

about which there is now a substantial literature.^ It is important to

note, however, that Warburg's proposals, especially the so-called

one-hundred-billion-mark reparations offer for which he pushed at

Versailles and which made him a permanent target for extreme right-

wing attacks, amounted to far less in real terms than the figure sug-

gested and was tied to concessions on territorial issues that the Al-

lies would not accept. It was. in fact, intended as a first step in the

direction of Treaty revision. A more pertinent charge against

Warburg from the right, however, would have been his financial

cosmopolitanism. Warburg's proposals were always tied to foreign

loans to Germany, and he was quite willing to accept foreign par-

ticipation in German industry and state-owned enterprises since, in

Ms view, "it is in Germany's interest...that the interest of the outside

world in the German economy be secured in this manner.***

Warburg's attitude reflected the free trading and internationalist

interests of Hamburg's merchants and bankers, and he was to prove

the city's most effective and rigorous opposition spokesman against

state controls on the economy and currency restrictions. If his sharp

criticisms of the management of the economy by the "Socialists" in

Berlin warmed the hearts of his colleagues in the busmess world,

however, he nevertheless found that his fellow bankers refused to

approve some of the more radically cosmopolitan proposals he

wanted to put into the speech at the banker's congress in October

1920. These were reduced government compensation to those who
had lost assets as a result of the war and the Versailles Treaty and a

measure of "world inflation* so as to relieve pressure on those coun-

tries already suffering from inflation and to promote economic ac-

tivity.®

If Warburg was willing to propose some risky policies in the name
of national and world economic recovery, however, there was one

risk which he sought to reduce at all costs, and that was the invasion

of the Ruhr and the possible division of Germany. It was a motive

he shared with his good friend Walther Rathenau and a fellowJew-

ish banker who had served in various government capacities,

Bernhard Dernburg, and it was this motive that united the three

businessmen against the great industrialist, Hugo Stinnes, at the

Spa Conference inJuly 1920. Their successful opposition to Stinnes's

policy of defiance within the German delegation provoked Stinnes

to the outburst that the unworthy surrender to Allied demands was

the product of an "alien Psyche" (Jremdldndische Psyche)

.

For Warburg, such a comment coming from Stinnes must have been

doubly disheartening since the two men had worked very closely on

major business affairs during the latter part of the war. Further-

more, Stinnes was at this time regularly employing the services of

Jakob Goldschmidt for the building up of his industrial empire, and

he had excellent relations with the leadership of the Disconto-

Gesellschaft, especially Arthur Salomonsohn, the cousin of Georg

Solmssen. Indeed, the former was one of Stinnes's most enthusias-

tic political supporters in the Reich Economic Council, and Stinnes

was also closely allied with the industrialist ofJewish origins, Paul

Silverberg. The fact that Stinnes could so easily appropriate anti-

Semitic rhetoric in his anger over the Spa agreement could only

confirm for Warburg what he was constandy experiencing in his

native Hamburg since the war, namely, an increasingly virulent and

pervasive anti-Semitism that evinced a growing tendency to move

from words to deeds. Stinnes was not of this ilk, butjust as some of

his closest associates and political allies were Jews, so some of them

were anti-Semites. Stinnes did not, however, believe in murder as a

way of settiing political disagreements and was not a racist. In the

aftermath of the assassination of Rathenau in June 1922 and an

assault by radical toughs on Maximilian Harden, with whom Stinnes

had a particularly friendly relationship, he wrote to Warburg to ex-

press his outrage at the "shameful deeds against Rathenau and

Harden" and affirm that "there can be no two points of view be-

tween persons who have employed their full strength for the future

of Germandom and want to do so further."^

Stinnes's return to his senses after Spa was important for Warburg,

although he was hardly given to any illusions. Chancellor Wirth

had asked him to replace Rathenau, but Warburg feared that he

would be a successor in more ways than one and he declined, point-



ieg out that **with the mood in Germany such as it is, I think it a

great mistake for the regime to name a minister ofJewish origins to

the Foreign Ministry."* Instead, Warburg reacted to reports that he

would be a victim of assassins by taking a trip to the United States,

where he found himself physically safe but not entirely welcome.

Thus, he dared not venture into an American club in the evening

"because he knew very well that the people with whom he negoti-

ated in the morning would snub him there in the evening.*^ Anti-

Semitism was not to be escaped in America, and while the and-

Semites complained aboutJewish internationalism, they seemed to

have an International of their own, so that the defamations pro-

duced by Henry Ford were taken up in Bavaria while the anti-Semitic

outbursts of General Ludendorff found their way into the Ameri-

can press. As Warburg pointed out in a lengthy, impassioned and

confidential letter to Stinnes on the "Jewish question** after his re-

turn from the United States, the Jews were being treated just like

the Germans, and the sole responsibihty of Germans for the war

had its counterpart in the lies told aboutJewish ritual murders and

the machinations of "international Jewish finance." This was no

way to deal with the real issue: "It is true: there is aJewish question,

and whoever denies it does not deal with the objective situation. It

is the question which everywhere arises where a minority-with re-

spect to origin or belief, or both-lives together with a majority.

Naturally, people who think in a completely primitive manner can

so imagine the situation that, as in past times, one beats them all to

death or forces them to emigrate. Both would be at once false and

impossible. Each country has its own Jews to digest; only in this

sense can a solution be imagined. In reality, this is by no means

difficult in a country like Germany, where the Jews who have lived

there for many generations have been imbued by German culture

and civilization so that they feel only Germany to be their father-

land. There are exceptions here and there but they ought not dis-

tort the true picture. The Zionists who strive for another father-

land are a minority among western Jews, and the entire Zionist

movement has its true origin and driving force only in the mistreat-

ment to which they have been subjected by their Aryan fellow citi-

zens. The various inhabitants of a country must undertake the task

of mutual education and employ the abilities of individual groups

toward the best of the entire nation. Only that state which does not

base itselfon a particular type of people and, above all, grants equal

rights to all of its members can develop greatness.***"

Needless to say, the fact that Warburg felt compelled to flee again

in November 1923 before the Munich Putsch was put down was not
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exactiy heartening, and he genuinely feared the Volkisch movement
and the danger it presented to German Jews. Unhappily, we know
much less about what Oscar Wassermann, Georg Solmssen, orJakob
Goldschmidt thought about these dangers in the early unsettied

years of the Republic when anti-Semitism was especially pronounced.

Wassermann, who took great interest in the shipping business, seems

to have shared most ofWarburg's views in the public policy sphere,

and in 1922 he presented important if belated plans to the Cuno
government on the reparations question which were designed to

involve international capital in Germany's future. Like Warburg,

he was deeply involved inJewish affairs, and eventually became chair-

man of the Centralverein (Central Association of German Citizens

of theJewish Faith), but he undoubtedly felt less endangered living

in Berlin and was obviously not targeted by the pogroms against the

Ostjuden which broke out in the Scheunenviertel in November 1923.

In any case, Wassermann was a great optimist about the future of

Jews in Germany, as was Goldschmidt, who was building up his bank-

ing business during the inflation and attained a new pinnacle of

success by presiding over the fusion of the Darmstadter and Na-

tional banks to create the DANAT Bank. In the process, Goldschmidt

also managed to dispose of his most prominent competitor in the

leadership of the bank by promoting the appointment of Dr. Hjalmar

Schacht to the position of Currency Commissar in 1923 and, shortiy

thereafter, to the presidency of the Reichsbank."

As for Georg Solmssen, he seemed most untouched by the so-called

Jewish question at this time, as one might expect, and, since he

lived in Cologne, he tended to view the entire crisis from the per-

spective of the occupied Rhineland. He was a prominent commen-
tator on the reparations question and the political situation and,

like Warburg, was urged to take public office. In January 1922,

Rathenau tried to persuade him to become Finance Minister, a po-

sition Solmssen declined, not only because of his private business

responsibihties, but also because he was convinced that the politi-

cal parties would continue to make concessions to the masses which

were incompatible with the tasks of an effective Finance Minister.

He did not think it possible to increase indirect taxes while reduc-

ing the taxes jon property and income that were so damaging to

capital formation, and he saw no means at the time to increase the

hours of work either. It was not only such failures of leadership

that drove him to his "sad resignation," but also his frustrated na-

tionalist feelings: "In my view, a healing ofour entire situation abroad

over the long run can only set in if, without falling into Pan-
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German excesses, national feeling is awakened in a deliberate man-

ner and the masses are made conscious of the power embedded in

the national body which is brought together in a unified way. I also

miss in the present leadership the energy and activity that should

have been employed by now to revive the slumbering national con-

sciousness." Solmssen deplored the failure to reject the war guilt

charge and to make more of the sufTering of the population in the

occupied area, and he was convinced that a "decisive no at the right

moment" would have resonance with the people and force the Al-

lies to retreat from their "fantastic demands."'- This was in sharp

contrast to Wassermann, who believed it was a mistake to push the

war guilt question and who believed that time would bring in a "not

guilty* verdict and a realization that high reparations demands were

in no one*s interest." Indeed, in the last analysis, Solmssen was

closer to the position of Sdnnes than he was to that of Warburg or

Wassermann.

n
The issuance ofa new currency, stabilization, and the influx ofAmeri-

can loans under the Dawes Plan, however, created a new situation

for the banking business and provided the setting for the further

evolution of the very complex relationships among these men. The

banks emerged from the decade-long crisis since the war with de-

pleted resources but increased power-thanks to the shortage of

credit, which was the economic plague of the Weimar Republic-

and an apparent renewed demand for some of their old functions.

Even the stabilizadon crisis of 1925-1926, having brought down the

empire of the late Hugo Sdnnes and other concerns that were un-

able to survive under normal currency condiuons, provided oppor-

tunity to make money since the selling off of assets and the recon-

struction ofcompanies and corporations were the tasks ofthe banks.

Goldschmidt, for example, played a leading role in deconstrucdng

what he had helped to construct for Sdnnes after the war and did

so with his usual energy and enthusiasm. Such activities, of course,

did not promote the popularity of the banks, which were sharply

criticized for their extremely high interest rates and opposition to

the revaluation of debts paid off in worthless currency during the

inflation. Despite diese charges of interest profiteering {Zinswucher)

and insensitivity to the plight of creditors in the name of restoring

Germany's internationsd credit, the banks seemed to be reasserting

themselves. In his remarkable speech to the banker's congress in

1925, Wassermann described the banks as the "servant" of industry
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and the economy, only to conclude that "the weaker the master,

the stronger ... the influence of the servant. That is not the fault of

the servant but the fault of the master." He insisted that the banks

could not give credit without increased control over its recipients,

challenged industry to rationalize and reduce costs, demanded that

the government cut expenditures and taxes so as to liberate capital

for the private economy, and claimed a primary role for the banks

in the intermediation of foreign credit. He admitted, to be sure,

that there was an excessive number of banks in Germany and de-

cried the speculative tendencies in the banking business that had

developed during the inflation. Nevertheless, he presented the great

banks as the guarantors of Germany's economic future and urged

an end to the "demagogic" attacks on their interest rates and pro-

bity.'^

The poUtics of Wassermann 's speech were not anything to which

his fellow bankers would take any exception, and it was undoubt-

edly pleasant to hear that the power of the banks had been restored.

But could one believe it? The reality was that many of the really

great firms did not need the banks to get money in New York since

their leaders and representatives could go there themselves to bor-

row. Furthermore, the banking business was overpopulated, and

while all the great banks engaged in draconian measures of ration-

alization, there remained too many banks for the capital that was

available. The competition among the banks inevitably undermined

discipline and encouraged risk taking, while the prudent abandon-

ment of risks could also entail the loss of power and influence.

A good illustration was the Deutsche Bank's engagement in the Ufa

concern, Germany's largest film company. Georg von Stauss, the

Deutsche Bank director heading the supervisory board, simply was

not up to the job of controlhng costs, especially those incurred by

Fritz Lang for his Metropolis. In 1927, after an unsuccessful effort to

get the Lachmann-Mosse interests to buy into the company and a

refusal to sell out to the Americans, a decision was made to sell

majority control to the media empire of Alfred Hugenberg, the

notorious Pan-German reactionary soon to take over the leader-

ship of the German National People's Party. Warburg was beside

himself over the failure of the Deutsche Bank to rally the forces and

money needed to keep Hugenberg out. In his view, the bankers

had "lost a batde." He described Hugenberg as "a mole, who im-

poses himself everywhere and has more time than the other cap-

tains of industry who give him their money,"'^ which undoubtedly

explains much of Hugenberg's ability to pursue his fatal politics
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despite the disapproval or skepticism of most business leaders. The
Deutsche Bank did, to be sure, maintain an interest in the Ufa and

felt confident that it cotild keep Hugenberg from using it for anti-

Semitic and propagandisdc purposes, Hugenberg himself rapidly

discovered that people wanted entertainment, not politics, at the

theaters and used the Ufa to help support his unsavory political

activities rather than as an instrument to propagate his Pan-Ger-

man faith

Strangely enough, however, one of those who bankrolled

Hugenberg's major publishing enterprise, the Schcrl Verlag, was

Jakob Goldschmidt, the new and very bad boy on the great bankers's

block. In contrast to Warburg, Wassermann, and Solmssen, who
came from old and distinguished banking families and formed what

Solmssen liked to call a "business aristocracy," ( Geschdftsaristokratie)

,

Goldschmidt was the son of a merchant of limited means who lived

in the vicinity of Hannover. Born in 1882, he was 47 in 1929, while

Warburg was 62 and Wassermann and Solmssen were 60.

Goldschmidt had worked his way up from a humble apprenticeship

in the Kassel banking house of H. Oppenheim to become one of

Germany's most important bankers. From early on in his career he

had demonstrated a particular skill in stock market operations and
gained a reputation for lively, informative reports and prognoses as

a partner in the banking house of Schwarz, Goldschmidt & Co., a

subsidiary of the Hildesheimer Bank. In 1918, he was recruited by

the Nationalbank to head its securities department, where he func-

tioned in a very uneasy relationship with the recendy recruited head

of the credit department, Hjalmar Schacht, made a fortune through

his speculative and stock market operations, and emerged as the

dominant figure after the merger with the Darmstadter in 1922 and

the ascension of the increasingly superfluous Schacht to the presi-

dency of the Reichsbank in 1923.'*

Goldschmidt was deeply committed to industrial concentration and
expansion through individual entrepreneurship and risk taking, and

was passionately opposed to government interference in the

economy. He was an optimist who favored risk over caution and

tended to view crises as opportunities. Goldschmidt had the pre-

tension ofserving as the pacesetter and spokesman for the German
business conmaunity and his address before the bankcrs's congress

in 1928 as well as his appearance before the Macmillan Committee

in June 1930, where he praised the German universal banking sys-

tem for its achievements in industrial financing, were impressive

performances in both their argumentation and their optimism.

Goldschmidt liked to break the barriers and constraints that inhib-

ited his doleful compatriots in the banking community from failing

to treat the glass as half full rather than half empty. He sat on no
less than 123 supervisory boards by 1931, where the average among
the greatest of bankers was 50; the DANAT was the first to publish

its prospectuses in English in New York; in 1929, when the signs of

recession were very obvious, he insisted that "the German people

cannot master their hard fate, if the strong energies lying within

them and the wealth of creative and constructive ideas they em-

brace are destroyed by a disabling pessimism, by hopeless resigna-

tion."'^

Goldschmidt had both social and cultural pretensions, but this never

led him to deny either his origins or turn his back on his fellow

Jews. He provided very substantial support to theJewish Encyclope-

dia and other Jewish causes. If his desire to be called "Jacques"

reflected the parvenu in him, his passion for art was genuine and

his taste apparendy impeccable. Nevertheless, "Jacoble," as he was

called behind his back, certainly did get on the nerves of his well-

established German-Jewish banking colleagues, and there was an

undeniable element of snobbery in their reaction to him. After an

evening at Jakob C>oldschmidt's, as Theodor Wolff reported, "all

the, so to speak, old established Jewish financiers like Schwabach,

Furstenberg, then also Wassermann, were presented like chained

beasts, flattering on the outside, seething over the upstart on the

inside..."'®

The more serious problem, however, was that Goldschmidt's vsray of

doing business forced the other banks to compete with him on terms

they felt increasingly inappropriate. His self-advertisement, high

dividends, and capacity to win over such important industrial cus-

tomers as Friedrich Flick, offering them attractive credit terms, pro-

curing loans for them from the United States, and bringing them

on to the DANAT's supervisory board were not appreciated by many
of his colleagues in the overcrowded and highly competitive Ger-

man banking arena. Goldschmidt dreamed of creating an automo-

bile trust, and his efforts produced an unpleasant struggle with the

Deutsche Bank. Wassermann seemed to have very ambivalent feel-

ings about him, disliking his business practices and pretensions, on

the one hand, but appreciating his talents and probably also his

devotion to Jewish causes, on the other. There is good evidence

that Wassermann approached Goldschmidt with the idea ofa merger

of the Deutsche and DANAT banks, but that Goldschmidt's terms

and opposition within the Deutsche Bank undermined the effort.
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Ultimately, the Deutsche Bank merged with its greater rival, the

Disconto-Gesellschaft, in 1929. which placed Wassermann and

Solmssee on the same board of managing directors.

There was nothing ambivalent about Solmssen*s feelings toward

Goldschmidt Solmssen loathed and detested Goldschmidt, whom
he characterized as a "parasite," a Schddling, and whom he described

in especially bitter terms in a private memorandum in the early 1950s:

Jakob Goldschmidt vras born of modest circumstances

and, due to this legacy of his past, he was completely

undisciplined and uninhibited; a stock marketeer

(Bdrsianer) and speculator through and through, he so

remained until his inglorious departure from the eco-

nomic stage. That this man exercised a gigantic influ-

ence for more than a decade on Germany's economic

development, and could contribute substantially to the

economic catastrophe and the domestic polidcal catas-

trophe that developed from it, is an indication of the

measure ofcorruption which had taken hold of the lead-

ership of this class,

Goldschmidt was talented, quick to grasp things, humor-

ous, and had the abiHty to present his ideas with a cer-

tain fascinating effect. In the process, he took certain

liberties with the truth and, the more his star shone,

the less he pulled back from playing va banque. The

success which his mode of operation brought him in-

creased his boldness until he finally lost all sense of pro-

portion. He lost sight of his training in banking and

especially in administration. He soon took on dictato-

rial pretensions, viewed himself as a sole ruler, and even

though he had joined the board of directors as one of

many members, he developed the habit of shouting

down any opposition that showed itself in that body.

That he dared to do tiiis was. on the one hand, because

ofthe moral and professional weakness of his colleagues,

and, on the other, of the surprising following he had

among notable leaders of the German business world.
**^

m
Goldschmidt may have been more a whisder in the dark than the

pied piper of the German business world that Solmssen claimed
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him to be. There is no litde irony in the fact that on the very day

that the Macmillan Report was published on July 13, 1931, the

DANAT Bank was forced to close its doors and thereby trigger the

fateful German banking crisis with all of its terrible consequences.

In his appearance before the Macmillan Committee, Goldschmidt

had confessed that short-term foreign deposits constituted 34 per-

cent of his bank's deposits, but argued that the combination of

Reichsbank preparedness to act as the "bank of banks" and discount

bills, together with the cooperation of the German banks in estab-

lishing investment trusts with foreign banks, reduced the practical

need to hold larger reserves as protection against withdrawals.^ How
wrong he was! When the allegedly respectable G. Carl Lahusen,

who headed the Nordwolle firm along with his brother, was forced

in May 1931 to confess to Goldschmidt that they had lied about

their indebtedness, C»oldschmidt knew that he and his bank, which

were heavily engaged in the Nordwolle, were ruined. His reserves

were inadequate; his bills were no good. Nevertheless, he kept this

a secret for as long as he could, not even informing the Dresdner

Bank, which was also heavily invested in Nordwolle and with which

he had formed a friendship agreement to provide a counterweight

to the Deutsche Bank and Disconto-Gesellschaft. Goldschmidt fi-

nally gave Director Nathan the bad news and suggested that they go

to the Reichsbank and tell its president Hans Luther that the only

way to avoid a run on the banks was for it to discount their dubious

bills. Nevertheless, he refused to follow Nathan's rather logical sug-

gestion that they ask the Deutsche Bank and Disconto-Gesellschaft

tojoin them in this endeavor because, as Goldschmidt told Nathan,

"the people in the Mauerstrasse" would never make common cause

with him and "would feel triumphant because they think that I am
finished. I will not give them the satisfaction of this triumph. Ifwe

both go to Luther, then we will create a fait accompli with which

the Deutsche Bank must go along. "^^

As a result, the seriousness of the situation was covered up for an-

other three weeks, and even then it proved impossible to disen-

tangle personal relations and the objective requirements of the situ-

ation among the great Jewish bankers who stood at the center of

the crisis. Ideally, the banks should have shown solidarity with one

another and agreed to support the DANAT and keep its doors open

while a restructuring took place, and the Reichsbank should have

backed up this effort with satisfactory guarantees. Instead, to the

great chagrin ofChancellor Bruning and State Secretary ofFinance

Hans Schaffer, another important actor in the drama, the Deutsche

Bank director Wassermann behaved most peculiarly. He kept ask-
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ing what was to be done about the DANAT Bank, more or less sug-

gesting that it should be liquidated, and agreed to take over some

of its larger accounts with unseemly alacrity. Bruning came to the

conclusion, later stated in his memoirs and reinforced by his fre-

quent contacts with Goldschmidt after their emigration to the United

States, that Wassermann was using the occasion to ruin his competi-

tor even at the price of playing a very destructive role. Given the

personal relationship between the two bankers, Schafifer suggested

that Wassermann had treated Goldschmidt as Saul had treated David,

while apologists for Wassermann preferred the analogy of David

and Absalom.

Mishpocheh theories of history have their limits, however, and

Solmssen, who couldn't care less about Goldschmidt's fate was nev-

ertheless deeply concerned about the fate of the banking system

and was prepared to come to the rescue of the DANAT once he

knew the condition ofthe patient and whether the Reichsbank would

provide modest guarantees. He was genuinely outraged to find that

Reichsbank President Luther felt so constrained by the pressures of

the foreign central banks and the coverage requirements imposed

by the Dawes and Young Plans that he would not act to save the

system. Once this became clear, Solmssen strongly backed

Wassermann in refusing to come to the support of the DANAT,
blundy pointing out that "we have no money machine in our house

and cannot run the danger of losing our own liquidity in order to

save that of another bank.*^

As a result, the government became responsible for the surveillance

and reconstruction of the banking system which went into an eclipse

lasting until well after 1945. This fact, like the entire crisis itself,

had much to do with political causes and a political corruption that

ran even deeper than the corruption of business practices Solmssen

complained about so bitterly. Not only Goldschmidt, but also

Warburg was in trouble in 1931, in his case primarily because of the

difficulties of the Karstadt Department Store. His nephew in the

United States, James Warburg, developed an ingenious scheme in

the late summer of 19S1 to make use of the American money fro-

zen in German banks under the Standstill Agreement extending

short-term credits to Germany. The DANAT would get 12.5 million

dollars to assist its reconstruction so that it could sell off its retail

deposits and branch network to the Dresdner, while merging its

wholesale business with M.M. Warburg & Co. The Warburgs would

thus join in the management, and Bruning would enjoy a desper-

ately needed triumph. There were more worms in Goldschmidt's

portfolio than Nordwolle, however. Because of an "Account X",

Bruning mysteriously turned down the offer which he had initially

greeted with enthusiasm. "Account X" turned out to be a loan to

Oskar von Hindenburg, the President's good-for-nothing son, and
Bruning felt he could not disclose it.^'

Here too, however, a mishpocheh theory of history has its limits. Just

as the banking crisis had its origins and was defined by the complex
of financial arrangements and economic arrangements arising out

of the war and the reparations agreements, so the bizarre political

considerations connected with the Hindenburgs had their origins

in the weaknesses of German democracy that put Paul von
Hindenburg and Bruning where they were in the first place. Those

deficiencies were reflected in the pohtics of the bankers and, in-

deed, of the business community as a whole.

If, in general, the bankers had played a more positive role on repa-

rations questions and in domestic politics than many of the leading

industrialists, they could hardly be accused of excessive poUtical

acumen. Goldschmidt was, as usual, far too clever for his own good.

He put money into Hugenberg's Scherl Verlag, not because he was

prepared to buy into Hugenberg's pohtical program but because

he thought it a good investment. Nevertheless, Goldschmidt did

think he could influence Hugenberg. He urged him to form an

"anti-coUectivist" front and to include even the Social Democrats

whom Goldschmidt viewed as "actually a bourgeois party."

Hugenberg, of course, despised the SPD and argued for harnessing

the NSDAP, which Goldschmidt rejected as "revolutionary." Need-

less to say, Hugenberg well understood that "what really separates

him [Goldschmidt] from the National Socialists," was the fact that

he was aJew.*^

Even more disheartening than Goldschmidt's efforts to influence

Hugenberg was the grotesque willingness of Wassermann and
Solmssen to toy with bringing in the Nazis into the government,

obviously not out of any sympathy with the movement but rather in

the belief that in this way they might be "tamed." Thus, after the

first Nazi success in the September 1930 elections, Wassermann sug-

gested to Hans Schaffer that the Nazis be taken into the govern-

ment since "the Social Democrats will now be reasonable anyway. "^^

Solmssen also seems to have entertained this idea in late 1930, to

the utter horror of Max Warburg whose experiences v^th anti-

Semitism in Hamburg apparendy immunized him against such ten-

dencies.^ But Solmssen came to his senses fairly rapidly and later
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joined in the founding of the Conservative People *s Party which

broke away from Hugenberg. Solmssen and Wassermann were

members of a group calling itself the "German Committee
"Hindenburg forVolk and Reich'" which supported Franz von Papen

in the November 1932 Reichstag elections.^' In short, the Jewish

bankers were not much different from their colleagues in the busi-

ness community during the great crisis that ended with the National

Socialist seizure of power. They wanted a regime that was support-

ive of their economic position and that kept the left and the ex-

treme radicals on the right imder control.

Their failure, however, obviously had more fateful personal conse-

quences. Goldschmidt, who had become a favorite target of

Coebbels left C»ennany and ended up in NewYork City. Wassermann

was eased out of the board of managing directors of the Deutsche

Bank in 1933 and died the next year. Warburg remained in Ger-

many imtil the aryanization of his bank in 1938, an increasingly

pathetic figure whose business was protected by Schacht for as long

as Schacht had something to say. It remained to Solmssen to ex-

press the anger that was called for with respect to the treatment of

theJewish bankers by their colleagues. In a letter ofApril 9, 1933 to

Franz Urbig. the supervisory board chairman of the Deutsche Bank

and Disconto-Gesellschaft, Solmssen bluntly stated that he viewed

the exclusion of theJews from public service as a prelude to similar

actions in the private sphere and that they were "at the beginning

of a conscious and planned development which is aimed at the in-

discriminate economic and moral destruction of all members of

the Jewish race living in Germany." He roundly condemned the

"complete passivity of the classes that do not belong to the National

Socialist Party, [and] the lack ofany feeling of solidarity on the part

of those who up to now have worked shoulder to shoulder with

Jewish colleagues in business...."* He was appalled by the profi-

teering fromJewish distress and especially horrified by the dishonor

to which Jews were subjected. Subsequentiy, he tried to meet with

Goring to propose a National Council to investigate the charges

against the Jews and to expel those who were undesirable but re-

store the remainder to first-class citizenship. Solmssen went into

exile in Switzerland, although he remained a member of the super-

visory board until March 1938, when Urbig was compelled to re-

move him. In response to Solmssen 's protest, Urbig pointed out

that ** In our circles, the business aristocracy emphasized by you has

also had to lose much since 1918, and we have often been forced to

do something which in the view of others was good for the state but

contradicted our personal view. Such is the case today also,"^ One

can only hope that, by this time, Solmssen fully appreciated the

grotesqueness of such an analogy.

There was obviously something naive about Solmssen's expectation

that he could persuade Goring, of all people, to form a committee

to separate out the wheat from the chaff in the Jewish community.

Similarly, there was something obsolete about Solmssen's posture

as the embodiment of the industrializing universal banker whose

virtu was being undermined by "speculative block traders ... who to

be sure are called bankers but never were such in the sense in which

1 conceive my profession."^ Yet, Solmssen's Olympian stance did

enable him to pin down the failure of the German elites of educa-

tion and wealth from the very moment they betrayed the values of

civilization and culture they claimed to prize, just as he was able to

capture the moral decline of the German business community, which

had in fact an extraordinary record of scandal in the Weimar Re-

public. The success of C»oldschmidt and his ilk was made possible,

Solmssen argued, "because important representatives of German
industry did not confront them with the necessary self-awareness.

Rather, they allowed themselves to become enmeshed in their rot-

ten business maxims based on indebtedness, self-enrichment, and

the irresponsible throwing together of industrial plants, only to fi-

nally end up in the hands of the State.
"'^

One could also argue, however, that Solmssen made Goldschmidt

into the scapegoat for inevitable transformations in business prac-

tice and the role of banks which did not fit in with his self-concep-

tion and aristocratic pretensions. The problems were those of the

postwar world economic order and the fact that it always functioned

on the edge of disaster, a condition which encouraged some of its

economic leaders to function that way as well. In the last analysis,

C»oldschmidt, with his enthusiasm for growth, may have pointed

the way to the future more than Solmssen. There is thus no simple

way of characterizing the German Jewish bankers and their role in

the crises of the Weimar Republic because they gave expression,

often with a special distinction, to the qualities, both positive and

negative, of the business community of which they were so integral

a part. This, of course, only adds to the shamefulness and injustice

of the manner in which the German business community permit-

ted them to be cast out or actually participated in that process of

self-degradation.
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he November Pogrom came like lightening out of the blue, suddenly

shattering everything it touched, shocking all those who suffered it.

Although it represented the intensification of the political

disenfranchisement, economic strangulation and social segregation which

had begun in 1933, no.one expected the widespread violence - a pogrom

of the sort Germans connected only with Czarist Russia. The public

manifestations of Jewish life in Germany were suddenly covered with

broken glass. In addition to shops and synagogues the Nazis also destroyed

private homes, interior spaces. They invaded Jewish hospitals, old age

homes and orphanages. Finally, the Nazis systematically rounded up

30,000Jewish men and imprisoned them in concentration camps.' There,

brutality, humiliation and outright murder reigned. Jewish women faced

the onerousjob of freeing their men, repairing their homes, and helping

their families flee for their lives.

Because the background to November 1938 is well known, I will briefly

survey the immediate events and then focus on the consequences that

German Jews drew from it. On October 27, 1938 the Nazis deported

about 17,000 Polish Jews. As the pitiable deportees languished between

Poland, which denied them entry, and Germany, which wanted them

out, Herschel Grynszpan, driven to desperation by the plight of his family

in this no-man's land, shot the third secretary at the German Embassy in

Paris, Ernst vom Rath. The Nazis used the death of vom Rath as a

convenient excuse to instigate their largest pogrom on the night of

November 9/10. While it was happening, the Nazis referred to it with a

typically bureaucratic euphemism as the "Jew Action" {fudenaktion)

.

Afterwards it became known as "Crystal Night" {Kristallnacht or

Reichskristallnacht).
'

Organized by the government and supported by local mobs, the attacks

began around 3 AM. They ranged from assailants wielding hatchets and

axes to destroy Jewish homes and businesses to groups using incendiary

bombs and dynamite to destroy synagogues. Mobs plundered Jewish

homes. Firemen and police looked on or prevented aid, attempting only

to save neighboring "Aryan" buildings from destruction.



The November Pogrom claimed the lives of at least 100Jeus, not including

the deaths or suicides that occurred as indirect results. Moreover, the

men who were lucky enough to return from interment "with shaved heads,

unrecognizably dirty and with frozen limbs" were often physically and

psychologically ravaged.'

One of the lasting images of the November Pbgrom is that of "crystal,"

the broken glass scattered on the streets. A powerful, if more mundane,

image, mentioned often in Jewish women's memoirs, is that of flying

feathers - feathers covering the internal space of the home, hallway,

from yard, or courtyard. Similar to pogroms in Russia at the turn of the

century, the marauders tore up goose feather blankets and pillows, shaking

them into the rooms, out the windows, down the stairways. Jews were

thus bereft of their bedding, and with that the kind of physical and

psychological security and comfort that this represented.' Broken glass

in public and strewn feathers in private spelled the end ofJewish security

in Germany.

WOMEN S ROLES AND REACTIONS DURING THE POGROM

The image of feathers flying is one ofa domestic scene gravely disturbed.

This was women's primary experience of the Pogrom. The marauders

beat and arrested mainly men, but some women were publicly humiliated,

bloodied, beaten, and murdered.-' Nonetheless, most women were forced

to stand by and watch their homes torn apart and their men abused.

Later, they were to anguish as the men disappeared into camps and then

try, heroically, to have them released, for the most part, by struggling to

acquire emigration papers.

Immediately after the cataclysm, with men imprisoned, women comprised

the majority of those who remained. Some continued to hide from further

persecution, others had no way of remaining in their ransacked homes.

Deprived of their men, who would have shared their griefand with whom
they would have consulted, women gathered together for consolation

and advice. Since 1933, women had frequently represented their husbands,

brothers or fathers to the authorities for fear that ifJewish men entered

Nazi headquarters, they might never get out. Now women would have to

enter those headquarters again, this time to rescue their men. Once they

recovered from their shock, they encouraged each other in this immense

task and sometimes even teamed up to give each other moral support.®

One woman whose husband was in hidingjoined a friend whose husband

had been taken to Dachau: "from early morning to late evening we ran

... Nothing mattered anymore, except to save one's family and oneself."'

Eventually, most women returned home in order to salvage a few objects

or pieces of clothing and to clean up the chaos. Since most of the dishes,

pottery or porcelain had been smashed, clothing slashed, and furniture

axed, clean up involved throwing items away or saving shards of family

treasures. Thus, women swept up the interiors of their devastated homes.

Sometimes, they also reassembled their destroyed books and manuscripts.

In Hamburg, one woman sat on the floor and tried to reassemble the

tiny shreds. Suddenly, she "came to herself" and realized what had

happened - that her husband had been sent to a concentration camp.

Only minutes later, she sped across town, in time to warn her brother-in-

law to hide.**

Rescuing their men was the most crucial task confrontingJewish women
in the days following the Pogrom. Wives of prisoners were told that their

husbands would be released only if they could present emigration papers.

Although there are no statistics to indicate their success, these women
displayed extraordinary nerve and tenacity in saving a large number of

men and in facilitating a mass exodus of married couples in 1939. Women
summoned the courage to overcome gender stereotypes of passivity in

order to And any means to have their men freed from camps. Charlotte

Stein-Pick wrote of the November Pogrom:

From this hour on, I tried untiringly, day in and day out, to find a

connection that could lead to my husband's release. I ran to Christian

acquaintances, friends, or colleagues, but everywhere people

shrugged their shoulders, shook their heads and said 'no.' And
everyone was glad when I left. I was treated like a leper, even by

people who were positively inclined towards us.
'

Undaunted, Stein-Pick entered Nazi headquarters in Munich, the

notorious "Brown House," to request her husband's release based on his

status as a war veteran. There she was shown her husband, twenty pounds

thinner, and begged repeatedly for his freedom. The Nazis required that

she explain the finances of her husband's student fraternity, ofwhich he

was still treasurer. She could do this and - upon his release - she was

required to return to the Brown House monthly to do the fraternity's

bookkeeping until she left Germany.'*'

Ruth Abraham impressed not only her family, but the SS with her

determination and bravery. During the November Pogrom, it was she

who pulled her fiance out of hiding and led him through the teeming

crowds: "His store was in ruins and I found him hiding behind a pillar."

She then traveled to Dachau to ask for the release of her future father-in-

law. Arriving at the concentration camp in a bus filled with SS men, she

was deposited inside the camp, where she was ignored. She assumed

that because of her "Aryan" looks she was taken for a member of the

League of German Girls (BDM). Finally someone asked her why she was

there and she requested an interview with the commandant. She begged

for the release of her elderly father-in-law. After three days and the

intercession of a Munich lawyer, a Nazi party member, she succeeded.

Again she attributed her success to her looks, since the men she met



refused to believe that she was a "full Jew" and seemed to take pity on

her. Abraham's highly unconventional behavior found a more
conventional reward: the couple married immediately. The rabbi who

performed the ceremony did so with bandaged hands, an indication of

the treatment he had received in a concentration camp."

After the Pbgrom, Mally Dienemann, whose sixty-three-year-old husband

languished in Buchenwald, raced to the Gestapo to prove they were ready

to emigrate. Next, she rushed to the passport office to get their passports

back.

After I had been sent from one office to another the entire morning

.... I had to go to ... the Emigration Office in Frankfurt, the Gestapo,

the Pblice, the Fmance Office, [send] a petition to Buchenwald, a

petition to the Secret State Pblice in Darmstadt, and still it took

until Tuesday of the third week, before my husband came Next

came running around for the many papers that one needed for

emigration. And while the Gestapo was in a rush, the Fmance Office

had so much time and so many requests, and without certification

from the Fmance and Tax offices one did not receive the so-called

certificate of harmlessness, and without [that] one did not get a

passport, and without a passport a tariff official could not inspect

the baggage."*

Fmally arriving in Palestine in March 1939, Rabbi Dienemann died from

his ordeal.

Women saw to their husbands* releases, sold their businesses and property,

and decided on their emigration destinations. Accompanying her

husband home after his ordeal in a camp, one wife explained that she

had just sold their house and bought tickets to Shanghai for the family.

Her husband reflected: "Anything was okay with me, only not to stay in a

land in which every one had declared open season on us."'^ Edith Bick

recalled in an interview in 1972, that "when my husband was in

concentration camp, whatever there was, I had to take over, which I never

did before. Never. He didn't like it. [But] he not only accepted it. He was

thankful."'^ One prominent lawyer, rescued by his wife, wrote about the

November Pbgrom:

our wives ... worked untiringly to gain our release .... Women ...

thought nothing of going to authorities we normally did not

approach without a good deal of apprehension.'^

Similar expressions of thankfulness tinged, perhaps, with a bit of surprise

at women s heroism, can be found in many men's memoirs. They

continued to be indebted to women even after their ordeal when many

men were too beaten in body and spirit to be ofmuch use in the scramble

to emigrate. Some men came home desperately ill, others suffering deep

depression.'16

Once the Nazis began releasing some men, women organized emergency

assistance near the concentration camps. At the Weimar train station, a

group of Jewish women waited for men freed from Buchenwald. They

gave them coffee, fresh socks and handkerchiefs and tried to clean their

clothing a bit before sending them on trains to their various destinations.'^

But not all Jewish men were that lucky: "On a daily basis one heard that

the ashes of a dead person had been delivered to this or that family.

These urns were sent C.O.D. (for which the post office took the sum of

3.75 marks).""*

It is striking that in the testimony of both men and women, women's

calm, dry-eyed, self-control in the midst of turmoil is emphasized. For

example, a Jewish community leader wrote:

... the highest praise during these days goes to our wives who,

without shedding one tear, inspired the hordes, some ofwhom had

beaten their men bloody, to respect them. Unbroken, these women
... did everything to have their men freed as soon as was possible.'^

Charlotte Stein Pick recalled her husband's counsel on the day of the

Pogrom: "Just no tears and no scene'" (Nur keine Tranen und keine

Szene). She added: "But even without this warning I would have controlled

myself "''^•' Hanna Bernheim, remembering the pain of being forced to

hand over prized family heirlooms to the Nazis, reflected on the dignity

and self-control ofJews around her and on her own form of defiance: "I

was glad that the Jews I saw... didn't show any excitement noticeable to

strangers. And I told an acquaintance I met loud enough for the

employees to understand it, that I had never cared for these things."

During an onerous government inspection of the property with which

she hoped to emigrate in 1939, she recalled "They asked a lot ofquestions

to confound us, but I darned my socks and acted very quietly...."^' When
the Nazis confiscated all of her valuable ritual objects and jewelry, a

Hamburg woman wrote a poem to express both her sadness and her

quiet defiance. Despite her grief, she ended with: "I will separate myself

without tears ...."^^ Years later, as a forced laborer, Elisabeth Freund

reported the same feelings: "Just don't lose your composure now... Just

try to remain calm now!"^^

This desire to appear calm and dignified was not merely a proclamation

of female stalwartness to counter the stereotype of female "frailty."

Emphasis on composure also resulted from the decorum stressed inJewish

bourgeois upbringing. It asserted Jewish pride in the face of "Aryan"

savagery, bourgeois comportment in the face of the mob, human dignity

in the face of barbarism.^'* But women's perseverance was also more than

the sum of its parts, suggesting a new role for women. Traditionally men
had publicly guarded the honor of the family and community; now

suddenly Jewish women found themselves in the difficult position of

defending Jewish honor.



Outward calm notwithstanding, women s inner stress was massive as they

faced the dizzying procedure of obtaining proof of immediate plans to

emigrate. The red tape involved was excruciating, as will be seen shordy,

but first a few words on earlier Jewish emigration.

EMIGRATION

Tlie Desire to Emigrate

From the early years of the Nazi regime onwards, it was overwhelmingly

women who urged men to flee Germany. This reflected their gender-

specific, distinctive connection to the public world. Jewish men thought

they had - and had - a great deal more to lose. They had to tear themselves

away from their life work whether a business or professional practice,

whether padents, clients or colleagues, status or possessions. As long as

they made a living, many breadwinners were unwilling to face uncertainty

and poverty abroad. In light of men's primary identity with their

occupation, they often felt trapped into staying. Women, whose identity

was more family-oriented, struggled to preserve what was central to them

by fleeing with it.^''

Men and women led relatively distinct lives, and they often interpreted

daily events diflerently. Although less involved than men in the work

world, women were more integrated into their local community. Raised

to be sensitive to interpersonal behavior and social situations, women's

social antennae were not only more finely tuned than men's but directed

towards what men might have considered more trivial sources of

information: what the grocer said, what the cleaning woman mentioned,

whether the neighbor gave her usual greeting.

Men felt as though they were more at home with German culture and

politics than Jewish women. Generally more educated, they cherished

what they regarded as the "real" German culture, that of the

Enlightenment. They claimed to see the "broader" political picture. They

attempted to scrutinize and analyze the confusing legal and economic

decrees and the often contradictory public utterances of the Nazis. Men
mediated their experiences through newspapers and broadcasts. Politics

may have remained more abstract to them, whereas women's "narrower"

picture - the minutiae (and significance) of direct everyday contacts -

brought politics home. One could argue that men were more "German"

than women, more imbued (perhaps from their war experience) with a

sense of patriotism even in a situation gone awry. This was particularly

true of Jewish war veterans who had received temporary reprieves in

1933 because of President Hindenburg's intervention after the

exclusionary "April Laws." The wives of these men typically could not

convince their husbands that they, too, were in danger. '^*^ For example,

one woman, who pressed her husband to leave Germany, noted that she

was "powerless against his optimism...he constantly fell back on the

argument that he had been at the front in World War I."" While the front

argument had a deep emotional core to it - many of these men still felt

the deep patriotism that the war experience invoked-** - most men
expressed it in terms of having served their country and, hence, having

certain rights.^'

Finally, women whose lives turned inward, towards their families, did

not have as many communal responsibilities as men. Some of these men
stayed on to aide theJewish community, even when they had opportunities

to leave. One man declared in his memoirs that he could not leave

Germany because he thought of himself as a "good democrat" whose

emigration would "leave others in the lurch" and would be a "betrayal of

the entireJewish community."^" Rabbi Leo Baeck, towhom this Memorial

Lecture is dedicated, evinced similar feelings. The official leader of

German Jewry, he hoped to save the young by sending them abroad and

to succor the old who remained behind. Offered safe permanent passage

by two Britons in 1939, he responded: "I will go, when I am the last Jew
alive in Germany."'*'

That men and women often assessed the dangers differently reflected

their different contacts and frames of reference. But, decisions seem to

have been made by husbands - or, after the Pogrom, by circumstances.

Both men and women generally held fast to traditional gender roles in

actual decision-making unless they were overwhelmed by events.

The November Pogrom decisively tipped the balance toward emigration.

For those in camps, the only way out was proof of readiness to emigrate.

And, for those not in camps, the violence influenced their decisions.''^ It

was only after the Pogrom that Jews were finally convinced that they

faced physical danger. After November 1938, "essentially everyone tried

to find a possibility of emigrating."^'*

It is common - from hindsight - to criticize German Jews for not having

emigrated quickly enough and hoping that they could still remain in

Germany, for loving Germany too much, for not seeing the writing that

was clearly on the wall. This is a serious distortion. In the I930's, Nazi

"deception and cynical dishonesty" helped to deceive and confuse German

Jews, allowing them to maintain some hope.^^ Moreover, although many

German Jews did love Germany and did not want to leave, many could

not leave: they were elderly, or had elderly parents to care for, or hesitated

to leave property behind in Germany and arrive penniless in a new land.

After the Pogrom those Jews who remained tried desperately to get out

to anywhere - Latin America, Haiti, Cuba, Australia, even Shanghai.

But, as we know, perceptions by Jews of their predicament - either before

or after 1938 - were never the crucial factors effecting emigration.



EUiigpitioii Policy and Obstacles to Emigration

A brief review of Nazi emigration policies offers a backdrop for the

frenzied activities of the post-Pogrom period when emigration became

top priority within the Jewish community. The chief objective of Nazi

poMcies towards theJews between 1935 and September 1939 had been to

foster emigration, once called "the territorial final solution." Jews had to

confront a bewildering array of countries, requirements, and details and

profound obstacles to emigration existed during the woridwide depression

of the I930*s. In addition, countries with open doors needed farmers,

not middle class professionals and business people. Also, the German-

Jewish age distribution limited emigration, since German Jews were

disproportionately old.'-^ Importantly, the government's restriction on

the amount of currency and property Jews could take with them were

major obstacles to emigration.^ It became harder and harder to leave

because new laws every few months robbedJews of the means to start life

anew elsewhere.^' Fmally, with the war, the Nazis set further roadblocks

beforeJews hoping to escape and emigration was officially prohibited in

October 1941.

Despite all obstacles, Jewish emigration was far from negligible, although

it took an uneven course. Before 1938, about one quarter of German

Jews left. The largest number to leave in one year emigrated directly

after the Pogrom, reaching 78.000 in 1939.^*' Exact figures of those who

left Germany as a result of racial persecution are impossible to establish,

but it is reasonable to estimate that bet\^'een 270,000 and 300,000 Jews

emigrated, that is, close to three-fifths ofGerman Jews managed to flee

Germany, though not all to safety, .\bout 30,000 were caught by the Nazis

in other European countries. Ultimately, about half of those Jews who

had lived in Germany in 1933 could save themselves through emigration

to safe countries.'*^

Statistics give the impression that a certain number of Jews smoothly

managed to leave Germany and enter the country of their choice. They

cover up the individual stories which describe complicated emigration

attempts, failures, and new attempts. For example, accounts were legion

ofJews having to switch languages in the middle of their studies, because

emigration to diat spot hadjust become impossible.^" Ifone studied Spanish

or Pbrtuguese to go to Latin America, sudden barriers to entry arose and

one had to prepare for another country. Ifone turned to Hebrew, obstacles

to acquiring the necessary certificates were certain to develop and one had

to change to yet another language. Thus, even before the Pogrom, Jews

remarked upon the frustrations oflanguage training. Gallows humor makes

the point. Ajoke made the rounds of one town: " what language are you

learning?' *The wrong one, of course.'
"^'

The situation was critical after the Pbgrom. Elizabeth Freund described

her and her husband's many attempts to leave Germany:
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It is really enough to drive one to despair. We've already done so

many things in order to get away from Germany. We have filed

applications for entry permits to Switzerland, Denmark, and
Sweden. It was all in vain, though in all these countries we had

good connections. In the spring of 1939, from an agent we obtained

an entry permit for Mexico for 3,000 marks. But we never received

the visa, because the Mexican consulate asked us to present passports

that would entitle us to return to Germany, and the German
authorities did not issue such passports to Jews. Then, in August

1939 we did actually get the permit for England. But it came too

late, only ten days before the outbreak ofwar, and in this short time

we were not able to take care of all the formalities with the German
authorities. In the spring of 1940 we received the entry permit for

Portugal. We immediately got everything ready and applied for

our passports. Then came the invasion of Holland, Belgium and

France by the German troops. A stream of refugees poured to

Portugal, and the Portuguese government recalled by wire all of

the issued permits .... It was also good that in December 1940 we
had not already paid for our Panamanian visas, for we noticed that

the visas offered us did not at all entide us to land in Panama.''^

Freund was frustrated with friends who urged her to leave Germany: "As

if that were not our most fervent wish." People in and out of Germany

failed to comprehend that the Freunds -like so many others - desperately

wanted to get out, but that opportunities did not exist.

There are no more visas for the U.S.A. My husband has made one

last attempt and asked our relatives in America by wire for the entry

visas for Cuba. That is the only possibility that still exists. No other

country gives an entry permit to GermanJews any longer, or is still

reachable in any way.''^

A major obstacle to emigration for most was not having relatives or friends

who could sponsor admission into a country of refuge. For those with no

contacts, applying abroad for positions as domestic servants became an

important route ofescape - especially, but not only, for women. Mountains

of paper work had to be completed in order to find such refuge, and the

committees in charge of these matters sternly demanded "qualifications.'""

Then, after being accepted by a potential employer, the required

emigration paper work began.

Nazi Bureaucracy and Plunder

Once they received the sought-after permission to enter a foreign country,

Jews still had to acquire myriad papers to exit Germany. In a letter to her

seemingly uncomprehending son abroad, a sixty-six year old widow,

Gertrud Grossmann, explained: "Getting out of here is at least as difficult

as getting into another country, and you have absolutely no notion of the
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desperation here."''* Organizing these papers took months of mnning a

bureaucratic gauntlet which many women faced alone, meeting officials

who could arbitrarily add to the red tape at whim.

Moreover, elderly women were physically ill-equipped to endure the

strains of this paper chase. Gertrud Grossmann confided by letter: "I

dread going to the consulate and possibly standing around ihere for

hours, which is physically impossible for me/'^*'

Bella Fromm's diary for 1938 summarized the plight of all German Jews:

So far I have gathered a collection of twenty-three of the necessary

documents. I have made a thorough study of the employees and

furniture in fifteen official bureaus...

Bewildered, she reported that she did not yet have all the papers she

needed.^' By 1939, new arbitrary laws slowed emigration even more. Even

with U.S. affidavit in hand, Else Gerstel could not simply leave

"immediately** after the November Pogrom as her brother, abroad,

demanded. **lt was impossible even to buy the ship tickets before we had

the official permits. And that meant to pay taxes which were much higher

than everything we owned. There were several months of red tape,

desperate struggle.""* This situation deteriorated to such an extent by

1940 that Gertrud Grossmann wrote her son who had left in 1938: "Your

emigration was child's play compared to today's practically

insurmountable difficulties."^^

Jews also faced plunder by individuals. Gestapo agents, civil servants,

packers and individuals in foreign consulates demanded bribes and

tributes of every sort." The story of how individual Germans enriched

themselves from the theft of Jewish property still needs to be told. It

would be a worthwhile project for historians of daily life in Nazi Germany.

The memoirs and interviews of the Jewish victims provide rich

documentation. "We have come to see what you may take with you when

you leave,'* said two Gestapo agents, transparent in their greed. Lola

Blonder responded: "Feel free to look around." She added in her later

memoirs:

They looked and took whatever little objects they liked - from the

wall.. .from the tables... I was used to this by now. Whenever a group

of Nazis visited, they helped themselves to ...valuables.

Later, they took her to the bank where they forced her to withdraw her

money and give it to them.^'

Many government officials were highly corrupt, seemingly relishing their

new roles, haixlly the banal bureaucrats who were just "taking orders."

Some may have exploited the situation sexually, many exploited it

financially. One bureaucrat, eyeing aJewish woman who had come to his

office several times for emigradon visas for her husband and family, told
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her "We know each other very well by now, don't we. I can see, you are

wearing a different blouse today. You really look very attractive in it."

She could not respond to him, but she told her daughter: "It is written

all over his face...How appetizing she [looks]. How good she will taste.
"^^

Material booty, however, was more explicitly on Nazi minds. One woman,
desperate to get her husband out of a camp and expecting to receive

their visas from the American consulate imminently, was shocked to learn

that her visa was being held up. Simultaneously, she heard that there

were Germans at the embassy who expected bribes in order to forward

her papers. She went to a lawyer who informed her that it would take

3000 M to pay off the swindlers. "I ran around bewildered..,. In spite of

eveiything, we GermanJews still continued to resist believing the terrible

corruption which National Socialism brought with it.'"''^ Another desperate

woman had to hand over a 100 M payoff for a place on a ship's waiting

list in a respectable shipping company's elegant office on Berlin's exclusive

boulevard, Unter den Linden. Moreover, she had to participate in the

expensive farce of paying for round trip tickets because her family's visas

to Cuba were tourist visas. (Even though the Germans would have blocked

their reentry.) Since this family had been quick enough to hide money
before the government blocked it, she was able to pay for the trip.''^ While

a situation like this was frustrating and nerve-wracking before the war, it

could cost Jewish lives thereafter.

Individual avarice was not the worst of it. The plunder ofJewish property

was part and parcel of all emigration proceedings. The Reich Flight Tax

{Reichsfluchtsteuer), a stringent property tax on emigres, threatened to

impoverish prospective emigrants. First passed by the Briining

government in 1931 to prevent capital flight, the Nazis raised it to punitive

heights for emigrating Jews. ''^ The German treasury may have gained as

much as 900 million marks from it alone."'' Many people had to sell all of

their belongings, simply to meet this particular tax requirement. Gerdy

Stoppleman, for example, sent her husband, recently released from

Sachsenhausen concentration camp, ahead to England while she stayed

behind to pay the tax. "To be able to pay the ... tax I sold our furniture,

valuable paintings and carpets, etc., dirt cheap. Many a home of true

Aiyans, S.A. and S.S. became exceedingly well furnished...""

To make matters even worse, emigrants could not transfer the remainder

of their (after tax) money abroad but had to deposit it in "blocked accounts

in marks for prospective emigrants". From these accounts, they could

buy foreign currency - at a very unfavorable exchange rate, amounting

to a further punitive tax. By 1939 Jews could buy foreign currency worth

only 4 per cent of the value of their blocked German money. The Nazis

forbade all transfers of money when war broke out.^**

The Gestapo in Berlin set up a special "one stop" emigration bureau

where, to quote Alexander Szanto, who worked for theJewish community.
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emigrating Jews were "fleeced, totally and completely, in the manner of

an assembly line." As they entered the hall, they faced a long row of

tables with Gestapo officials behind each. When they entered they were

"still German citi2en[s], the owner[s] ofan apartment, perhaps a business,

a bank account and some savings.** As they were pushed from section to

section "one possession after the next was taken.'* By the time they left,

they had been "reduced to stateless beggar[s]," grasping one precious

possession, an exit visa.^

The Bernheim family had to consult with German government

bureaucrats regarding every detail of their emigration. They had to fill

out forms for every item they owned, including the most petty.*'"

Unfortunately for the Bemheims, they left in July 1939, falling prey to

the Nazi decree of February 1939 which expropriated all valuable stones

and metals from Jews.^' Thus, before her emigration, Hanna Bernheim

packed a suitcase and headed for a "purchasing post'* to give up her

vaiuaDies

.

There were many people who had 3, 5 suitcases, full of marvelous

things: old bride-jewelry, Sabbath-candles and goblets ... beautiful

old and modern plates, bowls .... The young officials were in high

spirits .... These treasures, often collected by generations, were

thrown together .... They were small-minded enough to takejewelry

not at all precious as to the gold-value, but precious to us as souvenirs

of beloved persons.**'^

Even at the airport, as Hanna Bernheim was about to depart, agents

examined her hat box and confiscated a brass clock, toiletries and

underwear. The guard even insisted on a body search. She recalled:

The propellers started... and I could only beg the woman to do the

examination immediately. She was nice and correct, helped me with

dressing, and the French pilot waited. And so I flew out of... hell ....'***'

Similar experiences of Nazi avarice were recorded by many others. One
family, fortunate to emigrate to Cuba in 1939, lost its entire property and

savings. Members were only "... allowed to buy some things for the

emigration, ... to pay lOO per cent of the amount to the so-called

Golddiscount bank, and from the rest they could pay their tickets to

Cuba. Everything else was seized."**^ Other families left in May 1939 with

enough money to pay their fare. Each carried ten marks with them, equal

to $2.50 per person.**^ Nazi insatiability was so great that a dentist warned

one family to see him before departing:

... my dentist advised me to see him ... and have him cover a gold

crown and filling I had with a white coating. A patient of his had

missed her ship while the gold in her mouth was removed by a

Nazi dentist.**

Facking for Good

When Jews finally reached the stage of packing, they believed that their

departure would be permanent. With few exceptions, women took charge.

As one woman noted: "Only a woman knows how much there is to

deliberate and resolve in such a rushed departure."''' This was so clearly

considered "women's work" that some woman actually stayed behind to

do the packing.

Packing was not only a necessity. It quickly became an art as Nazi rulings

and red tape turned the process into a nightmare. In order to emigrate

with one's belongings, the Finance Department had to issue a permit.

This permit was obtainable only after lists of all the items Jews wished to

take had been handed in. One woman spent an entire week writing

"endless lists, in five copies each.... every item entered, every list neatly

typed, and in the end I could only speak and breathe and think in shoes,

towels, scissors, soap and scarves."*'"

After completing the lists, and with ship or plane tickets in hand, Jews

had to await the authorization of the Finance Department. Despite official

policy encouraging emigration, the Nazi bureaucracy actually dawdled

and delayed Jewish emigration. Again, connections and bribes seemed

to speed up the process, and, again, women without much previous

experience in the world of officialdom had to seek such connections and

master the art of bribing. In order to receive the necessary papers before

her boat departed, one woman begged for assistance from a former

student whom she knew to be married to someone in the Finance Dept.

The student promised to intercede and shortly thereafter, a clerk from

the Fmance Dept came to her apartment. She offered him books from

her library. "Three days later I got my appointment at the Finance

Department."*^'' With the arduous packing completed, Jewish families

frequently sent the freight containers (known as "lifts") to interim stations,

often ports in Holland. They stored them there until the owners knew

their final destinations. Some families lost their possessions when access

was cut off by the German invasion of Holland.

Few people could pack all their belongings. The giant containers and

the surcharge demanded by the Nazis for every item cost too much. Those

who could afford even one container still had to sell most of their

belongings. "Most emigrants could not afford such costly things and

traveled to foreign lands with only a few suitcases.""^" Many tried to sell

their homes and furnishings for a pittance. Lisa Brauer, trying to create

what she viewed as a dignified moment amidst her loss, set the table with

coffee and cake and invited neighbors to purchase items: "only a few

...took advantage and tried to grab as much as they could carry."''

Dismantling her home after the November Pogrom, Alice Baerwald wrote:

"It was so terribly difficult to destroy ... what one had created with so

much love." She had planted every plant around the house:
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. . . flowers, nothing but flowers, that was my joy. ... My children

had played and laughed here and romped in the grass with the

dogs. And now suddenly to sell to total strangers.

The city of Danzig decided the price of her house and chose the buyer.

She then sold the contents of her home.'^ The purchasers were "Ar>'ans,"

many complaining of iheir plight. Since Nazi ideology insisted that the

Germans suffered because of the Jews, many Germans could complain

of their lot, exploit Jews, and ignore Jewish suffering - all at the same

lime. A pastor's wife proclaimed, "we're suffering just as much as you,"

but Baerwald retorted, "only with the difterence that you're buying and

Vm selling.**"

Itwas clear to the emigrants that their German neighbors were benefiting

greatly from their misery and doubtlessly clear to the Germans as well.

Placing an ad in a Hamburg paper. Lone Popper tried to sell her

"Bedroom. Living room, Kitchen furniture..." as complete sets or as

individual pieces. The ad was simply one among many other ads by Jews.

She commented. "Yes, the Aryans had it good. They could now beautify

their homes on the cheap with the well-cared-for furniture of emigrating

Jews."'* They crowded the auction rooms, "for the belongings ofsome of

the best families were to be had for a song."''*

Being "women's work," packing gave some women the opportunity to

smuggle valuables out of the country. What they managed to salvage

with ingenuity and shrewdness was paltry in comparison with what the

Nazis stole from them. Still, it helped some families subsist for a short

time and saved precious mementos for others.^'' Even before the Pogrom,

women had been in charge of packing and some, like Berta Kamm,
understood the need to smuggle extra funds abroad. In March of 1933,

before many restrictions had been placed on Jews. Kamm and her family

abruptly fled their home because her pacifist activities put them at risk.

She decided that the amount her husband had withdrawn from the bank

would not be nearly enough for settling in a new land. Unbeknownst to

him, she placed money in the clothing of each of their two children and

tucked away hundred mark notes in their bags.''

After the Pbgrom, most women packed feverishly under the scrutiny of

one or two officials. Women had to decide whether the particular officials

who came to their home to inspect everything that went into the

containers, trunks, and suitcases might accept bribes.'" Smuggling gold.

silver andjewelry into her bags, one woman commented on the officials

who demanded huge payoffs to make this possible: "This corruption of

the Germans which grew into the monstrous, rescued the lives and a

modest existence for many people, particularly Jews."'-*Women sometimes

bribed without consulting their husbands. They knew full well that their

plans would have been vetoed, but hoped to save some valuables for

their immediate needs abroad, arriving, as they would, penniless. The
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wife of a prominentjudge on the Supreme Court of Prussia hid silverware

with "Aryan" friends until the night before she packed. She then paid off

packers to hide the silver while "seven Gestapo men were watching." She
also smuggled other valuables in a secret compartment of her desk,

especially built for this purpose. "I had risked ofcourse the concentration

camp and my life, probably all our lives. Alfred had no idea ofwhat I had
done. The night before we arrived in Cuba I whispered the whole story

in his ear"**'*

Other women engaged in even more dangerous schemes, smuggling

jewehy or money abroad. If caught, they could be accused of "economic
sabotage" and sentenced to death for hurting the German economy.^'

Visiting her grandchild in Switzerland, one grandmother smuggled
jewelry on each trip."'^ Alice Baerwald, a resident of Danzig on a visit to

relatives in Berlin, wrote about how her sister-in-law begged her to

smuggle jewelry from Berlin to Danzig so that Baerwald could mail it to

her when she emigrated. Nervously, she agreed, because it was not yet

forbidden to send one's ownjewelry from Danzig, a "free city" according

to the Treaty of Versailles, and she could claim it belonged to her. Then
other family members begged her to take their jewelry from Berlin to

Danzig too. None of them wanted to become dependent upon their adult

children once they arrived abroad. Even more fearfully, she agreed, noting

"if someone caught me, I'd be finished." She succeeded in mailing the

jewelry to various parts of the world. She reflected on the danger and
deception that had consumed her:

. . . one lived constantly in such danger that one finally forgot

completely that there could still be a normal life elsewhere in the

world. Naturally one did many forbidden things, but because, in

fact, everything was forbidden to us Jews, one had absolutely no
choice.**^

While for many, "packing reduced a lifetime of possessions into three

suitcases,"*''' for others, the clothing, shoes, and linens they packed had

been donated by the Jewish Winter Relief Agency. Having sold the little

they had to pay for their voyage, they had nothing left to take with them.**^

Final Farewells

Of those lucky enough to leave Germany, most faced painful farewells

with friends and relatives. "More and more, one learned how to say

farewell" wrote one woman as she listed friends who had scattered over

the entire world.*'*' These were not people pursuing adventure or golden

opportunities abroad, but refugees seeking a haven. Moreover, those left

behind faced increasing torment, and neither side knew if they would

ever see each other again. Emigrating in 1937, ten-year-old Ann Lewis

recalled the farewell at the train station:
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... a little cixjwd of relatives and friends - perhaps twelve or fifteen

people - had gathered to see us off .... Everyone had brought
presents for us - flowers, chocolate, sweets, magazines, books ....

The train pulled out, and for a few moments I watched the litde

group ofwaving people receding into the distances .... I have never
forgotten this picture of the little knot of our friends and relations,

standing close together as if to give each other mutual comfort,

waving to us as the train carried us away. Sometimes I am surprised

how often it comes into my thoughts. Although this leave-taking

occurred when I was still so young, it marked the most important

turning-point of my life ... It represents the fundamental break
with my roots .... Now, when I think of this moment ... I always,

quite involuntarily, put myself into my parents' place. Now I can
understand how they felt and what this last goodbye meant to diem.-'

Fleeing in 1939, Toni Lessler's memories were even sadder. By that time,

the only public place left forJews to say goodbye over a cup of coffee was
in the railroad station cafe. Especially at large stations, such as

Alexanderplatz, Friedrichstrasse, and Zoo in Berlin, where international

travelers passed through the waiting rooms and the public changed
quickly, no one noticed a few Jewish people visiting with each other.

Referring to the Zoo station, Lessler wrote:

As we looked around when leaving the hall, we saw similar groups
to ours forming at at least 20 tables: friends and relatives who were
taking leave from one another, none ofwhom could find any other

meeting place than this dismal train station waiting room, a station

that was in the midst of renovation and which offered the most
inhospitable sojourn imaginable. I am unable to say how many tears

were shed that evening.-"

Shortly after the Germans invaded the Soviet Union, when Elisabeth

Freund escaped, her goodbyes were excruciating. In ihe midst of real

terror and deprivation, having experienced bombings, foreed labor, and
the removal ofJews iojudenhdiiser^ she tried not to break down: "Just no
tears. One must not start that, otherwise one cannot stop. Who knows
what will become of these people. In a situation like this, one can no
longer say farewell in a conventional way."«'

It was agonizing for all Jews to leave their homeland, family and friends,

especially when they could see the present suffering of their loved ones

and worry what the future would hold for them. Moreover, they worried

about what emigration would mean for themselves. Yet when onewoman
confided to a friend that "emigrating is terribly ha^l,'' the teari^ul response

was, "remaining here is much harder!"'^"
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Who Stayed Behind

A gender analysis of the desire to emigrate highlighted women's unique

expectations, priorities and perceptions. It does not follow, however, that

more women than men acttially left. In fact, the opposite seems to be the

case. Fewer women than men left Germany. Why was this so?

There were still compelling reasons to stay, although life became

increasingly difficult. First, women, especially young women, could still

find jobs as teachers in Jewish schools or as social workers, nurses, and

administrators in Jewish social service institutions, or as clerical workers

for theJewish community." Dr. Martha Wertheimer, for example, worked

as a journalist prior to 1933. Thereafter she plunged into Jewish welfare

work, while writing books and plays, contributing to the Jewish press,

and tutoring English to earn extra money. She escorted many children's

transports to England, worked twelve hour days without pausing for meals

in order to advise Jews on emigration and welfare procedures, took great

joy in leading High Holiday services in Neu-Isenburg, at the League of

Jewish Women's Home for Wayward Girls, and organized continuing

education courses for Jewish youth between the ages of 15 and 18 who

had been drafted into forced labor. Ultimately, she wrote a friend in New
York, that, despite efforts to emigrate, she no longer waited to escape:

"... a great dark calm has entered me, as the saying of our fathers goes

'Gam zu le'tovah' ('this, too, is for the best')." She continued: "It is also

worthwhile to be an officer on the sinking ship ofJewish life (Jttdenheit)

in Germany, to hold out courageously and to fill the life boats, to the

extent that we have some."*^^

While the employment situation ofJewish women helped keep them in

Germany, that of men helped get them out. Some husbands or sons had

business connections abroad facilitating their immediate flight, and others

emigrated alone in order to establish themselves and then send for their

families. Also, families believed that sons needed to establish economic

futures for themselves whereas daughters would, presumably, marry.

Hence, despite trepidations, parents sent sons into the unknown more

readily than daughters. In 1935 one family sent its son to Palestine because

"it was proper for a young man to tiy to leave and find a job elsewhere."

His sister, however, remained behind. Her parents were reluctant to send

a daughter abroad and she, like many other young women socialized to

accept her parents' judgement and preference, was willing to remain.

She consented while making it "possible for him to go abroad by

supporting him financially."'^^

Another compelling reason why more women remained behind was the

fact that before the war, men faced more immediate physical danger

than women and were forced to flee promptly Men who had been detained

by the Nazis and then freed as well as boys who had been beaten up by

neighboring mffians fled Germany early. '^ After the November Pogrom,
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in a strange twist of fortune, the men interred in concentration camps
were released only upon showing proofof their ability to leave Germany
immediately. Families - mostly wives and mothers - strained every
resource to provide the documentation to free these men and send them
on their way while some of the women i-emained behind. Alice Nauen
recalled how difilcult these emigration decisions were for all Jews:

Should we send the men out first? This had been the dilemma all

along in my father's work .... If you have two tickets, do you take

one man out of the concentration camp and his wife who is at this

moment safe? Or do you take your two men out of the concentration
camp? They took two men out ... because they said we cannot play
God, but these are in immediate danger. Those had to come out.*

Even as women feared for their men, they believed that they themselves
would be spared serious harm by the Nazis. In retrospect, Ruth Kliiger

reflected on this kind of thinking and the resulting preponderance of
women caught in the trap:

. . . one seemed to ignore what was most obvious, namely how
imperiled precisely the weaker and the socially disadvantaged are.

That the Nazis should stop at women contradicted their racist

ideology. Had one through an absurd, patriarchal short circuit

perhaps counted on their chivalry?'^'

Further, as more and more sons left, daughters remained as the sole

caretakers for elderly parents. One female commentator noted the
presence ofa whole slew ofwomen "who can't think ofemigration because
they don't know who might care for their elderly mothers in the interim,

before they could start sending them money. In the same families, the
sons went their way ....**'" In fact, leaving one's aging parent - as statistics

indicate, usually the mother - was the most painful act imaginable. Ruth
Glaser described her mother's agony as her mother realized she had to

join Ruth's father, who had been forbidden re-entry into Germany: she
"could not sleep at night thinking of leaving her [mother] behind.'"^*'

As early as 1936, the League of Jewish Women saw cause for serious

concern regarding the general **... problem of the emigration ofwomen
which is often partly overlooked and not correctly understood. "'^^ Not
only did the League realize that far fewerwomen than men were leaving,

but also the serious consequences of the trend. It feared that Jewish men
of marriageable age would move abroad and intermarry there, while

Jewish women would stay behind in Germany with no chance of marrying.
The League ofJewish Women turned toward parents, reminding them
of their "responsibility to free their daughters loo..."** [even if daughters]
**feel stronger psychological ties to their families than sons do, [which]

probably lies in the female psyche.""** As late as January 1938, the

Hilfsverein, one of the main emigration organizations, announced that

"up to now, Jewish emigration ... indicates a severe surplus of men.'*
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Blaming this on the "nature" ofwomen to feel closer to family and home
and on that of men toward greater adventurousness, the Hilfsverein

suggested that couples marry before emigrating, encouraged women to

prepare themselves as household helpers, and promised that women's

emigration would become a priority.'**- Yet only two months later the

Hilfsverein announced it would expedite the emigration of only those

young women who could prove a minimum competence in household

skills and were willing to work as domestics abroad.'"^ In general, fewer

women than men received support from Jewish organizations in order

to emigrate. For example, in 1937, the number of emigres supported by

the emigration section {Wandeningsausschuss) of the Reichsvertretung der

Juden in Deutschland was 73 1 3 [the Hilfsverein supported 5762 and the

Palestine Bureau of theJewish Agency - Palastina-Amt-supported 1551].

This broke down to approximately 4161 men and 3041 women.'"*

Young women and their families were often reluctant to consider Palestine,

and the kibbutz, as an alternative for daughters. Statistics for the first

half of 1937 indicate, for example, that of those taking advantage of

Zionist retraining programs, only 32% were female.'"' Total immigration

statistics for Palestine compiled by theJewish Agency indicate that between

1933 and 1942, 27,202 males and 24,977 females entered from Germany.

The discrepancy can be seen among the 8,209 "bachelors" and 5,080

"single" females.""' There was also a discrepancy among children who

went to Palestine under the auspices of Youth Aliyah,"" which required

60 per cent boys and 40 per cent girls because of what it considered the

division of labor on the collective farms (kibbutzim) where the children

would work.""*

The growing disproportion of Jewish women in the German-Jewish

population also resulted from the fact that, to begin with, there were more

Jewish women than men in Germany.'"'' Thus, in order to stay even, a

greater absolute number ofwomen would have had to emigrate. In 1933,

52.3% ofJews were women, resulting from such factors as male casualties

during World War I, greater marrying out and conversion among Jewish

men, and greater longevity among women."" The slower rate of female

than male emigration meant that the female proportion of the Jewish

population rose from 52.3% in 1933 to 57.5% by 1939. In other words,

whereas in 1933 the average ratio was 109 Jewish women to 100 Jewish

men, by 1939 this had leaped to 136 to 100.'" In 1939, one woman wrote:

Mostly we were women who had been left to ourselves. In part, our

husbands had died from shock, partly they had been processed from

life to death in a concentration camp and partly some wives who,

aware of the greater danger to their husbands, had prevailed upon

them to leave at once and alone. They were ready to take care of

every thing and to follow their husbands later on, but because of the

war it became impossible for many to realize this intention and quite

a few ofmy friends and acquaintances dius became martyrs of Hitler."'^
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Moreover, a large proportion of these remaining women were elderly. In
1933 the ratio ofJewish women over the age of 65 to men had already
been 1.400 women to 1,000 men."^ Since many of the youne had
emigrated by 1935, the number of aging Jews also increased
proportionately — among them a large number of widows."^ By 1937/

38, recipients of the Jewish Winter Relief included a large proportion of
elderly women (as well as, in total, a larger number of female recipients

of relief)."^ Finally, in the wake of the Novemlx!r Pogrom, many families

fled for their lives and were forced to leave their aging parents. In 1939,
there were 6,674 widowed men and 28,347 widowed women in the
expanded Reich. "** Twenty per cent more Jewish women than men,
especially, but not only, the elderly, remained behind.

In short, in slightly less than eight years, two thirds ofGerman Jews fled

for their lives leaving a disproportionate number of the elderly and of
women."' Jewish newspapers took note of this fact with articles about old
women whose children had emigrated, whose living quarters were far

smaller, whose help had disappeared, whose finances were meager Thrown
together, sometimes in old age homes, sometimes as paying guests in the
homes ofotherJews, these women passed their days in memories ofbetter
times, financial worries plagued them, but they were even more tormented
by not knowing their children's exact whereabouts or circumstances. They
constituted a "community of old people, who supported. ... and consoled
each other." '"* When Elisabeth Freund, one of the last Jews to leave
Germany legally in October 1941, went to the Gestapo for her final papers,
she observed: "All old people, old women" waidng on line.'"*

During and after the Pbgrom, Jewish women displayed extraordinary
determination. They coped by helping each other and remembering who
they really were, not who their enemies said they were. They maintained
their dignity amidst their despair. As they toiled to clean up the debris,

they doggedly sought the release of their male relatives. Their homes
"no longer offered ... safety and security," their men needed to be resaied,

and they now knew with certainty that their lives in Ciermany faced
qualitatively new hardships and cruelties.

Most embarked on the dizzying chase from bureaucracy to bure-aucracy

to free their men, paying bribes where necessary, and doing everything
in their limited power to find a haven abroad. As the Germans plundered
their belongings, Jewish women tried to overcome the myriad obstacles

to escape, facilitating the exodus of thousands. Still, all German Jews
were unable to save themselves, trapped by Nazi viciousness and by the

unwillingness of countries of refuge to have them. Caught in their

obligations, their economic and social circumstances, they faced the war
and worse.
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A hat I'd consider it a really fine thing to read my poems sometime

at the Leo Baeck Institute, I scarcely need to say."' Now before that

announcement alarms you any further, let me say that it comes from a

1966 letter of Paul Celan's to Use Blumenthal-Weiss, who had invited her

fellow German-speaking survivor-poet. I hope I may borrow Celan's

sentence to express my own gratitude to Carol Strauss and Ismar Schorsch

for this really fine thing, this occasion of speaking to you today about his

poems.

Probably a more pointed title for my lecture and my book Fhul Celan:

Poet, Survivor,Jew'^y^ould be "Paul Celan: German-speaking Poet, Survivor,

Jew." Deutschsprachig, "German-speaking," but not German, since he

stemmed from the city of Czernowitz in Bukovina, that "easternmost" or

"border" province (as he liked to emphasize) of the Austrian empire.^ Yet

Celan is called a German poet as often as not, collapsing the distinction

between mother tongue and native land. "At home we always spoke High
German only," he said, and a Jewish school friend recalls: "We had no
natural language. To speak good German was something you had to

achieve... it didn't come of itself."'' Then especially because words such

as Endlosung and judenrein became instruments in the so-called "Final

Solution"'s attempt to make Europe "Jew-free"-especially then, Celan's

German-speaking standpoint or predicament reveals most acutely what

we need to know about him. So I shall be giving you an account of his

life's work as he dwelt and dealt in the German language.

To point our sense of things even more, I would say that it is Paul Celan's

wordplay in German-puns, anagrams, coinages, etymology and the like-

that intimately betrays the poet's peculiar situation. Not that he didn't

also fool around with words in Romanian, French, Hebrew, even English.

But it's deeply instructive that after the Catastrophe, after his mother



tongue suddenly turned brutally into his mother's murderers' tongue,

Cdan could still somehow play with German language.

Now surely Celan is not best known as a comic writer, any more than that

other brilliant German-speaking Jewish comic Franz Kafka. So let me
cite some instances of both formal and informal wordplay, to see what

glimpses they may yield ofd»e poet's .^sUess standpoint within language,

within German, and within d,e "thousand darknesses of deathbringing

Speech,"^ as he put it, the mid-century trauma his mother tongue passed

through.

An early poem called "The Vintagers" highlights wine as a sacramental

figure ofabundance and rebirth, then goes on to pun Wem on das Ge.^,
"what's been wept,** [1:140] (As a translator I'm tempted to tr>' an

equivalent pun in English-but after all, weeping is not whining.) Celan's

1958 poem *'Ef^fiihrung" (Strctto) stammers the word "Ho, ho- / sanna"

so as to clap a derisive Hitlerian marching song-**Huzza, ho-ho"- on to

the vibrant Hebraic shout "Hosanna!" [1 :2031 And when his poem ends

by revisiting the now greenswaixied death camp terrain with this phrase,

Xrass, / written asunder/' Gras, I ausdmndergeschrieben, we can see the

evocative word G-R-A-S written asunder as S-A-R-G, "cofFm."

In 1958 Celan went to Bremen to accept the city's literary prize. There,

in his first speech to a German audience, he thanks his listeners by

reminding them that in "our language"-already a loaded term for aJewish

survivor-that in unsenr Sprache, danken (thank) relates to denken (think),

and he tacdUlly urges them into the semantic field oldenk^: gedenken,

eingedenk sein, i^mlfw^-"recollect," "bear in mind," "remembrance."

[3: 185] Then he identifies his Bukovina birthplace as a landscape where

**those Hasidic tales that Martin Buber has retold for us all in German"
were once "at home," zu Hause. Celan here is straining tact to the utmost

by saying that Buber wrote for uns alien aufDeutsch-{ov a commonalty, an

"us all" now fatally ruptured, if indeed it ever truly existed. Just one
thing, language itself, Celan goes on, survived for him "amid the losses";

and after language passed through "the thousand darknesses of

deathbringing speech," he adds, it "came to light again 'enriched* by all

that." Celan puts quotes around "enriched," angerekhert, to point up its

mineralogic sense-that certain ores concentrate their yield while buried

with others-and also, 1 think, because the "thousand-year" Reich is buried

within angemchert, his word for what became of language.

Clearly Paul Celan's sense oflanguage, which is to say his grasp on reality,

docs not admit simple, single speech. "Illegibility of this / world," he

f

once wrote, "Eveiything doubled." [2:333] As a witness to the unheaixl-

of upheaval begun in his Bar Mitzvah year, 1933, he could only enact

that utterly contradictive experience in poetry, make it actual in language.

Wine becomes weeping, Hitlerism stammers hosanna, "grass" turns into

"coffm," "enriched" embeds "Reich." Only outright contradiction, only

intolerable paradox, could speak the truth for Celan.

Witness his first major poem, the 1944-45 ''Todesfuge" [1:41] With both

parents deported overnight and murdered in Transnistria, the son after

nineteen months at forced labor returns home to Soviet occupation. As
word of the death camps emerges, somehow he composes a sort ofballad

which still stands as the touchstone for poetry after Auschwitz. Its very

title, "Deathfugue," compounds irreconcilable contraries: annihilation

as against the summa of human art. And Celan's opening line, "Black

milk of daybreak we drink it at evening," has stuck Schwarze Milch in the

throats of two postwar German generations. This poem's famous refrain,

"Death is a Master from Germany," also baffles comprehension by

denoting at onceJohann Sebastian Bach and Nazi-orchestrated genocide:

Der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland. And its closing couplet twins

Margarete, the heroine of Goethe's Faust, with Shulamith, the Hebraic

maiden from Song of Songs, in a rhythmic dissonance: "your golden

hair Margareta / your ashen hair Shulamith." Undermining goldenes with

aschenes denies any such coexistence, and denies it in German, the radically

questioned and therefore radically qualified language.

These then are a fe^v early instances of Celan's acutely pointed Wortspiel.

Of course, like many poets he was also given to informal verbal play.

Even before the war his friends noted this trait, and in 1945, having lost

everything and abandoned occupied Czernowitz for Bucharest, Celan

felt the first flush of liberation as a kind of release. With his very capable

Romanian, in the capital's fervent Surrealist ambience, Paul and his circle

engaged in punmaking and language games. Later he called this

immediate postwar period "cette belle saison des calembours," this high

time of puns.^' Yet because a punster is taking equivocal, evasive action,

one senses not only elation but escapism-

Just before a People's Republic was declared in 1947, Celan fled Romania
for Vienna, the lodestar (along with Paris) of his youth. There his poetry

met with success, but his first publisher, the Swiss Max Rychner, introduced

Celan with a note that must have given him some pause: "Paul Celan is a

young Romanian who, growing up in a Romanian-speaking village, has

learned German through remarkable application... [he is] born again as



poet in an element that was foreign at first."' A Romanian villager indeed!

Remember, this young man*s mother suckled him on German songs and

classics; his earliest poetic memory was of reciting Schiller's "Song of the

Bell" at age six; in the countryside around Czernowitz he would read

Heine and Rilfce to his schoolmates.

Pbstwar Vienna, though German-speaking, was neither congenial nor

auspicious for an impoverished Jewish orphan poet. Missing Bucharest,

he wrote (in Romanian) to a friend there, calling himself "sad poet of the

Teutonic tongue.*** After only seven months in Austria, Celan in 1 948

went to Faris. Immediately he wrote to relatives in the new state of Israel,

saying he*s "one of the last who must live out to the end the destiny of

theJewish spirit in Europe.*'^ But why "must," we might ask. Perhaps on

account of his mother tongue. "There's nothing in the world," Celan

says, "for which a poet will give up writing, not even when he is aJew and

the language of his poems is Cierman." In Paris Celan studied, took

translation jobs, taught German at the Ecole Normale Superieure, and

married a French artist, Gis^le de Lestrange, whose noble family then

disowned her.

German, for this exile, became his only homeland, and poetry his way of

dwelling therein. The first poem written in Paris he called "/n Agypten**

(In Egypt), which itself translates the Hebrew B'mUsrayim, meaning

stringency and exile. [1:46] Celan's lyrics from this period show how

bound up language was with his existential predicament. In 1950 he

called a poem "i^mto//," claiming a mineralogically prehuman form and

hardness for poetry but also implying that any poem occurs in memory

of "Kristallnacht." [1:52] The title of another lyric, from 1951, echoes a

Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale from Celan's childhood, "The Travel

Companion":

Your mother's soul hovers ahead.

Your mother's soul helps sail around night, reef upon reef.

Your mother's soul lashes the sharks on before you.

This word is your mother's ward.

Your mother's ward shares your bed, stone upon stone.

Your mother's ward stoops for the crumb of light. [1 :66]

In the German, Dkses Wort ist deiner Mutter MiindeU congruent accents in

Mufidet and MuUer bind "ward" to "mother"-the mother fostering the

poet's mother tongue. Luckily, English can chime "ward" with "word,"

but it cannot convey an ominous pun in the next line, "Your mother's

\

ward shares your bed," where "bed" is Lager, evoking the Nazi coinage

Konzentrationslager.

Incidentally, if now and then I advert to the task of translating, that's

because a translator engages with poetry in the attentive, answerable

way Celan requires of any reader. "Hear deep in / with your mouth," a

late poem says, and that could mean blowing the shofar outside Jericho,

interpreting Torah, voicing a poem, or even translating one. [3:104]

In 1 952 Celan's Austrian friends brought him to Hamburg for a gathering

of Group 47, founded after the war to recuperate German literature. He
presented '*Todesfuge" which would soon begin its own recuperative career

in the Bundesrepublik, but his so-called "visionary articulation" went over

poorly; the Group's organizer even said that Celan recited "in a singsong

straight out of a synagogue." ''^ Later that year a Stuttgart publisher

brought out his first book, entitled Mohn und Geddchtnis-SLgmn an abrupt

contradiction, "Poppy and Memory": you must forget and you must
remember

Although Celan's book attracted a good deal of interest, precious few

reviewers noticed or noted that his poems reflected the recent murderous

past. One critic did welcome ''Todesfuge," saying its setting of atrocity

within fluent verse gave him a "Zen-Buddhist satori experience."" The
most prominent reviewer, Hans Egon Holthusen in the Merkur, prized

"Todesfuge*' for having "overcome" a staggering theme-his presumptuous

(or tin-eared) verb here being bewdltigen, as ifCelan were aiding Germany's

Vergangenheitsbewdltigung ("overcoming the past").'^ In Celan's poem, this

gruesome deathcamp theme, said Holthusen, "can escape history's bloody

chamber of horrors to rise into the ether of pure poetry." Never mind
that it's the Jews in ''Todesfuge" who "rise as smoke to the sky," and that

it's not the poem but its German readers who wish to escape history!

Sensing that he might be getting too easily assimilated, appropriated

into Germany's cultural recovery, Celan wrote angrily:

they dragged me
to the midst of the market,

to where

the flag unfurls that I

swore no kind of oath to. [1:131]

He began toughening and estranging his verse:

Whichever stone you lift-

you lay bare



those who need the protection of stones....

he says to himself.

Whichever word you speak-

you owe
to destruction, [1:1 29]

Another poem ends:

Just like the wind that rebuffs you.

the snow packs around the word. [1:112]

This version in my book still hasn*i got the last line right, to show the

writer's word gripped and even choked by historical duress. Celan's

parents perished in the western Ukraine's winter snow; so his line halU

um das Wort sich der Schme demands the same stressed rhythm and charged

syntax: "Clenched round your word is the snow." Start with that rough

verb "Clenched." hold "word** in the center, and stop the line with "snow."

No wonder, then, that Celan responded to the Merkur review with a stark

credo: Sprich auch du,

Speak you too,

speak as the last,

say out your say.

Speak-

But don't split off No from Yes. [ 1 : 1 35]

Nothing short of this epistemological standoff would do, to speak of

what happened in Europe. Nothing short of No-and-Yes unsplit would

do, to regard classical German culture.

In 1952, as it happens, only seven years after surviving Theresienstadt,

Rabbi Leo Baeck wrote in Merkur on the various ways of regarding

Germany.'^ Those Jews who survived there for a while experienced

occasional individual decenc). Those who emigrated may still have kept

their books as a monument. But for East European Jews, says Baeck.

Germany meant not the great Dicker and Denkej and artists and musicians,

but only "what was most brutal, most meaningless and most base on

earth." I don't know if Paul Celan read this article. But his "Todesfuge,"'

also published in Germany in 1952, entered the scene with ambiguous

effect. The poem*s central allusion to Goethe and its implicit recognition

of Bach's mastery have led many Germans-scholars as well as teachers

and their students-to read reconciliation into this poem, as if European

Jewry's erstwhile kinship with German poetry and music were still viable.

I

But when Celan mimics the SS Commandant: "jab this earth deeper you

lot there you others sing up and play"; and when his spoken voice catches

on aschenes in the closing couplet,

your golden hair Margareta

your ashen hair Shulamith,

there can be no thought of reconciliation.

One of the few German poets to welcome Celan promptly and fully, Karl

Schwedhelm, asked him in 1952, Isn't it hard to write in German while

living in France? "I think I do remain in the realm ofmy mother tongue,"

Celan said, "which I've been speaking forever and a day....When I come

upon a French idiom that's not familiar to me immediately, in a trice,

then naturally I've got to run straight to the dictionary to preserve and

secure my own proper language all over again. That's the way it is with

me Ml

To keep No-and-Yes unsplit, Celan drastically revised his own lyric

language, as in this counter-proverb from his poem beginning "Speak

you too": "Speaks true who speaks shadow," Wahr spricht wer Schatten

spricht. And take the paradox closing his 1958 Bremen speech. There he

calls himself a poet who with his Dasein, "with his very being goes toward

language, stricken by and seeking reality," wirklichkeitswurul und Wirklichkeit

suchend. [3:186] This thought entailed a semantic double take: only the

reality that wounded him could yield the reality he sought.

Yet Paul Celan's wound never healed, despite the numerous German

and Austrian authors who embraced his work-among them Heinrich

Boll, Giinter Grass, Ingeborg Bachmann, Reinhard Federmann, Klaus

Demus, Hans Magnus Enzensberger. During the 1950s, a terrible

mischance added insult to the previous decade's injury.'" On arriving in

Paris, he had befriended the Alsatian-Jewish poet Yvan Goll and translated

several of his books from French into German. Goll died in 1950, but a

few years later, the interest excited by Celan's book Mohn und Geddchtnis

troubled GoH's widow Claire. She accused Celan of having plagiarized

her husband, and instigated a campaign in the German press. Then in

1960 she renewed her charges. They were groundless, involving

misquotations and specious chronology; if anything, there may have been

a reverse influence. Friends and critics came to Celan's defense, but the

damage was done. To be denounced as "master plagiarist" was grave

enough, when a writer's whole truth-claim relied on the authenticity of

his voice. But for that denunciation to come aus Deutschland, as it were,

was devastating. In Germany during the late 1950s, a recrudescent neo-

O'



Nazism and and-Semitism were already causine anguish to Celan, and
these could only exacerbate the plagiarism campai^.

Turning as ever to his own proper language, Celan in the summer of

1959 composed his only prose fiction, the highly cadenced and colloquial

"Conversation in the Mountains," where Jew Klein meets Jew Gross in

the Engadine and they schmoose for a while. You can hear their German
r.ddisWy inflected, especially in Celans own .endition:

The babblers! They've got, even now, with their tongues

bumping dumbly againstlheir teeth and their lips going shck.

something to say to each other! Alright, let them talk...

"A good ways youVe come, youVe come all the way here..."

-So I have. IVe come like you."

"Don't I know it." [3:169-73]

Celan called his writing "paths on which language gels a voice," and

he« aJudaized German stTkes its claim against'::h!t tLatened to erase

his voice. [3:201]

Around this time he also turned toward his chief German counterpart

NeMy Sachs, who in 1940 had fled Berlin for Sweden with her mother

(and'her mother tongue), and twenty years later was still unde^oing
acute stress. Their letters brim with sympathy, though at times the fellow-

poets seem to feed rather than succor each other's pain. When Sachs

received a major German prize in May 1 960. Celanjoined her in Zurich

because she couldn't bear to spend a night on German soil. A poem he

dedicated to her then begins: "Our ulkL ofToo Much, of/ To^ Little,"

refetring toAe impossibUity ofaddressing the Catastn,phe. While Sachs's

acceptance speech said that "Everything counts" in God's eyes, Celan's

poem demurs:

We
really dont know, you know.

we
really don't know
what

counts. [1:214]

Even the poem's line breaks, "we / really don't know / what / counts,"

deny any fluency to the shared German speech of these survivors. Shordy

afterwards Nelly Sachs fell into frightful anxieties, and Celan sent

humo„H.s. heartening letters. When she bn>ke down and hospitalized

herself, he hastened to Stockholm, but Sachs would not see him-maybe

to protect herself, maybe him.

A week after returning to Paris, Celan sought out an even more

consequential figure. For years he had read and collected Martin Buber-

Buber, who retold Hasidic tales "for us all in German" and who once

reverently visited Bukovina's Hasidic center Sadagora, where Celan's

mother was born. In Celan's library I found Buber's books with

underlinings, from 1960, of thoughts about Judaism's contradictions,

antitheses, tensions. In late August 1960, Celan reread I and Thou. Beneath

all this, it was Buber's taking the German mother tongue with him to

Palestine, where Celan's family never emigrated, that drew the poet toward

the philosopher. On 13 September he went to Buber's Paris hotel and,

according to one report, kneeled as for a blessing. Celan desperately

needed to have some confirmation of his predicament: What has it meant,

what has it cost, after the Catastrophe, to go on writing in German,

publishing in Germany, accepting prizes? Somehow Buber's response

fell short; Celan went away disheartened, and even gave away his signed

copy of/ and Tliou. I wish he'd known that earlier in 1960, Buber had

refused to let a plaque be put up on his German birthplace because it

would whitewash the genocide.'*'

Celan's own sense of what Buber called "the eclipse of God" pervades a

1961 poem pregnantly entitled "Psalm." Niemand knetet uns wieder,

No one kneads us again out of earth and clay,

no one incants our dust.

No one.

Blessed art thou, No One. [1:225]

In annulling Biblical Creation itself, these lines move from the simple

pronoun, "No one incants our dust," to a proper name, No One-a new

name of God: "Blessed art thou. No One." Yet who's to say that in

profanely naming an eclipsed God, Celan's negative Niemand doesn't

also name the ineffable God ofJudaic mysticism?

Such outright ambiguity-and what is a pun if not outright ambiguity?-

drives the next lines of "Psalm":

Dir ztilieb wollen

wir hliihn,

Dir

entgegen.

Strictly translated:

11



For thy sake would

we bloom.

Toward

But Celan at this suge of his work would not simply follow "For thy sake"

with a i^dundant "Towanl." Drawing on d,e German enlgegen's double

sense-both "toward" and "against' -as well as a lovely Psalm ("A thousand

ages in thy sight"), I would render Dir zulieb wollen / wir hliihn. / Dir /

entgegeni

In thy sight would

we bloom.

In thy

spite.

Ifmy rhyme opposing "sight" with "spite" seems to take excessive liberty,

listen to Celan a few months later:

You prayer-, you blasphemy-, you

prayer-sharp knives

of my
silence. [1:237]

I know no other voice, unless it's Samuel Beckett's, that so finely folds

silence into speech, No into Yes.

The psychic strain behind such a voice grew most acute around 1962,

and i the same time yielded some of Cdan's richest poems. Inevitably,

that richness shows up verbally. He'd recently responded to an inquiry

on bilingualness: "I do not believe in bilingualness in poetry.... Poetry-

that is the fateful uniqueness of language," Dichiurig-das isi das schkksalhafi

Einmalige der Sprache, [3:1 75] For a poet who spoke prayer and blasphemy

in one breath, the fatefulness ofGerman, the unavoidableness ofGerman,

meant straining that language, sometimes nearly undoing it.

A few weeks after composing "Ralm." Celan visited Tubingen and the

old tower where Friedrich Holderlin, the German poet he venerated

most, passed his last brilliant deranged decades. Celan's poem inJanuary

1961 imagines such a visionary coming back "to the world, today":

if he spoke of this

time, he

could

HHimiili
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only babble and babble,

ever-, ever-

moremore,

imnier-, immer-fzuzu. [1 :226] Then Celan ends his poem quoting "Pallaksch.

PaUaksch, " a bit of gibberish that Holderlin would use, sometimes meaning

Yes, sometimes No. For Celan, it took a kind of holy fooling to "speak of

this time."

His poetry in the early 1960s exposes what I'd call a Jacob's struggle

with the German lexicon. Beside virulent puns, such as Walin ("madness")

with Berlin's Wannsee, where the "Final Solution" was planned, [1:276]

there are odd compounds and fractures, disrupted syntax, flipped or

repeated or truncated syllables, arcane, archaic, technical, nonsensical,

and neologized German. At least ten other languages, including Yiddish,

also turn up in Celan's verse, all of this asking whether German or any

tongue still holds good after the "thousand darknesses of deathbringing

speech."

Judaism itselfcomes under interrogation. Exploring a murdered lineage,

one poem puns multiply on Ruth as the "root" ofJesse and David, and

on German Rule as "penis" but also as the "rod" of both divine miracle

and anger. [1:239] Then a few days later a line of verse, "Your eye, the

Nothing it stands opposite," plays off "eye" against "nothing," words

which in Hebrew soundjust the same: ayin. [1 :244] That same day Celan,

who had recently begun reading Gershom Scholem on Kabbalah, evokes

the Golem in another poem, asking Rabbi Loew to "circumcise his word,"

which in Hebrew would pun brit mila ("circumcision") with mila ("word").

[1:242] That a Jewish poet's native German should begin breaking into

Hebrew shows him thrown back on an old-new resource. And of course

these figures have import in themselves. To "circumcise the word"

bespeaks a poet's tribal inscribing or communal affirmation, and a

prophetic enabling, since Moses was "of uncircumcised lips." (Exodus

6:12) But beschneide das Wort also means "clip off the word," i.e. cease

speaking. What's more, to evoke the legendary Golem, who defended

Jews against persecution and blood libel, must have mattered desperately

for a poet who himself felt defamed.

Paul Celan could not get over the plagiarism charge stemming from

1953. In an unpublished 1957 letter to a German poet whose "solidarity"

he "counts on," Celan decried Glaire Goll's "infamous open letter": "Are

there words at all for naming this infamy?"'' When she renewed the

accusation in 1960 in a Munich magazine, he linked this to a resurgence
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of"good old Reich-ideas.** "The thing I should have been able to do was

hang it all up/ he wrote to a Bucharest friend; "but you know what it

means for a German-language author who has lived through the Nazi

terror to be cut off a second time from his language.""* Yet in spite-or

because-of Celan s torment, there was room for quips. "Something is

rotten in the state of D-Mark," he wrote to his old Bukovinan mentor;

and this to an Austrian friend: "Well then, all joking aside," where he

actually writes Na ja, Sch(m)erz beiseite, inserting a parenthetical "fmj"

inside Scherz so that "joking"-Sc/ifr2-contains Schmerz, "pain"!

(Incidentally, fm at a loss to translate this joke, unless perhaps this way:

"Well then, all choking aside.^'^

Along with linguistic outbreaks, Celan s chief way of breaking free from

what beset him was to reclaim his East European past. In 1962 he took to

signing himself "Pavel Lvovitsch Tselan, * i.e. "Paul son of Lev," his name

and patronymic in Russian form.*'* He was hardly Slavic, but "this so

golden West," as he put it, appealed to him far less.-' And "Tselan" mimics

the German pronunciation of "Celan," his (adopted) surname. Then to

this signature he added "Russki poet in partibus nemelskich infideliuni"-

some Russified Latin a la the Holy Roman Empire to call himself "Russian

poet in the territory of German infidels" or "heathen." Although two

occupations of Czernowitz and Stalin's postwar takeovers had

demonstrated what Celan called "anti-Semitism Soviet-style,"-^ he

nonetheless held onto an ideal Russia via his youthful socialism, based

more on Kropotkin than Lenin and really more on poetry than politics.

In his youth Celan admired the poets Sergei Escnin, Alexander Blok,

and Osip Mandelshtam. When the Soviets occupied Czernowitz he

learned Russian astonishingly fast, and in 1958 began translating

seriously-out of love for the poetry and the challenge of translating, but

also to bring cleansing voices into postwar German and to carr>' himself

eastward, backward, homeward. With Osip Mandelshtam, hounded to

his death in 1938, Celan had a galvanic encounter. He even insisted, for

some years, that Mandelshtam had returned from Siberian exile and

been "murdered by Germans" in 1941 (not unlike Celan's parents).-^

Several things induced a sense ofblood-brotherhood: Mandelshtam had

worked as a translator, been charged with plagiarism, suffered persecution,

and reclaimed his Jewishness-even the name Mandelshtam, meaning

"almond stem," to Celan meant "Jewish stock." One of the first poems

he chose to translate, Mandelshtam's 1916 elegy for his mother, begins

(in Russian): "This night is not remediable." Celan in a starker verse

makes it DieseNadii: nkhigutzummhen, "This night: not to be made good,"
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[5:95] thereby summoning his own mother's overnight loss by refuting

postwar Germany's Wiederguimachung ("making good again"), the

reparations recently agreed to. In effect, Celan renders Mandelshtam

the tribute of his own idiosyncratic German. Indeed for some months

the task of translating largely supplanted his own writing. Mandelshtam

must come into German with a purifying force in 1958, at a time when
the German lyric had "the most dismal things in its memory," as Celan

said then, "and dubiousness all around it." [3:167]

Paul Celan's engagement with Osip Mandelshtam, which persisted till

the end of his life, touched him "here in the West," he said, "easterly,

natively," heimatlich}^ He told his Austrian friend Reinhard Federmann,

"I have-witness Blok, Mandelshtam, and Esenin-a Russian (read: Jewish)

great-grandmother."-^ Letter after letter yearns for the East that holds

"everything near to my heart," he says, echoingJudah Halevi's "My heart

is in the East, and I in the uttermost West."^^ For Celan the East meant

not Halevi's Zion but a nostalgic recoil from 1962 Germany and "this

often so inhuman Paris"" back toward his prewar homeland-which lay,

after all, on the same meridian as Vilna and Minsk. When Yevtushenko's

commemoration of the Babi Yar massacre came out, Celan translated it

closely; his German thus lends its voice to sentiments such as: "I believe

I am now a Jew.... / Hounded. / And spat on. / And slandered." [5:281]

Celan's predicament as a German-speakingJew led him more and more

to test his affinities with other such figures. Besides Martin Buber and

Nelly Sachs, his writing over the years calls up Heinrich Heine, Karl

Emil Franzos, Sigmund Freud, Franz Kafka, Rosa Luxemburg, Franz

Rosenzweig, Stefan Zweig, Walter Benjamin, Else Lasker-Schuler, Edith

Stein, Margarete Susman, Gershom Scholem. Celan bonded closely to

Heine, anotherJew writing German poetry in Paris whom the Vaterland

vilified. For "Todesfuge"'s commandant to idolize goldenes Haar bitterly

evokes Heine's Lorelei combing her golden hair, and in the throes of

1962 Celan recalled "Harry Heine-who had it much better back then

than the undersigned... Ashkenazi."^**

Also in 1962 he struck up a friendship with Erich von Kahler, the cultural

historian from Prague who had fled to the United States. Sending a copy

of his first book Mohn und Geddchtnis (now at the Leo Baeck Institute),

the poet signed himself "Paul Celan (from Czernowitz near Sadagora),"

which not only relocates him east but reverses the primacy of metropolis

over town, Sadagora being the small Hasidic center where his mother

was born. Opposite this signature Celan inscribed a sentence of Kahler's
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from 1939, which evidently counted again for him in 1962, about prewar

European Jewry. Kahler*s sentence, as copied down by Celan: "Eastern

Jews were much defamed, and assimilated Jews in western countries

greatly contributed to the defamation, wishing to distance themselves

from this testimony to their past.******

Later, though, Celan was troubled by Kahler*s 1964 essay (originally an

LBI talk) on "Germans and Jews," which endorsed these two peoples'

"special interpenetration of dispositions and destinies."^" To go on urging

German-Jewish symbiosis, Celan told his publisher G. B. Fischer (a

German Jew), recalled "pre-Hiderite blindness and shortsightedness."^'

Yet Celan esteemed Kahler enough to stay in touch, sending a long,

somewhat conciliatory letter in 1965. Speaking for "ourselves who are

Jews," he says, "trying to be and remain Jews," he brings up a figure of

some moment for him, the German-Jewish anaixho-socialist Gustav

Landauer.^^

In a volume much prized by Celan, the 1913 Vomjudentum, published by

Prague's Zionist Bar Kochba circle, there is an essay by Kahler and also

one by Landauer with this key statement: "My Germanness and Judaism

do each other no harm and much good," mchls zuleid and vieles zulieb?^

Like Kahler, Landauer believed that this synthesis could lead to a higher

humaneness, a universal humanity. But no, Celan's letter to Kahler insists:

Landauer's hope was a "most tragic and indeed most childish error" He

didn't need to add diat in 1919, Landauer was brutally murdered by

Bavarian counter-revolutionaries.

Most likely Celan was not aware of a curious aftermath to Gustav

Landauer's German-Jewishness. In his Pbmjudenhm essay Landauer had

remarked: "It may be that the mother tongue of some who are to spring

from my loins will be Hebrewi that doesn't affect me; my and my children's

language is German." This much was true, but I-andauer in 1913 could

not have known that in 1940 his daughter would flee Berlin with her son

to America, and that that grandson, speaking not German or Hebrew

but English, would become the popular comedian and director Mike

Nichols.

Despite malaise at Erich Kahler's dual loyalty, Celan closed his 1965

letter saying he would forge on. "not without hope for a human today

and tomorrow," And he didjust that, in his fashion. A few weeks later he

began a poem with a comforting Lutheran cadence and idiom, only to

travesty them: Ruh aus in deinm Wunden, I durcfiblubbert und umpaust,

"Rest easy in thy wounding, / blubbered and sputtered up." [2: 103] On
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his 45th birthday that year, Celan gave his new collection a motto from

Psalm 45, in Ruber's translation: Reitefiirdie Treue, "Ride for the truth."*''

Meanwhile he was following that command with poems such as one

beginning "Spasms, I love you. Psalms." [2:122] Two weeks after his

birthday he entered a psychiatric clinic-not for the first time. He took

with him Kafka's stories, and in that book's endpapers (twenty years

later) I found things scrawled: "It's still quite clear in my head-^w^n
Menschen, If only people would come, I could almost begin anew." Also

this, in hasty Hebrew script: Shema Yisrael Adonai Eloheiiu Adonai Echad-

the watchword and the martyrs' millennial cry.

Hebrew and the Bible, to be sure, had been a latent and occasionally

explicit presence in Celan's poems since the war. During the mid-1960s

Hebrew emerged as a potent voice over against the often broken German

of the poet's verse. At Christmas 1966 he built a long if ironic poem

[2:154] around the word Aschrei, which runs throughout the Psalms:

''Happy is the man...," ''Blessed is the nation whose God is the Lord." On
10 May 1967, with Israel threatened in the Middle East, Celan was

hospitalized again but poring over Scholem on the Shechinah. A brief

lyric joins Mother Rachel "weeping no more" to a "brightword" in the

blood, a Hellwort, and ends by actually uttering that word: Ziv, the divine

radiance attending Jewish exile. [2:202] The Hebrew word becomes a

recourse, an old-new resource tentatively inspiriting a Jewish survivor's

German verse.

Later that summer Celan read in Freiburg to his largest audience ever,

including Martin Heidegger, with whom he'd exchanged books for over

a decade. Celan's closing poem ended with an image of his own vocation,

at once \Tilnerable yet tough: "a breathcrystal, / your unannullable /

witness." [2:31] Here are those words as Heidegger heard them in 1967:

ein Alemkristall, / dein unumstbssliches I Zeugnis. The next day Celan's visit

to the philosopher's famous hut in the high Schwarzwald, meant to brace

the ailing Jewish poet, resulted in disappointment at Heidegger's failure

to speak about his Nazi phase and postwar silence thereon. Celan right

away wrote a poem, much discussed ever since, that among other things

commits an explosive wordplay. [2:227] Because their high moorland

walk was aborted by dampness, Celan's poem notes "half- / trod log- /

paths, halb- / beschrittenen Kniippel- / pfade . This tallies nicely with a book

by Heidegger that Celan admired, Holzwege (Woodland Paths), which

sees poetry on paths toward truth. But another sort of truth crops up

here, since Celan's term for "log" (Kiiiippel) also means "bludgeon."

Translating Alain Resnais's death camp documentary Night and Fog years
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earlier, he*d used that word for prisoners "bludgeoned awake" at 5 a.m.

|4:83] So in a pun the Dkhier indicts the Denker.

fsoil Celan's last years, if I may refer to his late forties that way, are often

characterized as a time when language was failing him. But German did

not fail him-only he taxed it terribly. During 1967 alone he composed

150 publishable poems; one day in 1968 he began nine poems, the next

day seven. Some of this writing is brilliandy telling, some seems a feverish

casting about. Two ofthese poems, though, like the earlier lyric on Mother

Rachel and Zti/, depart from German to end on a Hebrew term making a

clear call: kumi on, Isaiah's "Arise, shine" beckoning Zion back from exile;

MidHachnissinu Bialik's 1905 "Bring me in" from homelessness. [2:327,

3:95] In 1948 Celan had said that he "must live out to the end the destiny

of the Jewish spirit in Europe." That destiny left him in twofold exile:

from his homeland, and from the Jewish homeland.

Fmally in 1969, Celan journeyed to Israel. "I think I have a notion of

what Jewish loneliness can be," he told an audience in German, but in

the same sentence he "takesjoy" in the revived Hebrew tongue, "in every

newly earned...word that rushes up to strengthen those who turn toward

it." [3:203] Celan was welcomed by relatives and friends he hadn't seen

since Czernowitz. His readings, accompanied by some Hebrew

translations, fell on attentive ears. Altogether his intense experience in

the Promised Land-childhood friends with children speaking Hebrew,

Jerusalem's liberated Old City-both elated him and daunted him with

too much promise, perhaps. He met the European-born German-speakers

who in Israel had become Hebrew poets-Yehuda Amichai, Dan Pagis,

Manfred Mnkler, Natan Zach, David Rokeah, Tuvia Ruebner-and their

fate offset his own sense oiDkhtung: "Pbetry-that is the fateful uniqueness

of language." Interviewed by Israeli radio, Celan claimed a spiritual as

well as thematicJewishness for his work, but he also stressed his Germanic

culture: "Still I think I mainly belong among those writing poetry in

German today-that is, in my Bukovina homeland much German was

spoken. I myself grew up in and with this tongue. "^"^ Much of this

unpublished interview is lost, in a sense, to the Hebrew voiceover added

for broadcast-a voiceover symptomatic of what the poet's own tongue

would have faced in Israel.

Once back in his first linguistic exile, "this cold city Paris," Celan wrote

fervent letters to Israel and thought of returning for good.'"^ A spate of

lyrics followed, instilled withJerusalem place names and Biblical imagery-

though not with Hebrew, strangely enough. Deep wordplay still abounds.
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One short poem finds a "trumpet [or "shofar"] place / deep in the glowing

/ text-void" or "empty-text." [3: 104] Now Celan's L-E-E-R Leertext makes

a striking homonym with L-E-H-R Lehrtext, and Lehre means "teaching,"

as does "Torah." So the equivocal leertext suggests a Scripture whose

covenant was voided by the Shoah. German still answered this poet's

paradox-ridden demand.

In 1969-70, Celan's thoughts leaned toward Bukovina and Israel, the

antipodal Utopias. Opportunities to visit Germany kept coming too. In

March 1970 at the Holderlin bicentenary, he chose to read clipped, cryptic

lyrics from his latest coUection-possibly out of wariness, I'm told by the

man who invited him there, because Celan knew the Holderlin Society

still had members from its founding under Nazi auspices. His difficult

lyrics went over poorly; erudite philologists shook their heads; the poet

went back to Paris, living alone in a bare flat near the Pont Mirabeau

because his condition prevented his staying with his wife and son.

Still teaching at the Ecole Normale, Celan in April 1970 had his students

translating Kafka. He himselfwas gripped by Kafka's story of a "country

doctor" who goes out on a winter call and, realizing he'll never get back

home, thinks: "Once you've answered the wrong ring of the night bell-it

can never be made good," niemals gutzumachen. Maybe he'd answered

the wrong call, Celan wrote to a dear friend in Israel.^'

On 13 April he wrote a poem featuring Rebleute-Wmegrowers" though

the word smacks too of Yiddish Reb, the pious East European Jew, the

sort killed first in 1941 . [3: 123] Celan's poem also puns on lesen, meaning

"read" or "glean," and it closes with a messianic image of freedom coming

am Sabbath, "on the Sabbath." He spells Sabbath with an "h" at the end-a

Hebraic form and in German very much a prewar usage.

That Sabbath, that final "h," was Paul Celan's last writing. Aweek later he

went from Pont Mirabeau into the Seine river and drowned unobserved.

No suicide note, but on his desk a German biography of Holderlin open

to an underlined passage: "Sometimes this genius goes dark and sinks

down into the bitter well of his heart."^^ In Celan's library years later, late

one cold November night, I noticed that he had not underlined the rest

of that sentence about Holderlin. I will translate it now: "Sometimes this

genius goes dark and sinks down into the bitter well of his heart; but

mostly his apocalyptic star glitters wondrously"
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regard it as a great honor to have been invited to deliver the annual

lecture of the Leo Baeck Institute, and I want to express my sincerest

gratitude. To talk at this place in New York appears to be of a peculiar

symbolic meaning, underUning the mutual efforts by Jews and Germans

to cope with the heritage of the Holocaust and the ethical as well as the

political challenge it comprises for our and for future generations. My

remarks shall not deal with the still unresolved issue of the origins and

implementation of the Shoah, but with what its legacy means fifty years

later with respect to the change of generations and its impact on the

political culture of Germany.

The great variety of public commemoration ceremonies in recognition

of the 60'^ anniversary of the 9'^ of November 1938 and the ongoing

debate over the projected Berlin monument to Holocaust victims display

the degree to which the memory of the crimes committed against the

EuropeanJewry during the Third Reich is still alive in the German public

consciousness.

The public commemoration was accompanied by an increasing historical

sensibility to the legacy and ongoing impact of National Socialism. This

growing awareness of the long-lasting repercussions of the criminal deeds

is, in some respects at least, a new phenomenon discernible only in the

past few years. The totally unexpected resonance of Steven Spielberg's

film "Schindler's List", especially among German youth who formerly

showed little interest in Nazi history and the persecution of the Jews,

indicated this new sensibility.

The growing sales of scholarly books dealing with related topics also

underlines this phenomenon. The fact that Victor Klemperer's diaries

became a bestseller in Germany, far outselling Daniel Goldhagen s

controversial book on Hitler's Willing Executioners (whose success in any



case depended to a great extent on the publicity campaign by its publisher)

corroborates this again. While years ago books on the history of the

Holocaust sold only in limited numbers, now they attract widespread

interest.

In this respect, the reception of Goldhagen's book in Germany deserves

closer attention. The extended public debate arising from it was not

very surprising and its impact should not be overestimated. Conversely,

it is misleading to assume that it was the incentive for a renewed interest

in die history of the Holocaust, On the contrary, die book drew advantage

from a preexisting public interest. The question ofwhy the book achieved

such an overwhelmingly positive reception, however, needs a rather

sophisticated explanation. First of all, the presentation of Hitler's Willing

ExeaUi&ners and the spectacular panel debates held in Hamburg, Berlin,

Frankfurt, Munich and Aschaffenburg were attended by audiences which

were not representative of the German public at large.

Those who attended were predominately middle aged. i.e. those who

came after the generation of perpetrators and bystanders and had not

played any active role under the Nazi regime. Now they discovered an

opportunity to lake a position of their own, being no longer influenced

by the hitherto predominating parents* generation. The attitude of this

middle group was characterized by an emodonal and moralizing approach

to the persecution of the Jews, which beforehand had been more or less

repressed by them.

Most of Goldhagen's readers and listeners never had read any serious

publicauons on diis issue, and obviously were not primarily interested in

any rational explanation of the past. Conversely, out of a feeling of

sharing some responsibility for having remained silent over the years,

they were inclined to confess their guilt rather than enter a serious

historical-political reflection. Thus the young and attractive Daniel

Goldhagen suddenly filled the role of the Savior who would give them

absolution. This was reflected in the almost hysterical reception of the

young historian by his audiences. Even the serious Berlin Tagesspiegel

published a headline "Berlin awaits Daniel Goldhagen".

TTic Goldhagen debate was neither an incentive for serious research nor

helpful for any real analysis of the historical events leading to the

Holocaust. The predominantly populist character of the Goldhagen

campaign contained the danger of a backlash and of producing

nationalistic reactions instead, as for instance die notion diat die Germans

at large had been deceived and seduced by Hitler and did not bear any

immediate responsibility for the murder of the Jews.

Moreover, the Goldhagen reception remained restricted to a certain age

group and segment of the German educated class which for the first

time was directly confronted with the terrible facts of the genocide, and

they responded in some respects with a psychological over-reaction. The

younger age groups, however, while far more engaged in reflecting the

history of the Holocaust, did not participate in the Goldhagen debates.

The universities, with one minor exception, had not been involved at all.

The historical research was never directly affected. Historians working

in the field of Jewish persecution unanimously criticized Goldhagen's

book for its obvious scholarly shortcomings, while they would admit that

it was helpful to instill public consciousness with a more critical evaluation

of the impact that anti-Semitism had on German political culture,

particularly after World War I.

Far more important appears to be the fact that German contemporary

historians no longer neglect the field of Holocaust research, which in

former years had been left mainly to foreign, and frequently Jewish,

colleagues. The recent works of scholars like Gotz Aly, Dieter Pohl, Hans-

Jorg Sandkuhler, Christian Gerlach, Ulrich Herbert and Hans Safrian

show that the German historical profession fully moved into this research

field and has gained considerable international recognition. The recent

Holocaust research indicates a crucial change of the leading paradigms

in the German debate on the legacy of the Third Reich and its

interpretation. More and more the Holocaust becomes the central

reference point for any critical evaluation of the Nazi system at large. In

addition to that, the generational change accelerated the sweeping process

of lifting hitherto well established taboos regarding those aspects of Nazi

history which formerly had been put into oblivion because of their actual

and painful implications.

This process of lifting long established taboos started with the debate on

the deployment of forced foreign labor in Nazi Germany, shifted then to

the expropriation of the lives and property of German Jews, including

the involvement ofbig business, and covers by now, with the international

debate over Swiss gold functioning as a catalyst, the whole complex of

the cooperation of the industrial enterprises. Currently implicated are

the leading banks, including the German Reichsbank, the insurance

companies, and the Nazi government which participated in the

deployment ofcompulsory labor andJewish concentration camp inmates.



Recently, the active involvement of business and banking in the criminal

methods of Nazi economic policies were under serious scrutiny.

Beyond that, the role of German scholarly work during the National

Socialist regime has gained renewed critical evaluation. Thus, the active

involvement ofthe historical profession (including such prominent post-

war historians asTheodore Schieder, Werner Conze and Hermann Aubin)

in the so-called Eastern European research (Ostforschung) in Himmler's

program of the volkisch reshaping of Eastern Europe and the anti-Jewish

genocide connected with it, triggered an acrimonious debate, culminating

in the recent meeting of the German historians' association at Frankfurt.

Certainly, much of that had been known beforehand, but now the whole

aspect is brought into the open again, partly stimulated by recent work

on the German East policy. Simultaneously, the involvement of other

scholarly disciplines in the support of Nazi aggression and racial policy

are now explored more closely, with the possible exception of

jurisprudence and theology.

While the role ofGerman academics during the Third Reich would find

only limited interest in the broad public, the controversy of the

involvement of the German military (Wehrmacht) in the atrocities of the

Nazi regime and particularly the Holocaust appears to be most

symptomatic for this process of the progressive lifting of established

taboos, characterizing the attitude of the public toward the Nazi period.

Actually, the increasing involvement of the German army in the Jewish

persecution and the Shoah as well as the crimes committed against the

civilian population in the territories occupied by German troops

throughout the war had been well researched since almost three decades.

New pioneering studies, however, throw new light on the German

occupation, particularly in occupied parts of the former Soviet Union.

The photo exhibition of the crimes committed during the Second World

War by the German army, which was organized by the Hamburg Institute

for Social History in 1996/7, put this issue again into the foreground, if

in a somewhat provocative manner The controversy over the exhibition,

which will be shown in New York in 1999, eventually even found its way

into the proceedings of the German Bundestag. The reasons for the

vehement attacks on the exhibition - mainly by right-wing groups,

including the CSU in Bavaria which voiced its opposition and protested

against the violation of the image of the German soldier - must be

perceived as part of the life lie of the early Federal Republic.

According to this, the German army had not been involved in the criminal

acts by the regime, which were allegedly performed only by the SS. In

fact, this fiction had been created by Konrad Adenauer and indirectly

supported by the Western Allies in 1954, when they established a German

defense force which (unavoidably) had to be built up by officers who had

served in the Wehrmacht under Hitler. However, the myth of the army's

non-involvement in the criminal deeds of Nazi Germany, which lay at

the very foundation of the Bundeswehr, finally caught up with the history

of the Federal Republic.

The Hamburg exhibition, therefore, ultimately broke with one of the

strongest prevailing taboos with respect to the Nazi period, and certainly

touched the self-esteem of millions of war veterans who had reconciled

themselves with the belief that by serving the fatherland and defending

Germany against the Bolshevik onslaught they had just done their duty.

Hence, they could not be blamed for being at least indirectly involved in

the implementation of the Holocaust and the multitude of crimes

committed against the Soviet prisoners ofwar in German hands, as well

against millions of civilians in the occupied countries, and later on in

Italy, too.

Recent research has unmistakably shown that without the direct and

indirect assistance of the armed forces the Holocaust never could have

been implemented, and the same was true with respect to the atrocities

of the anti-partisan war and other reprisals. Now these facts were brought

again to the conscience of the German public. Not surprisingly at all, its

reactions were mainly defensive, and undoubtedly not all German soldiers

had been directly involved in the extreme brutalized warfare during the

later phases of World War II, quite apart from the fact that they

participated in the Holocaust. But the fiction which had been preserved

all the time that the atrocities were performed by the SS and the Gestapo

could no longer be sustained.

It is not surprising that the protests were mainly articulated by

representatives of the older generation and those who had lived or grown

up under the Nazi regime. The opposition, however, did not comprise

only supporters of the extremist right wing, but found considerable

support in the political center, too. But in contrast to earlier stages of

this conflict, for instance in relation to the Nolte and Stiirmer affair

stirring up the historians' controversy in 1986/87, which mainly concerned

the question whether the Nazi genocide was comparable to mass murder

in the Soviet Union, the more serious opponents retreated from the



battlefield after having realized that they would no longer find the support

of the mainsueam of the German public opinion. After heavy attacks on

the Wehrmack exhibition by Heinrich Lummer, who belonged to the ultra-

right wing of the CDU, the CDU/CSU majority changed its mind,

influenced especially by the SPD-deputies Freimut Duve and Konrad

Schily, and eventually the debate ended up with a consensus between the

parties.

One aspect of the controversy, however, is still unresolved and is related

to the role ofthe German resistance regarding Rider's racial annihilation

war against Soviet Russia. In conjunction with the WehrmaclU exhibition,

the young historian Christian Gerlach attacked the military resisters in

the entourage ofHenning vonTresckow for having been deeply involved

not only in the anti-partisan warfare, which implied the deliberate

liquidation of thousands of innocent civilians, most of them Jews, but

also for having at least tolerated the work of the mobile killing Unit C

which stood under the command of Arthur Nebe. Unquestionably,

Henning von Tresckow, as well as his close conspirators, above all

Christoph von GersdorfT, had been aware of the killing squads and the

SS-brigades involved. Gerlach argues that they did not do enough to

prevent the on-going mass murder.

Although accusations like these undoubtedly overshot the mark, the truth

is that originally quite a considerable part of the members of the military

opposition were involved either in the preparation of the criminal orders

and in the Holocaust, or in the operations of the killing units. By the

same token, the extent to which the civil resisters supported parts of the

anti-Jewish policy of the regime, is still highly controversial. Since the

German opposition (unquestionably representing the "other Germany")

still functions as a connecting bridge toward Germany's positive national

inheritance, the attack by Christian Gerlach and others appeared to many

as a felony against the legacy of the German opposition against Hitler.

Consequently he was bitingly attacked, mainly by conservatives such as

Martin Gillessen of the Frankfurter Allgememe Zeitung or descendants of

the resisters like Klaus von Dohnanyi, for having denigrated the

reputation of the women and men of the 20**' ofJuly. Even more liberal

writers like Countess Marion Donhoff or the former Federal Chancellor

Helmut Schmidt came out in the defense of the legacy of the German

resistance.

The prevailing inclination to draw an idealized picture of the resistance,

culminating in the notion of an "insurrection of the conscience" and

playing down the political and intellectual diversities within the movement
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of the 20'*' of July, as depicted in the recent book by Joachim Fest and

Marion Donhoff, increasingly collides with the sober and differentiated

evaluation by the next generation of historians who no longer think in

national categories. Conversely, thosewho continue to work on this aspect

of recent German history are more inclined to sympathize with the socialist

and communist resisters, as well as with those ordinary people who dared

to help oppressed Jewish citizens, and they do not hold too many

sympathies for what the German historic-political tradition called "the

resistance from the commanding heights". Different from their parents,

the much discussed issue of breaking one's loyalty oath to Hitler does

not possess any significance for them.

The still unfinished controversy between conflicting interpretations of

the role of the army and of the resistance during the Third Reich appears,

however, basically to be nothing but a rearguard battle of the more

conservative strata among the German elite. As far as historical research

is concerned, the involvement even of major representatives of the

resistance in the anti-Jewish policy of the regime is less controversial,

and any equating of its political conceptions with the guiding principles

of the parliamentary system in the Federal Republic is obsolete.

In order to understand the present debates in Germany on the National

Socialist rule it is necessary to realize that there emerges an almost

unbridgeable split between the older generation, which achieved its

political socialization before the end of the Second World War, and the

post-war age cohorts. The older generation still visualizes Germany's

former role as a leading European nation and still has a certain nostalgia

for the Bismarckian era. Its political concepts are still embedded in the

classic national tradition, and while they accept the integration of

Germany into the West, the majority tends to return to more or less

moderate nationalist values.

The opposite is true for the younger age cohorts. Except for small

marginal groups, they no longer think in inherited national categories.

For them, nationalist rituals and even the national anthem are without

any significance, and they do not believe in inherited national values.

Thus a high percentage of the young in West Germany regarded

reunification with indiff^erence, even skepticism. The absence of national

consciousness which prevailed especially in the early post-war years when

the future of the German nation state was bleak and particularistic and

when supra-national ideas widely gained ground, persisted until 1989,

when the two Germanys were reunited. Hence, the expectation,

particularly by neo-conservative intellectuals, that the German unification



would result in the revival of traditional national consciousness proved

to be quitewrong. The slogan "We are one people'* in die ixipzig Monday
demonstrations of 1989 disappeared as fast as it sprang up.

In Older to comprehend the absence of traditional nationalism, one has

to take into account that among the crucial long-term repercussions of

the Third Reich and the Second World W^r is an almost complete erosion

of traditional national value patterns. The exploitation and perversion

of national loyalties by Adolf Hitler and his chiefuins (as well as the

disappointment for having been deceived by the dictator who had

monopolized the substrata of national identity in his personality) resulted

in a specific national indifference that was typical for the great majority

of the post-war generations.

Actually, today there are no signs of a nationalist revival in Germany in

die sense ofreturning to the inheritance of the Bismarckian nation-state.

On the contrary, the reminiscence of older periods and episodes of

Germany's national history is losing its former attractiveness, particularly

among the younger age groups who never would identify themselves

with national heJes from^rbarossa to Bismarek. Presumably, even the

recent attempts to utilize the anniversary for a revival of the tradition of

the German revolution of 1848/49 will not change die general picture.

Certainly, every nation, and so the German people, needs something

like a common tradidon. Actually, a new nation building process is in

progress, and an integral part of it is die constellation out of which the

new Germany arose from the defeat of the German Reich in the Second

World mr and the break-down of National Socialism. In conjunction

with diis, the memory of Auschwitz which symbolizes the murder of

European Jewry as well as the decay of Germany as a civilized nation in

an orgy of crime, vrolence, cynicism and inhumanity, forms an

indispensable element of the emercing new collective consciousness of

the Germans. This has been described by Jiirgen Habermas as

"constitutional patriotism". Implicitly and explicitly, the legacy of

Auschwitz forms the historical framework for the process of acquiring a

new national self-concept.

This newly won solidarity transcends the pride of having achieved a

successful and stable democratic-parliamentary system. It shelters a new

identity open to West European political values as well as to the German
idealist inheritance, but does not contain any elements of an ethnic and

iMkisch identity. The emercing new consciousness is compatible with a

growing sense of regional idenuties as well as widi the adherence to the
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European supra-national community. Symptomatic ofthis is the outright

rejection of inherited military values by the younger age cohorts.

The traditional companion of modern nationalism, the spread of anti-

Semitic prejudices, is virtully absent among the age cohorts that grew up

since the late 1940s. Repeated fears that anti-Semitic emotions might

gain ground in Germany again are essentially unfounded. An opinion

poll among the German youth of Auschwitz (conducted by Professor

Alphons Silbermann at Cologne, published in the December 1998 volume

of Die Tribune) shows that more than 90 percent of those interviewed

supported the need to remember Nazi crimes in order to prevent similar

events from reoccurring in Germany and elsewhere. Silbermann's

conclusion is that the number of younger Germans who have adequate

information about the Holocaust is declining, thereby leading to their

interest in knowing more. But this conclusion appears to be misleading

even though a lack of history teachers in the secondary schools may

contribute to lack of information. But in a comparison with other events

ofGerman history, such as the role of Bismarck, Hitler, or Adenauer, the

age group between 14 and 17 years is certainly more informed about

Auschwitz (80%) than about the others. In general, the impact of inherited

anti-Semitic prejudices among the younger age cohorts appears to be

rather insignificant.

However, there exist a good many anti-Semitic pockets in more

traditionally oriented strata of German society. To that degree, as the

taboos regarding the Nazi period are fading, anti-Semitic mentalities

which sometimes reach back to the pre-Nazi era resurface, but they do

not gain any resonance in the population at large. It is remarkable that

the formerly strong anti-Semitism prevalent throughout German society

has almost disappeared 50 years after the collapse of Hitler's dictatorship.

This, however, does not mean that the German society does not comprise

elements of traditional right-wing nationalism, xenophobic hatred of

foreigners, and overt signs of racism, even if they cannot all be put in the

same boat. While remnants of post- and neo-fascism lost any significant

representation within the party system, where even the ultra right-wing

Republican party is fairly isolated and right-wing extremist organizations

are considerably weaker than in most of the adjacent European countries

(at least in quantitative terms), the widespread signs of xenophobia in

Germany are of much concern. But they lie on a different level than

traditional nationalism and embrace new forms of protest behavior.

Interestingly enough, the rejection of foreigners no longer coincides with

ethnic nationalism and frequently comprises re-settlers ofGerman origin.

11



arriving from post-communist countries, while Spaniards or French might

be exempted from it. There exist elements of racial prejudice, too,

reflecting that Germany is on the way to becoming a multiethnic society

liie her western neighbors, but they do not necessarily coincide with

earlier nationalist resentments. This, however, does not imply that

traditional nationalist ideas do not play any role in the emerging

democralic political culture. They are still vinilent among parts of the

academic and intellectual elite, and, above all, separate the older age

cohorts fn>. the subsequent ge„en.uons.

Moreover, there are some indications that nationalist emotions which

had been played down or repressed in earlier years, again have moved
into the foreground. One outstanding example of this nationalist

undena.rn.nt coming to the surface can be peireived in Martin W^lser's

recent speech in the FranUurt Paulskirche. where he was awarded the

peace prize of the German Booksellers Association. Certainly the

celebrated German writer, although he sometimes took leftist positions,

consistently supported an all-German standpoint, criticizing the Federal

Republic and the GDR alike for their shortcomings as guardians of the

unity of the nation. On the other hand, his novels would describe quite

vividly the post-war conditions in Germany and reject the specifically

anti-communist posture of the Adenauer government as well as that of

its successors. Hence, his popularity as a writer was mainly based on his

genuine ability to act as speaker for public sentiments and emotions. In

his speech he explicitly mentioned the function of the writer to be the

moral watchman of the nation.

Affainst this background, Wilser chose the opportunity of the Frankfurt

Meeting to attack'the depiction ofGermanys'LentpL in motalist and

critical terms, and sharply attacked the use ofthe memory ofthe Holocaust

as "a moral dub", especially when used to pursue mainly contemporary

interests (without specifying what these interests were). Certainly W^lser

is fiiUyjustified when he rejects die rather moralizing tone in which the

Jewish per^cution and the Shoah are reflected by the media, and in

speeches by representatives of the political class. Even President Hei^og

coined the totally misleadino^ formula, that any display of this part of

German his.or^should be done in an adequate dosage Cnckt.ge

Dosierung**), In this respect Herzog, although in a much more cautious

way and stressing the principal necessity of dealing with the Nazi past,

agreed with W^ser's complaint that the constant reiteration of the German
liability for the Auschwitz complex could create a growing indifference,

especially on the pan of the younger age cohorts.

This analysis, however, falls far from the actual reaction of the younger

Germans who are inclined to prefer an unrestricted depiction of the past,

even if it appears to be painful and disgusting, and they certainly do not

want to be confronted with the Nazi crimes in any expurgated or

harmonized version. Different from their parents, they want to get the

whole truth but without the constant pressure to show moral remorse.

Of course, this does not mean they they are personally not affected. And
they certainly do not share Walser's subjective inconvenience that the

legacy of Auschwitz contradicts the notion of an untainted nation.

Walser's motives for his attack against what he sees as the constant

presentation of Nazi crimes are varied. He clearly felt offended by a

reviewer of his recent book ''Der springende Brunnen" (The Springing

Fountain)^ who criticized him for not having mentioned Auschwitz at all.

This, however, just provided the stimulus for Walser to sharply reject

what he thought to be a continuous attempt to deny Germans the status

of being a "normal nation" and maintain instead that German history

unavoidably ended up in the Holocaust. In denouncing the widespread

conviction that Auschwitz symbolizes a fundamental break with the

German (and even the Occidental) tradition, Walser took a somewhat

historicizing position and argued explicitly that there are ties connecting

the pre-Auschwitz period with the present, ties that are not affected by

the genocide. In pressing this argument he revealed his underlying

intention to preserve the memory of an untainted national past, drawn

even more clearly in his more recent novels.

It is difficult to assess the broader motivation behind Walser's in some

respects unprecedented attack against what he regarded as unjust and

illegitimate appeals to the Auschwitz legacy. Obviously, his remarks were

guided by a strong national feeling, as evidenced by his pleading that

German society return to a state of normalcy, including the restoration

ofan unscathed and pure picture of the German national tradition. It is,

however, difficult to believe that Walser was not aware of the fact that his

arguments unavoidably play into the hands not only of right-wing

extremists, but also of those who still harbor anti-Semitic prejudices,

which will get some unwanted support from his comments.

While one may accept Walser's right to take a nationalist standpoint and

cannot question its fiindamental legitimacy, his conclusions are precarious.

Although he explicitly accepted the very existence of Auschwitz, by the

same token he rejected what he called the "pertinent representation of

our shame", and regarded the projected Holocaust memorial in Berlin

as a totally unacceptable "monumentalization of shame"
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(MonufnentalisierungderSchande), His most prominent opponent, Ignaz

Bubis, the leader of the Jewish community in Germany, regarded it as

symptomatic that Walser's phrase did not contain the more objective

term "crime** but only its subjectivist reflection, "shame". Actually, his

words came dangerously close to the language of ordinary nationalism

and even to anti-Semitic prejudices, even if the reproach raised by Ignaz

Bubis, that W^lser committed "intellectual arson" (geistige Brandstiftung)

overshot the mark.

Bubis* public criticism of miser's ailments induced a series of fellow

travelers to come to Wilser's support and defend his position as an

overdue rejection of the frequent tendency of stressing the moral

implications ofAuschwiu. His defenders included the former Hamburg
mayor, Klaus von Dohnanyi, the son of the well-known rcsister, and a

group of other well-known Germans. The polemic against Bubis

culminated in the undifferentiated attack by Michael Wolfsohn. professor

of history at the Munich University ofthe German Army, who demanded
that Bubis be relieved of his post for having lost any sense of reality and

for not being able to look into the future (actually, he meant the restoration

of the pre-Auschwitz past), while Bubis was defended by the

representatives of the Jewish Council of Germany, who also rejected

Dohnanyi^s demand to discuss this issue in a plenary session of the

Council. Even Germany's former President Weizackerjoined the dispute

and criticized Bubis for his provocative attack on Walser, while Dohnanyi

added the reproach diat Bubis' comments served to isolate the German

Jews from the rest of the German nation at large.

What is the deeper meaning of the public controversy arising from the

attack by Ignaz Bubis on Walser's subjective option for playing down the

Nazi past, and of being proud of deliberately turning his head away

from the Nazi crimes? Actually, the way in which he argued provided a

catalyst for something that may turn out to become a replication of the

1986 Historians* Controversy. Unquestionably, Walser articulates a

widespread, but hitherto not publicly expressed resentment, particularly

among the older generation, about the deeply-felt psychological need

(especially among parts of the educated classes) to push the legacy of

Auschwitz into what they think is the right perspective.

Symptomatic for this mentality was the unanimous and frenetic applause

Walser got at the end of his speech in the Paulskirche, while Bubis, being

critical from d,e start, appeared to be completely isolated. Simulianeously.

Walser received the support of those Germans who defend German

I

national values and maintain that Walser's protest against the

instrumentalization of the Holocaust isjustified by the fact that Germans

want to return to normalcy. Walser's turn toward the national-conservative

camp, however, was, at least for the diligent observer, not unprecedented

at all. Already with respect to the German unification he had functioned

as a mouthpiece of ordinary German nationalism, and already then was

fairly isolated from the mainstream of public opinion which displayed

some reservations about unification.

According to my understanding, we are confronted with a constellation

marked by a last effort of the pre-war generation to defend their inherited

value-patterns which are shaped according to the nation-state concept of

the 19'^ century, while the post-war generation adheres to a new
philosophy, in which the nation ranks pretty low on the scale of political

values. Especially the younger generation differs in its political outlook,

taking a clear post-Auschwitz position regarding the history of the Third

Reich, seeing it not so much as a traumatic burden than as a challenge to

achieve a future guided by the call for peace and mutual understanding.

Thus, I believe that at the end of the inter-war period we enter something

like an Indian summer It signifies the very last attempt by the old elites

whose social and political preponderance is still unchallenged to preserve

and partly even to restore their basically nationalist political vision of

Germany's past and possibly, her future role.

The new national identity, however, which is emerging in post-World

War II Germany, no longer perceives Auschwitz as a hindrance to

achieving normalcy and is no longer a barrier to their willingness to

accept the challenges of the future. Thus, Auschwitz is visualized by the

subsequent generations not so much as a moral burden but as a deeply

felt obligation to put their efforts toward the preservation of peace and

social justice and to fight against racial or ethnic prejudices wherever

they emerge. From their perspective, the undeniable tendency to discuss

the legacy of the Holocaust primarily from a moralizing viewpoint instead

of analyzing the terrible past as objectively as possible, and without any

reservations, apparently lies on the same psychological level as the still

tamed attempts to get rid of this part of the German past and to return

to an alleged "normality". In fact, this "normality" already exists in the

minds of the younger age cohorts, but it is a post-Auschwitz normality

which implies the awareness of the lasting repercussions of the Nazi

dictatorship and its perversion of inherited value-patterns, and the legacy

of the Holocaust is an inseparable part of it.
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Dear Dr. Sc liorsch, dear Professor Cramer, dear guests,

1 oday's award of tlie Leo Baeck Medal to Professor Cramer is a

welcome opportunity for me to convey my thanks to the staff

members and to all tliose connected widi the Institute for dieir work.

You, who feel beholden to German-Jewish history, help build a new

and sU ong bridge between Germans and Jews. Leo Baeck, whom I

still had die privilege of meeting and hearing, once said Uiat German-

Jewish relations were over once and for all alter Auschwitz. How
good diat diis great man was wioiig in diis regard, how good Qiat he

eiTcd!

The fouiidalioii on which die biidgcs between Gemian and Jews

have been built is memoiy. For diis reason, for us Germans Uiere can

never be normalcy devoid of memory. We must shoulder die special

responsibility diat has arisen from our history.

As a result of our historical exi^eriences, we must never allow

intolerance, haU^ed of minorities and die marginalizing of endre

groups to happen.

We Germans are not called upon to do so because intolerance and

xenophobia are more widespread in our country today than

elsewhere. I don't diink so, but diis is not really die poinL

The point is that we have experienced in our history where

intolerance and xenophobia can lead. Therefore, our vigilance must

be greater.



Il is our iMi ticular responsibility to keep reminding ourselves and

oltiers that democracy does not die because of extremists, but

because there aren*t enouj?li active democrats. We must remember

that llie constitutional slate will i>ensh because there are too m;uiy

who see it as a hindrance in tlie exercise of their owi power. We
have to rememl)er what hapfx^ns when human and ci\'il rights are

U-ampled on, because there are too few witli civil courage and too

many who look tlie otlier way.

I consider this a particular resi>onsibility, not an obligation or, worse,

a burden tliat otliers impose on us, but a great opix)rtunity for

ourselves, to take the road into die future widi historical

consciousness.

You, dear Mr. Cramer, arc among tlie Jews, who were able to leave

Germany at llie last minute. Several years later, you returned in an

American uniform to tiie place where your fomicr compauiots had

murdered six million Jews, among them your parents and relatives. It

is among the great secrets diat we shall never be able to solve, why

men like you decide to return to Gennany alter all tliat had

happened, llie more grateful we are ibr your untiring commimient

to ensure diat die Shoah hits not remained, nor shall remain, Uie last

word in die relationship between Germans and Jews.

It is often diftlcult to furdier reconciliation and mutual understanding.

You, dear Mr. Cramer, have been conUibuting to diis work for so

many years in your unmistakably modest way. I wish you and

ourselves diat you may continue this work for many years to come.

Ladies and Gendemen, let me conclude my message to you by

expressing my deeply felt wish diat tlie encounters and interactions

between Germans and Jews may always be inspired by die answer to

die question diat ends die last book by the great Gemianjewish poet,

Ludwig Strauss:

**\\Tio is it who will condnue to speak, where we end?"

Johannes Rau

0/iM/^ •

GERMANY AND THEJEWS
AT THE TURN OF THE MILLENNIUM

1 feel singulariy honored diat I was chosen to give tliis year's Leo Baeck

Memorial Lecture. Hial today is die 36di anniversary of die murder of

PresidentJohn ¥. Kennedy gives tins added meaning.

I stand licrc in awe tliinking of tiie many outstanding people who preceded

me in giving an oration in commemoration of Leo Baeck, die almost saintly,

and yet deeply human last great representative of Germany Jewry. Even die

smallest word spoken in reverential remembiTmce of Leo Baeck is a

"mitzvair, a well-deserved act of esteem and gratitude; an offering of tlianks to

die man who stood by his people in dieir hours of deepest despair; to a man

who spoke die words: "We Jews know diat die commandment from God is to

live". By diis dictum he made die condnuation of Jewish life and life of die

Jews alter die "shoah" - not only in Germany, but everywhere - bodi possible

and meaningl'ul, as a iulfillment of a divine order.

Ladies and Gendemaii, tonight's topic is "Germany and die Jews at die Turn

of die Millennium."

Before we consider die situation of today, at die end of diis, our terrible 20di

century, let us look back for a moment to die end of die one before. If we try

to diink of die days a hundred yeais ago, we realize diat at diat dme and-

Semidsm was preached in die higli circles, bodi in Beriin and in Vienna.

In the German capital diere was die imperial court preacher Adolf Stoecker

who attacked die Jews as harbingers of polidcal liberalism, and as spoilers, as

dcsUoycrs of German art. And in die dien capital city of die AusU-o-

Huiig-aiian dual-monarchy it was mayor Kail Lueger who preached aiid-

Semidsm to die petty bourgeois, die litde man, and haiaiigued against

incomingjcws from die eastern province Galicia.

But at die same dme Jews - bodi in GeiTnany and in AusUia-Hungaiy - felt

radier secure. Pracdcally all of diem were convinced diat despite occasional

anU-SemiUc verbalisms dieir situadon was safe for generadons, forever. How

people can err!



In 1900 Adolf Hitler was an 1 1 year old schoolboy. A tliird ol a centuiy later

he managed to upset decades ol humanistic evolulion and almost succeeded

in desuoying llie Western, die Christian civilization in Euroix: by humiliaiuig

and killing millions ol i^eople. Jews and non-Jews, not lor what they had done,

but for what tlicy were.

He was not stopix-d in diis by tlie Gemian people. On die conUnry - willi few

exceptions - die majority was widi him. was behind liim. For lainiess' sake

one must add, hoivever, dial details of die niiuiy auocides, of die mass

murders were unknown to most of die [xrople. What diey miglil have done,

liad diey known, nobody can tell, ol course.

When diis l)reakdown, diis debacle of Western civilization took place, Leo

Baeck made his famous statement dial a seemingly veiy i>ositive period of

Jewsh life in Germiuiy was over.

All during die second world war - in which I was permitted to sen^e as an

American soldier - die conviction prevailed diat die Gemiaiis - to pai^phrase

a word by Ronald Reagan, were "evil" people; diat never agjiin would or could

dierc be Jewish lilc on Gemian soil.

I personally was doubtful about die finality of diis judgment from die

beginning. And my doubts increased towsirds die end of the war, even diough

I had seen tenible things.

I asked myself **Wlio am I to condemn a whole ixH)ple?*' And die queries

multiplied: "Should die concenUation and exterminalion tamps, sliould die

Nazis and dieir abominations remain die last word? Should this evil be die

end of a gieat couiiuy and a gieat people of wliom I had once been a very

conscious p;u t?

While quickly advancing widi my militaiT unit dirougli Germany, and after

helping liberate die Buchenwald concenUiiUon camp, of which I had been an

inmate less diiui seven years cju^lier; after seeing town «ifter town in llanics and

dien in ashes; alter meeting defiant and dejected Gemian soldici s, iuid cocky

as well as bewildered civilians, and among diem some veiy fine i>eople, alter

all diis a clear NO began to crystallize in my mind.

Evil must not be allowed to remain die ending, or else Hider would have won

despite having lost die war, I diouglit.

Soon diis NO in my head was followed by a personal commitment. Even

before die figlidng ended I signed up for American Military Goveniment in

Germany. And from dien on die practical course of my life was almost

predesdned.

like Frilz Stern reccndy at Frankfurt, after receiving die "Peace Prize" of die

German book U-ade, I can say: "National Socialism was die emodon-forming

agent of my poliucid educaUon."

Already as a youngster I had been fighdng Nazi ideas. And like Fritz Stem my

"appreciation ol freedom" was also kindled by Nazi suppressions. This

commiUiient to freedom would later be reinforced by communist repressions

of personal liberty.

Wlicn National Socialism was defeated in 1945, togedier widi my vision of a

better, a purified Gemiany, slowly and incessandy yet anodier hope started to

develop in die recesses of my mind. Il was die dien unheard of, die almost

forbidden dream dial in a redeemed Gemiany, in a tmly democradc

Gemiany dieie might, diere could, perhaps diere should some day also be a

place agTiin for Jews.

That was 194). Today - half a century later - about 80,000 Jews live in

Gemiany.

One of die main reasons for diis is, of course, diat "freedom and liberty for

all" has become a generally accepted axiom. Germans have changed in die

jxist 50 years more dian most people daied to hope.

Freedom and liberty for all lue not only guaranteed by die Basic Law, and

Coiisutulion; diey are generally accepted, almost unquesdonably, by die

public at large. I said "almost", because like in odier counUies diere are also

some intolerant bigots, laualjcs, xeiiophobes and of course and-Semites m

Germany today.

Bui luckily diey are insignificant, diey belong to die fringes of society. "We

have leanied our lesson" die late publisher Axel Springer, a great admirer of

die Ijco Baeck Insdtute, used to say.

Freedom was accepted by die Germans in die West during die period of

occupadon and grov\ing UaiisadanUc piu Uiership, during die division of die

couiiU^', as an almost sacrosanct basic right. And dunng die Cold War, die

[xrople under communist rule yeamed above all for such liberty. Tlierefore it

.vas no surprise diat Ireedom became die main driving force in die peacetul

revoluuon in East Germany. It was a successful common peoples' revoludon,

die fust such in Germany.

This popular uprising widiout violence led veiy soon to German re-

unilicauoii. And die lestoiadon of a united democradc Gemiany did not - as

some had feared - lead to a new upswing of nadonalism, let alone chauvinism

or jingoism.



The Germans of today are peaceful aiid convinced supporters of the

democratic way of life, and also of the evergrowing international

intcrder^endence, which some call globalism. TFius it must not surprise

anyone that today's Germany is bodi an unblinking promoter oi die

transatlantic solidiuity and die sUongcst chiunpion for an increasingly unified

Europe, which some day will become a tiiily pohlical union, tlie United States

of Europe, consisting of many peoples widi vaiying cultural heritages.

lliis is die goal, whicli Gemiiuiy expects lo reach in order lo fully oxercome

the turmoils, die uncertainties, die blunders and tlie aU ocities of diis outgoing

century. Today's Germans want to lielp build diis United Europe as

architects, as masons and as servants.

Ladies and gendcmen, let us have a quick, a brief look at diis Germany of

icxlay. It is united and yet die people are sdll divided. They are one iKople,

but sull very often diey feel and act like two. Tlie main reason for diis is

economic, llie economy in die East, in die former communist East Gernuuiy,

lags far liehind die attiactive. die paitly even booming economy in die West.

Tlie proportion of die jobless, of die people without work, is much higlier in

tlie l-iistem pait than in die Western sections of Germany. And joblessness is

especially higli lunong younger jx-'ople.

Polidcally die PDS - die party of democratic socialism, a successor

organizadon to die communist SED, die ruling sociidist unity paity in Soviet-

dominated East Germany - has become a strong forum, a force to be

reckoned widi, in die eastern part of tcxiay's Germany. It is veiy left-wing, but

at the .same dme less a communist organizadon diaii a party of nostalgia, of

die discontent and die disapiiointed. It will be a long dme sdll, liefore diis

division, diis schism can be fully overcome. If and when die overall economy

in llie east improves, diings will look Ix^tter, more iM>siUve, Vm sure.

Widiout doubt one can diagnose dial diis Germany of today is very dilTerent

from the Germany about a hundred years ;igo which you find brilliantly and

iiiteresdngly depicted in die present exhibidon at die Jewish Museum of New

York. (Berlin Metropolis; Jews and New Culture, 1890 - 1918)

But die Gennany of today is ever more different from die Germany of Hider

and his cohorts. At diat dme it was merciless dictalorsliii), now it is a Uue

liberal democracy.

At die beginning of this mondi diis new, united Germany celebrated die tendi

anniversiuy of the disapi>e;uance of die infiunous Bcriiii Wall. At die same

dme where diere were revelries to hail llie victory of freedom, diere were also

solemn memorial hours to remember die [xigroms of 1938, die so-called

"crystall m^C Evei-ywhere diey were attended by liigh Geiinan officials.
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In Berlin even two great inteniatioiicd figures took part in such a somber

meinoiial in llie communily hall of die Jewish congiegadon. They were Mikail

Gorbachev , tlie former Soviet leader, and George Bush, die President of the

United States when iJie Berlin Widi fell. They had come to die German

capital to help serenade the victoiy of freedom a decade ago.

Freedom for all, as a fully understood and unquesdoned inalienable right, is

now tiie undisputed rule in Gennany. This certainty became also a firm basis,

a reassuring promise for die rebirdi of Jewish life diere. Let us repeat: diere

are about 80,000 Jews registered widi Jewish congiegadons in Germany today.

They are spread over almost seventy communides, some of which are very

small, llie largest, Bedin, has 12,000 members. Odier major centers are in

Frankfurt, Munich, Diisseldorf.

Most of tlie Jews in Gennany today come lioni various parts of die former

Soviet Empire, i.e. die Soviet Union proper as well as fomier satellites, like

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania and odiers. The number of diose who are

of pre-war German-Jewish descent is very small.

Most of die roughly 30,000 Jews who lived in West Germany, die original

Federal Republic, before unificadon stemmed from Poland and neighboring

areas. Many of tiiein - or dieir parents - had been DPs (displaced persons)

after the war. These were women and men who had somehow - mosdy as

slave-laborers - sui-vived die Nazi persecudons, found diemselves in camps

and stayed in Germany. Odiers who had sunived in Llieir home-states,

exi)erience(l, shordy after the end of Nazi-persecudons, Soviet-tolerated

pogioms, espec ially in Poland, and emigiated lo die West. Then diey simply

got stuck in the then destroyed, desolate, but quickly rebuigeoning Gennany.

The main language was Yiddish, but very soon all acquired a German tongue.

The ///j^'ZM fnuiai, Lfie main language spoken by die roughly 50,000 new

imniigiaiits from tlie former Soviet Union, is Russian. They have not yet fdlly

adapted lo tlie German language. Therefore many community publicadons

are printed in bodi languages.

Most ol the immigrants had giown up in die adieist Soviet Union and know

tlierefbie veiy little about Judaism. Many of diem are eager to learn, lo fuid

out, to discover their own roots. Unfortunately die number of available

teachers, - also tlie number of qualified rabbis - is by far loo small.

The exodus ofJews from die Soviet Union began already in die 1970s, at dial

time of course only in very small numbers. These were die days when mainly

pressures from die United Stales (for instance by die late Senator Mike

Mansfield) made it possible for a number of endangered Jews in the Soviet
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Union to leave For Israel. Many never got tliere.

After reaching their first Western collection center, Vienna, some decided to

go to the USA instead. Otliers went elsewhere, quite a number to Germany.

The reasons? A few had relatives there. But the main lure was the exU^eme

liberal social system which guaraiitees to this day every bona fide refugee from

political, religious or racial persecution immediate help and continued

subsistence.

llie German authorities were generous in admitting .Rnvish newcomers. And

this has not changed. Over die years, ui all die adminisU^ations or dilVerent

political parties, die hope to see vibrant Jewish communities develop again in

Gemiany has been llie determining, die oveniding factor governing

admittance of newJews. And die general population goes along ssilh diis.

The emigration ofJews - or sometimes jKople wlio claim to be Jews - from

Russia and countries like Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus mid even Kazaklistan,

which used to be part of die Soviet Union, is unabated, diough die number

has become sm:dler. If condidons, economic or political, in diese counuies

gets worse, which is radier likely, the exodus - not only of Jews - mW intensiiy

CIJKclJll «

Tliaiiks to diese waves of immigi^alion from die Euroi)ean Eist die number of

Jews ill Gcmiany has almost trebled in die past decade, and bound lo increase

even more. There is a natural tendency ot lamilies to cluster togedier again in

a new couiiU^', esi^ecially if die First emigi aiiis, tlic pioneers so to speak, have

been successful. And diere is cvei7 indication diat die latest newcomers wiU

prevail, just as earlierJewish immigrants did.

While die ruling class in Germany favors orderly step-by-step Jewish

immigration, die public in gciiend is split. Only comparatively few are ouUiglit

opposed. Such people eidier belong to die rapidly d>ing-out category ot

unreconstructed former N;izis or are disUessed individuals, often radier young

and found especially in smaller places, who teel economically direatened by

die appearance of any stranger.

There is, as always, also a large majority of people who don't really care as

long as dieir way of life remains relatively undisturbed, die ahvays potentially

non-committal silent majority.

And diere is a diird, respectable, but not too large group, mosdy intellecuials

and people of bodi good wll luid sound horse sense, who are uoily pleased

widi diis re-awakening and re-suengdicning ofJewish existence in Gemiany.

Anti-Semitism does manifest itselt; but luckily only on rare occasions.

The skinheads, most ofwhom show up in die East, in the former German
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Democratic Republic are more xenophobic than anti-Semitic, even diough

diis oilcii runs togedier. Unfortunately, people who prefer to setde political or

odicr diffcicnces not by discussion or by debate, but widi the help of baseball

bats can be found in eveiy society.

Anti-Semitism was historically a European, not typically German social

disease, e\en diough in diis centuiy in Germany it exploded in disaster.

A niilleiiniuni ago in the crusades, Jews were killed in die Rhineland by

hordes from all ol Western Euroj)e long before the same mobs - in the

misundei stood name of Christianity - murdered more Jews, and Muslims, in

Jerusalem.

Some forms of anti-Semitism have continued through the centuries. Church

anti-Semitism, which goes back even to pre-medieval times, has almost until

our day never really been stopj^ed by the churches, in Germany and

elsewhere. Only now, among die later popes, since John XXIII and very

resolutely under John Paul II, diis abomination, which is the opposite of the

basic Christian tenet of love, is being denounced.

The Protestant Churches have acted similarly. And protestants in Germany

are today arc among die strongest supporters of a continued Christian-Jewish

dialogue.

Let me be absolutely clear: Anti-Semitism is no longer fostered, not even

tolerated by die churches worldwide. Yet some anti-Semitism is still there

practically in all places which had ever been in contact with Jews or even

where diere never were Jews.

And - diough rarely - the true evil shows its ugly head again in Germany.

Only some weeks ago diere were mass desecrations of giaves at the largest

Jewish cemeteiy in Germany, at Weissensee. Of course, the average German

recoils from such horror. But there is still too much unconcern, too much

indillciencc among die people at large, and not enough compassion, not

enough humanity. But, is diis only a Cierman phenomenon?

Luckily, Cjcrmany in general is prosperous, and anti-Semitism finds very litde

fertile giound diere. To be sure, the late Igiiatz Bubis, the leader of the Jewish

community in Germany, repeatedly stated diat he received hate letters, even

dneatening ones. And often when I write on Jewish or Israeli matters in

German newspapers I get mail containing rarely open but more often hidden

or subconscious anti-Semitism.

Bubis moaned in die last weeks of his life that he had achieved "practically

nodiiiig" during his time as die elected head of die Jews in Germany. He
deploictl die fact diat many Germans, most of diem veiy well-meaning,
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tonsicieied liini a ibreigiicr and lliouglu diat he was an Israeli.

Bubis had hoped to reach what he called normalization between Jews and

non-Jews in Gemmiy, But 1 am sure he was too impatient. After what

hapi>ciicd alter 1933. after die crimes, die mass-murder, die ultimate pogroms

of all limes, after all diis any kind of normalcy could not have been achieved

in such a relatively short time. We should - and we can - he gralctul lor what

has ncverdieless lieen accomplished in die decades alter die Holocaust

At times anti-Semitism lias been replaced by too much friendliness, by philo-

Semitism. llieie are speeches in which iuiydiing Jewish is uncritically

applauded and Jews :u^e portrayed as half-saints. Most such six:akcrs are full of

good will and fail to reali/x diat any kind of super-cleialion of Jews is

counterproductive, creates ill will and is just anodier way of setdngJews apart

from die odiers: is anodier type of "selection" as it was in its worst and most

inhuman fomi, prac deed at Auschwitz.

In public discussions Jewish-related problems do come up repeatedly.

Widiout going into detiiils. I'll mention only a few.

There was. of course, die row between Ignatz Bubis and die writer Martin

Walser. This was a debate full of mutual misunderstandings, caused mainly by

die lack of expliciuiess in die audior's statements and bmentations.

Tliere is die undignilied haggling over die never-paid sahu-ies and wages of

former slave-laborers -Jewish and non-Jewish. This should have been setded

decades ago, for today most of die Nazi slave-laborers are no longer alive. I

blame myself for never having taken up die issue in my newspaper writings,

when it would ha\e been possible to still reacli most of die victims.

There was die "historians' quarrel** some years ago.

There is die conUoversy over die **Wehmiacht-Ausstelluiig", die exhibit about

die implication of Hider's armies in Nazi cnmcs.

Finally diere is die ongoing debate about die memorial for die murdered Jews

which will be set up in die political center of Berlin. Not everyone, who has

doubts about diis, is an anti-Semite. I too have my reservations.

Jews in Germany take part in such discussions. They become involved, but

not perturbed or friglitened. Because luckily in everyday lile, diey are almost

never confronted widi any form of anti-Semitism. Most of diem are as content

as dieir non-Jewish nei^ibors. They go to parties, to die dieater and

participate in all phases of public life, economic, political, cultural and social

levels. Yet most of diem live somewhat apart, prefer dieir own circles, and feel

happiest and most comfortable amongJews.

V2

More dian in most odier countries, Jews in Germany live almost constandy

surrounded by police. Not to intimidate diem, but on the contrary, to protect

diem. Synagogues, schools, administrative buildings, even sports arenas are

constandy guarded by police. Leading Jewish functionaries and dieir families

cannot make one step widiout a watchful and always friendly police-guard on

his or her side. Remembering die Holocaust, die police officers in Germany

are underst;uidably overcaieful.

Jewish life has reawakened in Germany. "We aie on die map again,** die head

of die Jewish Community of Berlin said rcccndy.

The liu-ger comniuniues have Jewish schools of dieir own, full-day schools in

Berlin and Franklurl and since 1993, even a Jewish high school in Berlin.

hi 1978 in conjunction widi die Heidelberg University a Judische

H(xhsc/juJe, a Jewish College, was established diere. Three-quarters of die

gi aduates of die Jewish college are non-Jews. Only one of die graduates in all

tliese years has become a rabbi - and lives today in die USA.

Rabbis are being Uaiiied diough in a newly established school in Beriin, run

by die Chabbot-Lubowitsch movement and sponsored by die Lauder

Foundation.

The international Jewish liberals have been slow, hesitant, before becoming

active in Germany again, in die counUy where liberal Judaism had its roots.

Only now a reform-type rabbinical seminary is being founded under die

umbrella of Potsdam University.

While in most communities a kind of semi-ordiodoxy reigns which had its

roots in die F^st European communities, in die no longer existing steds, diere

are two exceptions. In Beriin, die Adass Jisroel congregation founded over a

hundred years ago by Jesreel Hildesheimer, a confrere of Samson Raphael

Hirsch's, is active again in die old German- type Ordiodoxy. And in Bavaria

and Lower Saxony, reform-communities are trying to gain foodiolds.

Jewisli museums aie being created all over die counU7, and are visited more

by non-Jews diaii by Jews. "They show part of our history, part of German

history", die mayor of Augsburg said at die opening of a museum diere.

The most famous and most interesting one is of course in Beriin. The bizarre

building by David Libeskind, an American architect, atu-acts multitudes, even

diough it is empty, and die first exhibit will be shown only late next year.

There are Judische Kulturtage, special events feaUiring Jewish culture, even

diougli it is hard to explain what Jewish culture really is.

Only about one in a diousand people living in Germany today are Jews. Still -
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witli tlie exceptions of Israel and die United States - in no country in tlie

world are so niany books on Jewish topics publislied as in Gemiany.

Numerous dissertations on Jewisli dienies are written almost exclusively by

non-Jews.

The American television series HOLOCAUST held German audiences

spellbound and also sparked interest among tlic >()unger generations. At diat

time many youngsters conlronted dieir elders tor die fust Ume with questions

like "Wliat did you do during die time of die Nazis?" Tliis repeated itself,

when die discussions about Daniel Goldhagen*s book //il/er's Willing

Executioners stirred up die German public. Tlie lilm "Scliindlcr's List" liad

similar ellects.

From my acti\ity in die Axel Springer Foundation I biow diat all over die

country, and especially in die East, school classes aiTange workshops trying to

tind traces of formerJewish life in dieir home tonus. Hi#i school and student

groups in growing numbers visit fomier conccntraUoii camps, and journey as

far as Terezin fnieresiensladt) and c\cn Oiswiecim (Auschwitz). School

classes from all parts of die countjy travel to Israel, visit schools diere,

establish friendships. More and more synagogues arc being re-consU ucted,

some even in pLices where diere are no Jews.

It probably liad to take half a century before sucli diings could start to hai)i)cn.

The achings ol die second world war, die war which Germany started and

conducted rudilessly. but in which its people also sulTered iiuiumerable losses,

'die wounds of diis war only now start to stop festering, begin healing.

I remember when I came to diis counUy, to die United States, in die summer

of 1939, die people in \ iiginia, where I setded, still felt the torments from die

Civil War - some 80 years back. And diis was die same all over die Soudi.

Only very slowly - and accelerated by die common experiences of die second

world war - did diese traumatic scars in die Americjui Soudi disappear.

In Gemiany it was very similar after die crushing defeat of 1945 and die

realization of die crimes committed during die Hider years. But die

generation of diose who lived dirough die war and its horrors is dying out fast.

llic few survivors are almost fossils. The grandchildren of die victims as well

as of die perpetrators are getting ready to go on-stage.

The chances are good diat in all countries diese new generations, die

advanced guard which must shape die 21st century, will be freer, more open-

minded, more matter-of-fact dian die generadons before, including my own.

This is true forJews as well as non-Jews.

We are living in a period of fast change. Already die worid of muldphased
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information, iJic world of inteniationally intci^nded data - computers,

internet, die world ol E-commcrce - has levoludoiiized all of civilized

niankiiid.

Veiy soon in die coming centuiy our sciendsts will be able to decode and

analyze die building blocks of life itself; mankind will start to unravel one of its

deepest secrets. From diis will develop and unheard-of challenge to religion,

to all religions, and I am not sure whedier we are prepared for diis.

In diis exciting new wodd die young girls and boys tackling die coming

niillciiniuni will - I am convinced - be able to overcome old traumas which at

dmes go back over centuries.

In doing so, diey must not forget die facts, of course, diat led to die abysses in

our century, die worst of which was die Shoah. These young generadons must

also renicniber die untold sullerings of dieir forebears.

"Wlioever forgets die vicUnis of die Shoah kills diem once again," Ignatz

Bubis sjiid a year ago. And diis goes for die vicdms of all die odier crimes in

our ccntui-y as well.

llie young generadon who will soon lidcc over must be aware ol the

vxilnerability of our civilizadon and die fragility of civil decency. They must be

aware ol man's suscei)dbility to evil, even his recepdveness to aU-ocides.

They must not forget diat nodiing in history is an accident and at die same

dmc nodiing is preordained. In Germany, Nadonal Socialism was neidier a

mere historic slip, nor die culmiiiadon of die county's and die people's

evoluUon.

But it hapi)ened, and all was man-made. And since it happened once, it can

hapi)eii again - anywhere in die world. Once man has proven diat he can

become a massacring slaughterer, a heardess evil-doer, we know diat he can

become an inhuman monster again. This is a lesson to all, to die old of

course, but even more to die young, die ones upon whom rests our hope for

die future.

As to diis future in Germany, die prospects are good. Of diis Germany Fritz

Stern said in Frankfurt recendy diat die new Germany is a counUy where a

great many are consciously aware of die past and are working for

reconciliadon. He used die German word Versohnung, which can mean

reconciliadon, but is literally not U-anslatable and has an often almost

eschatological significance.

Reconciliadon is die duty of die older generadons, cooperadon teamwork is

die task of die young generadons all over die world, and of course also in

Germany. I am coniidcnt that die young people in Germany, die people of all
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varying groups, can and will play an active, a positive role, in sliaping tlieir

common Future, in building a vibrant Europe, in a globally and ix:acefully

connected but still diverse world: a Europe based on liberal democracy.

Young i)eople in Germany will play diis role, he they Jewish or non-Jewish.

Today in our mulli-cultural world dieir mutualities and their similarities are

far greater tlian their dilTerences.

We - my generation - had similar hopes and ideas when we were young. But

dien It was tlie fata morg-ana. Today it is a tact. And for diis we can be grateful.

"Germany iuid tlie Jews at die Tuni of die Millennium", after all die tragedies

of the past, it can, widi God's help, become a success story: one of which l^o

Baeck would be happy and proud.

tjt
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I have a difficult assignment tonight.

Some months ago, when I was told by Carol Kahn Strauss that Daniel

Libeskind would deliver the Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture this year, and that

he would discuss his architectural philosophy as it is mirrored in the Jewish

Museum of Berlin, the invitation to introduce him to this audience seemed

like a pleasant assignment which I was glad to accept.

To step in, however, and to deliver a lecture on the same subject in his place

- with only a single day's notice - is quite another matter. Not only are my

remarks this evening necessarily somewhat improvised, more importantly, I

may be in a *no-win' situation. If I do my job poorly, you will be doubly

disappointed that I had to take Daniel Libeskind's place. If I do my job

well, you will be intrigued enough to be especially sorry that I am standing

in for him. So perhaps there is no way I can satisfy this large audience this

evening. Still, I will do what I can. I do want to tell you about him and his

work, if only because I am very fond of him and because I consider his work

of great significance.

For some years, Daniel Libeskind was known as a teacher, scholar,

educator, theoretician and somewhat of a philosopher, in a small but august

circle of architects. As a matter of fact, when he received the commission

for our Berlin museum, he had never actually built a building though, as a

distinguished theoretician, he was full of unique ideas. That was in 1989-

90, and since then he has had a meteoric career, with a staggering range of

awards and accomplishments all crammed into a single decade. Here's a

short list.

He was the architect for the Max Nussbaum House in Osnabriick; he was

awarded the commission to design the spiral extension for the Victoria and

Albert Museum in London; also, to build the Imperial War Museum in

Manchester, England; the Bremen Philharmonic Hall; the Jewish Museum

of San Francisco; The College of Education Arts and AjchitecUire at

Guadalajara in Mexico; a building at Bar Ilan University in Tel Aviv; an art

gallery in Mallorca; and an important corporate headquarters in Dresden.

And a few weeks ago he submitted the winning design for an important

extension of the Denver Art Museum. That's pretty good for one ten-year

period!

Yet that's not all. In the same decade, he won the German Prize in

architecture and was awarded the Goethe medallion and a number of other

German culture prizes. He was also the recipient of at least one honorary

doctorate I know of, and is the holder of no less then three distinguished

teaching chairs at Yale, the University of Pennsylvania and at Karlsruhe in

Germany.
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Having taught at one university, I found it a quite sufficient challenge.

Teaching at three at the same time clearly requires a lot more energy - and is

a major feat. And that doesn't count his many publications in the same ten-

year period.

With that as background, let us consider three questions. First, who is he

and why is Daniel Libeskind a special architect? Second, how do his talents

and his approach to architecture manifest themselves, how are they reflected

in the Jewish Museum of Berlin in regard to impact on the visitor and the

way we are preparing the permanent exhibition utilizing his architecture and

imique style? And fmally, how does all this fit into the New Berlin?

Who is he?

He was bom in Poland in 1946, the son of Holocaust survivors. He spent

his early years in Israel, and started out as a very talented child musician.

As a matter of fact, people tell me he was a true child prodigy of virtuoso

caliber. Having studied music for a number of years, he came to the United

States on a scholarship, switching to architecmre while still a teenager. He

became a U.S. citizen at the age of 19, studied at Cooper Union and then

continued and received a graduate degree at Essex University in England in

1972. At Cooper, he was greatly influenced, I am told, by the then Dean, a

distinguished architect and theoretician named John Heyduc.

When I met Daniel for the first time in late 1997, he said to me: "Mr.

Blumenthal, I am not only an architect, I am also a philosopher." Being ill

equipped to grasp what he meant, I thought, "Heavens! It*s challenging

enough to have to deal with an architect, now Vm going to have to face a

philosopher as well? An architect who thinks he is a philosopher? I am

going to have no end of trouble with this man." As it turns out, I have had

no trouble at all!

Yet I did want to know what he meant, and so I put the question to another

well-known architect, a quite important one also, and in many ways a

competitor of his. And, you know, there is always a certain amount of

professional jealousy - particularly in a creative field - so one can't be sure

that another architect commenting on a famous, popular and successful

competitor will necessarily say only good things about him.

So, somewhat with malice aforethought, I put the question: "What is

special about Daniel? Why does he call himself a philosopher? Explain

that to me." My friend thought for a while, and then replied: "Goethe

once said, VAII of us live life. But very few of us have an idea about it.'

Well, just think about the architectural profession, and substitute the word

^architecture' for *life.'"

I

I

I did that and it came out as: "All of us - meaning all of us architects - live

architecture, but very few of us have an idea about it." Whereupon my

friend added, "The thing about Daniel Libeskind is that he is that rare

person who does have an idea about it."

Libeskind uses architecture to probe new ideas and he does so relenflessly,

continuously, in everything he creates. He does it with a kind of didactic

fervor. He is probing what we assume to be true. He is forever questioning

established norms, trying to expand them and to push them back. He is

forever probing conventional wisdoms. He takes nothing for granted. He is

challenging and disputing. As my friend put it: "his engagement in

constructive disputation in architecture is almost like that of a Talmudic

scholar who automatically takes the other side and asks, why or why not?

This is Daniel in architecture. And that is why he has had a substantial

impact on our entire profession, because he uses his unique intellect and

didactic capacities to redefine a view of the worid - as only a true

philosopher does. In this way he establishes a link between architecture and

philosophy - as a view of the worid. And then, having probed this

connection, he expresses it through his work, through his architectural

designs, and applies it to every element of a worid view: political, social

and cultural, in all their different dimensions."

Working at the Beriin Museum and tackling the task of creating a German-

Jewish History Museum I have learned, gradually, that my friend gave a

very good definition of the genius of Daniel Libeskind.

Our building was completed at the beginning of 1999, 21 months ago.

Since then, over the span of some 20 months, over 330,000 people have

visited it - and most of them paid 8 marks for the privilege to see this empty

structure. They line up every day, and they continue coming at the rate of

20,000 - 25,000 per month, although we are reworking the infi^structure so

as to be able to handle the even larger stream of visitors we expect next year.

On the weekends, the crowds are especially large and the street is full of

people trying to get a look at the empty Libeskind building.

How does what they see affect these people: average people, students,

intellectuals, Beriiners, Germans from East and West, and, of course, a fair

share of foreign visitors including quite a few Americans. What is the

impact on them?

I haven't taken a scientific poll, but I would say that roughly 80 percent of

the visitors like the building enormously and are deeply impressed by it.

Twenty percent do not care for it, for one reason or another. But - more

remarkably - no one is left untouched by it. Everyone feels strongly about

the architecture in one way or another, and often with great emotion.

Nobody leaves and says, " Ahh, just another building." That almost never

happens. _



What Libeskind has achieved in this building is to seize the visitor

emotionally and to infiise him or her - surreptitiously if you will - with a

particular view of history, to wit. the history of Jews, as Germans in

Germany. Thereby he raises questions through his architecture about human
relatioJand hunL foibles 'and about botS the tragedy and the hope of

humanity. People react to that, as they walk through the empty building.

Many leave quietly, silent and thoughtful; some even cry. Yes, not a few

actually shed tears and not just Jews. I might add.

Others are voluble. They want to discuss what they experienced, they want

to talk. Had 1 known ofmy ass.gnment th.s evening. I ^ould have arLged
to bring the book with comments people wnte us as they leave. We have

several volumes by now. They don't just write "nice building." They write

long disputations. They vent their feelings, especially the Germans who
want to express their thoughts about German-Jewish history and the tragic

aspects of it. Someday we are going to publish these comments and they

will make very interesting reading.

Now I must make a confession to you - many people leaving the empty

building suggest that we simply leave it empty: *i don't see how you can

put anything into it," they say. "It is so wonderful as it is. Why don't you

leave it that way?*' It is a common reaction.

I wrote an article in the FranJrfurter Allgemeine Zeitung a little while ago to

report on what was happening in the Museum and in it tried to answer this

question. I felt it important to remind people of our deeper purpose, and to

tell them that we are convinced we can utilize what Daniel created and make
it even more impressive. I wanted to explain that this, indeed, is part of the

genius of his architecture. The paper has an English edition, so let me quote

my answer for you.

"Is it possible to stage exhibitions in a building of such symbolic

architecture? It's not easy but it is absolutely more than possible - for there

is something altogether remarkable about the building. The longer you work

in it or live in it, as we do, the more it takes hold of you. The more and the

clearer its unique possibilities become."

This feature of Libeskind's architecture and of his architectural skills is not

evident at first glance, or maybe even the second. All of our most

experienced museum specialists gained the same insight, but mdependently

of each other... that the first impression is misleading. One must learn to

understand his architecture. To let it live, not to fight it, but to find a

harmonious way of adapting the exhibition to it. Once you have learned

that, the unique design offers amazing possibilities. And we are determined

to make the best of them."
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How will we accomplish it? We are a German history museum. Our

mission is to show an important aspect of German history, one with which

particularly young people and many Germans generally are rarely familiar.

They don't know many Jews. They know about the terrible events of the

Nazi period, so when they think of a Jew, they think automatically of

victimization and of Auschwitz. But not many have a clear understanding

of the role Jews played over a long period of time in German history. It is

our mission to tell them about it in the Museum and also in the Institute of

Education and Research, which will be an integral part of the institution.

The architecture of our building presents us with special challenges, but it

also has unique characteristics, which can help us in fulfilling our mission.

Rather than merely hanging pictures on the walls, we can use the special

design with its discontinuities, its sense of motion and change, its voids and

its open spaces, in telling the story as it progresses through time, as the back

and forth of progress and defeats, accomplishments and disappointments,

achievements and disasters unfolds.

Let me cite some examples of how we propose to do this. There are some

parts of the Museum - and of the story - when it is most effective to leave a

space empty. Perhaps the visitor has just seen what happened in the

evolution of particular aspects of German culture - in art or music, or how

German philosophy influenced modem Jewish religion and how Jews in

turn influenced German philosophy. The visitor is impressed, but then a

historical period follows when there was another great downturn, another

great disappointment, the rise of renewed anti-Semitism which again

destroyed the forward momentum. The visitor turns the comer and

encounters the interruption as an emptiness, or as an especially sharp comer

or angle which visually and emotionally destroys the forward momentum.

We will do that in a few places, utilizing the change of mood the architect

has created. We call it a * Libeskind Moment.'

Here's another example of how to integrate the architecture with the

exhibition. There is a lot in the history of German Jewry over the last 2,000

years that is gone forever. It can no longer be found. But its absence is a

deeply moving and evocative part of the story. Thus, in German military

cemeteries, where German soldiers of the First World War lie buried, there

once were gravestones for many of the 18,000 Jewish-German soldiers who

lost their lives for their Fatherland. Those gravestones once had the Star of

David engraved on them. But the Nazis were not content to drive out the

Jews or to murder them; they also tried to obliterate any evidence that Jews

had fought and died for Germany. And so they removed the gravestones

with a Star of David and replaced them with stones inscribed 'Unknown

Soldier.' By placing them near one of Daniel's voids, we can dramatize

9



this and show both types of stones. Where they no longer exist, we will

show prototypes and photographs of the graves as they once were. We will

call that our 'Gallery of the Missing/

Similarly, in Frankfurt there once stood a well-known Jewish hospital

building, decorated with beautifully carved cornices. That building was

destroyed, and the only remaining evidence of it is one piece of a cornice

found in the rubble. So we acquired it, and will exhibit this cornice

fragment and next to it display photographs and paintings of the original

hospital building. Placed near a void, it will be another part of the 'Gallery

of the Missing.*

So whether it is the headstones of soldiers or the cornices of Jewish

institutions, the architecture provides opportunities to enhance the impact of

our exhibition, for telling the 2,000 year history of German Jewry and to

dramatize it by moving the visitors from a high to a low and back again -

from the glorious to the ghastly, and to show the thin line between the two.

How does all this fit into the new Berlin? Those of you who have visited

the city recently know that the German capital is really a rather remarkable

place these days. There is an enormous building boom. Whole areas,

particularly in the city center around the Brandenburg Gate, are being

reconstructed. Ten years after the wall came down, Berlin is still a city of

cranes. There is new life and new energy. A great variety of new buildings

have risen - and continue to rise - all over town: shops, restaurants,

apartments, offices, embassies, ministries and all manner of museums,

monuments and new public structures.

By general consensus, there are - or will be - amidst all this, three

architectural magnets of the new Beriin which will contribute importantly to

giving the city its unique character.

One is the new Reichstag, with its unusual dome - a remarkable structure

designed by Sir Norman Foster. The other is our Jewish Museum. The

third, once it is completed, undoubtedly will be Peter Eisenman's Holocaust

Memorial, next to the Brandenburg Gate and across the street from the

American Embassy. The groundbreaking for this monument with its 2,700

stones and underground information center is scheduled for next year.

What all three have in common, is that each, in its own way, uses

architecture to evoke elements of Germany's tangled historical past. In the

Reichstag, Norman Foster's building reflects the checkered, sometimes

positive oflen deeply tragic histor> of Imperial Germany, of the Germany of

the Weimar Republic, and of the Nazi period. And now also of the hope

that is modem Germany - a Western democracy and a nation of laws,

reunited again after a half century.
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Norman Foster combines within this building the old with the new, the past

with the present and future and thereby has, I believe, succeeded in creating

a unique connection between these contrasting visions.

Daniel Libeskind, as we have seen, has done the same with his design of a

museum dedicated to depicting the 2,000 years of ups and downs of

German-Jewish history. Peter Eisenman's Holocaust Memorial will, I am
sure, be equally impressive in the use of a unique architectural concept to

evoke the memory of the six million Jewish victims ofNazism.

All this is part of the new Berlin. The Museum and Memorial, moreover,

have an additional very special place in the political, social and cultural life

of the Federal Republic of Germany. They are the two most important

elements of a wider network of institutions of remembrance which includes

also the so-called Wannsee Villa, the planned Topography of Terror, the

Memorial site at the Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp and some others.

By creating this network, the government is facing up to the nation's

historical past and to the preservation of the memory for future generations.

It requires courage to do so, and not many other countries have chosen to

attempt it. The Austrians haven't gone nearly that far in trying to come to

terms with their past, nor have the Japanese. There is more denial there.

The Germans are doing it with all the pain and all the controversy and public

debate that is necessarily entailed.

It is an important decision. Younger Germans want to know, they ask the

same questions the whole world is asking, about what happened in

Germany. What is remembered by future generations is important, both for

descendants of the victims and those of the perpetrators of the atrocious

crimes of the mid 20^^^ century. What each remembers will be different; it

cannot be the same. But it is critical that the shared memory in the years to

come not be in conflict, so that the two sides can learn to live together in

harmony.

I often think of the Balkans as a waming example in this regard. Here

distorted historical memory has been the cause for so much bloodshed and

so much suffering. Croats invoke a distorted memory of the 13^ century as

a claim to some particular piece of land and shed blood for it. Serbs,

Kosovars and others invoke another conflicting memory and also kill for it.

Tragically, we can look at many other places in the worid, not the least of

which is the Middle East, where historical memories are in conflict and

create great human misery. It is very important that these mistakes are

avoided in Germany. In this, the Museum and the Holocaust Memorial can

play an important part.

11



The relevance for today's problems cannot be clearer. There is in Europe,

and in Germany, once again evidence of agitation by groups of fanatics,

right-wing extremists, bigots, xenophobes and anti-Semites. Often they

justify their hateful messages by propagating a false memory. They must

not be allowed to succeed and their falsehoods and distortions must be

exposed. For it is terribly important in a shrinking, global worid that people

learn to live in peace and harmony with minorities of any kind - racial,

cultural, linguistic or religious. The terrible lessons to be learned from

intolerance, and German anti-Semitism over a long, long period of time are

lessons that should not be forgotten.

Daniel Libeskind's work and that of his architectural colleagues make

important contributions to see to it that it does not happen.

12
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rlumor is so firmly associated with the Jewish condition that one can hardly

consider the one without reference to the other. EarHer this year, a series of

articles about Jews in the London Daily Telegraph opened with the observation

that "Jewish humor is one of the wonders of the world."' When the sociologist

Peter Berger, a Lutheran, recently wrote a study of the religious dimension of

humor, he singled out the Jews for discussion because of the way he found that

their humor dominated his subject. "The best jokes are Jewish jokes," he writes,

trying to explain why this should be so. The International Organization for the

Study of Humor (itself the brainchild of a Jew) received an unprecedented 56

proposals for papers for a special session on Jewish humor. Throughout the

modem period, Jews from Vienna to New York have pioneered the

professionalization of comedy. A 1975 study said that 80% of comedians in

America were Jewish, and the 1981 Big Book of Jewish Humor's list of

comedians from Woody Allen to Henny Youngman supports this claim with

highly credible evidence.
^

As part of this affinity for humor, there seems to be nothing that Jews don't turn

into laughs. When a Jew in Piotr Rawicz's extraordinary novel about the Shoah,

Le Sang du del (Blood from the Sky), says to his friend, "See you soon on the

shelves of Smeichowski's pharmacy" the friend winces at the staleness of the

joke rather than at the intimation of themselves as bars of soap. '* The greatest hit

on Broadway, in case anyone has missed it, is a comedy about a hit show called

"Springtime for Hitler." At the Concert for New York that was held in the wake

of September 11, Billy Crystal opened with a riff on anthrax. "This is not an

award ceremony. We couldn't get anyone to open envelopes." "My relatives are

Jews. They smell everything that looks suspicious." I've been backstage at

plenty of rock concerts, but "I have never before seen musicians run away from

white powder." Crystal was advertising as a Jew that the way to tame anxieties

was by exposing them to ridicule—a tried technique that brought down the

house.

Jewish humor provides its own commentary on this Jewish predilection for

humor. In the Talmudic compilation Pirke Avoth (The Ethics of the Fathers),

Ben Zoma asks, "Who is a hero? He that subdues his evil urge," teaching that

the true man of might is not the military conqueror but the person who can keep

his appetites under control. Yiddish folk wisdom tops this with the saying,

Eyzehu gibor? der vos bahersht a glaykhvertl, he is a hero who controls his urge

to pun, implying that the real challenge to the Jew is not to check his natural

instincts, but to suppress the wit that has replaced those natural instincts. The
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saying mocks the Jew's immoderate inclination to turn everything into a joke, as

through joking were the main Jewish self-indulgence rather than excesses of sex

or gambling or taking drugs.

One of the foremost collections of Jewish humor Royte Pomerantsn (Red

Oranges) opens with this classic joke on Jewish joking:

When you tell a joke to a peasant he laughs three times, once when you tell it to

him, the second time when you explain it, and the third time when he

understands it.

The landowner laughs twice. Once when you tell it to him and again when you

explain it, because he never understands it.

A policeman laughs only once, when you tell it to him, because he doesn't let

you explain it so he never understands it.

When you tell a Jew a joke he says, "I've heard it before. And I can tell it

better.^

The same joke is also told about a Frenchman, an Englishman, and a German,

but both versions set up the identical hierarchy of humor that is dominated by

the Jews to such a degree that their only competition is among themselves. The

failure to laugh signifies in others a slower intelligence, excessive rigidity,

obliviousness of power. The failure to laugh also corresponds in ascending order

to the danger each group represents to the Jews with the readiest to laugh being

the least threatening, and the most incapable of laughing the primary menace. In

this unique contest, the biggest bully is the biggest loser. But Jewish one-

upsmanship does not end there. The punch line reverses our expectations by

including the Jews among those who don 't laugh -not because, God forbid, they

miss the point, but because they have exhausted the art of laughter. Using the

sense of humor as the touchstone of humanity, the joke implies that Jews may be

preeminent among the nations, but they are paying a high price for this

advantage—to the point of outsmarting themselves.

These are the kinds ofjoke that Sigmund Freud analyzes in his study Jokes and

their Relation to the Unconscious, which is based as much on his passion for

joking as on his experience as a psychoanalyst. Joking, he explains, relieves

some of the pain of repression that inhibits a person's instinctual drives.

Civilization and higher education censor sexuality and aggression. Repression

requires the renunciation of such enjoyment as one might get from yielding to

one's impulses, and jokes provide a momentary means of undoing the

renunciation and retrieving what was lost. A joke, Freud also tells us, "will

allow us to exploit something ridiculous in our enemy which we could not, on

account of the obstacles in the way, bring forward openly or consciously... the

joke will evade restrictions and open sources of pleasure that have become

inaccessible."" ^ Moreover, since joking is a social rather than private activity, a

community can use humor collectively to the benefit of the whole people. (The

pleasures of joking are thus like the pleasures of prayer, compounded by their

communal reinforcement.)

By extension, tendentious joking that releases aggression may include criticism

that is directed against the subject himself, or against a group of whom the

subject forms a part (the subjects own nation, for instance.) Freud is aware how

much of his own interest in the analysis ofjoking derives from his being a Jew.

The Jewish commitment to literacy and the emphasis on learning cultivated

repression to the limit, to the profit of Jewish civilization, certainly, but also of

its discontents. The impulse of aggression among Jews was fiirther repressed by

the conditions of exile that made the Jews dependent on local authority for their

protection, inhibiting expressions of anger against those who angered them the

most. "Incidentally," he says, tossing off what became probably the most quoted

sentence in the book, "I do not know of another people that makes ftm to such a

degree of its own character." ^ The above joke about the art ofjoking illustrates

these insights, combining ridicule of others with ridicule of oneself First it

exposes the goyim as less than fully human in their incapacity for laughter—the

talent that Jews have in superabundance. Then it mocks the Jews who are so

hyper-contentious that they turn even joking—that is, pleasure-into a form of

competition.

We already see from these jokes that there can be something oddly circular in

Jewish humor, a compensation that mocks its attempt to compensate. Joking,

which releases pressure and anxiety, may itself become an occasion for anxiety.

Humor compensates for the Jews' exposed position through a device that may

reinforce their vulnerability. Following Freud, and many others admirers, Jewish

humor is almost universally praised as an ingenious psychological and cultural

creation, and I intend to spend the better part of my remarks joining in that

appreciation. But humor is not the only way of facing adversity, and when it

becomes a dominant or exclusive technique, it raises more problems than it can

dispel.

How did the Jews develop their affinity for humor, and what purposes does it

serve? The first manifestation of laughter in the Bible is the scene in Genesis 1

8

when Sarah, listening at the entrance to the tent, hears the visitor tell her

husband that she will have a child, and although laughter does not always

signify humor, in does in this case, at least from Sarah's perspective.

Now Abraham and Sarah were old, advanced in years; Sarah had stopped having

the periods of women. And Sarah laughed to herself, saying, "Now that I am
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withered, am I to have enjoyment—with my husband so old?" Then the Lord

said to Abraham, "Why did Sarah laugh, saying, "Shall 1 in truth bear a child,

old as I am Is anything too wondrous for the Lord? I will return to you at the

time next year, and Sarah shall have a son." Sarah lied, saying, "I did not laugh,"

for she was frightened. But He replied, "You did laugh."
•"

Sarah knows enough about the laws of nature to realize that a man of almost a

hundred and a woman who has stopped menstruating cannot conceive a child, so

that when she overhears the visitor's prediction, it tickles her sense of the

absurd. (Her laughter also releases her repressed distress about her husband's

indifference to her in old age.) Her disbelief is well founded. Yet because God

has the advantage of omniscience, Sarah is afraid to antagonize her benefactor.

Indeed, she tries to erase the record of her disbelief, and is prevented from doing

so by the divine insistence on the truth. The biblical sequence of events is

noteworthy: what follows immediately af^er this episode of Sarah's laughter and

before the resumption of her story of childbirth is Abraham's challenge to God

over His intention of destroying Sodom and Gomorrah. Like Sarah, Abraham is

incredulous when he learns that God intends to pulverize these cities, but his

surprise is expressed in mora! terms: "Will you sweep away the innocent along

with the guilty? What if there should be fifty innocent within the city; will You

then wipe out the place and not forgive it for the sake of the innocent fifty who

are in it?" "Sarah's laughter seems to anticipate Abraham's indignation. Both

husband and wife register their true feelings, which are at odds with the mind of

the Lord. As opposed to a presumption of obedience, an interactive relationship

between man and God must allow for skepticism, because if human beings are

to remain autonomous they must be allowed to trust their own hearts and minds.

The philosopher Ted Cohen cites Sarah's laughter as proof that "perfect human

faith and understanding are consistent with laughter," '^ but the Bible seems to

be going even further, suggesting that if human beings arc autonomous, they

must express their incredulity when what they are expected to believe comes

into conflict with what they know to be right and true.

The Bible sets up an innately incongruous contractual agreement between an

absolute divine power and finite, mortal human beings, and since incongruity is

one of the defining feaUires of humor, the Jewish predilection for joking begins

right there. I don't mean that Judaism encourages a skeptical idea toward life.

Quite the contrary. The Bible sets out very strict codes of behavior governing

every aspect of this unequal relationship, and the rabbis seem to devote their

best energies to resolving its apparent contradictions so that people should know

exactly what is expected of them. Almost as though they anticipated the hazards

in^licit in living between heaven and earth, the rabbis made it clear that since

the manifestation of the Torah, they alone took full responsibility for
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adjudicating the Law. Indeed, Jews disallow the paradox of a virgin birth,

denying that any son of God ever mediated the breach between the supernatural

and the naniral. Yet they accept that a people is expected to serve a divine

master. A Yiddish proverb, "Go/ farshteyt nit keyn katoves" -God doesn't

understand jokes, implies that from God's perspective there are no incongruities.

In the same spirit, the Bible records that God does not appreciate the levity of

Sarah. Yet fmite beings who are made in the image of God are bound to come

up against discrepancies between what they are and what they aspire to be.

Sarah curbs her laughter out of fear. Modem Jews, who have less fear of God,

gave freer vent to the comedy of their election, and used humor as the means of

expressing incredulity while remaining within the Jewish orbit.

Here is a joke brought by Saul Bellow to illustrate this qualified revisionism of

Jewish humor:

Three Jews were boasting of their rabbis, and one said, "My rabbi's faith is so

great and he fears the Lord so much that he trembles day and night, and he has

to be belted into his bed at night with straps so that he doesn't fall out." The

second said, "Yes, you have a marvelous rabbi, but he can't really be compared

to my rabbi. Mine is so holy and so just that he makes God tremble. God is

afraid of displeasing him. And if the worid has not been going so well lately,

you can figure it out for yourselves. God is trembling." The third Jew said,

"Your rabbis are both great men. No doubt about it. But my rabbi passed

through both stages. For a long time he trembled, too, and in the second stage he

made God tremble. But then he thought it over very carefully and fmally he said

to God, "Look—why should we both tremble?"
'^

Tweaking Kierkegaard, Bellow calls "characteristically Jewish" a story in which

laughter and trembling are so curiously mingled that it is not easy to determine

the relations between the two. His joke traces three stages in the history of

religion: first Man invests all the authority in God, then he assumes God's

authority in himself The second stage recalls someone like the hasidic Rebbe of

Shpole, who was said to have brought God to trial for his mistreatment of the

Jews. But the third Jew trumps them both with an egalitarian rabbi who sets up a

compromise with religion. Instead of taking awe to the highest level as the

trajectory of the contest requires, he demonstrates that there is no need for it at

all. "Look," he seems to be saying, "religion is past, and with it faith in a divine

power, so let's not kid ourselves any more with all this hokey fear and

trembling." Had he said it like that, he would have denied the possibility of a

religious civilization. But since the joke remains within the tradition that it

detonates, it exploits the nervous laughter of co-religionists in a new kind of

cultural bond. Jewish wit records many maxims that walk this same tightrope:

"God will provide; if only He would provide until He provides." "Master of the

Universe, help me to get up. I can fall down on my own." "God, if you don't
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help me, Fll appeal to my uncle in America." In many such cases, a Hebrew

affirmation is followed by a Yiddish expression of doubt, as though the balance

between sacred and profane inhered in the languages themselves. (Hebrew): A to

bokhartonu mekol hoamim [Thou has chosen us from among the nations],

(followed by Yiddish) Vos hostu gevolt fun dayn folk yisroel? [Why did you

have to pick on the Jews?] Imru Vadonay—un red tsu der vant [Speak to the

Lord, and talk to the wall]. These sayings balance liturgy with negative evidence

of its efficacy, creating a see-saw of idealism and realism, of hope and dashed

expectations. Although the comeback seems always to puncture faith, the

persistence of this type of joking demonstrates that making fun of one*s

credulity may be the price Jews are willing to pay for remaining Jewish.

Some of the greatest modem Jewish writers—Sholem Aleichem, S.Y. Agnon,

and Saul Bellow—specialized in this literature of laughter and trembling.

Perhaps its best known literary example is the Yiddish story "Gimpel the Fool,"

written by the Polish immigrant to America Isaac Bashevis Singer in 1944 and

translated into English by Saul Bellow a dozen years later. Gimpel is the butt of

his town's mockery because there is nothing that he will not accept on faith, not

even his wife Elka's avowal that she has given birth to his child seventeen

weeks after the wedding.

She told me that he was premature. I said, "Isn't he a little too premature?" She

said she had had a grandmother who carried just as short a time and she

resembled this grandmother of hers as one drop of water does another. She

swore it with such oaths that you would have believed a peasant at the fair if he

had used tfiem. To tell the plain truth, I didn't believe her, but when I talked it

over next day with the schoolmaster he told me that the very same thing had

happened to Adam and Eve. Two they went up to bed, and four they

descended...And then, who knows? After all, they say that Jesus didn't have a

father either.
'"*

All this is wickedly ftmny. The cuckolded husband, a staple of comedy, provides

t catharsis for men's anxieties about their manhood, and the fool's trusting

nature exposes our more universal failure to learn enough from experience.

Gimpel is so credulous that even when he sees another man m bed with his wife

he allows himself to be convinced that he imagined it, so that he continues to

live with Elka and to support a growing brood of children, none of which turns

out to be his. But Singer links the sexual comedy back to Adam and Eve, to the

original "miracle" of creation. And, for good measure (in a sentence omitted

from the Bellow translation), he compares Gimpel' s situation to the Christian

behef in the virgin birth, getting in a dig at Christianity while ftulher provoking

our recognition of how faith and foolishness are dangerously linked. Instead of

yielding to the pressure of the joke being played on him, Gimpel becomes ever

'* Isaac Bashevis Singer. "Gimpt tarn," in Gimpel tarn un andere dertseylungen (lenisalem: The Hebrew
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more resolutely philosophical in his trust. "What's the good of not believing?

Today it's your wife you don't believe; tomorrow it's God Himself you won't

take stock in." Singer explicitly yokes these two forms of trust, suggesting that

one may want to suffer any lengths of humiliation rather than accept the moral

vacuum of an exclusively rational, skeptical worldview. Of course, the analogy

between a whorish wife and a duplicitous God is as troubling as it is fiinny. The

implication of this story would have been especially evident to Yiddish readers

in 1944, when the missing evidence of God's commitment to the Jewish people

gave apparent proof of His faithlessness. The story's irony is so perfectly poised

that readers have been arguing from its first appearance over whether we are

meant to trust Gimpel 's foolishness or to join in ridicule of this self-deceiver.

Singer could have found contemporary support in Jewish folklore for Gimpel 's

ambiguous credulity. Shortly before he composed this story, Simon Huberband

recorded this saying in the Warsaw Ghetto: "God forbid that the war last as long

as the Jews are capable of enduring it."*^ The expectation of dread introduced

by "God forbid" is challenged by the affirmation that the war cannot achieve its

purpose on the perverse grounds that the Jews' powers of endurance have been

perfected by millennia of annihilation. This extraordinary twist catches at the

heart even as it tickles our sense of the comic. "God forbid" turns the plea for

divine protection into a radical comment on the consequences of His

stewardship. The tradition of humor that begins with Sarah's incredulity seems

to lead through centuries of cultural accretion to these desperate avowals of

confidence. As the gap widened between God's promise and credible evidence

of its fulfillment, Jewish humor mocked its ability to survive His bounty. The

Jews who faced their extinction made fun of the desperate place where

Jewishness had arrived.

Just as humor helped to mediate the theological gap between reverence and

reason, it also played a crucial role in the Jews' adjustment to their unusual

political condition. When the Jews lost their sovereignty for the second time in

70 CE, they launched one of the worid's boldest political experiments, resolving

to continue living as a people without the three staples of peoplehood—without

land, without central political government, and without means of self-defense.

The properties, functions, and consequences of this exceptional project have yet

to be recognized in full. But contrary to the Christian conception of the

"Wandering Jew," and the Communist view of them as "rootless

cosmopolitans," the Jews did not become nomads, that is, people who move

cyclically, following the food supply or the imperatives of their trades. Instead,

Jews hoped to remain wherever they were allowed to do so until such time as

they could once again resume their national life in Erets Israel. Thus, the tension

between covenantal promise and Jewish experience had its counterpart in the

tension between homeland and place of residence, with the local beys

'' Kiddush Hashem. Jewish Religious and Cultural Life in Poland During the Holocaust, trans. David E. Fishman.
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hamedresh, or House of Study, filling in for Jerusalem's beys hamikdash, or

Holy Temple, and the local cemetery becoming the House of the People, or beys

ho 'am. The problem for the Jews was almost never, as Gentiles imagined, a

conflict of political loyalties between their place of origin and their place of

residence. The only potential for such a contest would have been armed conflict

between these two places, as might have happened for the Jewish residents of

Arab countries when those countries began attacking Israel in 1948. For the

most part, Jewish culture registers rather the anomaly of compounded loyalties,

of simultaneously belonging to vastly different polities and spheres. Observing

an eastern calendar in western lands led to such incongruities as reciting the

prayer for dew under a snow-drenched succah in Montreal, Canada, or (as

Mendele Mocher Sforim satirized it), observing a three-week period of

mourning for arid Jerusalem in the fecund summer farmlands of the Ukraine.

Jewish humor registered the implicit comedy of Jews who fully inhabited their

local communities while remaining equally committed children of Zion.

So, although it has become commonplace to speak of Jews* homelessness,

drawing attention to the insecurities of exile that no doubt characterize the

diaspora experience, Jewish culture provides a very different record of deep

attachments to native ground as well as to distant lands of origin. Had the Jews

felt like perennial outsiders, estranged from their surroundings, they could

hardly have created new languages like Judeo-Persian, Judeo-Arabic, Judeo-

Spanish, and Judeo-German—or Yiddish-- each of which manifests a high

diegree of interaction between Jews and their neighbors as well as a highly

autonomous way of life. The linguistic history of the Jews, unique in the annals

of human communities, and a direct consequence of their unusual political

arrangement, shows them always negotiating between two cultures-between

their own demanding civilization with its separate calendar, alphabet, dietary

codes, body of laws, communal institutions, and idea of God, and the

sinrounding culture to whose authority, modes of governance, calendar,

language, and native customs they were required to adjust

Jewish humor really began to register the tensions of this arrangement when

Enlightenment and Emancipation promised to resolve it by turning the Jews into

citizens, but then spawned the bastard Antisemitism to beat off their

advancement. The Rights of Man promised Jews that their best efforts at

integration would be welcomed by an emerging democratic society, but society

had a habit of resenting precisely the integration that it encouraged. Those Jews

were the most humiliated who invested the most hope in the promises of liberty,

equality, and fraternity, yet not unlike those Jews who kept faith with the

Covenant, they could fmd an antidote to their disappointment by registering

their protest viathin the terms of their suspect agreement—by humor that

exposed the unequal attachment.

One such humiliated Jew, Heinrich Heine, contributed in his poem "Princess

Sabbath" the classic image of the Israelite who is simultaneously elect and
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despised. The most famous of his Hebrew Melodies, it compares the condition

of the European Jew to the prince of the Arabian Nights whom an evil spell

changes into a monster:

Here I sing of such a prince.

He is known as Israel.

Words of witchcraft have transformed him.

Turning him into a dog.

As a dog, with dog-ideas,

All week long he goes on scraping

Through life's excrement and sweepings,

To the mocking jeers of street-boys.

But on every Friday evening,

At the hour of dusk, the magic

Suddenly grows weak; the dog

Once again becomes a person.

Human, and with human feelings.

With uplifted head and heart.

Clean, and festively attired.

Enters he his Father's dwelling.

Though European Christianity has condemned the Jew to canine subservience,

he is able to enjoy Sabbath delights at regular mtervals of Jewish time. Heine

highlights the comedy of this contradictory existence: As the prince unbuttons

his waistcoat, digesting the cholent, the heavy Sabbath stew that is baked

overnight in pre-lit ovens, he is transported back to the murmuring waters of the

Jordan, and to the livestock in the valleys of Mount Gilead. Thus even the inner

life of the Sabbath Jew is marked by incongruities that are independent of the

'" Heinrich Heine. "Princess Sabbath," trans. Aaron Kramer in The Poetry and Prose of Heinrich Heine, ed.
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**curse" imposed on him by others. The mixture that Heine came to represent in

literature of satire and enchantment, witz and wunder, finds its tenderest

expression in this tribute to the essentially duahstic nature of the Jew.

But while Heine, the consummately westernized Jew, saw the comedy from the

outside looking in, the Jews of eastern Europe who lived the Jewish way of life

all week long took the incongruities much more for granted. For example, one

sees the Russian Jew negotiating the tension between diaspora and homeland in

the career of the Hebrew-Yiddish intellectual Yehoshua Hana Rawnitzki, who

was simultaneously one of the foremost Russian spokesmen for Zionism and an

enthusiastic collector of Yiddish jokes. Rawnitzki saw no contradiction between

the two activities, taking great national pride in the Jews' exceptionalism:

"Everything unnatural is funny," he wrote, "and what is more unnatural than the

Jew?" '^ Even as he and his close friend Haim Nahman Bialik championed a

retum to spoken Hebrew, he cultivated literature in the existing vernacular,

editing the first Yiddish Zionist weekly. And even as he worked to regain

national sovereignty for the Jews in their homeland, he praised the way they

coped with their dysfunctional life in the diaspora. Among his many jokes on

converts, sinners, thieves, liars, and bankiiipts, is this one from the category

"informers that illustrates how one may revel in the unnaturalness of the Jew.

In a certain town an informer was doing incalculable damage to his fellow Jews.

He wrote denunciations to the tsarist authorities about their every infraction of

the law. Finally a few prominent Jews sent for the troublemaker and said,

"Listen, we have some damaging information about you that would guarantee

you a lifetime in prison, and if you ever dare to inform on anyone again, we will

turn it over the police." The informer stood there smiling. "What are you smiling

at?" the Jews asked, "What kind of mischief are you plotting?" "Fm smiling,"

he answered, "because I know that none of you is ever going to want to become

an informer."
'^

The traitor represents the ultimate threat to a minority that is vulnerable to

collective reprisal. Tlie joke trains our eye on the informer's iniquity, raising

hopes that the community will find etlective ways of stopping his malice, but

then displaces the focus on his malignancy with notice of Jewish innocence. The

good news and the bad news are one and the same: The joke mocks the Jews for

being at the mercy of those who take advantage of their purity, but salutes the

very flaw that leaves them so vulnerable to exploitation. To be thus unnatural

elicited from Rawnitzki contradictory responses of national pride and concern.

In the same way that the joke links danger to bravado, he promoted both

Zionism to change the Jewish condition, and joking to release its tensions.

The great Yiddish writer Sholem Aleichem, like Rawnitzki a Zionist, with the

same contradictory anxiety about and appreciation of the Jewish condition, Uims

" Y. Kh. Rawnitzki Yidishe vim (lewish Jokes), 2"^ cd (BcrlinMoriah, I922):v
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the informer joke into one of his most playful stories, "Baranovitch Station,"

written in 1909. In a second class railroad car, filled with Jews, a passenger

engages his listeners with the story of a man, a certain Kivke, who blackmailed

his grandfather and an entire Jewish community of Jews. This Kivke had been

sentenced by a tsarist court to a whipping so severe that the community was

afraid he might die of it, so the storyteller's grandfather devised a plan to bribe

the chief jailer to declare the prisoner dead and get him out of prison in a coffin.

The plan succeeds and the grandfather manages to smuggle Kivke across the

border into Germany. But a few months later a letter arrives announcing Kivke 's

impending marriage, and requesting a substantial dowry from his benefactors so

that he can get started in a new life. At first the town is amused by the man's

chutzpa, but when Kivke threatens to divulge who had effected his

"resurrection," the Jews are forced to stop laughing and to cough up the money

to their blackmailer. And then, of course, the pattern is repeated, each time with

a different excuse for extortion. The fourth time, the grandfather calls an

assembly where it is decided—but at this point the conductor announces that the

train is approaching Baranovitch, and the storyteller gets up to leave the train as

the story nears its end.

Several passengers from our car, myself included, ran after him and seized him

by the coattails. "Hey there! You can't do this to us! We won't let you. You

have to tell us the end of the story!"

"What end? It*s barely begun. Let go of me! Do you want me to miss my
connection? A strange bunch of Jews you are! Didn't you hear them say

Baranovitch?"

And before we knew it the Jew had vanished into thin air.

I wouldn't mind if station Baranovitch burned to the ground!
'^

Sholem Aleichem's story organizes the same tension as the joke, but compounds

it by introducing the community of listeners. Both the storyteller and the

blackmailer betray the group that has invested excessive trust in them. The

storyteller has his listeners' fate in his hands the same way that Kivke holds the

community hostage, and when he leaves the train in mid-story he breaks faith

with the Jews, much as Kivke does through his blackmail scheme. That Sholem

Aleichem had actually suffered a near-fatal collapse at Baranovitch while on a

speaking tour of Russia supplied an extra dollop of humor for those who knew

that he was exacting his revenge. But even without the biographical allusion,

this storyteller's story exposes the potential menace of putting one's trust in

stories. Here, too, the good news and the bad news are identical: the collective

solidarity may set the stage for defection and betrayal. The humorist offers to

dispel some of the gloom by amusing his co-religionists, but who can know

what side he is really on, or whether he will put his own interests ahead of the

" Sholem Aleykhem, "Stantsye baranovitsh," trans. "Baranovich Station," by Hillel Halkin, in Teyye the Dairyman
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people he has come to distract? Sholem Aleichem appears to be warning that the

Jews may be too heavily invested in humor, that their rehance on such means to

alleviate their problems may reinforce the problems they expect humor to

alleviate.

Jews mocked every aspect of their situation—their haste to convert and their

failure to acculturate, their accommodation to the Gentiles and their contempt

for the Gentiles, their redemptive intelligence and their disastrous foolishness,

their reckless abandon and their childlike timidity. As the assaults against them

grew more intense, so did their mockery of their desperation. Albert Einstein is

said to have said: *if my theory proves correct, Germany will claim me as a

German and France will declare that I am a citizen of the world. Should my

theory prove untrue, France will say that I am a German, and Germany will

declare that 1 am a Jew." ^**Einstein's impeccable credentials in the realm of

science-where opinion is not subject to chauvinistic caprice-is a foil for the

nationalisms of Germany and France. The scientist's independent standard of

truth points up their hypocrisy and bigotry, and gives Jews the last laugh

because Einstein, who was proven correct in his theory, is irreducibly and

indisputably one of them. The following joke ridicules much more extremely the

way the longing for acceptance contradicts the knowledge that it will be

withheld.

Three weary Jewish refugees stand before the representative of the Joint

Distribution Committee in Paris: "Where are you going?" he asks them, i'm on

my way to Rome," says the first. "Lxindon is my destination," says the second.

**! plan to go to South Africa," says the third. "South Africa? Why so far?" asks

the agent. "Far?" repeats the refugee wistfully, tar from where?"

When the agent asks, "Why so far?" he takes for granted one's attachment to the

place that one inhabits. When the Jew responds, "Far? Far from where?" he

speaks from the hard-won knowledge that no place is safe. Without supplying

any details, the punch line conveys the way the latest war (either World War I or

II) forever changed the perception of its survivors: the unharmed Jew still trusts

the idea of a safe haven; the refugee wishes there were a land beyond the reach

ofhiunan society.

As long as Jews maintained a standard of self-judgment independent of the one

imposed on them by others, they could help to negotiate the rift between the two

by mastering the discourse of incongruity. For all its heartache, the joke about

the refugee places the Jew at its geographic center by accepting his judgment on

the nations that have pronounced their negative judgment on him.

But a funny thing happened in this process ofjoking about the Jews' relation to

surrounding society—they began to give the impression (or perhaps to share the

in^ression) that Jewishness was only good for a laugh. Thus one of the most

* Quoted by Theodor Reik. Jewish Wit (New York: Gamut Press, 1 962): 5

1
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disturbing features of Jewish humor is the assumption that Yiddish, the

vernacular of European Jewry, is essentially funny, that is, not merely a

language rich in comedy, but a language that cannot be anything but comic. This

became popular wisdom in Germany, where because of the proximity between

the two languages, Yiddish was considered a mangled version of the perfect

tongue, but—minus the contempt—the same holds true in America as well,

where Yiddish came to be considered a form of light entertainment. Many of the

Yiddish words that have entered the English language have a humorous

connotation: schlemiel, schlimazel, schlep, schlock, schmooze, shtik, shpritz,

schnorrer. The very sound of these words may be considered funny, since their

opening combination of consonants does not otherwise appear in English. In

Yiddish, the replacement of an initial consonant with sh or shm signifies a mild

form of ridicule, and this instrument of mockery has been imported ready-made

into English. Gelt is money. Gelt shmelt would mean, what's money? Harvard is

one of this country's most prestigious universities. Harvard shmarvard would

signify skepticism about its inflated credentials. In Yiddish this mockery is

merely one feature of a language, which can equally express anger and sorrow

and analytical clarity. But as Yiddish speakers adopted English, and grew

embarrassed about their foreign "accents," the very sound of Yiddish seemed to

connote irreverence, irony, and humor, and nothing more. Just as the allusion to

German is often used to suggest something sinister, as in the threat Ve haffour

veys, or the spelling of Amerika with a k, Yiddish raises the expectation of

something comical, reinforcing the idea that the Jews are comical.

Naturally, Jewish humorists exploited this connection. Back in 1937, the New

Yorker featured a series of stories by Leonard Q. Ross about an immigrant in

nightschool, one Hyman Kaplan, whose mispronunciations of English and

mistakes of grammar torment the teacher and tickle readers. After being

instructed on the rules of business letter, Kaplan opens his exercise with the

salutation, "Dear Sir Mandelbaum." He asks the fumiture dealer to whom he is

writing to make sure that the refrigemator he is ordering should have no short

circus. In a 1958 sequel to this book, Leonard Q. Ross informed us that he was

in fact the Jewish writer Leo Rosten who had amused the Gentiles with the

comedy of the Jewish immigrant because "there is a magic in dialect which can

liberate us from the prisons of the familiar." ^' By that time Jewish writers were

culturally acceptable, and Rosten could do much better as a humorist under a

Jewish name than under a Gentile pseudonym. When, a decade later in 1968, the

same Leo Rosten put out The Joys of Yiddish, Jewish humor was all the rage.

Whereas he had mined the humor of the Yiddish speaker adapting to English, he

now extracted comedy from the absorption of Yiddish into English. Yet he

presented Yiddish as an intrinsically amusing language, stocking his lexicon

with terms like chotchke and mish-mash, fresser and shikker, ongepatchket and

tsedreyt. Even religious terms he elucidated with a joke. Thanks to books like

=' Leo Rosten. Preface, The Return ofH*Y*M*A*N K*A*P*L*A*N (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959):14.
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these, Yiddish may have become popular in American culture, but strictly as an

instrument of mirth, thereby reinforcing the association of the Jews with humor,

as though it were funny to be Jewish.

I began by suggesting that the covenant between God and a human community

represents such an unequal yoking of powers that it had to make room for the

indiscretion of laughter, else it would have prevented its earthly parmers from

registering their reality. How great is the distance between Sarah's laughter and

the mordant saying of the Warsaw Ghetto: "Jews are very pious. They observe

ail the ritual laws. They are stabbed and punched with holes like matzahs, and

have as much bread as on Passover. They are beaten like hoshanas and rattled

like Haman. . ..They fast as if it were Yom Kippur; they are burnt as if it were

Hanukah, and their mood is as if it were the Ninth Day of Av?" ^'The wit of the

ghetto Jews is far bitterer than Sarah's, reflecting the vaster gap between

expectation and experience. Look, the joker appears to be saying, how in the

course of remaining Jews, the practitioners of ritual as prescribed by their

tradition have become the objects of new rituals invented by the Germans for

their destruction. Such humor may prove that the Jews maintained their psychic

balance under circumstances designed to drive them mad.

Yet a Yiddish expression also warns that the remedy may be worse than the

disease. After all, although Jews pride themselves on their unstoppable humor,

and interpreters hail it as a therapeutic device, one might hope for a national

strategy that could avert a situation like the Warsaw Ghetto rather than a coping

device once the trap has been sprung. Warnings have emerged within Jewish

humor about its debilitating potential from some of the very writers who

exploited it best. Before ending, 1 would like to offer two very different such

admonitions from two great Jewish writers separated by a continent and ahnost

half a century.

In 1922, Franz Kafka published his remarkable story '*A Hunger Artist" ( Ein

Hungerkunstler), which opens with regret for a vanishing species: "During these

last decades the interest in professional fasting has markedly diminished. It used

to pay very well to stage such great performances under one's own management,

but today that is quite impossible. We live in a different world now." *^ Regret

is normally reserved for the passing of things that have given us benefit and

pleasure, but Kafka's lamentation on the hunger artist becomes more jarring

with every detail that he recalls. The story's narrator describes the crowds with

season tickets that once sat in front of his small barred cage to see the man who

had undertaken to fast for forty days. The children marveled at his ribs sticking

out so prominently, at the bony arm he would stretch out for them to touch.

Relays of guards, usually butchers, watched the hunger artist night and day, lest

he have some secret recourse to nourishment: they suspected him of getting food

^ Kiddish Hashem: 1 17.
-' Franz Kaflca. Selected Short Stories, trans, Willi and Edwin Muir (New York The Modem Library. 1952): 188.
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on the sly, whereas he, quite the contrary, was happiest when they would eat at

his expense. The story traces the decline of this public entertainment from its

heyday to the point that the performer starves in solitude. At the point of dying,

the hunger artist refiises to take any credit for his feat, claiming he simply could

not find the food that he liked. "If I had found it, believe me, I should have made

no fuss and stuffed myself like you or anyone else." ' One day the overseer

decides to clear out his apparently empty cage to put in the young black panther,

the new public attraction. We see the perfectionist in self-deprivation being

replaced by the perfect jungle beast.

The kernel of Kafka's fable is a well-known joke about a wagoner who prided

himself on getting his horse to eat less and less every day. When the animal dies

the Jew is inconsolable. "Alas, alas," he mourns, "just when I had gotten him to

the point of going without food altogether!" The joke turns on our recognition

that an experiment in progressive starvation must end in death. Yet the trainer is

so intent on mastering his poverty that he thinks he can bring biological

necessity under his control. Kafka's story substitutes the trainer for the horse

within an encircling society that watches the experiment. He exploits the comic

incongruities of the feat while registering its fatal consequence. The

performance of the "hunger artist" is no longer credible because his self-

deprivation no longer makes any impression . If humor once compensated the

Jew for having undertaken a life of extraordinary self-discipline, the cultural

chasm has now widened between his own pride in "fasting" and the indifference

or hostility of those monitoring his cage. And if such a performance has no more

meaning, those who continue to perform it are simply using up valuable space.

Diagnosed with tuberculosis, phobic about food, Kafka was obvious baring his

own artist's soul in this story, yet embedded in his regret for his dying self is a

eulogy for the art of self-deprecation.

Philip Roth performed a similar feat in his breakthrough novel Portnoy's

Complaint, which, now that some of its shock value has worn off, may be even

funnier than when it appeared in 1969. Alexander Portnoy's extended

monologue on a psychiatrist's couch broke all kinds of taboos in the use of

prurient language, the description of sexual acts, and not least, in voicing some

of the Jew's less generous thoughts about the Gentiles. On rereading the book, I

was struck by the way Portnoy situates himself within the tradition of American

Jewish comedy: "Doctor Spielvogel, this is my life, my only life, and I'm living

it in the middle of a Jewish joke! I am the son in the Jewish joke

—

only it ain 't

no joke!" Appropriating the rhythms, the stereotypes, and punch lines of

famous comic routines, Pormoy begs the good doctor to teach him to put the id

back in the Yid, but while yukking it up he discloses how the comedy

exacerbates the problem it tries to laugh off

z*
Ibid.:200.
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A Jewish mim with his parents alive is half the time a helpless infant! Listen,

come to my aid, will you-and quick! Spring me from this role 1 play of the

smothered son in the Jewish joke! Because it's beginning to pall a little, at

thirty-three! And also it hoits, you know, there is pain involved, a little human

suffering is being felt, if I may take it upon myself to say so—only that's the

part Sam Levenson leaves out\ Sure, they sit in the casino at the Concord, the

women in their minks and the men in their phosphorescent suits, and boy do

they laugh, laugh, laugh, and laugh—Help, help, my son the doctor is

drowning!'" ha ha ha, ha ha ha^ only what about the pain, Myron Cohen! What

about the guy who is actually drowning! Actually sinking beneath an ocean of

parental relentlessness!^^

Sam Levenson and Myron Cohen are two of the comedians who entertained a

couple of generations of guests at Catskill hotels with their Jewish family

routines. They told jokes like the ones about the mother who brings her son two

ties for his birthday, and then, when he wears one of them to please her, asks,

**What*s the matter, Moishele? You didn't like the other one?" The mother's

expectations are beyond realization because she sets up conditions that cannot

be satisfied. Such jokes define the growing rift between the restive Jewish son

and the mother who looms ever larger as the source of his guilt because her love

cannot prevent his defection. Roth takes the stereotype at face value, then

eiaggerates it to achieve the effect of a joke that can no longer be borne. He
demonstrates that the very techniques of joking presumed to help alleviate

anxiety and stress may be generating anxiety and stress. In other words, Roth is

not just ratcheting up Jewish humor to new levels of intensity, but asking

whether humor is really the wonder-drug it was cut out to be. With mounting

hysteria, and all the while exploiting that hysteria, Portnoy asks the analyst to

relieve him not only of the pressure of his family, but of the pressure ofjoking.

Jewish humor is still very much with us. When God and the Jews are both firmly

in place, it registers the incongruous bond between them. When the Jews have to

negotiate with the goyim—and there will always be goyim as long as there are

Jews—humor helps to temper the pain of their separation and some inevitable

difficulties of mutual adjustment. The problem arises once the balance begins to

tip in favor of godlessness, anti-Semitism, and the erosion of Jewishness. Humor
may then seem to be more necessary than ever, yet less and less able to perform

its therapeutic function. At such points of danger, humorists of genius may go

'•over the top," and we are well advised to heed such warnings whenever they

come. At such times, humor should be supplemented with strategies better

designed to secure, to strengthen, to support, and to save. The Jews may want to

master the discourse of comedy, but that is quite different from serving as the

world's fool

^ Philip Roth, Purtnoy 's Compkint (New Yofk. Random House, 1969): HI.
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In 1781, Joharm Conrad Leonhard published a treatise in Nuremberg in

which he proposed to prove conclusively that rabbinic tradition directly

opposed the true message of the Bible and had been leading Jews astray for

centuries.' Leonhard had many other observations to make about the state

of Judaism and the Jews. They were all negative and not terribly original.

He contended that the educational system of Ashkenazic Jews taught young

people nothing valuable or practical, while even the religious studies

concentrated exclusively on the text of the Talmud. Jews did not

systematically study the doctrines of their faith. Some of his contemporaries

among the rabbis, he complained, could reach the ripe old age of 60 or 70

and pass from this world without even knowing the names of the major

branches of science, let alone the first thing about their contents. No Jewish

university existed in which the higher academic subjects or fine arts could be

pursued; for three or four cenmries, he lamented, Jews have gone without

"Wissenschaft." They had become useless dependents in all the European

states, afraid to apprentice their children to Christian craftsmen for fear of

violating Sabbath or kosher laws. Who could have believed the state into

which Jewry had fallen? That a nation so gifted by nature should have fallen

into such a miserable state?' Leonhard's book left scarcely an aspect of

Jewish life and practice unexamined by his censorious eye, finding fault

with everything from the prayer services to the gender discrimination to the

many rituals and practices that had multiplied over the years.

Scarcely a year later, in 1782, Naphtali Herz Wessely published his treatise

in Berlin, Divre shalom ve-emet (Words ofPeace and Truth). Stimulated by

the Edict of Tolerance of Habsburg emperor Joseph II, it too excoriated the

Jews in Ashkenaz for "being the one people in the world who have neglected

the education of their youth in the laws of etiquette, sciences and the arts.

Many learned men among the Jews, pious and steeped in God's teachings,

have not heard of or studied human knowledge...Fundamental principles of

their faith are not taught systematically." He disapproved of Jewish

occupational distribution and economic activities.

Some of these objections strike such similar notes that one cannot help but

wonder about the comparative fate of these two books. Leonhard 's book was



widely ignored by his contemporaries and subsequent scholarship rarely

recalls it.* How different was the fate of Wessely's treatise. It is widely

considered to be the manifesto of the haskalah movement, touching off a

firestorm of controversy and energizing a generation of young idealistic

Jews to begin the long transition to modernity.** Wessely's responses to his

rabbinic critics far exceed the length of his initial statement and demonstrate

his commitment to working within a legitimate Jewish framework while

conceding no ground to his rabbinic critics/

Johann Leonhard was a convert out of Judaism, and the larger context of his

literary effort was the Christian critique of Jews and Judaism. Leonhard's

apprehension that his book would be greeted with the same distrust and

neglect as the converts themselves proved to be well founded. If his work

was not literally consigned to the dustbin of history, it was surely

condemned to complete obscurity, neither Jews nor Christians manifesting

much interest in what he had to say. The strong parallels between these

specific elements of his message and Wessely's raise larger questions about

the place of converts out of Judaism within our understanding of German

Jewish history, and particulariy about their role in dissemination of the

Christian critique of Judaism within the Jewish worid. Can it be sheer

coincidence that the specific examples cited in the condemnation of Jewish

tradition and contemporary Jewish life by converts out of the faith closely

resemble those in the works of reformers determined to activate changes

within the Jewish worid?^ The issue merits closer examination.

In their conspicuous roles as negotiators of the Jewish-Christian divide in

German lands, converts such as Leonhard in the late eighteenth cenUiry were

certainly no parvenus. From the early sixteenth century converts occupied a

special place in the culture of Ashkenaz,'^ Collectively, their voice, their

conduct and their literary oeuvre filled the cultural landscape in a distinctive

manner. In early-modem German lands political circumstances, historical

timing, and the growth of printing contributed to a climate for converts that

differed both from its medieval Ashkenazic predecessor as well as from

other contemporaneous European models of Jewish conversion."

All conversions are products of specific circumstances and particular

personalities, yet they are also the products of broader cultural and historical

forces. In medieval Christian Europe, able converts from Judaism bore a

unique responsibility to dramatize the potential for further Jewish

conversion, to serve as a proselytizers, and to transgress against and reject

the faith and culture of their ancestors. When they became instruments in the

hands of their converters, converts often aroused greater loathing and

sharper polemical barbs than the gentile persecutors.

Medieval Jews erected mighty cultural barriers to conversion. Martyrdom

reflected the highest value of their community in its attempt to define itself

against Christendom, while conversion, even under duress, signified a

failure to attain the ideal.'^ While medieval Jewish polemicists carefully read

works by prominent converts the better to refute them, their specific critique

of aspects of Jewish religion and culture can scarcely have penetrated to the

Jewish community in any constructive way.

During the eariy-modem period, profound changes took place conceming

the place of conversion in the culture of Ashkenaz. As the numbers of

converts slowly rose, their role as critics diminished. The sense of crisis

within Jewish society became more acute and more professing Jews voiced

social and religious criticism of the status quo. As conversion became more

commonplace it began to lose its oppositional sting. It is important to

remember, however, that even at their highest point, eariy-modem

conversions never constituted a dominant or even very statistically

significant phenomenon.'^ Precisely because their actual numbers were

negligible these converts compel attention, for they occupied a highly visible

place as mediators between German Jewish and Christian society.

Several characteristics distinguish the early-modem German conversions

from their medieval predecessors and from other models of conversion. The

religious and political landscape of eariy-modem Germany provided a

unique backdrop for Jewish converts. Unlike the Italian proselytizing

campaign inaugurated under the mid-sixteenth centtiry Counter-Reformation

Catholic church, '^ there was no central religious institution in German

lands. To the contt-ary, Luther's Reformation initiated a period of

denominational rivalry, confessional strife, and intermittent war over

religion that threw German theologians and their instittitions into a state of

prolonged Uirmoil. No German state had the political resources or the will to

throw its weight behind a uniform missionary campaign of the kind

undertaken by the Iberian monarchs.'^ The religious conflicts and the long

process of uniting the German principalities did not really abate until well

into the nineteenth century. The three criteria that demonstrate a serious

commitment to missionizing, as Robert Chazan has outlined, were all absent

from the German sphere. These include the allocation of significant

resources to training persomiel and coercing Jewish submission, regularizing

techniques for confronting Jews, such as requiring attendance at sermons,

and introducing effective and innovative arguments. None of these criteria

could be met in the conflict ridden and politically atomized conditions of

Reformation-era German lands. Jews seeking to live beyond their

communities found a different kind of Christianity available, a distracted

Catholic church, a more attractive Protestant one, and an array of



confessional choices. Some became serial converts and in some families,

members were converted into different denominations.

The first prominent converts in early sixteenth century German lands

catapulted to public attention without the backdrop of ostentatious

disputations or royal patronage that had characterized earlier European and

Iberian missionizing until the end of Jewish life in Spain and Portugal.'*

Two prominent figures, Victor von Carben and Johannes Pfefferkom stood

at the forefront of this development.'^ While Dominican sponsorship may

have initially propelled them into the public eye, they charted a new course

that would change the nature and character of convert activity. Both of these

converts took advantage of the printing press to publicize their causes. Both

attempted to steer the Jewish-Christian polemic beyond the theological to

the social, cultural, and political realm. Victor von Carben's De Vita et

Moribus Judeorum (On the Life and Customs of the Jews) did not draw

nearly as much attention as the writing of his contemporary Johannes

Pfefferkom. As a result of his Kulturkampf with Johannes Reuchlin, every

literate German could follow his pronouncements about Jews and Judaism.

His works on Jewish ceremonial and liturgy achieved far greater circulation

and notoriety than those of any previous convert in German lands.

These sixteenth century German converts struck a new template for convert

activity. They disseminated their ideas in illustrated print, and beginning

with Pfefferkom, in the vernacular. The eariy sixteenth century works

precipitated an outpouring of writing by converts over the next two

centuries. The genres they pioneered, autobiographical writing and

polemical ethnography {JUdisches ceremonie!) persisted into the modem era.

Let us focus on these literary strands as they matured and evolved through

the eighteenth century, as for they remained the most significant vehicles of

convert critique. Some elements of their critique bear striking parallels to

those of Jews who fostered movements of regeneration within Judaism and

renewal of the status of Jews in Christian Europe, including the Jewish

enlightemnent, reforms of the Jewish religion, and civil emancipation. In

this respect, converts expressed or anticipated some of the ambiguities of

Jewishness that became the hallmark of the struggle to create a new image of

Jews and a new place for them within the European order.

Autobiographical Writing and the Critique ofJudaism

In his masterful analysis of Hebrew autobiography of the nineteenth century,

Alan Mintz describes "the apostasy narrative in the autobiographical mode."

The pivotal point in these life stories "is the moment of apostasy: the sudden

realization that the received belief... is no longer possible... The pathos of

this event is underscored by the origins of these young men. Typically, thev

originated from the most devout and scholarly circles of Jewish society."

Mintz is referring to a loss of faith rather than a literal conversion out of the

faith, and his subjects in late nineteenth-century Eastern Europe no longer

have the consolation of Haskalah as deliverance from the benighted beliefs

of their youth. Nor can we claim that any strands of influence linked the pre-

nineteenth century converts to these later figures. The early-modem German

"real" apostates had few if any interested readers of their life stories in any

subsequent Jewish societies. Yet their use of their individual life stories as

the literary vehicle to describe the world they had lost, to outline the crises

afflicting it and driving away its best young men, and to deliver their

critique of Jewish society was groundbreaking.

Historian Steven Lowenstein has perceptively noted about the conversion of

Jews in late eighteenth-century Beriin that "The crisis was not merely a

crisis of conversions; it was a crisis of identity."^' While most converts in

the eariy-modem period emerged from different social classes and utteriy

different backgrounds than those of the urban Beriin elite (and Lowenstein

himself has warned against a Beriin- or even urban-centric German Jewish

historiography)^" their personal narratives nevertheless testify to individual

crises that resulted in the sharp break from their families and religious and

social communities of origin. Since the converts told their stories within the

conventions of conversion narrative, in order to understand what they are

really saying, we must look beyond the ubiquitous formulaic religious-

polemical messages that frame their work. These first person accounts are

central to tlie phenomenon of conversion in this period and milieu.

Christian convert narratives grew out of the literary tradition beginning widi

Paul's account of his conversion and unfolded in a completely new fashion

with Augustine. Confession autobiography for ordinary people revived with

the Lutheran reformation, as many Germans embraced the reformed

churches with their requirement that mature converts articulate the reasons

for their conversion.^^ (This cultural imperative may explain the relative

paucity of such first person expression in other Jewish conversion traditions.

English Jews, for instance, although no less literate than German, produced

few similar accounts of their conversion experiences.) Some German

Jewish convert autobiographies followed a sudden illumination Pauline

model of conversion while others depicted a joumey with many stops until

they achieved clarity. Some converts wrote their life stories themselves,

others had Christian editors, and still others published revisions of the

sermons preached at their baptism, providing personal background

information. Some of these were published as free-standing pamphlets,

others as introductions or appendices.

Although converts reconfigured their memories to conform to Christian

expectations, the individual's deepest voice occasionally erupts through the

scripted drama. Stripped of the requisite theological cliches, the texts allow
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us to glimpse the individual experiences behind the programmatic

statements. We can hear the voices of (primarily) young men who were

highly mobile, leaving their birth communities more often than any other

Jews.^^ They traversed great distances, often alone, to study in a distant

yeshivah, to apprentice to a relative in another land, or to pursue kinship ties

elsewhere. Many recalled being deprived of a father figure: either they were

orphaned, their fathers spent a good deal of time on the road, or because they

had come into conflict with their father or with the community. In the course

of their travels many became aware for the first time of the variety of Jewish

customs and cultures, as well as the diversity of Christian denominations and

regional practices. Some came to a new understanding of the role of religion

in human society, developing a skeptical and woridly attitude to the

constraints of the confessional communities of their past. For these young

men, leaving the fold was often an expression generational rebellion, or

seeking some wider frontier for their existence. While such young people

may not have been drawn to Christian doctrines and practices, they could

find no alternatives to baptism for their newly reconfigured selves. As
Mordechai Breuer put it succinctly in the opening line of his social history,

''Confessed belief is not identical to existential belief"'^*'

In striking contrast to most maskilic autobiographies, stories of converts*

Jewish childhood and youth did not necessanly portray a negative picture of

their Jewish upbringing. To the contrary, through the eighteenth century,

many claimed ^o have been excellentTdents who mastered the trad.t.ond

texts with ease; they claimed as well that their families had been

economically comfortable. Some claimed to have been happily mamed, or

to have fine prospects awaiting them. Professionally, they emerged from the

class of religious ftmctionaries of the second rank, such as local rabbis,

melammedim (school teachers), and cantors. In fact, these professions

demanded a highly peripatetic lifestyle and the subsistence pay was so

meager many lived on the economic margins. These converts needed to

demonstrate that converts were not leaving Judaism because they had failed

or had been reduced to penury. Many ended up as tutors or professors of

Hebraic and Judaic subjects, so that their boasts of good Jewish education

served as their professional calling card, supporting their claims that they

were competent to speak to the Christian world about the Jews. Convert

autobiographies maintained the delicate balance between their portrayals of

themselves as paragons of personal success and a religious culture that they

retroactively characterized as fundamentally flawed.

The first waves of convert autobiographical writing contributed to the

modem phenomenon of this genre as critique of the world of one's past.

While documentation of the self was far from unknown within early-modem
Jewry, a vast literaUirc on autobiographical writing has concluded that
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undifferentiated memories of the past are never sufficient for true

autobiography. Autobiographers seek to impose a narrative shape on the

past, and in order to do that they must have attained some distance from it.

Such distance can emerge most dramatically with a deep and traumatic break

from the writer's past.^^ Conversion autobiography presupposes that

traumatic break with the past, and it is within this genre that the roots of

autobiography as a tool to criticize Jewish society are to be located. By the

latter half of the eighteenth century, some of the convert autobiographies

begin to strain the genre and ultimately to break the eariier mold for

conversion autobiography. Rather than adhering to the eariier models

consisting of briefer, more programmatic statements, they crossed over into

new categories. The evident pleasure of the writers in recounting the details

of the development of the self, the textured chronicling of their adventures in

the worid, the humor and critical eye cast at every society with which they

come into contact, convey an altogether different sensibility than earlier

stodgy and rather straightforward autobiographical accounts. More converts

were emerging from prosperous business circles. They had less need to

prove their credentials as Jewish specialists and could concentrate on their

critique of Jewish life. Outstanding among the more elaborate literary works

of later eighteenth century practitioners are those of Friedrich Albrecht

Augusti and Gottfried Selig.'^ The latter's autobiography meanders on

through three substantial and vividly drawn volumes. Without approaching

the modems' sense of chronicling inferiority, their detailed examination of

the life trajectory, reflection on the changing self in many settings, and the

balance between distance and proximity to the Jewish world was

unprecedented in convert writing.

The sense that converts were living on the threshold of a new age in which

the relationship between Jews, Christians, and converts was undergoing

profound change pervaded the wntings of later eighteenth century converts.

They begin to refract messages of enlightenment, albeit in areas that

reflected their own particular interests most closely. It is startling to find

expressions of some of the most radical Enlightenment ideas hidden within

the standard pieties of converted writers. These remarks betray the desire of

some converts not merely to exchange one institutional religion for another

but to escape the trammels of traditional society altogether. They strengthen

our contention that many converts were looking for a new way to live their

lives. Weary or disdainful of the Judaism of their childhoods they broke their

ties with it. They did not necessarily become insincere Christians, but the

search that led them to Christianity was more of a quest for change than for

Christianity per se. Baptism seemed to them the only way out of traditional

Jewish society which still allowed them to remain in the European worid.

Ironically, it did not allow them to abandon their posture as solitary

individualists battling a rigidly structured society.



Rather than universal brotherhood, most converts entered a life of bitter

loneliness. Those who converted usually did so as solitary individuals

(exceptionally, parents, usually fathers, converted together with their minor

children) very rarely in concert with even one other Jewish adult. These

men, and sometimes women, struck out against every convention ingrained

throughout their upbringing, questioned many layers of traditional and

communal authority, and often came to agonizing decisions about leaving

the comfort of family, community, and hometown. By the same token, the

range of life choices available to them was severely limited. Christian

society shunned the converts, relegated them to the lowest professions, and

with the exception of the Jewish salon women, rarely married them. Rather

than opening new doors, conversion tended to cut off past and future. The
suspicion and hostility with which these converts were regarded for most of

their lives meant that their role as outsiders and critics continued long after

their baptisms.

Let us listen to some of their interjections. In the course of his complex and

lengthy conversion autobiography of the late eighteenth-century, Salomon
Markus (after his conversion, Johann Friedrich Heinrich Selig) recounted the

following incident that occurred when he was a young man.^ A professional

bookbinder, he approached a local farmer and requested permission to bind

his books, including some Bibles. A young Christian bystander said to him:

'is it not peculiar that a Jew should wish to bind Christian books?'* "Why is

that?*' Markus asked him. "Because it is well enough known, and there is no
shame in admitting it, that you Jews are very zealous in your faith. How is it

then that you would contribute to the external embellishment of a book that

so opposes your faith? I would have thought that a Jew would prefer to see

these books torn and unusable.** Markus replied to him, "It is true that our

people are as foil of prejudice as any that has ever was, but not every one of
us is equally afflicted. It would be a foolish prejudice indeed, since this

refusal would not prevent the books from being bound and used. Our
religion permits us any business through which we can serve human society.

When we have learned a craft that is not fully needed by our own people,

why should we not serve other folks with it? We do not think of you as

people of a different faith, but as people whom the creator has put into this

world with us, with bonds so that we may be of help to one another.... Do
not think of us so poorly, as most Christians do.**^**

Even if we regard this statement with the foil skepticism this autobiography

merits, and discount these sentiments for the teenaged Markus, it is still

relevant that they are being expressed by the adult Selig. He has wishfully

fe&shioned traditional Judaism into a universal istic and humanist creed, if

only for some of its adherents. He censures Christians for assuming that all

Jews are intolerant, and only Jews.
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A much bolder assertion of the universal humanity of adherents of both

religions can be found in another conversion autobiography of 1778. Johann

Speyer recalled that when he told a Christian of his desire to convert, he

encountered incredulousness: "Was I foolish? Did I really wish to undergo

such folly? Did 1 want to ruin my reputation as a learned person? Did I not

know that these days it is understood that when one lives a virtuous and

sober life, it is the same whether one is Christian, Jew, or Muslim?" In

another place m the same account, he uses this presumed equality of

religions to prove that his conversion could have had nothing to do with a

desire for advancement: "Our contemporary world is so tolerant that an

upright Jew who conducts himself modestly can acquire the same repute as

in any other religion. I myself experienced this: the confidence of Christians

toward me in my medical practice was so strong when I was a Jew, that I

cannot expect a higher level now that I am a Christian. If 1 had hoped to

achieve some advantage, the Christian religion surely could not accomplish

this.

Such optimistic appeals to common humanity, or even to a confessionless

society, enlightened ideals that died with romanticism in German

philosophy, appear only as faint glimmers within some texts. It is surprising

to find any such statements in the generally apologetic writings of converts.

Their presence indicates that the current of skepticism or religious relativism

that runs beneath some of the sincerest-sounding religious conversion

statements reaches greater depths than initial readings would have us

imagine. Such universalist ideals could not carry them far. Ultimately, their

narratives and life trajectories, bounded by the political, social and civil

impediments still firmly in place in eighteenth-century German lands, led

most to the same conclusions: that conversion to Christianity was the only

way for them to escape their Jewishness and participate in this universal

human brotherhood. The enterprise was doomed from the start.

Jiidisches Ceremoniel

Having stepped outside the charmed circle of Jewish traditional identity and

into a place on the margins of Chnstian society, eariy-modem converts made

a foundational contribution to a literature of polemical ethnography that we

can call Jiidisches Ceremoniel It demonstrates their continuing engagement

with Jewish culture and identity long after their baptism, whether in a

detached, hostile, or protective mode. Its primary purpose was to open up

daily Jewish life to the critical scrutiny and polemical mockery of Christians.

These works provided as important a psychological bridge between their

Jewish and Christian selves as their autobiographies did. This innovative and

polemical literary activity catalogued and interpreted Jewish culture, its

symbols, religious and domestic rituals, and synagogue liturgy, in light of

Christian sensibilities. These polemical ethnographies served several distinct
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purposes. Most overtly, they forged another link in the chain of polemic

against Jewish law and ritual that stretches back to earliest Christian

writings. Every prominent convert from von Carben, Pfefferkom, and

Margaritha in the sixteenth century, to Carl Anton and Gottfried Selig in the

late eighteenth-century, wrote similar compendia focusing on one area or

encompassing all of Jewish ritual life. Dozens, if not hundreds of works on

Jewish ceremonial appeared during this period, each one reflecting the

double alienation of the convert and his two-pronged appeal, to Jews to

jettison their non-scriptural and irrational traditions, and to Christians to

cease misinterpreting the foolish as demonic and to judge Jews more

accurately.^^ More subtly, as a result of their influence in some circles, and

the ubiquity and longevity of this genre, they became vehicles for

transmitting the Christian critique of Judaism into the Jewish world, forcing

Jews to become more self-conscious about their cultural and religious

practices. By adopting the Christian stance which viewed Judaism as a

superstition, and then mocking aspects of Jewish tradition, from midrash to

various ceremonies which seemed to diem irrational or ludicrous, they were

the first to articulate criticism that Jews came to internalize and often adopt

as part of the modernization process. Finally, the converts chastised

Christian society for often misreading Jewish practices as evil and demonic

when diey were at worst merely superstitious and gratuitous. Some took

Christian society to task for failing to make good on its promises and to live

up to its own Ideals.

Let us cite some particular examples to illustrate what I've been saying. The

first comes in late eighteenth-century convert Gottfried Selig's recollection

of trouble over Jewish burial practices:

When we became ill... an elderiy Christian woman was hired to

nurse me. Suddenly, my father was arrested. We later found out

that...this terrible woman claimed to the authorities that when I lay

close to death, my father put a stone and a knife on the bed near me,

saying if I should happen upon the crucified Christ on my way to

eternity, I should use these tools to wound him...One would think

such an absurd charge would automatically be dismissed, but it cost

my father dearly to defend himself. He had to send to the university

for their experts to pronounce an opinion whether the accusation

was false or not. The woman died before the proceedings were

finished.

But the question remains. Could the woman have invented such a

charge purely out of her own imagination, or must there be some

truth to it? It could not have been completely invented.... It cannot

be denied that Jews have all manner of superstitions and awful

customs when it comes to burial of their dead.
^

1

1

Selig cited this story twice, once in his autobiography, and later in his

weekly subscription journal, Der Jude. This incident served to chastise Jews

for clinging to strange rituals that have neither scriptural nor rational basis.

At the same time, Selig used it to reproach Christians for taking an equally

irrational stance, attributing a malevolent motivation to harmless domestic

rituals. This episode served as his opening to rebut many of the irrational

and false beliefs that Christians held concerning Jewish ritual, culminating in

the ritual murder libel. With a handful of exceptions,^^ even the converts

who were most critical of Jews and Judaism repudiated the worst of

Christian misconceptions concerning Jews. For example, Leonhard, whose

work railed vehemently against the entire structure of rabbinic tradition and

against many phenomena of contemporary Jewish life, nevertheless strongly

defended Jews against what he regarded as a Christian superstition: "I can

assure you upon my honor and upon my conscience... that there is nothing

at all to the entire accusation... I am perplexed that this unfounded suspicion

still prevails among Christians today.... 1 think that nowadays people should

know better, given the general revulsion of Jews to blood, which goes so far

that before they cook a piece of meat they salt it in order to draw out the

blood, than to accuse them of consuming human blood (I cannot say it

without shuddering). I truly wish I had the power to entirely eradicate from

Christendom such a loveless accusation, which so goes against the grain of

humanitarian love, and can do so much damage."

As the eighteenth century progressed, the penetration of Enlightenment

concepts and standards into the convert literature on Jewish ritual and beliefs

became more pronounced. Convert writing ultimately transformed the

Christian theological critique of the Jewish religion as it was practiced into a

rationalist critique of meaningless rituals and superstitious beliefs. At the

same time, converts became much more strident in upbraiding Christians for

not relinquishing their traditional and irrational beliefs concerning Jews.

Carl Anton, eighteenth century convert to Judaism and tutor of Hebraica at

Helmstedt University, published a treatise in 1755 conceming the subject of

the Wandering Jew {Ewige Jude)?^ Anton's opinion of it was unequivocal.

It should be discarded by Western society because the entire idea was simply

contrary to reason. Anton's treatise is unremarkable, with two exceptions:

the first is the ftirious response it provoked. The wife of one colleague

published a mocking rebuttal, in which she claimed to have seen the Eternal

Jew with her own eyes. He seemed exactly like the images of him published

over the centuries with one small change. He had developed osteoporosis of

the vertebrae and was no\\' somewhat shorter in stature than his earlier

description. In an appendix to the work she claimed that she had not only

seen the Jew, but also his wife, the Wandering Jewess, an innovation in that

literature. The second is Anton's reasoning which represents a notable

development in convert literature. Almost a century earlier, another convert
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from Judaism, Friedrich Albrecht Christiani, had published a treatise on the

same subject for the same purpose, to lay the legend of the Wandenng Jew

to rest. The earlier piece considered the legend on basis of theology: it was

so close in nature to Jewish superstitions he had just rejected; he was

shocked to see Christians adhering to such Jewish-like beliefs. The

eighteenth century convert appealed not to theology but to reason and this is

a turn worthy of note. That he was immediately refuted in the most densive

and mocking tone augured poorly for the reception of Jews even m

enlightened Christian circles.

While the earliest sixteenth-century converts added a political dimension to

their religious polemics, casting Jews as a dangerous and loathsome element

in the body politic, by the mid-eighteenth century their critique of Jewish

society had focused on Jewish economic activities. Their comments can be

linked to the larger discourse on poverty and productivization of groups

regarded as socially marginal, most notably m the Prussian state. Converts

found themselves in an uncomfortable predicament when it came to

pronouncements on this subject. On the one hand, they strongly endorsed the

prevalent critique by Christian society of Jewish economic specialization,

and like many Christians, minimized or dismissed the role of Christian

restrictive legislation that had led Jews to specialize in these few economic

activities in the first place. But they could not endorse the whole scale

retraining of Jews for professions and crafts because they accepted that

removal of such discriminatory status would make Jews feel more

comfortable and secure as Jews and would remove one of the more urgent

motives for conversion. Thus, many ended up speaking out against Jewish

traditional occupations, but advocating for change only among converted

Jews. Many converts chastised Jews for abusing Christian trust in their

business dealings with them, and Salomon Markus made a career out of it as

a customs inspector exclusively for Jewish trade. Leonhard cautioned

Christians to know whom they were dealing with if they transacted business

with Jews and damned Jews with faint praise when he noted ^hat^not as

many of them were caught up in deception as is commonly believed.

Given the prevalent image of Jews as engaged in theft or fencing stolen

goods, especially from churches,"^ and the false stereotype that lasted well

into the nineteenth century of Jews as hagglers and usurious money lenders,

converts from well-to-do backgrounds such as Selig felt the need to specify

exactly how their fathers went from rags to riches. Most court Jews fejt

extremely vulnerable to suspicions concerning the roots of their wealth.

Because of their special pleading, converts did not call as sharply for

overhauling Jewish economic activity as they did in many other areas.

Nevertheless, their role as mediators conveying each society's critique to the

other was not negligible either. Economic activities became their trope for
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standards of morality, and they internalized the Christian assertion that the

New Testament inculcated a higher morality than the Old, so that Christians

had a more highly developed sense of right and wrong than Jews. They
portrayed Jews who cheated and deceived Christians as flilfilling Jewish

religious imperatives, while they held Christians who acted in the same way
to be anomalies within Christendom.

The writings of eighteenth-century converts convey a pronounced sensitivity

to the aesthetic aspects of religious worship, their critique of Judaism

broadening beyond religion to the shortcomings of Judaism as a culture.

Many identified Christian worship with a sense of order and harmony, in

contrast to Jewish worship with its informality and dissonance. Several

mention first being touched by hearing Christian services or singing: Johann

Phillip Bleibtreu remembered passing a church with his sister and hearing

such beautiful singing that his heart was filled with joy.

Finally, convert criticism of Judaism in the late eighteenth century isolated

rabbinism from other elements in Judaism as the cause of Jewish cultural

backwardness and moral turpitude. While Christian theologians had long

marked the Talmud as one of the significant obstacles to Jewish conversion,

the convert critique included much of contemporary Jewish communal life.

Their demand did not focus on the elimination of the Talmud as deviation

from the biblical text, although that was surely included, as on the purging of

all rabbinic influence on contemporary Jewish life.'*^

The anguish of Jews who felt oppressed by the burden of their Jewish

identity on their place in Christian society led to many attempted solutions.

One was the acceptance of baptism without the pretense of concomitant

commitment to Christian doctrine and religious transformation. David

Friedlander's famous overture to Provost Teller was an effort on part of a

small circle of enlightened and well-to-do Berlin Jews to escape the civil

burdens of Jewishness. As for the individuals who cynically accepted

baptism to pave the way for social advancement, I will cite Heinrich Heine

anachronistically, for he said it best. When asked about the nature of his

conversion, Heine replied.

"In my latest book, Romancero I have explained this transformation

that took place within me regarding sacred things. Since its

publication many inquiries have been made, with zealous

importunity, as to the manner in which the true light dawned upon

me. Pious souls, thirsting after a miracle, have desired to know
whether, like Saul on the way to Damascus, I had seen a light from

heaven; or whether, like Balaam, the son of Beor, I was riding on a

restive ass, that suddenly opened its mouth and began to speak as a

man? No; ye credulous believers, I never journeyed to Damascus,
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nor do I know anything about it, save that lately the Jews there were

accused of devouring aged monks of St.Francis ...Nor have 1 ever

seen an ass, at least any four-footed one, that spake as a man,

though I have often enough met men who, whenever they opened

their mouth, spake as asses/

The more particular and less pervasive their critique of Judaism and Jewish

life the closer the converts' message converges with the message of

enlightened Jews who were simultaneously calling for similar changes as the

only means of salvaging Judaism for the modem wodd. Ifwe read the words

of a near contemporary of Leonhard, Lazarus Bendavid (b. Berlin, 17bi-

1832) one of the radical figures of the late German Haskalah, who directed

his critique of Judaism to Jews, the areas of confluence between the message

of converts and that of Jewish enlightenment figures stands out more starkly.

Bendavid recalled his own experience as a teenager in which he became

alienated from traditional observance and attracted to the aesthetic element

of Christian worship: "All at once I stopped praying the Jewish prayers. I

stopped observing the commandments and visited the synagogue only when

my parents insisted. More than once, I peeked into churches in order to

enjoy the music of the organ and to uplift my spirit upon heanng the words

of the preachers.'^ Bendavid's radicalism consists of two separate and

wiiially significant departures: he refuses to reconsider his rejection of all

forms of Jewish ceremonial; at the same time he refuses to accept the

blandishments of Christianity, even if it appeared aesthetically supenor. Any

institutional religion and its ritual expressions were anathema to him as

incompatible with natural religion. Bendavid pleaded with more

conservative minded Jews to abandon their insistence that Jewish ideals with

their high values and morals were inseparable from a large number of ntual

observances:

•Tou complain about the bad character [middot] of the youth...and

you blame it on the Haskalah. Blame it on yourselves. ...In the

education [the youth] he received from you, the riUial precepts and

moral teachings occupied the same plane in his conscience. His

conscience tortured him equally if he had touched a stick on shabbat

as if he had stolen or converted. Once he has overcome his

conscience to violate the ritual laws, he knows no boundanes; he

sees in the most sacred things outmoded superstition, no cnnunal

act is beneath him. . .

.

Then as a result of [a crisis], poverty, or illness, he takes a look at

his conscience and he is horrified by the absolute shambles of his

moral life. He will never return to the superstition of his forefathers,

or very rarely, but he cannot remain as he is. What happens? The

youth who had been struck by blindness turns into a deliberate
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sinner, or if his religious feelings have not been entirely snuffed out,

he tries to convince himself that he will turn into a better person if

he accepts Christianity. The Christian church is required by its own

principles to accept him into her arms, and you are fortunate if your

child becomes improved as a result. But his condition won't

improve, it will deteriorate ftirther, it must. Without belief in Christ,

for you know that no baptized Jew, with or without a printed

catechism, understands enough to accept the mysteries of

Christianity. Without belief in Christ and the Holy Ghost he

declares his belief in the Trinity. Because of his mind that you

neglected and his heart that you corrupted he cannot understand the

fundamentals of morality that the man of the cloth wants to teach

him. He learns the words without the concepts, despises the priest

who demands the same of him as his father did, and with his

baptism, as though a mockery of both religions, his condition is

worse than before. Now, although all branches of economic

opportunity are open to him, he hasn't learned a thing. As a

Christian he must now imitate the Jewish figure, just as he imitated

the Christians while he was a Jew. As a bad Jew and a bad Christian

he is hated by both, eaten away by pangs of conscience, and he dies

sooner or later with a curse on his lips and despair in his heart.'

Bendavid illustrated his dire waming of the fate of Jews who converted

insincerely to Christianity with a personal case study. "I knew a Jew in

Beriin who converted in his 35* year, and died recently at age 76.... His last

days fell at about the time the Jews observe their Day of Atonement and I

visited with him then. Since his years were about evenly divided between

Christianity and Judaism, he was totally confused, and as his mind grew

weaker, he truly didn't know to which religion he belonged. With each

attack... a prayer would escape from his lips, sometimes a Jewish prayer and

sometimes a Christian prayer. When his mind cleared, he preferred Judaism

to Christianity; it is of course natural that he should do that, for those were

his first experiences. To my question he responded entirely differently: He

said that he prayed the prayer of Holy! Holy! Holy! with great intensity at

the exact time it was being chanted in the synagogue and this increased his

output of urine more than any Christian prayer. He died some days later, and

anyone who has read Klopstock's Sterbendes Gottesldugner knows what his

condition must have been upon his death.'

Bendavid advocated a Judaism purified of all ritual, a natural religion

through which Jews could come closer to the rest of humanity. Bendavid's

ideal Jew severed his ties to all the rittialistic aspects of religion and adhered

to the religion of reason and nature, retaining only such doctrines as

monotheism, providence, and immortality of the soul."^^ Solutions to the
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problem of Jewish identity seemed to advocate that Jews become Christians

without Christianity or Jews without Judaism.

Do the early-modem German converts matter? For some time now I have

been pondering the place of converts in the history of German Jewry.

According persons or historical phenomena their rightful place within the

historical narrative does not necessarily mean according them a positive role.

From the point of view of the history of the Jewish people, those who

formally severed their ties to the Jewish religion and adopt another have

been lost to the Jewish people. Conversion as an individual phenomenon,

even when considered in the aggregate, represents a historical dead end, a

development out of which no further developments, positive or negative can

ensue. Yet as any city planner knows, dead ends are an integral part of the

topography, sometimes a pleasure to live on because nobody goes there,

sometimes a nuisance when we make a wrong turn. Failure is often a step on

the way to success, and knowing the historical byways and roads not

successfully traversed can nevertheless enrich our understanding of the past.

Erosion and loss contribute to the study of the historical landscape as surely

as growth and development. More ink has been spilled on the tortuous

transition to modernity by German Jews than any other. Yet the experiences

of converts out of Judaism as bellwethers in modem Jewish history has only

recently begun to attract the important place it merits. Pride of place for this

development belongs to historian Todd Endelman, whose interpretation of

conversion as an element in English Jewish history invites comparison to the

experience of German Jewry, particularly for the period before 1800 when

German Jews stood on the cusp ofmodem developments.

Jews in German lands, who were willing to dispense with marks of

distinctiveness, and even those who converted, were not easily

accommodated or tolerated in most sectors of German society. Unlike the

English examples of drift and defection which culminated in baptism after

several generations of weakening affiliation to community and commitment

to its rituals, German Jews until the late eighteenth century usually emerged

out of the world of full blown Ashkenazic tradition ill prepared for any other

social milieu.^^

Prior to the nineteenth century few of these converts rose to any position of

prominence, either cultural, intellectual or economic. Hampered by a lack of

cohesion, they never developed an ideology that incorporated their Jewish

pasts into their Christian presents. Indeed, they often saw each other as rivals

for the sympathy and attention of generous hearted Christians. Still, they left

an imprint that historians of German Jewry ignore at their peril. Converts

can teach us a great deal about the phenomenon of "escape from Judaism.'*

Tliey are the first Jews to portray Jewish society to the modem Christian

world, often to its detriment, but sometimes to its benefit. They are the first

to write about traveling as Jews from the inside of Christian society. They

are the first German Jews to act on their belief that they had a place in the

majority culture if only they would shed their Jewish values and its

communal coordinates.

In his exquisitely rendered and pain filled novel, Timyon, translated into

English as The Conversion, Israeli novelist Aharon Appelfeld creates a

conversation between two of his characters. One of them, a recent convert

out of Judaism, has just defended himself against a drunken gentile peasant

in a barroom brawl:

"You have to teach the goyim a lesson," said Freddy.

"Don't say 'goyim,' say 'dmnkards,' " Martin reproached him.

"Why?"

Because we're goyim too."

I'm not a goy."

"You're mistaken, my dear fellow. From the moment Father Merser

baptized you, you've been what the Jews call a goy."

"I'm not a goy," he insisted. "I'm an apostate." [meshummad]

"Okay. Fine."

"I'm an apostate, not a goy," he repeated.

"But, honestly now, why not a goy?"

"The word disgusts me. By no means do I want to be called a goy.

t(

UY'

An apostate—yes."
52

This anxiety of identity, although not its particular resolution, mirrors the

disquiet of generations of converts out of Judaism, along with that of Jewish

and Christian society toward them. Appelfeld writes in the grim shadow of

the Holocaust, in which definitions of Jewishness, *goyishness' and

conversion have assumed new resonance. This fragment of a conversation

brilliantly captures a persistent theme in the history of conversions out of

Judaism: the dilemma of identity that haunted many converts, and the sense

of liminality, alienation, and ambivalence that emerged from an existence on

the margins of two societies and at the center of neither.
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NOTES:

' Johann Conrad Georg Abraham Gottfried Friedrich Leonhard, Erweiss, dass die Rabbinen schnursiracks

wider das Mosaische Gesez lehren, aus den Kirchen=Gesez=Buchern der heutigen Juden gefuhrt. und mil

Erzaehlung seiner eigenen Bekehrungs=Geschichie in einem Gesprdch vorgetragen (Numberg: Ad. Gottl.

Schneiderischen Buchhandlung, 1 78
1
).

^ Leonhard, Erweiss, pp. 183-195.

' Divre shalom ve-emei li-khal odai yisrael. ha-garim be-artsot memshelet ha-keysar ha- gadol ...Jozejus

ha-sheni (Berlin; n.p.,1782).

* Excerpts in Paul Mendes-Flohr and Jehuda Reinahrz, eds. The Jew in the Modern World: A Documentary

History (New York : Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 70-74.

' Leonhard's book is listed in the bibliography to Johannes Graf, Judaeus conversus. christlich-jiidische

Konvertitenautobiographien des 18. Jahrhunderts with Michael Schmidt and Elisabeth Emter (Frankfurt

am Main; New York: P. Lang, 1997). See the fascinating section on the selling and circulation of convert
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PERSISTENT MYTHS AND STEREOTYPES
IN THE IMAGE OF GERMAN JEWS:

A SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

vJennan Jewry has commonly been thought of as a laboratory of modem
Jewish history. Many if not most of the major developments we identify

with the period of European hegemony played out on the German scene.

Haskalah, emancipation, the emergence of three of the major contemporary

religious movements, and of course anti-Semitism in its modem garb, were

all essential components of the dynamics of German-Jewish life. Even

Zionism, while attracting relatively few German adherents, stirred the

German-Jewish community to considerable debate and owed a great deal to

Theodore Herzl and other German-speaking world Zionist leaders.

Yet for over a century, many prominent Jewish historians have objected,

correctly I might add, to the German-centric perspective in describing the

major themes of the modem Jewish historical experience. Simon Dubnow
was an early spokesperson for the claim that historians like Heinrich Graetz

had not adequately integrated the much larger Eastem European community
into their narrative. Graetz especially aggravated sensibilities with his

repeated pejorative comments on Polish-Jewish phenomena like Hasidism.

More recently, several writers such as Todd Endelman have hinted at

alternative models of describing modem Jewish history.

Today's students of Jewish history have maintained a fascination with

Gemiany and its Jews for many reasons, some of them tragically obvious.

But far more positive factors have also contributed to this interest. Many of

the rehgious movements that characterize contemporary religious life -

refomi, conservative, and modem Orthodox Judaism - are identified with

nineteenth century Germany. Many of the most widely-read thinkers of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries lived and worked for part or all of their

lives in Germany: Abraham Geiger, Samson Raphael Hirsch, Herman
Cohen, Franz Rosenzweig, Martin Buber, Abraham Joshua Heschel and

Gershom Scholem.

For almost 50 years the Leo Baeck Institute has played a vital role in this

flourishing interest in the Jews of Germany, facilitating enormous

productivity in research that has appeared in monographs and essays in LB I

Year Books on a vast spectmm of themes. But despite this profusion of

writing and despite the excellent quality of much of this research by
outstanding scholars, certain questionable images of German Jewry continue

to dominate the popular imagination. 1 will suggest that if we broaden our

focus beyond the intellectual and financial elite sectors of German Jews, we



will obtain very different perspectives on the nature of Jewish life in

Germany in modem times. Moreover, other elite groups also existed that

provided equally effective leadership for diverse trends different than those

so often emphasized.

I began to think about this problem when I attended a Zionist youth camp at

the age of fourteen. Participating in month-long discussions of Jewish

history, I heard for the first time that I can recall a portrait of German Jews

as a highly assimilationist community. Based on my own family's traditional

background, I objected strongly, forcing the discussion group to admit that

such a description was too general. It was almost 15 years later that I

decided that my doctoral dissertation would be on the subject of nineteenth

century Orthodox Judaism in Frankfurt am Main. The widespread

enthusiasm over Amos Elon*s recent History of Jews in Germany that

provides just such a description of German Jewish life as virtually a history

of assimilation, not only returns me to that teenage experience, but also

seems to neutralize 60 years of post-war research on the topic of Jews in

Germany.*

Let me cite one anecdote: a veteran member of the Yale intellectual

community who was bom in Germany and spent her early years there, told

me that she was fascinated by this volume especially because she learned so

much she hadn't known. Her experiences of Jewish life in Germany had

been totally different from those described in the book. My response was

that maybe that should tell her something. What about all those German

Jews whose life stories do not coincide with the popular images of Jewish

life in Central Europe? Maybe the master narrative so often employed to tell

the story ofGerman Jews is simply not the right narrative.

I would summarize the main components of these popular images as

follows: German Jewry is portrayed as urbanized, wealthy, largely

indifferent to its Jewish identity in general and especially indifferent to

religious practices, while described as extremely comfortable with its

identity as Germans. Taken together, these elements are then harnessed to

help explain the presumed reluctance of German Jews during the Nazi

period to leave their homes and their homeland.

It is my contention that this composite portrait of German Jewry in modem
times simply does not conform to historical reality. Or more precisely, that it

provides an accurate description of only some of the group known as

German Jews.

Let us begin with the question of urbanization. In 1871, twenty percent of

Jews in Germany lived in cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants. This

figure grew by 1910 to 58% and by 1933 to 67%. Of course, some areas like

Hesse, Bavaria, and Baden had larger populations outside urban areas. But

even for all of Germany, the converse of these statements indicates that as

late as the founding of the Second Reich, 80% resided in villages, towns,

and small cities. Even in 1933, with all the immigration from Eastern Europe

to the major cities, especially to Berlin, still one-third of the Jews in

Germany did not live in the largest cities. The percentages of Jews bom in

Germany living outside these cities would be even higher. Also, a curious

statistical trend reveals that the percentage of Jews as part of the general

population in most of the major cities (except Berlin) actually dropped

between 1871 and 1933: in Frankfurt from 7.1% to 6.3%; in Breslau fi-om

6.4 to 4.2; in Hamburg from 4 to 1.8. These figures seem to support the

notion that if we look beyond Berlin, we will obtain a different picture, but

even including Berlin, Jews living outside major cities still formed a

significant component of the German-Jewish population until its final years,

and even more so prior to the twentieth century. Monica Richarz put it this

way:

The rapid urbanization of Jews has obscured the fact that at

the time of the founding of the empire the Jewish minority

was still largely concentrated in rural areas. At that time 70

percent of Jews were living in villages and small rural

towns with populations of under twenty thousand

inhabitants. In 1910 there were still 32 percent who resided

in a rural setting."*

Pointedly, even when two-thirds of German Jews were concentrated in

Berlin, this still represented a smaller percentage than the 19^ century

concentration of English Jews in London or, at the beginning of the 20

century, of French Jews in Paris.

The usual description of the nature of Jewish life in these diverse geographic

settings is also problematic and rather simplistic. Writers often depict rural

areas as bastions of traditional, religious life-styles, in contrast to urban

areas, which offered ample opportunities for assimilation. But the opposite

in both cases is also true. Rural areas often failed to supply the necessary

quorum of ten men to conduct services. More broadly, these small

communities did not always have sufficient population for the basic

educational and religious needs required for a traditional life-style. Even in

the eighteenth century, Jews in smaller communities walked long distances

to reach a synagogue and had difficulties obtaining properly slaughtered

food for the Pesach holiday.

Asher Levy, an eighteenth century leamed businessman living in an area of

small communities in Lorraine, recounted in his memoirs how one year there

was a shortage in the entire region of etrogim, needed to celebrate the

Sukkot holiday. Finally, one etrog was found and messengers carried it each

day of the holiday from community to community. Then on the last day.



Levy opened the etrog up only to find that it literally was a lemon !^

Rabbinic responsa relate how small communities with a dozen families or

less squabbled over hiring a teacher for the children and encountered

difficulties in finding a qualified person to come and blow shofar. In both

cases, a majority of the members balked at the expenses involved.

On the other hand, urban areas like Frankfurt, Hamburg, and Beriin easily

provided the gamut of religious services required: multiple synagogues with

daily services, a mikveh for ritual bathing, kosher bakers and butchers. The

orthodox Israelitische Religionsgesellschaft of Frankfurt and Adas Jeschurun

of Berlin were renowned models of urban orthodoxy emulated in a number

of smaller cities like Darmstadt, Mainz, and Karlsruhe. Any observer of

contemporary Jewish life in New York City understands that urban settings

can provide the background for a flourishing religious life-style. It is

interesting that we fail to understand that that was true in the 18^ and 19'

centuries as well^

Before I am misunderstood, I am cleariy not contending that German cities

were shtetls of rehgious Jewish life; I am insisting, however, that a

generalized perspective of German Jewish life must include the broader

spectrum of significant religious expressions. In fact, the religious

component of the image of German Jewry is almost always stated

incorrectly. True, Reform Judaism was bom in Germany, but so was Neo-

Orthodoxy, which continued to flourish as the century proceeded.

Furthermore, rabbis representing Historical Judaism as taught at the Breslau

seminary served in a large number of communities. Acmally, this earlier

version of Conservative Judaism is the least studied of German Jewish

religious movements and warrants much more serious scholarly research.

Furthermore, the notion that "the movement for reform was growing by

laqps and bounds" is extremely misleading. In speaking of religious

practice in Germany, it is common to misuse the term 'reform', which

should not be used to include those who were religiously indifferent

altogether. A 'Reform Jew" is one who associates with a Reform synagogue

and in general actively identifies with Reform Jewish practice. In this light,

Reform Judaism in Germany was much more limited in strength than is

often thought. Although Reform Judaism, later known in Germany as

Liberal Judaism, originated in Germany in the first half of the 19'^ century,

the movement developed much more extensively in America than it ever did

in Germany. This is true both quantitatively and in the extensiveness of its

program. Just for perspective, only around 25 rabbis attended the famed

rabbinical conferences of the 1840s and several of these rabbis did not even

represent communities but only themselves, hi America, however, near the

end of the century, observers fix)m both the reform and the traditional camps

were concluding that Reform Judaism was on the verge of becoming

synonymous with American Judaism.

A.

B.

\^^

The very persistence of these stereotypes challenges us to construct a more

inclusive and accurate portrait of German Jews. I wish to tum now to the

following issues:

fVhy have these mythical image components proven so

persistent?

What can we learn about the problem of generalizing

German-Jewish history from the daily life project just

completed?

What would be at least some of the major components of

a revised master narrative ofJews in Germany?

Why the persistence of these images? Why has all of the excellent

scholarship on Jews and Judaism in Germany failed to correct these

mistaken impressions?

First, some of the better known writers on German Jewry themselves

identified more closely with the urban, intellectual elite just as I personally

identify more with the rural and traditional sectors. Evidently, some of these

writers projected their own worlds onto their portraits of the entire entity.

The second and more complicated explanation is that such images of

German Jewry fit various ideological programs. Some writers sympathetic to

the Reform movement, for example, subscribed to the assimilationist portrait

of the German-Jewish community, partly to support the Reform rationale

that its program set out to save Jews for Judaism. This group also tends to

be elitist in its historical perspective, although the movement itself was not.

Some orthodox writers as well have emphasized and exaggerated the

assimilationist tendencies within Gemian Jewry. I analyzed one such

example in my book on Frankfurt orthodoxy: Samson Raphael Hirsch

specifically enhanced his own already considerable achievements in

Frankfurt by minimizing orthodox strength prior to his arrival. He created a

myth that his congregation had been founded by a mere eleven steadfast

supporters of religious observance - a myth that still continues in Frankfurt

Jewish lore today despite contradictory evidence put forth years ago by

equally orthodox adherents.

The Zionist perspective is much more complex. Until recently, most Zionist

observers maintained that continued Jewish existence in diaspora was

unimaginable, and of all the diaspora communities, German Jewry served as

the symbol par excellence of this imagery. Nineteenth-century Zionist

writers in Eastem Europe bemoaned the paths taken by German Jews that
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weakened Jewish bonds and endangered the future of Jewish Hfe.

These perspectives have each in their own way contributed to the persistence

of the stereotypes discussed. GeneraHzing about any historical entity

presents historians with one of the most difficuh methodological problems

he or she will encounter. How does one proceed? How can we go about

trying to generalize accurately about this elusive entity known as German

Jews?

"^p '^f' ^^ ^P' ^^

Some ten years ago the Leo Baeck Institute initiated a long-term project to

write a volume on the history of Jewish daily-life in German lands. Marion

Kaplan directed the project, and the team of writers included Trude Maurer,

Steven Lowenstein, and myself Since we have only recently completed our

work (the German edition of the Alltagsgeschichte appeared last spring) I

thought I would take this opportunity to reflect on some of the difficulties

we encountered and what I leamed about the problem of generalization from

my involvement in the daily-life project. I should add that the problem of

generalization was one we had to face at every step of our endeavor.

When this group of four scholars began its work, we debated the very

legitimacy of such a broad undertaking as daily life for all of German lands

and over a period of three centuries. Some thought we should restrict

ourselves to a specific geographical entity or to a limited number of

contrasting communities. Because my mandate was the early modem period,

I recall thinking that I had to be free to consider materials wherever I could

find them. I could not afford to limit myself

It seems to me that our experience in putting together a narrative of Jewish

life in Germany across vast spaces and across three centuries offers several

pointers on the problem of generalization in presenting German Jewry.

1. Generalization cannot be based on a limited social or economic

grouping, nor on a limited element of geographic space. Not just cities and

certainly not just one city - Beriin - equals the entity ofGerman Jews.

2. Generalization should not be based on a single source genre. Every

particular type of source has its limitations, whether we are discussing

personal memoirs, archival sources, rabbinic writings, or private

correspondence. Any document exists for a reason, and that motivation

colors the history that it presents.

Let us consider a few examples. Glickl, the businesswoman who lived in the

late 17* and early 18^*" centuries, wrote after her husband's death that he had

never undertaken a business transaction without first consulting her. Writers

have frequently cited this passage to demonstrate that women were involved

in commerce during the period. It seems possible that Glickl might make
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such a claim to her children after her husband's death in order to assure them

that despite their heavy loss, their financial ftiture will be secured. Their

mother, the writer, is well acquainted with the family business, and they, the

children, need not worry. Basing broader historical deductions on such an

assertion may convey a romantic picture, but it does not necessarily reach a

credible conclusion. I have no idea whether her husband Haim consulted

Glickl on a regular basis or not. Given her extensive acquaintance with

business affairs, it seems plausible, but her book also gives examples where

she was not involved. However, the amount of documentation available to

demonstrate the broader assertion of women's intensive involvement in

commerce during this time is virtually staggering. Communal records, public

archives, and rabbinic responsa provide countless examples - and not just

for widows.

Much of the early modem documentation found in public archives consists

of personal and communal petitions, which by their very nature provide a

partisan presentation. So, for example, when the Court Jewess Esther

Liebermann argues on her own behalf before the Prussian king or his

representatives, the descriptions of her opponents within the Berlin Jewish

community would hardly make for a credible source on their own.

Rabbinic responsa offer abundant and concrete cases that are loaded with

information for social history, but there are several known problems with

this source genre that require special attention. The date and place of a

specific inquiry that elicited the response cannot always be identified. In

some cases, we cannot even be sure that the event actually occurred during

the lifetime of the respondent, if at all. Many cases discussed in response

have come down from earlier time periods, and some seem to represent

hypothetical issues for discussion and not necessarily real-life situations.

By using a combination of source genres in writing my section of the daily-

life history, I hoped to neutralize at least some of those liabilities. Different

genres can also expose us to a focus on different economic classes.

Memoirs, for example, at least in my period, tended not to come either from

the very rich or the lowest classes. There were exceptions, but most came
from the middle class. Government archives, on the other hand, dealt with a

larger economic cross-section of the population, as did rabbinic responsa.

3. Generalization will often require nuances. I can think of very few

categorical generalizations that I was comfortable with in my section of the

daily-life history. If I wrote that commerce became the dominant economic

endeavor of German Jews - a statement that I thought had many
implications - then colleagues wamed me that was probably already the case

in the Middle Ages. If I wrote that Jews now lived primarily not in ghettos

but in mixed neighborhoods - contrary to what many scholars have written -

then again, I was told by medievalists, "so what else is new?"



But the imiMirtaiit nuances are those that require us not to lose sight of the

individual as we write about the totality. When I began my work on the

Alltags project, and read some of the theoretical literature, I was deeply

disturbed by the claim that Alltagsgeschichte comes to describe the life of

the anonymous member of society. When I read Alf Liidtke, one of the

leading theoreticians of Alltags history, describe his heroes as nameless, I

objected, citing the Hebrew expression I'chol eish yeish shem, *each

individual has his or her own name'.
12

Our heroes are not nameless. They are in fact quite real. When I wrote about

orthodox Jews in Frankfurt in the nineteenth century, I knew those people

better than almost any other scholar. I knew where they lived, what they did

for a living, how many children they had, who their neighbors were, and I

even had some idea about what they ate. I also knew their names. Yes, in the

history of daily life, we generalize about individuals, and each person has his

or her own name, personality, and individuality. Putting them together is an

enterprise called Alltagsgeschichte,

The German scholar Arthur Imhof expressed a very similar thought in an

exciting study titled "Lost Worlds", pointedly using the plural form: history

encompasses many lost worlds, not just a single entity.

I stepped back from the computer and all of the magnetic tapes and

looked individually at these ancestors of ours before they

disappeared by the thousands into the computer, only to appear

anonymously again at the end as statistical averages. From my
sources. . .1 knew each one by name.'"*

Elsewhere, Imhof attacked the very notion that tfiere could be a

representative or typical example on which to build a description of daily

life.

First we will look at the completely different life expectancies of the

period. Johannes Hoos lived to be eighty-five, but a number of his

children never even reached one year....None of the individual life

cycles, feims, villages, and regions I mention were ever representative

cases. Indeed they could not have been. In a period in which every

person had a different life course, there were no average ones, that is,

there were no typical ones.
14

Imhofsummed it up this way:

Every tiny region was unique, and the lives of the individuals in it

were not interchangeable with the others. There was a multitude of

little worlds, and none of them could claim to be representative.'^

10

Generalizations about German Jewry must not mean that we lose the

nuances of the bigger picture: those who were poor as well as those who

were rich; those who lived in villages as well as those who lived across

Germany in large cities; those who adhered to an orthodox or a traditional

life style as well as those who identified with a reform synagogue or those

who identified with none. Furthermore, the names of German Jews cannot

just mean Einstein and Arendt, Rothschild and Bleichroder. They also

include Glickl and Asher Levi, Aron Isaak, and an important source by an

unknown writer.'^ Taken together, these 50-60,000 Jews in German lands in

1750, and about 500,000 Jews in Germany in 1933, with all their

distinctions are the entity we call the Jews of Germany.

***j¥*

The master narrative employed by so many to describe the modem history of

Jews in Germany has to be changed. I will discuss just two periods in that

narrative: the beginning of the modem era and the years ofNazi mle.

The modem era of German-Jewish life did not begin with Moses

Mendelssohn's entry into Beriin, nor did it begin with the Haskalah in the

middle of the 18* century as so many writers have claimed, dating back at

least to Heinrich Graetz. Rather, modem German-Jewish history began

under the influence of absolutism in the first half of the 1 7 century. This is

actually a cmcial distinction because how we mark a beginning graphically

symbolizes how we envision what followed. In adopting Salo Baron's

matrix of factors of change that emphasized absolutism in combination with

mercantilism, rationalism, and the emerging concept of religious toleration,

the significance of the Haskalah movement for the subsequent direction of

German-Jewish history is minimized. Azriel Sochet was correct when he

suggested some forty years ago that the process of change began before the

rise of the Haskalah, but he didn't go far enough.'^ The Haskalah movement

was not the cause ofchange; it was a sign ofchange. Prior to the Haskalah

and with no connection, Jewish-Christian interaction increased, caused by

the greater concentration in comqierce, the growing Jewish population, and

closer, more integrated living quarters. It is appropriate to recall Todd

Endelman's important suggestion that one can tell the entire story of the tum

to modemity with only secondary emphasis on the Haskalah.

In his innovative work on early-modem Anglo-Jewish scholars and thinkers,

David Ruderman uncovered unknown materials demonstrating that there

actually was a Haskalah presence in England. This would seem to weaken

Endelman's case that modemity was achieved in England without the

influence of the Haskalah, but Ruderman's work doesn't really contradict

what Endelman proposed for two reasons: first, the personalities described

by Ruderman came in the later 18* century and eariy 19* - much later than

the changes we are discussing, certainly in England where the modem

11



Jewish commuiuty enjoyed close contact with Christians since its official

inception in the 1650s; furthermore, Rudemian didn't claim that there was a

cohesive Haskalah movement as such in England, but rather a collection of

penonalities who had been previously overlooked.

Marking the beginning of the history of modem German Jews as the early

17*** century underscores a hesitant transition to modemity that was an

extended process rather than an abrupt turn. German Jews had to struggle

long and hard with changes in language, dress, with increased contact with

the surrounding society, and eventually with changing religious practices.

Indeed, I agree that it was precisely because these processes of increased

integration did not proceed in Germany as they did in England, but rather

met major obstacles and caused considerable frustration for some Jews, that

the Haskalah movement emerged.

A liiA lit ill
mp- '^pi ^p W^^ ^pi

Of course, recent decades mark a new beginning after the disruption of the

centuries old saga of Jewish life in Germany, but there is one element in

particular of the pre-war master narrative that needs to be focused on and

corrected. The notion that German Jews remained in Nazi Germany,

oblivious to what was happening around them, oblivious to the threats that

were developing, has become an ingrained component of thinking on

German-Jewish behavior. Even those who know that sixty percent of

German Jews left prior to the outbreak of war in September 1939 repeat

these slogans with minimal regard to historical accuracy.

In January 1933, there were approximately 525,000 Jews in Germany. From

then until the end of 1937, approximately 130,000 left Germany, and during

the next two years the total number climbed to approximately 300,000. Saul

Friedlander indicated that by the end of 1939 there remained 190,000 '^ftilF'

Jews in the old Reich.^** As we know, many of those who remained in

Germany were too advanced in age to make the move, since by the 1930s

German Jewry had become an elderly community.

I assume that I have surprised very few of you with those figures, but when I

relate them to audiences who are not as fluent with the materials as this Leo

Baeck Institute audience is, many are simply shocked. "How can that be?"

they think to themselves. But 'how can that be' is not the right question!

'Why are these facts so often ignored?' is closer to the mark!

I do not want to judge the behavior of German Jews in the 1930s. But the

migration of 60% of the community in the course of six and one-half years

strikes me as a remarkable accomplishment. By what standards should it be

measured? We can all think of examples from recent decades in which

populations faced utter destruction: Beirut in the 70s; Argentina, the former

Yugoslavia. Where in these examples do we see such a high percentage of
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migration? But how many cast scathing criticism and judgment on those

victims?

Some writers add to the emigration figures of German Jews almost like an

asterisk that unfortunately, many of the emigrants moved to neighboring

countries only to be caught again later in the Nazi web of destruction. That

comment is relevant to a discussion of survival rates; but often it is made in

judgment and as a ftirther example of lack of foresight, for example, how

foolish of Anne Frank's family not to realize when they fled Frankftirt in

1933 that they should go ftirther than Amsterdam. Such judgments are

simply ludicrous and presumptuous, and ignore the basic laws of

international migration that people tend to move to close proximities where

they may already have business or personal contacts, where languages are

similar, and from where return migration at the proper time can be more

easily achieved. Some German Jews didn't go far, but that hardly supports

the view that they were unaware of the dangers surrounding them.

What might be posed as a valid question is why they didn't leave eariier.

And here I would comment that in addition to the natural resistance to leave

one's home, Marion Kaplan has given us in her study of daily life during

Nazi times a clear and penetrating description of the many difficulties

involved first in reaching such a decision, and then subsequently in bringing

it to fiiiition." Is it not time to appreciate the insightftil scholarship that

helps us understand how German Jewry responded to the tragic turn of

circumstances and specifically to see how more than half the community

determined to leave their homes?

The myth of non-emigration is an integral component of the imagery of

German Jews. It represents in many ways the natural outcome of the

conventional narrative, presenting German Jews as comfortable Germans,

complacent in their situation, oblivious to unfolding events, and in the end,

tragically naive.

The perseverance of these images provide the real historical mystery, and

ultimately the strength of the stereotypes can probably only be explained as

a result of a certain mistrust and hostility toward German Jews that goes

back at least to the eariy 19^*" century, long before Nazi times and even prior

to the large migration of Ost-Juden that began near the end of the 19

century. But however we explain the survival of these myths contrary to

historical evidence, we also must consider their implications for

contemporary Jewish culture.

Ultimately, German Jewry has come to represent an intensive effort for

diaspora Jews to become an integral part of their surrounding environment.

Of course, English, French, and American Jews undertook the same effort.

The difference is that those other cases are perceived as far more successftil
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[at least until recently for France], whereas German Jews are perceived as

struggling all the harder to be accepted where they really weren't wanted.

We identify the struggle for Jewish emancipation with Germany but for the

wrong reason, sometimes thinking of Germany as the nation where Jewish

equality was the most successful, when of course the opposite is true. Not

only did emancipation in Germany follow that in France by 80 years, but the

struggle in Germany was the longest and most difficult, from Dohm's

treatise in 1780 until the establishment of the Reich in 1870/71. Germany

supplied the laboratory for modem Jewish history because processes of

attempted integration unfolded in Germany with such difficulty and over

such a long period that they became blatantly visible. Why else identify

emancipation with Germany when French and English Jews attained it so

much earlier and so much more easily?

The bottom line of associating these developments with German soil

signifies that they also become associated with failure and even tragedy. In

other words, German Jewry supplies a vital imagery that is meant to

contradict the notion that Jews, whether in diaspora or in their own

homeland, can ever really hope to become part of the world around them.

The German-Jewish experiment in seeking to establish pluralism both within

and without is seen as a failure. That I suspect cannot be adequately

contradicted. It was a failure. But I would also submit that contrary to the

assumptions, Jews never had their peace in Germany. They had to fight

hardest for emancipation and almost immediately af^er attaining the goal had

to organize anew to defend it with the establishment first of the

Gemeindebund and subsequently with the Central- Verein.

My image of German Jewry is of a community always on edge; always in

tension. When I look at the behavior by some German-Jews of extra

enthusiasm at being German, that is precisely what I see: over-indulgence as

compensation for insecurity.

Something very interesting happened when the Reichstag passed the Jewish

version of the Austhttgesetz or law of secession in 1876. Jews were now free

to withdraw from membership in an organized Jewish community.

According to the conventional wisdom, most Jews in Germany should have

hastened to activate their new privileges, receiving a healthy tax deduction

as well. But the fact is that only a handful of Jews took advantage of the new

law and many of those were orthodox Jews who objected to membership in a

community together with reform Jews.

German Jews did not secede from their communities even at the very hour of

emancipation. I see this as a sign that they were hedging their bets. They

sought the stability that continued connection with the organized community
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provided. Burial rights in centuries-old Jewish cemeteries symbolized why
Jews remained part of their communities.

A graphic illustration of the concerns of German Jews at the time of

emancipation can be found in Ismar Schorsch*s seminal study of Jewish

responses to German anti-Semitism. In 1869, on the very eve of both

German unification and Jewish emancipation, Jewish leaders participated in

two meetings taking place simultaneously in the city of Leipzig. One was a

synod of Reform Jewish leadership, the first such national meeting since the

rabbinical conferences of the 1840s, now discussing the appropriate

responses to the changes in legal status in the German states. The second

meeting, which resulted in the formation of the Gemeindebund^ groped with

the fundamental challenges presented by emancipation to Jewish communal

existence, especially in the smaller communities.
^

To me, that balancing act between Synod and Gemeindebundy between

seeking a place for Jews in German society and seeking to guarantee the

continued existence of Jewish life - that duality indicates a great deal about

the mentality of German Jews at the moment of emancipation. As decades

passed, many Jews in Germany did distance themselves from organized

Jewish life, while as Michael Brenner has emphasized in his study of the

Jewish renaissance under Weimar, others moved closer to Jews and some

form of Judaism. German Jewry was always a complex entity. Only if we
appreciate that complexity, can we hope to appreciate the history of a group

called the Jews of Germany.
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The Leo Baeck Institute was founded by representative organizations of Jews from Germany for the purpose

of collecting material on and sponsoring research into the history of the Jewish community in Germany and

in other German-speaking countries from the Emancipation to its dispersion. The Institute is named in honor

of the man who was the last representative figure of German Jewry in Germany during the Nazi period.

Wissenschaft des Judeutiims, Historical Consciousness, and Jewish

Faith:

The Diverse Paths of Frankel, Auerbach, and Halevy

By

David Ellenson

In his 1965 book. The Historian and the Believer. Protestant scholar of religion

Van Harvey observed that the commitment of the modem historian to "a sustained and

critical attempt to recover the past" was motivated by a "Promethean will-to-truth" that

was genuinely "revolutionary" when this approach first fully manifested itself during the

nineteenth century. He observed that modem historical method was "based on

[naturalistic] assumptions quite irreconcilable with traditional belief [based on

supematural metaphysics]," and went on to assert, "If the theologian believes on faith

that certain events [as recorded in holy writ] occurred, the historian regards all historical

claims as having only a greater or lesser degree of probability and he regards the

attachment of faith to these claims as a corruption of historical judgment."
'

The modem study of history, with its critical canons of scholarship and its

dogmatic notion of change, is thus by definition seemingly antithetical to faith. As Soren

Kierkegaard, the famed nineteenth century Protestant theologian, stated, "One can

'know' nothing at all about "Christ." He is the paradox, the object of faith, existing only

for faith. But all historical communication is communication of 'knowledge,' hence from

history one can leam nothing at all about Christ. ... He can only be believed."
"

All this may seem an unusual place to begin this prestigious annual lecture held

under the auspices of the Leo Baeck Institute. After all, our topic this evening is not

Christianity. However, my citations of Professor Harvey and Soren Kierkegaard are

meant to indicate that the topic tonight is not a parochial one confined to the Jewish

community in the modem world. Rather, this question about the relationship between the

modem study of history and the matter of religious faith ~ of how to reconcile adherence

to sacred tradition with critical methods of historical research ~ has plagued many

religious believers during the last two hundred years.

In this year, when we mark the \5QI^ anniversary of the Jewish Theological

Seminary of Breslau and consider the powerful heritage of academic scholarship that that

seminary has bequeathed the modem Jewish world, no question could be more

meaningful. Countless religious Jewish historians during the last two centuries have been

' Van A. Harvey, The Historian and the Believer: The Morality of Historical Knowledge and Christian

Belief (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1996), pp. 4-6.

- Robert Bretall, ed., A Kierkegaard Anthology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1946), pp. 388-389,

as cited by David N. Myers, Resisting History: Historicism and Its Discontents in German-Jewish Thought

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), p. 1.
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occupied with this issue. Indeed, it is one that has great meaning for me both as a

personally committed religious Jew and as a head of a modem rabbinical seminary -

Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion - that has been marked since its

inception in 1875 by a devotion - as have all major modem liberal Jewish religious

seminaries - to Wissenschaft des Judentums . Indeed, a wrestling with this question of

faith and analysis has marked virtually all sectors of an acculturated and university-

trained occidental Jewry since the rise of a modem critical historical consciousness

during the last two hundred years.

No one has better addressed what this dilemma has meant from a Jewish

standpoint and for the Jewish community and the modem professional Jewish historian

nor what is distinct about this mode of thought than Professor Yosef llayim Yerushalmi

of Columbia University. In his deservedly famous Zachor: Jewish History and Jewish

Memory. Yerushalmi writes, "[The] discovery of history [by the Jewish historian] is not a

mere interest in the past, which always existed, but a new awareness, a perception of a

fluid temporal dimension from which nothing is exempt. The major consequence for

Jewish historiography is that it cannot view Judaism as something absolutely given and

subject to a priori definition. Judaism is inseparable from its evolution through time ..." ^

In contrast, classical rabbinic thought, as Jacob Neusner has pointed out, is

atemporal. Labeling such thought as "paradigmatic thinking," Neusner observes that for

the rabbis, paradigms of different sorts dictate the organization of events, and these

events are interpreted by appeal to these archetypical models. The patterns themselves

impose meaning on the events that occur and in so doing they obliterate distinctions

between past, present, and ftiture, between here and now and then and there.
"*

This does not mean that the ancient or medieval rabbis, as Amos Funkenstein has

argued, possessed no sense of "historical consciousness." However, the sense of

"collective memory" that marked classical Jewish culture and consciousness was far

removed from the autonomous and secular historicism that burst forth among Jewish

university-trained scholars during the nineteenth century. Of course, the historical

method developed by these modem historians was itself a byproduct of the process of

secularization that ultimately came to dominate the modem West. This approach

precluded sacralized historical explanation. For the modem historian, every fact and

event must be placed within its own singular context and an explanatory or analytical

narrative appropriate to that context must be created.

*'There is," Yerushalmi therefore observes, "an inherent tension in modem Jewish

historiography ... To the degree that this historiography is indeed 'modem' .... it must

stand in sharp opposition to its own subject matter, not on this or that detail, but

' Yoscf Hayim Yerushalmi, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish Memory (Seattle and London: University

of Washington Press, 1982), pp. 9(K9I.
* Sec Jacob Neusner, "Paradigmatic V' Historical Thinking: The Case of Rabbinic Judaism," History

and Theory 36:3(1997).
^ Amos Funkenstein, Collective Memory and Hisloricai Consciousness, ' History & Memory 1 (1989), pp.

5-26.

concerning the vital core: the belief that divine providence is not only an ultimate but an

active causal factor in Jewish history ..." ^

It is therefore small wonder that many Jewish religious traditionalists have

vehemently protested the critical works of modem scholarship for these works support, as

Yemshalmi once more phrases it, "a Jewish historiography divorced from Jewish

collective memory and, in cmcial respects, thoroughly at odds with it." ^ The study of

modem history would seein to be a subversive activity.

Yet modem historical scholarship has not always "been at odds" with the

constniction of Jewish memory and faith. While this mode of investigation clearly can

be employed to "undermine" tradition, the method of Wissenschaft des Judentums has

just as surely been utilized to constmct new ways of approaching Jewish commitment

and faith. In fact, during the nineteenth century in Germany, historical scholarship

frequently played the role of handmaiden to religion and its influence was pervasive in

virtually every precinct of German-Jewish life.

As Ismar Schorsch has observed, "In nineteenth-century Germany the study of

Jewish history functioned as both authority and medium. Constmed as authority, a

proper reading of Jewish history could yield the indispensable guidelines and validating

principles to determine the future shape of Judaism. Invoked as medium, Jewish history

could readily provide an interpretation of Judaism in terms of the idealistic idiom of the

century. In the Middle Ages, these two functions were fulfilled by different disciplines: a

rich and flexible legal tradition generally served as sole authority for changes within the

Jewish community, while philosophy offered the common idiom in which Judaism could

be expounded for Jew and non-Jew alike. In the wake of emancipation, ... history

assumed the role of both. It became the functional equivalent of halakhah and

philosophy in the medieval world." Wissenschaft des Judentums was "the most potent

intellectual force on the Gemian Jewish scene" and Jewish scholars across the religious

spectrum attempted to resolve "the dilemmas posed by the emancipation struggle through

a proper reading of Jewish history. ... Wissenschaft history was programmatic history."
^

*^ Yemshalmi, Zakhor . p. 89.

' Ibid., p. 93.

* Ismar Schorsch, Hcinrich Gractz The Structure of Jewish History and Other Essays (New York: JTS,

1975), pp. 8-9 and 1 1. Gcrson Cohen, in his "German Jewry as a Mirror of Modernity," LBIYB Volume

XX (1975), p. XXV, makes this point about the "programmatic nature" of nineteenth century German

Jewish history when he writes, "One of the singular features of German-Jewish scholarship was its

ingenuousness; if anyone pretended about his real motiycs, it was not Zunz, Gciger, Frankcl, Gractz, or

David Hoffmann." Michael Meyer also reinforces the position Schorsch here puts forth when he

demonstrates, in "Jewish Religious Reform and Wissenschaft des Judentums: The Positions of Zunz,

Gciger, and Frankcl," LBIYB Volume XVI (1971), pp. 19-41, that different nineteenth century scholars -

employing the exact same wissenschaftlich methodology - routinely drew diverse conclusions for practical

Jewish religious faith and practice from their investigation. Finally, Jakob Pctuchowski in his Praycrbook

Reform in Europe (New York: World Union for Progressive Judaism, 1968), pp. 84-104, demonstrates that

the use of Wisscnschatl was so ubiquitous during the 1 800s in Germany that both Orthodox and Reform

scholars defended their understanding of Judaism by an appeal to critical scholarship.



While a inimber of traditionally religious German Jews shunned Wissenschaft des

Judentums and regarded critical historical study as an anathema, far more traditional

Jewish believers did not. These traditional Jews embraced Wissenschat\ and felt that

modem study could actually enhance and deepen Jewish faith. As Schorsch notes, "By

the 1840s a cluster of historians began to wield Wissenschaft in defense of traditional

Judaism. Wissenschaft ... could be wielded ... conservatively to defend traditional

Judaism and to resist Reform.*'
^

By looking at selected parts fi-om Darkhei Hamishnah of Zacharias Frankel and

by considering the attacks and methods employed in two different and representative

Orthodox critiques of his work, Hatzofeh al Darkhei Hamishna by Zvi Benjamin

Auerbach and Dorot Harishonim by Isaac Halevy, the different ways in which significant

figures in traditional nineteenth century German Judaism addressed and understood the

nature of historical scholarship and its relationship to faith will be illuminated. In so

doing, the diverse intellectual approaches that informed these men as well as the

distinctive attitudes that different camps of Jewish religious traditionalists have taken

toward critical scholarship will be elucidated. In this way» a concluding reflection can be

offered on the implications that historical consciousness has for the maintenance of

Jewish faith and life.

Frankel and Darkhei Hamishnah

A giant ofjuedische Wissenschaft and a completely observant traditional Jew,

Zacharias Frankel (1801-1875) is famed for the leading role he played in the construction

of modem Jewish scholarship and for his position as first head of the Breslau Seminary.

His Darkhei HaMishnah, written in 1859, is a pioneering work in the field of critical

rabbinic scholarship. In it, Frankel attempted to address the development of the Oral Law

from the time of the Men of the Great Assembly (the soferim) through the editing and

ammgement of the Mishnah (earliest major collections of Jewish law collated and

codified by Judah the Prince around 220 C.E.).

At die very outset of his work, Frankel proclaimed, "God illuminated the spirit of

Cyrus, King of Persia, and he proclaimed freedom to all the people of the Children of

Israel in his kingdom to go up to Jerusalem to build there the house of God." The

introduction is hardly controversial from a traditional religious standpoint nor does it

appear very "scientific." God is here depicted as an "active agent in history," and the

explanation offered as to the motives that informed Cyrus when he is reported to have

ordered the return of the people Israel from Exile in Babylon to the Land of Israel hardly

comports to the naturalistic criteria that a modem historian might elicit in offering a

description and analysis of this purported event. Clearly, his sense of the reliability and

accuracy of the tradition hardly reflects the posture that a modem historian would adopt

regarding classical religious texts.

However, Frankel was not particularly concerned with offering either a religious

or social history of the Jewish people. Rather, his aim in Darkhei Hamishnah is to trace

Ibid.

the development of the Oral Law from the era of Ezra and the Soferim to the end of the

Mishnaic period, lie therefore continues by asserting that the tasks of the Soferim were

twofold -
I ) to explain and clarify the laws of Torah in general and the application of

other mitzvoth in particular to the people and 2) to establish new decrees and ordinances

according to the needs of the hour and the time. Indeed, they established these decrees in

accord with the political and social situation that obtained in their day (p.2). They knew

that with the passage of time, matters would arise that the earlier sages had not

anticipated, whether in regard to the personal and familial needs of human beings or the

conduct of the state. As a result, new customs and judgments were always required (p. 3)

and the Men of the Great Assembly arose to fulfill these dual functions.

In speaking of the fomier explanatory function, Frankel illustrated his point by

turning (p. 3) to lex lalionis, the famed biblical passages found in Exodus 21:23-25 that

deal with the law of retribution and speaks of "an eye for an eye." Frankel contended that

the Sages did not understand this passage literally and that they therefore fulfilled their

interpretive task by explaining that this passage denoted monetary compensation for

injury, not removal of a body part. Later in his argument (p. 12), in exemplifying the

second legislative function, Frankel claimed that that in the Mishnah there are ''halachot

that are of great antiquity whose authors we do not know, and they emerged from the

mouths of the zugot (pairs of rabbis) and those who preceded them."

In concluding his introductory section to his book, Frankel also stated that there

were other ways in which Jewish law developed (p. 20). He writes, "And besides those

halachot which emerged from midrash on Scriptures and from the hermeneutical

principles enunciated above, other halachot are found whose rationale is impossible to

determine. They are received and classified by the term "halachah I'moshe mi-sinai.' In

the Mishnah , Frankel stated that this term is used twice - Peah 2:6 and Yadayim 4:3. In

the Gemara, this term is sometimes applied to an anonymous halachah found in the

Mishnah - e.g., Yebamot 8:3 and Nazir 7:4." Furthermore, the Talmud itself often

employs this phrase without reference to the Mishnah whatsoever.

Frankel then went on to an account of the phrase, ''halachah I 'moshe mi-sinai,^

itself In what was destined to become the most famous and controversial part of the

book, Frankel stated that the phrase could best be understood by looking to an

explanation offered by Asher ben Yechiel (1250-1327), the famed medieval Talmudist

widely known as the Rosh, in his Hilchot Mikvaot I . There the medieval sage commented

upon Yadayim 4:3 where the Mishna states that the granting "the poor man's tithe in the

seventh year - ma 'aser 'ani hash vi 'it" by the nations ofAmon and Moav is a "law fi^om

Moses at Sinai." However, the law is actually not found in the Torah. Therefore, the

Rosh says that this law is so "self-evident and well-known" (davar barter) that it is

"k i 'lu halachah I'moshe mi-sinai - as if it were a law revealed to Moses at Sinai." On

the basis of this account, Frankel concluded that the phrase ''halachah I'moshe mi-sinai"'

referred to an "ancient law - halachah y shanah" that should not be understood literally

as coming from Moses at Sinai. Rather, the origins of such a law was lost in the mists of

history and was of such great antiquity that it was "kl'lu - as if it were a law revealed

to Moses at Sinai. Frankel here acknowledged the developmental nature of Jewish law.



At the same time, he employed a source taken from an authority with impeccable

rabbinic lineage to justify this position.

Orthodox Reaction and the Response of Frankel

Though Frankel had produced a traditional warrant to support his position, the

forceftil reaction of Orthodox rabbis to his work was swift and savage. '" Foremost

among these critics was Rabbi Tzvi Benjamin Auerbach (1808-1872) of Darmstadt and

Halberstadt. In his 1861 Hatzofeh al Darkhei Hamishnah, Auerbach constructed the

following argument. He asserted that "the foundation of our faith is the behef that the

Oral Law was revealed by God" (pp. 1-2). In contrast to this, the claims Frankel put forth

ascribe the halachot to human, not divine, authorship. This stands in direct opposition to

the teachings of the Sages in Berachot 5b, which asserts that all the commandments and

teachings in Judaism - both Written and Oral Torah - V/z/mw / moshe mi sinai - were

given to Moses at Sinai.'' Furthermore, in the Sifra commentary on Leviticus, Parashat

Ba-har, it states, **All the commandments - both their general principles and their

detailed expositions - were stated to Moses at Sinai" (p. 3).

Auerbach then continued by marshalling yet more sources to demonstrate that the

notion that God revealed both the Written Law and the Oral Torah in their entirety to

Moses was the cardinal foundation for the establishment of Jewish faith, and he cited

Maimonides as the ultimate authority for this view. As Auerbach wrote, Maimonides, in

his introduction to Seder Zeraim in his Peirush Hamishnah, states, "Moses our rabbi

received the Torah - its explanations and its laws, according to its general rules as well as

its details - and also the explanations of the written scripture, e.g., *an eye for an eye,' ...

from Moses who heard them [from God] and who passed them on to Joshua, (pp. 4-5).

Indeed, **All of the [rabbis] received the Oral Torah from the God of Israel" (pp. 8-9).

Therefore, as Maimonides rules in his Mishneh Torah, Hikhot Teshuvah 3, one who

''denies that the Torah comes from Heaven is a heretic" (p. 9). In Auerbach 's opinion,

Frankel fell under this category, for his writings in Darkhei Hamishnah ran counter to

this belief.

Auerbach went on to say that if Frankel were in fact genuinely pious, he would

have written that the "explanations of the commandments - peirushei hamitzvof came

from "the mouth of the Almighty at Sinai - mipi ha-gevurah ha-sinar and were passed

down in an unbroken chain of tradition to the Men of the Great Assembly who taught

them to the people (p. 10). Frankel would then have said, '^Raheinu Hakadosh (Judah

HaNasi) gathered together all the laws, explanations, and commentaries that had come

directly from the mouth of Moses and he wrote them exactly in the book of the

Mishnah," just as it says explicitly in Mishnah Avot 1:1.

'** Rabbis Samson Raphael Hir&ch and Gottiicb Fischer accused Frankel of heresy in a prominent scries of

articles published by Fischer in 1 860- 1 86 1 in Jeschurun, the Orthodox journal edited by Hirsch. These

articles arc reprinted in S.R. Hirsch, '^Schriften betreffrend Dr. Z Fninkels Darke hamischmr^

Gesammeite Schriften (Frankfurt: 1863) VI: 322-434. Sec especially pp. 339tT.

However, Frankel did not do this. Instead, Frankel denied the ''shalshelet ha-

kahalah - the chain of tradition," that stands as the foundation of Jewish faith, in

opposition to Sukkah 20b and Yoma 69a, where it states, "The men of the Great

Assembly returned the crown to its original glory - hahezirn haatarah I'yoshna'" (p. 10).

In making his case, Auerbach obviously offered an argument derived from the tradition

alone. For Auerbach, such an approach was self-sufficient. The authority of the tradition

had no need of Wissenschaft to bolster traditional religious claims or understandings.

His traditionalism found climactic expression in the blistering attack Auerbach

launched against the treatment Frankel had accorded the notion oVHalachah Vmoshe

mi-sinai." Auerbach first cited the position Frankel had adopted in Darkhei Hamishnah

regarding the term, and repeated the argument that Frankel had put forth there through his

citation of the Rosh - that it is "self-evident and well-known" that the phrase ""halachah

I 'moshe mi-sinai^' refers to an "ancient law - halachah y 'shanah'' that should not be

understood literally as coming from Moses at Sinai. Rather, such a law is so ancient that

it is "Ac VYii - as if it were a law revealed to Moses at Sinai.

As a result, Auerbach contended that the author of Darkhei Hamishnah attempted

"to have it both ways." While Frankel feigned commitment to Talmud, his work placed

Jewish law in a developmental context and therefore denied that the Oral Law comes

""mi-pi hagevurah - from the mouth of the Almighty" (p. 1
1
). Indeed, Frankel

undermined the very authority of the tradition he professed to champion. Rather than

asserting that God revealed the halachot categorized under the rubric, '"halachah I'moshe

mi-sinai^ to Moses at Sinai, Frankel maintained that they stemmed from "the zugot,'' or

"the Men of the Great Assembly," or "those who preceded them" (p. 14). By claiming

that these laws are simply "so called - nikraot laws from Moses at Sinai," Frankel

destroyed the very foundation of the Jewish religion to which he professed devotion.

Auerbach also pointed out that Frankel was disingenuous in his citation of the

Rosh on Hikhot Mikvaot 1. He argued that the citation there is unique and completely

unrepresentative of the characterization the Rosh elsewhere accorded the phrase,

*'halachah I'moshe mi-sinai^ Auerbach cited numerous examples from rabbinic

literature on topics ranging from ritual slaughter to tefillin to defend his position, and

cited those many more instances where the Rosh asserted, ""Halachah I'moshe mi-sinai

stems from the Torah - meidoraita hr (pp. 15-16). Furthermore, Auerbach approvingly

quoted Maimonides, who wrote, ""Halachah I'moshe misinai refers to a matter that

emerges from the mouth of Moses as the Holy One, Blessed be He commanded him" (p.

16). Auerbach asked why Frankel did not cite all these more numerous and more

representative passages, and chided Frankel for citing the one single and exceptional

instance. He contended that the Sages of the Talmud transmitted an unchanging and

timeless Torah "as an etemal inheritance - moreshet olam'' to the Jewish people (p. 21).

Auerbach concluded his indictment of Frankel by charging that the approach and content

of Darkhei Hamishnah sabotaged a belief in ""Torah min hashamayim - Torah revealed

from the heavens" (p. 54).



Franke! was not insensitive to such critiques, and he reacted by posting an

addendum to an edition of Darkhei Hamishnah published in 1867. " Entitled, "The

Apology of the Author - hitnatzlm ha'mhaher,"' Frankel wrote that critics attacked him

mercilessly and he stated that his own sense of honor would not allow him to compose a

detailed response that would answer each of the charges hurled against him. However, he

did claim, "The person who reads my book without preconceived notions and prejudices

will not find anything in it" that would support the suspicions and charges that his

opponents had put forth. "The searcher of men's hearts," he stated, "knows and is

witness to the fact that any thought of undermining and diminishing either the Torah or

the tradition was far removed from my thoughts when I wrote this book. The purpose of

the book and my desired intention is apparent to every fair-minded reader."

Frankel wrote that the "scientific light - hamaor hamada-r that Darkhei

Hamishnah shed upon the Mishnah did nothing more than reveal the wisdom of the

Mishnah and the "glory of its antiquity." He claimed that every page of his book testified

to "my feelings of respect and honor" for the Oral Law and he believed that his attempt to

raise its esteem was palpable to every fair-minded reader. While his opponents spoke as

if he attempted "to destroy the basis of this Torah and to cast doubts on its foundations,"

Frankel asserted that his investigation of 'Ihe components and composition of the

Mishnah" only reinforced respect for the "received tradition - hakahhalah v humesorah""

As Frankel observed, *1n a scientific study, it is enough to prove the antiquity of the

Halachah from the earliest days of the nation." Indeed, "I attempted to demonstrate the

existence of the law from the time that Israel became a nation." Furthermore, the term

**hala€hah I'moshe mi'sinai" was itself indeterminate and subject to many viewpoints.

His research did nothing more than protect this notion from the "scorn and derision" a

number of historical critics had displayed in their efforts to debunk a literal understanding

of this phrase. It was "to oppose those who" make such statements that "I spoke my
words. God knows this is the truth and it was in this context that I cited the Rosh. As for

those who continue to critique me, I can only say in the words of Scripture, *They curse

and You bless."*

In assessing this quarrel between Frankel and Auerbach, it is obvious that each

man was informed by a radically different sensibility concerning the relationship between

critical scholarship and religious faith. While Frankel was a religious traditionalist, '" he

had also come to embrace modem modes of critical study as a legitimate mode of

approaching faith for the religious Jew. His assertion that academic study of the past

could only "prove the antiquity of the Halachah from the earliest days of the nation"

indicates that he sensed the limits of "history." Academic study could not provide

complete empirical confirmation of religious belief Such total confirmation was beyond

" This addendum is reprinted in Darkhei Hamishnah (Warsaw, 1923), p. 386.

'^ Hermann Cohen, who studied with Frankel as a student at the Brcslau Seminary, offered striking

testimony to the piety of his teacher in a letter Cohen wrote to Jeschurun 7 (1861), pp. 297-298. after he

read the savage criticisms that Hirsch and Fischer lodged against Frankel (sec footnote 10). Cohen, in what

was probably his first published writing, described Frankel as an observant Jew who conducted himself in

all respects in accord with a strict interpretation of rabbinic law, "standing in the synagogue with a prayer

shawl over his head, singing zemirot on holiday evenings, and also, on occasion in his Talmudic lectures,

zealously commenting, *A God-fearing Jew must here be stringent.*"
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the realm of "science." However, this did not mean history had no utility. Frankel would

never have agreed with the Kierkegaardian assertion that "from history one can learn

nothing at all about" faith. At the very least, history could provide a respectable cultural

warrant to protect religious belief from its cultural despisers. More significantly, history

could be employed to inform and deepen the nature of religious belief for the modem Jew

and to fortify the modem Jew's quest for "truth."

Auerbach cleariy disagreed. The case he advanced against Frankel in his

Hatzofeh 'al hamishnah displays no sense of modem critical historical consciousness.

Auerbach simply marshaled significant numbers of prooftexts drawn from the tradition to

condemn Frankel and his Darkhei Hamishnah as being profoundly opposed to what

Auerbach regarded as a traditional notion of an unchanging Jewish law. While Auerbach

did acknowledge that Frankel had found one traditional warrant for his position, the other

citations he drew from the Rosh as well as the quotation from Maimonides where these

authoritative rabbis defined ''Halachah I 'moshe mi 'sinaf as "a matter that emerges from

the mouth of Moses as the Holy One, Blessed be He, commanded him" allowed

Auerbach to charge that Frankel distorted the tradition through his selective mode of

citation. Indeed, the Frankel reference to the Rosh on Hikhot Mikvaot only masked the

heretical nature of the stance Frankel had put forth. Frankel had unjustifiably selected a

lone precedent in keeping with his own modem historical sensibility to justify

refomiulating an established doctrine of revelation that Auerbach regarded as sacrosanct.

What is noteworthy here is that as late as 1861, a major German Orthodox spokesman

could still remain indifferent to the approach of Wissenschaft .

Isaac Halevy and Dorot Harishonim:

A Different Orthodox Approach

Given the fully acculturated nature of all sectors of German Judaism, Orthodox

Jews could not long remain unconcerned with the claims of academic research and

method. By the 1870s, the Orthodox llildesheimer Rabbinerseminar in Beriin could boast

of scholars such as Jakob Barth, Abraham Beriiner, and David Zevi Hoffmann who were

all prominent champions of Wissenschaft .

'^ However, at this point in our narrative, I

would turn beyond the "modem Orthodox" community to Isaac Halevy (1847-1914), the

Lithuanian trained Talmudic sage and scholar who journeyed to central and western

Europe in the mid- 1 890s and ultimately settled in Hamburg in 1902, to illustrate and

comprehend the type of historical consciousness that had come to infomi even elements

of the most highly traditional circles of Orthodox Judaism in the modem worid. A leader

and architect oiA^iic/aih Yisrael, Halevy is the author of the famed six-volume "magnum

opus on Jewish history Dorot Harishonim^ which "spans the Biblical, Talmudic, and

Gaonic eras." As his biographer O. Asher Reichel states, "In that work - the first volume

'' For an analysis of the approach the Hildcshcimcr camp of German Orthodox Judaism took to

Wissenschaft, see David tllenson. Rabbi HsricI Hildcshicmcr and the ( rcation of a Modern Jewish

Onhodoxv (Tuscaloosa, Alabainu: University of Alabama Press. 1990), pp. I4S-I65.



was published in 1897 and the sixth in 1964 - the fundamentals of Jewish tradition were

reaffirmed
«. 14

Halevy possessed a distinct historical sensibility and his work displays the all-

pervasive infloence Wissenschaft enjoyed in Germany. At the same time, his allegiance

to Orthodox Jewish faith and practice was fierce. The critiques he issued against Frankel

and other members of the Positive-Mistoricai school such as lleinrich Graetz and I.H.

Weiss for the treatment they accorded the history of the Mishnah and its authors, as well

as an exposition of his own analysis of the same topics, demonstrate a distinctive

Orthodox approach to Wissenschaft and allow for another understanding of how a

devoted religious believer can simultaneously be informed by and dissent from the

phenomenon ofmodem historical consciousness.

Unlike Auerbach, the Orthodox Halevy did not abjure an academic approach to

the Jewish past. In fact, he enthusiastically professed his devotion to such study. In his

writings, Halevy praised the academic study of Judaism as heralding a "renaissance of

Jewish literature" and spoke of the need for Orthodox Jews to "work together for the

benefit of Hoc hmat Yisnieir
'' While he charged that the research conducted by non-

Orthodox students of Wissenschaft did little more than "reduce the foundations of

Judaism into chaos {tohtt vu 'vohu}^ '^ Halevy nevertheless asserted, "The foundation of

Orthodoxy rests on a foundation of true Hochmat Yisraeir '^ Halevy therefore insisted

that die Orthodox scholar adhere to the most stringent standards of scholarly research,

and he maintained that internal Jewish sources alone were not enough to construct a

serious Jewish history. Indeed, he explicitly called upon Orthodox authors to consult

contemporaneous non-Jewish sources such as Josephus in writing a history of the Jewish

community. Furthermore, these sources "had to be presented in the original language"

and articles presenting the fruits of that research had to be written "in a scientific

manner/
IK

Halevy felt that he himself achieved such a "scientific standard" in his own work

and, in a 1900 letter to Salomon Breuer of Frankfiirt after publication of the first volume

of Domt Harishomm and prior to the publication of the second, he stated that he was

confident that Breuer would appreciate and rejoice in the forthcoming volume. He

further boasted that his historical research had succeeded in strengthening the stature of

traditional Judaism in the modem setting and that he had succeeded in responding to

those modem academics who had distorted Jewish history. As he wrote, "Through my

hand, God has fulfilled the desire of all pious Jews to establish Hochmat Yisrael and

Jewish history properly and restore them to their rightful place/^ As a result, "All evil

" O. Ashcr Rcichcl, Isaac Halcvv ( 1R47-I9i4t: Spokesman and Historian of Jewish Tradition (New York:

Ycshiva University Press, l%9), p 9.

'' Ashcr Rcchiel, cd., fmt^mi Ruhh, Yitzchak Isam Halevy (Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kuk, 1972), Letter

27a.
'**

Ibid.. Letter 42b.

"lbid.,Lctlcrl34.

'"Ibid.Letter 27a.
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will vanish like smoke, and our Holy Torah will be rebuilt and reestablished as it was in

earlier days."
'*

In describing his approach to Jewish history, Halvey wrote that history must not

be based on "dreams - halomot" In a positivistic mode characteristic of his time, Halevy

claimed, "History represents matters as they genuinely are from the depths of fiill

research." The reader of an historical tome must be confident that the descriptions and

representations of events and trends are flilly reliable and accurate.

"

Consequently, Halevy stated that the scholar must not depend upon "aggadah" -

fanciful tales and interpretations - for the writing of history. Instead, he averred that the

key to Jewish history for the modem student of the past lay in grasping an understanding

of the halakhic sources of Jewish tradition. Halevy complained that many traditional

historians of the talmudic era employed aggadot that had no connection to the historical

time and place of the Amoruim and this allowed for ahistorical flights of imagination that

were no more than the expression of the subjective whims of each individual author.

Halevy was genuinely committed to Wissenschaft - as he understood it.
"

In making this distinction between halakhic and aggadic sources for the writing of

Jewish history, Halevy reflected traditional patterns of understanding that marked the

eastem European yeshiva worid from which he emerged, a world that granted primacy to

the purported "objectivity" of halakhic sources over the presumed "subjectivity" inherent

in aggadic ones. " However, in offering this assessment of Halachah and Aggadah for

the construction of history, Halevy just as cleady did not take into account the types of

considerations that modem historians would adopt regarding the use of these sources.

After all, even if aggadot are "fanciful flights of imagination," the historian can

nevertheless mine them, no less than the historian can analyze halakhic texts, to reveal a

great deal about the intentions and attitudes of their authors. Furthermore, Halevy cleariy

presumed the historical accuracy of all legal sources. He completely ignored the types of

issues that a critical historian today might raise ~ whether particular sources are

projections of a later era onto an eariier one, the subjective concerns of the author, the

personal commitments of the writer, and the like. Indeed, questions of this type

seemingly never entered his mind. In this way, his critical historical consciousness - like

that of Frankel for that matter - appears rather "primitive."

In the first volume of Dorot Harishonmu Halevy treated the mishnaic period of

Jewish history.
"^ Consequently, this volume provides the contemporary observer with a

clear picture of his own historical sensibility as well as a useful point of comparison to

see where his own approach and understanding were both akin to and distinct from that

of a figure such as Frankel. Indeed, in this volume, Halevy stridently attacks not only

'^
Ibid., Lcltcr 5.

-"Ibid, Letter 17.

-' Ibid, Letter 42a.

" Note how different this viewpoint is from that of many contemporary Orthodox precincts where the Art

Scroll series of Orthodox publications often ascribes historical accuracy to events and tales contained in

classical aggadic writings.

*
Page numbers in the body of the text refer to this volume oi Dorot JIarishonim.
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Fankel, but also Heinrich Graetz and III. Weiss - both leading members of the Positive-

Historical camp of nineteenth century German Jewish historians.

llalevy pointed out that all these leading Positive-Historical scholars regarded

Tannaim such as Hillel and Akiba as the supreme architects of rabbinic Judaism and they

maintained that Jewish law was created and evolved during the first centuries of the

modem era. For example, Halevy noted that Gratez asserted that "Hillel ushered in a

new era in the" development of Torah. In so doing, "Hillel laid the cornerstone for the

construction of the Talmud" and he established a foundation for Judaism that remains to

this day (p. 157). Similarly, Frankel in Darkhei Ifamishnah, had written that while

certain commandments from the time of the Ezra were ancient ones - e.g., certain

sacrificial offerings - others - e.g., relating to forbidden foods such as gentile oil ~ were

new. In addition, Frankel declared, "Rabbi Akiba was the first to establish a certam

mishnahr Therefore, averred Frankel, "Rabbi Akiba arose and he was the great man

who began to construct the mishnah and lay its cornerstone" (p. 203). Finally, Weiss, in

Volume 1 of his Dor Dor v'Dorshaw stated that Hillel felt empowered, "to employ logic

{sevara) regarding every new matter that came before him to depart from" the established

law (203).

To all of this, Halevy queried, "Is there any end to these words of foolishness?"

Indeed, all these academics were persons who are "shrouded in fog" and who "walked in

chaos" (p. 203). In contrast to Frankel and the others, Halevy maintained that Hillel did

not introduce a new era in the chain of tradition nor did any of the Tannaim establish a

new foundation for the construction of the Mishnah . He asserted that Graetz was in error

on this point, just as Weiss was when he contended that Hillel deviated from the

Halakhah. Similarly, Frankel was mistaken when he asserted that the first generations of

the Tannaim laid the cornerstone of the Mishnah (p. 205). Rather, the Mishnah was

already established before these rabbinic sages lived. Halevy referred to this original

Mishnah as Y'sod Hamishmh and stated that all the arguments of the Tannaim were no

more than expositions of and commentaries upon the earlier words and rulings they had

received. As Halevy explicitly wrote, "All the Mishnah was arranged and its template

sealed in its entirety, as it exists before us, and was transmitted during the days of the

Men of the Great Assembly" (p. 204).

Halevy defended his stance in several ways. First, he argued that the language of

the apocryphal work Ben Sira was akin in language and form to that of the Mishnah, thus

demonstrating that the "Mishna was already familiar to all." Furthermore, he stated that

the Mishnah was not connected homiletically to Scripture. Rather, the laws the Mishnah

contained were arranged systematically as they were received. Indeed, they were

preserved despite the persecutions that obtained between the time of the Men of the Great

Assembly and the Tannaim. Furthermore, all the general "enactments - takkanoC of the

rabbis and all the foundations for these rabbinic lakkanot emerged prior to the days of

Simon the Just. Halevy conceded that "here and there" there were individual lakkanot

that were identified with the head of the generation in which they were enacted, e.g.,

those of Jose ben Yoezer, the Beit Din of the Hasmoneans, and Shimon ben Shetach.

However, they were all circumscribed enactments. In contrast, all wide-ranging takkanot

such as safek J'oraita I'hiimra, the concept of sheviit in relation to Shabbat, the

prohibition of carrying in a place defined as karmalit, and the foundations of the laws of

mourning were from no later than the time of the Men of the Great Assembly. ""^ Indeed,

many of these laws preceded the men of the Great Assembly. However, Halevy

emphatically declared that none were later than this period. As Baruch Bokser, in a

concise summary of his position, has observed, for Halevy the Y'sod Hamishnah

"consists of biblical-based laws, other laws contemporary with the Sinaitic revelation of

Torah, and later authoritative and collective enactments from the time of the prophets

through the days of the scribes {Soferim). The Men of the Great Assembly received these

laws, fixed their language and form, and thereby produced Y'sod Hamishnah:' The

Tannaim do no more than explain and clarify the rulings of Y'sod hamishnah.
"

While Halevy did concede that the Tannaim at times argued over the precise

wording of the Mishnah , he was insistent that the literary formulation and redaction of

the Mishnah stemmed from the time of the Men of the Great Assembly. He buttressed

this position by offering numerous cases where the "original mishnah" was followed by

later rabbinic argumentation. One example will suffice to illustrate the mode of

explanation he advanced. In Mishna Hagigah 1:1, it states, "Everyone is obligated to see

the Temple during the three pilgrimage festivals, except for the deaf-mute, the imbecile,

and a minor, ... and he who is unable to go up by foot " After the list of persons who are

exempt from seeing "the Temple during the three pilgrimage festivals" is completed, the

Mishnah then asks, "Who is a minor?" An argument is then recorded between Bet

Shammai and Bet Hillel. Bel Shammai contends that the phrase, "Who is a minor?,"

refers to a child who cannot be carried on his father's shoulders. In contrast. Bet Hillel

states that it refers to a child who cannot grasp his father's hand in going up to Jerusalem.

A child who cannot walk on his own power is not obligated to be at the Temple Mount on

these holidays. As Halevy would have it, the first sentence of the Mishnah is 'the

Foundation of the Mishna {Y'sod Hamishnah): The arguments that follow are later

additions and are restricted to a definition of what constitutes a 'minor' for purposes of

this law (p. 207).

-'*

Safck iloniita Ihumni is a principle that asserts that in a case where there is a doubt regarding a

commandment that stems from the Torah, one leans toward stringency. Slwvtit is a category that refers to

restrictions instituted by the Sages of the Tahiiud in order to prevent violations of Torah prohibitions on or

to enhance the holiness of the Sabbath and festivals. On the Sabbath, Jewish law prohbits carrying from a

"private domain" into a "public domain." The rabbis of the Talmud extended this prohibition to cany treom

the "private domain" into the "public domain" to include areas that resemble a "public domain" such as

field or an alley. They called such an area Kurmalit
' Baruch Bokser, "Y.I. Halevy," in Jacob Ncusner, ed.. The Modem Study of the Mishnah (Leiden: Brill,

1973), p. 137. Of course, as Jacob Lauterbach, in his Rabbinic Essays (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College

Press, 1951), p. 181, writes, "At the most, his arguments could only prove that there had been many

halakhoi and decisions in the days of the Soferim, and that the earliest Tannaim in our Mishnah in their

discussion seek to define and explain these older halakhoi and decisions. But it does not follow that these

Halakhot and decisions were already in the days of the Soferim composed in Mishnah-form."
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Concluding Considerations and Tliougiits

Halevy clearly strained to undermine the notions put forth by Frankel, Graetz,

Weiss and their Positive-ilistorical school. Yet, there is a striking methodological

similarity between Halevy and Frankel that easily distinguishes them from a man such as

Auerbach. Though Halevy pushed the date of the composition of the Mishnah even

ftjrther back into the mists of antiquity than did Frankel, Halevy did not abjure history.

Indeed, Halevy parallels Frankel in that he too wields "history" as a weapon to posit the

antiquity of the law. History becomes a category to grant religion cultural respectability

and to instill a sense of self-confidence and self-respect in a contemporary generation of

However, history is more than a simple warrant to complement religious faith for

men such as Halevy and Frankel. Their interpretations of Jewish legal texts are literary-

historical, not halakhic. In the case of Halevy, his presentation of the Mishnah permitted

him to argue that the rabbis were not complete innovators while simultaneously

indicating - as Frankel and others had - that there were layers or strata in the Mishnah.

It would therefore be a mistake not to distinguish Halevy from Auerbach and to dismiss

Halevy as an Orthodox apologete who employed history only to defend traditional Jewish

piety. His Dorot Hahshomm no less than Darkhei Hamishnah displays a

Weltansehammg that situates and understands its data within historical context. In so

doing, history provides a sense ofmeaning for a current religious community.

There is therefore an unavoidable historicist mode of thought that brings us back

to the position that Kierkegaard enunciated and that was cited at the outset of this

presentation. The insistence of the historian that texts be placed in context seemingly

dissolves, as David Meyers has phrased it, "the veneer of transcendence in which sacred

texts [are] wrapped." "^ Such a methodological approach not only aroused the ire of

religious traditionalists such as Auerbach and Hirsch against Frankel. It also led Rav

Kook to warn Halevy '1hat we need to be guarded against new ways." Kook protested

the history that Halevy had penned and censured his description of strata in the Mishnah,

his refiisal to affirm the historicity of Aggadah, and his use of Josephus and other non-

Jewish sources in the writing of Doroi Harishonim. For a believer such as Rav Kook,

this approach that Halevy adopted subverted the belief in Judaism as a timeless and

sacred tradition.
"'

However, this lecture has sought to demonstrated that the relationship between

historical consciousness and the scholarship such consciousness produces on the one

hand and religious faith on the other can be more complex than men such as Kierkegaard

and Kook suggest. The tensions between "history and faith" may never be completely

resolved. However, the writings of men such as Halevy and Frankel indicate that

* Meyers, Rcsistini! History: Historicism and Its Discontents in German-Jewish Tboutiht. p. 5.

"^
tof*''^*^' ^<^^^' yif^^'^**^ '•«*'« Hakvy\ Letter 80,
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historians who are religious are not confined to the response of Auerbach. The writings

of Frankel and Halevy demonstrate that committed religious Jewish scholars can employ

history in the service of religion and that Clio, the muse of history, often directs and

informs the religious impulse by displaying the spiritual capacity and abiding inspiration

that resides in the religious story. History seeks to serve and persuade the present as it

recovers and presents the past. From this perspective, history can deepen faith and

construct new modes of religious and communal memory and identity. The uses of

history are many.
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A young Russian-Jewish Emigre works in my office, her last

name is unknown to me, but we call her Katja. Her given name is

Ekaterina. She said that she lives in Hamburg, but was bom in

Russia until her parents moved to Hamburg. I then realized that

maybe she was Jewish. This is not a question that one usually

asks people in New York, but I asked and she said yes. I then

asked what is it like for her to live in Germany. She replied, "I

love Hamburg and I love New York, but the difference is

enormous. The reason is that the German people are,*' and she

used the precise word that I have always been searching for.

"clumsy" about dealing with Jews. I asked what she meant. She

said "every time I meet somebody and they find out that 1 am

Jewish, the first thing they tell me, without my asking, is that

their grandparents had nothing to do with the Holocaust. Their

grandparents were living in Slovenia or far removed or in the

countryside; they did not know anything was going on. She said,

"I never ask them, but they constantly feel the need to tell me

where their family was. This never occurs to anybody in New
York to even care whether I am Jewish or not. I feel like a New

Yorker even though I am from Russia via Germany and I happen

to be Jewish."

This is the same thing I experience when I go to Germany. As

Michael Blumenthal, the head of Berlin's Jewish Museum, so

aptly put it, he said, "I leave America as an American and I come

back as a Jew." What he means by that is that the Germans fall all

over themselves to be nice to Jews, in a way that is somewhat

disingenuous. They may want to be nice, but then just be nice, do

not fall over yourself and make me feel different. Every time I am

in Germany I feel different not because I am an architect or an

American but because I am a Jewish architect. I do not feel like a

Jewish architect in the United States. The circumstances which

bring me to Germany are such that the fact that I happen to be

Jewish is advertised all the time. But 1 did other work in Berlin,

as well as work all over Europe, Japan, the Far East, and the

United States. The fact that I am Jewish is never an issue except

when I am in Germany. This is a background to my work on the

Memorial.

For me, it is a good thing that the Memorial does not speak as many of

the victims' families want. My work, first of all, was to build a Memorial

to the murdered Jews of Europe that was sponsored by the perpetrators;

that in itself is a unique thing. One can build a memorial in Washington,

or a Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, but for the Germans to give up five acres

in the middle of their capital city to a memorial to those who were

murdered is quite something. Therefore the task of what this was going

to be was quite daunting, not the least of which is the fact that there are

very few precedents for such a memorial. The Vietnam Memorial is a

memorial to Americans. Its purpose is clear. But Berlin presented a very

conflicted situation. First of all, most of what I see as Holocaust

memorabilia is touched with nostalgia as well as memory, and there is an

important difference between nostalgia and memory. To me, nostalgia is

kitsch, it is not a legitimate sensibility. Second, when you go to the

concentration camps, you say, this was terrible, but you walk away and

are able to psychologically integrate the experience into your own

psychological makeup and think "there but for the grace of God go I."

But the objective of the Memorial was to touch not only the Jewish

survivor families, but most importantly, the Germans. I wanted in some

way to begin to normalize the German relationship to the past, if such a

thing is possible, to bring it into everyday life. Without that, there can

never be an integrated Jewish community in Berlin or in Germany.

I wanted it to be an open memorial, to be part of the city, and not to bear

names or inscriptions that tell you what it is and proscribe how to use it.

I did not want any figures that would portray feelings of the past other

than an experience in the present. Marcel Proust said it very well in The

Remembrance of Things Past when, walking on Guermantes Way,

Swann hears the sound of his feet on the cobble stones, he is

instantaneously reminded of a similar experience when he was walking

on the stones of Piazza San Marco. In other words, the present would be

able to bring the past into the present as something living. I wanted the

experience of the camps to be something that would be a living presence

when people were walking in the field of pillars. I was reminded of a

close friend of mine, who went with her mother from Budapest to

Auschwitz in November of 1944. What she said to me was quite moving.

She said that she went with her mother and faced Doctor Mengele who



pushed her mother to one side and her to the other. She said, "no, no, I

want to be with my mother/' Mengele kicked her and said "you will have

plenty of time to be with your mother." She recalls that moment of being

alone and unable to speak. She recalls the terror of being taken from her

mother and unable to say anything. I wanted that possibility when you

walk in the field, that possibility to be silent as opposed to speaking, but

to be experiencing the present as the past in the present.

The Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben said about the Memorial to the

Murdered Jews of Europe that it does two things, and that there are two

kinds of memory. There is the immemorable, that which is unable to be

portrayed in memory in any form. He said that the Memorial comes close

to the possibility of the immemorable in memory, that is the possibility

of something that you cannot memorialize because it is so horrific or

extensive that anything representational would reduce its own

significance. The Memorial also allows for the other part of memory, the

archival. The field is the immemorable, and the exhibition below is the

archival memory. He says that what the Memorial does as no other

Memorial is to bring these two together simultaneously.

I continue to get letters from non-Jewish Germans, who have been to the

field and have experienced everything from watching children play, to

seeing kids have lunch, to people sitting on the stones, to people walking

silently, to a certain sense of fear, to encounter somebody suddenly from

behind a pillar. What has been so gratifying to me is the acceptance by

the Germans of all of these different things, the kids running as they run

in a Catholic church, as they run on holidays in a synagogue. I have seen

kids in cemeteries at funerals running and playing tag. The fact that the

average German has accepted the everyday quality of something so

horrific that they can now call a friend and say, meet me for lunch at the

Holocaust Memorial. They could go right across the street to the

Tiergarten and have lunch in a nice place, but a lot of people prefer for

some reason to have lunch there. It has become a favorite meeting place.

Kiosks and imbiss carts have sprung up selling Italian ice and bratwurst.

The Memorial has become socialized into the German psyche six months

after its opening, with a million and a half people visiting in one year.

To have a Jewish place, a five acre place in the center of a major capital

outside of Jerusalem would not have been possible anywhere else in the

worid but in Beriin. It could not have happened in New York. No

developer would have given up that kind of real estate to do a Jewish

memorial in Times Square. So the enormity of the task of having five

acres in the center was also a problem. Many people wanted to place it in

an obscure place away from the center of town. Henry Kissinger has said

to me on many occasions, that he was very much against this Memorial.

Many prominent Jews also felt that way, afraid of renewed anti-

Semitism. Martin Walser, one of my major critics in Germany, who in

one sense is actually responsible for the fact of the Memorial being built,

said recently on Vatican radio that he had made a terrible error in

opposing it, and that it was an important thing for the Germans to have

done.

For me, my personal story in this is very important. I was raised in a

German-Jewish household in South Orange, New Jersey. My
grandmother was bom on July 4*, 1876 in Newark, New Jersey. She was

proud of telling me that her father was buried in a gentile cemetery. She

said that she was German all through the war even though she was from

Alsace and could have said she was French, but for some reason she

continued to insist that she was German. I was never Bar Mitzvahed, and

I would say that I had a very distanced relationship to my Jewishness. If

anything I was very much of a secular Jew. However, there were

instances in my upbringing in the '30s and '40s, which I remember very

clearly. One day in the 4'^ grade in 1942 when I was 10 years old, my

best friend said to me out of the blue, I cannot play with you anymore

because you are Jewish. You cannot come to my house. We sat in the

same classroom from 4'*^ grade to 12'*" grade, and I never spoke to him

again, I was so hurt by that. A lot of you may not realize the amount of

overt and covert anti-Semitism that existed in the United States at the

time. I went to dancing school in South Orange, New Jersey to Emily

Searie's School for the Dance. I was 13 years old and just about ready to

understand what it meant to dance with a giri. I realized that we went to

the school on one Saturday night and on the next Saturday night all of the

gentiles went. We were segregated in dancing class in 1943-44! These

were indelible scars.



When I was invited in 1997 to participate in the competition to design a

memorial, I was skeptical because, first of all, I do not like "the

Holocaust industry." Second, I thought anything that one would do,

would be kitsch, and the worst thing would be to do a kitsch Holocaust

memorial. I was afraid of this, and I did not think I could do it. To make

a long story short, we did it, and we were picked by Helmut Kohl to be

the winner among four in the spring of 1998. What 1 realized was that if

Helmut Kohl lost the election in September, we would lose the Holocaust

project because Gerhard Schroeder's government and Michael Naumann,

who was to be his culture minister, and who had been in America as an

editor at a publishing company, was against the project. Kohl lost,

Schroeder won, the memorial was dead. There was not going to be a

memorial.

This is where Martin Walser comes in. Of course the Jewish community,

whose leaders were Ignatz Bubis and Paul Spiegel, were really pleased

that this project was over. In the fall of '98 or the spring of '99, Martin

Walser was given the Gei-man Peace Prize. Inadvertently he said in his

speech, we have had enough in this country of the "Haifa bankers",

meaning Jewish money, sparking Ignatz Bubis to reply immediately. For

one thing, Bubis now came out and said we need this memorial.

Schroeder' s government was caught in a situation where it had to do

something because Bubis had raised the spectre of a revival of German

anti-Semitism. In the interim I had been introduced to Mike Blumenthal,

a neighbor in Princeton who is the president of the Jewish Museum in

Berlin, Mike was quite candid.

I am against the Memorial, he said but I am going to introduce you to

Michael Naumann, Chancellor Schroeder's minister of culture. When we

met in Berlin, Naumann said the government did not want to build the

project, even with the pressure from Bubis to do so. I convinced

Naumann to look at the model, and he really liked it. He said something

like ''my God, this is beautiful, I think we should do it." He moved the

project out of the Chancellery into the Bundestag, into the parliament

where there was an open debate. Some compromises had to be made

(mainly to include an **ort" of information, an information center). The

revised project was approved by the German parliament and it became

law that it had to be built the way it was designed, with the "ort", and

2,700 pillars.
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A Kurcitoniim was formed to monitor the progress. Every six weeks I

went to Germany and sat with every color of the political spectrum

around a table and watched German democracy at work. It was

incredible. Wolfgang Thierse, who was then the president of the

Bundestag was the head of the Kuratorium. Michael Naumann was there,

the CDU was there, the CSU was there, the Greens were there, even

representatives of the Jewish community. Lea Rosh's group, the

Forderkreis , was also represented. Every six weeks they would sit for two

hours and talk about the Memorial. 1 said to myself, could I imagine

Trent Lott and others in the United States Congress sitting around

spending their time talking about such a project?

Needless to say, I did get into some political problems. I have a habit of

putting my foot in my mouth and speaking what I believe to be the truth,

which is not wise but also politically naive. The particular situation was

over the anti-graffiti coating for the pillars that make up the Memorial.

We as architects objected, and I said if the Germans want to mar the

project with graffiti, they should be allowed to do that. But the state said

no. That kind of prohibition is unique for Germany. For example, one is

not allowed to protest within 600 meters of the Memorial. In any case,

the company selected to do the anti-graffiti coating was Degussa. As an

American, I knew nothing about them; I did not even know what the

acronym Degussa* meant, or that Degussa was the company that

manufactured the Zyklon-B gas that was used in the concentration

camps. A big debate about this erupted in Germany. I wrote an article in

Die Zeit and said "never forget does not mean never forgive," and if we

were not prepared to forgive, then which German companies would we

be able to use because they were all guilty. In fact, Degussa was one of

the best in beginning reparations. So, with the backing of Die Zeit, and

the Frankfurter Allgenieine, we were able to keep Degussa. The story

made the front page of the New York Times. This is where the story

becomes difficult for me. I have a Jewish dentist in New York. After

reading the story in the Times, he commented that he saw I was in trouble

again in Germany. I asked him why he was interested, and he told me
that most of the fillings used in New York are made by Degussa and that

I have Degussa in my mouth. Meanwhile, in Germany, the Degussa issue

we thought was settled, was again raised at the Kuratorium and we spent

another two hours arguing whether Degussa should be allowed to do the

work.
7
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To break the tension I said, "hey guys, let me tell you a story about my

Jewish dentist, and not knowing what Degussa stands for. My dentist

tells me that I have gold fillings in my mouth made by Degussa, and that

Degussa were the ones responsible for taking the gold and silver out of

the teeth of the Nazi victims". The Jewish community representatives on

the Kuratorium got up en masse and walked out. Everybody looked at

me in dismay; it was like I was putting my foot in my mouth. I had no

idea. I had to apologize on national television to the Jewish community,

but this is the kind of thing that can happen when you are operating

without as much knowledge as one should have had. In any case, it was a

great lesson and I also learned that a certain kind of Jewish humor may

work in New York, but it does not go down too well in Berlin. What you

realize is that a sense of humor is a very strange commodity that does not

export very well.

Ib conclusion, I have never had a more satisfying, perhaps thrilling

experience. It brought me much closer to my own Jewishness. It made

me deal with the facts of who I am. At the official ceremony for the

opening of the Memorial I said that I left part of my heart in Beriin, and it

is true, that I really feel that a part of me has done something in Germany

not just for Germans but for the world that I have never done before, and

may never be asked to do again. Having participated in such an

experience; I was able to say that I know that part of me will always be

there. Every time I go back to Beriin, I go there with a sense not of Peter

Eisenman having done this, but of having contributed to something

which I think is very important - to normalize a condition of being a Jew

in the worid. It may not look like much from New York, but when you

see it in the worid that I occupy, it was an enormous achievement.

Recently, in June in Istanbul I was a keynote speaker at an international

conference of architects. Thousands of architects from all over the world

were there. At my particular talk, there were twenty-five hundred in the

audience, 99 percent were Muslim. Four hundred of them had traveled

by bus through Turkey from Iran to hear me speak. After the lecture I

was given a standing ovation. I talked about how architecture could help

to bring about people confronting each other in real time and space. I

showed the Memorial project, and after the talk I was literally
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surrounded for two hours with young kids, some of them in headscarves,

wanting to take pictures with me to take back to Iran. And I thought to

myself, this is really crazy. Then you realize that if you do something that

touches people's hearts, even those who may have had antipathy toward

you, when they realize the gesture you are making is genuine, then that is

really important. No matter how right or how wrong it might have been,

it was the attempt to do something as an American Jew which touched

these people. 1 may never do such a thing again.

What is so different about memorials than about other construction is that

everybody will remember Daniel Libeskind as the architect of the Jewish

Museum in Beriin, but very few people will remember that Peter

Eisenman did the Memorial. With Memorials like the Brandenburg Gate,

the Arc de Triomphe and others, people remember the symbolism but

they do not remember the architect. The architect for memorials

disappears rapidly whereas the architect for buildings always remains in

focus. I am quite pleased that maybe a hundred years from now, the

pillars of the Beriin memorial will be there, but the memory of me will

have disappeared. It is important that the memory of going to the

Memorial remain alive because the experience of being in that field is not

an everyday experience. I hope that all of you at some point will go there.

I know that many American Jews who would not go to Germany before,

now, because of the Memorial plan to go to Berlin. That is another

"getting over" that I think is important. I think that if Germans can get

over the Holocaust in the sense of acknowledging it so publicly and yet

moving on, then American Jews can get over the fact that Germany was

the nation of perpetrators. That will be important. I remember Peter Gay

writing in his autobiography that in 1933 he was a German, in 1938 he

was a German Jew, and in 1940 he was a Jew. One hopes that one could

reverse that process so that all German-Jews could be Germans again and

German-gentiles could be German again and not Jews and gentiles, as it

was even in America not so long ago. I have a copy of Time magazine

from 1938, its editor, Henry Luce, was a violent anti-Semite. I was

particulariy struck by one thing in this magazine. There was a picture of

John D. Rockefeller on one page in black and white, and

Chaim Weitzman on the facing page. Under Rockefeller it said

"John D. Rockefeller" and under Weitzman it said ^'Jew Weitzman". This

was 1938 in Time magazine.



I have no real conclusion for my remarks at Leo Baeck Institute this

evening, except to express some of my feelings that I had as a human

being, as a Jewish American architect working in Germany, and to

suggest to you how important these public works are. I'd like to show

you some slides that show the site and talk a little about the design. The

site given to us in Berlin was once the site of the house of Hindenburg

and also the house and the bunker of Goebbels. Today, it is across the

street from the new American Embassy. The topography of the land is

uneven and undulating; it is deliberately difficult to walk on.

None of the pillars are above eye level but because the ground slopes,

they vary in height, and because they are spaced very close to each other,

less then one meter apart, the area feels claustrophobic. The pillars are

three times as long as they are wide, and they tip at odd angles randomly

within the field. There is a sense of unease, that all is not straight in the

world.

The number of pillars in my original design was 4350, enough to fill the

site. Then Chancellor Kohl noted that some space had to be left for

walkways and various other practical concerns so we reduced the number

to 3000. Then the American Embassy said the sidewalks had to be

moved for security reasons so we reduced the number further to 27 1 1 - a

number with no significance other than it filled the space given to us. But

one day a young rabbinic student came to me and asked me if I realized

that the modem Talmud has 271 1 pages. So perhaps it has a significance

after all.

From the street, one cannot see visitors within. They disappear among the

pillars. But it looks better with people; people bring it to life - especially

school children. They run out of school busses and into the fields of

pillars. There is a magic about being there, and when they go home to

their middle-class German families they say "we had a wonderful time

today at the Holocaust Memorial". That sentence to me says it all,

because the children hate museums and every child I spoke to loved his

visit to the Memorial. I think it is clear that Germans will use the space

as they wish - as a meeting place, as a destination for a school trip, as a

solemn spot for contemplation. In Europe, there is a different idea about
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the use of public spaces for Memorials than there is in America. The

Germans passed a law to ensure that the memorial would be built by

Germans for Germans and not for the families of the victims. What has

happened at the World Trade Center in New York could not have

happened in Germany. In New York, the involvement of the families

threatens the life of the project. It shows that we have a very different

idea of how to deal with public space and how we deal with the question

of memory.

People have asked me why there are no names of the victims on the

pillars and the answer is because these are not gravestones. All the names

of all the victims from Yad Vashem are in the information "ort" attached

to the Memorial, but for the Memorial itself, I wanted visitors to have an

experience almost impossible to associate; I wanted them to go to an

alien place and relate to it just by being there. I wanted it to be as

unassimilatable, as un-nameable, unspeakable and unthinkable as the

Holocaust itself The complexity of death is a difficult thing to deal with.

When a catastrophe in the magnitude of genocide takes away the

possibility of individual graves for individual deaths, the role of the

Memorial becomes questionable. Let me also add that the German

government now owns the property, and if they ever decide to put names

on the pillars they are free to do so.

I wanted this Memorial, which I don't think should be called a Memorial

to the Murdered Jews of Europe but rather a Memorial to the

Exterminated Jews of Europe because the Sinti and the Roma and

homosexuals and Russians and Poles were murdered but Jews were

exterminated - not murdered by individuals but exterminated by a people

and that makes them different from the others - I wanted this Memorial

to be a Mahnmal not a Denkmal, a warning more than a remembrance. It

should stand as a warning against the reason and rationality that is the

hallmark of the 20'^ century, against the efficiency of machines and

production and capital that can go awry. This field looks like a field of

reason, all lined up, but when reason becomes obsessive, chaos ensues.

The Germans were masters at making the trains run on time but it was

where they were going and why that became the problem. The same

thing happens in this field when people turn comers and unexpectedly
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run into each other; they can't pass or turn around and in any case they are

no longer sure of the way out. From the street, one cannot see the visitors

within. They disappear among the pillars so it all looks very calm from the

outside.
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Since its founding in 1955, the Leo Baeck Institute has become the premier

research Hbrary and archive devoted exclusively to documenting the history of

German-speaking Jewry. In the aftermath of World War Two, with the

annihilation of European Jewry almost complete, some of the leading

intellectuals who were forced out of Germany and Austria were determined to

preserve the shattered remains of their devastated heritage. They sought to

collect as much material as they could to provide future generations with

authentic evidence of this rich and varied past. The founders included Martin

Buber, Max Grunewald, Hannah Arendt and Robert Weltsch. They made

Rabbi Leo Baeck, the last leader of the Jewish community in Germany under

the Nazis, its first president and named the Institute in his honor, to signify the

ideals of modern, cultured, assimilated German-Jewry.

LBI offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled community;

London, Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the home of the

Institute's unparalleled library and archival collections. In September 2001,

LBI New York opened a branch of its archives at the new Jewish Museum in

Berlin. This marks the first time that this extraordinary array of materials is

available in Europe. It is both symbolically and in fact a very significant

development in the continuity of this legacy shared by Germans and Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflect a heritage of triumphs and

tragedies that must never be forgotten.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE / NEW YORK / BERLIN

For the study of the history and culture of German-speaking Jewry

15 West 16'*^ Street, New York, NY 1001 1-6301

Telephone (212) 744 6400 Fax (212) 988 1305

Lindenstrasse 9-14, 1 0969 Berlin

Telephone 49 30 2599 3556
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TTi^ past is never dead. In fact, it is not even past.

William Faulkner, Re^fuiem for a Nun

This evening I will be speaking about Central European Jewish

culture, and about three men who came out of it. This is the culture

ofthe late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that developed in

the shadow of the Hapsburg Empire in what came to be called

Austro-Hungary. The men are Sigmund Freud, the Viennese founder

of psychoanalysis, A. A. Brill the immigrant from Galicia who

brought psychoanalysis to the United States, and Ludwik Fleck, the

physidan from Cracow who founded the discipline on whose tenets

my address rests.

In a very short time, these three men managed to create and establish

two new and prestigious fields of study: psychoanalysis and the

sociology of sciendfic knowledge. Their contributions and

accomplishments tell us a lot about the history of the Jews in Europe

and America in their quest for assimilation and acceptance, and their

disproportionate contribution to the social sciences.

I will start with Fleck, because it was his discovery that gives us the

tools to consider the importance of Hapsburg culture on the later

success of Jews in academic life. Fleck was a Polish immunologist. In

1936 he published (in German) a landmark book, The Genesis and

Development of a Scientific Fact. Thomas Kuhn, who in 1962

published perhaps the best-knovm work so far in the sociology of

scientific knowledge. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,

acknowledged a deep debt to Fleck and his work on the role of

cultural, historical, social, political, and psychological factors in

intelleaual discovery.

Sigmund Freud's psychoanalysis has been called a Jewish discipline

in part because it was created by a Jew, and in part because Freud's

first nineteen followers (and many of his later ones) were, like him.

Central European Jews who grew up in what had once been the core

of the Hapsburg Empire. It is less well known, however, how deeply

Hapsburgian, and how deeply Jewish is the discipline of sociology

as well. The foundation work of sociology was the Outline of

Sociology, published by the Cracovian Jew Ludwik Gumplowicz in

1885. Fleck's discipline, the sociology of knowledge, has its own

Central European Jewish pedigree. And when sociology crossed the

Atlantic, many of its major contributors (as happened with

psychoanalysis) continued to be Jewish. Important and enduring

new intellectual disciplines are not established every day, but here we

have two new fields exploding into life within a span of forty years,

both founded by Austro-Hungarian Jews.

Certainly the Jewish emphasis on learning and on textual study and

analysis is relevant to academic achievement. But it is also

indisputable that cultural immigrants, if they are to succeed, must

study carefully the mores of their new societies. This was true of the

Britons under the Romans, it was true of the Saxons under the

Normans, and it was true of the nineteenth-century Hapsburg Jews.

As long as Jews were segregated by law, the cultural refinements of

the surrounding society were not an issue for them. Over the course

of the nineteenth century, however, the discriminatory laws that kept

Jews separate were slowly relaxed, and then abolished.

Fleck's two key concepts were the thought collective (Denkkollektiv)

and thought style (Denkstil). The latter includes shared attitudes or

background assumptions that characterize a thought collective.

Fleck's ideas are relevant to the development of Hapsburgian Jewish

identity in general, and to psychoanalysis in particular. The first-

generation Viennese and Cracovian Jews of the late nineteenth

century came from one distinctive thought collective and thought



style— the ghetto and the shtetl— but they aspired to very different

ones— the university, the professions, the marketplace. Fleck

recognized this dynamic clearly enough to apply it to the

development of scientific knowledge, and I am suggesting that this

recognition was likely a reflection of the differences he perceived

between his own people and the larger society they wished to enter.

Half a century before Fleck codified his insights about the

importance of thought collectives and thought styles, Freud

exemplified them. From early on Freud wanted to be part of the

thought colleaive of cultured and educated Viennese and Germans,

and to share their thought style. He worked hard at the gymnasium to

which his father sent him to acquire the educational requirements of

the society to which he aspired. After the gymnasium, he strove to

succeed in the university To that end, when the university finally

excluded him because of his religion, (and following a brief

involvement with B'nai Brith, whose members were his first

audience for some of his scientific papers), Freud established a

parallel thought colleaive of his own. It was based on principles and

styles similar to those of the academic collective, but without its anti-

Jewish bias, and through it Freud was able to exercise his influence

to such good effect that he eventually transformed the thought

collective that had rejected him. Institutionally as well as personally,

Freud's thought collective (psychoanalysis and the psychoanalytic

movement) developed as a series of struggles between thought

collertives and thought styles: struggles between Freud and the

university; between Freud the Jew and Jung the non-Jew; between

Freud as humanist and Brill as medical technician.

I emphasize Freud's schooling at the gymnasium because for the

newly-emancipated Central European Jews, the vital step for entry

into the thought-collective and thought style of cultured and

influential society was the acquisition of Bildung a concept much

cherished in the nineteenth-century German-speaking world.

Bildung means formation, and it refers specifically to what (in those

less politically correct times) was often called "the making of a man"

that is, the process of inner development that produced a mature and

cultured sensibility, intellect, and character. Bildung included

education, but it was much more than that. It meant schooling, but

also experience and the way that experience was used in the service

of a person's ideals. It gave its name to the beloved literary genre of

the Bildungsroman, the story of the grov^ of character in a young

protagonist. The concept of Bildung developed out of the early

German Enlightenment, or Aufkldrung, the period when

philosophers began to explore the possibility that reason might be a

better determinant of truth than religious revelation. Bildung

developed in this context as a democratic concept, but eventually it

became the basis for an aristocracy of the spirit, and later an

exclusive ideal defining status and privilege.

The ideal of Bildung was institutionalized by Wilhelm von

Humboldt, minister of education in Prussia from 1807 to 1810.

Humboldt was a philosopher and a diplomat, as well as a

politician. His ideas became known to the Anglophone world in

John Stuart Mill's On Liberty, but Humboldt anticipated Mill by

thirty-eight years. In his 1810 work, On the Limits of State Action, a

bold defense of the Enlightenment's liberal worldview, Humboldt

took a strong position on Jewish emancipation. He argued that the

state was a "legal" and not an "educational" institution. He rejected

the idea of a tutelary state with the right to judge the Jews' moral

status and so their claim to equal rights. Instead, he said, the state

as a legal institution must recognize Jews as men who have an

unproscribable right to legal equality. Emancipation should be

granted them unconditionally on the basis of their "natural rights."

Humboldt's political views did not prevail, but some of his

educational ideas did. His notion of Bildung stressed an education

in the classical languages and philosophies, but Bildung included

more than the classics.



Other foundations of literature and philosophy were important also

Kant, Schiller, Goethe, Lessing, and John Stuart Mill were relevant, as

were such institutional reflections of Enlightenment thought as the

English political system. (Humboldt included Hebrew in his

curriculum, not just so the Bible could be read in the original,

allowing better access to its ethical and moral precepts.)

When Freud was growing up, German was the lingua franca of

educated central Europe, and for Jews, the attainment of Bildung was

the sine qua non of acceptance and assimilation, and thus of social,

intellectual, and professional advancement. George Mosse, the

German intellectual historian (one well known to this audience,

having given the Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture in 1987), has argued

that for Jews and others, the search for Bildung was also a search for

respectability, or Sittlichkeit

The cultural historian Carl Schorske came to a similar conclusion.

He argued that order and control of passion are indispensable and

integral to freedom. Since Jews were assigned, perhaps somewhat

enviously, the stereotype that they were less moral than the upright

Germans and more governed by passions they could not control, it

was absolutely necessary as they sought acceptance into mainstream

German society that they demonstrate their capacity for self-

discipline. This they could do by achievement of the Bildung ideal. As

Schorske (1980) put it, "the virtue of leaming was not as important

as the leaming of virtue.*

The stereotypes, of course, were only stereotypes. If Bildung was the

personal self-discipline a man required to avoid moral chaos, Jews

were supported in their search for it by long-held ideals of stable

marriages and families, well-behaved children, and prosperous

family businesses. As they began their journey of assimilation into

the germanophone culture of Central Europe, they grappled with

the prevailing cultural ideal, shaping it over time according to their

own ideals and their own needs. Eventually they created a

subculture in which the German ideal of Bildung fused with

elements of Jewish culture, belief, and thought; this became the

group's identity, its thought-collective and the basis for group

cohesion, its thought-style.

During the second half of the eighteenth century and the first half

of the nineteenth, Jews were struggling to make the legal changes of

the Emancipation a social and political reality. They had no

problem applying their traditions to the acquisition and definition

of Bildung once the opportunity was available to them. However, the

opportunity was not available to everyone in exactly the same way,

and that brings me back to Freud and Brill. Their stories are

contrasting examples not only of how decisive Bildung may be in

individual intellectual development, but also in the development of

an intellectual institution, psychoanalysis. They also illustrate how

powerfully the search for congenial thought-collectives and

thought-styles (the search for assimilation into a desired social

niche) drives people.

Freud and his disciple Brill were much alike. They were both secular

Jewish intellectuals, both physicians, both intelligent and

courageous. Both were indefatigable workers, committed to gaining

institutional legitimacy for psychoanalysis in two very different

cultures that granted Jews equality before the law, but not always in

society. And each ruled his psychoanalytic domain with what Abram

Kardiner called "a jealous stranglehold." They had roots in common,

too, but they grew in different direaions. Both men were bom, Freud

about twenty years before Brill, in the territory of the old Austro-

Hungarian Empire. But while Freud spent most of his youth in

cosmopolitan Vienna, Brill grew up in Eastem Galicia, in a small

shtetl of nine hundred Yiddish-speaking Jews called Konzuca. Brill's

home was not far from Buchach, Brod, and Tzimenitz, the towns of

origin of Freud's family.



While Freud announced on at least one occasion that he was "bom

in Moravia, but fhis] parents came from Galicia/ Brill never

trumpeted his own birth in that part of the world; in reference

works his birthplace was usually given simply as Austria. While

Brill's parents never left Galicia, Freud's parents did. And thereby

hangs our tale.

Freud offered what may have been an origination myth when he

wrote: '1 have reason to believe diat my father's family were for a

longtime in the Rhineland (later Cologne), that in the fourteenth or

fifteenth century they flew east from anti-Semitic persecution and

that in the course of the nineteenth century they retraced their steps

fi-om Lithuania through Galicia to German Austria."

Freud's father lakob had moved to Moravia after a decade spent

traveling between Tzimenitz and Freiberg on his business as a wool

merchant. Influenced by his grandfather, Siskind Hoffman, he

became a MasM, an enlightened lew more in sympathy with the

German Jewish Reform movement than with traditional rabbinical

Judaism. In 1855, the year that he manried Amalie Nathanson, his

second or third wife, he began to wear Western dress, and he was

speaking and signing documents in German rather than Hebrew or

Yiddish. But he continued to study the Talmud as well as the Bible,

and his son Sigmund acquired a copy of the German Talmud

published in 1929.

Jakob left Freiberg because once the new railway line bypassed the

city he could no longer make a living there. What if the train had

stopped in Freiberg and Sigmund had never gotten to Vienna?

Would he have spent his life working as a manager of a wool factory?

That did not happen. By the time Sigmund was five, his parents were

settled in Vienna. Some of the assimilation process had already been

achieved. By language, education, and dress, Sigmund became part

ofViennese society.
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According to the historian Oscar Handlin, the generation of Freud's

and Brill's parents was made up mostly of trades people and artisans,

but they shared with one another (and with the first wave of Jewish

immigrants to the United States) a great desire to provide their

children with a secular education. Handlin points out that young

Jews wanted the university degree because nothing else would earn

them respect, not even wealth. He maintains that in Austria and

Germany, Bildung, with its defined cultural symbols, was status and

this made up for being part of a minority that had been

discriminated against for centuries.

Freud emphasized his humanistic education, always minimizing his

knowledge of Jewish subjeas, including Hebrew and Yiddish, but

some of his disclaimers are suspect, and reminiscent of Brill's silence

about his birthplace. It is believed that Yiddish was Freud's mother's

only spoken language, and that he must have spoken it with her,

whom he visited every Sunday unul she died. His father inscribed

the Bible he gave his son on his thirty-fifth birthday in Hebrew, with

a Melitza (an anagram compiled from Biblical quotes). Freud was

not, perhaps, as completely assimilated as he would have liked to

appear, and he was deariy ambivalent about his Jewish roots and his

connections to the Jews of the Galician shtetls— as were most of the

Jews of Vienna.

Freud shared with other Jews a high valuation of all things German.

When a Nazi tried to convince Erich Maria Remarque to return to

Germany with the comment "Aren't you homesick?" Remarque

responded, "No. 1 am not Jewish." But Freud also identified strongly

with Moses, the Jewish lawgiver and restrained leader, and with

Joseph, the interpreter. He attributed a Jewish identity to Napoleon's

general Massina, who in fact was not Jewish. And it was in no small

measure because Freud was Jewish that he found himself a student

at a Viennese gymnasium where the majority of students were Jews.

The historian Sara Winter concurs with Handlin that schooling was



the main vehicle of acoikuration for Jews in mid-nineteenth-century

Vienna. She writes, by that lime a gymnasium education had become

a cmdal element of upper-class and professional status in Geirmany

and the Gennan-speaking countries. And for those who did not

come from economically and socially privileged backgrounds, the

ideal ofBildung had the special benefit that it enabled them to claim

their good taste as the basis for membership in a moral elite.*

The acquisition of Bildung was the goal of the gymnasium education.

Accordingly Freud studied Latin and Greek extensively He also

studied Shakespeare, Cervantes, and the great figures of the German

enlightenment-Lessing, Goethe, Schiller, and Heine. The gebildet

Mensch was educated in the classical ideals of order and harmony,

and Freud's adult work shows clearly the effects of his education on

his thinking not only in specific allusions to Greek philosophy and

mythology, but also in his devotion to the archaeological metaphor

of psychoanalysis, in which the psychoanalyst uncovers layers of the

mind as the archaeologist uncovers layers of a buried civilization.

The past is understood through the study of remnants in the present,

while the universal is grasped through study of the particular. But

even as he welcomed the Bildung ideal as his intellertual home, the

necessary increasing identification away from traditional Jewish

society brought its own strains.

In The Ordeal ofCimlity, John Murray Cuddihy (1974) examines what

emancipation meant for Jewish intellectuals. He situates Freud's

creation of psychoanalysis against this backdrop, and, like Handlin

and Winter, he makes clear that the concept of Bildung had an

expanded meaning for the many eariy analysts who were Jewish; it

was their chance to win the conformity with cultured mores that

would allow them to integrate into a heretofore excluding society.

Yet each adoption of larger European cultural values was also a step

away from their family culture. Cuddihy suggests that upwardly

mobile urban Jews of the nineteenth century felt embarrassment
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toward their provincial parents, and "guilt for being thus ashamed."

Freud and Brill dealt with that dilemma in ways that reflected their

different starting points and family surroundings.

In The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud (1900) reports what many

Freud scholars understand to be a defining experience. When he was

fourteen, his father told him about an incident fi:om his own past.

He was walking down the street in Freiberg when a Gentile told him

he should walk in the gutter, and then knocked the hat off Freud's

head. And what did you do? Sigmund asked his father. He answered

that he had stepped into the gutter and picked up his hat. Freud was

certainly aware of the presence within himself of the dynamic noted

by Cuddihy He was ashamed of his father's behavior, and he later

described in himself an idenrification with the Carthaginian general

Hannibal, who stood up to the Romans. Sara Winter (1999) points

out that even before Freud made the trip he commemorated in "A

Disturbance ofMemory on the Acropolis", "he was uncomfortably aware

that he had, as he put it, "surpassed" his father, who could not read

Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus in Greek as Freud could, thanks to his

classical educarion. Both the awareness and the discomfort are

relevant. Freud himself writes in the Acropolis paper: "Our father

had been in business. He had no secondary education and Athens

could not have meant much to him. Thus, what interfered with our

enjoyment of the journey to Athens was a feeling of filial piety."

We have a less "pious" and more telling version of this theme from

a Dr. M. Grinwald, a religious Jew from Buzhocz, the birthplace of

Freud's paternal grandfather. In 1941 Grinwald contributed to

Ha'aretz, the oldest Jewish periodical in Palestine, the story of an

encounter with Freud in Vienna in the early years of the twentieth

century. Grinwald had given a lecture on a controversial popular

drama, Yohanan the Prophet, that many thought to be disparaging of

Orthodox Jews. After the talk, while Grinwald and his audience were

having a friendly lunch, Freud made several jokes related to religion,
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and pointed out how many lews resembled Yohanan, the

protagonist of the play, with his shaggy coat, unkempt hair, and

mysterious face. Then he commented that he himself preferred the

man in the elegant tuxedo to the one dressed like a prophet.

Grinwald recalled thinking to himself, "How far this man has drifted

from Jewish life!"

But Grinwald was wrong: Freud had never had much experience of

Grinwald's vision of "Jewish life." Long before Freud's Acropolis trip,

his father was already by many measures a middle-class Viennese. It

was Brill's father who resembled the "man dressed like a prophet,"

and that was why Brill had much farther to come in his assimilation.

Brill had a father story very similar to Freud's "hat in the gutter" tale,

and, unlike Freud, he was there when it happened. As a small child

Brill injured a fmger, and his father took him to a doctor. When he

became frightened, the irritated doctor took his anger out on Brill's

father, who remained silent throughout. Both sons thus resolved,

with whatever feelings of ambivalence, to "surpass" their fathers; but

their fathers were different people, and they themselves started from

different points, having been brought up in very different

circumstances and with very different ideals. Jakob was never the

success that his son became, but he did well enough to send

Sigmund to an elite school in an imperial capital city. As an adult,

Freud felt much more kinship with the cosmopolitan Viennese in

their "elegant tuxedos" than with the spiritual immigrant Yohanan

ofthe play, a "convert" to a strange culture. Whatever his weaknesses,

Freud's father did much of his emigrating for him. Brill, however,

had to do it himself Brill's parents did not take the advantage Jakob

Freud did of the opportunities opening up for Jews with the slow

reversal of discriminatory laws. Most biographies of Brill (including

his own) are sketchy or unreliable, but according to the historian

Paula Fass (1968), Brill was brought up "frum" in the old pre-

Enlightenment Jewish tradirion. Almost all that is known of his

mother is that she wanted her son to be a rabbi. His father wanted

him to become a doctor, which suggests that he may have had an eye

toward assimilation. But Brill later wrote that he felt "literally stifled"

by his parents; he left home to come alone to the United States at the

age of fourteen.

Unlike Freud, who was very cautious in his identification with

Jewish heroes, Brill identified strongly with his namesake Abraham,

who had been told by God to leave home and found a new country.

Brill and Freud both had conflicts with their fathers that were bound

up with issues of Jewish identity, but they were different aspeas of

Jewish identity. Jakob Freud took the risk of immigrating to Vienna

and integrating himself into life there; Brill's father (as far as we

know) held fast to his Orthodox roots. Freud grew up comfortably in

middle-class Vienna, at the center of an established cultural tradition

that he admired and felt part of He was sufficiently sure of himself

and his place that he could say of himself, "I was bom on 6th May

1856 in Freiberg in Moravia, a small town in what is today the Czech

Republic. My parents were Jews, and I too have remained a Jew." It

wasn't until later that he had to make his own push for acceptance

and respect. But at the age when Freud was in his Viennese

^mnasium, absorbing the mentality and mores of the European

upper middle class, Brill was grappling with immigrant life on New

York's Lower East Side, struggling with English, scrambling for

money, looking for friends and clawing his way to an education that

would give him the kind of cultural capital that Freud had acquired

in his years at the gymnasium. In short, Brill had to make a longer

journey than Freud to achieve identification with a more

cosmopolitan culture.

It is reasonable to suppose that Brill's educational experience was as

much a part of his formation as Freud's was of his, but it was a very

different educational experience, and it resulted in a different

formation. Brill probably received at least some secular schooling.
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but it is very unlikely that the nearest town, with a population three

thousand, could offer a school on a par with even the lesser schools

in a major cultural capital. Brill's traditional lewish education

probably focused on the Hebrew prayer book and the traditional

rules of cantillation, on the Bible and its commentaries, and on the

Talmud. Yiddish was likely his mother tongue; we do not know how

fluent he was in German, but his important work translating Freud

suggests that he might have been fluent indeed. He certainly did not

study Latin or Greek, and unless he was very lucky, his teacher was

probably a pious man of no particular intellectual achievement.

Ewn in religious sttidies, it is unlikely that there was a teacher in

Konzuca of the stature of Freud's religion teacher, Samuel

Hammerschlag.

Brill's education is likely to have focused sharply on a narrow

cultural-religious tradition. It may well have done so with the rigor

for which the Jewish intellectual tradition is famous, and Brill may

well have worked very hard in school, honing his substantial powers

of thought as devotedly as Freud had honed his. But he probably did

not read Plato or Aristotle, Virgil or Tacitus, Schiller or Lessing, or

Shakespeare or Cervantes. His educarion in Galicia would have been

aimed at maintaining a threatened culture; parochial Jewish schools

did not generally have the resources ofmoney or security to consider

lewish tradition in the context of other cultures, or to seek

inspiration outside of its confines. Freud's education, whatever its

limitations, offered a broader perspective. More to my point, it

offered something that Brill missed out on completely: the Bildung

that gave entree, even if only partial for lews, to cultured urban

society. Freud could live contentedly in Vienna, the base from which

he pursued his deep cultural interests, secure in his educarion and

the sense of belonging it had insrilled in him. It wasn't unril he had

to contend with the disappoindng recognirion that as a Jew he

would never achieve the university professorship he coveted that he

deliberately went out to establish a new kind of thought-collective
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that would eventually rival the unreachable university in presdge.

Brill's society was insular and confining, but he did not intend to

remain a provincial, or an outsider, for long. Early on he felt stifled

and estranged, and like Freud he was an ambitious man. Both of

them were determined to make places for themselves in the highest

intellectual and professional ranks of their respeaive worlds, and as

Ludwik Fleck later shows us they did it because of and by means of

their need to become experts on the societies they wished to enter.

When Brill arrived in New York City he encountered a secular

immigrant society drastically different from the ethnic enclave he

had left. That was both the good news and the bad news, the trauma

and the opportunity of emigration. He didn't know the language

and he had no supportive community, but at least his lack of a

gymnasium background was not the disaster in New York that it

would have been in Vienna or Berlin. In fact, the psychoanalyst

Frederick Wyatt cites the lament of a very different psychoanalytic

immigrant the highly gehildet Robert Waelder, upon his arrival in

Philadelphia: "How can one teach here where oil^ Cannot use a

single classical quotation?" European-style cultural homogeneity

was not in the cards on the Lower East Side. Each new group of

arrivals brought with it a different cargo of ideals and values. The

one thing they all had in common was the need to make it, and it

was the capacity to do that that was most greatly envied and

admired. Even in established American society, achievement,

competence, and accomplishment carried some of the weight that a

humanistic education had in Europe. That is, a new ideal of Bildung

was in the ascendant.

The teenage Brill was adrift both from the old-world shtetl society

and from the culture of modem urban Europe. He needed a job; he

wanted acceptance and presdge. Like many of his fellow immigrants,

and many of his long-established new countrymen, he favored

pragmatic considerations strongly over philosophical ones; his aim
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was to establish himself and eventually his children, just as Freud's

father had aimed to do, and many of our own fathers, too. An

education in Latin and Greek, the classical trappings of Bildung

Vienna-style, meant nothing here, but there was a New York version.

Brill spotted it and he went after it. If Freud was frustrated by his

exclusion from the academic community, at least he had the social

and cultural credentials he needed to realize many of his other

ambitions. Brill at first did not. He started out with no credentials at

all. What would serve, as a gymnasium education would have in

Vienna, to buttress the young man, to ground him, to give him roots

and a sense of belonging and worth? Like Freud, he found it in

education. He managed to put himself through high school and

college, and to fight his way into a top-ranked medical school. By the

time he was twenty-nine he had graduated from the Columbia

University College of Physicians and Surgeons and had trained in

psychiatry and neurology.

Eager to build his new career, he traveled to Europe in 1907, first to

Paris, and then to Zurich and Vienna in search of the latest in

psychiatry. On that trip he became fascinated by the work of

Sigmund Freud. When he came back to New York, he married a non-

lewish wife and began the first private practice of psychoanalysis in

the United States. In 1911 he organized a group of twenty physician

colleagues to found the first American psychoanalytic organization,

the New York Psychoanalytic Society (most of whose members were

Jewish). He strove (unsuccessfiilly) to lose his accent, and as his

prominence increased he sought to become part ofNew York society.

He joined the German Jewish Harmonie Club and the Ethical

Culture Society, described by John Murray Cuddihy as a neutral place

"where socially and culturally aspiring lews, for whom reform

Judaism had become an impossible option, could meet socially with

their Chrisrian counterparts." Once established Brill worked

tirelessly to find an institutional home for psychoanalysis in the

profession that had made a home for him; in 1934 a Section on
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Psychoanalysis was established in the American Psychiatric

Association, with Brill its first head.

What Freud had found at the Sperl Gymnasium, Brill found in

medicine. And what Freud found in the establishment of

psychoanalysis as a free profession outside the university, Brill found

in the establishment of psychoanalysis within medicine. Freud's

struggle to keep psychoanalysis part of humanistic culture rather than

a medical specialty furthered his goals of assimilation, and Brill's

struggle to medicalize it furthered his. The intense and prophetic

1920s controversy between the two men over lay analysis, therefore,

reflerted both the different social conditions of two cities thousands

of miles apart, and the need of these two men to find their way into

societies in which they were still somewhat marginalized. It could be

argued that Brill projeaed his own need for status and belonging

onto psychoanalysis in his fierce battle to establish it as a medical

specialty, while Freud, a more confident outsider, maintained in the

institutional stmcture of his creation the gymnasium-like structure and

ideals that assured his ovm status and prestige.

Both of them recognized that psychoanalysis, to endure, would need

to establish autonomy as a thought collective. But they acted

differently on that perception. Freud tried to preserve psychoanalysis

by keeping it out of the anti-Jewish hegemony of the universities and

hospitals, while Brill believed that the best chance for survival for the

new science was as a branch of psychiatry. Medicine equaled power

and security to Brill, and he may well have been right in his

appraisal; in this country, at least, practical skill was valued as

nowhere else, and doctors were the holders of great status, prestige,

and wealth. 1 think that these brief histories demonstrate how

psychoanalysis— its theory, its institutions, and to some degree its

praaice— has been influenced by extra-intelleaual considerations:

specifically, the need of two men to make their place in societies that

still habitually excluded them. There has always a been a
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sodopolitical dimension in scientific discourse, and psychoanalysis

is no exception; Fleck's genius was to find a way to conceptualize and

organize that dimension, and in the two ''Jewish sciences" of

sociology and psychoanalysis, one major sociopolitical dimension

was the need of well-trained Jewish thinkers to understand the

societies into which assimilation was sought.

Let me recapitulate briefly

(1) Bildung was neither a curriculum nor an experience; it

was an ideal.

(2) The ideal of Bildung in Vienna was transmitted

through the institution of the Gymnasium, membership

in which conferred great rewards of social prestige.

(3) In the United States, however, the idealization of

practical professional skills had replaced the older

European ideal of contemplation and appreciation.

(4) Freud's own training in the classics deeply informed

his conception of psychoanalysis and his defense of lay

analysis.

(5) Similarly, the thought-collective of the early Viennese

psychoanalysts was strongly shaped by the classical ideal

of culture that was integral to their society and in whose

atmosphere they had grown up.

(6) In American society, however, it was professional skill

and credentials that were the markers of prestige, not

more abstract ideals of ^learning."

(7) ITie importance Brill attached to his medical training

informed his conception of psychoanalysis and his

rejection of lay analysis.

(8) The thought colleaive of American psychoanalysis,

and its praaice in this country, was strongly shaped by

this more concrete view of psychoanalysis as a medical

specialty and an insuiiment of cure, rather than as a

source of self-knowledge for its own sake.
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This tale of two men, this double Bildungsroman, as fascinating and

educational as it is, is also a cautionary tale. The prestige that our

society continues to accord to science must not seduce us into the

assumption that science is value-free, and that the choices we make

for science are purely objective. Science and scientists have a social

history. So does the schooling that contributes to the Bildung of

individual scientists, to the thought-colleaives they eventually

develop, and to the thought styles that become characteristic of

them. Freud's use of the Oedipus myth to organize psychological

experience is a vivid example of how psychoanalysis reflects one

man's classical education. So do his ideas about Narcissus and Eros

and Thanatos, although the last two might have more to do with

what happened in Mayerling in 1889, where Crown Prince Rudolf

and his mistress committed suicide after their love tryst.

Once upon a time, in the early years of the twentieth century in

Vienna, Sigmund Freud made a decision to keep psychoanalysis

away from psychiatry and to isolate it from the university setting

from which he himself had been excluded. In his tough-minded and

independent way, to retain control of his creation and ensure its

survival, Freud cast the die that separated psychoanalysis from the

rest of the academic world. At the same time, several thousand miles

away in New York, Abraham Arden Brill made a decision to link

psychoanalysis to psychiatry, to attach it to a prestigious profession

in order, he hoped, to secure its survival and to secure his own access

to it. In his tough-minded and independent way he cast the die that

made American psychoanalysis and medicine bedfellows, leaving it

accessible to some (including Jews) at the same time that he

effectively closed it ofi^to others (nonphysicians).

The so-called "free" professions, or freie Berufe, like medicine and

law, unlike the pure "academic" disciplines (akademische Berufe), had

room for practice and success outside the confines of the university,

that is, for Jews and other outsiders. For Freud this was not good
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enough; he wanted institutional status for his creation, and if the

university wouldn't have him, he would establish an institution of

his own. For Brill the freie Berufe were the haven that he, and many

like him, needed to establish both psychoanalysis and themselves. In

their own ways, both Freud and Brill made decisions for

psychoanalysis that ensured its exclusion from the academy,

decisions that are now reverberating strongly as psychoanalysis tries

to define a place for itself in the twenty-first century. To bring this all

together, I turn back to Ludwik Fleck, with a word or two about his

Bildung, Fleck was a Jew from Austro-Hungarian Poland; in fact he

was a Galizianer, just as Freud's father had been, and A. A. Brill

himself Bom in Lvov in 1 896, he was considerably younger than the

other two, but he was educated in the same broad European

tradition that the early analysts had so valued. Fleck attended a

Lyceum, the Polish equivalent of the Viennese Gpnnasium, and

graduated from it at eighteen, fluent at least in German and Polish

and with a deep interest in philosophy. At medical school. Fleck

distinguished himself in immunology and bacteriology, but his

ethnic background disqualified him from a formal position at the

University of Lvov. After a period as assistant in a research laboratory

for infectious diseases in Pizemysl (in an interesting Freudian aside,

the town of die Rat Man's maneuvers), he founded a laboratory of

his own.

Uke Freud, Fleck was more than just a physician. He grew up in a

world where a scholar's competence in his field was appreciated, but

where broad knowledge was respected more than narrow

specialization. Out of his own breadth of interest, in the

autonomous studies he pursued after his exile from the university.

Fleck too eventually established a new discipline: the sociology of

scientific knowledge.

As Freud explained the complex psychological vicissitudes of the

individual within society. Fleck explained the organization of
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European intellectual life, and his own reaaion to it. Like Freud in

Vienna, Fleck in Lvov was an outsider in the larger social community,

but his lyceum education had given him access to the worid of the

intellect, as well as to the world of the technician. As Freud

challenged some of the shibboleths of the psychology of his time.

Fleck took on the mythology of science, and turned its own tools

upon it.

Brill had a narrower education, and he took the narrower path of

transmission of knowledge rather than creation, translating Freud's

work into English and proselytizing for psychoanalysis in the United

States. But it is too simple to say that a broad education makes for a

creator and a narrower one for a transmitter. Certainly there are

people with fine humanistic educations who make little of them,

and equally there are outsiders who manage to educate themselves

by hook or by crook, and become creators in their own right.

The structure of society and the place of the individual within it were

essential concerns to Jews as they were cautiously emerging from

ghetto and shtetl Sociology and psychoanalysis, the studies of society

and the individual's place in it, developed as Jewish sciences for two

reasons. There was more room for Jews to make their mark in these

"softer" disciplines, which operated independently from the dosed

university networks, and the disciplines in tum were far more useftil

in the process of assimilation than the harder sciences.

Oscar Handlin is clearly correct when he points out that the

movement of Jews out of the peasantry and proletariat and into the

larger intellectual worid resulted in an extraordinary explosion of

creative energy which helped to remake the modem worid into

which the Jews had just moved. Handlin asks what was it about the

position of Jews from Central Europe that shaped their role in the

great cultural developments of our times. Handlin believes that what

was cmcial in stories like these was the emphasis on innovation, not
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through elaboration of existing theories or a refinement of existing

practice, but through sharp breaks with what was accepted Freud

dearly fit that bill. So did Fleck. So, for that matter, did Einstein.

All of them were searching for grand universal laws, laws that

explained the observable particulars. Their basic premise was that

the universe is comprehensible— as Einstein put it, that *God

doesn't play dice with the universe." But the search was not only

metaphysical. It can also easily be seen as a metaphor for the quest

to understand the concrete universe in which one lives, and to find

a way to fit into it. Freud the outsider was a keen observer of the

world he aspired to, and he quickly concluded that conformity

would not get him very far. Fleck turned his own sharp eyes on his

situation, taking it literally and subjecting it to his own analytical

tools. Brill, with equal keenness, assessed a very different society, and

took on its establishment with his own interests in mind. The

outsider positions of the three both increased their motivation and

diminished the riskiness of their rebellions.

"Because I was a Jew,' Freud said, "I found myself free from many

prejudices which limited others in die use of their intellect and to

renounce agreement with the 'compact majority'." Freud was not

alone in this discovery. There are times and places where marginality

stimulates creativity, and Central Europe after the Enlightenment

was one of them. "Was it an absolute coincidence that the

beginnings of twelve-tone music, modem architecture, legal and

logical posidvism, nonrepresentarional painting, and

psychoanalysis, not to mention the revival of interest in

Schopenhauer and Kierkegaard, were taking place simultaneously in

Vienna?" ask Janik andToulmin in their book, Wittgenstein's Vienna.

And, might 1 add, and sociology?
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Since its founding in 1955, the Leo Baeck Institute has become the

premier research library and archive devoted exclusively to

documenting the history of German-speaking Jev^ry. In the aftermath of

World War Two, with the annihilation of European Jewry almost

complete, some of the leading intellectuals who were forced out of

Germany and Austria were determined to preserve the shattered remains

of their devastated heritage. They sought to collect as much material as

they could to provide ftiture generations with authentic evidence of this

rich and varied past. The founders included Martin Ruber, Max

Grunewald, Hannah Arendt and Robert Weltsch. They made Rabbi Leo

Baeck, the last leader of the Jewish community in Germany under the

Nazis, its first president and named the Institute in his honor, to signify

the ideals of modem, cultured, assimilated German-Jewry.

LBI offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled

community; London, Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the

home of the Institute's unparalleled library and archival colleaions. In

September 2001, LBI New York opened a branch of its archives at the

new Jewish Museum in Berlin. This marks the first time that this

extraordinary array of materials is available in Europe. It is both

symbolically and in fact a very significant development in the continuity

of this legacy shared by Germans and Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflea a heritage of triumphs

and tragedies that must never be forgotten.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE / NEW YORK / BERLIN

For the study of the history and culture of German-speaking Jewry

15 West 16'*' Street, New York, NY 10011-6301

Telephone (212) 744 6400 Fax (212) 988 1305

Email: lbaeck@lbi.cjh.org Website: v^^ww.lbi.org

Lindenstrasse9-14, 10969 Berlin

Telephone 49 30 2599 3556
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From Jerusalem to Berlin and Back - A Diplomatic Journey

Dear Mrs. Strauss, Ladies and Gentlemen, and Distinguished

Guests, I can't tell you how honored I feel to speak before you

this evening. When I received a letter last June from Mrs. Strauss

inviting me to deliver the Annual Memorial Lecture, I was about

to conclude my almost seven-year assignment as Israeli

ambassador in Berlin. I was pleasantly surprised, and said to

myself that I cannot turn down such an offer and immediately

said yes.

The title I chose for my lecture is From Berlin to Jerusalem and

Back: A Diplomatic Journey. As far as I can tell from reading

previous lectures, this not a "typical" memorial lecture. Having

been, to quote the invitation, "a witness, an observer and a

participant in the complex relationship," I will attempt to share

with you my recollections, impressions, and reflections, which I

gathered during those years and consider to be the most

interesting of my professional career.

It is not my intention to structure my remarks chronologically, but

rather to wear the hats of a witness, an observer and a

participant/practitioner. In those capacities, I will focus on the

complex and unique nature of the relationship. 1 will do so by

highlighting some examples which I consider to be symptomatic,

or, if you wish, representative of the relationship. I will describe

from where we came, where we are at the moment, and where we

are heading. Finally, I will offer you a snapshot of current

Germany as I see it. Let me say that by shedding light on the

Israeli-German relations, we are also able to illuminate aspects of

German foreign policy and the way German society is dealing

with its past.

With that in mind, let me start by saying that with my arrival at

Bedin Schoenefeld Airport on December 31, 2000, I closed a

circle that had begun in August 1980 with my first assignment as

a junior officer at our Embassy in Bonn. On a personal note, 1

vividly recall my wife's reaction when I called her in April 1980

after having been informed about my assignment, which for me was a

dream come true. Her reaction was, "Good for you, you can go, but I am

staying here." At the time, our son was just three and a half years old,

and given her family background, her spontaneous reaction was not

surprising. In fact, I think that given my family background, my
enthusiastic reaction to the assignment was the exception. My family,

Shoah survivors, chose to come to terms (sich auseinandersetzen ) with

their traumatic youth by remaining silent and not discussing their

biographies with the children. They chose, like many other survivors, to

boycott Germany. I, however, decided to confront my family biography

in a proactive manner, and this meant going to live in Germany and

interacting with the Germans. Needless to say, I don't regret the course I

took.

A few months after my arrival in August 1980, 1 witnessed a major crisis

in our bilateral relations. The crisis, now known as the Schmidt-Begin

crisis, began with the news of the German government's intention to sell

Leo 2 tanks to Saudi Arabia. Following the news. Chancellor Helmut

Schmidt went to Saudi Arabia, and subsequently gave an interview in

which he spoke about the suffering of many people in Europe during the

Second World War. He specifically named several nations, but he failed

to mention the Jews. Had it not been Prime Minister Begin, I can't tell

you what the official Israeli reaction might have been. From day one,

Begin had always vehemently opposed talking to Germany on any issue,

including the restitution (or as it regrettably came to be known,

Wiedergutmachungsabkommen ) or even the establishment of diplomatic

relations with Germany. Germany's intention to sell tanks to Israel's

enemy and Schmidt's subsequent comments were far more than Begin

could accept. Schmidt provided Begin the triggers to air his anti-German

feelings. I mention this crisis not only because it was my first, and

therefore I was involved directly with its consequences, but also because

it demonstrates and is symptomatic of the complexity associated with the

Israeli-German relationship since its onset. A relationship which was, and

to a certain degree still is, all but free of tensions and inhibitions

(unbefangen ). A relationship which was shaped between Realpolitik and

moral considerations, and which still remains, for some, controversial.

Relations that, from the Israeli point of view, were and are marked by

high expectations and, therefore, were sometimes the cause for

disappointment.



The Schmidt-Begin crisis also serves as an example of how German

policies towards Israel were dictated by Germany's general foreign

policy objectives. Given history, many would have assumed that Israeli

interests would have strongly influenced German policy and not the other

way around. Given the context within which the relations were

conceived, nothing in the relationship was and, to a certain degree, is

self-evident.

Ladies and gentlemen, let me now turn to some of the highlights of the

Berlin part of my journey. On May 9, 2001, in a very moving ceremony,

Germany dedicated its new embassy in Berlin. Clearly, an Israeli

Embassy dedication is not an everyday event and certainly not in Berlin.

Let me quote from the speech 1 gave at that unforgettable event in the

presence of Foreign Ministers Shimon Peres and Joschka Fischer and

more than 4000 guests. This quote also partially answers the question I

was very often asked by Germans as to how I feel in Berlin. Truthfully, I

wasn't always sure what sort of answer was expected. "It shouldn't

surprise anybody when I characterize the attitudes of the Jewish people

towards Berlin as complex. Berlin is the city that has always been central

in German-Jewish history, and where 90 years ago, the headquarters of

the Zionist organization were located. The worid renowned philosopher,

Gershom Scholem, was bom in Beriin in 1897, and in 1923, he fulfilled

the Zionist dream by immigrating to Palestine. Berlin is also the city of

Herman Schoendorf, a businessman, who in 1928 bought a piece of land

and built his private home. This is the same piece of land where the

Israeli Embassy stands today. Herman Schoendorf, in contrast to

Gershom Scholem, believed in German-Jewish symbiosis, although in

1934 at the age 66, he and his family were forced to leave Beriin. He was

fortunate to survive the Shoah and spent the rest of his life as an

immigrant in Switzerland. Scholem and Schoendorf represent the

spectrum of Jewish life in Berlin and in Germany. Unfortunately, after

the Nazi takeover, too many within this spectrum failed to recognize that

where books are burnt, people may subsequently also be burnt. Those

who didn't believe this possible became the victims of a decision made at

the Wannsee Conference, not too far from Schoendorf s home. Sixty-four

years after Schoendorf was compelled to leave, the State of Israel bought

the piece of land where his house still stands, and built our Embassy

adjacent to his home. Some will assume that with this act, a circle was

closed. Others may see that the construction of the Embassy is just the

beginning of a new chapter within the context of the German-Israeli

relations, In trying to answer the question of how I feel in Berlin, I am
reminded of another question that I was asked regarding the difference

between the ''Berliner Republic," the capital of a reunified Germany and

the ''Bonner Republic," when Bonn was the capital of a divided nation.

On a personal note, the biggest difference is that my daughter was bom
in the "Bonner Republic." On the official side, the "Bonner Republic" is

a closed chapter, whereas the "Berliner Republic" is just the beginning of

a new chapter. Politically, the "Bonner Republic" reflects the outcome of

Worid War II, with all its domestic ramifications as well as its foreign

and defense policies. A small town in the west with a provincial

character, Bonn is influenced by the Rheinlander mentality. In these

surroundings, 1 came to enjoy the rather relaxed way of life and close

contacts within the diplomatic community. Evenings and weekends were

often spent within this close group, mostly because there was not much

else going on. Dinners allowed for intensive interaction between the

politicians and the media. Speaking of the media, it was as though at that

time, politics were less hectic. On the cultural side, which for me is a

very important part of my life, Bonn didn't come close to Cologne or

Dusseldorf let alone Paris or London. The "Bonner Republic" also marks

a specific era in the way the German society dealt with its past and was

characterized by
"
Vergangenheitsbewaeltigung," which means

overcoming the past. This terminology was always problematic for me
because, in my view, there is no way to overcome the past, you can only

try to come to terms with it.

As to the "Beriiner Republic," German and Jewish history have a strong

presence in Beriin and also serve as a constant reminder of the past. In

the German capital, the interrelationship between politics and media has

grown to an extent that is neither good for the media nor for the politics,

let alone for democracy. I'm well aware that Germany is no exception

and this trend can also be seen in other democracies. The "Berliner

Republic" also marks the beginning of a chapter in the way German

society is dealing with its past. I will retum to this later. In regard to

culture, I can go as far as to say that Berlin is second to none in Europe. I

am not aware of any other city or state where culture is considered an

integral part of the state's duties and not a luxury item; Germans, who are

bom into it, take it for granted. As someone who comes from a different

culture, and as a consumer of culture, I'm envious. I never missed an

opportunity to enjoy the uniqueness that Germany in general and Berlin

in particular offered.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, let me now return to the bilateral relations.

Anniversaries, especially round ones, are always useful to mark, to

celebrate, and to draw a balance. One of those occasions was May 13,

2005, the date on which, forty years earlier, Israel and the Federal

Republic of Germany announced the establishment of diplomatic

relations. We took advantage of the event to draw a balance as to where

we began, where we stood, and then to ask, where are we heading? We
all remember that against the backdrop of the Shoah how difficult it was

for the State of Israel and the Jewish people to interact with Germany, let

alone to begin negotiations, which later led to the Restitution Agreement.

One can certainly understand the restraints that Israelis had in

establishing contacts. Yet it is still difficult for me to understand the

controversy that ensued over that issue within Adenauer's Cabinet,

within the conservative party, and with the coalition partner (the liberal

party). In fact, it was only due to the votes of the Social Democratic

faction that the Restitution Agreement was approved by the Bundestag.

Having said that, had it not been for Chancellor Adenauer and Prime

Minister Ben Gurion, two towering personalities who, notwithstanding

resentments, reservations, and misgivings on both sides, were still able to

make the right decision and come to an agreement. This agreement

eventually paved the way for a new chapter between Jews and Germans

and, particularly, between the two states. Establishing diplomatic

relations between Germany and Israel was not a simple process. As I

said earlier, because Israel was not at the center of Germany's Middle

East objectives, Germany actually rejected Israel's initiative in the mid-

I950's to establish diplomatic relations. Germany, as some experts say,

actually stumbled into making the decision to establish relations.

Considering the difficulties associated with the process, it is truly

remarkable to look back and see how far we have come and all that has

been achieved. Bearing in mind where we started, we have come a long

way in so many fields, including: political, economic, defense, cultural,

scientific, youth exchange, and people-to-people contact. Since 1 don't

have time to go into too many details, let me focus specifically on the

political aspect. Since the early I980's, we have seen a continuous

erosion of German public opinion towards Israel, while the official

position, at least at the declaratory level, can be characterized by

continuity rather than change. The German government repeatedly

underscores it commitments to Israeli security and its right to exist.

On the one hand, this continuous assurance could be seen as positive

reinforcement of Germany's commitment. On the other hand, I always

felt uneasy and even insecure about the repetition of that assurance. I

have never heard German politicians speaking about France's, the UK's,

or for that matter the US's right to exist. The repetition could also be

interpreted as a sign of uncertainty, hence the need to repeat the

commitment, almost as a way of dispelling any doubt as to Germany's

position.

But what does this verbal commitment mean in practical terms? What

steps would a German government be willing take in order to live up to

its commitment? The issue of existence could become pertinent in light

of the Iranian threat and in negotiations relating to the Israel-Palestinian

conflict and a two-state solution. The first German politician to take a

position on these issues has been Chancellor Angela Merkel. In the

context of Germany's commitment to the existence of Israel as an

integral part of Germany's state policy, she has acknowledged the Iranian

threat to Israel and said that the moment of truth is coming closer for

Germany. This is the first time I have heard a German politician admit

publicly that the German commitment has political implications.

Chancellor Merkel was also the first German politician in office to state

that a two-state solution should allow Israel to preserve its Jewish

character. Let me point out that the growing gap between the official

position and the erosion of public opinion towards Israel should be a

source of concern. In the future, this discrepancy could have an impact

on German foreign policy. Although the relations have made impressive

progress, I find it nevertheless difficult to characterize them as normal.

The Israeli writer Amos Oz spoke for many Israelis when he said that

normal relations are impossible and not appropriate. His opinion was not

shared by some German politicians or public opinion in the past and even

today. And yet as early as the 1950's, many Germans viewed relations

between Jews and Germans as normal.

Ladies and Gentlemen, notwithstanding the accomplishments, something

went wrong. Until the 1970's, to quote Amos Oz, "One could sense a

German infatuation towards Israel and the Israelis, which stemmed from

a variety of sources, including a guilty conscience, idealization of Israel,

and exaggerated expectations." That attitude has changed. Since the

beginning of the I980's, we have seen the infatuation give way to anti-



Israeli sentiments which, in principle, are not linked to anti-Semitism, but

rather to a simplistic division of the world as seen by the so called 68er

generation. Their views divide the worid into good and bad, with Israel

being on the bad side, which, therefore, helps to ease their historic

burden. This view, confirmed in public opinion polls, continued with a

short deviation in the 90' s, and during the Oslo peace process. Had I been

ambassador during that time, my job would have been much easier due to

the relatively friendly and peaceful Middle-East environment. The

overall feeling in Germany and Europe was that we were in the process

of resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Since the collapse of the Camp David negotiations in September 2000

and the beginning of the second Intifada, the friendly attitude towards

Israel has changed. Since that time, which coincides with my arrival in

Beriin, we have witnessed a significant erosion in attitudes towards Israel

as measured through public opinion polls. One of these polls was

particularly shocking to me. The poll was conducted by the European

Union in October 2003, and its finding showed that 65 percent of the

Germans, the highest percentage reported among the EU member states,

were of the opinion that Israel poses the biggest threat to worid peace.

The Germans ranked Israel as a greater threat than "peace loving

countries" like Syria, Iran and North Korea. I believe the reason behind

this hostile attitude is not the result of German opposition to the Israeli

military response to terror, but rather an attitude shaped by other factors

which are not directly linked to any particular event. That being said, I

firmly believe that the media has played and is still playing a significant

role in reinforcing already existing negative attitudes and prejudices,

which range from antipathy to anti-Israelism and anti-Semitism. I am

certainly not saying that I put the prime responsibility for the outbreak of

the conflict on the media. Not at all. My criticism, to generalize, centers

more on their lack of professionalism. I would even go as far as to say

that the nnedia has taken on a role as referee, which, for my
understanding, is not within its mandate. During my years as

ambassador, it didn't matter whether I was watching TV, listening to

radio, or reading the newspapers, I could not escape the feeling that the

media continuously showed a biased attitude towards Israel. Israel was

almost exclusively associated with terror, and all other aspects of Israeli

society were simply ignored. Even when terror was covered, in most

cases it was Israel's response to the terror and the Palestinians were seen

g

as the victims. Israeli victims were almost nonexistent. One can not

escape the feeling that Israelis are no longer perceived as victims, and

that the victim role has been given to the Palestinians.

Israel's criticism of the bias view shown in German media coverage,

along with an anti-Israeli attitude seen in some parts of German society,

were exploited by some journalists, intellectuals, and politicians. The

question was raised as to whether it is legitimate to criticize Israel, as if

criticizing Israel would be a taboo. The so called liberal politician,

Juergen Moellemann, someone not free of anti-Israeli and anti-Semitic

sentiments, chose to raise this question in the wake of the 2002 election

campaign. Part of his ad campaign featured Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

and Michel Friedmann, a leading figure in the Jewish community in

Germany, as a means of provoking the issue and thereby winning votes.

His plan failed, but the fact that his party, the Free Democratic Party,

representing a mainstream constituency, chose to promote themselves

through anti-Israeli and anti-Semitic statements was a sobering event.

In my response to the rather ridiculous debate regarding the legitimacy of

criticizing Israel, I stated clearly that criticizing Israel is legitimate,

provided that the criticism is well-founded and constructive. I added that

criticism stops being legitimate when it contains any one of three criteria,

which I call the three D's: Demonization, Double Standard and

Delegitimation. Have I seen manifestations of the three D's during my
years as Ambassador? Unfortunately yes, which suggests to me that

some of those who ''criticize" Israel probably have anti-Israeli and anti-

Semitic sentiments behind their judgments or statements.

Ladies and Gentlemen, it so happened, and perhaps it is not a mere

accident, that qualitative erosion of the public opinion towards Israel

coincides with a process which, former German Minister of Culture,

Michael Naumann, described as "the new normalcy." This normalcy is

the result of the passage of time since World War II, the generational

change, the end of the Cold War, and German unification. These

developments came together and created a new environment to deal with

what has been known as "coming to terms with the past." As far as Fm
concerned, the representative of this "new normalcy" is the former

Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder. He embodies a new Germany which has

become not only more assertive and more confident, but also represents a



Germany which is willing to assume a greater role in international

politics. It was Chancellor Schroeder who broke the long standing tenets

of Germany's foreign policy, specifically, the unequivocal support of the

US policies and the unconditional support of the European integration. It

was the SPD-Green coalition under Chancellor Schroeder and Foreign

Minister Fischer who de-ideologized the "use of force" in order to

legitimize Germany's participation in the Balkan war (until that time, a

taboo in German politics). Fischer justified that decision using the slogan

"never again Auschwitz.'' It was Chancellor Schroeder who first spoke of

"German interests;' adding that these interests will be defined in Berlin.

He was the one who spoke about the "German way," a historically loaded

term. In the context of the ceremonies commemorating the 60'*"

anniversary of World War 11, it was Chancellor Schroeder who took the

opportunity to declare that the post-World War D chapter has been

closed.

It is against this backdrop that the intellectual and public discourse

concerning the issue of coming to terms with the past has changed. The

German historian Norbert Frei, who has written extensively on the

subject of remembrance, titled an article he wrote in 2004 for the weekly

newspaper, "Die Zeit," The Remembrance Battle Around the 60"

Anniversary of the End of the War Has Begun: Germany Stands before a

Turning Point in Dealing with Its Past, On another occasion he spoke of

the changing tide on the issue of remembrance, and said that Schroeder

embodies the changing code of memory. In summing up the German

discourse regarding the 60'*" commemoration, Frei said, "a two-fold

postulate could be heard in nearly every speech, the Germans need to

remain conscious of their historical responsibility and yet they need to

stop allowing themselves to be inhibited by their past." To underscore

that observation, I can say that over the last five decades, public debate

and research have gone through different phases. These range from the

question of guilt and responsibility, to the more current phase involving

the reconciliation of personal family biographies, which contributes to

the blurring of the distinction between the perpetrators and the victims. In

other words, in recent years we have seen a moving of the debate on

remembrance from the 1933 to the 1945 perspective. In fact, in recent

years we have also witnessed in magazines, literature, and movies a

growing preoccupation with the German suffering (Ldd) and victim-

hood. A salient example of this perspective was the idea to set up a
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center in Beriin commemorating German expulsion after the war, which

triggered a domestic debate with ramifications in Poland. Ten yeas ago,

such a decision would have been inconceivable. One can say that the idea

of setting up the center in Beriin could be perceived, as Norbert Frei says,

"as an attempt to position the German suffering next to the monument

commemorating the extermination of the six million Jews," which was

dedicated in May 2005 after 17 years of a controversial debate. The

concern, as the Israeli historian Yfaat Weiss said, is not that "the past"

will disappear from the discourse, but rather the changing nature of the

debate may diminish its German uniqueness. Weiss goes on to argue that

the universalization process of the Shoah is moving from a concrete

historical commitment on the basis of a particular German experience to

a moral-political commitment that is defined in universal language. Like

never before, it is the new formula that blurs the historic origin. This term

is future-oriented. It is too eariy to predict what shape and form this

process will take, its general implications, and particulariy, its impact on

Gennan-lsraeli relations. Clearly, Germany's view of its past should be

of concern to Israel as it will be closely tied to our long-term political

relations.

Let me now turn to the question of how the above process influences and

will continue to influence our bilateral relations. It is clear that the pillar

of remembrance will not be sufficient to preserve German-Israeli

relations, and certainly cannot be the basis for future expansion. I can't

speak for the Germans, but I can say that Germany, as a leading member

in the EU, remains an essential and strategic partner for Israel's future. In

addition to the remembrance pillar of the relation, we will have to find a

rationale for the relations and identify common objectives. Looking at the

challenges that face both societies, particularly in the context of the

globalization, I'm convinced that we can identify common interests

bilaterally as well as with the EU.

Ladies and Gentlemen, while looking after Israel's interests took a

significant part of my time and energy, I couldn't resist pursuing my

hobbies, which are opera, classical music, theater, soccer, and sitting in

cafes. As I said earlier, due to the role that culture plays in Germany, the

opportunities to pursue my hobbies were abundant. Speaking of soccer,

although for some it is not seen as high culture, the 2006 Worid Soccer

Cup was a once- in-a-lifetime event that I was fortunate to attend. Aside
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from the outstanding organization, the month-long competition took the

form of a festival. The event also offered an interesting perspective in re-

spect to *the new normalcy." Raising German flags in front of private

houses, driving with them attached to cars, and carrying them on the street

were unusual phenomena for a society that was reticent to demonstrate

patriotism and national pride. The ensuing public debate regarding patriot-

ism and national pride was revealing. Many Germans expressed the hope

that the rather relaxed manner in dealing with those feelings would con-

tinue, but those feelings were, in fact, short-lived.

Ladies and Gentlemen, let me close by sharing with you my snapshot of

Germany when I left. I left a country which laments more than is neces-

sary, a country which is in transition and also in search of new economic

and social models. These models are needed for Germany to address the

emerging realities emanating from globalization as they affect the domes-

tic as well as the defense and foreign policy spheres. Domestically, I left a

country which was known for its political stability but may in the coming

years become less stable. The successful welfare model has run its course,

and has now resulted in producing a growing number of "losers,'' who be-

came the constituency of the left wing party, which is positioned further

left than the Social Democratic Party. This party is wooing the "losers"

with populist slogans which have short-term impact but do not provide

long-term solutions.

I left a country where the right-wing radicalism, namely the NPD, is rep-

resented in three regional parliaments. I do not believe that this worrisome

phenomenon can or should be seen as a marginal one. Let me go a step

further and even expose myself to criticism by saying that with the emer-

gence of a leftist option, currently represented in the Bundestag, one can-

not rule out a right political option, one that would be right of the conser-

vative parties. I don't consider this scenario as being far-fetched. I left a

country that has "discovered" that the integration of the Turkish minority

into the German society has not been successful, to put it mildly. That rec-

ognition, together with the rather gloomy demographic predictions associ-

ated with the aging German society, has started a discussion with many

ramifications, including the necessity to recognize that the German iden-

tity, as we have come to know it^ is also in the pr(x:ess of transformation.

Speaking of immigration, 1 left a country which has become, may 1 say,

"The Promised Land" for a growing number of Jews from the former

Soviet Union. These new immigrants are a source of pride and satisfac-

tion for Germany, which considers their presence as a sort of accom-

plishment and even validation of the country's changes. As far as the

Jewish community is concerned, the influx of tens of thousands has

overburdened the formerly small community, and it continues to strug-

gle with the integration of its new members. These are people who not

only came from an entirely different political and cultural environment,

but also have a different historical memory of World War II. These cul-

tural differences have created tension and will certainly take some time

to overcome. In the end, the new community with its new Jewish iden-

tity and new leadership will emerge and should reflect the new majority.

What role will this small community play in the German society? Will it

continue to carry the moral weight which its outstanding leaders have

brought to the community? The type of relationship this community will

have with Israel still remains to be seen. I left a country that has been

physically united for the last seventeen years, but yet is still far from

being united. Through my frequent visits to the former GDR and con-

versations with Germans, I have come to know it as a country that has a

long way to go before true unification is a reality. As an Israeli, and cer-

tainly for you as Americans, I have experienced integration and know

that it is a long process fraught with difficulties. In the end, I am con-

vinced that what belongs together, will have to wait a long time before it

ultimately comes together.

Foreign and defense policy-wise, I left a country that despite its growing

military presence or rather peacekeeping presence (with the unprece-

dented presence in Lebanon), the high profile of Chancellor Merkel, and

the growing world expectations as demonstrated on the eve of the Ger-

man EU Presidency, is still in search of its role on the international par-

quet; a country which lacks the resources and the will to sacrifice attrib-

utes which are essential for playing a more prominent role. So Ladies

and Gentlemen, on September 30 of last year, I closed my official Ger-

man file. In the early 80' s, the late Johanan Meroz, my country's first

Ambassador in Germany, published a book a few years after concluding

his mission. The book had different titles in German and Hebrew. The

German title was On a Difficult Mission, and the Hebrew title was. Was

ft in Vain? I haven't published a book yet, but I can say that the mission

remains difficult yet unique and always challenging. Was it in vain? My
unequivocal answer, both privately and officially, is that it was not in

vain, it is not in vain and it will never be in vain. Thank you.
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Since its founding in 1955» the Leo Baeck Institute has become the

premier research library and archive devoted exclusively to

documenting the history of German-speaking Jewry. In the aftermath of

World War Two, with the annihilation of European Jewry almost

complete, some of the leading intellectuals who were forced out of

Germany and Austria were determined to preserve the shattered

remains of their devastated heritage. They sought to collect as much

material as they could to provide future generations with authentic

evidence of this rich and varied past. The founders included Martin

Buber, Max Grunewald, Hannah Arendt and Robert Weltsch. They

made Rabbi Leo Baeck, the last leader of the Jewish community in

Germany under the Nazis, its first president and named the Institute in

his honor, to signify the ideals of modem, cultured, assimilated

German-Jewry.

LBI offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled

community; London, Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the

home of the Institute's unparalleled library and archival collections. In

September 2001, LBI New York opened a branch of its archives at the

new Jewish Museum in Beriin. This marks the first time that this

extraordinary array of materials is available in Europe. It is both

symbolically and in fact a very significant development in the

continuity of this legacy shared by Germans and Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflect a heritage of triumphs

and tragedies that must never be forgotten.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE / NEW YORK / BERLIN
For the study of the history and culture of German-speaking Jewry

15 West 16'*' Street, New York, NY 1001 1-6301

Telephone (212) 744 6400 Fax (212) 988 1305

Lindenstrasse 9-14, 10969 Berlin

Telephone 49 30 2599 3556
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SI"** Annual Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture

Yehuda Amichai: The German-Jewish Roots of Israel's National Poet

By Nili Scharf Gold

Thanks to Carol Strauss, the Executive Director of the Leo Baeck Institute

and the Leo Baeck Institute, for inviting me to speak.

#ap4>

When Yehuda Amichai died in September of 2000, many thousands came to

bid him a final farewell in front of Jerusalem's City Hall. They were teachers

and students, soldiers and generals, writers and housewives — because

Amichai's poems spoke for them all. For half a century, Amichai's poems

accompanied Israel: starting in 1948 until the publication of his last volume in

1998. Quoted at weddings and ftmerals, studied in classrooms, whispered in

moments of love and sung by pop-stars, Amichai was anointed national poet

by everyday-people, not academics. But his humanist poetry also reached

beyond the borders of Hebrew language and literature and touched people

around the world. At the time of his death, Amichai's poems had been

translated into thirty-seven languages and he was on the short list for the

Nobel Prize.'

In the 1950s, Amichai led a revolution in Hebrew poetry by replacing his

predecessors' high diction with everyday language, by adopting a pedestrian,

anti-pathos tone for his verse, and by emphasizing the voice of the individual

rather than that of the collective. Historically, he belongs to the group of

writers who founded "Israeli literature." Scholars would later call them the

''Generation of the State," because they were the first authors to publish in the

State of Israel after it was established. Of his literary generation, only

Amichai attained the unofficial status of '^national poet."^ In Amichai's hands,

airplanes, tanks, and legal contracts became the building blocks of poems for

the first time. He used unexpected melaphoric and linguistic combinations,

pairing the high with the low, nature with technology. Storks flying over rural

landscapes became jet planes and the eyes of a tired soldier closed like the

portholes of a tank.^

Amichai was awarded the Israel Prize in recognition of his literary

contributions. It is the highest honor the State of Israel bestows on its

citizens.'* Israelis from all walks of life saw him as the quintessential Israeli.

For them, he was inextricably linked to the country and its narrative.

The turning points in Amichai's life neatly paralleled the mraing points of the

history of his people in the twentieth-century: he grew up in the shadow of the

Third Reich and immigrated to the Land of Israel in 1936. During WWII he

enlisted in the British Army and in 1948, as a member of the elite military

"Palmach," he fought in Israel's War of Independence. In numerous

interviews, Amichai recounted how he began writing poetry to soothe himself

in the midst of the fierce battles in the Negev desert. Thus, even the first lines

he set to paper seemed tied to the land: in his personal mythology, Amichai

the poet and the State of Israel were bom simultaneously.

Amichai's biography and his image as the "poet-soldier" contributed to

making him an Israeli icon. Consequently, when the late Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin received the Nobel Peace Prize, he asked Amichai to read one

of his poems at the ceremony.^ Amichai himself also believed in the kinship

between him and his country and wove it into his verse:

When I was young, the country was young too. [—

]

When 1 was happy, the country was happy,

When I jumped upon her, she jumped under me. [-—

]

When I loved immensely, her independence was announced.

When I fought, she fought. When I rose, she rose too, and when I declined

She began declining with me,^

These lines, published in 1977, frame Amichai's life entirely in terms of the

State of Israel, implying an individual mythology that is typically Israeli. The

youth of the speaker parallels that of the land and the climax of her existence

overiaps with his "great love." Sadly, the decline of the land reflects the aging

of the speaker, her human image. This poem appeared when Amichai was

fifty-three years old.

A quarter of a century earlier, a twenty-eight year old Amichai published a

poetic manifesto of sorts in the revolutionary literary periodical Likrat.^ It was

called "Autobiography, 1952".^ The poem's speaker (who is exactly the same

age as the poet) retells his life story. He recalls his "merry and small" hands at

play "in'31" when he was seven years old without alluding to the location of

this merriment... Immediately afterwards the speaker leaps ahead to 1941

when he was seventeen and first learned to hold a gun. The reference to

military activity at this age casts the speaker as a typical Israeli adolescent -

army training for high school students was part of daily life for Jewish youth

in the 1940s in Palestine. There is no hint in this chronological narrative,

however, as to what transpired between 1931 and 1941. The poem intimates

that its speaker fought bloody battles in the years that followed 1941, but

concludes in spring, 1952, when he has become a civilian family man.

Although this poem, "Autobiography, 1952", preceded the declaration "When

I was young the country was young too..."^ by twenty-five years, the poems

share a core belief the parallel identification between Israel and their speaker.

Furthermore, the poem discloses neither where the child nor the young man it

features, came from.



Indeed, it is tempting to read the poetic accounts I quoted, and Amichai's

poetry in general, as the unfolding life story of an Israeli man from childhood

through his wars, his loves, his partings, and his conflicts. It is therefore not

surprising that Amichai's Israel-centric self-portrayal misled many scholars.

They failed to see that beneath this patriotic picture, lay another one that the

poet painted over or camouflaged.

In fact, a careful reading of Amichai's canonical collection Poems: 1948-1962

confirms that Amichai's poems contain little information from the poet's early

life. The landscapes of the poet's childhood, their textures and smells, the

mother tongue and other sounds he heard, as well as many of the people who

inhabited this world are gone. Synagogue Hebrew, however, prevailed in his

writing, and quotations from the prayer book remembered from a tender age,

became his stylistic trademark. Thus, Amichai did not repress the entirety of

his childhood, but rather made certain elements fade away while allowing

others to survive. In the aforementioned poem entitled, "Autobiography,

1952," this absence is particularly conspicuous. As noted, this self-declared

autobiographical poem avoids any explicit mention of where Amichai lived as

a child and of his escape from Germany. This incomplete poetic narrative

entitled ''Autobiography 1952" was unquestioningly accepted by critics and

readers, as it reflected their idealized vision of the poet. But the experiences

that this poem camouflages were not entirely eradicated.

On a piece of lined paper'^ another poem entitled "Autobiography" was

hiding." Unlike the canonical ^^Autobiography, 1952,'* it bore no date in its

title. Its penciled letters were never typed or printed; its lines were neither

published in a book, nor read by Amichai's wide, adoring public. The

unpublished poem does not begin with a child's "merry hands" and refrains

from Israeli allusions. From between its short, hand-scribbled lines, a small,

scared child emerges. Devoid of any decorative scenery, the poem captures

the stark essence of a bygone nightmare. Its first line is simple and haunting,

•*l ran away from the Nazis." Furthermore, this flight from the Nazis does not

lead to the safe shores of Palestine. Although the Nazis were left behind, the

speaker cannot truly escape them, and they persist in chasing him. He

confesses that, "They are now inside me!" As the poem continues, its speaker

depicts himself in schizophrenic terms: he forever remains a guard and a

captive, an assailant and a victim. The Hebrew alliteration makeh/mukeh

underscores the bond between the "one who beats" (makeh). and '*the one

who is beaten" (mukeh), but does not divulge the cause of this oxymoronic

duality. The speaker's declaration that he must serve a "prison guard" of his

own fears, however, may suggest his consistent need to hide his weakness. He

dubs himself an eternal inmate in "concentration camps," perhaps because

after coming face-to-face with the Nazis as a child, he could not be

completely free, even as an Israeli. It is important to note that Amichai never

shared this tortured representation of himself with his readers, but he did not

destroy the draft for the poem either. This pregnant scrap of paper made its

wav into his archives, where I read it in 2002 at the manuscript library in Yale

University.

But the inner terror that preceded the exodus of the Poet's family from

Germany is not the only element of Amichai's early life that remained buried

in the archive. The German roots that nourished Amichai's lyrical Hebrew

verse also remained in the shadow. Although Amichai spent his mostly

enchanted childhood in Wuerzburg, this German city and its sights, sounds

and people, are often camouflaged in the poems that he wrote. My recent

book, Yehuda Amichai: The Making of Israel's National Poet'^ strives to

reinstate the vanished years of Amichai's childhood into the reading and

interpretation of his oeuvre. I attempted to describe Wuerzburg in the mid-

1920s and 1930s and to reconstruct a portrait of Amichai's early years and of

the German Jewish milieu into which he was bom. It is my belief that the

knowledge of the poet's childhood worid can illuminate the hidden comers of

his work.

*«*

In 1924, the year of Amichai's birth, Wuerzburg looked like a storybook

illustration. Situated in the wide valley of the Main River, it had ornate

Catholic churches, narrow alleys, ancient squares, monuments, and statues.

The surrounding hills were covered with vineyards, and on their ridges one

could see the onion-shaped spires of the Kaepele church, a destination for

Christian pilgrimages. Bridges lined with images of saints connected the

dense center of town with its older district on the slope. The castle stood on

top of a hill, crowning the cityscape of timber-framed houses and cobblestone

streets.

In the early 1920s, Wuerzburg was a town of 90,000 people, the capital of the

Lower Franconia district of Bavaria, and the center of an area famous for

producing wine.'^ It had its own university, which, like many of its buildings,

dated back to the Middle Ages. The ruling prince-bishops commissioned

Wuerzburg's famous Baroque-Rococo palace and gardens between 1719 and

1744. Their palace, the Residenz,"^ was located in the heart of the town,

surrounded by the Hofgarten, with its manicured French- and English-style

gardens.'' These gardens embodied the Baroque ideal of nature tamed to

create a paradise, featuring shepherds in a pastoral landscape and sculpted

angels.

At that time, Wuerzburg was also the home of a venerable Jewish community

of 2,600.'^ Fragments of a thousand tombstones testify to the size and the

leamedness of the town's medieval Jewish population.'^ But it was not until



the nineteenth century that a new vigorous community with all its vital

institutions started to flourish."*

By World War I, Jews seemed to be almost completely accepted by other

Germans. Wuerzburg's Rabbi Zigmund Hanover said nostalgically, 'in the

glorious days of 1914, the entire nation was united."'^ After Germany's

defeat, however, many argued that the Jews had not contributed enough, and

the rising anti-Semitism shattered the Jews' illusion of belonging. The years

that followed, however, remained relatively calm.

Wuerzburg's congregation worshipped in one synagogue that served the

needs of both Orthodox and Liberal (less observant) Jews. It stood at the heart

of the building complex that contained the Volksschule (elementary school),

an assembly hall, a ritual bath, ^ and a small stiebel or chapel^'

Rabbi Hanover, who was renowned for his inspiring sermons and oratorical

talent, conducted the Shabbat services.^" The prayers were led in the German-

Jewish Aschkenaz Nusach' ^ by the cantor, Ruben Moses Eschwege, who also

served as mohel (ritual circumciser) and secretary of the community.' Jewish

Wuerzburg took great pride in its unity, traditions, and prestigious institutions.

It was into this rich and bustling Jewish life that the future Israeli poet,

Yehuda Amichai, was bom.

On May 3, 1924, Friedrich Moritz Pfeuffer and Frieda Walhaus Pfeuffer

registered their newborn son as Ludwig Pfeuffer.^^ Eight days later, the boy

was also given the Hebrew name, Yehuda. Jewish children in Germany,

however, used their Hebrew names only in the synagogue, not in everyday

life. The child would therefore be known as Ludwig even during religious

studies at the Jewish school.

The early months of Ludwig's life were blessed with beautiful spring and

summer weather. Sometimes, his mother would wheel his carriage down the

path that ran along the river between the nearby Saints Bridge and Lions

Bridge, through *\..old, cozy alleys between ringing bells and bridges over

the river Main,"^* as the poet would later tell a German interviewer. When he

looked up. Ludwig would have been able to see the sails of nearby boats. As

he grew older, he would lie on the shore and look upward at the masts and

reeds.

Ludwig's family lived at Sanct Augustinerstrasse, number eight until he was

nearly four years old." The trolley line ran by the somewhat crowded

apartment building and its Irequent ringing blended with the bells of the many

churches clustered in that part of town.
*

The Pfeuffer residence was conveniently located near Domerschulstrasse,

where the family's wholesale notions store, which sold supplies for

seamstresses, and the synagogue complex were situated."^ As soon as the

child could toddle, his father would bring him to the synagogue on Saturdays.

On their short walk, they would see the heavy gates of the university, the

thick-walled monastery, and the cathedral, which gave the ancient street,

Domerschulstrasse, its name. But once they entered the synagogue and were

engulfed by the walls of the Jewish complex, the world of churches and

monasteries seemed to fade away. Little Ludwig became absorbed by the

synagogue music. Sometimes his father would be called to the Torah. He

would hold his son in his arms and Ludwig could see how men in prayer

shawls took the scrolls out of the Holy Ark, undressed the long cylinders, and

laid them gently on the table.

Week after week, in an endless rhythm, the Saturday sounds of Shabbat would

turn into Sunday's church bells, with their many sizes and rings. As the

musically inclined boy grew, so did his fascination with the sounds of his

town. He could identify each church by the sound of its bells and was moved

by the Hallelujah chorus. Once, he secretly entered a church when he thought

no one was there and listened to the soft and lonely voice of the organ.

On Sundays, the Pfeuffers would stroll around the parks and gardens that

formed a ring around Wuerzburg, away from the center of town. While he

delighted in these idyllic weekends, Ludwig did not understand his father's

long disappearances during the week, and would later write, "I didn't know

when my father would come back."^' As he grew older, he learned that his

father was a traveling salesman. The image of his father sadly leaving on

SaUirday or Sunday nights carrying a lamp remained with Ludwig until he

welcomed him home on Friday. The child's longing for his father echoed in a

note he wrote thirty years later, "What do you remember / from age two? ...

That my father left / afterwards, nothing."^' Nevertheless, he was a generally

happy child.

In 1928," the Pfeuffers moved to a newer part of town where many other

Jews lived. Now their address was Alleestrasse number eleven, only a very

short walk ft-om Rabbi Hanover's dwelling. The Rabbi's young daughter,

Ruth, was a few months older than Ludwig, and the two became best friends.

Ruth was also Ludwig's regular walking companion to school. She would

stop in front of Ludwig's house every morning and the two would continue

onto school, chatting the entire way. The path to and from school took them

along the Rennweg, the wide ancient entrance road to the city that stt-etched

from the tt-ain tt-acks to the southern exit of the Residenz.^"* The Rennweg

guided the children to the iron gates of the palace garden. Ludwig and his

fiiend gazed at the ornate fountains, their waters cascading around copper

statties of satyrs, sensual nymphs and wild animals. Little stone cherubs, or



**piitti," with chubby cheeks and fat legs flew whimsically over flowerpots or

coveted clusters of stone grapes with their sculptured lips.

Starting in May 1930, and every weekday for the next six years, Ludwig

would make this walk to school. His day started with two hours of limudey

kodesh (religious studies): the prayer book, the Torah, and Hebrew.^^ Yet the

study of the German language and its culture also played an important part of

the curriculum at this Jewish school^^ The Brothers Grimm's folk tales and

regional folk songs were at the center of the children's education.^^

Ludwig fell under the spell of the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian

Andersen, whose stories the teachers read to the class, and he would

remember these legends for years to come.^^ The narratives he studied were

often laced with recurring metered rhymes that acted as refrains and became

etched in Ludwig' s memory. Each time he heard the rhyme, the entire story

would come to life.^^ He would never forget die name of Falada, the loyal

horse in 'The Goose Maid,*' thanks to the old German rhyme,
**0h du Falada,

da du hangest / Oh Jungfer Koenigin> da du gangest!
""^"

When he was ten, Ludwig was introduced to Goethe, Schiller, and Heine

through the simple cadences of their poems in the fifth-grade curriculum.'*'

Goethe's "Erlkoenig" ignited the child's imagination and, as he memorized

the lines, he was haunted by its rhythm and was scared by Erlkoenig, the

Master of the Forest."*^ The singing of Heine's long-haired beauty, Lorelei,

seduced him as it had generations of sailors. These German classics would

forever remain in his heart.

Although school activities were important to the pupils of the Jewish

elementary school, it was the home and the synagogue that truly shaped their

lives. The heart of synagogue life was Shabbat, the climax of the Jewish

week, and for Ludwig, it was inextricably tied to his father.

While Shabbat regularly punctuated the life of the Jewish child and his

community, the holidays were the headlines. When the leaves of the trees in

the palace garden changed colors and fell to the ground, Ludwig's heart filled

with apprehension as he knew that the Days of Awe drew near.^^ Although

Ludwig did not Mly grasp their signifigance, the solemnity of the adults was

enough to shake him."*^ The feeling of dread was intensified on the Day of

Atonement, Yom Kippur. Ludwig, frightened, observed his strong father and

tlie other men weak and pale from fasting and wrapped in shrouds, as is the

custom on the holiest day of the Jewish calendar."*^

As Yom Kippur drew to a close, Ludwig witnessed the most dramatic

moment of the holiday, the Ne'ila prayer. The ark was opened and everyone

in the synagogue cried "Open for us the gates in the hour of closing the gates.
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for the day is passing away.'"*** Ludwig imagined that he was knocking on the

gate of a besieged city as it closed slowly, but he could not see who was

closing it."*^ After Ne'ila , one single, long shofar note was sounded, and the

fast was over
48

This and other traditions of Jewish worship, which seemed to Ludwig to be

eternal, would soon come to its bitter end in Wuerzburg. With the rise of the

Nazis, history was closing in on this flourishing community and Ludwig's

innocent, idyllic childhood was abruptly cut off. His family, however, was

one of the lucky ones: in 1936 the Pheuffers obtained the coveted certificates

to enter British mandatory Palestine.

Ludwig, now Yehuda, was quickly absorbed into the land of Israel, its

landscapes and language. He attended the local schools and later joined the

military struggle for the establishment of the Jewish State. When he emerged

as a lyrical Hebrew poet after the War of Independence, he suppressed his

early years.

As we know, concealing phantoms of a European childhood was not unique to

Amichai. In fact, he belonged to a "fraternity" of writers who grappled with

their diasporic past. The negation of this past was an integral part of the

Zionist construction of the new national identity. According to the Zionist

myth, the Land of Israel would redeem the stereotypically weak Jew and

transform him physically and psychologically into a strong Hebrew man. In

the decades that preceded the establishment of the State and through the

1960s, writers and critics alike cooperated in the perpetuation of this myth.

Like other members of his generation who immigrated to Palestine at a young

age, Amichai felt compelled to repress the pre-Israeli period of his life. Most

critics ignored the inner conflicts inherent in Amichai 's biography and failed

to see how his poetry worked to blur the traces of his foreign origins.

As mentioned earlier, the canonic collection that brought Amichai to the

consciousness of the Israeli reader. Poems: 1948-1962 , seems personal, even

autobiographical, but this impression is superficial. In fact, Amichai's poems

are almost devoid of the beautifiil German worid that formed the core of his

being.

In my book, I delve into the virtually unstudied chapters in Amichai's life, in

order to paint an intimate portrait of the artist before his leap into creative

writing. 1 set out to reconstruct a type of a research-generated ''bildung-

narrative" that embraces what the writer self-censured in his process of

creating himself as the quintessential Israeli Poet. Through my research and

analyses, I understood the motivation behind Amichai's monumental effort to

suppress some of the most significant landmarks of his life. In striving to

become an Israeli, Amichai had to repress his experience as a child in



Germany and his mother tongue, but in order to be a poet, he had to remember

them.

As we post Freudians know, the sounds ofchildhood and its landscapes do not

disappear from a person *s psyche. Amichai's artistic voice reflects that truth,

fa its deepest levels, his poetry is suffused with materials drawn from the

G^niilii world he left behind. The architectural and artistic faces of his

birthplace; its music and songs; the textbooks in grade school and the poems

he had to memorize; the sounds of church-bells and the path he walked to

school, all exist on the ocean-bed of his work.

Amichai suppressed much of his rich background in his verse, but he left a

trail of crumbs. Information on his early years is revealed in what I dubbed

the **apocrifa" in his oevre, namely his marginal genres of fiction and drama.

Additional details on this period are found in interviews Amichai granted

outside of Israel. Yet, in my attempt to tell the story of his early life, 1

sometimes had to play the role of detective. I went to Wuerzburg twice, I

spent years in the Amichai archive at Yale, and I interviewed a number of the

poet's peers from Wuerzburg. But there was more: three years before he died,

Amichai gave me a key that opened for me and for scholars to come, a

window into his inner-world.

Owing to this previously unknown window, I could tell of his solitary visit as

a child to an empty church in Wuerzburg, And only thanks to the key he

bequeathed me, could I understand the way he perceived the gates in the Yom
Kippur prayer, seeing them as gates of a besieged city.

Three years before he died, Amichai told me the identity of the woman whom
he loved and wished to marry in 1947. I met this woman two years after his

death. In the book I call her Ruth Z, Thanks to her, I learned previously

unknown details about Amichai and gained access to his writing and thinking

before he became a known poet. In fact, almost a third ofmy book is based on

the products of the poet's love for her. Ruth was one of the very first people

who read Amichai's writing and recognized his great talent. For sixty years,

she was the guardian of neariy one hundred letters that he wrote to her in 1947

- 1948. Thanks to this treasure, a treasure she shared with me, I learned about

the poet's childhood and about the tremendous importance that the various

materials and sounds of his childhood filled in the construction of his

imagination. While the analyses I present in my book draw many insights

from these letters, here I will highlight one example only: The multitude of

German love poems in the letters is one of the stt-ongest indicators of the

connection between Amichai and his mother tongue. Although the letters are

written in beautiful Hebrew, the German language is woven into them with

great ease: classical German love poems are copied in full into the aerograms

that Amichai mailed to Ruth. German was the poet's mother-tongue, but also
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that of his beloved. The first poem that appears in the correspondence is "The

Prayer of Separated Lovers to Each Other" by Christian Morgenstem^^

followed by many other romantic poems such as Johann Wolfgang Goethe's

"Nearness of the Beloved"^' and Rainer Maria Rilke "Love Song."^^

Significantly, not one Hebrew or in English love poem is copied into the

letters (except of course Amichai's original Hebrew poems). It is as though

Amichai trusted only the language of his childhood and the great poets of that

language, to transmit the message of his love and longings.

The enduring connection to the German world and language, that is evident

abundantly in the letters to Ruth Z. and in the archives, reveals itself only

faintly in Amichai's published works. Amichai camouflaged the foreign

elements of his background, but did not erase them completely; his published

works still retained the kernels of the exilic universe he carried inside him: an

entire microcosm of beauty and culture, with its own fears and loves. In

"When I was a Child," the poem that opens Amichai's first book, the

landscape of Wuerzburg is reflected as through a broken mirror. The poem

contains two indicators of the European, German countryside: the river and

the forest. The river is evoked in the first lines: "When I was a child/ Grasses

and masts stood at the shore."'^^ The child's perspective, looking at the world

while lying on his back near the shore, conflates structures that rise upward:

weeds and masts. The shore itself remains unidentified. Upon further

analysis, however, it becomes clear that the German landscape of Amichai's

childhood is being evoked.

While in "When I was a Child," the river's presence is implied by the shore

and the masts, in the early poem "In Yemin Moshe,"^'* the river becomes

prominent in its absence. In this love poem, Amichai emphasizes the

authenticity of the Israeli landscape; its local components are unmistakable:

the name of neighborhood, the wall, olive trees, and the pre- 1967 Israeli-

Jordanian border. During the romantic evening, bells toll to the lovers.

Although they are the bells of Jerusalem's churches, not Wuerzburg 's, they

awaken the longing for the city of the speaker's childhood: "we sat on the

shore of our city / the river-less one." By dubbing Jerusalem "our river-less

city" Amichai implies that for him, a "true" city must have a river, bridges

that stretch over it and a shore. The poem transforms the couple into the river:

"and we were instead of the river / and bridges were above us." With their

bodies flowing, the lovers provide what Jerusalem, the river-less city, lacks.

The desire to endow Jerusalem with Wuerzburg's river and bridges is found

more explicitly in an unpublished entry in a journal from 1967. "Bridges

calm me," Amichai wrote, adding, "In Jerusalem bridges should be buih /even

over dry / valleys." The child who grew up near ancient bridges will always

find comfort in them, even as an adult. Only once or twice in Amichai's thick

canonic volume may an alert reader encounter a specific visual detail from

11



Wuerzburg preserved intact. Such an image hides in the seventeenth poem in

a quatrain, **the gate closed, whose wrought-iron flowers are like the patterns

of your blood."''^ While the words ''the gate closed" are highly evocative and

may be understood metaphorically,^^ the poem's literal, not symbolic, features

are most important in interpreting it This poem does not name the gate's

location. Nevertheless, one who has visited Wuerzburg can speculate that the

poem refers to the immense, intricate, wrought-iron gates guarding the

Hofgarten, which Amichai passed through countless times. The connection

between the patterns of the iron gate and the speaker's blood is physical and

tangible. It is the link between the features of a city and the body of the person

who grew up in it. The traces of the past, however, are hidden, leading the

reader to mistakenly relate to them only as metaphors rather than as concrete

objects from Amichai *s childhood.

Wuerzburg, the deleted city, emerges with the greatest force in the cycle of

elegies that closes Amichai's first collection. Yet the more the city of

Amichai's youth creeps into the text, the greater the effort to conceal it.

Amichai 's longing for that lost land is intertwined with his longing for his lost

language in "Elegy on the Lost Child." This elegy tells the story of a search

for a lost child, with concrete rescue missions, airplanes and search dogs, but

it may also be read as a metaphorical quest for lost childhood. Amichai

concealed the evidence of his own loss, the loss of a man who shed his

German-Jewish identity and adopted an Israeli one, in the middle of the poem.

His inner conflict is hidden at the fatal moment of the search: the missed

opportunity to find the elegy's lost child. The detectives pass by without

noticing him because he hid between the modem buildings: "But they passed /

the place and didn't see, for the child... / hid in the stones of tomorrow's

houses...
"^^ While this chain of events is plausible, it is but a toned down

variation of the line's origin. The original German version of this line that I

found written on an archival notepad endows the entire text with new

meanings. It states in German, 'the child hides between the languages"
^^

(verstcckt sich zwischcn den Sprachen ). Cleariy this is a much bolder

statement than the one in Hebrew. When Amichai published the elegy, he was

unable to reveal the pain of living between two languages to his public. He

therefore preserved only a distorted translation of the German sentence: "the

child hid, curled up / among the stones of tomorrow's houses."^^ This act of

hiding between houses, or rather between languages, causes a tragic end: the

child's final disappearance. Anyone who hides between languages may

become mute, doomed to a condition in which he will not be able to be

complete in either language. This and other German drafts in the archive

document Amichai 's creative process: he often conceived and wrote poems in

German only to translate them into Hebrew. These translations went through

fiirther transformations and were ultimately transplanted into the local, Israeli

miieu of the poems.

12

Of course, the loss of a mother tongue was not unique to Amichai. Like other

immigrants to Palestine, Amichai was expected to abandon his mother tongue

for Hebrew and, consequently, he wrote an entire, and magnificent, corpus in

his acquired language. I strove to understand the ways Amichai metabolized

the loss of the German language in his verse. I was convinced that the sounds

that the author absorbed as an infant and internalized as a child, survived

somehow. Specifically, my premise was that Amichai, who arrived in

Palestine when he was twelve, could not have completely abandoned the

German language.

And he did not. As I have shown here, and in more detail in my book, the

archived hand-written materials prove the insistence of Amichai 's German

mother tongue. They expose the German source beneath the Hebrew, and the

European landscape beneath the Israeli topography, in some of Amichai 's

most frequently quoted poems. These German fragments and the poems that

they nourished are the embodiment of the substructure of Amichai's oeuvre.

He hid 'foreign' (that is, European) linguistic, cultural and biographical

residues of his past in the deepest layers of his texts without totally erasing

them. This idiosyncratic solution to the conflict was the strategy or

mechanism of camouflage. It enabled Amichai to simultaneously conceal and

preserve these materials in his verse.

Thus, I argue that in order to hear Amichai's poetic voice in fiill, one must

also listen to the music that was muffled. The German world and language did

not disappear from Amichai's inner world. They emerged for him in moments

of inspiration when he first envisioned the pictures he would later transform

into Hebrew, Israeli poems. There are those that claim that Amichai's

assimilation of his German past into his writing somehow detracts from his

complete Israeli persona. I believe, however, that the artistic means by which

he subtly incorporated his German universe into his verse is precisely what

renders him a poetic genius. This newly excavated Amichai is by no means

less Israeli, but rather a richer and more multifaceted poet.

' English translations for most of the poems cited in the lecture appear in The Selected Poetry of

Yehuda Amichai . trans. Ghana Bloch and Stephen Mitchell (Berkeley and Los Angeles:

University of California Press, 1996) (Subsequently, SP) and in Yehuda Amichai: A Life of

Poetry 1948-1994 . trans, and eds. Benjamin and Barbara Harshav (New York: HarperCollins,

1994) (Subsequently, LOP). If no references to the English translations are cited it is because

there are no English translations for that poem. When translations are available, the relevant

sources will be cited.

' Boaz Arpaly, "On the Political Significance of Amichai's Poetry," in The Experienced Soul, ed.

Glenda Abramson (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997), 27-50.

^LOP,2l;37.
* Amichai received the prize in 1982. The judges' decision is quoted in full in Beni Tzifer, "Two

Scales, Major and Minor, Gilboa and Amichai," Ha'aretz . Nov. 13, 1981.
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' Yoram Bronowsky, obituary for Yehuda Araichai, Ha'aretz . Sq)tember 22, 2000; Mel Gussow,

•'Yehuda Amichai. Poet Who Turned Israel's Experience Into Verse, Dies at 76," New York

Times. September 23, 2000.

'"Poem #32;' LOP, 279.

' Yehuda Amichai, **Autobiography 1952," Likrat 2 . August 1952, 13.

* LOP, 7.

'***Poem#32,"LOP,279.
'** Most of the hand-written material was found at Yale University: Yehuda Amichai papers,

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University (subsequently, Amichai

papers/Beinecke). There were 34 boxes in the precatalogued archive with consecutively

numbered files in each box. References to these materials cite the uncatalogued box number and

file number.
" Amichai papers/Beinecke, Box 19, file 274, notebook from November 30. 1965,

•'Autobiography" (unpublished Hebrew poem).
''^ Gold, Yehuda Amichai: The Making of IsraeFs National Poet. University Press ofNew
England/Brandeis University Press, 2008. Subsequently Gold, 2008.
'

' Zvi Avneri, Encyclopedia Judaica. vol. 16, 1974, s.v. "Wuerzburg."
'^ Erich Hubala, Otto Mayer, Wolf Christian von der Muelbe, Die Residenz zu Wuerzburg

(Wuerzburg: Edition Popp, 1984), 13f
" Erich Bachmann, Burkard von Roda, Werner Helmberger, Residenz und Hofgarten Wuerzburg

Aufbge 13 (Muenchen: Bayerische Verw. 2001 ), 10-37.

'** Avneri, Encyclopedia Judaica "Wuerzburg."
" Karlheinz Mueller, interviews with author, July 200 i; Karlheinz Muller. Die Wuerzburger

Judengemeinde im Mittelalter (Wuerzburg: Freunde Mainfrankischer Kunst und Geschichte,

2004), 125-137. During the demolition of a monastery's wall in 1987, Mueller discovered

inpnents of Jewish tombstones from before the fourteenth century. Over one thousand

tombstones were reconstructed.
'" Roland Flade, Die Wuerzburger Juden (Wuerzburg: Stuertz Veriag, 1987), 143-158

(Subsequently, The Jews of Wuerzburg ).

'"*

Flade, The Jews of Wuerzburg . 1 70.

** Ibid, 90.
^' Norbert Heltmann, **Jewish Life in Wuerzburg (pre-World War 11)." Mitteiiungen (Rush

Hashono 5755 [1995]): 25-30.
" Henry Eschwege, interview with author, Febniary 1 and 23, 2005 and interview with Ruth

Kobltner, October 4, 2002. For firsthand recollections of Wuerzburg's Jewish community. 1

interviewed the following people who grew up there: Ludwig Bravmann, interviewed July 14,

2005; Elizabeth Cecchctti (formerly Ruth Schwabacher), November 1, 2002, December 18, 2002,

plus letter, March 29, 2004; Mordechai Einsbacher. December 10, 2004; Henry (formerly Hans)

Eschwege, February I, 2005, February 23, 2005; Norbert Hellmann, December 16, 2004, series

of interviews from July 7-31, 2005; Ruth Kobliner (nee Katzman), letters, September 23, 2002

and September 24, 2002, telephone interviews, October 4, 2002, October 29, 2002. November

2002; Otto Schlamme, November 2002; Bill (formerly Wolfgang) Schwabacher, July 12, 2002,

October 2004. letter, October 6, 2004. These interv iews are subsequently cited using only the

interviewee's surname and the interview date.

Kobliner. October 4, 2002; Eschwege, February 1 . 2005,
"^ Hellmann, "Jewish Life in Wuerzburg," 27.

"
Nusach" means the style of a prayer service,

usually either Aschkenaz or Sephard.

-* Hellmann, December 16, 2004.
^' Archives of the Jewish community of Wuerzburg. old files number WR 576-579.

(Subsequently cited as Archives of the Jewish Community.)
* From Yehuda Amichai's speech upon receiving the Kulturpreis (Cultural Prize) in Wuerzburg,

June 22, 1981 as quoted in Main Post. August 5. 1991 and in Roland Flade, "Reliving Childhood

at Saint Kilian's Festival," Allgemcine Judische Wochenzeitung (Bonn), no. 35, August 29. 1991.

(The speech is subsequently cited as Kulturpreis speech.) See also the photograph in Werner

Dettelbacher. Damals in Wuerzburg: Bildokumente aus der Zeit von 1914-1945 . 132.
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^^ Housing Registry in the City Archive of Wuerzburg, Augustinerstrassse 8, November 8, 1920;

August 18, 1920.
^^ Arye Arad, "Bells Announcing Bad Tidings: the poet Yehuda Amichai tells of his childhood in

southern Germany" (interview with Amichai), Bamahane ( N.d. [most likely the 1960s]).

^'*
Flade, "Reliving Childhood at Saint Kilian's Festival,"; Hans Steidle, ed., A Small Birthday

Present from Wuerzburg . 24; Werner Dettelbacher, "Die Geschichte des Ludwig Pfeuffer,
"

ibid., 9.

'" Yehuda Amichai's letters to Ruth Z. (August 31 , 1947 - April 1 1 , 1948) are housed at the

Havisrc'elim harishonim (The First Israelis) Archive in Heksherim: the Research Center for

Jewish and Israeli Literature and Culture, Ben-Gurion University. References cite the number of

the letter (as given by Amichai) and the date. Letters to Ruth Z., #39, November 23, 1947; #93,

undated ( letter #92 was dated March 25, 1948. letter #94 April 1 ).

^' "When 1 Was a Child," Poems 1948-1962 , 1 1 ; SP, 6.

^^ Dan Omer, "In This Burning Country, Words Must Serve as Shade" (series of interviews with

Amichai), Proza no. 25 ( July. 1978): 4; Amichai papers/Beinecke, Box 19, file 277, Aug 1978-

1979; Box 19, file 279, notebook 1965-1966.
^' Wuerzburg Housing Registry. Records show the Pfeuffers moving in in 1920 and leaving in

1928.
'*'*

John R. Schwabacher and Susan Wolfe, Remembering (New York: Universe Inc., 2003), 3.

The Ring Garten was a circle of gardens that surrounded the old city of Wuerzburg, created from

the old moat, which was filled in and planted with flowers and trees.

^^
Ibid.; Schwabacher, July 12, 2002.

'* Amtsblatt des Bayerischen Staatsministerium fuer Unterricht und Kultus (Nr. IV 755), 12-13.

Henceforth, Bavarian Ministry of Education. For the similarity between the Jewish and Bavarian

school curriculums, see Joseph Walk, Juedische Schule und Erziehung im Dritten Reich

(Frankfurt am Main: Hain Veriag, 1991 ), 80f , 85-87, 145-148, p.l45f; and Flade, The Jews of

Wuerzburg , 286f
" See the following, published by Stuertz Veriag (Wuerzburg). edited by Markus Koch: Deutsche

Singfibel fuer das 1. und 2. Schuliahr der Grundschule. Ministcricll genehmigt. 5. unveraenderte

Auflage ( 1 930 [ 1 927] ); Singbuechlein fuer den 3. und 4. Schueleriahrgang der Grundschule.

Ministerial genehmigt. 2. unveraenderte Auflage (1927); Singbuechlein fuer den 5. bis 8.

Schueleriahrgang der Grundschule. Ministerial genehmigt (1927).
'** Amichai often wrote about them in his letters to Ruth Z; for example, letter #19, October 10,

1947.
'' Ruth Z., interview with author, August 29, 2004.
*** The original Brothers Grimm rhyme is in the German translation of Amichai's novel, Yehuda

Amichai, Nicht von Jetzt. Nicht von Hier. trans. Ruth Achlama (Zuerich: Pendo Veriag AG, 1998

[1992]), 122.

*' Wilhelm Ledermann et al., eds., Lesebuch fuer den 4. und 5. Schuelerjahrgang katholischer

Volkshauptschulen Bavems , Auflage 4. ( 1 930 [ 1 927]) Ledermann et al., Lesebuch fuer den 4.

und 5 .

*' Amichai, interview with author, 1996.
*^ Amichai papers/Beinecke, Box I , file 1 5; Box 19, file 277, loose paper inside a dark brown

notebook.
'"' Even Schwabacher, who says he was from a "completely free [unreligious] home," remembers

how, on the high holidays, they went to the one great synagogue (July 12, 2002).

* Schwabacher, July 12, 2002; Schlamme, November 2002.

** Included in the evening prayer ofYom Kippur.
*''

Letter to Ruth Z., #1 1, September 24, 1947.

^* Schlamme, November 2002.
'•''

Gershon Shaked, Hasiporet Ha'ivrit 1880-1980 (Hebrew Narrative Fiction: 1 880-1980), vol. 4

(Israel: Hakibbutz Hameuchad and Keter Publishing House, Ltd., 1988), 71-76. (Subsequently,

Hebrew Narrative Fiction)
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" Morgenstern was a favorite among German-speaking young poets al that lime. Arnold Band

recalls, for example, the leading poet Nathan Zach's infatuation with Morgenstem's romantic

VCfSC

" Lener to Ruth Z, #10, September 1947
" Ibid. #78, February 18*, 1948
" YclliMia Amichai, Shirim: 1948-1962 (Poems: 1948-1962) (Tel Aviv, Israel: Schocken

IMliilliilig House. Ltd., 1%3), 1 1 (Subsequently, Poems: 1948-1962 ). All page references are to

iie 2002 edition; "Grasses and masts stood at the seashore." SP, 6; "Grass and masts stood at the

shore.'* LOP, 3. 1 am using a combination of both translations for the sake of maximal accuracy.

^ Poems: 1948-1962 . 107.

" Poems: 1948-1962 . 347-353, 353.
** Closing the gates can be understood as the gate to the paradise of childhood (See Christian Leo,

Zwischen Erinnem und Vergessen: Jehuda Amichais Roman "Nicht von ictzt. nicht von hier" im

philosophischen und literarischen Kontext (Wuer/burg. Kocnigshausen and Neumann, 2004) as

well as the gates of heaven in the Yom Kippur prayer. For a further discussion on the metaphor

of "closing the gale," see Chapter 4 in Gold, 2008.
" Poems 1948-1962 . 368, lines 66-67; SP, 45, lines, 66-68.

" Amichai papers/Beinecke, Box 4, file 64, small gray notebook, November-December 1957.

** Poems: 1948-1962 . 368, lines 66-67. This translation is a combination of LOP, 74, lines 75-76

(**the child hid, curled up / Among the stones for buildings of tomorrow") and SP, 45, lines 67-68

(**for the child bent over / and hid in the stones of tomorrow's houses").
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Since its founding in 1955, the Leo Baeck Institute has become the premier research

library and archive devoted exclusively to documenting the history of German-speaking

Jewry. In the aftermath of World War Two. with the annihilation of European Jewry

almost complete, some of the leading intellectuals who were forced out of Germany and

Austria were determined to preserve the shattered remains of their devastated heritage.

They sought to collect as much material as they could to provide future generations with

authentic evidence of this rich and varied past. The founders included Martin Buber, Max
Grunewaid, Hannah Arendt and Robert Weltsch. They made Rabbi Leo Baeck, the last

leader of the Jewish community in Germany under the Nazis, its first president and

named the Institute in his honor, to signify the ideals of modern, cultured, assimilated

German-Jewry.

LB I offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled community; London,

Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the home of the Institute's unparalleled

library and archival collections. In September 2001, LBI New York opened a branch of

its archives at the new Jewish Museum in Berlin. This marks the first time that this

extraordinary array of materials is available in Europe. It is both symbolically and in fact

a very significant development in the continuity of this legacy shared by Germans and

Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflect a heritage of triumphs and tragedies that

must never be forgotten.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE / NEW YORK / BERLIN
For the study of the history and culture of German-speaking Jewry

15 West 16^'^ Street, New York, NY 1001 1-6301

Telephone (212) 744 6400 Fax (212) 988 1305

Lindenstrasse 9-14, 1 0969 Berlin

Telephone 49 30 2599 3556
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From German Wissenschaft to Global Scholarship:

Jewish Historiography between the World Wars

It is a special honor and pleasure for me to deliver the Leo Baeck

Memorial Lecture. The Leo Baeck Institute has played a significant

role in my academic life ever since I came to New York in 1988

to pursue my graduate studies at Columbia University. I found my

second home in the city in the institute's former home, the beautiful

mansion on 73rd Street, the stairways of which were adorned with

the pictures of German-Jewish Nobel Prize winners. Fred Grubel,

then the institute's director, represented the last glimpse into the

German-Jewish spirit of the Weimar Republic, and in the intimate

atmosphere of the one-room archive I enjoyed working as a research

assistant under the friendly guidance of Frank Mecklenburg, now the

institute's director of research and chief archivist. I still remember the

awe with which I looked at the colorful pamphlets lined up there, which

appeared every year under the title of"Leo Baeck Memorial Lecture".

My own relationship with the LBI took on different dimensions during

the subsequent years. My very first scholarly article, based on my

master's thesis, was published by the Yearbook of the Leo Baeck

Institute in 1990. A few years later I was invited by its international

president. Professor Michael Meyer, to collaborate in the four-vol-

ume German-Jewish History in Modem Times, and after my return

to Germany in 1997 I was elected chair of the Wissenschaftliche Ar-

beitsgemeinschaft of the LBI in Germany, an office I held for twelve

years, and which was eventually followed by my election to Interna-

tional Vice President of the LBI. The LBI has been and will remain

my academic home.

Allow me one last personal recollection relating to the subject ofthis

lecture. During the same semester ofmy studies in New York I took



two classes on Jewish historiography with two equally distinguished

teachers: One with Professor Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi at Colum-

bia University, the other one with Professor Ismar Schorsch a few

blocks uptown at the Jewish Theological Seminary. The two classes

were quite different: one ofthem focused mainly on Gershom Scho-

lem, the other one concentrated mostly on Moritz Steinschneider

and Heinrich Graetz. Both offered different emphases and interpre-

tations of the same subject. I realized then how much our own at-

tempts to write history are related to the influence of our teachers,

but also to our world views and our political agendas.'

Historian Lucy Dawidowicz once claimed that "every people, every

nation has used its history to justify itself in its own eyes and in the

sight of the worid. But surely no people has used its history for such

a variety of ... purposes as have the Jews."^ I would add that at no

other time have historians used Jewish history for so many different

purposes as in the period between the two world wars. By then, the

various definitions of Jews and Judaism were clearly shaped. Most

Jews in the western worid regarded themselves as part of a religious

community, while in Eastern Europe two versions of national self-

definition were prevalent: one was that of a nation based in the di-

aspora, and the other one that of a nation bound to return to its own

territory and statehood. Among the totalitarian worid views of the

day, two other notions became dominant: in the Soviet Union Jewish

history was written within the broader terms of class society, while

in Nazi Germany Jews were seen as part of a racial concept.

Christian Views of Jewish History

In the beginning of Jewish historiography were non-Jewish protago-

nists. The first author ofa comprehensive post-Biblical Jewish histo-

ry in modem times was a French Protestant living in the Netherlands

at the turn of the eighteenth century. Jacques Basnage wrote the

fifteen-volume History of the Jews, from Jesus Christ to the Pres-

ent (1716)? Its undertitle, To Serve as a Continuation ofJosephuss

History shows how large the gap was since the last comprehensive

history of the Jews had been written. Basnage recognized that be-

tween Josephus who lived in the first century C.E. and his own time

no Jewish scholar had ever taken up this task. Although he assured

his readers of his impartiality, the Protestant pastor Basnage hoped

that his work would help to convince Jews of the supremacy of the

Church. "I only worked to prove the Truth of Christianity against the

Jews."^

The first American to write a comprehensive post-Biblical Jewish

history was a Christian woman, Hannah Adams. Her History ofthe

Jewsfrom the Destruction ofJerusalem to the Nineteenth Century

appeared in 1812 and drew heavily on an English translation of

Basnage. The missionary task of her work is even more blatant.

Adams repeatedly noted that only baptism would put an end to the

Jews' suffering, which they had caused to themselves: "...the Jews

had called down the divine wrath, by crucifying the Lord of glo-

ry, and blasphemously exclaiming: 'His blood be upon us and our

children.'"^ Appropriately, when a second edition appeared it was

published by the London Society for the Promotion of Christianity

amongst the Jews.

In Germany, no comprehensive Jewish history was available before

the 19^*^ century. The most important Jewish representative ofthe En-

lightenment, Moses Mendelssohn, did not think very highly of his-

tory. In 1 765, he wrote in a letter to his friend, the historian Thomas

Abbt: "What do I know of history? If it so much as carries the name

of history, be it natural history, political history, or intellectual his-

tory, it never wanted to enter my head; and I yawn whenever I have
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to read something historical—unless its style keeps me awake "^ The

general feeling ofunease about history within the European EnHght-

enment and its Jewish counterpart, the Haskalah, did not produce

major historical works.

Thus, in a letter written on 21 February 1792, Johann Kaspar Schil-

ler advised his son Friedrich, then a professor of history in Jena,

to do something to remedy the situation: "To my knowledge there

is no complete, consistent history of the Jewish people since their

dispersal in the worid. I think it would be an important and therefore

worthy object ofthe attention of a scholar who would, however, him-

self have to have a learned Jew at hand who could provide him with

the necessary materials. In addition, a skilful development [of this

subject] would be of great interest for Christianity [ . . .

].''^

The German Tradition ofWissenschaft des Judentums

Unfortunately, Friedrich Schiller never wrote a history of the Jews.

His style might have kept even a Mendelssohn awake. It was left to

Jews themselves to write their history, and they did so as soon as

they were able to enter German universities. If there was a date and

place of birth for the modem study of Judaism, it was the establish-

ment of the Verein fur die Cultur und Wissenschaft der Juden (As-

sociation for Culture and Scholarship among the Jews) in Berlin in

1819. One of the association's members was Isaac Marcus Jost who

soon became the first Jew to produce a multi-volume Jewish history

himself The undisputed master of Jewish historiography in the 19'*^

century, however, was Heinrich Graetz. His eleven-volume History

of the Jews (1853-1876) became the classic for all later compre-

hensive Jewish histories and translated into many languages. Many

other representatives ofWissenschaft des Judentums, such as Leop-

old Zunz, Abraham Geiger, and Moritz Steinschneider contributed

to the better understanding of Jewish history, even though they were

often rooted in neighboring disciplines, such as literature, liturgy, or

theology.

During the entire 19^*" century there was no doubt that—despite

some important French Jewish historians and the expanding field

ofHokhmat Yisrael in Eastern Europe—the center of Jewish history

writing was in Germany. This situation began to shift after the First

World War, and in subsequent years, Berlin and Breslau had to share

their leading position with other centers, such as Vilna and Warsaw,

Jerusalem, Oxford, and New York.

With the opening of the Vilna-based YIVO Institute and of the He-

brew University in Jerusalem in 1925, the foundation of the Instytut

Nauk Judaistycznych (Institute for Judaic Scholarship) in Warsaw

in 1928, the establishment of the Nathan J. Miller Chair in Jewish

History, Literature, and Institutions at New York's Columbia Uni-

versity in 1930, and the readership in Jewish history at Oxford in

1939, Jewish historians received five important new homes. They

also stand for the major political/ideological positions in early 20*^-

century Jewry: the autonomist diaspora approach, the Zionist view,

and the individualistic diaspora position. While the first defined the

Jews as a diaspora nation, the second one saw them as a nation in

need of their own state, and the third one favored a definition of the

Jews as a religious group. One may add two more definitions of a

much less scholarly character. In Belarus and the Ukraine, which

had preserved a certain degree ofautonomy within the Soviet Union,

research departments on Jewish history and culture were established

as part of the national academies, both in Minsk (1924) and Kiev

(1927), with a short-lived subsidiary branch in Odessa (1928). Here,

Jews were defined within the categories of a class, namely the bour-

geoisie, which they were supposed to overcome. And finally, in what



can be only called pseudo-scholarly institutions in Nazi Germany,

major efforts were underway to define Jewish history as the his-

tory of a race by establishing several competing institutes for the

research of the Jewish Question.

flUmar Germany: The Professionalization ofWissenschaft

des Judentums

Let us start with a look at the homeland of Wissenschaft des Ju-

dentums. By the days of the Weimar Republic, German-speaking

scholarship of Jews and Judaism was still significant but had clearly

passed its prime. There were, however, a few new impulses during

this period. They may be summarized under the term professional-

ization. Us most important achievement after the First World War

was the establishment of the Akademiefiir die Wissenschaft des Ju-

dentums in 1919. After a century, in which the institutional grounds

for Jewish scholarship in Germany had almost exclusively been rab-

binical seminaries, the Akademie constituted a breakthrough. It was

the first secular research institution in the field. The initiative for the

Akademie came from Franz Rosenzweig, who had hoped to initiate

an innovative training ground for ftiture Jewish educators.

When the first director of the Akademie, the ancient historian Eugen

Tiubler, began his tenure, he changed Rosenzweig's plans. Taubler

was less interested in the renewal of Jewish communal life than in

the establishment of a purely academic and secular research insti-

tution. The major goal of the Akademie was the publication of a

series called '^Bibliotheca Judaica", which should contain the criti-

cal editions of the great works of Jewish history and literature. Due

to financial cuts in times of inflation and to its relatively brief ex-

istence, the Akademie succeeded in publishing only few of these

editions. But other important projects were launched in the field
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of history, especially by two key employees of the Akademie, Fritz

(Yitzhak) Baer and Selma Stem (soon to be Taubler's wife). Baer

published studies on the rural Jews of Cleve, a critical analysis of

the 16* century Hebrew chronicle Shevet Yehuda, and he began his

major research projects on Jews in Christian Spain. Stem launched

her multi-volume edition ofdocuments on the Pmssian State and the

Jews which was completed long after the Second World War. When

Taubler resigned as director and accepted a professorship in ancient

history at the University of Zurich, his successor, the philosopher

Julius Guttmann, steered the Akademie increasingly towards the

study of Jewish religion and Jewish philosophy. Its most ambitious

project, a critical edition of the complete works of Moses Mendels-

sohn came to a conclusion only more than seven decades after it was

launched in 1929.^

A significant novelty, and part of the ongoing professionalization

of German-Jewish historiography in the 1920s, was the increasing

involvement of women historians and their contribution to the his-

tory of Jewish women. Selma Stem was among the first women to

complete a doctorate in history in Germany when she wrote her the-

sis at the university of Munich in 1913. Throughout her career she

had an interest in the history of women. In 1914, Stem wrote in her

diary: "Today, women should imitate an ideal different from that

of men. They should be aware that they are themselves a force that

can achieve great things in their area."^ Stem turned her attention to

the biographies of Jewish women soon after the First World War. In

1922, she published a series of articles on "The Change in the Type

ofthe Jewish Woman since Emancipation in Germany," in which she

analyzed the identity conflicts of Jewish women fi-om Rahel Vam-

hagen to Else Lasker-Schiiler. In 1925 and 1926 she produced an-

other series on "The Development of the Type of the German Jewish

Woman since the Middle Ages."*^



Bertha Pappenheim's editions of the of the "Women's Bible," Zeen-

ah u-reenak and of the seventeenth-century memoirs of Glikl von

Hameln belong in the same category, just as Hannah Arendt's bi-

ography of Rahel Vamhagen, which was also initiated in this pe-

riod. One may add Bertha Badt (later Badt-Strauss) who was the

first woman to receive a doctoral degree from Breslau's Friedrich

Wilhelm University in 1908." Her dissertation on Annette von

Droste-Hulshoflfhad no explicitly Jewish theme. Later, biographies

ofJewish women became central to her historical and literary work.

In 1912 she published an edition of letters and documents on Ra-

hel Varnhagen, and in the late 1920s she did further research on

Rahel and other women of Jewish ancestry who founded salons.'^

Besides her translations and editions of Jewish texts, she continued

to give attention to the works and careers of Jewish women as well.

She wrote a series of scholarly articles about Jewish women for the

most important Jewish encyclopedias in the German language.'^

In an article published in the periodical Menorah in 1931, Badt-

Strauss dealt systematically with the history of Jewish women. '^

The Zeitschrift jur die Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland, re-

established in 1929, now also contained a number of articles by

women historians, unlike its short-lived predecessor from the late

19*^ century.

German-Jewish historiography during the Weimar years changed its

institutional framework and its previously exclusive male perspec-

tive. What remained unchallenged, though, was its definition ofJew-

ish history in primarily religious categories. There were a few Zion-

ist historians, but the majority remained faithful to the 19*^ century

ideals ofWissenschaft des Judentums. Only as a religion could Jews

be integrated within the national societies they lived in. They were

not, as their opponents accused them, a "nation within the nation",

but rather German citizens of the Jewish faith.
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English-Speaking Jewry: The Comfortable Exile

In the middle ofthe nineteenth century, Jewish scholarship in Britain

was considered so marginal that a German-Jewishjournal could refer

to a sale of an important Judaica library from Germany to Oxford's

Bodleian Library as a move "into a remote comer of the learned

world where it is hidden and without any use for scholarship."'^ By

the end of the nineteenth century, however, Judaica libraries in Eng-

land had found their readers, and Jewish scholarship in Britain was

being recognized internationally. The Unites States, too became a

significant player in the world of Jewish Studies around the turn of

the century. The first complete Jewish Encyclopedia appeared in the

United States in the early 1900s. In 1880, less than ten percent of

all Jews lived in English-speaking countries. Fifty years later, they

constituted almost one third of world Jewry.

The Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati and the Jewish Theologi-

cal Seminary in New York were not only training grounds for rabbis

but became more and more important places of research, with their

faculties attracting some of the leading scholars from Europe. And

both New York and Oxford turned into major centers for the teach-

ing of Jewish history in the 1930s, when Salo Baron, a Galician-

bom graduate of Vienna University, was appointed the first chair of

Jewish History, Literature, and Institutions at Columbia University

in 1930, and Cecil Roth, a graduate from Oxford's Merton College,

was named Reader in Jewish Studies at Oxford in 1939.

Just as in Germany, Jews in Anglo-Saxon countries defined them-

selves primarily in terms of a religious community. There was one

difference between the German-Jewish view of the nineteenth cen-

tury and the Anglo-Saxon outlook, however. While German-Jewish

historians spoke of a "Leidens- und Gelehrtengeschichte", a history
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of suffering and learning, both Salo Baron and Cecil Roth were out-

spoken opponents of such a view. In his famous 1928 Menorah Jour-

nal essay, "Ghetto and Emancipation", Salo Baron coined the phrase

"lachrymose conception ofJewish history" for this school. Similarly,

Cecil Roth was characterized in the subtitle of his biography written

by his widow as a "historian without tears".'**

Roth and Baron could draw on the example of the editor of the Jew-

ish Quarterly Review, Israel Abrahams, who exercised a major influ-

ence on English-language Jewish Studies and who in his Jew/s/i Life

in the Middle Ages (1896) had already struck this positive tone: "A

merry spirit smiled on Jewish life in the middle ages, joyousness

forming, in the Jewish conception, the coping stone of piety... There

can be no greater mistake than to imagine that the Jews allowed their

sufferings to blacken their life or to cramp their optimism."'^

Rothes later description of the relationship between the clergy and

the Italian Jewish community seemed inspired by this tone: "Some-

times, a riot might be caused by the inflammatory flow of rhetoric

from the pulpit. But after the wave of feeling had ebbed, and the

series of sermons was ended, and the friar had moved on to another

city, the frenzy would die down as suddenly as it had risen. The Jew

repaired his broken windows, and the needy plebeian again began

to bring along his valuables in the hope of raising money, and there

would be laughter and singing and perhaps drinking in the streets,

and somber ecclesiastics would once again begin to mutter at the

excessive cordiality, and it would again be true that in no part of the

worid did such a feeling of friendliness prevail as in Italy between

the people and the Jews."»«

Both Baron and Roth had published their programmatic and pro-

vocative essays against the lachrymose version of Jewish history in
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the Menorah Journal, Baron in 1928 under the title "Ghetto and

Emancipation: Shall We Revise the Traditional View?" and Roth

four years later asking the rhetorical question: "The Most Persecuted

People?"

Their main argument was very simple: yes, Jews have suffered in

pre-modem Europe; but others suffered too, perhaps in different

ways, but not less. If one claims that Jews had no "equal rights",

then one has to remember that there was no such thing as equal

rights in pre-modem times. "Certainly the Jews had fewer duties

and more rights than the great bulk of the population", says Baron. '^

And while Roth makes clear that Jews suffered during the Middle

Ages, he emphasizes that suffering was "an integral feature of the

tragic scene of the Middle Ages themselves."'^ In contrast to heretics

or other groups, which were systematically annihilated, Jews always

managed to survive.

It is often overiooked that while these historians stressed that pre-

modern Jewish history was not as black as we often see it, modern

Jewish history was not as white either. As was recently pointed out,

their views should not be reduced to a purely idealistic picture of

Jewish history.2' j^^ reaction to their publications in Europe and

Israel, however, showed that their writings constituted a challenge

to the common perceptions of Jewish history as an almost exclusive

experience of suffering. One may speculate if it was the relatively

tolerant spirit of the British and American environment that shaped

the historiography of Roth and Baron. What is sure is that this kind

of history could not be written in Warsaw and Jerusalem.

Jerusalem: The Zionist Alternative

Zionist historians, who had established their new center with the of-

13
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icial opening of the Hebrew University in 1925, understood quite

well the problem posed to their world view in such a representation

of Jewish history. If there were examples of a benign history in the

past, then there could be benign diasporas in the future too. In their

view, however, there was no good diaspora, there was only the basi-

cally dangerous and potentially murderous exile. Fritz Baer, who

after leaving Berlin became the first professor of Jewish history in

Jerusalem (now as Yitshak Baer) repudiated the interpretations from

Oxford and New York categorically. When he reviewed Baron's his-

tory, he remarked that despite everything Baron claims Jewish his-

tory in the diaspora comes down to a long chain of persecutions. In

his Zionist view the Jewish nation was safe only in its own land.

Just as Baer, his colleague at the Hebrew University Benzion Dinur,

wrote important works on the Jews of the diaspora. But for him, too,

exile (Galut) was not more than a long waiting period before Jewish

history fulfilled itself with the return to its own land: "So powerfiil

was the impetus of the revolt against the Galut that it forced the his-

torical course of the nation back into its original channels and recre-

ated the character of the modem Jew in the likeness of his ancient

ancestors.""

Of course, Baer's and Dinur's views, just as those of other Zionist

historians were not monolithic but developed over time and con-

tained a broad range of evaluations of exile and homecoming.

Overall however, Zionist scholars were convinced that the Jewish

State would, among many other things, create the conditions under

which scholarship would no longer serve as the servant of politics

and ideology. Thus the first new issue of the journal Zion, co-edited

by Baer stated categorically: "The age of apologetics is over."^^ Ger-

shom Scholem, who had left Germany as Gerhard Scholem after ob-

taining his Ph.D. from the University ofMunich in 1922 and became
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the most influential Jerusalem scholar, went one step further. He

maintained that only historians in a Jewish society could dedicate

themselves to topics which were hitherto neglected because they

might cause anti-Jewish feelings. In the diaspora, Scholem claimed,

historians were afraid to conduct research on mysticism, supersti-

tion, and Jewish criminals that would mean to provide the anti-Sem-

ites with weapons. "The framework of the rebuilding of Palestine ...

led to the foundation of centers like the Hebrew University in Jeru-

salem where Judaic studies, although central, are pursued without

any ideological coloring. Everyone is free to say and teach whatever

corresponds to his scholarly opinion without being bound to any

religious (or anti-religious) tendency."^"*

Ironically, in a conspicuous reversal of Scholem 's vision, Israeli his-

torians of the last two decades have attacked him and their other

spiritual parents and grandparents of exactly the same political bias

they had accused their teachers of: apologetics, for the sake of a na-

tional homogenous version of Jewish history.

But let us return to the interwar period. Zionism was not the only

national Jewish movement then. Another kind of Jewish nationalism

advocated the recognition of the Jewish nation within the diaspora.

Its spiritual father was the historian Simon Dubnow.

Russia and Poland: A Jewish Nation Without a State

Simon Dubnow, the most significant Russian-Jewish historian, was

bom in the same year as Theodor Herzl. He was not hostile to the

Zionist idea, but considered it an elitist dream and did not believe

that it could resolve the urgent problems of the Jewish masses in

Eastern Europe. He shared the Zionists' nationalist conception of

Jewish history. But his nationalism was connected with the diaspora.

14
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le the second of his Letters on Ancient and Modem Judaism Dub-

now emphasized the character of the Jews "as an intellectual-histor-

ical nation within political nations " and at the same time stressed

the identification of European Jews with Europe: "Europe has been

the homeland ofa significant part of the Jewish people for two thou-

sand years; [here] lay the bones of millions of our ancestors; as an-

cient Roman colonists we have experienced the growth of Christian

civilization, the formation of Christian states and societies; here we

have ourselves developed a rich intellectual culture that has not been

without influence on our Christian neighbors. And after all that peo-

ple want to regard us as foreigners, as intruders, and even some fi-om

our own midst join our enemies in this cry and preach a new exodus

of the Jews out of Europe to the Near East!"^^

As a politician, Dubnow shaped the development of "diaspora na-

tionalism," which aimed at a broad cultural autonomy of Jews in

Eastern Europe. For this purpose he founded the Yidishe Folkspartey

("Jewish People's Party") in Czarist Russia. For Dubnow the histo-

rian, Jewish nationalism represented the highest level ofthe national

movement, since it had moved beyond the stage of having its own

territory. In other words, Jews are so self-evidently a nation that they

no longer need to have their own area, their own state. According

to Dubnow, Jews had passed through all the conventional phases

of national development and now constituted a spiritual nation.^^

Reproaching his liberal opponents in Western Europe, he noted:

"Those who think that Jews constitute not a nation but a religious

community are committing a serious logical error."^^

Of course, Dubnow—like the Zionist historians—developed his

ideas over time during his long and productive life. In clear contrast

to earlier Jewish historiography, however, which celebrated classical

heroes such as Maimonides or Mendelssohn, Dubnow's "hero" in

Jewish history is not a person but remains an institution: the Jewish

community as the bearer of communal self-government. The em-

phasis on Jewish autonomy and its embodiment in the Jewish com-

munity (kehilla) runs throughout his work.

Dubnow lived in Berlin between 1922 and 1933 but the seeds planted

by him and other East European Jewish historians bore fruit in their

homelands, especially in Poland after the First World War. Between

1919 and 1939 more than seventy master's theses and doctoral dis-

sertations on Polish Jewish history were written at the University of

Warsaw alone, most of them under the direction of Majer Balaban,

a pioneer in Polish-Jewish history and a lecturer at the university.^^

Together with another acclaimed Polish-Jewish historian, Mojzezs

Schorr, he founded in 1928 the Instytut Nauk Judaistycznych (Insti-

tute for Judaic Scholarship) in Warsaw, where a series of younger

historians taught, focusing mainly on the nineteenth century. Among

them were Raphael Mahler, Filip Friedman, and Emanuel Ringel-

blum. The languages of instruction were Hebrew and Polish. One of

the Institute's most important tasks was the training of teaching staff

for the newly founded Hebrew secondary schools.

The YIVO institute for the research of Eastern European Jewry was

established in Berlin in 1925 by East European expatriates. It soon

found its main home in Vilna, which was part of interwar Poland.

Here Yiddish was the official language, and despite some academic

collaboration, historians like Schorr and Balaban were ultimately

considered "assimilators" who were prepared to sacrifice Yiddish

culture for the sake of Polish culture. Until 1933, its historical de-

partment remained in Berlin, where some of the most prominent

East European Jewish historians—Simon Dubnow, Elias Tcherikow-

er, Jacob Lestschinsky, Mark and Rachel Wischnitzer, and Nachum

Shtif—lived.
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YIVO developed a new research emphasis in contemporary Jewish

Studies, with a focus on the everyday life of Polish Jewry. It evalu-

ated questionnaires on the current situation of Jews in Poland, and

country-wide competitions were announced in which Jewish youths

were asked to write autobiographical texts. A historical conunittee

for Warsaw and, from 1934 on, for all of Poland was devoted to re-

search on Polish-Jewish history. The YIVO historians consciously

saw themselves as not only a thematic but also a methodological

counterweight to German language Wissenschaft des Judentums.

Elias Tcherikower, who represented the history department, made

this distinction particularly clear: "We see before us neither the his-

tory of a historical mummy embalmed by theological scholastics

nor a religious tribe with a metaphysical mission, but rather a living

nation, a worldwide people with its own worldwide history that has

fought for its own existence."^**

In interwar Poland, Jewish history was primarily seen as the history

of a national minority in the diaspora. Writing in an increasingly

politicized atmosphere, historians were involved in the debates be-

tween different political camps—Zionists, Marxists, and diaspora

nationalists. Depending on their own self-conception or their audi-

ence, they wrote in Polish, Yiddish, and Hebrew, and defined the

Jews in different ways.

The Soviet Union: Jewish History as Class History

In the Soviet Union Jewish historians had fewer choices. If they

wanted to be published they were forced to write Jewish history as

defined by class-struggle. Criticism of earlier "bourgeois scholar-

ship" was expressed systematically during the second Pan-Russian

Cultural Conference of the Jewish sections of the Communist Party

held in April 1928 in Kharkov German-language Wissenschaft des

IS

Judentums was accused of having been founded by the bourgeoisie

as a weapon to be used in the battle for emancipation. Dubnow's

brand of diaspora nationalism was also rejected. It was regarded as

a tool used by the middle-class against the masses of workers. The

same accusation was directed against Zionist scholarship. On the

other hand, the task of Soviet Jewish scholarship was clearly defined:

"It is a scholarship of the proletariat. Its method is Marxist. Its task

is to reconstruct the Jewish environment on Socialist foundations."^®

The best-known representative of this approach was Israel Sosis, the

driving force behind Jewish historical studies in Belorus. His His-

tory ofJewish Social Movements in Russia during the Nineteenth

Century (1929) opens with the name of Karl Marx. Sosis tried to

show that the oppressed Jews of Eastern Europe were "simply part

ofthe general history of feudalism and serfdom." He criticized bour-

geois-liberal groups among Jewish intellectuals in St. Petersburg,

and also Jewish Enlightenment thinkers who are supposed to have

put the Jewish masses under the "yoke of the fanatics."^' This work

was very strongly marked by ideology, but it did not go far enough

for Soviet authorities.

An anonymous "editor's" foreword points out the work's weaknesses:

the use of "neutral" concepts such as "third estate" rather than "bour-

geoisie," an insufficiently strong condemnation of the kahal (the

leadership of the Jewish community), the Jewish Labor Bund, and

the suggestion that Jewish nationalism resulted fi-om antisemitism.

The Soviet-Jewish scholarship found its two institutional centers in

the research departments on Jewish history and culture, which were

both part of the national academies of Belorus in Minsk (1924) and

of the Ukraine in Kiev (1927). It was, however, short-lived. By the

early 1930s, these attempts of writing a Soviet version ofJewish his-
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tory had giveo away to a ban on any kind of separate Jewish scholar-

ship in general, and historiography in particular.

Nazi Germany: Racism and Anti-Jewish Research

The ultimate perversion of Jewish Studies took place in Nazi Ger-

many. Just as the Nazis aimed for control over the Jewish fate in their

own time, they aspired to gain authority over the Jewish past. They

opened several state-supported research institutions on the "Jewish

Question." In many instances, research undertaken here served to

legitimate expulsion and mass murder.

When the first of these institutions, the Munich Department of Re-

search on the Jewish Question at the Reich Institute for the His-

tory of the New Germany officially opened in Munich in 1936, its

director, the Munich historian Karl Alexander von Miiller stressed

the special nature of this institution within German academia. He

emphasized that the founding of this institute was more "than an

ordinary organizational act of fostering science and scholarship; in-

stead, it is itselfan act of revolution, ofAdolf Hitler's great National

Socialist Revolution, in the field of knowledge and higher educa-

tion." With systematic research on the "Jewish Question," he said, a

"taboo" had been broken that had previously burdened this subject.

In the new German state the political task of historical scholarship

had acquired a special role: "History shows us that every great revo-

lution worthy of the name has not only transformed the picture of

the present, but also that of the past that lay behind it." For Miiller,

historical research could forge weapons, provide armor, and train

igbters—in short, it could be a "weapons workshop for the battle

of the minds."^^ The audience included quite a few representatives

of the new regime who would use these battles of the mind, among

them Rudolf Hess, Hitler's deputy.
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In addition to the Munich institute, two similar institutions opened

in Frankfurt and Beriin. During the war further institutes were set up

throughout Europe, from Ancona to Cracow, from Bordeaux to Bu-

dapest. Nazi research on the "Jewish question" wanted to depict the

Jews as a race, which had no right to exist. Its representatives distin-

guished between the Jewish "parasites" and the respective "host na-

tions". "Racial mixing" was shown to be harmful, and emancipation

to be wrong. Thus without being explicitly called upon to engage in

mass murder, scholars helped prepare and approve it ideologically.

Germany, once the center of Jewish Studies, had now become the

center of "Anti-Jewish Studies". The Nazi institutions perverted the

long tradition of Wissenschaft des Judentums in Germany.

Conclusion: From Who They Were to IfThey Existed

Although the great Hebrew writer Shmuel Yosef Agnon once re-

marked from the point of view of Eastern European Jews that "our

knowledge in the realm of Jewish Studies is no more than sawdust

that has fallen from the tools of the great craftsmen, namely the

German Jewish scholars,"^^ the predominance of Jewish Studies in

Germany had already begun to wane before 1933, with new centers

being built in Jerusalem, Vilna, Warsaw, New York, and Oxford.

The destruction of the vital centers of European Jewry during the

Holocaust and the establishment of the State of Israel brought to

an end the variety of interpretations of the Jewish past which we

witnessed in the interwar period. In the years before the Holocaust

historians in the West usually had been more inclined to describe

Jewish history as that of a religion and thus reflected the way they

themselves were defined by their surroundings. East European histo-

rians had shaped the view of a diasporic nation whose main institu-

tion, the Jewish community, served as a substitute for a non-existing
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state. Zionist historians had claimed that Jews were always tied to

the Land of Israel, even when they did not live there.

Jewish historiography in the last decades is much less shaped by

the old ideological frictions within the Jewish worid than by meth-

odological issues raised by postmodernism, post-colonialism, and

feminism. The new divisions are no longer defined by the question

what the Jews actually are—a religion, a nation, a class or a race

—

but by the question ifthey actually existed as any coherent collective

or rather as an invented or imagined community.^'*
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Since its founding in 1955, the Leo Baeck Institute has become the premier

research library and archive devoted exclusively to documenting the

history of German-speaking Jewry. In the aftermath of World War Two,

with the annihilation of European Jewry almost complete, some of the

leading intellectuals who were forced out of Germany and Austria were

determined to preserve the shattered remains of their devastated heritage.

They sought to collect as much material as they could to provide future

generations with authentic evidence of this rich and varied past. The

founders included Martin Buber, Max Grunewald, Hannah Arendt and

Robert Weltsch. They made Rabbi Leo Baeck, the last leader of the Jewish

community in Germany under the Nazis, its first president and named the

Institute in his honor, to signify the ideals of modem, cultured, assimilated

German-Jewry.

LBI offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled

community; London, Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the

home of the Institute's unparalleled library and archival collections. In

September 2001, LBI New York opened a branch of its archives at the new

Jewish Museum in Berlin. This marks the first time that this extraordinary

array of materials is available in Europe. It is both symbolically and in fact

a very significant development in the continuity of this legacy shared by

Germans and Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflect a heritage of triumphs and

tragedies that must never be forgotten.

LEO BAECK INSTITUTE / NEW YORK / BERLIN
For the study of the history and culture of German-speaking Jev^ry

15 West 16"*^ Street, New York, NY 1001 1-6301

Telephone (212) 744 6400 Fax (212) 988 1305

Lindenstrasse 9-14, 10969 Berlin
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Jonathan Steinberg

[this text is an extended version of the lecture as delivered]

I propose to offer you today a history of a peculiar variant of anti-

semitism which developed in Germany in the nineteenth century and

in which the life and career of Otto von Bismarck were profoundly

implicated. Anti-semitism of the kind absorbed and practiced by

Bismarck had roots in the class and background from which he came

but it had a very powerful coherent ideological structure, which can be

traced from the French Revolution to the outbreak of the First Worid

War. This anti-semitism was not mere prejudice against Jews, though it

was that too, nor was it a mere variation of the many versions of ancient

hatred ofJews as those who killed Christ. This particular anti-semitism

represented an entirely new element in the politics and social order

of Prussia in particular, by far the largest and most important of the

German states, and it needs to be understood.

The new anti-semitism came out of the French Revolution, which

within a few years wiped away the old Societe d'Ordres in France or

Stdndestaat in Germany. The Jewish Question—it would be debated

throughout the 19*^ century—arose from the revolutionary focus on ^he

individual and the rejection ofthe group. Count Stanislas de Clermont-

Tonnere declared in the French National Assembly on December 23,

1789:

€) COPYRIGHT 201 1 BY LEO BAECK INSTITUTE, INC., NEW YORK
Printed in the United States of America

As a nation the Jews must be denied everything, as individuals

they must be granted everything... they cannot be allowed to

create a political body or a separate order within the state; it is

necessary that they be citizens individually.'

Jews ceased to be members of a corporate entity, a Stand, and could



now become citizens, the only title, which the French revolutionaries

permitted. As French armies and then Napoleon brought the new order

to central and Eastern Europe, Jewish communities faced dilemmas. On

the eve of the Battle of Eylau between Napoleon and Alexander I, Czar

of Russia, in February 1807, the then Luboviticher Rebbe observed :

Should Napoleon be victorious, wealth among the Jews will be

abundant... but the hearts of Israel will be separated and distant

from their father in heaven. But if our master Alexander will

triumph, though poverty will be abundant... the heart of Israel

will be bound and joined with their father m heaven."

The rebbe saw the dilemma for the Jews but a very different figure

saw the Jews as the dilemma: Edmund Burke (1729-97) was one of

the greatest orators, stylists and political figures of the late eighteenth

century in England. When the French Revolution broke out, Burke

wrote an instantly great book. Reflections on the Revolution in France

And on the Proceeding in Certain Societies in London Relative to That

Event in a Letter Intended to Have Been Sent to a Gentleman in Paris^

which he published in 1790, years before the guillotine began to chop

off heads. Burke saw something fimdamental in the French new order:

the victory ofmoney over landed property: land would become a mere

commodity, an object of trade and not the basis of a stable society:

By this means the spirit ofmoney-jobbing and speculation goes

into the mass of land itself, and incorporates with it. By this

kind of operation, that species of property becomes (as it were)

volatilized; it assumes an unnatural and monstrous activity...

The next generation of the nobility will resemble the artificers

and clowns, and money-jobbers, usurers, and Jews, who will be

always their fellows, sometimes their masters."'

A few years after Burke's death the Rothschilds had become exactly

what Burke most feared, the Jews as Princes.

Within six months in spite of its lengthy title, 19,000 copies of

Reflection on the Revolution in France had been sold. By September

1791, it had gone through eleven editions. Its impact in the German

states was even greater than in Britain. The way it got to Germany

involves the life of Bismarck directly and one of the great confidence

men of the nineteenth century, Friedrich Gentz, who, if I may mention

my recent patron, Henry Kissinger, rose to become Prince Mettemich's

Kissinger in the first decades of the nineteenth century. Friedrich

Gentz (1764-1832) plays a double part in the life of Bismarck. He

translated Burke into German but he gives us an important insight into

the career of Anastasius Ludwig Mencken (1752-1801), Bismarck's

maternal grandfather who was, as Gentz rapidly saw, a man with a great

fiiture under the next king. For that reason, Gentz attached himself to

Mencken, in the hope that he would rise to high office himself Initially

Gentz welcomed the French Revolution. He even read Burke when

it first came out but disliked it. He was *opposed to its fimdamental

principles and conclusions''^ He changed his mind in 1792 afi;er the

mob violence in Paris and especially when he saw how successful

Burke's book had been in English. Thus Edmund Burke, the prophet of

the new conservatism, had the good fortune to be translated by the man

Klaus Epstein called 'the greatest German political pamphleteer of his

age'\ On 23 December 1792 Gentz decided to dedicate his translated

Burke to Frederick William II, King of Prussia who accepted it and

promoted him to Kriegsrat (military councillor). The book became a

best-seller. Two further editions and dozens of offprints poured onto the

market. Here is a paragraph from the preface to his translation:

The despotic synod of Paris, internally supported by Inquisition

courts, externally by thousands of volunteer missionaries,

declares with an intolerance of which since the collapse of

the infallibility of the popes no such example has been given,

every deviation from its maxims heresy and horror... From

now on there shall be one Reich, one People, one Faith and one

language. No epoch in history, either ancient or recent, offers a

picture of a more dangerous crisis."*

This remarkable paragraph deserves a moment of awe. In the winter



of 1792-3, a 30-ycar-old clerk in the Prussian administration under

Frederick William II described a potential legacy of the French

Revolution that not even Burke could have imagined. One day a distorted

and hideous travesty of French revolutionary terror and intimidation

would arise in the very city in which he wrote those words, Berlin, and

under Adolph Hitler it would proclaim 'one Reich, one People, one

Faith and one language' in its Nazi version: 'one Reich, one People,

one Fuhrer.'

Some years later Gentz got to know all the leading Berlin intellectuals

at the Jewish salon of Rahel Levin [1771-1833] in Berlin. Rahel Levin,

after disastrous affairs with several young Prussian Junkers, married

Vamhagen von Ense in 1 8 14. At her salon, Gentz met the great Wilhelm

von Humboldt, who said 'Gentz is a windbag who pays court to every

woman '^" and Alexander von der Marwitz (1787-1814), whom Ewald

Frie describes as one 'with all the signs of the brilliant romantic'.""*

Gentz found Alexander von der Marwitz, who happened to be 'in love'

with his Jewish hostess, too dour for him and observed 'for [my] gentle

nerves too hard as with some people who really give you pain when

tbey shake your hand'."' The attractive young Junker belonged to the

imilt enii^htened circle in Berlin in the years before and af^er 1 806.
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lave no proof that Alexander von der Marwitz actually carried Gentz 's

imiskition of Burke to his brother but the identity of view between

Buikc and the oldervon der Marwitz cannot be entirely coincidental . We

know from Ewald Erie's moving biography ofLudwig that the brothers

corresponded regularly and were close, though utterly different in

temperament. If Gentz found Alexander too hard, Alexander described

his older brother in a letter from 19 December 1811 as a man 'whose

good traits and great abilities have been turned into stone'.* Here is the

older von der Marwitz on Stein's reforms:

These were the traitors and Stein was their chief He began the

revolutionizing of our fatherland; the war of the property-less

and of industry against agriculture, of fluidity against stability,

of crass materialism against divinely ordained institutions, of

so-called utility against law, of the present against the past

and the ftiture, of the individual against the family, of the

speculators and money-lenders against the land and the trades,

of desk-bred theories against customs rooted in the country's

history, of book learning and self-styled talents against virtue

and honourable character."'

The argument is pure Burke and written with the same ftiry that drove

the master's pen in 1 790. Friedrich August Ludwig von der Marwitz

(1777-1837) linked the world of Frederick the Great and that of

Bismarck's childhood. As a child von der Marwitz stood by the old

Frederick's carriage as a court page. On 9 May 1811 Marwitz organized

a revolt against the reforms proposed by the Prussian government. In

Frankfiirt an der Oder he gathered the district assemblies of the nobles

of Lebus, Beeskow, and Storkow from the south-east of the Markisch-

Oderland District in Brandenburg and they addressed a petition to his

Majesty the King. It is worth quoting at some length because it reflects

one type of Junker conservatism:

In the decree in which the right to own land is granted to the

Jews, the phrase reads 'those who confess the mosaic religion'.

These Jews, if they stay true to their faith, are enemies of every

existing state and if they are no longer true to their faith they

are hypocrites and have the mass of liquid capital in their hands.

As soon, therefore, as the value of landownership has sunk to a

point at which they can acquire it with profit, it will end in their

hands. As landowners they will become the chiefrepresentatives

of the state and so our old, venerable Brandenburg-Prussia will

become a new-fangled Jewish state.''"

Marwitz uses the word Judenstaat almost certainly for the first time.

A liberal state is a 'Jew State'. The very phrase Theodor Herzl later

used to found the Zionist movement appears in this attack on Jews as

the bearers of capitalism, free markets, and access to landed property.

The Weimar Republic was denounced as a 'Jew republic'. This is the

Junker reply to Adam Smith. Money and mobile property are Jewish.

As Ewald Frie writes, 'the Jew symbolized the incomprehensibility of



post-feudal society, without history—modem, homeless, orientated to

capital and profit, revolutionary... the sharply formulated anti-Judaism

[is] at its core anti-modernity.''^"' Years later Bismarck attacked the

Jewish Liberal Edward Lasker with same arguments about Jews as

property-less and disloyal, as is clear from the letter he wrote to King

Ludwig of Bavaria on 4 August 1879:

the fiery speeches addressed to the property-less classes by

Lasker and Richter have displayed the revolutionary tendencies

ofthese deputies so clearly and nakedly that for a supporter ofthe

monarchical form of government no political cooperation with

them can be possible anymore... These are learned gentlemen

without property, without industry, without a trade. These

gentlemen are the ones who deliver the revolutionary ferment

and who lead the Progressive National Liberal parliamentary

parties. Splitting these fractions is in my most humble opinion

an essential task of conservative politics.*'"

The Liberals merely wanted the standard protections of the rule of

law, freedom of speech, protection against arbitrary arrest, freedom

of religious worship, freedom of the press, and freedom of learning

and research, all freedoms enshrined in the Prussian Constitution of

1850 and ruthlessly ignored by Bismarck, who had not included them

m the Reich Constitution of 1 870. Such persons had in his eyes become

guilty of revolutionary tendencies in precisely the terms that Burke and

von der Marwitz proclaimed.

Von der Marwitz belonged to the rationalist, anti-religious world of

Frederick the Great; his successors, the next generation of Junkers,

as leaders of Prussian conservatism and anti-semitism, had become

evangelical Christians, believers who in America are known as 'bom-

again' Christians. In 1813 the 'Christian German Table Club' began

meeting in Mai's Inn in Berlin. The members soon gained the nickname

ofthe ^Maikdfer^ (May bugs). Most important of all was the conversion

of the Crown Prince Frederick William, later King Frederick William

IV. These men would become Bismarck's unofficial political party.

They took him up and made him—understandably—their polemical

sword. Nobody in their ranks could use the profane weapons of wit,

commanding presence, brilliance, and literary elegance better than Otto

von Bismarck. He became, they thought, the scourge of the ungodly.

They were wrong. Bismarck served nobody, neither man nor God but

only himself

In January 1 822 the Berlin Society for the Promotion of Christianity

among the Jews was founded by General Job von Witzleben. The von

Witzleben family produced fourteen Generals between 1755 and 1976,

one ofwhom. Field Marshall Job-Wilhelm Georg Erwin von Witzleben,

was executed for his part in the plot to assassinate Hitler in 1944/" His

ancestor. Job von Witzleben, had been since 1817 chief of the King's

Military Cabinet, an office of the highest importance. The Allgemeine

deutsche Biographic describes von Witzleben 's position in these words:

'For twenty years he was the most powerftil subject in the state.'""' The

milieu in which the members of the Prussian Christian nobility moved

combined neo-Pietism with millenarian hopes for the conversion of the

Jews as a sign that 'the end ofdays' had at last arrived. Their high status,

personal connections with the Crown Prince, and the depth and sincerity

of their convictions gave them a cohesiveness that could make them

into a political movement when the right moment came. The members

of the Christian German Table Society, the Society for the Conversion

of the Jews, and Bismarck's Evangelical Pomeranian neighbours held

office across the spectrum of the army and bureaucracy. Their number

contained ftiture court officials and generals. When the Crown Prince

Frederick William came to the throne in 1840, he brought Bismarck's

new friends to power with him and, when the unrest leading to the

revolutions of 1848 broke out, his neo-Pietist fiiends made Bismarck

famous.

Bismarck's own attitude to all this Christian piety remains as mysterious

as all his other real feelings. He played the part ofdevout Christian from

the 1 840s until his great successes removed the need to do it any longer.

In the early 1870s he attacked his former fiiends with the weapons of

liberalism and imposed secular school inspectors onto schools hitherto



run by pastors, as well as civil marriage and civil divorce. His minister

of religion Heinrich von MCihler wrote of him in 1871

He revealed to me without ambiguity his entire game and his

system, which he could no longer conceal from me. His goals

were: —Separation of church and state, separation of church

and school completely. Transfer of school inspection to lay

inspectors. Removal of religious instruction from the schools,

not only from gymnasia but also from the primary school...

Bismarck's approach... is to be explained by the entirely

realistic—dare I say?—materialistic understanding which

lies at the root of his entire political life. Bismarck despises

all spiritual and moral levers in politics. Blood and iron

—

materialistic means ofpower that is his creed. He shows clearly

a characteristic feature that, if not decisively anti-Christian, is

at least anti-clerical and separationist and which borders on a

middle ground between delusion and enmity. And on top ofthat

comes his overly large ambition which tolerates no opposition

and no longer even respects the personal convictions of the

Kaiser.'^^i

What never changed in Bismarck's life was a kind of habitual anti-

semitism. His second public speech of 15 June, 1847 took place in the

first quasi-parliament that Prussia had ever had, the so-called United

Diet. He opposed the concession of fiiU rights to Jews in these words:

I admit that I am fiill of prejudices; I have sucked them in,

so to speak, with the mother's milk and 1 cannot succeed in

talking them away; if I should imagine having before me, as

a representative of the King's Sacred Majesty, a Jew whom I

would have to obey, I must confess that I would feel deeply

depressed and humiliated, that the feeling of pride and honour

would leave me with which 1 now endeavour to discharge my

duties towards the state."""*

In this case Bismarck merely expressed what almost all of his Junker
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colleagues thought and here, for a change, he belonged to the majority.

On 17 June 1847 the United Diet rejected by 220 to 219 the right of

Jews to hold public office or serve in the Christian State."'" A few days

later on 23 July 1 847 the Judengesetz (the Jew Law) forbade Jews from

exercising so-called stdndische rights, that is rights inherent in class and

status. Thus mem^bership in district or provincial diets was closed to them

and also the exercise of any rights associated with the knightly estate-

ownership, even though a few wealthy Jews had purchased country

estates, which conferred such rights on them as owners."" The same

issues that enraged Burke and von der Marwitz—the transformation of

land-ownership as identity into land as transferable property—came up

again in this defeat for the Jews.

In 1863 Bismarck secretly invited the Jewish socialist Ferdinand

Lassalle for talks in his private residence. Lassalle, a brilliant, romantic,

charismatic orator, had a career so mad and improbable no novelist

could have invented it. It ended with a duel over a woman. When Marx

heard the news that Lassalle, whom he always called 'Count Itzig', had

died in a duel, he wrote to Engels that That could only have happened

to Lassalle with his strange mixture of frivolity and sentimentality,

Jewishness and playing the chevalier, that mixture was utterly his

own.'""' Bismarck, on the other hand, clearly admired Lassalle enough to

summon him to secret negotiations on using the workers to undermine

the liberals. In 1 878 when Bismarck wanted to outlaw all socialists and

their party, August Bebel, the socialist leader in the Reichstag, taunted

him about his relationship to Lassalle, socialist and Jew. Bismarck not

only acknowledged his secret meetings with Lassalle but remembered

him in these words:

What he had was something that attracted me extraordinanly

as a private person. He was one of the cleverest and most

charming men whom I have known. He was ambitious in grand

style... Lassalle was an energetic and witty man with whom it

was very instructive to talk. Our conversations lasted for hours

and I always regretted when they were over.

.

.'
XXII



This affectionate and unusual tribute to Lassalle calls into question

the depth of Bismarck's anti-semitism. From his respect for Lassalle,

his friendship with Ludwig Bamberger, and his admiration for Eduard

Simon, we can deduce that, as in every other aspect of Bismarck's hates

and loves, no general statement can do justice to his mercurial likes

and dislikes. Certainly he had the conventional anti-Semitism of his

class and age, but as with Catholics or Socialists, his attitude to Jews

reflected how interesting he found them or how useful. He hated Lasker

and Windthorst less because one was Jewish and the other Catholic

but because they opposed him successfully and became enemies.

Bamberger, who founded Deutsche Bank knew Bismarck well and left

us a vivid description of Bismarck close up, literally from across the

dinner table:

Behind the curtain ofhis heavy moustache one can ahvays only

partly observe him. With his usual chattiness there appears

something soft and ahvays lightly smiling across his broad

lips, but directly behind lies something powerftiUy tearing,

definitely like a predatory beast. This charming, lightly smiling

mouth can open suddenly and swallow the interlocutor. He has

a bulging chin, an upside-down teacup of flesh, with the convex

side turned outward. The eyes are mistrustftil/fiiendly, lurking/

bright, cold/flashing, determined not to reveal what goes on

behind them unless he intends it. Though he had given two long

speeches in the Landtag, he chatted from 5.30 to 8.30 without a

pause, listened only to himself and will not be distracted from

the thread of thoughts that he spins.'
XXUI

If somebody opposed him, he could turn on them in a minute and then

no insult or language was too vulgar. The dismissal of Karl Rudolf

Friedenthal was such a case. Friedenthal was one of the founders ofthe

Bismarckian Reich Party in 1867 and became Minister of Agriculture

on 19 April 1874. In 1874 and for some years afterwards Bismarck had

been delighted with Friedenthal because as an estate owner he lived as

Bismarck did in the real world. By the sunmier of 1 879 he wanted to be

rid of all the remaining Liberal members ofhis cabinet. On 3 June 1879
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he wrote to the Kaiser, who had a high opinion of Friedenthal in his

usual dismissive way about the ministers in the Prussian State Ministry:

He (Friedenthal) is ambitious and his wife perhaps even more

so, but his ambition rests on the future. He keeps in touch

with a tiny group of 'ftiture ministers', who reckon with their

expectation that when God calls His Royal Highness to the

throne, he will name a liberal ministry. Among the five or six

minister candidates who make this calculation, Friedenthal is

by far the cleverest.'
XXIV

At a parliamentary soiree toward the end of June, Bismarck called

Friedenthal, who was a Lutheran convert married to a Catholic, a

'judischer Hosenscheisser' (a Jew who shits his trousers, i.e. a coward)

and this got to Friedenthal. On 4 July Lucius von Ballhausen went to

see Friedenthal and recorded what Friedenthal said to him. He was:

Not willing to be trodden under foot. Under no circumstances

would he allow himself to be talked into staying. He was now

packing and prepared to be expelled from the country etc.

The grounds of his anger are remarks of Bismarck at the last

soiree at which he called Friedenthal 'a Semitic pants-shitter

[Hosensch ] which with certain circumlocutions got into

all the newspapers.XXV

This kind of nasty scene occurred again and again during his twenty-

eight years in power. Yet he retained and tolerated the pretentious Gerson

Bleichroder as his personal banker to the end of Bleichroder's life and

suffered the ultimate irony in 1890 when the new Kaiser fired the great

Bismarck without much ceremony, because he had been consorting

*with Jesuits and Jews'.

During the 1 850s and 1 860s, the Prussian economy suddenly expanded

during the first great growth phase of the industrial revolution, what

the late Clive Trebilcock called the ^railroad Kondratieff cycle', that

is, a long wave of growth. Because the Kingdom of Prussia had very

11



restrictive laws about limited liability companies, finance remained in

the hands of private banks and bankers. W. E. Mosse in his pioneering

study Jews in the German Economy shows how influential Jews were

in this area. 'With the doubtful exception of Gebr. Schickler, there are

no Gentile houses to compare with [them].' Mosse supplies a list of the

major German cities and the bankers in Berlin: Mendelssohn & Co.,

S. Bleichroder, F. Mart. Magnus, Robert Warschauer, and H. C. Plant;

Frankfurt: M. A. von Rothschild, Erlangers, Speyers, Wertheimers,

Goldschmidts; Mannheim: W. H. Ladenburg& Sohne and Hohenemser;

Cologne: Sal. Oppenheim; Hamburg: Heines, Behrens, Warburgs;

Breslau: Heimanns; Dresden: Kaskels; Mainz: Bambergers; Munich:

Hirsches, Seligmanns, Kaullases, and Wassermanns.**''' Finance had

become a 'Jewish' business and Jews in the new Prussian and German

state were now unusually prominent.

During the years of prosperity, a new version of anti-semitism began

to emerge, that of race. In 1850, in an essay called 'Das Judentum in

der Musik' (untranslatable, but roughly 'Jewishness in Music') Richard

Wagner gave that view a new sharpness by arguing—even before

Darwin—that Jews by race could not express true German art; they

could not be more than parasites on authentic German creativity -

because they had no connection to the soil nor comprehension of land

ownership and through it to the folk and its ways. Wagner also saw

*the Jew' as von der Marwitz and Bismarck did, as the embodiment of

commercial life. Wagner declared:

According to the present constitution of this world, the Jew

in truth is already more than emancipated: he rules, and will

rule, so long as Money remains the power before which all our

doings and our dealings lose their force."'"

According to Wagner, 'the Jew' (always in the abstract) corrupts art by

turning it into a market for 'art commodities' (Kunstwarenwechsel).

This theme, repeated ad nauseam, reflects the romantic distaste for the

fact that even a genius has to sell tickets. When Wagner added another

twist to modern anti-semitism in 1 850, he had to conceal his identity by

writing anonymously. When he republished the essay in 1 869, he could

use his own name, because the attitudes he pioneered had become

widely held. Wagner was the first prophet of modem anti-Semitism,

because his gigantic artistic achievement, like Nietzsche's philosophy,

rejected reason, ft"ee markets, private property, capitalism, commerce,

and social mobility, just those very attributes of the modem world that

Bismarck and the Junker class loathed. They were joined by the very

large artisan class, which had never accepted free markets and free entry

into the trades, a freedom which in German is called Gewerbefreiheit.

This restrictive attitude to trades and crafts and who may practice such

activities continued into the period after the Second World War. In 1953

the complete Gewerbefreiheit which Allied forces had introduced was

repealed and replaced by a new Handwerkerordnung, which reinstituted

the traditional guild masters. There are still today in 2012 some 41

manual trades which require a Master's certificate.^'''''"

The origins of this powerful craft-guild mentality came fi-om the fact

that Germany—uniquely in Europe—had disintegrated into thousands

of little political authorities, whose princes and senators lacked the

power to suppress guilds and corporations. When the French Revolution

cleared away the mini-states of the old Reich, and abolished all closed

corporations, it left a legacy of dissatisfaction and rage among the

artisans at their lost privileges which never died away. Anti-semitism

was thus endemic in large sectors of the German Protestant population

and in Catholic regions it belonged to Catholic doctrine until the Second

Vatican Council and the papacy of John Paul II. The most important

novel of society of the nineteenth century spread the picture of the

repulsive Jew beyond the circles of those who read music joumals. In

1855 Gustav Freytag's Soil undHaben (Debit and Credit) appeared and

became one of the best-selling books of the period. Freytag sang the

virtues of the new German mercantile class. Its hero Anton Wohlfahrt

(the name means 'welfare'), the honest and worthy young man from

humble beginnings, rises to wealth and prestige in the new commercial

world because of his bourgeois virtues. The anti-hero is the Polish Jew

fi^om Ostrau, Veitel Itzig, who begins his career at the same time. Itzig

has every vice in contrast to Anton's virtues; he is vulgar, servile, and
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sly, where Anton is upright, correct, and honest.

He [Itzig] understood what always counted as the highest in

this society, how to give his obsequious humility a touch of

farce, and was a master of the absolutely most tasteless bows

and scrapes. He had the science to turn old brass into silver gih

and old silver to high polish. He was always ready to buy worn

out jackets—which passed among the initiate for the highest

cunning/***

The book, a huge six-volume work, paints Jews and the Jewish

community in such loathsome and lurid vignettes that it could pass for

Nazi propaganda. There is, however, hope, the son of Itzig 's boss, Herr

Ehrental (again a sly joke—valley of honour), Bernhard Ehrental, has

become assimilated and German. Freytag sketches him as a positive

and sympathetic character, the 'reform Jew'.

But for some observers, Wagner among them, the Germanized Jews

were worse than the Veitel Itzigs, because at least the Polish Jews

stood out and were recognizable. German Jews appropriated, stole and

poisoned German culture. In 1865, one of the main newspapers of the

Protestant church, the Evangeiische Kirchenzeitung could write this

about reform Jews:

The true reform Jew is a thoroughly specific and peculiar being

of a particular smell and taste. Even among the rodents which

gobble and slobber everything and leave traces of their gluttony,

there is a variation in the degrees of their repulsiveness. The

mouse with its gnawing tooth is not as odious as the caterpillar

with its soft, cold body and countless legs, or the snail which

leaves behind its thick slime and always arouses disgust. Both

are sometimes at large and eat up everything which is green, so

that nothing remains but the bare stalks. Similarly, the reform

Jews gnaw away at everything which is still green in human

life, at everything which warms the soul, which is beautiful,

which is lofty and lovely, and, if it were up to them, nothing
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would be left over but bones and brushwood.''**

By the last third of the nineteenth century, Jews had become even more

prominent in the new unified Germany. Fritz Stern gives some numbers

for the concentration of Jews in certain professions and activities. In

1881 the Jews of Berlin represented 4.8 per cent of the population but

8.6 per cent of writers and journalists, 25.8 per cent of those engaged

in the money market and 46 per cent of its wholesalers, retailers, and

shippers. In 1871 43 per cent of the residents of Hamburg earned

less than 804 marks but only 3.4 per cent of the Jewish population

belonged to this group. Ten per cent of all students enrolled in Prussian

universities and even higher in the gymnasia were Jewish.***' Peter

Pulzer points to other areas where Jews were very strongly over-

represented. In 1887 in Prussia Jewish lawyers made up 20.4 per cent

of the profession. Catholics with thirty times the population had only

26.3 per cent.***" Jews stood for liberalism, and Pulzer has assembled

the party affiliations of all Jewish members of the Reichstag between

1867 and 1878. The total amounted to twenty-two, of whom six were

baptized Jews like Karl Rudolf Friedenthal, Bismarck's Minister of

Agriculture. Of these, only one was a conservative, two were members

of Bismarck's Reich Party, the rest were liberals of one kind or other.

On 9 May 1873 the Vienna Stock Market crashed, ushering in the

first modern globalized financial crisis. The depression fell into two

distinct parts, an agricultural depression and the first modem industrial

depression in which the heavy industrial sector suffered badly and

revealed certain vulnerabilities that recurred from 1929 to 1938. The

agricultural depression arose because from 1 869 with the completion

of the first trans-continental railway in the United States and the

development ofsteam ships, the supply ofvery good American and then

also Canadian grain began to flood the European markets. A prominent

German aristocrat , Henckel von Donnersmarck, complained bitterly

to Bismarck's personal assistant, Christoph von Tiedemann, about the

six-fold increase in American exports of grain, flour, and meat 'in truly

unbelievable numbers, for German agriculture, there must be a grain,

flour and meat tariffas an unconditional necessity ifwe are not to expose
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it to the same fluctuations as industry'/**'" It took two generations

for the agricultural price level even to come near to the level it had

foched by 1873. The fact that the European upper classes including

the Bismarcks of Schonhausen depended on agriculture made these

price falls a matter of survival. Hence Bismarck's class faced a crisis by

1878 and remained in it until their estates disappeared under Russian

tanks in 1945. The Junkers could not—even with heavy application of

fertilizer— compete with the vast riches ofthe American and Canadian

plain, the Argentinian pampas and the Russian black earth regions.

Hans Rosenberg's classic work Gwsse Depression und Bismarckzeit of

1967 explored the interaction of economic change and what we would

now call mentalite. He noticed a fundamental change in the nature of

anti-Semitism:

!

In the course of the trend period 1873 to 1896 a revolutionary

change took place in the character, intensity and fimction

of anti-Semitism... in numerical growth, in qualitative

restructuring and social location of economic anti-emitism, in

the rise of racial anti-emitism and in the emergence of political

anti-semitism.,. Thus the trend period of the Great Depression

was the great foundation stage and the first epochal peak of

modem anti-semitism. There followed a decline during the

very satisfying high industrialization era between 1896 and

This can be seen in the emergence of a new kind of journalistic

expose—the financial scandal articles and books in which Jews are

the villains. In 1 874 the Gartenlaube, a popular middle-class weekly,

which had once been suppressed for its liberalism, published the first of

this new genre of literature, the anti-Semitic article. It was called *Der

Borsen- und Griindungsschwindel in Beriin' (The Stock Exchange and

Foundation Swindle in Berlin) and was written by Otto Glagau ( 1 834-

92). It began with the familiar complaint,

*Speculation and swindle are the two powers which today sit on
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the throne of the world, under which civilized humanity sighs

and groans, weakens and fails.'

Economists, Glagau writes, call boom and bust *a necessary evil' but

much of it is the work of crooks and fraudsters. The shining comet of

these is

*Dr Bethel Henry Strousberg, a son of the Chosen People from

Polish East Prussia, where fox and wolf say "good night" to

each other.''''''"'

Wilhelm Marr (1819-1904) used the word 'anti-semitism' in his

pamphlet Der Sieg des Judentums iiber das Deutschtum written in 1 878

and published in 1879. On 17 March 1879 Heinrich von Treitschke

wrote to Franz Overbeck, an Evangelical Theologian and academic

colleague, to let out his exasperation with the Jews:

Sometimes it presses deeply on my soul to see how the character

of our Folk has been ruined by the Jewish press. Is there a

single name—with the exception of Moltke—which Semitic

impudence has not spat upon and soiled?'""''"

On 15 November 1879, Treitschke, who was a Bismarck admirer

and editor of the influential Preussische Jahrbiicher, published an

article under the title 'Unsere Ansichten' (Our Opinions) in which

he attacked the Jews for their role in German public life and for the

part they played in the economic collapse after 1873. As the historian

Theodor Mommsen said of the article, 'what he said was thereby made

respectable.'""*"" And he was the incomparable Treitschke, the most

famous, the most successful, the most popular historian of his age, a

respected member of the Reichstag, a popular poet and critic and the

editor of the most important intellectual and political monthly journal

in the German language. Treitschke wrote that

'the most dangerous aspect is the unfair preponderance of Jews

in the Press... For ten long years public opinion was "made"
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in many cities by Jewish pens. It was a disaster for the Liberal

Party that its press gave the Judenthum too great a freedom to

act.' Of course, the Germans owe the clever Jews a great deal

but they introduced a cynical, witty style, which lacked 'respect'

and contributed to the degradation of morals in society. Their

jokes and slanders about religion were 'simply shameless\ As a

result, what has happened may be 'brutal and ugly but is a natural

reaction of the Germanic folk feeling against an alien element

which has taken up too much space in our public life'.'
XXXVIII

Anti-semitism had now reached the heights of the establishment and

soon would reach back to, return in an even more vicious form to the

court and highest aristocracy as the Court Preacher Adolf Stoecker,

a Christian social, began to preach sermons against Jews and Jewish

influence. One of his disciples was the young Prince William, later

Kaiser William II; another was Alfred Count von Waldersee, who had

by the 1870s intrigued his way into the succession to Moltke as Chief

of the German General Staff. The Court Preacher sowed dissension in

the royal household and ultimately contributed to the fall of Bismarck.

In the German-Jewish community the effect of all this was devastating.

Berthold Auerbach (1812-82) may have been even better known than

Treitschke, and certainly outside Germany much more so. He came

Ifom an orthodox Jewish family and would have been a rabbi, had

he not been arrested for revolutionary activities in 1848. He became

a journalist and unsuccessful novelist. Between 1843 and 1858 he

published four volumes of 'Schwarzwdlder Dorfgeschichten ' (Village

stories from the Black Forest) which became an incomparable worid

success, and made Auerbach, together with Gustav Freytag, the most

popular German story-teller ofthe nineteenth century*. The stories went

into many editions and into translation in every European language.

This patriotic, national writer happened to be Jewish; suddenly in

his late sixties he found that it mattered. In November, a week before

Treitschke's article, Auerbach wrote to his brother Jacob:

Lasker has not even been nominated as a candidate in Breslau.
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The inflammatory campaign against Jews has been at work here

too. Yesterday in the local 'Observer', there was a piece from a

Breslau newspaper, that Jews live in houses they have not built,

etc. That is incitement to murder and theft, and we must now

experience that.'
XXXIX

Bismarck said nothing throughout the whole crisis. It suited him that

anti-semitism undermined his enemies like Lasker. Windthorst, the

Catholic leader, said again and again that one must condemn anti-

semitism. In a speech in the Reichstag on 1 6 April Windthorst declared

that he demanded equal rights and equal protection for all. 'I will on

every occasion represent the rights I claim for the Catholic Church and

her servants for Protestants also and not least for Jews. I want this right

for all.'"'

On 1 8 June 1 880 Gerson Bleichroder, Bismarck's private banker, wrote

to William I personally:

I dare call for Your Majesty's high patriarchal protection for

myself, but not only for myself, rather for a whole class of loyal

subjects ofYour Majesty who surely are not useless citizens of

the state. The bitter struggle against Jews [is] a social struggle

against property as such. . . My name is now on the tip of every

Christian Social agitator's tongue; it is invoked not only as a

target for persecution but is branded as a prototype of all capital,

of the stock market, of all prosperity, and of all evil... [this is]

the beginning of the misfortune of a terrible social revolution.''^

There was some truth in Bleichroder's argument that anti-Semitism

represented the revolt of the property-less against property but in a

much larger sense it represented a revulsion of a deeply conservative

society against liberalism.

On 20 November 1880 the Prussian House of Deputies debated the

anti-semitic agitation. In the name of the Progressive Party, Albert

Hanel had asked the Minister of the Interior what position the Prussian
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government was preparing to take on the Anti-Semites' Petition. August

Reichensperger described it:

The most notable parliamentary event was the great debate on

tbe Jewish question (die grosse Judendebatte) ofNovember 20

and 22 [ 1 880]. It was brought about by Haniel's interpellation . .

.

The debate before the House was a defeat for Jewry and the

Progressive Party whose phrases turned always against them. .

.

The anti-semitic agitation has greatly increased since/'"

Berthold Auerbach who heard the debate despaired: ^I have lived and

worked in vain... the awareness of what lies concealed in German

breasts and could explode at any time, cannot be eradicated.'^"" Ega de

Quieroz, a Portuguese novelist in Berlin at the time, was appalled by

the government's response:

It leaves the Jewish colony unprotected to face the anger of the

large German population—and washes its ministerial hands, as

Pontius Pilate did. It does not even state that it will see the

laws protecting the Jews, citizens of the Empire, are enforced;

it merely has the vague intention, as vague as a morning cloud,

ofnot altering them for the moment.""

On New Year's Eve 1881 a group of men who had attended an anti-

Semitic rally rioted, smashed Jewish shops, and shouted 'Juden raus!'

(Jews out!). On 1 2 January, when the Prussian Landtag reopened, Eugen

Richter, a brilliant parliamentary Liberal debater, comiected Bismarck

to the anti-semitic agitation:

'The movements begin to cling to the coat-tails of Prince

Bismarck and, however much he rejects them and lets his press

scold them for their excesses, they go right on cuddling up to

him and call to him as noisy children surround their father.'*'''

That is deeply true. The 'Jew debate^ reflects a malevolent prejudice

in Bismarck against the intelligentsia, against people like Lasker, who
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insisted on rights and protections against the state and against dictators

like Bismarck. In November 1880 he wrote to his reactionary Minister

of the Interior, Robert von Puttkamer, that 'moneyed Jewry' has

'interests on balance inter-connected with the maintenance of

the institutions of our State and whom we cannot do without'

but property-less Jewry 'which... attaches itself to all political

opposition' ifiSt be crushed."''^'

In November 1881 Bismarck commented on the 'Jew Debate' at a

cabinet meeting of the Prussian State Ministry, Lucius recorded in his

diary:

With respect to the anti-Semitic movement he criticized it as

inopportune. It had shifted its aims. He was only against the

progressive not the conservative Jews and their press. He would

always prefer the Socialists and Catholics to the progressives,

the former aim at the impossible, which in the end must be

smashed by the use of the sword; the progressives aim at a

possible form of state: the republic.*"''*'

On 26 November 1881 Bismarck told Robert Lucius von Ballhausen

that 'the "Jew Hunt" was not opportune. He had declared himself

against it but had done nothing to stop it because of its courageous

attack on the progressives.'*'""' He had not declared himself against it:

as usual, he lied about his acts.

On Christmas Eve 1881 a truly free man, Eduard Lasker, wrote his

political testament in a long letter to the novelist Berthold Auerbach,

whose spirits had been deeply depressed by the events of the previous

two years. Lasker, a bachelor, a Jew from an orthodox family in

Jaroczyn, had risen to be spokesman of rights and liberty in Prussia and

Reich by sheer ability. A trained lawyer, he devoted his entire life to a

comprehensive and untiring preoccupation with the legislative process.

In 1868 against Bismarck's ponderous opposition, he pushed through

legislation to protect free speech in the chambers of the Reichstag
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and in 1873 he exposed a case of 'insider trading' in railway shares

carried out by Hermann Wagener, Bismarck's friend and first editor of

the Kreuzzeitung, inside the Ministry of Trade. The ring included the

Princes Putbus and Biron and enjoyed the tolerance of the Minister

of Trade, Count Itzenplitz. Lasker exposed them feariessly, caused the

resignations of all involved, and ensured the passage of a law making

it illegal for civil servants to engage in commercial transactions

connected with their office. He wrote the petition of December 1 870 in

which the North German Reichstag asked King William I to become

Emperor and the first Reply to the Address from the Throne of the new

German Reichstag in March 1871 .''"'' Only Windthorst surpassed him as

a parliamentary speaker and legislator. On 25 December 1 88 1 Lasker

wrote to Berthold Auerbach and set out his understanding of the crisis

in Germany about the Jews:

My dear, old firiend, I have granted myself a festive pleasure

in that I can settle down alone and composed on the first day

of Christmas to write to you... In the elections the people have

definitely rejected anti-Semitism in its ghastly form and in its

dirty content, as completely as could be wished. Not so easily

will we be able to deal with the other element of the reactionary

power. Bismarck is no enemy to underestimate even when he

makes mistakes and acts in passion. In the present stage of

society many too many problems exist, and when a powerful

government looks around for popular programmes, then they

can find effective levers, which after a lot of tapping about and

getting lost, will not fail them. In fact it requires great vigilance,

careful thought and the most selfless sacrifice to pull the good

cause undamaged from the struggle. By good cause I mean the

liberation of individuals and the reduction of situations when

people see as dictated by fate what is really a situation the

powerful seek to control.*

On 5 January 1 884 Eduard Lasker died suddenly in New York after

a long and successful speaking tour in the USA. The US House of

Representatives resolved that 'this loss is not alone to be mourned by

the people of his native land, where his firm and constant exposition

of and devotion to free and liberal ideas have materially advanced the

social, political and economic conditions of those peoples but also by

lovers of liberty throughout the world.' When the text of the resolution

arrived in Berlin, Bismarck returned it to the senders because the

description was erroneous.'' Five Prussian cabinet ministers desired to

attend Lasker's funeral and asked Bismarck for permission. He replied

*most certainly not'. And none ofthem dared to go.

A month later, on 28 February, Bamberger reflected in telegraph style

in his diary on the death of Lasker and the political implications:

'the aftermath ofBismarck's opposition to Washington confirms

my view. Whether he will be proved right? The people is not

bom to be free.''"

On 7 March the Reichstag had to be adjourned because of the

angry debate when many deputies from Liberal parties protested at

Bismarek's discourtesy to their dead colleague and the US House of

Representatives. On 13 March Bismarck appeared in the Reichstag at

1 p.m. and made a statement before the opening of formal business

with regard to the message of condolence, which the American House

of Representatives had directed to the government. Bismarck attacked

sharply revolutionaries and republicans. In response to an interjection

by Hanel he responded wittily: 'He had no obligation to exchange

sentimentalities and in the political duel to let himself be shot down.'

He added his best wishes for the liberal party, which Lasker had always

led down the wrong path. 'Solemn assertions of personal regard and

friendship only make political opponents more dangerous.' He described

Lasker as somebody with 'superior but destructive eloquence'.'"' When

Hildegard Spitzemberg called on Bismarck two days later, he was in

a good mood: 'At 12 I found him at lunch, as fresh and cheerful as

possible, after he had once again spoken in the Reichstag, which they

now call the " Gasthof zum toten Juden "—"The Guest House of the

Dead Jew".'"'' It might also be called Gasthof zum toten Liberalismus

(the Guest House of Dead Liberalism) because Lasker's death marked
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the end of the hope of a liberal regime in Germany.

The 'Jew Debate', the death ofLasker, and the defeat of liberalism mark

the first stage in the tragedy of German Jewry, for it was Bismarck's

Fcmaricable achievement to unify Germany with universal suffrage but

not to alter the absolutism at the core of the Prussian-German political

system. By means of the Prussian House of Lords and the three class

voting system for the Landtag, the wealthy and aristocratic exercised

control over the most important, powerful and industrialized of the

German states. In particular, Bismarck's social class, a land-owning

nobility, continued to monopolize senior office in the army and in

the bureaucracy. In effect, the representatives of a declining agrarian

aristocracy had a strangle-hold on the politics of the most powerful

country in Europe. The '25,000 heads', as Friedrich Naumann called the

Junke^families'ran a country of 60 million in their own interest. And

the code that governed this class was rigid. When Reinold von Thadden

(1891-1976) refused a challenge to a duel in 191 1 because his Christian

principles forbad dueling, he suffered so complete an ostracism that no

regiment in the Prussian Army, no matter how modest, offered him a

commission in 1914. Von Thadden's father appealed to the Kaiser, to

Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg, to the Chief of the Imperial Military

Cabinet in vain. Young von Thadden had violated the Junker code of

honour and had become a non-person.'^

The class that rejected von Thadden unleashed the First World War and

commanded its armies. It was a Junker general, the Prussian Minister

of War, Adolf Wild von Hohenbom, who, on 1 1 October 1916, issued

the infamous Judenzdhlung, a census of Jews in the Prussian army to

show how Jews were draft dodgers. When the results showed that Jews

were over-represented at the fi^ont, the census was suppressed. From

1811, with von der Marwitz's 'Jew Siate', to July 1918, and Colonel

Bauer's condemnation of Jews as draft-dodging, black marketers,*'''

the Prussian Junker class regarded Jews as enemies. Jews represented

the corrupt and dangerous fluidity of money, capitalism, and markets.

They controlled a significant share of newspapers and pioneered the

department stores. And it was precisely this Junker class, which put an
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end to the *Jew Republic' of Weimar. The President of the Republic,

a typical Junker, Field Marshall Paul von Beneckendorff und von

Hindenburg, made Hitler Chancellor of the Reich on 30 January 1933.

One of the reasons was almost certainly to prevent the exposure of the

misuse of government subsidies in 1932 to the Prussian great estates,

the so-called Osthilfeskandal, which had become public toward the

end of the year, a scandal in which Hindenburg and his friends were

implicated. The 'direct line' from Bismarck to Hitler follows the red

stripe on the uniform of the Prussian General Staff officers and their

fellow Junkers who reftised to give an inch to the forces of liberalism,

and to those liberals, who would, as von der Marwitz asserted in 1811,

turn Prussia into a Judenstaat.

Bismarck did not cause these things to happen but he did nothing to

oppose them either. He may not have been an anti-semite but he was

prepared to use it to destroy liberalism in Germany. In October 1918,

the year of defeat for the Prussian army, Max Weber, the founder of

modem sociology, reflected on Bismarck's legacy in his 'Parliament

and Government in the new order in Germany'. Weber writes:

He left a nation totally without political education. . . totally

bereft ofpolitical will [italics in the original—JS] accustomed to

expect that the great man at the top would provide their politics

for them. And ftirther as a result of his improper exploitation

of monarchical sentiment to conceal his own power politics

in party battles, it had grown accustomed to submit patiently

and fatalistically to whatever was decided for it in the name of

'monarchical government'.'''"

That legacy would lead to the second and much more tragic act in the

story ofGerman and European Jewry.
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Germany and Austria were determined to preserve the shattered

remains of their devastated heritage. They sought to collect as much
material as they could to provide future generations with authentic

evidence of this rich and varied past. The founders included Martin

Buber, Max Grunewald, Hannah Arendt and Robert Weltsch. They
made Rabbi Leo Baeck, the last leader of the Jewish conmiunity in

Germany under the Nazis, its first president and named the Institute in

his honor, to signify the ideals of modem, cultured, assimilated

German-Jewry.

LBI offices were created in each of the great outposts of the exiled

community; London, Jerusalem, and New York, with New York as the

home of the Institute's unparalleled library and archival collections. In

September 2001, LBI New York opened a branch of its archives at the

new Jewish Museum in Berlin. This marks the first time that this

extraordinary array of materials is available in Europe. It is both

symbolically and in fact a very significant development in the

continuity of this legacy shared by Germans and Jews.

The remarkable holdings of the Institute reflect a heritage of triumphs

and tragedies that must never be forgotten.
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